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This memorandum reports extreme concern of top 
Defense Department officials and the apparent concern of 
tbo Chinese Nationalist Embassy over disclosure of highly 
sensitive information by Jack Anderson, Drew Pearson’s legman, 
in 3/20/68 column which appeared in the "Washington Post," 
(attached). Defense Department plans to initiate investigation. 

Anderson reported that the U.S». in strictest secrecy 
was preparing to ask/tCHIANG Kai-shek to withdraw his troops / 
from Quemoy and Matsu/ythe two Chinese Nationalist occupied 
islands just off the Chinese Mainland. Anderson pointed out 
that the proposed change in U.S. policy concerning the U.S. 
commitment to furnish military assistance to defend these islands 
was predicated upon desire to cut defense expenditures. 
Anderson goes on to set forth in some detail the position of the 
military assistance group in Taiwan which is unalterably opposed 
to the proposed change in policy. 

j 

Close liaison contacts in the Air Force and the . h Aq^ ' 
Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff confided on 3/22/68 jWyf 
that the Joint Chiefs and other top Defense officials are ' U 
incensed over the disclosures in Anderson*s column. Defense J 
has determined that the column is generally accurate and many / 
of the details reported unquestionably taken almost verbatim * 
from two jfflmeWglfc" documents relating to the matter. It is noted 
that Anderson makes references to two documents. Some 
Defense officials reportedly feel that copies of the documents 
or information therein was leaked to Anderson by some officer 
or official with the military assistance gxpup in Taiwan who 
possibly felt the disclosure would embarrass the U.S. into 
denying the proposed policy change^nd thus result in continuance 
of military assistance for defense’ Of--othe/islands. It was ^c// 
pointed out that the Ui.S. has not<: previouslV d*fecussed Jihis/^r 
matter with the Chinese Nation^ljjLSts.j 
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Memorandum to Mr* W* C* Sullivan 
RE: JACK ANDERSON bl 

k) 3 
Liaison contacts confided further that General 

Earle Wheeler, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, plans 
to order an "in house" investigation of the leak* There is 
no indication that Defense Department will make any requests 
of Bureau for investigation. 
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U.S. Will Ask Chians to Quit 2 Isles 

.} 
Jack 

Anderson 

TAIPEI- 

areas and have decided that 
millions could be saved byj 
pulling back from the offshore 
islands. 

This possibility first came 
up at a secret strategy meet- v 

ing in Honolulu on Jan. 11. I| 
Robert Barnett, speaking for 
the State Department, com- 

, plained that the cost of de- 
■In the strictest of .fending the islands was too 

imommim conihmei 
HEREIN IS UMCXAS5IFIED 
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secrecy, the United States is 
preparing to ask Chiang Kai- 

shek to withdraw his troops 
from the two offshore islands, 
Quemoy and Matsu, only 3 

great a drain. 

Saving Money 
Samuel Berger, presiding, 

warned that “a major U.S. pol¬ 
icy change is involved in view* 

and 12 miles off the Chinese ^0f the heavy defense cuts.” 

mainland. ^ Following up this meeting.' 
Chiang still dreams that the Defense Department pre¬ 

sume day these islands could Pared a systems analysis on 

The Washington Post 

Times Herald_ 

lalso become springboards for 
| an invasion of the mainland. 
I While many Westerners don’t 
agree with him, this threat at 
least has tied up Communist 
troops across the straits from 
Taiwan and has helped to 
deter Red China from inter¬ 
vening in the Vietnam war. 

The U.S. is firmly opposed 
to any adventures on the 
mainland but is officially com¬ 
mitted to helping Chiang de¬ 
fend the islands, as pro¬ 
claimed in a secret State De¬ 
partment national policy 
paper, dated Sept. 11,1964. 

Today, however, our strate¬ 
gists would like to change the 
policy. They are compelled by 
the demands of the Vietnam [money could be saved in 
war to put the squeeze on mil-|ground and air forces, 
itary expenditures in other! The two divisions on the 

how to cut Chiang’s forces and 
save money. The secret analy¬ 
sis, which considered only the 
defensive uses of the offshore 
islands, concluded that they 
could be written off without 
jeopardizing the defense of 
Taiwan. 

T-- --^ 

“Several substantial reduc¬ 
tions could be made in GRC 
(Government of the Republic 
of China) naval forces were it 
to negotiate with the CPR 
(Chinese Peoples’ Republic) an 
offshore island settlement,” 
the analysis declared. - 

Naval savings alone, accord¬ 
ing to the analysis, would 
amount to $5.2 million in fis¬ 
cal years 1969-73. Even more 
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Peng-hus — ui "The Taiwan 
Straits could also be with¬ 
drawn, the analysis suggested. 

‘‘The ability to land 5000 
Marines on the Peng-hus as 
reinforcements,” contended 
the secret analysis, “would be 
more than adequate for de¬ 
fense of that area.” 

The U. S. “country team,” 
representing both the Ameri¬ 
can Embassy and our military 
at Taipei, has taken vigorous 
exception to the analysis. 

U.S. Military Opposed 
In a secret response, the 

country team declared that 
“the GRC will not ‘negotiate 
with the CPR’ for an offshore 
island settlement. Removal of 
established personnel from 
Kinmen (Quemoy) and Matsu1 
would: j 

“a. Eliminate an invaluable 
source of intelligence on GFR 
coastal movements to and 
from the major ports of Amoy 
and Foochow . . . 

“b. Increase USN patrol re¬ 
quirements along mainland' 
China routes . * . 

“c. Release several hundred 
thousand CPR troops pres¬ 
ently positioned in the 
coastal area immediately oppo¬ 
site Kinmen and Matsu be¬ 
cause of the GRC presence on 
these islands.” ______ 

| The country "teanT^also 
• raised the political and psy¬ 
chological importance of the 
offshore islands. 

“Several statements in the 
DOD (Department of Defense) 

study,” pleaded the secret re- 
sponse, “reflect a need to re^ 
view the importance of the 

OSI (offshore islands). It is 
highly impractical to consider 

[the OSI groups of Kinmen 
and Matsu from purely a mili¬ 
tary point of view. These is¬ 
lands must also be evaluated 
for their political and psycho- 
lc gical impact on the GRC. 
From a military point of view 
these islands serve to: 

“a. Block the significant sea¬ 
ports of Amoy and Foochow 
from a commercial as well as 
an offensive amphibious mili¬ 
tary standpoint. 

“b. Deny effective use of 
o^er 200 miles of China 
coastal waters by coastal traf¬ 
fic 

“c. Provide early warning 
fc r air defense. 

“d. Provide an excellent 
ac(vance electronic monitoring ' 
point. 

“e. Provide the much 
[needed additional depth to the 
defense of Taiwan and- the 
Peng-hus. 

“From the viewpoint of the 
GRC, these islands are the 
last vestiges of the GRC’s in¬ 
fluence over the mainland. 
They serve as a daily re¬ 
in nder to the Asiatic free na¬ 
tions, as well as to the CPR 
that they do not dominate the., 
entire Chinese world. The fact; 
that these islands have not ' 
fallen to the Communists adds 
prestige to the GRC forces.” 

t$> 1968, Bell-McClure Syndicate, Inc. 
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UNSUB; Unauthorized Disclosure of 
JnformatiSn"in "State Department Cables 
Appearing in "The^Washipgton Posf'Article, 
Tuesday, July 27, 1971, by_Jack Anderson 

■/ 

ESPIONAGE - X 

i 
r 

I < Enclosed is copy of letter from AssL%££n4 Attorney 
General (AAG), Internal Security Division^Mat^^7/30/71, 
title, of which refers to captioned matter, together with copy 

n 
of article under by-line of Jack Anderson which appeared in 
the 7/27/71 edition of "The Washington Post." 

Note the expressed interest of the President in this 
and other leak cases. , t 

| Anderson's article relates for the most part to 
} alleged behavior in Kenya oh the part of Bert M. Tollefson, Jr., 

described as an administrator for the Agency for International 
Development (AID). According to the article, Tollefson 
became intoxicated at a Kenyan lodge during a recent visit there 
by Vice President Agnew and, while in a drunken condition, is 
reported<to have made passes at the Vice President’s secretary. 

andlother alleged misbehavior on his part during the / 
Vice President's stay in Kenya was reportedly brought to the / 

A U G a tit ion of AID head John A. Hannah by the U.S. Ambassador to 
JCen^a Ropinson Mcllvaine. 

31 / 

Poison . 
Pelt. 
Sullivan . 
Mohr . 

Anderson, in his article, states that Tollefson1s 
behavior was reported in a series of confidential State Depart¬ 
ment telegrams and that "we have obtained copies of Mcllvadne’s 
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■ A. 1 

hsz*'U>-l- 
■ k '. »- *-5< 

Aihel to WFO . '- J '“ 
- Re:- UNSUB; Unauthorized Disclosure ,of -yU }", - V //•;, TT;V V-.1 

Information'in State Department Cables 
f •{,:' Appearing in '/’The Washington Post'^Artiolp^ V 

Tuesday, July 27, 1971, ;; toy JackAndbrson ;TTVT; 

obtained a telegram which, indicates that Hannah' had ordered 
. Tollefson to go io London to discuss the matter With ’ 

Samuel Adams, AID'S African Administrator. . \ - s - 

VT V::'; v'TV • ih; compliance.with Department's ' request:," WFO'VfY'-WVV.'., 
immediately, initiate^investigation of the leak of .State ■*' 

T Departmerit informatS.6n tp Anderson, which infprmation reportedly 
. is Of a classified nature.: This investigation must be handled ; 

■■ T'Yon''speci-alvbifeis'Tand^yon shouldinsure sufficient manpower /• 
?'Y' 'Tih''assigned tpif to: adequately handle • all lehds bn; Anexpedite 

basis . Results;:^;i^vestigation■'Mepid -'be1 submitted to Bureau TV. 
on a daily basis by summary teletype and leads developed are 

V to be set but by teletype'with instructions that information 
developed from these leads is to be turhished Bureau and WFO 

T in similar manner .In addition tp summary teletype, incorporate 
v:T;;resu'lts.:of your investigation in invbstlgatiye report, furnishing 

matter is to 
VVV reAeh Bureau bhe week from date: of rbceipt of. instant airtei;,T', 

VrV;';T'hnd'%ub.sequent:reports;bre to; foilbwTbn, weekly basis 

■<;/TV;:-T; ;>; Tf -. Immediately contact| land ;thoroughly Y-Y V •’’ 
' interview, him relative to allegations by Anderson that material 
in his article came from 'tconfidentlal State Department telegrams < 

'. ; .Ip this regard you shodldduring) your contact with| liYTVYY 
- \ obtain answers to the following questions{ 1. „ 

■ TT • Vf • - -.TV;". T.fl-*;;, Is the .information in ; the ’ 'Anderson ’ article : T" T'TVV. 
•• T ■ . Classified and, if so, is it properly classified; 

;T :TTrVV;■ ihb: classif ied data disclbsed accurate; : V/Y . 

‘3. Does the data come from a specific document or 
T':TT-Vft;V''■■ TT-T;;•:documents and* if bb>:'drigin of the document or 

Y VYYY.TV-TVYYYY YV;dbcbmbh#S. and name of individual responsible -i'dr • 
. T j. . Ythe security of the classified data disclosed; V T 

i-T' ■<: ?' •/' ; Y Y■ '• ’ ■ V' ' Extent ofofficial: d:L ssemirihtibn > of the' classlf led -: 

V Y'S- ;r;T;T^^:::;;TT:fVS TT.V;VY !>Y; Y ■ Y ^>TV''T;:,;T . ' T 



.,>1^ 

'*■••£/•*'. 4 H%V * /■•’'<. 
v'-J'f’;- /- ,'v.:'& V-i?;1 •’"-'T.] V' • 

, Airtei’ to WFO •' * . A V V ' * ' ' , ■■ " ;,• 
'Re:< ; UNSUB; Unauthorized Disclosure of , 

'• .^IhfOpB^tidn itt, Stafe;.;De'p^t;i^ht/:’Cables ' /Y>'V/:^:. ;V' 
1 Appearing in "The.Washington Post" Article*. ' , 

Tuesday, July 27, 1971, by Jack Anderson ? v>- 

/■ 5. Has the data been the subject of prior official,. 
• V '* ’ releases;/ ’ / ’ ' /'/- 

•• 6; \Determine whether prior clearance for publication, 
'/:''or. reiAase/pf thisVinfformation .was sought from 

“ ’• 4'v. ■. the proper authorities; ! " 

; •' ~ ;':.Y•?-/ 'lAscerthip; .Whether;'' the'materiel or portions thereof 
' ' ; And enough background .data hare been published 

,;vv ofliciaii^.• or in.the Pfcess to raake an educated 
V,\ speculation op. •this-sjaatter possible;. •/ 

: / ‘ 8; ’ Can fhe^data be deCiasSified''for the purpose of’,-. 
prosecutipn and,; if so* name'-' ofthe person: : %:?■ V 
pompetenf to; testify concerning the classification; 

Ascertain whether declassiflcafion had been 
/• decided upon prior to, the publication of this data; 

v , iO... Determine what effect disclosure of the classified ' 
/ ! data could have on the national defense. 

in addition to above. ■ you should, during yourintervtew ■ 
of J ~l determine comoiefe details surrounding reported 
contact OfI[by Jack Anderson in effortfo obtain comments 

'■ relating to the alleged Incidents involving Tollefson </■ ■/ ‘ 

, Investigationvof reported disclosure of information 
, pertaining to the Strategic Arms limitation Talks-(SALT), also 
mentioned in enclosed letter from AAG, Internal security /: 

: Division, is being handled separately * / ■ •' . ’ 

. . Bureau has assigned code, name "TOLL ;LEK" to this matter, 
} and this code name should be utilised'‘;in'v.ali;;iptra^ureau: //' ;>/; 

communications and auxiliary offices^^:Sp advised. . Communications 
prepared for dissemination ^outside iBureau^"'should' bear caption ? 

■ of instant air'tel.- '■ »:•’" *4'' -r ■ ’• vV-' 



Re|;n UNSUB : 

IV ^ l£ /y' " \ •- ^ « ( ■ * 

* *S,.> av A;yy^ ‘ A F;/^ ’- # A- i*A yy ’y • / ; /'.’V :\ :'yy 
A-;->v* A ASK A. y SA % k,:; A 'Ayy AAAWA-r ^■r'\ • . USA; 

/^p A*. . S-yy Ayy. >|.iAyyjP^ a 

t * T ' ^ ■ ,.; 

wfo.,;: , • A'1' ' ■ -V••'.*; .. 
i; Unauthorized Disclosure}, of. ''•'••.• ’,. .. .' v’ 

.\v‘V; , V.; information in State /Department Cables ••;>’• .■"''[.'.'yy'". 

., >'. ;•; V •' :.’-';i; •; '.’/.if Appear ihg in ’’The, Washing ton. l?os t" : Ar tide, ^■■■' -.'; *•' • •, y ,' . . ,, . ■ .. ■? 
day, July’27, JL971, by Jack Anderson . , / n 'jj 

r NOTE: ’ , , ‘ ‘ - '•/H"-, ' A • -’;- 

~ Letter of AAG, Interna;! Security Division, '7/36/71, * 
.. .;x^iiidibaies::-bab'tioned/..matteK:^p?e^eri^^potebtial ^iolatibn^bi:; .•'■ \'i 

-'■}>: tjie Espionage Act (#it^le^i:8-,;'lJi;S^}bode,:'r$eetion&;;792-70^:"■ •■■. v ' v 
• V within the investigative jurisdiction, of the Bureau. Letter l 
;- v requested. Bureau to Conduct complete vinyestigat ion with ; 

. " regard to this unauthorized disclosure and, upon identification, 
: ' of person or persons.- involved, ‘ reiquested matter be presented 

*?• '^to; Department for prosecutive opinion > Ini view of expressed 
"v:';-;4.’^$r^;%iAt^est^of:; 'President' in thie;ahd Other leak cases, requested ^ ; f 

f investigation Lbeing initiated.* , :No references to .’’TOLL LEK" 
V,''appear.; -in Bureau f iles..;;-;:." ."A A; 'v;v J-;l-'A:/ .• ■•■_,;■ 

' A3A’ 3-'vf; ‘V" ’^ :v ■ ;'.‘3 v>i' w-^'i ;';v VYM.3 >:• • ' :. - • 

J;' V */; ‘ V-,.i. 5" - 
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1 ~ Mr. W. AwanaaJj. 
1 - 

8/6/71 

TOLL LEK;/ ESPIONAGE X ^ 
tsiS4L~:- 

REURTEL AUGUST FIVE LAST. 

PRIORTO CONTACTING DEPARTMENT AS REQUESTED IN REFERENCED 

TELETYPE; teEAU DESlREf W MACOMBER, 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ADMINISTRATION, TO DETERMINE 

WHETHER THE CABLES INVOLVED/ CLASSIFIED " COEEISfcBIlSL' BY 

THEIR AUTHORS; JOHN A* HANNAH; ADMINISTRATOR, AGENCY FOR 

INTERNATIONAL: DEVELOPMENT ' STATES AMBASSADOR 

TO KENYAi WERE IN FACT CLASSIFIED WITHOUT PROPER JUSTIFICATION 

OR REASON. WFO WILL ALSO OBTAIN STATEMENT FROM MACOMBER AS 

TO WHETHER OR NOT CABLES IN QUESTION; COULD BE DECLASSIFIED 

FOR; “PROSECliTlYE .PURPOSES. •:; y 1.^0-1:'' • 

bureau Also desires you promptly interview! 
■■ - 'ii 

IandI WHO, 

ACCORDING TO 

WAS^INGTON^ D % C., WHO 

JRH:sran 

WERE THE ONLY AID EMPLOYEES IN 

TO CABLE OF JULY SIXTEEN'^ 

•••easssOBBa 

DEGi>ASs:iFm>B^; ^ iASSIFIED 
ON IVpapS - C 

AUG 9 1971’ 

: MAIL ROOMED’ TELT5TYPE~UNIT E~~] ^ ‘ & 



TELETYPE TOWFO 
RErTOLL LEK 

LAST TO 

To 19 on -— 
Fjelt 
Sullivan.;—!—- 
Mohr V 

Bishop : 
Brennan, C.D. 
Callahan . 
Casper. ‘ \ 
Conrad __— 
Da)bey /. 
Gaie . .i 
Ponder J—___ 
Rosen _— 
TaveT.—' i - -1 
Waiters ‘.i-Z—4 

’ Soyprs, 
‘Tele. Room 
: H 61 nies/' 
Gandy .... -i- 

MMaSSAD^ "Mfc:^[LVAlNE. NAIROBI ;i KENYA. 

DETERMINE DURING INTERVIEWS WHETHER THESE. INDIVIDUALS HAVE 

ANY KNOWLEDGE OF INStANTLEAK OR OF PERSON OR PERSONSWHO 

/PERPETRATED. THE SAME. ' . : ; / 

mu i_ _be 

I^EHy^EWED;: CONClERNI^^ JULY/NINETEEN LASTCABLEFRQM 

HANNAH TO AMBASSADOR MG ILVAlNE NOTING JACK ANDERSON CLAIMED .. . 

IN HIS ARTICLE TO HAVE ALSO OBTAINED THIS PART IC^Afe CABLE. 

IN ADDITION TO ABOVE INTERVIEWS, YOU SHOULD CONTACT 

INDIVIDUAL INCHARGE.OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT, "CABLE ROOM, 

^WHIci FAClLlTY HANDLED BOTH OF THE CABLES INVOLVED AND >, : 

DETERMINE WHETHER PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO THAT ROOM OR MESSENGERS 

i^AGED 'IN DIS^IBUTION OF^^E TRAFFIC TO AND FROM THIS 

/■itOOM! ARE/, :lHr ^v'POS ITION TO MAKE COPIES;; OF' INCOMING AND DEPARTING 

' 'tR^FIOp4 iN EMPLGvHD ^ 

OR CONNECTED WITH THIs!COffl^ICAT]'ONS ROOM. r£lx' 

; DEPARTMENT HAS BEEN FURNISHED PERTINENT PORTIONS OF; 

investigation 

/^iS'liAI^E-1^ S':?y ■ ! .'/X' . ' V 

NOTE; - v;;/--- /;'V ^ - ' P/■ - r • /- 

Toll Lefc is code name for our investigation of the ^ 
: leak of diasslfled State Department cableskbationa1ly-synd i 
cated/iC6l!ui^ teletype furnished 

■ V ? 1 “V' - -1 's 

ROOMG3'.: /fEt'EJTPJE'. -UNIT GO* ' 



F. ?£./> ^ 

TELETYPE TOWFO 
EE : : 4TOLL LEK 

results of extensive interview of I__| 
I of AID. | |indicated classifi¬ 

cation of "iTOllf liltu;li>Cg:tfOipejfi to, two cables which con¬ 
cerned alleged misbehavior in Kenya, by AID employee Bert Jt. ' • _ > 
Tollefson, was without jusfification and that disclosure 
contents of^these^cables4by; Anderson resultedinno injury 

' to jbhe BnitedRequested Department be .. 
contacted to determine whether further investigation was 
warranted #|WE6 noted ho further investigation was contemplated■ 
Thisis prematuresincesmallh individuals who had 
access tox these cables have not been interviewed concerning Toll 
Lek not has proper official at State Department been con¬ 
tacted ib?idetermine whether cables could be declassified 
for proseCutive purppseSv We havefUrnished, under separate'' 
cover, pertinent portions of information referenced tele¬ 
type to bepartment for information purposes and are advising 
Department investigation:is continuing. ;; 

Tolson - ' 
• Felt 

X.►Sill I ivnnj* - 
'MohrlX _ 
Bishop . > 
Brennan, C.Q. 
Callahan • 
Casper.^ 
Conrad • 
Dalbey - • 
Gale _ ' ' • •• 
Ponder, __ 

. Rosen :■ ' 
Tavel V: 

'Walters 
Soyors _ • 
Tele. Room _ 
Holmes _ ’ 
Gandy 

.V. .c>.v: v® -/ •£■}'¥*&:• '• y•*/ 
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- Assistant Attorney General 
Ip..Internal Security Division :C; 

lr';r^4llCi Suilivan •. ' * 
v^Sv: 1 -HiSSp- 'Bishop*; 

f 4i- $&• ■■ PnibeT % 

iifcennan 
i - Mr. W. R. Wannall 

; I - Mr. H. J. Morgan 
im-r "■ —n 

tlNKNQWN^UBJEC'lf: Unauthorized piscaosni^ olinformati^ ; 
IP^rMlnindr tii* tlm,'55traf^d,4/» /Pi•7.!;:'‘ "'■• ••'■•-v •' 
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7 Appearing in ''l^ New York Times’- Artie le, Friday; 

ESPiONAQE ,bv .tf:;®4;:bSb.'J,- -"‘v^& 

Unauthorised Disclosure ofInformation in State Department ! ( ':•'% 

/ Cables Appearing in the ’’Washington FcrStM Article, Tuesday , : v 
' ■ Julv 27. 1.971. bv Jack Anderson 7M&M'b -&*h. 1 # 7 July27, 197% fey Jack Anderson 

BSPiOtf&GE -r« ;;,#7 b€7bK ■ b ■• 

captioned matters. 
,1971, concerning 

, In accordance with your request^ investigation requested by vj b: ’ 

W H Os S3 
;«SSP 
V'*/ b > V i-4 *■•; 

m kept advised ortfee results. 
r- .lu!1 ' v- 

' 'u.ij: 

^pX/ b %■ interyie^of 
,b7C 

oil 

bvb'^^b’' 

■' ■ DUPLICATE VELLQVf^fe^''. 
inasmuch as instant letter contains ' ’ • b - 

‘1"™“?tlon 80 classified by ‘he Department s letter dated 7/30/71. No group' 
designation ^skriiSkhw Tnf^pnal ■ i f "v- bbPbb ^ : designation asslgned by Internal SecUrity DLvislOn 

t> v.-. -—^rfri'wcm^yi wiense nas oeen w 
0§Sd_2^^^of TusUee as l^ical suspect in the SALT leak b7C 

b:;7b, fnd I™8Mcryiewed by a representatii/e of the Internal Security 
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Aderai bureau of investigation 
Communications section 

AUG 51971 

TELETYPE 

NR 009 WF CODED 

5:45 P M IMMEDIATE 8-5-71 ALM 

TO DIRECTOR J ATTENTION: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISIOI 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-1 1628) 7P 

TOLL LEW , ESPIONAGE - X 

REFERENCE BURE'STb AIRTEL AUGUST FOUR LAST. 

Mr. TolsoaJLjU. 
Mr. tfelt 

y/"~J 

j Mr^BrennayCfcjSjf 
Mr Callaha^^. 
Mr, Casper_I 
Mi. 
Mr. DalbMipl 
Mr. Gale_^lL_. 
Mr Ponder-1 

I Mr, Rosen_ I Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Walters__ 
Mr. Soyars__ 
Tele. Room_ 
Miss Holmes ! 
Miss Gandy — 

ON AUGUST FIVE INSTANT, 
-7- 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (AID), WASHINGTON, D. C 

<WDC), WAS INTERVIEWED. HE RELATED THAT ON FRIDAY, JULY 

b6 
b7C 

SIXTEEN LAST , HIS| 
-tfrtAe 

A SEALED ENVELOPE STAMPED “EYES ONLY 

HANDED HIM I nHivi/LU n±ri j s\ 

Fo$ l^N i~eRlM$ j t O At 4 [nP^ 

, T(f BE OPENED ONLY BY . 

vei&meMi 

HAD RECEIVED THIS ENVELOPE BY MESSENC 

(#$> ‘ r] 
CONTAINED Jk 

FROM THE "CABLE ROOM" OF THE STA 
1 

PERSONALLY OPENED THIS ENVELOPE 
rfC/ ^ **» r*tM 
^ 4a, 4 -A t s> * 7cnt"mr 

TELEGRAM DATED JULY SIXTFEWaLAST , FROM AMBASSADOgfMC ILVAim, ,, . 
c ^ m ftUG 

AMERICAN EMBASigX-,^NAIROBI , KENYA. THIS TELEGRAM WAS 

CLASSIFIED TqUrTTirNTTlJ " iTHD HAND“WFfITTEN"ON THIS COMMUNICATION 

END P 

declassified by*| 
DN_. Il /&Q >TS* 

—- 

n. svlui:::! m hie ci.iEcras I 
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WFO 65-11628 

PAGE TWO 

APPEARED THE WORDS "EYES ONLyI 

UPON READING THE TELEGRAM IT WAS FIRST LEARNED BY 
,-, - £mS> 

OF ALLEGED MISCONDUCT BY BERT MjfTOLLEFSON , THE AID 
m gr r#% Z-A/reRN® Tfiobfh L wJ* mp/ 
Representative in kenya. the telegram was shown to I 

|FOR ,AID . THEN PUT_THE ,, „ / 
-  - ~ (Tft£\ fpfeWP }f XoR Xfifhi- . 

TELEGRAM BACK IN THE ENVELOPE AND PLACED IT IN HIS DESK ( @e*J^ 

DRAWFR - THAT FUFNTNfi TT WAR PI ARFD TW TWF 1 DCKFD RAFF TN HTR 0&* . DRAWER. THAT EVENING IT WAS PLACED IN THE LOCKED SAFE IN HIS 

OFFICE BY| 

ON MONDAY, JULY NINETEEN LAST, THE TELEGRAM WAS READ 

_|ur / 
WfeTt ey tve 1 WTWrWE WmmA 1 
¥AS PERSONALLY TOLD BYTO 

ARRANGE TO SEE TOCLEFSON TO DETERMINE THE FACTS. PURSUANT 

tjei& 
THE AFRICAN BUREAU . 

TO THIS REQUES AND TOLLEFSON MET IN LONDON. 

:| IlN LONG HAND, DRAFTED A TELEGRAM ON THIS SAME DATE 

TO THE AMERICAN EMBASSY AT NAIROBI WHICH WAS CLASSIFIED 

AL " BY AND READ "EYES ONLY FOR AMBASSADOR, 

END PAGE TWO 
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WFO 65-11628 

PAGE THREE 

from! THIS COMMUNICATION STATED HAD ASKED 

TO MEET TOLLEFSON IN LONDON ON TUESDAY, JULY TWENTY 

LAST TO "MAKE IT VERY CLEAR TO HIM THAT HIS BEHAVIOR AS 

REPORTED IS TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE AND LEAVING UP TO HIM TO 

RETURN TO KENYA AND DISCUSS HIS FUTURE WITH YOU”. 

INDICATED IN THIS TELEGRAM THAT TOLLEFSON BE AFFORDED A 

CHANCE TO SALVAGE HIS CAREER. THIS HAND WRITTEN COMMUNICATIOI 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE AND THEN TO THE STATE DEPARTMENT 
-- - - 

COMMUNICATIONS ROOM FOR TRANSMISSION . THERE WAS NO DISTRI¬ 

BUTION OF THIS COMMUNICATION AT AID. ACCORDING TO| NO 

ONE ELSE AT AID HAD ACCESS TO THE INFORMATION IN THESE 

TELEGRAMS OR KNEW ABOUT THE INCIDENT UNTIL JACK ANDERSON’S 

COLUMN APPEARED IN "THE WASHINGTON POST" ON TUESDAY, JULY 

END PAGE THREE 
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WFO 65-11628 

PAGE FOUR 

TWENTY SEVEN LAST 

ON THURSDAY , JULY TWENTYTWO LAST , 

IN JACK ANDERSON’S OFFICE, TELEPHONED THE PUBLIC RELATIONS 

OFFICE OF AID, INQUIRED ABOUT THE TELEGRAM OF JULY SIXTEEN 

LAST, AND THE ANSWERING TELEGRAM PREPARED BY | ~| THIS 

CALL WAS REFERRED TO DURING THE CONVERSATION 

REVEALED THAT HE HAD A COPY OF THESE TWO TELEGRAMS 

IN ANSWER TO THE INQUIRY WHICH WERE READ VERBATIM BY 

by! Ihow 

"WE HAVE WAYS' 

HAD OBTAINED THE TELEGRAMS, 

ASKED 

REMARKED 

THAT HE NOT PUBLISH THIS 

MATERIAL FOR THIS WOULD ONLY SERVE TO CRUCIFY TOLLEFSON AND 

RUIN HIS CAREER. NOTWITHSTANDING, THIS MATERIAL APPEARED IN 

JACK ANDERSON *S COLUMN ON JULY TWENTYSEVEN LAST . 

I I STATED THAT HE IS OF THE OPINION THE JULY SIXTEEN 

LAST TELEGRAM FROM AMERICAN AMBASSADOR MC ILVAINE WAS ^ 

END PAGE FOUR 



WFO 65-11628 

PAGE FIVE 

CLASSIFIED "cT5fl?mW432jL” ONLY TO INSURE | | WOULD PERSONALLY 

SEE IT. I IFELT IF THE VICE PRESIDENT HAD NOT BEEN IN 

KENYA THE ALLEGED INCIDENT NEVER WOULD HAVE BEEN REPORTED BUT 

THE AMBASSADOR MUST HAVE FELT TO PROTECT HIMSELF HE SHOULD 

REPORT IT. I I SAID THE CONTENTS OF THE TELEGRAM WILL DO 

NO DAMAGE TO THE DEFENSE INTERESTS OF THE UNITED STATES OR BE 

OF BENEFIT TO OTHER COUNTRIES. I I CLASSIFIED HIS OUTGOING 

TELEGRAM wggBTM)PHTJ^L" TO MAKE CERTAIN THE AMBASSADOR WOULD 

PERSONALLY SEE THE ACTION HE HAD TAKEN . I ~1 SAID 

WHETHER THESE TELEGRAMS WERE PROPERLY CLASSIFIED OR COULD BE 

DECLASSIFIED FOR THE PURPOSE OF POSSIBLE PROSECUTION WOULD BE 

A QUESTION TO BE ANSWERED BY WILLIAM MACOMBER , ASSISTANT 

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ADMINISTRATION. S&THE QUESTION OF 

CLASSIFICATION OR DECLASSIFICATION OF THE TELEGRAMS IN QUESTION 

HAS NEVER BEEN CONSIDERED. 

b6 
b7C 

END PAGE FIVE 



WFO $5-11628 

PAGE SIX 

THE MATERIAL QUOTED IN THE ANDERSON COLUMN AS COMING 

FROM THESE TELEGRAMS INACCURATE. PRIOR TO THE ANDERSON 

COLUMN THERE WAS NO REQUEST BY PROPER AUTHORITIES FOR THE 

RELEASE OF THIS INFORMATION AND NO RELEASES WERE MADE TO THE 

KNOWLEDGE OF| 

| INFORMED THAT BEFORE VICE PRESIDENT AGNEW RETURNED 

TO THE UNITED STATES HE INFORMED THAT OFFICE THAT HE | 

WOULD BE INTERESTED IN TALKING TO VICE PRESIDENT AGNEW 

PERSONALLY CONCERNING THIS INCIDENT BUT HAS RECEIVED NO 

RESPONSE TO THIS CONTACT. 

I REVEALED THAT ON AUGUST THREE LAST, TOLLEFSON 

TELEPHONED! lOFFICE BUT| |WAS OUT OF THE CITY. 

TOLLEFSON INDICATED TO | |IN| "[OFFICE THAT 
0. 

THE ANDERSON COLUMN WAS INCORRECT AND PRO,IT IS AVAILABLE. 

I said| |is making full inquiry into the 

END PAGE SIX 
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WFO 65-1 1628 

PAGE SEVEN 

ALLEGATIONS AGAINST TOLLEFSON FOR AID. 
O 
OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATION ; 

IT IS CLEAR AS A RESULT OF THE INTERVIEW WITH| 

THAT "jDEWSdJb" INFORMATION HAS BEEN UNLAWFULLY COMMUNICATED 

TO JACK ANDERSON’S OFFICE. HOWEVER, THERE IS SERIOUS DOUBT 

THAT THESE DOCUMENTS SHOULD HAVE BEEN CLASSIFIED. I ~ 

FEELS THAT THERE HAS BEEN NO INJURY TO THIS COUNTRY AS A RESULT 

OF THE PUBLICATION OF THESE DOCUMENTS, NOR HAS A FOREIGN 

COUNTRY BENEFITED FROM THE DISCLOSURE. HE OPINED THAT THE 

DETAILS IN THE DOCUMENTS WERE PURELY OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE OR 

PERSONNEL NATURE AND THE CLASSIFICATIONS WERE USED TO INSURE 

THE PROPER AUTHORITIES WOULD SEE THE INFORMATION. UNDER THESE 

CIRCUMSTANCES IT IS NOT BELIEVED THERE WAS JUSTIFICATION FOR 

CLASSIFYING THESE TELEGRAMS. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THE DEPARTMENT BE CONTACTED TO 

DETERMINE WHETHER FURTHER INVESTIGATION IS WARRANTED. WFO 

CONDUCTING NO FURTHHER INVESTIGATION UACB . 

PLB FBI WA 

OC-MR. BRENNAN 

b6 
b7C 
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Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

8/6/71 

Toll Lek is code name for investigation 
of leak of classified State Department 
cables to Jack Anderson, columnist 

Attached advises investigation at 
Agency for International Development (AID), 
Washington, D.C,, yesterday developed 
information indicating that two telegrams, 
one from U.S. Ambassador in Kenya toP^ I 

I dated 7/16771, 
and one from| _ |to U. S. Embassy in 
Kenya, dated 7/19/71, both classified 
"XSEUNteMtdgf” were involved. I ~~| in 
interview, identified small number of AID 

, employees with access to either telegram ; 
indicated both telegrams classified with¬ 
out proper reason; stated release of 
information in telegrams by publication 
resulted in no injury to U.S. 

WFO recdmniends Department be. contact¬ 
ed concerning further investigation iij 
view of above facts; however, this is 
premature, and we are instructing WFO- 
interview all persons with access to 
telegrams, and contact proper official at 
State Department to determine if they can 
be declassified for prosecution purposes. 

JRHtjd 

b6 
b7C 

ILL INFOimTlON COWIAIKED 
'HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

jMTE 05-23-2007 BY 60324mcbsM/r-3/rtis 



FEDERAL BU^^S&SNVESTIGATIOM 

£CLM MDNIC^TiC^ 

AUG SJfflCI 

m®27 WF CODE 

il:30PM URGENT 8-9-71 DLE 

TO DIRECTOR 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 

I Mr. Tolson I 
! Mr. Fe|€ .jg^1 
Mr. 

^r* 
MrVBreTman^W® 
Mr. Callahatod£L? 
Mr. Casper-- 
Mr. Conrad™ 
Mr. Dalbey_ 
Mr. Gale .n„ — 
Mr. Ponder—_ 
Mr. Rosen ..- 
Mr. Tavel .,.,,,,1 
Mr. Walters 
Mr, Soyars-— 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmea- 
Miss Gandy- 

TOLL LEKl ESPIONAGE DASH X. 

RE BUTEL, AUGUST SIX, LAST. 

ON INSTANT DATE, WILLIAM MACOMBER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

ADMINISTRATIVE. ACCORDING T0_ MACOMBER, STATE SECURITY 
Ha® ftEC-37 '7 4/ 3^- 

HAS BEEN CONDUCTING AN INVESTIGATION IN THIS MATTER AND HAS. „ 

MACOMBER, STATE SECURITY 

OF STATE FOR ADMINISTRATION, ADIISED AS FOLLOWS: 

REGARDING THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE PERTINENT DOCUMENTS, y 

AND AFTER CONSULTING WITH THE LEGAL OFFICE AND THE AFRICAN 

DESK, ADVISED THAT THE CONFIDENTIAL CLASSIFICATION CONTAIMElO 

ON THESE DOCUMENTS COULD NOT BE JUSTIFIED IN TERMS OF THE - 

CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS. HE ADDED THAT THERE WOULD BE NO 

FROBLEM REGARDING DECLASSIFICATION IN THE EVENT OF PROSECUTION. 

DETERMINED THAT AT LEAST THIRTY PERSONS IN USDS AND AID H t AUG 12 1971 

ACCESS TO THE DOCUMENTS. HE ALSO STATED THAT AS A'RESULT ^ 

OF THE INQUIRIES TO DATE. I I OF AID IS THE 
u/*fh +ht -H.q*wcy fo% Xn ft &/y^f7#v/}/ OYu^t¥Mmh 

MOST; LIKELY SUSPECT Of „THE LEAK BASED ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL » \ 

I FMD ^ PaVf ONf’ ^ * ^GlassAedL ^ V .. 
END PAGE ONE _ ^#Exfempi fro.tSs-f*€ategdnr ' *1 

) ^Date pi Declassification 

&«> i-—X'p 
DECLASSIFIED BY $lT I ^ SBLUWSI HI ViZ SmSTQR I ? /). ' H«6 



PAG E TW 0 

_„To HAVE BEEN MADE WITH USDS SECURITY 

,IDENCE.‘ arrange* UACB , WFO WILL 

. REVIEW THEIR INVESTIGATION TO AT • 

iVIEVI THIS FILE BEFORE CONDUCTING FURT- 

„„ MftKE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
HEREAFTER ,, WFO WILL MAR 

;NVESTIG ATION. 

CC-MR. BRENNAN 



5-1 l3aF (9-29-65) 

Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

8-10-71 

Toll Lek is the code name of our investigation 
of alleged leak of classified State Department 
cables to Washington Post columnist, Jack 
Anderson. 

Attached reveals that original classification 
of cables by Department of State not justified 
and declassification would nose no problfem in evert 
of prosecution. Also noted is State Department's 
conduct of r>rior investigation with tentative £>6 
identification of | _of Agency 
for International Development (AID) as most 
likely suspect of leak. Details of State investi¬ 
gation will be obtained before continuing witl^t, 
our own inquiry. ^ 

Pertinent information herein will be included 
in the weekly summary furnished to the White 
House, copies of which will be sent to the 
Attorney General, his Deputy, and to the Asst. 
Attorney General-Internal Security Division. 
„„„ DECLASSIFIED m/Tg , 

ER.H on 11 bq nTtwiifriJaaik ILL 
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1 - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr. J. P. Mohr 
1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop 
1 - Mr. D. J. Dalbey 

August 10, 1971 

BY LIAISON 

Honorable H. R. Haldeman 
Assistant to the President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Hr. Haldeman: 

1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan 
1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall 
1 - Mr. J. R. Wagoner 

rro tl Uk 

Enclosed is a summary covering this Bureau's 
investigation during the past week relating to Daniel Ellsberg 
and the publication by "The New York Times" of classified ^ 
material concerning united States-Vietnam relations during * 
the period 1945-1967* 

fmm 

iiM' The summary also covers this Bureau*a investigation 
during the past week relating to the recent unauthorized 
disclosures involving United States overflights of the 'Chinese- 
mainland* ^Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, and information 
set forth in Department of State cables^relative to the { 
alleged misbehavior in Kenya of Bert M J%ollefson._Jr.. an 
administrator for the Agency for International Development. 
Based on developments in ouj* investigation last • Week'' relaiing• ’ 
to the disclosure of information concerning U. S, overflights 
of the Chinese mainland* we are discontinuing this investigation* 
However* the other investigations are continuing and you'.will- 
furnished further results obtained* 

Single copies of the enclosure are also being 
sent to the Honorable Egil Krogh, Jr., Deputy Assistant to 
the President for Domestic Affairs, and to the Attorney General. 

!f * 
Tolson 
"clt:__ 
Sullivan _; 
<nhr Y 

lifihop ___A 
Irennnn, C.D. ^ 
jollnhan ' 
vospcr ... 
'on rod __l 
)albey__ 
jfllc ______ 
3nnHnr ' '• - 
toscn .; 
Pavel__ 
‘/alters __ 
ioyars :_ 
Tele. Room_ 
falmcs__ 
3ondy __i. 

Upon removal of the classified enclosure, this 
letter becomes unclassified* PPP fi - ^ U, /, & ■ t7 

« DELIVERED P^IAISON sincerely yours,■ 

IQnTttb D 

vr, ~ m 
- ' r - 
Enclosure. Ws* ‘ 

- JRW: dlw/mlb 4^ ■: 
l 1l($) 

HficnrFR 

>mmm 
: f. 

Ml1* 'r v/'dy;.' 
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Honorable H. R. Haldemano 

NOTE: 

Letter classified since the enclosure is 
so classified. The enclosure is classified "73JuwftT-U’ since it 
sets forth information so classified by the Department of 
Defense. xX.- A-.-A ■/ 
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^CKEIT, 

Investigations of Unauthorized 
Disclosures of Classified Information 

Tollefson Leals 

The Assistant Attorney General, Internal Security 
Division, Dopartment of Justice, by letter dated July 30, 
1971, requested the FBI to conduct a complete investigation 
with regard to the unauthorized disclosure of information 
pertaining to Department of State cables appearing in an 
article by Jack Anderson in "The Washington Post" issue of 
July 27, 1971. 

The Assistant Attorney General advised that the 
publication of this article indicated a potential violation 
of the Espionage Statute and requested the results of the 
FBI’s investigation be furnished to the Department of Justice 
for a prosecutive opinion. 

The Anderson article relates, for the most part, to 
the alleged misbehavior in Kenya on the part of Bert M. 
Tollefson, Jr., described as an administrator for the 
Agency for International Development (AID). According to the 
article, Tollefson became intoxicated at a lodge in Kenya | 
during a recent visit there by Vice President Agnew. The 
article states the actions of Tollefson were reported in a 
series of confidential Department of State telegrams and indi¬ 
cated "The Washington Post" was in possession of copies ofjj 
these telegrams. ** 

Investigation has determined two telegrams were 
involved in this unauthorized disclosure, one from the 
United States Ambassador to Kenya to I 1_ T 

\AID, dated July 10, 1971, and one from | b6 
to the united States Embassy in Kenya dated July 19. 1971. Both b7C 
of these telegrams were classified "CiBx£i4eccid3J." | | . 
feels that the disclosure of the information in the telegrams 
did not result in any injury to the national defense, and it 
appears from preliminary investigation that both telegrams were 
not properly classified and should not have been classified.^ 
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August 13, 1971 

* m. T. S. 

Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division 

Director, FBI 

1 «* Mr, €• B. itrenium 
UNKNOWN SUBJECT; UNAUTHORIZED } * ffr* **■ *• 

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION IN * **■ BKi #<■ Mt 
STATE DEPARTMENT CABLES APPEARING * *|_ 
in the Washington post” article 
TUESDAY, “JULY 27;1971,BYJACK 
ANDERSON ~ -•"**» —™ 

ESPIONAGE- X , DECLASSIFIED BY . i 
ON 11 jj£ pi jl 

Reference is made to ray letter to you dated - j 
August 5, 1971, advising tltiat investigation of captioned 
matter was being initiated. 

_, On August 5, 1971,[ 
_| Agency for International Development (AID), Wash- 
ington, D. C., advised information which appeared in Jack 
Anderson's article in the "Washington Post" was based on 
contents of two State Department cables. On July 16, 1971, 

received a sealed envelope stamped "Eyes only, 
to be opened only by| [delivered to him by 
messenger from the cable room of the State Department'. f*~this 
envelope contained a cable dated July 16, 1971, from"' ;L ? ,4~] 
United States Ambassador Robinson Hellvalue, American Embassy 
Nairobi, Kenya. This cable was classified “ijTjjl hli irfTTjy j 
and hand written on this communication appeared the words, 
"Eyes only I I (\\ :a 

I-1 ' U 43 

According to| _| this cable contained^ 
information relating to alleged misconduct on the part of 
Bert M. Tollefson, the AID representative in Kenya. I 
showed the\ cable- t^only two other individuals and the 
cable was then pla&eg in a locked safe in his office by his 
secretary. One of the individuals who read this cable was 
” | of AID'S 
African Bureau*.71 |was personally instructed by 

to !iadet'»ffdlflefson in London, England, to determine 
the facts surrounding Tollefson *s alleged misbehavior in 
Kenya dur<ipg a visit to that country by Vice President 
Spiro Agne&L s\ # V 
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Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division 
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| I stated the second cable involved was 
drafted by him on July 19, 1971, and was sent to the American 
Embassy at Nairobi. Kenya. | (classified this cable 
"CggfjWCSSial.,M and it also read "Eyes only for Ambassador 
from I I said this cable advised Ambassador 
Mcllvaine that|[was to meet Tollefson in London on 
July 20, 1971, relative to Tollefson’s alleged misbehavior 
and concerning? his future with AID. This cable was typed by 

Isecretary who took it for approval to an 
official in the office of the Assistant Secretary of State 
and then to the State Department communications room for Vi 
transmission. Mr- 

Iadvised there was no distribution of 
this communication at AID and that no one else at AID', 
aside from the individuals identified above, had access to 
the information in these two cables. 

Irecalled he received a telephone call 
on July 22, 1971, from| la columnist in Jack 
Anderson4s office, I |revealed he had a copy of the two 
cables described above andI [read the contents verbatim f 

to| _ asked I I how he had obtained I 
the cables, to which I I remarked "We have ways.” ^ 

I | said he was of the opinion that the 
July 16, 1971, cable from Ambassador Mcllvaine had been 
classified "C2BE&rdeif$£al" only to Insure I Iwould 
personally see It. He said he classified his cable to 
Ambassador Mcllvaine on July 19, 1971, "CgiifldufliTai" to 
make certain the Ambassador would personally see the action 

Ihad taken. (V 
_ \ ( 

stated material quoted in the Anderson 
article as coming from these two cables was accurate. Prior 
to the appearance of the Anderson article, there was no 
request made by proper authorities for release of this inf or** 
mation and no release was made of these cables* 

1 observed the details contained in these 
y of an administrative nature and that 

the classification placed upon them was to insure that the p 

b7C 

b6 
b7C 
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Assistant Attorney General 
Internal (Security pi vis ion 

proper authorities wouldseetheinformation. He stated he 
felt there had been no injury to this countryfs security as 
a result %jf-'the:-jjj^i^hhing',^^^ a 
foreign country benefitted from the disclosure. 

On August 9, 1971, William Macomber, Deputy 
Undersecretary for Administration; U. S. Department of State 
(USDS), advised that the classification 
contained in the two aforementioned State Department cables 
could not be justified in terms of the classification 
standards, biacomber stated that there would be no problem a. 
regarding declassification of thesecablesihtheeyentofCiL 
prosecution in this matter* r n 

According to Macomber, the Security Office of the 
State Department had been conducting an investigation into ; 
this matter. For your information, we have made arrangements 
with that office to review results of their investigation to £- 

date.-,V-,v;. \ • / ■ "V:;...v .-- -\v •: 

In view of Mr. Macomber’s statement concerning 
classification afforded to these cables, it would appear no 
violation has occurred with respect to the disclosure of 
classified data. It is therefore requested you advise, , 5 
based upon your review of the above information, whether a 
disclosure violation has occurred which would fall within 
this Bureau’s jurisdiction. Following our review of the 
results of the investigation conducted by the Security 
Office of the Department of State, you will be further advised. 

HOTE: - •; X ■ ; - • 0 :-V\" v;;!V.v s- 

By letter 7/3&/T1 the Assistant Attorney (femoral-.* ••• 
1oteraai Security Division, ■ requested Bureau initiate Invest¬ 
igation of apparent disclosure- of classified information: v 
from State Department esMes by - yaefc Anderson, naileanXly ■; 
syndicated colonist, ia aa article' -published -in the- 
Washington -aost#* ‘ issdo 'cf . Investigation by WFG 

■mm. wmimm imm 
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Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division 

NOTE (CONTINUED): v 

has determined the two cables: involved were improperly 
claSSif ie& And that .their plassificatipri 
could not be justified. Based on policy established in 
1962 with the concurrence of the Department we would nor¬ 
ma lly furnishethe Department information bearing on the 
misclassification and thereafter take no; further action. 
In view of expressed interest of President in this case> 
We are providing Department results of our investigation 
to date pointing put no disclosure of classified data 
appears to have occurred, 



•; -— 

Mr. C. D. Brennan 

:Mr..^\Sullivall■, 

Mr. tvE. Bishop 
8/13/71 

•" ^ .••.■ b6 
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■ •• ■ -■ >" ^;V': 1- Mr. D.J. Dalbey v-; yb v..-. ;,. A 
■ W. E. Wanna! 1 ■■. .' fy:-A>‘ sv 1 *■ Mr. C.0. Brennan b.Tjb .'Vb';;' 

'V: ■ 7,:-1 •*-Mr.: Wannall '• V . ' 
b - ■. • l^Mr. Wagoner -vvy -•-Ib'-C, •'. 

LEAKS OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 1 -I I : . y :t-'7y- '-; .VD /U 
TO THE PRESS • : •' ; .: 77■■ .. ■ . ■" Mi IHFdSBKION CONTAINED * V '777/ 

; ■ ' , - • :7? , HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . >. 

.• ■ .7 7 7; ' . yoME 05-23-2007 B¥ «0324aucbaw/r3/rd3 ''W. V/;, 

To summarise, for information, data received during / >7 7., b: 
the night from of flee® involved in our continuing investigations 
of alleged leaks of classified data to the. press. b /C 

L©k> ^ --w*: ;• 
_t%oll..tek V ■, 

cio iQ7i yiA- ■■ v^ps!fwi§.M^:. ,:,v -/v,' 
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•«•;;*• J. ,"’V- >? ;#'••' '&}!■[*&£ 3.'-'-\v;* '* - o\ J.'si:.‘? :’ V”?' vr’*:’..',' 

Re: 'Y.beaks-ol 'glASslfielLlhiefmaiibh!'tOYt^ 
;62-98194 : 1<- A-AA-AA'-v.^AA-" :l-: :,V> ■ -.'. : -Y'':, 

Tolllbek"^^ jjtafgrnnMiigirjg^ 
Cables0 to;';^;ft^k■ :,Aa^er^:<yg'Xrr A review Of tke investXgationlay^.s, ;v:> 
Depar^meri^oT^TirEe-T0SbS) revealea\3l individuals were interviewed 
by USDS in this matter. Eight:v'':tfere-‘;:eittpioj#d by Agency -. for Inters 
national;^ Deveiopinent (A:lD): and the others were employed: by USDS, 
princ ipaily in its ’'operat ions center" where telegrams involved , ■; / 
were received and disseraination determined. "investigation = > 
revealed telegrams in question in this,,matter were available toK':-!.-'!v; 
numerous individuals, under formal procedures and in the ’-’operations 
center;" however;no one interviewed admitted transmitting the 
inlbrmatipn>^::An4efd0h?;#:'Staff nor having knowledge of any 
individual who might have transmitted such material.' It wiil? ' 

:;bO?;^ohlled';:^D$.-Otiicilkle have indicated the documents in t** i® 
matter had been improperly classified* and USDS|;inVestigatidnV; J ^ 
in the matter has been OlosedVegcept^fOr\inquiryvat^ihe' USDS.' ' 

vVVA let ter isbelng directedt o the '• $■■’. 
Assistant Attorney generalInternal Security Division, (AAGrlSD), 
advising him ol facts dnobverdd to date in this matter with . 
respect to disclosures of the classifled data. The AAG-ISD f 
was requested to advise, whether a■disclosure violation has 
occurred which would fall within this Bureau’Sj^urisdtctioh. 

SALT Lek (Leak of Classified Information Concernin 

tmmsmi uing con 
.of ltstihvestifatl(oh,;'v^':t 

in this mattir-have -been submitted by th& ^ of l 'A 
state to Depnty UhderwSecretary^;;Wllltam MaCbomb^ and 
release to our representatives.: When available, this investigation 
Will: be reviewed rfOr •pertinent lead material andappropriate * > : .C 
ttetiontaken. >-c>: A:A'‘A'A^ AA"YY/ \> 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Y yyy Y investigaf ions referred td above continue toreceiye 
intensive Investigative attention and you will be advised oftU, 
pertinent developments. Y^Y ?Y: V ^ 

Aj/A'-'A vPertinent port ions of datalhefeinwillbeinciudedia 
a :wOCklg, me^fAndum; • |©Y. ihp:,;Whlfi;' ^ule^nd; will be fc^nished to 
ther■ Attorney GenerAl'Aab;wCll*:as;- the AaO-ISD. .:l-’;-AV: ■.V 
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ALL INFQIMTICM COHMNEB 
HEREIN IS TOCLS.SSIFIEO 

mm 05-23-2007 BY 60®aucbaw/rs/rds 



'“^‘iJpDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

LOMMUNICATIONS SECTION 

AUG 101971 

^ TELETYPE 
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KNR021 WF CODED 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

9:03*11 URGENT^/8-10-71 DLE herein is unclassified 

DATE 05-23-2007 BY 60324aucbaw/ra/rds 

FROM 

DIRECTOR 

ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 

Tol son 

Mr- Wnlt * 

Mr. vSullivan 

Mr. M°^r 

Mr- Rishnp / 

Mr. Brennan, C.D.-^ 

Mr- Hall ah an 

Mr- P.asper 

Mr. flonrarl 

Mr- Dalhey 

Mr- Hal a 

Mr- Ponder 

Mr. Rosen 

Mr. Taval 

Mr- Walters ... j 

Mr- Soyars 

Tela- Room 

MiflR Holmes 

Misfl Handy 

TOLL LEK> WSPOINAGE - X. 

REFERENCE WFO TELETYPE AUGUST NINE LAST. 

IN CONNECTION WITH CAPTIONED MATTER THE OFFICE OF 

SECURITY (SY), UNITED STATES (U .S .) STATE DEPARTMENT , 

WASHINGTON .C .(WDC ) , HAS CONDUCTED EXTENSIVE INVESTIGATION 

AT SPECIFIC REQUEST OF WILLIAM B. MACOMBER, DEPUTY UNDER¬ 

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ADMINISTRATION. RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION 

BY SY CONTAINED IN SY REPORT DATeSd AUGUST SIX LAST AND 

MARKED "LIMITED OFFICIAL USE", WAS REVIEWED TODAY. 

THIS SY REPORT REVEALS THAT DURING PERIOD JULY JffltJY 
EX-105 REG- 79 / j ^ 

THREE- THIRTY LAST , SY AGENTS INTERVIEWED APPRO' 

THIRTY EMPLOYEES OF STATE DEPARTMENT AND AGENCY FOR INTER- 

END PAGE ONE 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IF YNCMSSIFIED. 

EX CEP T WHERE SHOWN , x 

OTHERWISE. , i 
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PAGE TWO 

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (AID) KNOWN TO HAVE ACCESS TO THE 

"CBJTELEGRAMS PUBLICIZED IN JACK ANDERSON ’S COLUMN 

IN "WASHINGTON POST" ON JULY TWENTYSEVEN LAST. THE 

PROCEDURES FOR DISTRIBUTION OF THESE TELEGRAMS WITHIN STATE 

DEPARTMENT AND AID WERE DETERMINED FROM THESE INTERVIEWS. 

THOSE INTERVIEWED DENY HAVING TRANSMITTED COPIES OF THE 

TELEGRAMS IN QUESTION OR INFORMATION CONTAINED THERIN TO 

ANDERSON’S STAFF OR HAVING KNOWLEDGE OF ANY INDIVIDUAL WHO 
% 

MIGHT HVE TRANSMITTED SUCH MATERIAL. INCLUDED AMONG THOSE 
r~ 

INTERVIEWED BY SY' WERE 

AND a WHO WERE SPECIFICALLY REQUESTED 
0 

TO BE INTERVIEWED BY BUTEL AUGUST SIX LAST. 
Ui 

SY FILE REVEALS THAT ON AUG^T FIVE LAST 

t 

FOR ADMINISTRATION 

WILLIAM B. MACOMBER, ADVISED SY THAT NO FURTHER INVESTIGATION 

END PAGE TWO 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATOR- 

g^OMMUNICATIONS'&OllON^ 

^ AUG 111971 QJf 

TELETYPE 

NR 008 WF CODXd 

7:34 PM /URGENT 8-11-71 DLE 

I Mr. Tolson_; 
| Mr. Felt __ 
| Mr. 
| Mr. Mohr __ 
uMr. Bishop_y 

£) A Mr ,B renna nCB^l 
TQ | Mr. Callahan_■ 

f\ Mr. Casper. 
t| Mr. Conrad_ 
LJ Mr. Dal boy_J 
| Mr. Gale __ 

Mr. Ponder_ 
I Mr. Rosen__ 

1 Mr. Walters—_ 
h Mr. Soyars_ 
1 Tele. Room_- 
I Miss Holmes—— < 
| Miss Gandy—-— \ 

DIRECTOR (ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION) 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 

JOLL LEKi ESPOINAGE - X* 

~ l I in?: e^.t i cii ::ui~J!IE : 
|eieih is otclasSIFIED 
SHI 05-23-2007 It €0324mcfcaM/rifMs 

ON AUGUST ELEVEN INSTANT, OFFICE OF SECURITY, 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE (USDS), WASHINGTON, D.C. 

«do, made available it*s investigative report concerning’ 

CAPTIONED MATTER DATED AUGUST SIX LAST * REVIEW OF THIS 

REPORT REVEALS THIRTYONE INDIVIDUALS INTERVIEWED • EIGHT OF 

THESE INTERVIEWED ARE EMPLOYED BY AGENCY jmJITERNATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT (AID) UNCLUDING 

OF T 
b6 
'b7C 

AFRICAN BUREAU AND THEIR SECRETARIES. EACH OF THESE 

INDIVIDUALS DENIED KNOWING HOW JACKlfANDERSON RECEIVED 

END PAGE ONE 

b.; 
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PAGE TWO 

INFORMATION PUBLISHED IN HIS ARTICLE OF JULY TWENTYSEVEN LAST. 

REMAINING TwENTYTHREE PEOPLE INTERVIEWED EMPLOYED 

BY STATE DEPARTMENT, PRINCIPALLY IN" OPERATIONS CENTER" WHERE 

TELEGRAMS ARE RECEIVED AND APPROPRIATE DISSEMINATION DETERMINED. 

EXTENSIVE INTERVIEWS OF THESE EMPLOYEES WHO WERE KNOWN TO HAVE 

ACCESS TO THE PERTINENT TELEGRAMS OR UNDER NORMAL PROCEDURES 

MIGHT HAVE ACCESS TO THEM, DETERMINED THAT NONE ADMITS TRANS¬ 

MITTING THE INFORMATION TO ANDERSON’S STAFF NOR HAVING KNOW¬ 

LEDGE OF ANY INDIVIDUAL WHO MIGH^HAVE TRANSMITTED SUCH 

MATERIAL. INVESTIGATION REVEALED TELEGRAMS IN QUESTION 

AVAILABLE TO NUMEROUS INDIVIDUALS UNDER NORMAL PROCEDURES IN 
\ 

"OPERATIONS CENTER". TWO INDIVIDUALS ADMIT MAKING COPIES OF 

TELEGRAMS IN QUESTION FOR READING FILES FOR THEIR RESPECTIVE 

OFFICES BUT DENY KNOWING ANYONE ON JACK ANDERSON’S STAFF AND 

each state he did not pass information to press. 

END PAGE TWO 



PAGE'THREE 

STATE SECURITY FILE REVEALS THAT AT INSTRUCTION OF 

ADMINISTRATION, SECURITY CONDUCTING NO FURTHER INVESTIGATION 

OF THIS MATTER AT THIS TIME EXCEPT INQUIRY BEING CONDUCTED 

BY REGIONAL SECURITY OFFICER AT KENYA TO DETERMINE IF LEAK 

EMINATED FROM THERE. 

| ADVISED INSTANT THAT SINCE ALL 

INVESTIGATION IN THIS CASE TO DATE BY STATE SECURITY HAS BEEN 

NEGATIVE AS TO THE ONE RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS LEAK, NO FURTHER b6 
b7C 

INVESTIGATION EXCEPT IN KENYA IS BEING CONDUCTED. HOWEVER, 

STATED THE FILE AT STATE SECURITY IS REMAINING IN 
v 

PENDING STATUS AND WILL BE REVIEWED AT LATER DATE TO MAKE 

FINAL DETERMINATION AS TO ANY FURTHER ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY 

STATE SECURITY. 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

AS PREVIOUSLY REPORTED, THE DOCUMENTS IN QUESTION, 



PAGE FOUR 

ALTHOUGH CLASSIFIED iJIhT 11,111 IHI /j^T, SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN SO 

CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO WILLIAM MACOMBER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

"OF STATE FOR ADMINISTRATION. THIS LACK OF JUSTIFICATION FOR 

CLASSIFICATION OF "CtJWj^EigrAL" POVIDES SERIOUS DOUBT 

THAT PROSECUTION WOU LD FOLLOW EVEN IF THE ONE RESPONSIBLE 

FOR PASSING THIS INFORMATION TO JACK ANDERSON’S STAFF WERE 

IDENTIFIED. ADDITIONALLY, STATE SECURITY HAS CONDUCTED 

EXTENSIVE INTERVIEWS OF THOSE WHO HAD ACCESS TO THESE 

TELEGRAMS AND NO INFORMATION HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO IDENTIFY 

THE ONE INVOLVED INTHE ALLEGED TRANSMITTAL TO JACK ANDERSON . 

UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES IT WOULD APPEAR APPROPRIATE FOR 

THE BUREAU TO CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT TO DETERMINE WHETHER 

FURTHER INQUIRIES SHOULD BE MADE IN THIS MATTER AND IF SO, 

WHETHER THE EMPLOYEES INTERVIEWED BY STATE SECURITY ARE TO 

BE REINTERVIEWED. COPIES OF STATE SECURITY REPORT WILL BE 

FURNISHED BUREAU WITH WFO REPORT. NO FURTHER INVESTIGATION 

BEING CONDUCTED BY WFO, UACB . 

END 
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rEDERAL(fcUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ^ 

REPORTING OFFICE 

ASHINGTON FIELD 

OFFICE O F ORIGIN INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD 

ASHINGTON FIELD 3/12/71 8/5 - 12/71 

1 
REFERENCE 

SPECI AL AGEN T 

IN CHARGE 

ACQUIT¬ 
TALS 

CASE H AS BEEN: 

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR □ Y ES | |NO 

PENDING PROSECUTION 

O VER SI X MON THS QyES | |NO 

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW 
---1 1- 

Date Iwd 

How Fwd. 

By 
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■'A,:... . ... ,>.■,» . ...... for. iiat ional Deve16 pment ( AID) 4 
.v;'f:PF>j#oh that theytejegrarta so as sifted 

to insure the pr°per person would see them-. | I stated that: 
.^althpugh the contents of the telegrams' might be embarrassing y ' 
^ ^ b.e no damage to the defense^ ; 

• ■ interests of •’ the U;S. or' be of benefit to1 other countries’'^H'S‘&^> 

Further in connection with the question of 
^Si^^catioh^ it IS tb be 'obsefyed thatptfILLIAM B* MACQMBERvyy ■ 

v? aiie for Administrationafter' v!>i?.: 
consuitation with. thePLegel: Office . and ,the African Desk of , ?' 

p the Ptate^ Department^ expressed the opinion that the class- >y 
if ica^iOh ;PswfidimlTJiip:: on thehjdpeuments in question could p.p;' 

p tiO!t:.;heP3tis tifledp'lp^ * PpPplr^ 
- . ' ... 

• - ;.^&dd i t i ®n. • the problem of. cl as s i f icat ion in Py • pyP.' 
thi? case^, this case has already been extensively investigated 

. by otate Security (SY). Countless individuals .who had- access 
pto the telegrams or in a position to see them were 'interviewed 
w ailpdehiod^ staffy 
^t hevihg knowledge of any indivi duals who might have trans- P: p' 

s^kymatetial.,'. Except--'for ‘inquiries in ..telpiya^SY phafe '4 
concluded its investigation because of ;the negative results V 
Of its, inquiries. \ . .V '/■ . , ’.p 

. tp-p-^pp ;\y: .pppp'. :. 1 ' • -' -Pp- ’■ • •■.. pp wp'p;?p' -p'p 
:• In view of the above, the. question Of proper ; < 
classification and the voluminous; Inquiries conducted -by SY>: 
it is recommended that further investigation not be conducted. 

'ipi^^Singr^hep^sntento of the telegrams is no doubt «anbarr- 
£uf ’.this..is. vhotthe basis. for investigat ipn byy 

the FBi or prosecutive action under 18 USC g 792-798. Thef 
fadtsappear to indicate a personnel or administrative problem 

vwitHi.n.;;^tate;'?ahi/or;vA;ID..--butpnOt'-av,.situati^n:'l;wh^^ Pyp 
proseoution could follow tinder^ the above-mentioned statute. 
This case has already been investigated by the investigative 

:;a^pc^^ involved;, . We■:should'1l^t'?:1^igi^p.v;/.:- 
. °urselyes in apie^^^ no prospect of p r 

prosecution-to ••follow,’." ^ ' p"' p'li^p 

v*\ ;'S.V' ^'Xrr.: ••• 

'vx^' 

•*' : ys’' 1 u; y " . ' ’ A.'.'I 

-i-AA-A-'V '■ -py ¥-.A 
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USTI UN1HED states department of justice 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

CONF IAL 

DECLASSIFIED IT 60324sacbaw/r3/rd3 
ON 05-23-200? 

/ 

Report of: SA EDWARD L. GRAMPP Office: Washington Field 
Dofe: 8/12/71 

Field Office File #: 65—11628 Bureau File #: 

Title: UNSUB; Unauthorized Disclosure of 
Information in State Department Cables 
Appearing in MThe Washington Post'* 
Article, Tuesday, July 27, 1971, by 

. Jack Anderson 
Character: 

ESPIONAGE - X 

Synopsis: 
Investigation initiated at request of Justice Department as 
possible violation of Espionage Act (18 USC § 792-798), based 
on article by columnist JACK ANDERSON in "Washington Post" 
on 7/27/71, containing information from classified State 
Department telegrams concerning employee of Agency for Inter¬ 
national Development (AID) assigned in Kenya. _ 
AID| |interviewed and verified information in the 
ANDERSON article came from classified telegrams but unable to 
furnish information concerning possible leak. Copies of 
classified documents secured. WILLIAM B. MACGMBER, JR., 
Deputy Secretary of State for Administration advised class¬ 
ification "CS@*dwS33." on documents in question could not 
be justified. State Department Security Office has conducted 
extensive investigation with negative results as to person 
responsible for this leak. Copy of State Security report secured- 
State Security conducting no further investigation, except in 
Kenya, in view of negative results of its inquiry as to person 
responsible for leak to ANDERSON. 
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
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DETAILSAT WASHINGTON, D. C.r . ' ' . •< • 

V,\' 
,By memorandum to the FBI dated July 30, 1971, v - 

. . from;.ROBERT, C, MARDIM, Assistant Attorney General, Interrial 
. Security’ Division,.. U.S. Department, of Justice, Washington* > 

, , D. £. , /it was stated that the July 27, 1971, edition of !*The 
Washington Rost'^ itont^ih^d ;an arti cieJ;by,. JACK ANDERSON re-" 
gar ding information contained in classified State Department. 

i cables j copies of which 'ANDERSON claims to have in his s , ,r 

: possession. It was. stated in this memorandum that a review 

vof this article indicates .that classified information, has 
probably been, unlawfully, communicated to this .reporter" and'' 

there is a potential.violation of the Espionage Act (18 U.S.C, 

§ 792-798) within the irivestigativt jurisdiction of the FBI. 

The FBI was; requested to conduct- an investigation regarding 
this unauthoriz§dAdisclosure. 

:(•: A:;• ;^ho';::.f oll6wihgf-;|a copy "of ^tha^ 
by-line of JACK ANDERSON and carrying the caption "Errant_ . , - 

' U.S. Diplomat Upsets Agnew"; which appeared in the Jiily. 27, 
1971 edition of "The Washington Post", a Washington,,D.C. 
.daily newspaper. , ,, , v • 
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IMT* 
* .S 1.1 K THE WASHINGTON I'OST 

Tuesd^ July 27, 1971* 

Mi INFOEMMTON COHTMM3 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED T 

DATE 05-1112007 BY €0324aucbBW/rs/rds 

; TfieWnsTifis'^mt Po^prv-^O-Jtcuiijs? 

'Errant LIS* Diplomat Upsets Agneu 
The raucous misbehavior-of 

a top American diplomat dur¬ 

ing Vice Vre&idcsit Acncv/s rc- 

ceiit visit, to Komn has De¬ 

filed a fcohiwMhe scenes up- 
tained. ' ' * 

Kerelmd in Nail obi, Tollrf-, 
son denied the ArVvssrmcr a 

‘Hi .or to bi-n^n*. out lil? ?nd S3,id "<? v-'rc 
ij'ty I developed .serious ba»f‘* on * wmp.ete •nifu.iaer- 
ct'ions eLout hxs judg- sending. 

J5y Jach Ahth') $0*1 £*?), n::i‘<in2 passes at the Vice* them stranded and furious .., patches* Tollefsen to Lordo"/ 
* ^ . I j cent's secretary and! A car had to be se.it the 100 he b?.id, to discuss the matter 

,c ixiuiou- misx iuuot o iiymp; to drag her down the! miles up to Nyeii to bring with Samuel Adam*, AID’S Af- 

* l°R ,*■.'T". s(e?s to meet w elephant at'Bert hack- Hear. Administrator-* fact 
3.i„ .ic .evi.ic.. jsc ne\. sic j.P0\xn^ level*The v.hote affair, Mcllvaine which is cor finned b> a subsc- 
cent visit to Kcn^n has ci e- The :couoncc 0fevents1h?l concluded, had substantiated f]UCn* telegram wc have ol>% 
,n(ed a fcohind-the scenes up- j c| Up to th « drunken clini h-s iris ivings about ToPei- ^ ^ ’ 
roar that has jcached Wash-,-* , >{<> Mclhame. I open vlmn <?oi *: p'lfcnmcuce durius, his u ’ . , . XT . . ,, * 
jii:dsn\s hrrhe^ Jewels. 'J was offir ally in* three months a* head of the Kcrch-a in Nono.u, lohrJ-, 

'J Ik* cijy.ni rhj lorn:;! is AID /r.uncJ that “no Americans Albpu fiam in Fenya. s?n <icnjed Uz Am vs$a.«cr a 
;»vhmn “irator in Ker a, Bert \,c\o fj vired to join the Vice “Piior to bi>n„mg out his f^n,\c’s r‘na SV5 v,-orc 
M. Toll cf'* on, «)r, <\!t on ex* P)CMd»*n"s gioup el Ti totems Kmu'y I developed serious , * compete mitUoaer* 
c.ffu 1'hlfVisvt tvd Kopublican t J'olief^on) cai c anvhov on (juciMons about his judg- Si?nuing. 

JpolUico iiorn Couth Do? ota. tvs own and canvassed Ken- meat. He lemfoiced this inv . .. 
His antics are colmiuliy cie- >ans for a bed in on** of then pression by send.: 4 mo a tele* Assassination 
tailed in a series of confiden- rooms. Jn the end Jtu talked gram from Washington ... A nev and far fetched 
ti?j SiaK* Department tele- So noonc out of a room to h rn*i implying that tne Vice Vie si- 4beory of the *s o£ 
grsitctu ’ self_r dent wanted him lo co-hcst Prevent Kc.iiied>, Scu. Kob- 

The Amerieor Ambassadoi In U»e course of the e\e?.»ng,! the reception \\p \ve**e gnmg crt Kcnrcdv, D^. Xcrtiu j.> 
to Kc.i.^a, HohiPtor Mrllvaire, MeUvamc related, Vollef-son | in tne \ icc Pi esideiit’s honor Ibei King and i\hd^o!m N is 
v as so culr.'ced that he fired 1 .c>^*rtrcDy mien iiptod** Ken | Naturally 1 clicchcd this with circtlsun j or Capittl IJih. K 
off U:»j IdKtoni'g “c\es only*' ^an olnuaK who "were ev-^the Vic? President *md he was is contcme*.1 in a y.patv re* 

Avhos to TcdMsords boss, John r laming animal*” to the Vice!incredulous. , port bulhewd hw v.rio«-> 
A. Hannah, mad of the p>j idont “The owner o/i ‘1 can, of course, live vdin documents, n v.^s pul to* 
/ TAi-cv for InKnrdiou^l Do* ^'jeetops,” the Ambrs^cV-! ’be .‘itaaMor but vll have tc SC'h^r by Dor Ihu ., a bo 1 

.\c\c^mnni. \W obtained x rote, * at one point a:'*-*rd nie.i spend a ic*t of time i ‘dirg her i n^’or. employ c^ and a** usuC* 

.copies o» '»< ^*<5 rih\snc5. *Wii<j is that jackass?!— point-! and wonder whether ell that hon huff fro'r. Sm. I raneisro. 
( **l l egret io inform >ou,' inf to J>e»d * effoit i> warranted in support j ^ coiiOluwon is that oil 

v.jute m: ca1 f\ ‘ j .v» m. idcnt v.ulii t Vice oi a t V Pii*'* p**» * (De^oui \\t.e InhcJ cj tlcsi i.c 
I “that Tcrt Ti«befs^j* blot cdj Pie^ider di ^ccretnnV cont<n* Peter Jhniciole a longue m-1 “con-pirateCl V fcfierti. "that Tcrt Tt.befs^)* blot od; Pie^ider di *ecretnnV* conti.v! Peter Punciple a tongue in- “cop-piraters’u Cl V fegenti, 
his copy hccA ^d'plomatic icr-J y^d ]Mc3ivaine, “tool: place >nichr*k Uieoxy whidi holds that annCas'ao Cubans, some Dal- 
gon fo *foi U\\ up*) :o jibe snell hours of t’ne mom-1 everyone eventvally rises to ^ pol.ee, 1* 131 cpeiutivc*, 
during the Vice lucMdent's According *c> her it icokIown level of incompe- “States ItiglUcrs.*’ Nazis,^ a 
visit ?*$ to raise i:ous c/pcs sll iier sttenglh to get av,ay, tcuce.) “cheque of very conservative 
hon as to his suilnbliiity for fiomhim” j Vdhen ?'hed about the inci- businessmen (mostly oil)”j .id 

e-bi-yd. Indeed, ^ou L'vcn Kenyan Ambassador* dent. AID Adm^ristra^i Hrv rudgwing religious leadciS a 
1 maybe hearing from V*ce tc the US. Leonaic! KiLmgo.j nah refused comment except have cnlicuetl everyone 

j President cbiccto on the mat-who was there, con-mentcd on* to call Tollefsen “a very re* °t these groups at one time or 
*cr- Tollcfson's "condition," Me*! spcctablc fellow” and to in another. 

f ___* -j - i -ii. ! . . ...... i \y,.i ... 

j President cbiecto on the mat- who was there, commented on to call Tollefsen “a very re* ot these groups atone tunc or 
^cr* Tollefson’s "condition," Me* spcctablc fellovv" and to in {another. 

•% "The problem stortcvl with JIvMne said. c4uire v.hcxe we obtained the! <>"? ovnjnve-tifations 
TeiPs wolbhnov n pushiness “The next morning, Brj t j confidential cables. J convince us that the new ^ 
and general Jack of sensitivity slept through the departure ati Ambassador Mcllvaiiie’sl "thcoiy,” as earnest and n- 
nnd culminated in hi*; getting Woo and v hen he did awake! e>ewuness account, Hannah I Conious aa it may be, is pure^ 
stoshvd ot Treetops (a fancy Stack the remaining Soeictj maintained, was only an “aHe-] balderdash. ^ 
lodge on the edge of the jun-|Service car to Nycri leaving! gation." Hannah had dis*j ©1971.j»e:!-ucciu7t&. dfratMcc ^ 



:c 'dmkt iMH»aiaTio» cohtaheb ft /ft ; 
-:.;-T•>-5v>!':..;;i.vft'V.:'-'ft>ftl ftftftftft"fttftft:ft'HEREUT IS IllCL-.SSIFIES 'Sftftft 

• ■/,/ 'ft-'-* ..■ ;■v 01-04-2006 BY €0324 uc bw/cs/i»s:^Cr'Vv 

s ■ •■.:;-.ft ft wtt:Bu.iiE/m'iaE4NM.ESTiGAT^ 
^ & ft-ft:* ■ -ft- ftftvft ftftft-ft 

ft ftftf iftft ftftftft B« -*ft iftftft.; 
fti€;"l;’3hlefnati6gii?;3*evei6i^aE;5:[*;&iD^^^^ 

ftftft.l _ Ih^ded^hlin a sealed envelopes tamped ftftft 
.. 

.ftft. ■, received this i envelopei by; messenger f romthe "Cable Room*? .;: Ji. ftlri ■;, 

X^i^S*&&■->£' ^''':;:''r‘,-»->r-':,*•■ JK\XU■ &'’* ^\vi$W; ■ •• Hr- 7ftHftv\::;ft^•*^.-‘ -ftV>.j.-'; ft^M^-!‘" • * 
■■ffift^ |,fersdn^ env^I^pe ^nd tr ft ft* 

ftf ft Mbassy, Nairobi, Keaaya*.ftAscbr^^ 

■’sp'3|: ^as eisb's^rahihe<t 
|;|ftftei^lbi>e:;beb^ser:dfftthe:<g^byd^ehd^ 
•■"ft&j^sft'teiehrbn®'whs classified ;^Sla8it<fet!6i5^ft:.’ and hand wittfea ^ ft ft:: 

■ •;• Upon reading the telegrajii it ^p first ie^rned by ftftft • 'ft ftft.y 
"*.-nv • M3 

i^e«ippb^;ithe aid 

.;-i^|/| ^ _ |fdi^i8lfe| , ' , n£hdjflt> Jput 
s,"vtelejgramibacic"■ ihKtheE;eriveI6pe:;and;*:pladied.. it-ln his’"desk; dra^rMf^t-i';.j 

evenli in his i 

L V'.’ .»!“'&■>' ' -I Viifi'a ii- ;-^1 
£ ■■$'‘$’'--XZdd«•':’• ?f;- ■. ■. -s *.l 

aai^-i _ _ I was personallv tbid bvl rto arrange ^s ^ 

I and TOIIJEF^iil m4t • v=-••.#••'•'. ’•: -v 

[ in long:' ■ 
ppjy^-Thandj,:i^d|agtedaAit^IeerM td the ABierlc^slfeba^sy at Nairobi 
j^rlf;cl^s'ified [and 
^ s: icSbhiIZ_ZI_ZII__ii^ K'Jil-. -: ' '•' ;.!.T'r-I~:-' - ', ''■"■■■ VI^:' '. ~'----\ : ; ;'. 'V'S IT--' t.'.-V v ?■ :v '■:■'!* p-y - - ;/.:,• ''■ -:, -~-i'. ■; ’■.'' : :■••. ’; ■•;.,' I- .- v . '• ..." • . 

U?%' -Tr? T;V... ”'' 
:/i-:j:S^;i;-vi;-^:r::#t;3-^-i;:■ v voilss^:'^-v-;: ^-v::;1;';" 

;'^feih^‘l^ashingtdnf'ft1 

, ~ ■ -r->w..^*9PA7o.6^1i^,‘7.: ^ ■ ;;.;• 
~fr C" ''■• ft".^’*"^'ft odo'tio*r?s "horftco'rieljlisihns^.d'^ ^h8"l•j;ilt^,ls.'. .the^ftjprjd'pe tty^ft\di"^tho^f1 ^cr'o'dft'ts.1 * loo n1©dift^o'* ybu>Ldagepcy;*M. ;; J v *’ *:V: 

^ih¥A ii® ftifpftftftii i i .i ^ 

— • \;" , . 1 *K‘> ? t . -•'/ ;•••"< ' • '*' -? > ' . 4v'J . ^ d>H •' ;ft~:- 
sfti,:viv/i?:-, i::dA.-k. 
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I 1 hadvasieed [to meet T^IiEISCSS• in.London on :' :.P 
:tp. "make‘it -very clear to him that his :b 

{ behavior as reported is totailyunacceptable and leavinglt 
up to him to returri to Kenya arid discuss his future with you??. 

~1 indicated In this telegram that TOIJLEFSON be afforded> j-\ 
v ■' a chance to salvage his career. This hand written communication 
. we^s typed by[ ]uho personally took 

it for approval' to1 I in the^ffifice of the 
Assistant Secretary pf{3State add then to the State Department f : 

; Communicat Ions Rodin; for . trahsm iss ion. c There was no distri - - •: :7 
butidn^df thisepramUnica^ to! I no •? 

l> one else at :AIDhad access to the inforaatioh in these telegrams 
or knew about thS ihci^ column appeared 

:: in "The WashingtonPost" onTuesday*■ July27^ 1971. '• 

bo 

b7C 

0*^ebv!.On: Thursday^ July 22, ISTI,\ Columnist ' - : 

- Office of of^Jaly 16> 1971 .;v >~1 
•^jand >?his call was J 
referred to I t During^the^ cdnversatiohl Ireveale 

these two telegrams which were read 
. verbatim by] I In answer to the Inquirybb'd Ihow 7 

I had obtained the telegrams . I [remarked "we have 
ways”.: I 1 asked_that he not publish this material 
fbrthis only Serve^ ^ and ruin his 

bcareeri#:i?Ot^itha ( this material: appeared in JACK 
* s column on. July27, 1971. ; ; y^•*,j.y ,:i\ .. j " 

stated that he is Of theo pinion the July 

1.6,1971 telegram from American Ambassador MC ILVAIKB was 
: classif ied ^Co5£J»d^.uC^ISLl, only toginsurel I would b :. y. 
personally see it .1 Ifelt if the Vice President had 

'•h©t7beeri;'';:iul5ett^ 7 
reported but the Ambassador must have felt to protect himself 
in the event of future disclosure of this matter , he , should 
report it. I ~~ Isdld the contehts bf the telegram will do 

Hop damage to;:the “defense interests Of the - United States or be 
of beneflt to othereountries .1 ^ rclassifiedhls outgoing 
tele^am ^C^n£jbd«aOCXal” to make Certain the Ambassador would 

’b7C 
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• •>',' / ' 1 5 - / S . 

'•’’ *•' ’ 'M r t* ;. v -T -< - ™ . 

•; :-•' *-;• %e%&* *v 
' '■•-•'■•...■”■■■’'■*’, " ' “•’* '-*"•. •* 

> ^ -;.1 ^‘l-V;-10 
/V^i3 ,;v -r-^.■-:i£.^-?4-V*-i‘:^*>^:'''?ti:'--^' V*$X*v £•«$** ->*•**• ^:^>vlV^\;5.:-;>J.^-;'^ ‘ J'- ;- ^;v 
^^•^'.TU'---^?v‘=v,/-Vs:^ ■■ ^iL'i:4*-.!.‘:-.’V' ^kkv -vl'-’- k;£>:-• *,>^J^v^_-r*^^y>c3i 
:>Wv;f^%V;:?:Mw-?^ 
■ ; ■■...'>.*.;-&■-.fy'v:^,-*>-w**;^r^^/^^.^f<'f*5>*"=hC^1- -Vv - **| 1 " 1 ,n 1 ■fll‘ r 1 rV s-t* v-.Wv • V, 

W'}::’ W‘^pegsdiifeiri'Wsee^titii ^ ^ t \se&&;::m^^ 

k whether these telegrams were properly classified or could / 

% \ would, he a question to be answered by WILLIAM MACOMBER, 

: ; ;v The material quoted in the ANDERSON column as ,” .* 
' / . coming from these telegrams is accurate. Prior to the 

-. , ANDERSON column there was no request by proper, authorities kkk 
:^kllkk § i or kthek*li||^ nnkcel^ 
1 k: ; k':%'madeklokthexh^^ . •: 1: I-- kv*;k 

'■'Si .' »'•'■ '':'tPf'< I*' |T ]' I'l^l V'^ v Z'%?'/*#i^''^‘^':?:‘'1ft'‘;i.! ~i$- :\i'.-:'"‘‘A'S'i; ->'^:- 

B-1*:- '»-1 .^M^<^jthal->rb^f,^fe:>y,ic<^^tesident?:' ACNEW^-ti'.liV 
;; ;\ ■;;'yi^aS!fi^}to{:^he:|;D^ted,?,Sthtea^i^ 

Fwould- be interested in talking to Vice President 

" ..... '.^ii^^'t' 
'*4-•'.’’!'■ -fvr> :M:**• im‘\ 

^:rfeYeale4^;^afe,^ 6$?^ 

:'i;stelieiahdhed] I'bfflce but 1 
jthatdg 

^•^^:th€^;:■^^RS^"Cbivjmh:^s^lhdch^reCtliU1d;:^^df;^^ 
};:0\ “li^aidl ' , |;;lS:yim^f^^ 

••<’'•- "■' 4 ’ : ‘ - ' > , . ■", ’ i , ,, 

■Z4&e'#■$:■ '$;■■—'^.':: '■:•■ ■ ; •:.■ 

'.r.'TvJ'_ •■*-*e»: ; .?■V '-i .,, r. •. H/j'-*.V!.»'»*Wf / •S5‘*’*iM- '5-*W{S-T>.*.l>v'.' !:Jr*«.,V{*i j*i > t* ;’<2t. ..-' ;’• ^ "L.. ••• *?•'/«»*> •*.#,-7!v-ffi*.~\.T-*4n;.>'*V»" •' 'Vi^r1, '.J^n :»■;>- “.■ :'.k'-2Ji'-'f •', *» - f-. ■ >;•.-;.M '■' r '*<- 
^v*C‘/-! r:.• • -.ir■••'i,v••'>,-^^o^V-i-'if3is.^4' '^i'' •/• *?* is<’iv^ii.«'’Vv'.V^' V<‘v*Vj--??»,'*,"*,w 'i••■«•'-*■,'-4 J’.I v.'.i -“Jiv>*’*: •'.'^"' ,-v. >;,,V® </j *;'V■'?. '. 

'3' "j.v’-j..; '“'>■•• “■« f \S'!\’‘J *?■&'■ 4*i ’-^s$\h' '-rsa.>r-'^cVi^i’,;'•-*..]Tn*',-ij"’'*,.i*'^j';;,•.?i‘v-:">.; ~. 4‘.. ’ *,- •-•.r^**s. *.-f(> cst*.;' " . 

. v-;<.ti?;«;'/“•'* VVv^'.' '/"it'; f &* v»*i?HS-.?';'.--;^r : ' r'v*v- ■?:^: 'J ■ ^'>- • .i'-.-;*»X'.%.-- *- '--• ,'$ 

'■, --V?:-:v;*v^^'>. 

v*iV'**’-‘’C*i;■ Cl^v.>l4-U^vk^^k'l5 %v;lk:#/:k-v.k>r 

- ' ' ;••• ■ ’ - >•• t ‘ „'•• •■-■ •• ft- -• •'-. .."“ ■ ^--. ;■:•'•• V‘‘:••*' ■ *^.5. i •'•■ 





' _ ■ . FPlB02-'(Rev '^IS 64),': ftj* ', " *•’ 

• . r - ft ',V . ':#: - ' C-. V\ r ■* .®'. - ’:" / 
■ - ■• ■: if »: HVf; & \mmr^; -ft? k.-3fts; ft; • • ?:« h 

ftftftftftftftftftftftft:®*^^^ 

)ERAi BUREAU OF?INVESTIGATION 

■p%'-r-:i-'-,"'-:, ■••■/■:.'V • -t^'-*i/?-'«-^'■-‘■■■-> ■ ’ '■'•“■'?« ;. '?.ft ft'ftft?.. • ' .. '. ,:*;. ft''r.ft! .' 
hVft:iftftiSfe «#>• ftftftftftft <:-.:- ':k'ft.V 

••; -.-a-.?•'«• •■•...• ■v,-'^4;:> 

j &tk^:$hwk ***.; 
ftftft/Sa :;%• 5?^..-»■■■■^.•'2*J^-.-'‘'V^1.^'•-'^^:-s-:V '’V 

i‘U ^ ' '/'' ft * * '^''^ ^ - -*^ft ^ •"■ - •= ■ 

after consultation 'with''^-K^'fXiy*'’ 
?ffM -‘the legal;Office and-the Afrjtcan ;J>esfcf.df;; the; $ 

t% i»<* • • \4 
m • t *’ *' ‘ * /}t* »,/ *”» ♦ ,,, '* ^ * 

W*-*' *v,c . ;•’. 

ft; Vftf 'fti-i if led intc 
ing ‘on the documents in question, could not he.JuSt^.^Vv //ft ft 
in; terms of present • classification standard.." ,: •• ft ■' ft '’;;;••,;"' ^' 

::ftftft; . % r-ft£ft^CtSiBSR' j^tiierftaj^ised'\jid^^ the ;documents; would ' •; >;.,ft-J/ 
be declassified in the event ofsubsequent prosecutive action. 

■ : 1 ’": 

': :' vv-.c' ■- '■ • . '■ • ‘ : 

;•; %l*. %:'!^. •••:**•? >^v'- -ft 

ft:'ft' "• ft • ft'nft-‘, :' •-' '-'ft. '«■• ft r^",''" ,ft ;ft:‘- ftft;'‘"'!'s .'ftfti/ftift ft;";-ft'- 
•"•■• 'V-''dv^.V-1 >^;'.:r ‘ :-^;.:r^^ft‘^1 f: ?r- 

• . ft; - :? ‘ • - *•:.-. v : v •* 

. - ^vftwo-ftft'ft-^.ftifft ;ftr-= _•' * ‘ ' '-ftftftjftftt^ "ft, 

13 otcl&ssified 3ft-#pi-'ftft''ftft;-Sftft;;;ft.' • 

ftv.s-.r-CAIE os-23-2007 m ii324auclTO/E3/rdaft!^3ftft#^ftpl|^ft|feftft#i;£^ft^ftftr:;:'-ft"ft- 

‘ S V 'pPi' *■; '.:. vt ».' r j i.;s **• **‘,*‘a-^.t, r ♦s, "• • 'v*J * • Vo^ji *» .*<v u . :<t 5«*.* l*./> '*v ?iU> I ^ *'i -'TL. ft r ■/' It: •’•'•-■^ “V-i >*■^ ••!?/; fV >V. s^? • r-'ft ♦ -C ;«/^ftft ^••*'•0:; , 
7 *: ’/> -j ;«'* -//r! ^ x*4: iji*-- A. *ftc^ ;; ff’ ‘r.l ^v* ^r-'v ^ * •. -:'$v^ : • * ^ v ’* v-"‘ 

:. ... -V.-; •V;-. ■ ft > ft .;. - •. ft-‘-. ^rijV- 'V 1 ^ ':“• ^ '• ; • ■. k- ~ V. ,;’*; ';» sVv?. .• USr<-ftL<' .“'••• ■\-fc> •.••^* 

(/I/".ft..\ '..,'f;-.**.>.^rN;J,■'•:•■ *^ftftftftftft!v>-^n -' ’’ i,v«ft^f;;t-;ft-v : ■ v*\.ft;;.• •'‘ft:..; -.;f-ft4':0rft--.vft5 Vftft;'/•?;ftr ■ 3-ftft ,-v ' v ft": 
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:>; ‘,v,;V’ ' ‘ - - -. 1 '■ ft ^ : & i 

,. •-, ..: . , • ' • • ft. / * .' ' * 

;•>•' - • ./' ' • ■ , .ft ■:; ft. . •• ft - ’. >' - - ‘ > ■' ft 

nn 8/9/71 ft,, Washington. D. C. , ft Fi,^ WF0 65-11628 ■?/;, 

•’< ft J / ‘ '::r^V’ •' :V-~ • >"'■• ■“.'Vj'iAft Ui GAMtjafc-v''^.'^^::nnta fiirfnfflH ■ - 8/11/71 .'••■•• ;. 

'• 'j . Sfti/Sft'v '" ,;'ft- ft; ''', ■ • ''“ •; ftl ' ,"_ vft’'--: ', "!‘' ‘ ; 2 Vi ' 
■ v* • V ’/•''d^cujrien.trftcontains/*heither; recom'm endoii.on9:ftn‘o/ft;c6riclusiph >F8J.* .1 t'f''is!:1ft?airisd"*:i.sft:-lodWe;cl«' to/y.o.u r^agency; "'ft..ft,.,.;</> \ 
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l;*1f £*$ .• ,;o ‘v: - '■ 

->tf 'htir. -V-; ?;i 

ft/; rJpfeiS SAs 
r-V. •. vJV ' ft • 
■ /ft, ^•^w^vft.v.t;>v> 

:X' <-fti-h:t>ft '.^ Washington, 
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:•;••, ,f •' v J'. V VJV’••?.’V.4- ■ V •• '^r{* V'-jX-V^;-. -. >■ '•'.^lif,.«V.f;?\:v*5 ;V*V' •• * V : ..'.■ - r' -V^ 

• *•.■ .'■ •• Y-..y.\ '.vVlb ■!•>:*'■';; c\'f '■ y-S\r\::\ X ik^S-K- k -yb>.‘fy ;.,*;• ■■->•• •.•-■ ?>/•'..?! ••:•»•• .;, /• b l. .' -•.’.'A X:- .- • _• * «. ..-. .\'>b? v» * •'•'• >''/•' 

• ‘ • ,wfo 65-H628 - .•/.; ;Vy' v \ / ;- '• n-~v,:,/ <■ \ • :. 
; V..; -V.-v. - ;vj *• \- 

••' • V Inquiry at.the Office of Security, U. S; Department . 
". : of Stat^.»;"Washingtoni; P> Cy,V tevealed\that ^ah- investigation .. 

had been conducted by this office at;the specific request of ^ ^ 
'.■V •■• •*WILLiArf.,‘BV.MAqCMBER^ and':.a. re port: Vas prepared.under date of 

•'. •A':..'v.. ' 'r ! «Vy :+*Kq ‘'., rtf ' t hlo invbii t’ i &Af* i hny '! ‘•'•V'.. 

:<• 

•V ;s.v' %***■-A-jV Jr- --if--, tr'■ • n-’ v '<■•-' 

■:.■'['] .; August 6i\l971, containing :the Results of ,i:he. invest'Igation. : : 
'y/vBrBy-manoraridiin ':qsife'^::.^gus't''-10 j'the-.results• of',', two :-.'/-•'v.j.'. 

, ,* ;, additional interviews conducted by a; representative of State. 
. Security were recorded.' A copy of 'this report and memorandum 
y^-vv’wef^^A-ecuried-:from ' |SpeCl^,;Assign-:; ; 

W y^ment^-’Staff ..':V Off ice of^Sedurityy department. ;cf^ State ^'on .O 
;b6 

/ August-11'. 1971. There follows a copy of each of these . 
b7C 

*'v 
V. ■' "‘y ■.. ‘ 

,v S •- b, X? %ib ' C»s5-.r4^’i‘ ^ 

■ ? y, -tS*;/ Y\'« *i-C'• *»»f5- 'V\ ^^ 

v' ./jV ■•'•* ^ - V*j*' 
-.<>/••; : v,‘..v ;•■ /r4»>>,..'*• •:’<y.*.•«•;::!: V-y' • 1 
, ■* ♦ ^ ■■' * t , ■- (“ ^ 1 A ■■•' '■ V ■ . ■ « 

v'\’ • * ,; 4 ? ^ • t' , ! .«' / ,. - 
- . , /. , •. i ij.7 - *v ■'V'K\~x/.n?\>\ • - «>. rt.v.v; '-.-i "*vl&^n-?. :y f •;* - . 
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V:" *; • 1- .i _ b ‘ ; 

;■•: ; | • ' .|-•• gbs ; ;■ b_V/ 'b- 

Y-lflil l Si! |ffit I / I: '-v* • 
,. ,jgs- 
",;L;'.''bi:;V 

. ^ . - - 
•* * - , ;\!v. ‘ . ’ -V.-*. v -b ^.a.•;;*py r .' , 4l„i 'iyin'll' 7^;. '/'v ;,>v v>- bfi; 
t*. ‘ V?:r'V*V-::■>• V:?•• o’ :'::r-rVif '-'• 

■■ *- • .•'-<<> -‘v-A-- b->- ■:• *■ .v 
■••/-'>&■<*■ •:f b->,:v V-a‘.!y--;- V^ •f>;’"•/•• ■ ■ a • " ■-' - 
* ■: ■- •*-* v -,; , •,3> ■■" 

•: :,\* •H'J!- .::v" >'•%'?: <••.-.• ■•>•: y^\^xv\; 
; • ■■••/, Y '4'v ,■■.•j.-.v-'" ' V\ •,, >v'P Y J/V }'?*■• ,!'}'• v- x-AJ'.-y ' i- itb’-*• >: ■ y.:v ;.• *£;r'X m *■' 'v‘ v'' 

’ A4-...5/.••„:•. ?V 
Y : -v:-- /b-Y 

‘b;-; , |?V; ■ -V.Vv 

:.'v "f • 

'V *',6' \b. 
b-;!A ,:-..;>vf':i--fi:|“'b; 

■•■'••' ., /•'*• t ‘ V ;*• ••:.<■ V. 

vb',|;bb: y;i.Vff .tv 

•^v'b; 

^vbv'^'tV y;> 

bi'b't ■ 'rv’vb. -' i: ’ '■ 

• b -b:‘ 
■ A/-.':..‘b '-i';: 
vJ y. YV O: ?/; 



ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIO 

jniStratipjapp.*»•.• ^xystpaSS 

!.* advised that since the investigation of this matter" 

iah£i^,;:;the;l£i|!gfr$^ 
them tQ::;'»IACKA.ANI^£<^ ' hbA-A AA 

r • an ir^ir^bbi*‘gw Kenya td detemine ^ i i 
might have been a Idak^ there; concerning thi| :matter AA 
_I;ihi^ea};that:;;theI fileiri this ;eabbfat; ^tatte-■>%f \ 

is regaining . i p; a' pending; ataths^Md-lt^. tiriii {'he:AfA A :rA 
nt > 'a*; iater; :iahtej.^^‘?malce' a final determination asv to VAA 

■:v -'i.'v, :U‘'; V ..•■A;;' .A‘;vV%' A'' -A '’■ 

A-vA> A;AA':AA-;VA--.''.v 

AAA:'!- 
'••.'*•' *:;-;V>: ?■ r/. v-ii" AA\';>'A:/A-\ >;:v' -J -h*”.’-m, A'--*'■ \1.’- V ■”’.?» Al1"''i „-» '- >l' :-V'‘ 1 •: r< ,.’]■ ,■ " 
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It, a rid ;Hs;ic6n te n ts are, no t.td bedlstrlb u ted outs id e 1 y 6 u r -b gendV^^r*^ 



Honorable Sgil K.; 
Deputy Aeeintent to.-the. President 

for ■8m&et-i<z--Af$&&r8, 
The White Souse ’ . ’. i' !» ” 
Washington, 0*/ 

Sullivan 
J.P. Mohr ;l 
T. S'.:;(, Bishop^ 
D.J .'Dalbey 

£17,1971 

• ■ ’;'; BY -M'MSGi? •' "•,.. .-a' > •'■ 

l-Mr. C.D. Brennan 
1- Mr. Wanna11 * < 
1 »■: Mr,''; Wagoner.' 

gz;/m 
'■My\ 

Boer Mr.- 

■;:; ■■^eioseeris''.e'euii#|^v;;oey®rie&-.'i^ts^ureauts:''> ' 
investigation during relating^© »an|el Sllsi 
and the. pubi ic&tipni^ York Times ”; jsf--class: if led 1 
material'' concerning '■United Btates-Vietaem; re letions during 
the'per'iod^lSlS-l^f'.:,-'•-■"^VMv;::: ■.■; ..'••■ 

: The ’^dKmAry also severs; this Bureau1 s laves tight; 
during' the • .past''’.week' relating •"§&. the.recent imautberlaed \ 
disclosures involving Strategie ftrme Limitation Talks 'and . 
information set. forth inlfeoartaent of .State cable* relay, 
to. the alleged misbehavior. i»; Kenya, of Bert M, Tollefson $“ 
an administrator for 'the lgency"for Ioternational Develop 
Wear#: continuing; these investigations and you will tie f u: ^ 
further results-■obtained;’.::'?':V. /• j ’’ 

.v- Single--copies of the enclosure -are ’;aisp being se 
to 'the-' Honorable .H.'.ii.i.Haldeaan. Assist ant ytd;:; the 'President 
and to the Attorney General!. ■ ‘ ■, '•/■'•’ „ ^ ^ 

v- 
I’*'.: 

i • 

.'HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

./'/DATE 05-23-2007 BY €0324suCb»fi 

Knclpsure . •: ';;ic 

62-98194 ' VV’?Vv?''ii 
1 - 65-74060 (Mc3Le&>v--r^ 
1^^5-74135 (SALT Lek) 
F^WToU Lem -!' •:?'( 'Jv: 

> A B G ." 

jRWtdlw (12) • 

# -: 1 y T-HiSEl^' C •,--:l4:.I -. 

■ ^y;;'*KsaittiaiiaSte# 











*•'■ > f J?. v-V;- • •;' -: Vi'; / 

. .This 'iuvesi|gftti@n 'ij^ .yaaxithoriEed 
; iBfa^Matioa in • State • c^Ies wtiich appeared In tHwr'V'; V 

’■Wa*&tagt©«i^^ fey Jaeait Astdarsen an July 273.971. ; 
fk«ra were awstAi« ©apart^ot/.- c&feiess,: classified ''QmgXstef&ia/■ 
w&iek aonceracd the. alleged aiaiGon^ttct ©f BertMv l©i:f©f»oa of V-r*.i’> 
tS© Agency -fdri Int©-foati©h8.J, J^veldjmesi (AID) wkile ia Kenya./• 







ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED "■ 1 , 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED '1 W.C. Still Ivan 

• DATE 05-23-2001. _BY _60324audbaw/rs/rds.> ' % « Mr. . Mote 

Mr. C. B. Brennan 7 77^7 ?7 -:$/%&?% ■'7?77' 

. • ^ .W |jg* T.Fi Bisliop - 

W; R. Waaaall :7 777'7 "•’i . 0., *J7 ■ . 

: • •• ‘ ‘ ‘K;“. ' . \ "■ ...vi.’;-- 'Mr. C.B. Brennan 
/v . '• - ; '• -•4’777- .. '.‘v-- ' 1 - Mr. w.R, Wana&ll 

mms of ciAssiFiEi) /Mr." ■ J.R, Wagdner ■ 

To saraaoarffor istfoirmtion, data r@c 
frost office© involved ia our continuing 

, leaks of classified data to the press. 

r 



W Wannall to SIr , .•.£'.* th. Brennan 

v INFGBMATIQN TO THE PIS2SS 

0© ofsocurity* USDS, that their investiga¬ 
tors iNf^OvideutifieCaff1^^ •.: 

Becisiott lleiaoi’aiada (NSiai) which contained - 

'lavegtigati^h' by Office of Security is virtually completed; bow- 
ever, no ©aspects in this matter have bees developed. 

;v.:-v.';/'' '-We'.alSo..;lea?hed from a USES olficial thstsine© the 
NSE83 involved emanated frdm National Security Council (NSC)» the 
latter organisation would have responsibility tor classifying 

. and:■ declassifying the, documents. y It was .suggested that 
^'-.-l£fej@aa%3i)r:;3|i^e##|UdNf!qfMhv for Domestic Affair®, 

White House,^ Would be in a posit ion to furnish informatioii con- 
earning classification matters involved. W® intend, through our 
Liaison Supervisor forth© WhitoHousei tocontact Mr. Krogh in. 
effort to determine Identity of Government official who ha* 
cl^sificstion ^©pondibilityinvolved,; - 

ACTION: 
..for infermation. 

.intensive. . i^estigativ@.-:4tt©ation £ and' you. Wi 11 beadvised Of 
pertinent- developpents'x:4;'i,',;:'''.:•■ >••;■.: '.; 

&i:%%sM '-;'■: 
CONTINUED - OVBB 



V*R. £.B. Bteiman 
R©? X^SS OF. CLASSIFIED - : • ' -' 

•? INFORMATION TO IRl FliESS ^ j K;;:•>■ • v 

i. F©i*tia4>at pbr^ioas lOf data herein will be in-eluded 
ia a weekly tmmvmfom M tb© fbiie Souse aad will b© fur-^ : - 
aiatied te. $M ;Mib^aey'./®e'aeba3---bs well astbe Aseietaat ;,-r;- .. 
Attorney: Geaemli -' latesm&X Divieioa.. " 

■».' ■' *.'■>.., ■ ’ • t. ,'b""* v ■ 

yv ■. ■' * 



CODE 

Mr. J?. R. Wannall 
Ml p Wagoner 

8/23/71 

' "b7C 
■■i-tx.:-. 
\ V; 

TELETYPE URGENT 

TO SAC WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE (65-11628) 

FROM ^DIRECTOR FBI 465-743.38) 

7 .(°TOLL LEK, yESP^^:f 

: ;< all ihhjEH&tion coin aimed 
;.vV; HEREIN IS DMCLASSIFIED 

.DAIE OS-24-2007 BY €0324mic*aw/i 

REURREP AUGUST TWELVE LAST, CONTAINING RESULTS INQUIRY 

OFFICE OF SECURITY, STATE DEPARTMENT (USDS) INTO THIS MATTER. 

REREP NOTES WHO WAS ON DUTY AT USDS 

OPERATIONS CENTER AS ASSISTANT OPERATIONS OFFICER ON BOTH 

JULY SIXTEEN AND NINETEEN LAST/ WHEN TWO USDS (j'ABLES INVOLVED 

WERE PROCESSED THROUGH OPERATIONS CENTER, ADMITTED]" 

b7C 

T bis on_—r—; 
,Felt l 
Sii I i ivan — 
Mohr _—b—i— 
Bishop -— 
Brennan, C-D. 

• Call ah an- 
Casper. .'■1' 

. Conrad — 
Dnlbey _—:—1 
Gale-- 
Ponder .. ^ 
Rosen _— 

■ Tavel --- 
Walters —.— 
Soyars-- 

" Tele. Room __ 
Ho lines___; 

^Gandy ^ 

I OR DAY BEFORE; 'FIRSTPERTINENT CABLE HANDLED M 

USDS OPERATIONS CENTER. ALSO THAT ANY EMPLOYEE IN \ 

OPERATIONS CENTER CAN CALLUP CABLES WHICH HAVE BEEN 

PREVIOUSLY PLACED IN USDS C^UTER;^ 

CENTER HAS ONLY:TE^MltRAL OF ^TMMPUTER CAPABLE OF THIS 

PROCEDURE, AND THAT COMPUTER READOUT IS PRINTOUT CAPABLE OF 

EASY REPRODUCTrONj ill S^7J7 : ?'//$% EASY REPRODUCTLONi \\\ fljf 

' '7 : SiiDwiS 
1SAUG>,4 1971 

L v'b iP©Em^lJREA0;OF INVESTIGATION. 

mm ■ /r 

MAIL. ROOME~~] ■ TEL ETYPe'iINIT L^/ 

C^'a 7 SEE NOTE-^AOE-VeifR-*-* 

MiW'Sy ■ ' *. ' t •••■* ■ ' 7 - 

: ' mf J y 







TOLL 

■Wmw 

ITOtkiV/.;: .y-.;;;;■,.^ 

'- Toll tek is code.wiF 
leak of 'tso rSDS -eabl^ 

igation of 
al**tp Jack s; 

coluw Mi^ hv off iee of Security, USD! 

of t^irty-one iadxvidoals^ Eiaj ? y^ prt)Cessed. *V intery 

Ceoter" *4 «s»® U^foSSitoll^us^cS ,« o£ whom =»*>« 
results suggest. tliree Ji«| reoorter bn Anderson’s 



NR 009 WF CODED 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION /* 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 

AUG 2 41971 

TELETYPE 

5:45PM URGENT 8-24-71 DLE 

#vTO 
J/ 

DIRECTOR (65-74138) 

ATTN ; DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 

Mr. Tolson-- l 
Mr. Felt_— j 
Mr. Sullivan„— i 
Mr. Mohr_—j ' 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Brennan 

j Mr. Callahan—O 
Mr. Casper.^—0" 
Mr. Conrad_ 
Mr. Dalbey-' 
Mr. Gale_1 
Mr. Ponder_ 
Mr. ftnaim.- —-T 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr Waltora.-.n,^ 
Mr S yajL^^w 
Tele. RoPm—^ 
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy^^O 

o \ 
TOLL LEKj ESPIONAGE -X 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-24-200? BY 60324ftJ^HKH/ES/rda 

REFERENCE BUREAU TELETYPE AUGUST TWENJY THREE LAST . 

WF0INDICES NEGATIVE REj b6 
/b7C 

STATE EMPLOYEES 

STATE DEPARTMENT RECORDS ON 

REQUESTED AND WILL 

BE REVIEWED WHEN AVAILABLE AND FURTHER INVESTIGATION REQUESTED 

BY BREAU WILL BE CONDUCTED. 
A 

SAL! 

MGS FBI WASHDC ACKS FOR NR 008 AND NR 009 

TU VERY MUCH CUL 

1© AU6 25 197* 

7 
1971 

r 





SV- ‘j? 

Mr. C. D. Brennan 

W. E. wannall 

EXEMPTED fBOM MJTOMXTIC 

Vj: ■;;.decl&ssific&t ion 
^.^ITTBORITY DERIVED EHOM; 

;-‘-v?v:'' s'/ebi .mjtoii&tic declmsific&tiow guide 
;V EXEMPTION CODE: 25X(6 , DIPLO) 

■ j;; 'n&TE 02-24-2014 AUG F8-SM2€K45 ^ . | 

:Mr.v'Sullivan,V : V V' y.V': 
Mr,. j.P. .Mohr - VS' :■ /VV ' 
Mr. Tk£. Bishop -V :;V 

V v; 8/27/71 -S: V:■ Sr V-"' 

Mr. • D.J. Dalbey V . v , > 
Mr:. C.D. Brennan V ^ ; 
Mr. • WannallV \ • • ■■ :-v•• V •" ’ 
Mr . wagoner , ,VV. W ■ VV’b:". V 

LEAKS OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 
TO THE .PRESS • : . : U^-- / 

' ' DSTfe-~Q£c24-2007 
•;CLA5SIFIED^¥~&a 

; ’ bECIASSIEf-^fflTT 
saw/ra/rds 
ti^O 5-24-2032' 

To summarise/iorinformation, data received during the 
night from offices involved in our continuing investigations of 
alleged leaks of classified.data to the pressV (j4 bl 

-h m . a \ 

.OM ftl_ 

5 62-98194 - ■! ■:; 7:: ; 
1 - 65-74060 

■■■) ' " Jk 2 85-74135^(SALT-LEK-)^ OTHERWISE^ 
■ , > V®|3^bL' DEK)|VV:''':Vbb^V^S'v;':VV 

JlOfP H 
ft?: :SV1Ii 
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b / ' Memorandum to Mr * CCfHj-: -v'":; Abb1;. bv:. 
"b■••:>■ R©:Leaks of Classified inforraation to thepress ■ 

> ; '.*■ f‘ 62-98194 1 
j*. - • ,1 * vs vVvV" - ; K;.-,v “-■••. v * ' \v ^ • -l->' ••' — • <• "V;^ :A\ ; : I ? ... • • 

b6 • 
b7C 

■ i 111 H i mi laam 
bMBBB 

ers 
on Fi©iei orrice, origiii a ttus matter, eontinu 

review of the numerous files of .State Departmentpersonnel who ha!? 
access to the information involved in this leak case. When inch , 

:'?>&* >; ••• *\ 

•v .■Vvt* .-v?'"• vVv v-b.U*' -ViV.:; 7, * • V.Vr\; / 4V >45. ^v;A 'b .t< V 

. -i"1 ; ..t-r* V*: T- v > vi‘‘ • ' ,***! 'a ■ ^ :'V''V •' ; ’ <\ ; 



:• V.?• Z ?iw. 'd'-'t»*;' • *• 
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. " \ '.V1 <sfc 

J . v-.r- 
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Meraorandumto Mr. C-®* Brennan .. 
Re:> Leaks of Classified lnformation to the 3Press 

revieve are completed, appropriate consideration will be given 
,:-.4©: intervlews pf those deemedfoeet suspects foractual; leak • 

:rto .tbe^gress-:.''”; V.. : V.- 

ACTION: 
..:3V-'-; v; 

infor^ktibn* 3;'/33;:VvV' 

"V.- V, '''. InvestIgations bf leakB of classified information to ■ 
the press Continue toreceiveintensive investigative attention, 
and you wi|f.:'be;a#isad;:bfVj^tibentV^ 

V;VV’-V.^I>ovtinent portions of; data herein will be ihduded in a. 
weekly memorandum to the White House and wiit be furnished to the 
Attorney General, 'as/,well- as the Assistant Attorney General, 
internal Security Bivision; .V’V, d - v-'-V \V:/'33 3 

* .7. • v; 

i;v* ' *•' r;:’ -c : ; '; 

•;a. 

r -; - ‘■■-■’.v"’ .* , , * ’ -■ 
, >.*!■c'-■ v>. </ ••■"'.-V ' •' V: V;-'X. " i' • t • . ‘ - -' • - 
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'1 •=**■ 'Mr. Sullivan 
1- Mr. J.P. Mohr 

;^';''rv:':'-t'' :r-::.v V, S/Si^l •: ;&h '.V 

: •■■ ' " /4- ' 1 - sir.' ■/ ,; /y /;i:: 

wanii^iil• w;¥*"* 2’£* 25ibey j->^-Y‘ • Brennan' . ': : 
wannall ^ v; .:■}■;. 

^^v^sduer -' ;;,-'.Y>Y • 
$©.••.•m information contained ’ 

-'v.*-;"-:'-*,x}V:. /'herein is tocx&ssified 
%:v :s-i4-i::; by fosi 4ducfc^/rs/rds- 

v-v ;’: v■‘"i]';:VT©.”.'■'i&bar'■;» data received during the 
• night from offices 1 involved' in our continuing:' i 

: alleged';-leaks; of classified data to the--press.,'.; 
Of £■ b 7 D 



*■!$$< "2$ •' '•••?^fT? %r^-.-Y* ;;.¥.'""A: '’'fcMijjl 
■ - • v£ ’{Vi Zv&%U £:'^2'S ■£■«■''<: -ui-'i I &W‘.% •: v "<:.; ,••'■.'"' ' ■- ••• ••■•;-■ 
.. .'■ ,:'■; >.C^X4v/-•>£ ■ :>V 1. j,v. •-'... . •.;4’’ • •.•-•7.,•-...• ■ 

vV:-•' :•••'■ ■ y•'-v^\■• ••"r-sairf' (Leah .of •Class##fed information Concerning 

\"'v;;:|>efpaptj^f.jof-:B©f- he*' has been closely associated ,' -J; 
YYY'* Y /•'; ''.with knowledge ooneeraing y!-;Y- 
Y;;ylJp©ii first reading Beecher's articleYhe felt the . ; y y 
Y^yY ' '-1' information came from the National Security Decision Memoranda 
t-. ' •.' and that the information could have been provided by ha official ■ 

•tr’Qsp'.ther5F.S‘. Department of State Or the Arms Control and Disarmament^1 
•';. _tt\appealed' te 'Support Yn^^ those' .•* •' ;i 

';::*v-^agencies. : bpoh:carefnil.y rerending the' article y he concluded: the 
yj Y" briefing could have been conducted by someone .<:fn the Department of 

"' ••■' ijefoi^ev ^iheo that ageflcy’s ihterests were also ihyoived. . He. - • Y ; :li 
jviyY :";^’-^\'fut.t'her' .felt'-that.Beedher 'did' hot/ger;&il ;his inforraation from one : >j 

:pers.on::bnt^a-c«oired number-'Of'persoaa 'in. different . •y," ;> Y 
y • agencies,-' ■;v. ;y ‘ 'yyYYy YYV'yYi , Y:Y- _ •’ yY,? 

- Yg >. TOtJU Lfeg (Leak of Classified Infomation From State 
f ■'•■■ .;; v/iYl&partraeht ’ Y&bies'feegardlr^ %. . ' "Y :YyY. *Y 
YY' YY '■■'■ Ybii'efsbn. A^encv' for ‘lhtern'atibn'ari,~DevelQpaent . A&Wa'ring in '-Y Y ... 

Y> > Y: .-:y,ffee';^ehta|B:Idh^^fe0*prArticle-by'^okY^e^e^on^ 
y;Y 'YY/ ■■1 lanei_ jSoEB employees' "of rfEe;'IOrr Department. . 
i;'Yc.Y . oi State, admitted making copies oi ineomlng telegrams involved. -V .=. 
■ - 'Y’-iev: in this case bat stated this was done in connection with official v 

They denied being acquainted with Jack Anderson, hie.'.family 
-iVYob’-'.members .ofYhM'§taf'f,«Neither of them is acquainted with . _ 

Saeh dehi^d maklng the telegraiss available to the press. j| 

:/-y /;-Y-;Y-Yl£;- -.SY.y:::‘y;:Y1v--^-^yy,:.,v Y''.Y"Y 

■v .■.; '-:fyy/;For infomatioa. y,,: •yyyyY.Yyy'..:YY:-y'-;. ' yY'" 

leaks of classified information to-.'V':;-: 
the jjress continue to receive intensive investigative attentioh, ;; 

. : and you will be advised of pertinent developments. ■ 

y>;\,VyNV:.':.;-' Pertinent portions of data herein wil 1 be Included in a 
weekly memorandum to the White House and will be furnished to,the 
Attorney General f as well, i&s^ the' Assistiini Attorney General - 

^,;-i^e<*a^ .'Y"'Y;:;'” '•-.y/-'Y:Y'Y' ";-a: :Y:. .Yr'Y Y" '• V, Y '■ 
’!s,k 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE 

COM M UNl CATIONS? SECTION! 

AUG 3 01971 

* 4 
NR 006 WF CODE 

'410PM URGENT ^30-71 SKA 

TO DIRECTOR (65-74138) 

XEGEtt 

at^tention domestic intelligence 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 

to. fMsdfc—= 
fir, Felt,_ 
"to. S<allivan_ 

^ Mr. Mohr_- 
l Mr. Bishop--^ 
s Mr.Brenna^uDJ 
j! Mr. Callalrat^J 
(| Mr. Casper— 
; Mr. Conrad— 
r Mr. Balbey- 
; Mr. Gale-- 
! Mr. Ponder— 
\ Mr. Rosen- 

Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Walters— 
Mr. Soyars— 
Tele. Room_ 
Miss Holmes^. 
Miss Gandy— 

TOLL LEKi ESPIONAGE -X • 

ill immmiim contained 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DUE 05-24-2007 BY €0324eucbsw/rs/rds 

W4 

REWFOTELETYPE AUGUST TWENTYSEVEN LAST. 

STATE DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES 

_^INTERVIEWED TODAY. EACH ADMITTED MAKING COPIES OF 

INCOMING TELEGRAM INVOLVED IN LEAK BUT STATE IT WAS IN 

CONNECTION WITH OFFICIAL DUTIES. 

MADE COPY'FOR READY REFERENCE IN CONNECTION WITH 

HIS OFFICIAL RESPONSIBILITIES CONCERNING THE AGENCY FOR 

b6 
b7C 

OPY TO BE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

OFFICIALY AWARE OF THIS INFORMATION AS BACK UP OFFICER AT 

STATE DEPARTMENT FOR VICE PRESIDENTS TRIP ABROAD. to SEP i u 

| AND | | STATE THEY ARE NOT ACQUAINTED WITH""37?e#— 

ANDERSON, HIS FAMILY OR MEMBERS OF HIS STAFF; NEITHER ACQUAINTED 
sh U>sb/BL 

WITH BERTfTOLLEFSON ; EACH DENIES MAKING PERTINENT TELEGRAMS 

AVAILABLE TO PRESS AND DENIES KNOWING ANYONE WfO DID 

// 
LRS fEBI WASH DC 

, £>cSEP8- iq 





:]m^TED FROM AUTOMATIC 

lEClASSIFIC&TIQN 

UTHOMITY DERrVED FROM: 

BI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICftri™ GUIDE 

iXEMPTiatl CQOE: 2J5X(%€ HIM, ISM) 

ATI 02-24-2014 AEK* F85U26K45 

HATE; 1B^4^2007 
CLASSIFIES 
ICClASSXFrESi: 25K 3Tiltr-S^24-2032 

IL W ” Mr, Sullivan 
1 - Mr, Mohr 

- Mr. Bishop 
* r Mr, Dalbey 

- 1 • /Mr. Brennan 
1 - Mr, Wannall 

August 30, 1971 1 ” Mr° Wagoner 

INVESTIGATIONS OF UNAUTHORIZED 
DISCLOSURES OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 

Hi IHFOIMAIIOM COOT AIMED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIE ID EXCEPT 

WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE 

I4TRW:eae:aras 
— (16) mi ... 8 
~ 62 ->98194 CuIJt-tfiBIXIflL a&BosuztB * 

- 1 - 65-74060 (MeLek); 1 - 65-74135 (SALT Leak)/ly 65-74138 (Toll Lek) 

c?s - 







INVESTIGATIONS OF UNAUTHORIZED 
DISCLOSURES OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 

b6 
b7C 

Tollefson Leak: 
i \ 

This investigation relates to the unauthorized disclosure of 
information in State Department cables which appeared in the "Washington 
Post" article by Jack Anderson on July 27, 1971. There were two cables 
involved, both classified "C^ESW^SSal," which concerned the alleged 
misconduct of Bert M. Tollefson, Jr., of the Agency for International 
Development while in Kenya. 

A review of investigation" conducted by the Office obSecurity, 
U. S. Department of State, into this matter revealed all persons connected 
with the U. S. Department of State and the Agency for International Develop¬ 
ment, known to have had access to the two cables involved, were interviewed 
without identifying the individual responsible for this leak. These interviews 
did, however, develop information concerning three U. S. Department of 
State employees who may have been responsible for the leak or may know 
who furnished this information to Jack Anderson’s staff. Two of these 
individuals admitted making copies of one of the cables involved, while the 

advisee] |was a long-time 
[for Jack Anderson, 

on July 15, 1971, 

third individual 
acquaintance of 

Jalso volunteered that he, himself, had met 
A fellow employee related that on the day of publication 
column containing the information in question, 

of Anderson’s 
Icommented he knew 

someone who worked for Anderson and made a reference to Anderson’s 
staff as being "enterprising" in obtaining information. 

b6 
b7C 

_According to U. S. Department of State records,! |is a 
|assigned to the Operations Center which handies all U. S. 

Department of State incoming and outgoing cable traffic. These records 
further reveal|~ [was on duty July 16 and 19, 1971, dates on which the 
two pertinent classified cables were processed through the Department of 
State Operations Center. 



INVESTIGATIONS OF UNAUTHORIZED 
DISCLOSURES OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 

|was interviewed by U, S. Department of State security 
officers concerning this leak and advised them he did not know who had 
furnished this information to Anderson’s staff. He avowed that he, himself, 
was not responsible for this leak. . b6 

b7C 
_Background investigations have been initiated concerning 

land the two Department of State employees who have admitted 
making copies of one of the classified cables involved. 

i 
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all iwmmmiim amMm.b. 
HEREIN IS I3NCL&S51FIE.0 
DATE. 05-24-2007 BY 60324eucb8w/r3/rds^ 

President, 

YbYYVYYYYY 

: Devf Y; 

■ further restiits obtained. CY 

YTMr.W^€/SullivaK 
t-fiir. ^ i^ Mofer 

% J.-Dalbey 
Brennan 

WYft. Wannall 
t V Mr. :.«k ft. 'Wagoner 

the period 

. Bonorahle m E. Ha^raap,&»fiia^ the 

Sincerely yearn,. h fe:S’; j W 
•t •• * ,'>••’*•;•..;.. ,y ^•'■.:•?'•'>•-}:V o>^.' -• • ' '' - •' .•',ji;'••••;' V " Y ;-... •*-•,'•• -7\ • f*\: •>]% .' kI- '}' , • 

Y.V vY Y.Y Y' • .. • YYi| - V ' Y• 
'■r - - . • ftgjp %-WP' - 

t> 65-7413^ (SA%fcek) 
- 05-7418r (Toll; Lek) : ^ Y ' ; _ ":: c1 ^. *. Y- ■', • ■ ' ' ‘ r; , / Y *. ; 



'ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

•TAIL 05-24-200- ?Y 6032 4aucbaw/rs/rds': 

I - Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
4 I* Mohr 

X ~ Mr. Bisfeep 
fk 3. Balfeey 

jm& e*-;. 

p. Brennan 
l &Mr. W. 8. Wannail 
I * Mr. 3* M* .Wtkonm 

Simvwlr fmir8r^ 

>:;..o^Vf;#:oEDED\ 
S£f- "2 0 .1071'! ' : 

t * 6S-74#6^<MetekV 

^ ?I^4138 

•TIT 



Sir,, :C&.% 

W - R. Waaiiall 

LEAKS OF CLASSIFIED ''ibb 
IN1FORSIATION TO THE PRESS 

'.bbb'v% ^. Sullivan . ■ 
' Mrb J. P< Mofcr ' 
jt<r Mr.1 f,IL Bishop 

■#>’W&ty:/-., '' ■ ■ 4 
-1 i .-V Ife-:-; -0, &■ Dalfcey 

Breanan 
M.-A-Wiiir'.; W.R, Waanall ’• 

. Mr.; ,i. S lagfltifir 
:£-£4. *£vv ■■‘:. 

:Sixi, iNit®Mariow c#iaimejd fi "fUT ';,;v 
'^"•HEBEIN IS TOCL&5SIFIED 

;imiE 05-24-2007 BY 6032 4aucbaK/rs/Eds' 

To suBim&rize, for ialorBiatibn, data received during 
th@ nig5.it from offices Involvedia our continuing inyestiga- 
tlohs of alleged le&Scs of classified data to the press. 

•:b6 

' .b'/C 
r"b7D 

62-98194 

l 65-74060 (SIC LEK)Q ■ 
1 v- 65-7413S 
1| t 63-74138^TOLL • LBK) 

RECORDED 

MpstJ* -;a: • 1971 

CONTINOED 
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$ fesfck: &%*£$ 
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'-■‘A’1 -‘vWS .r. ^-iS -'V 

£ ■ Meffi^raadwiiiy'^w /B^Wao^iaif^io; 
[,■ ,‘,. V $&£;: I::; •..-' - ^*?: ^ 
:-:• •'••;•: .-'-V iNFOssiATioN ;TO>l,a!ea^-. x- 

62-98194 •' - •- £<~' -S v £- ', . 

'S; &:. -:'■:„•■\;>£ tv SALT Classified In format f on Conce r n in 
6 Arias” Limitation Tafifes Appear ing^^rf he ~New ?or 

T;iis|>s^>Artl<sie by William Beecher, 7/23/71) : T»® Washington 
Fl«T€"Ol?ice/ yester^ay ’ lBtorvi^w^^3"ln3fiyidua3^ who are iB - 
AL-^oSl|iori' to be;.^rivy:'to SALT <jocura«nts and information, fcut 

, all persons interviewed denied any knowledge of how Beecher 
'.:, ohtained ciassified dstta nsed lh;jhis articlev -..v ■'.■] 

TOLL LEK <l^ak of Classified InforaationFro® Stats' ..-I 
V ^epartment^Cables "RegaFding:- - Alleged glicondoot’ of I’ert'^WT " •"~ ; '>.• .y 
: > ■ Toilet son, Agency for InternationaT De velopraent, Appearing In ' 
$ ^elfajsh 1 ngtonjlposl^7 AgtScieTlnr VracF AnSersdnAjyf7b7/fTf■ - - 

l?3foris tO: interyliwl “prime suSspect in this matter, b 6 1 
: •’ were 'negative, as | was determined to be omt of town on;- 3b7C 

vacation.j He is due to return to Washingtonf D.C., in early 
: Septemberj 1971, and will then be interviewed concerning this 

'-•'r'tsatterv’^'-v^ .*- ■'(C'-i.i~ •}■%:•. ■• *• 

’y'^S; ? -V ;• i\V' 

,r ■ M::^b ^A^T^ONW'OVfH'- 

i’ •■".:&W% 
f$yO?$gC'f:s • I 
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NR 008 WF CODE 

v 5s47 PM URGENT 9-8-71 SKA 

DIRECTOR (65-74138) 

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 

SEP8 m 
J&£L 
TE£ETYI?E 

b7C 

v*° 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-1 1628) <P) 

TOLL LEK ,) ESPIONAGE -X . 

Mr- Tolson , — ■, 
; Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Sullivan-, 
Mr. Mohr-J 
Mr. BicMp -jg-y 
Mr. Brennan ClXifc? 
Mr. Callahan-^jfe I 
Mr. Casper. Jlh1 

, Mr. Conrad-| 
Mr. Da Ley-: 
Mr. Gale-. 
Mr. Fonder_ 
Mr. Rosen- 
Mr. Tavel ——_ 
Mr. Walters- 
Mr. Soyars- 
Tele. Room-- 
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy .. 

Mi INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

BBIE 05-24-2007 BY €032iaucbm/z3jrd3 

RE WFO TEL AUGUST THIRTYONE LAST 

STATE DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE INTERVIEWED THIS 

DATE. HE ADVISED HE SAW NEITHER THE JULY SIXTEEN OR JULY 

NINETEEN TELEGRAMS WHICH CONCERNED ACTIVITIES OF AGENCY FOR 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (AID) EMPLOYEE T0LLEFS0N . HE DID NOT 

LEARN OF INFORMATION IN THESE TELEGRAMS UNTIL READING JACK 

ANDERSONS ARTICLE ON JULY TWENTYSEVEN . 

ANDERSONS STAFF. _ 

| |SINCE THAT TIME. 

] FIRST LEARNED THAT | |WAS ON JACK 

SPOKE TO HIM BRIEFLY AND HAS NOT SEEN 

NOT ACQUAINTED WITH JACK ANDERSON 

OR TOLLEFSON. DENIES MAKING PERTINENT TELEGRAMS OR 

INFORMATION IN THEM AVAILABLE TO PRESS AND KNOWS NOBODY WHO DID. 

REPORT FOLLOWS . 

RECD TWO 

?P 1 6 1971 

REC-61 

teESteH2!KK2^ trfaaSsSEBGSi ? 

6 SEP 10 1971 

CLR 
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<••>. -r). •:•'•: A*/^information contained 
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'};.;Nc.£;-ft^^fHEaEiN is unclassified b.;b4nhtw7 V b 9/3/7^, 
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V f .y^v.'/bL 
’’•'jjv. ■ -•',y./‘ ’ •. :vb: •!’'•.¥TmI4*’:''^.O4* 

j^ecutive Secretariat Staffs 2 . ; 
^•1: : •, United States .Department?,of „,: 4 

■ .»; 4 - information: • ' ' - • >, .. * 
:V:2ib--^ <2V^ry:A*fe|-:--;‘2 ^ Ay1,'.i, 222 7^: ^ ‘b-1 >.c:A4-* 
b'-b: /• >;y by.,.?mr.2 ^V7 •■:277 

^ lat'Jthe.;::Stete.'Depert3aent:,:v^2:^-.- ;'y-b,:- 
during the recent trip abroad of the Vice-President of the *v 
United ■’Stateei'^f 'hisvl^ctipri 

r *y,?r4,2 .•■; '[ 7!'. - v.*; 1 .1 

2‘y%r f!b;.'j* r‘.':‘r'\1 
;:4;:f«4-2 vw: -44 ' ; •>•:• 

;:V-447| iii^ei,''h6.241ffpr!aTCe'^,,i;=;44j 
y'A'-xi'T- cation-' ^'41fciassified7<pr.?ihethef7n^t^42*’'^4ie,V.'^^tclusi^e--.:.b:4:; 4vv!4|j.,';- 

Distribution). ; . , 
’. * •.’ -'• 4_ V M- 44# 44 ‘ 7 ;‘ 

f ..■■. ;•>/’>. *"As he recalls*v‘he first jbecame aware of the s-t;••£ -j^-y^Vy! !’ 
July 16, 1971, telegram dealing Vjith the conduct of BERT v v > 7 

10LLEFSON N^ieh he was reviewing telegrams marked, “Exdis” which ; !,; 
’ ;•;.. ■ are available to snployees of this office:_He did not have 2 

,.,l' ';•! , 4 , a/copy ,pf this dtmmMjriicAtion.so'-he'and j_ |j 
..<>:*■ .;made'ia copy iffor,‘;each-of tk®®»,r‘.:.He4i,s' riot Pertain7what 

■ 4^ (mestibri be^^^^^ collection Wilth his ^s^bhsitiiiii 
\ . 

^^bl-b’^v^^-nonaalffdiatribtitionlp^aQiNunicatiohsifiheyaaw'-^ ^telegram .that , ithaty^qy' 

4?,7 Aahoti.ld'.aee^ 
1424^ " Isent to |4;it::;;i^s2party0^liis2^ he -2v4?' >4:'r;-4 

: should see this telegram. ■, ... V . 

. v4-'- m ’ ^ j ' .. 1 i ' • * -7 ^ I • a*4V ^ 
41 ’related that he .kept-; the copy 6f the.^^ first, 4 ; 7 ;< i, 

• . /" X telegram1 v^iich he had. made\^until about thel first of;: August, 
jj . P447 4 414 

24i044:l1 [ilhe vwaS ya skedjly | 
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rTOLL LEK (Leak of Information From State Department Cables 
to jack Anderson^ A orime suspeetjnihis matter, State Department 

CV.--- empioyeel [yesterdayad^lgedthatalthough He was 'acquainted b 6 • 
| an investigative reporter for Jack Anderson, he had not b7c 

been responsible for furnishing State Department cables concerning this ; ; 
matter to Anderson or his staff, and knew of no one responsible for : 
this iealc.Treat eiaimed he wasanawareof the information contained r :7;: 

. in these cables tantit; 7/27/71 'when read 'Anderson's column which contained 
:••• this data, ■ - ‘• 

.y>;f-3>;p?*^ 
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:'§M fed FEDERALBUREAU OF INVESTIGATION^ 

REPORTING OFFICE I O FFICE O F ORIGIN 

WASHINGTON FIELD 1 WASHINGTON FIELD 9/8/71 
TITLE OF CASE 7 : ' REPO RT MA D E . BY 

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD 

8/23/71 - 9/2/71 

UNSUB ^ Unauthorized Disclosure of . EDWARD L. GRAMPP 

Information in State Department CableQUARACTER OF CASE . 

Appearing in r,The Washington Post’’’ 
isticie, Tuesday, July 27, 1971, by 

jackOsnderson *; : . . ; :.1 = ‘ esp t- x 

TYPED BY 

csg 

REFERENCE: Bureau teletype 8/23/71. 

ADMINISTRATIVE ■ V;. 

This report is classified inasmuch as 

tile United States Department of State has so classified the 

telegrams which are pertinent to this investigation. 

Mi INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS OMCIASSIFIED 

'DATE 05-24-200? BY 60324 smcfcaw/rs/rds 

CON VIC. AUTO. FUG. • FINES 

APPROVED 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED L j NONE , ACQU|T. case has "been: ", , 
c FINES . s SAVINGS ‘ RECOV ERI ES | TALS | _ .. .tk ; 

T” . ‘ ■ ■ * • “ .• . ^ V' • . PENDING OVER ONE YEAR dJvES j tNO 

*,1. . .. *• . ;V '• : .. ■'* '• •’ '*' • . ...PENDING PROSECUTION __ 

. V . ■ OVER.SIX MONTHS [H)YES I ~l N O 

SPECIAL AGENT 
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6-^Bureau (65-74138) 
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Agency 

Dissemination Record of Attached Report ,■ j A v.l Notations 
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How Fwd. 0 (p 
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who ^yas-;:dn^?dtitv7at-::URl^^^Sia^^s7-D^t>ar^en:tg;afbgt:'at:e 
Center as | |when the't#ob 
involved bin tfeis . bb;,.bl,;;b-br. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Copy to: 

Report of: 

Date: 

Field Office Fi 

EDWARD L. GRAMPP 
September 8, 1971 

65-11628 

Office, Washington, D. C. 

Bureau File 65-74138 

UNKNOWN SUBJECT; Unauthorized Disclosure of 
Information in State Department Cables Appearing 
in 
19 

Character: 
es: 

Synopsis: 

ESPIONAGE - X 

Background data set out for State Department employees! 
| and _ Upon interview both of 

these individuals admitted making copy of telegram dated 7/16/71, 
which was received from American Embassy at Nairobi, Kenya, 
concerning conduct of AID employee BERT TOLLEFSQN. Each states 
copy made for ready reference in connection with his official 
duties at State Department. _ states his copy of this 
telegram destroyed after few days. | ~|states his copy turned 
over to official in State Department upon latters request. This 
State Department official confirms this copy turned over to him 
at his request on 7/30/71. I I and I I admit seeing tele¬ 
gram dated 7^/19/71, sent by AID I in response 
to above telegram. Both claim| |telegram of 7/19/71, 
came to their desks during normal course of duties at State 
Department. I ~|and\ |state they are not acquainted 
with JACK ANDERSON or his staff; each denies furnishing infor¬ 
mation in thjese telegrams to ANDERSON, his staff or press; and 
each denies knowing anybody who might have done so. 

DECLASSIFIED BY S' 

on tijiSpl -i/nLp 
---.'t -tut- agencies 

cf'J) 

SIMUP 1 
Exciud^sL from au aortic 
d o racra d 

| ca^si on 

c 'Pi 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions^ the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency, it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 



the following Inf oration: | §|| 
>., ;',! .V7 v “•?' :•' :, .."' -.. ’■••. fi* r&^'i f \ </> -V \.' '’■ '.'t/'-. : 

vr*-\k-y:r-;:S' fc~.w*£-\'.'-'•■■■',•••£; <■;7:Sw$s¥* y- •*•:- '■ . *’: - 

1 " . .. fihiwhich capacl)ty5,he-^^ 

A <■•;• .-.,y^, ,;S :>? 

wasy 
Agency for\Intemati6naI Development (AID), he was advised 
at a; staff meeting ofthecontents ofthetelegram dated « , 
July 16, 1971, i^iich had been sent by theAmericanAmbassador 
at Nairobi, Kenya, conceming allegations made against BERT 

; which date fell on a Friday, he hiid hot seen it Oh that date 
and\did'; xiot-'hear about^it0t?hht;Wit'^int;il:'Honday.,;;Joly:/19,i''‘ ' 

" \y-\ .... . . .. •. y, y ' - * - »; -- .> . * . ' v: :;> * ' , -V 

cussed the telegramwith] ^ 1 vlhast^ as J ' ~ I ;i;: y 
J5>7.was’ officialty: responsible-:|orlall ihfOnaatioh dealing, with;y:'r .::-cy 
y..AID' as hihe Off^cer and becatise l ^ |ih this , sahhy<^pacily-.;M:.:;j- ;v yA-AiV 
..1/,::y-'vy.:^sVoffftoi&li£-.:.resjpoh^ 

'Hce-FreOidehtls. trip";abroad, they^pe-fsohally;^ made;.two fbopiesS71 
> ’ - “-of this telegram. on the kbxox machine available in the office. 

’ ; These copies were made, from the master copy, located in ,this. 1. . y 
'h.' office. ! ' ■/., '• . . • -• - ; y 
4 !i: '■' */ r ■;•/•,. 'V - H. ‘ 

IsSidj'he^^elt^the :poSsessi^;,oCefCopy':^f'-:;-y> *' 
this': telegram was apprppriate oh his part becaus^ message Vyy 

J, contained therein concerned an AID matter, and in the event he ; 
was asked about this information by any of Ms superiors on an 
Official hasis^he wouid;^ •: abl4' ;tQ.%iainswer • any in- 

4 ,<juiries by ready reference to the telegram at his’’desk. All 
•‘i* . AID traffic normally goes oyer his clesk and as he had: seen. 

' Si this telegram he personally made a copy,;of it/ '.The fact that^»^;|W 

■''' ■ ■ ‘ii: ’c ;' •'iV-iSv-' *•; •, : *• '-^s' 
S .7 ; ^ /*• , -'V\ ■’ 

on 8/30/71 qt Washington. D. C 65Vil628 Sf;p:lI»S;;.;7j:vS 

vH/.SAs JBDWARDL. GRAMPF S' A*- #lll||, V O'f 7'.,'.. y | ift |P | /' •; 
, bM:l- snd | T&#idfet-csgt^^^ ; - i 

. 'iH A.'’t. v ii'A v.y;. ,*r *r ..• '-4 . .• • 
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it'was marked ‘'Exdis,f distribution) and classified ricea "Uixais" ^exclusive oistriDurion/ana 
'ft-PiTiTfl il ^ 111"tTTlj:j.^-;iriad - ho.; :dlf f Orehce hOcaiiBe he - •sees; -rthi s tvoet 
of communications on anbimaldistribution basis, 
related ■ 

■i 

in 

, / 7, b 6 
'•^?b7c ; 

to no 
be a need1-/toreceptacle 
usedtfie destruction of this type of class!- 

• fled .'material.. •' 

•: 7 sentlout by; Mr HANNAH oh 
July. ■ 19, 19714 in response to the foregoing message, Mr.;.;7;. 7:7 

',by;^hiffi:.and ^as he , 
recalls it came irito His possession during the regular dis- 
tributioh to him as an officer handling AID matters for the 7 
purpose of his reading and information. -. "7 V' 7-r. "7 

;t;> .: - 

_Unformed that he i s not personally acquainted 
with JACK ANDERSON and , kriows nO misasbers of his family or staff, 

said he did not pass these documents along to anyone, 
Including the press. Also, he knows of no one who made the 
documents or the material contained therein available to 
columnist ANDERSON or his staffs 
not personally acquainted with|_ 

• b6 
b7C 7 " 

1 related that he is 

. v't y' 
* ' ^ : .... • * • ' '• ’ 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

EE REIN IS uiiTCLAESIFIET 

DATE 05-24-2007 BY 60324aucte'w/E3/rds'' 

Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

Mr. J. P. Mohr 
Mr. T. E. Bishop 

September 14, 1971 

BY LIAISON 

Honorable H. R. Haldeman 
Assistant to the President 
The white House 
Washington, B. C. 

Dear Mr. Baideman: 

Mr. D. J. Dalbey 
Mr. C. D. Brennan 
Mr. J. R. Wagoner 

Enclosed is a summary covering this Bureau* s investi¬ 
gation during the past 'week relating to Daniel Ellsberg and the 
publication of material concerning United States-Vietnam relations 
during the period 1945-1967. 

The summary also covers this Bureau* s Investigation 
during the past week relating to the unauthorized disclosures 
involving Strategic Arms limitation Talks and information set 
forth In Department of State cables relative to the alleged 
misbehavior in Kenya of Bert M« Tollefson, Jr.» an administrator 
for the Agency for International Development. 

We are continuing these investigations and you will be 
furnished further results obtained. 

Single copies of the enclosure are also being sent 
to the Honorable Egil Krogh, Jr., Deputy Assistant to the 
President for Domestic Affairs, and to the Attorney General. 

Sincerely yourss 

1 - 65-74060 (MC LEK) 
Jrv- 65-74135 (SALT LEK) 

65-74138^5^^ 
Enel osure 

JRW:ekw 
(11) 

62-98194 

7SEP20 

4£~ 7V/ 5 

W?°Srp 
°tp Jo 7971 
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Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Mr. J. P. Mohr 
Mr. T. E. Bishop 

•in. immmim contained ^ : 
'HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE OS-24-2007. BY. 60324aucbaw/E3/rds 

ionorahl®•%£!-iSsogh*' 
Dcputy Asaistant to the f¥esident, ” ^ _ 
foryfcoisastioJ. R.Wagoner. 

The White Mouse '•* • | l..; 
Washington, Sv §. : ••■■.':•/’:V 

Bear-:.Mr.-'Kpoghi.yc ‘ 

-Eaolosei I# .i^waSi^Usigt.' 
during- the past '-^kielidl the publi- - - 
cation of material concerning United States-Vietnam relations 
dur ing fehe period l945*1967. 

” 'V I \'t \ ' I - * /, , • * . , • ’ •• • 

1 --..Mr. P, J. Balbey 

The suRaaary also cpvers this Bureau s investigation ■/ 
during the past tfiftek^relating to,the unauthorized disclosures •: 
involving Strategic Ariiis limitation Talks and information set •• 
forth in Department of State cables relative to the alleged . • 
misbehavior inSenya of Bert M. fcllefson, Jr., am administrator' 
for ■ 

A".";;'-. We are continuing these Investigations and you will ■ 
be turoished'furtd^.'results: obtained.-^.: - V. 

are j 
to the honorable H. S. Waldeman, Assistant to 'the President 

sent 

62-98194 

1 65-74060 <MC 1EK); 
J-i, 65.-J4135 CSAtT LEK) 

65-74138 ^WlWO 

JRW:ekw ; 
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The .Attorney General 

inves: 

1 - Mr* W. C; Sullivan 
1 - Mr. J. P. Mohr 

SeptesaberlA, 

1Mr. . T. E... Bishop 0 
1- Mr. D. . J. Balbey v^; 
i- .‘Mr; C. D. Brennan 

Enclosed is a msismary eovering this Bureau* s investi¬ 
gation during the past week relating to Daniel Bllsberg and the 
publication of material concerning United Sfcates-Vietnam 
relations during the period 1945-1967. 

The summary also eover3 this Bin‘eau*s investigation 
during the pastweek relating to the unauthorised disclosures 
involving BtrateglcAi^^ and inforaatic^ set 
forth in. Department of State cables relative to the alleged 
misbehavior in KenyaofBert M. Tollefson, Jr., an administrator 

; for; the' Agency-. ;for, ii^ernatitnial' llevelopi^nti - ^ 

He are continuing theseinvestigations and you will be 

.' . 'vSingle copies of ^ the:; enclosure ' are also Being sent to 
the Honorable H. R.Haldeman, Assistant to the President, and . 
the Honorable Hgil Krogh, Jr., Deputy Assistant to the President' 

:v#or. 

Enclosure■'' ' o" .-.ll in?cF:^ncn "ciit^iiied 
. . W' : ^VHEHEIM IS UNCJL&SSIFIES 

'$2-981$4 ':' "'‘I " -'f:'V• 'y:.:^"fDUE. OS-24-21B7 jBY^24aucbaw/ra/rda- 

AttorneytSeneral (Enclosure) .. f.' 

1 * ‘ Assistant Attorney General (Enclosure) 

i-74060 
i-74135 
i-74133 

(MC LEK) 
(SALT LEK) 
^roLLillcr 

mT, mc,omm 
’02 SEP. 15 i97i ' 
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; < a- I:?- .■■■,. 

■ the f^jeot 
■.stretefttc balance feaij 
'h*a©£ ©raP 

DI!?Gl^tm£S 

$kf fas t-ters, such es how . the -.; 
' • si»ce lS64.. | |i&pri 
# aaus ;th*#: Beecher1 s notes ■• 

informed :s: state©/:$©£ been **| 

classified ‘ information./ 

advised en SepteffiberB, lB71*tfcat he did not knew 
Beecher. Although he has aeeeaa t© S©&? aeteri©!; he h»©\ 
jaggs£_4ia£Mtfge^l '0m-0^:90.\m*vithotix*& simsm+'cyp- 
__ ^ ~Tf*tt for the leafe ©as t© ©n^a&n©; 
SALT ;©i^#tl0i4^:.'efidi h© did »©t ’think Beecher; cewkd’ have f*st/ 
the. stofy t©g©ther- frest bite of gleaned £tm &*&y 

pe©pl©> It waa hie opinion thet the person briefing Beecher A 
;hi<i ■■©©#©» toell of the BALT information ret her than access . 
•t©/,© /eing#© 'doowmamtp-^^ outside the 
©&©d®tiw©/ was; s&ffieiei&fciy teowiedgeabi© to have briefs 
:feeohe*vV C- ")£ >>'-V.' •" 

stated he ia not ac©oalnted with Beecher end had newer discussed 
beliewe^’-that 

an analysis/of i*ech©t * s.> articie- by- ACDtA,;shows-' that-;.*©**., •©£ the-" 

[gpmrttf■ Becisioh he^orsidUi, Ha believed that Beecher1® seerce- 
briefed in *11 s»tters'' coacerning SALT.' . ,.'He' feit. tfee ; ■ 

leak wasvrwativ*tM by "either stupidity/or © ■desire to' '-hamper.;■■■. 
the BAIT• negotiation. * t£ the latter^ ms trtai. .he'was of-the ■ •' 

;©etniafr ^ 1 felt Beecher '- 
had' either7re*^:'pertinent decumant# directly or the. deeisssenta 
were reed-t©-him.,; 7 - - -:\y* *' *'; ’>-A , 

;v -;*J;''' A .*<;V >*’ _■ ■• t; / •' ~ .* /. ! i i[fr> f 

/'• v ■‘Vi'V/^Vi; v *<,•'.► ,'y"A7*’v’A,t‘ 
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INVESTIGATIONS OF UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURES 
-OFCLASSIFIED INFORMATION ^^ ; - |;^r;" ■ J '. ■. 

Jb-u On September 10/1971,> I I 
I [ United States Department of 

V Statesbadvtsed he met with I on two occasions over one ' 
year ago. At rNat time,| "flyanted information regarding 
Communist China’s military development. Since information 
on that topic was classified, j~ lhad refused to comment 

b on I I request. Becatis^ of I | persistent and 
■:'r agigresalve''manner^. I ~l did not see him agaln.ft; was -- 

| impression tihat I t was extremely well informed 
b and had a very knowledgeable source in the Pentagon. I 
•7 said he has Access to all of the SALT material hut had never .. b 
: divulged classified information to unauthorized persons, 
; ihcludingl ;.7;.S ;; ■ V, 

Tollefsbn 

'' This inVestigationrelates to theunauthorized ' 
::':disdioSure7of ;;'ihfbrmatl4h::;in;:^tdte Department cables which 

appeared in the ',Wa3hin^ton Post}f article; by Jack ihiderson 
Oh July 27, 1971. There were two cables involved, both 

?^.'/clasditidd'"■conbefhed 
.-h; ' |oilefisoh^ :4$mf;'/ 

International Development, while in ■ Kenya. 

::‘Jv Representatives of the Office .of Security,'v -V v;,;' 

United States Department of State,- subsequently interviewed 
ail persons cohnedted: with the Department of State and the 
Agencyforlnternational Development known to have access to 
the two cables involved^ These interviews failed to identify 
the individual responsible for the leak; however, interview b 6 

-••■of_I at the Department of State, b7c 
developed information indicating||was a long-timp 
acquaintance of I 1 an inyestigatiye reporter for Jack 
Anderson. | Also admitted having met | \ ! 

' •: •' .* • ' '“»* • * -e.4 



INSTIGATIONS OF MADTHORX2H3 DISCLOSURES 
OF CLASSIFIED INFQ&HATlOf? 

Os September 8, 1971, |_| advised be 
bad sot seen either of the tm State Separtment cables iiwolved 
in this matter and ms unaware of the information set forth in 
the cables until July 27, 1971, when he read Jack Anderson's 
article. 

_I I said he first met 
L and at that time he a 

at a party on 
[first learned 
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Honorable H. R* Baldemaa 
Assistant to the President 
Th® White House 
Washington, D. C* 

Bear Mr. Haldeznan: 

• t 
i - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 ~ Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. Dalbey 
1 • Mr. Brennan 

1 » Mr. Wamia.ll 
September 7, 1971 l - Mr, Wagoner 

BY 2MBQN 

ALL IITFCEKATICI! CZlITAIliEI 
HEREIN IS TJNCLASSIFIE'a 

DB.TE 05-24-2007 BY 60324eucfcaw/r3/rd3 

Enclosed is a summary covering this Bureau's investigation 
during the past week relating to Daniel Ellsberg and the publication ox 
material concerning United Stales - Vietnam relations during the period 
1645 - mi. 

The summary also covers this Bureau's investigation during 
the past week relating to the unauthorized disclosures involving 
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks and information set forth in depart¬ 
ment of State cables relative to the alleged misbehavior in Kenya of 
Bert M. Toiiefson, Jr., an administrator for toe Agency for Mernational 
Development. 

are continuing these investigations and you will bo 
furnished further results obtained. 

Single copies of the enclosure are also being sent to the 
Honorable Egii £rogh, Jr., Deputy Assistant to the President for 
Domestic Affairs, and to the Attorney General. 

Sincerely yours. 

Enclosure 

62-68194 
X - 65-74060 (McLek) 
l - 65-74135 (SALT Lek) 

/T) C5-74138 (Toll Lek) 
—3liW:ams (12) “T/y i J>r 



;.yv;/:Xv ;r> 
v i’:A; SulUvaa 

ir-v.;: 
i'tfte;-.Bishop 

i*.:- 
^ r- Mr. Waimall 
sber 7, 1971 F?:* * Mr. Wagoner 

TO laABON \ 

i,^r. 

r Doeti 
3WPv;i$-all infobm&tion CONTAINED 

^-k?HEREIN IS DNCUiSSIFIE.D 
05-24-200? BY 60324eucbsw/rs/rds 

jDear:'Mr.:' 

mtI M.TblIelsdft»Jr*, 

Ife.Are 

42-9^104 
1 -65-74080 (McLek). n. vr:o 

^1- 65-74135 (SALT Lek) i 
3> m ^ 
JRW:ams. (12) /•*r; 



m imommim coai 
PFDFTM T Q TTM^T 7* C7QT WTWY\ lnJJEfcJrl£. X hj UJrl >3 X £ XIX-ILr 

DATE 05-24-2007 BY 60324audbaw/ra/rds 

Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Mohr - - 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Dalbey 
Mr. Brennan 
Mr. Wannall 
Mr. Wagoner 

62-98194 
JK- 65-74040 (McLek); 1 - 65-74135 (SALT Lek) 
p- 65-74138 (Toll Lek) , 
JRWjwmc (16) ^ //** 

SEE NOTE, PAGE 14 
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Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) Leak 

This investigation involves the unauthorised disclosure 
of information pertaining to SALT appearing in “The New York 
Times'* article by William Beecher on July 23, 1971. 

On August 30, 1971. 
advised 



INVESTIGATIONS OF UNAUTHORIZED 
DISCLOSURES OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 

with SALT matters, possesses comprehensive knowledge concerning 
SALT and has full access to all SALT documents,, His first* 
reaction to Beecher4s article was that it contained classified 
information probably from National Security Council Decision 
Memoranda and that this information could have been provided to 
Beecher by an official in the United States Department of State 
(USDS) or the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA), since 
it appeared to support the positions desired by those .agencies,, 
After carefully rereading the article, he concluded that the 
information was in all probability based on a briefing by one 
or more persons with an over-all knowledge of SALT* Certain 
DOD issues were present in the article; therefore, he felt the 
briefing could also have been given Beecher by someone at DOD. 

_| pointed out that various items in the 
Beecher article were supported either by USDS, ACDA, DOD or 
Central Intelligence Agency interests. He stated that on this 
basis it could be concluded that Beecher did not get all of his 
information from one person but from a number of persons in 
different agencies„ 

Although acquainted with Beecher,| Stated 
he has not talked with him since May, 1970. He contended he 
has never discussed any classified information with Beecher 
regarding SALT or any other matter. 

| advised on August 30, 1971, that he is acquainted with 
Beecher and has been in contact with him approximately six 
times during the six years he has been at the Pentagon. 

| Istated he has had no contact with Beecher during 
the past six months. 

advised on August 31, 1971, that his present duties do not 
require current knowledge concerning SALT negotiations and he 
does not stay current in this field. He recalled, however, 
thai,t he had received a telephone call from Beecher regarding 
the status of SALT negotiations several months ago. He_ 
declined to talk to Beecher and referred him to| 
office. claimed he has never met Beecher and has 
had no other contact with him. 

- 11 - 

1 



INVESTIGATIONS OF UNAUTHORIZED 
DISCLOSURES OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 

] aavxsea on August 3±, xy/i, ne nas 
access to all SALT material and stated that he has never 
discussed this material with any unaqthorize 
that he met Beecher in 1966 when he* 
DOD. 
tion 
which 

rom] 

L_, 
refu 

persons. He said 
was employed at 

certain classified infornta- 
concerning the anti-ballistic missiles ssrstera, 

said he had a very 

out information and has not seen Beecher since 1966, 

attached to thef I advised on September 2, 
1971, that he has access to SALT material and is familiar with 
Beecher®s article concerning same. He related that he had met 
Beecher in 1967 during the course of official military duties, 
but has had no contact with him since that time. He further 
stated he has had no contact with other members of the press. 

_advised on September 2 , 
1971, that his initial reaction to Beecher*s article was that 
it was leaked from ACDA. After consideration, however, he felt 
it could have originated anywhere in the SALT community. 

_ is personally acquainted with Beecher 
but has not seen him since the Spring of 1971, when Beecher 
appeared atl ~ I office to determine why he was not 
being well received in | loffice. Beecher was informed 
that he was welcome as long as no classified information was 
discussed. Standard policy in the Office of International 
Security Affairs is that no person is to speak with any reporter 
without a third person being present. The person interviewed 
must also submit a written summary of the interview. I I 
stated he was aware that I L formerly of 
his staff, had violated this regulation in talking with Beecher 
without a witness, and he was further aware that I I had 
an unauthorized copy of a National Security Decision Memorandum 
in his possession. 

|_Jstated that he and his staff are sensitive 
regarding leaks, and mentioned that he had transferred two 
staff members approximately a year ago because of an alleged 
leak involving Beecher and the refusal of these staff members 
to discontinue contacts with Beecher. 
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Tollefson Leaks 

This investigation relates to the unauthorised 
disclosure of classified information in State Department 
cables , which appeared in the "'Washington Post" article by 
Jack Anderson on July 27, 1971. There were two cables involved* 
both classified ** which concerned alleged 
misbehavior in Africa on the part of Bert M« Tollefson* Jr., 
of the Agency for International Development. -- 

Interviews of two State Department employees determined 
each had made a copy of the incoming cable involved in this 
leak. They stated their actions were in connection with official 
duties. Investigation previously determined that the cable 
involved was sent on July 16. 1971. from the United States 
Ambassador to Kenya to 
Agency for International Development:* xn wasnmgton, ju. w 
This cable set forth allegations of misbehavior on the part of 
Tollefson, which information was reported in detail in 
Anderson's column. 

|advised he had made a copy 
of the incoming came for ready reference in connection with 
his official duties concerning the Agency for International 
Development. | |was then a State Department Staff 
Officer, working on matters pertaining to the Agency for 
International Development. 

|advised that he had made a copy 
of the incoming cable to be aware officially of this information 
in his capacityI I at the State Department for 
a trip abroad of the Vice President. It is noted that Tollefson's 
alleged misbehavior took place during a visit by Vice President 
Spiro T« Agnew to Kenya, Africa. 

Both and |_| stated they were not 
acquainted with Jack Anderson or members of his staff; that they 
did not know Bert M. Tollefson, Jr«; that they did not leak this 
information to the press; and that they do not know who was 
responsible for this leak. 

_Background investigation of State Department ea 
who has admitted that both he and _ 

acquainted with | an investigative reporter for 
Anderson, has established that 

jloyee 
are 

13 
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I and he 
continues to be employed in this capacityn Efforts are being 
made to interview! I 

NOTE: 

Prepared for dissemination by cover letters to 
Mr. Egil'Krogh, Jr.1, at the White House, and Mr. H. R. Haldeman 
at the White House. Copies also being sent to the Attorney 
General, Deputy Attorney General, and Assistant Attorney General, 
Internal Security Division, by cover letter to the Attorney 
General (carbon copies to Deputy Attorney General and Assistant 
Attorney,General, Internal Security Division)i 
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FEDERA“BUREAU-QF INVraTIGATIOI^ A 

. R^EPOR TING OFFICE: 

WASHINGTON FIELD 

OFFICE OF ORIGIN 

WASHINGTON FIELD 

DATE 

9/9/71 

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD 

8/23/71 - 9/8/71 
TITLE OF CASE 
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CHARACTER OF CASE 

ESPIONAGE - X 
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REFERENCE: Bureau teletype 8/23/71. 

- C - 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

This report is classified inasmuch 
as the United States Department of State has so classified the 
telegrams which are pertinent to this investigation. 

Mi IlFORffiTIOM CrniAIWB 
HERE III IS UMCUIS 5IFIED 

BATE 05-24-2007 BY €Q324snebs,M/rs/rds 
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TED STATES DEP^TMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Copy fo; 

nw r t * 4 Aftr—in, ^ 

Report of: 

Dote: 

EDWARD L. GSAMPP 
September 9,, 1971 

Office: 
Washington, D. €. 

Field Off.ce File ft 65_X1628 Bureau File #: 65“74138 

Character: 

UNKNOWN SUBJECT; Unauthorized Disclosure 
of Information in State Department Cables 
Appearing in f,The Washington Post®" Article, 
Tuesday, July 27, 1971, by JACK ANDERSON 

ESPIONAGE - X 

Synopsis: V 
Background information for State Department employee |_ 

|set out. Upon interview_ informs 
he saw neither the 7/16/71, or 7/19/71, telegrams which con¬ 
cerned activities of AID employee TOLLEFSON. He did not learn 
of information in these telegrams until reading JACK ANDERSON1 s 
article on 7/27/71. I I 

learned for first time that 

| |was member of JACK ANDERSON'S staff. I I spoke to him 
briefly and has not seen him since. | | not acquainted with 
JACK ANDERSON or TOLLEFSON. | |denies making pertinent 
telegrams or information in them available to press and knows 
nobody who did. 

- c - APPROPRIATE AGENCIES1 \ 
1 ivi- JfjrTD OFFICES \ 

f-r-rrr\ •'•'•TnUTIMS | ^ 

C TP(S) 

_ pASE.__\ 

Exclude^^fom automatic 
J ovpgttd i 
j#6clas s if l cat^bo 

DECLASSIFIED BY 

ONJMShl - 

b6 
b7C 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 

☆ U S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1967-0-273-878 
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\-i iSchooi Of Advanced International Studies, Johns Hopkins Uni-: , $ 

school seeing An advanced degree. .] N 
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t UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JTTSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Copy to: 

Reportof: mmm wf . Washington, 

Date: SCpt®!$fe©r 9, 1971 

*V 

Field Office File if: 6S*il62i Bureau File #: 6S-7413® 

Title: HW0W8 tkmtifoozt&a Disclosure 

of Information in State Department Cables 
Appearing in MThe Washington Post?’ Article, 
Tuesday, July 27, If71* fey $M% MWim® 

Character: . gSPOTW * S 

Synopfedbs£mmd InfetBBKitlcn for State Department employ- 
set cut. Upon intervlev 

b6 
b7C 

he sew neither the 7/16/71, or 7/19/71, telegrams which con* 
coined activities of Aid employe® TDl&SfSDH* H® did not learn 
of information in those telegrams until reading JACK iWDRB9DMta 
article on 7/27/71. latatas he first met 

I 

van member of JACK staff. 
briefly and has not seen 
jack mmmm or wsjsnm 

] learned for first time that 
spoke to him 

not acquainted with 
sesties making pertinent 

telegrams or Information in them available to press 
nobody vh© did. 

-C * 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency? it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 

☆ U S GOVERNMENT printing OFFICE 19 6 7-0-273-878 
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AIRTEL 

EX-102 
To: SAC, WFO (65-11628) 

REC-129 
From: Director, FBI (65-74138)- /c] 

1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan 
1-1-1 

b6 
b7C 

TOLL LEK 
ESPIONAGE - X 

DECLfiSSII'IED BY fi0324ftttBli/riS|d3 
ON 05-24-2007 

Reference is made to closing report of SA Edward L. Grampp, 
dated 9/9/71 at WFO. 

Immediately reinstitute investigation of this matter. Denial of 
complicity by three suspects developed to date in no way warrants 
termination of this investigation and vigorous and imaginative efforts must 
be made to identify individual responsible for this leak. You have been 
previously advised of the expressed interest of the President in this and 
other recent leak cases and the Bureau expects every effort be made to 
bring this case to a prompt successful conclusion. 

BS CD 

CD 

Folson _ 
Telt_ 
Sullivan . 
Mohr_ 
Bishop , 

£ 

Results of investigation conducted by the Office of Security, 
United States Department of State (USDS), suggests certain avenues of 
investigation which have not been considered or explored to date. 
Personnel assigned to this case should thoroughly familiarize themselves 
with this information and utilize it to the fullest to develop and identify 
additional suspects. Note, for example, remark by[ 

] Agency for International Development (AID) to the effect 
that Bert M. Tollefson, Jr., was disliked by AID personnel who worked 
for him in Washington, D. C. | land other appropriate AID 
personnel should be interviewed to identify these individuals and determine 

[their access to the two USDS cables which were leaked to Jack Anderson’s 
-staff. 

In this connection, consideration should also be given to contact 
-of Tollefson to identify individuals suspected by him of perpetrating 
-leak of these two cables which contained information most embarrassing 

£J/, 
40- 

AGE TWO 

0 
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, Airtel to WFO 
RE: TOLL LEK 'X.:* 

65-74138 p '• ‘ 

to Tollefspn. Bufiles indicate USDS has nOt been contacted to obtain 
;results bf iiiqiiiry'ihi^i^^ cqttqqrfii^th^ 

TollefsOn was interviewed regarding this leak. In the event Tollefson has 
not been contacted, possibility Of USDS Conducting such interview should 
be e : 

S-f Bufiles also Of AID, 

Macomber. Jr.-i, 
identified as a- 
investigation has determinedf 

USDS 
was sent to London, England,; 

I he is acquainted with Jack ^riderson. 
unhappy with 

has stated . 
Ariderson. I I was also repo] 
jdecision in handling this matter. 

[was also reported to be 
In view of i 
matter. 

in 
this case to Bureau on daily basis by summa!ry teletype and Bureau Should 
be kept advised of inves 

. investigation . I'i\'j J 

ii' NOTEr:\-t'Vufe-'vf -S 

•;.V:,Tbii LSk is code name for our inve;stigation ofeleak of two USDS 
cables classified '’(^billiilWiLuIT' to Jack Anderson's staff^.' which material 
appeared in Anderson’s column in the "Washington Post” on 7/27/71. WFO 
haS submitted closing report in the matter after unsuccessfully interviewing 



<$ FFDERAL BUREAU Of INVESTIGATION 

COMMUNICATIONS section 

SEP 2 1197J^^ 

ft 

NR015 WF CODE/ 

7:20PM UJ0ENT 9-21-71 GEA 

TO DIRECTOR 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD 65-11628) IP 

TOLL LEK4 SIO 

r. Tolson_ 
r. Felt_ 

c, Su7Hvan_ 
r. Mohr__ 
■ • B shop_ 

’* ES_ 
'• Callahan_ 
• Casper_. 
* Con rad__ 
. DVh^y_ 

■ Cleveland_ 

Posen_ 
Ta\rel .. 
Walters,__ 
S^vars _ 

$ Room 
f Holmes __ 
f Candy - 

» 

REFERENCE BUREAU AIRTEL SEPTEMBER SEVENTEEN LAST. 

investigation being reinstituted. extensive inierviews will 

BE CONDUCTED BY PERSONNEL WHO W'^^EEN ASSIGNED To^Mly 
fiStSEuSSSa i&*CT3HBKai 

handle this major case, being handle as special. 

® SEP 22 1971 

EBM FBI WA 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS TOCLASSIFIED 

SUE 05"~24~2007 El 60324aiibsH/i:s/rds 

€* R 

578EP281971 
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FEDERAL BUREAU/CF IlyESTIGAIiOM 

COMMUNIC&TJCWS. SECTION 

SER2CT71 

NR017 WF CODED 

9*30 PM URGENT 9-22-71 DLE 

DIRECTOR(65-7413S) 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) TWO PAGES 

rOLL LEKfl SIC) 
ill iwommim mwiAimM 
HERETO 15 TJMCMSSIIIEB 
HIE 05-24-2007 BY 60324aucbaM/rs/rtis 

| Mr. Tolson_ 
' Mr. Felt_ 

t Mr. Sullivan__ 
Mr. Mohr__ 

< Mr. Bishop_ 
\ Mr. Miller, ES_j 
' Mr. Callahan_; 

f Mr. Casper_. 
j Mr. Conrads 
1 Mr. Dalbey_ 
j Mr. Cleveland_ 
j Mr. Ponder___j 
j Mr. Rosen., « 

Mr. Tavel__ 
Jj Mr. Walters_j 
£j Mr. Soyars_j 
S Tele. Room_J 
I Miss Holmes_.» 
| Miss Gandy__1 

RE WFO TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTYONE LAST* v 

FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED SEPTEMBER TWENTYTWO 

INSTANT; 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT (AID), ADVISED THAT ON SEPTEMBER TWO LAST| | 

OF JACK ANDERSON'S STAFF PHONED AND ASKED IF HE 

HAD LODGED COMPLAINT WITH FBI TO INVESTIGATE ANDERSON'S SOURCES. 

SAID NO. STATES HE HAS NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION »A, it 
RE IDENTITY OF ANYONE J^WO WOULD DISLIKE/fTPLLEFSON TO EXTENT 

\ 

OF RELEASING PERTINENT TELEGRAMS. TOU^fSO^^IS^CUg^NTL^^ ^ ^ 

VISITING IN WASHINGTON UNTIL FRIDAY<^THIS^WEEK BUT | ' T 
\ T 1 SEP 23 1971 

HAS NOT SEEN HIM. EFFORTS WILL BE MADE TO INTERVIEW TOLLEFSON. 

END PAGE ONE 

rJ> 
67 SEP 287971 



PAGE TWO 

AND EACH 

IN OFFICE OFI INTERVIEWED BY NONE ABIE TO 

FURNISH INFORMATION RE IDENTITY OF PERSON WHO LEAKED CABLETS 

TO ANDERSON. 

DAVID D. NEWSOM, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR AFRICAN AFFAIRS, 

U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT, ADVISED HE SAW THE INCOMING CABLE FROM 

KENYA ON JULY NINETEEN LAST AND WROTE A NOT^TO 

SUGGESTING TOLLEFSON BE RETURNED TO WASHINGTON BUT 

DISAREEED. NEWSOM MADE NO COPIES OF INCOMING TELEGRAM FROM 

KENYA AND HAD NO INFORMATION REGARDING LEAK. 

AND 

NEWSOM COULD FURNsjjjH NO INFORMATION REGARDING LEAK< 

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION BEING EXPEDITED. 

END 

CQRR 

t 

/ 

•PLB FBI WA 

HLD 
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F£0)EBAt BUREAU 05$ iNVESTSG^^^^|^jf^ 
COMMUNlCATjlwIS. SECTION 

NR018 WF CODED 

8:37PM URG 7! ALM 
TEU 

from Washington field (65-H628) cp> sp 

TO DIRECTOR (65-74138) 

iprf 9-23- 

TOLL ELK,) SIO 
Mi INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCIASSIFIED 

:iMI It-24-2007 BY 60324imchmfK sffids 

| Mr. Tolson.„c===ra 
J Mr. Felt _ 

f Mr. Sullivan.,™™*- 
f Mr. Mohr_.__ 

j Mr. Bishop . _ 

Mr, MiMcr, £S___ 

Mr. Callahan.. 

Mr. Casper__ 

Mr. Conrad__ 
Mi*. _ 

Mr. Cleveland_ 
! Mr. Pointer__ 

Mr, Rosen_,__ 

Mr. TaveL„__ 

Mr. Walters._ 
Mr. Soyars_, 
Tele. Room__ j 

Miss Holmes_j 
Miss Gandy__ff 

RE WF0 TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTYTWO LAST* (_ 

FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED SEPTEMBER TWENTYTHREE 

INSTANT: 

*0R AFRICAN 

AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE (USDS), ADVISED THAT ON 

JULY SEVENTEEN LAST HE SAW COPY OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED FROM 

KENYA AS HE WAS ON DUTY FOR HIS SUPERIOR DAVID NEWSOM. 

READ THIS TELGRAM AND PLACED IT IN SAFE TO HOLD F$0 NEWSOM 

b6 
b7C 

TO READ ON MONDAY, JULY NINETEEN LAST. HAS NO INFORMATION 

AS TO SOURCE OF LEAK. DESCRIBED TOLLE&gON AS "PUSHY" AND NOT 

LIKED IN AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (Alb) BUT KNOWS ^ ^ 

NO SPECIAL INUTVTmtAi wwn min n i jtav tfi c^damc I 1 unt® SEP 24 1971 NO SPECIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WOULD LEAK TELEGRAMS. 

END PAGE ONE 

5'° 

67 SEP 28T97r 



WFO 65-11628 

PAGE TWO 

ACQUAINTED WITH JACK ANDERSON OR STAFF. 

CENTER; 

OPERATIONS 

OPERATIONS CENTER; 

EACH USDS, ADVISED THEY SAW TELEGRAM RECEIVED FROM KENYA DATED 

JULY SIXTEEN LAST BUT KNOW OF NO POSSIBLE LEAK, ARE NOT 

ACQUAINTED WITH TOLLEFSON OR JACK ANDERSON OR HIS STAFF. 

BERT^OLLEFSON, JR., AID EMPLOYEE STATIONED IN KENYA. BERTi\TQLLEFSON, JR., AID EMPLOYEE STATIONED IN KENYA, 

AFRICA, BUT TEMPORARILY IN WASHINGTON, D. C. (WDC), WAS 

INTERVIEWED AND ADVISED THAT ABOUT JULY SEVENTEEN LAST HE 

RECEIVED CALL AT KENYA FROM CALLER AT WDC WHO IDENTIFIED HIM- 

SELF AS (PHONETIC) ON JACK ANDERSON STAFF. READ 

PART OF ALLEGATIONS CONTAINED IN KENYA TELEGRAM OF JULY 

SIXTEEN LAST. TOLLEFSON TOLD THE STORY WAS FALSE. 

MADE NO REPLY TO TOLLEFSON* S DENIAL, 

TOLLEFSON MET OF AID HEADQUARTERS IN 

END PAGE TWO 

b6 
b7C 



WFO 65-11628 

PAGE THREE 

LONDON, ENGLAND ON JULY NINETEEN LAST CONCERNING TELEGRAM 

FROM KENYA« | | DID NOT SHOW HIM TELEGRAMS PERTINENT TO b6 
b7C 

THIS INQUIRY BUT BRIEFED HIM ON CONTENTS. 

TOLLEFSON FEELS LEAK COULD NOT HAVE ORIGINATED IN 

NAIROBI AND KNOWS NOBODY IN WDC WHO WOULD PROVIDE PRESS WITH 

TELEGRAMS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
i 

) 

I OFFICE OF SECURITY, USDS, ADVISED ITS REPRESENTATIVE, 

WHO WAS TO HAVE CONDUCTED INVESTIGATION OF THIS CASE IN KENYA, 

[ HAD HIS ARRIVAL IN KENYA DELAYED. IT IS ANTICIPATED HE WILL 

ARRIVE KENYA ON OR ABOUT SEPTEMBER TwENTYSEVEN NEXT AND WILL 
t 

thereafter conduct same. 

- communications center, office of communications, bureau of 

ADMINISTRATION, USDS, WHERE USDS COMMUNICATIONS ARE INITIALLY 

RECEIVED AND TRANSMITTED IS DETERMINING IDENTITY OF PERSONNEL 

I ON DUTY AND THOSE WHO HAD ACCESS TO PERTINENT COMMUNICATIONS 

; WHICH WERE USED IN JACK ANDERSON * S ARTICLE. THESE EMPLOYEES 

1 WILL BE INTERVIEWED. 

r additional investigation being expedited. 

END 

\ HLD FOR ONE 

TMT FBI WA 
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C, r Sullivan 

. l.;* Hfc 1. M. Watters: 

9/23/71 

V,^ Hr. T. £.'Bishop 
C. % -!^ J. Palbey - 
■‘•'’ .’• ■. • jy:.;.'■;‘1 * &*«•'&• &• Brennan .. 

-!;:'*?"ai-i-';''xHFOBK^iii« cdmausD * ' 
■ :-'.v"Vn,:’ ■ J'''i,',.s/HEREIM IS DWCLASSiriED ' 

,' V : 7:"-;y § DfilE 05-24-2007 BY i0324auca»8W/ES/Bli; " • . 

of''Classified 



feaorarkmm to H. G. Stillivaa 

EEs LEAKS OF CLASSIFIED INFORKAl'ICSS 

TO THE HtSSS 

62-98194 

TOLs UuK CLoak of Inxormtlon from States Desmrtinenr. 

Gables to Jack Amkara-cn) s |_ 
Agency for International Dev^lopaant, advised _ that on 9/2/71 hi 

had received as telethons call from I investigative 

reporter for Jack Anderson. I I inquired if | had 

lodged a complaint with the FBI to investigate Jack Anderson8® 

XOUSJ determined 
sources. In response*J_I answered in the negative6 V7<? 
previously determined ]a Stats Department employee 

who was In a position to have access to the perflnant cables9 
wa© acquainted vlthl | On 9/8/71_advised he had not been 

responsible for this leak. ' 

SALT LEK (Leak of Clarsifiod information Cot.covn.tnr: 

Strategic Ara IdKdvation Talks Appearing in ,JTbo Not* 'fcork 11 tu?c‘ 
Article by William sceehe\% 7/23/71) i Additional interviews'! 

have been conducted at the Department of Defense and the Aros 

Control and Disarmament Agency. Alt persons interviewed 



.' '"HInvestigatf onset leeks of classified Infortaation to 
the. press contimie to irecei^ intensive , iisyestigatiye Attention 

eminent ‘iHOftie^s-oi;lfs«e- 
in * veekly stxm*vy to. the WhiteHouse, Attorney -General and 

i -Iht© 



iA FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 

SEP 271971 

NR015 WF CODJ 

7:33PM WENT 9-27-71 GEA 

'TO OJ'KECTOR 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-1 1628) 3P 

Mr. Tolson_ 
Mr. Pelt_ 

Mr. Sullivan_ 

Mr. Mohr_ 

j Mr. Bishop_ 

‘ Mr. Kid er, ES_ 

Mr. Callahan_ 

Mr. Casper__ 

Mr. Conrad _ 

Mr. T 'ibsv _ 

Mr. Cleveland_ 
Mr. Punaer_ 

Mr. Rosen_ 

Mr. Tavel_ 

Mr. Walters__ 
Mr. Soyars_ 

Tele. Room__ 

Miss Holmes_„ 
I Miss Gandy_ 

TOLL LEK JSIO 
iH mmmmim contained 
HEREIN.15 UNCXJkS5IFIED 

DATE 05-24-2007 BY €0324mob3Wrs/r:ds 

RE WFO TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTYFOUR LAST. 

THE FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED SEPTEMBER 

TWENTYSEVEN INSTANT: 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT, U.S. DEPARTMENT 

OF STATE (USDS), WASHINGTON, D.C. (WDC) ; | 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT 

b6 
b7C 

OFFICE OF THE 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT. US^L ADVISED THEY HAD#CC^/^ 

TO THE PERTINENT COMMUNICATIONS WHICH WERE USED 0 JACK 1 ‘ 

ANDERSON’S ARTICLE. ALL ADVISED..THAT^THEY HAVE NO CONTACT At SEP 

D IN JACK 1 ‘ 

29 1971 

ALL WITH JAJCK ANDERSON OR ANY MEMBER OF HIS STAFF AND COULD 

END PAGE ONE ^ ^ w A 

7SEP 2olf71 



WFO 65-11628 

PAGE TWO 

OFFER NO INFORMATION AS TO THE IDENTITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL WHO 

MAY HAVE FURNISHED PERTINENT COMMUNICATIONS TO JACK ANDERSON. 

ADDITIONALLY| 

IaLSO ADVISED THAT SHE HAD ACCESS 

TO THE ABOVE REFERRED TO COMMUNICATIONS. 

SHE STATED THAT SHE HAS NO CONTACT WHATSOEVER WITH EITHER 

JACK ANDERSON OR ANY MEMBER OF HIS STAFF AND COULD OFFER NO 

INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THIS INVESTIGATION. 

|u.s. 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL. DEVELOPMENT (AID), ADVISED THAT THE 

INCOMING CABLE FROM KENYA PERTAINING TO TOLLEFSON HAD BEEN 

MADE AVAILABLE TO HIM AND HE DISCUSSED IT BRIEFLY WITH I I 

[ADVISED HE DID NOT SEE 

REPLY. 

END PAGE TWO 
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WFO 65-11628 

PAGE THREE 

_| ADVISED THAT HE IS NOT ACQUAINTED WITH JACK 

ANDERSON OR ANY MEMBER OF ANDERSON *S STAFF AND COULD OFFER 

NO INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THIS INVESTIGATION. 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

ADDITIONAL INTERVIEWS TO BE CONDUCTED AT AID AND 

OPERATIONS CENTER, USDS. 

END 

HOfcD 

EBM FBI WA 

b6 
b7C 



NR015 WF CODED 

FEDERAL fiMVESTIGATIOrj 

CPMIVfflNj^w)ONS SECITC^J 

W??A 

€:53PM URGENT 9-24-71 GEA / SffiLEpQBE 

TO DIRECTOR *65-74138 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 2P 

re? ) 
TQLL LEK/SIO 

ill iMmmmxiQ® cqhtadied 
HEREIN IS HKOJeSSIFIEO 
DATE: 05-2 4 -2007 BY 6032 4: auctaw/ rs / rds 

Mr. Tolson_ 
Mr. Felt__ 

Mr, Sullivan_ 

Mr. Mohr_. j 

Mr. Bishop_ 1 

Mr. MiTor, ES_ ; 

Mr. Callahan_ 

Mr. Casper_| 

Mr. Conrad_  ) | 

Mr. Dalbey _ j 
Mr, Cleveland_ j 
Mr. Fonder__ j j 

Mr, Rosen_  j j 

Mr. Tavel__ \ 
Mr. Walters__ J j 

Mr. Soyars_. \ i 

Tele. Room _  1 ! 
Miss Holmes.—* fj 

Miss Gandy.—— ~ | % 

MfeA 
REFERENCE WFO TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTYTHREE LAST* ^ 'l 

THE FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED SEPTEMBER TWENTYFOUR 

INSTANT: 

MANAGEMENT 

SECTION, EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE (USDS), 

EXPLAINED RECEPTION AND HANDLING OFJpOMMUNICATIONS FROM NAIROBI, 

KENYA, REGARDING BERI^LLEFSON JUCY^SIXTEEN LAST AND ADVISED 

b6 
b7C 

_|AS INDIVIDUAL WHO 

. PHYSCIALLY HANDLED COMMUNICATIONS JULY SIXTEEN LAST. 

“f FILES USDS SECURITY CONTAINED NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
3 

& RE TOLLEFSON TO THAT ALREADY IN POSSESSION OF THE FBI. 

Or-END PAGE ONE 

st 

REC 70 

16 SEP 29 1971 

“Hx 



WFO 65-11628 

PAGE TWO 

U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (AID) SECURITY 

FILES REVIEWED THIS DATE REVEAL TOLLEFSON POSSIBLY IDENTICAL 

WITH INTRUDER WHO ATTEMPTED TO GAIN ENTRY OF ROOM OF FEMALE 

GUEST'AT SHERATON PARK HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C., FEBRUARY ONE 

LAST. TOLLEFSON DENIED INVOLVEMENT IN INCIDENT AND U.S. AID 

CONDUCTED NO FURTHER INQUIRY. 

NEITHER FILE CONTAINED INFORMATION SUITABLE FOR LEAD 

PURPOSES. 

REQUEST OF BUREAU 

BUREAU IS REQUESTED TO FURNISH WFO COMPLETE INVESTIGATIVE 

FILE ON-TOLLEFSON INCLUDING INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED BY OTHER * 

FBI FIELD OFFICES TO BE USED AS SOURCE OF POSSIBLE INVESTIGATIVE 

LEADS RE THIS MATTER. 

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION BEING EXPEDITED INCLUDING 

LOCATION OF! |AND INTERVIEW. 

END 

LRS FBI WASHDC 



9/29/71 

To: SAC, WFO (65-11628) 

From: 

1 - Mr. C.D. Brennan 
1 -I-1 

TOLL LEM 
SIO 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-24-2007 BY 60324aucbaw/rs/rds 

b6 
b7 

Reurtel 9/24/71. 

Enclosed for information and investigative assistance 
are copies of the following items: 

Memorandum dated 5/23/69, captioned MBert Milford 
Tollefson, Jr." 

MAILED 4 

SEP 201971 i; 

1 olson _ 
rcit_ 
Sullivan . 
Mohr_ 
Bishop_ 
Miller E S _ 

rnlpnr11" Enclosures ( 9 ) 
Conrad_ 
DaIbey - 
CJcvelarftE? .. 
Pondcr^Q^ 

LHM dated 5/7/69, same caption. 

St. Louis report dated 5/2/69, same caption. 

Omaha report dated 4/30/69, same caption. 

St. Louis report dated 4/30/69, same caption. 

Charlotte report dated 4/30/69, same caption. 

Minneapolis report'dated 4/30/69, same caption. 

New York report dated 4/30/69, same caption. 

PSQ signed 4/23/69 by Bert M. Tollefson, Jr. 

I ele Room 
Holmes 
Gandy mailroomCD teletype unitCZD 

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 



, V. • ' .v^WC!: " • " 

Airtel to WFO 
Re: TOLL LEKC 
65-74138 J 

‘ Bureau files contain no additional data concerning 
Tollefson not already in possession of your office. 

NOTE: 

Referenced WFO teletype requested Bureau furnish 
WFO results of previous investigation conducted concerning 
Bert M. Tollefjson, Jr. , whose alleged misbehavior in Africa 
was the subject of an article by Jack Anderson, which article 
has been determined to have been based on two U.S. State 
Department cables, both classified —CuTifIdLillfaL^1* WFO 
desired additional information concerning Tollefson to use 
as source for leads as to individual responsible for leaking 
USDS cables to Anderson.- ^ ,',,C,•},. 

■ 

•; * r - 



NR015 WF CODED 

7:48PM URGENT 9/&8-71 DLE 

f£D£RAl BUW OF INVESTIGATION 

C0M™ICAT¥)NS_ section - 

BEr/l31971 

ra&DaeB 

TO DIRECTOR (65-74138) 

^FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) FOUR PAGES 

Mi INFORMATION CONIB.INE.B 
HEREIN IS UMCUSSIFIED 

DATE 05-24-2007 BY €0324aiiGbB.¥/r3/rd5 
(^TOLL LEKjJ SIO 

I Mr. Tolsoti ■.■I.- | 
Mr. Felt-1 

1 ’Bftr. Sullivan-j 
1 Mr. Mohr-- 
j Mr. IVw^P - 
| Mr. Miller, ES— 

Mr. Callahan- 
i Mr. Casper- 

i Mr. Comad—~ 
j Mr. r*' ’* v - 
ji Mr. Cleveland- 
|j Mr. l\nC2v- 

Mr. Rosen-**. I 
| Mr. Tavel_' 
| Mr, Walters .— 
| Mr. S )yars-, 

Tele, R,oom.-~-- 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandv 

RE WFO TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTYSEVEN LAST• v 

THE FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED SEPTEMBER 

TWENTYEIGHT INSTANT: 

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (AID) $|_ 

POLICY PLANNING, AFRICAN AFFAIRS 

[OFFICE OF THE SECRETARIAT AND 

OPERATIONS CENTER, EACH U.S. DEPARTMENT 

b6 
b7C 

'4S 

OF STATE (USDS), COULD FURNISH NO PERTINEN IN RMA TIM ^ 

CONCERNING LEAK. 

END PAGE ONE 

i2 ocr 
COMMUNICATIONS CENTER, b6 

b7C 

5^om 19 

obtained h,pp.. TS rS0T,AsniFIED 

T WH2RE SKOm ,, ' 
OIKiRl>/lSEs, , 



WFO 65-11628 

PAGE THREE 

OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS, BUREAU OF ADMINISTRATION, USDS; 

[communications 

CENTER; AND| "[OPERATIONS STAFF, 

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER, COULD SUGGEST NO SUSPECT FOR LEAK 

OF TWO USDS TELEGRAMS IN THIS MATTER, DID NOT KNOW ANY 

EMPLOYEES IN COMMUNICATIONS CENTER WHO WERE ACQUAINTED WITH 

JACK ANDERSON OR ANY MEMBER OF ANDERSON’S STAFF, AND THEY WERE 

NOT PERSONALLY ACQUAINTED WITH ANDERSON OR ANY MEMBER OF HIS 

STAFF. 

[FURNISHED LIST OF APPROXIMATELY EIGHTEEN 

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER EMPLOYEES WHO HAD BEEN INVOLVED IN 

PROCESSING TWO USDS TELEGRAMS INVOLVED IN THIS MATTER. 

|STATED THAT ABOVE PERSONS HAD LOGICAL ACCESS TO 

THE TWO TELEGRAMS IN CONNECTION WITH THEIR OFFICIAL DUTIES. 

THESE INDIVIDUALS WILL BE INTERVIEWED. 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

END PAGE TWO 
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WFO 65-11628 

PAGE THREE 

STATED THAT BY VIRTUE OF THEIR EMPLOYMENT IN THE DD 
1-1 b7C 

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER, A TOTAL OF TWO HUNDRED AND SIXTEEN 

PERSONS EMPLOYED THERE COULD HAVE HAD ACCESS TO ONE OR BOTH 

OF THE TELEGRAMS; HOWEVER, THE OPERATION OF THE COMMUNICATIONS 

CENTER IS SUCH THAT ACCESS WOULD HAVE BEEN LOGICALLY RESTRICTED 

ONLY TO PERSONS INVOLVED IN THE PROCESSING OF THE TWO TELEGRAMS 

AND EFFORT TO OBTAIN COPY OR GAIN ACCESS BY AN EMPLOYEE OTHER 

THAN ONE INVOLVED IN PROCESSING WOULD BE SUFFICIENTLY UNUSAL 

IHAT SUCH WOULD BE BROUGHT TO ATTENTION OF SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL. 

NO SUCH INCIDENT WAS REPORTED. THESE INDIVIDUALS WILL NOT BE 

INTERVIEWED IN THE ABSENCE OF FURTHER INFORMATION INDICATING 

THEY HAD ACCESS TO THE PERTINENT TELEGRAMS. 

|INFORMED THAT ON SEPTEMBER TWENTYSEVEN, ANOTHER 

USDS EMPLOYEE HAD MENTIONED THAT HE HAD SEEN JACK ANDERSON’S b/C 

PROGRAM ON CHANNEL FIVE, WTTG TELEVISION, WDC, ON FRIDAY 

EVENING, SEPTEMBER TWENTYFOUR LAST, AND IN BACKGROUND DURING 

END PAGE THRE 



,F " & 

WFO 65-11628 

PAGE FOUR 

PROGRAM, COPY OF A USDS "EXDIS" TELEGRAM WAS VISIBLE. LATER, 

ON SEPTEMBER TWENTYEIGHT INSTANT, HAD CALLED WTTG 

TO ASCERTAIN WHAT TIME ANDERSON HAD APPEARED. AN UNIDENTIFIED 

FEMALE REPRESENTATIVE OF WTTG INFORMED THAT ANDERSON 

HAD APPEARED ON WTTG TELEVISION, CHANNEL FIVE AT TEN P.M • ♦ 

b6 
b7C 

September'twentyfour last and had disclosed a story concerning 

A MR. TOLLEFSON FROM KENYA. FURTHER, SHE STATED THAT ANY 
*<■ 

ADDITIONAL DETAILS OR TRANSCRIPT OF THE PROGRAM, IF AVAILABLE, 
~ i v 

r r 

CONCERNING THIS PROGRAM WOULD HAVE TO BE OBTAINED FROM MR. 

ANDERSON. BUREAU AUTHORITY REQUESTED TO CONTACT ABOVE 

TELEVISION STATION FOR FULL DETAILS CONCERNING ANDERSON’S 

PROGRAM MENTIONED ABOVE. 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

WFO SEARCHING FILES UNDER WTTG TO DETERMINE ANY INFO KNOWN 

TO WFO WHICH WOULD PRECLUDE INQUIRY REQUESTED,ABOVE. WFO HAS 

NO SAC CONTACT AT WTTG FOR ABOVE PURPOSE. 

END 

EBM FBI WA 
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’all INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

1 DATE 05-24-2007 BY 6P324lUMMI/C3/rds 
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b6 
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Memorandum to w* € 

TO THE mESS 

c Arms 
Information 

absent from feh© time Beecher ’ s ; 
as of optnionBeechor 
isomaone witttacoiap:' 

T 
tion of this articl© 

lilltv of unofficial briefin 
I I recalled bo has' - 

a meMber of thestaff of 
agton oa a few oocasiGBs duriag the pas . .. 

acknowledged having discussed classified information 
hot ■ fainted out iscloared frsr the Department. i . 

ot mtarne to; receive cla^ifiod^i»nt«rinf and regular lyworhs with 
Sttch igatorial .£& his. capacity asl ~~ I ; ..■■••■; 

^ ral80,!a^ised/.ho :::has-'nof soelT I during the past six V" 
nOhthsvis acquainted ... 
with. Beech^v:hhd :was. in contact with him shortly before appearance 
Of lioochd^is■•artiefe :?v .? 





"ALL INF0HHA1I0H COST AIMED - 
• HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED • 
•DATE 05-24-200? BY €0324aucbaw/r3/rdsJ 

V ; \: % ' * $$*&*•* >£* ■ 
^#4;v . 

f®. :#£« o 

mid' 

i vjsawfe-'-iHw^ 
L«t to .>■$!*£ 

5^t;d to 

»*i$f: 

wcs 

is?$ 

s^S‘'4; . ,0'C 5 t.%.. 

iSS-is®eWSS?m ‘ 

cqiheewise^^j-''^'' ■"v:iy;:;^?' 

■3>&ur&: 



"i ' v,,. \fK *" 

;.•); r/•■'; X’$ ,vX.-;V 

?'*■■' ‘ij' 

; 1 - • Mr *:.:. Sullivan •'" 
>;■' a.•-%'“/ '• :• 1 - fir. Mohr, ■ 
^ •X:XXX ■ •''.•)■:'• l:'VMrX' Bishop 
;. .• :^'X% - ' -■" X I ~ Mr. ©albey 

' ../I-, •/ , <; 1 - ,1Cr. Brennan-'•4 

XX'X',. •: XXX;';.:' $epieffih©r 1971 XXy. 

''■XX;X^X'v8X 

XX #;;X;X£':x‘: ■; XXXy • ■• ■ •' . % § .' 
/X Assistant: tofhe President vXXx'X/'” X;.xX' i/V-X ••■ 
.;*•.' T ho 'Whit '#■ House;'>■ ?.X -XX:'X;: * ;;/X..XX''X ‘ ‘‘X v A' • . X , . 

m*h£toatan B W' XX:;X:.Y:>X - INFQMAII0N CONTAINED , ■:/ ■ .■ .:•■ .• 

X- -V ...XXXX XX’X fe-v,-,-'■.lrTate u.3-24-200" 3Y ?33245ucfc^-. zs-z-is'y ■■■■ -■'. 
YX.fMSirXMr^:^ - Vo X'XX:-,;, v '• X': ' " X 

;XXX'XlX:': tfy '■' X^clese<&' IS - ,y •’- 
gat ion during the past woeii rilatlng to Baaiei Ellsberg and the- 4 

X ■' jhB&licaiioh of material concdrniag OnitedSiateB-VietnaBi rotations . 
■'■ isp^;ii$yVx: . X' X;.;;XxXx:’:x X" XXx. 

* 'X The summary also .covers this Bureau's investigation • , ” 
r-the unauthorized disclosures XXX';- 
■ '■ ^4S^^kBip-:-r-«Bqt% information set; ^x 

■ ;,•• forth in Department of State cables relative to ■ the alleged ■•,:•.'.y,:X-'X 
-■ mishehavioria KeayaofBert M..'Tollefson, Jr*, an administrator.' 

. ■;■: for; the ';4g^90*y.’for. Internationai Bevelopmenti ^■■■pr ;:;.. 

..■X M 'Kif-ti&rax® continuing these inyestigations and you will be 
'’Xiv-y, .j;;; ■ /;.. 

X.'.X';:Single:' copies of the enclosure are also Being .'.sent .•'X..-\ 
to the Honorable Egil Krpgh/ Jrl3 Deputy Assistant to the VX; 

X Pre«*ident for Domestic Affairs, and to the Attorney General. ; ,t \;.. • 

;Xfencereiy'yohrei.:.-X^;- >':;XT^.;X;y: 

; {r V-: 

Enclosure 

:i; '4.: 65-74060 (MC Llk) X 
1 65-74135a lSAhT~EE^i?<< 
^ 65-7413^T0LL LEK> :) 

• dBW:: b-j p XXXX..:^t 
Xil l>YrXL'.XYXXXY^XfxXY2XXs: 

'SmMM: 
■ 2 NOT BKGO^nED 

.Qei;pX397lS: X 

580CI5-1971 

\ •' '■ - . '#:■ 



Hi INFOMSJIOH CONTAINED 
HER.E2I] IS UirEII.SSIEIED 

BATE 0S-24-200? BY €0324enacbaw/rs/rds 

Mr. W. C, Sullivan 
Mr. J. P. Mohr 
Mr. T. E. Bishop 
Mr. D. J. Dalbey 

September 27* 2071 

' • 1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan 
INVESTIGATIONS OF mmrmOBlMB l~Mr. J.R. Wagoner 

DISCLOSURES OF CLASSIFIED INKHMilTlOH ■ 

Daniel Ellsbergj ~ 

On June 26, 1071, tit© Boston Office of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation received a. telephone call from an 
individual who refused, to identify himself * This person 
indicated he was an employee of the "Boston Globe" and 
identified the following employees of the "Boston Globe1* . 
as having -.been involved In the printing of the "Pentagon 
Papers"t 

Croeher Snow, Jr., flight. Assistant Managing Alitor 

Tom ©liphant, m. B. -CV; ireau 

Eealy, al Editor 

The caller indicated that all of the above individuals, 
.we**© friends of Ellsberg*® and when the first article appeared ' 
la "The Hew Yorfc Times" concerning the-"Pentagon Papers" they 
wore all "running around" looking for JSllsberg* 

The caller revealed that on June 21 .or June 22,; 
1971,- a telephone call was- received In the office of the 
Executive Editor of the newspaper inquiring whether the 
"Boston Globe" was interested .in the report on the ¥f©tnaa- 
•war* Directions were given for'picking up the report at 
4:00' p.is, at Harvard Square* The-report -whs picked up and 
delivered to the newspaper* 

The "Boston Globe"'. issue -of July 4, 1071, sot 
forth an article by Bruce McCabe reporting on how the 
newspaper had obtained 'copies of the Pentagon doctment®. 
Tboas® Wln&hlp, Bt«< e Editor of the "Boston Globe." was 
quoted in the article as stating, "We received about 1,30© 
SCeros: copies shortly after S{00 p,m* the afternoon of Monday, 
June 21 *" • 

62-83194 
1 - 65-74060 (MC LEK) 

X - 65-74135 (SAIT LEK) 
CP~ 65-74138 (TOLL LEK) 
JEW: jim (15) ■/ 

EE NOTE PAGE TWELVE 
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m cumwxm 

Which' 

which 

was the 
he felt eh 
t#.' the Ckjvernmeht, ■ 

mm m 
# f, ppiwtoww f 
e#'#£ the 

f mm-1mmm ? ■.. 
Sartir M&Xm,' 
rttfssg to this -■ 
ax bureau of the. 

I i&ouro® that $1 
aoeli*! ^ihhiieae with j 

of m&m secret omreruiseut 
;Stwte# ■*•' fief nee- felley* .: 
rer© upset wha« they ■ 

>q s*»4ew«»jatr^ ' of hew fos 

copies Of 1 
"Smb*©©. &M 

y :mxmm hw» wit. i 
fte'.-f&i 

aware flier -are ©I 

fie. 

very .jHWor 

seen the 
of the. ■ 

; reality; 

ms© of the oapar ih 

, .■ ..w; ■; • 'fhio mmmm wtated #hs*i 'megs 
re3.®.ti#cshi.y with' ;flr.#. ^Hestoh 
witmm $m %kxm -mm - cor coum lie- -alios 

is iii- the. 

* as.-officer of the Ma^agcliiiaette 
mmX ximmcMt® of. bio was 
m coricerBing the ttskssm it*. 



-or cummm msmwam 

Belstiv© to the acquisition sad publication of 
ol the ^©Samara Study* % the "Christian Science 

ISSmite^** (GSM)# a oaaree who Aft ©splpyed by the paper 
advised oh September SMS, 1971, that although he had no specific 
iofoi^tieji oncoming the »©hs*r in which the newspaper 
obtained -copies of the documents, ho had concluded they 
most have been received by the newspaper ©a Saturday, 
Juno $$# Lit! * H© recalled that John hughes. Editor of the 
CSM, was anslous to receive the material end was Visibly 
disturbed that other aottopepar* had the materiel prior to 
its being received by thf €SH. 

On September M$ 1971, the United States Marshal’ 

b3 Rule 6(e) 

golems© attorneys ten [subs^hehtly amoved to (mast 
the subpoena which mm Was upheld by' Judge William Mt 
Byrne, dr#, of the suited states. District court (ssbc) at 
LO® .4ngel.es ©a September J3Q, 1971. 

After Judge Byrne*» ruling, attorneys of the 
department of justice stained a -search warrant to bo served 
Oh Dekins by Agents of this Bureau, the- warrant was served 
at noon on September 80* 1971, afed tg cartons were seised 
and transported to the .too Angeles Office of the Federal 
Bureau of investigation 

An examination of the cartons revealed that the. 
Cartons contained mainly textbooks, -reference books and 
personal item® . Among the itorm recovered were documents 
belonging; to the Sand Corporation,, These documents, although 
unclassified, bore a statement ott the cover page '’for Maud 
P's© Only *» Do Mot Quote or Cite is External Hand Publications 
or Correspondence,./* These documents generally concerned 
economic, end strategic analyse©,* 

In Addition,, several #$wwsK5»t© wore recovered- 
Which bore the ©over notation ^oafldentioi *» Mot for 
Publioatio®^ dated in the period IMP through !$$&» Thes# 
latter documents appeared to be position papers presented 



{ 

m cuuunanm wmm&Tim 

meetings of tb© Council of Foreign Relations aad 
concerned military and strategic problems. Tea bound 
stadias vote rotovered that apparently bad been removed, 
ivm tbs lUad €©r$w»rati©o,, library * They were unclassified 
and bad bars prepared fey research institutions such as th© 
Hudson institute and the Stafford lesearefe Center. These 
latter stadias ware apparently prepared for the United states 
Air Force and itepartment of tofeiis© and pertained to economic 
and strategic matters. 

\ 
topres-entalives of tit© Central -Counsel'® Office, 

Office of tbs Secretary of Jtaf+as#, examined the recovered 
document® and advised none are gulfed States Cowrnmenf 
property. They also advised that none of the documents 
hear any typo of Government security classification. 

a r 
L and a eart-time 1 

to the l advised 
on September W~p 1971, that ho hits had professional contact 
with illsfeerg on about sis occasions since 1&S3, , He first 
hoard Illsborg discuss Waited Mutm-^Viotaam policy in 
19G7 when BXlsfe&rg was the guest lecturer at the Harvard 
Haiiona! Security Policy Seminar organised, and hosted fey 
Henry Kissinger who is currently the Special Assistant to 
the President for national Security Affairs. Fllsherg had 
recently returned from a tour of Vietnam- and gave a pessimistic 
view of the -progress of the United States is Vietnam. 

His ttsxt encounter with Ellsberg was at a meeting 
of the Council on Foreign delations held la Sew fork City 
on Hpwmfeer If, 197C, at which meeting lllsfeerg was the 
principal speaker. Fllefeorg had been invited fey the chairman 
of the meeting, tofeert Osgood of Johns Hopkins University. 
SllSfeorg’a theme was f'Coercive MpIomcyr and the truss of 
his remarks related to ’‘Operation tolling Sunder” &» an 
osaaplo of tfee use of force for political purposes, r 
stated that Ellsboyg*® remarks were obviously taken from the 

- 4 
b 
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mi* flyer tmtm that dietrifehtioa Of this w*i#ri.$it 
is being to r&im the following ismmst 

the right #1 sarvttma and «|vi3jUM» t© freely 
distribute work* of a critical mud controversial hater# Otis 
military imt&XUL-t&mmi 

m© right of serviceman to erganiad: ©pea discussion 
gr«mpo oh military bases; 

ffe® right of services*?!! to invito speakers of their 
choice to military brnm* 

fhis flyer is accompanied by an mmmmm&nt entitled 
*fho y«ntagoh Sapors Project," which describe* the Cmmn 
mme> Bookstore a* a combined ciwili*a»©©rwio©i«m project 
locator soar th© main goto of Start msw&&. thi» store to 
described ha feeing a focal point for various. activities such 
as eervioemen ©enameling* educational uroricnhojja mod political 
action. according to the aaaot&oea^i, members of this 
‘’’collective*' have planned for no uciiea to take place oh 
fOrt covens September 30, 1971. mo action id described 
as the auutitiivo distrifestioa of the "Pentagon Papers** to service-* 
»©». mo annonneoannt indicates there is a chaise© hath 
civilians and servicemen ©ill to arrested a© m result of this 
action, in which ©Went "comparative mrnmm can- 0® dram* 
regarding Justice la military eesrtm for tfeej, servicemen, had 
jOatico ia ©iviliats courts tor the civilise®.1* 

m# aanowneemeat further claim* that sarniel mutahorg. 
Who "released th« Pentagon documents," ha© expressed an interest 
to cone onto fort Bevel!® to tails to the serwieaaea, feat that 
smcii on invitation mmt cone j&otitethe themselves, and it 
is hoped the forthcoming Pentagon Paper© Project will promote 
eudfa ©a invitation! 

It ha© been learned that the Peoples Coalition for 
Peace and Justice <K^> is cnsrontly eireulaiiag' a letter 
soliciting financial aseistaaaee for the "fall offensive,” 
which incorporate® criticism of the Patted States posture 
in me Vietnamese conflict, samlet lllsberg in a signer of 
this tetter# along with other individual# who have gained 
prsmimnm in the anti-Vlotma wear arena swoh a© Benjamin Speck, 
Jam© Fonda, Ralph Abernathy mmd Bavid 7. Bollinger. 
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tmmimTmm m mmimmm pmcimwm 
Of CLASSIFIED IHfCRMATlOM . ' 

J 

' The PCPJ is an "umbrella" organization which has 
served as the coordinator of numerous aati-f letnam oar and 
assorted peace group* protesting United States involvement 
in Vietnam. ' - 

Strategic Arne Limitation tp|jg| (gyUf) Leak: 

. this investigation relates to the unauthorized 
disclosure of classified information concerning SALT which 
appeared in the duly 23, 2971, article hf William Beecher 
in "Tho How fork Times." 

On Sent.eaber IT. 1&7I. I~ 

currently [ 

ana among other msgs, advi 

■J&o is 

was interviewed, 
meeting on o that coring a 

duly 3# 1971, ho tout given a copy of National Security Decision 
Moaorandua <^SSK> numbered Ilf* 

I lean reinterviewed regarding this 
meeting on September 31, 1971, So revealed the meeting took 
place at the Department of Defense (jx>d) and wee attended by 
other members of the DQD SALT coaw*uuity. According to 

I I this meeting could best he termed as an 
informal "got together" at which they attested to analyte 
or mako clear tin terms, utiltmod in MiM 117. The meeting 
wee attended by military personnel frost the office of the 
Assistant to the Chairman for Strategic Arms negotiations. 
Most of the personnel assigned to this office wore present 
but I , Icould specifically recall only the following 
persons; 

land 
Jcettld not recall which of the above 

persons actually gave him the ferine copy of the IMS. 

With regard to the afrovO. it is noted that 

ladvised on September 1. 1971. that 
th ro ar© occasions when documents such as the HSBk are 
reproduced verbatim after removing only the letterhead and 
other identifying data. 

5? 
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immtmmm® of 
OF CWSSIF1B© JBF 

ilteO Sts Air Force, 

Adviced m September 22. 1071., that SAW documents, such ad 
'kfSfeU 117, are reproduced for WK papers at conferences. He 
explained- that it is necessary for SAW perAonael to bare the 
exact wording of pertinent document©. 

X U. J 

"~ ^acknowledged that informal meetings.. 
Of the tvoe qeiwcapxpeq or I I are usually Attended 
by somber® of I staff, as well as representatives 
from other sections of S©0 interested in SAW* He could not 
specifically recall attendance at the July 0, 1071, meeting 
stating fee bad attended so mmy meetings in the interim fee 
could not recall that specific meetlag. 

Uas questioned whether briefings of 
say type concerning SAW feed been held for Congressmen or_ 
members of tfeeir staffs fey persons attacked to I I 
staff. He advised that fee was not Aware of any stick briefings*, 
however, fee did Anew that | .1 ffaiterf states. 
Air Force, had* dosing Jane* wi, o&t&iliHl__ 
permission to hut ltmefe frith f lof the I1 

I I toils this meeting could not 
fee considered a briefing, I |£©tt HAW matter® 
mould have been discussed oeomise it was m master of cosaaoa 
interest between the two persons. 

__i , ~i 
I_ I advised on. .September fiSF, 1971, that fee assists 
in preparing HfeSHs, and Isas access to MVS documents. Based 
on bis reading of Beedfeer’S article, fee felt Beecher * a source 
was a person well informed regarding SAW. I I has never 
mt Beecher and was enable to furnish additional information 
concerning Beecher¥m source, I I fens never participated 
in or attended Any briefings given to members c$ Congress or 
Concessional committee® cenceralog SAW nod does not know 
whether other saeofeem of its® KSC staff have participated in 
such briefings. Although fee does not know I [ fee 
has heard that | | Is- well versed in 9$a/f patters. 

an Seotoalier 23. 1971. I I 
I I advised hi® office comes under 
the administrative control of the Director of Defense, 



mm mm 





first. tipi: at a n& 
iff If ’ »ttkl 

' tUt fins 

gatdh« *pok# 
51* oecftsios ana nan not sees,,' 

dehiMhayiag: furnished the. 
set forthin. tfaestof lor say 'Other 

or the 

. September 2t» l@7;i, sort B, Tollefeen, 3r«i 'c/u. 
: who was ■ temporarily in -Wasiiisgton,: D.£.* ©a official business 

Eenya»was ialervi«t«4 aad advised that pfi 
about duly!?,. 1971* hereceivsd a long-distance callia v 
l&iaya froa a man also 'i^gatifi©<i:;bi«g©I^'aai| | (phonetic) .*.:• 
of' Jack Anderson*# staff'* >■ I Iread portion# of a Stats •; f 

r7"l97i, relating. t© t'oli«fsos*s" Department cable 
alibied misbehavior durisg a yiosiii visit; to keem 
Vie©. President Spire Agnes. fellefson. informed 
ike story was false* feehlch 

sot' believe the leak ©o&l 
made no reply. 

advised hejgnew of no on© in Washington, D. €. , who would 
'"hay© faraished deck ■Sadairgos^;i»itlj. tfae cabies/ or tbe tBforsaatics 

HOTB: '; .-;/':v : 
7 '• A J-**W '*&&&&-‘tumiatipa the Honorable a. ft. Mdeman* 
Assistant to the President,..Sad the Honorable Egil Eyogh, dr*» 
©eputy Assistaniio the President for DomestiCAffairs, *,t the 

House aud to the Attorney General with copies to his 
Deputy and the AssistantAttorftey General, Internal Security 
©iyisiphr "by^ebyey^ttey^-^ xx:.y:y::.;yyy; 



i 

REGARDING LEAK BUT FURNSHED EXTENSIVE DETAILS OF HIS HANDLING 

OF THE PERTINENT TELEGRAMS AND CONTACTS WITH TOLLEFSON . 



WFO 65-11628 

PAGE TWO 

FOUR EMPLOYEES AT COMMUNICATIONS CENTER, USDS,| ~ 

|and| 

|COULD FURNISH NO INFORMATION AS TO SOURCE OF LEAK. 

ADDDITIONAL INTERVIEWS AT STATE DEPARTMENT BEING 

CONDUCTED. 

END 

b6 
b7C 

REM FBIWASH C CLR 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION | 

CjfVlIVlUI^CATiONS SECTION 

OCT 11971 y 
rv<3 

TELETYPE 

t § 

NRR009 WF CODED 

7U0^M URGENT 10-1-71 DLE 

TO DIRECTOR (65-74138) 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) THREE PAGES 

PtOLL LEk), 
CONTAINED 

_ SIO HEBEI® IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-24-2007 BY €032 

E WFO TELETYPE SEPTEMBER THIRTY LAST. 

Mr, Tolson— 
Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Sullivan- 
Mr. Mohr — 
Mr. Bishop — 
Mr. M^W, ES- 
Mr. Callahan— 
Mr. Casper- 
Mr. C wad _ 
Mr. k * b^y — 
Mr. Cleveland.. 
Mr. F -l — 
Mr. Rosen.- 
Mr. Ta .1 — 
Mr, Walters— 
Mr. Soyais ... 
Tele. Room — 
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy- 

EU 

"C 
FOR AFRICAN 

AFFAIRS, AID, ON SEPTEMBER THIRTY LAST FURNISHED DETAILS OF 

HANDLING OF CABLES, HIS MEETING IN LONDON JULY TWENTY LAST 

AND HIS INTERVIEW WITH TOLLEFSON IN WASHINGTON," D,C.,LAST 

JtOLD TOLLEFSON LAST WEEK THAT HIS INEPTITUDE IN WEEK, 

KENYA POST PRECLUDED FUTURE CAREER IN FOREIGN SERVICE. 

CATEGORICALLY DENIED KNOWING JACK ANDERSON, OR 

(STATED HE HAD NEVER MET THEM, SPOKEN TO THEM, OR HAD 
T 

ANY CONNECTION WITH THEM. WFO NEMHER AFFIRMED NOR DENIED THaT 

STATE SECURITY REPRESENTATIVES HAD QUOTED 

HE KNEW ANDERSON, 

AS HAVING SAID 

STATED IF STATE REPRESENTATIVES HAD 

END PAGE ONE 

Errrrr 3 r- 
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u 

55 OCT 8 .*0 

'AIL Vrj^ffCQ N T AI MED 

HEnETV^><!Cr AS iJFIED 

F” WH 

CHERWISE, 



WFO $5-11628) 

PAGE TWO 

SO QUOTED HIM, THEY WERE MISTAKEN* CATEGORICALLY 

DENIED PASSING CABLES OR INFORMATION IN THEM TO ANDERSON OR HIS 

STAFF* STATED HIS STAFF HAD NO ACCESS TO CaLBES* 

ALSO DENIED HAVING ANY PERSONAL ANIMOSITY TOWARD TOLLEFSON. 

IN VIEW OF SEEMING DISCREPANCIES IN INFORMATION FURNISHED 

TO WFO AND THAT FURNISHED BY BY TO STATE 

REPRESENTATIVES, IT IS WFO’S RECOMMENDATION THAT ATTEMPT SHOULD 

BE MADE BY WFO TO RECONCILE WITH STATE SECURTIY REPRESENTATIVES 

WHO interviewed! WHETHER POSSIBILITY EXISTS THAT WAS 

MISUNDERSTOOD BY STATE INTERVIEWERS* IF STATE INTERROGATORS 
A/ 

STAND BY INFORMATIO PREPORTED TO HAVE BEEN OBTAINED FROM 
A 

STATE CLEARANCE TO CONFRONT WITH DISCREPANCIES 

WILL BE SOU&GHT AND IF OBTAINED, WFO WILL THEREAFTER CONFRONT 

WITH SAME. 

UACB, WFO WILL PRESENT THIS MATTER TO STATE SECURITY 

OFFICE. 

END PAGE TWO 
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^FEDER liWii 

si ~ ; W%&, 
li, , . 

UREAU OF INI 

REPORTING OFFICE, 

WASHINGTON FIELD 
TITLE OF CASE 

OFFICE OF ORIGIN 

WASHINGTON FIELD 9/30/71 

pFigation 

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD 

9/20 - 28/71 
REPORT MADE BY 

UNSUB; Unauthorized Disclosure of 
Information in State Department ' 
Gables Appearing in "The Washington 
Post" Article, Tuesday, July 27, 1971, 
By Jack^Anderson * 

SA EDWARD L. GRAMPP 
CHARACTER OF CASE 

ESPIONAGE - X 

fp) 

REFERENCE: Bureau airtel 9/17/71. * 

- P > 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

.. Mi INFORMATION CONTAINED 
• HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-24-2007 BY €0324aucbaw/rs/rds 

1 This report is classified "C5Bfi4sS£i2." inasmuch astlf 
the U.S. Department of State has so classified the tel^rams J 
which are pertinent to this investigation. 3^, ° 

LEAD 

WASHINGTON FIELD gjjj[| 

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.: As instructed by the Bureau, 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED □NONE lArnniT I - 1-1 ■ACQUIT-I CASE HAS BEEN: 

TALS I 
PENDING OVER ONE YE AR CZ1YES 1 1 NO 

PENDING PROSECUTION 

OVER SIX MON THS QyES | | NO 

SPECIAL AGENT 

IN CHARGE 
DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW 

i 
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daily teletype summaries| are being'submitted in this case 
and -thie.v^utea^ full^ ^ware o of this case 

^h^skigttive leads are ftbt bein 
set out in,, this..report but. this matter is receiving expedi 
and fuir attention.- The Bureau yill continue to be kept 
currently, .advised of-developments. 

; i-A-; 

'Sv;-. j'-y-’v 

COVER PAGE : : f: 
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Copy fo: 

% % 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

- UOTIIULIYIIHL 

Report of: 

Date: 

Field Office File 

Character: 

SA EDWARD L. GRAMPP 
9/30/71 

65-11628 

Office: Washington, D. C. 

Bureau File 65-74138 

UNKNOWN SUBJECT; Unauthorized Disclosure of 
Information in State Department Cables 
Appearing in "The Washington Post" Article, 
Tuesday, July 27, 1971, by Jack Anderson 

ESPIONAGE - X 

Synopsis: 
Numerous individuals employed at Agency for International 
Development (AID); at Office of African Affairs, U.S. 
Department of State (USDS); at Office of Communications, USDS; 
at Operations Center and Office of Executive Secretariat, USDS; 
all located in Washington, D. C., were interviewed but unable 
to furnish information concerning possible source of leak. 
BERT T0LLEFS0N, whose activities in Kenya were mentioned in 

- the telegrams which were the basis for ANDERSON'S column, was 
, interviewed but has no information concerning leak. 

- P - 

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D. C.: 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions cf the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

9/23/71 

b6 
b7C 

International Development, Room 5942, SlLaleJOapai 
Building, Washington, D. C., advised as follows: 

I [said that lie knew no one who had a ; 
personal grudge against BERT M. TOIUEFSON, JR., such as to 
cause a leak of information in official communication channels. 
Further, he had no knowledge of anyone within the Agency for 
International Development (AID), "who would perpetrate a leak, 
especially of his outgoing cabletothe Ambassadorof Kenya, 
because it was more tightly controlled than the incoming cable 

:74;>7;?b advised that he had J^^iyed a telephone 
call on September 2, 1971 from] | a man who works 
for columnist JACK ANDERSON. This occurred shortly after a 
State Department press conference was held* in which the 
question of Dtate Department employees being given ’’lie detector” 
tests was raised. relative to leak of information cases. | 
asked if | |had lodged a complaint or had requested an 
investigation be initiated to uncover sources of information_ 
utilized by JACK ANDERSON and his associates. | | told |_ 
that he had not requested such an investigation. 

| further advised that BERT TOblEFSON is 
presently in the Washington area, but that he has not seen him 
personally yet. He said that TOLLEFS0N would be in Washington 
until Friday, September 24, 1971, and that in all probability, 
he would see TOLLEFSON prior to the latter’s departure for Kenya. 

interviewed on_ 
9/22/71 3t Washington, D. C, 65-11628 

SA MA1C0UM G. MDEL1ER and 7b 
SA CHARLES B. FINDLEY, JR. MSM:jakri„. 9/23/71 

This document contains neither .recommendo.tipns nor conclusions of the F8J.::;lt is the property of the FBI and is' loaned to your agency* 

it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency ^ 



.Agency for International Development 
(AID), Room 5942, State Department Building, Washington, D.G., , 

information to indicate how the leak of information in the 
TOLLEFSGKf matter occurred. She said that she knew of ho one 
who held a personal animositytoward TOLLEFSOK sufficient to 
perpetrate a leak of information In order to discredit him, nor, 
'fo£'that' matter, anyone in AIDSdio wotild have the access to"' 
cables' t©' do so* ' .;£.\ J /:.V\ • r-.- ' 

could furnish no additional information 
about the matter. 

Interviewed on_ 
9/22/71 Washington, ^ 65-11628 

SA CHARLES B. FINDLET, JR. and 
SA MALCOIM C. WSEOm MSM: Jak 

.Date dictated _ 
9/23/71 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBL II is Ihe property of the FBI and is loaned ,to your agency; 

.it and ; its contents are. not-: to be distributed^outside your agency. ^ . . , -l , v. - . ’ • 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription. 

9/23/71 

I Agency for International Development (AID), 
Roora 5942, State Department Building, Washington, D. G., "■ 

.*• ■ ladvlsed that she does not know Mr. BERT 
TOHjEFSGN closely, and -iaoKwrliciidfe*,-wis. anyone who might 
harbor a grudge against him for personal reasons. She stated 
that her action lit the matter of the cables was very limited, .' 
and she could offer no information as to how the leak occurred. 

:b6 
b7C 

interviewed on 
, ■ j. ■-y ’! 9/22/71 , V ^ 

SACHARLESB. FINDLEY, JR.And & 
SA MALCOIM l^liSMijalc';. 

Date dictated. 

65-11628 

9/23/71 

This document contains neither recommendations nor •conclusions' of the-FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents * a re- not: to be distr ibu ted outside your ageVicy. 7.- r-'.' /.. . 
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1 
**«* 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

9/23/71 
Date of transcription_ 

Ueeney for International Development (AID), 
Room 5942, State Department Building, Washington, D. C., 
advised as follows: 

_stated that she had no pertinent 
information to offer about the TOLLJ2FSON matter, that she 
knew him only casually, and did not know anyone who might 
have held a personal grudge against him. She stated that she 
was unaware of how the leak of information in the case occurred. 

b6 
b7C 

9/22/71 Washington, D. C. 65-11628 
j on_at___File #_ 

SA CHARLES B. FINDLEY, JR. and 
SA mwom <?. MDELJER HSM:jak £1 9/23/71 
_Date dictated_ 

Th s document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and ts contents are not to be distributed outside your ogency 

5 
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■■■ 

b6 ■ 
b7C - 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF: INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription. 

9/28/71 

I Agency 
for International Development, Room S8y4, State Department 
Building, Washington, D.C. (WDC), advised as follows: 

| Istated that at the time of the incoming 
cable £t<m Kenya to Agency fo^ 1^ Development (AID) 
headquarters. he was preparing to I ~~~ 1 

I and his direct superior ^ snowedhim the incoming cable, 
after which Ihey discussed It briefly prior to his jplane departure 
for | [did hj^t see the second cablebat that 
time because it had not yet been prepared by | | 

I said that he did not stop over in | 
~~|but cnhfcitnwad dire^ly ro _. thus he saw neither 

TOL1LEFSQN nor |_ I when they met in London on July 20, 1971. 
said that when he returnedto the United States, and . 

to his office at| “ [informed him of the 
situation involving TOLLEFS£)N, inasmucn as ne is the I 

| | advised that he has no knowledgeof how 
the leak of information occurred^ bbut-deplores the fact that it ; 
happened. He said that he knewof no one who dislikes TGLLEFSON 
enough to attempt to ruin his career, and felt that the violation 
of classif Icatie^t^^ ib so was indefensible. . 

| |said that over the years he haslearned 
that personnel problems seem to create an intense interest as 
gossip material, and as such, often receive rather wide distribution. 
Apparently, in this case, the fact that the information relating 
to the problem was classified, madei no difference to the person 

0 leaked it. -v-. 

Interviewed on ̂ 9/27/71 :■;;.Washington, D. C. 

SA DONALD J. FITZGERALD and 

65*11628 

SA MALCOIMG* MUELLER 
_ Date dictated. 

9/27/71 

This document, contains neither recommendbtiorts nor conclusions of the FBI; It is the property of the FBI and is'loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your, agency. . • - . V / "b •' , » ^ , 
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b6 
b7C 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dote of transcription. 
9/24/71 

Mr * , JR. ,anempl6yeeof the Agency 
for Xntermtionaa JDevelopment <MD}, stationed in Jfenygj ;• 
Aftiea, advisedcfthe“6ollowirig,v»dilie In Washington^ JD>C.s 

■ of his 
recollection, lie received^e|^pti6xie‘ call 
at his residence ■: on the evening of July 
17, 1971; The calfbWaaAom^ ^ P.C. from a man who 
Identified himself7aa bfPIfstNameUnknown)! 1(phonetic), 
who said that. ^ TOLLEFSON said 

r that 'the telephone call was not too clear, but that he heard 
~| read off a portion of an account of TOLLEFSON' s alleged 

drunkenness and misbehavior at a social affair which had been 
held in Kenya in connection with the visit of Vice President 
A5NEW In July, 1971. TOLLEFSON t.ol.d | | that the story was 
untrue, that he had not been “sloshed", and had not "wrestled" 
with the Vice Presidents secretary. TOLLEFSON could not further 
identify | | who made no particular reply to TOLLEFSON’s denial 
of being drunk or unmannerly. 

TOLLEFSON 

meet 
with the above matter , 
him any copies of the 
on the contents of the 
AIDjhad sent to Ameri 

either cab 

that 

bi on the 
England to 
"I in connection 
jdid not show 
briefed him 

cable \diich I 
to Kenya* 

TOLLEFSON said that he had not seen the full text of 
le until the morning of September 23, 1971 when he 

Tin the latter’s office at AID headquarters, 
Ishowed him the cables at that time. 

Interviewed on. 
9/23/71 Washington, D. C. 

SA MALCOLM G. MUELLER MGM: jak 
_Date dictated. 

65-11628 

9/24/71 

This document contains neither recornmenddtjohsjnor: conclusions of the FBI. It.is the property of the, FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not to be distributed^ outside your agency. ' 
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aft. 
country. 

rr 

»:'jei_. dn 

s|ppL#^s01osuife-: 
_ 777“77 7 

" States iit that 
not . V As evidence i 

.v,fr—as sador i7^A’bA7A7A ■; 
'Is- three’pr\four AA;;A .-*77 A;7' 

A: 7;" c persons in Kenya would see the Afi^feRSGN articXe, ahd that it 7 

; '•• i ’"• ' ?-' * .-X :-|diipA|id|||^^ 
apparently KIBINGE had seen It prior to anyone at the American 
®nbassy. A 7 ] ' 7 ,'. ' *• .. -A, • ;.' . 

. . .-AAA" '-^‘.TrtfeDBni; 7 
.■•A'^'coni^;^)aye: hrigihate^ : that' -he*^^hoi^ht;>'-:;A^,v,, 

A -::Athe;^|||oii|t»|:llt^ ;:^asr ^i^':t‘i^t|f ^,t3hat^<>';!,date^;':he;^M 

^Avi''a^\-ti^^^eA-;:hot::;lc^^|iiy:)t0u^ 
on the great distance between Keriya and the United States , he - 
’•does? liefer f eei^that A 

of his associates in Nairobi, and that he knows of no one who A ' ^ 
bears him a grudge xdiich would result . in an attempt to ruin his 
;c.#eer'A;'ple^ . 
Einbassy in Nairobi a^|.g|^^f^^”^t>r^ySupp^tr;et|^i;sAt^ 
He . said, that .he is on excell^ht * terins with Ambassador MC ILVA1NE, 
and felt that it was proper_______ 

Mxrn-ltt.A.. .-1^' J& J& JL i ’•; £ ‘ i'<■ ■ii''-'1. «l» •'-• 'i^u m.4m 

to notif y_ 
is he had done; in ordertoprotect himself in the 

’> c" :i,;(’ 

AAA:,b6 
_ v ^ ... . _ p-A|b7C '’• 

th^the'strOnglahgusge usedin A A'A1 A‘\ 
.; A A A7 A: A A‘: r 
•; Ab.;bie\holds no hard : feelings "toward MC ILV-Alijs. ;\A; '•. A’ ':A.\.;;''^A. AA.- 

;A ..; -'“'In connection with the, ^oregoi^'^TOttBPS^\sOiid-1 • - .- '-'7. 
A that he knows no one in Washington, D. C. who bears him ill-will 

A^ifi^sy;jL55a-A<>'f: .AID;.- 

A: •; '•. ':'-• -:\ ,AV:;;:rfiAAA•;''^ A^'AAAA;;;:AA:fiA,v?" .. yf^'^y 'A;"Vr:-A;,A-A ;;’A;'•:;*' •:-■*; • -avA A-,;• ’■* -. 

• 1A:--SxSO-TC't??V::-Ab'^bb:-"V ;i>AA:b';iA''.p.f'A 7 .^' -:A'.'AaAv^ 'v.r^v’./A ‘ 
'a> *; -T^v^ •> >'! aa '■- ;*• •••’: 
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and will return to his post in Nairobi on the! weekend of . 
September 25, 1971; where his family, presently resides; ’ , t 

V* ■ ■■':■ '/ ' ‘jr »>■' ' , •" V . '... > ! r (‘ £t~ , V‘ .• ;'-i’ ’ /*'/> - ,* 

v' 'Mheh-ask^dc'il he knows* 
y"y-;;y ’ !::;'yoiJJSB<SON\;said;ythat the ‘.'only /time 'fie-t.alhed/'ta him VccurredV'■ 

several years ago during a father-daughterdinner dance which 
i^y y y&was’; held: 
SySy^ythat^ 

,y:.v conversation for a short period Of time,;* TOLLEFSON said that 
he knows no one on JACK ANDERSON’s staffand that he had only . 

',,.•> :';\^;/-\v9he:\tei4hj^^’;cphve^sait;ion, mentioned „i»eret^|pr.a.l _pv 
yy7y7.hii^^ddeh£l$l^d/himt^^ yyyyyiy 
y-'y; :y. ;yr’-*'rT•-vV*;^.*’"/>:v:^"*'v 

. It was the opinion of tfOLLEFSON that the leak 
occurred in Washington, D., C., but that he had no information 

* ” to indicate-the source of the ileaki y ’> •’ ••t •; *. . ;\V’yy" 
t ;••»,T [■' .if ,'.•. %■; ;• ...>,v..•">:'y • ■ •’ .-.>;•»> *-X f-’ Ck'-S ■'■ 1 :’*,:V;.y.V ; 1.. /,•. y-.*v ‘f,tv’,X' •.” ..:•>!v;. <?\ 

'*■■ • ■ ;[■' • ‘ ' 'S:'\ 'A^ <;ir'-.i* -i,.- 4%, s^'y.- 
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advisdd as; follows: • ~. -•'-; t'X%;::~ .," : • ■ '-, 
■/- ,;• . r: .•■'.V >• : • ' .: ... ' ;• ' >-,;,V"' 

i4'Vv>;;'4,_ rsitafeiai^t&at‘-'Iter gocelved the inobmlng ■>. ,':-’S- 
;Mi#faOne4oall;.>.fgom,1 |of JACK AMDERSOW «s staff , 
whiOli time t-iio infottnation in the ;in6om$og: cable from Kenya. .4 
pertaining to BERT ^ffiUSPSON, s^aftaad to *himi |?>^ 
then asked for hlograi^ilc; infortnatian about TtejEPSON tdiich was:.:' 
given to him. 1 I told I I that he •would next; telephone 
_iOin^i^ich'lie' _:SK^es5^^b»at;- 

H'';r;->i:->*vf’*4-•' -' “: i-’r^ Vj .:. 1 •:;*,i'/* 

, *''•' J :" _i 4 i. \ . ' I I said • that;|hie" ;has, pondered tine ^ossibllities*;Vt ’:.% • 
^ of how the lefdc of inf ©mat ion occurred, includir^g the possibility 

that the information was. given to the ANDERSON staff by telephone. 
;;,‘•,.'.• k■ <l''.;.'■ He..has wohdered whether ;the. -'leak'originated• in, 'KenyaJbut; again,-• ; 

: he has no information to support either contention. ’ 

■ JS S'';-7' **&k£'.■ ■ vv 
•MS'S-# S* some .^ears,: and. has worked :#§et;-:;’him''• in AID,.Jbi|t: that •*ieitiier;:;:’?;V.-^“i'i.1 

he, nor anyone he knows, disliked TOLLEFSON to the point of 
causing a leak of classified information to smear a man's character; 

4- _ v. / ..V;4V ; ' : i . * H$£i ;•' ,v ‘ ; • 

^ ’ ~[said 'that he does not personally know JACK,’ i ;• 
of'his;- staff, 'and. is at a loss to understand .; 

;;•■ lu>w they obtained the information from classified communication 
channels; 1 '* ., ', ^ V^. V? v| 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Da teiOjo.tr o n script,loh^ 
9/23/71 

DAVID^i^NEWSQM,V;^ Jj|Q^;;^frlcan 
.Affairs* Room l>234- A, Ui^.t^d St;a,t es De^artment p^ State (USDS) 
advised as follows: ■■ ., • • x^:--y7;\h:iSc.''\ ■ 

He statedhis recollection of the incoming telegram 
from Nairobi regarding^BERT TOLLEFSON issontewhathazy, h&wever, 
he recalled receiving one copy of this coramunicationfrom the 
African Bureau Message Center. He stated that the communication 
was first received by]_ 

■ - v,*; •> r • ■ jK-: - .. i 1 ■ ‘ 

He stated that Shortly after receiving the message|_| 
I Bureau for Africa. 

Agency for International Development (AID)fcameover to his 
office with a copy of the communication and spoke to himabout 
a trip to London to meet BERT TOLLEFSON. 

-iln addition he stated he spoke tol 
lip 

however 

_ NEWSOM Indicafg-d that he> preferred to have TOLLEFSON 
return to the United States,, however. I | 

l AID. wafeaoohoiei to this proposition^ and he wanted 
Ito speak to| fahcKH? it. ; : v "v;- • 

NEWSOM stated it was his recollection that 1 ~| had 
obtained a copy Of the communication from Mr. WILLIAM MACOMBERj 
Deputy Under secretary for Administration. - 

NEWSOM stated he did not have'any copies made from 
the copy that hid been made available to his office. He stated 
he is not acquainted with JACK ANDERSON or any member of hi s 
Staff and has not had any contact with him. He stated he knew 

Interviewed on 1 -9/2Z//1 ot wQg]q|,|7^c 

SAs RICHARD C. WHITEHEAD and 
.File #_Jj 

RCW:cb 
_Date dictated- 

9/22/71 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of. the FBI. it is the property of the FBI and Js loaned to your agency; 

it .and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. • • 
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; : BERT TOLLfeFSON as a congressional relations official at AXD..^^ v 
■.. He stated he had no. idea of why anyone would want, to downgrade 

I- ,; TOLLEFSON and could furnish^ no information concerning, how t . V 
JACK ANDERSON had received a copy of the communication. 

. ;£si'••?!>'.V"• • *J •*.' '■" h~ ■;. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION . " 

Date of transcription. 9/23/71 

Assistant 
States De 

..|DAVID D. NEBSOM 
y for African Affairs, Room 6234-A, United 
of State (USDS), advised as follows: 

[stated that she was on duty on Saturday 

ta the communication 

.s message 6fJ_Laas orougnt back to the 
Ibv I I, because I I 

_Wanted to prepare his own reply 
cation fr<^Jlalrobi* 

___|stated that she is not acquainted with 
JACK^ ARDERSOR, , his staff.or any member of his family and has 
ha friends in the news media* She stated she had no knowledge 
of any additional copies being made of the communication 
mentioned above. She stated that she does hot know BJSKi 
TOLLEFSQN and has no idea how the informati|n in JACK ANDERSON* s 
column could have beenleaked to ' : 

Interviewed on. 

RCWicb 
.Date dictated^. 

9/22/71 

This document conjoins neither recommendations- nor conclusions of the FBI.' It is‘ the property of. the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents: a re. not to/ be distributed outside your agency.. • : • i; 7’’,v; ’ ; ;' 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

1 Dale of transcription 9/23/71 

| United 
states department of state IUSDS;, advised as follows: 

She stated that she coutld not recall a communication 
being received in Mr. NEWSOM’s office pertaining to the infor¬ 
mation set forth in JACK ANDERSON's column of July 27, 1971. 
She stated that she could furnish no information concerning 
the message itself. 

She stated that she is not acquainted with JACK 
ANDERSON or any member of his staff or his family. In addition, 
she stafed she is not acquainted with BERT TOLLEFSON and has 
no information as to how the information from the communication 
from Nairobi was obtained by JACK ANDERSON. 

Interviewed on. 9/22/71 Washington. D. C, 
SAs RICHARD C. WHITEHEAD and 

.File #WFO 65-116?28 

RCW * cfe 
by. _Date dictated. 

9/22/71 

i 
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription^ 9/23/71 

African Attairs, Room 6236l United States Department Of 
State (USDS), was interviewed and furnished the following 
information: >v 

I I stated he was on duty Saturda 
1971, in the office of 
__,_ stated he recalls the communication 
from NairobiVpertaining fd the alleged misconduct of BERT 
TOLlfEFSON. It was- .his "recoliettioh. that he read the Oom- 
munication and was aware of its detents. He retailed that 
he resealed the envelope Iii which it arrived and gave it to 

it In the safe 
to observe wtien ne returned to worlc on 

Istated that the officer on duty was 
it was his opinion that I I did not handle 
and was unaware of its contents. 

I advised that he had no other copies of the 
coimnunictation made available from the copy he received. He 
stated he doea not know JACK ANDERSON, any member of his 
staff or family. 

advised that he Is acquainted with BERT ; 
TOIXEFSON In that he served with| 

_ until two years past. He stated he be- 
lieved TOLLEFSON to be unstable and incompetent although 
he had no personal animosity toward him and knew of no one 
who would want to discredit^ TCttJjSFSQN orwho would make 
the information in the communication described above available 
to any outside:Adurcesv:;'--^:.^i « . ^ 

Interviewed on_ 9/23/71 a, Washington. D. C. 

and RJCHARDUHITEHEAD RCW:csg 
.Date dictated^ 

WO 65-11628 

9/23/71 

This document. contains neither recommendaiiohs nbr'icdWclusions o;f the FBI. ; It is the property of the'FBI and. is loaned to your agency; 

it ond its contents are not to be distributed putside'your. agency. '* ,. •*'. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

9/27/71 

:ates uepari 
advised as follows: 

stated that he was on duty in the Operations 
Center in July. 19/1, the exact date he could not recall, as 

| He recalled receiving a message 
from the Communications Center, pertaining to the alleged 
misconduct of Agency for International Development (AID) re* 
presentative BERT TGLLEFSCN. He stated he received this message 
from a clerical assistant in the Operations Center which 
included 45 copies with a cover sheet from the Office of 
Communications, He stated that upon reading this communication 
he decided that it should not be EXDIS and immediately took 
the communication to I I Operations 
Center. He stated that I 

was in |_company at the 
time. It was decided at this time that the distribution of 
the communication should be made to I 

I one copy to I 
| and one copy to the I |to be 

exhibited to his replacement on the shift following his. The 
clerical assistant was to destroy the remaining 42 copies^^ 

.—— 
I I stated that he was relieved by 1-__l, 

as | frnd that he briefed him UteCeylX 
using the copy of the communication retained at the desk* 

or any member of hi 
was not acquainted 
information concern; 
JACK ANDERSON. 

It a ted that he did not know JACK ANDERSON 
l staff or family. He also stated that he 
*ith BERT TOLLED SON and could furnish no 
Lng the alleged leak of information to 

9/23/71 Washington, D C. WFQ 65*11628 

SAs R] RC$imb£ 
ate dictated. 

9/23/71 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency „ 
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• <'FD-:02 (REv:.; M -27-70) 

....., 
•«X V.’?. ; 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

9/24/71 
bate of transcription.. 

b6 
b7C 

Mail^emeni^Soction, Executive Secr€‘tariats Roibm 7512, 
Whited ffcatoo- Department of State (USDS) , furnished the 
following information: 

v5 •:_stated he wets on duty on July; 16, '1971. , 
in his office. He stated that from information available 
fr<^ his file the communication pertaining to BERT TOLLEFSON, 
Agency for International Development (AID) representative 
assigned to Nairobi, Kenya, arrlvedin the Operations Center 
between 9:00 Ml and 12 Noon on July 16, 1971. He stated this 
was an "EXDISb cable for neyes only**. He stated this 
communication was received from Nairobi and it was garbled, 
which required a second communicat ion to follow subsequently. 
According to I communication number two, which was a 
copy of the original, number one, arrived at the Operations 
Center;-at 'ItSS -b-";Vb-‘.-' 7 >• '.7-':’ 

] stated that only one copy was indicated 
on the distribution sheet for distribution outside the State 
Department and that was toj 1 t<> ~ 1 
knowledge there were no otner copies of the original communication 
distributed, v *.-■ ';b^'7v 7 77: 7 ' ■ -.7 7 b7- 

7 j Copy number two,which arrived at approximately 
1:55 PM, was a corrected copy of the original communication 
and distribution was made in accordance with the usual 
procedures followed within the Operations Center. Fortyfive 
copies of the communication were received from the Communications 
Center and according to the distribution sheet for the communication, 
one copy was forwarded to In addition to the copy 
to |the following copies were distributed within the 
State Department: One copy to the Editor of the Operations 
Center? One copy to the Watch Officer of the Operations Center; 

Interviewed on 
-;■ 79/24/71 r7.77| 

SAl I RCWrjak 

65-11628 

9/24/71 
.Date dictated.. 

This document contains neither recommendations norj. conclusions of the FBI.. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not tobe distributed ‘.outside, your.agency.7: ;.*• .'.77--v 



t he could turnisn -- common- 
leak of the contents of the above reterrea 

teat; ion. 



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

1 9/27/71 
Date of transcription_ 

Hoorn 7224, United States 
Department of State, advised as follows: 

I stated that she did not see the telegram 
from the Ambassador in Kenya regarding BURT TOLIEFSON, 
Agency for International Development Representative on 
July 16, 1971. She also stated that she was not aware of 
the discussion in the office regarding this matter until the 
time of the information in the JACK ANDERSON column. 

She stated that it is a usual procedure for, 
telegrams received in her office to be stacked up on 
her desk and at the end of the day they are placed in a “burn 
bag*' to be destroyed. She stated that she did not have 
any copies of the telegram in question, and as far as 
she knows the telegram was destroyed. 

| stated that she does not know JACK 
ANDERSON or any member of his staff or family. In addition, 
she stated that she does not know BURT TOLLEFSON and could 
furnish no information as to why anyone would want to 
discredit him. She also stated she had no idea as to how 
the leak of information of JACK ANDERSON occurred. 

v 

Interviewed on_ 9/27/71 _at_ Washington, P.C. _ F i le 

SAS and 

by- 
RICHARD C. WHITEHEAD/KRS/jmg 

.Date dictated. 

# WFO 65-11628 

9/27/71 

This document contains neither 

it and its contents are not to 

recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 

be distributed outside your agency 

2 0 

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 
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b6 
,b7C 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

I of transcription. 

mrtraenf 
the Executive 

:ate, as well as] 
1 United States 

Department of State, advisee Lows: 

I Iwas able to determine from payroll records 
that she was on duty the evening of July 16, 1971, on which 
date the telegram from Nairobi pertaining to AID representative, 
BERT TOLLEFSON, was received. She stated that she did not 
recall that it was received on that date and was unaware of it 
at the time it was received. She stated that she did not 
discuss the telegram with anyone and was unaware of its contents 
on that date. 

| | stated that she was on duty in the 
Executive Secretariat until 9:30 p.m. and according to records 
that she was able to determine that the duty officer in the 
Executive Secretariat for that particular evening was I 

[ I She stated that one of her duties was to take the 
"bumbag" stapled closed to SSI (Information Section of 
Operations). She stated that she placed the burnbag in the 
stack of other bumbags to be burned, in the SSI Section. 

_stated that die did not have any copies 
of theitelegram Xeroxed and stipedoes not have any information 
indicating that anyone else may have Xeroxed a copy of the 
telegram. 

(stated that she first became aware of the 
content of the message when on July 19, 1971, die read the 
message in the SSI Section. She indicated that she recalled that 
thg> telegram was indicated to be "EXDIS" and "EYES ONLY" for 

|1|§D. She opined that the 
telegram should have been marked ^NODIS" to restrict, the- 
distribution since it was indicated to be for_only. 

Interviewed on. WFO 65-11628 

RCW:ord .Date dictated. 
9/28/71 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It us the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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FD 302 (REV I I 27 70) 

b6 
» ‘ b7C 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dole of transcription. 

UWIIDCWWk 

9/29/71 

csrri *-■ 

I [operations Staff, Communications 
Center, Office of Communications, Bureau of Administration, 
United States Department of State (USDS), furnished the following 
Information concerning incoming Telegram Number 3713 dated July 
16, 1971, from Nairobi and outgoing Telegram Number 130006 dated 
July 19, 1971, from USDS to Nairobi: 

He was on duty in the Communications Center on both 
July 16 and 19, 1971. 

He could suggest no suspect for the leak of the 
above-mentioned two telegrams. He did not know any employees 
in the Communications Center who were acquainted with JACK 
ANDERSON Or any member of ANDERSON's staff and he was not 
personally acquainted with ANDERSON or any member of his staff. 

“•vrt 

Interviewed on. 9/28/71 Washington, D. C. 65-11628 

JCCtJak 
_Date dictated. 

9/28/71 

Th s document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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C. 0. Brennan 
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;1'A;-Hr.■ C. Sullivan 
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v: 4‘i 

,;V;' :1:'~ Mr.J. P. 
"*vHr'.-:T« E. Bishop . 

.■.'I.'; -A Mr. !)► • Dalbey 

t 
^ LEAKS OP CLASSIFIED IKF08MAXI0H 

TO THE PRESS 
x:;: 

1- Mr. G. D. 
;••.; | =: % '''Mr .: j.. R. Wagoner , 

’ ' lfXNFO®MaTIOn: COiraaiHED 
/• 'herein is unclassified 

vAA-A; 'DATE 05-29-2007 BY 60324auctoaw/r«/rds;' 

To suiamarize, lor in|orsiation, recent developments 
in ..our continuing investigations of alleged le&ksof classified 
data to the .press. .. A. - 'A- aa'A A-. .• .a-:,yA:A.'A;:"AA/A:;vA A:• . • a 
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• Hemorandum *©:•»* .C/--1Shiinvafi!:'“:i!-;<'- 
.. :.V-' REj leaks of ajssir ied information 

• ‘ ' . , to THE PKESS . • - • »| 
62-98194 

b6 
b7C 

|b' •/<'■: 'Sb % TOLt LEK geak of l? 
Cables "to Jack Anderson): Interviews continued yesterday of ' ~ 
personnel assigned to the Department of State ccemunieations center 
whoWould have-had ; / 
communicat ions allegedly furnished to Anderson and used as a basis 
for bits article reporting the misconduct Of BurtM* follefson, Jr*, 
an employee of the Agency for International Development in Kenya. 
Interviews failed to uncover any State Department employees in 
this Category Who acknowledged ..passage to or acquaintance with 
Jack JmdetBm. 0#'rosasbers of his Stfff^:.Vv ;.s\; ■ ■■•. 

: State’ Department employee advised that he had seen' 
Jack Anderson’s television program on the evening of 9/24/71, 
during which Andersen had disclosed, .a story Concerning Tollefson. 

Jhiringj;. -faiici' a backdrop 
depicting an enlargement of a Stftte !3epartment ,,ExdisM telegram 
Inferred by Anderson as being a copy of one Of the cables involved 
in this leak matter^' ’’Exdis” is the internal marking placed on : 
State Departmenttelegrams designed by.its “exclusive dissemination11 
caveat to restrict dissemination of■ the communication 'Within official 
channels. WO:. isatfcempting: to obtain particulars of the . Jack - 
<Ahder»on'iN?iov4si^'ihow■.>'» - V 

• (Leak of Classified.' Information Concerning 
Strategic Arms";Limitation Talks At^peiarlnk in. "The Hew fork.'■■■■ ■ 
Times" Article.-by William Beecher'^ fTjl^^r^^neTAdditlOnal : 
.interviews of highly placed officials in the Department of 
State, National Security Council and DepartraentofDefense were ■" 
conducted yesterday^ Those interviewed • acknowledged access' to •- ; b 
SALT material bulb furnished no information indicating passage- of ■ 

leal; matter tounauthorized persons* 



_ ^ •'. a.., ; •; 
• • 'y V V” 

‘i •<*'»$■ / v";^' >'*<7 _*' '. .rr \=; .•’■• ■*>. / 

Su: f" 

:.£©;,Sullivan: 
■ mtrm®mm classified i^osMAtio??: 

• to THE PRESS : =■ '; .£ t.1 - 
62-98194 . ' ^ ‘ ' "'*■* .' *■ 

bp Inev’rtKstf'Beeefeir5f;«|rii^te:;: 
'obu|dnot ll<stv^^r^aa a 
•• a Ingle sourcebut ebuLd haV« been preparedb^^ 30-slnute ' 
.Jueie^in&'sessibnv^i^ 
‘ifechet;*«i source ef infoi^tlon Beeche» may baveobtaioedfrora 
several other interviews ytth persons completely knowledgeable 

ACTION:' 

'; ’ "i‘• \.J For information* r—., 
*:■: ■'■ * *' .*?/’>. ~i\x H :’ „ ■ '.... __ , ' i • • " <*-• ’ w ' ir . : ■■■,•■■ . <■ A. "* ^ • "' :*» y> ' ■ ;■ ■■.' v‘ 

MSH?'-Inyesti^tinnS'v'of 
'be;ree@i^ . tnyestf^ative Attention ■: 

'be adylsed pe1^inent^:4evei;0|3Iients:*;^-./.A -V.,.:.. AJ'a 

•;'■ ^j:h /: Pertinent portions of:data herein will be ■included' in 
a 'waebly supaary tb thej^iteto and bis '" 

■Deputy;# as’' welt . as" Assistant' AttntnQy'Ceneral^ - Intemal'■• Security, 
H' -K--AV; '•>'•':.' A-'.' A'-'. A 



FEDERAL BUREAU OF, IMVESTIGATIOM 

W COMMUNICATIONS SECTOM 

NR013 WF CODE^ Q 

750 PM UROJBM 10-04-71 MWM 

10 BISECTOR (65-74138) 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 

“mL LEIU^SIO 

ill cohtmhed 
HEREIN IS UHCL&SSIFTE.D 

DHE 05-29-2007 BY €0324auc^a¥/r'S/rds 

RE WFO TELETYPE OCTOBER ONE LAST. 

ON OCTOBER FOUR INSTANT, 

OFFICE OF EAST 

AFRICA; AND 
OFFICE OF 

AND AND 

Departmental ojsds), were interviewed and stated 

THEY COULD FURNISH NO INFORMATION CONCERNING SOURCE OF LEAK 

THEY DENIED KNOWING OF LEAK UNTIL AFTER APPEARANCE 

ANDERSON ARTICLE. ALL DENIED KNOWING ANDERSON AR ANY MENBER 
„ 7 0CT 6 197] 

OF HIS STAFF. *0® ^ 

ADDITIONAL INTERVIEWS BEING CONDUCTED AT AID AND USDS. 

END 

EBR FBI WASH DC 



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE, 05-29-2007 BY 60324aucfcw/E3/rda 

1 - Bp, Rosea 
1 - Mr. J. P. Mohr 

1 - HT. T« X. Bishop 
X - Mr. ©. J. Saibsy 

October 5> 1971 

m M.&tmm 

Honorable Bgil Krogh, Jr. 
Deputy Assistant to the President 

for ©oaiestic Affairs 
file White Bouse 
Washington, ©* C. 

l - if. C. B. Brennan 
1 — Mr, «!«, X. Wagoner 

Beer Mr. Sroghs ' 
I 

Enclosed is a smeary covering this Bureau's investi¬ 
gation during the past week relating to Daniel Sllsbarg and 
the publication of waterial concern l)»g United Btaies~fiet»a» 
relations during the period' IMS-1967. 

The summary also covers this Bureau'.* investigation 
during the past week relating to the unauthorissed disclosures 
involving Strategic Arss limitation Talks and interest ion set 
forth in Department of State cables relative %m the alleged 
misbehavior in Kenya of Bert H, Toltefson. Jr., an adwinistrator 
for the Agency for International Development. 

w@ are continuing these investigations and you will 
•be furnished further result# obtained. 

Single copies of the enclosure anr also being sent 
to the Honorable 8. 1. Saldeswo* Assistant to the president „ 
and to the Attorney General. 

Enclosure 

62-98194 
1 - 65-7406© (MC £J3C> 
1 - 65-741 SSMAm-tm^ 

-\ + 65-74138^<fOi,L LEK) 

Jm:$lrn ' ^ 
Ul) . 

yours. 

ct e 
auDi® 
1071 









Mr* W.C. Sullivan 
;' Bohr 7 b-- 

Mr.' T.E. Bishop ; 

W* C. Sullivan 

C* D*. Brennan ;' 

LEAKS.. OFCLASSlFIED 
tO XHE PHESS' ' b:r.;; 

f&y^yjF.- Batbey 

; : .V/Jov'v 
tlr*. C *B.- Brennan • 

,b6 
,b7C 

. ; -. To summarise, J 
our continuing - invastigai 

data. to.the press. 7 .ebb 

all imwmaim contained 

f7 ' ..v HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

b-bb'b r'DAIE 05-29-2007 BY €0324au<*aw/rs/rda 

for '/information, repent developments 

62-98m 
1 - 65-74060 

i> 65-741.38HXOLL. ;UEK>] 
CGSJXI.MJ.ED - QW$ 

MFFC: 
f 8-;1 

b6 
b7C 





••• 

HBWsrmdxm to $f. C* Sullivan 
lei LEAKS Of CXASSIFIED IM 

...iSALSL'b^ virtue of his -oositi^.- -aii- attempts to 

; IM$: developments.X J|fe#cftbo$ • 
• youngmn, but ■• iodicated - bCx Md- nofc ifiliil 

. responsible for this leak. IX,. > xx; •: Xx,; 

keep abreast of 

clever* shrevd X b6 
‘b7C 

■ TOM. 1EK (leak p|X Information from State Department ; 
j^les’ to Jack Anderson: edition of the 

: '’Washington Post.” contains a Jack Anderson'article which notes,, 
efforts, by; Agency, for International Development (AID) officials : 
to stop leaks fey issuing nm ins tract ions ; for handling of sens!- 

' -tive dociv&sntss. Article also claims FBI Agents investigating 
\ leak of State Department cable regarding/Bert follefson rwere 

giving liedetactortasts." This charge is false as no polygraph 
; examinations:^ anyone in this matter*.;. . .. 

.For- information*-1' 

.:ACiriOMi 

X ■ X Investigations of;leaks of classified inforz 

the press continue' to receive intensive investigative- 
and you vi.ll ’ be advised of ;• perti nent. developments *... -... 

...' Pertinent portions of data herein vill 
a veekly summary to the Dhite House, Attorney G 

Deputy,: -as well as Assistant Attorney General,;: 

Division* • v/Xx x - .-./..f X x,TX/ x-x X-X-X'XX ,--x .•' :.?X -Xx 

be’ included in. 
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Titled 
-74138 " ^ .... 

. J0WN SUBJ^civ Unauthorized/Disclosure of , ' . 
, Information in,State Department CablesV-. , ' 

- Appear ii^ in ^The Washington Post'.? Acticie ^ V : ’ 
Tuesday, July 27, 1971, by Jack Anderson 

;Charac,er: . ESPIONAGE,-.‘x ". .. ' . . 

.SYnobsIsV..'-''-1''/.':.-. ;i* 

i • 

Synopsis: ^ 
v %v ^Ive psr s o ns:; amp Ibyeti^at '••* 

•. par tine 
. , ;.'X^DS),' iTi?kdirigt Ij^Coffice °f Sxeciitive Secretariat, ' 

. •; Qpsrat^ons Cehfef ahd ComnMniCatiQns. Center , wsre . inferviewed, 
.but^v^i umbl^^ information}'concerhii^ of 

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D. C,: ; ' . - 

’ mrni.ASSIgIEDBY 

:;• _ ; - -• 9M . L- H-r^; 

ment contains neither,recommendations nor Conclusions of the FBI It ,s th'e oroher'tv of rh> pm _u ' ' _ V ‘ . . 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dote of transcription. 10/1/71 

| for 

African Affairs, Agency- » 
Room "6.33d, atafe Departmerrtr Bedrid 1 ng, Washington, „D. C*» 

advised as follows: */*) 
4 

|AID, called him 

into his office at about 9:00 a.m., or shortly before, on 
July 19, 1971, which was a Monday,the first day of the 
workweek. At that time they discussed the contents of cable 
number one, relating to BERT^^LLEFSON, which had come in ^ 
from Nairobi, Kenya, to I 1 ’'Eyes Only" restriction, ^r/» 
on July 16, 1971. I had given the matter considerable — 
thought over the weekend and I Zfwas advised of it the 
morning of the 19th. lasked Jto go to I 1*° ^ / 
meet T0LLEFS0N, and discuss the matter of TOlLEFSON’s 
alleged misconduct in depth. 

I ladvised that the remainder of the day was 

spent in consulting with| 
who also had a copy ol cable number one, 

in obtaining airplane reservations, and in preparing a cable 
to TOLLEFSON for a meeting in| I on the 20 th, and in 
packing for the trip. I I said that consideration had 
been given to sending a reply to Ambassador McILVAINE in 
Kenya in the form of a joint AID-State Department message. 
Consequently,I brepared a draft of a message giving 
State Department views, and he. I I prepared a draft ofa 
message giving AID views. Both drafts were presented to |_| 

whn. after reading them, decided against both of 
them, f fchen prepared his own draft of a message 
which became cable number two. 

| ~lgavel la copy of cable number one 

to take wi th him tol baid that there was a 
discussion, later, about who gave him cable number two, but 

Interviewed on_ _/1._ct wasiu 

SAs and 
hv MALCOLM G. MUELLER: djw 

dngton. D. C, 

..Date dictated^ 

WF0 65-11628 

9/30/71 

Th s document conta ns neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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that he Is sure it was I 1 sure i & was i u.,, v , L —i , \—3— - 
[who Mve him the f limsy which • hehadxgroxed. 

taking the 'Sm #py, I 'S'?g0. ; “ 
of m»ber one, to London. C |sald, a y vtiile at' 
rggftived copies of number one and: number two, while at 

inner 

said that he carried^the cables in the 

>r hi s coat in an - -•. ; . . 

they remained 
United States. At no time did they leave^his Pe^ona _ 

' - control. They are still kept in the airlines folder in *h 

safe in his office. .—- * ’;K \ 

[said .that oh tdie afternoon of the 19th, he 

went home, packed his; si&tease, and later boarded^Pmi- • 

American Always Flight number 10^ 
Airport for lendon At7*4!L P*1®!'* 'Jnly 19 ,^1971 ^ 

itt London at 7 :45 e.m^^ 
at thO Brittania Hotel, which is located across the •>. 

from the 
the cable to TOLLEFSON to meet him on;: ' 

' r^.^erican:;:E^aasf; acopy ,so that they would be aware ^, 

the meeting, but not the nature of it. 

TOLLEFSON arrived in London later in the day and 

checked into the Brittanlfljtotel. *7 ' 
was over at^the Entoassjr, [|and TOLLEFSON went to a uiuDasoy f # , 

fV.ov Wiuld discuss the matter in privacy, 

mentioned in ANDERSQ?| s column. . |_ mentioned inaiNU&KouiN ^ i~- „/ Q«d number 
; TOLLEFSON about the contents of cables numhei^me and nj®*er 

’ t^ 'S 
TOLLEFSON denied being drunk during the visit of ^h® vic®r 

v Presidential party to the Tree top a Game Lodge^ and deni|d ^ 

misconduct with'the Vice Presidnnt' s secretary. I I said 
thev also discussed TOLLEFSON’s future in the foreign service 
after which IZ^Isuggested t%t TOLLEFSON sleep on the 
ttl Let wnjmu i iv^bq^ J. 

entire matter they had. discussed. 

' J ••• : $f|a: f ''' /• 
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■ They met again for breakfast at the Brittania Hotel 
on the 21st, and resumed their discussion about TQLLEF SON's 
chance of rehabilitatinghiscareer„ I 

had requested him to go to London to meet TOLLEF SON, 
as it was his concern that the matter be handled properly, 

TOILEFSON to be given the chance of 

that apparently TOILEFSON had no idea 
that their meeting in London was in connection with the 
incident at Treetops, and had no knowledge of Ambassador 
McIL7AINE, a dabl^ , T I was convinced tha t TQLLEFSON did 
,not know of the serious nature of I I cable to him ; 
requesting him to come to London, because TOILEFSON told ; 
him that; he had held a cocktail party in Nairobi the night 

to said that TOILEFSON never mentioned 
having received a long distance telephone call in Nairobi 

a member of JACK ANDERSON' s staff, and I I had no 
that it occurred; 

said that he had to leave London to get to 
the airport for his flight home, and he left TOILEFSON after 

|was assigned Pan-American Flight number 
that terminated at •, tnat was changed to a 

Dulles rather than New York City* He left London at 11:00 a.m. 
on July, 21, 1971, ariti arrived at. DulleS Airport at 3:30 p.m. ^ 

t denied furnishing the Cables, 
or information in the cables, to JACK ANDERSON or any member 
of his staff, or to any o ther unauthorized person. He felt 
Strongly that no one else in his office was responsible for 
the leak of information as they had no access to them. 

He never met 
denied knowing JACK ANDERSON. 

, nor spoken to him, nor had any 
with him. He was equally certain that 

no one on his staff was acquainted withANDERSON or his 
staff. 

or 
said that he has never met or spoken with 

and that the names are unknown to him* 

4 v 
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• laald that while TOLLEFSON was at AID 
headquarters last week, he had a three hour discussion 
with him, during which time TOLLEFSON' s future was ; L v v; 
discussed* | fcas obliged to tell TOLLEFSON that 
because of continuing reports of ineptitude, that it would 
be unrealistic for TOLLEFSON to consider a career in the 
foreign service. | |said that TOLlilFSONwould not 

C be pushed,, but had been told that he Should make plans 
for employment outside the Agency for International Develop- 

4): /’/.;'? ”paid that• he held no personal animosity ^. /. 
toward TOLLEFSON, and that neither he nor had^-v^J 
"crucified" him, but because Of stupid blunders, and i/y-c;.' 
Continuing "signals of ineptitude'' from Kenya, which is ; 

::4l a quiet and uncomplicated AID post, TOILajESON* s Career with 
AID could not be considered endMingv I I said that he 
has had brief working experience with TOLLEFSON inasmuch / 

••'!/as the latter came under his bureau only, recently when ; •; 
• TOU.EFSON was. assigned as Director of the AID mission in 

A discussion was held with] labout a column 
of JACK ANDERSON which appeared on the day of the: interview, ’ 
September 30,; 1971. In the column, ANDERSON referred to 
the^ ti^tenirig pf AID security /'measures for classified 

V messages^ ANDERSON quoted a portion of an AID directive. 

-•/•/ ~l said that he had/read ANDERSON'S column, / 
and showed the interviewing Special Agents an AID memorandum 
from the/’Office of Management,//'Bureau, for African 
dated September 16, 1971, which cOuldin^ /the wording used 
in the ANDERSON 'column*/;' The memorandum ref erred to a previous 
directive dated September 1, 1971, from the Office of Assistant 
Administrator for Administration (Ail^/A) to Assistant 
Administrators and Heads of Independent Offices and Staffs 

v which pertained to the same matter , /./// V /- ■;/• • 
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16* 1971* is unclassified and had had; wide distribution. 
He assumed that at least three hundred persons in his bureau 
alone* had received it, and his is just one of a number • • - 
'of bureaus in AID. ' /c • V'.5;;.; ■ :b 

■ 0: 

that he has no idea how 
information in the TOhLEFSON case occurred, and that he 
knew noone with a personal grudge against TOLLEFSON 
sufficient to smear him by leaking clasifled communications• 

•v- bo ' 

b i c 
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Dote of transcription.. 10/4/71 

Office of Security, Agency 
for International Development (AID), Room 402, Rossyln 
Plaza East, Rosslyn, Virginia, advised as follows: 

served in 
[office of Security, United States Department 

, rr of State (USDS), from September, 1969 to August 24, 1971, at 
which time he returned to the United States. He has trans¬ 
ferred positions from the Office of Security, USDS, to the 
Office of Security, AID, which is his current assignment. 

ladvlsed that Mr. HAROLD SNELL was the 
predecessor to Mr. BERT T0L1EFS0N as the Director of AID in 
Kenya. Mr. SNELL, who is black, was well regarded by the AID 
mission in Kenya where It was felt that he had been effective 
in his efforts to administer the AID program. When SNELL, who 
is about 65 years of age, and his wife returned to the United 
States on home leave, they fully expected to return to Nairobi. 
As a result, when TOLLEFS0N arrived there to succeed SNELL, the 
general feeling among AID personnel in Kenya was one of disappoint¬ 
ment . 

|_ ladvlsed that the AID mission in Kenya 
consists of about thirty persons, that it has a separate 
building, and is largely autonomous. the number of personnel 
assigned is about the same as that of the Embassy staff. 

|felt that the possibility of the leak 
of information occurring in Kenya was very remote. He said that 
theoretically, the only persons who would have seen the out¬ 
going cable from Nairobi to Washington. D.C. were Ambassador 
MC ILVAINE, 

land two communications technicians, [ 
___ felt that those persons would have 
no motivation for leaking the information and nothing to gain by 

? 

Interviewed on_ 
9/29/71 'i , 

SA 
Ifosslynf-Virginia File 

and 

SA MALCOLM G. MOELLER MGM: jafc 
by_Date dictated. 

65-11628 
#_ 

9/29/71 

Th s document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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' >ry«'v V-.': 
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«’:r *••’ v-;.;$:* ^f;ir ,: • "l' .>-,* ’• 1 v\"-\. •• ^ *>'. /•'.Ott,’’..*~ ,*.•!:<V < ’• .'} -».v^‘ A-V •. v'^i > it" '• ••*>.*•„ 

Av:*b3&;l [iidyised tbat .he'.has 'nevet'seiehvthe;^^;- C ‘ ! 
^cahi<gs--iiMfehiiiI^7r^^ savva^^ox' copyvp'f :#;’’•i* 
v' ~in ftp!itaibassadpr: T" > 
y$$vXLVAIWB; I Isaid* that tlfe language {in the, cable• whs \ 
. definitely';thatr of the Aabais^ador, and On that basis, he assumed ? 

•’that* the information ties authentic. I |feltthatl K-foA^Aij- 
M f :«^;:had^^acdes^,''to tha^abl^-iInasTOuth^ as ^he •; j feibhe:^ "■■: 
| ~ | to; the’.; 

Anhaasador4 :•;' In, -that connections! |saia :rnac there (A 
.'^seemed: to!i:be^ai strained relationship betweetil land the 

:• :i^assadtt;:,/!:;dn:;■ one: side rand: Mr; > dh V 'the;"d^^t;^A^4':^'vsA":^ 

$ :v-^;^r~ *' l advised thathe -tr,/ . f 

TSH^gON oh matters unrelated to - ipstant incident . and ; ;! 
per sonally got ald^ himwell^^^ 

’§J&h£A!lnc$diadt/^^ ahdl l ... ».,„ „ , 

felt-- :-thit';it; was Improper for-himi&b'?menti6ni:-it;vto TQLI3SFS0N. *y. .;: 
■ ■; Xi^;' ~ 1 learned ’ that.' lihbdssador' hE;;; llVAlNB 
■••■'vas' to^bdV^e'i'only'- American • fratf;^t)te^airdbi;0i.s’sibdrtd -accompany 

tjiie Vice President's .party tb -t^h game lodgej,Abut TOLIEFSON 
v managed to make the, trip, utilizing ;the car Assigned to him as 

the best 
:;;-bf^iib:-ia«rtBfbdgei the only American eyewitness to the alleged 
i'mt' Other than^the:Vice Presidentlal'party■ 
A:was-'the" .AailaSdadbr• .** 

•.'■'Stbf:^••lh;-lteshihgtph'^-;!h.: 'learned' that. TOL1EFSOR ..• 
- had traveled to London,;'England; ti^l confer; with | k; ■’ 
.j 2 of ‘ AiD:/Headquarters»/Wjfer but he kney potning aoout • . 
■ What, transpired during their meeting; \, '.: 

■yv: ,'4_’ \,,y?, ^: | ^advised that ■following', the visit bf the 
sivitievptyidential'^party' to -th^gaine'. lodgOi all Americans in . - -':fvr 

^et^vinyited-:vtb;. .'the:'Hilton Hotel . 
'V4n'^Hairobi^^ tdiere.the Vice President was to speak to them._The " V; 
Cbidlv^bl^^ 1 was advised by| 

■■ '■■■' ''i '}•* r *.«: ; ,, 'V,- V* '* '.'{til'- • -v 
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ehdv Aid ; ’ ck;’% -f fk 
. wasbpot tp:;b^„ admitted to the meeting. K:;'.’: 'V\;,:; 

. [said that .TO^^EFSdy make an ^appearance '^.'u' v % 
/*■' “ . \ <at' the hotel;■;•• ’'jjtater in the day, -"after the Vice Presidential •; • ‘: 

p;‘ , party had departed-Kehya, Ambassador -MO- ILVAINE held a social ,,; 
fbnctionfor all Americans of the official family * and 

i% •.-••' ••'•••': :.1^t3UjS^C|f|^-^asf-': itf • attetid^de^ '••'■>n^f >••’• v ‘ '/ &:•*£*:;> $&* r 1 ?T \,** , i \ ' « * s£ . ’ •>-' ■$'■ . 

H'.rfkC- .. lad^seidF:iahar^ shortly before hei^4 
'the United States,\on retail, he received’ , . 

, ,e ■ request \frpm the Special*:.Assigfiment Staff» Office of .. . k 
)X-J~.%«*,-;.viSecurityV USDS'yjsossJJ^iiil^y-Jof ;the. lealc.^*Z^;^! 

1 [ said thefc;the 3;■ 
'I.-.-- request::arriyed;'jus.f three."'days; '^tor^to^ihis.rdepafture, •‘and)k‘/:f5^”^ ■ 

■ />lieea]d‘Se;.itobas^eddr;':MC;',• i|kVAINE; was on home. :,-lcave ’.%t'Vthe' timei',^ 
\ ■ ■ his 'inquiry'was not completed; beidrthet the inquiry 

will be completed by his successor, who has not yet arrived in 
-'<y; ' 'Renya.'U'! ^.;• -v k;'!i ‘ /;f../• y.:'_'*r.'':;:: ■;-:^'V',J;' - 'f-k ;** :• ’% ’•, 
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| dpiiiidh that because of : the few . ;.;• 

and the lack of motivation for leaking the information, the. , 
; possibility of the leakkorlginatii^; there was remote. , >if 

-... v*r, ;i . >?:'•:•'Vs V-';' 
*‘»i;.' i$r: ■' ? . t • '^.vv,'?>•'. •«?•'.* '•■'•U- {l’- Vv-:* 'ik V--- ^ , ’ •• ' 

+'4 I felt‘that thevpbsture'of. the-United.'.-: 
-instates'.iri Kenya was ihot.- adversely ,afjected--,by)r|^]i^;|.«i^^■■'■■ 

> because few Kenyans knew about it. He did not see, JACK ^ > 
ANDERSON1 s column appear in local Nairobi newspapers,-. 1 ') 

m ^f^l§Il'SfcSS: 

W®C ■ *%?-'} ' - v. ^ 
'^y v ^ ■ *a?v 

,•:•* r.v' •' ■'■ .jt:-.- -rf, m 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

b6 
b7C 

Date of transcription 10/5/71 

|_pffice of East 
African Affairs, Agency for International Development (AID), 
Room 4758, State Department Building, Washington, D. C., advised 
as follows: 

|_|advised that his office did not receive a 
copy of Ambassador MC ILVAINE's cable, nor a copy of the out¬ 
going cable pertaining to the TOLLEFSON incident in Kenya. He 
said that his first knowledge of it occurred when he read about 
it in JACK ANDERSON's column in "The Washington Post". 

said that the highest degree of classified 
messages received in his office is I.IMDIS; thus, neither of the 
aforementioned cables came to his attention. 

said that he has limited acquaintanceship 
with BERT TOLLEFSON. He met him for one day in Nairobi, Kenya, 
in November, 1970 at which time their paths crossed while both 
were on AID trips. | | has seen TOLLEFSON only a few times 
in a professional capacity since the latter became AID Director 
in Kenya. I I said that he dicl not know who TOLLEFSON's 
friends, or for that matter, enemies, are, and is not acquainted 
with him socially. 

|_| said that he is not conversant about the 
security system of the American Embassy in Nairobi, but if asked 
to speculate, he would think that the leak of information oc¬ 
curred in Washington, D. C. rather than in Kenya. 

_|stated that he does not know JACK ANDERSON, 
nor members of hiS,staff, and has had no contact with them. 

Interviewed on_10/4/71 

SAs 
MALCOLM G. 

-at_Washington, D. C._F,.e * UFO 65-11628 

_Date dictated_ 10/5/71_ .LER EHJrmmp 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF BNVESTIGATION 

* b6 
b7C 

Date of transcription. 10/5/71 

State Department Building, Washington, D. C., advised as 
follows} - 

said that lie neither saw, nor had ac¬ 
cess to Ambassador M2 ILVAINE's cable to AID Headquarters, nor 
the cWigOing cable to Nairobi, Kenya, relative to the TOLLEFSON 
incident in that country. He first learned of the matter when 
he reed JACK ANDERSON's column in "The Washington Rost", 

that he had never personally met 
T0LLEFSON until shortly before the latter was assigned as AID 
Director in Kenya. He has seen TOLLEFSON only a few occasions 
since that time. He has little knowledge of TOIiLEFSON's 

no one who beers him a 

of He 
has no idea of how the 
that he has never known 

, nor any 

This document contains neither: recommendations nor -conclusions of the FBI. it is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency; ; ■ . b . 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription. 

I iKehya, Africa, 
Agency for International Development (AID), Room 4845, State 
Department Building, Washington, D* G., advised as follows;: 

__j stated that neither the incoming Cable 
from Kenya, nor the outgoing cable to Kenya (cables number 1 
and number 21, came to his office. He neither saw them nor 
had access to then. His first knowledge of the leak of infor¬ 
mation was the JACK column which reported the 

incident ih Kenya. 

v I I said that when he heard that I 
|was travelling to London, (England to meet TOLLEFSON, he 

thought that perhaps it was in Connection with another matter, 
an embezzlement Case which had occurred in Kenya. That matter 
was unrelated to the TOLLEFSON incident. 

_said that he has known TOLLEFSON only 
professionaly, and only since the Tatter became the AID 
Director in Kenya. He knew no one who had a grudge against 
TOLLEFSON sufficient enough to cause a leak of information to 
ruin jhis career. ■''■■•y-::'* ; 

stated that he does not know JACK 
ANDERSON, or any member of his staff, and has no information 
as to how the leak of information occurred. 

Interv iewed on_ 

MALCOLM G. MUELLER EHJlfflffit .Date dictated. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor'conclusions of the FBI. - It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents ’ are .not to be„ distributed outside your agency.. ; .-V-- ••••; b ••• . 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

t Date of transcription 
9/28/71 

the 
Executive Secretariat, Room 7224, United states Department 
of State, advised as follows: 

I recalled that he consulted with his superior, 
| regarding the tele- 

gram pertaining to BERT TOLLEFSON, AiDRepresentative. He 
recalled that after reviewing the content of the telegram, it 
was agreed that additional distribution should be made for 
-[and WILLIAM B. MACOMBER. He stated that he 
did not recall that any additional copies of the telegram 
were made in his office. 

, stated that when telegrams are received in 
his office, they are placed in a '"burn bag" at the end of the 
day to be destroyed. He stated that he did not see the 
telegram in question after the discussion with his ^superior, w 
He was uncertain as to the specific date that he did observe 
the telegram in question. 

, stated that it would be unusual for a sec¬ 
retary 1 tk his office to be familiar with the content pf a 
telegram such as the one in question and noted that there are 
numerous telegrams arriving in the office on a daily basis, 
most of which are ^ar mor^ serious in nature than the tele¬ 
gram in question stated that he does not know JACK 
ANDERSON or any member of his staff or family. He also 
stated that he does not know BERT TOLLEFSON and does not 
know anyone who might want to discredit him. In addition, 

’ stated that he has no idea how the information in the I U VWI ' — -- -- 

telegram may have been leaked to JACK ANDERSON. 

b6 
b7C 

Interv ewed on_ .9/27/71 a, Washington, D„C, 

SA 

by- 
SA RICHARD C. WHITEHEAD/gdw [HEAD/ 

_Date dictated 

F„.» CTO 65-11628 

9/27/71 

Th s document contains 

it and its contents are 

neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI II is the property of the FBI and is loaned lo your agency, 

not to be distributed outs de your agency 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

b6 
b7C 

i Dale of transcription 9/27/71 

The 
Executive Secretariat, Room 7224, U.S. Department of State, 
advised as follows: 

(recalled the telegram pertaining toAXD 
Representative, BERT TOLLEFSON received July 16, 1971, but 
stated his recollection of the matter is not completely clear 
at this time. He recalled the communication "EXDIS," and 
after a review of the content of the message, decided that 
additional distribution should be made fori I 
and WILLIAM B. MACOMBER. He stated he also made the telegram 
available to his deputies, I and 

|advised that he is not acquainted with JACK 
ANDERSON, his staff, or any member of his family. He stated 
he did not know anyone who might want to cause trouble for 
B$RT TOLLEFSON and had no idea where the leak of information 
may have occurred. It was his speculation that it must have 
been someone who had a grudge against TOLLEFSON._In addition 
to the above. _advised that 

] may have physically handled the telegram in question. 
however, he stated he doubted she was in fact familiar with 
the content of it. 

Interviewed on_ 9/27/71_nt Washington. D. C._f.i. # 

SASI I AND 
hv RICHARD C. WHITEHEAD RCW:cac dictoted_ 

WFO 65-11628 

9/27/71 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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FEOERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

b6 
b7C 

1 Dote of tronscriphon 9/27/71 

|_| The" 
Executive Secretariat, Room 7224* "United States Department of 
State (USDS) advised as follows: 

|_|stated he was not on duty at the time the 
telegram pertaining to BERT TOLLEFSON, Agency for International 
Development (AID) Representative, arrived from Nairobi on July 16, 
1971. He stated, however, he did View the telegram at a subsequent 
date shortly thereafter, but was not certain as to any specific 
date. He stated that he could recall that there was additional 
distribution made of the telegram to WILLIAM B. MACOMBER and 

I by his superior. I I 

_| stated that he did not know JACK ANDERSON or 
any" member of his staff or family and had no idea as to how the 
information obtained by ANDERSON may have'been leaked to him. He 
stated that if was a theory of his that someone who had observed 
the contents of the"telegram made a quick Xerox copy in jest and 
this subsequently somehow was made available to'ANDERSON. He 
explained this'further by stating the contents of the message 
was somewhat gossipy and scandalous which would create anyone* s 
interest. He stated he did not believe that"the leakage occurred 
in the Secretariat because of the closeness of the operation in 
the Secretariat. 

| jstated that he met TOLLEFSON a couple'of years 
ago in a briefing7 but indicated that he has not seen or heard 
of him until this time. 

Interviewed on. 9/27/71 _at_ 
Washington, D.C. 

.File # 

by_ 

RICHARD C. WHITEHEAD 
and 

RCW:lak 
.Dote dictated. 

WFO 65-11628 

9/27/71 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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b6 
b7C 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dale of transcription. 

’ | Policy 
Planning, Bureau of African Affairs, Room 5234, U. S. 
Department of State, advised as follows: 

I 1 recalled being the I Ito 
_in the Office of II 
I _ I on July 17, 1971, He 
stated that during the time that he was there was from 
approximately 9:00 a.m,, to 1:30 p.m., and that during 
this time he did not recall having access or observing 
the communication from Nairobi, Kenya, regarding BERT 
TOUEFSON, AID representative. He also stated that he 
had no knowledge of anyone making a copy of this telegram. 
He also stated that he did not recall that there was any 
discussion of the telegram on the day he had duty the 

1 July 17, 1971. He stated he 
did, however* read the article in the '’Washington Post" 
written by JACK ANDERSON July 27* 1971. 

I [stated that^ hebits not acquainted with JACK 
ANDERSON or any member of his staff or family and has not 
had any contact with them, or any news media representative. 
He stated that he is not acquainted with BERT ^XliEFSCMJ and 
did not know Of anyone Who would attenpt to discredit 
TOLIEFSON. In addition, he stated he had no ideas as to 
how a leak of information may have occurred from the U. S. 
Department of State to JACK ANDERSON. 

Interviewed on .< 

SAS RICHARD C. WHITEHEAD and 
RCWsih .Date dictated 9/28/71 

This document, contains neither 'recommendotiohs nor.-- conclusions of the FBI./ It is the property of the. FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents -are not. to be distributed outside your agency.- ' . '\b V;.\ . 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 9/29/71 

Office 
of Secretariat, Room 7241, United States Department or State 
(OSDS), advised as follows: 

stated as of July 16, 1971, he was[ 
He could not recall specifics 

concerning tile telegram sent fro© Nairobi concerning BERT 
TOLLEFSON, AID representative, lie did state, however, he 
believed he was on duty the afternoon of July 16, 1971, when 
the telegram arrived. He stated he was unable to recall the 
specifics mentioned in the telegram but knew it did concern 
misconduct regarding TOLLEFSON • He stated that he would not 
have Used the telegram in a summary he prepares for all 
telegrams received unless they are too sensitive for the summary 
and in this instance he felt this telegram would have been 
too sensitive for the summary. He stated that if the telegram 
had been made available to him and he did not use it in the 
summary, he would have immediately placed it in the burn bag. 

1 stated he Is not acquainted with JACK ANDERSON 
or any member of his staff or family and has not had any contact 
with them. In addition, he stated he has no close acquaintance 
in the news media field. 

stated he is not acquainted with TOLLEFSON 
and knows of no one who would discredit him. It was his 
opinion that the security in the Operations Center is too 
tight for information of the type described above to be leaked 
outside. 

imerv ewed on-9/29/71-ot—Washington, 0, C»-F,le *-WFO-65^11628 

SAs DONALD J. FITZGERALD 
by-and RICHARD Ca WHITEHEAD_RCW: Date dictated _9/29/71_ 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

b6 
b7C 

I Date of transcription. 10/1/71 

X 

1 
Room 7210, U* S* Department of state tusDS)* a<a S 

]advised that she first became aware 
of information being leaked to the Columnist JACK ANDERSON, 
on July 27, 1971, when an article appeared in his column per¬ 
taining to the alleged misconduct of AID representative BERT 
TOLLEFSON. She stated that while incoming telegrams are 
placed upon her desk prior to being taken in to| j 
that they usually remain on her desk for a very short period 
of time depending on what her other duties are at the time 
they are received. She stated that she usually takes the in¬ 
coming mail directly in to I I upon receipt if she is 
at her desk at the time they are received. She stated that 
she had no information concerning the telegram in question, 
had not observed, did not know who did observe or had it In 
their possession, and did not have a copy made of the tele¬ 
gram. 

stated she Is not acquainted with 
JACK ANDERSON or any member of his staff or family or any 
representative of the news media. She stated that she is 
not acquainted with BERT TOLLEFSON and knows of no one who 
would want to discredit him. She also stated that she had 
no Idea as to how the leak to JACK ANDERSON may have occurred. 

Interviewed nn 9/30/71_nt Washington . D. C._File * WFO 65-11628 

RICHARD C. WHITEHEAD 
by_SAS |__fend_RC¥ibJJL_Date dictated_ 10/1/71 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF^ INVESTIGATION^ 

9/28/71 
Dote.of transcription. 

| Operations Center* Room 
75i6> ¥nit^ntitii-l^ii^^SFW~S5ai:e, advised that it is' j 
thelunationof 6pdratioha liandle EXDIS 
communications8 Restated that in his opinion the telegram 
MMestiph ;eo the alleged misconduct 

TmarjeffSOW well handled from his viewpoint in 
Se ^erafcihn ti^ %^patidhs ^ 
he could hotconnmmication . :; 
jjagL-ZRfiRi^^-^it^ng^i^touh^^,^]^,,^ 1971 when I- —I 

_| but 
W"tmorSg: 7««n as«f | brought the communication 
yfai ';'huesticMl{:t;lS!;:ior •'hi^^^ire^idh:; _J 

. .it-,was ^iiiraEeieiy sensitiya^:"^ was deeid^ f^at . . 
due to the «^g|tivitV of the ediaij^i^pation* distribution should 
nn% he made to I i ^ — ■ 
the I l and to I -- 

| |, He- stated that one copy was to be retained in the 
,.^^atiwat-?C!e^^vto; .:4&3air.' 
\Qfficer*- %.f.-"'." :i;:v-<: *:y;-/. /. ' ’■*■?..; 

■rf^bfv' indicated that]_ 
f [ was in the office^ 
^^/hiia'eti'the time] [arrived with the communication* 
He stated that he shcwedthe communication to I Jto 
eet his ideas for proper distribution. He also indicated 

, I at this time that the way that they were 
; handling the communication was in fact a classic example of _ 
;;'fhg|: excellent security being handled -at the Operations Center* 

S~rS;*. . ol "ladvised that he did not know dACK ANDERSO^ ^ 
or any raembefof his staff or family and does nOt know 
BEI^^ AID, representative* He stated that it was 
his personal opinion that the purpose of the leak of the 

Interviewed onV. 

9/23/71 

EtICHAl 

, 1). -C* 

RCWtmbf 

WFO 65«11628 

9/23/71 
_Date dictated. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. : li is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its 'contents are-.not to be. distributed outside. your .agency. (i . V> . ' . ‘ 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

9 
Dote of transcription 

10/1/71 

I _|Communications Center, 
Office of Communications, Bureau of Administration, United 
States Department of State (USDS), furnished the following 
information concerning Telegram Number 3713 dated July 16, 
1971, from Nairobi (#1) and outgoing Telegram Number 130006 
dated July 19, 1971, from USDS to Nairobi (#2): 

On July 16. 1971. I as we 
Tcommuni 

well as 

Center, 
on duty 

nations Center and J Communications 
had been on duty. On July 19. 1971,[ I was not 
but both 
being in charge: 

and were on duty, with 

Concerning telegram #1, it was first received at 
Communications Center at 9:55 a.m.; and although a portion of 
the message was garbled, it was processed through the center. 
A corrected version Of #1 was received at Communications Center 
at 12:36 p.m., July 16, 1971 and was thereafter processed 
through the center. In the case of HEXDIS(' (Exclusive Distri¬ 
bution) telegrams, such as #1 and #2, one copy remains in the 
Communications Center and 45 copies were reproduced and sent 
to the Executive Secretariat. This procedure is followed in 
the case of incoming telegrams, such as #1, as well as outgoing, 
such as #2. 

*■ » 

I could not state the exact time the garbled 
version or the corrected version of #1 left the Communications 
Center to be sent to the Executive Secretariat j however, he 
stated he understood that the corrected version arrived in 
the Executive Secretariat near a shift change and | |believed 
that the corrected version would have been processed through the 
Communications Center before the evening shift came on duty at 
about 3:45 p.m., July 16, 1971, except for possibly the final 
stage of processing in the Reproduction Section. He added 

9/28/71 Washington, D. C. 65-11628 
Interviewed on at_File #_ 

SA and 
SA JCC:jak 9/28/71 

Date dictated 

Th s document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. D is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it ond ts contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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on ,|uly ift, 1971 been in p 

any unusual incidents in that section: 
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Reproduction Section 

V. :~V.; t ' 

On Jlily 19 , 1971, the following 
■ were on; duty in the Reproduct idnSectiOrt; 

informed thgit raerely by reason of their t 
employment in the Conanunications Center, a total or *io persons 
employed ;.:fcoi2K-. 
telegrams; however, the Operation 0^: the Connnunications Center 
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FD C02 (REV I I 27 70) 

* 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of tronscnption 
9/29/71 

Communications Center, Office of Communications, Bureau 
of Administration, United States Department of State (USDS), 
furnished the following information concerning incoming 
Telegram Number 3713 dated July 16, 1971, from Nairobi and 
outgoing Telegram Number 130006 dated July 19, 1971, from 
OSDS to Nairobit 

b6 
b7C 

Ha could suggest no suspect for the leak of the 
above-mentioned two telegrams. He did not know any employees 
in the Communications Center who were acquainted with JACK 
ANDERSON or any member of Al&t&RSON's staff and he was not 
personally acquainted with ANDERSON or any member of his staff. 

(hi September 27, 1971, another USDS employee had 
mentioned to I I that he had seen JACK ANDERSON on Channel 
5, WTTG Television program, Washington, D. C. (WDC), On Friday 
evening, September 24, 1971, and that during the program, he 
had observed a copy of a USDS "EXDIS** (Exclusive Distribution) 
telegram visible in the background. 

Chi September 28, 1971, [called WTTG Television 
to attempt to ascertain details of the ANDERSON program on 
September 24. 1971. An unidentified female representative of 
WTTG informed | ~|that ANDERSON had appeared on WTTG 
Television, Channel 5, WDC, at 10:00 p.m., September 24, 1971 
and had disclosed a story concerning a Mr. T0LLEFS0N from 
Kenya. Further, she stated that any additional details or a 
transcript, if available, of the program would have to be 

Interviewed on_ 

SA 
SA 

9/28/71 

by. 

_ot_ 
Washington, D. C. 

.File 

and 
JCC: jak 

_Date dictated. 

65-11628 
#_ 

9/28/71 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and ts contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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. obtained from Mr. ANDERSON. ; . \ ... ••>., 

” ••>.', -y noted copy-.r- 
. pr;a tape of the, ANDERSON program could be obtained showing 
the copy of the USDS nEXDISH telegram,such copyof the telegram 
could possibly indicate from what office it was obtained. . 

/;V"J did not Identify dm USDS anployee'*dio 
ANDERSON program^ v|^ not to identify ;him':f 

■ ?■;; since.';he';was not' ^tttkjbs':;-mo4tt^:';nrid;.had v • <■!;' i£ 
merely nepo^ted his observation of apublicly-televised program. 
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FD-302 (REV. I 1-27-70) 
«> ' 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcriptipn. 
10/4/71 

| I Communications 
Center, Office of Communications.Bureau of Administration, 
Whited States Department of State(WSDS>, furnished the : b 
following ihfer^iem//// ■-;b \ ,\ v b b';V/. 

:,b6 

b7C 

. On September 24, 1971 or. September 25 , 1971, he 
saw the JACK ANDERSON news program on WTTG Television, > ; 
Channel 5, Washington, D. C., between 10:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. 
During the program, ANDERSON quoted text from a USDS ^EXDIS" 
(EsclustVe Distribution) telegram concerning the activities 
in Kenya Of Mr. TOLIEFSQfffbf the Agency lor International 
Wevelofmfeitt (AID). [recognized the quoted text as ■ being 
similar to that contained in a OSDS ”EKDi IP telegram on which 

program, ANDERSON displayed in the background acopy of a 
Qgj^rcjmiSt* telegram, showing "EEDIff* markings in the left 
margin; however,| |was unable to see the copy with sufficient 
clarity to read the text or to observe whether distribution or 
other numbers were containedon it. 

Irecailcd that theUSDS rtEKDISFr telegram on 
which he had worked in the past had be an incoming telegram 
from Kenya; however, he didnot recall having seen a copy of 
a lateroutgoing telegram from USES to Kenya concerning Mr . 

■ >/bb: : .vb 

| | stated that based on the possible motive of 
someone who desired todamage Mr . TOLLEFSON, it appeared to 
him that any logical suspects for the leak tip ANDERSON would 

:pn<^abiy\ he'at'^;'ih;^^^i€e..^esidei*t:»s' ;^Ef icev ■' 

he. sUspeet for the leak to/ •/• 
ANDERSON of the twU OSDS telegrams . - fle did not know of 
any Communications Center employees who were acquainted 
With jmmscm or any rubber of MEHRSON* s staff and he was 

Interviewed on. 
9/29/71 65-11628 

JCC:jak 9/29/71 
,Date dictated^. 

This document ..conia'jris neither^ recbrn.mendotioris nor conclusions * of. the FBI; Il ls the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
;€Kn«v. 

Date of transcription_ 
10/4/71 

Communications Center} Of f iceof Communications, Bureau of 
Administration, United States Department of State (OSDS), 
furnished the following infopmationi 

b6 • 
'b7C 

;77p;7 • She ^ recalled • having read • ih the past 
of anlincoming USDS telegram concerning the activities of 

ffc.,..' :ooh^dtibtt::;5?i^rfe^v,3pa^6e*P!»i^l8'- 
: s^dh.;:;tolegrfiBffi^'; 7- She stated ’titfS^iwuld' not: have beendne of 
copies prepared by ^e Repfo 
(Exclusive Distribution) markings , but would have been a file 
copy maintained within the confines Of the Communications 
Center ; She did not recall havi^ a copy Of a later 
outgoing telegram concerning Mr , TiDLIEFSON, but believed she 
recalled some mention by other employees being made that a 

sent 

anynews articles .••'7-: 
; ahd.had’not' '■ seen on television and had: not otherwise heard 
that any telegrams had been leaked to JACK ANDERSON. 
^r>©ould;::nOt: suggest achy suspect for the leak of two USDS 
telegrams to ANDERSON. She did not know anpConmninications 
Center employees who were acquainted with ANDERSON or his 
staff and she was nofcpersonalty acquainted with ANDERSON 
or any member of his staff. _: V;-;7 

She stated She had no than 
at USDS. 

Interviewed on 

9/29/71 

by_ 

at 

Washington, D. C. 
• File'#_ 

65^11628 

JCCrjak 9/29/71 
Dote dictated - 
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. “/'of/ •/-. b6 ■ 
■ Reproduction Sect ion, Oafranunicat ions Center, Office of " / k>7C 

CtMfflminicationSj Bureau of Administration, United States 
Department of State (USDS), furnished the following 

:-lk0oi3Bation: 7'//. ;/v/ 

' &e did net rec^i re^iing the text -#i\'e^slietv; ^ '7';; 
*'■ • //;:. incoming or outgoing USDS telegrams concerning Mr. TOLlMSQN. 

//■;ffeiafcrmed^t^ ' he;/i^aiy;r^ •"■ ■./t. 7^ .: 
'.'■/■•osff/^'l^tllitliFurther, he did 

list recall having ■ haafd anyone di^cuse any telegrams concerning 
■//v -v:;^v ^injiaswp^^ :V:-.; 

:;7h6 hadnot redd any news articles* had 
not seen on television and had not otherwise heard that any 
1Q0& telegrams had been leaked to JACK ANDERSON. Hecould 

-■ -.enu®S<e^iiEf'3Ei«s^'fortheleakof tvJoUSDS telegrams to "/,>'-/• • 
ANDERSON. Be did ■. en^^9^ee.s;; 
tgho were r^&dfejR:; staff and, he was net 
personallyacquainted with ANDERSON or his staff. 

'stated ti^::^vhoriftalty ranropfl^en-. 
copies ;ofSxciNsfve ;^stril«Jtiahl ;telegtams/;ief the-- . 

./, pinpose of insuring clarity and sufficient copies. These. : 
;■■'■•; extra copies are furnished to the Collator who places any , 

./extra copies in a **lhirfi*bagM -.for daa*W 

■ He did not recall any suspicious incident in which 
employees from other sections of Communications Center or 
elsewhere, had ever.' attempted, to obtain extra copies of a 
communication from the Reproduction Section. 

He stated he had part- time employment four hours 
per day at the I_____ 

^ :th;,;addl^ic^..;to .liis-:^!)^ (Employment. /■ 

Interviewed on 
./;///.. ''’^asteingtcn,' D 65 -11628 .V'\ */-' . 

SA —“Ui 
' ' ;/ ■ ./••.'; ’’ 

' ‘ SA ”H 9$C jjalt . ;/,s/ 29/71 
b v Date dictated 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

I 
Dale of transcription 

10/4/71 

5 |_|Reproduction Section, 
Communications Center, Office of Communications, Bureau of ^ 
Administration, United States Department of State (USDS), 
furnished the following information: 

She did not recall reading the text of either an 
incoming or an outgoing telegram concerning Mr. TOLLEFSON. 
She informed that she rarely had time to read the texts of 
any messages she processed. Further, she did not recall 
hairing heard anyone discuss any telegrams concerning TOLLEFSON. 

She stated she had not read any news articles, had 
not seen on television and had not otherwise heard that any 
USDS telegrams had been leaked to JACK ANDERSON. She could 
suggest no suspects for the leak of two USDS telegrams to 
ANDERSON. She did not know any Communications Center 
employees who were acquainted with ANDERSON or his staff and 
she was not personally acquainted with ANDERSON or any member 
of his staff. 

She stated that any extra copies of "EXDIS" (Exclusive 
Distribution) telegrams furnished to her by the multillth 
operator are placed by her in a ’’burn-bag'1 for later destruction. 

She did not recall any Suspicious Incident in which 
employees from other sections of the Communications Canter or 
elsewhere had ever attempted to obtain extra copies of a 
communication from the Reproduction Section. 

She stated that she had no employment other than at 
USDS. 

9/29/71 Washington, D. C. # 65-11628 

SA and 
SA JCC:jak 9/29/71 

Date dictated. 

document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of 

d its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency 
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States Department of State (USDS), furnished the following 
information: 

lie did not recall reading the text of an outgoing 
telegram concerning Mr. TOLLEFSON; although, according to 
Communications Center records, he had been involved in the 
processing of this telegram, lie attributed this to the number 
of telegrams he normally processes. He recalled that after 
the appearance of an article in "The Washington Post”, by 
JACK ANDERSON concerning Mr; T0L1EFS0N, he. l I had pulled the 
Communications Center file copy of an incoming telegram, and 
after reading it, he had ascertained that the text of the 
telegram was contained verbatim in the newspaper article 
concerning Mr. T0L1EFS0N. 

He could suggest no suspect for the leak of two 
USDS telegrams to ANDERSON. He did not know any Communications 
Center employees who were acquainted with ANDERSON or his staff 
and he was not personally acquainted with ANDERSON or his staff. 

He stated he had no employment other than at USDS. 

Interviewed on_ 9/SO/71 _at 
Washington, D. C. 

by_ 

SA 
SA 

.File #. 
65-11628 

anjt 
JCC:jak 

..Dale dictated_ 
$/30/71 

Th s document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it ond its content are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 
10/1/71 

1 
mm 

b6 
(Communications Center, Office b7C 

of Communications, Bureau of Administration, United States 
Department of State (USDS), furnished the following information: 

• She did not recall reading the text of either an 
incoming or an outgoing telegram concerning Mr. TOIXEFSON. 
She had no independent recollection of having assisted in 
the processing of such telegrams; however, she did recall 
hearing coaments from other personnel in the Communications 
Center sometime in the past to the effect that a Mr. TOLLEFSON 
was in trouble. She did not now' recall the identity of such 
personnel. 

She stated she had not read any news article, had 
not seen on television and had not otherwise heard that any 
USDS telegrams had been leaked to JACK ANDERSON. She could suggest 
no suspects for the leak of two USDS telegrams to ANDERSON. She 
did not know any Communications Center employees who were acquaint¬ 
ed with ANDERSON or his staff and she was not personally acquainted 
with ANDERSON or his staff. 

She stated she had no employment other than at USDS. 

9/29/71 Washington, D. C. 
_at_ lerviewed on_ 

saI 
at 

and 
rile 

SA JGC t j^ik 
Date dictated 

65-11626 
#_ 

9/29/71 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

16/1/71 
Date of transcriptioni 

I___ [Coimmnications Center, OffiOe ^ 
SpF Comiminlcatlons , Bureau of’ /^Ministration, United States 

the following Information: 

:lV not recall readlng the text of either an 
. ''incomi^^ l$r:' 

■ had no independent recollection of having:: assisted - inthe pro- 
cessing of such telegrams , lie believed he. m&y have seen a .: 
reference ; tobHf. TO1LEFS0N in JACK ANDERSON • s column in "The 
Washington but htvt^ not '••'■ 

■v7 V; He could suggest no suspect for the leak of two USDS 
telegramsvto JHDERSC^I* HO did not llcr»w any C«ominicati<)ns 
Center employees ’who were acquainted with ANDERSON or his staff 
and he was not personally acquainted with MDERSON or his staff. 

> lie stated that 
blit that he attended the 

it other than at 

. Interviewed on 
9/29/71 Washington, 0. C. 

.Date dictated. 

65-11628 

9/29/71 

This document contains -neither jecbmmendatiohV.nor conclusions of the FBI. If is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. * . ' . ” : • > ^ \ ^ ^ ' 



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

10/1/71 
Date of transcription_ 

Communications Center, Office of Communications, Bureau of 
Administration, United States Department of State (USDS), 
furnished the following information: 

He was of the opinion that he had read the text 
Of both an incoming and outgoing USDS "EXDIS" (Exclusive 
Distribution) telegram concerning Mr. TOLLEFSON in connection 
with his duties of processing these telegrams in the 
Communications Center. His duties include the obtaining of 
a "screening copy” of a communication after it has been reproduced 
in the Reproduction Section to determine clarity and correct 
distribution of the communication. .The "screening copy" is 
destroyed within one to two hours after use personally by the 
Analysis Section Supervisor. 

He stated he had road JACK ANDERSON'S column in 
"The Washington Post" concerning Mr. TOLLEFSON, but he had 
not seen any television program concerning him. 

He could suggest no suspect for the leak of the two 
USDS telegrams to ANDERSON. He did not know any Communications 
Center employees who were acquainted with AND©SON or his staff 
and he was not personally acquainted with AND©SON or his staff. 

He stated he had no employment other than at USDS. 

Interviewed on_ 
9/29/71 Washington, D. C. 65-11628 

File # 

SA land 
SA JCC:jak 9/29/71 

by_Date dictated 

Th s document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription. 
id/i/7i 

Communications Center, Officeof Communications, Bureau oi 
Administration, Doited States Department of State (USDS), 
furnished thef allowing informatioru . 

text of both an IhComij^^ . 
^ with her duties in processing these ' 
telegrams.^ She did not believe -she- had seen a copy of these 

-lectidn.;’'explained that she probably had seen an 
electrohle yersioh of the telegrams on a television screen as 
part of her duties and she would not normally see a reproduced 

Section Supervisor normally 
obtains a "screening cop/1 of the reproduced communication in 
order to check for correct distribution, but -she does not 
iidiiiaflfcythis'’cOty. v--:' /.ASy,..... \ 

haying heard and did not know that 
USDS telegrams concerning Mr. TOtJLEFSON had been leaked to 

She could suggestno suspect for the leak of two USDS 
telegrams td ANDERSON. ^ 
Communications Center employees who were acquainted with ANDERSON 
or his staff and she wasnot personally acquainted with ANDERSON 
or his staff. ;■ vy:■ 

She stated she had no employment other than at USDS. 

Interviewed on. \MMfM !_• F i! e #_ 
65-11628 

Date dictated. 

9/29/71 

THis document contains, 

it and its contents. .cir< 

ins neither recommendations nor conclusions <?f the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

.ore not' to be distributed outside your agency.. ’ , .s >. •’ .. . 
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FD 302 (REV I I 27 70) 
(r 

" * . 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

1 Dole of transcription 

b6 
Communications Center, Office of Communications, Bureau of b7C 
Administration, United States Department of State (USDS), 
furnished the following information: 

V 

He did not recall having read the text of either 
an incoming or an outgoing telegram concerning Hr. TOLLEFSON. 
He did recall having read an article by JACK ANDERSON in "The 
Washington Post" in the past concerning Hr. TOLLEFSON which 
involved the leak of USDS telegrams to ANDERSON. 

Although his duties in processing an "EXDIS" (Exclusive 
Distribution) telegram would normally include his seeing the file 
copy of such telegram, he has processed so many that he seldom 
can recall the text of any of them. 

He could suggest no suspect for the leak of two USDS 
telegrams to ANDERSON. He did mat know any Communications 
Center employees who were acquainted with ANDERSON or his staff 
and he was not personally acquainted with ANDERSON or his staff. 

He stated he had no employment other than at USDS. 

Interviewed on_ 
9/30/71 

by. 

SA_ 
SAl 

_at _ 

land 

Washington, D. C. 
.File 

JCC:jak 
..Date dictated. 

65-11628 
#_ 

9/30/71 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is Ithe property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and ts contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

1 
Date of transcription 

10/4/71 

|_|Reproduct Ion 
Section, Communications Center, Office of Communications, 
Bureau of Administration, United States Department of State 
(USDS), furnished the following information! 

He did not recall reading the text of either an 
incoming or an outgoing telegram concerning Me. TOLLEFSON, 
noting that he seldom had time to read the text of messages 
he processed. 

Be did not recall having heard and did not know 
that USDS telegrams concerning Mr. XOLXEFSON had been leaked 
to JACK ANDERSON. 

He could suggest no Suspect for the leak of two 
USDS telegrams to ANDERSON. He stated he did not know any 
Communications Center employees who were acquainted with 
ANDERSON or his staff and he was not personally acquainted 
with ANDERSON or his staff. 

He stated he normally ran off ten extra copies of 
"EXDIS" (Exclusive Distribution) telegrams for the purpose of 
insuring clarity and sufficient copies. These extra copies 
are furnished to the Collator who places any extra copies 
in a "burn-bag” for destruction. 

He did not recall any suspicious incident in which 
employees from other sections of the Conanunications Center or 
elsewhere had ever attempted to obtain extra copies of a 
communication from the Reproduction Section. 

He stated he had no employment other than at USDS* 

$/29/71 Washington, D. C. 65-1162$ 

by- 

lerviewed on_ 

SA land 
rile 

SA JCCtjak 9/29/71 
Date dictated 

Th s document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI tl is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

10/4/71 
Dote of transcription__ 

furnished the follow! rg information: 

She did not recall reading the text of either an 
incoming or an outgoing telegram concerning Mr. T0L1EFS0N, 
informing that she seldom had time to read the text of messages 
she processed. 

She did not recall hawing heard and did not know 
that USDS telegrams concerning Mr. TOLLEFSON had been leaked 
to jack Anderson. 

She could suggest no suspect for the leak of two 
USDS telegrams to ANDERSON. She stated she did not know any 
Communications Center employees who were acquainted with 
ANDERSON or his staff and she was not personally acquainted 
with ANDERSON or his staff. 

She stated that any extra Copies of "EXDIS” 
{Exclusive Distribution) telegrams furnished to her by the 
multilith operator are placed by her in a "burn-bag" for later 
destruction. 

She did not recall any Suspicious incident in 
Which employees from other sections of the Communications Center 
or elsewhere had ever attempted to obtain extra copies of a 
communication from the Reproduction Section. 

&ie stated she had no employment other than at USDS. 

_| Reproduction Section, 
Communications Center, Office of Communications, Bureau of 
Administration, United States Department of State (USDS), 

Interviewed on 

by- 

9/29/71 Washington, D. C. 
File #. 

65-11628 

SA land 
SA JCC:jak 9/29/71 

Date dictated 

Th s document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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FEDERAl? JBOREO 

Date of transcription. 
10/4/71 

___ iReprodugtlon 
Section, Communications Center, Office of Communications, 
Bureau of Administration, United States Department of State 
(USDS) , furnished the following Information: >.*. 

. b6 
b7C 

jMe 'did not ratali reading the text of either an'" 
incoming or an outgoing telegram concerning Mr. TGL1EFSON. 
Prior to September 29, ilS7ij he had hot heard and did not 
know that these telegtams had been leaked to JACK ANDERSON. 

He could suggest no suspect for the leak of two 
USDS telegtamS to ^^DgRSCa?. ; He dld not know any Communications 
Center employees who were acquainted with ANDERSON or his staff 
and he was not personally acquainted with ANDERSON or his 

' " He did not recall any suspicious incident in which 
employees from other sections of the GonmunicatiOns Center 
or elsewhere had attempted to obtain eKtra copieS of a 
communication 

USDS. 
stated he had no employment other than at 

Interviewed on 
9/30/71 nt Washington, D. C. f t # 65-11628 

SA land —b6 " 
SA 

h v 

•. JCCrjak : ' 9/36/71 • ' 
1 ’ Dote dictated 

:b7C 

This document contains . neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBl.i/lt is ihe property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not to be. distributed outside; your agency. _ . . J * b .v - - . - . t f A - . 1 
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FD-302 (REV. I I -27-70) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dale of transcription. 
10/1/71 

Reproduction Section, Communications Center, Office Of 
Conraunicatiens £* Bureau of Administration, Whited States 

' ltepartatS«it(' of State (Wl^yfurnished idle following 

b6 
, :b7C 

jffia did 
' or an a 

the: text of either an 
teeming NT. TOLLEFSON. 

Prior to 
know that 

, he ! not^ heard and did not 
leaked to JACK ANDERSON. 

Hecould suggest no suspeetfor the leak of two 
USDS telegrams to ANDERSON, Hedid not know any Coimiunications 
Center employees (who were acquainted -with ANDERSONor' his staff,; 
and he was not personally acquainted with ANDERSON or his staff. 

He did -not 

from the Reproduction Section. 

recall any suspicious incident in which 
sections of the Communications Center or 
:ed;tO obtain extra copies Of a communieation 

no employment other than at WPS. 

Interviewed on. 
9/30/71 Washington, D. C. 65-11628 

b6 
blC 

This document contains neither Tecomrriendations nor "conclusions, of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is .loaned to your agency; 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription. 
io/6/n 

Section, Communications Center, Office of Communications, 
Bureau of Administration, United States Department of State 
(USDS), furbished the following information? 

b6 

b7C 

Vi-.'j; He 'did' .not recall having read the text of either 
• an'vijiiie^^ Mr. TOIXEFSON, 7 
noting; that he seldom hadtime to read communications processed 
by hot heard and did not know that' two 
USDS ,;telegfama .'hadbhee^ JACK AHDERSONF. .v 

7,.' v suspect for the leak of two 
USDS telegrams to /aTDERSON. He stated he did not knowany 
employees in the Communications Center who were acquainted ^ 
with ANDERSON orhis staff and he was notpersonally 
acquainted with ANDERSON or his staff. 

' v,:/He could not recall any incident in which employees 
from other sections of the Communications Center or elsewhere 
had ever attempted to obtain extra copies of communications 
from the Reproduction Section. 

Hestatedhe had no employment & 

.Interviewed on___ 
ib/5/7i Washington, D. C. 

J and 
fjCCtjak 

_^File #. 
65-11628 

10/6/71 
.Date dictated. 

This document contains neither^recommendations-nor ;;co he fusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it ond its .contents are not' to .be distributed outsideyour agencybb ; •'-.-,7.7.' f..*■ » ; 
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b6 
b7C 

1 
Date of transcription 

10/4/71 

Reproduction Section, Communications Center, Office of 
Communications, Bureau of Administration, United States 
Department of State (USDS), furnished the following information: 

He did not recall having read the text of either 
an incoming or an outgoing telegram concerning Mr. TOLLEFSON, 
stating that he seldom had time to read any of the communications 
he processed. Prior to September 30, 1971, he had not heard 
and did not know that these telegrams had been leaked to 
JACK ANDERSON. 

He could suggest no suspect for the leak of two 
USDS telegrams to ANDERSON. He stated he did not know any 
Communications Center employees viho were acquainted with 
ANDERSON orhis staff and he was not personally acquainted with 
ANDERSON or his staff. 

He did not recall any suspicious incident in which 
employees from other sections of the Communications Center 
or elsewhere had attempted to obtain extra copies df a 
communication from the Reproduction Section. 

_He stated that he was employed part-time by the 
| when his working 

hours at USDS permitted. 

Interv iewed on 
9/30/71 

saI 
SA 

Washington, D. 

land 
JCCtjiak 

C. 65-11628 
_File #_ 

9/30/71 
_Date dictated_ 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

b7C 

10/4/71 
Date of transcription_ 

Reproduction Section, Communications Center, Office of 
" Communications, Bureau of Administration, United States 

Department of State (USDS), furnished the following 
information: 

He did not recall reading the text of either an 
incoming ©r an outgoing telegram concerning Mr. TOLLEFSON. 
He had not heard and did not know that these telegrams had 
been leaked to JACK ANDERSON. 

He could suggest no suspect for the leak of two 
USDS telegrams to ANDERSON. He stated he did not know any 
Communications Center employees who were acquainted with 
ANDERSON or his staff and he was not personally acquainted 
with ANDERSON Or his Staff. 

He did not recall any suspicious incident in 
which employees from other sections of the Communications 
Center or elsewhere had attempted to obtain extra copies 
Of a communication from the Reproduction Section. 

He stated he had no employment other than at USDS, 

9/30/71 Washington, D. C. 
ervievvea on_ 

SA 
at 

and 
SA j JCC * J dlt 

_Date dictated_ 

File # 
65-11628 

9/30/71 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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•/., :V*Vv’3fc! •• ■•'.>' . v v," 

t^o 65-11628 ,: . : • r ■'‘ :; V ’ *■ " •- 

'V it has previously .been reported during an interview 
onv September. 23, 1971> with BSRT T6LLSFS0N, JRi* Alb Representative 
in Kenyan;who was visiting Washington,.D.‘C., that he, Mr.V, . 
T0LD2FSON, had stated that to the best of his recollection, he • 
had received an overseas long distance telephone call at his 
residence 'Wh Neirdbi , Kenya July 17 ,••••' 1971 
from Wasiiihgton;, D•»• >C<b :fffom a man ^tA^tdehttfied .'Mmself^y 

: of Vsbail^ecl ^iachhdiict (d^iiig:--.a /e6ciaii\ affaiT':^held"77.';-7; 7^ 
in Ken^ ih connection with the vis oftheVice President n-,^. 

,:b7D 

The above mentioned information from the . . ^ 
al source cannot be‘ made public except, upon • , •% ' 
f a subpoena duces: teanp. ' . . ... \ 

■ '; '4 6;:^;:7;7; ’'b-•; 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

'Mat 
:Al-0 

UNITED STATES DEPARM|p|^OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, * D. ■rC-^ 205 35 •;; 
October 6,”1971 

Title 

Character 

Reference 

UNKNOWN;SUBJECT; Unauthorized 
Disclosure of Information in State 
Department Cables Appearing in ®*The 
Washington Post*! Article, Tuesday, 
July 27 >, 1971 by Jack Anderson 

ESPIONAGE - X ;; •• ; ,/ 

Report of SA[__ 
dated and captioned as above. 

All sources (except any listedytelow).whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.yb 

b6 
. b7C 

• This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is, loaned to your agency; it and its contents are-not to be distributed outside 
your agency. ; ’■ ' . ■ • •. . ■ r ' y 
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INVESTIGATIONS OF UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURES 
OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 

_On September 27. 1971. | b6 

I advisi 
a briefing had been afforded by 

jed that b / C 

! Ito - Ion June 28. 1971. 
Persons in attendance included and 1 

ladvised. after referring to notes made at that 
pra.ei.ing. tnaxl I did not discuss SALT matters which later 
appeared in Beecher's article. He further advised that 
following that briefing, ACDA furnished no additional 
information concerning SALT proposals to| | until after 
Beecherls_article appeared on July 23, 1971. \ ~bolned 
that |_Jcould not have been Beecher's source of information 
if his knowledge of SALT depended solely on material gained 
through briefings by ACDA, since he would not have had 
sufficient data. 

| advised on 
September 28, 1971, that an interagency steering committee had 
been set up earlier this year to present the Administration's 
viewpoint on the anti-ballistic missile (ABM) and why the 
United States should proceed with the ABM, also known as the 
Safeguard program, while the SALT conference was taking place 
in Helsinki, Finland. The State Department was to brief groups 
in the Senate with which it had policy exchanges, and State 
Department briefing officers were to stress arms control* 

According to the briefing of Senate staff 
members took place on July 8, 1971. Invitations to the briefing 
erroneously billed the ©vent as a "SALT" briefing, when it should 
have been billed as a "Strategic Balance" briefing. Some 
thirty-five persons showed up for the briefing and since it was 
not known what type security clearance each had,I I and 

1 ] who addressed the group, abandoned a 
prepared format which contained classified information and charts 
and spoke extemporaneously on strategic balance, touching on 
offensive weapons as well as defensive weapons utilised by the 
United States and the Soviet Union. | jsaid he was careful 
to speak of missiles in round numbers and to avoid any 
descriptions that might Jeopardize United States intelligence 

- 7 ft 
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8;03PM URGENT 9-29,-71 GEA 
/ 

TO DIRECTOR (65-74138) 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 5P 

fOLL LEK,VSIO 

Mi INFOHM&TIOtJ CONTMNED 
HEREIN IS UNC1ASSIFIED 
ffilE 06-04-2007 BY 60324aucbdw/r3/fds 

'Tofeoa—1 
te. f'efo-— ? 
IIS', --' 

1 Bffir. MoWr-— [ 
i Ar. tisli# - - j 

fe. 
fl Mr. ''Calloh.V — t 
| Mr.  ( 
1 Mr. O" ' — | 
l Mr. 1 — i 
I Mr. V • v ' — I; 
l| Mr, ' -- | 
i Mr. » i -1 
\ M& rS . -- 

Mr. 'UM^crs-- 

:m.? *t -- ] 
Tele I^oosr I 

; Miss Holmes ——> 
Miss Gandy — 

gn^T RE WFO TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTYEIGHT LAST. 

TH£ FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED SEPTEMBER 

g TWENTYNINE INSTANT: 

USDS, ADVISED 

“HE WAS IN THE OPERATIONS CENTER DURING THE PERTINENT 

^PERIOD WHEN THE TELEGRAMS WERE RECEIVED IN THE OPERATIONS C/ 

r ^CENTER. HE RECALLED THE CONTENfXoTOTHE MESSAGE BUT DOES NOT _ ? 

0 4 REC-15 ^ 7t//S^ , 
9 RECALL WHEN HE READ THEM. HE COULD FURNISH NO INFORMATION.' 6 J gS53gggS3S3 i 

~} 
^CONCERNING THE LEAK. y 0CT Q ,9?; 
~u 
-W TEN OF THE EIGHTEEN EMPLOYEES IN THE 'COMMUNICATIONS._ xc.iv ur xnn. Liunutw tnrLuicca xiv xnc. uui'iimunioh x xuivo ____ -« 
<§3-si 
^‘CENTER, USDS, WHO HAD BEEN INVOLVED IN PROCESSING THE TWO 

^USDS TELEGRAMS INVOLVED IN THIS MATTER WERE INTERVIEWED. NONE (ft 

S|D 
END PAGE ONE 
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WFO 65-11628 

PAGE TWO 

COULD SUGGEST ANY SUSPECT FOR LEAK. THEY DID NOT KNOW ANY 

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER EMPLOYEES WHO WERE ACQUAINTED WITH JACK 
\ 

ANDERSON OR STAFF. ARRANGEMENTS BEING MADE TO INTERVIEW 

REMAINING EIGHT OF THIS GROUP OF EMPLOYEES. 

]0FFICE OF SECURITY, AID, ADVISED HE 

USDS, SERVED IN NAIROBI, KENYA, 

FROM SEPTEMBER, NINETEEN SIXTYNINE TO AUGUST TWENTYFOUR 

SEVENTYONE, AT WHICH TIME HE RETURNED TO U.S. FEELS 

POSSIBILITY OF LEAK OCCURRING IN KENYA REMOTE. WHEN SUCCESSOR 

TO ARRIVES IN KENYA AN INQUIRY WILL BE MADE THERE 

LOOKING TOWARD POSSIBILITY OF LEAK ORIGINATING IN KENYA. 

FEELS POSTURE OF U.S. IN KENYA NOT ADVERSELY AFFECTED 

BY LEAK. 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

RE WFO TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTYEIGHT LAST WHICH 

SET OUT NECESSITY FOR WFO TO CONTACT WTTG TO DETERMINE IF AN 

END PAGE TWO 
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WFO 65-11628 

PAGE THREE 

"EXDIS" COMMUNICATION WAS UTILIZED DURING JACK ANDERSON’S 

SEPTEMBER TWENTYFOUR LAST WTTG TELEVISION CHANNEL FIVE, 

TEN P.M. PROGRAM. 

A REVIEW OF WFO INDICES UNDER WTTG REVEALS NO INFORMATION 

TO PRECLUDE CONTACT WITH WTTG. 

IN VIEW OF WHITE HOUSE INTEREST IN INSTANT MATTER AND 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE INTENT TO PROSECUTE, THE UTILIZATION 

BY ANDERSON OF ANY "EXDIS" U.S.D. S. COMMUNICATION PERTINENT 

TO THIS INVESTIGATION WOULD SHOW POSSESSION AND CONSTITUTE 

PRIMA FACE EVIDENCE. 

THIS RESOLUTION CAN ONLY BE DONE VIA CONTACT WITH AND 

INVESTIGATION AT WTTG. IN VIEW OF JACK ANDERSON INTEREST, AND 

ULTIMATELY EXPOSE FBI INTEREST, THE FOLLOWING SPECIFIC REQUEST 

IS MADE OF THE BUREAU. 

END PAGE THREE 
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THE BUREAU IS REQUESTED TO ADVISE IF THE /JR I ME RECORDS 

DIVISION HAS A CONTACT AT WTTG WHICH CAN BE USED BY WFO FOR THE 

PURPOSE OF DETERMINING ON A DISCREET BASIS IF ANDERSON DID 

IN FACT USE A BACKGROUND BLOW UP OF AN "EXDIS" USDS COMMUNICATION 

WHICH DIRECTLY RELATES TO THIS MATTER NAMELY THE TWO USDS 

TELEGRAMS. 

THE BUREAU HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY ADVISED WFO HAS NO WTTG, 

SAC CONTACT. AS THE BUREAU KNOWS, THE SAC AT WFO IS NOT 

CURRENTLY AUTHORIZED TO ESTABLISH SUCH SAC CONTACTS AMONG THE 

NEWS MEDIA. 

IF THERE IS NO WTTG CHANNEL FIVE METROMEDIA CONTACT 

AVAILABLE THROUGH THE BUREAU TO WFO THEN BUREAU AUTHORITY IS 

REQUESTED FOR WFO TO MAKE CONTACT WITH WTTG, 

ON BEHALF OF THE USDJ, TO DETERMINE IF A VIDEO TAPE 

EXIST FOR THE NINE TWENTYFOUR LAST ANDERSON SHOW, OR IN THE 

ABSENCE OF VIDEO TAPE, THE IDENTITY OF PERSONS AT WTTG 

WFO 65-11628 

PAGE FOUR 

END PAGE FOUR 
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WFO 65-11628 

PAGE FIVE 

WHO HAVE PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE. SHOULD THEIR IDENTITIES BE 

DETERMINED WFO WOULD SUBMIT INDIVIDUAL REQUEST FOR INTERVIEW. 

END 

£ FBM FBI WA CLR 
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Tolson__ 
, Felt V___ 
Rosen ♦ 
Mohr 
Bishop __ 
Miller., E.S. . 
Callahan 
Casper 
Conrad ._ 
D.albey 1 ‘ ' 
Cleveland_ 
Ponder ■ - - 1 

Bates *11_i— 

Tavel.... . 
.Walters__ 
Soyars ____ 
T e le . FLp.om . 
Holme sTV ' 

Gandy 

ILL IHFOmMIOM CONTAINED 
..-.HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

.DATE 06-04-2007 BY €0324aucbaw/rs/rds‘ 

10/8/71 b6 
b7C 

AIRTEL 
1 - Mr. C. D; Brennan 
1 -I I 

From: 

TOLL LEK 
SI0 v 

SAC , W**0 (S$pi628)£;/ 

Director, FBI ( 6 M413 8 ) ~ 
. . REC-15 .: 

Reurtel 9/29/71 reeommendihg contact be made at 
television station WTTG, Washington, D. C., for purpose of 
determining whether Jack Anderson utilized an actuai 
United States Department of State (USDS) communication during 
his terevision program on at 10 p.m. Friday, 9/24/71.... 

For your information* Bureau has no contact at this 
station. Prior to considering contact with WTTG by Agents, 
of your office, Bureau desires you first determine through 
Duiv and Brads tree t, or other logical sources* identity of 
owner or owners of this station*.As well as present manager 
and other executive officers Who might be encountered during 
such Contact* Names of above-mentioned individuals, together 
with summary Of ihformation loCat^ Tn jyour files relating to 
them,, should thereafter be -fUrMshed Bureau, following whiph 
consideration-Will bO;,giveh/your request concerning WTTG 
contact. -71 - 

jRHtbip 
V. MAILED 12 

"m-rm 

NOTE: 

Toll Lek vis code name for'investigation of leak of two 
U§DS classicized; cables to Jack Anderson who utilized data therein 
in his. column of 7/27/71. WFO has learned Anderson reportedly 
used portions of these cables on a television show broadcast’ 
byjj WTTG on 9/24/71 and during show jreoortedly exhibited what is 
believed to be one of the two pertinent USDS cables. WFO has/ 
requested that WTTG be contacted to determine whether Anderson 
did, in fact, show a USDS cable? during his program. WFO noted 

JOWyT TELETYPE UWITi ~1 v 

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO 



Airtel to WFO 
RE: TOLL LEK 
65-74138 

NOTE CONTINUED: 

they have no SAC contact at this station and inquired whether 
Crime Records Division had such contact. Since Bureau has no 
contact at WTTG, we must consider authorizing WFO to make same, 
but identity of owners and managerial staff at station must 
first be determined so we can ascertain their background and 
possible response to our contact. 



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTiGAT.'OM 

OCT 81971 j/ 

TECETYre' 

NR011 WF CODED 
■ <*■ 

7:3?4»M URGENT 10-8*71 MWM 

^A^/dIRECTOR (65-74138) 

WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 

TOLL LEKj^SIO Mi iNFOPmiiosr contained ; ; 
--—J HEREIN IS TJNCIiSSIEIED 

DATE 06-04-2007 BY 60324mictmn/||1rds 

MTolson-- 

IV|r. Felt-- 

%r. Rosen- 

Mr. Mohr- 

Mr. Bishop- 

Mr. Miller, 

Mr. Callaharf^L 

Mr, Casper.,.^ 

Mr. Comad_ 

Mr. Dal1) *v_ 

Mr, Cleveland_ 

Mr. Pond ‘r- 

Mr. BaUs__ 
Mr. TavM__ 

Mr. Wallers_ 

Mr. S )yt 3_ 

Tele. Room_ 

Miss Holmes—.. 
Miss Gandy- 

b7C 

RE WF0 TELETYPE OCTOBER SEVEN LAST, 

FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED OCTOBER EIGHT INSTANT: 

WF0 EXAMINED THIS DATE, VISITORS LOGS, STATE DEPARTMENT, 

ALL ENTRANCES TO BUILDING, PERIOD JULY SIXTEEN - TWENTY, 

SEVENTYONE, RE JACK ANDERSON AND FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF HIS 

STAFF: _ 

OPAL GINN AND[ 

LES WHITTEN, 

NONE OF FOREGIONG NAMES 

APPEARED IN VISITOR’S LOGS, USDS. IT IS NOTED THAT ABOVE LOGS 

PERTAIN TO AFTER HOURS VISITORS; NO SUCH. LOGS MAINTAINED 

DURING WORKDAYS. 

[OFFICE OF SECURITY, USDS, APPRAISED . 

THIS DATE OF DISCREPANCY BETWEEN SY AND WFO INTERVIEW OF 

END PAGE ONE 
2 OCT 12 1971 
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PAGE TWO 

AID? TO WIT, that TOLD 

staff ? 

SY, THAT HE KNEW JACK ANDERSON BUT NOT MEMBERS OF HIS 

ITOLD WFO THAT HE DOES NOT KNOW ANDERSON, HAS 

NEVER MET HIM OR SPOKEN WITH HIM OR ANY MEMBER OF STAFF. 

SUBSEQUENTLY SPOKE TO 

STATEMENTS. 

THAT 

INFORMED 

THIS DATE RE DISCREPANCY OF 

THAT IT WAS QUITE LIKELY 

SAID THAT HE KNEW JACK ANDERSON BY REPUTATION AS 

APOLOGIZED A WRITER, ETC., BUT DID NOT KNOW HIS STAFF. 

FOR MISLEADING INFORMATION AND VOLUNTEERED ANY HELP BY SY IN 

INSTANT INVESTIGATION. 

INTERVIEWS CONTINUING AT AID AND USDS. 

b6 
b7C 

END 



TELETYPE 

CODE 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

BATE 0€-04-2007 BY 6032lilcbBM/rs/ids 

"1 - Mr. A. Rosen 

1 - “to/#)?* Mohr 

TO: SAC, WFO (65-11628) 

PROM:: DIRECTOR, FBI (65-74138)- 

10/3/71 

1 Tjifc, T. E. Bishop 

1 - Mr. D. J. Dalbey 
1 - Mr. E. S. Miller 
1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan 
1 -I I 

Tolson_ 
Felt_ 
Rosen _ 
Mohr_ 
Bishop_ 
Miller, E S 
Callahan_ 
Casper _ 
Conrad_ 
Dalbey _ 
Cleveland __ 
Ponder _ 

^Batef ' 

Soyars_ 
Tele Room . 
Holmes _ 
Gandy _ 

i'OCL LEK, SIcrv " 

RB-WFOsJeL OCTOBER FIVE LAST, REQUESTING AUTHORITY TO 
b6 
b7C 

INTERVIEW 

AUTHORITY GRANTED. INSURE ADVISED AT OUTSET THAT 

INTERVIEW RELATES TO INVESTIGATION BEING CONDUCTED TO DETERMINE 

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBLE FOR LEAK OF TWO CLASSIFIED STATE 

DEPARTMENT CABLES TO JACK ANDERSON'S STAFF IN JULY, NINETEEN 

SEVENTY-ONE; AND HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OR 
* * 

PERSONNEL OR ACTIVITIES OF THAT INSTITUTION. 
1 -Y. i 

I I SHOULD BE INTERVIEWED OFF CAMPUS AND BUREAU FURNISHED 

TELETYPE NUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

FOR YOUR INFORMATION, BUFILES CONTAIN NO INFORMATION 

b6 
b7C 

IDENTIFIABLE WITH NOT ALREADY IN YOUR POSSESSION. 

JRHIrbjp . P 
(9) 

NOTE: 
- J wToll Lek is code name for investigation of leak of £wo State 
I Department cables to Jack Anderson's staff in 7/71* WFO has , 
;^jlkterminett] b7C 

Department; (USDS) and on duty at Operations Center on dates 
- pertinent cables arrived for processing. Information from USDS 

federal tfutedh # .ivb - ,* <• . > (F)f¥C* NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO 
(S Si-O i i'Li Al 

mail 



Teletype to WO 
RE: TOLL LEK 
65-74138 

NOTE CONTINUED: 
: ,/b6 

b7C inquiry into matter, indicates |initially handled all b7C 
copies of cables involved and that number of copies Of cables 
designated for destruc±i_on_Mere turned over to him fOr this 
action. Interview Of I I most desirable to ascertain details 
surrounding destruction Of all copies of cables and to 
determine whether he personally destroyed extra copies as instructed, 



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 

OCT 51971 

TELI 

NR010 WF CODED 

655 PM URGENT 10-5-71 MWM 

TO DIRECTOR (65-74138) 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 

o y 
TOLL LEK , ISIO 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 06-04-2007 BY 60324sucbaw/rs/rds 

a x 
3^ ^ RE WFO TELETYPE OCTOBER FOUR LAST. 

43$^ FOLLL.OWING INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED OCTOBER FIVE INSTANT: 

b6 
b7C 

in* 

FOR AFRICAN AFFAIRS, AID, CLAIMED 

SHE NEVER SAW INCOMING TEL^||C0NC^lf6 % TGLL|^ 

SHE STATED SHE MADE XEROX COPY OF OUTGOING TELEGRAM CONCERNING 

MR. TOLLEFSON, BUT SHE DID NOT READ IT. ALSO CLAIMED SHE 

DID NOT KNOW REASON FOR TRIP TO LONDON. SHE COt|LfyCT 8 1971 

FURNISH NO INFORMATION CONCERNING SOURCE OF LEAK. 

REPRODUCTION SECTION, 

STATE (USDS) COMMUNICATIONS CENTER, COULD FURNISH NO 

INFORMATION CONCERNING SOURCE OF LEAK. LOGICAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CENTER EMPLOYEES HAVE BEEN INTERVIEWED AND NONE COULD FURNISH 
$ 

END PAGE ONE 



information concerning source of leak 

I_I PHYSICAL SECRITY BRANCH , 

DOMESTIC OPERATIONS DIVISION, OFFICE OF SECURITY <SY), BUREAU 

OF ADMINISTRATION, USDS, WAS INTERVIEWED REGARDING DISPOSAL 

AND DISTRUCTION OF CLASSIFIED COMMUNICATIONS. NO PERTINENT 

INFORMATION WAS DEVELOPED. 

"[EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT OPERATIONS, 

AID, ADVISED THAT | 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

PAGE THREE OF USDS SY REPORT OF INVESTIGATION IN 

|AND BASED ON RESULTS THIS MATTER REVEALS INTERVIEW OF 

OF THAT INTERVIEW, WFO DOES NOT DEEM REINTERVIEW OF 

NECESSARY AT THIS TIME. 

INVESTIGATION HAS DETERMINED THAT 

LAST, IS PRESENTLY A 

USDS ON BOTH JULY SIXTEEN AND NINETEEN 

RESIDING 

b6 
b7C 



PAGE THREE 

ON CAMPUS, 

WFO BELIEVES f I SHOULD BE REINTERVIEWED AND BUREAU 

AUTHORITY IS REQUESTED FOR SUCH INTERVIEW, IF AUTHORITY 

GRANTED EFFORTS WILL BE MADE TO INTERVIEW HIM OFF CAMPUS. 

INTERVIEW AT AID AND USDS CONTINUING. 

END 

KPT FBI WASH 

CLR 



HDEIWC 8UR®j 05 jlWBUGSTIOi 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION1 

OCT 6 NR022 WF COOED 

936 PM URGENT 10-6-71 MWM 

TO DIRECTOR (65-74138) 

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 

idj' ~) 
l ( TOLL LEK/SIO 

Mr. Tolson-~ 
Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Rosen-— 
Mi\ Mohr-- 

: Mr. Bishop- 
Mr. Miller, 
Mr. Callahanj&iS 
Mr. Casper—jsU 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Dalbey- 
Mr. Cleveland- 

\ Mr. Ponder-j 
3 Mr. Bates_ 
| Mr. Tavel- 

Mr. Walters- 
Mr. Soyars- 
Tele. Room_ 
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy- 

Mi imommim am,m*!; 
HEREIN IS IMCJASSIFIED 

MlE 06-04-2007 BY 60324ancbm/r3/rds 

RE WF0 TELETYPE, OCTOBER FIVE LAST. 

FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED OCTOBER SIX INSTANT: 

GOVERNMENT SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, WHOSE DUTIES INVOLVE 

DESTRUCTION OF STATE DEPARTMENT (USDS) CLASSIFIED MATERIAL, 

ADVISED THEY HAD NO KNOWLEDGE OF ANY COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING 

BERT T0LLEFS0N, LEAK OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION TO JACK 

ANDERSON OR STAFF AND WERE NOT ACQUAINTED WITH ANDERSON OR HIS 

STAFF. ✓"* 

b6 
b7C 

CENTER, AI 

_JALL OPERATIONS 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT, 

ALL USDS, WERE INTERVIEWED AND COULD FURNISH NO INFORMATION 

END PAGE ONE 

REG-1 
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4* « 

3* 

PAGE TWO 

CONCERNING SOURCE OF LEAK. 

RELATIONS, USDS AND 

OFFICE OF PRESS 

NEWS DIVISON, 

AID, WERE INTERVIEWED RELATIVE TO EXPLORING POSSIBLE ACCESS 

OF ANDERSON AND HIS STAFF TO USDS BUILDING. | jSTATED 

ANDERSON AND STAFF ARE NOT AMONG APPROXIMATELY TWO HUNDRED 

AND SEVENTY NEWS CORRESPONDENTS WHO ARE ACCREDITED AND HAVE 

ACCESS TO USDS BUILDING. HOWEVER, NOTHING TO HAVE PRECLUDED 

ANDERSON.OR HIS STAFF FROM HAVING ACCESS TO USDS BUILDING 

DURING PERTINENT PERIODS ONCE THEY HAD OBTAINED LEGITIMATE 

APPOINTMENTS WITH PERSON IN USDS BUILDING. 

AND I COULD FURNISH NO INFORMATION 

CONCERNING SOURCE OF LEAK. 

^ADDITIONAL INTERVIEWS BEING CONDUCTED AT AID AND USDS. 

END 

84fl PM” 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 
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FEDERAL BUREAU <j)F INVESTIGATION 

)NS SECTION 

OCT 12 197! 

TELETYPE 

NR009 WF CODED 

92f^M URGENT 10-12-71 HWM 

'SJQ DIRECTOR (65-74138) 

FROMWASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) 

I Mr. Tolson- 
Mr, Felt— 

I Mr. Rosen- 
Mr. Mohr_ 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Miller, 
Mr. Callahan_Jyrl 
Mr. Casper- * 
Mr. Conrad_ 
Mr. Dal bey_ 
Mr. Cleveland- 
Mr. Ponder_ 
Mr. Bates_ 

jj Mr. Tavel—. 
Mr. Walters_ 
Mr. Soyars — 
Tele. Room—- 
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy.— 

ILL IHFdKHmOM CONTAINED 

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 
DUE 06-04-||07 BY €Q324micbaw/rs/rds 

SECRETARIAT STAFF, ALL DEPARTMENT OF STATE (USDS), WERE 

INTERVIEWED AND COULD FURNISH NO 'iNFORMATIO 

OF LEAK. 

ONCERNING SOURCE 

v*-" 4 OCT 13 1971 

OPERATIONS 'CENTER, USDS, HAS ADVISED 

THAT 

OPERATIONS CENTER, 
—%— 
PAGE 

b6 
b7C 

ELEVEN OF USDS SECURITY OFFICE REPORT OF INVESTIGATION^ 

END PAGE ONE 
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PAGE TWO 

THIS MATTER, REVEALS WAS ON FOUR P.M* TO MID¬ 

NIGHT SHIFT ON JULY NINETEEN LAST, IN OPERATIONS CENTER. IN 

VIEW OF ABOVE, WFO DOES NOT DEEM 

NECESSARY AT THIS TIME AND NO LEAD WILL BE SET OUT TO HAVE 

HER INTERVIEWED, UACB, 

INTERVIEW OF 

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION BEING CONDUCTED AT USDS. 

END 

b6 
b7C 

LRS FBI WASHDC 



-ISURev. 9-13571) 
^ jr ^ 

ILL INFOUimOH COOTAIMED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 06-04-2007 BY 60324sucfcaw/rs/Eds 

BrWashiugton Merry-W&wnd 

^Poison ___ 

Felt i—*0} 

Sullivan tL_ 
Mohr_ 
Bishop 

Callahan _ 
Casper_ 
Conrad_ 
Dalbey _ 
Cleveland _ 

Ponder _ 
Rosen _ 
Tavel_ 
Walters_ 
Soyars_ 
Tele. Room 
Holmes_ 
Gandy_ 

Clajnping the Lid on Embarrassment 
l By Jack Anderson 

Ever since we reported on 
The drunken antics of an 

, Agency for International De¬ 
velopment official during Vice 
President Spiro T. Agnew’s re¬ 
cent visit to Kenya, AID has 
been tightening the lid on 
classified messages. 
| FBI agents are grilling offi¬ 

cials and giving lie detector 
tests to find out who leaked 
the secret report. Copy ma¬ 
chines have been moved to se¬ 
cured areas where they are 
constantly monitored. 

All these precautions have 
been taken in the name of na¬ 
tional security. Yet our story, 
which precipitated the man¬ 
hunt, had nothing to do with 
security. 

We quoted from a message 
that Robinson Mcllvane, the 
American ambassador to 
Kenya, sent to Dr. John Han¬ 
nah, the AID administrator. 
The message was so sensitive 
that it was hand-delivered to 
Hannah under seal. He was 

, upset, therefore, when we 
I printed it for 45 million Amer- 
5 icans to read. 

But the subject of the mes¬ 
sage was the hi jinks of Bert 
Tollefson, who is in charge of 
the AID program in Kenya. 
Alleged the hush-hush mes¬ 
sage: 

“The problem started with 
Bert's well-known pushiness 
and general lack of sensitivity 
and culminated in his getting 
sloshed at Treetops (a nighty 

vfce "ggeoMient’s seic£^^a<nd 
trying to drag her down the 
steps to meet an elephant at 
ground level.” 

Tollefson assured us by tele¬ 
phone from Nairobi that it 
was all a misunderstanding, 
and blamed the whole episode 
on unidentified Democratic 
holdovers. 

But Hannah took urgent 
steps to make sure we don’t 
get any more of his secret 
messages. He issued terse in¬ 
structions, intended for the 
eyes only of those who handle 

tsensitive documents, 
As evidence that Hannah 

hasn’t yet plugged the leak, 
here are his new instructions: 

“The reproduction of the 
State’s NODIS, EXDIS, and 
TOP SECRET and the AID’S 
EYES ONLY and TOP SE¬ 
CRET messages requires the 
approval of the AID Executive 
secretary, and such reproduc¬ 
tion can be accomplished only 
by the EXSEC Staff. . . . 

“All reproduction and copy 
machines are being located in 
in secured |reas’t which will be 

.monitored. . , . During non- 
' working hours, all copy ma¬ 
chines will be secured in such 
■]a way that they are inoper-( 
able.” 

j Slow Economic Rise 
1 Reporting to Repub¬ 
lican congressional leaders on 
the economic outlook the t 
other day, Budget Director} 

J George Shultz confided be¬ 
tween puffs on his pipe/thkt 

the economy is “moving in the 

b6 
b7C 

•" The Washington Post ^ ^ 
rt Times Herald £ t 

The Washington Daily News_ 

tThe Evening Star (Washington) 

The Sunday Star (Washington) _ 

Daily News (New York) _ 

Sunday News (New York)_ 
{ 

New York Post __ 

iP^The^New York Times_ 

The daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

The Wall Street Journal _ 

The National Observer_ 

People’s World _ 

6s-74i32-/$ 
NOT RECORDED ' 
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righ* ■'jJrnMcm but not fast 
enough.9' 

He reminded them that two 
million men had been released 
from the armed forces and 
laid off from defense produc- 
tion. This has had “a heavy 
impact” upon the economy, he 
said, but it is “now largely be- 
hind us.” 

He insisted that “inflation 
has topped out” and that the 
“economic structure clearly is 
strengthening.” t 

The GOP leaders questioned 
President Nixon at the secret 
session about his economic 
plans. Asked about the 10 per 
cent surcharge on foreign im- 
ports, he replied: “Foreign na¬ 
tions are curious as to how 
long it will last. We are not 
going to move too quickly.” f 

“It’s important,” cautioned^ 
New York’s Sen. Jacob Javits, 
the top Republican on the. 
Joint Congressional Economic! 
Committee, “that we, indicate 
our readiness to negotiate.” 

Colorado’s Sen. Gordon Al- 
lott, the Senate Republican 
Conference chairman, ques¬ 
tioned the President about tax 
investment credits for busi¬ 
nessmen. 

“Is the investment credit to 
be recommended on a tempo¬ 
rary or permanent basis?” he 
asked. 

“There should be an ongo¬ 
ing program,” said Mr. Nixon. 
“We’ll address ourselves to it; 
in January.” 

The President, sipping cof¬ 
fee but frowning sternly as he 
spojse flddejjh “Oth^r^ojjntries 

hav»-iirpr tfee devils tfJrtnSfes 
to, accelerate depreciation to 
permit their industries to com¬ 
pete better overseas. We will 
have to examine our whole ( 

plant and investment situation 1 
to improve its competitive po- 

j sition.” 
! Footnote: the President 
| mildly goaded Wisconsin’s 
Rep. John Byrnes, the ranking 
Republican on the powerful 
House Ways and Means Com¬ 
mittee, about his “disagree¬ 
ment” with White House tax 
proposals. This was a teasing 
reference to Byrne’s close co¬ 
operation with Chairman Wil¬ 
bur < Mills (D—Ark.). But 
Byrnes predicted that the 

1 “outline” of Nixon's proposals 1 
would be left intact by the 
Ways and Means Committee. 

Tight Squeeze 
A Highway Safety official 

j has proposed approving bus 
emergency exit windows that 

| are so small an overfed Ameri- 
i can can't squeeze through. 

On Aug. 2, the agency's 
motor vehicle section pro¬ 
posed a 13-by-20-inch size, far 
smaller than windows on mod¬ 
ern buses. So shocked was the 
agency's research chief, John | 
Edwards, that he fired off a j 
memo pointing out that the 
school bus lobby recom¬ 
mended a minimum of 17-by-24 
inches even for children. 

I The mini-exit Edwards 
wrote, “does not appear to be 
based on real life conditions 
encountered at the time of bus 
crashes.” 

. ■ftaik'Mrtmnrp 
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1 - !Er. A. iioseft 
1 - Mr. J. i\ Hofer 
bxMtr 
BY LIAXSOM 

Honorable li* }K Haidemn 
Assistant to the Frcsidenx 
the ’'hUc House 

ashing ton, I). C. 

Bear Mr. Haldemsii; 

Mr. I>. J. Dalbey 
Hr. E. S. MUer 
Mr. C. B. Brennan 
Mr. J. K. tvagoner 

Enclosed is a srawsary covering this Bureau s 
investigation daring the past m&b relating to Daniel 
E.1 labor g and the publication of material concerning 
Ifni ted Statos-Yiovnam relations during the period 1045-1967. 

the surasuary also covers this Bureau’s investigation 
during the past wee>~ relating to .he unauthorized disclosures 
involving Strategic Arias WUaiiation fal:cs and information set 
for £h in Beparlmnl of Slate cables relative to Use alleged 
misbehavior in itenya of Bert M, follcfson, dr., an ad«lni sirs lor 
for the Agency for International tevelopmeat. 

Be are continuing those investigations and you will 
be furnished farther results obtained. 

Single copies Of the enclosure are aloe being seat 
to the Honorable Bgii Kfegh, dr*, Deputy Assistant to the 
President for Bonestic Affairs, and to die Attorney Central. 

Sincerely yours, 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 06-04-2007 BY 60324auebaw/rs/rds 

Enclosure 

62-98194 

l - 65-7406O (MC tMO 

X - 65-74135 .mhiHtlO 
Q - 6$-74l38>WLL LBK> 

JBnbjp 
(12) 

N0T ^ TO’tDRD 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE OS-04-2007 BY S0324auGba¥/rs/rd3 

1 - Hr. A. Rosen 
1 - Mr. 3. P* Mohr 
1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop 

October 13, 1971 

BY MA1SOH 

Honorable Bgii Krogh, Jr. l - Mr. B. J. Balboy 
Deputy Assistant t© the President i - Mr. B. S. Miller 

for Domestic Affairs i - nr. C. B. Brenaaa 
The White House 1 - Mr. J. R. Wagoner 
Kashington, B. €. 

Bear Mr* Krsgh* 

Snclosed is & summary covering this Bures© *« investi¬ 
gation during the past week relating to Daniel Kllsborg and 
the publication of material concerning Waited $tat©©~vi«li*a«i 
relations during the period 1945-1967. 

The summary also covers fehis Bureau * s investigation 
during the past mmk relating to the unauthorised disclosures 
involving Strategic Arms Limitation Talks and information set 
forth in Department of State cables relative to the alleged 
misbehavior in Kenya of Bert ML Tollefson, Jr.* an administrator 
for the Agency for International Development. 

We are continuing these investigations and you will 
he furnished further resalts obtained. 

Single copies of the enclosure arc also being sent 
to the Honorable II. 8. Ha Idem**, Assistant to the President, 
sad to the Attorney General. 

Sincerely yours. 

1<4I2 f 

Enclosure 

62-98194 

l - 65-74060 <HC LSK) 
J~ 65-74135 XSALT LJ^ 

OP- 65-74138. ^TOLL LBK) 

JRWtbjp ' ^" 

(12) 



Tfee vl. witty Goitetwi 

1 - Mr. A. Kosen 
1 - Mr. J. P. Mohr 

iK\ifo*r 14» Vftl 

i.irec'.er, .#M 1 - Hr. f. B. Bishop 
1 - Mr. !>. J. Balbey 

1%' MiMVtms m mxtm UiV 
O'® t'Lt&flWV isro:.'^u» 

1 *. Mr. E. S. Miller 
1 - Mr. C. B. Brennan 
1 - Mr. J. R. wagoner 

• »ictawti. is * sum&ry covering ihU bas'ean s iav**U~ 
;#»-':0e .he re•© *11#ber^ *sft 
bii publ^c^Uoa #f feneemino Mai##-Ti#twMi 

reivimts carta# >hp period VMS~ibfJP* 

\ 

$im nm*m?z a\m eovurs ihi$ &irr4f» s i*ve§ligation 
£aHej tfte pan? wee* rslb.ihs? to «.fee «si%i4torn«4 aifelnnnre# 
*n*el¥‘Hi^ *3~r»>ftg£4 nras &l#*iItems gu?? iafsrasUsa set 
for*h in of Suu«t relative ?i» he 
misbehavior* lit Seaya of Nett **% !fofl«f#«it -Jr*, an *n»iil«rtmr 
fsr i-'h** ^#*fccy for interns* anna! feowinjEssent «. 

,-« are con?Ina-ia* InvosU&a fens a»<: yn» win 
^ fnrftishe^ farthnr re*all« sfeti*lae4* 

Hindis copies of &e tmcisswro are &is*> bets§ ««n 
“.be iiesor?ble 8* k* United*** ,;#sls;sisr *.« the 

st&& x0 sb« Hcasr&fels ,*f*M*» ir«* l>ep«.y *s*isUnt re 
he ^ree^fieae fur itaftesiK* .^#fwlrn» at wfc# -fet:# Unnse. 

w b2*,*9'v2 iV»l 

i 

t 

MJL IHPOMHITM Ct»naliE.D 
HEREIN IS TOCL|lllFIl,D 
DATE- 0€-04-200? BY €0324sucbaw/rs/rd3 

the f'tpn:& tamra! {-neie*»ro> ^ 
* / jr j W1 ^ 

t.tsrney feeftcral f jstioaare) ^ 7t, 4 
in.trnai $eca<i>y biv<*i*tt ^ f 

/] 

1 - 65-74060 (MC JM£) 
A- J|-74i3S^H2rm, 
(37- 65-7413^ffOLL me) 

Jf<Hr: b jp 
U5) UUPLlCi\TL YULOV' 
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ILL ilFdimLIOM COmiNED 
HEREIN IS UNCXA55IFIEJD 
DATE 06-04-200? BY 60324m. 6Q324aucbaw/rs/rds 

1 - Kr* A. Hosen 
i - Mr. J. P. Kofer 
1 - Mr. f, t?* Bishop 

October 12, 1971 

mv&mcAfieas of motorized DX-scwum 
of cuss-mmi mmmtim 

Mr. Bslbey 
Mr. Miller 
Mr. Brennan 
Mr. Wagoner 

Sttbseqaeat to tie publication by "The Sew York 
Times'* on Jane 13, 1971, of the first of a series of articles 
reportedly based on the Pentagon papers,! a, number of other 
newspapers in the United States began publishing similar 
articles. 

y 
A number of firms in the Boston, Massachusetts, / 

area, speciali/Ang in the reproduction of cacmtnenis. more 
contacted to determine whether they had any connection with 
sizeable reprodactioft orders which coaid possibly hare ievelved 
copying of the "Pentagon papers" sabsegaeiitly famished to 
newspapers other than "the mn York Times." In comaoctisa 
with these costacts, it was determined on Jane Id, 1971, that 
one I lof F i had paid one 
such reproduction company §36.HS for an undisclosed purpose. 

On October 5, 1971,C 
recalled that In about mid-Jane 
approximately $36 to a Bo 

tine his i 

Iwas interviewed and he 
is had issued a check for 

wwm 

Istated that he 
floes net know unaoerg, ass never met or seen him, and doos 
not have any knowledge regarding the 'Pentagon papers'1 or any 
group which might have handled or released those papers. 

Previous investigation hat shown that the *St, Beals 
Post Dispatch" <$Lfi>) issues dated Jane 23, 25 and 39, 1971, 
and July 1, 2 end 6, 1971* set forth articles which may have 
been .based on the ’>McJFa«ara study." 

62-98194 
1 - 65-74060 (MC LEK) 
1 - 65-74135 (SALT LEK) 

fjp - 65-74138 (TOLL LEK) 
JMtbjp p (16) 

SEE MOTE PAGE EIGHT 



immmmws of w&xmomzm 
of ciAssinm iimmumm b3 Ruie 6(e) 

StraIonic Arms Limitation Talts (SALT) t-eala 

This tnvesiiga ties relates to the unauthorised 
disclosure of classified information concerning SALT which 
appeared in the duly 23, 1971, article % *.illiaa Beecher in b6 

•sTfte Sew Y«rk Times.f b7C 

Op October 4, 1971.f 1 

tuiviscci he ha* access to Si! deChmeiiti mt c©#S not- 
'posse's# expert 2h©wledge concerning SILT. Be stated he had no 
idea a# to the ideality of Beecher's source or the raaeaw 
behiod the leal?: ©f the information M Beecher. I_l 
formerly worlted at the 
_land Aitwf Beecher fairly well while at I l ie 
1361 and 1062._Mis acquaintance with Beecher stamed from 

He stated Beecher m* afclllf 
accdfhift tierids'based *n several interviews. suggested 
that Beecher may have had more than one source for the above 
article, basing his suggestion on his opinion that Beecher is 
a reliable reporter but would release a story if the information 
came from several sources and coaid, therefore, not b# traced 
fcac-'c to any one person. 

»n Met char <. jgL [ 

_ I advised he has complete 
access to SALT documents but does not have a comprehensive 
ffsowiedge concerning SALT. He explained that his duties 
concern the administrative handling of SALT documents and he 
does not have the tine to read and analyze them. 

b6 
b7C 
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xmBsnunms of ws&mmtmt bisclosubss 
OF CLASSIFIES) INFOmttOK 

I recalled reading the article by Beecher 
and fell that Beecher must have been briefed by a person 
knowledgeable concerning SALT * He was personally unaware 
of briefings of persons outside the SALT community. 

b6 
b7C 

I advised that he has limited access to sew* 
SALT deeaments but has never seen a Saiional Secarity Decision 
Memorandum (JTSBM) relating to SALT. After having read Beecher*t 
article, ho fell that the information hat* been furnished to 
Beecher officially as it contained classified infematioa 
and supposedly Quoted high Government officials. 

On October 1971, 

_i sum sea ms wenc concerns the use or i_| 
. . I and fee is, therefore, 

interested in SALT. |_|stated fee does not have access 
to SALT documents and comment cations as a rule and has never 
soon an H3M pertaining to SALT* He described his Knowledge 
of matters relating to SALT as very limited: however, he did. 
recall that his office received a cable sotting out either 
a summary or text of a briefing concerning SALT given to the 
lortfe Atlantic Treaty Organisation <IAT0> by Ambassador Gerard €. 
Smith, which was a short lime before he read an article by 
William Beecher in ’The lew York Times,” which reported very 
similar Information on SALT. |Iwas of the opinion the 
M70 briefing message had no acre information than the Beecher 
article and possibly leas* 

advised It® has no knowledge of SALT, fens aeon no communications 
relative to SALT, and does not Imm William Beecher. 

I i acvioeu na nas worrea on salt maxxera since 
hhreh. 197D* and feat complete access to all classified SALT 
information. | |stated that Viliiam Beecher7a article in 
”The Hew York Times*- concerning SALT set forth classified 
information and was of the opinion that Beecher mast have gosten 
the information from a well Informed person having continuing 
access to SALT information. I I said fee did not know 
Beecher and was not aware of any unofficial briefings concerning 
SALT for Congressman or their assistants. 

* 6 
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tmmn&An&m w m&mwmm® mszwmm 
w cussmm tmtiMAUQ® 

_I Ipuivi that he is a close friend of 
I put said lie has wbw discussed SALT with 

Iotaer 15m in general terms and has never discussed 
future tfuitsd States proposals with hlau I ladvtssd fa* 
is also acquainted with I I hot has not sows 

Isince Hay, 1971, when fee had lunch wjifel I He 
recalled on tfeai occasion there m$ some conversation ©sneersing 
SALT, feat no future United States proposals wore discussed. 
It was! I opinion that I I is mi particularly well 
versed regarding correal SALT negotiations. 

,-- Previous invas Ligation established that I 
_lis currciUly a|_ 

ana prior W mac tuse was snpieyto a# 
I I On July 19, 1971, four days prior t© the 
publication of Beecher * article concerning SALT, I |m#t 
with Beecher. I-1 

,_OH September 20, 1971.1 . ~l_ 
I Tad vised that I_ 
formerly wit a I | was closely assoeiatod 
with SALT. | I left I laccraxiWtelv one vaar act»._ 
worked for a short time with the I_I 
and is currently employed as I 

It was determined m September 23, 1971, that 
currently holds a *fop Secret clearance, plat ^Special’1 
clearances. It was likewise dotermiaed that 
currently holds a ^Tep -&m&b£n clearance. 1-1 

Tollefson Leafct 

This investigation relates to the unauthorised 
disclosure of classified Information from State Department 
cables which appeared in the Washington post*1 article by 
Jack Anderson on July 27, 1971. There were two cables involved, 
both classified ’’Bsaf-idgrrCTal,^ which concerned alloyed 
misbehavior on the part of Bert M. Toilefsen, Ar., who is 
employed by the Agency for International Jftevelopnent (All?), 
in Kenya, Africa. 

0n October 4, 1971J I Office 
of Press Kolalions, tailed States department of State <P5BS), 
bashing ton, b. C., advised yack Anderson and members of hi© 
staff are mt among the approximately two hundred and seventy 

- 7 - 
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isvijsxiemoNS ov mAmxmmm mscw^wm 
of cjussmaa? immmum 

new# correspondents who are accredited la ike USDS and who 
have access to the QStt$ building. | | no ted, however, that 
nothing would precise Anderson or any member of hl« staff from 
paining access ie the USDS building by obi a in lag m appointment h/ 
With n mm employee. 

b7C 

fin October 7 * 1971* 
General Services division, Stireaa of Adniaisira- 

'.ion, USDS, ac vised. logs are no* '.opt of visitors to the OSDS 
building during normal wording hears, which hoars are from 
•8*.30 a.su to 7 p.m. Visitors who cater this building after 
normal wording hours are requires! to sign a log sheet ai the 
time of entrance and must be escorted through the building. 
i& their destinations. The visitors logs wore examined on 
October 8, 1971, for the period July i7~30, 1971, and ao 
recordfwa# located indicating Mak Anderson or the following 
member# of hi# staff visited, the Department of State during 

|Los kbit ten, 
However, 

that pertoo. [ 
Opal Oinri and£ news correspondents 

b6 
b7C 

possessing Wile House passes are altowei access to the building 
during non-work hours without an escort. 

Interview# were also conducted with twenty other 
employees of AID and the USDS regarding this leak, m<& ait 
individuals interviewed advised they possessed no information 
regarding this lea- or which would serve to identify the person 
or persons responsible for/We lea*. 

y&TB: " ^ . 

y y / Xerox copies furnished the Honorable H. R. Haldeman, 
Assistant to the President, and the Honorable Kgil Krogh, Jr., 
Deputy Assistant to the President for Domestic Affairs, at 
the White House, and to the Attorney general with copies to 
his Deputy and the Assistant Attorney General, Internal 
Security Division, fey cover tetter. 

•* y *- 



E. S. Miller 

I 
1 * Mr. A. Rosen 
1 - Mr. J. F. Mohr 

10/5/71 

1 - Mr. X. E. Bishop 
1 - Mr. D. J. Dalbey 
l - Mr. E. S. Miller 

1 - Mr. C. 0. Brennan 
1 - Mr. J. R. Wagoner 

~***- Mi INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE Q6-Q4-2Q07 BY e0324aucbavr/rs/rds 

To suffloarire, for information, recent developments in 
our continuing investigations of alleged leaks of classified 
data to the press. 

C. D. Brennan 

LEAKS OF CLASSIFIED OTOSMATIOH 
TO THE PRESS 

62-98194 

1 - 65-74060 (MC LEE) 
1 - 65-74135 £%M$ LEK) 

rn- 65-74139%CU. I.EK) , 

HJMibJp <11> ,/" ■ . o 
5 OCT '8 1971 v 

//{) 

cOOTimnEDT*- over 
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Memorandum to E. S. Miller 
mt ISMS Of CLASSIFIED IHFOKMAriOSf 

to THE mss 
62-58194 

SALT LEK (Leek < 
Appearing in ’The Mew York Timas” 

Article by William Beecher, 7/23/71): 
advised ha 

art concern 

tier 
ecaer as sKiiitui at composing stories from various interviews and 

suggested Beecher may have had more then one source for article in 
question. Although feeling Beecher is a reliable reporter, he also 
felt Beecher would release a story if the information came from 
several sources and could not be traced to any one person. 

Cables to Jack Anderson: Additional interviews conducted at the 
Agency for International Development and at State Department 
developed no information concerning the Identity of anyone leaking 
information to Anderson. 

ACTION: 

For Information. 

ACTION CONTINUED PAGE THREE 

- 2 - 



Memorandum to E. S* Miller 
Mi LEAKS OF CLASSIFIED imGWMlO® 

fO THE PRESS 
62-98194 

ACTION COffEXmiSPi 

Investigations of leaks of classified information to 
the press continue to receive intensive investigative attention 
and you will he advised of pertinent developments* 

Pertinent portions of data herein will he included In 
a weekly summary to the VJhlte House, Attorney General and his 
Deputy, as well as Assistant Attorney General# Internal Security 
Division. 
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pVESTlGAT'.OM 

's SECTiOM 

NR024 WF CODED 

7820 PM URGENT 10-13-71 DLE 

TO DIRECTOR (65-74138) 

FROM /WASHINGTON FIELD (65-11628) TWO PAGES 

% ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

TAI ff|A CTn HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 
TOLL LEIw SIO DATE 06-04-2007 BY 6Q324auGbaw/rs/td.s 
.. _.— 

Mr. 

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 

„ Mr. 
Tele. 
Miss 
Miss 

Tolson 
Felt_ 
Rosen__ 
Mohr„__. 
Bishop,, 
Miller, Et&L 
CallahanjpL 
Casper__£iJL 
Conrad_ 

Balb^y „ 

Cleveland_ 
Ponder_ 
Bates.—.. r- 

Tavel__ 
Walters „ r 

Soyars_ 
» Room 

Holmes—_ 
Gandy___ 

RE WFO TELETYPE OCTOBER TWELVE LAST. 

FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED OCTOBER THIRTEEN 

INSTANT 8 

MO WAS FORMER 

(OPERATIONS CENTER, DEPARTMENT OF STATE (USDS) AND 

EX-102 

USDS, WHO WAS FORMEI 

b7C 

_7Y/SF4 
OPERATIONS CENTER, US«&fF> «= ^ 

WERE INTERVIEWED AND COULD FURNISH NO INFORMATION CONCERNING^ OCT 14 197! 

SOURCE OF LEAK. - 

WITH A VIEW TO EXPLORING WHETHER COMMUNICATIONS FILE 

CENTERS OF AID AND USDS MIGHT CONTAIN COPIES OF TWO TELEGRAMS ^ 

Wf • 



ir ' L 
„ \***r*' 

/ $ * 

PAGE TWO 

INVOLVED IN THIS MATTER AND IF SO, WHETHER SUCH COPIES MIGHT 

SHOW INITIALS OF PERSONS HANDLING THEM,| 

RECORDS SERVICES DIVISION, OFFICE OF DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

FOR OPERATIONS, pSDS, AND OFFICE OF 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES- COMMUNICATIONS, AID, WERE INTERVIEWED; 

HOWEVER, RESPECTIVE FILE CENTERS DID NOT CONTAIN COPIES OF TWO 

b6 
b7C 

TELEGRAMS INVOLVED. 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

SECTION, EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT, USDS, WAS CONTACTED RELATIVE 

TO DESTRUCTION OF CLASSIFIED MATERIAL IN OPERATIONS CENTER, 

USDS, BUT NO PERTINENT INFORMATION WAS DEVELOPED. 

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION BEING CONDUCTED AT USDS. 

TRC FBI WDC 
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JACKIE ROBINSON CONSTRUCTION CORP. 
i(]0 SV" VAN •' - PeGe 'fi'OOi'1. OLtFKS. NO. C7fiG.'i 

7f ■ upi jeer: :c ur-i-^o 

July 6, 1973 

Mr. Felt, 

Mr. OJ^belL 
Mr. 

B/ 
jMr. 

"Mr* Callahan. 
Mr* Casper._ 

Mr* Conrad...__ 
Mr. Daihey__ 

Mr* Cleveland_ 
|,Mr* Ponder_ 

Mr* Bates _ 

Mr* Waikart_ 
Mr* Walters_ 
Mr* Soyars_ 

Tele* Room_ 

Malmfeldt 

Mr. Jack Anderson 
iGl? K Streol;, N. V; 

Wash!pyf on , R, C. 

all lnfcelstloit cohtalited 

3 ERE I IT IS UHCLAESIElEE 

BATE G5-1S-2GC1" BY 603245ucL5v;/L's/lls 

; 

Rear Mr. Anderson: 

This Is not intern: 
have every reason 

; and the Secret: Pe? 

’ any denial that sy 
there nay be a fiJ 
have been t of ci th 
White House rate without i 

.placed on a: specie 
Kleindlenst when 1 
o ve r been c o r \ r i d n ro d a t, i 1 

of f'n.ci, , .i wo 

fo! 1 owed in ny cane. 

i rir> Cl cr 1 t I cisrn j b a b I Tin 1 say L 

) be !l love wh ah Mr* Or ay , K .Tea ; i *:r7. ■. 11 e 

ce have S Pi 1 a . Tb 8 re has n r^k "i" i U 1 " hej on 

:aine via o.!. P. ned on ?,' list , ■'.-H> - J 6. w; a T le 

nu7.be r 5 
i c annot ho /" * r* : h 0 > a k*- ^ - - do a - t 

0 ve r t he ye ara anyon 0 yea J L > to the 

hioux a n :i_nv ohatoLon r oq u(v t :l n L." "1 e 

^ftnpdl O tn p* (> " wlie he nay h 0 -j * 
4 n 7^ 
.L 

list. 
T 1 he [ "I e ve ho a , v-* ^ : a \ 

;y say this tinea not p'e an L h avo 

! a. far j- n 1;1h-: 'hu si vie-- j- ■v -* 'a 

»uhi be 0 one vr,’h'':i ! 0 ] V'' 1 * . ■ v e e ; ; O e;. 

Meeting and falkinc with Mr. Gray and Mr. Kloindionsi 
rave no a presto:- insight as Jar as the work re noonsi- 
bi liter and fairness are concerned. X ye 1 m.inoly hr io.ove 

: under their lenders?)!p a ^renter relationship and 
* response f.r. p’.any —.nob .orns w4 ii ovr1.- vc. hevc ■ n wt.!.l 
‘ F.i ve the iii fh-' benefit o f any depot and tha: the matter 

■: ieLicv^Jio i ast narsprsph of can now bo (,i ’ ■''fipo d . 
vour i O 1 1 r 1 of July 1 wjion Jon so 

['$£58 ». 74GS0 
"A Justice Department spokesman explained that 
the Kleindienst-Gray response to Robinson’s 
inouiry was based upon information furnished 

by "the" Secret Service. The Secret Service — 
explained that Robinson's name was included 

in the data bank because he tried to call 
uoon the President "without an appointment. 

fO 

16 JUL 20 1972 

tl 
53Auei?i9i® 

Pa 
^ . * 

\ * 



Mr. Jack Anderson July 6, 1972 ? 

But a spokesman added that the Secret Service does 
not cons iclon Rob ins on £i fc o tlio Pnos idont * 

Very tru1v yours, 

Mr. l'at Gray 
Mr. Richard Kleindienst 
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DO-6 
OFFICE OF ACTING Ql RECTO R 

FEDERAL, BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

MR. CALLAHAN - 

MR. C AMP BEL L .. . 

MR. CASPER - 

MR. CLEVELAND - 

MR. CONRAD _ 

MR. DALBEY 

MR. MILLER, 

MR. PONDER 

MR, SO Y A RS 

ALL INFCKl^TIOIT CONTAINED 

I IT 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

05-16-2007 BY 5032^cuefcdVj/1:3/rds 

MR. W AIK ART_ 

MR. WALTERS - 

TEL E. ROOM f 

MR, KTNLEY _- 

MR. ARMSTRONG_ 

b6 
b7C 
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B i 6032 4s ucfciVt / r 3 / rds 

Q*a GIM, dig. MQ. 37 % 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO 

FROM 

s. 
J. 
T. 

' J. 

B. 

P. 
E. 
W. 

Donahoe 

Mohr 
Bishop 
Marshall 

Felt _ 
Wo hr , 

/% 
\v 

op 
ahan 

Campbell _ 

Casper_~ 

SUBJECT:JACK ANDERSON'S 

"THE WASHINGTON 

JUNE 24, 1972 

COLUMN 

POST" 

6/30/72 
E. S. Miller 
T. J. Smith 

G. C. Moore 

T. FitzPatrick 

WES 
--.*?*» jxuu’r 

Cleveland 
Conrad_- 
Dal bey 
Marshall 

Miller, E. 
Ponder 
Soy a re — 
Walters _ 
Tele* Room —* 
Mr. Kinley - 
Mr. Armstrong _ 
Ms. Herwig -_ 
Mrs* Neenan _ 

Last three paragraphs of captioned column (copy 

attached) pertain to one Saul Alinsky who Anderson notes 
was the "self-proclaimed 'professional radical' who died 
earlier this month." Anderson states that FBI regarded 
Alinsky "as a menace" and "kept him under regular surveillance 
and tried to paint him red." Anderson reports "despite 

Alinsky's rabblerousing, he was hardly a routine revolutionary" 
and quoted Alinsky as previously stating "I love this _ 

country, and we're (the common people) going to take it back. II 

X 

**/l| ;est 

i 

■0 

Review of Bureau files reveals Alinsky has not been 
the subject of any surveillance or active security investigation 
by the FBI. 

EjU»‘ ^SffiC-58 bu, 74690 
Alinsky was subject of discreet, preliminary inquiry 

by Bureau in 1944 due to his being considered as possible 
juvenile delinquency lecturer for FBI National Academy. He 

was not recommended for this position as information developed 

that his wife was associated with a communist group, to wit, 
the Jackson Park Branch of American League for Peace aiTS"1— 
Democracy. (This group has been designated per Ejcgcutive 

-rn/.c/^\ vUI. Of Order (E.O.) 10450). 20 1972 4 

7 

eh \1 

5 3 AUG }8 1972 

Bureau files reveal Saul David Alinsky, white male, 
bom 1/30/09, of Chicago, Illinois, was Executive Director 
of Industrial Area Foundation (IAF), established in 1940, to 
organize and train indigenous personnel for community organiza-/V 
tions. He was also active in activity concerning poverty-type V 
problems in U. S. In connection with his activities, he 
associated with communists, communist front groups, and extremists. 
Enclosure , . 
1 - 100-3731 (Saul Alinsky) 
TF:crc (l&T -■ 

Reason - FCIfiii I! 
Date 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 

Re: Jack Anderson's Column in 

"The Washington Post" 
June 24, 1972 

A 

Information concerning these latter associations 
came to Bureau1s attention through sources providing coverage 
of the specific subversives or extremists with whom Alinsky 

had association. Examples of these associations include: 

his appearance as speaker at Socialist Workers Party (SWP) 

meeting, Chicago, 2/10/56, (SWP has been designated pursuant 
to E, 0. 10450); his active support of SWP functionary James 

Rutcher who was fired in 1959 from Veterans Administration due 
to subversive membership;Hiis giving main speech at Foster Club 
meeting of Southeast Section of Communist Party (CP),^held, at 

iU] Chicago 3/61;Jhis meeting with black extremist Stokely/^T 
Carmichael in Chicago, 1/67, reportedly to assist Carmxcnael 
in organizing in ghetto areas; and his affiliation with poverty- 
type programs such as the Woodlawn Organization in Chicago, 

which employed youth-gang leaders who were involved in violence. 

Dissemination was made by the Bureau to appropriate 
agencies regarding information received concerning Alinsky, 
examples of which are set forth above. Agencies who have 
received communications of this nature in past include the 

Department, Secret Service, Internal Revenue Service, Central 
Intelligence Agency, Office of Economic Opportunity, military 

intelligence agencies, and the National Advisory Commission on 
Civil Disorders, 

Several of these disseminated communications set 
forth that Alinsky was self-described as "professional radical"; 
however, no reference located in any communication disseminated 
which contains Alinsky*s alleged statement, "I love this 
country, and we're going to take it back." 

From the limited comments of Anderson concerning 
Alinsky, a specific determination cannot be made as to Anderson's 
source regarding FBI investigative interest in Alinsky. 

ACTION: None. This is for your information. 

1 ' 
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Marijuana Hard-Liners Winning 
, 7* * 

By Ja$k Anderson 

The White House has qui 
etly started twisting arms onj 
Capitol Hill to authorize 
tougher measures against mar¬ 

ijuana violators. 
For months, a fierce debate 

has raged inside the Nixon ad¬ 
ministration between those 
who want to legalize mari- 

those who favor a 

crackdown. The 

crowd has now 

juana and 
marijuana 
crackdown 

won. 
The word has gone out from 

the White House to put the 
he^t oh Congress to pass two 
measures that would assure 
continued prosecution of mari¬ 
juana users. 

The instructions were deliv¬ 
ered by White House aide 
Walt' Minnick to Donald 
Miller, chief counsel for the 
Justice Department’s Bureau 
of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs. 

Miller immediately called 
representatives fro m several 
federal departments behind 
closed doors on June 13 to 
plan the lobbying campaign. 

The principal measure is an 
international drug control 
treaty which would obligate 
the U.S, to make possession of 
certain drugs, including mari¬ 
juana, "punishable offenses.1' 

The other measure is an en¬ 
abling law which wbuld be 
needed to* clear the way for 

Congress to approve the j 
[treaty. 

The treaty, known as "The 
Convention of Psychoptropic 
Substances," would empower 
the Justice Department to con¬ 
trol drugs regardless of the 
medical recommendations 
from the Health, Education 

and Welfare Department 

Drag Controversy 
^ This would directly contra¬ 

vene a drug abuse law, enacted 
by Congress two years ago, 
giving HEW the power p de¬ 
cide which drugs are danger¬ 
ous. 

A number of HEW officials 
are dismayed over the White 
House action. They believe 
HEW, as the scientific and 
medical arm of the govern¬ 
ment should rule on danger¬ 
ous drugs. 

The President’s own Na¬ 
tional Commission on Mari¬ 
juana and Drug Abuse has 
recommended that penalties 
for personal possession of 
marijuana be abolished. 

BNDD officials, however, 
are sternly opposed to relax- 
ing any of the laws against 
marijuana use. Their views I 
were underscored in a recent1 
speech by John Ingersoll, the 
hard-line BNDD director. He 
told a group of California po¬ 
licemen that the legalization 
of marijuana and other drugs 
might mean the fight against 

drug abuse 
gether." 

He added: 

was ‘Tost alto- regard for past treaties and 
pledges, the government took 

"It is our duty the land away from the Indi- 
not only to protect the public 
in the streets from vicious 
criminals but to protect the 
public from harmful ideas." 

Footnote: HEW officials be¬ 
lieve the White House delib¬ 
erately began lobbying for the 
drug control treaty on the eve 
of the election campaign, fig¬ 
uring it might be difficult for 
members of Congress to op* 
pose it in an election year. But 
Minnick explained to us that 
the timing had been deter¬ 
mined by the Senate Judiciary 
Committee's schedule. The 
committee must process the] 
enabling legislation. 

Bluecoats vs Redskins 
It has been many moons 

since the bluecoats won their 
last skirmish with the redskins 
in the struggle for the West. 
But the federal government is 
still crowding the Indians. 

Back in 1865, the govern¬ 
ment signed a treaty with the 
Winnebago tribe granting 
them land "for use and occu¬ 
pancy forever," As late as 
1944, the Army Corps of Engi¬ 
neers — descendants of the 
bluecoats — pledged that they 
would never appropriate In¬ 
dian lands without prior tribal 
consent. . 

But now the federal authori¬ 
ties want to build a recreation 
project on Winnebago land in 
Iowa and Nebraska. Without*1 

ans for the Oxbow Lake proj¬ 

ect. 
Not that the friendly Winne¬ 

bago jnind opening their 
homeland to their white broth¬ 
ers for fishing and picfcnick- 
Ing* But the tribe would like 
to retain the title and collect 
the income from park conces¬ 

sions. 
Footnote: congressional 

sources tell us that a House , 
Appropriations Subcommittee 
may settle the issue, strictly 
for budgetary reasons, by 
turning down the $750,000 ap¬ 
propriation for the Oxbow 
project „- 

ul Alinsky, the seIf-pro4 
claimed "professional radi-\ 
cal,” died earlier this month. 
He would have been dismayed 
over the eulogies that ap¬ 
peared in several newspapers. 

He would be comforted to 
know, however, that the FBI at 
least regarded him as a men¬ 
ace. The G-men kept him 
tinder regular surveillance 
and tried to paint him red. 

But the FBI file on him isn*t 
convincing. Despite Alinsky's 

ton) 

m) „ 

rabblerousing, he was hardly a f 
routine revolutionary, "I love 
this-country," he kept onj 
saying, "and we're (the com¬ 
mon people) going to take ill 
back." 
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1 - Mr. T.E. Bishop 

1 - Mr. J.W. Marshall 
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1 

1 

1 
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6/28/72 
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- Mr. T.J. Smith 
- Mr. G.C. Moore 
- Mr. W.H. Atkinson 
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Gaudy_ SUBJECT-TESTIMONY OF COLUMN 1ST JACK ANDERSON 

BEFORE CONGRESSIONAL BLACK CAUCUS 
6/27/72 ALL IlfrCE-iATIOlT COHTAnrED 

I-jEREIIT IS UIICLASSiyiE" 

BAIY 05-15-2007 BY 50524aucfcdrf/r3.Hzd3 ^ r. 

United Press International press release and 
article in "The Evening Star," dated 6/27/72, and 6/28/72 article 
in "The Washington Post and Times Herald" reported syndicated j 
columnist Jack Anderson at a hearing on "governmental lawlessness" / 
of the Congressional Black Caucus stated on 6/27/72 that FBI files/ 
on black Americans are so numerous that "apparently anyone with 
dark skin who dares to open his mouth is viewed as subversive." 
He stated Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr., and other prominent black 
Americans have been the subject of detailed investigation by FBI. 
He read from a reported FBI memorandum that Mrs. King arrived at 
Tampa International Airport at 12:55 p.m. on 3/10/66 and proceeded 
directly to St. Petersburg, Florida. The memorandum indicated 
"her appearance in concert at the Pasadena Community Church. . . 
and her stay at the Princess Martha Hotel were without incident." 
He stated this information was disseminated by FBI to Secret Service, 
Office of Special Investigations and Office of Naval Intelligence. 

4* 

I 

These news articles revealed he identified 21 black 
individuals and seven organizations that have been inyfstigated by 

FBI' REC-58 . A *74680 
Anderson '-elites timony was mostly a rehash of information 

| he previously published in his syndicated column, and it is hardly 
I anything new. His testimony, however, helps to solidify our 

suspicions that leaks of our information to Andersoh are being made 
by someone with access to Secret Service files since he presented 
a computerized printout list of some 5,500 blatfcs. which fre^Welntified 
as the Secret Service "black nationalist file." 

16 JUL 20 1972 
Mrs. Martin Luther King has never been a subject of ]f: BI 

investigation. We maintain a file concerning lier,“ H'OTT3Tf'£F7^hich 

is a repository for information concerning Mrs. King, which was 
developed during the course of investigations of other matters. 
Anderson's reference to Mrs. King's trip to Florida is contained 
in FBI memorandum, dated 3/12/66 at Tampa, Florida, copy of which is 
attached. Such data was reported to us by the St. Petersburg, 
Florida, Police Department; and it was disseminated to Secret Service, 

c 4 
Enclosures 

WHA:lkc (10) 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Testimony of Columnist Jack Anderson 

Before Congressional Black Caucus, S/21/12 

Office of Special Investigations and Office of Naval Intelligence. 
The memorandum made reference to Tampa communication, dated 3/1/66, 
copy of which is attached. The latter communication revealed the 
St. Petersburg Police Department had determined Mrs. King was to 
give a concert at the Pasadena Community Church; and she, as well as 
sponsors of the concert, had received a letter containing threats 
against her in the event she appeared as scheduled. This 
memorandum was likewise disseminated to Secret Service, Office of 
Special Investigations and Office of Naval Intelligence. 

bo 
Concerning the individuals mentioned in the articles, b7C 

[Huey Newton, Stokely Carmichael and Eldridge Cleaver 
are well-known black extremist leaders who are under active investi¬ 
gation. The following 12 individuals identified by Anderson have 
been mentioned in prior memoranda concerning the information reported 
in the Jack Anderson's columns: 1 | Reverend Ralph 
Abernathy, Roy Wilkins, Bayard Rustin,| 
Harry Belafonte, Eartha Kitt, James Baldwin, Ossie Davis, 

and Joe Louis. 

He identified the following additional individuals 
and groups as having been investigated by FBI: 

b6 
b7C 

REVEREND DAVID EATON - Investigation instituted November, 1968, after 
Eaton endorsed remarks by black extremist leader Stokely Carmichael 
for blacks to become more militant, and to be a revolutionist you 
have to pick up a gun and be willing to kill. Eaton remarked that 
he and Carmichael would stand or fall together. Case closed 5/22/70 
since Eaton was not then advocating violence to secure black 
objectives. Data developed furnished Secret Service, U. S. Attorney, 
the Department and military intelligence agencies. 

WALTER FAUNTROY - Congressional delegate from the District of 
Columbia. Instituted special inquiry (character type) investigation 
of Fauntroy 8/22/67 on White House instructions, as he was being 
considered for a position in District of Columbia Mayor's office. 
Investigative results furnished White House. No other investigation 

2 



Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Testimony of Columnist Jack Anderson 

Before Congressional Black Caucus, 6/27/72 

conducted concerning Fauntroy. Information coming to our attention 
through another investigation on 7/2/69 revealed he addressed a 
rally supporting picketing by group attempting to organize in 
Charleston, South Carolina. Such information disseminated to 
White House, Attorney General, Secret Service, Central Intelligence 
Agency and military intelligence agencies. Public source data 
concerning speech made by Fauntroy 1/6/71 at construction site of 
new FBI building in which he criticized then Attorney General Mitchell 
and FBI Director Hoover for discriminating against minority groups i 
hiring employees for the Department and FBI, respectively, was bb 
disseminated to the Department and Secret Service. b7C 

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) (organization S 
name changed to Student National Coordinating Committee, 7/22/69) . 
SSc STSifcr active investigation as it is a black revolutionary 

organization, 

REPUBLIC OF NEW AFRICA (KNA). Organization is under_active 
investigation as it is a black extremist and separatist group 
seeking creation of a separate black nation m U. S. 

NATION OF ISLAM (NOI). Under active investigation since it is a 
black extremist group advocating destruction of white man and 

separation of the races. 

CONGRESS OF AFRICAN PEOPLES (CAP). Under active investigation as 
it advocates black separatism and leadership dominated by well 

known black extremists- 

DRUM AND SPEAR BOOKSTORE, Washington, D. C. mvestigat 
November, 1968, as bookstore founded by former members of SNCC who 
were close associates of black extremist leader Stokely Carmichael. 

Case closed 5/16/72. 
bb 

BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF) . BUF founded 1968 by black well-known )b7C 

extremist Carmichael and currently) —---- _ 
( Organization currently under active investigation. 

3 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Testimony of Columnist Jack Anderson 

Before Congressional Black Caucus, 6/27/72 

BLACKMAN’S VOLUNTEER ARMY FOR LIBERATION. Investigation initiated 
February, 1968, as head of this organization stated small group 
could start destroying white man's property and cause him to "talk 
it over." Compared such activity to Castro’s overthrow of Cuban 
government with initial group of 26 followers. Investigation 
continuing. 

Dissemination on above seven organizations made to 
Internal Security Division, Secret Service and military intelligence 
services. 

Anderson's allegation that blacks who speak out against 
the status quo in this country are investigated by FBI is inaccurate. 
Our investigations have never been based on such an ill-founded 
criterion. Investigations are initiated upon sound guidelines 
enumerated in Sections 87 and 122 of the Manual of Instructions and to 
determine if violations of Federal statutes have taken place or are 
being planned. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

7^ /•/./?/, 1 ///!v 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

# # 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Post Office Box 3301 
Tampa, Florida 33601 

March 12, 1966 

MRS, CORRETA S„ KING, Also Known As 
Mrs. Martin Luther King 

March 1, 
Reference is made to Tampa 

1966, 
communication dated 

•On March 11, 1966, Lioutenan 
St. Petersburg, Florida, Police Department, advised that 
Mrs. Ccrreta S. Kang arrived &t the Tampa International 
Airport* inmpa, Florida, at 12:53 PM, on March 10, 1S66. 
asd came directly to St. Petersburg, Florida. 

„ 4* Sfr a.PPsaracce in concert at the Pasadena 
Community Churcn St. Petersburg, Florida, cn the night 
of March 10, 1966, and her stay at the Princess Martha 
Hotel, .were without incident. 

st* Petersburg about 7:30 AM on 

”8:25 AM Easter:: «**“ 

This aesorand-ua has been disseminated to Secret 
Service and I AA 

b6 
b7C 

+ . . , „ , . » Florida; Office of Special Inves- 
Air Fcrc- Base» Georgia, and Office of 

hava* intelligence, Cnarltston, South Carolina, 

ofithr0FRten£r^C:itaii:a either recoaraendaticKS nor conclusions 
vrn£ «Jh1' . 7; =■* 5l?a property of the FBI and is leaned to 
y Jr. ar-d contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

all ike;fetich coktaiked 
SEREIK IS DncLASSIElED 

DATE D5-l=i-20Q7 BY 60324aucfcav.''r3V rds 
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In Replyi Please Refer to 

File No. 

UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF TICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Tampa, Florida 
March 1, 1966 

MRS, CORKETA S. KING, also known 
as Mrs. Martin Luther King 

On February 28, 1966, Lieutenant 
St. Petersburg, Florida, Police Department, made available 
to a Special Agent of the FBI a Xerox copy of a copy of the 
following quoted letter: 

"Tampa, Florida 
Feb. -21, 1966 all infsemailcn contained 

HEREIN 15 UN:iH5SIFIEH 

"Mrs. C. S. KING 2AIE 05-15-200^ BY 60324auc*«W/r3,'rda 

c/o 332 Auburn Ave. Ne 
Atlanta, Ga., 30303 

b6 
b7C 

"Dear Mrs. King, 

"We have made arrangements with one of the 
local produce markets to purchase their over¬ 
ripe fruit and rotten eggs in preparation for 
your singing trip here. 

"We hope we will get a chance to present 
this fruit and eggs to you. 

"Yours truly, 

"/ s/ & 

"copy to 
Spanish American Society 

& 

Lieutenant | ~| stated that the above-mentioned 
copy was received by Pasadena 
Community Church, and W55 made available to the Police 
Department 1 1 ]on February 25, 1966, 

Lieutenant stated that Mrs. KING**, concert * --I I ~ ~ i'iA a, 

in St. Petersburg will be held at the Pasadena Community 
Church. 

b6 

b7C 

74K90 

/ 
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MRS. CORRETA S. KING 

I 
Lieutenant advised that he has contacted W b V | I™— ' --- —-’ 

the Intelligent Unit of the Tamna. Florida. Police Department, 
and has been adviced that[land the Spanish American 

Society are not known to that agency. 

Lieutenant advised that he is going to 

land 1 to determine if their 

copies of abcve referred to letter were transmitted in 
envelopes postmarked Tampa, Florida. 

This memorandum has been disseminated to Secret 
Service and INTO, Tampa, Florida; Office of Special Investi¬ 
gations, Robins Air Force Base, Georgia, and Office of Naval 

Intelligence, Charleston, S. C. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
.. conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 

is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 

distributed outside your agency. 

- 2 - 
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Memorandum 
UNITED STATES ERNMENT 

1 - Mr. J. PT Mohr 
1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop 
1 - Mr. J. W. Marshall 

TO 

FROM 

Mr. E. S. Miller 
DATE: 

6/27/72 

:G. C. Moore C^ 
■*i Of * 

Cleveland__ 
Pun dor__-- 

- Mr. W. V. Clevelandwaikart I_C_'."”IZ 
VValleFS__ 

Snyars ___ . - 
Tele. Room .-— 

Holmes -- 

Gundy -- 

- Mr. E. S. Miller 
- Mr. S. B. Donahoe 

- ^rr?* J* Smith 
c. Moore 

■•I *" ;LAa-2fn i‘UD. 
H. Atkinson 

I SUBJECT :JACK ajjjjerSON ’ S COLUMNS 

IN "THE WASHINGTON 

< 6/25/72 WRa!.'i & U*« 

Mr. Gray ona copy”"of "captioned column indie a- 
a sheet should be prepared for his Intelligence Briefing ( 
Book concerning data in the column pertaining to FBI. A 

V 

Captioned column indicated "FBI likes to cite , 'f 
'confidential sources’" because such information is often 
"little more than gossip" and the veil of anonymity protects 
•prt as much as it does its sources. He reported FBI file on 

for 
r^of\ 3 "Bfiiirm Wht^ has turnishea< renaple 

information in the past” quoted a ”self- 

b6 

b7C 

; 

described public relations man" for the Black Muslims, as 
advising that I Imanagers were allegedly negotiating a 
title match[ I then recognized by 

World Boxing Association as _ Alleged 
fight in a Miami television 

'v 

scheme called for| _ ■—— - - - 
studio and "thereby circumvent boxing commission bars concerning 

|boxing.” The entire deal was being arranged by a pro¬ 
minent sports announcer in New York City. An Agent in FBI’s 
Chicago Field Office reported "and if all goes as planned 
(the announcer) will receive $50,000 for his efforts." 
Anderson claimed he digcuqqpd this proposed fight with the 
sports announcer, with 
and | 
a joke and a pipedream. 

1 and they advised this reported inciaenu whs 
1 ’stated also that||was kidding 

. . . _ 1 . 1 * -1 Til 1 .1 

J 
\ 

lV) 
" J 

\> 

Pi 
N 

X 

V 

around about not being able to fight and jokingly stated he^ d 
even fight on a television studio.^ 

Anderson concluded thad further investigation by him 
failed to produce a shretfd of evidence that the data in FBI 
memorandum was accurate and in spite of this, it is ^corded in 
FBI files without the slightest hint that ^fik&^fjqtion 

than fact. —- -o / 
fa - „„ „n 

16 JUL 20 1972 
Enclosure 
WHA:lkc (11) CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson's Columns in 

"The Washington Post" 6/25/72 

Information included in above article was set forth \ 
in Chicago LHM dated 12/8/69, captioned I I j, 

I copy of which is attached- It is obvious Anderson 
has access to such memorandum. The information was furnished by * 

Ion 12/5/69, 
durincr period _ activities were being followed by the Bureau. 

requested that his identity be protected. The LHM was 
di s seminated to Secret Service, Army intelligence and the Internal 
Security and Criminal Division of the Department. 

b6 

b7C 

b7D 

b6 

b7C I 

We also conducted limited and discreet inquiries through 
established sources only concerning three professional fights 

|to ascertain if any violations of 
Federal Anti-Racketeering or Sports Bribery statutes were involved. 

The data included in attached memorandum was volunteered ]^7q 
to our Chicago Office by | | No investigation was 
initiated by the Bureau concerning the contents of memorandum as 
no data was furnished concerning any matter within our 
investigative jurisdiction. Thus we did not develop any information 
as to the authenticity of the information set forth in the 
memorandum. Our files do not reveal any further information 
concerning the alleged negotiations for a fight I in 
a television studio, and it cannot be determined it this proposal 
was "a joke." 

ACTION: 

In accordance with Mr. Gray's instructions, an insert is 
being prepared concerning this matter for his Intelligence Briefing 
Book. , \ 

f:4«' 
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In Reply* l ’lease Refer t* 
File Ata 

100-40911 

I'N'pTkd stacks dkfaktmkxt or 7 

FEDERAL JtLREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Chicago, Illinois, 
December 8, 1969. 

ALL KIFCRHATICH CCl-TIAIHEi: 
HERE IH IS U1TCLA5 31 FI EL 

LATE 05-1 £-2007 3i c0324dUGb5«Vr3/'rds 

b6 

b7C 

A source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised December 5, 1969, 
of the following; 

A. Ja self-described public 
i< 

XU & 

relations man for the Nation of Islam_/wnf~S hnt 
not himself a KOI member., claims 1 

are negotiating for aT 

b6 

b7C 

~ltitle match 

I _ Howard ,<Cossell of the American Broadcasting 
Company's, (ABC),: television station in New York City, 
is alleged to be negotiating this title match, and, 
if all goes as planned, Cossell will receive $50,000 
for his efforts. Plans called for arrangements to be 
made to have this title match take place within the 
confines of an affiliate station of ABC TV in Miami, 
Florida. Inasmuch as this title match would be held 
in a television studio, presumably there will be no 
audience and the fight will be shown to the public 
only by closed circuit television. The individuals 
involved hope such an arrangement will circumvent 

///. 

boxing commission bars concerning boxing. 
They feel there is no law or regulation which states 
two men cannot fight and have the fight shown on 
closed television. 

b6 

b7C 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
(FBI). It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 

outside your agency. 

, ' 74SS0 ' 
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b6 

b7C 

[believes the above title match could 
be held sometime prior to the end of March, 1970. 

Copies of this memorandum have been 

disseminated to the following agencies; 

United States Secret Service, Chicago, and 
Region I, 113th Military Intelligence Group, Evanston, 

Illinois. 

b6 

b7C 
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Jack Andersen 
-.-■■■ '.■■T; -» ..II. - 

New Blasts Delay 
Eniwetok Return 

ENIWETOKTS gentle na¬ 
tives, who have been waiting 
26 years to go back to tbeir 
nuclear-scorched island, will 
have to wait a while longer. 

U.S. authorities haven’t 
bothered to tell them that 
their precious atoll, already 
ripped apart by 30 nuclean 
tests, will be battered again 
by 21 secret, new bomb 
blasts. Thousands of tons of 
TNT will be used to simulate 
nuclear explosions on Eniwe- 

■ * tok. 
The natives were evacuated 

trqm their tiny, atoll—less 
than 3 square miles of coral 
In the vast Pacific—back if 
1946. They were shipped 
the neighboring island 
Ujelang, a spot so barren if 

tests must be held at .Eniwe¬ 
tok, because comparisons 
must be with the earlier nu¬ 
clear tests* Few Stateside 
Americans, however, would 
tolerate the bombs in their 
own backyards without a 
fierce outcry. 

FBI Fiction 
ONE REASON the FBI 

likes to cite “confidential 
sources*', is because their in¬ 
formation often is little more 
than gossip. The veil of ano¬ 
nymity, therefore, protects 
the FBI as much as it does its 
sources. 

The file on Muhammad All, 
for example, discloses an in¬ 
cident attributed to a "source 
Who has furnished reliable in- 
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•UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

K 

Mr. E. S. Miller 

from :R^ Shackelford/ 

7 
J *- 

subject :jACK ANDERSON’S COLUMNS IN 

"THE WASHINGTON POST" 
6/21/72 

3 

X, 

1 - Mr. S. B. Donahoe 
1 - Mr. J. P. Mohr 

1 - Mr. T, E. Bishop 
1 - Mr. E. S. Miller 

DATE: 6/22/72 

1 - Mr. P. w. Waikart 
1 - Mr. C. W. Bates 
1 - Mr. T. J. Smith 

1 - Mr. R. L. Shackelford 
1 - Mr. E. B. Griffith 

Bishop _._ 
Callahan _ 
Campbell _ 
Casper . 
Cleveland . 
Conrad _ 
Dalbey 
M&r&hq 
MUlej( 
Pondjj 
Soyara . 
Walters _ 
Tele. Room . 
Mr* Kinley . 
Mr* Armstrong j 
MSh Herwig _ 

tfeenarc _ 

Captioned column, -which was headlined "Berrigan “T \ 
Trial Made Heroes," (copy attached) contains information froiT 
two PM LHMs regarding the plots to blow up the Washington, D. C.. 
utility tunnels serving Government buildings and to kidnap 
Presidential advisor Henry A. Kissinger. 

Memorandum T. E. Bishop to Mr. Felt dated 6/1/72, 
captioned "East Coast Conspiracy to Save Lives," (copy attached) 
sets forth information regarding a contact by Joe Spear, an ,7 
employee of Anderson, with Mr. Bishop on 6/1/72. At that timJf \ 
Spear said he had in his possession a Secret Service cable f 
which quoted from an "FBI report" concerned with the plot to t 
kidnap Dr. Kissinger. From the wording of this cable it was ^ 
obvious the material therein came from an LHM disseminated to ' 
Secret Service on 9/3/70. -•> 

The other LHM mentioned in Anderson’s column was s 
concerned with the bombing plot. This material was a direct 
quote from a memorandum submitted by the Philadelphia Office ' 
on 6/24/70 captioned "East Coast Conspiracy to Save Lives.” 
It was disseminated to the military intelligence agencies and 
Secret Service on 6/29/70. 

Analysis of this article discloses it to be a typical 
twisted and distorted assembly of facts designed to publicize 
the Government in the worst light possible. In a footnnmise the 
article indicated Spear had contacted! "[regarding 
the LHMs. 

Government did not turn over 
accordin le, stated that the 

documents" at Jihe 
Harrisburg trial. .^d^PBistortion of the truth i^lieg/^he 
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Memorandum to Mr. E, S. Miller 
Be: Jack Anderson's Columns in 

"The Washington Post” 6/21/72 

Government withheld information from the defense and did not 
comply with the Court's order regarding discovery and 

the^fit*«+n* Th®. fact is the original FD-302s containing 

available to^hf1^0* Jhe iaf°rmation the LBMs was Lde available to the Harrisburg defense attorneys. 

U4 i- Previous analyses of several of Anderson's columns 

has°noad5ubteobtaiMd T-" of “ay* l972> have indicated he 
So™? obtai“ed copies of certain FBI documents from 

llcoi™*1!?*? °f the iaf?rmation appearing in the attached 
! files aP??r?« *ndef*°“ 3 pipeline into Secret 

A ^ lt clearly obvious, however, that the 

’ ?amely ”*PP"cntly. the Justice 
???? objective was to get the 'Harrisburg Seven' 
into court and take a chance the jury might convict -Hmm 
because of prejudice if not evideS S^t sZpo^ted Sv 
any document in his possession. PP rt6d °y 

ACTION: 

None. This is for your information. 
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1 

^giyrHoavcrt sent letter, 

it^fl^ed^SecreV' : to &is$inger 
frftftblng^bft preaidentlai ad- 
yISef ^be^hotf bifeiii ‘^mentioned 

^w.". 
|P3gtPp tlpie, fBtreffiirded 
j D»iuglM;, i as ,* *• “senfiSve^ 
joitfce ■- “who . has furtttshed 
rtlfaMe “fitfonnatlon tn, the 

pa&>" n ■■ '' ;; ''7= 
The Secret Service, which is 

wsspocsibte for ■protectJua: the 
people the-White iHouse, 
w also notified, Bat the ■ Se¬ 
cret SerVfce was ttnlm^r^sed. 

plaife trideafly iteam 
Jjj^s i# tyash^vBJG^has been 
Investigated by the EDI and 
this.Service” conclddtid a' se¬ 
cret memo* information 
Wsbeeo developed to confirm 
ttMot/’ 7- " , 

Jxet the Justice Department 
vent ahead with a gfapd jury 
tnvestigatihii Ifrpd indictments, 
u Footiiote: 'The ffocuhierita 
fcte dug bit of the "FBI files, 
"accordingto fbrmttf Attorney 
>Oeneral . Ramsey Clark, d# 

ifrs'6 afttornc# for the 
btirg Seyen/^^eMWbdtifirm 
wfeat ■ i $aw:tKiring*fiie trials 
He" also told myassdeiate Job 
Spbar that* the ^evertimetit 

Lfailed to dispose thee# damn- 
ling documents* We could get 
bio comment from ihe "justice 
■Department dor -the" FBI, 
prince this matter is still th lit- 
igation^Infatt, the depart- 
ment has decided to drop the 

sftepjfcS&M? 
yers, fearful^tha 
surance%lil"cut i 
dollar .take ft 
trdjfieb, ’ __ 
sleeper play in tlje . $ewme- 
The Senate Oommiafctf Com- 
taittee, ^purred by Chairman 

i^a^pen Msgnusou (EMV 
| reported to the; 3en*C* a touffe*, 
nthfault ,biif that would amfe 
auto> oWhers miUions* w&y 
sogrtJ'iSfcate-'- bar. asgocigrioitih 
arb urj^g Sen^ Jlm Fadlana 
<i>itoiss,) td itarf a.jbrtsr<% 
tlohal iiqdabhl® oh'the’ Sedafl 
floor* The mhi lawyfep Watol 
ESsttaridvtd have the b® #sij£ 
bahfe -lfd| further study^tohlg 
judiciary ' Committee,7 ,,tf& ' 
grat^yard of so uiaby 
jsumerhi^SiHbO^' 

Soft ■ oit Drtjg^Thert M 
andAflttiihirtra^bfr JS 
oftetf 

Ion the pharmaceutical 
try it regulated Y^t the ^k- 
tionat Ethicat PlArmabeutiCtt’ 
Association,; reprbsentih g ■ IMP 
small'drug ''firms, Would liw1; 
the PDA to be ev^ti gdftejF 
The drug firms are tryiug to 
bringj ptfesfcure through; tbfttP^ 
congressmen to get the PD^ 
th Wfcfe&ta£i*£ rtguiatoni-Tiw 
drug makers want the PDA R)^ 
allow theattoinclud^sdme. ifi- 
grediwite :^in^ drugs even 
there’s ■ ntfc ^proirf they >4aijp 
effective/ Tb* drugcOmpaniM^ 
also wduld like to'shift tbtfd 
burden of proving othendrugei 
are safe fro® the produceratttt 
the FDA, ;: 
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[Sister Elizabeth McAlister, 
both militant Catholics, and 
five others wire accused of 
conspiring to kidnap presiden¬ 
tial adviser Henry Kissinger 
and to blow up steam tunnels 
in Washington* They were 
found Innocent of these 
charges after a long, costly 
trial* 

We have now, obtained docu¬ 
ments from FBI files casting 
[doubt on tiie validity of the 
I governments case. ^Appar-; 
fently, the Justice Depart-; 
jfnenVs objective was to get 
the “Harrisburg Seven-1 Into 
court and take a chance the 
jury might convict then! be¬ 
cause of prejudice if not evi¬ 
dence. 

But tb? jury refused to con¬ 
vict thedi of the conspiracy 
counts,. thus proving that even 
the most unpopular radicals 
can still get a fair trial hi 
America* 

i f The Justice "Department’s 
| strategy, meanwhile, com¬ 
pletely backfired* instead of 
suppressing the political radi¬ 
cals, the trials gave them a na* 
ttaal faym and n*dt heroes 

j*#irs* bile - 

rigan 
By Jack Anderson 

j The Justice Department 
went ahead with the prosecu¬ 
tion ofFather Philip Berrlgan 
and Ids friends, apparently, 
wlth fuH tnowl^dge that the 
evidence was insufficient to 
get a conviction.,. 

■ Father Philip- Berrigan and 

j. ^■ Ppfifical Foil/ 
,ms£h 

iiovernpiect 
lkhe Justice "Depargntrit , 

wasted , the^^taxpayera* 
money but commlttedjpofltlcaJ 
folly. For : the t^al .a^com* 
plished nothing except io pub* 
liche the radical movement 

The first word of a plot to 
destroy government property 
,and disnrpt Washington came 

Uto the FBI op Jw£j8**jgto9 
1 Yr Jip “a confidemffiffeuS**of 

unknown reliability* ; j 
This dubious source" "Ad¬ 

vised he had received a tel^ 
phone call ?ftoin Neti J&c- 
Laughlln',' a Catholic priest 
from Baltimore, Md: (One of 
the seven defendants it ;tfie 
Harrisburg, Pa., tiriSfy 
dic&ted he add others were 
going ahead with plans for the 
‘big action In ? Washington* 
D.C/ * * * . ^ ■ 

“He advised this apparently 
related to the proposed* de¬ 
struction of the underground 
electrical network j supplying 
power to government build¬ 
ings hi Washington, DC., 
and/or destruction of comput¬ 
ers at the Pentagon/’ 

(Our sources iay fchb FBFs 
Uncertain .Informant Was Boyd 
Douglas, Who later said^the 
Catholic pint against Waebfng- 
ton would to dfreoted at 
steam lines* He also produced 
the; famous. lrttartd 

. dtaeottta* tibce 
[mifoi off -wtth^SgiSr sS'^; 
«er. 
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SUBJECT: 

Memorandum 
Mr. E. S. Miller 

1 - Mr. A. Rosen 

1 - Mr. E. S. Miller 

DATE: 5/30/72 

T. J. StaAth 135 
1 - Mr*rs.T. j. Smith 

-L ^ Mr , C. P. Monroe. 

JAQg ANDERSON’S COLUMNS IN ' 
’’THE' WASHINGTON POST, ” 
5/11, 5/12, 5/16, AND 5/17/72 
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In response to the Acting Director's request, there 
is provided as an enclosure one xerox copy each of FBI documents 
to which Anderson is believed to have gained access, based on an 
analysis of captioned columns. 

Also enclosed is one copy each of T. J. Smith to 
Mr. E. S. Miller memoranda 5/19/72 and 5/22/72, which analyzed 
captioned columns. 

It is to be noted that item T-A in the Table of Contents 
(4/30/71 report I___was not xeroxed because 
of its size (334 pages). Since Anderson only quoted from the 
synopsis of the report, that portion is reproduced in the enclosed. 
The entire report is readily available, should a review of 
desired, /. ■■Sr') " 
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Mr, E, S. Hiller 

T* J. Smith 7 

JACK ANDERSON’S COLUMNS IN 
"THE WASHINGTON POST," 
5/20/72 AND 5/22/72 

1 - Mr. A. Rosen 
1 - Mr. J. P. Mohr 
1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop 

DATE: 5/26/72 
1 - Mr. E. S. Miller 
1 - Mr. F. W. Waikart 
1 - Mr. C. W. Bates 
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore 
1 - Mr. T. J. Smith 
1 - Mr. R. L. Shackelford 
1 - Mr. C. P. Monroe 

Bishop __ 

Call ah art _ 

Campbell _ 

Casper - 

Cleveland 

Conrad _ 

Dalbey _. 

Marshall _ 

Xt^Pondef __ 

Soyars _ 

Walters - 
Tele* Room —- 

Mr. Kinley - 

Mr. Armstrong- 

Ms. Herwig — 
Mrs. Neettan — 

Captioned column of 5/20/72, which is headlined "Wallace 
Suspect Not In Assassin File," (copy attached) contains information 
describing Secret Service's computerized intelligence operation. 
Anderson disputes the explanation given by a Secret Service 
"spokesman" concerning the organization's use of its data bank. 
Instead, Anderson states "insiders" report differently. 

The 5/22/72 column, entitled "Loudmouths Fill Secret 
Service Files," (copy attached) continues Anderson's attack on 
Secret Service's intelligence-gathering techniques. He refers 
to Secret Service files pertaining to actors Groucho Marx and 
Tony Randall, listing their alleged Secret Service file numbers. 
Anderson quotes from a Secret Service "memo" dated 6/9/71 concerning 
a discussion reportedly held between Secret Service officials in 
Washington, D. C., and Los Angeles, California, relating to 
Groucho Marx. Another Secret Service "memo" dated 3/25/68, is 
mentioned by Anderson, who quotes information from it concerning 

Tony Randall. 

It is noted that previous analysis of Anderson's columns 
of 5/1, 5/11, 5/12, 5/16, and 5/17/72 have indicated that 
Anderson has most probably received copies of certain FBI documents 
from Secret Service and/or The White House. 

If Anderson's information relating to Secret Service 
files, numbers, and memoranda is accurate, it is then apparent 
that Anderson is in a position to obtain unique access to lr / ^ t- 
Secret Service^materialy/ 

.<A' rS£C-j» 
ACTION: ; ^ ** 

74630 

None. 
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Memorandum T. J. Smith to Miller 

RE: JACK ANDERSON*S COLUMNS IN "THE WASHINGTON POST*' 
5/20/72 and 5/22/72 

ADDENDUM; DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION; ESMilrs; 5-26-72: 

I agree that we should not take action at this 
time in regard to possible Secret Service leak to Anderson 
since Mr. Gray has already authorized us to discreetly approach 
White House contacts concerning Anderson's articles 5/11,12,16, 
17/72. This will be done as promptly as practicable. 
Thereafter a determination regarding contact with Secret 
Service will be considered. 
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Wallace Suspect Not in Assassin File 
By Jack Anderson 

Immediately after Gov. 
George Wallace was gunned 
down at a suburban Maryland 
shopping center, the Secret 
Service whirred through, its 
computerized file* 

The name of the prime sus¬ 
pect, 21-year-old Arthur Her¬ 
man Bremer of Milwaukee, 
was not in the data bank of 
potential assassins. 

The computer file consti¬ 
tutes the heart 'of the Secret 
Service's intelligence opera¬ 
tion, Theoretically, the most 
basic descriptive information 
about a potential assassin can 
be fed into the machine, and a 
list of suspects will come pour¬ 
ing out 

A Secret Service spokesman 
has explained that the com¬ 
puter contains “a very large 
file of characteristics." These 
characteristics, he. said, “may 
be addressed on an individual 
or combinatorial basis. So, if 
information Of a general na¬ 
ture comes to our attention, 
we may search the file to syn¬ 
thesize it and condense it to 
the rather small number of 
suspect^.” 

In other words, the data 
bank was supposed to pinpoint 
(potential assassins by the 
freckles on their cheeks or the 
moles on their noses. 

But insiders teli us the 
computer operation doesn't 
work the way he explained it. 
The entire system is actually 

based on the premise that per¬ 
sons who write threatening 
letters, participate in demon¬ 
strations, make inflammatory 
“oral statements" or engage in 
“subversive" activities are 
most likely to attempt an as¬ 
sassination* 

The agency also has its com- there are to be no attacks 
puter set up to keep track of against George McGovern* 

The names of such persons, 
as well as names from the 
FBI's National Crime Informa¬ 
tion Center, are dumped into 
the computer. The Secret 
Service’s sophisticated data 
bank, in other words, is really 
nothing more than a personnel 
file of known or suspected 
nuts, criminals and subver¬ 
sives. 

The President and other 
“protectees,” as the Secret 
Service calls them, are not 
only followed but also pre¬ 
ceded by their federal body¬ 
guards. The agents comb hotel 
registries, convention guest 
lists and similar sources, and 
then wire the names back to 

, Washington. 
All names are checked 

against the computerized list. 
If the machine registers a 
“hit," the agents locate the po¬ 
tential assassin and initiate 
surveillance until they are 
(satisfied there is no threat. 

The Secret Service com¬ 
puter is also programmed to 
cough up names of “danger¬ 
ous” suspects by geographical 
location. Only about 300 of the 
180,000 names listed in the 
data bank, however, are con¬ 
sidered dangerous enough to 
warrant regular surveillance* 

[the whereabouts of its “pro 
tectees. At the push of a but¬ 
ton, therefore, the Secret Ser¬ 
vice could have learned that 
George Wallace was in Laurel, 
Md„ on May 15, Or that Vice 
President Agnew was in Ja¬ 
pan. 

Humphrey vs* McGovern 

Despite reports to the con¬ 
trary, Sen, Hubert Humphrey 
(D-Minn.) has explicitly or¬ 
dered his campaign organiza¬ 
tion to avoid attacks on his 
Democratic presidential rival. 
Sen, George McGovern (D- 
S.C.), 
Indeed, Humphrey has sug¬ 

gested to his top campaign 
aides that McGovern might be 
in his choice for vice presi¬ 
dent, should Humphrey win 
the Democratic presidential 
nomination. 

The orders to lay off Mc¬ 
Govern were given three days 
prior to published reports that 
Humphrey's California organi¬ 
zation planned a bare-knuc- 
kled attack on McGovern’s po¬ 
sitions on a variety of contro¬ 
versial issues, including abor¬ 
tion, amnesty and aid to paro¬ 
chial schools. 

They came in a private 
memo, dated May 12, from the 
senator to Jack Chestnut, his 
campaign manager. 

“I must insist,” Humphrey 
wrote, “that you issue strict 
instructions throughout the 
campaign organization that 

“He and I have been good 
friends for many years, and I 
am proud of his success, I 
helped bring him to Washing¬ 
ton and we were next door 
neighbors, 

“Muriel and I are terribly 
fond of him, Eleanor and their 
children. I will not let politics 
get in the way of that.” 

Humphrey makes clear, 
however, that he expects Mc¬ 
Govern’s positions on a num¬ 
ber of issues to hurt the South 
Dakota senator as the public 
becomes more familiar with 

I them, 
“You can be sure that I 

have read the same materials 
that you have and that I know 
one of the reasons George is 
getting as many votes is that 
many who vote for him don’t 
know anything about his rec¬ 
ord or his statements. 

“Enough will be written by 
the press about bis earlier 
statements * * . * There is no 
need for me personally or for 

jus as a campaign to get in- 
(volved in the attack, , *” 

Humphrey’s memo notes 
that McGovern supported him 
in 1968, “He’s a good man, and 
I will want his support again 
at the Miami convention and I 
will want the support aa well 
of his voters. 

“Furthermore,” Humphrey 

says, “there are many people 

talking to me about him as a 
(vice presidential candidate*” 

© 1972, United Feature 
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Loudmouths Fill Secret Service Files... 
By Jack Anderson 

The Secret Service, appar¬ 
ently, lias been protecting 
presidential aspirants from 
the wrong people* 

A fanatic with a handgun 
had no trouble infiltrating 
within a few feet of George 
Wallace at a political rally. 
But such unlikely assassins as 
cornelians Groucho Marx and 
Tony Randall would have 
cotne under Secret Service 
scrutiny* 

The. Alabama governor was 
germed down at a Laurel,-Md*, 
rally, and Arthur Herman Bre¬ 
mer, a pistol in his hand, was 
wrestled to the ground* He is 
being held on $200,000 bond* 

Yet Bremer's name appears 
nowhere in the Secret Serv¬ 
ice's computerized file of 
180,000 suspicious individuals* 

Those who wind up in the 
file aren't likely to shoot off! 
anything more lethal than 
their mouths* Most came toi 
the Secret Service's attention; 
because of some intemperate' 
remark* Many are prominent 
in politics, the arts or the en¬ 
tertainment world. 

Of the 180,000 suspects, only 
about 300 are considered dan¬ 
gerous enough to warrant reg¬ 
ular ewv^ilance, and many of 

these have already been hus¬ 
tled off to prisons or aSylums* 

Those who make threaten¬ 
ing remarks about office-hold¬ 
ers blow off steam, relieve the 
pressure and, therefore, 
usually don't resort to vio¬ 
lence* More likely, a loner, un¬ 
known and obsessed, would at¬ 
tempt a political assassination. 

This is the view of the Na¬ 
tional Commission on the 
Causes and Prevention of Vio¬ 
lence after studying 18 assassi¬ 
nation attempts against promi¬ 
nent office-holders* The com¬ 
mission found that “it is diffi¬ 
cult to prevent a determined 
assassin from killing a politi¬ 
cal figure, particularly when a 
mentally disturbed person acts 
alone to avenge some real or 
imagined wrong*" 

The presidential contenders 
don't have to worry about 
being shot by the likes of 
Groucho Marx or Tony Ran¬ 
dall* But the Secret Service, 
took their intemperate cracks; 
seriously and considered 
bringing action against them* 

The incorrigible Groucho 
was quoted by a West Coast 
underground newspaper as 
saying that '‘the only hope this 
country has is Nixon's assassi¬ 
nation*" 

" Groucho immediately dis¬ 
owned the statement* "I deny 

everything " he said, "because 
I never tell the truth, I lie 
about everything I do or say 
—about men, women or any 
other sex." 

The Secret Service, how¬ 
ever, wasn't buying Groucho's 
denials* Confidential memos 
zipped between Secret Service 
headquarters in Washington 
and its West Coast offices. 

In a memo dated June 9, 
1971, Washington Special 
Agent In Charge Ronald C* 
Towns noted; “On this date, I 
discussed this matter with 
SAIC Powis, Los Angeles, con¬ 
cerning the need for further 
investigation to determine if 
an offense did occur,” 

Assistant U*S, Attorney 
Elgin Edward turned thumbs 
down on prosecution* But 
Groucho was assigned file 
number CO 2 39700 09205 and 
programmed into the Secret 
Service computer* He is now 
officially recognized as a 
threat to the President of the 
United States. 

Tony Randall also wound up 
in the data bank because he 
made “oral statements" the 
Secret Service didn't like. A 
memo dated March 25, 1968, 
explains that the Philadelphia 
field office “had received a 
telephone call from Congress¬ 

man James Byrne (D*Pa*) con¬ 
cerning Tony Randall*" 

“Congressman Byrne stated 
that Randall has opened an of¬ 
fice in Philadelphia on March,, 
21, 1968, for Senator Mc¬ 
Carthy* In Randall's remarks' 
to newspapermen on Marcfr^l 
21, 1968, he called the Presi¬ 
dent the ‘murderous bastard1 
in the White House' and 
stated that 'the SOB lied to 
us** ” 

Byrne wanted to know ; 
whether Randall's “derogatory 
language" violated the law* A 
subsequent memo notes that 
"Congressman Byrne was ad¬ 
vised that there did not ap¬ 
pear to be a federal violation 
involved*” 

Nevertheless, actor Tony 
Randall, file number C02 
39700 00174, is still carried in 
the Secret Service's computer¬ 
ized file as a potential assas¬ 
sin* 

Bather than waste time with 
harmless loudmouths, the Se¬ 
cret Service would be 'more 
effective, in the opinion of 
perts, if it raised obstacles in 
the way of potential assassins. 
Such measures have been sug¬ 
gested as spot searches of sus-^ 
picious loiterers and the use 
of bulletproof plexiglass bar¬ 
riers. ^ 

<g) 1972. United Feature Syndicate 
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Memorandum 
Mr. E. S. Miller 

5010-10* 

1 - Mr. 
1 - Mr. 

A. Rosen 
J. P. Mohr 

DATE: 

T25 T. J. Smith 1 

JACK ANDERSON fS COLUMNS IN 
’’THE WASHINGTON POST. ” 
5/11/72, 5/12/72 AND 5/16/72 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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5/22/72 
T. E. Bishop 
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jSYMOPSIS: In response to Inquiry by the Acting Director 1 
i search and anaiysis were conducted relating to Pftt mntlrm 

Zero Hostel* if’p1ItoneCraSi^,-*aa?sSd12Wl?’ H^ry ^51a^nte. 
on subversive allegations. Mrs. Coretta KiUjTandfB£-aado' ba?ed 

rtoutBtheirgacti’it?t m!s containinK information reported 

s##:l€S|s> 

STjSfShit.lZ !hlte ?>SSJ- 7 ite“ going togbi?h se“et Service 
Scret Ser!?Se’ lnd 3 lte_s golne 40 The white Bouse but 

source being at TOe w!it^rLC^Cklnf Possibility of Anderson's 
“«emg at me White House or Secret Service thr^inyh 

extremely discreet contacts at The White House. * 8 

ACTION: In response to the Acting Director’s incut™ r-p-p™.** 

thrftC°htinUing4t0 identify Anderson's source for FBI material 
» li^STlySiaSf Anderson*s columns, to attempt to tso£a?e 
SenaJfi! document or item which might pinpoint Aiderson^s source 
Separate memorandum being prej&are^^ncerning column of 5/17/72 * 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
He: Jack Anderson's Columns in 

"The Washington post," 5/11/72, 
5/12/72 and 5/16/72 

DETAILS: In connection with captioned column of 5/11/72, which hf- 
contained information allegedly from FBI documents, the 
Acting Director made inquiry concerning files maintained on b7 

I iBalnh Abernathy, Floyd McKlssick, James Baldwin. 
HArry Belafonte, I. F. Stone, Mrs. Coretta King and I 
the purpose for any investigation of these persons, and the 
method by which Anderson could have obtained the Information. 

It is to be noted that of the three coining in question, 
only one (5/11/72) mentioned FBI file numbers. With two 
exceptions, those listed were the Bureau's main case file numbers 
for the individuals. The number listed for Mrs. King (100-6351) 
is the Atlanta Office's file number for her. The number listed l for |_ 
In the 
Bureau 

details 
files for 

is his FBI identification record number, 
follow, the file numbers listed are the main 

he respective persons, unless otherwise noted. 

Anderson's reference □ 
.is quoted verbatim from the synopsis of an FBl" 

report aatea 4/30/71. Dissemination was made to Secret Service, 
the Department, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), and Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS). 

On 5/11/72, our New York Office advised that a 
representative of Jack Anderson contacted the Morgan Guaranty 
Trust Company. New York City, stating Anderson has FBI documents 

and asking if the bank required a subpoena 
prior to disclosing informationf I Anderson's 
representative was informed the bank requires a subpoena. The 
column of 5/12/72 confirms this contact and identifies the 
representative as 

b6 
b7C 

The FBI review cited in the 
5/12/72 column is a verbatim quotation from an FBI memorandum 
dated 3/12/71, which was provided to Secret Service, the 
Department, and DIA. 

2 DETAILS CONTINUED - OVER 



Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
He: Jack Andersonfs Columns in 

"The Washington Post," 5/11/72, 
5/12/72 and 5/16/72 

Reverend Balph^bernathy (100-442706). In 
Investigation oi ^communist influence into tl 

connection 

with our investigation"o^^communist influence into the activities 
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SC1C) and 
because of regular contact with a concealed communist 
(Stanley Levinson), Abernathy became the subject of FBI investi¬ 
gation 4/22/68 in light of his election as SCLC president. 
Additional investigation developed due to Abernathy’s attendance 
at various communist-sponsored conferences, particularly the 
World Council of Peace (5/71), a leading international communist 
front organization. % 

Anderson’s reference in the 5/11/72 column, which 
pertains to Abernathy’s thoughts of resigning from SCI£, is from 
the synopsis of an FBI report dated 3/3/70, which was disseminated 
to Secret Service, the Department, IRS, and military intelligence. 

Information in captioned column of 5/12/72 concerning 
Abernathy’s employment and mentioning Reverend Martin Luther King, 
is from an FBI report dated 5/24/68, which was disseminated to 
Secret Service and the Department. 

The Anderson column of 5/16/72, wherein a colleague 
describes Abernathy’s "distant" attitude, is contained in an 
FBI memorandum dated 3/6/70, which was disseminated to Secret 
Service, the Department, and military intelligence. 

Floy 
11/67 because 
and advocacy of 
closed 1/13/70. 

>f k 
McKissick (100-446386). Investigation was begun 
TIcHiilck’s militancy, revolutionary statements, 
upport for the Black Panther Party. Matter was 

Anderson’s 5/11/72 reference to McKissick is from an 
FBI report dated 1/13/70, which was provided to Secret Service, 
the Department, IRS, Department of Commerce, Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, and military intelligence. 

1 

The 5/16/72 column references to McKissick come fro 
two FBI reports. The quotations pertaining to speeches favoi 
"black capitalism" and support of the Black Panther Party ar; 
fromthe^ynopsls of an FBI report dated 1/13/70 Therefen 
to President Nixon (named by McKissick as advocating 
Order - Racist Style") is also contained in f^1/13/70^^nQE- 
however, the word "Racist" is used instead of "Facist ir 
McKissick. Additional information regarding McKIssIck w? 

from an FBI report dated 2/23/68» 

- 3 - DETAILS CONTDT" 



Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Bei Jack Anderson's Columns in 

"The Washington Post," 5/11/72. 
5/12/72 and 5/16/72 

.. JThe report oi 1/13/70 was provided to Secret Service 
the Department, IRS, Department of Commerce, Department of * 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and military intelligence 

Sjjjjjj10?®* 2/23/68 report was to Secret Service? the’ 

22S2S^e?ajta6nt of Labor’ «SIA, and Department of 
ConarL* ?S|ed t5at the r0p0rts were sent to HUD, 
organizations?1’ * ’ *** ot r«quest made by those 

James 
was initiated 
member of the 
Order 10450. 

jldwin (62-108763). During 9/63, investigation 
laldwin in view of his association with a 

Youth league, a group cited under Executive 

Baldwin *s *£»J[?f+re?Ca in person’s column, 5/11/72, concerning 

dated 12/23/69 i# fro® an ,BI “««orandum aatea 12/23/69, which was provided to Secret Service the 
Department, CIA, State, and military intelligence. 

b««m i. (100-394716). Imre, ligation Ill 
begun in 1»S3 on l^eiaionte because of him affiliation with 
sympathy for, and reported membership in communSt f?o^ groups 

to*h2ChiM1h-the,«JOU,lf Coaaun±st league). Reports pertaining 
h*“ haye been disseminated to Secret Service, The White House 

the Department, CIA, Department of Commerce, and USIA. A ' 

<100;39<™> and’othZr mi references 
51? failed to Produce the exact information concerniai 

column k Clty telephone records mentioned in Anderson's 5/12/72 ** 

- . . d®°~37°78). As a result of information 
received in 1950'alleging that Stone was a Communist Party 
member and was assisting the group in preparing "attacks on 
enemies of the Communist Party," investigation of him was begun. 

Ma Anderson'a reference to Stone, 5/11/72, concerning 
activities and his meeting with an official of the 

Soviet Embassy is a verbatim quotation from the synopsis of an 

the DeS^tmfnt^rTA17^7*’ DiSBOminatlon was made to Secret Service, 
the Department, CIA, Department of Agriculture, and USIA. 

he*n Mrs- Coretta Scottf^ing (62-108052). She has never 
been the subject or FBI investigation. The file relating to 
her, noted above, has been maintained as a repository for data 

- 4 - DETAILS CONTINUED - OYER 



Memorandum to Mr. E. S• Millor 
to; Jack Anderson’s Columns in 

’’The Washington Post," 5/11/72, 
5/12/72 and 5/16/72 

concerning her which was developed during the course of 
investigations of other matters, primarily in connectionwith 
the investigation of communist influence into *£® activities of 
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). 

While Mrs. v-ing has not been investigated, information 

nertaining to her has been provided by sources. 
information was deemed pertinent andessentialto 
4* «s HiflneBin&ted The reference in Anderson s 5/11/7* column 
concerning security precautions undertaken by Mrs. King is from 
an FBI ieSo?andum prepared by the Atlanta Office W/***. 

which contains Atlanta file number 1QQ-63SX. .^“^“^^elligSnce 
made to Secret Service, the Department, and military intelligence 

Anderson’s 5/16/72 reference to Mrs. King’s 
arrangements with SCLC concerning movie re®®ip*s tAd^o^cret 
an FBI memorandum dated 8/5/70. This was disseminated to Secret 
Service, the Department, IKS, and military intelligence. 

^aUd^the m m.. o*^*™*- 
Paul Neva an, Rock Hudson, Tony Randall, Zero Hostel, 

Marlon kando (157-9382) (62-106834) . Investigation 
was instituted 5/6? because ol his personal and! inane ial 

Black Panther Party, an «^®‘^t|^U?oncerning 

and military intelligence. 

PaulVvnan (no naln case file). He has cot been the 

menorandun da ted^l/^i/l^concerning* "Broadway For^elce! 1968,” 

- 5 - DETAILS CONTINUED - OVER 



# « 
Memorandum to Mr, E. S, Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson's Columns in 

’’The Washington Post,” 5/11/72, 
5/12/72 and 5/16/72 

a group he served as co-chairman. Dissemination of that 
memorandum was made to Secret Service, the Department, State, 
and military Intelligence. 

Bock AHpdson (no main case file). Information in 
our files concerning him was furnished The White House 10/66, 
as a result of a name check request. 

Tony ytandall (no main case file). Because of a 
name check request. The White House was provided information 
concerning him 1/67. He has not been investigated by the FBI. 

ZeroWostel (100-209341). Investigation started in 
1944 following Receipt of information from the War Department 
alleging Mostel \as a Communist Party member. There is no 
evidence of his communist activity since 1947, and he is not 
now under investigation. Information concerning him was . 
forwarded to The White House and Secret Service, 7/14/66, in 
response to a name check request. D/L' 



Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Be: Jack Anderson’s Columns in 

"The Washington Post," 5/11/72, 
5/12/72 and 5/16/72 

nr Benlamin^pock (100-445115). Investigation was 
initiated in’lUfitT to delermTne whether speeches by Spock were 
seditious and whether hid activities were subversive. 

Anderson’s mention in the 5/12/72 column concerning 
the FBI review of university records pertaining to W 
the result of a 12/64 White House request for a Special 
Inquiry investigation. In connection with this mat*®*» th® d 
records of Case Western Reserve University were reviewed, aiblouse 
the results of the investigation were provided to The White House. 

The same information about the review ^®*®*£L8 
records was later incorporated into an FBI r®£ort .da^*d ^6/68 
and was disseminated to Secret Service, the Department, and 

military intelligence. 

Anderson’s 5/16/72 column reported the FBI is 
"conducting systematic surveillance of black leaders. Besides 

the individuals already described and explained abo-*®>^® wilkiBSl 

2S3 J ’Urt,.a nrrHnff b6 
Mr. and Mrs. Ossie Davis. b7C 

nr Martin LutherVing, Jr. (100-106670). Because of 
conuinist influence of SCI/! W king's reported close association 
Sith connunlsts. investigation of him was conducted. The results 

'widely diss©ttinftt6d * 

RovNrilkins (62-78270). He has not been investigated 
bv the FBI—*information he has furnished and from public sources 

hL been accumulated. Upon request, Service USIA 
forwarded to The White House, State, Labor, Civil Service, usia, 
the Department, and military intelligence. 

- 7 DETAILS CONTINUED - OVER 



Memorandum to Hr. S. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson’s Columns in 

"The Washington Post,” 5/11/72, 
5/12/72 and 5/16/72 

Bayard^Rustin (100-158790). He was investigated in 
1943 and 1944 for\i±ei’ective Service violation and subsequently 
for reported membership in communist organizations. Data 
concerning him has been provided The White House, Secret Service, 

IISIA. Civil Service, CIA, State, and HUD. 

Eartha^Kitt (62-112009). She has not been investigated 
by the FBI" Concerning Anderson's 5/16/72 statement regarding ^ 
her opposition to pSerto Rican statehood, thi* is lU»ly to havs 
come from information provided 1/19/68 to The ihite House par 
a name check request. Secret Service and the Department were 
also supplied wit* the same material. 

OasieVhavis (100-420533) f~ ____j 
vBBHiniiu Invast£flt^l1;ion on nu was oegun in 1955 do 

® * I 1 . __J_> 

1 
of communist causes. _—* . , 
to Secret Service, the Department, State, and The White House. 

_ibecause off 
Information^ 

"/reported strong support ted 
frias been sent 

Additionally it is to be noted Anderson's column of 
5/17/72 contains more criticism of the FBI, alleging e pr v 
lives of persons are a focal point of FBI investigations. Thi 
column will be the subject of a separate memorandum. 

ANALYSIS: The questioned material in Anderson's captioned 
columns ~Ts all from FBI reports, letterhead «a*“oranda or White 
House summaries, a large portion of which are classified. T e 
material is all from disseminated documents. Of 29 of the item , 

- 8 - CONTINUED - OVER 



Memorandum to Mr. E, S. Miller 
Be: Jack Anderson's Columns in 

"The Washington Post" 5/11/72, 
5/12/72 and 5/16/72 

19 were disseminated to Secret Service but not to The White 
House, 7 were disseminated to both The White House and Secret 
Service, and 3 were disseminated only to The White House. 

This pattern raises the question as to whether 
someone at The White House has access to material disseminated 
to secret Service, or whether someone at Secret Service has 
access to material disseminated to The White House (but not 
by the FBI to Secret Service). This aspect is being discreetly 
checked out to determine the possibility of Anderson's source 
being either at The White House or at Secret Service. 

Attention is Invited to memorandum of M. A. Jones 
Bishop, 5/1/72, captioned "Jack Anderson's Column in 

'The Washington Post* of 5/1/72." That memorandum lends 
support to the above analysis by noting that information on 
the 12 individuals mentioned by Anderson, 5/1/72, had been 
previously furnished to The White House and/or Secret Service. 

We are continuing our analysis of all such items 
appearing in Anderson's column in an effort to isolate a 

flngl£,docuaent or ite“ which eight pinpoint Anderson's source 
for FBI material. 

(L 

■JLi 
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Secret File Copies Offered FBI Head 
By Jack Anderson 

Patrick Gray 3d got off to 

an unconvincing start as the 
new boss of the FBI by plead¬ 
ing with newsmen: “None of| 

you guys are going to believe 
this—and I don t know how to 
make you believe it — but 
there are no dossiers or secret 
files" 

We will be happy to tell 
poor Pat, since he's new 
around the FBI, where some 
of the secret files are stashed* 
' As a starter, he might ask to 
see the Jane Fonda file, No, 
100459279. The FBI appar¬ 
ently considers the tiny, if 
sometimes turbulent, Miss 
Fonda a menace to the nation. 

She recently won the Acad¬ 
emy Award as Hollywood's 
best actress. But her most 
faithful fans are G-men, who 
monitor her performances 
around the world and submit 
detailed reports on her anti¬ 
war routines* 

The Fonda file is stuffed 
with reports marked “Confi¬ 
dential” and “Secret” One 
entry, dated April 30, 1971, is 
stamped “Top Secret—No For¬ 
eign Dissemination—No Dis- 

(semination abroad" j 
This hush-hush document ai-! 

leges darkly: “Between No¬ 
vember 1970 and April 1971t 
Fonda toured college cam¬ 
puses across the country mak¬ 
ing antiwar speeches. A source 
advised (the FBI) the North 
Vietnamese Embassy in Mos¬ 
cow bought a plane ticket for 

Fonda to travel from the, 

United States to Moscow and ; 
Hanoi via Paris on 3/17/71, i 
though the trip was discontin¬ 
ued as all visas to North Viet¬ 

nam were later canceled." 

Black Secret 
By perusing the secret FBI 

files, Pat Gray can also find 
out who's who and what's new 
in the black community* 
There's hardly an important 
black leader who doesn't rate 
a full FBI file* 

For example. Gray can learn 
from reading the Coretta King 
file, No- 100-6351, that the mar¬ 
tyred Martin Luther King's 
widow has hired the Byron 
Detective agency to “maintain 
security” at her Atlanta home. 
This tidbit is stamped merely 
“Confidential,” although 
there's a lot of equally irrele¬ 
vant Information labeled “Se¬ 
cret" 

Or Gray may be Interested 
to discover from a “secret" 
entry in the Ralph Abernathy 
file, No. 100-442706, that King's 
successor at the Southern 
Christian Leadership Confer¬ 
ence was “considering resign¬ 
ing as president, because of 
lack of cooperation from offi¬ 
cers*” 

Even one of President Nix¬ 
on's stalwart black supporters, 
Floyd McKissick, is kept 
under regular FBI surveil¬ 
lance* His file, No. 100446386, 
contains a full background re¬ 
port on his activities labeled. 
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Secret—No TtnAgn 
nation ” 

Gray can also keep up ^th 

;tfee world travels of James 
i Baldwin, the famous black 
■ novelist, by reading file No 

162-108763. An entry, dated Dec. 
j23, 1969, and marked “Secret 

-No Foreign Dissemination”' 
confides: ' 

NY T-I, another govern- 
mentagency which condS 
ntelhgence investigations, ad- 

0nr. JuIy 31' 3969, that 
James Baldwin arrived at 

«^?VS.*S5S3 
.cweipts from the Augig 
il«9, edition of the Turkish 

newspaper “Milliyet,” 
.stamped a deep, dark “secret ” 

*the ?“ read 811 a*x>nt 

§J=rwsfi?s 

«”„VS,„slS - 

■jss.te-fc * 

.Movie Gossip 

FBI chief will find 

Z7£O Um^ tidbits ”n 
th^ files of such movie stars 
Marion Brando, Paul Newman 

Ze™ iwU?St°n’ Tony ^ndau! 
“ and others- None of them are accused of anv 

crimes or suspected subver* 
r°“: ?ut the FBI keeps files 

; ^ Gr«y i« a football fan, 

ssiasass 
itkes of Joe Namath anc 
£-finoe Resize! ; 

I For example, the FBI llit 
Namath under No. ywga-fr 

[His file declares: “CapUoaid 

individual, a member of the 

New York Jets of the Amerl 
can Football League ha* 

FBrTn*SL?ga«oa“bieC* °f “ 

Iffffrf-'aas 
{as the report “from a reliable 

IWca? R be frequents The 
■gjJT** Bar m New York 

j“£re ^ey W°«W be—that 

PoS ff% lnv““*««w re- 
[?wv» •1 V Ston*> Hie No. 10ft 

■ dated. Mhn^?**"** 

[£mped “Confident 

“During 1966, subject spoke 

fair, rVe w1 Vietnam * 

giWcsarta-d 

i* *2tK*££5£j 
nr R,?UbIiM' ffasbi3f 
D.C., at a Washington Dd 
restaurant." ^ * 

■ 
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, When the FBI Calls, Everyone Talks 
Jack Anderson 

WHEN THE FBI's relentless 
sleuths fix their attention on a 

culprit, real or imagined, few 
sources of information are 
considered too personal, or sa¬ 

cred for exploitation* 
Neighbors, friends, ex¬ 

spouses, building superintend¬ 
ents, college officials, even 
newspaper reporters are 
plumbed for tidbits of gossip* 
Surprisingly, most of them be¬ 
come positively garrulous in 
the presence of a G-man* 

Military records. Selective 
Service records, passport, cus¬ 
toms, Social Security and even 
Internal Revenue files, which 
the hapless citiAn thinks are 
confidential, are/actually wide 
open to the federal cops* 

The FBI has] used these 
sources to dig out strictly per¬ 
sonal information about a va¬ 
riety of public figures who 
have not committed crimes 
and aren't ever likely to do so* 

For example, the FBI wran¬ 
gled information about black 
leader Ralph David Abernathy 
from an intriguing cross sec¬ 
tion of sources* Abernathy 
succeeded the martyred Mar¬ 
tin Luther King, Jr*, as head 
of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference, 

The most frequently quoted 
: sources are the ubiquitous 
*'confidential sources who 
have furnished reliable infor¬ 
mation in the past*'* 

This can be anything from 
wiretaps, to disgAxntled ex-em- 

—_.-J_ 

ployees, to accommodating 
newsmen* 

Some of the most outra¬ 
geous charges are based on 
the most dubious evidence. 
One entry in Abernathy's file, 
for example, cites an anony¬ 
mous “Communist Party func¬ 
tionary” who “described Mar¬ 
tin Luther King Jr*, as a con¬ 
firmed Marxist in February, 
1962,” 

Credit Consulted 
Also consulted was “Mr* 

John A* Ritter, Credit Bureau 
of Greater Atlanta, I he,,” who 
solemnly informed the FBI 
that Abernathy “was em¬ 
ployed from 1951 to 1961 as 
pastor of the First Baptist 
Church . * * Montgomery, Ala¬ 
bama*” 

For information on former 
world heavyweight boxing 
champion Muhammad Ali, nee 
Cassius Clay, the FBI turned 
to his former wife: , 

“On June 7, 1966, Sonji Clay 
was interviewed at her resi¬ 
dence. * * * She advised that 
from her personal association 
with Clay, she knows that the 
NOI (Nation of Islam, the 
Black Muslims) controls his 
boxing career! and through 
Main Bout, Inc*, of New York 
City, which is owned and oper¬ 
ated by the NOI, limits Clay's 
income to 20 per cent of his 
earnings and the remaining 80 
per cent is for the NOI* 

“She . advised that Clay 
would comply with any' diree 
tive of the NOI in that he is 
an absolute blind follower of 

Elijah Muhammad (national, 
leader of the Black Muslims)*” 

In this case the FBI was in¬ 
vestigating All's claim that he 
is a conscientious objector* 
This, however, is hardly suffi¬ 
cient justification for prying 
from his wife confidential in¬ 
formation concerning his fi¬ 
nances. 

When baby doctor Benjamin 
Spock was speaking out 
against nuclear warfare in the 
mid-1960's, the FBI visited 
Case Western University in 
Cleveland, where he was 
teaching* There they obtained 
“the personnel file pertaining 
to Dr* Speck ” which was “re¬ 
viewed on Dec* 23, 1964* * **” 

Such inquiries, of course, 
serve not only to add bulk to 
the FBI’s files, but also to 
prejudice a person's employer 
against him* 

Telephone Records 
Telephone companies lean 

over backwards to help the 
top cops. For information on 
entertainer Harry Belafonte's 
associates, for example, the 
FBI consulted "the records of 
the New York Telephone Com¬ 
pany ” which were “furnished 
to Special Agent James M* An¬ 
derson by Edward L. Braune*3 

The telephone customer, of 
course, rarely suspects that 
the phone company is tattling 
on him to the FBI at the same 
time it is collecting his money* 

Bank accounts also pose no 
problems for the federal inves¬ 
tigators* The file on moyie ac¬ 

tress Jane Fonda, for example, 
is full of details abdut her 
checking accounts* ~ 

“Oii Jan* 4, 1971,” sayi^a typ* 
ical excerpt, “a confidential — 
source who has furnishfel reli- — 
able information in tw past — 
furnished the following infer- _ 
mation concerning the check- 
ing accounts of Jane Fonda at _ 
the Morgan Guaranty ^Trust _ 
Company, 15 Broad Street, 
New York, N*Y” The;“confl 
dential source,” apparently, — 
was the bank itself* ; ■ 

The memo went on to list 
numerous checks Miss. Fonda 
had written to various iijdivid- 
uals and groups, including the 
National Council of Churches 
($3,300), the anti-communist 
Radio Free Europe ($105), and 
the United States Service 
man’s Fund ($950)* *: 

"The aforementioned infor¬ 
mation is not to be made pub¬ 
lic,” a notation warns, “except 
in a usual proceeding rfoTLow- 
ing issuance of a subpoena- 
duces tecum directed to Mr 
Arthur W* Herbert, Assistant 
Secretary, Morgan Guaranty ' 
Trust Co” ■ — 

My associate Joseph Spear _ 
spoke to Herbert, who denied 
having released the informa ’— 
tion to the FBI. “The bank’s _ 
policy is not td give informa- _ 
tion out unless subpoened,” he 
said* He could not explain how — 
the FBI got the data except to _ 
suggest it might have been re _ 
leased “by our counsel:”* 
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'Stack Activists 
By Jack Anderson 

The FBI is conducting sys¬ 

tematic surveillance of black 
leaders, who are guilty of 
nothing more serious than ex¬ 
cessive political rhetoric. 

Millions of dollars have 

been invested in the FBI’s in¬ 
vestigation of “racial matters,” 

But our study of the secret 
files indicates that the investi¬ 
gation has been heavily one- 

sldei Only the most extreme 
white racists have come under 
FBI scrutiny, but almost evt,ry 
prominent black leader in the 

country has an FBI dossier in 
his name. Even congressmen 
ad Nixon-Agnew supporters, 
if they’re black, are regarded 
with suspicion by the FBI. 

The list of black “subver¬ 
sives” includes such, apostles 
of non-violence as the late 
Rev, Dr, Martin Luther King 
Jr., his wife, Coretta Scott 
King; the Rev, Ralph David 
Abernathy; Jesse Jackson, the 
handsome young “country 
preacher” who recently 
started a self-help group in 
Chicago; Roy Wilkins, execu¬ 
tive director of the National 
Association for the Advance¬ 
ment of Colored People 
(NAACP); and Bayard Rustin, 
director of the A, Philip Ran¬ 
dolph Institute, 

The FBI has even zeroed in 
on President Nixon's most ar¬ 
ticulate black supporter, for¬ 
me* CORE director Floyd 

McKissick Jr., whose political 
activities have been chronicled 

by the FBI in a fat file. 
Now director of the new town 

of "Soul City,” N.C., Mc¬ 
Kissick made headlines when 
he lambasted the Democratic 

Party for failing to deliver “on 
its promises,” The Nixon ad¬ 
ministration, he said, has of¬ 
fered more than “just1 the 

rhetoric,” 
Like many a white politi¬ 

cian, McKissick has jumped 

the political fence. For two 
years earlier, he had called 

Mr, Nixon “one of the nation's 
leading proponents of Law 

and Order :— Racist Style.'” 
McKissicks words were duly 
deposited in his bulging FBI 
dossier. 

Secret Capitalist 
Another entry, dated Jan, 

13, 1970, is stamped “Secret— 
No Foreign Dissemination.” 
One of the deep, dark secrets 
noted by FBI a^ent Thomas L, 

i Beckwith was that McKissick 
“has made several speeches 
throughout the U.S. during 
1969 wherein he advocated 
black capitalism-” 

But far more grievous, Mc¬ 
Kissick, “in one speech stated 
the Black Panther Party 
should be supported.” 

FBI agents were also listen¬ 
ing when McKissick at a black 
bash in Brooklyn “commented 
unfavorably on the fact that 

Tolson — 

Felt H_ 
Campbell 

Rosen — 

Mohr _— 

this affair was held in a successor to Floyd McKissick —— 

church, since churehes are 
among groups infiltrated by 
the FBI and Central Intelli- 

as chairman of CORE, haVe — 
been meticulously catalogued* —_ 
too. And Innis's file notes _ 

gence Agency which hold the 

blacks down,” 
The federal sleuths have 

also been poking their noses 
into McKissick's financial af¬ 

fairs. States one entry: 
"Floyd McKissick, it was 

learned, had recently received 
check Number 2666 made out 

in his name and drawn against 
the account of the Louis M. 
Rabinowitz Foundation, Inc,, 
in the amount of $2,500, This 
check was subsequently depos¬ 
ited to McKissick's account in 
the Freedom National Bank, 
Harlem, New York.” 

Mrs- King's Finances 
The FBI has also been 

prying into Coretta Scott 
King's finances. When a docu¬ 
mentary film about her late 
husband was appearing 
around the country, the top 
cops were busy counting re¬ 
ceipts. 

The movie's first run, says 8 
confidential memo dated Aug. 
5,1970, “resulted in receipts in 
excess of $2,000,000. ’By ar¬ 
rangements made prior to 
March 24, 1970, by Coretta 
Scott King and officials of the 
SCLC the receipts fo this 
movie were to be divided 
equally between King and the 
SCLC.” 

nously that he has “attended .__ 

marches to protest against £&$_ 
war in Vietnam,,.. ” 

Ralph David Abernathy, fiiii- 
cessor to the martyred ;Dr. 
King, rates a file that would 

choke a hippopotamus. The* “— 
FBI's investigators seem mqst -- 
intrigued over his troubles’ 
with his colleagues. ■ ■ 

An FBI informant reported 
on March 6, 1970, for example* 
that one colleague, Bosea Wil¬ 
liams, “remarked to some as¬ 
sociates he was rather con¬ 
cerned as to the cool and ho- 
ticeably distant attitude * re~ 
cently displayed hyl 
,, . Abernathy,” 

Black artists, entertain ersv 
and sports figures, who speak 
up for their race, are also sus*. 
pect. One of the thickest FBI 
files is devoted to former 
heavyweight champion Mu- / 
hammad Ali, Actor singer -- 
Harry Belafonte and author_ 
James Baldwin are kept under.1 
surveillance, too. . ’ 

The file on black comedian _— 
Dick Gregory could be meas-_ 
ured by the pound, Author-ao 
tor-playwright Ossie Davis and 
his wife have been investi-.-_ 
gated numerous times. Singer ___ 
Eartha Kitt is quoted as being 
opposed to statehood for — 
Puerto Rico. -- 
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G*fiT£D.STATES GC^ERNMENT 

Memorandum, _ 

. Mr. E. S. Miller 

FROM : T. J. Smith Tt5> 

"subject: JACK Anderson’s column in 
j "THE WASHINGTON POST," 
' 5/17/72 

&1L INFORMATION ccntaihed 
HEREIN 15 U1T.:LA5SIFIEI' EXCEPT. 

WHERE SHCiiH OTHERWISE 

1 - Mr. A. Rosen 
1 - Mr. J. P. Mohr 
1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop 
1 - Mr. E. S. Miller 

DATE: 5/2M/72 
1 - Mr. R. W. Waitert 
1 - Mr. C. W. Bates 
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore 
1 - Mr. T. J. Smith 
1 - Mr. R. L. Shackelford 
1 - Mr. C. P. Monroe 

Uohjfl_V 
Rosfc yr__ 
B^tea^__ 
Bishop_ 
Callahan _ 
Campbell _ 
Casper_ 
Cleveland — 
Conrad_ 
Dalbey ^_ 
Miller, 
Ponder // 
Soyars ~L_ 
Wat kart_^ 
Walters_ 
Tele Room - 
Holmes .- 
Gandy - 

Captioned is the most recent in a series of columns 
criticizing FBI operations (copy attached). Memorandum of 
M. A. Jones to Mr. Bishop, 5/1/72, analyzed Anderson's column 
of 5/1/72. Memorandum of T. J. Smith to Mr. E. S. Miller, 
5/18/72, contained an analysis of the 5/11, 5/12, and 5/16/72 
columns. 

Reference is made in captioned column to a "memo" 
which mentioned Jane Fonda's "anti-military roadshow." Anderson 
chided the FBI for prudish behavior, quoting from the document 
that the show "consisted of songs such as 'Kiss My A_ " 

b6 
b7C 

Ik 

Dissemination of the FBI report was to secret/ 
Service, the Department, an^A. R££5g (,v} 74696 

Anderson's reference to Madalyn Murray O'Hair, quoting 
from an FBI document relating information about correspondence 
to the Passport Division of State Department, is a near-perfect 
quotation extracted from page 4 of a remrt prepared by our 
San Antonio Office, 3/10/67. The date the letter is quoted 
inaccurately; it was 2/2/65, not 2/2/62/ The report was —. 
disseminated 3/23/67 to Secret Servic£T the DeparTMBfft. state 
and CIA; on 4/22/69 to the Army; I 
3/3/72 to IRS. UPT.-lQ " (TB-JUL 2.0 Wi' 

sent, is a near-perfect 
brt prepared by our 
x the letter is quoted 

The report was - . 
the Denar'TMBfft. ^tate, ' 

M JlBFSCTan^ 

Investigation of Mrs. O'Hair (Bureau fire Yo5-90854) 
was instituted in 1960 based on her contact with the Soviet- 
Embassy, Washington, D. C. She was later determined to hol<r>< 
a leadership role in a communist front organization in 196^i> 

:—M 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson's Column in 

"The Washington Post," 5/17/72 

Anderson's reference to information concerning a 
homosexual actor is quoted from material provided The White House 
10/28/66 concerning Rock Hudson, per name check request 
(62-5-26880). Hudson has not been the subject of FBI investi¬ 
gation. Information concerning him was voluntarily furnished by 
established sources. 

The black female vocalist mentioned by Anderson is 
Eartha Kitt. In 10/66, one of our sources reported that 
Mildred Katleman was suing her husband, Beldon Katleman, 
principal owner of the El Rancho Vegas Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada, 
for divorce, resulting from Mrs. Katleman's discovery of her 
husband in bed with Eartha Kitt. Anderson's reference to this 
incident is contained in a memorandum of 1/19/68 provided to 
Secret Service, The White House, and the Department. Although 
Eartha Kitt has not been investigated by the FBI, information 
has been received concerning her and is contained in Bureau 
file 62-112009. 

The "well-known black writer" mentioned by Anderson 
is James Baldwin (62-108763), who was investigated because of 
association with the labor Youth League, a group cited under 
Executive Order 10450. Anderson's quotation concerning 
Baldwin's eviction in 1966 is from a report prepared by our 
New York Office, 5/26/67, which was disseminated to Secret b6 
Service, the Department, CIA, State, USIA, and labor. 

In connection with the FBI's investigation of possible 
communist infiltration of the SouthernChristian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC) (100-438794), separate inves tigations were 
conducted on Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. (100-106670) and 
Reverend Ralph Abernathy (100-442706), in view of their leadership 
positions in SCLC and their close association with Stanley Levinson, 
a communist. 

2 CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson’s Column in 

"The Washington Post," 5/17/72 

Anderson's reference to an intoxicated black leader 
who threatened to jump from a hotel window pertains to King 
and was contained in a memorandum dated 2/20/68, which was 
furnished to The White House and the Attorney General. 

It should be noted that Anderson used the identical 
data in his column 8/24/69, identifying King as the person 
involved and citing the correct date of the memorandum (2/20/68). 

The mention by Anderson of the black religious leader 
who allegedly had "illicit relations with an underage girl" 
refers to data concerning Abernathy. An FBI memorandum dated 
5/21/68 contained the information referred to by Anderson, and 
this was disseminated to Secret Service, the Department, and OSI. 

Information of a personal nature concerning persons 
not under investigation was gratuitously furnished the FBI by 
established sources. Dissemination was made in response to 
requests for available information concerning them. 

ANALYSIS: A review of the dissemination of the information 
has determined that the documents were all provided The White 
Bouse and/or Secret Service, a pattern noticed in the analysis 
of previous Anderson columns. Two of the documents were 
provided only to The White House and the Attorney General. 
Secret Service was provided the other five documents, with no 

; White House dissemination. Again the indication is that a 
person (or persons) having access to FBI material at The White 
House and/or Secret Service is Anderson's source. 

It should also be noted that the Department also 
received copies of the same five documents provided to Secret 
Service. A review of the documents referred to by Anderson 
in his columns of 5/11, 5/12, and 5/16/72 reveals the 
Department also received a large portion of this information 
(22 of the 29 documents). Therefore, it is possible Anderson 
is utilizing a source within the Department, in addition to 
any source he has within The White House and/or Secret Service. 

ACTION: For information. Efforts continue to locate 
ftndftrsnn(a source of FBI documents, through analysis of material 
in his columns and through extremely discreet contacts at 
The White House. 
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Bedroom Peeking Sharpens FBI Files 
- * a i , riitinn frnm Hawaii to Marv*! suin'? her husband, 'principal! \ ‘mo sgn iri a New Aojk Lit> 

By Jack Anderson 
Tdltion from Hawaii to Mary*!ruins: her husband, ■-principal!... , , 
‘land, Mrs. O’Uair was having‘owner of (a Las Ve*ys -lotel)* .hotel. whore (theblack ^rtcr) 
: trouble obtaining a The secret FBI files show 

that G-men spend an inordi- ancj sbe wrote a nasty letter to i 
nate amount of time peeking j State Department, 
into American bedrooms. ported Agent Farmer: 

Their preoccupation with j 
sex is evident—in spite of the ^gyrrhiy Wor<l 
fact that, taken together, the- ^ - 

passport, , for divorce as a resu 
catching her 

oi Mrs.;was intoxicated at a small gatfr- 
: ,i band Bering, i He) threatened to leap 

Re- i in bed with the singer)’ ; from the 13th-floor window of 
The bureau’s unusual inter- , the hotel if this woman would 

est in the sexual habits of the not say she loved him. 
famous has by no means been > The most unlikely and urn 
confined to the entertainment proved sex stories turn up in 

8,500 Special Agents makeup! “On teb. 2. 19G-t AIad^;^world. The dossier on a well-the FBI files. States a report 
what is unquestionably one of Murray, in a letter to tny V/j^nowri ^lack v/riter contsins^n a black religious leader: 
the greatest collection of | port Division, indicated report, stamped '‘SccrL/’i y\ confidential source on 

I was going to federal court ^ prudes in the country. ['vas B tun it , ‘y ‘ MM-that a teacher “advised duri.’-y .\fay 15, 1 
The late redauhtahle J. * about this matter and stated, summrr 0£ 1966” the au-i i * a r n e 

, t, .n lT nnt nflrp TO — aroiHlQ. ... ^ 

1958, advise 

d 

d ne had. 
that the 

Edgar Hoover was himself ajl* <*o not car^ *°, 'thor had rented an apartment!reverend) . . . recently men- 
man of Victorian virtues whoiwith you miner. ine aoo^_ibut -was CV\cicd by the land- tinned . . . that some years ago 
went so far as to ban pantsuits omitted word IS lour-ieue ^ having homosexual a newspaper in South Carolina 
for his female employees. Reg-1 word which has a sexual c?"'jpanieSi” !had prinlcd a story about him. 
ulariy, he purged agents. notation and^ was omitted be- iThls story, which-he said was 
caught carousing with para-Tause of this ! Athlete’s Indiscretion |not true, alleged he had illicit 
motirs. For all of their priggishness,; : relations with an underage 

A, careful review of the [however, the federal sleuths! The affairs of a prominent ^ (The reverend) said he un¬ 
hurt dreds of FBI documents ini are incorrigible gossips about;athlete are also catalogued m.d’crstood this matter had helm 

has failed to'sex. Their memos contain the.titillating detail: re-'erred to recently in film- 
instance, most intimate details about; "(The athlete) has been ob-|*‘L“ta \ 

agent used un-.the people they spy on. ise.ved intoxicated on several.' ,, . id he 
Los Angeles office for!occasions and also reportedly : Consequently, he said 

. . .. . * - ... _ ...:. u m, Aii-l mn ■ istfi c wnti nPn HE.1 nt 

our possession 
turn up a single 
wherein an 
seemlv language. Indeed they The : language. Indeed they The Los Angeles omce lor■ w ; - 

themselves to describe ! example, has an avid curiosity ; had an affair with an airline regardin'* this' 
~ I 3bomt the sex aberration of stewardess who became preg- comment iLgardmh tins. 

train 
eiieate situations. j*^ the sex ^ LVI ^ILes'i^ consensus of 
The armv of agents who fol-; movie stars. j nans as a Jesuit uns anwuA , ■ ■ * 

low .lane Vonda around, foF "During 1965.” begins a sum- titm. It is aliegeci th«" a:i abor-: opinion 
example,'often have difficulty' mary of one famous actor's :Uon was arranged for this girl, was inal 
conveying her language. One;filer ‘a confidential informant*by the wife of-, the op-1 position 
memo" stamped ' Secret—No! reported that several years;erator of a restaurant-bar in: old. not 
Foreign Dissemination/’ con-1 ago while he was in New Yorki New York. 

her should adopt the 
that this story was 
true, and he had no 

It is understood desire to dignify it by discuss- 

tains a review of her anti-mili-j he had an ‘affair with moviejthat the abortion had to bc-ing the matter. 
tary roadshow which wrote s i a r -. The informant! postponed due to the arrest of ■ it turned out that the story 
th* wvpstgaior. '‘consisted of; states that from personal j-’$ wife on charges, stem-j had been inserted in the Con* 

j songs such as Kiss My A—knowledge he knew that (theiming from an abortion ring,” fgressional Record bv rootin' 
l Special Agent James Ey actor} was a homosexual” j The FBI also maintains; tootin' Rep. John Raiidc (D- 
Farmer of the San Antonio The G-men have also peeped [peepholes into the bedrooms La j one of the most irrespon- 
JLeld office had a similar proh- into The bedroom of a black, 1 of black leaders. Agents trium-!Sihle members of Congress, 
lem composing a memo orv female vocalist who is known: phantly discovered an "iUtciti Nonetheless, the FBI 
Madalyn Murray O’Hair, the Tor her sensuous singing style. 4: affair” involving one promt-: searched tho Record for Rar- 
col orated atheist who su^-: *Tn October, 1966/’wrote an i nent black. Confides the :-e- i scurrilous speech, which 

“information was re ;port: I- - cessfully sued to ban praye; agent, 
from public schools. : jeeived from a reliable source j The source related an itjci-i the black leader’s file. 

Because of a pending exm-;that prominent woman) wis;den£ w-hich occurred somel,;i.: l012t umied r^tyre svndicaie, mo. 

lwas faithfully reproduced in 

>un L?ucci. ouujuai 
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Memorandum 
Mr. E. S. Miller 

1 - Mr. Gebhardt 

DATE: 

FROM : T> J_ Smith 
tr 

a 

SUBJECT: JACK ANDERSON'S COLUMN 
"THE WASHINGTON POST” 
2/21/73 

2/21/73 

1 - Mr. E. S. Miller 
1 - Mr. T. J. Smith 
1 - Mr. J. M. Sizoo 

AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN 13 UNCLASSIFIED 

ZklZ CI5-1S-2CI0'T EY S0324aUi:b*ff/r3'rds 

Mr. Felt __ 

Mr. Bak^_ 
Mr. Callahan _ 

Mr. Cleveland. 

Mr. Conrad_ 

Mr. Gebhardt _ 

Mr. Jenkins — 
Mr. Marshall . 

Mr. . 

Mr. Purvis _ 

Mr. Soyars . 
Mr. Walters 

Tele. Room 

Mr. Kiniey 

Mr. Armstrong 

Mr. Bowers 

Mr. Herin. 

Ms. Herwig 
Mr. Mintz_ 

Mrs. Neenan . 

saE 
Anderson’s 2/21/73 column, copy attached, is critical of 

Mr. Gray as lacking qualifications to be FBI Director and as being named 
Acting Director to ’’make the FBI responsive to the President’s will. ” Also, 
Anderson claims that ’’most serious of all, Gray has used the FBI as a 
political police force. ” 

In connection with the latter allegation, Anderson’s column states 
that Mr. Gray denied to newsmen in May, 1972, that the FBI kept dossiers 
on ’’politicians, newsmen, movie stars, black leaders and other prominent 
Americans. ” Anderson then notes that he (Anderson) "promptly furnished” 
Mr. Gray with "excerpts from the files of a number of notables," as well 
as with file numbers to help Mr. Gray locate the "hidden dossiers. " 

Memoranda dated 5/19, 22, 26; 6/28, 30; 8/17; 9/8; 11/15; and 
12/8/72 set forth analyses of various Anderson columns which mentioned tha 
the FBI maintained files on prominent individuals and which revealed the 
file numbers. The memoranda have indicated that some of the individuals 
were investigated by the FBI while others were not but were the subject 
name check requests from The White House. In addition, the memoranda 
set forth any dissemination of our documents to Secret Service and other 
Government agencies. In connection with our interest in locating Anderson’s 
source of our documents revealed in his^eplumns since 5/1/72, our , ^ 
investigation has centered on las the primary leak source 
at Secret Service during his work there 
1971-1972. 

b7C 

Anderson in another claim in instant column alleges that the 
FBI was caught checking on a Democratic congressional candidate in Ohio 
and that the incident eaSpsed the FBI practice of gathering information 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson’s Column 

"The Washington Post" 
2/21/73 

on both congressmen and candidates. Anderson quotes from Mr. Gray’s 
10/27/72 press release that the practice had "just come to my attention" 
and that Mr. Gray had ordered the practice ended. However, Anderson’s 
column fails to note that Mr. Gray in the same press release had also 
stated that the Agent’s inquiries were not authorized and were in violation 
of instructions to collect information only from readily available sources. 

Instant Anderson column states that on several occasions in the 
past his columns have published details from FBI files on several 
congressmen in order to prove that the FBI dossiers on them contained 
more than public source information. Instant column mentions House 
Speaker Carl Albert and House Republican Leader Gerald Ford in the above 
context. These congressmen were earlier mentioned by Anderson in 
columns of 6/7/72 and 11/6/72, along with the late Hale Boggs (Louisiana), 
Peter Frelinghuysen (New Jersey), and Henry Reuss (Wisconsin). 

Memoranda of 6/7/72 and 11/15/72 noted that Anderson undoubtedly 
obtained information for his claims about congressmen from several sources 
including FBI documents apparently taken from Secret Service by 
from press accounts, from court records, and from Anderson’s own staff 
research. The 11/15/72 memorandum denies Anderson’s claim that the 
FBI monitored Congressman Boggs in the Voloshen-Sweig case. Our files 

showr 
that Congressmen Albert and" 

l 
ynrH had been intercepted in FBI momtormgin the investigation of lobbyist 
Fred J. Black in the earlvl96Q’s. No investigation has been conducted on 
any of the congressmen mentioned in Anderson's 11/6/72 column with the 
exceptiorTofCongressman Reuss who was the subject of an applicant-type 
fijvesHgaHon~bvthe FBI in 1946 at the request of the Economic Cooperation 
Administration. 

As to Anderson’s criticism in instant column against Mr. Gray 
and the FBI in connection with the 1/31/73 arrest of Anderson’s associate 
Leslie H. Whitten, Jr., this criticism has previously been discussed in 
memoranda of 2/16/73 and 2/20/73 from Mr. R. F. Bates to Mr. Gebhardt. 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson’s Column 

”The Washington Post” 
2/21/73 

As to Anderson's criticism of FBI relations with the Department of Justice 
in the Whitten arrest and subsequent Federal grand jury hearings, similar 
criticism in a 2/16/73 "New York Times” article is now being analyzed 
separately by Mr. Gebhardt’s division in response to Mr. Gray’s inquiry 
about the article. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For the information of Mr. Gray and for inclusion in the briefing 
book on Jack Anderson’s columns. 

- 3 - 
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FBI Used as Political Police Force 
By Jack Anderson | 

Pat Gray, with his bullet 
head and pugnacious jaw, has 
the look of an FBI director. It 
is now clear that he lacks the 
qualifications* 

His credentials were less 
than impressive when he was 
appointed acting director in 
May, 1972. He had no experi¬ 
ence whatsoever in law en¬ 
forcement As an attorney, he 

He was away from Washing- > and said that he had ordered 
ton so much that he became it stopped. All that had been 
known around FBI headqua*>| collected, he insisted, was 
ters as "Two-Day Gray*” When] ^biographical data on major 
he wasn't off somewhere pro¬ 
moting the re-election of the 
President, he was usually 
splashing in his swimming! zines, campaign literature and 
pool at his summer home in [various reference publica- 

candidates for the House of 
Representatives and the Sen¬ 
ate from newspapers, maga- 

Stonington, Conn. 

Political Police 

tions. 
Once again, we published 

details from the files of sev¬ 
eral congressmen, including , , * ^ J( But most serious of all,__ 

had specialized m taxes andj Gray has used the FBI as a po-[ House Speaker Carl Albert 
trusts and paper snuffling. ! liticai police force* He denied s and House Republican Leader 

He was selected, insiders jt0 newsmen laat May that the 
knew, because of his complete jFBI kept .dossiers on politi- 
devotion to Richard Nixon, j cians> newsmen, movie stars, 
Gray had joined Mr. biack leaders and other promi- 

^personal staff in 1960 and nad> nent ^mer^cans <'jione 0f you|from informants* 
established himselfas a oyal „ going believe! . 
team member. By Nixon stand- tM „ hc safd , bnt therein tutlen Case 
ards there is no higher quah- a..e no dos^ers or secret 
fication than loyalty to tbe 1 ^es ” 

, * . . | We promptly furnished him 
Gray s main mission was “J j wiiii exeerpts from the files of1 arrested my associate Lesjtors allowed Pat Gray's boys 

make the FBI responsive a number of notables, who hadr Whitten while he was re port-i to present the best case they 
+£e Presidents wi I h'committed no crimes and arejingon the return of stolen ]n-|couid to the grand jury. K is 
5^re ,Jf * *1 unlikely to commit anyjdian documents. The agents! rare for a grand jury to refuse 
"■y hims1, Decam p crimes. Yet the files showed'tore his notes out of his hands/to let a case go to trial that 
of the team* In snort, Gray j they were under active FBI snapped on the handcuffs andj the FBI wants prosecuted. But 
was chosen for n s po mca re I Surve^[ance help Gray lo-i threw him into the pokey. rafter listening to the FBFs 
liability to fill a post-that the j caLe ^ hjdden do%{ wcj .... . 
Senate has decreed should be Lven provided the FBI file 

Gerald Ford, to prove that 
their dossiers also contained 
eavesdrop information, sur¬ 
veillance reports and gossip 

We can now cite a more per¬ 
sonal abuse of police power. 
On Jan, 31, eight FBI agents 

my associate 

agents Into action against 

Whitten, although the FBI 
knew he was in no way ii> 
volved in the theft or posse®* 

sion of the stolen documents. 

The FBI knew, indeed, that 
the documents were about to 
be returned to the govern^ 

ment and that Whitten was oh 
hand to write the story. 

We have detailed, documen¬ 
tary proof that the FBI not 
only knew no crime was being 
committed at the time of the 
arrest but that the FBI delib- 
cratciy withheld this informa¬ 
tion from the Justice Depart¬ 
ment, Its top prosecutors 
found 'themselves gleaning 
crucial bits of evidence, not 
from FBI reports, but from 
the newspapers* 

Nevertheless, the prosecu- 

kept cut of partisan politics. ;,^r!he^OVlded 
He immediately started' + ^ 

roaring around the countrv os-! Six months later, FBI 
tensibly to inspect FBI field :a?ents were caught actually 
offices. Almost everywhere he j Peking on a Democratic con- 

We made a painstaking in-jease, the grand jury decided 
vestigalion to find out how;lhe 110 case and, 
this violation of Whitten's con-j therefore, refused to indict 
stitutionsl rights couid have|Whitten. 
been committed by agents i The President now wants to 

j sworn to uphold the Conslitu-i make Gray, as a reward for 
went however be took the oc-1sessional candidate in Ohio, tiom We learned that thelhis loyalty, the permanent 
casion to say something favor-j This flushed out the fact that | White House had passed down: FBI chief. In our view, this 
able about President Nixon/FBI had been gathering j the word to the FBI to makeaiwould turn the nation's most 
Gray's travels had the ear-- information on both congress-} case against us, presumably as I formidable law enforcement 
marks of a political campaignJmen an£* candidates. I an example to other newsmen! agency into a political police 
tour, yet he flew In Air Force; An embarrassed Gray j who might try to dig too! force* We hope the Senate will 
planes at the taxpayers' ex-!pleaded that the practice had i deeply* lrefuse to confirm him* 
pense, I “just come to my attention"! Loyal old Pat Gray sent his | ® Feature syndic* 
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Albert: 
Anderson's comment regarding House Speaker Carl 

The FBI chief, if he doubts us, can start with 
the file on Speaker Carl Albert. Gray will find 
therein a report based upon a conversation picked 
up by an FBI listening device, about Albert's 
relationship with Fred Black. 
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UNITED STATES GO^RNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. E. S. Miller 0j /fjT 

/ 
; T. J. Smith “P ' 

ANDERSONfS COLUMN 
THE WASHINGTON POST" 

1/17/73 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

1 - Mr. E. S. Miller 
1 - Mr. T. J. Smith 

DATE: 2/15/73 

1 - Mr. R. h. Horner 
X - Mr, J, M* Sizoo 

Mr. Felt_ 
Mr, Baker._ 
Mr. Callahan _ 
Mr. Cleveland. 
Mr, Conrad._ 
Mr. Gebhardt _ 
Mi. Jenkins. 

\ 

Mr. Marshall_ 
Mr. Mill®, E*S. 
Mr. Purvis_ 
Mr. Soyars__ 
Mr. Walters_ 
Tele. Room_r 
Mr. Kinley __ 
Mr* Armstrong _ 
Mr. Bowers_ 
Mr. Herington _ 
Ms. Herwig__ 
Mr. Mintz_. 
Mrs. Neaian _ 

was giving out secret teiephone'^Siitera to^t**** aUeged that the FBI 
report to the FBI what the "radicaS" ^.1 , treet PeoPle" who would 
period in return for promised Wrds^f°7the ‘“'■Station 
and even permanent informant status. aSh* educatl°nal opportunities, 

the inaugurationperiodmTwLhhSj01^ °rpos®lble disturbances during 
instructions to the field on the nectssitv^f util ™ Headquarters did issue 
developing additional informant covert /n ro ^-65081.5"8 sources a"d of 
group for disruptive activities. In the field .Jf*”1 Wlth plannlnS by any 
informants traveling to the WashWon D r nge?ents were mad® for 

support the1*co/e^mr/torAndc’rsOT^ele6’ ^ 7° haV0 no evidence to 
reporting arrangements on the telephone 

efforts to prevent or detect untrustworthinessTh„ a ! “ noted that ln our , 
are under instruction to analwe worthiness,the Agents handling informants / 

reliability, to verify^ iXrmatton rccmvcT as /. 
sourcesand to indoctrinate regularly Ihilfr' Possible, by other 
any relationship with the FBI. The conti, “S31”®* disclosure of 
formalized every six months in a Witten?.^ analyais of informants is 
must be submitted to FBI Header" 

our mlormant hiS S*°ry about 
practices revealed in movies television details on our investigative 
and by former FBI employes’ 

Enclosure 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson’s Column 

"The Washington Post" 
1/17/73 

Anderson’s curiosity about FBI inauguration plans was previously 
reported by WFO SAC McDermott who advised that he and SA 
were telephonically contacted on 1/10/73 by Harwood Crawford, an Anderson 
assistant. They refused to confirm or deny possible use of FBI Agents in 
an underground capacity for inauguration security or any other FBI 
investigative practice. Crawford was assured, however, that the FBI would 
meet its responsibilities on the inauguration. 

b7C 

Any indication developed that comments on our informants in 
Anderson’s 1/17/73 column came from any of our sources will be fully 
explored and reported. 

RE COMMENDATION: 

For the Acting Director’s information. 

■zuf 

Itfac. 

- 2 - 
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. ♦ . . R E 17 : The Washington Mcrry-Go-Roismi 

Chief Justice Swings Weight in Capital a 
Ey Jack AiuIcrftOlt frorv: the Norfolk Naval St a- any further 

o. 
of for 1. will bo 

tion \o £ naval prison in New productive.’ 
From his flowing white Hampshire, Xcver:.hc3c>s, Ayres Tnaky 

mane to Trie gold carpet he in*; The odyssey takes the zany found one government build- 
si- s upon treading when he trio through Washington. that didn't come under 
enrer? the Supreme Court where the script ral-s for Burgers sway. The producer 
cnM'Oor. v, a iron Burger is a them to get losi and drunk ; convinced officials at the Ns- 
distinguished Clnef Justice ;among the imposing govern- jtioraal Archives that his inten- 
wi^o will suffer no indignities ment buildings. itions were innocent and last 
to the institution for which he ; The Chief Justice however !^eek was able to film the 
stands. - would have no' paAof M-’i^ree-minute seemont that 

He solemnly rejected a re¬ 
quest, therefore, from Colum¬ 
bia Pictures producer Gerald 

son, drunk or sober. Producer jtooK three months io arrange. 
Ayres, therefore, began mak-1 footnote: The eminent 
ing arrangements to shoot the ! Chief Justice is not one to be 

'Ayres to shoot a three-minute isegment in from of the Na- jtrifled with. When a fellow 
segment showing drunken sail- tional Art Gallery, whose ar- IPassenger blew cigar smoke in 
ors cavoron Uic iront chitecturc is as stately as that ^cc a'oo:ir<;l the Washing- 
jsteps of the Supreme Court. ;of the Supreme Court, ston-New York metroliner. 

Washington Whirl 

r Nor was the Chief Justice; Although he was advised Fur/;er ^rote ari indignant let-1 

appeased by an offer to'there would be (,no problem/' * to_ Transportation Sccre- 
'change the script and sober up the sallow a week later ab- tar^ John vope Pul a 
the a rupTy Turned down his n- ?top tG c,;;ar smoking im the 

jadmitted the revised segment quest Not until then did thetlrain‘ 
I would not be “disrespectful to I flabbergasted Ayres learn that 
|the Supreme Court/' But theiChief Justice Burger was. 
| star of the picture, Jack Ni- j chairman, too, of the gallery's j Nixon's Notes—President 
!cholson. apparently is not one I board of trustees. 'Nixon is spending most of his 
oi Burger's iavorhe periomi- Indeed, a friend inside the tnrit by himself ihvtv days 
ers, government, who tried to help working on ms inaugural, 

Nicholson has had the of-[Ayres find a site for his three State of the Union and other 
ifronterv to call for the im- minutes of filming, wrote to messages. He writes down his 
peaebment of President ,him on Nov, 10: “It appears ideas laboriously in long hand 

jNixon, who appointed Burgerithat a request to use any of |On legal-length, lined yellow 
Uo the high court. Of course, Ithe government buildings that ipaper, then dictates -* from 
‘Nicholson s role in the movie [would be suitable is going to [these notes to his personal 
hs non-political, He plays a [be coordinated with the Su-;secretaryt Rose Mary Woods, 
kfun-loving Navy petty officer Ipreme Court, and that’s a His preliminary notes, accord- 
[who is assigned with another iclosed door. Considering the dng to our White House 
j tailor to accompany a prisoner circumstances, I don't think sources, are hard hitting. He 

will make it perfectly clear 

that he is going 'to run the 
country for the nex t fout- 

years the way he believes ft 

should be run, 
1 Secret Numbers—The FBI 

!has been busily distributing 
secret telephone numbers to 
'street people who, in return 
for a suitable reward, might 
[be willing to confide what the 
Radicals ere planning during 
(the presidential inaugural. 
The potential informers are 

; promised cash, educational op- 
port uniTes, oven permanent. 

;paid informant status. 

Anti Poverty Junket—In an¬ 
ticipation that the anti-poverty 
bud col; would be cut, one re- 
-I'U'.ai arrA-pove: ly director 

| took off two weeks ago for a 
trush trip to the South Sea 
Islands while he still had 

l government travel money to 
isnend. He is Tom Mercer, 
vc doii d dn ec1^" in San Fran¬ 
c’s e<>. who * lew to Hawaii and 
Pago Pago with two attrac¬ 
tive companions— Miss Linda 
Aim. an airline stewardess, 

[and Miss Richardson, a secre¬ 
tary, The anti-poverty agency 
paid for the expenses of the 

jthree travelers. The total bill 
I charged to the taxpayers 
;came to $2,$0G, 
I 

<3 1973, United Feature Syndic*!* 
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TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

OPTIONAL foam ho, 10 

Mi* 1441 EDITION 

* Oi*P GEN. «EO. tiO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. E. S. Miller £h4j-0 

T. J. Smith 

JACK ANDERSON'S COLUMN 
"THE WASHINGTON POST” 
1/24/73 

Above-captioned column (copy attached) noted that the FBI had 
been investigating a report that Howard Phillips, who had been appointed by 
the President to head the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), "wanted to 
offer Government grants to black lawyers as an inducement for them to 
become Republicans. " Anderson stated that an unnamed OEO official had 
repeated to him the above charge which the official had previously told to 

Mr. Felt 

Mr. Baker 

Mr. Cleveland Mr. Callahan_— 

Mr. Cleveland ^_ 

Mr. E. S. Miller Mr. Conrad- 

Mr. Gebhardt- 

DATE; 2/14/73 Mr. Jenkins 

Mr. Marshall . — 

Smith 
Mr. Miller, E.S- 

Mr. T. J. Mr. Purvis 

Mr. D. E. Caro Mr. Soyars 

Mr. Walters 

Mr. J. M. Sizoo Tele. Room_ 

Mr. Kinley 

Mr. Am?strong- 

Mr. Bowers 

/ Mr. Herington 

Ms. iierwig 

/ / / Mr. Mintz 

- Mrs. Ncenan _- 

lof the Berkeley, California, Resident Agency. In FBI SA. 
addition. Anderson stated that his associate Mike Kiernan had contacted 

SA 
as 
column. 

and confirmed that the FBI was investigating the charge as well 
he details of the charge, which were later set forth in Anderson's 1/24/73 

The facts of our investigation of Phillips at the request of the 
White House and of the 1/18/73 telephonic contact of SA by Kiernan 

of Anderson’s staff were set forth in memorandum Mr. Martin to 
Mr. Cleveland, dated 1/23/73, and captioned "Howard Jay Phillips, 
Special Inquiry - White House" (copy attached). 

SA was of the opinion that Kiernan was an FBI Headquarters 
supervisor or Government official and did confirm to him the details of 
the above charge madef 

did not and could not furnish any additional 
in the investigation 

However, SA__ 
information to Kiernan as he only interviewed_ 
of Phillips and was not aware of any other information developed. 

It is noted that SA received a censure and was placed on 
probation for discussing the investigation with an unknown telephone caller. 
As a result of the incident, Section E, SAC Memorandum 4-73, dated 1/23/73, 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson's Column 

‘The Washington Post" 
1/24/73 

all information secured to^h^omcSr^acarm^toTe conlidential 
attempt by representatives of the news mSL l ^.H , to “y 
properly Identifying themselves or by some^tert^e. " Wlth°Ut 

his assocla^with^Sm ” *om 

RECOMMENDATION: 

to the FBI hfws^fi/v^T WaS P^epared to analyze Anderson's reference 

n^lZd fo^Sl^oX^ faCIUded,the ^efing boor 

m^ttoned memorandum Mr. Martin to Mr'ctevetod’dktedV^/TS1'' (1^' 

Intelligence Division. anticipated by Domestic 
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j TIih !'Rl is invo.Gi^■[iini/ a 

jreport that President MxoiTs 

■ propos'd now anti-poverty 
■chief. Howard Phillips, wanted 
{•> efko povej nment grants to 
/deck lawyers as an induce- 
hnerd for them to become Re¬ 
publicans. 

j Tlic? charm? was leveled by a 
■top official who worked 
jclosely with Phillips in the Of* 
five of Lrmiemic Opportunity 

jifi 3^71. jWe hove spoken at 
length with the official who 
told us, 'hi return for our 
promise fo withhold his iden- 
■n\, whst ho Lrd reported to 

/he FBI. 

; 91 ran recall quite dearly/' 
■ he said, "Phillips telling us 
*bat we ought to find some 

of vr-Hmi GKO money 
no »!ll.' j;:mrjs ni some black 
.■’■(uniess and show- thorn the 
■ ■haiitaer of Homing RcpuhlL- 

1 In- oifickd said he had 
' ,vc:; rile deiLiilsto ITT agent 
'h Gou-tal and was prepared, 
' - Gi-edd come -o < uai'i pro- 

■ ' ;,n ■ ■; ' '1 £i st ►.■ p i'd}p.v »:'i j a rd 
'■ hi;v:' \\\ 

■ government funds to black at¬ 

torneys. it coincides, too, with 

a While House offer of an ex¬ 

tra $2.5 million to California 

ho experiment with different 
methods of providing legal aid 
lo the poor. 

The purpose of Phillips1 
■ meeting with the black Lrw- 
ivers, ostensibly) was to discuss 
j.iucUcare, This is a proposal to 
!provide legal assistance to the 
'poor through local bar associa¬ 
tions or non-profit corpora¬ 

tions. Critics claim judkare 
1 would wind up bejicfiltin:: law¬ 
yers more than poor people. 

_ Government I;ees 
; The Berkeley meeting was 
held, coincidentally, in the of¬ 
fices of Tom Berkley, a pros* 
porous black attorney in the 
Bay Area. Sr ate documents 
show he had been iakn:g in 

huge fees a? a Gate cunsuham 
to GKO. ito adueV re<eiv:!g 
$10,COO in onus id'aw! iVr\, for 
the months of June. July and 

.August, 1971, 
He assembled five promi- 

1 neol Mack lawyers jo 3 i ; i r 
i'!iilh;>s' pilch. Gat- L'' ce- 

oldest, biggest integrated -'aw 
firm in the state/1 he shouted. 

law' practice's than in helpin 

the poor. 

The attorney was so upset |“I don't need their money. 
that he went immediately to i ■. ___ 
the Charles Houston Law I 
Club. die told us what he had j; 
heard at the meeting/' recalls:! 
Uoii AJcCuIlum. the city attor- -| 
ney in Berkeley, “The gist of! 
it was: H we supported private 1 
judienro, we could look for- ! 
ward to enjoying considerable ■ 
financial benefits. Most of us 
reacted negatively.” 

We have also obtained notes | 
taken at a later meeting with 
OHO executives in Washing¬ 
ton. Significantly, one entry 
quotes Phblips as sa. imr. 1 
"Subsidized black 
(arcA necessary ,, G * | 

Through a spokesman, Phil- | 
lips denied he has ever made; 
a:iv Garment about usine f 
O’A1 I,:: i> to encmr a.:o 
blacks to bi.vmno Het^jhbra::;. 
; [e ac km-wled y{\ air j i j to 
■ r'cl--w , f '.:hf . 1 or V, EUiJ he 
iJc bis! as a '’routine^ meet-. 

inG ■ 
[ 

I’oot note; Charles Lloyd, j 
who attended the na-erine in j 
California, turned up in Wa^h- 
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subject: JACK ANDERSON*S COLUMN IN ALL I1IF;5i-~Ti=H schimne: 
"THE WASHINGTON POST" ™IN. 
8/12/72 

EATE 05-1? 

F^it _ 
Baker_ 

Bates_ 

Bishop.. 

Callahan_ 

Cleveland _ 

Conrad _ 

Dalbey _ 

Jenkins 
Marshal 1 M 

Miller, E.S. 

Ponder _ 
Soyars __ 

Walters _ 

Tele* Room _ 

Mr* Kin ley _ 

Mr, Armstrong _ 
Ms. Herwig_ 

J^lrs. Ncenan*_ 

Sn.cqL 
Captioned column (copy attached) which mas heaalched 

"Blockade Fails to Halt Hanoi Supplies" contains a section titled 
"Financial Secrets" comprised of information on the financial 
dealings of antiwar activists Dr. Benjamin Spock and| 
as well as on Floyd McKissick, Negro civil rights activist. 

The information was taken, sometimes verbatim, from 
the following FBI documents: (1) a 4/15/68 New York Office 
report on Spock classified "CoSrttTJrtCTul", (2) a 2/23/68_ 
New York Office report on McKissick r>1 actn1 f 1 fil flTnFft1^g^*nT 
(3) a 4/30/71 Los Angeles Office report I ~ I classified 

lllll In 11 ■■ 111 Hi Imih'ii III 'iillll linl I mi llii Ill uauiulllHlluh Alnoad11* 
and (4) a 1/20/72 Los Angeles Office report tfied 

Concerning Spock, Anderson notes that an FBI inquiry ■ 
at the Amalgamated Bank of New York revealed that Spock had ff 
received a check dated 12/12/67 for $500 from the Fifth Avenue J— 
Vietnam Peace Parade Committee. This information was set forjtiu / 
in the New York report (Anderson calls it an FBI memo) dated 
4/15/68 on Spock which was disseminated to Secret Service, 
Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence (U. S. Army), and the 
Department of Justice. Investigation on Spock was initiated in 
t 96ft to determine whether or not his speeches were seditious 
and his activities subversive. 

Anderson’s column also states that the same FBI document 
included financial information obtained from the Chemical Bank 
New York Trust Company concerning a Doctor Edward Barsky Dinner 
Committee. This information was taken from the characterization 
of that committee set forth in the 4/15/68 report’s appendix. 
The information concerns the opening of the group’s account as 
an affiliate account of the "National Guardian," which was 
characterized by the House Committee on Un-American Activities 
in 1961 as a "vi^ualM^^^Mte arm of SovietRug^ia .VIn, 

JMS:gli 
(6) - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr, E. S, Miller 
Be: Jack Anderson’s Column in 

"The Washington Post" 
8/12/72 

byCsources 
of three officers oz * Susa (CPUSA) members or former 
4 n nftst as Communist Party, uaAt Z a ~ ia^ 

Barskv was identified as a CPUSA member in 1953* ?he 
members* uarsKy <inork *s name appeared on the 
4/15/68 report on Spook “^t^onialdinner given Barsky on the 
program as a sponsor of a testxmon York City in 
30th anniversary of the Spanish Civil War in New rora 

2/67, 

Information is set forth in Anderson’s 8/12/72 column 

regarding a check made out:l!L:^^uis^^Rabinowitz Foundation, 
and drawn on the account of t • Office report on 
This information comes from a 2/2^68 He. Yo« o« £nal 
McKissick which was disseminated to S^ret Bervrc^^ Qf 

Revenue Service, A|ency, and the Department of 
Commerce, the u* -fnaturftri in a previous 
Justice. The information was^also featuredlnvest^ea^e^jlfigAjUjing 
Anderson column on 5/16/72.^ ,^yggiggiut.tonary gf-.StmentsTjSd 
in 1967 because of his m^itancy, rev a pnrtT The investigation 

^concernTog^the^abinoiiitz Foundation, in 

Oift- ^ ?Qg2C^Gus^Hall^^^BSA General Secretary, complained t|j“^ ’; ’on 

^^P-ident Victor 

2 CONTINUED - OVER 



Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson's Column in 

“The Washington Post'* 
8/12/72 

On 8/14/72 Anderson testified before a subcommittee 
of the Senate Banking Committee in favor of legislation which b6 
would require subpoenas or customer consent for authorities b7C 
to examine customer account records. At that time Anderson 
reportedly furnished the subcommittee with conies of what he 
called FBI memos on Spock, McKissick, and | 

Analysis of this column and other recent columns 
indicates that Anderson is repeating some information from his 
earlier 5/72 columns regarding FBI documents. In addition, 
Anderson seems to be going into more detail utilizing the FBI 
documents which he claims to possess. While Anderson testified 
on 8/14/72 that informants in the FBI had told him of FBI inquiries 
into the checking accounts of individuals under investigation, it 
is believed that Anderson is actually obtaining his information 
concerning these matters from the copies of documents which he 
apparently possesses. We are, of course, continuing our analysis 
of items appearing in Anderson's columns from FBI documents, and 
the Washington Field Office is currently conducting an investigation 
centering onI \ 

RECOMMENDATION: 

If approved this memorandum will be included in the 
book maintained on Anderson in the Research Section, Domestic 
Intelligence Division. 

Wfi-AA* 

// ' A 
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THE WASHINGTON POST Saturday, Aug. 12,1972 j) 3j < — 

Blockade Fails to Halt Hanoi Supplies 
By Jack Anderson 

The blockade of Haiphong 
i harbor, according to the latest 
intelligence reports* has failed 
to stop the steady flow of sup¬ 
plies into North Vietnam. 

Aerial photos show that 
heavy shipments are rolling 
across China without any ap¬ 
preciable backup at the bor¬ 
der. This means the supplies 
are pouring into North Viet¬ 
nam through the existing net¬ 
work of roads, trails and rail 
lines. 

Oil from China is also being 
pumped through a new* jun¬ 
gle-hidden pipeline into the 
Hanoi area- Enough oil is com¬ 
ing through, apparently, to en¬ 
able Hanoi to get along with¬ 
out fuel rationing. 

Captured documents also in¬ 
dicate that North Vietnamese 
troops at the front have an 
ample stockpile of arms, am¬ 
munition, food and fuel. These, 
supplies had already been 
moved into position, report¬ 
edly, before Haiphong harbor 
Was mined. _ 

Financial Secrets 
Banka are supposed to pro¬ 

tect the financial secrets of 
their customers* If the FBI 
wants to snoop into the ac¬ 
counts of a suspect, however, 
the bankers usually fall all 
over themselves in their ea¬ 
gerness to cooperate. 

For the record, the bankers 
bjay th^y doWt-release finag- 

-1— 

cial information to govern¬ 
ment gumshoes without a sub¬ 
poena. Dozens of FBI files in 
our possession, however, tell a 
different story. 

An FBI memo about baby 
doctor Benjamin Spock, for 

example, states that on Dec. 
12, 1967, he received a $500 
check from the “Fifth Avenue 
Vietnam Peace Parade Com¬ 
mittee.” 

A subsequent notation 
warns that "the above check 
information cannot be made 
public except in the usual pro- 

| ceedings following the issu¬ 
ance of a subpoena duces 
tecum . . . 

"The person to be subpoe¬ 
naed in this matter is Miss 
Sara T, Malloy, senior vice 
president. Amalgamated Bank 
of New York, 11-15 Union 
Square, New York, New 
York.” 

Miss Malloy refused to dis¬ 
cuss the matter with us, but 
the bank’s executive vice pres¬ 
ident, Nicholas Agneta, in¬ 
sisted it was Amalgamated’s 
"policy to get a subpoena be¬ 
fore releasing such informa¬ 
tion.” 

An attorney for the bank, 
Alan Slumberg, admitted to 
my associate, Joseph Spear, 
that bank officials frequently 
cooperate with federal investi¬ 
gators, usually against the ad¬ 
vice of their counsel. 

The same memorandum on 

Dr. Spock discloses that the 
FBI was provided financial in¬ 
formation by the Chemical 
Bank New York Trust Com¬ 
pany concerning an organiza¬ 
tion called the “Doctor Ed¬ 
ward Barsky Dinner Commit¬ 
tee.” The person to serve with 
a subpoena in this case, the 
memo said, was “Irwin H. 
Sklar, Manager.” 

Sklar was on vacation and 
unavailable for comment. 

The FBI file on black leader 
Floyd McKissick reveals that 
in 1967 he “received Check 
Number 2666 made out in his 
name and drawn against the 
account of the Louis M. Rabi- 
nowitz Foundation, Incorpo¬ 
rated, in the amount of 
$2,500.” 

“The above information” 
the memo warns, “is not to be 
made public without the issu¬ 
ance of a subpoena duces 
tecum, directed to Mr. Henry 
F. Skelton, vice president, 
Manufacturers Hanover Trust 
Company, 40 East 42d Street, 
New York, New York.” 

Skelton has subsequently re¬ 
tired, but the man who took 
his place, Frederick E, Lyon, 
told us “It is the bank’s strict 
policy to require whatever 
legal documentation is neces¬ 
sary before we release any in¬ 
formation.” 

Movie actress Jane Fonda’s 
checking accounts are an open 

book to the G-men. A *Top Se¬ 
cret” FBI friemo dated April 

30, 1971, for example, lists five 
checks written by Miss Fonda 

to various groups, including 
the National Council cf 

Churches. 

Another memo dated this 

past January listed 10 checks 
written on Miss Fonda’s ac¬ 

counts. The federal sleuths 
also visited the City National 
Bank, Los Angeles, Calif., and 
copied down the details of 18 
checks written by Ellen Lust- 
bader, who is identified as 
Miss Fonda’s "personal secre¬ 
tary.” 

According to the FBI, Miss 
Fonda keeps her personal 
checking accounts at the Mor¬ 
gan Guaranty Trust Com¬ 
pany, New York. The Infor¬ 
mation they collected, the 
memo warns, “is not to be 
made public” without a sub¬ 
poena directed to “Arthur W* 
Herbert, Assistant Secretary.” 

[ Herbert told us he didn't re-, 
lease the information and sug¬ 
gested it may have been given 
to the FBI “by our counsel.” 

* Note: Several senators have 
expressed concern that federal 
law doesn’t adequately protect 
the privacy of bank records. 
Senator WHHam Proxmire^ 
(D-Wis.), in fact, is currently 
holding hearings in an effort 
to close loopholes in the law. 

<5 IOT2, United Feature Syndicate 
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from : t. J. Smith 

SUBJECT: JACK ANDERSON’S COLUMN 
11/20/72 
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1 - Room 5634 JB 

DATE: 12/8/72 

1 - Mr. E. S. Miller 
1 - Mr. Boynton 
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore 
1 - Mr. T. J. Smith 
1 - Mr. J. M. Sizoo 

axi iefcrmsiich cchtaihed 
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£■£ 
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_ 
Tele, Room 
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This memorandum sets forth an analysis of Jack Anderson's 
11/20/72 column, copy attached. Column claimed that Government agencies 
investigating private citizens who have challenged Governmental rulings 
and policies collected and exchanged derogatory information on personal 
lives of these citizens. To substantiate the claim, Anderson alleged that 
Secret Service "recently" requested information about a black female singer 
(not named by Anderson) and that the FBI had a file on the singer. The singer, 
also referred to without name in am Anderson column of 5/17/72 as of interest 
to the FBI, appears to be EarthiyKitt. Anderson undoubtedly obtained 
information on Kitt for his 11/2^/72 and 5/17/72 columns from an FBI document 
about Kitt compromised throsfgh a leak at Secret Service earlier this year. 

The FBI document dated 1/19/68 with information from Bureau 
files on Kitt was forwarded to Secret Service in response to its 1/18/68 
request which followed Eartha Kitt's confrontation over the Vietnam conflict 
with Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson at a White House luncheon on 1/18/68. 

0 
A review of Bureau files reveals no request from Secret Service 

for information on Kitt since 1/18/68, a fact serving to rebut Anderson’s j # 
claim in the 11/20/72 column that Secret Service"recently"requested h 
information regarding Kitt. 

The \/19/68 "FBI document on Kitt set forth information received 
in October, 1956, from a reliable FBI source that a Mildred Katleman 
was suing her husband, Beldon Katleman, the principal owner of the 
El Rancho Vegas Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada, tor divorce as a result of 
Mrs. Katleman catching her husband in bed with Eartha Kitt. This 

Information was received in connection with a criminal intelligence survey. 

It is noted that the two columns omitted the names Ol Ml, aBi&MXS, 

EXEMPTED FPOI AUTOMATIC 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson's Column, 11/20/72 b7E 

Additional information concerning Kitt has been received in our 

investigations of racial mattersj 'A X A y _ I 

and from correspondence to the FBI from outside individuals. 
A ___ _ « 4 A A A 

No security-type investigation has been conducted of Kitt; however, in 1960 
and 1961 we did conduct three investigations under the Interstate Transportation 

of Stolen Property statutes involving Kitt as the victim of jewelry and fur 
robberies and of a fraud by wire matter. No Federal prosecutions wereX^/ 

initiated, however. 

bl 
b3 

Anderson’s 11/20/72 column also mentioned that the National 

Security Agency (NSA) produced material on Kitt although such material was 
limited to the texts of foreign broadcasts about Kitt. Secret Service destroyed 

their file on Kitt in April, 1972, but a search of their other records has 
failed to reveal they requested information on Kitt from NSA at any time. 
It appears that NSA has no knowledge of any request from Secret Service 

for transcripts of foreign broadcasts about Kitt. 

- 2 - 
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Anderson's 11/6/72 column (copy attached) claimed that FBI files 
on Congressmen contain, in addition to biographical data from public sources, 
"eavesdrop information, surveillance reports and gossip from informants." 
Allegations in Anderson's 11/6/72 column regarding the existence in FBI 
files of such information concerning House Speaker Carl Albert; the missing 
House Majority Leader Hale Boggs; House Minority Leader Gerald Ford; 
Representative Peter Frelinghuysen; and Representative Henry Reuss have 
been mentioned in previous Anderson columns dated 4/10/71, 8/2l/7l, and 4 
9/22/71. Sources for these allegations are undoubtedly press stories, court, r 
documents, and Anderson's own staff. Allegation of FBI interest in| 

__in the 11/6/72 Anderson column 
undoubtedly came from an FBI document concerning! I which 
was published subsequent to the burglary of our Media, Pennsylvania. b7C 
Resident Agency in March, 1971. FBI interest ini 

as alleged in the 11/6/72 column, was previously alleged by Anderson's 
6/7/72 column. Information regarding Representative Walter E. Fauntroy 
of the District of Columbia alleged to be in FBI files in the 11/6/72 column 
was previously revealed in Anderson’s 5/3/72 column and appears to have 
come from the suspected leak of FBI documents at Secret Service. 

As to Anderson's claim that Speaker Albert's relationship with 
lobbyist Fred Black was discovered through an electronic surveillance, it is 
noted that on 4/1/63 a microphone surveillance of Black's hotel room indicated 
that Black had made a breakfast appointment with Albert and Senator Mike 
Moroney. On 4/3/63 WFO Agents made a discreet survey in the vicinity of 
the Senate Office Building in an unsuccessful attempt to locate Black's 
automobile in connection with the above appointment_Wn nthgr finrvpi)i^ro 
was conducted. I_ F 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson Column, 11/6/72 

microphone surveillance on Black since he was a contact in Washington, D. C., 
of Edward Levinson, president of the Fremont Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada, 
who was then the target of an FBI criminal intelligence-type investigation 
aimed at tracing hoodlum influence in hotels and casinos in Las Vegas. Black 
was convicted of Federal tax fraud in 1964 but his conviction was reversed 
in 1966 by the United States Supreme Court after the Government admitted 
FBI interception of Black's conversations with his lawyer in April, 1963, 
when Black was bei^ investigated by Treasury Department in connection with 
tax matters.^*^ 

As to Anderson1 s claim that the FBI file on Representative Boggs 
is loaded with wiretap information picked up during the FBI investigation of x g 

'andl I it is noted that no , g c 

J-Jb7 E 

J-J.U liotvvi 

electronic surveillances were utilized hv the FBT in that inrogtiontt™ 

K 
In addition, during our bribery investigation of former 

Senator Daniel B. Brewster and collateral grand jury testimony, evidence 
was developed that Boggs allegedly used his influence to have the architect 
of the Capitol approve payment of claims totaling over $5 million to Victor 
Frenkil. The claims came from Frenkil's construction of a Government 
garage adjacent to the new House Office Building. We learned also that in 
1966 Frenkil remodeled Boggs1 suburban residence at a cost of over $45,000 
but billed Boggs only $21,000 for the job. Investigation of Brewster and 
inquiry regarding Boggs were specifically requested by the Attorney General. 
At no time during this investigation did we place Boggs under surveillance 
and no electronic surveillance was conducted on Boggs. 

As to Anderson's claims that FBI files contain a report on a bugged 
telephone conversation between AVCOTs Earl (Red) Blaik and Representative 
Gerald Ford; that Blaik had enlisted Ford's aid to prevent an investigation of 
an AVCO defense xontract; and that Ford occasionally received free rides in 
AVCO planes, it/noted that during our monitoring of Fred Black's hotel room 
an individual named Blaik was intercepted on 4/24/63 making a telephone call 
to Ford's office. In the call, Blaik was overheard to advise "Jerry11 regarding 
certain contracts and to remark that someone must have complained to the 
Justice Department inasmuch as an investigative inquiry was made. It is noted 
il. _ j. i ni <1 i t ■ i .. 

surveillance 
b7E 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson Column, 11/6/72 

As to Anderson’s claim that Representative Peter Frelinghuysen 
was kept under FBI surveillance because of a blackmail report, it is noted 
that Freline-huvsen in 1966 was the victim of an extortion plot 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

The Congressman advised us in 
April, 1971, that bes Whitten, an associate of columnist Jack Anderson, had 
questioned him concerning FBI surveillance of members of Congress. 
Frelinghuysen was assured by an FBI representative that at no time had he 
been under surveillance by the FBI, nor had anyone been followed to his 
office or to his home by the FBI. In addition, he was advised that he had 
never been under "protective surveillance" by the FBI. On 4/10/71 
Anderson’s column alleged that Frelinghuysen had been kept under FRT- 
surveillance briefly to protect him from a blackmail attempt,_ 

but he has not been investigated by tne 

As to Anderson's allegation that the FBI kept a file on Representative 
Henry Reuss. it is noted that b6 
prior to his first election to the U. S. House of Representatives in 1954, the b7C 
Congressman had been the subject of a 1948 applicant investigation by the FBI 
at the request of the Economic Cooperation Administration. No information 
of a derogatory nature was developed in the investigation. No subsequent 
investigation of Reuss has been conducted by the FBI. In 1966 the FBI advised 
Reuss' office that the Congressman’s residence and office in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, were to be picketed by the Milwaukee branch of the Trotskyist 
Socialist Workers Party (SWP) to protest Reuss' vote for funds to continue the 
war in Vietnam. We later advised the Congressman's office of the actual 
picketing which involved a number of SWP members. 

_On 11/5/70 Reuss was advised that the FBI had received an allegation 

and that the FBI was conducting a most 
discreet inquiry concerning this allegation. Reuss later contacted the FBI 
and furnished the full name of the individual with whom 
_| On 3/24/71 Reuss was advised the FBI 
inquiry had been completed, that the allegation had not been substantiated, 
and that three documents concerning the investigation! 

b6 
b7C 

among those stolen from the FBI Media Resident Agency on 3/8/71. 
April, 1971, Reuss publicly complained about FBI investigation 

had been 
In 

misquoting what had been told him about the results of FBI investigation of the 
Reuss also urged the Congressional investigation of the FBI, and 

I -n-n-r* . j * . . i. _ .1 I I 

lwas quoted as claiming the FBI investigated 

[because of his anti-Vietnam War stand. 

- 3 - CONTINUED - OVER 



Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson's Column, 11/6/72 

bl 
b3 
b6 
b7C 

As to allegation regarding information in FBI files on Representative 
Walter E. Fauntroy, the nonvoting representative from the District of 
Columbia, the 11/6/72 column set forth a quotation from Fauntroy's speech 
criticizing former Attorney General John Mitchell and Mr. Hoover for 
discrimination in hiring practices. The quotation was previously set forth 
in Anderson's 5/3/72 column and is accurately quoted from a WFO LHM 
which was disseminated to Secret Service on 1/8/71 and which apparently was 

_ 4 _ CONTINUED - OVER 

File 65-74690 - FDPS page 79 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson Column, 11/6/72 

compromised through the leak in Secret Service earlier this year. Fauntroy 
was subject of an FBI special inquiry investigation at the direction of 
The White House in 1967, prior to his designation to the District of Columbia 
City Council by President Johnson in September, 1967. No further 
investigation of Fauntroy has been conducted; however, considerable 
information concerning him has been received in connection with racial 
matters, including the investigation aimed at detecting communist infiltration 
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference which was headed by the 
late Dr. Martin Luther King and our reporting on various civil rights 
demonstrations in Washington, D. C., from the early 1960's to date. For 
a period in the middle 1960fs, Fauntroy was the Washington representative 
of that group and was in contact frequently with Dr. King. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For the information of the Acting Director. 
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A Heartening Response 
. . _ .l_ „„, «ill make ,«l« “Some Time," are a relr. 

By Jean Battey Lewis 

American Ballet Theater 
began Us engagement at the 
Kennedy Center weeks 
£?0 playing to disastrously 
small houses. By the time r 
finished last night, houses 

were almost lull 3nt?.usi- 
ences were cheering enthus 

^ItTsheartening to see pub¬ 
lic response build this way 
but the company and tne 
Center have the problem of 

. finding this kind of response 
. ’from the start or ballet on 
■■ a large scale will be m 

trouble here. 

, It has been Puz^j”J 
1 fascinating to see whattms 
i . growing audience P°P^3^ 
i produced. For instanc 
1 NatSdia Makarova darcing 
i with Paolo Bortoluzzi in La 

Sbide” at the first SaturQ 

\ day matinee, managed 

1 f if C SylphSe’Hf the 
1 St felicitous role Maka- 
\ rova has learned since3 om- 
\ ing Ballet Theater. She is a 

Jfceam of "lightness and 

t rmdbn and will make quite “1 

i°SSU of *««*■»*£ 11 
ances in Europe with Rudou 

the s&me country, the Kirov, ^ 
as did Makarova. 

But Washington may well 

see more of her this year ■ 
Ln. last, when many of her . 

performances here 
cancelled, since she will.to 
committing herselftoino 
vidual performances rather 
than, appearing on a weekly 

basis. .. .. 

'beautiful performances of 

“Swan Lake.” 
Yesterday afternoon Cyn- 

thia Gregory andTedKmt 
danced one of the most 
zlingly ' brilliant Perf°rt"' 

■ aices of the" third act m 
J memory. Her balances were 

I incredibly, joyously P 
1 longed. His turns were 
f Sight and true, sharp and 
' absolutely dead center, 
a Not only *as the entire 
d pas de deux executed witha 
=. daring that stretched speed 

“Some Times” are a refres - 

ing change. 
Its cast of 10 dances it 

-with clean control, particu¬ 

larly Kim Highton and also 
Nahat, Naomi Sorkin and 
Ian Horvath in the convo- j 

luted specifics of a menage 

a trois. , 
“Petrouchka,” <*a nc* d 

three times over the we 
fnd has been delightingau- 

Sa Se.‘*T« 

syayjar-?fS“ 
he. __ 

SfsiSrp5”^™^ 

gjy-iSf75ar5£ I 
fulness Of the women 
Eleanor D’Antuono had l^ 

^ssE^nfvereUwTnot 

H eTmtfegiyKvSa tsJ'srpSsti^ck, 
moor with sharp gusto. 

| I * £ *2 & | £ 

^ ^ - g* 

HEARGl 
Communist P« 

for Pre 
Speak Tpnight, 

af 8:2 
and on Ch, 4 > 

VOTECOMMi 
Paid far fay HaB-Tyne 

^^^Commit^/rreasuri 

Advert! swftsrc*- 

ILL INFCRMTIC-IT CC-HTJallTEI 
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FROM Mr. H. A. Boynton 

1 - Hr. 
(F* 

1 - Hr. W. K. tannall 

SUBJECT:ALLEGED POSSESSION BY 
. COLUMNIST JACK ANDERSON OF 

COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING 

SAUL DAVID ALINSKY 

DATE: 2/4/75 
1 - Hr. A. B. Fulton 

(F. J. Cassidy) 
1 - Mr. R. L. Shackelford 

(L. J. Brune) 
1 - Mr. H. A. Bovnton. Jr. 

1 - 

La boro lory _ 

Plcrw & EvaL_ 

Sp,i‘\'"W 
Tr^ining J---- VJ i rqmi ng J 

Legal C*uJ^ ^ ^ 

Tfl la phone 
Director Sac*y _ 

Ij! fj 1- 

■ M - i 1 i 

' t 
: t- r 

t-;! u.. v r;r ' * v 
This is to advise of details of a recent telephone 

call to the Department of the Air Force by columnist Jack 
Anderson’s office inquiring as to the reason for prior A. 
Air Force interest in FBI information concerning civilian 
Saul Alinsky (who is deceased and was subject of closed Bureau^ 

security case 100-3731). y,~, ~ ''' 

(AFOSI) Air Force Office of Special Investigations 
Headquarters recently advised Bureau liaison that the 
Department of the Air Force received a telephonic inquiry on 
1/21/75 from Mr. Spear, member of columnist Jack Anders.oh1 s 
staff, as to the reason "lor receipt of FBI information con¬ 
cerning civilian Saul Alinsky. Spear stated he had copies of 
FBI information furnished to AFOSI, adding that he was in 
possession of some 20 or 30 files going back to 1968 or 1969 
on radicals who are also U. S. citizens. Spear specifically 
referred to Boston FBI communication dated 2/25/69, which was 
provided to the OSI office in Davisville, Rhode Island; and 
to another FBI field office communication dated January, 1969, 
(apparently referring to Chicago LHM dated 1/7/69), which was 
annotated as having been sent via courier to the OSI office 
in Chicago. Spear inquired as to the reason for Air Force 
interest in Mr. Alinsky and, further, whether the Air-Force 
routinely received*!®!, .information on U. S.-^itizens. 

u7 Htciz ^5*'7V bio- vB pfEB 801915 
' ’Asr Force confirmed to Spear that dSl did rjjjeceive_ 

FBI communications regarding Saul Alinsky, resulting 
routine background investigation conducted in November, 1966, 
conceVning Alinsky’sl [then a. .member of the Air Force 

'V) 

X 

V ■. 

V;, 

X 

65-746^0 

\, 
1 - 100-3731 - 0A1 ii 
Inclosures 

LAC:jcp 
(8) 

t 

MU*" 

111 11! h!! 

HER-: ;: , 
nirr.5//^o.. BYSP8 <L_~' 
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Memorandum to Hr. W. R. Wanna11 
RE: ALLEGED POSSESSION BY 

COLUMNIST JACK ANDERSON OF 
FBI COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING 
SAUL DAVID ALINSKY 

65-74690 

and under consideration for Top Secret clearance. Air Force 
further explained that it also received FBI information con¬ 
cerning threats to its bases or personnel and on criminal 
cases such as theft of Government property. 

Attached to this communication is a copy of 
Air Force memorandum dated 1/21/75 which was furnished to 
Bureau liaison on 1/22/75 and in which is contained full details 
of above Air Force contact with| | Also attached is 
one Xerox each of Chicago letter and LHM dated 1/7/69 and , 
Boston airtel and LHM dated 2/25/69 concerning Saul David 
Alinsky which communications were specifically referred to b7C 
above by| | A Xerox of Jack Anderson’s column, appearing 
in the 1/2S/75 issue of the Washington Post, is also attached, 
in which is mentioned that FBI memos on late labor agitator 
Saul Alinsky were routinely forwarded to Navy and Air Force. 
Recent contact with Naval Investigative Service Headquarters 
revealed no record of contact by Jack Anderson’s office with 
the Department of the Navy in above regard. 

OSI Headquarters has advised Bureau liaison that 
their files do not contain the aforementioned two FBI com¬ 
munications concerning Alinsky, indicating that these items 
may have been destroyed, which is OSI normal procedure when 
information is of no further interest. OSI also advised that 
usual procedure dictates that when FBI reports or LHMs are 
received at Headquarters or local offices of OSI, the FBI 
transmittal slips forwarding such communications are immediately 

destroyed, and the communications are inserted in the respective 
OSI case files. Chicago FBI Office Supervisor,! 
advised on 1/28/75 that it was normal practice to type the 
notation "via courier" on the transmittal slips forwarding FBI 
reports and LHMs to the local office of OSI. 

f /. n: . ft <• •. 

r- i 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
RE: ALLEGED POSSESSION BY 

COLUMNIST JACK ANDERSON OF 
FBI COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING 
SAUL DAVID ALINS ICY 

65-74690 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Information in the aforementioned letterhead 
memoranda concerning Alinsky indicated dissemination had 
been made to local offices of OSI, explaining how | 
had knowledge of OSI receipt of these documents. No 
annotations, however, were noted on the FBIHQ or Chicago 
Office copies of the 1/7/69 LHM, indicating this dissemina¬ 
tion had been made "via courier" (the notation "via courier" 
is normally inserted on the FBI transmittal slip). Both 
communications were noted to have been also disseminated 
to U. S. Secret Service at Headquarters level via courier. 
The statement by| |that the aforementioned Chicago 
FBI Office T.HM was annotated to the effect that the local 
OSI office received its copy via courier may well have 
been volunteered in order to further protect Jack Anderson*s 
alleged source at U. S. Secret Service, Washington, D. C. 

b6 
b7C 

We have investigated (Bufile 65-74690)[_ 
| a former employee! |working 

xn a 1S71-1972 project at Secret Service, as a possible 
source of FBI documents compromised in Jack Anderson's 
columns since 5/1/72. Our investigation failed to develop 
direct evidence of anyone, including! |furnishing 
Anderson with the documents and the Department of Justice 
and the U. S. Attorney for the District of Columbia have 
declined prosecution on charges of espionage or theft and 
illegal possession of Government reports. As a result, this 

case has been closed. 

b6 
b7C 

When queried by Bureau liaison as to whether or 
not anyone at the Department of the Air Force questioned 

as to the propriety of Jack Anderson's possession 
of above FBI documents, Captain [ of OSI 
Headquarters replied that the attached Air Force memorandum 
is a complete transcript of the 1/21/75 contact between 
Jack Anderson's office and the Air Force, indicating that 
no one questioned on this point. 

b6 
b7C 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
RE: ALLEGED POSSESSION BY 

COLUMNIST JACK ANDERSON OF 
FBI COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING 
SAUL DAVID ALINSKY 

65-74690 

ACTION: 

That the above information indicating Jack Anderson’s 

staff has specific copies of FBI communications be inserted 
in Bureau file 65-74690, which matter concerns alleged leaks 

to jack Anderson through U. S. Secret Service. 

4 
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ICE CF THE SECRETARY 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AfR FORCE 

WASHINGTON 2UJJ0 

all fbi in^rkaticn ccmtaiiiel 
HEREIN 15 ^CLASSIFIED 

LATE 05-22-2007 37 iQ324iU3b3"n/rs1,'rd3 

January 21, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: Questions Concerning Air Force Files of 
t Information Received from the FBT_ 

Uht 

‘On January 21, of Jack Anderson*s office 
called .to advise that he had copies of FBI information 
furnished to the Air Force Office of Special Investigations. 

'!According to| _ | he has some 20 or 30 files 
to 1968 or 1969 on radicals who are also citizens 

» Included; 

ie repdft^as provided to tn^OSI office in 
Davisville, Rhode Island. The substance of that report 
was that Mr. Alinsky was going to speak at a Providence, 
Rhode Island high school. Another FBI field office 
report dated January 1969 is annotated as having been 
sent via courier to the OSI office in Chicago. | ^ 
questions were why did the Air Force receive information 
on Mr. Alinsky and was the Air Force routinely receiving 
information from the FBI on U.S. citizens and if so, what 
type of information. The attached questions and answers 
were provided to | |based on information from 
Major General Temple, AF/OSI. The questions and answers 
were coordinated with Mr. Bert Goodwin of the Office of 
the General Counsel and General Boswell, Assistant 

b 

p 
* / 1 

4 



Vice Chief of Staff and approved by the Chief of Staff and 
Major General Sidle, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Public Affairs. * 

, __appeared satisfied with the answers provided 
an<^ indicated that if he had further questions he would 
call back. 

b6 
b7C 

! 

Attachments 

SJ,.* 
^"JAMES R. BRICKEL " 

Brigadier General, USAF 
Deputy Director of Information 

9£,i Pen Boswell, AF/CVA 
Maj Gen Temple, AF/OSI 

... _ ljlaj Gen Sidle, OASD/PA 
.Mr. Goodwin, SAF/GC 
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(From | Jack Anderson's Office) 

Question: Why did the USAF receive and hold information on 

Mr. Saul Alinsky? 

Answer: In November 1966, the Commander of the 2852nd Air Base 

Group, McClellan AFB, California, requested a personnel security 

investigation of for the purpose of granting 

a Top Secret security clearance. (This was a routine clearance 

requirement deriving from Executive Order 10450.) During the course 

of this routine background investigation it was determined that 

b6 
b7C 

Mr. Saul Alinsky was FBI reports 

regarding Saul Alinsky*s activities were provided to AF/OSI 

and incorporated into the file (In 

accordance with the procedures implementing the Executive Order, 

inquiry was required into the degree of parental involvement 

with organizations then on the Attorney General List of 

Designated Organizations ) At no time was Mr. Saul Alinsky 

ever the independent subject of an AF/OSI investigation. 



Question: Does the USAF routinely receive information from 

the FBI on U.S. citizens? 

Answer: The USAF receives information relating to background 

investigations on U.S. citizens applying for a security 

clearance. Reports are also received concerning threats tc 

USAF bases or personnel and on criminal cases such as theft of 

government property. 



Question: Does the USAF keep in its files the information 

provided by the FBI? 

Answer: Information provided with respect to legitimate 

background investigations of a USAF affiliated person or a 

criminal investigation is retained. (Note: Information on 

background investigations is now kept by the Defense Investigative 

Service, since formed in October 1972.) 

Other information forwarded by FBI is screened to 

determine if it relates to a threat to USAF resources. If it 

does not relate, it is destroyed. If it does relate, it is 

retained in accordance with Defense Investigative Review 

Council rules established in 1971. 



gH£Stt°n:- Wh<,t 3re the Def— Investigative Review Council 

rules? 

Answer: if no legitimate USAI„ inCerest> destroy ^ 

within 90 days. If of legitimate interest, retain up to 

one year. Extensions of over one year must be approved by 

Under Secretary of the Air Force annually. These rules for 

retention apply to information with respect to threats to the 

Air Force. 
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Memoranda um 
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ALL IMFCKfiTIClI CDITI AIMED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE ClL-C4-2003 BY £0524 bav, I: ERECTOR, FBI (157-8446) .n 
^ > f3K y DAra: 1/7/69 

;.^AC' CHICAGO (100-522) (C) \ 
: SAUL DAVID ALINSKY 

RU . 
I ■ - . „ . . - 

00: Chicago ' ■ -v 

l 1 l/q/«qiC??? Summary reP°rt of Sa| I 

letter to Chicago, 4/29/68* rh* < 3/14/68, Springfield 
8/8/68; Dallas airtel and Ihm tn/?2y^r?el and LHM> 
above. teA and LHM W18/68-all captioned as 

suitable for dissemination BUOneU *** 11 copies of a LHM 
disseminated localiv +o SeDe? L!!?? °f the LHM is being 

a?TenKlgative Service Office Offlce'of Doited States Hava 1 
11 Chicago and Region I 113th MilUo Special Investigations, 

Evanston, Illinois. Military Intelligence Group, 

The_fjrst source I, 
ES^uested). I -^-L--if protect 

— ^ f [and6ti;r^lrd 
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in Reply, Please Refer to 

A'o. 200-522 

fp 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

federal bureau of investigation 

Chicago, Illinois 
January 7, 1969 

ALL IHFC-Etf&TICN CC-ITIAIHEZ 

HEREIN 15 DH2IAS3IEIED 

DJiTE 05-22-2007 3Y «0524a’Jdfcs«vr3/:d3 

SAUL DAVID ALINSKV 

January 9, report. *t«d 

1. I. BACKGROUND 

Residence 

citact has bee^n^^li orSex^tfest^?'• ,lnaf fioiaa‘ 
butatoJs In a position to navi "liability, 
advised cp. 9i tops . suc" information, 
AiinciW. nn4:;„'"”; ^1* 19--i ana ajraia on D?««ho^ N« v^ n 

maintains Apartment Number 3312, Outer'DHv-'"' 
East Apartments, 400 East Randolph strPM nu ° ’ 
Source advised that Alinskv reread *^**^hlCa?°: The 
status and is in ChigagZrjrlir^^ 1 

■ L—iJzfr.: 
Credit and Criminal 

, ‘ \ ■ • ■ ' ■■ ■■■ : . 

Police Department “wer^revlew^d onT* B"rea" a“<* Chicago 

and no additional hnformaUori^MaS" 19> 196°’ 

II. miscellaneous 

Sews", January 23, lies Carried an ar« 1Chica«° “ally 

=forth the following information*' artlcle set 

?BtheLrirtTrdat ions 
tLtbe I”1 “d is i yo^r'Ltnry^raS 
youx-C&gencyS ^ “ bd ^tribute/iu^ 

'■/0O-373/ 37 

JL ~3\ 

rEfICLGS UTIE 



X 

SAUL DAVID ALINSKY 

Saul David Alinsky is back in Chicago with 
plans to "blow this town apart". He plans to stay here 
through the Spring and Summer, trying to rally the 
forces of protest, primarily against Mayer Richard J. 
Daley. He returned from his organizational work in 

Rochester, New York because Chicago was so quiet. 
According to Alinsky, Mayor Daley’s threats to get tough 

with demonstrators this summer' will backfire. "His, 
Mayor Daley's, blunderings have put Chicago on top of 

the powder keg that will blow so high, Detroit, will 
look like a side show." Alinsky was also critical of 

4-^ +- H-o Ph t r* n crr> Boil'd nn «phnol 

busing plans* The article aiso renects tnat Aimsky 
formed "The Woodlawn Organization" in Chicago six years 

ago. 

A Chicago Police Department <PD) source advised 

on January 10, 196S, that Saul Alinsky has characterized 

himself as "a professional radical* and has stated the 
only way to upset the power structure in your community 
Is goad them, confuse them, irritate them and most of ^ 

all, make them live by their own rules. If you make them 
live by their own rules, you will destroy them* He has 
also referred to himself as an "agitator who loves to 

rub raw the sores of discontent.” ' , 

A second confidential source, who has furnished 

reliable information in the past, advised on January 23, 

1968, that Alinsky had attended a meeting of The 
Woodlawn Organization (TWO) held on the night of 
January 22 1968, at which the TWO leader called on Negroes 

-“to support the Chicago Board of Education school busing 
plans. Alinsky, according to this source, was present at 

this meeting but did not speak. 

The above mentioned PD source advised on 

January 10, 196S, that TWO is a community improvement 
organization active in the Woodlawn area of Chicago. ie 
organizers of TWO claim they can solve problems of the 

Woodlawn area through annijss. 

is a slum ridden largely -Negro populated area OB Chicago S 
South Side. 

2 



SAUL DAVID ALINSKY 
r " 

/ 
i . 

articles within the pas^few^veeks critical newspaper 

Office Of Economic fSow- ^J1!^ °f an 
project, involving the trainiL(of°Lflan<i^ demonstration 

drop-outs and youth gang ^abLrs ^ Sch°o1 
members and leaders engfged Sy wo ^ gans 
been arrested on assault rm.^L *s instructcrs have 

salaries being paiS ?Se ia« rape charSes . The 
up to $6,000 yearly. g g members as instructors went 

interviewed o^the^prrv'wi??** Sa“J Allnsky was 

xadio program in the "Chicago mB* Rsdic; - dim™, 
speakers. During the coS^Se c?L?eaturic£ controversial 
stated that at tL preoZZ tl * Minsky 
residence, and because of his'trinc^-Stains no permanent 

the United States, ahrhasf beentlivin^°,'from°US C^ies aCross 
I iivan0 irom an airliner". 

Chicago wafsS!elyC?OTi?2!d0tbat his desire to return to 

+fceaniZe throughout Chicago intoS^-r°f beiPin£ the Negroes to 
then have elected representaJ?™ gr?ups wblch ™»uld * 

With the" ppwers that‘be" to ^sc^^var'in^ b® -able to meet 
their respective solutions S Problems and 
Ttime, Chicago is almost a void- that at the resent 

TG n° °ne t0 

?ldiatiR thG Vari°US news 
intention of returning to Phi^S? “^represented his 

was born here, rais^^Ch^“g°* “* S?ated that he 

not ao anything to destroy'cMca-ohef* aild wollld 

1,6 couid to heip ->»«• be. 
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SAUL DAVID ALINSKY 

He stated that he does not "plan to blow this town 
apart", but rather to organize the Negroes so that their 
voice could be heard through elected representatives, as 

is the democratic way. 

On March 7, 1968, the PD source advised that 

Saul Alinsky was the guest speaker at a meeting of the 
Medical Center of the YMCA held at the University of 
Illinois Medical College, Chicago, Illinois. Alinsky spoke 
before an audience of approximately 2G0 persons, all associated 
with the Medical Center as students, nurses or instructors. 
The topic of the meeting was "A Dialogue on the Inner City: 

Crisis in Black and White." Alinsky began with a history 
of the migration of people from the city to the suburbs; 
During the course of the speech, he repeatedly emphasized the 
need for people to organize. He stated that "one of the problems 
of the civil rights movement is that it's a movement, not an 
organization. It has no real power. The establishment just 
has to last through the demonstration. There is no mass based 
organization. The ghetto isn’t organized and that’s the problem. 
What is needed to change the whole patter of Chicago is 
organization. Organizations are built by hard work, not by 

'meetings and dramatic speeches." 

An unknown female in the audience then asked 

Alinsky why he would not remain in Chicago, as stated in 
the newspapers, and help organize communities in Chicago, 
Alinsky replied, "We have other commitments all ovei: the 
country. We're now organizing in eighteen cities. These 
are places where everything is funded and we*ve been invited 
in by the people. 

reply to a question regarding a possible 
riot in Chicago, Alinsky stated that "No one can say what 
will happen in Chicago or any place during this summer," 

- 4 



SAUL DAVID ALINSKY 

With reference to President Lyndon B. Johnson's 
anticipated visit to Chicago for the Democratic National 
Convention, Alinsky commented that despite strict security, 
even if tanks were lining the streets and helicopters 
landing on rooftops, "The president would be safer to 
take a sub through the sewer system". 

The meeting lasted about two hours. 

On May 9, 1968, Detective| _ 
Evanston, Illinois PD, advised that Saul Alinsky had appeared 
at Northw'estern University on May 7. 1968. where he spoke 
bcf oxe sn oj. uppv oximaiely 300 persons in Tech 
auditorium. Northwestern University campus. 

b6 
b7 

Alinsky started out by saying that he had not 
come to Northw'estern University to make a speech and would 
rather have a question and answer session. During this 
session, he made the following comments: 

- V Alinsky stated that the tactics being used in the 
protests against descrimination were "a mere pittance 
compared to the violence that the v/hite society has inflicted 
on the blacks all these years”. It seems to me, " he continued, 
"that the seizure of property at universit ies when contrasted 
with the violence of discrimination -in the past is really not 
so out of line." He said that the job ahead for the community 
organizations he has founded in cities stich as Kansas City, 
Rochester and Chicago is to organize blacks, Mexican whites, 
Puerto Ricans and Appalachian whites into communities which 
can "move from have-nots to haves, from getting to keeping" 
equality. "There are certain things in life, like equality, 
that can’t be legislated and can’t be given but must be gotten 
through power." Alinsky continued that the term "black power" 
is "frightening to whites because we have made black a synonym 
for everything evil and wrong. We’ve picked the Uncle Toms 
to represent the blacks when we:-really can’t have Negro 
representation until the Negro community is organized enough 
through black power to elect its representatives." 



SAUL DAVID ALINSKY 

On Hay 16, 1968, a Special Agent of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (JFfJI) attended an open 
meeting sponsored by the Chicago Circle Discussions 
Committee (CCDC) at Lecture Center A-l University of 
Illinois, Circle Campus. Alinsky was the invited 
speaker before approximately 450 students, most of whom 
were students at the school. 

.Alinsky started by making a few general statements, 
such as "The recent events which have taken place in Chicago 
and in some other cities, referring to the riots, are thought 
of by many to be enormous insurrections, whereas these are 
’bush—]pajue' type incidents compared to the violence that 
the ’establishment' has inflicted on the blacxs all these 
years”. He stated that difference groups are being formed 
throughout the United States, even on university campuses, 
which are "too-far out". He said that these groups want to 
Change things and their cry is to "burn it down”, but when 
asked v/hat they would put up in its place, they say that 
this question does not concern them, and are stymied, left 
to spiritual sorrow, whatever that may be. He said that this 
is not the proper way. "We have to start with things as they 
are, not burn them down, but rather organize, and make 
outseIves powerful so that we might be heard and thereby 
treated as equal." He then turned the session over to a 
question and answer type meeting. 

Saul Alinsky announced at a press conference 
on August 6, 1968, a plan to open a school in Chicago to 
train organizers from community organizations in the use of 
pressure tactics on the Government. The school will train 
about 40 students in the art of sit-ins, boycotts, 

-^cTemonstrations and political pressure. The school is 
scheduled to open January, 1969. The first year is to 
be financed by a $200.OQQ grant from*Hidas International 
Corporation of Chicago.^] 
also active in Chicago "Business Executives for Viet Nam Peace". 
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SAUL DAVID ALINSKY 

! The "Business Executives for Viet Nam Peace" 
is an organization of prominent businessmen from throughout 
the United States which calls for an end to the war in 
Viet Nam. 

| According to a third confidential source. who has 
furnished reliable information in the past. | 
was a member in 1963 of the National Council of the National 
Committee for Repeal of the McCarran Act. 

| A characterization of this organization is 
attached hereto. Sources utilized in this characterization 
hajve furnished reliable information in the past. 

, Captain Criminal' Intelligence 
Unit, Dallas Police Department, Dallas, Texas, advised 
October 11, 1968, that Saul David Alinsky was scheduled 
to! make three speeches in Dallas, Texas, on October 16, 1968 

b6 
b7C 

;-b 

,,b7C 

Saul David Alinsky is the Director of Industrial 
Areas Foundation, 8 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 

who is reportedly in constant travel status and has no 
permanent residence address. 

Lieutenant Criminal Intelligence Unit, 
Dallas Police Department, advised October 16, 1968, that 
Alinsky appeared at the Baker Hotel, Southern Methodist 
University Student Center, and the Northaven United Methodist 
Church, Dallas, Texas, as scheduled. He advised that Alinsky ^6 
made three speeches: . "Assassination of Democracy," 
-Where Do V/e Go Next-Now That the Four Letter Words Are 
Used Up?", and "Black Charlatans and White Neurotics." 

I 

b7C 

Lieutenant advised that there were no 
incidents, demonstrations, arrests, injuries, or property 
damage resulting from Saul David Alinsky's appearances 
in Dallas, Texas, October 16, 1968. 

7 
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I The following agencies, are being furnished 
a copy of this memorandum: 

' United States Secret Service, Chicago 

United States Naval Investigative Service, Chicago 

| Office of Special Investigations, Chicago 

j Region^I^ H3th Military Intelligence Group, 
Evanston, Illinois. 



APPENDIX 

JL 

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR REPEAL OF THE 

MC CARRAN ACT, Formerly known as National 
Committee to Repeal the McCarran Act (19G3) 

„ ^ source advised on July 18, 19G6, that the National 
Committee for Repeal of the McCarran Act (NCRMA) was the 

outgrowth of an AU HoC Committee of Initiators, headed bv 

^SeS?°r CnYD^ of New York, who solicited signa- 

ln ?q4° S4PhtXt^?n t0 the Preside°t of the United States 

The^CRMA ^ f°r Ihe repeai of the McCarran Act, 
TqLNC?I^ h?ld lts forfiiation «eeting at Chicago on May IS, 
196^, the statca purpose of the committee being to seek 
repeal of the Internal Security Act of 1950 as amended. 

~ * second source advised on May 15, 1967, that the 
Communist Party, USA (CP) interest in the NCRMA had been 
to £iye it fu^l support and approval, and tne CP took the 
position that the committee composition must be extrer-1- 

Theacpabelievedathe'S direct influence kept to a minimum" 
ifte CP believea the new committee would seve its purpuse 

and the CO -had 
n 

.everything 
fighting the McCarran Act alone a; 

, togain by taking this position. 

^ 1 f® not a CPLleader, but knowingly^accent' 

commitLandr^Z^~^r°in the CP leadershiP 0:1 behalf of thiSP ~ 

| ITT3 F, .  -- . . —- t 

from that city. 
continues to operate the committee 

, CLYDE MILLER, according to the "Daily Worker* 
issue of March 5, 1941, was a signer of 
President defending the CP. 

a statement to the 

daily TJ? "Daily Worker" was an East Coast communist 
newspaper which ceased publication on January 13, 1958. 

A third source advised on October 6, 1967, that 

or.afT1ffC!iCal,PUrpOSeS’ the NCRMA was ^funct and that the 
cu oi Illinois nad no current interest in the NCRMA. 

9* 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

IVeNo. 

UNI'i O STATES DEPARTMENT OF JL ;i’ICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Boston, Massachusetts 

February 25, i960 

SAUL DAVID ALIUSKY 

f On 'February 24, 1969, a confidential source who 
has furnished reliable information in the past advised that 
Saul Alinsky who is .apparently the Director of the Industrial 
Areas Foundation of Chicago, Illinois,wou/d spe.ne at Central 
riish School in Providence,'Rhode Island at 8 PM on February 28 
1369, on the subject 'The establishment versus The Poverty 
Program - Political Pornography*'1 

I; Alinsky’s appearance is sponsored by the following 
organizations from the Frovidenee, Rhode Island area: 

ftj 

Butler-Bradley Hospital Education Center 

fl n. A a w A- -S 11 E a TP-n V 1 r 1 . J l) ■. *, t r* I */ 
VUt CUUi WUUU J-J ijiJ/ -■ J J- * ^ o ^ 

Rhode Island Chapter of CORE ■ 

Brovin University's Chaplin's Office 

Lippett Hill Tutorial Association 

National Association of Social Workers 

Opportunities Industrialization Center 

Barrington Program for Action 

Progress for Providence % 

Providence Council of PTAs 

Rhode Island Conference of Social WorKers 

—^Rhode Island Education Association 

Rhode island-Fair Welfare Organization 

-Rhode Island State Office of Economic Opportunity 

\ 
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SAUL DAVID ARItlSUY 

Women*s Inter-Group Committee of Rhode Island 

On February 2^-j 1969, tie following were advised 
of the above information: 

I-1 ' b6 
Colonel |_ | 

I . Providence^ Rhode Island Police Department 

Assistant United States Attorney' 
1 Frederick W. Faerber, Jr. ■ , 

District of Rhode Island, Providence, 
■ Rhode Island 

-- Special Agent in Charge William F. Shields 
United States Secret Service .* ^ . 
Providence, Rhode Island 

| 108th Military Intelligence Group 

!. United States Attorney, Providence, 
Rhuuu ItiiiiUU 

| |Office of Special b6 
Investigation, United States Air Force, b7C 

— Davisville, Rhode Island 

_ ITaval Investigati.ve 
* Service Office, United States haval Base, 

Nevjport, Rhode Island. 

Patrolman_ South- 
Kings ton, Rhode Island Police Department, 
which covers University of Rhode island. 

Saul Alinsky is due to speak at the University of ^ 
Rhode Island during AM on March 1, 19&9» 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
concFusions of the Federal. Eureau of Investigation. It is tne 

_ prouerty of the FBI and _is loaned to your agency; it and its 
contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 

b6 
b7C 

- 2* - 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
; ^ WASHINGTON 2CJ3JO 

i ■ 
* - ■ i 

ICE CF THE SECRETARY 

January 21> 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: 

ALL FBI IMFCKSTIC-H CL 171AI MEL 
HEREIN 13 ™cLA3SIFIEE 

RATE 05-23-2007 BY 60324sucbanvT3/rds 

Questions Concerning Air Force Files of 
Information Received from the FBI 

%DS£Pd C. SPEdtf. 
On January 21, Hr. Spear of Jack Anderson's office 

called to advise that he had copies of FBI information 
furnished to the Air Force Office of Special Investigations. 
According to Hr. Spear, he has some 20 or 30 files 
going back to 1968 or 1969 on radicals who are also citizens 
of the United States. Included in the files are memoranda 
on groups and individuals that were provided to the USAF 
OSI. 

I |w/'"’ ■ 

ac 

Specifically, he referred to a Boston, Mass. FEI 
field office report dated February 25, 1969 on a Mr. 
Saul Alinsky. The notation on the copies says that a 
copy of the report was provided to the OSI office in 
Davisville, Rhode Island. The substance of that report 
was that Mr. Alinsky was going to speak at a Providence, 
Rhode Island high school. Another FBI field office 
report dated January 1969 is annotated as having been 
sent via courier to the OSI office in Chicago. Mr. Spears 
questions were why did the Air Force receive information 
on Mr. Alinsky and was the Air Force routinely receiving 
information from the FBI on U.S. citizens and if so, what 
type of information. The attached questions and answers 
were provided to Mr. Spe-ar based on information from 
Major General Temple, AF/OSI. The questions and answers 
were coordinated with Mr. Bert Goodwin of the Office of 
the General Counsel and General Boswell, Assistant 

r 



ALL I13FCRHATI7H CCl-iT 

KEREIS7 15 UNCLA53IEI 

LATE 05-23-2007 37 £ 
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.H-NITED STATES G(^TCRNMENT # ‘■■,0c Aisr Dir, r 
Admin._ ft } Memorandum 1 - Mr. E. S. Miller 

1 1 - Mr. Shackelford 6ompT Sysf.__ 
F i 1 c s . 

TO 

FROM 

Mr. E. S. Miller 

T. J. Smith 

1 - Mr. T. J. Smith 
DATE; 7/17/73 
1 - Mr. Sizoo 

Gen. fnv. ___ 
Idenr._ 
Inspection    / 

Wt^ wmtr'__iSL 
Lowatory ._ 
PI on. A Evol._ 
Spec. Invr _„_ 

SUBJECT; JACK ANDERSON'S COLUMN SIX IHFCSMA.T ICH CCHTAINE! 

Training__ 
Legal Coup, __ 
Gang, Serv. __ 

'THE WASHINGTON POST" 
7/12/73 

HEREIN 13 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-23-2007 37 £G324su:±5v/rs/rd3 
Coif, A Crm. 

ReKorcfi _ 
Press Off, __ 

Telephone Pm._ 
Director Sem'y _ 

section "FBI Watrh^ column (coPy attached) contains a 
f a ™ wiuch 18 comprised of information attributed 
hv ?h C°nfldentiaJ fBI memo" regarding an antiwar demonstration 
7/t7/7nC°n?efrned ^merican others (CAM) at the White House on 
7/17/70. Information m the column has been lifted accurately by 

tag^n Fi6ld °£fice letterhead memorandum ( HM) (copy attached) captioned '^Concerned American Mothers 
^ White House, Washington, D. C. July 17 1970 " 

and dated 7/20/70, which is unclassified, contrary to Anderson's 
claim that it is "confidential. " The LHM was furnished to Secret 

Justice ’in^TO111^^ mteUlgence ^encies and the Department of 

,. Headquarters (FBIHQ) instructed Boston in 7/70 to 
investigate CAM to identify the group, its officers, principal 
activists, and any subversive influence on the group. The investi¬ 
gation was closed in 10/70 with no indication that CAM was subver¬ 
sive or violence oriented and with no evidence of activities after 
the July, 1970, demonstration at the White House./ 

pJT'" 4/(@ 9q — 
, . . . the Pr°bable source of Anderson's reference to CAM; 
beginning m 5/72, a number of Anderson's columns in "The Washington 

havf-dlsplosed formation from FBI documents classified as & 
high as ’Ibp " which appear to have come from U. S. Secret 

SrSLTB the ***" ^.l972-_The,primafY suspedfs? ffinyar-b6 
has beenf I who was pinpointed by Secret,Service""^ b7C 
following its inquiry into the appearance of information from lS’Hfes973 
m Anderson's columns beginning also in 5/72. 

Enclosures 
W, 
Vtf 

65-74690 

JMSrrlc \ 
(5) 

\ V 

_ CONTINUED - Of. 

> ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 



Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack Anderson 

_ | was employed | 
I in a project during 1971 and 

V&Tl to update Secret Serviced computerized information system. 
I left the project at Secret Service in early 6/72 after 

denying to Secret Service that he had leaked FBI or Secret Service 
documents and after refusing to undergo a Secret Service polygraph 
examination. While his fingerprints have been found on numerous 
Secret Service files related to documents in Anderson’s columns, ^ 

I had legitimate access to those files in connection with the 
computerizing project. Our investigation to date has been unable 
to develop any direct evidence that_furnished Anderson 
with FBI documents taken from Secret Service files. It appears 
that the 7/20/70 LHM on CAM was taken | |in the Spring 
of 1972 and undoubtedly furnished to Anderson. Secret Service 
has advised that a copy of the above LHM is currently in their 
files and that they have initiated an examination to determine whether 
or not|__fingerprints are on the document or the file jacket. 
Information from the 7/20/70 LHM has not appeared previously in 
any of Anderson’s columns. 

We have referred this matter to the Department of 
Justice which has determined that no prosecution is possible at this 
time under espionage statutes inasmuch as the documents Comoro- j 
mised in Anderson’s columns and apparently taken| from j 
Secret Service files have no national defense information which may 
be declassified for prosecutive purposes. We have followed recent 
Departmental instructions to furnish reports in this matter to the 
U. S. Attorney for the District of Columbia for appropriate action by 
him. When a few outstanding leads have been covered we will request 
the U. S. Attorney to consider prosecution under other than espionage 
statutes. 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For the information of the Director. 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 



The Washington Merry-Go-Round THE WASHINGTON POST Thw^yjuiy 12,1m K9 

More US. Largess for Dairymen 
By Jack Anderson 

Dairy price supports were 
increased, as we have previ¬ 
ously reported, the day after 
dairy leaders delivered their 
Ifirst big contribution to Presi¬ 
dent Nixon's 1972 campaign. 

In a letter explaining the 
deal, dairyman William Powell 
noted: ‘‘Whether we like it or 
not, this is the way the system 
works.” 

The system has been work¬ 
ing again, if somewhat differ¬ 
ently, to benefit the dairy in¬ 
dustry. Last month, the Agri- 
cull v.i e Department turned 
civ u k offer by the Associ¬ 
ate. Milk Producers for non¬ 
fat milk. Officials claimed that 
50 routs a pound was too high. 

But because dry milk was 
needed for various poverty 
programs, the Agriculture De¬ 
partment decided to buy on 
the open market rather than 
through the subsidy program. , 

A week later, the depart ! 
menl purchased 6,6 million I 

Ipounds of dry milk at pricesi 
ranging from 52 to 56 cents a| 
poemd—two to six cents I 
higher than the offer that was 
rejected. 

FBI Watch 

Although the late J. Edgar 
Hoover refused to go along 
with President Nixon's illegal 
scheme to combat subversives, 
the FBI was ready to spy on 
the most obscure, protest 
;roups. 
Three summers ago, for ex- 

amp]f?» an antiwar group of 
women, calling themselves the 
Concerned American Moth- 

t? 
, ers" against the Vietnam war, 
[arrived at the White House to 
! picket Triria Nixon's dinner 
! dance for Prince Charles and 
[Princess Ann of England. 

! The FBI, ever on the alert 
[for subversives and saboteurs, 
| kept them under surveillance. 
i^On the evening of July 37, 
11970,” solemnly states a confi¬ 
dential FBI memo, " special 
agents of the FBI, at approxi¬ 
mately 8 p.m.. observed 34 
middle-aged white women in 
front of the White House car¬ 
rying signs . 

Washington so it can return to j eluded: “It is beyond doubt 
Haiti and once again extract!*^ the criteria used by Hems. 

: plasma from the poorest pen- i were rot sufficientf 
■ pie in the Western Hemi-! ^ the state fof 
sphere. . [health] of the donors” 

, Tiie firm’s lawyer, Joseph !r^hJ^rt describe? He™ 
jShariitt, denied Hemo Carib-i£tnf^rri« almis.sl?n 
| bean ever took commercial ad- LC* of.medical f«-, 
[vantage of the poor Haitian!m^c mnn<lvS1Th] greef.;tP' 
i people. Haitian donors were; ™es 7°CnnL CC. *’' 
."carefully protected” he|states the re?ort> h a 
Iclafmed, They risked ‘"nothing i 
r more than an hour and a half I 
[from work” to donate plasma 
]for a $4 fee. 

| "'1A t 8:3 0 p.m. /1 con ti nu os the 
?memo, “a group of 17 Indians 
; arrived in front of the White 
[House, apparently to protest 
that no Indians were invited 

f to the . .. affair.” 
t They were joined, apparont- 
i ly on the spur of the moment, 
| by “six hippie type individ- 
;uals” who “proceeded to seat 
iihemseives on the sidewalk in 
front of the White House. 

The FBI agents, in other 
words, spent the long evening 
watching 34 middle-aged 
women, 17 Indians and “six 
hippie type individuals,” Else¬ 
where in Washington, the 
crime rate was going up. 

Footnote: The evening, ac¬ 
cording to the FBI report, 
passed without incident. 

mercial venture that taker" 
twice the medically safe 
amount of plasma . * * 

“The diet of these donors* 
the inadequate way they are 

Sharhtt said we had told I selected, taken together with. 
the unfavorable conditions in. 
these centers, create a graye, 

1 
! “roughly 50 per cent of the 
: truth.” Unfortunately for. 
j Homo Caribbean, the other jsituation.” 
half of the story is even more [ The blood clinics Iiad “no fa* 

cilities to treat an accident 
[The doctors found no consul¬ 
tation room, no emergency: 

iiun miih la uiuitr 

sordid than our original ac- 
| count. 

j Two weeks before the blood. 
j operation was stopped, a team : room, not even an oxygen 
■ ox six Haitian physicians in*'; tank. Instead, an accident vie-' 
j vestigated the firm's two small i tim was taken “to a poorly 
blood clinics. Their report to I ventilated room” where eopar* 

, Haitian Health Minister Dr. 
[Alex Theard, translated from 
[the French, tells of brutality, 
j serious accidents, and even 

eiiUy it was hoped he would 
recover on his own. 

To keep the donors In line, 
they were frequently intirai-r 

! death during the daily blood I dated and sometimes beaten 
Jetting that went on for 18 j bp at the clinics, according to 
i months. ! the report “As early as our 
I Accidents “occur often first visit,” wrote the doctors. "occur j r " - -" --- 

> among individuals with empty | Mention of the Cotnmis* 
'stomachs or physical disabili- sion s members were drawn to 

: Blood Report 

j Hemo Caribbean, the con¬ 
troversial blood plasma firm, 
| has raised a howl over our re- 
[port on its operations in Haiii. 
I We told how the firm, 
! closed down for exploiting un- 
idernotirished Haitians, is now 
S pulling political strings in 

MUiiiavTiB ui pnysicai eisauiu-■ w 
I ties,” wrote the doctors. They jxhi} shocking presence of a 
j referred to at least ore casej 6sjard with a huge club.” 
i “of the registered death at i Asked about the guard, a di* 
Jlemo Caribbean after plasma- rector at the blood clinic ex-- 

■■ pheresis.” i plained that “discipline was 

I Charging that the company ru^ The doc* 
:frequently. took plasma-, from-L‘? noted, ^eteral donor* 
i Haitians who were underfed ^ported some acts of 
i and underweight. the spec,*’, br,,h'5!,tv k„ brutality perpetrated by these 

rf|iaT'rJe ** 

1 medical , commission con- - ^ Un[ted r„ 
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File No. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D. C. 20535 
July 20, 1970 

ALL IIIFCKSTICH DC 1115.1 MEL 

EEREIII 13 UNCLASSIFIED 

'HATE 05-23-2007 BY €Q324aU3b3»- ■d3 

CONCERNED AMERICAN MOTHERS (CAM) 
DEMONSTRATION AT WHITE HOUSE, 

WASHINGTON, D. C., JULY 17, 1970 

A representative of the U. S. Park Police (USPP), 
Washington, D, C* (WDC), advised on July 14, 1970, that 
captioned organization had filed notification to demonstrate 
at the White House and in Lafayette Park on July 17, 1970, 
from 8 p.m, to 10 p.m., "to protest Government policies and 
activities,- including the Indochina War*" CAM advised that 
they expected 200 participants who would picket and carry 
place cards expressing their views. 

CAM described itself as an unincorporated organization 
consisting of "mothers,and grandmothers." headed by four co- kg 
chairmen: 

"The Evening Star" newspaper, WDC, July 9, 1970, 
under the caption, "Women Make 'War on War,"’ reported on a 

(u two-day Emergency Women's Conference held in WDC, July 8 - 9, 
L%//1970, One of the Conference attendees/Was| 

>Vl 
* Conferences--1 

''who represented Mrs. Malcolm^ Peabody" at the 
was reported as saying that CAM 

is a grass roots group of_Massachusetts women which got 
started "a week before la¥t MotherT"s~UaV when 1* I_I 

called a Boston radio talk 
program and told them she would observe Mother's Day by 
standing on the Massachusetts State Capitol steps ip protest 
of the Vietnam War." 

i ■ 
* * f. f.* * ■ 
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CONCERNED AMERICAN MOTHERS 
DEMONSTRATION AT WHITE HOUSE 

announced to the press that CAM 
planned to picket the White House on the night of July 17, 
--"the night of Tricia Nixon's dinner dance for Britain’s 
Prince Charles and Princess Anne--because we don't think the 
President should be dancing while our boys are dying in 
Vietnam." 

Mrs, Ma^cdlm Peabody is the mother of 
Edicott/'vPeabody, former Massachusetts^ 
governor. She has been publicly 
identified with civil rights activities 
in- the past. 

The "Boston Globe" daily Boston newspaper, in its 
July 15, 1970, edition, reported: "Thirty-eight suburban 
Boston women calling themselves Concerned American Mothers, 
to leave Boston for Washington, D. C», 11 p.m., July 15, 
via bus to conduct an anti-war demonstration in the nature 
of a march in front of the White House Friday night, July 17, 
1970, while President Nixon is entertaining Prince Charles 
and Princess Anne of Great Britain." According to a group 
spokesman,_ the purpose of the demon¬ 
stration is to show displeasure with President Nixon and his 
family "because while they are dancing in Washington, D. C., 
our sons are dying in Indochina;" the article stated the 
group would be in WDC two days, to meet with Senator Edward M. 
Kennedy and other members of the Massachusetts Congressional 
delegation on Thursday, July 16, to press for their backing of 
legislation to end the war as soon as possible. On Friday, 
CAM will confer with officials of the Defense Department at 
the Pentagon and an official of the National Security Council. 

was quoted as stating plans for the trip were 
made following an anti-war vigil in front of the State House, 
Boston, Massachusetts, on Mother's Day, 1970. 
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CONCERNED AMERICAN MOTHERS 
DEMONSTRATION AT WHITE HOUSE 

On the evening of July 17* 1970, Special Agents 
of the FBI, at approximately 8 p.m,, observed 34 middle-aged 
white women in front of the White House carrying signs 
reading: "We who give life plead, end our U* S. involvement 
in the Indochina War" and "Dancing or dying - Peace." 

At 8:30 p.m., a group of 17 young Indians arrived 
in front of the White House, apparently to protest that no 
Indians were invited to the White House affair. They 
carried signs reading: "Indians like parties too" and 
"700 people, no Indians." 

Police officers on hand, within a few minutes, 
made the Indians give up their signs, whereupon the Indians 
joined the CAM group at the Northwest gate. 

Six hippie type individuals arrived at 8:55 p.m., 
and proceeded to seat themselves on the sidewalk in front 
of the White House. 

At 9:05 p.m., police moved the Indians away from 
the Northwest gate after the Indians had begun chanting 
and shouting at arriving guests. 

At 9:15 p.m., the CAM groups left the area, ostensibly 
to return to Boston. 

At 9:30 p.m., the Indians circled the White House 
and returned to the Northwest gate, where they jeered at 
arriving guests until the police pushed them back again 
away from the entrance. 

3 
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CONCERNED AMERICAN MOTHERS 
DEMONSTRATION AT WHITS HOUSE 

As of 10 p.m., no demonstrators were observed in 
the vicinity of the White House* There had been no incidents 
and no arrests. 

This document eontaias neither 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via 
A I R T E L 

Ass-':, a? 
I De? 

I I Dcp. A ’.1vr~Z. 

|Asst Di*.: 
\ Ad*n.. S<wr.-4- 

> | Ext. A 
! I Fin. £ 

i Gen. I 
Ident. 

!* IncsU. 
^ Lejra! C»-wn. - 
j PJgtl C' '*j?n- 
1 R?c. j1'-1:. __ 

C rv- * r» c *** 
j »j. A ♦ 

' GpTc^TJv7nnr] 
*lvain:u£ - 

‘iciepfccna ftm. DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAC, ALEXANDRIA (65-253)3^- 

UNSUB; 
Unauthorized Release ,p_f, . * 

Lfied Information^fo^ «(• 
'NDERSONV October, 1976 

ESPIONAGE - X — 
(00:/ N^LEXANDRIA) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are five copies 
of an LHM regarding captioned matter. One copy is also 
enclosed for the information of WF0„ 

-_LHM classified £2E&W@*6^3.1 inasmuch as Major 
I has advised that two of the paragraphs contained^ 

in the newspaper article continue to be classified 

i- 
K 

J 

b6 
b7C 

y 

During the interview with Major, 
on 12/21/76, he expressed the opinion that the report in I" 
question had been leaked by the General Accounting Office 

\ss (GAO), or by someone with access to their report. He stated 
X* that his office had not conducted an investigation to 

) ascertain the identity of captioned unsub and that he has no 
suspects. He noted that his office is attempting to 
determine how they can avoid the compromise of classified 
information which is furnished to GAO in the future. While 

I - 
(AAG -ISi) 

71 

working on this project, Major[ 
the matter to the FBI. 

decided to report 

The Alexandma Division does not contemplate any < j 
~i T-( iTt 11 ri oo Ai /A n c? nl o/'inrr f-VvVcn t-r> o lH Q. C lO S ^Cl \ ' 

^la a, ^ 

*-{0.* 4440 

additional inquiries 
status, UACB. 

•Bureau (Enc. 5) 
-WF0 (Enc. l)(lnfo)l 

Alexandria ,cc ^ ,/W0 

4hd fLs^placing thifs matter 

4-f. riir- ■K 
lAL^MATERLAL 

JAN 
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UNITiTfT STATES DEPAIITMENT OF WSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Alexandria, Virginia 
January 4, 1977 

UNKNOWN SUBJECT; 
UNAUTHORIZED RELEASE OF 
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION TO - bo 
JACK ANDERSON, OCTOBER, .1976 b7 

Information contained herein is unclassified 
unless otherwise indicated. 

♦ 

Investigation in this matter was predicated upon 
a telephone call.on December 20, 1976, from Major I I 

[Directorate of Intelligence Operations, Security 
Division, Department of the Army, Room 2E461, Pentagon, 
Arlington^ Virginia, to the Alexandria office of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI). 

Major was interviewed on December 21, 
1976, and furnished the Following information: 

ZECLASSIFISt 3V cCSliauccav-Vrs/rdls 
Oil 05-31-200“ 
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Airtel 

To: SAC, Alexandria (65*253) 

1/12/77 

From: Director, FBI 
ALL Ill FORMATICH CCtnAIllEL 
EEREI'7 IS U1TCLAS3IFIEL 

UNSUBJ LATE 05-S1-2007 3i €03£42ucbav/r,3/,rd3 

Unauthor ized Release of 
Classified Information tflL. 
Jacky&nderson, October, 1976 

1 ESPIONAGE - X “ 

Reurairtel 1/4/77. 

As you are aware, unauthorised disclosures of 
classified defense information to the press or other public 
media may be a violation of the espionage statutes, however, 
this Bureau does not initiate investigations of such matters 
unless specifically instructed to do so by the Assistant 
Attorney General (AAG), Criminal Division, U.S. Department of 
Justice* In order for the AAG to make a determination in this 
regard, the AAG, in the past, with respect to these matters, 
has requested that he be furnished the following information: 

1. The date and identity of the article or 
tieles disclosing the classified information. 

m\ 2. Specific statements in the article which are 
Considered classified and whether the data was properly 

lassifled. 

curate. 
3. Whether the classified data disclosed is 

4. Whether the data came from a specific document 
a,!0C. Dir._and, if so, the origin of the document and the name of the 

Dap* AD A dm, -individual responsible for the security of the classified 
D.p.AO(nv—disclosed* 

Asst. Dir.: 

Adm. Sal-**-* 

Ext* Affairs A 

V, 1 WFO 
Fin. & Pwi. j 
C-1-Rl&eLjbmf ^ 
Ident. _ * ^ 

Inspection _ ' 
• \.A SEE NOTE PAGE THREE 

Intflll. „ 

Laboratory_ 

Logoi Coun._ 

Plan, A Eval 

Roc. Mgnt- 

Spec, Inv*_ 

Training . 

Tola phono R 

Director Sec teletype unit 



Airtel to Alexandria 
Be: Hnsubj 

Unauthorizj&d Release of 
Classified Information to 
Jaek Anderson, October, 1076 

data. 
5. The extent of official dissemination of the 

6. Whether the data has been the subject 
prior official releases. 

T -r' 

7* Whether prior clearance for publication or 
release of the information was sought from proper authorities. 

8. Whether the material or portions thereof or 
enough background data has been published officially sj? in 
the press to make aja educated speculation on the matter 
possible. 

9. Whether the data can be.declassified for the 
purpose of prosecution and, if so, the nape’ of the person 
competent to testify concerning the classification. 

10. Whether declassification had been decided 
upon prior to the publication or release of the data. 

11. What effect the disclosure of the classified 
data, could have on the national defense. 

___Alexandria should promptly contact Major 
I I and advise him of the Bureau's procedure for 
handling these types of investigations as stated above. 
He should also, at this time, be reguested to furnish 
or arrange to have furnished, the answers to the questions 
set out above. 

FBI HQ will hold the LHM submitted' with referenced 
airtel until receipt of the above requested material, 
after which this matter will be presented to the department 
for a determination as to any further action to be taken. 

b6 
b7C 
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Airtel to Alexandria 
Re: Unsub; 

Unauthorized Release of 
Classified Information to 
Jack Andersen, October, 1976 

Alexandria, by referenced airtel, furnished an 
LHM which reported on information appearing in a Jack 
Anderson arjPCLe printed in the "Huntsville, Alabama, 
Times, 1 10^76, entitled "Army Missiles Fail to Meet 
Required Performance Marks." This matter had been 
called to Alexandria ^ tent ion by Major I 1 1 Directorate of Intelligence Operations 

vision, Department of the Army, Pentagon, 
Lnia. 

Security D 
Arlington, 

] advised that Anderson's .article 
contains classified information regarding the army's 
Chap$i*ral Missile, which Anderson claims to have taken 
from I copy he obtained of the General Accounting Office *j 
classified study .Sp the short-range air defense system. 

Major J 
matter*© the FBI, re 
this classified report' 

] in addition to reporting this 
d that we attempt to recover 

om Anderson. 

As indigested above, we do not institute 
investigations in'le these type matters unless so 
instructed by tit#Department, who,, in the past, has 
always request^ answers to the 11 queetiefes shown 
on previous pages, before making any determination as 
to the course of action to be taken. 
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□ CONFIDENTIAL 
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DIRECTOR, FBI 
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Legal Crurt. _ 
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Director’s SecV— 

UNSUB; 
Unauthorized Release of 
Classified Information to 

ALL IHFCRMATI-CH O 
EEREItl 15 OMCLAS3 

DATE 05-51-2007 3 

JACKl"aNDERSON, October, 1976 
ESPIONAGE - X 
(00: ALEXANDRIA) 

ATTAINED 
TIED 

r £C:324&'Jdb r 3 rd 3 

ReAXairtel and LHM to Bureau, 1/4/77; and Bureau 
Alexandria, 1/12/77. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are five copies of 
an LHM regarding captioned matter. One copy is also enclosed 
for the information of WFO. 

LHM is classified inasmuch as it contains 
classified information from the U. S. Army records. 

Major Iwas reinterviewed in accordance 
Information with Bureau instructions in referenced airtel. _ 

developed has been incorporated in the form of an LHM for 
presentation by the Bureau to the Department of Justice, 
Alexandria does not contemplate any additional inquiries 
pending a prosecutiva&decision from the Department. 'T " 
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F3I AUTOMATIC DECLASSIJICATIGN GUIDE 

il 02-25-2013 
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P.CM: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION qq] 

/j* Repfyy Ptetw* R«/<er to 

File No. 

icn cjjOTtiTiE: 
HE RE III I?5l3£4^SIFIED EXCEPT 

WHERE^afiSWT OTHERS 

Alexandria, Virginia 
February 1, 1977 

UNKNOWN SUBJECT; 
UNAUTHORIZED RELEASE OF 
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION TO 
JACK ANDERSON, OCTOBER, 1976 

AL 

&ucfcav/ra/ rdis 
25X 3.311; 05-31-2032 

Information contained herein is unclassified unless 
otherwise indicated. b6 

On January 24, 1977, Major|] 
Directorate of Intelligence Operations, Security Division, per ARMY 
Department of the Army, Room 2E461, Pentagon, Arlington, 
Virginia, furnished additional information regarding classified 
information which was contained in a report prepared by the 
U. S. General Accounting Office (GAO), which related to the 
Chaparral Missile System and which was disclosed in a newspaper 
article by columnist .jfack Anderson in October, 1976. During 
this interview, Major furnished the following: 

i V 

Per OCA Letter Gated: 11-25-2008 

All Army info, contained 
was regraded Unclassified 
11/18/08 by USAINSCOM 
Auth Para 4-102, DOD 52 

FDPS pg. 18, 19 

<mn 
I i u 

ibis document contains neither 

recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI, - .It is tho property of 

t.ie FBI cinci is ioaned to your agency; 
it and its. couteirls are not to be 

distributed outside your agency. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

1. Dole of transcripHoiv 2/1/77 

Information contained herein is unclassified unless 
otherwise indicated: 

Major Directorate of Intelligence 
b6 

I _____ I VV wwiuuiitw VfUfc, f,t ft4a 

Operations, Security Division, Department of the Arm?; Room 
2E461, Pentagon, Arlington, Virginia^ furnished additional 
»_^__j j i « t • . i ^ * * * 

per ARMY 

information regarding a syndicated newspaper article which was 
written by JACK ANDERSON and was published on October 6, 1976, 
in the Huntsville Times, Huntsville, Alabama, as well as 
numerous other newspapers throughout the United States. Mr. 
ANDERSON*s syndicated column is entitled “Merry-go-round," and 
the caption of the article in question was ”Army Missiles Fail 
to Meet Required Performance Marks ” 

The specific statement, which was classified and 
which appeared in Mr. ANDERSON*s column, pertained to the U. S. 
Array Chaparral Air Defense Guided Missile System. The state¬ 
ments begin in paragraph ten of this column and are as follows: 

X 
“Here are a few of the * performance weaknesses* that 
the GAO cited: 

—-The Chaparral is a sunshine weapon. It*s 
‘unrestricted use. . . is possibly only in fair- 
weather conditions.* Unfortunately, this occurs 
only about 25 percent of the time. Thus an enemy 
need merely strike during bad weather." 

( 1) b6 

Major[ |advised that the following paragraph A 
of the ANDERSON column was at one time classified Confidential” pe A 
by the Army, but is no longer classified: 

fI 



AX 65-253 
2. 

"Unhappily* Chaparral missiles are also 
susceptible to enemy countermeasures. In 
fact* enemy planes could * essentially1 have 
complete protection from Chaparral attack* 
the report warns <“ 

M 

Major I _ |stated that tha abova information 
from the General Accounting Office (GAO) report was classified 
MCmuCldm»LlalM on the GAO report and that the information 
was properly classified in accordance with provisions of the 
classification guide for the Chaparral Missile System. He 
said that the effective date of the classification was 
June 21* 1974, and that it has not been declassified.. 

According to Major . „ i the aforementioned 
information on tha Chaparral Missile System which was published 
in the JACK ANDERSON article end which was classified “Confidential,M 
was accurate. 

Major£ _ 1 reiterated that the JACK ANDERSON 
upon information contained In the aforementioned column was base 

GAO report end noted that ANDERSON in his article alluded to 
the fact that he actually possesses a copy of this report. 
The Major recalled that instant CM) report was captioned "Study 
by the Staff, United States Government Accounting Office, 
Roland and Chaparral Missile and Anti-aircraft Gun Programs* 
Department of the Army." Major I was not aware of the 
date on the report, but believed that it was published in about 
March, 1976. He said that inasmuch as the report is in 
possession of GAO officials, he Is not aware of the identity 
of the individual responsible for the security of the classified 
data disclosed. 

Major estimated that approximately 200 
copies of instant report had been published. 

He stated that the data in question has not been the 
subject of prior official releases. 

Major was not aware of anyone seeking 
clearance from the Department of Army for publication or release 
of the information in question. 

- 3 - 
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AX 65-253 
3. 

Major f _ .was not cognisant of any information 
published officially or in the prase which would have any bear¬ 
ing on the information published by JACK ANDERSON. 

Majorl 1 was of the opinion that the informa¬ 
tion in question could probably be declassified for purposes 
of prosecution. The individual competent to testify Concerning 
the classification would be the Chaparral FAAR Project Officer, 
U. S. Army Missile Command, and this individuals name can be 
furnished at a later date if requested. 

According to Mai or I ~l he is not aware of 
any decision to declassify the information prior to the 
publication of the JACK ANDERSON article* 

In addition to the above. Major advised 
that disclosure of the classified information concerning the 
Chaparral Missile System would not have a grave or serious 
effect on the national defense. He said, however, that it 
could have some effect since it is information that would be 
beneficial to an enemy of the United States. 

He further advised that appropriate officials of the 
Department of the Army are going to meet with GAO officials to 
discuss the aforementioned unauthorized disclosure and attempt 
to formulate regulations which will prohibit future disclosures 
of this nature* 

~CQHEIBEN¥I^- 
4* - 
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Airtel 

3/14/77 

To: SACs, Alexandria (66-253) (Enclosure) 
TOO (Enclosure) 

From: Director, FBI (65-76137) 

UNSUB; 
Unauthorized Release of 
Classified Information to 
JackSAnderson, October, 1976 
SSPIONAGR-X 

y ^ ReBuairtel dated 1/12/77. 
K ^ 

• >j.\. Inclosed for each recipient is one copy of a self- 
■ ^^explanatory memorandum dated 3/3/77, from Assistant Attorney 

general (AA6) Richard L. Thornburgh, classified "CiTiiffrfl ,* 
f- • - pjS^hich relates to captioned matter, 

?;V WFO, contact the appropriate official at the General 
■ 7 Accounting Office (GAO) and obtain a copy of the GAO report 

described in the enclosed AAG memorandum, as well as determine 
the exact number of copies of this report published and to 
whom they were disseminated. 

Alexandria, recontact Major| | 
regarding the AAG's comments as set out in enclosed memorandum 
pertaining to more definitive answers to the questions con¬ 
tained In the memorandum dated 11/5/69, from the Director, 
FBI, to the Director of Inspection Services, Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of Defenee, on the subject of Unauthorized 
Disclosure of Classified Information to Press and Other 
Public Media, 

b7C 

Dep. AD Adm.._ 

Dep. AD Inv,_ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Adm. Sarv._ 

Ext. Affairs _ RUIcL:bmf 
Fin. & Per*. _ 

InipeCtion_ 

late 11._ 

Laboratory 

Logoi Coun.^_ 

Plan. A Evol._ 

Roc. Mgnt._ 

Spec. Inv._ 

Training__ 

Telephone Rrt>._ 

Director Soc'y _ 

CQNteWSfiCIAL MATERIAL ATTACHED 

THIS DOCUMENT WILT, BROOME UNCLASSIFIED 
UPON REMOVAL OF THE ATTACHMENTS 

/ft KEC-47 see note page two 

? J / 

MAIL ROOM 

MAR 16 1977 

DECLASSIFIED 
0N_i/T7"of 

xJ TELETYPE UNIT I I 

GPO : 1976 O - 207-526 



Airtel to Alexandria and WPO 
Re: UNSUB; 

Unauthorized Release of 
Classified Information to 
Jack Anderson! October, 1976 

65-76137 

Also, determine from Major I | -whether the 
Department of Army has met with GAO officials as previously 
indicated, and if so, whether any information pertinent 
to this matter was developed during the meeting. 

Submit results of investigation in form suitable 
for dissemination. 

MOTE: 

This matter relates to classified Information 
which appeared in a column written by Jack Anderson 
for the "Huntsville, Alabama, Times,*1 10/6/76, 
entitled "Army Missiles Vail to Meet Repaired 
Performance Barks.'* This matter had bean brought to 
the Bureau's attention by Major | | 
Department of the Army, Pentagon, who advised that 
Anderson's article contained classified information 
regarding the army's Chaparral Missile, which 
Anderson claims to have taken from a copy Ms obtained 
of the GAO's classified study of the short-range air 
defense system. 

The adm? was requested to furnish answers 
to questions usually requested by the Department 
regarding the class if leat ion of the classified infor¬ 
mation which appeared in the article. Their response 
was furnished te the AAG, Criminal Division, who 
responded by memoranda* dated 3/3/77, requesting 
specific information be obtained as shown above. 



. FD-36 (Rev. 7-27-76) 

TRANSMIT VIA: 

I I Teletype 

I I Facsimile 

HQ Airtel 

PRECEDENCE: 

I I Immediate 

I 1 Priority 

| | Routine 

CLASSIFICATION: 

□ TOP SECRET 

□ SECRET 

□ CONFIDENTLAL 

□ E F T 0 

□ CLEAR 

3/29/77 

FROM: 

DIRECTOR, FBI (65-76137) 

SAC, WFO (65-12275) (RUC) 

UNSUB; UNAUTHORIZED RELEASE OF 
^CLASSIFIED INFORMATION TO JACK 

OANDERSON, OCTOBER, 1976 
ESPIONAGE - X 

Re Bureau airtel dated 3/14/77, enclosing Departmental 
letter dated 3/3/77. 

On 3/29/77, the Departments. rp.miRfit. as contained in 
its letter of 3/3/77, was relayed to| ----- . 
Security, U.S. General Accounting Office. |_| requestea mat 
either the Department oi* FBI Headquarters address a formal 

request for the Hncument and information 
ing its dissemination to|____ __ 
Administrative Services, United States General Accounr mg UTTTTTf? 

441 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20548. 

WFO taking no further action. 

b6 
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Apptpvetr: _ 

5 .7 

ALL lilFCRVA.IICII CCITIA.I1TEL 

KEREI1I IS ntrtlASSIFIE2- 

:AIE 05-31-200? 3v $0324duel'sv/rs; rls 
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(Number) (Time) 



REGISTERED 

Bates April 20, 107V Fgpraari oovssisajB*! 

To Director 
Office of Administrative Services 
General Accounting Offloo 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, B. C. 20548 

Ims: 

Subject: 

Cltmncc M» K»U»7i Director 

UKU09M SOBJECT; 
tnUDTHOSIXKD KODAK OP 

JLL IHFDRMAT ICN DOITTAIHED 

EREIH IS UNCLASSIFIED 

ATE 05-51-2007 31' c0324=Lic;fc ■d3 

jtegzammm, octdbeb, i078 
bspionagk - x 

CD 

OvJ 
OS 
CL 

'I 

Aa toe. D If._ 

Dtp. AO Aden. 

Dflp. AO Inv*, 

A*H* Dir*: 

Adm, $«fY*_ 

Ext* Affei n „ 

Fin- Si Per*. 

Gen* Inv- 

Ident. 

Laboratory_ 
Logoi Court.- 

Plan. 8 Estol 

Roc* Mgnt- 

Spoc*. jnv*t—. 

Training __. 
To^ophons Rm. 
Director Soc*y 

Enclosed is one copy each of two letterhead 
, both classified * dated January 4, 

1877, and Bebruaxy 1, 1977, at Alexandria, Virginia, vhieh 
contained background info rant ion regarding captioned natter.^"Y 

The Assistant Attorney ^Criminal Division, 
Q.8, Departaent of Astlee, by IgwWr dated Kerch 3, 1977, 
instructed that this Bureau institute an investigation 
to obtain additional information concerning thin case. 
In connection with thin investigation, it la requested 
that you furnish this Bureau a copy of your staff 
dated Kerch 17, 1978, captioned "Boland and Chaparral , 1Q77 
Missile and Antiaircraft Gun Program." APR 21 »'* 

MS would also like to knee has easy copies***# 
this report were published and to whom they were disseminated. 

As shown in the enclosed letterhead Memorandum of 
February l, 1977, page four, last paragraph, the Department 
of tho Army indicated that they were going to nest with 
officials from your Office to discuss this unauthorized 

as soil as attempt to formulate regulations 

1 - Alexandria (65-253) 
Ji,-WFp (65—12275) iw'-j j 0 

AX, WFO, SSB NOTE PAGE TWO j ■ * */' 
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Director 
Office of Administrative Services 
General Accounting Office 

to prohibit any future diecloeuree of this nature, it JH 
is requested that you advise whether this meeting has 
taken place, and if so, whether any information pertinent 
to this natter was developed. 

On March 29, W?,| 
of Security, when contacted by a special agent iron our 
Washington Field Office relative to the above information, 
requested that a formal written request be directed to 
you concerning this natter. 

enclosures - 2 

NOTE FOR ALEXANDRIA AND WFO: 

b6 
^b7C 

only. 

NOTE: 

Copy being furnished for informational purposes 

This matter relates to classified information 
which appeared in a column written by Jack Anderson 
for the "Huntsville, Alabama, Times," 10/6/76, 
entitled "Army Missiles Fail to Meet Required 
Performance Marks." This matter had been brought to 
the Bureau’s attention by Major _ 
Department of the Army, Pentagon, who advised that 
Anderson's article contained classified information 
regarding the army's Chaparral Missile, which 
Anderson claims to have taken from a copy he obtained 
of the GAO's classified study of the short-range aiaA 
defense system. 

This natter has been discussed with the Department, 
Who by letter dated 3/3/77, set forth specific information 
which they desired be obtained. WFO was instructed by 
airtel, to contact GAD to obtain this information which 
is shown above. GAO, Director of Security, when contacted, 
requested that a formal written request for this infor¬ 
mation be made to the addressee, a# shown above by FBIHQ 
or the Department. ^I 

Approved': Adm. berv.._. Legal Coun. 

Ex*. Affairs. Plan. & InsD. 
director.. „ Fin. & Pcrs. Rec. Mgt_ 
Assoc. Dir. Cen. Iriv. £ & T 
Dep. AD Adm., _ Ident.. Spec. Inv. 
Dep. AD Inv. ; Jnte//__ Training^ 
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FD-36 (Rev. 7-27-76) 

TRANSMIT VIA: 

Teletype 

Facsimile 

Airtel 

PRECEDENCE: 

1 | Immediate 

| | Priority 

□ Routine 

CLASSIFICATION: 

□ TOP SECRET 

□ SECRET 

□ CONFIDENTIAL 

|—| E F T O 

□ CLEAR 

Date 5/6777 

Aiit, Dfcr: 

JuT«5b7C 
Grim. lrf&a_ 
Fin, 6 _ 

Loborcrto ry__ 

Ccun_ 
£ jnsg._ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (65-761371 

FROM: SAC, ALEXANDRIA (65-253) (Pi 

| Hoc. Mgnt_ 
Spec, Inv.__ 

T©ch. Scrvs.__ 
Training_^_ 

Public ACs, Oii.. 

Telephone Rm_ 
D'rector's Scc'y^. UNSUB; \ Vreciors Soc>_ 

Unauthorized Release of “ 
Classified information to all ikformattct; cchtaiueo 
JACI^A&IDERSON, October, 19J6 hbslik is uhclassifie:: 
ESPIONAGE. - X .. .. BAIL 05-31-2007 BY 6 0 3 2 4 aucbav/r 3/rds 
COO: ALEXANDRIA). 

Re Bureau airtel to Alexandria, 3/1V77. 

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of an LHM 
dated and captioned as* above. One copy- is also enclosed 
for the information of WFO.. . . -i ; 

RLtl23 / '' /(;{, }/ 
When recontacted on VZl/JT, Major |_ 

Department of the Army, Pentagon Building, advised that the 
Army does not desire to pursue any additional inquiries into 
captioned matter and; therefore, does not contemplate 
furnishing the FBI' with any additional information. This 
information has Been incorporated into enclosed LHM for 
presentation by the Bureau to the Department of Justice. 
Alexandria does not contemplate making any additional 
inquiries, UACB. However, this matter is being maintained 
in a pending status until such time as the Department 
renders a final prosecutive opinion. 

I- b*T -Tt») Mft*. X.F* * j 

MAY 18 19/7 

I - <>3V» 4«ul I 
(- 1+ *1* 

I " ^ 

(2) - Bureau (Enc 5). 
1 - WFO (.Enc 1). (.65-122751 (Info) 
2 - Alexandria 
WMC: klh. 
(5) 

s/h/ti 

tX 

Approved: 

5MM7197? 
rfansmitted 

(Number) (Time) 



In Reply, Please Refer to 

File /Vo. 

UNIT AXES DUJ*AKT.MEJS'T OF J 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Alexandria , Virginia 
May 6, 1977 

UNKNOWN SUBJECT; 
Unauthorized Release Of 
Classified Information to 
JACK ANDERSON, October, 1976 

Reference is made to Alexandria memorandum 
dated February 1, 1977- 

In accordance with the instructions contained 
in the memorandum of Richard L. Thornburgh, Assistant 
Attorney General, Criminal Division, United States 
Department of Justice, captioned as above and dated 
March 3> 1977, a representative of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI) contacted Major P 
of the Department of the Army and obtained the following 
information: 

b6 
b7C 

AIL IHFCRS&TI2H CCITTA.IHEC 
HERETO IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-31-2007 3Y c0324 4U eba rs/cds 

Thin documsr?t contains :toi t.::r 

ions nor conclusions of 

the F3I. It is the property of 

the F)>I and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not to bo 

distributed outside your agency. 

tHClOSURl 



3C/j?j4lREV- 11-27-7.0) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dote of transcription., 
5/2/77 

On April 21, 1977, T'ajorj_ 
Directorate of Intelligence Operations , Security 
Division, Department of the Army, Room 2E!!6l, Pentagon 
Euilding, Arlington, Virginia, advised that after 
further consideration the Army has decided that they 
do not desire to pursue the matter regarding information 
concerning the Chaparral Air Defense Guided Missile 
System, which was oubllshed in a syndicated newspaper 
article by JACK ANDERSON in October, 1976- 

Major_ said that the Army does not 
believe that publication of the information in question 
was of such significance as to warrant any additional 
inquiries. lie added they were no longer certain that 
the information was furnished to JACK ANDERS Oil by employees 
of the General Accounting Office (GAO), and that the 
Information could conceivably have been ’’leaked” by 
someone in the Pentagon. He indicated that the 
possibility of Identifying the source of such a ’'leak" 
would be highly remote in view of the large number of 
persons having access to the Information. 

Major | |further advised that his 
office does not know if appropriate officials at the 
Department of Army have met with GAO officials to 
discuss unauthorised disclosures of classified Infor¬ 
mation to the press. 

The Major concluded that Inasmuch as the 
Army does not desire to pursue the matter further, they 
do not intend to furnish more definitive answers to the 
questions contained in the memorandum dated November 5, 
1969, from the Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(PBI)s to the Director of Inspection Services, Office 
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, on the subject 
of Unauthorised Disclosure of Classified Information to 
Press and Other Public Media. 

interviewed on„ V21/77 Arlington, Virginia AX 65-253 

.Dote dictated. V27/77 
b6 

-b7C 

This document contain-: neither recommendations nor conclusions of tho FEE. It is Ihc proparty of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency; 

H ond its contents are not to bo distributed outside your agency. 
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548 

OFFICE OF 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 

The Honorable Clarence M* Kelley 

Director 

Federal Bureau of 

Investigation 

Washington, D . C. 20535 

January 18, 1978 

AIL FBI IlIFCSjiAIICIT 2CNIA.il1 JED 
is unclassified 

SALZ C-5-31-200^ BY SOB24aucbfiw/1:5/ r±3 

Dear Mr * Kelley: 

With respect to your memorandum dated April 20, j concerning the 

unauthorized release of classified information to JaclT^Anderson, 

October 1976, Espionage - X, the following information is being provided. 

5 8 FEB 

The report in question was a staff study, conducted annually, by 

our Procurement and Systems Acquisition Division (PSAD). 

The report ’’Roland and Chapperal Missile and Anti-aircraft Gun 

Programs" (PSAD-76-116), dated March 17, 1976, and classified 

, was received in our printing facility located at the 

GAO Building on March 10, 1976* One hundred and forty two (142) copies 

of this study were printed* 

On March 17, 1976, our Distribution Section began delivering these 

reports in accordance with the distribution list provided by PSAD. We 

were unable to locate the original list used for the distribution* 

However, a duplicate copy of that listing is-enclosed. A dual receipting 

system was used with an external receipt used to certify receipt of- a 

package, and an internal receipt was completed by the personne1 in the 

Congressman’s office and in turn was to be returned toi GAO* The 

external receipt did not identify the GAO control number assigned to the 

internal receipt. Therefore, it was impossible for our staff to relate 

the two kinds of receipts to identify who delivered the material, or to 

be certain and certify that those offices who failed to return 

internal receipt actually received the cla ss if TEeresult 

is that we have been able to certify recipients of 96 of these reports 

(87 to Congressmen; 9 reports held by PSAD)* 

i®M6 K. * ' 

o- 6 (f zy ^ 

A ^ /"- c L C & ■/ </* ? 
(/ 

V 
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Enclosed for your review are copies of all of the receipts that 

could be located, a copy of the distribution list used at the time, and 

a copy of the report in question (copy 9). 

Given this wide distribution and the likelihood that a copy was 

made to give to Jack Anderson—rather than giving him a controlled, 

prenumbered report—it seems highly unlikely to us that the source of 

the information can be. located. 

It should be noted that since the publication of this report, two 

supervisors in our Distribution Section have been removed from their 

positions and substantive changes have been instituted to tighten 

controls on classified materials. 

Your letter mentioned that we may be contacted by the Army regarding 

this matter; to date we have not been contacted. However, if this 

office can be of further assistance to either you or to the Army in this 

matter, please feel free to contact me. 

b6 
b7C 
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1 - Mr. J.B. Adams 
1 - Mr. D.\7. Moore, Jr 
1 _ Mf iTA iMZZm 
l -| 
1 -Mr, 3T5T Mignosa .gnosa 

July 13, 1377 Assistant Attorney General 
.j Office of Legislative Affairs 

Director, FBI 

LETTEB SENATOR D, K, INOUYE TO r- 
ATTORNEY GENERAL, MAY 23, 1977, fc?h 
REQUESTING INFORMATION REGARDING 
INVESTIGATIONS OF UNAUTHORIZED all laFcroancN ccitiaink 
DISCLOSURES eereih is unclassified 

DATE 05-31-2007 BY €0324au3fc-sv/ra/'rd 

Reference is made to Senator Daniel X. Xnouye's 
letter of ?Jay 23, 1977, to The Attorney General (AG). This 
letter, which advised that In connection with an examination 
being done by the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 
concerning the intelligence community's procedures for con¬ 
trolling classified information, the Justice Department was 
being requested to furnish information regarding its role and 
that of its subordinate agencies in investigating instances 
of unauthorized disclosures. 

In connection with this request, Mr. Frederick D. 
Baron, Special Assistant to the AG. telephonically requested 
from Special Agent Supervisorf H Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Headquarters, that the FBI b6 
furnish his office with four or five summaries, approximate^,7q 
one-two pages in length, relating to FBI investigations 
of unauthorized disclosures of classified information. 
Mr. Baron suggested five categories which reflected the type 
of cases he wanted summaries written for. 

\ Mr. Bftroa also requested a copy of & letter from 
the FBI to various intelligence agencies, written in 1369, 

’•y) /which alerted them to the eleven questions used to obtain 
• information in leak cases for the Justice Department in 

order for the Justice Department to make a determination 
J&g to whether any investigation should be initiated*,^ 

D«,.ADAim. „ „«-«!»}fc. 
Dap. AO hw. 1 = } 
Ait. Dir.: I } 

(0 
Ant. Dir.: 

Adm. Serv- 

£xh Affeirs 

Fin. & P 

faipvc'iort ___ 

Leburotery_. 

L«q«1 Ceun-- 

Plpn. & Svttl- 

Tfclrlnq _ 

T«!«phon« Rm. 

Dlr«c?o* Sec’y 

-.'rJcOitDSp r- 

‘LMcLtbmf 
,410) f m/. 

i.r n 

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO v JAN 
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Assistant Attorney General 
Office of Legislative Affairs 

Enclosed herewith are the original and one copy 
each of four letterhead memoranda which are cases representing 
four of the five categories suggested by Mr. Baron. Three 
of these letterhead memoranda are classified l,onrXiUffiSSSX»M 

Also enclosed is one copy of the 1969 letter 
requested by Mr. Baron, as mentioned above, which is dated 
November 5, 1969, and directed to the Office of the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense. 

Enclosures (9) 

NOTE: 

Matter relates to a request from the Department 
that the Bureau furnish material to enable them to respond 
to a letter from Senator Inouye to the AG dated 5/23/77. 

SA | Legal Counsel Division, originally 
received the request from the Department for our assistance 
in preparing a response to Senator Inouye*s letter and he 
has been coordinating this letter with Mr. Frederick Baron, 
Special Assistant to the AG. The 5 categories suggested by 
Mr, Baron, which reflected the type of cases he wanted 
summaries for were: 

1. A case involving a high-ranking 
military or civilian Government official, 
who, to gain support for proposed policies, 
leaked classified information concerning 
them to the media or other unauthorized 
persons. 

2. A case involving a low®level Government 
official accused of leaking classified 
information. 

b6 
b7C 

NOTE CONTINUED PACE THREE 
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Assistant Attorney General 
Office of Legislative Affairs 

NOTE CONTINUED 

3. A case where investigation and/or 
prosecution was initiated and subsequently 
stopped for one reason or another, such 
as the complainant agency did not desire 
to continue pursuing the matter, etc. 

4. A case where an employee of a U.S. 
intelligence agency was suspected of 
leaking classified information to the media 
or other unauthorized sources. 

5. A case where the investigation 
involved a member of Congress or his staff 
which resulted in our investigation being 
hampered because of the status of the 
individuals involved. 

The LH1&relating to the former NSA employee and 
the HSC~ employee do not identify these persons at the 
instructions of | | and | |of the Legal 
Counsel Division! 1 advised that since the 
informat ion regarding |is a matter of public 
record, his nfla® need not be deleted from the LHM. Copies 
of these LHMs were hand-carried to Department Attorney 
John L. Martin, Deputy Chief, Internal Security Section, 
Criminal Division, who requested copies to review. 
Mr. Baron had previously instructed that the selection 
of leak cases to be summarized should be coordinated with 
Mr. Martin. ,r\ 

b6 
• b7C 

AMT.OVEOI 

EtrcMoT- 

Mm. S®* 
t 
tfl.a vi » 0: 

i • -l’ 'z -n 

Pten. & 

r.33. 

tsA iws* 

discussed (this matter with Mr. Frederick 
D. Baron, and Mr. Baron was advised that FBI HQ was unable to 
locate information relating to the 5th category. Mr. Baron 
was advised that Mr. John Martin, DOJ. had a. case which would 
suffice for the 5th category. SA||will hand deliver 
this communication to Mr. Baron. 

b6 
b7C 
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July 11, 1977 

BEKKOWN SUBJECT? POSSIBLE COMPROMISE 
■GF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION IK JACK 
^NggBSgB COLUMN, **KUNTSVILLE TIMES’* 
HUEtSVILLE, ALABAMA, OCTOBER 6, 1970 
ESPIONAGE - X 

On December 20, 1976, Major |_| 
Office of the Directorate of Intelligence Operation, 
Security Division, Department of the Army, Pentagon, 
furnished the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), 
information regarding a possible leak of classified 
information concerning the U.3. Army Chaparral Missile 
System, The classified information appeared in Jack 
Anderson’s column in the "Huntsville Tidies," Huntsville, 
Alabama, October 6, 1S76, edition, 

In his column, Mr, Anderson commented on 
the army's short-range air defense system, claiming to 
possess a copy of the General Accounting Office’s (GAO) 
classified study of this system. Ho particularly 
highlighted the weaknesses of the Chaparral Missile 
System, and according to Major I I portions of 
the material appearing concerning the Chaparral Missile 
are classified T n immUl ill CM' 

Major I I at the time of reporting this 
incident, stated that his office had made no efforts to 
determine if, in fact, Mr. Anderson did have a copy of the 
GAG classified report, or how he got it. However, if it 
were true, his office desired that the FBI attempt to k 
recover the report from Mr, Anderson, A 9 
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On January 24, 2977, Major |_| was 
recontacted and requested to fuz'nish responses to specific 
questiors regarding tho classified material which allegedly 
appeared in Anderson's column* These questions are 
normally asked by the Department of Justice (DOJ) to 
assist them in making a determination as to any necessary 
action to bo taken in matters such as this* 

On Febnuansz_2_1227, the facts of this case, 
along with Major |_| responses to the above- 
mentioned questions, were submitted to the DOJ, Criminal 
Division* 

The Assistant Attorney General (AAG), Criminal 
Division, by letter dated March 3, 1977, iiistructed that 
the H3I obtain from GAO, a copy of tho report which 
Mr. Anderson was alluding to, and which Major[ 
had identified ns "GAO Staff Study, Roland and Chaparral 
Missile and Antiaircraft Gun Programs,” dated March 17, 
197G, classified "Oilil i li nl I TT.” In addition to the 
copy of this report, the AAG requested information 
regarding the number of copies printed and tho extent of 
Its dissemination. 

The AAG also instructed that the army be requested 
to furnish more definitive responses regarding the 
classified information allegedly disclosed than that 
previously furnished* 

On March 2D, 1977, the Director of Security, 
GAO, was contacted by a Special Agent of the FBI, 
Washington Field Office* at which time a request was made 
for a copy of the above-mentioned GAO report. The Director 
of Security requested that either the DOJ or FBI Headquarters 
address a formal written request for this report and any 
other information desired. Tills v/ritten request was sent 
to GAO on April 20, 1977, by FBI'Headquarters, 

On April 21, 1077, Major| |was recontacted b6 
at which time he advised that after further consideration, b7C 
the army decided that they do not desire to pursue this 
Batter any further, and therefore, do not intend to furnish 
more definitive responses regrording the classified infor¬ 
mation appearing in Mr. Anderson's column. 

I 
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To dato, GAD has not rospontlod to the EBI*© 
trritten formal roqueat of April 20, 1977, 
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From : 

Subject : 

N. J. Gallagher 

FCI-X .. 
00: WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN FIELD OFFICE 

OH. Cay. & 

Pwilic Alii. . 

„_ 
T«h. _ 

T»«4»4r»j _ 

T«i#prk*#v» Am. _ 

0'r««r*r't J*e‘y 

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 02-25-2014 BY ADC FS5M26K45 

This communication is classified "S38t«t" 

Reference Mr. J. C. Johnson's memorandums to Mr. N. J. 
Gallagher, dated September 1, 1989, and September 12, 1989. 

PURPOSE: To respond to Mr. J. C. Johnson's memo dated 
September 1, 1989. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: That the below listed first time disclosures of 
L classified information be reviewed and considered for referral to 

DETAILS: In referenced memorandums, it was recommended that the 
Counterterrorism Section (CTS) review The Washington Post articles 
by Jack Anderson and Dale Van Atta entitled "FBI Learned of Arms — . 
Shipment to Iran," August 28/ 1989, and "Senate Panel knew of Iran J' 
Arms Sale," September 6, 1989. An examination of these two '‘W 
articles, and a third The Washington Post article by Anderson and 
Van Atta entitled "Arms for Iran: How Much Did CIA Know?" ■«. 
September 12, 1989, was conducted by CTS. Items that appear to be i!; 
first time unauthorized disclosures of classified information are ' 
as follows: • • • _ 

• ' Classified b^.G-3 , 
Declassiifv-^6n\oADR ••••••' ^SB 

1 - Mr. Gallagher 
1 - Mr. Johnson 

1 - 
1 - 
1 -|_ 
TP:mmw (9) 

SO. ' “S*0’ 
gaBimSUHGJASStP - , 

_p.CEFT WHJiRE SHO® 
-* • ' ' ' n-niT~r 

b6 

b7C 
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Memo gher to Mr. J.'c 

oo: Washington Metropolitan Field Office 

I. "FBI Leairied ,o_f Arms Shipment to Iran" 

Paragraph one refers to "an intelligence coup" scored by 
the FBI in 1985, and reports that the FBI received information 
that American missiles had been shipped to Iran in violation of 
U.S. law and policy- Further detail is developed in paragraph 
seven where it is reported that TOW missiles had been delivered to 

rrss 

Senate Panel Knew of Iran's Anas Sale11 



Memo? 
RE: 

r. Gallagher;>.to Mr. J.c.-Johnson 

Washington Metropolitan Field Offi'pV^^ 

.:b6 ■ 
.b7C 

XII. Arms for Iran: 

.article•<»«» 
Knowledge o£ JJia shipment, fa? TabrTt.Tran. ann w appears b6 

“ itliiSTno additional HHE Lime leeks ul classlfled b7C 
information. 

. The three Anderson/Van Atta “^^“^gfJJ^weriou. 

references to the content of.^Ipjterterrorism Section is unaware 
individuals. Inasmuch ^th before various committees was 
of whether or not this ff““^b££*cSi£ning the possible 

nSnl^ffeTSfo^tion from Congressional testimony. 

on September 8, 1989, WKFO learned ^ 

senior JjX^wedby a Vermont newspaper reporter- L 
AccorfS « the ive-hour^int^rew, L_^ faf 

%?■»?££ articles'regardir^ the ship^i^^^ ^an. b7c 
1 'received this information regarding__j admissions 

directly from the reporter.-,-i~~~ • , ‘ - 

' : Additional S’forthSSng from WMK>.> ' 
by the Vermont newspaper reporter will he rorcncomi y 

3 
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Senate Panel Knew of Iran Arms Sale 
The investigation of the Iran-contra affair was 

bounced through enough congressional 
committees to set a record. It is on the 

rewound again on Capitol Hili with startling 
evidence that a Senate committee knew crucial 
information and failed to do anything with it 

The fumble happened in April 1987 when the 
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence was 
quizzing William H. Webster about his qualifications 
to become director of the Central Intelligence 
Agency. Behind dosed doors, the committee asked 
Webster, then director of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, what his agency had known about a 
delivery of American missiles to Iran. 

Webster said the FBI had monitored a shipment of 
American arms to Iran in 1985. Elsewhere on Capitol 
Hill that day, the Iran-contra committees were 
furiously assembling evidence to begin hearings on 
the scandal But apparently the intelligence 
committee never bothered to tell the Iran-contra 
committees about Webster’s bombshell. "We blew it * 
a staff aide for the intelligence panel confided. 

The FBI was told by the CIA to mind its own 
business because the shipment was a "White House 
operation* 

The information has heated up the congressional 
Iran-contra investigation again. It is important 
because it indicates that the FBI may have known 
more about the arms sales to Iran than was 
acknowledged, and failed to do anything even 
though the shipment violated arms export laws. 

It also raises the possibility that the CIA was 
trying to cover up for Oliver L. North and the 
National Security Council as early as 1985. The 

arms-for-hostages deal was not exposed and 
stopped until 1986. 

Our associate Stewart Harris asked the two 
ranking senators on the Senate intelligence 
committee why they did not tell the Iran-contra 
committees about Webster. Both David L. Boren 
(D-Okia.) and William $♦ Cohen (R-Maine) also sat 
on the Senate Iran-contra committee. 

Boren declined to talk to us about it. Cohen’s 
office said the information was passed on to the 
Iran-contra committees. But none of the former 
Iran-contra committee staff aides we talked to 
knew about it, 

Cohen's office also contends that the issue came 
up in open sessions of Webster’s confirmation 
hearing and was public knowledge. But it is 
nowhere to be found in the transcript. 
Congressional sources who have reviewed the 
record of the open and dosed hearings on Webster 
confirm that it came up only behind dosed doors. 

The Senate Governmental Affairs Committee 
learned in July that the FBI had been warned away 
from investigating the arms shipment in 1985. But 
the intelligence committee found out and took 
charge of the investigation. 

Senators should fmd out why the CIA never gave 
the Iran-contra committees its only record of the 
FBI information: a memo written by a CIA desk^ 
officer in 1987, at the time of Webster's ? 
confiiination bearings. The classified memo tells of 
a call to the CIA frdtn FBI agent Randall Boone, $ 
who wanted to know what to do about the arms / 
shipment. The memo says Boone was told to leave 
it done. 
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Arms for Iran: How Much Did CIA Know? 

A secret Senate investigation has uncovered 
the possibility that the Central Intelligence 
Agency knew far more than it admits about 

the 1985 shipment of American missiles to Iran. 
A former CIA desk officer told two Senate - 

committees this summer that the CIA knew about a 
September 1985 shipment shortly after the missiles 
arrived in Tabriz, Iran. Testimony before the . 
Iran-contra investigating committees in 1987 implied 
that the CIA was a latecomer to the operation, not 
learning about it until November 1985. 

The information raises the possibility that the 
Iran-contra committees in Congress were duped 
when they tried to piece together the details of the 
operation to swap arms for American hostages. It 
also raises the specter of perjury by anyone who 
kmrwingly misled the committees to believe thatL 
the CIA was not involved until November, after two 
missile shipments had already been made. 

Our sources say those questions are now being 
probed by the Senate intelligence committee. 

As we reported earlier, the Iran-contra wound 
was secretly reopened this summer when two 

' Senate committees, working with the General 
Accounting Office, began probing the question of 
what federal agencies knew about the illegal arms - 
shipments. Sources told our associate Stewart ■ ; 
Harris that the Federal Bureau of Investigation had 
developed information about the September 
shipment and took it to the CIA, only to be told to 
back off because it was a "White House operation." 

All of that occurred shortly after the September 
shipment—early October at the latest—the former 
CIA desk officer has told the Senate committees. 

In contrast, the Iran-contra report from the 
congressional investigating committees says 
then-CIA Director William J. Casey didn't find out 
about the ams-for-hostages deal until Nov. 14, 
1985, in a meeting with former national security 
adviser Robert C, McFarlane, 

National Security Council consultant Michael 
Ledeen told the Iran-contra committees that before 
Nov. 14, the NSC had left the CIA in the dark 
because the White House was afraid the CIA might 
leak the information. It has been generally assumed 
that the CIA joined the arms deal in November 
1985 with a shipment of Hawk anti-aircraft missiles 
to Iran on a CIA airline. 

The only record of the earlier contact between 
the CIA and the FBI was never turned over to the 
Iran-contra committees. That record is a memo 

.^written in 1987 by the same CIA desk officer. At 
the time, the CIA was scrambling to prepare for 
confirmation hearings for tben-FBI Director 
William H. Webster; who had been nominated to 
bead the CIA. Webster was quizzed on what be * 
’knew about Iran-contra. 

The Senate committees were told the memo was 
written in April 1987, the same month that 
Webster's nomination was before the Senate 
intelligence committee. That committee discussed 
the information behind dosed doors, -but never gave 
it to thelran-contxa committees. Congress asked for 
all CIA documents about the affair, but aides for both 

. Iran-contra panels told us they never saw the memo. 



I JACK ANDERSON and DALE VftN ATXS I 

Ex-Agent Joins Call for CIA Watchdog 
Congressional efforts to install an independent 

watchdog inside the Central Intelligence 
Agency won’t help Bruce Hemmings. 

. The 17-year agency veteran dams be was 
driven out d government service last year after 
refusing to help cover up CIA knowledge of arms 
sales to Iran. Hemmings has since cooperated with 
a Senate probe, which this summer confirmed that 
the CIA and Federal Bureau of Investigation knew 
more than they admit about the secret White 
House operation to supply missiles to Iran. 

Hemmings has shed his spy cloak and » now a 
self-styled whistle-blower, vowing to bring rogue 
spooks to justice. 

"In the area of intelligence, there is no 
mechanism available to an employee or 
ex-emplpyee to address... allegations of 
impropriety* Hemmings told our associate Stewart 
Harris. 

Hemmings has added his voice to those advocating 
a bill proposed by Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.) that 
would establish a presidential^ appointed inspector 
genera] with statutory independence to expose fraud, 
waste and abuse at the CIA. 

The CIA has had a relatively toothless inspector 
general—appointed by the CIA director and 
operating under his direction—since 1952. 
Hemmings presented his concerns about the covert 
operation to CIA Inspector General William 
Donnelly before going to Capitol Hill. 

Hemmings has heard little since being interviewed 
by one of Donnelly’s agents. The CIA insists the 
probe is still open. But Doraielly implied the case was 
dosed in a June 9 letter to Hemmings. 

The Senate Governmental Affairs Committee took ■■ 
Hemmings’a information so seriously that it V 
commissioned a probe by the Office of Special 
Investigations at the General Accounting Office, 
which confirmed that FBI and CIA officials traded - 
information about a U.S. arms shipment to Iran in 
late September 1985, at least one month before the 
CIA officially claims to have become involved. 

The probe also produced evidence of a cover-up. 
Hemmings was assigned to the Iran desk in late 
1985. He-was woiidn^.u^.the^FBIt'whi^I^.^ * 
developed an intelhgen&'Mtu^ Irani* ; 
The FBI handed the item about the arms shipment 
to Hemmings at the CIA for analysis. 

Hemmings was instructed to inform the FBI not to 
disseminate the information further because it 
involved a sensitive "White House operation.* The 
FBI complied, even though the shipment violated 
arms export law and stated public policy. 

In 1987, Hemmings says he was again asked to' 
cover up the incident 
• FBI then-Director William H. Webster was ; 
seeking Senate confirmation to be director of the 
CIA. Senators grilled Webster on the FBI’s 
knowledge of the arms sale. • 1 ! 

Hemmings was ordered by the'CIA to prepare a > j 
memo about the incident When his memo noted that 
be was advised to tell the FBI not to spread the 
word, his superiors exploded. A censored version was : 
sent to Congress, Hemmings says. 

Hemmings, caught in a cross-fire, had seen too 
much and was hounded by the CIA until eventually be 
was warehoused in a job without responsibilities. He 
resigned in 1987. * 

BDOAM UU OS PI »«F1 I MVFRK 
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Your letter of August 9, 1961, with enclosure, 
has been received, and 1 want to thank you for forwarding this 
information to the FBI. I was glad to have the benefit of your 
observations and comments. 
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While I would like to be of assistance, as a 
matter of policy I cannot advise you relative to your inquiry. 

In view of your concern, enclosed is some material 
on the general subject of communism you may wish to read. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ji £dgar Hoover 

John Edgar Hoover 
Director 

Enclosures (3) a »» v 
3-60 LEB Intro and An Analysis of the 17th Nat’l (^Wention of the CP, USA 
Expose of Soviet Espionage 5-60 
One Nation’s Response To Communism 

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable iifl3ufiles. d&ck Anderson. Wash¬ 
ington Editor of "Parade Magazine,” has been emrijayed by Drew*Pearson 
since 1947. We have conducted nc investigation regarding him; however, 
he has come to our attention in many instances in his capacity as an employee 
of Drew Pearson’s in connection with investigations conducted regarding 
possible leakage of classified information by Pearson in his column. 

SAW:jse (3) 
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Mr, J. Edgar Hoover 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 

August 9, 1961 

Dear Sir: gi| J/t-C/V A-UhERSotJ 
I am attaching here an article of the Pasadena Independent 
Star News PARADE July 30, 196Jy^ssue (Pasadena, Calif). 
Please refer to the article ,j^\re Russian Spies Really Any. 
Good”. X' 

The author has done his best to belittle Russian spies, by no 
doubt, selecting a few isolated cases, in an obvious effort 
to create within the reader a passive attitude concerning the 
harm the communist spies can effect. 

His punch line, the last paragraph in bold type, is so plainly 
obvious a suggestion that we “laugh off'* espionage that it 
brands this quthor as having communist sympathies. I would 
suggest you review his previous and future writings and attempt 
(if you feel justified) to persuade his employer to refuse 
publication of his material. 

I want to write the newspaper editor stating the above in hopes he 
will more carefully screen material such as this before printing. 
Do you think it would help in the fight against communism ? 

b6 
b7C 

Sincerely._ 
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RUSSIAN SPIES 
REALLY 

ANY GOOD ? 

To 

i? 

Hidden camera catches Miroslav Nacvalac on San Francisco street corner. Nacvalac, a Czech 

diplomat, denied he was ever in California. The accused spy left under deportation threat. 

|j Eve?/ spies forget 

I] which :unifortn they 

! zvore Inst time. 

DRAWINGS BY CARL N. MOLNO 

by JACK ANDERSON 
Parade Washington correspondent 

WASHINGTON, D.C. Last month, Miroslav Nacvalac of the Czech U.N. 
delegation was expelled from the U.S., charged 

with heading Czech espionage in this country. The 

incident reflects a situation well-known to U.S. 
counter-espionage agencies—and even to the Amer¬ 

ican public; that the Kremlin runs the most elaborate 
espionage web in the world. It has also scored quite 
a record of successes. Yet ask any U«S. counter¬ 
espionage agent what he thinks of the Russians as 
spies, and you learn an astonishing answer; “Corn- 

ball, strictly corn ball.” 
Deep in the Russian soul is a passion far drama, 

and nowhere does it find better expression than in 
the cloak-and-dagger business. Russian spy-masters 

arrange their trysts with all the imagination of a TV 
director planning a scene for a grade B thriller. 

The Russians operate excellent spy schools (one 

reportedly is a replica of a small American town so 

that agents in training can get the right atmosphere), 

and turn out some slick operators. But the rank-and- 
file Russian agents, according to men wlio have 

tracked them down, would be better qualified to be 
Keystone Cops. Their skill is less responsible for 

Soviet successes in the dark underworld of plot and 
counter-plot than the treason of native Communists. 

Take the case of Aleksandr Kovalev, an assistant 
Soviet naval attache who set out to subvert an Amer¬ 

ican officer and chose Lafayette Park here for their 

meeting place. Perhaps he got an extra thrill out of 
plotting across the street from the White House, But 
he overlooked the fact that Lafayette Park is a hangout 
for sex deviates, drug pushers and other shady charac¬ 
ters, hence is probably the best policed place in Wash¬ 
ington. Even the benches occasionally have been wired 
to pick up incriminating conversations. 

To add to the drama, the American was instructed 
to carry a Hedbook magazine under his arm. He stood 

around looking mysterious—and obvious—-until 

Kovalev strolled up and asked for a match. At this 
recognition signal, the two moved off together like 
heavies in a movie and, appropriately, were filmed by 

FBI cameramen. 

A Starring Role 

But the plot was only beginning. Kovalev decided 

Washington was too risky, directed the American to 
drive to New York and carry out another elaborate 
rigmarole. He was to park his car in a pre-arranged 

place and leave microfilms of a Navy manual in a red 
package visible through the rear window. Kovalev 

would pick up the package and give a “receipt” by 
making a code mark in the telephone directory of an 

uptown'restaurant. The conspiratorial Russian con¬ 

tinued to star in the FBI's secret films for two years 

Porode ♦ July 30r 1961 



before his usefulness Was exhausted and the State 

Department declared him persona non grata. 

Yuri Novikov, another Soviet diplomat, made even 

more dramatic arrangements for his meeting with an 
Air Force officer who had been sent to him by Bed 

agents in Vienna. The officer was told to dress in 

civilian clothes, wear a snap-brim hat low over his 

eyes, carry a rolled newspaper under his left arm 

ami hold his right glove in his left hand. Place of 
rendezvous: the base of the Washington monument. 

This was followed by nine more melodramatic meet¬ 

ings, all filmed by the FBI, before Novikov was kicked 
out of tlie country. 

Russian agents seem to be fascinated with the name 

"George.” Leonid Pivnev, an assistant air attache, 
said, ' just call me George/’ when he approached a 

Virginia photographer to make aerial maps of Chicago. 

The fact that he didg^aund ^bitTj^Jfiteorge'* with 
his thick Russian accent served only to arouse the pho¬ 

tographer’s suspicions. Later "George” gave himself 

the surname "Tinney” in an attempt to obtain a Wash¬ 
ington business address as a mail drop, Pivnev never 
got his photographs of Chicago, but the FBI took his 

photograph— and out of the country he went.- 
Four years later, another man called George was 

still trying to get aerial photographs of Chicago, His 

real name: Kirill Doronkin, a Russian UN employe. 

The informant he picked happend to tip off the FBI. 
At their rendezvous in a parking lot outside the Scars- 

dale, N.Y., railroad station, Doronkin showed up 
with his wife. She strolled around looking about as 

casual as Mata Had while the contact was made. 

They're often embarrassingly obvious, and then you notice spies tailing the spies, 

Another time, they met at the Red Fox Inn in Mid- 

dleburg, Va., not far from President Kennedy’s coun¬ 
try estate. Not only was the Russian’s accent more 

conspicuous in this secluded Virginia setting, but the 
Jtfft served oitiy wine and beer. Undaunted, he pro¬ 

duced a couple of pints of vodka from his car, How¬ 
ever, his strategy backfired. The American made sure 
they both drank from the same bottle; the Russian 

got drunk and ran three red lights driving back to 
Washington. 

The Devious Route 

Perhaps the most amusing story is that of the 
American double agent who was invited to a Russian’s 

apartment for a cozy dinner for two. They hadn’t got 
past the soup before the American spotted two out¬ 

size brogans sticking out under the floor-length win¬ 
dow v draperies. ‘They were flap-over, button-down 

shoes like granddad used to wear,” chuckled the Amer- 

? 

!i 
l 

while the Russian is wearing himself out inside the 

store, the FBI patiently watches every possible exit 
and quietly resumes the tail when he emerges. 

One Soviet operative arranged a trysjt. in_a cheap^ 
dive near the Baltimore railroad station, less than an 
hours train ride from Washington. Although the ap¬ 

pointed hour was 7:15 p.m,, the Russian set out for 
Baltimore at 9 a.m, He wandered around Washington, 

ducking in and out of eateries and art galleries, order¬ 

ing ham and eggs at five different luncheon counters, 
until 3 p.m. Then he caught the train to Baltimore 
where he repeated the same pattern. "Iff only they 

would go diretclv to their, appointments,” complained 

a G-man wearily. "It w'ould save us all a lot of trouble.” 

For their part, the Russians are surprisingly inept 
at shadowing people. "Even the most ranl^amateur 

would know he was being tailed aftefr the firs? block,” 

says one who has been followed. The Soviet gumshoes 
are almost always grim, glum, plodding characters in 

Exit Mr, and Mrs, Doronkin from the U.S* 

tfe’Fliirtkeid the 

lean. "You couldn’t miss them. As the evening wore on, 
the man behind the cuftainTfecajiie hot and- tired. 
the end he was panting so loudly Tie-coutSTbe heard 

blue serge suits apd fedora hats._QfteiL.the- Russians- 

few’ paces behind in slow, grinding gear. ‘They are so* 

Soviet fascination with Chicago is puzzling. Prob¬ 

ably no other American city is more open, more pho¬ 

tographed, more flown over. The Russians can buy 

all the city maps, aerial views and picture postcards 

across the room.” 

On an espionage mission, a Russian will never 

follow’ a straight line from Point A to B. He invariably 

takes a devious, twisting, tortuous route—a useless 

obvious it becomes embarrassing/’ says,the American. 

"You are not only aware of their presence buksbon dis¬ 

cover that the trailers are themselves being trailed by 
another set of snoopers.” 

they want without risking a single spy. 
Yet another George, better known around the UN 

as Vadim Kirilyuk, tried to subvert an American stu- 

-dent who had applied for a Soviet scholarship. He 

■urged the young man to use his knowledge of cryptog' 
raphy to get a Pentagon or CIA job and pass on in- 
formation. 

waste of time for both shadowed and shadowers. For 
it is almost inn possible to shake the FBI, which will 

use a squad of men and a fleet of automobiles to 
keep one man under surveillance. 

A favorite Soviet trick is to duck into a crowded 
department store, ride up and down the escalators 

and try to get lost among the hustle of shoppers. But 

Army or Navy? 

Some Soviet spies have a careless habit of turning' 
up in different disguises. One who appeared at a 

Washington cocktail party in Army uniform forget- 
fuily showed up next time in a Navy uniform. 

Such a man of multiple identities was M. I. Krie- 

Explained friendly, reliable George: "You would 

have more to offer us by way of cultural exchange. 

Education in our countrv is a serious matter, not like 
S' 

in the United States. Persons must .undergo severe 

tests to gain admission to our universities. This is your 

test.” The FBI, listening in, decided Kirilyuk had 
flunked his test. Within a month, he was sent home. 

The Russians show little discrimination in making 

contacts (example: A Soviet first secretary held 15 
meetings with Roger Foss, a henchman of the self- 
styled, crackpct American Fuehrer, George Lincoln 

Rockwell), and even less finesse. They choose obscure 

little restaurants (although they would be far less 
conspicuous in a crowded place), ply the victim with 

vodka to loosen his tongue and invariably arrive first 

to set the scene. 

One American double agent told parade about 
meeting a Russian for cocktails. Typically, the Rus¬ 

sian arrived early and ordered martinis. When the 
time came for a new? round, he took elaborate pains 
to point to his glass and ask for “another of the same” 
Laughs the American: Tve spiked the drinks of too 

many girls to be caught by that old trick. When he 

wasnt looking, 1 sniffed his glass. He was drinking 
S3uterne with a twist of lemon peel, which looks like 

a martini but lacks the knockout punch.” They have a weakness for the name George. 

vashekov, a lowly Russian interpreter, whom the 
Americans at the UN nicknamed "Baby; Face” be¬ 

cause of his blond,Tdiie^eyed'guileless‘jftree, But jhe 
FBI had seen the same unmistakable baby face else¬ 

where, once as a Red Army officer, another time as a 

Naval officer. Naturally the FBI tightened its surveib ’ 
lance on Baby Face who evidently realized he was 

being watched. For he suddenly disappeared from 

the UN without bothering to turn in his credentials. 

Jt is typical of Soviet spies to pose as lowly flunkies. 
They are treated with such deference by their sup¬ 

posed superiors, however, that their true status be¬ 
comes painfully evident. !; 

A favorite front is that of chauffeur. One who was 

kicked out of the country for spying was Vassili 

Molev, who also put in time as custodian hi the Soviet 

Embassy. He contacted an American undercover man 
the first Tuesday of each month on New ijYork City’s 

West 5Rth Street with all the usual mystery and 
drama. For his pains, he was declared persona non 

grata and obliged to turn in his chauffeur’:? suit. 
The Communist spy apparatus, like the: octopus it 

resembles, is bound to pick up some secrets with all 

its weaving, twisting,-slippery arms. But the Soviets 
are not as relentlessly efficient in -the pursuit of our 

secrets as we often suppose, I ■ 
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UlLI IKFCRMiillBN CCFTAIIIED 

HERE:IK IS UIICLASSIFIES 

BATE 07-03-200" BY 50324 sue bsw/rs/la; 

Mr, J. Edgar Hoover 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D, C. 

Washington, D, C 
February 5, 1962 

| JJr. TolsonJT:_-I ; 
! i'd ■'. - R ? 1 m o'jj f,/b_ ; 

_; 

Mr. ; 

Mr-.*#"JcLn^fch,.. j 
\ Mr. Evans ...__ 
J Mr. _^ 
j fb-rv*y Rosefa.. 
} InME'U ? L u 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

1/ 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

t V 
■Mr. 

V' - 
Tavcl- 

j Mr* Tvottrr_ f 

| Tele* Eoom. -^— j 
a Mr. Ingram_\ 
\ Mis3 Gamly*.-.. \ 

I thought you mould be interested in the 
folloming information, which mas furnished confidentially] 
to a Special Agent of the Washington Field Office by 

- 

,advise^that he had been 
v informed on February L, J.962, by Jgckfknderson, an 
\assoc iate of newspaper columnist Drew Pears~ort% that 
\01aude Robert Etherly planned to author a book with the 
*collaboration of Anderson arid an unidentified friend. 
You will recall that Etherly was the pilot of one of 
the planes engaged in the first atomic bomb mission 
against Hiroshima, Japan, in 1945. Etherly subsequently 
suffered a mental illness in 1947 which resulted in his 

Q 
W4 

|J\ d i scharge from, the armed forces of the United States. 

■"v 

■ - a,*;' ■ 
v 

Accordina to Anderson is 
also interested in securing a story for “Parade” magazine 
concerning Etherly which may appear with Sunday newspapers 
on February 11, 1962. The article in !>Paraden would be 
based on information furnished to Anderson by Etherly. 

feel. _ that information 
furnished by Etherly which might be the subject of news¬ 
paper articles or a book could possibly be exploited _for 

J3tor>aqanda_ purposes by the USSR, _ sa id 
that he suggested this possibility to Anderson. With 
regard to the possible collaboration by Anderson and a 
friend on a book for Etherly, Anderson commented that 
he and the collaborator desire to remain■ •."obscure”. 
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1 _ b6 
| | oojrmen-bad that Etherly b7C 

had beer, confined to various Veterans Administration b7D 
, hospitals subsequent to his discharge and that he had 
1 heard that Etherly was at one time confined to a 
\ Vetero.ns Administration hospital in i.racos Texas, under 
I maximum securitji conditions. but had effected several 
i escapes. | |said that he received the impression 
* from information furnished by Anderson that Etherly 

is presently residing in the Boston, Massachusetts, area. 

Sincerely, 

Vn- 
M. W. JOHKSOil 
Special Agent in Charge 

2 



ALL INFCK&TICN CCWTAIHE2 
HEREIN ‘ 
"■ATE 07- 

MR. MOHR: 

;j UNCLASSIFIED 
3Y 6Q324 due bsw/ra/lag April 17, 1962 

Mr. Tolson^H 
Mr. Belmont 
Mr. Mohr_ 
MrC Callahan 

Conrad _ 
Mr. DeLoacfr 
Mr. Evans_ 
Mr. Malone _ 
Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. Sullivan . 
Mr. Tavel _ 
Mr. Trotter _ 
Tele. RoonyJ 
Miss Holmes1 
Miss Gandy . 

JESS GORKIN Mr. Trotter —_| 

EDITOR - PARADE MAGAZINE Tele. Roomie 
NEW YORK CITY Miss HolmesLi 

)) MEETING WITH DIRECTOR Miss Gand* — 
(I 3:45 P.M.,-4-18-62 - 

' £> - - 
I called Jack Anderson late this afternoon to confirm 

the fact that the Director would see Gorkin tomorrow afternoon at / — 
3:45 p.m. Anderson was delighted. He said he .sincerely appreciated / 
this inasmuch as Gorkin idolizes the Director and this will do him (Anderson) 
great deal of good. Anderson, of course, is the second man in Gorkin’s / s 
Washington Office. As the Director knows, Anderson also does considerable ~ 
ghost writing for Drew Pearson and is Pearson's leg man. 

?< 

Anderson told me that Gorkin will undoubtedly have along with him 
his 15-year-old son who wants to take a tour of the Bureau following shaking hands 
with the Director. I told Anderson the Director would have no objection to this. 
jAnderson then stated , ’’Can I come along? I have never met Mr. Hoover before.” 
I told Anderson that I thought the appointment was for Gorkin. Anderson said this 
was true but he would be showing Gorkin around town and, therefore, would be with 
him at the time. Under the circumstances, although I certainly hated to do so, 
there appeared to be no alternative but to tell Anderson that the Director would 

jshake hands with him too. I told Anderson at the time, however, that the Director 
planned leaving on travel status and there would not be the opportunity to sit down 
and chat with Gorkin, that it would be strictly a matter of shaking hands inasmuch 
as the Director definitely had to leave the office as fast as possible after seeing 
Gorkin. Anderson stated he understood this and again expressed his appreciation. 

RESPECTFULLY, \ 
NOT imCOKDED 

191 APR 30 196V 
r . 

1 - Mr. Jone 

CDD:s; 
(3) 

axe 

D. DE LOACH 
xcQSIFIED 
sHoiSg-V 

IS APR 27-1952 .. 
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TO 

FROM 

subject: 

BACKGROUND: 

at 3:45p.m., t.$day, This appointment was arranged at the request of Anderson. When'' 
caL 
do 

you 
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ciativd 
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Callahan . 

Conrad _, 
DeLooch. 
Evans_1 

Mr. De Loach date: 4-18-62 

ALL INFORMALICH rCITTAINEE 
HEREIN IS UNCLA5 51 FI El* 

LATE 0-03-2007 3Y 60324 due fcaviVra/lsa 

Moloco_ 
Rosen 

Sullivan _ 

Tavel _ 

Trotter_ 
Tel*. Room . 
HoJmee 
Gandy _ 

JESS GORKIN, EDITOR 
JACK ANDERSON 
WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE 
"PARADE” MAGAZINE 
MEETING WITH DIRECTOR 
3:45 P.M., 4-18-62 

The Director has agreed to see Jess Gorkin, Editor of ’’Parade" magazine 

led Jack Anderson late yesterday afternoon to confirm the Director’s appointment5 
rkin, Anderson was delighted and pointed out that Gorkin would be most appre- 
as he idolizes the Director, Anderson is the second man in Gorkin’s Washington 

of "Parade” magazine. Anderson advised you that Gorkin would undoubtedly have I 

with him his 15-year-old son who desires to take a tour of the Bureau following ^ 
eeting with the Director. Anderson has now requested that he be permitted to « 
;ilong with Gorkin and meet the Director inasmuch as he has never met Mr. Hoovftp 

Inasmuch as Anderson would be showing Gorkin around town, you had no 
live but to tell Anderson that the Director would shake hands with Anderson too. 
th below is information in Bufiles regarding Jack Anderson. 

irj 

\ 

INFORMATION IN BUFILES: 

cDue to the limited time involved, only the abstracts of Anderson’s main file g 
Reviewed. In addition to being a Washington representative for "Parade" magazine* 
Director knows, Anderson is also Drew Pearson’s leg man, ghost writer for ® 
Pearson and also handles Pearson's column when Pearson is on vacation. As j*» 
rector is well aware. Drew Pearson has in past years been critical of the Bureau 

r.iped at it whenever he got the chance, as has Anderson. Our relations with £ 
ie" magazine have been very curtailed since Anderson and Fred Blumenthal, also £ 

man for Pearson, joined "Parade.” The Director has previously expressed his c 
tion to cooperation with anything with which Anderson and Blumenthal are con- 

On several occasions, Anderson has indicated an interest in doing an article 
^•ning the Director, in 1960, in order to refute the "New York Post" smear 

The doubt was expressed at^hp£ time th^Aijder^oj^ would go out of his way 
fit the Bureau. j he: 

, NOT RECORDED 
srISSjas contactei9^oi4R8n3^Bl^fial occasions^r^ently..- Yesterday, he 

d you in^onfidencethat Drew Pearson had^rec^iy^^f 

\ De Loabh \';>o - 

% 
ss Holmes 

jtnf (6) 

IX0EP2M 
IFXED 

IHOWS 

b7C 



Jones to DeLoach Memo 
Re: Jess Gorkin and Jack Anderson 

Meeting with Director 
b7C 

the "Washington Post " who was contemplating the publishing of a letter from former 
Agent[ |letter was critical of Pearson's column a few days ago 
which stated that any allegation that the FBI had no Negro Agents was completely 
false. It is noted that Pearson's column went on to identify the Striders in Los Angeles 
and mentioned a commendation that the father had received as a result of investigative 
work. | Iclaimed that the Striders were actually used by the FBI as Negro 
servants and that the FBI had no Negro Agents. Pearson checked with Anderson on the 
veracity of | statement and Anderson told him that there was no doubt as to 
the fact that the FBI has Negro AgentSo The fact that we have a number of excellent 
Negro Agents was brought to Anderson's attention on 3-29-62 when he happened to ' 

background yesterday 
earson. Anderson 

stop by your table at lunch. You briefly told Anderson of |_ 
at which time Anderson informed you that I lhad also written 
said Pearson believed | |to be somewhat of a nut.^ 

I 
| Anderson talked to you on 3-20-62 regarding the possibility of the Director 
doing a 30-minute television show involving youngsters and a discussion of communism. 

I _ __ _ ^ I Jack Anderson was BornT-TTl9-2~2 
"at Long BeacfipCalifornia, and in !heT940s worked for Desert News Publishing Com¬ 

pany at Salt Lake City and the "Stars and Stripes, " an Armed Services publication. 
Prior to this, he was a reporter with the "Salt Lake City Tribune," and more recently 
has been associated with "Tempo" magazine. While he has never been investigated by 
the FBI, he has come to our attention in connection with investigations conducted by 
the FBI regarding possible leakage of classified information by Drew Pearson in his 
column. His full name is Jack Northma^Anderson, 

RECOMMENDATION: ; > 

For the Director's information. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMEN 

Memorandum 

I iW _ Tolsoo __ 
Be [monf'. 
^chr . 
fyrffahan . 

^ DeLoach-^—_ 

TO 

FROM 

Mr. Mohr 

C. D. De Loach 

date: April 16, 1962 

All IMFC.^iAIICH CCKTAIHE: 
herein :s t.t;cia.5sif:ed 
DATE 07-"2-2007 BY 60324 due bav/rs/lag 

Evans_ 
Malone _ 
Rosen_ 

Sullivan, . 

Tavel _ 
Troller _ 
Tele. Rooi 
Holmes 
Gandy , 

?, -A‘ 
tm: 

*>/*/ 
V f 
%( 

.1 

subject: JESS GORKIN 
EDITOR 
’’PARADE MAGAZINE” 

Jack An_derson_of ’’Parade Magazine,” who also serves as Drew 
g&est writer*ahd leg man, called 4-12-62. He advised that Gorkin will be in 
Washington on April 18, 19 and 20 and he would like very much to shake hands with 
the Director if at all possible. Anderson stated that any time on the mentioned days 
at the Director’s convenience irould be perfectly all right with Gorkin. 

I told Anderson that I doubted the Director's ability to set up an 
appointment in view of planned travel status. Anderson asked that I check and let 
him know. 

Gorkin is a very likeable individual and is kindly disposed towards the 
FBI. Anderson's background on the other hand is well known to us and we keep him 
at arm’s length. ’’Parade Magazine” today goes into one out of every four homes. 
Under Gorkin’s management, it has grown increasingly larger and today surpasses 
’’This Week" magazine which is published by Bill Nichols. 

Ill 

K 

V j ' 

Gorkin was bom 10-23-13 and he has made several trips between the 
| United States and the Soviet Union. He is a dynamic type individual through whose 
f good administration "Parade Magazine” has jumped to the forefront from fee standpoint ^ 
I of total subscription list. He was cited by the Veterans of Foreign Wars m October, 

* 1959, as ”a man who has been in the forefront of the vital day-to-day battle against 
communism.” We investigated Gorkin in August, 1942, when he applied for a position (with the Office of Coordinator of Information in New York City. The investigation was 
favorable and there was no derogatory information with the exception that during his 
coUege days in 1936 he was suspended because of being a member of a Jewish Fraternity 
which housed two prostitutes at one time. All the members of the Fraternity were , j 
dismissed. Gorkin was not involved with the prostitutes and was later reinstated 

o 

psL 

ACTION: 

einstated. , »• ' A* \ 
, i - xM'j .A*11 

>> X !' 
NOT m-^’ORDE© t \ 8 APjL25U862-~- v. " • ' pr' ’ 

It is suggestei^hsftPI t~ele^i5riically^aayise Anderson"that the Director 

,^o!" 

) unfortunately has travel plans during the time tfiaTGorkin mirtfdan Washington, and 
I although he would like very much to see him "cannot work it yt"at this time, si /j 
1 ^ FORMATION CHAINED / f) ' M ^ 

'TFT^T \ ’ V \ * *■ 
__■mnrOTTi A , kk 

1 - Miss Holmes! 
1 - Mr. Jones 

CDD:-^ 

(4) 
«u m iS 



4-S7_2 (R©v. 2*19-6 0) 
optional form no. io 

UNITED STATES G^f^RNMEh 

Memorandum 
UNITED STATES G^ERNMENT 

The Director date: AvfiVSt? /9££~- 

N. P* CaiJahcm 

subject: The Congressional Record 
ALL INFCEailON CDNIAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-G3-20u7 3Y €0324 -sue: bav/rs/lsg 

p&$<es A8884-AM& CtH^eaemaa Verfe* 
fete remade to tedsie a© article Wittes fey Ja«a AMorsea w&teh r 
in ib» July 29, Si§2„ isms© of Farads »aagasIsC SnK^stemfis® stated ! 

*TM» artiste agate grists op os© of tfeo mala ream* for tft» ingress© la tee iU@gai| 
earceiies traffic la tfee te&ted States. - - - Tb* soo^rstioss tatotoi Bad China 
aod Cttssmatet Cafes in IMs eeiarioss conspiracy is a disgrace to tbs etviltesd 

/\ worM. ** Mr* /-fldsreca stated wCastro case claias Ms police arrested teo Araeeieaa 
/ }raefe$te©rs, Fraafe. CasiiaarMa aod m accomplice,, for possooateg; eoeaias. Bat 

/teote.rcai crfo&e was ameggttag drags as a private ©aterpriae without giving the 
.—L-xCsfea® CtoreromeBt a oat. FBI files eostaio a faataetie account of how Castro trteiT” 

\tapE* « Cats&arata*© sauggtog opsr&teaa,w Mr. Aoderaon ^atesis rsferc 
w$a® Foraa&eS&i do Castro M tee Cofean M&ttoaei Heraiuttesary Folteo otettej' 

;\&& detested last October, a© etaasirsvM sssaoy dst&Sls of tee- FBI reportv f 

1S3WATXW C0K£ASfe 

W.itEIB IST»lQMS3lfx^ 
gXREPT mw&gBSM , 

CSHSRM^Ea 

AUG 8 1962 

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 

Record for /[OSo^'f, ^ S ^ was reviewed and pertinent items were 
marked for the^irector's attention^ This form has seen prepared in order that 

portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 

in appropriate Bureau case or subject matter files. 

K £L 
ClI' -ib 



LETTER 

SUPPLEMENTAL^ CORRELATION aami 
(See Correlation Summary dated^fii^^P1, filed as 94-50053-2) 

ir*>/s7 
Date: May 29, 1963 Main File No.: 

See also: 
94-50053 
65-60573 
117-1425 
117-1970 
139-727 
139-1304 

EXEMPTED FBX AUTOMATIC 
/ <Q^r / —.^gtyPECLfeSSIFICATION 

^ 1 '—*“ —1 P‘ '—if if nrrirj-ki-k rim* r%T“i t\ ren- 

J' <* / 

$) Subject: Jacl/%nderson 

'AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

‘FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

EXEMPTION CODE 25ZU. 6} 

DATE 01-29-2014 ADG F85K26K45 

2/1/63 Date Searched: 
V. 

All logical variations of subject's name and aliases were searched 
and identical references were found as: 

Jack^Anderson7 
J.N.^Anderson7 
Jack A.^Ander son7 
Jack N.^Anderson7 
Jack Northam^Anderson*7 
Jack Northman^Anderson/ 

John^Ander s on17 
John N.^Anderspn^ 
J^ohn Northman%A(iderson 
^"or t hman^nder^on^ 
Elliot 0 ok§^ 
Elliott^ Brooks17 

J>(L, 

/?)&. 

-JC7W/: 

This is a suminary of information obtained from a review 
of all "see” references to the subject in Bureau files under the 
names and aliases listed above. All references under the above 
names containing data identical with the subject have been included 
except those listed at the end of this summary as not having been 
reviewed, or those determined to contain the same information as 
the main file. 

This summary is designed to furnish a synopsis of the r 
information set out in each reference. In many cases the original 
serial will contain the information in much more detail. ^ 

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF 
GOVERNMENT AND IS WOT SUITABLE FOk 1UMUNAT10N.- 

Analyst Coordinator Approved 



On 2/27/57, of the office of Senator Green of 
Rhode Island, advised that Jack Anderson was apparently up on the Hill 
the day before on a hot story that Senator McCarthy had lost about 
$70,000 on a mining stock in Canada. I 1 thought it might be 
the Greenbay Mining Co. 

b6 
b7C, 

94^37708-133 

This reference is a Bureau memo, 7/S/57; to Mr. Tolson 
from. Hr. Nichols, referring to a call he had received from Bob 
Allen (not: further identified) regarding the column on July 5* by 
Brew Pearson (94-8-350). Allen was incensed over the column and 
proceeded to lambast Jack Anderson, (No information regarding 
Anderson). Allen was advised of the°high journalistic"efforts of 
Anderson and his threat against Mr. Nichols several months before 
because the Bureau wouldn't knuckle under. 

94-8-350-875 
(69 

Bureau memo dated 8/21/57, stated that I 
(not further identified) confidentially informed that one of Drew 
Pearson’s leg men, believed to be Jack Anderson, made the statement 
that Pearson had a personal run-in with Jimmy Hoffa (58-4044). 
Recently, when Hoffa was in Washingtonf he met Jack Anderson who 
asked him why he was engaged in a battle with Pearson, Hoffa 
replied, "Don't you know why ?" He then said, "Ask your boss." 

(not further The source further stated that __ 
identified) was very close to Pearson and Anderson, 
had loaned Anderson $3,000.00 to buy a house, and recently 
Anderson had borrowed additional money from 

1 

58-4044-810 
(3? 

b€ 
b7C 
b7D 

This reference is a copy of a letter dated 9/21/57, 
written to Jack Anderson by former Assistant Director of the 
FBI., Stanley J. Tracy. In this letter Mr. Tracy defends the 
Director against damaging remarks made by Drew Pearson in 
his* column which appeared in the "Washington Post and Times 
Herald” on 8/20/57. 

94-8-350-900 
(6* 

-2- 



c 
On 2/17/58, 

|of the Legisla- 
"Representatives xive oversight suo-committee 01 the House or ^ 

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce from 8/1/52 to 2/10/58. 
advised in connection with bribery charges against! ~J 
that about early Jan. 1958, 1 I 
Of the sub-committee advised him that Jack Anderson informed_ 

him that he had been looking into the background of[ 
]of the Federal Trade Commission. Federal communica¬ 

tions Commission, Washington, D.C, 

Anderson said he had bluffed I" 
had been Mloans” from t 

into admitting there 3 thi 
to[ 

]said he had called Anderson who confirmed this information. 

a former attorney for the Legislative Oversight Committee, advised 
that on the instructions of 
garding the allegations reported by Jack Anderson, 
having received "loans” from Whiteside. 

ee. 
he had interviewed! re¬ 

admitted 

b6 
b7C 

Bureau memo dated 2/14/58, stated that | 
was interviewed at which time he advised that during his investiga- 
tion off |he had been in contact with Jack Anderson 
periodically. 

It was noted that there was no doubt that this was one 
source of any committee leaks. 

VW 

b6 
b7C 

This reference is an article by Drew Pearson captioned 
"Morse Is Given House Pledge" which appeared in the "Washington 
Post and Times Herald" on 2/15/58. . The article was regarding 
certain confidential files from the House Subcommittee on 
Legislative Oversight which had been given to Senator Wavne_ 
Morse by the fired _ 
Morse referred to the fact that Pearson's assistant, Jack 
Anderson, had advised that the documents be taken to Senator 
Morse for safekeeping. 

94-B-350-A "Washington Post and 
(79 Times Herald" 2/15/58 

-3- 



The November 1958. issue of VFor a Return to the Homeland, 
contained an article by G. Svobodm which set out comments on 
"Is the U.S.A. a Second Rate Power?" a new book published by Drew 
Pearson and Jack Anderson. 

(translation enclosed) 
10^341862-661 end. p. 5 

V 
V 

Russian language newspaper, 
the Homeland (100-341862). 

organ of the Committee for Return to 



On 12/16/58, WFO furnished information that 

Jack Anderson and Fred Blumenthal, present and former Drew Pearson 
associates. 

X 

On 6/17/59, the "Los Angeles Mirror News" featured 
Congressman Donald L. Jackson in its regular feature "On the 
Political Front." Jackson's ire was aroused by an article written 
by Jack Anderson in Drew Pearson’s column the week before. 
Anderson wrote that Jackson's friends were raising a "slush fund" 
to be turned over to the Congressman's office to pay principally for 
a weekly newsletter and to cover such other expenses as Jackson's 

tween Washington and California, as admitted by| 
of the newsletter: committee. 

Jackson stated that the fund was in no manner secret and 
had been in operation since 1949. He added "...If Mr. Anderson 
didn't know anything about it, ifs simply because he didn't make 
an effort to find out." 

63-4296-26-397 
<4# 

-4- 



This reference is an article captioned "Rep. Jackson 
Charges Distortion in Column," from the 6/14/59 issue of the 
"Washington Post and Times Herald." This article stated that 
Jack Anderson when informed of Jackson's statement, said that his 
story regarding a "slush fund" for Representative Jackson was 
highly accurate" and that he had not said the fund was secret. 

62-90116-A "Washington Post and 
(49 Times Herald" 6/14/59 

This reference in the file captioned "Power Equipment b6 
Corporation, 38 Coffey St., Brooklyn, N.Y.;| _ |(U)" ^7 
contains a letter dated 6/19/59, from the Commander, Military Sea 
Transportation Service, to the Director of Naval Intelligence, and 
an article by Drew Pearson, captioned "Navy Rejects Bonst In Repair 
Bill" from the 7/7/59 issue of the "Washington Post and Times 
Herald." This material indicated possible irregularities in 
connection with a Navy master ship repair contract. 

Detailed information is set out concerning Jack Anderson's 
investigation into the matter. 

58-4,548-1 
(37 

-Qn_5ZsA8.r 
Jack Anderson, whom he described as being 

artix1alea with "Parade Magazine" and a "leg man” for Drew 
Pearson, syndicated columnist. 

No action regarding the above contact was being taken 
by WFO due to Anderson's position. 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
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A State Dept. Foreign Service Despatch stated that on 
W60. the U.S. Ambassador at Caracas, Venezuela, interviewed 

who was in orison in connection 
with smuggling or arras into Venezuela. I I admitted he had 
been sympathetic to the Castro cause and had supported it 
financially. He said that prior to Mav IQ^q. he was employed 

b6 
b7C 

| He mentioned that Jack Anderson and Drew Pearson were 
personal friends of his and asked if a letter to Anderson had 
been received at the Embassy. He also asked about the possibility 
of further communication through the Embassy. The arrival of the 
letter was confirmed but he was not encouraged to pursue the 
matter. 

It was noted that this letter had been forwarded by 
open mail to Anderson. 

copies of an item captioned "Kennedy for President?", "A Roman 
Catholic Priest Savs ^o1." which appeared in the 7/28/60 issue 
of "Human Events." | |said he admitted he had. Anderson told 
him that the FBI xvas investigating his activities and stated 
what he had done was a violation of the law. | |also stated 
that his secretary had received a call from an individual who 
indicated he was from the FBI. This person who did not give his 
name, stated that the FBI was investigating(activities. 

b6 
b7C 

(copy of article enclosed) 
56-0-736 
m 
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________ I In an effort 
"tn identi/v the American sourceT information was obtained from 

and[ Set out is a list of individuals obtaii 
from these informants which included Jack Anderson with whom 
had been in contact on 11/21/60. 

|furnished a copy of a letter directed to 
Vice-President Richard M. Nixon, by former Congressman Allan Oakley 
Hunter, concerning a conversation Hunter had with James Riddle 
Hoffa (63-5327) which dealt in nart. with Hoffa's support of Hixon 
in the last Presidential campaign. [also furnished a copy 
of a letter which Hunter wrote to Hoffa, expressing regret that Hoffa 
had been indicted in Florida. 

advised that Jack Anderson, Drew Pearson*s partner, 
delivered copies ox these letters to Robert F. Kennedy shortly 
before Christmas, 1960. Drew Pearson's column in the 'Washington 
Post and Times Herald," 10/4/61, quoted portions of these letters. 

The above information was furnished to the Dept, of 
Justice on 10/6/61. 

63-5327-1675 
(59 
SI 63-5327-1671 

b7D 
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On 1/19/61, the Dept, of Justice furnished a letter dated 
1/5/61, from the Federal Aviation Agency. The letter stated that 
information had been furnished the Security Division of that agency 
that | \ 
National Aviation fraciiixies ttxpenmenxai tenter FRXFFC7 Atlantic 
City, N.J. I [had received payoffs and kiclcbacks in connec¬ 
tion with the operation of the cafeteria at NAfEC. The source of 
this information was Jack Anderson, an employee of columnist Drew 
Pearson, who was reported to have a signed affidavit concerning 
the above allegation. 

b6 
b7C 

_Miami report dated 1/6/61. set out an interview with 
I who stated he had recently 

rexurnea to xne u.&. trom uuDa ax xne expense of his good friend 
Jack Anderson, Washington, D.C.f (no further information regarding 
Anders on). 

b6 
b7C 
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Bureau memo, 2/23/61, stated that Kenneth O'Donnell, Special 
Assistant to the President, advised that Jack Anderson had called 
him and asked if President Kennedy had established.arule regarding 
acceptance of gifts* Anderson attempted to get Hr. O’Donnell to 
say something critical regarding gifts to President Eisenhower. 

Attached to the memo is an article by Anderson which 
appeared in the "Washington Post" 2/23/61, captioned "Kennedy's 
Rule: Beware of Gifts.” 

94-8-350-1104 
<7iif 

This reference contains a copy of the Congressional Record 
(66-1731) dated 3/27/61, which sets out an article written by Jack 
Anderson which appeared in the 3/10/61 issue of the "Washington Post." 
This article captioned,* "Fight Due Over Island Governor", pertained to 
the nomination of Raphael M. Paiewonsky to be governor of the Virgin 
Islands. 

66^1731-1928 

On 3/17/61, the Dept, of Justice requested information 
pertaining to individuals and firms, including Jack Anderson, who 
occupied Room 306, City Building, 1612 K St., Washington, D.C. 
in which Gene San Soucie (62-5) maintained an office. 

62^5-7684 

In compliance with request by the Dept, of Justice on 3/17/61, 
the Bureau advised the Dept, on 3/27/61 that Jack Anderson had been 
employed by Drew Pearson, syndicated columnist since 1947 and was 
also the Washington editor of "Parade" magazine. Anderson had not 
been investigated by the FBI, however, files of the Dept, would 
reveal numerous references to him in connection with Bureau 
investigations regarding possible leakage of classified informa¬ 
tion by Drew Pearson in his column, "The Washington Merry-Go-Round." 

6275-7720 
<4tf 
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On 4/4/61, the Dept* of Justice advised that Gene San 
Souci (63-6674) Chairman of the Indiana Conference of Teamsters, 
maintained an office in Room 306 of the City Building, 1612 K. 
St., N.W., Washington, D.C., which was also occupied by various 
individuals and firms including Jack Anderson. 

Files of the Passport Office, Dept, of State, contained 
lengthy background information regarding Anderson who had been 
issued a passport on 5/24/57, to travel to France and Italy to 
gather news for "Parade" Magazine and Drew Pearson. The passport 
was valid for two years travel to all countries except Albania, 
Bulgaria, Hungary and those portions of China, Korea and Viet-Nam 
under communist control. Anderson's passport was renewed on 
5/24/61 for a proposed vacation trip to Denmark. Germany. France, 
and Italy, with the same restrictions as the original passport 
provided. Records showed that Anderson denied past or present 
membership in the CP. A previous passport was issued in April, 
1945, but this part of the file was not available. 

b7D 

The above information was furnished to the Department 
of Justice on 5/1/61. 

63-6674-6 p. B,1-4,13,15 and end. 
(Ilf 

This reference set out in its entirety an article by Frank 
Fiorini (2-1499) as told to Jack Anderson, which appeared in the 
"Parade" supplement of the "Miami Herald" on 5/14/61. The article 
was captioned "An American Soldier of Fortune in Cuba says "We Will 
Finish the Job.” 

2-1499-78 p. 2 
(2f 
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On 9/11/61, Pedro Luis Diaz Lanz, 120 S.W.,71st St., 
Miami, one time head of the Cuban Revolutionary Air Force under 
Fidel Castro, advised that Frank Anthony Sturgis, aka Frank 
Fiorini, (2-14-99) was Tlstupid" and had been "used" by people 
such as Jack Anderson in printing gross exaggerations of claims 
attributed to Sturgis in his anti-Castro campaign. 

On 9/20/61, Sturgis was interviewed at which time he stated 
that in the Spring of 1961, he began gathering data for an article 
which appeared in "Parade" magazine (date not stated) and that he had 
gone to Washington, D.C., on one occasion for consultations with 
Jack Anderson. Sturgis stated that many of the things said about 
him in the article were exaggerated and untrue. 

2-1499-85 p. 2,5,20,21 
(29 • . 
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The following references set out information pertaining 
tctivities in Mav and .Tune. 1961. of Jack Anderson who reportedly to the i 

brought 
wanted ' _ 
who was on trial in Israel on charges of Nazi activities during 

o talte the boy to Israel. [ 
to the U.S. and 

]was said to have in his possession the Hitler regime in Germany. _ 
papers of his father’s which Anderson felt might be of interest 
to Israel. 

Reference Search Slip Page dumber 

105-99676-1 
Not recorded mail 
filed above serial 1 
2 
3 
4 

Not indexed 
Not indexed 

Not.indexed 
(9%. 
(9«f 

_On 6/8/61. Jack Anderson furnished a letter he had received 
I ~~l which apparently took exception 
to one of Anderson’s articles on the menace of communism which 
appeared in the "Oregonian” on 6/5/51♦ 

The above letter from Anderson was acknowledged on 6/14/61. 
It was noted that Anderson was allegedly "leg-man” and associate of 
Drew Pearson, and was one of the individuals who had concealed a 
microphone in room in Washington, D.C. 

b6 
b7C 

IS) 
100,-0-34416 
(8*5 

bl 
b3 
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_The following references inUie file captioned | 1 
~| set out lengthy information pertaining to Jack 

Anderson’s interest in writing an article regarding the counterfeit 
Ohio Turnpike Bonds Case which involved Teamsters officials. 
Information was set out regarding a meeting on 6/25/61 between 
Anderson and| I of the Bank of Miami 
Beach,Fla., who was involved in the case. Anderson claimed he 
had received information from FBI sources. 

A lead was set out for TfFO to determine the official b6 

Volume 1, no. 13, dated Aug. 1962, a publication*of 
The Tampa Bay Chapter of the Fair Play For Cuba Committee (97-4196) 
contained an article without a heading, in answer to an article 
by Jack Anderson which appeared in the July 29 issue of ’’Parade." 
This article commented on:an alleged conversation overheard in 
a Tampa supermarket concerning sabotage carried out in Cuba. 

97-4196-64-30 p. 13 
m 

■35- 

title not given 
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b6 
b7C 

On 8/14/62, Jack Anderson furnished the Criminal Division, 
Dept, of Justice, information he had received from a source he 
did not name but implied was| |with whom Anderson 

| Information pertained to a meeting between 
this individual and others at the apartment of James Riddle Hoffa 
(63-7835) who appeared to be frightened over a Grand Jury investiga¬ 
tion of Hoffa in connection with Teamsters Union Pension Fund 
operations. (Details of meeting set out). 

Anderson stated he did not intend to 
information and specifically asked that I 
contacted regarding the matter. 

63-7835-10 

mblicize this 
Inot be 

This reference is a Bureau memo dated 8/24/62 which contains 
information concerning a conversation with Jack Anderson in which 
he stated in strictest confidence that Drew Pearson had received 
information concerning the Directors retirement in Oct., 1962 from 
a ranking official of the Bureau of Narcotics, Treasury Dej?t. 
Anderson further stated that this individual who leaked this 
information to Pearson also stated that the Director planned to 
write a derogatory book on the ICennedys. Anderson stated he 
could not break a confidence but said the individual was a 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

person we had had difficulty with in the field of legislation. 
He mentioned specifically the subject of I ~ 

! I It was noted that this official 

On 10/29/62,1 |advised that | __ 
was then in Miami and had conferred with Frank Anthony Sturgis also 
known as Frank Fiorini who had been involved in Cuban revolutionary 
activities for the past six years. Fiorini told I he would 
arrange for interviews between| land Jack Cumings of "Newsweek" 
and Jack Anderson, which wou Id result in considerable publicity 
for |_ 

-13- spw&L 
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I Information set out in reference stated that I I Iwas an account executive of the above firm and 
andle publicity for the Teamsters Union and 

James ilof fa (122-1384), apparently clients of the firm. 

A lead was set out for Baltimore to ascertain the 
identity of subscriber to EM 5-7632. 

122-1384-951 p. 6,7,9,11,12,13,16,22, 
(Not indexed) 24 

In compliance with above request of the NY Office on 11/30/52, 
the Baltimore Office advised that telephone number EM 5-7632 was 
listed to Jack Northman Anderson, residence 9801 Singleton Drive, 
Bethesda, Md. 

122-1384-960 
(127 

This reference is a Bureau memo dated 12/6/62, from Mr. 
DeLoach to Mr. Mohr. Mr. DeLoach stated he had called Jack Anderson 
relative to Drew Pearson’s broadcast on 12/1/62, in which he 
made false statements regarding the Director. Anderson claimed 
he had no knowledge of the statements and wanted the Director 
to know he had nothing to do with the matter. He said he 
would advise Pearson that the statements were erroneous and 
that a retraction should be made. 

94-8-350-1220 
m 

'14~ 



105-^0-10040 
(ldT 
SIy 56-3044-4 end. p. 5 
(2*? (Dept, of Justice) 
SI ^63-6527-39 p. 2 end. p. 7 
(5*7 (Lee Dalton, AAG of Wise.) 

Jack Anderson appeared with, substituted for, or was 
mentioned by Drew Pearson on the Drew Pearson Radio Broadcast, 
Station WT0P, Washington, D.C., on the following dates: Items of 
interest, or possible interest to the Bureau were set out in these 
references: 

Reference Search Slip 
Page Number 

94-8-350-893 
969 
986 
1148 

Date 

8/31/57 
12/6/58 
3/14/59 
11/25/61 



The following references set out information pertaining to 
Jack Anderson, Washington Correspondent for Parade Publications, Inc. 
(94-3-4-1298). Information is briefly described as follows: 

>e of Information 

Attempts on 2/28/ 
Anderson andl 

Reference 

94-3-4-1298-95 

Search Sli© 
Jaqe dumber 

(59^ 

obtain a forecast of 
crime from the Director. 

Furnished a letter on 
9/16/59. written by 

|who 
wished to become a Soviet 
citizen. Also advised 
that the Editor of 
"Parade" had written 
to Premier Khrushchev. 
Bureau acknowledged 
letter on 9/22/59. 

Letter dated 11/29/59, 
to I I 

94-3-4-1298-103 

94-3-4-1298-110 (6<f 

aDOux requesting xne 
Director to write an 
article for "Parade." 

Request from Anderson 
on 10/14/60, to the 
Bureau and Dept, of 
Justice for statistical 
data on defectors in the 
L,S. Request not 
granted. Referred to 
INS by Dept. 

On 1/17/62, requested 
in behalf of Jess 
Gorkin, Publisher of 
"Parade" that the 
Director allowl j 
of Ottawa or| 1 

I | photographers, 
to take a picture of 
the Director for front 
page of "Parade" 
(Director^ notation). 

94-3-4-1298-117 

94-3-4-1298-126 (6^ 

b6 
b7C 

(Continued on next page) 
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(Continued) 

Type of Information Reference 

Called on 3/20/62, 
regarding an article 
on communist propaganda 
and possibility of 
the Director appearing 
on a television show. 

94-3-4-127 

On 4/18/62, Anderson, 
Jess Gorkin and family, 
and Fred Blumenthal 
met Director. Photographs 
were taken with the 

94-3-4-1298 

Director. 

The following references are i 
by Jack Anderson: 

Title Reference 

"Crime 1957" 62-26225-A 

"Reds Rot Ready To 
Attack Chiang" 

94-8-350-A 

"Chiang Given Filipino 
Support” 

94-8-350-A 

"Chiang Given Filipino 
Support? 

100-370055-, 

"Iraq's Night of The 
Long Knives" 

109-12-282- 

"Missile Outlook 
Worrying Chiefs" 

62-104279-A 

"British Navy Was 
Almost Sunk By Sub 

100-3-75-A " 

Nautilus" 

-17- 

Search Slip 
7a'gV~frumb er 

(6^ 

130 
(6< 
(6T 

Paradew 3/27/57 

and Times Herald” 
9/3/58 

and Times Herald" 
9/7/58 

and Times Herald' 
9/7/58 ' 

Times Herald" 
9/14/58 

and Times Herald” 
9/18/58 

Search Slip 
rage Number 

(4/ 

<79^ 

nY 

(8^ 

W 
/ 

(8«j 
/ 

(Continued on next page) 



(Continued) 

Title 

"Nautilus 'Sank' 
Britains Fleet" 

"Schwartz Boole 
is Bombshell" 

"Too Many Czars In 
Space Work" 

"Answers to Questions 
Most Often Asked:About 
Castro’s Cuba" 

"What Happens to 
American Traitors?" 

Reference 

100-3-89-A "Washington Post 
and Times Herald" 
9/19/58 

94-8-350-A "Washington Post 
and Times Herald" 
12/29/58 

94-8-350-A "Washington Post 
and Times Herald" 
1/3/59 

109-12-210-A "Washington Post 
and Times Herald" 
4/24/60 

105-82754-A "Washington Post 
and Times Herald" 
12/4/60 

REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY 

The following references on Jack Anderson located in 
files maintained in the Special File Room of the Files and Communica¬ 
tions Division, Records Branch were not reviewed: 

Reference Search Slip Page Number 

58-3891-44 <3fi> 
89 (33> 
239 (37 
-A "Washington Star" (3) 

7/7/s8 , ^ 
-A Editor and Publisher (37 

7/12/58 (city not given) . 
-A "Washington News" (3w 

7/14/58 
-A "NY Herald Tribune" (3/ 

5/1/59 

62-98719-1708 

62-106214-101 

65-59762-342 

65-67669-135 p. 103 (Continued on next page) 



(Continued) 

Reference 

105-36161-123 

105-87346-15 
93 

Search Slip Page Number 

(8 af 

The following reference on Jack Anderson located in the 
Personnel Records Unit was not reviewed: 

Reference Search Slip Page Number 

67-58199-215 (5^ 

The following reference was not availabe at the time 
this summary was being prepared: 

Reference Search Slip Page Number 

94-3-4-1298-108 

See the search slip filed behind file for other references 
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is 
set out in the main file. Differences in source and additional non¬ 
pertinent information will be noted on the search slip. 
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Memorandum 
UNITED. STATES 

Mr. DeLoach^x 

JACKANDERSON 
SEPTEMBER 12, 1965, ISSUE 
OF "PARADE” MAGAZINE 

NT 

ALL INFCSlffillCH CCNTAIEEE 
HEREIN IS IT CLASSIFIEL 

LATE 07-:3-200? 3Y 5C324 cue taw/rs/lsg 

^ <p Jj September 2, 1965. 

BACKGROUND: J 

We have received an advance copy of the 9-12-65 issue 
magazine, a Sunday supplement which is carried by the Washington Sunday Post. 

. It contains an article by Anderson entitled, "Would You Be An Informer?” For 
\. reader appeal, it portrays the Director as being for informants and Senator Edward 
/.Long as being against informants. However, the article itself devotes little space 
Jto the views of Senator Long and ties in informants with Long's present hearings 

0 on wiretapping. i 

Most of the article is devoted to the history, worth and necessity 
|or haying informants and contains many references to the FBI and quotations 

'• from the Director. Anderson has obtained these statements from public source 
'• material in the public domain such as the Director's article from the Syracuse Law ^ 

Review, Fall', ''11956, statistical data on informants from the 1964 FBI Annual 
Report, FBI Year End Press Release of January 4, 1965, and the Bureau's Interesting 
Case write-ups for the news media involving! | and the 
World War II German spy case, Frederick Duquesne. The statistical data is accurate 
as quoted from these publications and the quotations'are essentially correct although < 

-"esme liberty in phraseology was taken. —° r 

Aside from endeavoring to imply that the Director and Senator Lon 
uhave taken opposite sides of a public debate, the article is definitely slanted towar 
{ the righteousness of the FBI in using confidential informants to solve cases, recov 
I money and protect potential victims of the lawless. The basic appeal is for hones 
r citizens to help law enforcement by speaking up when laws are broken so that the 

Governinent would not have to resort to paid informers to collect necessary evidenceJij 
' U 

^RECOMMENDATION: 

- 
-v>,:T-v For information. 
. 1 —?ilr.: DeLoach 

1 - Mr. Morrell 
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ALL INFORMATION CCHTAIHE3 
HEREIN IS U17-LA5 51FIE 2 

DATE 07-03-200~ EY 60324 sue baw/rs/lset 

by JACK ANDERSON 

FOR J. EDGAR HOOVER AGAINST SEN. EDWARD LONG 

FBI DIRECTOR HOOVER DEFENDS INFORMANTS 

AND MISSOURI'S SENATOR LONG COMPLAINS 

THAT THE U.S. HAS TOO MANY. THE SENATOR 

PLANS HEARINGS TO AIR THIS HOT ISSUE. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

What would you do if you saw a burglar climb¬ 
ing out of your neighbor’s window with a 
bagful of swag? No doubt you would inform 

.-the police♦ But what would you do if you knew your 
neighbor was cheating on his tax returns, thus stealing 
from you and the other taxpayers who must make up 

the money he avoids paying? Or suppose your neigh¬ 
bor brought home valuable goods filched from his em¬ 

ployer. Would you turn him in? 
From early childhood, we have been conditioned 

not to tell tales out of school. Later in life, we follow 

this Mafia-like code in the name of discretion—a 

nice way of saying we can keep our mouths shut. We 
want the law's enforced, and we hire police to appre¬ 
hend Jawbreakers. But we don’t like to point them out 

ourselves. Informers are generally despised. 
Yet don’t we have a duty at times to open our 

mouths? Isn’t it time we changed our attitude toward 

informers? Men and women have risked-—and often 
, lost—their lives to expose subversion and crime. 

Should they be treated as Judas Iscariot, who sold out 

for 30 pieces of silver? 
Defending the use of informers at a recent Senate 

hearing, Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach de¬ 

clared : "Key witnesses suffer ‘accidents’ and turn up, 

for example, in a river wearing-concrete boots. Such 
‘accidents’ are not unusual. We have lost more than 

25 informants in this and similar ways in the past 
four years.” 

However, it isn’t fear of such a fate that prevents 
the average American from going to the authorities 

when he knows the law has been violated. It is fear of 
(the stigma that attaches to informers. There is the 

fear, too, of becoming "involved”—that some of the 

dirt will rub off or that carrying out a civic duty will 
take away precious time from business or pleasure. 

FISH CAME FIRST 
parade knows of one man who had vital evidence 

that could have clinched a fraud conviction and put a . 
rascal behind bars.‘The man didn’t volunteer the evi¬ 
dence because the trial would have spoiled his plans 
for a trip. The man went fishing, and the rascal went 
free to continue preying on the public. 

In all languages, "informer” is a dirty word. But it 

is dirtiest of all in these United States, with our genu¬ 
ine loathing of spying and prying. We are inclined to 
accept the underworld’s characterization of informers 
as squealers, rats, finks and stool pigeons. Even many 

law officers, as part of the general morality, use the 
underworld vocabulary. The problem has become so 

acute that many law, agencies are trying to eliminate 
the word "informer” and substitute such terms as 
"complainant,” "source” or "special employee.” 

Mobster Joe Valachi/who spilled the secrets of the 
Cosa Nostra to save his life, confessed past murders 

without remorse. But of his role as an informer, he 
declared bitterly in his hand-scrawled, unpublished 
memoirs: "Now Vito Genovese [the Cosa Nostra 
boss] he got to find out that he caused me to do what 
I am doing. I'm being a rat the way he wanted me to 
die, branded as a rat.” 

The man or woman who informs as a public duty 

surely shouldn’t be bracketed with Valachi. Yet even 
the Valachis must be sought out to protect society. 
The Communist who recants, the Ku KIux Klansman 

suddenly sickened by excesses, the crook who wants to 
go straight, may not call for much sympathy. But they 
have some claim for understanding. If, after their 

evidence has contributed to the public weal, they 
still find themselves objects of contempt, then others 
arc not likely to follow their example. 

Every lawman interviewed by parade agreed that 
the informant is the single most effective weapon in 
the war against crime and subversion. Veteran FBI 
chief J. Edgar Hoover had this to say: 

"The FBI must utilize the services of informants in 

_the^criminaL underworld as ivelLasJn.subversive or- 

6 Por©cfe‘* Sept. 12, 1965 
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WOMEN MAKE THE BEST INFORMERS 

fn one of the most famous instances of woman-turned-informer, Anna Sage fright), a jealous 
girl friend of John Dillinger (left), fingered notorious mobster outside a Chicago movie house. 

ganizations. Quietly working behind the scenes, these 
men and women daily risk their lives to assist in the 

solution of major crime throughout the United States. 
The confidential informant is more than the valued 
ally of the modern-day law enforcement agency. He is 
an institution, an indispensable part of all walks of life. - 

“Every adult American today can, by searching his 
memory, recall occasions when he relied heavily on 
information which he received in confidence, News¬ 
men, businessmen, housewives, athletic coaches, poli¬ 
ticians, actors and even students frequently make im¬ 

portant decisions on the basis of facts supplied by con¬ 

fidential informants. The person who blindly attacks 
Jaw enforcement s use of informants would be well 

advised to whisper his criticisms in an empty room.” 
Last year, informers guided the FBI to 2,671 

wanted persons, including 1,246 fugitives^ They as¬ 

sisted in the recovery of stolen goods and contraband 
worth $7,111,988, Information passed out by FBI 

informers to other law agencies Jed to an additional 

3,012 arrests and the recovery of goods valued at 
$4,495,722, Some 216,000 items of criminal infor¬ 
mation received from informers were relayed by the 
FBI to the proper authorities. 

TWO-CITY TIP-OFF 
In a typical case, the FBI picked up word from an 

informant in Miami that unidentified Chicago thieves 
were planning a big jewelry "score” in Wisconsin. 
Agents contacted their informants in Chicago who had 
heard a notorious jewel thief boast about such a rob¬ 

bery. Not long afterward, the Tanezer Jewelry Com¬ 
pany in Milwaukee was robbed of jewelry worth $50,- 

000, plus 18 $100 bills, by a bandit dressed as a 
mailman and two stocking-masked accomplices. 
Thanks to the advance tip, the FBI was able to pro¬ 
duce photos of the suspect and his known associates. 

Witnesses identified Michael Breslan and Glenn 
Richards, who were quickly picked up. They are now 

serving 30-year sentences in prison at Waupun, Wis. 

The FBI also relies heavily on informers in security 

cases. It was inside information from an informer 

which enabled the FBI to break up a Nazi espionage 
ring and convict 33 German agents during World War 

JI. The infiltration of the Communist Party has been 
so complete—and continues to improve—that the 

Party has launched a nation-wide campaign to dis¬ 
credit informers. Elsewhere, of course, the Reds en¬ 
courage their own subjects to inform on one another. 

Informers have aided inestimably, too, in the bat¬ 
tle against organized crime. Without them, the secret 

and sinister Cosa Nostra might never have been 
breached. Narcotics commissioner Henry Giordano, 
whose agents deserve most of the credit, told parade 

flatly: "It is through the use of informants that we 

have been able to penetrate organized crime. I believe 
there is a need to develop a more favorable public con¬ 

cept of the informant/' 
With the help of informants, the Treasury Dept, 

has recovered millions of tax dollars it would have 
lost. "The overwhelm mg majority of our informants/' 

fi says Internal Revenue commissioner Sheldon Cohen, 

"act out of a sense of public duty." Last year alone, 
thanks to informants, the Internal Revenue Service 
scooped in $18 million in dodged taxes and penal¬ 

ties. Internal Revenue offers up to 10 per cent of 
the tax recovered, depending upon the usefulness of 

the information. Yet only one informer in 20 asks for 

the reward. Of the 4,494 who claimed rewards in 
fiscal 1964, only 822 were allowed. 

Practically every agency in government has its in¬ 
formants, paid and unpaid. Some agencies have built 
up a stable of informants who function 'as ear-to-the- 
ground employees. Such unlikely agencies as the 
Agriculture, Commerce, Interior, Tost Office and 

Health, Education and Welfare Departments pay un¬ 

dercover tipsters for information. Agriculture, for ex¬ 

ample, pays for information on grocers who accept 
food stamps for cigarettes, meat and other improper 

items. The Interior Department rewards tipsters who 
inform on poachers. 

For people with a nose for rewards like the bounty 
hunters of the Old West, informing has become a 
livelihood. Some federal agencies actually pay local 
policemen for information, though it would seem that 
men hired to uphold the lavv should co-operate with 
federal agents out of duty. 

Indeed, the federal government is swarming with 
so many informers that Sen. Edward Long (D., Mo.) 
is looking into the whole business of informing as part 

of his investigation into government eavesdropping. 
Yet even his investigators have used informants to in¬ 
form on informants. 

He told parade : "In totalitarian countries the 

ordinary citizen is encouraged to spy and inform at 
every turn. Neighbors spy on each other, husbands 

and wives are expected to inform on each other, chil¬ 
dren on their parents. We should discourage spying 
and snooping as much as possible. I can see no reason 
whatever for such agencies as the Internal Revenue 

Service and the Department of Agriculture to pay in¬ 
formers. In my view, it is downright un-American and 
should be eliminated forthwith." 

He pointed out. that, in Pittsburgh, the IRS spent 
four years convicting five gamblers, then offered to go 
easy on them if they would testify against an assistant 

police chief. Long's investigators are convinced that 
the IRS spent so much energy on the gamblers simply 
to pressure them into testifying against the police 
officer. All five took the stand against him, swearing 

that he had-been^paid-protcctionjmoney.vBut.sinceit 

was the word of five hoodlums against the word of a 
man with an unblemished record, he was not con¬ 

victed. 
Government agents admitted to parade, quite 

frankly, that they cultivate prostitutes, homosexuals, 
drug addicts, small crooks and other social outcasts to 
get information. They seek out people with grudges 
and use the threat of prosecution to bring pressure 

on reluctant informants to talk. The lawmen say with 
a shrug, "You won’t get inside information on crime 

from a preacher." 
Of course, they also seek the help of reputable citi¬ 

zens—janitors who can keep an eye on suspicious 
tenants, taxi drivers who may know where the hoods 
hang out, barbers and .waiters who work at these hang¬ 

outs, bellboys and doormen. 

The lawmen will also tell you that women are the 

best informants. They are most interested in people, 
pay more attention to-detail and as a rule can give bet¬ 
ter descriptions of people they have seen only briefly. 
Mobsters are also more careless about what they say 
in front of women, regarding them apparently as part 
of the scenery. Of course, mobsters’ molls obey the 
same code of silence as their men. But if spurned, 

they can be dangerous. 
It was a woman—the “woman in red"—who helped 

ij federal1 agents shoot down gun-crazy John Dillinger in 

Chicago after a long trail of bank robberies, murder 
and jail escapes. Anna Sage was no saint; she was the 

madam of a bordello. She was jealous because Dillinger 
was paying attention to one of her younger girls. She 
was also frightened because the immigration authori¬ 

ties were threatening her with deportation to her na- 

.tive Rumania. 

■\ Anna Sage tipped off the Chicago police, who in 
Turn notified the FBI that on a certain hot July night 

Dillinger would take her and the girl friend to the 
Biograph Theater. Anna would wear an orange-red 
skirt. She got her revenge; Dillinger was gunned down. 
She also got a cash award. But Anna Sage was still 

deported, the one price the authorities were not pre> 
pared to pay /' - ' > 

Spite is the motive, say lawmen, that turns most 
people into informers. Others seek immunity for their 
own crimes by squealing on their associates. One nar¬ 

cotics offender sought to ingratiate himself with offi¬ 
cers by setting up an associate. The pusher provided 

the narcotics, begged the associate to deliver them to 
a contact, then arranged^for an undercover agent to 
pose as the contact, T]fe pusher hoped to win the 

gratitude of the lawmen at the expense of his associ¬ 
ate. The plot backfirecb “ 

Some inform on their colleagues in crime in order 

to eliminate competition. The narcotics office in Phil¬ 
adelphia, as a classic case, received an anonymous 

phone call from a^nan who spoke with a Chinese ac¬ 
cent. He tipped^them off that they would find an 
opium-smoking joint at No. 69 on a Chinatown street. 

On the way to No. 69, agents with a nose for opium 
smelled incriminating smoke coming from No. 71. So 

they Taided No. 71 first. The horrified owner rushed 
up and whispered beseechingly, "Wlong number. Next 
door. You go No. 69." 

The hard fact remains that law enforcement would 
be next-fa impossible without informers. Nobody 

wants n^ighbor-to-neighbor snooping/Nobody wants 
government agents prod-nosing into private lives. But 
law enforcement would be a lot simpler—against both 

criminals and subversives—if honest citizens would 
speak up. There would be less need to pay informers, 
because every honest citizen would be on the law 
officers’ side. - 

In the last analysis, the liberty and rights of the 
citizens lie with the citizens themselves. To protect 

thes* rights, would you be an informer if the occasion 
arose? 
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RECORDS BEING OBTAINED FROM ANDERSON: ^ 

In line with the Directors observations, a conference \ 
was held the evening of March 9, 1966, in my office with the key \3 
Agents who are presently working on a review of the Senato^ !: 
Thomas J. Dodd material which is being, given to us by Jacktknderson, 
legman for Drew Pearson. — - 

Since the conference, the Agents have communicated with 
Anderson and have an appointment for 10:15 a.m., Saturday, March 12, « 
1966. At the conclusion of the work on Saturday, I have instructed Q 

\ the Agents to be able to give me a definite answer as to the amount d 
| of work which remains to be photographed. For the purpose of ex- . 
i pediting the completion of obtaining all of the written documents <> 
which Anderson has, it has been indicated to the Agents the Bureau g 

1<J is most desirous of completing its review of this material so we fjj 
Uwould be in the position to furnish to the Department a memorandum O 
|4on the following Friday, March 18, 1966, forwarding all documents. 

In this regard, it is noted Anderson has referred to his 
shorthand notes which he is hopeful of having put in some intelligible 

form. He plans to dictate this into a machine and subsequently 
either have it transcribed or make the dictation records available. 

On the basis of our previous contact with Anderson and the difficulty 
in getting even the written material which he has, it is highly 

jjsunlikely we can estimate when this latter type material will be 
[if available. Consequently, we have set as a target date March 18,1966, 
lifer the completion of photographing of the written material allegedly 
’[Obtained by Anderson from Dodd’s office and any other written materia] 
Upertaining thereto. 

On Monday, March 14, 1966, a memorandum will be—submitted 

ijjto the Director giving a time certain when the written ^gg 1 [which we plan to obtain will be in completed form and^in' such1 shape 
as to transmit to the Department. __ 
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
RE: SENATOR THOMAS J. DODD 

THEFT OF DOCUMENTS FROM SENATOR DODD'S OFFICE: 

si 

We received a request on March 9, 1966, to investigate 
the theft of documents from the office of Senator Dodd. We cannot 
delay for an unreasonable length of time any inquiry into the 
alleged theft. However, there are certain factors which appear 
obvious if a premature inquiry is instituted. Any inquiries into 
the theft will necessarily involve interviews with persons who 
’•-ve had access to material in addition to Jack Anderson. If 

'erson is approached on this subject matter at this time, he 
will most likely "clam up" and decline to cooperate to the fullest 
extent. As of now there does not appear to be any evidence that 
he is deliberately attempting to withhold information. If we can 
complete the photographing and preparing of this material for 
proper dissemination to the Criminal Division of the Department 
by March 18, 1966, this is not an unreasonable lapse of time,be¬ 
fore initiating an inquiry into the theft. We, of course, cannot 
expect to have Anderson put in written form or dictate into a 
dictating machine his written notes or observations by this target 
date as we know he has other commitments which obviously would 

preclude him from even initiating this project. This is based 
upon our knowledge he has a book to complete within the next week 
or so; he claims he has been slowed up because of his recent ill¬ 
ness; and his day-to-day operation with constant interruptions 
certainly are not conducive to getting this dictation out of the 

way in preference to the other commitments which the Agents have 
observed he may have. 

Insofar as the Bureau is concerned we hope to be by 
March 18, 1966,- in the position to submit to the Department the 
written material which will have been photographed and properly 
organized for appropriate transmission to the Criminal Division.' 
This will put the Bureau in the position of having obtained what¬ 
ever documentation is available at this point. It will also allow 
the Department to start reviewing this material for the purpose 
of determining whether any Federal violation exists. Upon trans¬ 
mission of this material to the Department, we will clearly in¬ 
dicate Anderson has other information pertaining to the Dodd 
matter which he has not reduced to available form. 

CONTACTS WITH ANDERSON: 

We have had three visits to Anderson's residence for the 
purpose of obtaining documents. This began on February 22, when 
Anderson was present. On February 26, Anderson was also present. 

* Y ■ • 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
RE: SENATOR THOMAS J. DODD 

On March 2, his wife was present in his absence. We have a con¬ 
ference set for Saturday, March 12, at 10:15 a„m. So far we have 
been able to obtain in spite of all of the difficulty approximately 
5,000 photographs of the records. Eight Agents of the Washington 
field Office are in the process of reviewing, correlating, and 
attempting to summarize in some understandable form these records. 
Anderson has a conglomeration of unorganized material which upon 
first blush would appear to be a hodge podge of correspondence. 
It nevertheless has to be organized in some manner so it may be 
transmitted to the Department in as organized a manner as possible 
under the circumstances. Anderson has eight children running 
through the home who are in and out of his office. He is con¬ 
stantly on the telephone making and receiving telephone calls re¬ 
lating to so-called important news which form the basis of his 
day-to-day activity. He is unavailable except at the designated 
times indicated above. He is presently preparing a -book which 
must be completed within the next week or two. His illness during 
the past week with the flu. prevented us from being in contact 
with.him since March 2. For these reasons and the observations 
set forth herein, it is to the Bureau®s advantage to complete 
our photographing of the written material at the earliest practical 
time and we have arbitrarily, therefore, set the March 18, 1966, 
time as our target date. Any developments which in any way would ■ 
prevent us from carrying out this plan will be brought to the 
Director*s attention and we will also keep the Director informed 
of our current activity. 

INVESTIGATION TO BE CONDUCTED CONCERNING THEFT OF DODD MATERIAL: 

(; In connection with any investigation to be conducted 
i’it will be necessary to talk to (1) Senator Dodd; (2) anyone in 
jjthe present employ of Dodd who may have information concerning 
■ithis: (3) former employees (so far we know of four; 

and (4) the individual who allegedly photographed this material 
b6 
b7C 

;±n the office of She is 
'^presently is supposed to reside in |_ 
In addition to the foregoing. it will be necessary to also talk 

b to Anderson and ! 
,and 

] address unknown. 

_| These are, of course, the obvious 
irknown leads. We plan to delay any interview concerning the theft 
M-until after March 18. Immediately after that, we will institute 
biOur inquiry into the theft. * 

V V 
CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr, DeLoach 
RE: SENATOR THOMAS J, DODD 

ACTION BEING TAKEN: 

I. Upon completion of our photographing and reviewing 
the material, appropriate memorandum will be prepared for the 
Director's information outlining in general what we have obtained 
to date. 

2, Following the meeting with Anderson this Saturday 
(March 12) a memorandum will be submitted for the Director's 
information on March 14 reflecting the'results of this contact 
and it is hopeful that we will be able to advise the Director on 
that date the photographing of the written material in Anderson?s 
possession has been completed. 

3, If the above plans materialize, we will then be in 
a position to submit to the Criminal Division on Friday, March 18, 
a memorandum transmitting the material which we have obtained 
from Anderson with the understanding this represents the written 
material which Anderson possesses and there may be other pertinentf 
material which Anderson may wish to supply but which will required; 
his transcription of personal and shorthand notes. 

4, Immediately following the transmission of this 
material on March 18, an investigation will be instituted into 
the alleged theft of documents from Senator Dodd's office. 

ments. 

5, Director will be kept informed of pertinent develop- 

- 4 
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Criminal 

ion 

to recommend that the 
: be forwarded to Assistant Attorney General Vinson, 
j Division of the Department, confirming oral informa 
| furnished to Mr. Nathaniel E. Kossack of the Criminal 
Division on 4/1/66 in response to a request of Mr. Carl W 

[ Belcher of the Criminal.Division on 3/31/66 in connection 
' with our investigation of the theft of records from the 
office of Senator J. Dodd. 

Kossack advised 
Belcher 

As a matter of background, Mr 
us on 3/31/S6 that the material requested by Mr 
was urgently needed by the Attorney Geners^~>to reply to a 
letter received from Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson. -..This 

.etter, , to Sossack, was extremeljT hasty “claiming 
that the Department was "whitewashingV the alleged violations 
of Senator Dodd and in addition, contained other intemperate 
comments repugnant to the Department. The Attorney General 

;r, but desired 
sn safe ground and contain 

wanted to make a strong reply to 
chat his comments be completely c 

;:.io inaccuracies as to details and dates. Kossack said this 
Iwas reason for the request of the items described by 

Belcher, 

K 

V 

Oil 4/1/66, Mr. Kossack was orally furnished with 
a list of 42 contacts made by 21s during the period 3/18/66 > 
through 3/31/66 in connection with our investigation of the 

theft of records from,Senator Doddfs office. He was also 
( finformed that the last date Jack Anderson made available his 

records for copying by the FBI was set £ 
of SA Leslie B. Chisholm dated 
and that a copy of this report 

fch.in the report 
3/15/36 at Washington,-' D. C, 
was urevp-ov^T-’' 

II 

;o the Criminal Division. n ndditi 
£ n e - oy «n_ ;2 man-days were 

-3j developing, ~ 
material made available by Andersen. 

Die 

■y [ma.de available 
-cssads: ivses told 
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Memorandum to i'.Ir „ DeLoach 

E3: SisNxiTOR THOalAS J. DODD 

R3COSIS?5ENI>fi.TION: 

Attached for approval is a letter to Assistant 
Attorney General Vinson confirming the oral information 
furnished to iCossack of the Criminal Division on 4/1/S6 
which had been requested by Sri Belcher of the Criminal 
Division on 3/31/6Sa This is in accordance with the 

Attorney General’s request of 3/31/66 that such infor¬ 
mation fce furnished to his assistants. 

I 
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■J SUBJECT: 
o 

JACK ANDERSON Lasslfia a^rM-: 

inito 

On the memorandum from Mr. Jones to me dated 9-23-66, 
in captioned matter, the Director asked, "Why did it take so long—from 
Sept. 22 to Sept. 26-~for this to reach me?" 

The information contained within the attached memorandum 
relates to| I who was 
approached by Jack Anderson^of the Pearson colum on September 22, 1966, 
to talk about the case, 

You received the information in the attached memorandum 1 
from the Washington Field Office late Thursday, 9-22-66, and sent it to me 
(Wick) on a "see me." I saw you with it that evening, Thursday, 9-22-66. We 
had our people in Crime Records Division pull files that night and work on it 
checking out the cases referred to by| |as possibilities for criticism 
by Jack Anderson. The memorandum was prepared and I initialed it late the 
afternoon of Friday, 9-23-66. The memorandum was received in your office 
Saturday morning, 9-24-66. 

,/) 
. You have advised me that you saw the attached piece of mail j\ / 
| on Saturday, 9-24-66, and decided that Mr. Sullivan should see it before forf ■/, 
I warding to Mr. Tolson and the Director. J' 

A check with Mr. Sullivan’s office reflects the memorandum 
was received there Saturday, 9-24-66'*and held for Mr. Sullivan in accordance 
with your routing slip. Mr. Sullivan read the memorandum the first thing this 
morning (Monday, 9-26th) and sent it over to Mr. Tolson. 

'(h/nb— 

bo 
b7C 

• It is regretted this matter was not handled more expeditious! 
J and we will see to it there will be no recurrence. Q 

Enclosure 
<r. 

c l - Mr. DeLoach 
■;1 - Miss Holmes/ 
f i> < 

JlEW:dse/par A, 
o6<ftCT£&PI 

• i’V -y' 

indled more expeditiousl^y 

• I /?a© sep s^196® 

1 - Mr. Sullivan 
“ T- Mr. Jones 

* in the late afternoon, after Mr, Sullivan 
' had left for the day, ^ 
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^^ASHINGTON EXPOSE" O 
FORTHCOMING BOOK BY JACK ANDERSON 

TioUcp_ 

Piooir. . 

Holmes_ 

Gandy —— 

By memorandum dated November 10, 1966, I furnished you a 
20-page analysis of data pertinent to the Bureau appearing in pages 1 through 
256 of Jack Anderson's forthcoming book entitled "Washington Expose. " 

The second paragraph of the Synopsis of my November 10th 
memo states, "Anderson’s extensive treatment of the FBI in connection with 
charges against Senator Dodd (Chapter HI) contains numerous distortions and 
falsehoods. " Mr. Tolson has inquired whether the distortions, falsehoods and 
other critical material concerning the Bureau appearing in Anderson’s book are 
included in our November 10th review of pages 1 through 256 of the book. 

The answer to Mr. Tolson’s question is "Yes. " All references 
to the FBI in the first 256 pages of Anderson’s book are covered in my memoran¬ 
dum of November 10, 1966. With specific reference to critical statements, 
pages 5 through 9 of the November 10th memorandum deal with Anderson’s distorted 
and critical treatment of the FBI in connection with the Senator Thomas Dodd inves¬ 
tigation this year. Page 12 contains data reflecting that Anderson suspected the 
FBI of opening his mail. Page 20 quotes a reference by Anderson to FBI dossiers 
and to the FBI’s keeping "files on controversial figures suspected of nothing more 
incriminating than speaking their own mind. " Page 20 of the November 10th £ 
memo also cites a critical and inaccurate statement by Anderson concerning 
FBI wiretapping, as well as Anderson’s use of a quotation from a vicious article 
by former SA 

RECOMMENDATION: 
w- 
the rent For information. In reviewing the remaining pages of Anderson's 

book (these are being obtained by the Washington Field Office[ 

b6 

b7C 

' i 

b7D 

we will again 
assure that all references to the FBI are covered. (As has previously been pointed 
out, a breakdown in the presses at Public Affairs Press has caused a delay in 
the printing of the remainder of Anderson's book. However, we are following 
this matter closely—as is the Washington Field Office.) 7 " ^ ^ y 
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SYNOPSIS 

By memorandum dated November 10, 1966, I furnished a 
review of first 256 pages of Jack Anderson’s forthcoming book, 'Washington 
Expose. ” Remaining page proofs of book (pages 257 - 486) have now been 
received froml 

These pages follow the gossipy pattern set in the first 256 
J pages of the book. They include chapters dealing with wasteful spending of } 
’the taxpayer’s money; the war in Vietnam and President Johnson’s sensitivity J* 
to criticisms regarding that war; Red China and Anderson’s belief that a major 
guerrilla operation would succeed in freeing the Chinese; communist-bloc 
espionage, including a regurgitation of the charge made in the Anderson-Pearson 
column in September, 1966, that action taken against Czech and Soviet spies 
in Washington area last summer was triggered^by the Director’sjieed for 
favorable publicity. reo - jl 

t \z NOV 2/lfcl 
A This portion of Anderson’s book also deals with Americans who 

have defected to the communist world and with American prisoners o& war who — 
1 A" have collaborated with their captors. One chapter is devoted to criticizing 

"Radicals of the Right”; one discusses Nazis who fled to South America after 
World War II; and another chapter features Joseph Valachi, as well as the 

i Federal Narcotics Bureau, in focusing on the menace of organized crime. ■- . 

^NCLO. BEHIND YU* - References to FBI and other data felt pertinent to Buj^au are k7C 
set forth in chapter-by-chapter analysis in this memo. / 

|| |] T a.. 
$ 

X Q 
^.c 
It 

^ *1 

RECOMMENDATION: 
"AX 

For information. "Washington Expose" is little more than an 
oversized version of the Jack Anderson-Drew Pearson newspaper column and, 

1 - Mr. 

in fact, much of the book consists of 
1 - Mr. Tolson 
1 - Mr. DeLoach 
1 - Mr. Wick 

-1- - -Mr; Mohr t 
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Anderson-Pearson columns. 
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DETAILS 

By memorandum dated November 10, 1966, I furnished you 
a review of the first 256 pages of Jack Andersonfs forthcoming book entitled 
'’Washington Expose." In my memorandum of November 10th, it was noted 
that the printing press of Anderson's publisher. Public Affairs Press, had 
broken down;|_ 

Pages 257 through 486 (end of book) have now been obtained. 
They are in much the same vein as the first 256 pages and contain one chapter 
(Chapter 16, pages 341-367) in which Anderson is particularly critical of the 
Bureau--falsely claiming that the action taken against Czech and Soviet spies 
last summer (persona non grata action against 

b6 
and arrest of retired t>7C 

Jlast July, and persona non grata action against 
on September 1st) was triggered by the Director's need for I favorable publicity because the disclosure of FBI "bugging" in the Fred Black 

case had confronted the Director "with the greatest crisis in his 42 years of 
matchless press relations as FBI Director." 

Set forth below is a chapter-by-chapter analysis of the final 
pages of Anderson's book--with particular reference to matters of pertinence 
to the FBI: (For convenience, many of the more important names are under¬ 
lined in the succeeding pages of this memorandum.) 

CHAPTER 12 "Government at the Keyhole" (Pages 237 - 263) 

(Pages 237 through 256 of this chapter were covered in my 
November 10th memorandum to you.) 

On pages 261-262, Anderson states, "Apparently, no one is 
safe from the eavesdroppers. A former Army Intelligence agent. | | b6 

I has admitted that he monitored private conversations of the late b7C 
Eleanor Roosevelt while she was First Lady. Even President Johnson is 
worried about the privacy of his office. He evidently fears that one of his own 
agencies might attempt an inside bugging job in a misguided effort to keep tabs-1 
on him. Perhaps with this in mind, he has gone on record against indiscrimi¬ 
nate government eavesdropping. ” 
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Anderson then quotes from the "Memorandum for the Heads 
of Executive Departments and Agencies" which President Johnson signed 
dated June 30, 1965, establishing guidelines with respect to the use of wire¬ 
taps and other electronic listening devices. In quoting the President’s 
memorandum, however, Anderson deleted two very important words. 
He quotes the President as instructing that telephone conversations are not 
to be intercepted "without the consent of the parties involved...." Whereas, 
the President’s memorandum instructs that telephone conversations are not 
to be intercepted "without the consent of one of the parties involved...." 
There is quite a significant difference. 

CHAPTER 13 "Alice in Wasteland" (Pages 264 - 291) 

This chapter contains no reference to the FBI. It deals with 
wasteful spending of the taxpayer's money. 

Anderson expresses the opinion that waste has reached its 
1 most alarming peak in the military field. He blames part of this wasteful 
1 spending on inter-service rivalry and jealousy. 

He complains that "Defense officials have a highly developed 
* proclivity for treating their mistakes as the most sensitive of secrets. They 
! have hidden under the security label most of the evidence of misspending and 
«mismanagement in the Pentagon and far-flung outposts." 

Anderson further feels that too many government documents 
bear security classifications. "The cost of handling documents is multiplied 
by the bureaucrats' obsession with secrecy, " he states. Then he quotes an 
unnamed General as having told him, "Only 10 percent of all classified docu¬ 
ments actually contain security information. " 

In this chapter, Anderson also criticizes ineptness in United 
States foreign military and economic aid. He also cites the danger that the 
American economy will be hurt by foreign factories, built at United States 
expense, which are putting American firms out of business and American 
workers out of work. 

CHAPTER 14 "Behind the Vietnam Communiques" (Pages 292 - 319) 

This chapter contains no reference to the FBI. It gives 
Anderson's views concerning matters in Vietnam and conveys the impression 
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that he is convinced he could do a better job than the heads of our Armed 
Forces have done in pursuing the war there. Our country has, according 
to Anderson, "been out-maneuvered in South Vietnam by ragtag guerrillas, 
most of whom are simple peasants.... Not until the Viet Cong abandoned their 
tested guerrilla tactics, not until they began massing for conventional battles 
and alienating the populace by conscription and taxation, did they start losing 
the war." 

This chapter cites the fact that American construction firms 
have been contracted to undertake major construction projects in Vietnam. 
According to Anderson, the owners of one of these firms, Brown and Root, 
'helped finance the political career of Lyndon B. Johnson" and the company 
was "dealt into the contract (in Vietnam) after Johnson became President." 

Anderson complains of excessive losses of supplies and 
(material in Vietnam due to pilferage and theft--"Government officials esti¬ 

mate the loss from pilferage close to $75,000,000. In Saigon, alone, 
according to one report, more than $20,000 worth of U. S. supplies are stolen 
each week. Occasionally, supplies have been siphoned right off the ships 
and hauled in junks and sampans up the Mekong River to waiting Viet Cong. 
More often, black marketeers have sold the stolen supplies right in Saigon 
to Viet Cong purchasing agents, who paid dollars they had extorted from 
American oil companies and other firms. " 

He further laments that information, as well as equipment, 
"is smuggled to the Viet Cong. One report claims that half the girls in 
Saigon's night clubs peddle information to the communists. Others maintain 
a profitable neutrality by spying impartially for both sides. " 

On pages 304 and 305, Anderson warns of the danger of germ 
warfare. "The blunt truth is that the United States, for all its elaborate and 

| expensive defenses, could be devastated by a few enemy agents smuggling 
^bacteria into the country in suitcases.... The bacteria can be produced easily 
J and cheaply. Even a tiny country, such as Cuba, would have no difficulty 
I waging secret biological warfare against the United States. Indeed one intelli- 
|gence report, doubted by Pentagon skeptics, suggests that freebootirig'; 
Iscientists may already have been hired by Dictator Fidel Castro to set up 
|a germ warfare ring in Cuba.M 

He continues that "our own scientists have not been asleep in 
their laboratories. They have developed new virus and rickettsia strains 
against which the world has no immunity. " 
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Anderson deals with President Johnson's sensitivity to 
criticism concerning Vietnam. "Some Republicans have complained that 
Johnson is trying to stifle all opposition, that his endless confidential briefings 
for Congressional leaders are merely a means of silencing the critics. 
Among themselves, they refer to briefings as 'Operation Smother. * Speaking 
up for his chief, Vice-President Hubert Humphrey has assured me that 
criticism is welcomed at the briefings. ♦.. But President Johnson also is 

, irritated when Congressmen make their criticisms public.... The President 
contends that those who cry for concession encourage the communists to believe 
the United States may be bluffing. Such critics only increase the risk, pro¬ 
long the war they seek to shorten and endanger future peace talks, he believes." 

According to Anderson, Congressman Gerald Ford was blasted 
1 anonymously by the President for betraying a confidence involving the Viet¬ 
nam build-up. He labels Senator Wayne Morse as "the most outspoken critic" 
of our action in Vietnam; and he quotes Senator Ernest Gruening of Alaska 
as remarking, "I believe the President is misinformed on Southeast Asia. 
The course which has been followed is the only course which could possibly 

! lead to disaster. " 

(In Anderson's own opinion, the President has "sought to subdue 
discussion of the war." He quotes the President as having told "an aide" that 
the war should be over in 1967. 

Page 311 contains a reproduction of a purported Defense 
1 Department document dated July 26, 1966, and classified Anderson 
claims that this is an example of over-classified material. 

CHAPTER 15 "The Secret War Against Red China" (Pages 320 - 340) 

Tliis chapter contains no reference to the FBI. It deals with 
matters inside Red China, including American espionage efforts directed 
against that country. 

Anderson—who apparently feels himself specially qualified 
to comment on China by virtue of having spent some time there in the mid 
1940s--states he has discussed "with the highest authorities" the feasibility 
of mounting a major guerrilla operation against the Red Chinese. "I believe 
their vast, ramshackle tyranny can be destroyed more easily from within than 
from without. Skilled guerrillas could be infiltrated into the Chinese hirterlands 
where unrest is seething.... Behind the bamboo curtain, large minorities are 
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waiting only for leadership and weapons. Millions of devout Moslems and 
Buddhists, Mongols and Tibetans are bitterly resentful of the Communist 
drive to break up their religions and destroy their family life. M He claims 
that he has discussed this guerrilla warfare idea with Vice President Humphrey 
and that Humphrey is "pushing it in Washington's policy councils." 

Anderson writes of the cruelties and atrocities which the 
Chinese communists have heaped upon various ethnic groups subjected to 
their rule. He feels that Red China, "despite its nuclear know-how and nasty 
talent for trouble-making, is really a second-rate power. Her economy is 
foundering; her military machine lacks firepower; her people are disillusioned. 
Her leaders also have an unenviable record for diplomatic blunders, economic 
errors, and military backdowns." 

On page 327, Anderson reproduces what purports to be a CIA 
document dated June 29, 1961, and classified 'TjHifiilwi il fill " This document 
bears a notation that "This material contains information affecting the National 
Defense of the United States within the meaning of the Espionage Laws, 
Title 18, U.S.C. Secs. 793 and 794, the transmission or revelation of which 
in any manner to an unauthorized person is prohibited by law. " 

CHAPTER 16 "Spies and Spooks" (Pages 341 - 367) 

In this chapter, Anderson cites a number of FBI espionage cases. 

On page 341, he describes the Central Intelligence Agency as 
"the most lampooned of all spy outfits." He again (as he did in Chapter 2) 
mentions the U-2 incident in Russia in 1960, as well as Singapore Premier 
Lee Kuan Yew's claim that CIA had offered him an economic bribe of more 
than $3 million. "But, " he continues, "the blunder of all blunders was the 
Bay of Pigs invasion. The New York Times quoted the late President Kennedy 
as declaring afterward that he 'wanted to splinter the CIA in a thousand pieces 
and scatter it to the winds. 

According to Anderson, Clark Clifford told him (Anderson) 
that President Kennedy told him (Clifford), "I made some bad decisions on 
the Bay of Pigs. I made these bad decisions because I had bad information. 
My information was bad, because our intelligence was poor. Something is 
gravely wrong inside the CIA, and I intend to find out what it is. " 
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In dealing with communist-bloc espionage, Anderson stated, 
"Except for the elite ’class five’ agents, Russia’s spies are widely recruited, 

[hastily trained, and often easily caught. Typical is the case of I 
I who escaped to this country from Hungary. He confessed to the 

JJustice Department that he had spied for the Reds....” 

(As reflected in Bufile made a full con¬ 
fession of his intelligence involvement to the FBI in January, 1960—whereas, 

1 Anderson states that he "confessed to the Justice Department." Anderson 
-whereas, his activities 

+ * 
indicates that the Russians were operating[ 

(Ui 

were being directed by the Hungarian Intelligence Service.) 

On pages 345-346, Anderson gives an inaccurate account 
He identifies f 
Twasf 

with 

of ah espionage operation involving 
as "an assistant Soviet naval attache" (whereas,_ 
of the Soviet Delegation to the United Nations) and he credits 
developing and controlling the American who was involved in this case, 

factually, the American (a double-agent) was controlled by other Soviets in 
the United States, 
operation by chec] 
persona non grata 

Jdid, however, assist the Soviet principals in this 
al areas and clearing drops—and he was declared 

Anderson also gives a somewhat exaggerated account of a 
meeting between an FBI double-agent and 
attache who was declared persona non grata): however, 
credit for filming meetings between! land the double-agent. 

(Soviet Embassy 
he does give the FBI 

b6 
b7C 

On page 346. Anderson names three women as communist 
femme fatales 

Jn u 

Bufiles contain no pertinent data regarding the last two women; 
however, |_was arrested for spring for the Russians in 
Germany in 1955. The case—which was investigated by the Air Force--drew 

Kvas in contact 

b6 
b7C 

considerable publicity. It disclosed that 
with a U.S. Air Force Colonel (he received an "other than honorable" discharge 
but, according to the Air Force, there was no indication that he passed any 
information to her.) At the same time, she was also maintaining an intimate 
affair with a German national attached to an American installation in Germany, 

Anderson deals with thef 
case on page 348. He states that I 

espionage 
was rushed to trial and sentenced 
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He was quietly released in May, 1966, after serving 
did receive a 30-year 

to 30 years in jail* 
two years of his sentence.” [(Actually,_ 
sentence in 1961; however, the sentence subsequently was reduced to three... 
concurrent 10-year sentences, and he was released on parole in May, 1966,) 
Anderson states that| | paramour went from Poland ” straight to 
a boarding house (in West Germany) which was used by Red agents as a 
secret rendezvous.” (This is sheer fabrication. Arrangements for her stay 
in West Germany were made by a West German police officer who was a 
friend of| Anderson also falsely asserts that "Microphones planted 
ini “ bffice by two American counter spies helped produce enough 
information to put him under arrest”--whereas, the Bureau has no infor- 
mation to show. that microphones were used in this case, but we do know that 

arrest was based entirely on signed statements which he gave to 
the State Department and to FBI Agents/ 

b6 
b7C 

On page 349, Anderson describes the activities of two Soviets 
in collecting large volumes of literature at a convention in Los Angeles, as 
well as the purchase by other Soviets of handbooks concerning airfields. 
(This obviously is based upon data contained on pages 7 and 8 of the Director’s 

! ’’Expose of Soviet Espionage” which was printed in 1960.) 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
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_ Interwoven in AndersonTs detailed treatment of the |_| 
_case is material concerning the and the William Henry 
| Whalen espionage cases. Anderson charges that in the Whalen and| ~ 
cases--as in the_case—the Director ordered premature action 
in order to obtain favorable publicity at a time when he needed such publicity. 

|who attempted to have an electronic listening 
' device planted in the State Department, was declared persona non grata by 
the State Department on July 13, 1966. Anderson is fully aware of the fact 
that persona non grata action is taken by the State Department—not by the 

iDirector of the FBI. The arrest of William Whalen occurred on July 12, 
1966, following his indictment that day by a Federal Grand Jury. The Justice 
Department presented the case against Whalen to the Grand Jury. Obviously,, 
the Bureau had no responsibility for the timing of the persona non grata action 
against Whalen--nor the timing of the indictment which resulted in the arrest r 

I of Whalen.) j 
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On page 353, Anderson states that the then Attorney General 
Nicholas Katzenbach submitted a memorandum to the Supreme Court in 
July, 1966, "naming Hoover as the official who directly authorized the 
bugging (of Fred Black’s hotel suite), also acknowledging that the FBI had 
engaged in additional eavesdropping "in the interest of internal security or 
national safety. * In all cases, Hoover had approved the wiretaps under 

|loose authority from successive Attorneys General." (This is a grossly 
1 slanted and distorted account of information contained in the "Supplemental 

[ Memorandum for the United States" which Solicitor General Thurgood 
Marshall submitted to the Supreme Court on July 13, 1966, in connection 
with the Black case. The pertinent portion of that document reads, "Under 
Departmental practice in effect for a period of years prior to 1963, and 
continuing into 1965, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
was given authority to approve the installation of devices such as that in 
question for intelligence (and not evidentiary) purposes when required in 
the interest of internal security or national safety, including organized 

| crime, kidnappings and matters wherein human life might be at stake. 
' Acting on the basis of the aforementioned Departmental authorization, the 
Director approved installation of the device involved in the instant case.") 

Anderson next tells the reader that "Europe is crawling with 
spies." He dwells briefly on European-based espionage--then returns to 
spy activities in the United States. He briefly mentions the espionage 
activities of and 

]and it again appears that his source for this material is the Director's 
1960 "Expose of Soviet Espionage." Next, he cites the effort by Soviet 
Embassy to develop 
Nazi Party member, for intelligence purposes in 1959-60. 

American 

On page, 361, Anderson pays a compliment to FBI surveillance I techniques stating, "It is almost impossible to shake the FBI, which will use 
a squad of men and a fleet of automobiles to keep one man under surveillance." 
He quotes an anonymous (and obviously fictional) FBI agent as stating, "If 
only they (Russian diplomat-spies) would go directly to the appointments, it 
would save us all a lot of trouble." IAn incident involving one "M. I. (Baby Face) Krievashekov" 
is described on page 362. This appears to be pure fiction since neither 
"Krievashekov" nor the incident is identifiable in Bufiles. i 
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Next, Anderson deals with Red Chinese espionage--which he 
says "continues to thrive in Mexico." Page 363 contains information 
regarding_and the New China News Agency in Mexico closely paralleling 
that contained in an article captioned "Parade Uncovers a Chinese Spy Ring" 
by Anderson which appeared in "Parade" magazine in February, 1965. 

Anderson describes! I as "a master spy" and as a 
"lieutenant colonel in the Chinese Communist secret police." ((Although the 
Bureau has information indicating that_ 

, , I nothing specific is known about his rank or intelligence 
activities. J HSp 

b6 
b7C 

According to Anderson, whenj left Mexico bn orders 
of China, he was replaced by| I (The Bureau has no information 
regarding! | but we do know that after! I left Mexico, | 
_of the New China News Agency office there. According 
to our information, no person namedP was ever assigned to the 
New China News Agency in Mexico.) 

1942--whereas, Mexican authorities say he arrived there in January, 1941. 
Anderson claims that! "slipped into the U. S. in 1958, reportedly 
hid out at a Chinese restaurant in New York....After immigration agents 
picked him up for questioning in 1959, he returned to Mexico City to become 
caterer for a Chinese gambling house frequented by Communists and leftists.... 
The U. S. Narcotics Bureau has in its files a confidential report stating that 
he was getting heroin from Red China..My own sources said I I 
sent |to open a gambling dive in Mexicali, an ideal spot b6 
for trafficking in spies and drugs.” (FBI investigation has not disclosed any b7C 
travel by I I to New York at any time; however, he did obtain a four- 
year multiple-entry visa at the U.S. Consulate in Mexico in 1951 and possibly 
may have traveled between Mexico and the United Sates in 1951-55. With 
regard to| lalleged operation of a gambling place in Mexicali, our 
investigation not only does not substantiate this statement, but it shows that 
while in Mexicali, | | was employed in importing and selling Chinese 
communist goods and Chinese herbs.) 
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Anderson’s description of how would 
snare and blackmail American tourists and servicemen appears to be the 
product of an over-active imagination. He claims that|_Jwas "so 
successful in making American contacts that he brazenly traveled to Peking 
in 1964.. .by way of the U. S. He managed to get papers that let him slip 
past immigration controls and fly to the Far East from California. A 
passenger on 

b6 ' 
b7C 

the same plane reported that[ ^stopped in Honolulu.. 
_’’American contacts” actually consisted of an application for 
a visa which was issued to him in August, 1964, by the U.S. Consulate in 
Mexico—and subsequently cancelled in April, 1965. This visa was placed 
in his Chinese Nationalist passport, and thereafter he transited the United 
States en route to Hong Kong.) 

stopover The book continues that shortly after[ 
in Honolulu, "by a curious coincidence, an American airman was transferred 
from Hawaii back to the mainland. He immediately wrote a letter to.. .1 I 

I I giving his new location. Through confidential anti-communist contacts 
in Mexico’s Chinese community, who were reading and photographingj_ 
mail before he got it, I (Jack Anderson) got a copy of the strange letter... .1 
turned copies of the letter over/tne FBI and the Air Force." (This relates to 

| an American airman with a schizoid personality who 
ultimately was discharged for the convenience of the Government—not "for the 
good of the service" as Anderson claims. Bufiles reflect thatf 
was transferred from Hawaii in 1962 (not in 1964, as Anderson indicates) to 

In the mainland United States and was assigned to an Air Base in Illinois. 
September, 1964, while a patient at an Air Force Hospital in Texas, | 
wrote the letter to which Anderson refers. Bufiles also show that Anderson 
did, in fact, give us a copy of letter on December 14, 1964; 

1 land 
under the Delimitations Agreement, | hid been under — ^ 

-Reterra!/Consult 
DO 

On page 366, Anderson briefly discusses the Pro^7ic_ive 
Labor Movement. (Since its first National Convention in April, 1965, this 
organization has officially been known as the Progressive Labor Party.) 
While Anderson says it "reportedly has a membership of approximately 1,000* 
(a figure which has been claimed by the Progressive Labor Party itself,) our 
investigation indicates that it has a membership of less than 500. 

In dealing with the China Daily News, Anderson states that its 
former publisher, Eugene Moy, died in 1960—whereas, he actually died in 
December, 1958. 
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CHAPTER 17 "Torture and Treason?t(Pages 368 - 394) 

This chapter is devoted to American prisoners of war who 
have collaborated with their captors—and with Americans who have defected 
to the communist world. 

The first 16 pages of this chapter are devoted to U. S. Air 
Force officer|~ |who was shot down and captured in the Korean 
War. He signed a false confession admitting germ warfare against the North 
Koreans. Anderson’s detailed treatment off 1 is most sympathetic. 

(Bufiles reflect that in 1954 the Air Force advised that| ~lwas among a 
group of Air Force personnel who had been prisoners of war against whom 
prosecutive action was found not to be warranted.) | 

On pages 385-386 Anderson gives an account of the defection 
in May. 1963 (erroneously stated bv Anderson to be May, 1964) of U.S. Army 
Captain_was returned to U.S. military control by 
the Russians in Germany in May, 1964, and was sentenced to dismissal from 
service and seven years (reduced to four years) at hard labor. In August, 
1966, he was released on parole and as of October. 1966. was residing in 
Washington and attending Catholic University.)_ 

He then philosophizes, "But if the authorities don't understand 
Ithey are more worried about the 'psychos,' men like Lee Oswald, 

the misfit ex-Marine who decamped to Russia then returned to assassinate 
President Kennedy. How many more potential Oswalds are there: military 
defectors who one day will come home, men trained in the use of weapons and 
explosives, who for dark reasons none but they can understand, may be capable 
of murder?" 

b6 ' 
b7C 

Anderson briefly identifies a number of Americans who have 
defected to the communist-bloc, including persons such as I ~l kb 
(Bufile|~ | who defected to East Germany in 1952 and is still believed b7< 
to be living and working there; Joseph Dutkanicz (Bufile 105-18971), who 
defected to the Soviets in 1960 and reportedly died in Russia in 1963: and_ 

[(misspelled_by Anderson) (Bufilel 
who was a code clerk in the American Embassy in Moscow at the time of his 
defection in 1948. Only one of the American defectors named by Anderson is 
not identifiable. That individual, "Marvin Betty of Brunning, Nebraska, " is 
said by Anderson to have "skipped into East Germany to evade a murder charge." 
Since there are a number of typographical errors and other mistakes on the 
page proofs of Anderson’s book, it is highly probable that "Marvin Betty" is 
not the correct name of this individual. 
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Among the inaccuracies in this chapter is Anderson’s 
description of |_[as a defector who ”is eking out a poor living 
as a Leningrad factory worker. ” Bufilel reflects that[ 
remained in Russia from 1959 to 1962, when he returned to the United States. 
He now is living in Pennsylvania. 

b6 
b7C 

In connection with his treatment ofl_ 
(militantly anti-American Negro who is the inspirational figure behind the 
\ ---— - f 

Revolutionary Action Movement), Anderson observes thaq 
Cuba "just a jump ahead of the FBI.” Bufile 
is, in fact, a Bureau fugitive. He currently is in Red China. 

verifies tha 3 fled to 

CHAPTER 18 ’’The Radicals of the Right” (Pages 395 - 428) | 
i 

This chapter contains no reference to the FBI. j 
I 

On these pages, Anderson deals unfavorably with a number of 
right wing and extremist organizations ranging from the American Nazi Party \ 
of George Lincoln Rockwell to Robert Welch’s John Birch Society. He claims 
that Welch lias ”built a militant movement that is far more powerful than the | 
public is aware. ” In Alabama and Georgia, Anderson asserts, the John Birch ! 
Society had forged an alliance with the United Klans of America—and that while 
Welch has ’’sluffed off association with such armed crackpot commandoes as 
the Minutemen, California Rangers, and Soldiers of the Cross, ” nonetheless, 
’’these gun-packing groups are still led by men who are Birchers in every essential. 

Anderson continues, ’’The extremist guerrilla groups, dis¬ 
avowed by Welch, present an even more chilling specter. Thousands of 
fanatics, their minds twisted with hate, have been attracted to them. In their 
bigoted, tormented propaganda, President Kennedy’s martyrdom was cheered 
in 1963. Now their ravings are directed against President Johnson. This 
raises a disturbing question: Could another fanatic, lurking behind a window 
with a rifle, assassinate a future President? A former leader of the Minutemen, 

has told a Kansas City grand jury that at one meeting he 
had heard talk of assassinating Senator J. William Fulbright (of Arkansas). ” 

Anderson refers to the"$12.78 mail-order hifld’that Lee Harvey 
Oswald used in the Kennedy assassination and states that guns "have been sold 
at cut-rate prices to any criminal, crackpot or child who could fill out a mail¬ 
order form. ” 

On page 404, the book states, "The American Nazi Party has 
its own storm troopers in Chicago, 

b6 
b7C 

who was awarded the 
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party's Adolf Hitler medal for leaping out of an audience in Birmingham and 
pummeling Dr. Martin Luther King with his fists." 

(Bufile|_[reflects thatl 
American Nazi Party in January, 1964. [ 

1 resigned from the 

]did, in fact, assault Martin Luther King during a speech by King in 
Birmingham, Alabama, in September, 1962. He was fined $25 and received 

[a 30-day jail sentence. The fact remains, however, that for approximately v „ | | j ------- I -—    a*.  - 

the past two years|_|has not belonged to the American Nazi Party.) 

b6 
b7C 

Anderson warns of "a drive by extremists to infiltrate the 
police. John Rouselot, the John Birch Society's publicity director, boasts I that Birchers belong to all major city police forces. Though his claim no 
doubt is exaggerated, Birchers in police uniform s’'have been found"from New 
York to Los Angeles. Philadelphia's Mayor John Tate, who suspended 20 
Birch members from his city's force, warned: 'This is the way the Nazi 

\ party began, and this is the way the Communist party operated in the 1940*s. 

Discussing the role of the "right wing" in politics, the book states, 
"Some right-wing groups are still flourishing on funds collected for Barry 
Goldwater's presidential campaign. The Citizens Committee for Conservatives 
alone inherited $200,000 of unspent Goldwater contributions. Though Goldwater 
personally appealed to them to turn the money over to the Republican National 
Committee, they have used it instead to promote right-wing candidates and 
causes. " He also speaks critically of the political activities of Young Americans 
for Freedom and the Liberty Lobby—stating that the latter organization la s 
urged "right wingers" not to desert the Republican Party but to fight for control. 

Next he deals with "the inroads these fanatics have made on 
Capitol Hill... .With plenty of money to spend, they have attached themselves 
like limpets to powerful men in the Senate and the House. One nest of right I wingers gathers on Saturday afternoons, usually in the office of some Congress¬ 
man, for grim bull sessions." House Speaker John McCormack has attended 
these "Saturday right-wing bull sessions," according to Anderson. Others on 
Capitol Hill whom Anderson considers to be in harmony with right wing 
extremism include Congressmen Michael Feighan of Ohio, L. Mendel Rivers of 
South Carolina, Albert Watson of South Carolina, W. J. Dorn of South Carolina, 

I E. Y. Berry of South Dakota, John Ashbrook of Ohio, John Dowdy of Texas, 
i Durward Hall of Missouri, James Utt of California, Joe Waggonner, Jr., of 
\ Louisiana and John Bell Williams of Mississippi—as well as Senator Strom 
1] Thurmond of South Carolina. 
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He also has a low regard for radio commentator Richard 
Cotten and for former clergymen Carl Mclntire and Billy James Hargis, 
as well as for controversial writer Frank A. Capell. He observes that Capell 
was convicted of "an ugly smear" against Senator Thomas Kuchel of California 
(this involved an allegation in Capell*s book "Treason is the Reason" that 
Kuchel had been arrested for homosexual activities) and that Capell also 
produced a pamphlet accusing the communists of murdering actress Marilyn 
Monroe to cover up an alleged affair between Monroe and Robert F. Kennedy. 
(This refers to Capell's short book "The Strange Death of Marilyn Monroe. ") 
Anderson states that "Capell was put in touch with the Teamsters Union.. .by 
the office of Congressman Michael Feighan. But not even the Teamsters, 
who have no love for Bobby Kennedy, would help circulate Capell Ts bizarre 
pamphlet." 

The book states that the "far-right extremists" have an 
abundance of money—that "Not a few Texas oil tycoons, including billionaire 
H. L. Hunt, have wide-open check books for almost any organization that claims 
to be anti-communist. " He also writes, "Rare is the right-wing project that 
doesn't have its price tag. The first thing a fanatic learns, once he's hooked 
by one of the outfits, is that it costs to defeat the communists. There is 
literature to buy, paraphernalia to pay for, memberships to maintain. To 
hasten the impeachment of Chief Justice Earl Warren, for example, the John 
Birch Society sells a ’Warren Impeachment Packet" for $2.45. " 

Anderson describes J. Evetts Haley (author of "A Texan 
Looks at Lyndon") as a former member of the Liberty Lobby’s Board of Policy. 
He states that| la Texas rancher, assisted in the research for 
this defamatory book and that! I has contributed to the American Nazi 
Party and has entertained George Lincoln Rockwell. (Both Haley andj 
are well known to the Bureau. 
Nazi Party and been host to Rockwell, 
taining substantially the same information regarding! 
book was published in September, 1964.)[ 
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has, in fact, contributed to the American 
A newspaper column by Anderson con- 

las in Anderson's 

CHAPTER 19 "Nazis in America" (Pages 429 - 446) 

There is no reference to the FBI in this chapter. Actually, it 
should be entitled "Nazis in South America. ” 

Anderson claims that "the ghost of Adolf Hitler... still stalks- 
the back alleys and catwalks of South America"; and that while following "the 
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Nazi trailM through South America, he (Anderson) "met former SS men, 
Nazi functionaries, and Hitler toadies, most of them small fry. ” 

Among those whom Anderson identifies as actually or allegedly 
having fled to South America in the 1940’s are: 

Adolf Eichmann—Eichmann was, of course, located by Israeli 
agents in Argentina and was taken to Israel, where he was convicted of sadistic 
war crimes and executed in 1962. Anderson states that Catholic priests un¬ 
knowingly helped Eichmann to escape from Germany and that "Thousands of 
Nazis, big and small, passed through Catholic monasteries which offered 
them temporary haven in their flight to theGerman communities of Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, and otter South American countries. Some even disguised 
themselves in clerical garb.... To the monks who helped these Nazi fugitives 
escape, any man or woman knocking on their gate with a story of persecution 
deserved succor. Throughout the war they had hidden political and Jewish 
refugees fleeing from Hitler. Since it was impossible to check each individual, 
the guilty mingled with the innocent. That was how Eichmann... got through." 

Herbert Cukurs—Cukurs, a Latvian, was alleged to have been 
involved in the mass liquidation of Jews at Riga, Latvia. Anderson gives an 
account of how he located and interviewed Cukurs in Brazil and subsequently 
wrote a "Parade" magazine article concerning it. He then gives an account of 
how Cukurs was found shot to death in Uruguay in 1965. 

Dr. Josef Mengele—Mengele, identified as doctor of the infamous 
Auschwitz concentration camp, was reported to be living in Argentina in 1960. 
(105-88306) Bufile 65-55639 contains a news story dated October 28, 1966, and 
datelined at Asuncion, Paraguay, speculating that Mengele may "have found 
sanctuary" in Paraguay. The October, 1966, article states, "It is virtually 
certain that, if he (Mengele) is not here now, Mengele did spend some years 
in Paraguay after his departure from Argentina. It appears that he lived quite 
openly in this capital city for a while. Then, when Israeli agents got on his 
trail, he apparently acquired Paraguayan nationality under an assumed name 
and disappeared into the interior.... In the last three our four years, there have 
been few reliable reports on Mengele." 

Martin Bormann—Anderson states, "Most fascinating of all are 
reports that Martin Bormann, Hitler’s private secretary and heir apparent, 
is still alive in South America. " Bufile 65-55639 reflects that since his 
disappearance in the closing days of World War II, numerous reports have 
been received that Bormann is alive in various parts of the world. The pre¬ 
viously cited news article datelined in Asuncion, Paraguay, in October, 1966, 
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speculates that Bormann may "have found sanctuary" in Paraguay. The article 
notes, "Some say he died in Berlin, but his body never has been found.... 
One story has it that Bormann did reach Paraguay several years ago but has 
since died of cancer... The truth is nobody seems to know where Bormann is, 
or if he is dead or alive, not even his son...." 

Anderson mentions a number of other Nazi or Fascist ' 
characters known or suspected to be in South America—much of his infor¬ 
mation apparently having come from material previously published about 
these individuals. Anderson repeatedly impresses upon the reader, however, 
the fact that he personally made a trip to South America in search of Nazis. 
He concludes the chapter with the observation that the “Nazis in South America 
have their own network and their own curious code of honor.... They have 
hideouts in the jungle and on the pampas. Perhaps the only consolation to the 
world that suffered their crimes is that they will live out their lives in fear." 

CHAPTER 20 "The Politics of Crime" (Pages 447 - 479) 

In this chapter, Anderson deals with organized crime. The i I chapter contains remarkably few references to the FBI and generally minimizes 
I the Bureau’s role in the war against organized crime by largely ignoring it. 
| Much of this chapter appears to be based upon material furnished to Anderson 

by the Federal Narcotics Bureau of the Treasury Department, and Anderson 
compliments the Narcotics Bureau for its "victories against the Cosa Nostra." 

Anderson begins this chapter by stating he personally knows 
(but will not name) "three men-about-Washington who pull political strings 
for gamblers and gangsters... They deal largely in cash.... They seem to have 
an equally unlimited supply of wine and women. They lave also opened the 
glittering doors of Las Vegas for those few members of Congress who will allow 
themselves to be lured to the gaming tables. It has been said that a Congress¬ 
man, no matter how reckless, can’t lose at the Las Vegas games. " 

Anderson notes that the threat of deportation causes a great 
deal of concern among foreign-born racketeers; and he names Congressman 
Mike Kirwan of Ohio as having introduced a private bill to "save Frank Cammarata 
from exile"; Congressman James Morrison of Louisiana as having introduced 
a private bill to stop the deportation of mobster Silvestro Carollo; Senator 
Olin Johnston of South Carolina (deceased) as having introduced a private bill 
on behalf of Nicolo Impastato; and Congressman George O’Brien of Michigan as 
i._ . ♦ i_.l_1_1 „ L!ll 1_.... _I 4-V. having introduced a bill "to keep racketeer in this country. 
(Of the above Federal legislators, only Kirwan will be a member of the 90th 

ICongress which convenes in 1967.) 
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Anderson identifies as a ,rbig-time racketeer, a 
four-time loser, a key figure in the organized underworld (who) was sent to 
Washington by a crime syndicate anxious to protect its interests and to keep b6 

b7C the federal heat down. " He gives | | correct FBI number and 
states that| |"has managed to keep on surprisingly intimate terms with law 
makers who have attended his parties, drunk his liquor, and lounged in his 

(plush suite." He states| [now is retired and has been replaced by other "fixers." 

According to Anderson, | |"loaned his phone freely" to 
Members of Congress. "Congressman Chester Gorski (of New York) charged be 
most of his long-distance calls to_bill. An attractive secretary to b7c 
Representative Phil Welch (of Missouri) borrowed money from I land also 
charged long-distance calls tol I bill...." (Bufiles reflect that [has 
been the target of previous critical writings of Anderson and Drew Pearson. 
Much of the data concerning! I in this chapter has been taken from an article 
by Anderson and Fred Blumenthal captioned "The Underworld’s Washington 
Lobbyist** which appeared in the August 8, 1954, issue of "Parade" magazine.) 

Anderson names [ as a Washington attorney who 
has tandled a number of deportation cases involving hoodlums; and he states 
that a West Virginia gambling figure was referred to| |by "the late 
Pennsylvania Attorney General Charles Margiotti, who, himself, had been a 
front man for the mob." (Bufiles reflect that| |was a 
member of the Board of Immigration Appeals in 1946 when a memorandum very 
critical of the Attorney General in connection with immigration matters was 
furnished to Drew Pearson. The memorandum was said to have been written 
by someone on the Board of Immigration Appeals, and the Attorney General 
felt that perhaps[ jwas responsible. Margiotti was, in fact, Attorney 
General of Pennsylvania in the 1930’s and a well-known criminal attorney.) 

On page 451, there is a reproduction of one page of a ’Cabinet 
Report for the President" from the Attorney General dated September 13, 1965, 
on the subject of "Campaign Against Organized Crime. " Anderson comments, 
"Often reports of this type seem to be more designed to impress the public 
than to inform the President. ” 

In dealing with deported hoodlums Frank Cammarata (Bufile 192-4136), Anderson states that Cammarata went to Cuba where he "soon fell 
into the clutches of dictator Fidel Castro who had him arrested for possessing 
cocaine.... FBI files give a fascinating account of how the bearded Cuban dictator 
tried to take over Cammarata’s operation." (The same information regarding 
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« Cammarata appeared in the Anderson-Pearson column on August 7, 1963. At 
I the time, it was noted that we had disseminated information to Secret Service 

and the Narcotics Bureau in 1962 relating to Cammarata’s arrest for narcotics 
f activity in Cuba. Since it appeared that the Narcotics Bureau might have 

leaked this information to Anderson, the Liaison Section discussed the matter 
in detail with the Acting Commissioner of the Narcotics Bureau. He stated 
that Anderson did not obtain the information from either Narcotics Bureau Com¬ 
missioner Giordano or himself—but the possibility existed that Anderson might 
have obtained the information when Harry Anslinger was Commissioner.) (63-4437) 

Anderson charges that "Of all the gangland-Washington links 
the most startling is the strange friendship that ex-Senator Barry Goldwater 
formed with some of the underworld's most unsavory characters. " He states I that Goldwater has been "close to at least two notorious mobsters, Willie Bioff 
and Gus Greenbaum"—both of whom are dead. He further states that Goldwater’s 
brother, Robert Goldwater (president of Goldwater’s Department Store) made I a deal with gangster Moe Dalitz to open an apparel shop in Las Vegas’ Desert 
Inn—"The Las Vegas shop, like the family store in Phoenix, was to bear the 
Goldwater name until the Senator got caught up in presidential politics. Then 
the name was hastily changed to the D.I. Distinctive Apparel Shop. ’’ 

(Bufiles indicate that Barry Goldwater did associate to some 
degree in the early 1950's with Willie Bioff, a labor racketeer who was killed 
in 1955, Goldwater reportedly had been trying to develop Bioff as an informant 
on labor matters. The book entitled "The Green Felt Jungle, ’’ published in 
1963, describes Goldwater as an associate of both Bioff and Gus Greenbaum, 

hoodlum-controlled gambling casino operator in Las Vegas. Greenbaum was 
killed at Phoenix in 1958. A review of Bufiles concerning Robert Goldwater 

I reflects the probability that he does, in fact, know Moe Dalitz of the Desert Inn 
I Hotel since Robert Goldwater's name and Dalitz’s name were reported this year 

|1 to be on the membership list of the La Costa Country Club near Carlsbad, 
11 California, and they were among some 20 men who participated in a golf, 
touting together in California in 1962.) 

On page 458, Anderson describes Senator John McClellan of 
I Arkansas as "the Senate's No. 1 crime crusader." Then he states, "It may 

be worth recording... that he has overlooked one sin center in his own home 
state. Gambling and vice flourish in Hot Springs, Arkansas, without the slightest 
interference from McClellan’s investigators." 

Next, Anderson devotes several pages to Joseph Valachi and Valachi’ 
appearance before Senator McClellan’s Committee. He quotes from the manuscript 
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a which Valachi wrote concerning his life of crime and his involvement in La 
Cosa Nostra; and he (Anderson) observes, "I have managed to obtain a copy 
of the controversial (Valachi) manuscript from my own confidential sources. 
Since the Federal Bureau of Investigation has been trying to find out how I 
managed to smuggle the manuscript out of the Justice Department, I won't 
elaborate on this aspect of the story.,f 

(In Chapter 3, Anderson also relates that the FBI tried to find 
I out how he obtained Valachi's unpublished manuscript. Bufiles reflect that we 

did make inquiry concerning this in the Spring of 1966. Our inquiries indicated 
that the Valachi data in Anderson’s possession had been duplicated from a 

I manuscript written by Valachi and that it was not a Government document. 
Anderson implied at the time that he received it from a highly placed source 
in the Justice Department.) 

On page 469, there appears a reproduction of what purports to 
I be a Federal Narcotics Bureau "rogues gallery" card on Joe Valachi; and on 

page 473, there appears a similar card concerning Vito Genovese. Anderson 
states that if there is a moral to Valachi's story, it is that the underworld is 
real and not just a figment of crime writers—that "no crime is too vicious for 
the lords of the Cosa Nostra." 

According to Anderson, Chicago has "a Murder Council of 
If our leading mobsters who are responsible for pronouncing death sentences. 

They have a staff of 13 executioners,all well known to the Chicago police. " 
He also claims that when a man is marked for death by La Cosa Nostra, a 
gift of white roses or a message mentioning white roses is sent to the intended 
victim as a warning of his fate. 

(Anderson slates that "federal racket-busters have kept the top 
gangsters under such close surveillance that they haven't been able to hold 
any more Apalachin-style meetings.... The Justice Department's organized 
crime section, a top flight unit of crackerjack agents, has been putting together 
the story of muscle and murder from the reports of 24 federal law enforcement 

1 agencies... .Most of the victories against the Cosa Nostra must be credited to 
the Treasury's Narcotics Bureau. It was the first law enforcement agency to 

- infiltrate the underworld's most closely guarded citadel. The bureau moved 
Iinto the Cosa Nostra 20 years ago... .Significantly, although only two of every 

government agents are N-men (Narcotics Bureau agents), they are responsible 
for 15 of every 100 convictions." 

Anderson also claims that the Narcotics Bureau has disclosed 
that imprisoned Mafia leaders marked five agents to be murdered, but "Mafia 
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leaders on the outside feared the scheme was too dangerous. ’You kill five 
federal agents, and they won’t be above framing all of us, ’ was the reaction 
of one racket boss, as quoted by an informer. (Vito) Genovese reportedly 
decided it would be enough to bump off one key agent. The last word was that 
the murder ’contract* had been issued. ” 

CHAPTER 21 ’Washington Without Whitewash” (Pages 480 - 486) 

This is the final chapter. It contains no reference to the FBI 
and consists of an essay which describes a typical day in Washington, D. C. 

On page 482-483, Anderson mentions that Supreme Court 
Justice William O. Douglas was stricken from the Washington social register 
"when, at age 67, he married his fourth wife and second 23-year-old. ” In 
this chapter, he also presents a very unfavorable picture of the crime problem 
in Washington. 

PREFACE (Pages iii - vi) 

The four-page Preface to Anderson’s book was included in the 
last group of page proofs received from our source at Public Affairs Press. 
These pages contain a few personal comments by Anderson which give an 
insight into his character. He writes with apparent pride, for example, ”1 

[have been booed, sued, accused, assaulted, denounced, blackballed and 
investigated. I have been hauled before Congress, hounded by the FBI, bawled 
out by Presidents, threatened by gangsters. The Minutemen have issued an 
order for my execution. 

"The first time I met Senator Kenneth McKellar (of Tennessee) 
he greeted me with a flurry of flying fists... .tfot long ago, I received a letter 
addressed to ’Jack Anderson, liar, louse, ring-tailed rat and yellow-bellied 
skunk. ’’ Despite the fact that no street or city appeared in the address on the 
envelope, Anderson says the Post Office Department delivered this letter 

| "unerringly to my door. ” 

Regarding his sources of information, Anderson says, "The 
| best stuff has come from Presidents, Cabinet officers, members of Congress, 
I Generals and Admirals.... The first tip that started me on the trail of Senator 
I Thomas J. Dodd came from a former Congressman. An Internal Revenue 
lagent, who had been investigating the tax write-off on President Eisenhower's 
Ifarm and had been sworn to secrecy, told me how three oil millionaires were 
^paying Ike’s farm bills." 



November 28, 1966 

BY LIAISON 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

ZiATE 07-03-2007 ET 60324 auc taw/r5/Is? 

Honorable Marvin Watson 
Special Assistant to the President 
The White House 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Mr. ¥/atsom 

As of possible interest to the President, you are 
advised we have obtained from a highly confidential source the 
galley proofs of a new book entitled "Washington Expose" written 
bv Jack<Ahder3on. Drew Pearson’s assistant. In brief, this book 
is a warmed-over version of prior columns by Pearson and 
Anderson and contains very little new information. 

The President is mentioned on a number of occasions { 
in the book, and most of these references are in a critical vein. 
For example, reference is made on page 6 to the alleged vanity of 
the President ("Lyndon Johnson not only preens and poses; he also 
wants to operate the cameras"). On page 17 Mr. Johnson is described 
as "a master of the subtle art of flattery and an expert in the use of -e 
calculated leak.... But when flattery fails, he is fully capable of § ^ 
brow-beating recalcitrant newsmen." ^ 
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Page 49 of the book refers to the $1,000 check 
reportedly paid for advertising on a television station ^ 

owned by the President’s family,, Chapter 6 of the book entitled^ 
"Inside the White House" (pages #9-181) contains material describing- 
the President as a "tough taskmaster" and as being unable to take 
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ridicule. The[ ]case is mentioned[ while 
on page 188 it is alleged that when a Congressman, president Johnson 
helped settle a criminal tax case against Brown and. Root, .a'construction 
firm. 
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Honorable Marvin Watson 

In several places in the book it is alleged that the 
President is sensitive to criticism concerning Vietnam. 

A copy of this communication has not been sent 
to the Acting Attorney General. 

Sincerely yours, 
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Washington newspaper columnist Jack Anderson has written 

a book entitled "Washington Expose” which is being published by the Public 
Affairs Press. 

Anderson’s book will be reviewed by the Crime Research 
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First 256 pages.of Jack%nderson-s forthcoming book, 

'Washington Expose," have been reviewed. Book is devoted to same type 
of gossip that characterizes Anderson and Drew Pearson columns. In 
fact, some of material is recognizable as having appeared in Pearson- 
Ander sonacolumns. 

Book contains several references to Bureau and Director, as 
well as to President Johnson, Senator Thomas Dodd, Dwight Eisenhower, 
Bobby Baker and others whose names have appeared prominently in the 
news. Anderson’s extensive treatment of the FBI in connection with charges 
against Senator Dodd (Chapter HI) contains numerous distortions and 
falsehoods. 

Chapter 1 cites the need for muck-raking such as Pearson and 
Anderson specialize in. Chapter 2 cites Government efforts to cover-up 
and control publicity. Chapter 3 deals largely with Dodd case. Chapter 4 
contains gossip about Congress. Chapter 5 deals with Congressional high- 
living at public expense. Chapter 6 gives Anderson’s impressions of 
President Johnson. Chapter 7 is primarily a sympathetic treatment of the 
four most recent First Ladies. Chapter 8 evolves around "status symbols" 
in Washington Government circles and Congressional seniority. Chapters 
9 and 10 deal with lobbyists, influence peddlers and the like. Chapters 11/ 
and 12 relate to Government investigative tactics-. . , . v-v7 j 
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DETAILS 

The first 256 pages of Jack Anderson's forthcoming book, 
"Washington Expose, " are devoted to the same type of gossip and garbage 
which characterize most of the newspaper columns that Anderson and Drew 
Pearson write. Much of the material in the book, in fact, is recognizable 
as having previously been used in Pearson-Anderson columns,including data 
highly critical of Senator Thomas Dodd of Connecticut. Anderson's approach 
is largely one of inviting the reader to join him in peeking through a keyhole 
at the private and/or official lives and activities of both prominent officials 
and Government agencies. Most of Anderson's sources are anonymous; 
and in many instances, he uses fictitious names in the book. No person or 
institution—from President Johnson and the White House through Washington 
influence peddlers and lobbying interests—is immune from his muck-raking 
typewriter. 

There are several references to the Bureau and the Director 
4 in Anderson's book, particularly in his treatment of Senator Thomas Dodd. 
These references, together with other data felt to be of interest, are dealt 
with below: (For convenience, many of the more important names are under- 

/lined in the succeeding pages of this memorandum.) 

CHAPTER 1 "Behind the Headlines" (Pages 1-8) 

In this chapter, there is no reference to the FBI. 

Anderson explains the need for muck-raking such as he and 
Drew Pearson engage in. On page 2, he asserts, "Too few papers dare to 
print exposes before they are safely recorded in privileged documents or, 
for that matter, bother to probe behind the daily press hand-outs. " 

Former President Eisenhower, he claims, "accepted more 
presents than any other President in history.... But the same newspapers 
which had headlined Truman's deep freeze, found nothing newsworthy in Ike's 
fabulous gifts. " (In Chapter IQ he goes into great detail regarding gifts and 
favors accorded Eisenhower by wealthy oilmen.) Anderson also refers to 
Lyndon Johnson's accepting "a stereo set from his Senate aide (Bobby Baker). 

He further states (page 6), "All Presidents have sought to 
present the best possible face to the public. Lyndon Johnson not only preens 
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and poses; he also wants to operate the cameras. He keeps the curtain closed 
on what his Administration is doing until all the facts are in and the final 
decisions are reached. Only then is he inclined to inform the public." 

The chapter concludes, "There is a subtle menace in too 
much conformity, in the government's Uncle-knows-best attitude. The 
democratic machinery should never run so smoothly and silently that the 
rumble of opposition becomes muffled. Let there be a few cogs that grate 
against the massive wheels of Big Government, Big Business, and Big Labor. " 

CHAPTER 2 "Government Cover-up" (Pages 9 -24) 

In this chapter, Anderson asserts that Government spokes¬ 
men have been caught in lies and deceptions to such an extent that "world 
confidence in Uncle Sam has been severely shaken. " He quotes an aviation 
writer as stating that the Defense Department's credibility is so low that 
"most Pentagon reporters really don't believe a story until it has been 
officially denied." 

He takes repeated cracks at Arthur Sylvester (Assistant Secre¬ 
tary of Defense for Public Affairs) and quotes him as telling correspondents, 
"Look, if you think any American official is going to tell you the truth, then 
you're stupid. Did you hear that, stupid!" 

He charges "American policymakers” with increasingly engaging 
"in the disturbing practice of concocting 'cover stories' as official lies are 
delicately called, to keep the communists guessing about our moves. " Specifi¬ 
cally cited are the U-2 incident in Russia in 1960; Adlai Stevenson's ’lie" to 
the United Nations about the Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961; and State Department 
spokesman Robert McCloskey's denial of the claim by Prime Minister Lee 
Kuan Yew of Singapore that "a CIA agent had offered him a $3.4 million bribe. " 

Anderson continues that in the 1965 Dominican Republic uprising, 
"a whole series of conflicting stories were put out" and that "official obfuscation 
appears to be the policy in Vietnam." Regarding the latter claim, he charges, 
"At the same time that President Johnson has appealed to the people to support 
his Vietnam policies, his Administration has not been frank about what's going 
on." He cites a 1964 White House denial of a report that United Nations Secre¬ 
tary General U Thant had forwarded a peace feeler from North Vietnam, as 
well as a subsequent statement by President Johnson that "there has not been 
the slightest indication that the other side (North Vietnam) is interested in 
negotiation" —whereas, "Three months later, there was official acknowledg¬ 
ment that the United States had rejected three negotiation bids from North Vietnam, 
including one relayed by U Thant in August, 1964. " 
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On page 17, he describes President Johnson as "a master 
of the subtle art of flattery and an expert in the use of calculated leak.... 
But when flattery fails, he is fully capable of brow-beating recalcitrant news¬ 
men. He has brought all the pressures of the presidency to bear on them. 
More than once, he has ordered investigations of correspondents whose 
writings displeased him. '* 

Anderson then states, ’’Increasingly, the government has 
turned the tables on reporters who have dug too deeply into its activities. 
The Defense Department has even called in the FBI to investigate such 
distinguished writers as columnist Joseph Alsop, the New York Times’ 
Hanson Baldwin, Newsweek's Lloyd Norman and the Washington Star's 
Richard Fryklund. ” 

i 

(Bufiles reflect that we have, in fact, conducted inquiries 
and/or investigations with respect to the publication of classified information 
by the above four newsmen.) 

On page 18, Anderson further asserts, ”1 have had govern¬ 
ment bloodhounds sniffing my own trail many times... .a friend inside the 
FBI showed me an investigative file that the FBI had started on me. I copied 
down enough details to prove I had seen it, then called upon the FBI for an 
explanation. J. Edgar Hoover confessed privately that the White House had 
ordered the investigation. ” 

(Concerning the above assertion that the FBI investigated 
him at the request of the White House, it is believed that deliberately or 
otherwise Anderson has given a confused account of an incident which occurred 
in 1950. In March, 1950, Anderson called on the then Assistant Director S. J. 
Tracy. He told Mr. Tracy that John Maragon (an associate of influential 
Washington personages who had been an Agent of the Bureau of Investigation 
in 1923) had told him that the FBI was investigating him (Anderson). Anderson 
said he had checked and confirmed that the FBI was investigating him and that 
two questions were being asked—(1) Is there any evidence that Anderson tried 
to evade the draft? and (2) Is there any evidence that Anderson passed out any 
unauthorized information while in the Army? Anderson said the questions 
were in writing and that he had written proof. 

(Anderson continued that he always had had the utmost confi¬ 
dence in the FBI, and the only thing he could think of that might have caused 
any inquiries would be his recent membership in the White House Correspondents' 
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Association although he had not made application for a White House pass; 
but. even if an investigation was being made on request of the Secret Service, 
he still felt the questions asked were most unusual.) 

(Bureau files were checked at the time (1950), and it was 
determined that John Maragon had furnished information to the Bureau in 
January, 1950, indicating that Anderson had attempted to evade the draft and 
had conveyed classified information to Drew Pearson. A check was made 
with the Department of the Army following receipt of the information concerning 
Anderson from Maragon. It disclosed that he had served in the Army in 1945-46 
and had been honorably discharged. It reflected no information indicating 
he was a draft dodger or that he had caused classified data to be passed with¬ 
out authority.) 

(Mr. Tracy telephoned Anderson on March 21, 1950, and told 
him that the Bureau had not investigated him but that a discreet check had 
been made at the Department of the Army following receipt of the information 
from Maragon.) (62-22718-121) 

CHAPTER 3 "The Great Protection Racket" (Page 25 - 54) 

In this chapter, Anderson deals at length with his and Drew 
|Pearson's "expose" of Senator Thomas Dodd and paints a highly inaccurate 
and unfavorable picture of the role played by the FBI in the Dodd case. 

The chapter begins with the observation that Congress has a 
deeply protective attitude toward scandals and improprieties involving its own 
members. He states that the Anderson-Pear son columns published early this 
year "exposing” Senator Dodd (the columns charged Dodd with using campaign 
contributions for personal purposes, misusing his influence as a Senator for 
the benefit of certain individuals, and the like) forced the Senate's Select 
Committee on Standards and Conduct to hold a meeting—following which the 
Chairman announced that the Committee had nothing to investigate because no 
one had filed any complaints. Anderson states that his reactiontoMs announce¬ 
ment was to write the committee a letter which "spelled out Dodd's offenses" 
and offered to turn over'Tull documentation of all these charges and to suggest 
witnesses...." 

Anderson then philosophizes, "It is no light matter to investi¬ 
gate the transgressions of a Senator--particularly if he happens to be a member 
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of The Establishment with friends in high places, more so if these friends 
happen to include the President of the United States and the legendary director 
of the FBI, This was impressed upon Drew Pearson and myself soon after 
we began writing about Senator Dodd. ♦.. We the investigators found ourselves 
being investigated. Out of J. Edgar Hoover’s establishment swarmed a posse 
of FBI agents, pencils at the ready, seeking out our news sources." 

Anderson states that he had "developed evidence of apparent 
federal violations" by Dodd which he handed over to the FBI; that he made 
available for photographing by the FBI copies of Dodd’s private papers which 
had been obtained from former employees of Dodd; that "when these people 
began to receive visits from the FBI, we innocently assumed the agents 
wanted to verify the charges against Senator Dodd. But astonishingly, they 
didn’t ask a single witness a single question about the Senator. Instead they 
examined our informants about their part in securing the documents, thus 
giving the impression that the government intended to protect Dodd and prose¬ 
cute his detractors." 

Anderson then asks, "Should a high official, whose conduct 
is questioned, be permitted to use federal police to intimidate the witnesses 
against him ? Should FBI agents be allowed to investigate newsmen for no 
crime at all unless it has become a crime to accuse a Senator of improprieties ? 
An answer has been given to at least one question. Whose idea was it to go 
after Dodd’s accusers and make a federal case of a minor misdemeanor ? 
The FBI said the order came from Nicholas Katzenbach, then Attorney General." 

(Beginning in February, 1966, the Bureau did conduct 
investigation stemming from the Pearson-cctimn charges against Senator Dodd. 
This investigation was limited to matters specifically requested by the Depart¬ 
ment of Justice, jit included interviewing Anderson and obtaining copies of 
documents in his possession; investigating the possible theft of material from 
Dodd’s office; and conducting specific investigation concerning certain of 
the allegations against DoddJ This investigation—the same as any other--was 
handled in a thorough, prompt, efficient manner without threat, intimidation 
or favoritism toward anyone.) (58-6157) 

Elsewhere in this chapter, Anderson briefly relates Dodd's 
short term (1933-34) as an FBI Agent and states that "the FBI is still his 
first love... .If anyone said an unkind word about J. Edgar Hoover, the 
Senator was usually the first on his feet to defend his old chief... In return 
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for Dodd's devotion to the FBI, the FBI has always been willing to do a 
little extra-curricular investigating on his behalf« Once the Senator wa.nted 
to check on the after-hours movements of his I 

] For two weeks, agents trailed_then submitted a report 
typed on plain white paper. This was merely one of many unmarked reports 
that Dodd received from the FBI." 

b6 
b7C 

(The allegation that the FBI conducted surveillances or 
instituted investigations as a personal favor to Dodd is, of course, without 
substantiation.) 

Anderson continues his imaginative diatribe concerning the 
Dodd "expose” by stating that "informants in the Justice Department told 
us that our telephones were being tapped. The Attorney General invited us 
to his office and politely warned that we might be prosecuted. A cabinet 
officer even sent friendly word that indictments had been drawn against us 
in connection with the theft of the Dodd papers. ” 

(Pearson and Anderson asserted in their column on April 1, 
1966, that they were called into the Department and were told that they were 
under investigation. In a statement issued the same day (April 1) the 
Department denied this—stating they had come to the Department to secure 
answers to questions posed by Anderson during a telephone call and they were 
told that neither of them was under investigation.) (58-6157-71) 

Anderson comments most favorably concerning the members 
of Dodd's staff who furnished him data concerning the Senator, Then he 
complains, "FBI agents were calling upon our informants and warning them 
that anything they said might be used in evidence against them. Some were 
questioned politely, others grilled relentlessly. Some of the questioning 
actually took place in Dodd's Senate office, thus giving witnesses the impression 
that the FBI was working for Dodd. One of the Senator's employees, | | 

~1 seven months pregnant, was cross-examined for more than two 
hours in an anteroom just off the Senator's private office. Typical of the FBI's k7C 
terse and tough attitude was the way agent | |handled| | 
’We can't have people breaking into a Senator’s office and taking his files, ’ 
he began sharply.... Clearly, the FBI was pulling out all the stops to help 
the embattled Dodd.” 

(At the outset of the interviews, Dodd’s staff members-- 
current and former—were quite properly advised that they did not have to make 
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any statement and that any statement could be used against them in court, 
was, in fact, pregnant when interviewed on March 31, 1966. 

Anderson complains of a two-hour interview with her but neglects to point 
out that she was giving a five-page signed statement during that time. 
Furthermore, SAI ~bf the Washington Field Office has cate¬ 
gorically denied telling |_|that "We can’t have people 
breaking into a Senator’s office and taking his files.") 

b6 
b7C 

The book continues., "... J, Edgar Hoover is reluctant to 
investigate either Senators or newspapermen. Anxious as he was to do Dodd 
a favor, it is most unlikely that he would investigate our news sources without 
pressure from the very top. Officially, the FBI notified us that the investiga¬ 
tion had been ordered by Attorney General Katzenbach," Anderson coyly 
implies, however, that the investigation actually was approved by President 
Johnson—"It is worth recording that Hoover has his own private phone link 
Iwith the President. When Lyndon Johnson was in Congress, Hoover lived 
across the street from him. Now Hoover remains in office past the retirement 
age by special dispensation of LBJ. Obviously the FBI would do nothing to 
displease the President nor act in delicate areas without his consent. From 
sources inside the White House, we have learned that the President personally 
received the FBI reports on the Dodd case for his bedtime reading. It is safe 
to assume he did what he could—within reason—to protect his old Senate 
comrade, Tom Dodd," 

(We disseminated copies of our investigative reports in the 
Dodd case to the Justice Department but not to the White House. If the 
President obtained copies of the reports, they did not come from us.) 

Anderson also paints a black picture of former SA James J, 
Lynch, whom Dodd hired "to look for dirt" which Dodd could use against Pearson, 
Jack Anderson or the persons who had furnished anti-Dodd material. He 
states that Lynch gave the impression to a female employee of Dodd that he 
was a federal agent, and "When she challenged him, he admitted he was a 
former FBI man. ” 

(Lynch was a Special Agent from July, 1949, to February, 
1954. Following Lynch’s employment by Senator Dodd to inquire into the 
theft of records from Dodd’s office. Jack Anderson called the Department to 
complain that Lynch had represented himself as an FBI Agent. All persons 
interviewed following receipt of Anderson’s complaint stated that Lynch did 
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not represent himself to be an FBI Agent. The Assistant United States 
Attorney declined prosecution of Lynch since there appeared to be no basis 
for a charge of Impersonation.) 

Anderson, who has admitted to the Bureau that he feels former 
Assistant to the Director L. B. Nichols and Lewis Rosenstiel (of Schenley 
Industries) vehemently dislike him, further attempts to cast a shadow of 
conspiracy around Lynch by stating that Lynch once did some work for 
Rosenstiel; that Dodd has been Rosenstiel’s attorney; that L.B. Nichols is 
now an official of Schenley; and that Dodd and an FBI official once flew in 
a Schenley plane to a speaking engagement. 

Anderson also notes that during the Dodd investigation, the 
FBI tried to find out "how I obtained the unpublished manuscript written 
in his cell by Cosa Nostra informer Joe Valachi. " (We did make such 
inquiries early in the Spring of 1966. They indicated that the Valachi data 
in Anderson’s possession had been duplicated from a manuscript written 
by Valachi and was not a Government document. Anderson implied that he 
had received it from a highly placed source in the Justice Department.) 

In concluding his treatment of the Dodd case on page 44, 
Anderson states, "Like the FBI, the Senate Ethics Committee at first seemed 
to be more interested in protecting than probing Dodd... .Only the deepening 
public outrage persuaded the Committee, and eventually the FBI, to concen¬ 
trate on Dodd rather than his detractors." 

Anderson then recalls an occasion, apparently in 1963, when 
he offered to testify before the House Administration Committee regarding 
misuse of funds, payroll padding and influence selling by Congressmen. 
Anderson claims he showed up with a 14-page statement containing "all the 
names and details" needed to document several cases of Congressional mis¬ 
conduct, but he was not permitted to testify—"There was one name in my 
statement that later made headlines: Bobby Baker." He then goes into some 
detail regarding the connection between Baker, Congressman John McMillan 
of South Carolina, Philadelphia construction man] | and others. 

Page 49 of the book reproduces a $1,000 check signed by 
insurance man 

b6 
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Jin payment for advertising on a television station 
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owned by the Lyndon Johnson family. Also reproduced is an invoice showing 
a purchase from the Magnavox Company by 
sent to the then Senator Lyndon Johnson. 

of an item to be 
b6 
b7C 

CHAPTER 4 "Seniority, Senility, and Success" (Page 55 - 79) 

This is a chapter of gossip concerning Congressmen. It 
contains no reference to the FBI. 

Among those dealt with on these pages is Congressman L. 
Mendel Rivers of South Carolina—who Anderson states "is best known in 
Washington circles for his alcoholic escapades." He calls Rivers "the 
House drunk." 

Senator Carl Hayden of Arizona is "kindly" and "beloved" 
but too old. Congressman Adam Clayton Powell is dragged over the coals for 
"global gallivanting" and otherwise taking advantage of the taxpayers. Senator 
Mike Mansfield impresses Anderson as a selfless public servant who is 

"guided only by conscience and duty." Others for whom Anderson has high 
regard are Senators Spessard Holland of Florida and Thomas Kuchel of 
California and Congressmen Carl Perkins of Kentucky, Edith Green of 
Oregon, Clifford Case of New Jersey and Charles Bennett of Florida. 

He laments the high cost of political campaigns and states, 
"The vested interests would like to own Congress; while it is true that they 
have succeeded in buying some legislators, most Congressmen are not for sale." 

CHAPTER 5 "Living It Up At Public Expense" (Page 80 - 97) j 

This chapter contains no reference to the FBI. It is mis- ; 
numbered as Chapter 6, : 

On these pages, Anderson unloads his venom upon members : 
of the House and Senate who live high off the taxpayers’ money. He describes i 

Senator Allen Ellender as an inveterate world traveler at public expense and 
an overly talkative bore. Adam Clayton Powell again is criticized as in 
Chapter 4 and is referred to as "the Harlem globetrotter." i 

Anderson also states (page 94), "Buried in the small print of | 
the federal budget are also a number of confidential funds controlled by com- i 
mittee chairmen. Insiders tell me, for example, that Congressman John Rooney S 
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(of New York), chairman of House Appropriations subcommittee, makes use 
of this money to take at least one unadvertised trip abroad each year." 

CHAPTER 6 "Inside the White House" (Page 98 - 131) 

Anderson describes President Johnson as a tough taskmaster 
whcTdrives his staff 12 to 16 hours a day, scourges them with a whiplash 
tongue, intrudes on their private lives without apology, demands their com¬ 
plete loyalty and utmost devotion." He observes, however, that the President 
works harder than those around him and "if the President is a slave driver, 
he is a benevolent one" who treats his staff with warmth, generosity and 
tenderness "that is positively paternal," According to Anderson, the Presi¬ 
dent puts in two working days every 24 hours—one starting at 6:30 a.m. and 
the second beginning at 5:30 p.m. 

On pages 102-103, Anderson states that "those closest to the 
President take the most abuse from him. ’It's a mark of intimacy to be cussed 
out by him,’ explains an aide.... While the rumpled George Reedy was press 
secretary, he was fried on the LBJ pan daily. The President seemed to 
blame him personally for every unfavorable reference that slipped into the 
newspapers. After Reedy’s daily press briefings, LBJ would read the 
transcript with hot eyes, then berate Reedy for the slightest slip. His 
angriest outbursts were often over the most trivial matters. ” 

Anderson tells his readers on page 112 that "Lyndon Johnson’s 
massive ego is easily bruised. Criticism is hard enough for him to take, 
but ridicule he can’t stand." On pages 130-131, he states that the President 
"expects his subordinates to submerge their ambitions, swallow their ego$ 
and maintain strict anonymity... .On those seldom and secretive occasions 
that aides dare to talk about the President, they agree that Lyndon B. Johnson 
is the most difficult, the most demanding, but the most devoted boss in America.1 

Other insights into the President's character offered by Anderson 
include (page 99), "He has an insatiable craving for information....No previous 
President, for example, ever took FBI reports to bed with him." 

Page 101 contains "extracts" from a memorandum purportedly 
written the President in May, 1966, by Postmaster General Lawrence O’Brien. 
This includes data concerning a complaint which Anderson had made to the 
Post Office Department concerning suspected tampering with his mail. O’Brien’s 
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memorandum states, "An investigation by Postal Inspectors revealed that 
the letter (mailed by Anderson) had apparently been poorly sealed, although 
Anderson’s secretary denied this. After the investigation, Anderson said 
he believed the FBI opened his mail. Anderson thinks the letter was 
taken from a collection sack by FBI agents after it was deposited by his 
secretary...." 

(The envelope in question contained documents relating to 
Senator Dodd. Bufile 58-6157-310 contains a memorandum dated May 13, 
1966, concerning this matter which states, "Post Office examination and 
investigation concluded that the envelope had not been adequately sealed and 
that there was no evidence of any prying or other irregularities....In personal 
interview, Anderson refused to accept Post Office conclusions and remained 
adamant that Post Office should identify person who opened the envelope and ' 
then expressed his belief that FBI had probably done so. Post Office is 
satisfied there had been no tampering, recognizes the viciousness and 
unreasonableness of both Drew Pearson and Anderson and plans no further 
action, FBI has had no mail cover on Pearson or Anderson or tampered 
with their mail.") ^satmss. 

On page 104, Anderson maintains that there is ”mutual respect 
but little love" between President Johnson and "the few (John F.) Kennedy hold¬ 
overs still around." He continues, "Most of the Kennedy crowd has never 
warmed up to LBJ; he has treated them, in turn, with more coolness and 
courtesy than he accords his intimates.'* 

Anderson states on page 108 that Dean Rusk and Robert McNamara 
are the two cabinet members most admired by President Johnson. 

Page 115 reproduces an alleged confidential memorandum 
of the Department of the Air Brce relating to the testimony of insurance 
man| |before the Senate Rules Committee in 1964 so-called 
"Bobby Baker hearings" that he had bought a Hi-Fi set and arranged for it to 
be shipped to the then Senator Lyndon Johnson. The memorandum notes that 
while on duty with the Air Force in 1952,1 Imade a false report to the ^7r 
FBI which resulted in an extensive and expensive investigation. 

October, 1952, 
(Bufile I reflects that during an interview in 

, | ~| expressed concern and belief that four displaced 
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CHAPTER 7 "The Truth About Our First LadiesM (Page 132 - 144) 

This chapter contains no mention of the FBI, It deals in 
a gossipy manner with four First Ladies—"Bess Truman is a shy homebody, 
Mamie Eisenhower a bubbly Army wife, Lady Bird Johnson an astute politician, 
Jackie Kennedy an exquisite aristocrat. ” 

On page 136, he claims that Mrs. Johnson has soft Southern 
charm, rare character and courage. "When White House aide Walter Jenkins 
was arrested on a morals charge in... 1964... everyone else around the Presi¬ 
dent panicked. Even LBJ’s own first impulse was to disclaim and disown 
Jenkins, thus sacrificing him on the altar of political expediency. But Lady 
Bird wouldn't permit it... she came quietly to Jenkins’ support. ” 

Anderson maintains that Jacqueline Kennedy "is committed, 
I say intimates who should know, to installing Robert Kennedy in her late 
I husband's place in the White House." 

CHAPTER 8 "Washington’s Curious Caste System" (Pages 145 - 166) 

This is another chapter devoted largely to inconsequential 
observations of Anderson. It contains no reference to the FBI. 

The early pages of the chapter are devoted to trivia concerning 
Government "status symbols”--"VTP standing is determined in exacting detail 
by their office acreage, rug plushness, furniture array, and limousine service.” 

He is critical of military leaders who "despite the urgent man¬ 
power needs in Vietnam... always seem able to spare enough men from the war 
to wait tables, mow their lawns, and perform other menial chores. ” 

persons with whom he was acquainted were involved in obtaining information • 
for a foreign government. Investigation was instituted which produced infor¬ 
mation indicating Reynolds had not been truthful during the October, 1952, 
interview. It was disclosed that_had engaged in black market activi¬ 
ties, had an illicit relationship with one of the displaced persons and threatened 
to have another one of them deported. Re-interviewed in 1953, 
admitted he had made mistakes and had inadvertently failed to notify the 
Government of the errors in his original allegations. He also admitted some 
black market activities on a small scale, as well as immorality while assigned 
overseas.) 
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Concerning Congress, he observes, "On Capitol Hill seniority 
is sacred. It is worked out to the last decimal point.... A Senator at the 
bottom of the seniority ladder, if he is too brash to suit his elders (as 
Senator Kennedy was), may find his office space scattered between three 
floors and two buildings (as Senator Robert Kennedy did).’1 

On page 151, he states that the former Secretary of the 
Senate" kept a private stock of liquor in his office, just off the Senate floor, 
for legislators who needed a small pick-up during the rigors of debate. “ 
Following the Secretaryfs retirement in 1965, Sergeant-at-Arms Joseph 
Duke, "whose job it was to enforce Senate regulations (including one against 
serving liquor in the Capitol building)" found the Senators a new hideaway 
for discreet drinking. 

Anderson’s wounded pride and ego come to the fore on page 
162 where he laments, "It is a curious paradox of the nation’s capital, where 
the clash of opinion is a way of lie, that controversial correspondents are 
sometimes treated like outcasts. Those who depart from the beaten news 
paths, who ignore the ’no trespass’ signs, who pry behind the scenes, are 
regarded with distrust. There are belittling remarks about their inaccuracies 
and unorthodoxies, their unwillingness to play the game by traditional rules.... 
It is also fashionable at the press tables to' underestimate columnist Drew 
Pearson.... Yet for the better part of this century, he has rocked Washington 
with his stories." 

CHAPTER 9 "How The Insiders Work" (Page 167 - 198) 

In this chapter, Anderson waxes indignant concerning 
unprincipled influence peddlers, powerful lobbyists and the like. He refers 
to one such character, a fictional Dexter Warren, as "king of the beasts in 
the Washington jungle... a fixer without portfolio, who has handled White 
House assignments too delicate to be performed by adone in official position. 
He also advises the President on speeches, appointments and politics. His 
phone calls are put through promptly to cabinet officers, commissioners, 
members of Congress, and special contacts in the FBI and CIA." 

On page 173 he describes Dale Miller, "a low-pressure lobbyist 
of gray-haired southern dignity, " as a familiar figure around the White House. • 
According to Anderson, Miller ran the 1964 inaugural for the President, ,? . 
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and Johnson "took time out from preparing his 1965 State of the Union Address 
to greet Miller’s Dallas clients, take them on a stroll of the White House grounds 
and discuss their dream of a new federal building in downtown Dallas."- 

i 
Anderson names Clark Clifford as another person"close to the 

President” and as having "the run of Lyndon Johnson’s White House." He 
claims thatl lof the FMC Corporation hired Clifford by telephone 
and asked him to persuade the Justice Department to approve its purchase 
of the American Viscose Company for $115 million; 

i 

On page 177, he writes, "On more than one occasion, the , t 
shipping lobby has broken out enough champagne to; launch a thousand ships ^ 
at parties honoring John Rooney (of New York), who can always be counted 
upon to battle for the maritime industry against all: reforms. The shipping- 
crowd proclaimed February 18, 1965, for example!, as ’John Rooney Night’ 
and rented the grand ballroom of Washington’s Mayflower Hotel...." 

Regarding James Hoffa. he states, ’j’Even that pariah of labor, 
Teamsters boss Jimmy Hoffa, can crack the political whip and make Congress¬ 
men of both parties jump through the hoop. His| 

easily rounded up a dozen congressmen to defend Hoffa 
on the House floor... .All agreed solemnly that Hoffa’s basic rights as a citizen 
may have been trampled by the Justice Department;" 

Anderson again mentions the President on page 188—"One 
company with inside influence is Brown and Root, the Texas construction 
company which has been able to flout the labor laws yet still snap up fat govern¬ 
ment contracts... .When (Lyndon) Johnson was an upcoming Congressman, he 
pulled strings inside the White House to settle a criminal tax case against 
Brown and Root.... (The) company was dealt in for! a generous share of the 
multi-million-dollar construction work in South Vietnam shortly after Lyndon 
Johnson moved into the White House." < 

Anderson begins a discussion of foreign lobbyists on page 190, 
He states that Washington has been "besieged by foreign agents representing 
just &>out every cause and country under the sun" and that most of them are 
"highly respectable American citizens who are required by law to register 
with the Justice Department." In this discussion, he takes occasion to mention 
Julius Klein and Senator Thomas Dodd--"Drew Pealrson and I revealed how 
the Caesar-nosec( Senator Thomas Dodd delivered speeches, signed letters, 
and entertained clients for Klein. In 1964 Senator Dodd even flew to Germany 
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to help save fees Klein was in danger of losing. The trip was financed by 
the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, but Dodd carried in his briefcase 
secret instructions from Klein. ” ' 

i 

On page 197, Anderson makes brief mention of Soviet, 
Red Chinese and Castro Cuban propaganda outlets in the United States such 
as the Four Continent Book Corporation. He declares that "new laws to 
control foreign agents are required--not so much tjo prevent a country from 
stating its case, but to make sure its propaganda is labeled. There should 
be restrictions, too, on foreign aid expenditures tc> insure that it doesn’t 
go to buy influence in the U. S. ” ; 

I 
I 

CHAPTER 10 ’’Lubricating the Government Machinery” (Pages 199 - 217) 

! 
This chapter bitterly criticizes wealthy American oil interests. 

It contains no reference to the FBI. i 

Anderson charges that "No group in ’America collects more 
benefits from Uncle Sam and passes out more favors to politicians than the 
recklessly greedy, unbelievably wealthy oil baronsi.. .The more the patricians 
of petroleum drain from the government through tax loopholes, the more they 
slip to politicians to make the loopholes in the tax laws still bigger.” 

On page 200, he claims that Secretary of State Rusk divulged 
in secret Senate testimony that American oil companies have been paying 
protection money to the VietCong (allegedly so that their trucks and facilities 
would not be molested in Vietnam) ’’thus contributing to the communist war 
effort in South Vietnam. ” Anderson states that this ’’protection money is used 
by the Viet Cong to buy arms, ammunition and other war needs right in South 
Vietnam. ” ! 

! 
Anderson also claims that Cuban commandos have told him 

that the CIA has ordered them not to attack Havana’s three oil refineries 
’’which supply the fuel for Dictator Castro's military machine” and that 
"during the Bay of Pigs fiasco, a freedom fighter plane, loaded with bombs, 
radioed that it was over the Esso refinery in Havana and asked permission to 
bomb it. But the CIA command post actually ordered the plane to ignore the 
refinery and look for gun emplacements to bomb. ” I 

| 
He charges that "Big Oil” has a strong influence on State 

Department action and decisions and that oil industry lobbyists are "the 
smoothest, most skilled, most elite of all Washington pressure people.... 

I 

i 
l 
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M. A. Jones to Wick Memo 
RE: ’WASHINGTON EXPOSE" 

Sometimes oilmen choose an intermediary to distribute their largess. 
When Bobby Baker was operating in the back rooms of the Senate, he 
once called aside Senator Thomas McIntyre (of New Hampshire) and 
hinted meaningfully that he could get rid of a $10,000 campaign deficit if 
he would simply vote for the oil depletion allowance. (McIntyre said... no 
thanks.)" 

Anderson feels the action of three oil millionaires in contributing 
to the upkeep of Eisenhower's Gettysburg farm during the former President's 
tenure in the White House "certainly should be recorded as the most incredi- 
ble scandal in White House history." On pages 214-215, he credits oilmen 

with "pumping thousands of 
dollars into" the Gettysburg farm each year after Eisenhower had "entered b7 
into a fantastic secret agreement with" them "to take over" the farm. 

He continues that "the oilmen... also helped establish Mamie’s 
brother-in-law, Col. Gordon Moore, on a lush 550-acre estate in the 
picturesque horse country of northern Virginia" and that "in 1958, Moore 
was a middle-man in the purchase of the Charles Town, West Virginia, 
race track by a Texas group headed by (Clint) Murchison and (B. G.) Byars. 
Later, Moore found another purchaser, and the oilmen sold their track. 
Both sales brought Moore fat commissions." 

Anderson states that the Eisenhower Administration issued 
60 oil leases in Government reserves during its first 4-year term and 
that valuable tidelands were "also handed over to the oil interests" by 
Eisenhower. 

CHAPTER 11 "The Crude Art of Intimidation" (Page 218 - 236) 

In this chapter, Anderson warns of "government by investiga¬ 
tion"—"The federal bureaucracy is literally crawling with investigators 
who, if they are to earn their salaries, must investigate someone... It has be- 
c.cm.e. an all too frequent practice, in conflicts between private citizens and 
federal agencies, for the government to try to settle disputes by investi¬ 
gating the disputants. The power of investigation... is of ten. used... to 
intimidate, coerce, and strike back at persons who challenge the rulings 
or oppose the policies of the government." 

Strangely, in this chapter, Anderson makes no direct mention 
of the FBI. He warns of the power of regulatory agencies; states that the 
Securities and Exchange Commission has almost doubled its payroll since 
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M. A. Jones to Wick Memo 
RE: "WASHINGTON EXPOSE" 

June 30, 1961; and devotes considerable space to the Internal Revenue 
Service. 

Anderson writes that "some of the targets of investigation 
are Reds, racketeers, and others not wholly deserving of sympathy. And 
in theory, an innocent person has nothing to fear from investigators. But 
once the gumshoes have come around questioning a citizen’s neighbors 
and associates, a cloud of suspicion is raised that may never be dispelled. 
His reputation may be ruined even though he is innocent of any wrongdoing. " 

He claims on page 222 that many attorneys who would like to 
see Jimmy Hoffa convicted feel that "the government has gone too far with 
its campaign” to put him behind bars. "His every move has been shadowed, 
his every transaction scrutinized, his every associate investigated. Even 
two Congressmen, who spoke up in behalf of Hoffa on the House floor, 
suddenly had their taxes audited. After indicti n g some of ;his business 
associates, the Justice Department offered to drop prosecution if they 
would testify against him." 

Anderson quotes Internal Revenue Commissioner Sheldon Cohen 
as stating, "A lot of agencies like to use us. We try to discourage this, 
but these disputes often have tax overtones. " 

According to Anderson, "Increasingly, the government seems 
tempted to use its investigative powers to intimidate its.oritics" and "there 
has been developing in our federal uncle an alarming vindictive streak. " 

CHAPTER 12 "Government at the Keyhole" (P. 237 - ) 

This is an incomplete chapter. The remainder of it will be 
analyzed after the additional pages of Anderson's book (it is believed that 
there are approximately 250 more pages) are received from the Washington 

] (The Washington Field Field Office’s 
Office has advised that there will be a delay of unknown duration in obtaining 
the final pages due to a reported breakdown of the printing presses at 
Public Affairs Press.) 

b7D 

In this chapter, Anderson continues to criticize Government 
investigative tactics. He asserts on page 243 that "If a government worker 
wants to hold his job, he has no choice but to consent ’voluntarily* to taking 
a lie detector test. " 

(Continued - Over) 

4/ 
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Concerning the Bobby Baker case, he states that ’’one 
of the principals.. .fought back with some enterprising blackmail. 
He hired a private detective who laid a silken trap for unwary Senators. 
He arranged with a lady of the night, who had a clandestine acquaintance 
on Capitol Hill, to wire her boudoir for sound. She obligingly lured into 
her web a few romantic Senators. " (The persons allegedly involved are 
not identified.) 

the name of[ 
Anderson continues, "A confessed call girl, who goes by 

dictated a titillating account of her relations 
with high officials from the White House on down, including at least two 
Senators then investigating Baker. She later claimed the lurid, two-hour 
recording had been doctored by | a fast-talking private eye, . 
who had tried to peddle it to newsmen, then offered it to Senator Hugh 
Scott.... Confronted by the FBI, she (the call girl) tried to brazen it out 
until agents asked whether Senator Carl Hayden (of Arizona) had been 
one of her customers. She blithely added him to her list, boasting of 
some unlikely high jinks with the Senate dean, then 86 years old. " 

(Bufile reflects that in November, 1963, 
a private investigator in Washington, tape recorded con- 

]in which discussed versations between himself and _ 
her alleged prostitution activities with high-ranking Government officials, 
Members of Congress and private citizens. We interviewed her in January, 
1964, and she admitted that information on the tape recording with regard 
to alleged intimate relations with Lyndon Johnson and John F. and Robert 
Kennedy was a complete fabrication on her part. She did, however, claim 
intimacies with Senator Wayne Morse, Congressman William Ayres and 
various Army and civilian people. The Pearson-Anderson column published 
June 1, 1964, devoted several paragraphs to the Imatter.) 

On page 245, Anderson claims that Senator Edward V. Long 
of Missouri recently asked the Federal Communications Commission to check 
various Senatorial offices for electronic listening devices and that such 
devices were found in the offices of two Senators. 

He accuses "most government agencies” of trafficking in 
information "about the sexual habits, financial affairs, personal friendships, 
political and religious beliefs of their employees." He continues that the 
Defense Department has accumulated more than 14 million life histories in 
the course of its security investigations; that the Civil Service Commission 
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keeps another 8 million dossiers on people who have applied for federal 
jobs; and that "the FBI is constantly checking into the backgrounds of 
people for one purpose or another. It has on file an astounding 175 
million sets of fingerprints, not to mention dossiers on tens of thousands 
of suspected communists, security risks and crooks. It is no,secret that 
the FBI also keeps files on controversial figures suspected of nothing more 
incriminating than speaking their own mind. The FBI often conducts 
private investigations for top officials. President Johnson, for instance, 
was able to get an FBI report on the sexual indiscretions of a Senator." 

Anderson laments that "the dirt that government gumshoes 
pick up on people is swept into dossiers which are freely exchanged between 
federal offices.... At least one blackmailer has been uncovered at the 
General Services Administration; information obtained from FBI dossiers 
was his chief stock in trade." 

He claims that almost any agency can ask the Post Office 
Department for a mail check "to find out who’s writing to whom" and that 
"Federal snoops have even been caught poking into people's garbage." 
Then he philosophizes, "The government’s keyhole practices, the availa¬ 
bility of space-age snooping devices and the glorification of the gumshoe has 
created a pressing need for clear and enforceable laws on how far federal 
agents should be permitted to carry their investigations and how much 
personal privacy should be surrendered for the sake of police efficiency." 

On page 254, he quotes former SA as 
stating "I found that agents had installed wiretaps and electronic bugs on 
hoodlums and foraged through their refuse for clues. " (This is a quote 
from an articleT ~|which appeared in the November 8, 1965, issue 
of "The Nation" magazine. ) 

b6 
b7C 

He further states on page 254, "Wiretapping already is a 
federal crime if the conversation overheard is divulged ’to any person. ’ 
The Attorney General has chosen to interpret ’any person’ as anyone 
outside the Justice Department. On this flimsy pretext, he has authorized 
J, Edgar Hoover to use his own judgment in placing wiretaps 'in the 
national interest. ’ Needless to say, the eminent FBI chief has taken full 
advantage of this loose authority. ” (Here again Anderson shows his 
ignorance. The public record clearly attests to the fact that all FBI wire¬ 
taps are approved by the Attorney General in writing.) 
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January ID, 1967 
Q. w- * Q£-£ooS$ 

ALL INFC-SEAIICN CC^IAIHE- 
HEREIN := CK^IASSiriEr- 

DATE -|-r-12-2007 BY 6C324 auz baw/rs/l3g 
b6 

b7C 

---1 ~ -3 
Pearl I — 

I received your letter on January 6th regarding the 
Station WEC radio program moderated by Betty Groebli. Your 
interest in matters affecting the FBI is indeed appreciated and 
I want to thank you for your thoughtfulness in writing. 

You may be certain that this Bureau is ever aware 
of its responsibilities and it will continue to make every effort to 
discharge its obligations with the highest degree of thoroughness, 

'\ impartiality and dispatch. I also want to assure you that the 
>: statements made during this program to the effect that the FBI 
y mishandled its investigation of the Dodd matter are absolutely 

untrue. 

f.' 'V 

Sincerely yours, 

0. Edgar Hoover 

NOTE: Correspondent cannot be identified in Bufiles, Tape of radio 
/(.program was reviewed and follows the usual line of Drew Pearson- 

j'ack Anderson accusations and allegations in the investigation of the 
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Memorandum 
UNITED STATES G<l RNMENT 

i 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Mr. Wick DATE: 1-11-67 

D« C. MorrelS^^ 

ALL INFORMATION CCNTAIHE: 

HEREIN IS TOCLASSiriE- 
ZAI.E 07-03-2007 BY 60324 iuc taw/ra/lsg 

By letter of January 6th, captioned subject wrote a letter 
addressed simply ’’FBI, Washington, D. C.” in which he commented upo: 
a radio show on January 3rd moderated by Betty Groebli cSfe station WRC 
from 12:10 to 1:00 p. m. On this particular program Jaclff&nderson. 

.assistant to Drew Pearson, was a guest andf [claimed Anderson 
Hook the opportunity to ’’castigate Senator Dodd and the FBI, its techniques, 
I and its functions. ” We are obtaining a copy of the tape for a review and 
I analysis. 

asked if there was not something wrong in a 
person making accusations and allegations against someone who had not 
yet been proven guilty, and then associating these charges with the FBI 
as though they were fact. 

INFORMATION IN BUFILES: 

Captioned individual cannot be identified in Bufiles. 
Mrs. Betty Groebli was on a list of female correspondents who were 
scheduled to meet the Director on 11-18-64. It is not known if she 
actually was in this group. She is employed by the National Broad¬ 
casting Company and appears on radio station WRC, Washington, D. C. 
Asa result of a name check at the request of the White House, Marvin t 
Watson, Special Assistant to the President, was advised on 12-8-66 
that there was no pertinent derogatory information identifiable with t 

Mrs. Groebli in the central files of the FBI. 

RECOMMENDA TION: 

That captioned individual's letter not be acknowledgecy*"*’ 
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To the F. B. I, 

(January 6, 1967) 

Wash, D C 

iLL INFCRMATICli C'CHTAINS::' 

IlREIN IS UHCLASSiriEi: 
IAI.E 07-03-20Q7 E'f oQ324 sue baw/ra/l£ 

r Mr. Tolson—, 

Mr. DeLoachJ 
Mrl Mfchr..^ 

Mr 
Mr, Ca5per„ 

i Mr, Callahan. 

Mr. Conrad... 

Mr. Felt_. 

Mr. Gale-.-i— 
Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. SuhiLvaiv. 

Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Tr<-vrer.__ 

Tele. Room_ 
Miss Holmes.. 

Miss Gaady.„ 

Betty Grobley moderates a 12:10 - 1:00 radio show (WRC) 
on which she permittee! Jack Anderson to besmirch the F. B. I. , and 
he took the opportunity given by her to castigate Senator Dodd and the 
FBI, its techniques, & its functions. 

Isn’t there something wrong about making accusations & 
allegations against someone who has not yet been proved guilty? 
[Moreover, associating these charges with F. B. I as though they were 

fact? 

Wash, D. C. 

The program was 12:10 - 1:00, Jan 3, 1967, on WRC in 

copy! I 
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OJA GIN. 1(0 2> 

5010-16* V' 

^.UNITED STATES G o^k NMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr, WiqlpJ 

M. A/l^cme: 

// *' 

DATE: 1-13-67 

Tolson_ 
DeLoceh 
Mohf_ 
Wick _ 
Cospor —_ 
Callahan — 

A'SuHi V< 

lLL INFCRMiVTICK CCNTAIiTS^ 
! ERE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

ATE 07-03-200* BY 60324 sue fcaw/cs/lsa 

SUBJECT: MRS. BETTY GROEBLI (£) 

RADIO INTERVIEW OF JACK ANDERSON 
AND JEAN DIXON ~'as“SK" ““ 

Tovel A 
TroUer- 
Tele. Room 
Holmes _ 
Candy __— 

On January 3, 1967, Mrs. Betty Groebli, who has a ccmversation-type 
radio program on Washington Radio Station WRC, interviewed newspaper columnist 
Jack Anderson and Washington realtor Jean Dixon. You (Mr. Wick) obtained a tape |p^ 
recording of the program through one of your contacts at WRC. Set forth below is a V 
brief review of that tape. 1. 

JACK ANDERSON TALKS ABOUT ffiS BOOK ’’WASHINGTON EXPOSE” ^ --- 

Jack Anderspn obviously appeared on the program solely for the purposes! i 
nf rirnmnfincr his now Hnn'kT'TWa elrincrfrm ff.Ynnao M f AHvanno pAnioa nf the nsitre nnrtnfs • of promoting his new book'*JWashington Exposei” (Advance copies of the page proofs 
for Anderson's book were obtained last November, and a detailed review of them was 
prepared at that time. The review reflected that Anderson’s book is.devoted to the 

! same type of gossip and muckraking that have characterized the Anderson and Drew 
1 Pearson columns. If fact, portions of the book are recognizable as having appeared 
j in Pear son-Anderson columns.) ; /ft*/ 

Betty Groebli gave the impression of being very favorably impressed v-; 
with Anderson and his book. She read aloud a segment of the Preface wherein Anderson i 
claimed he had been’’booed, sued, accused, assaulted.. .hauled before Congress, Tjf. 

hounded by the FBI....” She then permitted Anderson to relate some of the material -q| 
in his book dealing with Congress--particularly the special privileges and benefits fcl 
which Congressmen and Senators receive. None of this portion of the radio program—} 
nor of Anderson's book--will ingratiate Anderson with Congressmen or Senators. £‘i 

J fi1 
Next, Anderson and Mrs. Groebli began discussing the chapter of. ;:ij 

"Washington Expose” which deals with Senator Thomas Dodd. In this discussion, as ‘ : (, 
in his book, Anderson spoke in glowing terms about the four employees of Senator I 
Dodd who furnished him (Anderson) derogatory information concerning Dodd. He once i 

| again charged that these four people were subjected to an FBI investigation which . \ 

! had the effect of intimidating them--and that the FBI actually had no authority under j 
I Federal law to conduct the type of investigation it did. i! 

I**’ / ? . ■ 
s AnderSon pompously implied that the FBI investigation*bf the Dodd •, 
| employees was ord^ed by President Johnson because of1 Jolir^soj;^pjcfosefriendship I 1 

mmk'm 
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mm 

1 - Mr. Gale. 
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M. A. Jones to Wick Memo 
RE: Mrs. Betty Groebli 

4 with Dodd; and he said that the then Attorney General Katzenbach "has a jellyfish 
f1 spine and would not have the courage" to order an investigation involving him and 
! Pearson without White House approval. He also accused the FBI of being close to 
Ij Dodd and clearly implied that the Bureau was not anxious to uncover evidence of 
j| violations of law by the Senator. 

JEAN DIXON PREDICTS: 

Jean Dixon, the well-known self-proclaimed mental telepathist, also j ; 
appeared on the program and was interviewed jointly with Anderson by Betty Groebli, ; - 
Miss Dixon credited Jack Anderson with making her a national celebrity by publishing ! 
an interview of her in "Parade" magazine wherein she predicted several years ago : ; 
that a young Democrat would be elected President in I960 and that he would be 
assassinated while in office. She also credited Anderson and Pearson with exposing ; i 

I wire tapping in Washington, D. C., and predicted that another wire tapping scandal I j 
j would be unveiled shortly which would involve several prominent individuals, including j i 

i Richard Nixon. She said that the scandal would be favorable to Nixon and that he will ; f 
?be well pleased with it. h 

i ! 
Miss Dixon also predicted that Nelson Rockefeller, Governor of New York, 

! will try very hard to obtain the Republican nomination for President in 1968 and that j ; 
unless a miracle happens, Governor George Romney of Michigan will not be the I ! 

1 Republican nominee. She sees Ronald Reagan, Governor of California, and Charles j ; 
Percy, Governor of Illinois, as up-coming Republicans. She also indicated that i ! 

through telepathy she has determined that the assassin of Percy's daughter is named ; ] 
l(ph) or |(ph) or something like that; however, the case will not be ^ | 

solved for some time. , „ ' t 
b 7 C ! 

She commented that through telepathy she obtained the name of Lee ] 
I Harvey Oswald ten days before President Kennedy's assassination and that Oswald and > 

Ruby were involved in an assassination plot directed from Moscow. Jack Anderson j 
disagreed with her on this point. She also commented concerning the Manchester book j I and said that she saw the book through telepathy shortly after the Kennedy assassination j 

and predicted at that time that Mrs. Kennedy would make a mistake by having a book j j 

published. ! 

Miss Dixon spoke very highly of Pearson and Anderson and indicated 
|that this country needs them to keep things in balance and to protect the American 
[people. 

RECOMMENDAT ION: 

For information. 
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fO»M N<\JO >O{M04 ~ 
UAY-1961 rnmoN “ ^ 

??£rV»iJTell^rrc 1 ALL IMFCPLlATIC1T CC^TAINED 
.UNITED STATES GQ^RNMENT KERE11, ;3 ckCLASS:FIE" 

0G|N, Mw. NO. >7 

UNITED STATES G(®RNME 

Memorandum 
C\ 

=Mr* DeLoach iV/ 

Av' Rosen 

SUBJECT: JET LINES, INCORPORATED 
/* THEFT OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 

.DATE !!'7-.L-2007 3Y 6C324 &uc b-&w/r3/1 s 5 

date: January 30, 1967 

1 — Mr. DeLoach 
1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr* Malley 
1 - Mr. Shroder 
1 - Mr. Schutz 
1 - Mr. Wick i 

J^Loach 
Mohr,*-^ 

Casper_ 

Callahan _ 

Conrad _ 

Pelt_ 
Gale .. 
Rosen 5L 

Sullivan _ 

Tavel _ 

Troller _ 

Tele, Rcor 

Holmes — 

"Tidy - 

In connection with our investigation into what 
appears to be the fraudulent diversion of jet fuel by Jgt 

.Lines, Incoi our New Haven Office has learned that Jack°*Anderson, 
[Drew Pearson®s associate, maintains in his possession documents 

I which allegedly substantiate the allegations made by_ 

in a detailed interview given to New Haven q 
Agents on January 9 and 11, 1967, advised that Jet Lines, Inc., g 
had been under contract by the United States Air Force to carry 
jet fuel from New Haven, Connecticut, via its*pipeline to the !j| 
Air Force Base at Westover, Massachusetts. According to| S 
during a five-year period. Jet Lines, Inc., fraudulently a 
siphoned off approximately 160,000 barrels of jet fuel. United O 
States property, by manipulating inventories through providing 
•incorrect temperature readings in fuel storage tanks. The Air 
Force was then charged for jet fuel which was not delivered* 

I The value of the fuel involved allegedly exceeds one half million 
' dollars. 

_who on January 9, 1967, was sentenced~to^two—X sL^bo 
years imprisonment in United States District Court, New Haven ,X U7C 
Connecticut, on an unrelated Interstate Transportation! 6'f 
Motor Vehicles violation, i's presently incarcerated in the 
Federal Correctional Institution at Danbury, Connecticut. Last 
Fall he had been in touch with Jack Anderson, allegedly furnishing’ 
him details relative to this situation and at the same time, made 
available to Anderson, certain documents which he alleges will 
support, in part, his allegations. According to_he has 
since advised Anderson to turn these documents over to the FBI 
for use in its investigation. . Anderson had indicated he would 

| do so after making a copy of the'documents. According to I 
| Anderson and Pearson have agreed to withhold further publishing 
| of any story concerning this matter until they see what prosecu- 
s\tive action is taken by the Department of Justice-.-i > 

*pah MATION CMgLfe© 
(7) Cr 

♦Jet Lines, Inc., 

- OVER fOT RECORDED 
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
RE: JET LINES,' INCORPORATED 

We again contacted!_|at the Federal Correctional 
Institution, Danbury, Connecticut, January 27, 1967, relative 
to these documents, at "which time he advised that he has heard 
nothing more from Jack Anderson. 

ACTION: 

Subsequent to our detailed interview w±th|_| we 
discussed the allegations with the United States Attorneys in 
both Boston, Massachusetts, and New Haven, Connecticut, and 
both indicated possible violations of Theft of Government 
Property and Fraud Against the Government exist. Full 
investigation has been ordered with instructions that all 
phases be pressed to the utmost. 

In view of the fact that the allegations by_ 
are allegedly supported in documents now in the possession of 
Jack Anderson, if approved, our Washington Field Office will bt 

; instructed to contact Anderson in his Washington offices andj 
! obtain the documents in question,, ‘ j——1 " 

^rJ,i i 
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GEN- REG - NO- 27 

UNITED STATES GOVj^NMENT 

Memorandum 

subject; 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

NEW YORK 

date: ir/is/A 

ALL ZKTZ^KklZZll CSi-TTAISED 
HERE IK IS “J:iILAS£IFIEI 

HATE CT-03-21'l“ BY -50324 sue bfiw/r3/l3g 

LONG JOHN NEBEL SHOW, 
SATURDAY NIGHT SHOW 

^ -Mf. Tnt«on \ Mr. DeLoafeu-l: 

’ 
Mr. Caspar ... I 
Mr. Callahan_j 

/ Mr. Tavel.?^-. Vi l 
/ Mr. Tn*ter._J_ • 

Mi** Holme*-• 
Mia* Gandy_ ; 

Rebutelcall 1/14/67. As indicated in referenced 
telephone call, the NYO was monitoring the Long John Nebel 
Show which began at midnight 1/14/67 and ran until 5:00 a.m. 
1/15/67. 

JACKANDERSON, associate of DREW PEARSON, was scheduled 
to discuss his book>^Washington Expose”., The entire program 
was recorded at the NYO.. However, rather'than submitting the 

| entire content of the show only those portions wherein the FBI 
^or the Director are mentioned are being submitted. It should 
be noted that instead of being on the show from midnight to 
5:00 a.m., as regularly, scheduled, ANDERSON*s portion of the 
show was terminated at 2:30 a.m. The period from 2:30 until 
5:00 a.m. was a repetition of the first two and one half hours 
of the show. , 

On 1/16/67, I discussed the show with Long John Nebel. 
He stated at various times throughout the show he tried to bait / 
Anderson in regard to the Director and the FBI so that he could . 
appropriately take off on him. He stated, however, that ANDERSON' 
on each such occasion refused to be baited. Nebel said 'when^the 
show reached the half-way mark at 2:30 a.m. and he saw .that ‘the 
Bureau or the Director thus far had not been in for any great 
criticism, he told Anderson that he thought he looked-..tired and 
rather than continue him until 5:30 a.m., he thought he would 
just repeat the first half of the show. Anderson was in agreement 
with this and Nebel stated that he did this simply to get rid of 
Anderson as gracefully as he could. 

> S 



LONG JOHN NEBEL SHOW 1/15/6? 
I 

NEBEL* .♦ I’ll be backfl^th you in about six or sevflk minutes and we’ll j 
be talking with Jack AncBrson. We’ll also have SanWrd Teller(ph) and 
Noel BaneTpb.) with us. My guest Sanford Teller(ph). Sandy is a public j 

relations consultant* He joins us from time to time* Noel Bane(ph), author 
of the book titled The Kremlin Letter, published by Simon & Shuster. Our 
guest tonight is Jack Anderson, co-author with Drew Pearson of a world wide; 
syndicated column and author of a new book published by Public Affairs Press 
titled Washington Expose. .. Let me ask you a couple of questions about j 

what we've been reading in New York and of course everybody has been reading 
about it over the country. (Discussion re Manchester book on Kennedy and ; 
related matters. Then discussion of material in Washington Expose.) 

BANE?J ., Jack, one of the things I found you did do when you started on thp 
Government agencies in Government At The Keyhole and some of the other ! 
chapters, is you bunched them all together. Are all investigative branches:: 
of the Government the same? In other words, is the ability of the Tax, the; 
IRA men, the ability of the CIA men, the Treasury men, I mean not the 
treasury men, the FBI, all the same? Or is there a difference not only in j 

the objectives of these various organizations and in the quality of men they 
hire? Because time and time again I was finding myself, I’ve got it marked, 
getting caught up as to whether you were talking about all of them or were 
you talking about one of them? When it came to Internal Revenue you went ; 
into great detail on harrassment. But in other cases you bunched them all 
together and seemed to be saying, or at least I got thisiji that they were all 
about the same. : 

ANDERSON: There are about seventy Government agencies that have enforcement! 
people. And after a time and after being in Washington awhile and seeing 
these people in operation, they become sort of faceless men ijJ blue serge j 
suits. And you tend to see them all as a conglomerate. But there are in ; 
fact law enforcement people for seventy Federal agencies. Some of them are! 
better than others. There is a tendency for all of them to seek ex FBI men; 
And I think you probably will find FBI people on almost all the other, in ! 
'all the enforcement agencies* To that extent they’ve had similar training.' 

|TELLER?: Wasn't Senator Dodd an FBI man for a very short period of time? 

fANDERSON: Yes. Dodd was with the FBI for about a year and helped capture 
some of the desperados in those early days of the FBI. And remained loyal 
to the FBI to the last. His office was used by the FBI almost as a branch ; 
of the FBI. He ran the Senate Internal Security Committee and would use it: 
to harrass; witnesses that the FBI wanted put through the wringer. I NEBEL?: Have you been able to prove this legally? 

ANDERSON: I could produce witnesses who would testify under oath. 

NEBEL?: Has this ever gone to court? 
“■^ i 

.ANDERSON: I don't know that it's illegal. You know the FBI has no power t*j 
J compell you to answer a question unless it wants to take you before a Federa' 
Grand Jury. Now ever time they interview a witness or a suspect they can’t, 
call a Grand Jury. But when they have some recalcitrant witnesses, particu¬ 
larly, let me say only in the Communist area, I don't think that this happehi 
d in other areas, but in the area of left wing and Communist affiliations, 
if they got somebody who wouldn’t talk, rather than bother to convene a 
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iGjiarfd* Jury every time, they'd tell their good friend Tom Dodd about it ■ 
»and;podd would pull yg.es e people before his Senate Internal Security’ ; 
fcomrafttee and ask a3^pthe questions the FBI wantB^ asked. And the FBI 
liras grateful* And wren we began writing, when D^Rr and I began writing j 
pur columns about Senator Dodd, the FBI at once launched an investigation 
Jof us. ! 

i 
BAME?: That was in the book and I was going to ask you about that. And ! 
you’re the first to break the story? i ANDERSON: I must say in defense of the FBI that at least they were 
ordered to do this and did not do it on their own, I thought that once . 
they got the order that they carried it out withoa bit more zeal than 
they needed to. • 

NEBBL?: Who ordered them to do this? 

ANDERSON: They told me that it was Nicholas Katzenbach, then the Attorney 
General. And Katzenback admitted it* I suspect though that Katzenbach 
was covering up for another fellow. j 

NSBEL?: This is an opinion that you have? ■ 

ANDERSON: No. I was told flatly that Katzenbach issued the order* < 1'NEBEL?: Then that was legal then? ; 

ANDERSON: No, I don’ j; think it was legal at all. They had no jurisdiction 
We hadn’t violated any Federal crime. 

NEBEL?: I thought if Katzenbach told the Department to investigate, they: 
would have to follow his instructions. ' 

t 
i 

ANDERSON: The FBI would have some obligation to follow his orders. But 
I will say this. That F. Edgar Hoover has refused to carry out other 
investigations 1 

NEBEL?: That Katzenbach has told him to carry out? 

ANDERSON: When he’s been asked to by Attorneys General. I don’t know j 
specifically about Katzenbach, ! 

j 

NEBEL?: He can’t legally refuse, can he? 

ANDERSON: If he says he has no jurisdiction;, he can say, and has said, I ' 
don’t see how we can carry this out because we have no jurisdiction. In ; 
the Dodd matter he had no jurisdiction. ! 

NEBEL?: As far as the FBI is concerned, who makes the decision whether tlic 
FBI has the jurisdiction or not? ; 

ANDERSON: Technically the Attorney General is the boss. But I don’t thirR 
that J. Edgar Hoover would ever confess this. runs the FBI the way he 
wants to run it, and certainly not the way Katzenbach did and not the way 
Robert Kennedy did. I think that other than Katzenbach and Kennedy he got 
along pretty well with previous Attorneys General because they were willlr 
to let him run the FBI any way he wanted to. I think that both Kennedy 
and Katzenbach did interfere with him a little bit and therefore had 
trouble with him. And he gave them a lot of trouble. Mr. Hoover, whom I 
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[(i^ospept because, unlike a lot of liberals who think he is a villain, I 
donl't consider him so.at all, I think he has bej^n quite scrupulous 
abtfui hot violating ^Avil rights, II 
NEBEL?: Are you a liberal? i 

i 

ANDERSON: I consider myself a liberal, yes, I try to stay in the middle] 
ofl the road, ! 

BANE?: What was Mr, Hoover's part in the showdown with Senator McCarthy?! 
I've heard various stories on it, the most prevalent that he and McCarthy 
tangled; McCarthy wanted access to the files, started pressuring for it.| 

ANDERSON: I don't know all the details, I may have known more of them at 
the time. My impression is that he rather approved of Joe McCarthy's work 
to begin with and began to frown on it as it continued. And that Joe : 
McCarthy was setting himself up as sort of a one man FBI and J.Edgar | 
Hoover doesn't l<hok kindly on rivals whether they be in the United Stafees 
Senate or in his own Department, i 

NEBEL?: Do you think then that Mr, Hoover's zeal in persecuting Communists 
is necessarily a bad thing? ; 

ANDERSON: I just said I think he's been pretty careful about not violating 
civil rights, I have no quarrel with his investigation of Communists. I 
would urge the extremists of the nation to let him continue to do it and; 
not to interfere with him. Not to try to do it themselves, ; 

i 

NEBEL?: The right wing? j 
i I 

lANDERSON: Yes, I would leave it to him, I would entrust it to him.t I I | 
would just urge him not to go around investigating us, not until he s got | 
[some Federal crime that he can accuse us of, 

I 

BANE?: The one Government agency that really comes under your gun seems | 
to be the Internal Revenue, You go into ceres here and you really give 1 
them a blast. Is there that much lack of discretion in their investiga-j ! 
tions? Are they that rough and that ruthless:? \ 

ANDERSON: I think ks in all my work that the ones that you xateh are in j 
the minority and that they represent the minority, I think that most I 
Internal Revenue agents are scrupulous and conduct themselves entirely . : 
properly, I think this is true of the FBI and every other law enforcement 
agency. The only thing I'm concerned about is that the investigator has! 
become so sacrosanct in Washington that even high official^ are afraid to 
challenge them. I had a neighbor who got in a quarrel with a fellow 
across the backyard fence. And one thing led to another and they got 
pretty rough. I think it started with the kids as those things sometimes 
do. And they got shouting at one another, these two men. And finally 
one turned to the other and said during one of their squabbles. One j 
working for the Government. And the one who didn't work for the Govern-; 
ment said look, if yo$t continue to meddle in my affairs, if you continue; : 
to trespass on my prpperty, I'm going to talk to your superior. That ! 
shut the other one right up, Ne said please, I'll stay on my side, just^ 
please don't talk to the security officer. If we have one advantage over 
Russia it ought to be that we don't have to look over our shoulders all j . 
the time to see who's watching.us. People are frightened in Washington, 
they're afraid to speak, afraid to act, because an investigator somewhere j 
may be watching them, (Discussion re Carlton Fredrick vs. FDA) j 

3. 1 
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Anderson: 

discussion of 
the government, 

Jack, what is the FBI doing in this situation? My remembrance 
of when I was around those people was that intelligence 
agencies were tremendously concerned about Faciests, subversive 
groups. They were more concerned at times then they were with 
Communist groups. 
Well I don't think that the FBI is more concerned with them 

Sandy: 

then they are with Communist groups, but the FBI is certainly 
concerned with any group that seeks to change our form of 
government, to overthrow it, and that includes these right 
wing organizations. The FBI is greatly concerned about them 
and does check on them, and rightly so. I've been critical 
of the FBI, I've been critical of J. Edgar Hoover but I 
I've been at the same time an admirer of the FBI AND J.Edgar 
Hoover. I just think I see them objectively . I don't 
worship them, nor do I automaticly denounce them every time 
the word is mentioned. 

No, I think your being very objective, in your book "The 
Washington Expose,You talk about, you say that your own 
survey of hate mail indicates that most of it comes from the 
far right. From people who are convinced that the nations 
is in the gfcjpoof a vast Communist conspiracy, why do you 
think so much of your mail is from the right wing? 

Discussion of hate mail follows. 
Long John Nebel makes the statement that this program, a discussion 
of Jack Anderson's book, "The -“'ashington Expose" will be repeated for 
the benefit of those who might have missed the top of the program. 

k 
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SENATOR TSGiaS J. 3DCDD 
E3IB3RY; CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

all iMrcpXArrctr ccntaine: 

HEREIN IS UNLLASSIFIEL 
CATE Q7-03-20G7 BY 60324 

1 - Mr. DeLoach 
1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. Mailey 

date: April 15, 1966 

1 — Mr. Walters 
1 - Mr. Frankenfield 
1 - Mr. Wick 
1 - Mr. Hohr . 
1 - Mr-.-.Callahan,: \ L.,' i *"7   

Trotter . 

/ n 

This 
fclusively and 

11 furnished by 
Pearson to 

ave noW establishe 
unequivocally as complete! 

Jack Anderson (associate 

is to advise that we have 
completely false, informatio: 

of columnist Drew 

__ had allegedly told one.of Anderson's 
I sources (whom he refused to-identify) that she alternately 
slept with four FBI Agents during a recent two-week period 
while r I was on Long Island, New York. 

Four Special Agents of our New York Office and two 
Agents of our Washington Field Office (the only Agents having 
had any contact withl I have furnished affidavits categor¬ 
ically denying that they ever slept with I I or had any 
contact with her other than during the course of official 

b6 

b7C 

r\ 

V 

] who has been traveling Bureau business. _ 
along the East Coast, from New York to Florida since Anderson 
furnished this information on 4/7/66, was located by our Miami 
Office on 4/13/66, and executed a statement emphatically 
denying having ever been intimate with any FBI Agents at any 

|f time. 

On 4/7/66, Anderson advised our Washington Field 
Office that a source of his, whom he declined to identify, 
stated that I 1 had spent two weeks on Long Island, New York, 
with four FBI Agents and had alternately slept with all four. 
Anderson further stated that his source had slept with 

b6 

sometime during the past two or three days at which time he. 
had obtained the information relative to the Bureau Agents. 
Anderson said I ' Iwas considered to be promiscuous and unstable 
and cited this information as an illustration of her instability.^' 

It is felt no useful purpose would be served in 
recontacting Anderson to advise him that these allegation 
are completely false since he indicated upon furnishing 
information that such an allegation was illustrative! o3&P 

instability. /" 

£BD 
53-6157 
WAFiBCg cMKM 

O) 
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
Re: SENATOR THOMAS J. DODD 

ACTION: 

The foregoing is for information and record purposes. 
It is to be noted that we are not now conducting any investiga¬ 
tion into any phase of the Dodd matter. We have furnished the 
Department with the results of all our inquiries and they have 
not requested any further action. 

<■- 2 — 



The Attor&ey General 

ail rarcsHanoH coiriAiKEC 
HEREIN :s rivDlABSDFIED 

Z-ATE 0T-03-2007 BY €C324 BY 6C324 cj: cav/rs/ls-ct 

March 7, 1967 

Director» FBI 

liOt AMiMiHI 
MISCILLAOTfcW - INFORMATION CONCERNING 
(NATIONALITIES INTELLIGENCE) 

Mr. DeLoach 
Mr, Sullivan 
Mr. Cotter 
Liaison 
Mr. Jones 

Enclosed for each recipient is a cop; of the 
David Susskind television program of February 25, 1967, 
during which Jack Anderson, the newspaper columnist, was ythe guest on the program and his book "Washington Expose" 
was discussed. This matter was referred to us by the 
Department of the Army on March 3, 1967, for our information 
and any appropriate action. 

You will note that during the discussion on the 
television show Andersen referred to the sources he and 
Drew Pearson, the newspaper columnist, have at the Pentagon 
which furnish them secret documents. No sources were named 
and no specific documents were mentioned but Anderson made > 
the statement that people have disputed the fact that he ' 
has access to secret documents and so he has put some of 

--“Them in his book. In this regard, the Army has advised it 
^ -s reviewing Anderson's book to determine whether it con** 

^ 2 grains any classified defense information. 

=1 h- s The above is being furnished for the information 
3 Serf the recipients. Mb further action is contemplated by this 

s= Bureau in the absence of a specific request from the 
oepartoont. 

Enclosure KEG° £5 

' 1 - The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure) f*h 
1 - Mr. J. Walter Yeagley (Enclosure) j\f 

i, Assistant Attorney General . ’tr*3 cr 

)eLouch-— 
fohr_-___ 
Vick -.--- 

;ospcr .-NOTE: 

ARJ:;ngp/djf 
(10) :A,./ 

— )\s 

Q |gg7 

Tosen — 

>u l liver. - 
Favel_ 
TrolLci — 

Pele, Roo 

-Jolrncs 

Uandv .— 

See memorandum R. D. Cotter to W. C. Sullivan, 
ted 3/6/67, same caption, prepared by ARJ^-ngp. 
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ail INFORyJVTICN CCI-ITAIITEE- 

HEFlEIH 15 LH-ICLA5SIFIEE 
E~.T E 07-03-2007 EY 50524 sue fcavf/rs/1 

Date: March 7, 1967 

1 - Mr. DeLoach 
1 - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr. Cotter 
1 - Liaison (Putnaa) 

BY LIAISON 

1 - Hr, Jones 

From: 

Subject: 

Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence 
Department of the Army 

Attention: Director of Security, ■ 

John Edgar Hoover, Director '", V1 .pm 
■ C~> 1"' \ k , 

JACK AHDERSON T 
MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING ^ / 

jK 

Reference is made to the copy of the 
David Susskind television program of February 25, 1967, which 
yon furnished to this Bureau through liaison channels. This 
matter has been referred to the Internal Security Division 
of the Department of Justice and no further action is 
contemplated by this Bureau concerning this matter in the 
absenee of a specific request from tho Department. 

ARJmgp'-J? <r> 
(8) 

NOTE: See memorandum R. D. Cotter to W. C. Sullivan, dated 
3/e/67, same caption, prepared by ARJ:ngp, 
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all iKrcFC-'j,:::^: ccmtai^e: 

HERE IK IS ICJCLASSiriEI 

I All C7-0 3-2 j l"7 EY 50324 sue bdvr/r3/lsg 

: ,t Mr. Jack Anderson was guest on the program, and his book, 

V "Washington Expose" was discussed. 

X > 
Al 

ION: You and Mr. Pearson have been writing in Washington 

for some 20 years now, and you often refer to the Viet Nam war. I'm 

^ pretty sure that neither of you has been through the war, as most 

a - 1 
other correspondents have. Do you plan to visit Viet Nam, or why b6 

. , * . „ ' * •• . b7C 
haven't you gone up to it? 

JACK ANDERSON: Why haven't I gone to Viet Nam? 

QUESTION: You or Mr. Pearson. 

ANDERSON: Well, we get more information -- quite frankly -- 

•-t«J from the secret communiques and cables that come into the Pentagon. 

all modesty, I would say that wc know more about what's goin? on 

f 

£ than we could if we were there, because if you're there, you learn 

a lot about the morale of the boys, you learn about a particular 

battle, but to get an overall picture, you have to read what 

^ ^ Westmoreland is saying, what Henry Cabot Lodge is saying, and 

- ■ i Vj frankly we've developed Washington sources, and we get this kind of 

4 r? information in Washington, and I doubt very much that we could over 

,u Yv there4 

•<* 
X V . Yh 
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However, I think that we ought to go and get a ground look, 

and I suspect that one of us will, this coming year. 

QUESTION; I don't want to accuse you of naivete, but the 

Pentagon's statements in the past have shown as much validity 

as the President1s...(LAUGHTER) 

ANDERSON: I'm not talking about their press statements. If 

I had to rely upon their press statements, I wouldn't bother to 

read them, and usually don't. I'm talking about secret documents. 

I'm talking about what they tell one another -- not what they tell 

the public. We have access to that.. People have disputed it, and 

because they have disputed it, I've put some of them in the book, 

the documents are there. 

A * k 

having access to 
QUESTION: Mr, Anderson, you just referred to/secret documents 

in the Pentagon, and your book contains, supposedly, secret 

documents. Now, if these are secret documents, and a violation of 

national security, should you be in jail? 

ANDERSON: Well, one of the secret documents says so -- it says 

that any revelation of the contents is punishable under the 

espionage act. Another of the secret documents, dated in July, 1966, 

declares that it cannot be de-classified for 12 years, but you see, 

over 90 per cent, and I would even guess as close to 99 per cent of 

all the secret documents in Washington ought not to be secret. The 

people in Washington are conducting your business and mind -- we have 

a right to know how it's being conducted. There are some secrets that 



should be kept from the public at 'large, only because, they should 

be kept from an enemy. These legitimate secrets »*• matters of 

national security I never touch. I had in my files, letters from 

two or three Secretaries of Defense, thanking me for calling their 

attention -- some documents that did get out -- that I considered 

to be not in the national interest.- 

Now most of the documents that are classified, are classified 

in order to cover up, in order to hide from the public something 

*that some Second Lieutenant or some Captain feels that he’d like to 

classify. He has full authority to put a secrecy stamp on there, 

and to sweep whatever he wants hidden under that secrecy stamp. 

It almost takes an act of Congress to de-classify it, I've 

decided, and will continue to decide, will continue to publish any 

document, regardless of the secrecy stamp, that I think is in the 

public interest, 

QUESTION: Basically, Mr, Anderson, I think both you and Mr. 

Pearson do a fine job, particularly on the domestic front, but what 

I'm most interested in seeing, is perhaps more articles which quest 

the whole underlying assumptions of our foreign policy, which I thi 

very badly need to be questioned. (APPLAUSE) 

ANDERSON: Well, I've already told you that I've had access to 

some of the documents that tell what's really going on in Viet Nam. 

And there is no simple answer to your question, and about the best 

thing I can say is, you tell me what your solution is to Viet Nam, 

to the Viet Nam problem, and no matter what solution you offer, on 
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the basis of the facts as I know it. I'll tear your solution to 

pieces. And then if your friends would like to offer the opposite 

solution, I'll tear that one to pieces too. 

QUESTION: You're saying there is none? . 

ANDERSON: There is no easy solution -- there is no simple 

answer, and no matter what you propose, there’s a good set of 

arguments against it, I once talked to the President. The 

President in a moment of reverie, talking, I think more to himself 
% 

than to me, said, "I don't know what the answers are." He said I 

pray.for the answers, but he said it's difficult to know what God 

wants you to do. He doesn't know what the answers are himself, and 

he knows more.about it. than any of us. He comes to the best con¬ 

clusions that he can, and reaches the best decisions he’s able to 

reach. 

QUESTION: Yes, I agree, but I think basically again, that it's 

in line with what you were saying, too, that I think a basic 

exploration -- give the whole assumptions that we go by -- in terms 

of foreign policy, or I think, give us certain answers, 

ANDERSON: I think Fulbright in the Senate Foreign Relations 

Committee is doing that all the time, re-examining basic assumptions 

of our policy. . ♦ 

* * jfc 
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DATE: 3/6/67 

per — 

Callahan . 

Conrad — 

Feh - 
Gale ..- 

Rosen — 

Sullivan - 

level . 

1 - Liaison (Putnam) Tele- Room - 

1 - Mr. Jones 

JACK ANDERSON 
MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING 
(NATIONALITIES INTELLIGENCE) 

We are furnishing Attorney General, Deputy 
Attorney General and Assistant Attorney General Yeagley copy 
of the discussion had on David Susskind television show of 
February 25, 1967, between Susskind and Jack Anderson, 
newspaper columnist, during which Anderson referred to 
sources he and Drew Pearson had at Pentagon for access to 

lsecret documents. We are also advising Army which furnished 
Jthis to us of our referral of this matter to the Department 

Array, through liaison channels, furnished for our 
information and any appropriate action copy of the David 
Susskind television show of February 25, 1967, during which 
Jack Anderson was guest on the program and his book’ "Washington 
Expose" was discussed. During the discussion, Anderson 

. referred to the sources he and Drew Pearson have at the 
Pentagon which furnish them secret documents. No sources 
were named and no specific documents were mentioned but 

. Anderson made statement that people have disputed fact he 
has access to secret documents and so he has put some of them 
in his book. In this regard. Army advised it is reviewing 
his book to see if it contains any classified defense 
information. R£C 31 

a. J; 1 

ex- m 
Anderson also stated that 

per cent of all secret documents in Washington ough$ nWWR IS 1967 
to be secret and he would continue to publish any document 
regardless of the secrecy stamp that he thought wa^“Hr"tbe_ — ^ 
public interest. He stated that legitimate secrets, matters/]F 
of national security, he never touched. This is another ■ Lt 
example showing the apparent need for tighter controls by 
Government agencies of classified documents in their 
possession and the need for proper control of contacts by 

Enclosures - 33-J-C? 
AR J: ngp /*L-<\rp 

(6) y 
INUED - OVER 

Of 



Memorandum R. D. Cotter to W. C. Sullivan 
RE: JACK ANDERSON 

Government agencies with persons such as Anderson. The 
statements made by Anderson on the television show are 
not particularly new as he often refers to having access to- 
secret documents in his newspaper column. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

We have repeatedly expressed our views to various 
Attorney Generals that the problem of leaks of classified 
data to the press is not one which can be solved by 
FBI investigations but instead is essentially a problem 
which should be solved administratively within the agency 
handling classified data and corrected by stricter control 
procedures for classified data in their possession. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

(l)If you approve, the enclosed letter is being 
sent to the Attorney General, Deputy Attorney General and 
Assistant Attorney General J. Walter Yeagley enclosing a 
copy of the David Susskind program of February 25, 1967, and 
advising that no action is contemplated by Bureau in absence 
of a specific request from the Department. 

(2)That the enclosed letter to th> 
the Army be sent advising Army that this matter has been 
referred to the Department and that no action is contemplate* 
by Bureau in the absence of a specific request from the 
Department. 

fj* b7C 
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FBI NEW YORK 

950 PM URGENT 8-10-67 AWS 

TO DIRECTOR 

fc5w/r3/Lst 
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FROM NEW YORK 

# \ 
{./ 

VIA TELETVP1 

ftUG 101967 

cmP.IPHERED 

r~^ X7 
\ v ^ ^ ^ X 
u v ^ / / r *. , 

I. DC, ^ JACK ANDE&SON, WASH, 

ALLEGATION RE LEAK OF CONFIDENTIAL FBI INFORMATION. 

lair. Ifetes*---— 
1 Ms. JDtfSjsw*-- 

Mr. nfrt-- 
l Ms. BfeSwP-- 
| Mr* - 
1 itr. —* 

1 Mr- Co«r»d- 

1 Mr. -- 
Mr* Gala- 
Mr. Rosen-■ 

i Mr- Sullivan— 
| Mr. Tavcl—— 

I Mr. Trotter- 

l fete. Room- 
i Mte9 Holnie#^ 

Miss Gandy~ 

RE NY PHONE CALL TO BUREAU, EIGHT TEN INSTANT, 

AT EIGHT THIRTY PM EIGHT TEN SIXTYSEVEN, NIGHT 

SUPERVISOR, NY, RECEIVED ANONYMOUS PHONE CALL FROM MALE WHO STATED 

JACK ANDERSON OF WASHINGTON DC, ASSOCIATE OF DREW PEARSON, 

IS RECEIVING CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION FROM FILES OF THE 

FBI, CIA, DEPARTMENT OF ARMY. STATED GIRL NAMEOl 

CLNU) WHO WORKED FOR FBI IN WASHINGTON, DC, IN THE "FILINGg^ 

" iS *“■< 
DEPARTMENT” SUPPLIES INFORMATION TO ANDERSON. NO INDICATItffi IFC 
———— a * • 

WORKING AT WFO OR BUREAU. CALLER SAID ANDERSON $SO HAS 

PERSONS SUPPLYING HIM INFORMATION AT CIA AND DEPARTMENT 0£ THE—' 
w c: 

ARMY. STATED ANDERSON HAS INFORMATION MICROFILMED AND KfgPS jg.M 

IN CABINET BUILT INTO WALL IN HIS OFFICE. 

CALLER STATED HE WANTS TO REMAIN ANONYMOUS SINCE HE’S AFRAID 

b6 
b7C 

OF REPRISAL BY ANDERSON. CALLER ADMITTED HAUfcJSr/ORmkFpR 
Mx * ■ m 7 Ty—arjap 

IN PAST AND THAT ANDERSON OWES HIM MONEY. HEfSTATED HE ITi 

iSON 

DTnG 

DOCUMENTS TO NYO AS FURTHER PROOF OF HIS COMPLAINT. AS SOON AS 

DOCUMENTS RECEIVED, NY WILL FORWARD TO BUREAU* SEP 8 196^ 

f/»/?-? '•l-c :fi 

WA... RM A 1 * - 
JoC jUntft^*a®iRrss. 

FOR THE DiRtClOR [ 

END 
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Trolto: _ 

Tele. Room 

Holmes_ 

Gandy _ 

subject: ANONYMOUS ALLEGATION OF 
LEAK OF FBI INFORMATION 

,W TO JACK^ANDERSON M\CS 

\ M <3/ W / 
5- ■*♦/ 

U'J o 
6 

I Si 

On 8-10-67, the Night Supervisor of the New York Office received 
a telephone call from a male who refused to identify himself and who stated 
that Jack Anderson, the associate of Drew Pearson, is receiving confidential 
information from the files of the FBI, CIA, and Department of the Army, The t,b 
caller claimed that a girl named| ]last name unknown, who works in ^ /( 
the filing department of the FBI in Washington supplies information to Anderson. 
Anderson allegedly has the information microfilmed and keeps the film in a 
cabinet built into his office wall. The caller said he wanted to remain anonymous 
because he fears reprisal by Anderson. He indicated that he had worked for 
Anderson in the past and that Anderson owes him money. He said that he would 
send documents to the New York Office as proof of his allegation. No such docu¬ 
ments have been received to date by the New York Office. That office will imme¬ 
diately advise the Bureau if any material is received. f) 

There are twelve employees assigned to the Files and Communications 
Division having the name of jor| land two assigned to the Washington 
Field Office. There are no employees in those divisions using the payroll name 
of| ~| The personnel files of these employees have been reviewed but nothing 

1 of significance to this inquiry was noted. Anderson'sl I 
_was employed in the Identification Division from 6-14-45 to 5-25-51, 
when she resigned while on maternity leave. As of 7-9-62, Pearson's| 
was_ a former Bureau employee who entered on duty on 12-28-31 
and resigned on 10-3-44 at which time she was assigned to the Washington Field 
Office. b6 

b7C 
It is known that Anderson has had a source of information in the 

Department of Justice. In March, 1966, Senator Thomas J. Dodd advised that 
investigators employed by him had received information that a copy of a volu¬ 
minous report on Joseph Valachi, a Cosa Nostra figure, had been made avail¬ 
able to Anderson by an unnamed employee of the Department of Justice and had 
been copied on a Xerox machine in the office of | 
Washington, D. C. Bureau investigation determined that it was Valachi's 

1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan (Sent Direct) ^ ^ ^ a L ^ • tr? \ 

L tX£Tirect) ww cj/. 
- .. ~ ' 4 SEP 14 1967 * 

:mfl - ^ ‘ 
■ Cbb <■ r: lie? 
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Memorandum to Mr. Callahan 
Re: Anonymous Allegation of Leak of 

FBI Information to Jack Anderson 

I manuscript concerning the Cosa Nostra and his past activities which Anderson 
I had obtained from the Department of Justice and had copied. During the inves¬ 
tigation, Anderson was interviewed on 4-7-66. He declined to identify the source 

| from whom he had obtained the manuscript but admitted that he had a source of 
information in the Department of Justice whom he described as "highly placed" 

land not a "kid." Anderson stated that if the FBI should identify this source of 
his information it would cause nothing but embarrassment to the Department of 
Justice. Such source was not identified. It was suspected that[ 

to former Assistant Attorney General Louis F. Oberdorfer b6 
j of the Tax Division, may have been involved in this matter 'since she was knownb7C 
Ito be close to Jack Anderson socially and had been written up by him in Parade 
{Magazine as an outstanding Government employee. However, | ]denied 
my involvement and it is noted that she resigned from the Department on 7-12-65 
to go to work for Oberdorfer in private practice. 

While it may well be that Anderson still has a source of information 
in the Department, careful consideration is being given to the possibility that 
he has a similar source in the FBI. However, it is not felt that it would be 
desirable at this time to interview the fourteen employees having the given name 
off or without some specific basis for involving any of them. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

or 
1. It is recommended that the 14 employees having the naif^e 

[not be interviewed at this time. /civ 

j- j 

of 

b6 
b7C 

|eke y 

2. The New York Office is being closely followed regarding the 
documentary proof which the anonymous complainant promised to send to it. 
If such material is received, it will be carefully reviewed and any action based 
upon it will be promptly recommended. / 

2- 



OP1IQHAI FO*M HO. 10 

MAX 196? EOmQht 

G5A GfH. KG. NO. J7 

JOlC^lOi 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
to Mr, Callahan 

from J. B. Adams 

DATE: 8-21^67 

\Ll ItrrCRKATic-iT CCITTAIITED 

HEREIN IS UHCLASSiriE- 

:AIE 07-03-200^ BY 60324 auc fc; 

SUBJECT :ANONYMOUS ALLEGATION OF 

Tol.^on _ 
Detcoch . 

Offir _fc 
tiishop — 

Kelt _ 
Calc_ 
Rosen .— 

S'J J liven _ 

Tolo. Rr>0:r 
Holmes ___ 
Candy - 

Reference is made to my memorandum of 8-15-67 concerning an ft7c 
anonymous telephone call to the New York Office on the night of 8-10-67 alleging 
that a girl named_last name unknown, who works in the "filing depart¬ 
ment” of the FBI in Washington supplies information to Jack Anderson, the news¬ 
paper columnist associated with Drew Pearson. The anonymous caller promised 
to send documents to the New York Office to substantiate ids complaint. 

Although eleven days have elapsed since the anonymous call was 
received, no such documents have been received and it appears unlikely that 
they will come in at this late date. The caller*s failure to fulfill his promise 
raises a serious question as to the truthfulness of his allegation. In this con¬ 
nection, he admitted that he had worked for Anderson in the past and claimed 
that Anderson owed him money. 

As previously reported, there are twelve employees assigned to the^Ct. 
Files and Communications Division having the name of I lor I land two 
assigned to the Washington Field Office. The personnel files of these employees jti 
have been reviewed but nothing of significance to this inquiry was noted. Never- If 
theless, it is felt that it would be advisable to interview these employees regard-J 
ing this allegation. ^ If 

RECOMMENDATIONS: ^ - ' b7C I 

(1) It is recommended that the fourteen/ employees referred to abova 
be interviewed concerning the anonymous allegation that a girl namedf^ I in if 
the filing department of the FBI in Washington is finishing information from 
Bureau files to Jack Anderson. 

^* REC 7 i t 

4 SEP 8 B67 
(2) That each employee when interviewed be cautioned not to discuss 

this matter with anyone other than the interviewing official? ” ■*““ . 

1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan (Sent Direct) 
1 - Mr^^a^^^^^^Direct) 

IC :mfltl^^(5) 
H.x L 



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO DIRECTOR, FBI date: 8/23/67 

Attention: Personnel Section 
SAC, WFO (67-2174) - 

I 

subject: ANONYMOUS ALLEGATION OF^iEAK OF 
FBI INFORMATION TO JACITANDERSON 

all IK7C-RMATIGN CCNTAIHED 
3 ERE I IT IS UNCLASSIFIED j 
DATE 07-03-20Q7 BY 60324 sue fcsv/rs/lsgj 

Pursuant to instructions received from the 
Bureau hv telephone on 8/22/67■ T have tndav talked 
to I I and 
both Clerks in the Washington Field Office* 
and both advised they were not acquainted 

I 
with JACK ANDERSON, were not related to him, had never 
talked to him and did not know any of his relatives or 
associates. 

C%J- Bureau 
T - WFO 
JDP:MCP 
(3) REG 2L 

| sW-:ht.L . _ 

j \ 

—S'oo S3_ 

* SEP 8 1967 i 
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OPTlONM. tOU/* HO. 10 

MAT >962 fDlllON 

OiA G*H. JkfeG. HO. 77 

5010-106 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

SUBJECT. 

Mr. Tavel ■>» 

L. E. Sho: 

date: 8-23-67 

ANONYMOUS ALLEGATION OF 
LEAK OpBI INFORMATION 
to jack-Anderson 

Tolsoc_ 

DeLoach - 

Mohr_ 

Bishop - 

Casper-— 

Collohon - 

Coriod- 

Fell___ 
Gale ——— 

Rosen —-- 

Sullivon —— 

Tavel —- 

Trouer - 

Tele. Room . 

Holmes —— 

Candy - 

2lLL INFORMIX I :iT CCHTAIUE2 

HEREIN IS UNriASSIFIEX 

BATE 07-00-200" BY 60324 sue- fccv/'rs/lsg 

In accordance with recommendations on memorandum captioned 
as above from J. B. Adams to Mr. Callahan dated 8-21-67, ten employees 
assigned to the Files and Communications Division having the namel I 
or| | have been interviewed. All advised that they are not acquainted 
with Jack Anderson, the newspaper columnist, nor are they acquainted 
with anyone in his office. All denied furnishing information of any type to 
individuals outside the Bureau. 

Two employees, | land | have not yet 
been interviewed inasmuch as they are on extended sick leave. It is noted 
that| 1 who entered on duty in November, 1966, is assigned to 
the Name Searching Unit and, in connection with her assigned duties, does 
not have access to Bureau files. | [has been in the Bureau since 
1953 and her work over the years has been of the highest caliber. | 
is a supervisory employee in the File Review Unit and, as far as we know, 
she has never been referred to as_ 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For referral to the Administrative Division. 

1 - Mr. Cavanaugh (detached) 
LESrifc 
(4) 

EXCEPT WaSJSTSHftiM 

Kcz 

* SEP 8 1967 
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ifAl fUlllQK 
OW 0£N. lit. HO. 3T 

UNITED STATES GC RNMENT 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

♦ 

Memorandum 
MR/ MOHR 

n/p. callaha; 

/! 

i>Xocc~ 

date: February 1, 1968 
GcJc . 

kll INFC^M&TICH CC:nA.IKE!: 
EEREIM IT^LAzoUFIED 

IATE 07-:2-Z007 3Y 603Z4 cue taw/is/lag 

While discussing other matters with one of our contacts at the 
Bureau of the Budget, he referred to the Pearson article appearing in the paper 
the other morning about the pending reorganization that would put the Bureau of 
Narcotics under the FBI. Our contact indicated that they have strong feelings 
and indications that this information was furnished to Pearson's office by Deputy 
Commissioner George Gaffney through Anderson's secretary, Opal Ginn. Our 
contact further indicated that Miss Ginn was secretary to Gaffney when he was 
assigned t o the Atlanta Office of the Narcotics Bureau and both Gaffney and Ginn 
are originally from Georgia. This information was furnished without bejj 
prodded for. 

'O* 

X 

the sister of 
Bgrpau records concerning Opal Ginn do not indicate that 

In this regard it is pointed out ^ 
| whe who was employed _is former Bureau employee| 

in the Identification Division from 6/14/45 to 5/25/51. 

Our contact also indicated that there has been considerable hard 
| feelings between Commissioner Giordano of the Narcotics Bureau and Deputy 
I Commissioner Gaffney which is apparently quite well known at the Bureau of the 

jf Budget and he understands in the Treasury Department also. 

There are numerous references in Bureau files to Opal Ginn; however, 
-;the Bureau has not conducted any investigation concerning her and the majority 
'of the information deals with reference to her as an employee of Pearson and 
iAnderson in connection with the Bureau's investigations both of a security nature 
jand the most recent in connection with the DoddJ^yejtigation. 

I ?¥-£oq5'3-QIo 

b6 
b7C 

The above is submitted for information. 

M & v3 ■ 1^1 FFfl r jnpg h* 
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OPTION*!. fcO** *05“0 

MAT 1961 EDITION 

OS* GiK. mo. no, 1? 

SOI 0- 104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO 

FROM 

Memorandum 

O 
subject: JACK ANDERSON 

WTOP-TV 
SUNDAY, 9/28/69 

DATE: 9/29/69 

ALL INFCFMATICIT CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-200? Ex 50324 sue 

Captioned individual’s regularly scheduled television 
newscast was monitored on Sunday, 9/28/69. He made no reference 
to the FBI. His commentary concerned collisions between commercial 
airplanes and small private planes in the vicinity of major airports. 
He concluded that the FAA must make regulations restricting private 
aircraft from the corridors of commercial airline traffic. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For information. 

1 - Mr. DeLoach 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - M. A. Jones 

REW:jmb/clw. 
(5) 

REC- 2b 

JinL INFORMATION COHItfTjmj 

:Fig^ 

VISE, =L>'" 

sg OCT 1 M 
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4-S72 (Rev, 7.19-63) 

OPTION*! TOIm MO. 10 

MAY )«6> iOlliON 

cu OtN Kf&. NO. if 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
The Director 

FROM N, P, Callahan 

DATE 

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record 

f'' 
* • 

ALL INFCRMAIICN CONTAINED 
serein is unclassified 
CATE 07-03-2007 BY <50324 sue fcsWrs/lsg 

s?*g*» S358&»219li3&. Coagrosamaa (p) Sliiaau, 
>&* co&e«,Mn& fe* attach i^ada against Him fey ^agtrkaasggsivitt & t*e*ai 

E# geiaiuk) out tlii ;v.f. £ftei«r»ea staUa in M# co-U^sat&ai l fet«t 
«s^ag«4 in ***»» sort oi quart,onati* astirai** *ro h* ft# la* i*sii for 
ni# atuex rtfti*m*stft **i*i*fi!/ satis to tfe* FL! fey a saw* **m«0 i^rttiwiek 
Hsfetrsuam fit* Awisrsc*column «tmi tost Tek«ras*ntaut Us* in* feati 
c&AUct#ii as* fey atos isiaft to get to latsmtit la fesfesit ca * Imka 
iiOOdiunw. in Chicago. M*, MSarsau** rtatsttsat •*•»&, tatissti, ustitiotbs 
&E2 -~i* a eompirts awl tout I* t*Ho©d. - * - * tat Uiistiy ol tins story, 
#r, :#s*ssrt it ifcat fctr. ^adtrtofi c*d«ti si* ami is*$ta'm at oat *i» n&ut 
iiut j'j* bsti rcetiftO iftrt A&axaaut iu4 ictito m* to au ottltmteU to tfcs 
ti.i. a assftrsti Mr, And*jr«<m tut 1 fear* oat ui^ to £c&tK&s& I* mart 

r 

s 

[ 

lass 4^ $**rat I# not my ^ur^ott to &rt Ute a <&»**#£ with 
Mr* .A*a*r*o«, feat Swat *»ysfei*a£u*4i to,"***# tit* U&te, **g too** Uet# srt.tM. 
I j»y* M so coamwtieiis to ■&§*&>% or fey tstopfesas witfc Mr, ^tkwraua tf 
awl. owe tint till* a; **&•£ ebaraetor aad staaociatsoo*. He ioe *atisti Hath feu f 
^satora* a t*tt*r a* teat to Alters*? teml CUrt ©» £»£ts&fcsr V$ rt^arding , 
in* itfeor* matter. 

£ 

X 
X 

X 
X 

a 

O 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 

Record iotS^pi CftJ h&fr. \vl !C}YJ/ was reviewed and pertinent items were 

marked for the Director's attention* This form has been prepared in order that 

portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 

^gpBropriate Rureau^case or subject matter files. 



Conrad 

Felt — 

Gale — 

all iNrcRKAnc:; cchtainzd 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 07—QJ-20C7 BY 50324 icc bdw/r3/isg 

memos: FBI official^dd]y deny 
Urevived"reports that Hoover will retire"on his 
' 75th birthday nest Jan. 1. * , . Would-be muck-¬ 

rakers rain job applications on columnist Jack 
Anderson, the late Drew Pearson’s partner; 
Anderson picks a seasoned Washington report¬ 
er, .Leslie .Whitten of the Hears t newspapers, to 
be "his helper. * ' 

a 

Rosen — 

Sullivan 

The Washington Post 
Times Herald_ 

The Washington Daily News_ 

The Evening Star (Washington) 

The Sunday Star (Washington) _ 

Daily News (New York) _ 

Sunday News (New York)_ 

New York Post_ 

The New York Times_ 

The Sun (Baltimore)_ 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

The Wall Street Journal J.__ 
The National Observer__ 

People's World -- 

Examiner (Washington) _ 

C’V'C 

<^n\TJL£b~?- 

O’ 

Jf'r 
n 

,<'■ q 
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F D-36 fr^Qv. 5-22*6 

y 
F 6 l/] 

:te: 

■■j "-IT, TolsOlf—i 

J 7£r. TteLorah. 

9/16/69 

Transmit 

Via_ 

the foilowi: 

AIRTEL 

;g in Vi 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIR MAIL • 

(Priority) 

1 lr. Mohr,--^— {j 
ir. Bishoii_S 

!■; Mr. Casper-[• 
I \ Mr. Ca3:ahan-if 

„ / I ‘i Mr. Conrad-vj! 
■' 7 r $ Vxv. F^t_I! 

T^H j Mr. _|! 
f J Mr. Kosen_ 

*31 

/.it /r 

t 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (92-10492) 
(Attn: Crime Records) 

FROM: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (92-547) 

RE: JOSEPH LAWRENCE ALIOTO 
MAYOR 
SAN .-.FRANCISCO 

l Mr T avcL... . 2 
t Mr Tracer_ 
^ TkI o. * jvoevn.... J " 
i ^ \*» Holmes_ 
j Miss Gandy_ 

.. i 

ALL IHFOR1S.TICN CCNTAINE! 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DiTE O'7-C'o-2007 31' 6Co24 due fcav/rs/lsg 

On the morning o£ 9/16/69, I received press 
inquiry from KPIX-TV, Channel 5, and KSFO-Radio, San 
Francisco, concerning article in the Washington Merry-Go- 
Round by JACKMANPERSON. This article allegedly made 
reference to an FBI report on ALIOTO that was submitted 

„ to HUBERT HUMPHREY at the time of the Democratic National 
t*Convention in 196S. I answered both these inquiries 
;ino continent and will continue to do so on any that might 
jjbe received in the future. 

Also, on 9/16/69, USA CECIL POOLE called one of 
jthe Supervisors in the office and asked him if the office 
\had seen the ANDERSON article. The Supervisor told him 
|we had not seen it and we.were not aware of any of its 
!contents. POOLE made no further comment,^but according 
(to the Supervisor, he was "fishing." POOLE is, of course, 
1 close to ALIOTO as both are powers in the Democratic Party 
fin California. 

5 
This office has maintained a no comment answer on 

any of the recent publicity concerning Mayor ALIOTO and 
'will continue to do so. 

("Ij- Bureau (AM) 
"1 - San Francisco 

(3) ^2 SEP 251960 
•fly 

/ 

1969 / 

^ Agent in Charge 
Sent _M Per 
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may- 1**3 (DlTlON 

Oi« CFN. ((>. no. i7 

UNITED STATES G< 

,/T 

INME^T 

Memorandum 
i 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

\ r/ 
fc;r o Deloach, 

r.csen 

all :kfc-r!‘Lat:c:; cchtaihe:- 
here it; is “jmclassifie: 
CAT I C 7-03-2-'.“ BY 60324 *uc fcaw/rs/l sg 

datf: October 7, 1969 

Ocbbv.a: 

1 
1 

Mr, DeLoach 

Mr, Rosen 
To-vV -CO::! . 

Hotar# —-. 

]AND OTHERS 

(If' 
J «L-: 

FRAUD AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT 

On 10/6/69 oujy Dallas office received information 
/from the President of General Dynamics Corporation (GD), Fort 
Worth^Texas/f that Leslie Yrhitten, claiming to be writer for 
Jack^Anderson, a syndicated columnist, inquired of GD about 
its trouble encountered with a subcontractor on production of 
2-ill airplane parts, Whitten indicated to GD that he was 
preparing an article to appear in the Jack Anderson newspaper 
column but the source of Whitten*s information or when an article 
might appear were not known to GD, 

This matter involves a request on 9/3/69 by Assistant 
U» S, Attorney Little Rock, Arkansas, for investigation of 
negations made by| | former 

tnT" - ' 1 

w o 

_ "[that Selb Manufacturing Company (.SMC) , 
Pocahontas, Arkansas, furnished defective wing parts to GD 
in producing F-lil fighter planes for the U, S, Air Force and 
that SMC gave gratuities to GD employees as possible inducement 
to accept defective parts. Assistant U, S, Attorney indicated 
that possible FAG violations were indicated if investigation 
established that defective parts were accepted and used in the 
F-i.ll and paid for by the U. S, Government. He also desired 
investigation to establish if gratuities were made to GD employees 
in possible violations involving kickbacks paid by subcontractors 
to employees of prime contractor (GD). 

Our investigation verified that GD in 5/67 was awarded 
Air Force contract for producing F-lll aircraft and spare parts 
arc. that SMC was a subcontractor to produce parts for the F-lll, 
Cur investigation also determined instances of defective welds and 
other defective parts produced by SMC but which appear to have 
been discovered by GD quality conxrol inspectors and scrapped. 
GD claims that all F-lll aircraft delivered to the Air Force have 
been cleared of having any SMC parts considered questionable. Our 
Dallas office is currently reviewing GD records to determine 
disposition of all parts purchased from SMC and if any defective 

JKK/lrk/ay , 
(7) / V f 

* x -- M6® 1§&«8 
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b6 
b7C 

Ncmorsndum to Mr. DeLoach 

parts wore installed on F-lll aircraft. Our investigation has 
. also established thax one GD employee obtained personal loan 
in 7/68 from SMC official for purchase of new car, did not sign 
a note, ana has not repaid loan. 

, Investigation is being pressed and deadline of 10/ 
•was set for completion of investigation initially requested 
jAssistant U. S. Attorney, who on 10/3/69 requested certain 
‘ additional investigation which is being expedited. 

ACTION 

i 

2 

O
' 
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OPTtONAl !OlM MO. 10 
M*V I 963 IDUtON 

OVA GIN. *«>. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES G( RNMENT # 

Memorandum 

Q 

TO Mr. W. C. Sulliv^j^) 

C. D. Brenna W 

ALL IKK-FMRTIOn CCLTTAIME3 

3ERE:I17 IS UNCLASSIFIED 

BATE G7-03-2007 BY 60324 sue baw/ra-Tag 

date: November 15, 1969 

Tolson — 

CcLoodi 

Wnllare 

MW 
CollaJ)fan 

Conrad 
Fell 

Gaia_, 
Rosen _ 

Tele. Roomi 
Holmes V 

O.ndy -b7C 

% 

SUBJECT: NEW MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE 
TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM• 
INTERNAL SECURITY 

The attached article in Jack Anderson/s column in, 
the Washington Post today alleges That the FBI has reported 
to the White House that the march on Washington is not 
communist controlled but there is evidence of communist 
participation. The Director asked to see the report to the 
White House referred to in Anderson's column. 

We have not furnished any such comprehensive report 
to the White House. Neither have we stressed in any of our 
intelligence reports as Anderson states, "that only a few 
ragtag communists are collaborating with the enemy." To the 
contrary we have continually emphasized that a significant 

|\nuraber of communists have played leading roles in organizing 
jlthe march. We have pointed to the fact that the New Mobilization's* 
USteering Committee is comprised of a number of individuals \ Uwith communist affiliations. We have also stressed that another (to 

organizing element in the march, the Student Mobilization . 
Committee, is currently controlled by communists. ^ 

We had disseminated intelligence information to the 
White House and the Attorney General that militants plan to / 
attack the Justice Department and the South Vietnamese Embassy ^ 
as Anderson reported, information of this nature was a 

|contai:.ed, for example, in our Current Intelligence Analysis of x) 
(•November 5, 1969, on page three, a copy of which is attached. ^ 

Information concerning the approximate number of § 
people who might be expected to march as contained in Anderson's 31 
column was included in our Departmental Evaluation Committee j 
report of November 10, 1969, on page three, a copy of which 
is also attached. As you know representatives from various ‘ O 
governmental agencies are included on this Committee. , 3 

Enclosures - 4 . ^CtOSUSl 

Mr. C. D. DeLoach 
Mr. T. E. Bishop 
Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Mr. C. D. Brennan 

=N0T^REC.O'BDEO 

13 NOV . 24 1969 
522 NOV 241963 

CONTINUED 



Memorandum to V. C. Sullivan 
KE: NEW MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE 

TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM 

Information concerning attendance at the Stockholm 
Conference and the "Fall Offensive" referred to by Anderson 
was disseminated by teletype October 21, 1969, a copy of 
which is attached. 

It is obvious that Anderson's information could have 
come from any number of sources In the Intelligence community 
and he has taken bits and pieces of Information he has picked 
up to write his column. . 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For the information of the Director. 

i 
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ALL IMFCKLATICH CZlHklUEZ 

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

LATE 07-QO-2007 3Y 50324 au: fcav/r 

The Washington Merry-Go-Rouitd 

I Hoover Helps 
By Jack Anderson L Inside the Justice Depart- 

ent's Organized Crime Sec¬ 

tion, top officials are talking 

excitedly of breaking the back! 

of the Mafia in the 70s. 
The weapons will horrify 

civil libertarians: widespread 

use of bugs and wiretaps, sin¬ 
gling out top hoods for prose¬ 
cution and harassment, re¬ 
lease of raw, unverified infor¬ 
mation on crime lords* 

h But Attorney General John 
iMitcheli has subtly let his 
crime fighters know that he 
won't object if they need to 
use a little fire to fight fire* 

Jl Also, J. Edgar Hoover, 
whose obsession with Commu- 

4FBI with !than the 
sands of men* 

Anti-Mafia Laws 
it Now, Hoover and his new | 
feoss, John Mitchell, set.things 
We alike. In fact, Mitchells 
Caides have agreed to help Hoo- 
Ijver get some powerful new 
I laws to push the Mafia up 
I against the wall. , 

One bill would jpake it ille-l 
gal to travel interstate to 
shakedown a gambling de^ 
Thus if a big spender piled up 
a Las Vegas deficit, the Mafia 
enforcer who crosses a state 
line to collect the debt would 
be subject to federal prosecu¬ 
tion. Even a mailed inquiry 
about the debt could mean 
federal prosecution. ^ ™ 
would tend to dry uip credit 

nists blinded his old eyes for 
years to the Mafia dangers, 
has at last ordered his agents 
ho cooperate with Justice De¬ 
partment task forces in a city- 
by-city crime fight* 

The late Bobby Kennedy 
was the first to mobilize all l 
federal law. agencies against 
pre-picked hoodlums on se¬ 
lected turf. But as attorney 
general, Kennedy couldn't get 
(Hoover's cooperation* Kenne¬ 
dy's top organized crime fight¬ 
ers once complained to this 
(column that Hoover stalled 
them every time they re¬ 
quested a Mafia man's crimi¬ 
nal records* 

So in those bitter days, the 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics,: 
with less than 300 agents, was 
locking* up more top hoods 

59 JAN3 0 1970^ 

Le new gambling laws, 
id bar “point spread 
:s from interstate traffic 
block information on gam- 
g games from transmission 
elephone or wire* 
cover loves to wager a few 
ars on the ponies himself 

: is careful when he re- 
;es FBI statistics on gam- 
ig not to include the pan- 
tuels. But he is 
are that illegal gambling isj 
■ lifeblood of the Mafia, jj 
[‘he 70s will see vastm 
pped-up use_ of c°^t-a^| 
oved electronic snooping. If 
? tapes are too gossipy and 
gue for use in prosecution, 
e FBI and Jusuce will leak 
em to the press or insert 

court records to make 

The Washington Post 
Times Herald_ 

The Washington Daily News 

The Evening Star (Washing 

The Sunday Star (Washington) 

Daily News (New York) 

Sunday News (New York) 

New York Post_ 

The New York Times 

The Sun (Baltimore) _ 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

& 
The Wall Street Journal 

The National Observer _ 

^People's World_ 

^Examiner (Washington) 

Date 
JAN 2 2 1970 

m JAN 26 1970 

-Ui.w. Ui'ii.* 



i tKem ^public. This Identifies 
‘and shames the Mafia men 
| who often live in fine neigh¬ 
borhoods and pose as ordinary 
businessmen, 

Talk or Jail 
) Justice and the FBI will also 
I use the growing crop of “im- 
imunity” laws to blackjack 

I thugs Into talking. Under 
these laws, a judge grants im¬ 
munity from prosecution to a 
Mafia man who talks. If he 
still refuses to answer ques¬ 
tions, he goes to jail for con¬ 
tempt of court. 
| Hoover has thrown an extra 
400 agents into the fight 
against organized crime. AI-; 
ready the drive Is paying off. 
Although in bis preliminary! 

jreport on FBI action in 1969, 
hoover buried the organized 
crime story back behind the 
SDS, the Communists and 
ither extremists, the FBI’s 
progress against organized 
ciime deserves better notice. 

New England Cos a Nostra 
boss Raymond Patriarca .was 
[indicted for a gangland mur- 
Ider. His top aide, Gennarq An- 
giulo, was indicted in connec¬ 
tion with a $48,000 robbery. 
New York's Joe “Joe Bananas’' 
Bonanno, a famed Mafia chief, 

Hwas arrested by the FBI for 
conspiring to tamper; with 
court records. New Jersey's 
Samuel Rizzo DeCavalcante 
was arrested for violating fed¬ 
eral gambling laws. Chicago 
boss Sam Giancana was har¬ 
assed opt of the country after 

l __ 

a year rh federal custody^qfis? \ 
contempt. **• 

In the 70s, therefore, 'eve$f 
crime lord in New York, Phila¬ 
delphia, Los Angeles, Detro^l 
Miami, Chicago and othe>; 
cities is expecting the firnfc 

#tnock of the FBI on the fronf* 
door of his $250,000 home. 

Mormon Prophet 
-Three million Mormons 

looked upon David O. McKay* 
who died this week in his 9Gtti 
year, as a prophet in the sanded 
sense as Moses or Abraham.; 

The high and mighty camp' 
to his book-lined office where1 
he used to sit behind the oI<F 
roll-top desk that once be¬ 
longed to Brigham Young. But, 
he was even more accessible 
to the meek and humble. # * 

Once, during a tour of Eng¬ 
land on a busy schedule, he 
overheard his son Llewelyn 
turn aw^y a small girl in & 

4>lue dress who wanted tftej 
prophet's autograph. McKay; I 
beckoned his son aside. — j 

“Never hurt a child,” he said ' 
gently. “Don’t underestimate 
their feelings.” 1 i * 

Then he turned to sign the ■ 
autograph, but the disap-*! 
pointed girl had vanished.-! 

Next day, driving to another "j 
town, McKay still had the', 
child uppermost in his mindlj 
He asked the head of the Motf-'j 
mon church in Britain to find’; 
her and send her autograph"! 
book to him. He was not aft'} 
ease until this had been ay 
complished several days ij&erC' 
© 1970, Bell-Mccnure 
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SUBJECT: ATTEMPTED B( 
RESIDENCE OF I 

6/30/68, BOMBING MATTERS Jioj^ rs<\,M 

On memorandum from Rosen to DeLoach of 
2/13/70 concerning the above-captioned matter, the Director has 
noted, "Moore (referring to SAC Moore of Jackson Office) should not 
have talked to any reporter of L.A. Times; N. Y. Times & Wash. PooC.h. 

In memorandum 2/11/70 from G. C. Moore to Mr. 
Sullivan on the same matter, it was set forth that the Jackson Office 
advises it has excellent working relations with| ~|former 

* Atlanta representative of the "Los Angeles Times." On this the 
Director noted, "Our Jackson Office should be more circumspect 

1 with| |as any representative of L. A. Times can’t be trusted.! 

v Mr. Tolson has inquired if4 the above notations have 
| been called to the attention of the Jackson Office^ ;r. 

bo 

b7C 

i ’ Assistant Director Sullivan advises that he informed 
g • SAC Moore of the Jackson Office of the notation of the Director on the 

y above memorandum of 2/11/70,at 10 a.m. on 2/13/70. 

rag Moore was advised by Bishop of the Director’s notation 
t'Aj! g§ ! j as set forth above on the memorandum of 2/13/70 at 1:45 p. m. on 

ilEE \ ~ I 

i w o RECOMMENDATION: 

C.M Jiz , (\ 

ft A *_ 

None. For information. 

V Aa.- i 

not RECiouaks 

133 jhEj},27 1970 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
INFC2&AIICN Z2l~kIW2 

HEREIN 15 CKdA53:r:ED 
DATE D7-C5-200? BT 60324 du: taw/ra/lag 

TO 

FROM 

Mr. DeLoach 

A. Rosen 

DATE: 2/12/70 

) 

SUBJECT: JACK NORTHMAN ANDERSON 
NAME CHECK MATTER 

) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

- Mr. 
- Mr. 
- Mr. 
- Mr. 

-r- 

DeLoach 
Rosen 
Malley 
Scatterdav 

] 
- Mr. Bishop 

The Name Check Section, General Investigative 
Division, is in receipt of a name check concerning captioned 
individual from the Naval Investigative Service submitted (under their Global Program. This Program deals with the 
invitation to a seminar of well-known individuals in various 
walks of life. Because of the prominence of these individuals, 
Navy desires only results of subversive-type investigations. 

4 Jack Anderson is the notorious writer whose column 
appears in the Washington Post. The FBI has not investigated 
Anderson; however, his name has appeared in various "leak" type 
cases, many involving his former associate. Drew Pearson. In 
March, 19$6, investigation was conducted by the FBI regarding 
an allegation made by Senator Thomas Dodd regarding the possible 
thef& of l.S. Department of Justice material including the 
rosejih Valachl transcript. Anderson was a suspect in this 
case. It was determined that no FBI material was involved 
and it was alleged that a highly placed Justice Department 
official may have furnished the Valachi transcript for 
Anderson's use. 

'M' 

RECOMMENDATION: 

If approved, the Name Check Section will stamp the 
Navy form to indicate that FBI files contain no identifiable 
information pertinent to their inquiry, also noting that 
the search of our files was limited to the results of 
investigations of a subversive nature. 

1° 
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-f DO-S 
OFFICE OF DIRECTOR 

= FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

4' 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

February 25, 197D 
Js' t-t bf P^PiiL^ 

The attached note and newspaper 
column were sent to the Directo 
from an anonymous source in 
Suribury, Pennsylvania. The n 
reads as follows: 

A 
"Sunbury, Pa. 
Feb 23, 1970 

MR.CONRAD. 

b6 
b7C 

Dear Mr Hoover: 
MRS. METCALF 

MISS CANDY _ 

At one time Ithought you were 
doing a fine job, but after reading this 
editorial It looks like you are a complete 
failure. We need some one to completely 
destroy the Mafia. 

Citizen" 

nm 

M- 

- j J-iij 

■ [jj&l j-0 ; (S?0 

PJAni v^r t“"- ■ 
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Jack Anderson 

Fils 

ALL 731 IUFCR>^TI3t; CCETAIl-lEi: 
HEREIM 15 UNCLASSIFIED 
BATE O7-05-2007' BY 60324 au: tsv.y 

rdn Mafia: ^ 

WASHINGTON—Behind all thebally- 

hod, the federal crackdown on the Mafia 

has produced more headlines than 

results. 
Government eavesdroppers have tuned in- 

on Cosa Nostra conversations, and the trans¬ 
cripts have made titrating reading in the' 
court records, But, unfortunately, all the dash 
and splash have brought few conviction^ 

Even the federal task forces, which are 
supposed to be waging war against organized 
criftje In Eiiot Ness fashion in key cities, have 
hatj lynitsd success* 

Milton Rector, director of the National 
Council on Crime and Delinquency, has re¬ 
ported that “almost every bit of crime we 
study has some link to organized crime.” 

Effisf of this illegal activity is directed by 
^OJOo SFDDO Mafia members. Up until a.year 

agoJonly 29t> of these powerful criminals had 
been, indicted, and only 147 .had wound up ill 
prison._ 

All the while, Cosa Nostra hoods were tig- 
htenjng {heir ^rasp on the sources of money 
anrl noweracrpss the_coyntrv. In fac.t^_ths_ 
government helped the tifiderworld finance 
some of its activities through defense con* 
tracts and smah-busmess loans. 

• # • 

THE MARIA is almost as diversified as 
the:§overnmentp but few government agencies 
prepare their investigators to cope with or¬ 
ganized crime. Even in the Justice Depart¬ 
ment,' only one of seven units dealing with the 
Mafia — the organized crime section— gives 
its employes such background on the, men 
and -the methods of the Mafia. T 

j! Edgar Hoover has belatedly thrown 400 
of his Federal Bureau^fTnvesligation agents 
intd/the fight against organized crime. They 
haVe Received little training, however, in the 
sophistication of the Mafia. 

'"1 400 are cleap-ci^ a)PA.Hiencan types 

who could not possibly infiltrate the Cosa Nos¬ 
tra. 

Until Mafia informer Joe Valachi made his 
startling revelations in 1962. FBI boss HgoyttL 
contended there was no ftJ[afiari In the eight: 
years that have passed, hisacents have beefi 
more successful at cracking tne Cosa Nostra^ 
oiTTv than .in real life, 

Most Mafia convictions aren’t the result of 
the bBrs efforts Tout of vigorous pursuit 
the Treasury De part men t,' whose agents are" 

better trained tc> organized crime. 
The Justice Department has takfrn credit 

for busting op bn the hsaria in rlfew'Jersey apd 5 
exposing tne sin^ter imKS, between mooses 

Tatm politict^ns. piiv/ tfffi 
New jersey i nd ictmebfe^were more The re suhF 
of rare luck than ^Mrtlse. 

FBI ELECTRONICS experts had been tap*" 
ping Mafia phones in New Jersey for years. 

' But until last December, they had apparently 
■ been doing little more-than listening. 

The crackdown that netted 54 Mafia hoods* 
including kingpin Simone .Rizzo DeCaval- 
cant, otherwise knowta as "Sam the Plum¬ 
ber,” came pnpariJaftas a result of infbrma- 

-tion given fecj^i.isw&qrities by a, former in¬ 
surance broker namba Louis Saperstem and a 
disgruntled contractor named Paul Rtgo. 

For all the wiretaps, agents, and TV fan¬ 
fare, the Justice Department and the FBI 
could not have developed the New Jersey 
cases without this unexpected help. 

..Elsewhere in the Federal Government, the }' 

Story is the same: few officials know much 
about organized crime because they lack 
proper training, 
o~£miy<Rep. Dapte Fascell (D-Fla), has" 
shown any concern. He has ordered his inves¬ 
tigators to look behind the publicity smokes* 
creen andsflpd <$xzt how the Federal Govern- 
ment is training its law-enforcemeht peopi^^^ 
put down the Mafia menace. He has 
that mpst fgj^ral ^encjes jSM1 
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/MR* DETACH 

MR, WALT 

February 26, 1970 MR.jfcASPER __ 

MR. CALLAHAN 

The attached article by Jack mf* conrao 
Anderson was sent to the Director (J&jrT 7 

Noted on the article is the iM 
remark — "How Come ?"W''4 >»#r 
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ALL IHFDRMATIC1T CCITTAINEZ 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE OT-Oo-COOT 3v SCo24 cu: bsv/rs/lsg 

W A SHIN GT ON—Beh i nd all the bally- than qouid Efram Zimbalist Jr* They must : 
hoof the federal crackdown on the. Mafia look, talk art*! think like Maiia mobsters to 
has produced more headlines than results, survive inside the sinister underworld society.- 

Government eavesdroppers have tuned in on The FBI operates a 14-week training course ,r . 
^Cosa Nostra conversations, and the transcripts for recruits. New agents get tough physical- 
have made titillating reading in the court rec- training and intensive courses in / tracing \ 
ords. But, unfortunately, all the dash and stolen cars, solving bank robberies, catching; \ 
splash have brought few convictions. kidnappers and disrupting the while slave ! 

Even the federal task forces, which are traffic — the same basic instruction r gents : 
supposed to bo waging war against organized have received since Hoover whipped the FBI. j 
crime in EHot Noss fashion in key cities, have into the world's foremost crime-fighting force* j 
had limited success; Until Mafia informer Joe Va.lachi made his 1 { 

Milton Flee Lor, director of the National startling revelations in 1962, Hoover contended 
'.Council on Crime and Delinquency, has re- there was no ■_ __ ^ 
. polled that '*almost every bit o£ crime we V Mb^t Mnirii^convicnonts are not tho*Vcsult of L- 
study has some Jink to organized crime*** . j the FBI's efforts but vigorous pursuit by the 

Most of this illegal activity is directed by | Treasury Departmghtp^wh6se“a gents are better " 
3,000 to 5,000 Mafia members* Until a year I trained to fight organized crime* 
ago, only 290 of these powerful criminals had The NlrooTkri^ur^ 
been indicted, and only 147 had wound up tn from Treasury to Justice, was also effective : 

pnson-_— ---*-* ~ “g the Mafia. • its 
Americans drilled ■! 
[ to imp%rsonate ^ 
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11?. Rosen June 2, 1970 

Mr. Rosen 
Mr. T.lallev —b6 

—b7C 

SUHjECT 

c:.r jaiss h. collzns 
Ji/ wii-i iiJST TlIE GOVESITliENT 

AIL IHFCK&TICN CCITIAIMEL 

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-2007 3T 60324 aim Law/: 

The following is furnished with reference to 
Jack Anderson’s Washington Pest article of 5/29/70, concern! 
aTlege<j~iCtc'K15acks in the office of Congressman Collins (R„—T :;.s) 

The Department by letter 4/3/70, requested we in-a. Di- 
gate allegations contained' in Jack Anderson’s Washington Pci ;, 
article of 3/19/70, alleging payroll kickbacks in the office ^ 
of Congressman Collins by| |eapioyee ^6 ^ 

in the Congressman’s Dallas office, Anderson's ai-ticle of b7C 
3/19/7G, also set forth information as to alleged kickbacks by *^r 

| and I I employees of Congressman V 
Ciliiris. Anderson’s article also questioned Congressman Collins* \ 
o;-:. "sloyreat of one I |as a I | while lie ^3 

d attending college. {.similar allegations concerning these 
ir.iiv;lduals contained in Anderson’s article of 5/29/70. ) The h> 
Department, however, United our investigation only to the w 
alleged kickbacks made by I I to_jCongressman Collins’ | li 

We have completed this investigation and furnished 
the results to the Department. Burine this investigation, 

I former [ of Congressman Collins’ 
'Dallas office, furnished signed statement that she collected 
:,~onev from I I which she delivered in a sealed envelope to 

The Air Force’s Office of Special Investigations, at 
our request, interviewed! former 

\ who is now employed by the Air 
Fcraa in Ankara.. Tupkev. | I corroborated information 
furnished by concerning 1 ' jcollecting money iron 

| sad turning it over to \ |yy»^W<53r*1 
_ MmWWRWO 

j when interviewed ndrairaffijng voluntary^ \ 
e:: n t r i but ions from his pay to | \ which money was X / 

CL3;3C.,,/ 
Yr 

. v.Hil ’ 
■ ?• y ■ 

* / 

S'\> 'Cl' 
0u> m 12 tm 

CONTINUED - OVER y 

mmagOmilATTON 
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OXHERtfXSEo 

- 
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>:evioraacuEi 
Re: I 

Josen 

coed for various "worthwhile projects” in tie ghetto areas of 
Dallas and for office expenses of neighborhood project offices 
manned by volunteer workers. |_(confirmed that the contri- 
bat iocs 'were voluntary and the purpose for which they were used, 
lie jilso stated that Congressman Collins was not aware of these 
contributions„ 

Anderscn^s Article of 5/29/70, stating that FBI is 
conducting investigation of | ~| an employee of 
Congressman Collins, is absolutely erroneous since we have not 
been requested to conduct any investigation regarding I I 
Anderson’s statement that Henry Petersen of the Department hat. 
ordered a full FBI investigation of kickbacks from Congressman 
Collins’ office is also erroneous since our original investigate 
ticn which was limited only to alleged kickbacks as 
indicated above has been completed and we have received no 
additional request from the Department. 

ACTION:- 

For information. 

Kilt/V I a# 
/ 
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i Memorandum 
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DATE: 6/3/70 

FROM M 
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Totaon _ 

DoLcncrh 
Wallers _ 
Mohr > 

Comae ——, 
Felt- 

Gale _ 

Roscrt __— 

.SuJJtvOn_ 
T«vy| _ 
Sayers —^ 
Tele. Rootf . 

Hoinr.es _ 

Gandy -— 

SUBJECT: CRITICAL ARTICLE BY COLUMNIST 
J ACK^ANDE RSON 

Rosen to DeLoach memorandum dated 6/2/70, captioned 
"YABMUR," analyzed Anderson’s critical column of 5/30/70, in which 
he directed unfounded criticism of the Bureau’s work in the investigation 
of an assault on Joseph A. Yablonski on 6/28/69. In a notation on this 
memorandum, the Director indicated a letter should be prepared to Bell- 
McClure Syndicate which distributes Anderson's column. 

Fortune Pope is the President of this syndicate and any 
correspondence would be properly addressed to him. It is noted that 
on 8/5/66, a letter over the Director’s signature was sent to Pope 
objecting to various distorted statements appearing h& the Drew Pearson 
column of 8/4/66. Pope replied to the Director claiming that his syndicate 
could not "dictate” to Pearson what he should or should not write and that 
it had never attempted to do so. He said he felt sure the Director would 

, agree that efforts to do so would "be most improper and would violate the > 
I basic tenets of the news syndicate business." S7' 

It is noted that Pope, in September, 1964, was fined l/U 
$25,000 and sentenced to a year’s suspended jail sentence for violation of 
the regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission. During a 
subsequent FBI inquiry in connection with an application for a Presidential 
pardon several individuals interviewed spoke highly of Pope; however, other 
prominent persons questioned his integrity. We also developed information . 
indicating that the Federal Communications Commission had conducted an 
investigation of four members of the staff of Radio Station WHOM, of which 1 
Fortune Pope was President. These individuals were involved in the 
illegal practice of taking money to promote certatora’oducts^ ~., 

Enclosure^*— 

1 - Mr. DeLoach - Enclosure v 
1 - Mr. Bishop - Enclosure 
1 - Mr. Rosen - Enclosure 

1 - Miss GSflCfy - EnCTBSffire 
1 - Miss Holmes - Enclosure 
1 - M. A. Jones - Enclosure 

CJH:cl f) 
(9) 

66JUN 181970 
.rf -Jr- 

K'jU ')/j 

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATK 
JILL BTF0RJMT70^9M®tUED - OVER 

fTSIhlED 
7VEXCEP3 



M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo 
RE: CRITICAL ARTICLE BY COLUMNIST JACK ANDERSON 

OBSERVATIONS: 

In view of Pope's attitude as demonstrated in his 
earlier letter to the Director as well as his questionable background, 
it is respectfully suggested that a letter to him over the Director's 
signature at this time would serve no worthwhile purpose and would 
only dignify Pope, the Bell-McClure Syndicate, and Anderson. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Accordingly, it is respectfully recommended that no 
further action be taken in this matter; however, if a letter to Pope 
is still desired, a suggested reply for the Director's signature is 
attached herewith. 

copy-The Pearson family 
owns controlling stock In 
this syndicate. D, 
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date June 2, 1970 A.S02 

i-KOM Rosen 

SUBJECT: YABMUR 

o 

1 - Mr. DeLoacfa 
1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. Mailey 

1 - Mr. Adams 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
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Jack Anderson*s column of 5/30/70, in The Washington 
Post reports Justice Department admitted to his column, FBI 
failed to identify individual who assaulted Yablonski at union 
meeting in Springfield, Illinois, on 6/28/69, until after 
Yablonski was murdered, in.spite of fact FBI had been furnished 
list of persons at this meeting. Anderson further states FBI 
at first came up with report that Yablonski had not been 

-attacked, but rather he was drunk and fell down stairs. This 
D is a complete distortion and fabrication of the true facts which 
16 are as follows. 

. By letter 7/2/69, Department furnished names of seven 
individuals who reportedly attended union meeting in Springfield, 
Illinois, on 6/28/69, at which Yablonski was allegedly assaulted 
and requested we interview these persons to determine if there 
was a possible violation involving interference with rights of 

Ha union member by violence. We interviewed these individuals, 
all of whom denied any knowledge of assault on Yablonski but 
several admitted a scuffle took place at the meeting which 
was attended by some 20 to 25 United Mine Workers of America 
(UMV/A) representatives from Illinois, but they were not in a 
position to see what occurred. None of these individuals alleged 
chat Yablonski had been drinking and fell down stairs, nor was 

, any such allegation contained in our investigative report to the 
Department on this matter. Anderson statement that FBI came up 

'j with wholly inaccurate report that Yablonski had not been attacked 
;; but rather was drunk and fell down stairs, is a complete fabrica- 
tion. 

, , f is 
The Department by memorandum 10/28/69, advised since 

there was insufficient corroboration of the alleged.attack on ....... 
Yablonski, no further investigation was warranted. However, 
during the Yablonski murder investigation in January, 1970, 
we conducted extensive investigation in Springfield to determine 

. if there was any relationship between the alleged 6/2S/69, 
assault on Yablonski and his murder on 12/31/69. As a result 
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
Re: YABOTR 

I of this investigation,^ a member of Local 

i l 1393, UKT/A, Hillsboro, Illinois, was identified as tl?e individual 
J li responsible for the 6/28/69, assault on Yablonski. advised 

our Springfield office he struck Yablonski in spontaneous anger 
when it appeared Yablonski was about to strike a friend of |_ 
who had objected to Yablonski*s stated position of denying union 

’vote to miners on pensions. It is noted was not one of the 
seven individuals identified by the Department as having been 

|Sat the 6/28/69, Springfield meeting. 

The foregoing was brought to the Department’s attention 
by letter 2/2/70, and the Department by letter 5/1/70, advised 
that sinceI lassault was emotionally motivated there was 
insufficient indication of a violation. 

For information. / k 
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Mine Union^Probe Is SnaihLike: 
By Jack Anderson 

The Senate Labor subcom¬ 
mittee's ballyhooed $265,000 
investigation of the United 

Mine Workers has been plug* 
ping along for nearly three 
months, but next to nothing 
has been accomplished. 

The subcommittee is headed 
by Harrison Williams, the 
handsome, baritonc-voiccd 
Now Jersey Democrat, who is 
dearly taking it easy on the 
squalid UMW hierarchy to 
avoid offending his friends in' 
organized labor. He is heavily1 
dependent upon the unions 
which have given his re-elec¬ 
tion priority over all other 
congressional candidates this 
year, 

George Meanyt the grouchy 
AFL-CIO president, has made 
it plain he is opposed to any 
in-depth probe of the UMW 
that might lead to a demand; 
for tighter legislation govern* 
ing all labor bosses, 

‘‘There are some senators 
; ^'ho would like to use this as a 
j means to pin some drastic re¬ 
strictions on the actions of 
Labor unions/1 Moany warned 
at the AFL-GIO’s recent con* 
version. “Hut J certainly 
wouldn't expect Unit from 
Senator Williams.” 

Last year, Williams received 
at least $5,000 in political con* 
tributions from the AFL-CIO 
as a down payment on his re- 
election campaign. Unquestion¬ 
ably, he wilt collect much 

. more this year. 
The defeat of Sen, Ralph 

Yarborough, the Senate labor 
chairman and a major union 
ally, in the Texas prlipary^sent 

The AFL-CIO policymakers 
firlta^he back rooms/where r: * I: was decided an all-out efforu 
njust be made to re-elect Wilj- 
Ilk ms, r* /, 

The Hew Jersey senator, / , 

| who faces a stiff challenge / \p p 

! this year, is next inline for, * 
the Labor Committee chair- ' 
manship. 

Few Hearings 
Since the Senate appropri¬ 

ated the $265,000 for the Wil- The Washington Post /7 ^ ^ 
liams probe on March 12, only Times Herald *=»' / 
fours days of hearing have The Washmgton Dail News_ 
been held. Not until May 18 
did Williams get around to Evening Star (Washington) — 
hiring a staff director for the The Sunday Star (Washington)_ 
investigation, . Daily News (New York)_ 
■ The appointee, SalArngo, a 
former National Labor Rela- Sunday News (New York)- 
lions Board lawyer, was vague New York Post ____ 

.in talking to my associate, Brif The New York Times_ 
.Hume, about the direction the 
|investigation would take, Ar- SuT1 (Baltimore)- 
;rigo showed Scant knowledge The Daily World_ 
of the Mine Workers. The New Leader . 
I, Further, this column -— 
learned that he was chosen dc- The Wall Street Journal _ 

| 'Spile the fact that Walter The National Observer _ 
= Sheridan, a crack Investigator 
. j for N ltd News ami fon.wr People » World- 
1 racket buster for the late Examiner (Washington)_ 
| Bobby Kennedy, was Inter* 
: estod in the job and the com- ---- 
j jmiUee was advised of his pos- f\dAY 0 10 /fl 

isiblc availability, ’ Date t ^ O ^ U f U 
\ Fred Blackwell, subcommit¬ 
tee counsel and a top political ,h 
(adviscr to Williams, admitted ^ ^ ' ^ 
That Sheridan was never even „ A ->V-< ^ "///>, 
[contacted by the committee, } 
[He offered the absurd excuse //yy ? ** / 

tthat Sheridan had never filed 
*a formal application. 

The subcommittee contacted 
another investigator, who 

(_knows .more about ifr* ljvtw 

_A.\ JL w 3 J :IS ENCLOSURE 9> 

The Washington Post /V 
Times Herald £* / 

The Washington Daily News_„ 

The Evening Star (Washington) 

The Sunday Star (Washington) _ 

Daily News (New York)_ 

Sunday News (New York) ___ 

New York Post ___ 

The New York Times ______ 

The Sun (Baltimore) ______ 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader 

The Wall Street Journal_„ 

The National Observer _ 

People’s World_ 

Examiner (Washington) 
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jihuif ^hyone in government"' 
bui he rtever hoard from theff 
committee after his original 
interview. { 

SIiulU Plays Possum 
Meanwhile, Secretary of 

Labor George Shultz has used 
some of the most tortured 
legal reasoning In years to ex¬ 
plain his departmcut's failure 
to delve Into the Mine Work¬ 
ers election prior to the mur¬ 
der of Insurgent presidential 
candidate Jock Yablonski. 

Appearing before the Wil¬ 
liams committee, Shultz said 
Yablonski’s repeated appeals 
to the department to investi¬ 
gate massive allegations of vi¬ 
olations of federal law were 
no more than an appeal "that 
we give him assistance in his^ 
campaign.'* I 

Shultz then stunned the au-' 
dicnce when he ,said: “We 
have no evidence that the. 
murders were connected with 
the election.” 

Six persons, including two 
union men, have been charged 
In connection with the mur¬ 
ders. The indictments allege 
that the, murder plot was 
hatched weeks after Yablonski 
announced his candidacy and 
that the hired killers stalked 
him throughout the campaign. 

Robert Kru pansky, the U.S. 
attorney in Cleveland who ob¬ 
tained the federal indictments,, 
was so shocked at Shultz’s pre-, 
judicial statement that he im- 
jnediately placed a call to the, 
justice Department to deter¬ 
mine if he had heard right. 

Shultz also said that every; 
charge., of violence agjnst Y*: 

blonsKLnnd his supporters be- * 
"fore the election r’_ was 
“promptly investigated** by ' 

\hc FBI. 
This is doubtful. The most : 

serious charge of violence was 
that Yablonski had been l. 
knocked cold by a karate blow 
from behind after a meeting 
with a group of union men in 
Springfield, 111., June 28. : 

\\ m Dra-s Feet 
^ The Justice Department h 
admitted to this column that 

jthe FBI had failed to identify 
the assailant until after Ya^ 
bfonski was murdered—dc^ . 
spite the fact that agents werc_ 
provided a list of most of the. ; rarticipants in the meeting. .. ' 

Indeed, the FBI at first 
came up with a wholly inac- . 
curate report that Yablonski 
had not been attacked at all^ 
but had fallen down a case 
stairs—drunk. Interestingly, 
this same version was being 
whispered after the incident 
by supporters of incumbent I union president Tony Boyle. 

1 Furthermore, the FBI failed = 
»to learn that a' number oif/ 
‘those present at the Spring; 
field meeting, including the 
chairman of the session, were 
on BoyIc*s payroll. 

And it was not until Yablom 
ski’s attacker came forth and 
confessed that the government 
[knew who he was. The FBI im* ’ 
’mediately accepted his self- 
serving version of the inci- • 
dent, and Shultz made it a 
part of his Senate testimony, 
thus accepting the word of the 
assailant over that of the vie-: 
tim. . * 
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Honorable Fortune Pope 
President 

cli-McC lure Syndicate 
200 West 41st Street 
IhSw York, New York 10036 

l 
all INFORMATION CONTAINED 
3EREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

BATE 07-05-20C'“ BY 60324 auc fcdv-’/rs/ lag 

Dear Mr. Pope: 

1 wanted to take this opportunity to bring to 
your attention the gross inaccuracies in Jack Anderson’s 
column which appeared locally in ’’The Washington Post” 
on May 30, 1970. 

< 

?c ?q 

o 

cn 

i 

K.: 
“7) 

o 
\ \ Sr! 

Anderson referred to toe murder of United 
Mine Workers leader Joseph A. Yablonski and claimed tiiat 
the FBI had failed to identify the individual who had asssslied 
Mr. Yablonski at a union meeting on June 28, 1969, until 
atter the murder of Mr. Yablonski, in spite of the fact that 

d ‘the FBI had been furnished a list of ’’most” of those in 
L | attendance at the meeting. Anderson went on to say that the 
|| FBI had at first come up with a report that Mr. Yablonski~ 
si had not been attacked but had been drunk and had fallen down 3 the stairs. “ 

The facts are that subsequent to toe meeting, 
v/c were furnished with a list of names of seven of the 20 to 
25 individuals who had been present. When interviewed by 
our Agents, none of these individuals was able to furnish " 
any information regarding the attack on Mr. Yablonski. 

1/ 

TolSOf: 

1 - Miss Gandy - detached y 
1 - Miss Holmes - detached l/1'* 

Ccsp<?: 

C a:! ari c: 

Cc^icc 

5T 

~7.r 

S-J! i 

1 - Mr. DeLoach - detached 
- y 1 - Mr. Bishop - detached 
l/ 1 - Mr. Rosen - dstached 
1 NOTE: See M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo dated 6/3/70 and captioned 
- //’Critical Article by Columnist Jack Anderson. ” 
:X/ , L 
y' L' 
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honorable Fortune pope 

Certainly, none of the persons interviewed stated 
J.r. Y&Monski was drunk and had fallen down the stairs, 
and the assertion toy Anderson that the FBI made such a-, 
report is a complete fabrication without any foundation . j 
whatsoever* 

It should bo noted that the FBI's responsibility 
in this matter called for a limited-type investigation and when 
it appeared that there was insufficient corroboration of the 
attack, the Department of Justice advised us that no further 
investigation was warranted. Of course, when the FBI later 
investigated the murder of Mr. Yablonski, we conducted, 
extensive inquiries during January, 1970, to determine if 
there was any relationship between the attack on him on 
June 23th and his murder in December, 1989. As a result 
c>: this investigation, we identified the individual responsible 
fcr the assault on Mir. Yablonski at the union meeting. This 
person, incidentally, was not one of those whose name ap¬ 
peared on the original list of seven names which we received. 

I was sure that you would be interested in 
having the true facts of this matter, and I hope this will serve 
to clarify and correct some of Mr. Anderson's grossly dis¬ 
torted reporting. • - • 

Sincerely yours. 

3. Ed car Hoove? 



B ELL- M c C LU RE SYN D K; A" FE 
O I V • S * O N OF N O » T H AMERICAN NCwSPAPCfy A «, I A -J C L. n <■ r 

ALL IMFCM&TICN CCiTIAIKEL 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 07-03-2007 3Y 60324 due bsv/ 

JOHN OSE.NE NKO 
cx^rv'ive v»ct ^oe9ioenT 

1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. fc. V- iC03<3 

TtlL EPHOtJ E(ai2)CHiCKEIt‘srP -'r AO 

lag June 8, 1.970 197 0 V/ ' 

' .-''t.I-C, 

/ tr 
/ • A* 

Ur. J. Edgar Hoover , Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
United States Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 

v Dear Hr. Hoover: 

Your letter addressed tc UrO Fortune Pope protesting the 
information contained in Jack_Andersen's column relative to 

murde: of Mr* Yablonski essentially corroborates 3 C RIG 

che fact': contained in Jack Anderson's column of May 30- 10'.'. 

i 
1 

It Id appear that since as- you say the FBI had contac l 
h seven of the 20 to 25 individuals present at the union 
cir..; June 28. 1969 , ycur .assertion that Jack Andersen was 
~sl;.- inaccurate in reporting that Ur. Yablonski was drunk - 
fallen down the stars doesn’t hold up. 

Hr. Anderson and his associates have reached ;• . 
information b&yord the material in possession ^ 
basis of a preliminary check here, we stano. oth: 

522 

<53 

.. /y^TT^r-^ 
'iff ‘ I 4**1' 

U* ■.... 

1 "‘AV. 
.1t s" ’. ■ ^ tJ 

Sincerely 

/? / 
•5- 

// John Osenenko 
Executive Vice Preside 

V A ft. 

A-3 C\ i i7/- ' KotrecopA 
// 7 \r.y -m 

v'-t/ 'f ,rW MH *6 >9/U 
ft fct-.-tS _ i JUK lo to. 970 
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Hr, John Osenenko 
Executive Vice President 
Ecll-McClure Syndicate 
1501 Broadway 
Hew/York, Hew York 10038 

toe 10, 1970 

AIL IEFCEMAIICH CCHTAIIJED 

HS5EIK IS miCLASSIFIED EX7E7T 

'.eiKE SHC'ftU CIEERKISE 

2hZi: 07-16-2007 

DIASS I FI ED BY 50324 iUu Ddw/z3/lsg 

DECLASS IFY Cli"; 2 5X 3 , 3 [ I , 6 \ 07-16-2035 

wear Hr. Osenenko: 

Your letter of Jime 8, 1970, hat; beers received, and 
i£'.■: -hat iii ail fairness I should point out the manse? m which you 

: .ive clearly misinterpreted car position. ti. 

Ycu state ,iai r Jack Andsam 
"-D n 
a ui Ok ■ri was drunk 
0! 

j K: 
■ ^ 
■j u Andersen roj ::tl£ ■ 

:m. £ ;;ith a wholly ; !L r.1 ■ . 7 i . ■ Ij-W .. 

6 Cl £Li all j but had .tali ' i hh 
■ - 

,i case of stairs —drunk.M 

%h mi 

To clear the record, 1st rue remind you that H 
:ti;ur to her. Pope I stated, that firs FBI had rjeror prepared a. 
..re.'ri. The fact remains that we reiser -Mlo-Hhc s-ick Bi'em 
M 1-'■Mainly never filed a ropa-A coacnnina: this allegation ; 

■ :;.reu.i contend. I:-~. care More- is stiU. poyi?* crccatloh 
* . HI r : szste it .more -plirHiy: Hra iMes/unn/s rererrir 
i' .-o is wholly inaccurate and her no oasis ::i tap1-: vHBroo 

* 

fi g I\.: 

/. :s-t ®fV 
7 ■ * fi-4 \ 

- Hr, B&Loach 
- Hr. Bishop 
- inn Bose a 

t* a■ fZij y02j.-s, 
X Euiiar EolvM 

1 - ivl is s Gandy 
1 - :1 iss Holmes 

1 - H. A. Jones 

HH: Entiles reflect that in 1908 Osenenko was the' subject 
•racism when he traveled to the Soviet Union in an effort to 
■ranrements to receive Soviet news articles inti fer.turr Hr. 
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June 25, 1970 

v c * 

ALL IWFCRMATrON CONTAI^E? 
HEREIN IS UU^LASSmE- 
EaTE 07-03-200'* BY 60324 sue taw/rs/Isg 

Wr$t}'S°°S3f5*' 
b6 

b7C 

Dear 

I have received your communication of June 19th. 

The interest which prompted you to send me the newspaper article %> 

- ^ 
and furnish your views is very much appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Edger7 Hoovil’ 
V- 

MAILED 25 

JUN2 51970 

COMM-FBI 

NOTE: On basis of available data, correspondent is not identifiable 
in our files. The article, by Jack Anderson, who is well known to 
the Bureau, concerns CBS’s attempt to film an invasion of Haiti. CBS’s 
involvement in this matter was handled by Customs Service. The Committee 
Report was being prepared in March, 1970, in form for public release. 
We have not conducted any investigation regarding Anderson’s obtaining 
a ’’bootleg" copy of the Committee Report. 
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AIL IHFC-RMATICH CCNTAIHEL 
EEREIH IS UNCLASSIFIED 
EATE 07-Go-2007 3Y €0324 auc bsv/rs/'lsg 

j 
/ 

TC**T 

MCYWTsonJ^-^ 
Jl«/DeLofl<*r—• 
Mr. W-tfors-i— 

&9T)er.~.~ 
Mr. C»Vanan*- 
Mr. C^nvad..-. 

r. Felt-i- 
Mt\ Gala. 
£|y. Rosei 

Sum 

June 19* 1970 

Mr* J* Edgar Ho error 

Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington*:3istrict of Columbia 

Dear Sir* 

I am extremely concerned about classified information that appeared 

Mfv Tavel -S- 
Mr. Soytirs— 

Room—- 
ji Miss Holmes, 
i! ESfes Gandyr 

in the paper this morning* This confidential material concerned the CBS/Haiti 

o 
invasion* details of which appeared in Jack Anderson* s column* I^am not 

concerned so much with the CBS/ Haiti affair as with the fact that classified 

information- was divulged by a member of a Congressional subcommittee to an? 

unauthorized source* Jack Anderson* 

This m^nber of Congress undoubtly has access to other classified * 

r 

/ /f < 
material* Material which might concern the national defence or organir £ed! "’crime 

and for the same reason, what ever it be* could divulge it to other sources* 

The disclosure of classified material is a crime* an act or treason* fcStoe man 

[responsible for this deed should be denied further access to restricted 

information and exposed for this crime for the wellfare of this nation* 

Enclosed is Jack Anderson*s column as it appeared, in the Orlando 

iSentinel* 

J=T 

@5 
O 

Q 
o 
o 
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Respect fully » y 

JiUL 2 1970 
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Tis a Privilege to Live in Central F 
C lt70 Senlirtel $tor CempJnf 

Central Flori da - , v 

^Oijaiidoy Florida, Thursday, June 18, 1970 ' 

1 

By JACK ANDERSON 

. WASHINGTON — The zany details of CBS's 
abortive attempt to film an invasion of Haiti ail the 
way through to the anticipated “assassination,” of . 
Papa Doc Duvalier, “ the Haitian director, is 
described in a congressional rennrt ftpn1, !nf"k- 

gfld KfiYi ■ " v •' 'j. 
The invasion plot was a slapstick, Marx • 

Brothers adventure, better suited for an episode 

All INFCWariON CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-GS-2007 3Y 60324 auc baw/r3/l3g 

the spy. spoof “Get Smart’' than CBS documentary." 

'At one point, the conspirators, wearing a hidden CBS 
mike, tried to shake down Papa Doc for $200,000. 
They approached the Haitian consul in Miami, 
Eugene Maximillian,. and offered to call off the 
invasion for a satchel full of greenbacks. 

Six of the invasion leaders, ultimately, were 
convicted of violating U.S.- laws. The House' 
subcommittee which investigated the madcap 1966 

affair, however,"was disappointed that CBS escapee 
conviction.’. 

— Gnpies of the subcommittee’s renarLwere taken 

ouLoLthe-Locke'd"filesibis weekend suhmitmri.ta.tfe 

members for their comments and_ corrections. This. 

^ phtained a . . 

- On almost every page, the report rebukes CBS, 
charging in summary: ' . l. .: 
b “CBS funds were provided for the leasing of a 

67-foot schooner which was to be utilized by the 
invasion force; expenses were reimbursed for thj 
transportation of weapons which were to be 
subsequently used by conspirators; various pay* 
ments were made to Rolando Masferrer, the leader 
of the invasion conspiracy, with full knowledge of 
his identity and criminal intentions. If these acts did 
not actually involve the network in the conspiracy 

(Continued On Page 2-A, Col. 1) 
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,, T .... (Srlatiba &pnttttrt 
Thursday* June 18, 1970 ciMiititd oa usn 

CBS Linked With Slapsti Haiti Invasion Tty 
From Page 1 

to violate the U.3. Neutrality Act, they came danger¬ 

ously close to doing so. 

"There were, undeniably, misadventures and other 
circumstances involving both the conspirators and the 
CBS News organization which, in retrospect, seem 
humorous and even ridiculous. This should not obscure 
the fact that hundreds of thousands of dollars and 
many hundreds of man-hours were expended in the 
accumulation and assembly of a massive stockpile of 
illegal military paraphernalia for unlawful use 
against a government which, however reprehensible 
some may view its policies, is nevertheless at peace 
with the U. S.. 

“A diplomatic representative of this same foreign 
power was subjected to an attempted extortion, an 
attempt which was facilitated by the use of hidden 
recording equipment supplied by CBS News personnel 
and used by an individual who was himself in the pay 
of CBS News.” The report identifies one of the alleged 
shakedown artists as Ralph Serrano, alias Ralph 
Almonte, who has ""a substantial criminal record and 
was recently deported to the Dominican Republic.’* 

| Cuba art overthrow Dictator Fidel Castro. They 
Idacided tis co«W be accomplished best from a base in 

A. Tl r'al I TVj ITT-O T iltr A flinir nl. 

Dominican 

named 
implattsj 
an Rep 
Bel's r 

fl K feifflft 

PAPA DOC DUVALIER 
♦ . . Assassination target 

WALTER CRONKIT? 
• ^. Scolded columnist 

I CBS MADE payments to the plotters, including 
■Serrano, in cash. The subcommittee estimates that the 
network's total outlay “in its unsuccessful attempt to 
lioiument the overthrow of the Haitian government 
Fexceeded $200,000.” This money, the report strongly 
[suggests, helped to finance the illegal operation. 

CBS, of course, has taken vigorous exception tq the 
subcommittee’s charges. In letters to Chairman Barley 
Staggers, D-W. Va., CBS officials have insisted jthat 
their reporters and cameramen sought merely to 
record a news event, not to influence it in any way. CBS 
funds did not finance the invasion attempt, declare the 
officials, but merely covered normal expenditures, for 
a documentary. ^ ,y. 

The conspirators originally intended to invade 

'Haiti. So, as a preliminary exercise, they chose to 
invade >$iti a£id^ overthrow Duvalier. Then they 
calculate* it would be easier to conquer Haiti from a 
base: in the Dominican Republic and considered 
begdutfng llpeir counter-revolutionary activity with an 
invasion 'ofihe fitominican Republic. But they thought 
better of and* .instead, tried to-negotiate with the 

bhc for the use of a base. 
to a shadowy munitions dealer, 

Wer Bel III, to conduct these 
gptiations. -As it happened, the Dominic- 

down the deal and kicked Wer 
" out of the country. 

;J$Ler Bel’s secret testimony was taken, 
the invasion plot as a lark, 

whole project as entertaining 
L “I felt that this was a very 

P|;at something which I didn’t know 
g<phg on, and it was an interlude of 
at as I was concerned. Even my non 
ecTon entertainment and levity. I was 

” He went along with the plotters, 
was. carried away by the ham 

Ocean Raef also were paid by CBS. \ 
“The boat never had anything on it except a’ few 

good, long drinking sessions,” testified Wer Bei.Jt was’ 
seized by creditors, and the conspirators were obliged 
to change their strategy from a seaborne to an airborne 
invasion. , 

CBS finally got tired of paying the-"bilis for this 
gr^at nonadventure and, after taking 45,000 feet of film 
overm an eight-month period, canceled the project. 
William Leonard, vice president of CBS News, 
explained in an interoffice memo: “We see simply the 

nonadventure of a ragtag crew next to whom Duvaliei 
himself looks good, a gang openly flouting U.S. law, in 
the end to no purpose.** ; 

he Iocs 

that CBS had also put up a $1,500 
ase the “mother ship” for the 

skiff known as “Poor Richard” 
than the plotters* hideout at the 
re|?jt on Key Lat-go. The \>ills at 

< FOOTNOTE: My friend, Walter Cronkite, scolded 
| me from coast-to-coast recently for publishing a White 
) House memo which accused CBS • of faking horror 

scenes from Vietnam, He suggested that: the White 
House had planted thef memo with me in order to 
discredit CBS. I hope Walter won’t now accuse the 
Democrats, who run the House subcommittee, of 
conspiring with the Republicans at the White House to- 
discredit CBS. 

. Neither the White House memo nor the subcom- 
|mittee BUllUU Willi HUjL U ffiok 
rot digging toTS5£BSS conrideptial ^QCU^_e^ts7Iri 

Nor is my purposex^iscre3iFPByw!?ic.., 
| m njy opinion, has the best news staff of all the 
networks. I simply believe that news-gathering 

* organizations, my own included, should be as subject to 
public scrutiny as the government agen<®^ they cover. 

ALL IHFC-RM&TICH CCHTAINE- 
HEREIN 15 UNCLAS31 FIED 
EATE 07-03-200? BY c0324 dU3 b2U/r3/T3g 



ALL INFCRMATICN CCNTAIMCL 

SEREIN 15 MN51A5SIFIE5 

DATE Q7-03-2C'G7 Ei 60524 auc b^/ra./Isg 

j Mr. ToistmJ; 
I Mr. DeLoach. 

JACK ANDERSON I Mr. Walters... 

1612 K Street, N.JV Washington, D*C 20006 

| Mr. Callahan.. 
T nn , B Mr. Conrad .. 
June 30, 1970 | Mr. Pelt_ 

I Mr. Gale 
I Mr. Rosen_ 
0 Mr* Sullivan 

^ Dear Mr, Hoover: | Mr. twu 

| Mr. Sov^rs_ 

jWe have received your Letter of June 29th. I ^?ra- 

| /g? f Miss Gandy_ 

Jack Anderson is out of the city for a week*'j? rr -- 

vacation. I will make sure that he sees your 

letter as soon as he returns, 

fin view of your statement, I feel sure a correction 

[will be forthcoming. 

Sincerely yours. 

Opa^Ginn 

Secr^a^ /?j: 

i 

The Honorable John Edgar I^qpver 

Director k* i 

Federal Bureau of Investigation^ 

Washington, D, C. 20535 

Jfi Vi i 
tJW &J 
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Cn*- ■ 
JACK-ANDE I^S O N 

1612 K Street, NM Washington, D.C. 20006 

k « 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

June 23,1970 
All difc-^aiicw COVZklWZ 

HEREIN :s CKC1A3SIF:ED 
DATE D7-22-2QQ? BY 60324 c.U3 baw/rs/lsg 

(John Osenenko has just sent me your exchange of Letters about the 

Yablonski case. 

Mr. Tot301^ 
Mr. Define 
Mr. V7 }*r 

'An 

Mr. CaliaV 
Mr. 0~r;v< 
Mr. Felt. 
M:-. 
Mr. 
Mr. Etif'iva! 
Mr. Tavd.J 
Mr. S'v:us 
Tele. Room. 
Miss Kernel 
Miss GandyJ 

Like the FBI, I am unabLe to divulge sources, but an official at the 

ighest level at the Labor Department told us that the FBI, in its 

'early stage of investigation had reported, as we stated, "that 

Yablonski had not been attacked at all but had fallen down a case of 

stairs -- drunk. " This source indicated that he had personal know¬ 

ledge of the FBI report. 

IThe moment we received copies of your letters>we immediately 

checked back with this source who, upon reflection, now says that 

e FBI may have been reporting a "rumor" rather than a conclusion. Jth 

Your statement that the FBI had the names of only seven of the 20 or 

so people who were present at the time Yablonski was assaulted doesn't 

impress me. If I had seven names, even my limited staff would have no 

trouble running down the names of all the participants in a few hours. 

I have never believed that it serves the public interest to publish non- 

factuaL information. If we have made a mistake in this case, you can 

be sure we are not only willing but eager to make a correction. I 

jAvonder if you would be good enough to consult your files again and let • 

?us know the exact substance of the report that reached our Labor De¬ 

partment source. Is it possible that the FBI had picked up this story, 

9'investigated it and found it not to be true? I wouLd appreciate getting 

Hall the details possible in order to set the record straight. 

At any time that you find errors in the column I urge you to call them 

to my attention. 
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WISE,, 

Mr* J. Edgar Hoover 

Director 

United States Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D. C. 20535 

17 JUl 1 1970 
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YituW~ *hyone 1n government’,| 
but he never heard from the j , 
committee after his original; 
interview* : 

Shultz Plays Possum 
Meanwhile, Secretary of 

Labor George Shultz has used 
some of the most tortured 
legal reasoning in years to ex¬ 
plain his departments failure 
to delve into the Mine Work¬ 
ers election prior to the mur¬ 
der of insurgent presidential 
candidate Jock Yabionski. 

Appearing before the Wil¬ 
liams committee, Shultz said 
Yablonski’s repeated appeal^ 
to the department to investi¬ 
gate massive allegations of vi¬ 
olations of federal law were 
no more than an appeal ifthat 
we give him assistance in his 
campaign/* 

Shultz then stunned the au- 
’ dicnce when he said: “We 
have no evidence that the 
murders were connected with* 
the election/’ 

Six persons, including two 
union men, have been charged 
In connection with the mur¬ 
ders. The indictments allege 
that the. murder plot was 
hatched weeks after Yabionski 
announced his candidacy and 
that the hired killers stalked’ 
him throughout the campaign. 

Robert Krupnnsky, the U.S. 
attorney In Cleveland who oh- - 
iained the federal indictments, 
was so shocked at Shultz's pre¬ 
judicial statement that he Im¬ 
mediately placed a call to the 
{Justice Department to deter* . 
mine If he had hoard right. 

SlmHz also said that every 
charge of violence aginst Ya- 

u ^ -/■ --ft 

*b!on£kf and his supporters be¬ 
fore the election was 
“promptly investigated** by 
the FBI. 

This is doubtful. The most " 
serious charge of violence was •* 
that Yabionski had been • 
knocked cold by a karate blow ' 
from behind after a meeting 
with a group of union men in 
Springfield, HI., June 28. 

FBI Drags Feet 
1 The Justice Department haa^' 
admitted to this column that 
the FBI had failed to identify 
the’ assailant until after Ycn 
bfonski was ' murdered—del . 
spite the fact that agents were_ 
provided a list of most of the, ; 
participants in the meeting. : 
’‘"Indeed, the’ FBI at first 
came up with a wholly inac-. 
curate report that Yabionski 
had not been attacked at a 11,^ 
but had fallen down a case a£ 
stairs—drunk. Interestingly, 
this same version was being 
whispered after the incident 
by supporters of incumbent 

. union president Tony Boyle, 
Furthermore,' the FBI failed 

to learn that a' number of 
jtliosc present at the Spring; 
held meeting* including the 
chairman of tifoe session, were 
on Boyle’s payroll. 
~ And it was aol until Yablon- 
ski’s attacker -came forth and 
confessed that the government 
knew who he was. The FBI im- ♦ 
mediately accepted his self- 
serving version of. the inci- : 
dent, and .Shultz made it a 
part of his Senate testimony, 
thus accepting the word of Ihe 
assailant over that of the vio*1 
Urn. a * 

»cIi-McCfiwr* 5nj4UJUivJU*. * 
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Mr. JackAnderson 

Washington, D. C. 20006 

June 29, .1970 

1 - Mr, DeLoach 
1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. Mallev 
1 -I _ 
1 - Mr. Adams 
1 - Mr. Bishop 

/ 

b6 

b7C 

Dear Hr. Anderson: 

Reference is made to your letter of June 23, 
1970, wherein you reported that an official of the 
Department of Labor who allegedly had personal knowledge 
of the FBI report was the source of information contained 
in your news article of Hay 30, 1970, to the effect that 
the FBI in its early stage of investigation of an assault 
on Joseph Yablonski at Springfield, Illinois, on June 28, 
1969, reported ’’that Yablonski had not been attacked at 
all but had fallen down a case of stairs — drunk.” 

I 

VS 

As indicated in my previous correspondence on 
this matter to the Bell-MeClure Syndicate, copies of 
which you have been furnished, there is not one iota of 
truth in this statement. During the course of our 
investigation of the June 28, 1969, assault on Yablonski, 
we received no information or rumor to the effect that 
Yablonski was drunk and fell down stairs and accordingly, 
no such report could have been made by this Bureau setting 
forth such an allegation. 

Very truly yours. 

John Edgar Hoover 
Director 

MAILED 22 

J UN 2 91970 
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NOTE: See Rosen to DeLoach memorandum,chted 6/29/70, 
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Panthers Treated With Kid Gloves 

i! 

t 

By Jack Anderson^| 

Despite all the teeth-gnash- 
ing over police persecution, 

the Black Panthers have re¬ 
ceived kid-gloves treatment 
from the Justice Department* 

* Government files contain 

stark evidence that the Pan¬ 
thers arc engaged in guerrilla j 

wnrfnro in this country, that 
they are responsible for snip- 

Ings, ambushes, bombings and 
burnings. 

Yet the federal prosecutors 
have taken care not to use the 
criminal statutes against the 
Panthers without clear-cut evl-j 
dence. Instructions have been 
passed down that prosecutors 
must make “a better case 
against a Panther than a non- 
Panther to avoid charges of 
persecution. 

The best evidence of the 
Panthers1 guerrilla activities 
has been compiled from their 
own statements. The latest is a 
recording of a broadcast that 
their propaganda minister, 
Eldridge Cleaver, made last 
month over Radio Hanoi. 

Explaining he was on a tour 
of Communist Asia with a U.S/ 
anti-imperialist delegation, in¬ 
cluding two Black Panthers, 
Cleaver declared in a broad¬ 
cast beamed to American* 
forces in Vietnam: 

“You should know, if you 
don't know, that there's a war 
'going on inside Babylon, in¬ 
side the United States of 

; A No t a day goeiroy 

.6 7 0CL23J92CL 

now that you can’t hear about ! 
soihc^S-^etting kiioc»eorpJ aj 
brother or some brother or sis¬ 
ter getting knocked by a pig, 
because our black people have 
risen up throughout the 
United States. We're trying to 
put together n black army so 
that we can take our freedom 
from these pigs , . , 

“Instead of stumbling 
around down there until y-ou 
get ripped off— and these cats 
will rip you off—you should 
desert. If you don't want to do 

, it, you should start ripping off 
those Uncle Toms and those, 
pigs who are giving you orders 
to kill the Vietnamese people, 

“You should start blowing 
them away, throwing hand 
grenades at them and put that 

[dynamite under their houses, 
under their jeeps, and rip off 
General Abrams (Gen. Creigh¬ 
ton Abrams, the American 
commander). Do something to 
let the people know that the. 
revolutionaries .in the armed 
forces want this war brought1 
to an end . . . 

“All power to the people; 
and revolutionary power toj 
the soldiers, American sol-j 
diers in Vietnam who should] 
be in the United States killing i 1'j. . . like Richard Nixon, Spiro? 

jAgnew and all other warmon- 
I gers and dogs,” 

Advises Rival 
Utah’s Sen. Frank Moss re-‘ 

eeived an invitatfon the other 
i day to serve on the “Utah Ad¬ 
visory , CbuiiCil” Of his null- 

th 
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can challenger, Congressman 
LaronDurion. l‘-~ v 

"I think the advice from 
someone like yourself would 
be very helpful/* wrote Bur¬ 
ton. 

In agreement, Moss is now 
preparing the solicited advice. 
He will suggest that all Utah 
voters cast their ballots for 
Moss in November. 

It turned out that Burton 
mailed computerized letters to 
more than 50r000 Utah voters 
inviting them to serve on his 
Utah Advisory Council. Bur¬ 
ton also invited the American 
Independent Party candidate, 
Clyde Freeman, running on 
the Wallace ticket, to join .the 
advisory council. 

Indeed, if half of the invita¬ 
tions are accepted, it would 
take the University of Utah 
stadium to convene a meeting 
of Burton’s advisory council. 

A separate batch of letters 
went out soliciting funds from 
such unlikely contributors as 
Moss’ aides Grant Midgley 
and Virginia Risheb 

Youth Invasion 

This column recently issued 
a challenge to young people to 
work within the system • for 
change. The letters we got 
were heartwarming. A story 
from the tornado-stricken 
town of Shawnee, Okla., how¬ 
ever, speaks more eloquently 
of America’s best hopes for 
youths than any columns or 
•letters can do., 

The tornado struck Shawnee 
at 4:45 p.m., killing four per- 

^" . __ j 

sons, sending 80 in anguish to': 
the^Wospital. By 5^-p7m^xhe ; 
town was a litter barrel of 
glass, masonry, trees and J 
trash. 

As the older citizens stood 
by looking helplessly at what 
the disaster had done, a truck 
roared into town loaded with 
young people. Many of them 
were bearded and long-haired, 
dressed in hippie garb. Otners 
poured in, some as neatly 
dressed as choir hoys. 

Almost without a word, the 
young people, who had rushed 
in uninvited from Oklahoma, 
Baptist College and St. Grego¬ 
ry’s Junior College, fell to on 
the rubbish. Using shovels, 
hoes, even their hands, they , 
loaded tons of refuse into the . 
trucks. 'The townspeople, 
joined in, side by side with the 
•youngsters. 

All night long, the youths, 
isome just entering their teens, 
from Shawnee High School, la¬ 
bored in the streets and yards 
of little Shawnee. Housewives 
and the Red Cross ran coffee 
and snacks to them as they 
worked. . j 

By daylight, Shawnee was 
still shattered, but the debris 
was stacked in neat piles- or 
hauled from town. More than 
a thousand youngsters had' 
taken part in the clean-up. '•*’' • 

Said one widow: ‘Til never 
again criticize a student just 
because he’s got long hair and 
a beard. They swarmed; in‘ 
here and cleaned up the entire 
mess around our house/’ 

<S lCTOrBsll-McCIur* Syndicate. Inc. 
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By Jack AiuLeftp)1 

In the quiet quest for U.S. 
secrets, the Soviets sometimes 
follow the script of the .Tames 
Bond movie “From Russia 
With Love/* This column, for 
example, has checked into Ihe 
romantic conquests of modish, 
mini-skirled Galina “GlayaP 
J Ilf*klitna whoSi/l \il.ix’n?iUT liriaTe 
lYinjiibr* would fill a Who’s 
Who. 

Tsy day, Galya is Russia’s* 
cultural attache in Washing-1 
Ion, She may be seen, dressed \ 
wiLh peasant modesty, escort-, 
ing women’s delegations from! 

\ the Soviet Union around t 
* Washington* ' ! 

But by night, Galya slips I 
into a trim blouse and short1 
skirt purchased from the most 
chic . boutiques* She often 
turns up, usually escorted by 
an important American, at 
some softly lit restaurant* . 

Galya is always gay, and she 
holds her liquor well. One es¬ 
cort has described her a*s scin¬ 
tillating, She is also a good lis¬ 
tener. 

j She has dated prominent , 
! figures from Capiiol HiJ], gov-i 

eminent agencies, western cm-. 
bossier and the United Na- 

j; tions. She has even romanced . 
j j a .fCivJhjl^byists, who, have no 
j iofficial standing but who pos« 

* ^sessjin intimate a££.U2i£t,yipce_ 
I ! wTuPtne 'backrooms of Wash-; 
15 ington. I1 All the men have one thing 

| in common; they are close to 
ithe seat of power. 

We won’t publish the names, 
of her many escorts* There is 
no real proof that they have 
whispered anything more com- 

| promising into her ear than 
\ soft endearments. 
4 We know she likes to dis- 
[ cuss affairs of state, with them. 
* One powerful U*S. official, 

speaking from experience, ac¬ 
knowledged to, us that Galya 

* j was more^ interested in politi- 
11 cal tnan cultural matters. ' 
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tFontniotc: The pretty, .blond 
Mrs. Utekhina is sSparaxcrirW 
divorced from her husband. 
She is 41 years old, but looks 
much younger. Apparently, 
she learned of our investiga¬ 
tion into her after hours acliv-' 
ities. Our repeated efforts to- 
roach her were ignored Tele¬ 
phone calls were never re-s 
turned, and she w«is never in] 
when we called her private of-1 
fice number. j 

Martha Green ^ 

(back) Thumb -j 
I Martha Mitchell, the viva-' 
cious wife of the Attorney 
General^ jjs as free with. t^e. 
taxpayers’ money S' she'Is 

iwith her verbal odibursi, -#1 
The talkative Martha has a1-*j 

J ready spent more than $50,000 ’ 
I to refurbish the inside of the j 
^Justice Department. ' J 

Now she i$ spending another < 
($50,000 to redo the greenery ] 
Jon the outside. Mrs. Mitchell j 
fhas bullied the General Scrv- 
| ices Administration into up- | 
rooting sonic of the fine vews j 
put in during Lady Bird .John- t 
son's beautification project. - 

The first $50,000 went into a i 
new dining room and kitchen ! 
[at Justice so Martha could en¬ 
tertain cabinet wives. She per¬ 
sonally directed the placement 
of tables, chairs and wall fix¬ 
tures and even arranged for 
little personal spotlights to be 
directed on the tables. 

Queried about the money, 
tjustice claimed that only 
j*$30,00Q was spent on Urn 
I kitchen and dining room, but 
•the figure is actually more 
l than $50,000. 
J Last week, Mrs* Mitchell or j 
xlerod government painters to! 
work at night to transform her I 
husband’s corridors into a! 
primrose and lorsythia co¬ 
lored pathway. This was in 

• preparation_for a visit by Pres- 
jjident Nixon to Justice to sign 
la crime bill, 
g .Martjia’s new plans,for,leav- 
nri-g her individual trademark 
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?on the Justice Department!; 
'building have caused dismay., 
in some young lawyer-bota/ 
nists,working for her husband.., 
;She has bullied the General 
Services Administration into* 
brutally cutting back the 
handsome old magnolia trees 
growing alongside the builcb 
mg- ' • ' • 

Many ot the azalea bushes 
and shrubs around the Depart-, 

jment are being dug up to be; 
| replaced in this year of econ-< 
;omy by expensive Japanese' 1 holly bushes and boxwoods.:. 
Martha’s choice of boxwood^ 
shows how little she knows^ 
about Washington. The city’s; 
garden experts maintain that 
it is virtually impossible to 
grow boxwoods in exliausbrid- ' 

jden downtown Washington, 
^without almost daily care, 
ll Mrs. Mitchell is also anxious’ 
I to give her husband a dilTer- 
jent view from liis office win- 
jdow. So she is having the old 
leaks outside his window 
; chopped down even though 
they’ve been growing there for 
decades, 

} When Martha MiteheJl is 
'finished with redesigning the 
outside of the Department, 
she will have spent more than: 
$100,000 of the taxpayers’ mon¬ 
ey— all wjthout ull hear in gs 
by Congress. ^ 
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By JacftAnderson 

Millions of tax dollars in¬ 
tended for the nation's poor 
have wound up in the .coffers 
of Volt Information Sciences, 
a firm with a shabby perform-1 
a nee record and a flagrant dls- | 

: regard for government regula¬ 
tions. 

Thanks to an inside track, 
the company has. received al¬ 
most $30 million in poverty 
money since 1965. Volt's gov¬ 
ernment contracts, taken at 
face value, added up to $18,-1 
540,147 at the end of June, 
I960. But the true figure, 
counting all the extras, was 
actually $25,210,043, 

Then, with one shake of the| 
money tree, the firm picked up' 
contracts for an additional; 
$3.5 million on June 30, 1969.; 

This is the traditional 
“Christmas Day" for contrac-; 
tors. Government agencies/ 
rather than be caught with an 
embarrassing surplus ofj 
funds on the last day of the fis-j 
cal year, look frantically for a 
place to spend what's left. 
Otherwise, Congress might 
conclude that the agencies 
could get along on less money 
the following year. The Office 
of Economic Opportunity 
tually awarded Volt nine sepa-' 
rate contracts on the same: 
June 30 a year ago. • - 

The full story is extremely 
complicated, with plots and 
sub-plots worthy of Shake¬ 
speare. Here, however, are' 
some of the highlights: 

• Billing itself as a “service 
organization engaged In alii 

67N0V3- 

[phases, of jnan's communica¬ 

tion wifh'man1'—ir^ciilm" all- 

most as vague as some of Its 

.government contracts—Volt 
^has get up shop directly across 
’the j street from CEO head¬ 
quarters in Washington. Until* 
recent months, the firm was so) 
ubiqultuous that in the .words' 
of one insider, “It was difficult 
to tell who worked for Volt 
and} who worked for the gov¬ 
ernment” 

One , Volt representative, 
Jacifl Knapp, is more familiar 
around OEO than are most of 
the agenc/s executives. He 
has wined and dined govern- 
mcm officials so expensively 
that] he has been nicknamed 
“Credit Card Jack." 

A VISTA executive told this 
colijipn: “Volt people were 
giver) floor space and govern¬ 
ment desks, and worked with' 
government paper and pencils. 
OEO'people instructed and su¬ 
pervised them just as if they 
wer|, regular government em¬ 
ployees.11 

Tuis is a direct isolation of 
government regulations. The 
firm's stranglehold on VISTA j 
was jso strong, said this offi¬ 
cial J [that few services, hov* , 
eyei minor, could be obtained: 
except through Volt. If a 
newspaper subscription was 
needed, it was ordered by 
Volt ; If personnel were 
nee< M, Volt hired them. 

Volt has^made it a prac* 
tlce to hire top-level OEO ex- 
eeui iVes, many of whom have 
bfeeo assigned to the same pro* 
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grams the^ handled fpr JpEOv 
Lester “A tifah amstSi; for~exam- 
ple, was a VISTA training ex¬ 
ecutive before he became a 
contract administrator for. 
Volt. William F. Kelly, the for¬ 
mer Job Corps director, who 
signed contracts' awarded toj 
Volt, has now turned up as a- 
Volt marketing director. 

Volt Found Deficient 
. In 1969, OEO hired another 
firm, Fry Consultants, Inc,, to, 
evaluate Volt's performance 
on one "technical assistance*- 

{contract, The findings: 
t “Volt has not fully met the 
^contract specifications for 
training and orienting special¬ 
ists. Only a limited number of 

^the , training .j conferences 
which were contractually re- fquired have been conducted 
rJ. t The contractor has failed 
to establish mihimum training 
requirements for its specialists 
and has taken little initiative 

i to obtain clarification from 

, “By the end of the contract 
year, Feb. 15, 1969, actual ad¬ 
ministrative costs will exceed 
original estimates by $310,000 
to $340,000 or 80 per cent to 
90 per cent. , . Since Vo1* was 
awarded the . . . contract 
largely because it was the low 
bidder, the actual cost experi¬ 
ence raises serious, questions 
.about the validity of Volt's 
Initial cost estimates, and 
OEO*s acceptance of them .'* j 
■ At a meeting of top OEO of¬ 
ficials, at which Voltfs per* 
formance was discussed, a par- 

fticiganttold this column there* 
fwaT~gcneral agf^ t; 
the firm had been'doing a 

^poor job. Yet as late as Jui1es 
22, 19T0, OEO awarded Volts 
three new contracts. J 
; J 
| Split Over Youth >J 
^ The White is being rocked5, 
Fby a bitter feud over whatj 
'President Nixon should do tol 

J 'bridge the generation gap and* 
♦bring alienated young peoplgj 
(.back into the democratic proc>5 
{esses. . It 
I' The President's youth ad-3 

I viser,^Stephen Hessj has urged1 
him to hold a series of na$ 
tional conferences to bring*! 
government officials, uruver-j 
sity administrators and stuO 
dents together.jHess wants the.i 
President to open a dialogue^ 
with youth. 
| However, conservative polity 

' leal advisers have warned that!? 
the conference will more 4 
likely turn into confronts-^ 
tions. They fear the youths^ 
would get out of hand andenw 
barrass the President with a^J 
list of anti-administration com-- 
plaints. These conservative ad-$ Ivisers, In fact, want the PresM 
dent to cancel the youth con-.^ 
ference that has already been'j 
scheduled for February. 4 

The backstage feud has also| 
become personal. Some aides' 
have made slurring remarks ■+ 
against Hess whom they con-^ 
sider to be a radical-liberal of; 
the , kind Vice Fresident] 
Agnew has been denouncing- 
irom the political platform, i 

► ^ fa 1910, Bcll-McClure i 

41 , :M. | 
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Mr. Biybfvp _ 

Mr.Br*mmnCD— 
Mr Callahan . 
Mr Caspar__ 

ALL INFCKailCN CCWIAIHEZ Mr. Convad_ 
HEREIN 13 UNCLASSIFIED Mr. Felt_ 
DATE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 due bsw/ra/lag J :,lr- Gnla.——. 

Mr. Rosen__ 

October 24. 1970 Mr- Tavcl- 
7' Mr. Walters_ 

Mr. S-'var*_ 
$ ’ Tele. Room 

Mr. Jack Anderson Miss Holmes— 
Washington Kerry Go Round MlBa Gandy- 
Washington, D, C. ^ ' ' <■ 

Dear Mr .• Anderson-:*-*--- • y 

Here is a debatable question for someone: "Is Howard , 

Hughes dead or alive?" Perhaps you can start the fire and / 
let the Federal Bureau of Investigation make the final deter- 
mination. Believe me, this is not based on idle gossip. \ 

j[ 
After listening to your debate with Governor Laxalt, I 

decided to con-tadt you because of your apparent fearlessness. ^ 
Bearing directly on the present administration, the Nevada ^ 
law has certainly been circumvented by Governor Laxalt,| | 

~|and the gaming commission in granting licenses to Hughes Sn 
without the customary finger-printing, personal interviews and ^ 
the like before making their approvals. This was never done fro 
and they never asked for photographs such as other must furnish. b7C 
Furthermore,1 the" Hughes licenses were granted in a few davs while N 
other applicants mus' wait weeks or months. | stated 
publicly the''board granted the Hughes licenses immediately as 
he was so well known. How could they be sure he was alive or in 
Nevada? - |r 

The tough Clark”;County Sheriff made the same exception and jjjv 
let the Hughes licenses slide through without investigation, £; 
personal contact; or fingerprints. Recently, the Washoe County lj 
Sheriff did'likewise. How much money was passed along for these g 
exceptional favors? How would Laxalt have answered this question? g 
His f | in Las Vegas was broke when the governor took £ 
office! now couxa he buy a TV station as you stated, or part ofb6 ® 

PZ 

one? fr7C 

A few months ago, Mrs. Howard Hughes showed up in Hollywood 
with the announcement she would file suit for divorce against 
her industrialist Husband and that they had agreed on a financial 
settlement. No such action has ever been filed in any state and ‘ 
none is expected. You cannot file against a dead-man. Even if 
she does file, he would not be required to appear.'but an attorney 
or; two might be asking for trouble. Conclusion of the public: 
"She was probably given a big sum of money and told to keep her 
mouth shut, or else." \ 

V'"7 NOT RECORDED * 
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It is well-know Mr. Hughes was an eccentric during his 
years in public life. After his complete withdrawal from 
society, particularly after he allegedly took up residence 
atop the Desert Inn Hotel in Las Vegas, what a perfect target 
he became for the Mafia, or any organization of gangsters. 

Since Hughes had no relatives to inquire about his welfare, 
only his wife was in the way. Sheer fright could keep her quiet. 
In this day-and-age of drugs, hypnotic control and ill-designed 
brain washing it would be a simple matter to effect a complete 

' take-over of the billion dollarorganizations, together with Mr. 
Hughes and his wife. Who remained to ask question about him? 
Who could prove anything? 

A couple of months ago, it was announced Hughes purchased 
a home somewhere in the Sierra Mountains in the Lake Tahce area 
but nothing more was heard of it. Perhaps it will be used as 
a hideaway for some of his "friends”. 

About four months ago, I saw a picture in some cheap mag¬ 
azine like The Enquirer, purported to be of Howard Hughes taking 
a sunbath beside his pool with .a burly bodyguard standing nearby. 
If this is a legitimate photograph, it would lead to the belief 
Hughes- is alive but it would be no proof of his being a free man. 
in full possession of all his faculties. The bodyguard may have 
been there to be sure he did not go anywhere. 

This letter is written from a purely humanitarian purpose 
with the thought in mind it may help man who is beyond helping 
himself. Perhaps I should add that not a single person in Las 
Vegas, including I 1 his attorneys or top officials have 
ever seen Howard Hughes. Hot have they talked to him on the 
telephone. Orders simply come to them from "upstairs”. Who is 
in charge "uptairs”? No one has that'answer. 

;b6 
b7C 

I am not involved in politics in any way and who is elected 
governor does not concern me. But I do believe Laxalt and | 

I Iwere wrong in licensing Hughes without a usual, careful 
examination. It was certainly a violation of the rules and 
regulations to do so. You could bring this out without tipping 
your hand on the Hughes rumors until Mr. Hoover does some in¬ 
vestigating. The City of Las Vegas, the Sheriff of Clark County 
and other did likewise. 

Please treat this letter as confidential information. 

Mir. Edgar J. Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Good luck 



PS As an afterthought which maybe helpful is that maa?f , 
^‘ma^sfaSffron? men for theses elub. 

?hf tally Viol Mobiles are used ‘exclusively in all the ciubs. 
This company had or has Mafia connections. Howard Hughes was 
nevlrT!S to_ deal wib.h corrupt persons so who is behind she 
throne "upstairs"? - i- ■ ■ —-- “ 
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AIL INFCRMAIICiT CC1-TTAIITE3 
HEREIN IS U17CLAS SI TIED 
2ATE C7-03-2007 BY <50324 due fcdWrs / lsc 

November tG, 1970 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON 
MR. SULLIVAN 
MR. C. D. BRENNAN 
MR. BISHOP 

The Attorney General called and advised a matter lias come up 
that he thought 1 ought to be apprised of since it is going to appear in 
JacI&Anderso^s column. The Attorney General stated that Governor 
Earvin Mandel of Maryland apparently baa found that the X^red line phone” 
in his office, which is an Office ofEraergency Planning phone that is 
apparently operated by tboVsignal Corps, has a 'bug'* in it, and he advised 
Anderson, which is what those characters would do. He, Mandel, also 
chocked with Governor Russell W. Peterson of Delaware, who advises his 
phono is in the same condition; so what he, the Attorney General, has done 
in order to keep it as far away from us as possible Is to turn it over to the 
military establishment that operates these phonos and let their intelligence 
people go in and handle it. I commented that was good, and the Attorney 
General said it would bring it into the Department otherwise. I said 
Anderson would make dirty twisted facts then. The Attorney; General said 
th3 further v/e stay away, he thought the bettenpid it was best to put it 
into the military establishment that is supposed to operate the phones. 
I said that Is where it properly belongs* V 
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FROM BALTIMORE (80-731) 
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TELETYPE 
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a 

r- 

ALLEGED FBI ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE, GOV* MANDEL’S OFFICE 

r0 JAC KINDER SON, WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND. 

All IMFCA11AIICH CCIITAINE: 
HEREIN 15 CKC1A55TFIED 

RE BA TEL INSTANT DATE. 
E-A.TE D^-C'S-Z'jQ? 3ir 60324 an 3 baw/ra/lag 

BOB LALLY, SEC. OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND CORRECTIONS, ADVISED 

SAC TURYN THAT HE HAS DISCUSSED CAPTIONED MATTER WITH JACK 

ELDRIDGE, LEGISLATIVE OFFICER ON GOV* MANDEL’S STAFF. 

ELDRIDGE ADVISED HE WAS PRESENT DURING CONVERSATION BETWEEN 

I JACK ANDERSON AND GOV. MARDEL. MATTER OF WIRING CONCERNING 

I HIS HOT LINE PHONE WAS DISCUSSED BUT NO MENTION WAS MADE OF 
I i 

^ FBI BY GOV. MANDEL DURING CONVERSATION. ELDRIDGE STATED 

j IF FBI APPEARS IN ANDERSON*S COLUMN IT WILL BE OF ANDERSON’S 

j | OWN DOING AND NOT OF THE GOVERNOR'S. SAC TURYN HAS APPOINTMENT 

11 WITH GOV. MANDEL THREEJ>M, NOV. SEVENTEEN NEXT. 

\ FOR BUREAU’S INFO, STORY CONCERNING POSSIBLE WIRING OF 

I HOT LINES OF TWO GOVERNORS HAS BEEN ON THE WIRE SERVICES AND / V ^ 

& 

« Q 

‘APPEARS IN EVENING PAPERS TODAY. NO MENTION OF FBI IN STORY. 

end ■ _ n 
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3:54 PM URGENT 11/16/70 JPL 

;7T0 DIRECTOR 
V 

FROM BALTIMORE 5P 
ALL FBI IHFCAMAIICN CCiirAIKE:? 
SERE IK IS 'XJC.LASSIFI.EI 
DATE C7-03-2I'I7 BY €0324 sue baw/i 

y;*(r- vk'D.jf1-/ / jy;*fx vie. 

\/ R 
a r- i 

v. .,. vY^l 
\ T. 
i l.L\ W u f Tcrs_ 

j ■■■. 

! ?.t:« ii.ii.rtw}_!j 
J Hiss 0;£idy_!f 

ALLEGED FBI ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE,, GOVERNOR MANDEL*S OFFICE 

JACl^NDERSON, WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND. 

SAC CONTACT,_ 

WHO REQUESTED HIS IDENTITY BE PROTECTED, FURNISHED THE FOLLOWING 

INFORMATION TO SAC TURYN TODAY: 

HE LEARNED THAT JACK ANDERSON, IN HIS COLUMN OF TUESDAY, 

| NOVEMBER SEVENTEEN NEXT, WILL HAVE A STATEMENT THAT THE FBI 

| PRESSURED THE LONG LINES DIVISION OF AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND 

| TELEGRAPH CO. (AT & T> TO INSTALL COVERAGE ON HOT LINE BETWEEN 

j GOVERNOR'S OFFICE AND THE WHITE HOUSE SO THAT FBI COULD MONITOR 

1 CONVERSATIONS IN GOVERNOR'S OFFICE. 

b7C 
b7D 

[INDICATED THIS INFORMATION FILTERED BACK TO HIM FROM 

SOURCE OF THE INFORMATION 
-, fi:;$7 ikkskkmi 

IS ALLEGED TO BE (FNU) 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

END PAGE ONE 
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PAGE TWO 
V 

BA 

IN WASHINGTON. ACCORDING TO IS CLOSE PERSONAL 

FRIEND OF JACK ANDERSON. COLONEL ROBERT J. LALLY, FORMER ASAC, 

I BA OFFICE, AND MOW SEC. OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND CORRECTIONS, STATE 

OF MD., WAS CONTACTED BY SAC TURYN IMMEDIATELY UPON RECEIPT OF 

THIS INFO TO DETERMINE IF THERE WAS ANY SUBSTANCE TO THE STORY. 

COL. LALLY ADVISED IT WAS NEWS TO HIM BUT HE WOULD CHECK IT OUT. 

LALLY SUBSEQUENTLY ADVISED TODAY THAT HE CHECKED WITH 

AN EMPLOYEE OF THE MD. STATE POLICE WHO IS 

| SECURITY AT THE GOVERNOR’S MANSION AT ANNAPOLIS, 

( ADVISED THAT HE HAS BEEN SWEEPING THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE BUT, 

1 UNKNOWN TO HIM, APPROXIMATELY THREE WEEKS AGO 

INTERSTATE DETECTIVE AGENCY, 

1 f BALTIMORE, WAS ENGAGED BY 

i: 
i ,• 

OFFICE. 

MD. STATE POLICE, TO SWEEP THE GOVERNOR’S 

SUBSEQUENTLY LEARNED THAT 

FOUND WIRING ON THE GOVERNOR’S HOT LINE, WHICH 

ALLEGEDLY 

ALLEGED 

PERMITTED CONVERSATIONS IN GOVERNOR’S OFFICE TO BE MONITORED. 

Iallegedly informed FURTHER ADVISED LALLY THAT 

THE GOV. THAT THE INSTALLATION WAS MADE BY THE FBI. IT WAS 

END PAGE TWO 

b6 
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PAGE THREE 

\ INDICATED TO THE GOV. (BY WHOM UNKNOWN) THAT THE INSTALLATION 

j WAS MADE BY THE FBI ON INSTRUCTIONS OF PRES. NIXON PRIOR TO 

VI THE ELECTION. 

I | |FURTHER ADVISED THAT JACK ANDERSON WAS IN ANNAPOLIS AT 

| THE STATE HOUSE LAST WEEK AND MET WITH FRANK DE FILLIPO, PRESS 

j SEC. TO GOV. MANDEL. I I WAS NOT PRIVILEGED TO THE CONVERSATION. 

RE THE INSTALLATION, SAC TURYN QUESTIONED! |AS TO 

WHETHER THE TELEPHONE COMPANY HAD OBSERVED THE WIRING. | 

STATED THE TELEPHONE COMPANY HAD INFORMED THE GOV. THAT 1THE WIRING WAS UNUSUAL, BUT IT HAD BEEN MODIFIED BY THE TELEPHONE 

COMPANY WHEN THE HOT LINE WAS ORIGINALLY INSTALLED AND WAS WIRED 

IN THAT MANNER SPECIFICALLY FOR THAT CIRCUIT, HE FURTHER STATED 

f j tHaT THE TELEPHONE COMPANY POINTED OUT TO THE GOV. THAT THE 

jj INSTALLATION HAD BEEN MADE ORIGINALLY BY THE TELEPHONE COMPANY, 
\ * i-1 

j AND THAT IT WAS NOT PLACED THERE BY OTHER PERSONS. |_|ADVISED 

H THAT THE TELEPHONE COMPANY INFORMED THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE THAT 

[ VIEW OF THE UNUSUAL WIRING, IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE IF AN 

jj AMPLIFIER WERE PLACED ON THE LINE FOR PERSONS TO MONITOR THE 

END PAGE THREE 



PAGE FOUR 

II 

I CONVERSATION IN HIS OFFICE, BUT THAT THE MONITORING WOULD 

I HAVE TO BE DONE WITHIN THE STATE HOUSE DUE TO THE LIMITED 
l . 
(RANGE OF THE SIGNAL* 

LALLY ADVISED HE WAS VERY UPSET OVER THIS INFO, AND 

THAT HE INTENDED TO CONTACT THE GOV. TODAY AND MAKE . 

EVERY EFFORT TO HAVE THE GOV KILL THE STORY IF IT IS 

i TRUE THAT ONE WAS TO BE PRINTED BY ANDERSON. SECONDLY, LALLY 

INDICATED THAT HE INTENDS TO DETERMINE WHETHER 

WAS, IN FACT, THE INDIVIDUAL WHO INFORMED THE GOV. THAT . 

. 1) THE INSTALLATION WAS MADE BY THE FBI. 

WHETHER THE STORY APPEARS OR NOT, SAC TURYN REQUESTS AUTHORITY 

U TO CONTACT THE GOV. AMD INFORM HIM THAT THE FBI DID NOT 

IfPL'ACE ANY INSTALLATION ON HIS TELEPHONE OR IN HIS OFFICE. 

FURTHERMORE, THE GOV. WILL BE ASKED TO APPROPRIATELY 
>j 

REPRIMANDvTHE INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE FOR FURNISHING HIM 
\ 

THE ERRONEOUS INFO. THE GOV. WILL ALSO BE ASKED 
\ 

TO IDENTIFY THE\SOURCE OF HIS INFO, AND IF IT IS 
\ 

OR ANY OTHER INDIVIDUAL, THAT PERSON WILL BE 

b6 
b7C 

END PAGE FOUR 
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PAGE FIVE 

CONTACTED BY'THE SAC AND SEVERELY ADMONISHED, AND INFORMED 

THAT THE FBI WILL NOT TOLERATE FALSE ALLEGATIONS OF THIS TYPE 

IF THE STORY DOES APPEAR, THE GOV* WILL BE REQUESTED TO 

ISSUE A PUBLIC RETRACTION. /) 

END 

RSP FBI WASHDC 
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NR 00$ BA PLAIN 

I l.iM.Ml UJta/Uj niVuS) liii\\iolt 

COnjJIUWIGATIONS SECTION 

•NOV 2? 1970 

teletype 

4;40 PM URGENT 11-17-70 JPC 

TO DIRECTOR , j 

FROM BALTIMORE (80-731) 

All T.MFCILMAIION ZOSZklKEZ 
HEREIN 15 UKC1A35IFI ED 
DATE O'7-12-2007 3Y 60324 due taw/r3/l3g 

ft ALLEGED FBI ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE, GOV. MAN DEL' 

(? 
JACK ANDERSON, WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND. 

"b6 
7b 7 C 

RE BA TELS NOV SIXTEEN LAST IN WHICH 

YOU WERE ADVISED THAT ALLEGATIONS HAD BEEN MADE THAT THE FBI 

HAD PRESSURED THE LONG LINES DIVISION OF AMERICAN TELEPHONE 

AND TELEGRAPH TO INSTALL COVERAGE ON THE HOT LINE IN THE 

GOVERNOR’S OFFICE SO THAT THE FBI COULD MONITOR CONVERSATIONS 

IN THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE. 

COL. ROBERT J. LALLY, FORMER ASAC, BA OFFICE, 

NOW SEC. OF PU3LIC SAFETY AND CORRECTIONS, IN CHECKING 

INTO THE MATTER LEARNED THAT THE GOV. WAS POSSIBLY 

INFORMED BY| 

MD« J>TATE_ POLICE, THAJ_F„BI_ WAS_RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 

^INSTALLATIONL, 

-BU AUTHORITY WAS OBTAINED FOR SAC TURYN TO -SEE 

GOV. MANDEL TODAY /o^SfHEIGHTEN OUT THE MATTER. 

END PAGE ONE /■>* U p-^7r;TN 
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PAGE TWO 

BA 80-731 r 

SAC TURYN SAW GOV. MANDEL TODAY AMD INFORMED HIM / 

THAT THE FBI WAS 'NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INSTALLATION IN 

THE GOV’S OFFICE AND THAT AT NO TIME DID THE FBI 

MONITOR ANY CONVERSATIONS IN HIS OFFICE. HE WAS INFORMED- 

THAT THIS MATTER WAS STRICTLY ONE Of_Jffi£J>FFICE OF CIVIL 

DEFENCE UNDER THE DEFENCE DEPT* AND HAD NOTHING TO DO 

WITH THE FBI. 

THE GOV. WAS ASKED TO IDENTIFY INDIVIDUALS WHO 

ALLEGED THAT THE FBI WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INSTALLATION. 

THE GOV. STATED THAT HE WANTED TO ASSURE ME AND THE 

pjl-R-. THAT AT NO TIME DID HE MENTION FBI IN CONNECTION 

WITH THE DISCLOSURE OF THE INSTALLATION IN HIS OFFICE. 

FURTHERMORE, HE ADVISED THAT NEITHER NOR ANY 
b6 
b7( 

OTHER INDIVIDUAL HAD TOLD HIM THAT THE FBI WAS RESPONSIBLE. 

HE WANTED SAC TO CONVEY TO THE DIR. THAT HE IS SATISFIED 

THAT THE FBI IS NOT RESPONSIBLE IN ANY WAY FOR THE INSTALLATION 

IN HIS OFFICE. HE EXPRESSED HIS DESIRE TO COOPERATE FULLY 

WITH THE FBI IN ANY WAY POSSIBLE. 

THE ABOVE IS FOR THE BU INFO, AND IT IS FELT NO FURTHER 

ACTION DEEMED WARRANTED AT THIS TIME. 

END 

RSP FBI WASH DC 
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UNITED STATES , kVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

FROM 

.SUBJECT: 

Mr. Sulliva: 

T. E. 

'■ J 
. / 

DATE: 11/17/70 

Bishop 

\ 
ALLEGED FBI ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE 
GOVERNOR MANDEL'S OFFICE 
JAClfANDERSON, COLUMNIST 

"WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND 

AH IMFC^iaIICN C011TAIHEZ 
EEREIM 15 UNCIASSIFIED 
DATE D7-03-2007 BY 60 

Copper 
Conrad 
Felt 

f\ Gale 

lfe 
Wallers_ 

Soyor* - 

Tele. Room . 
Holmes_ 
Gandy - 

Oq 

50324 due taw/ra/lsg 

Baltimore teletypes 11/16/70 set forth information that Governor 
Mandel of Maryland’s Office had a "hot line” telephone in his office which D 
contained a microphone capable of picking up conversations that occurred in ^ 
the Governor's office. There was some indication that the FBI was alleged **4 
to have installed the microphone in the Governor's telephone. SAC Turyn 
requested authority to contact Governor Mandel and advise him that the FBI ^ 
did not place any installation on the Governor's telephone, SAC Turyn has 
an appointment with Governor Mandel at 3 p. m, November 17th. 

In this connection the Director said that Turyn should be told that 
the alleged wiretapping is being handled by Defense Department and FBI must 
not become involved. 

SAC Turyn was telephonically advised concerning the Director’s 
instructions. Turyn said that he would insure that his contact with Governor 
Mandel was handled in a confidential manner and he would make it clear to 
Mandel that we had nothing to do with any installation or monitoring regarding 
the Governor's telephone. He said that he clearly understood that the FBI 
must not become involved and that the alleged wiretapping was being handled 
by the Defense Department. 

ACTION y \/y 
is mi £#1970 

None. For information. 

Sullivan 
Mohr 
Bishop 
C. D. 
Casper/’’ 

Brenna: 

**OT RECORD! 

OV 30 1970 
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' ALL INFCSSailCN COIIIMNEZ 
'HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 auc taw/ra/lag Date: 11/23/70 

Transmit the foilowifig in 

AIRTEL 

(Type in plcuntext or code) 

(P riority) 

FROM 

: DIRECTOR, FBI 

: SAC, BALTIMORE (80-731) 

Mi-. 
* J j Mr, __ 

4 Mr, TilvoI_ 
-1 Mr, Wnttorj_ 

i Mr, flnynra 
—^ i-TcU.-Raa*a_-7—- 

Mids lloimos- 
Miaa Gandy_> 

SUBJECT : ALLEGED FBI ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE, - 
GOVEB^OR MANDEL *S OFFICE; 
JACtf-4NDERSON, WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND 

Reference is made to Baltimore teletype 11/16/70 in which the 
Bureau was advised that an allegation had been made that an 
installation had been made in the Governor's Office of 
Civil Defense telephone by the FBI, 

Colonel ROBERT J. LALLY, former ASAC and now Secretary of 
Public Safety and Corrections, State of Maryland, advised (... 
on 11/16/70 that he had checked withl | an employee] on 11/16/70 that he had checked with]__| an employee? 
of the Maryland State Police who is I jsecurity at the ^ 
Governor's Mansion in Annapolis, LALLY advised SAC TURYN -jp 
that ~ | had" advised that| \- 

|Maryland State Police, had allegedly informed•;the.. 
Governor that the installation was made by the FBI. 

SAC TURYN informed Colonel LALLY that it was absolutely • ,7. 

b6 
b7C 

IS AC T 
es s en 
washe 

URYN informed Colonel LALLY that it was absolutely 
tial that this allegation be either corroborated o: 
d out. 

Bureau’s attention is also directed to Baltimo 
11/17/70 that SAC TURYN saw Governor MANUEL on 
informed him that the FBI was not responsible 
tion in the Governor's Office. The Governor a 
was asked to identify the individuals who alle 
FBI was responsible for the installation. The 
that he wanted to assure SAC TURYN and the Dir 
no time did he mention that the FBI was inyoly. 
installation, and furthermore, that neither P_ 
nor any other individua-bthad told him that tnT 
ponsible, I 

6>- Bu reau 
1 - Baltimore ‘ : / dUxlJj 

re teletype 
that date and - 

for the installs- 
t the same time 
ged that the 
Governor stated._ 

ector that, aty 

fas res- 
bb 
b7C 

m. 

Approved: — - - —• -Q/Rdatr'-mm M . Per 
Special Agent In Charge 
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BA 80-731 

On 11/23/70, Colonel 
to verify the allega 
LALLY advised that h 
error in stating tha 
that the FBI had mad 

in the Governor’s Of 
that _ was ince 
outside detective ag 
his telephones, LAL 
undermined by| 
gator at the request 
his offices. After 
stated that I w 
that _ h 
was involved. 

LALLY advised that he had attempted 
tion which had been made by| 
e had determined that||was in 
t | |had informed the Governor 
e the installation. LALLY learned that 

Ihormally checked the telephones 
fice for possible taps. LALLY stated 
nsed that the Governor had obtained an 
ency to conduct an independent sweep of 
LY stated that _ felt he had been 

[obtaming an outside investi- 
of the Governor to conduct a sweep of 

the unusual wiring was found, LALLY 
as probably being vindictive in alleging 
ad informed the Governor that the FBI 

In view of LALLY's findings, it is felt that I \ 
did not, in fact, inform the Governor that the FBI was in¬ 
volved. In view of this, it is not believed desirable to 
confront | | with the allegation since no useful 
purpose would be served. 

-b6 
b7C 

SAC, Baltimore, recommends that we continue to maintain favor* 
able relations with the Maryland State Police and to continue 
to furnish FBI services upon request. - 

f/r 



Chief Special Agent Victor Turyn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Department of Justice 
Post Office Building 
Baltimore/ Maryland 21203 

Dear Vic: 

i 
h- 

j> 

The recent incident involving the mis-wiring of the Civil 
Defense "Hot Line" in Governor '.Handel *s office and the pub¬ 
licity it generated has certainly caused us all considerable 
concern. Mo one connected with the Governor’s Office or mine 

ever mentioned any governmental agency as being in any way 
involved, and this was the usual news media distortion of a 
"sensational" situation. 

Governor Mandel and I both have the greatest admiration for 
the FBI and we certainly would do nothing to embarrass you or 
your office. 

The final analysis indicates that there was a nis-wiring of 
the phone which in fact did permit clandestine monitoring 
at several points within the State House. We are deeply con¬ 
cerned since until just a couple of months ago when security 
of the telephone terminal boxes was tightened, these areas 

were quits vulnerable to clandestine monitoring. We car. never 
assume that the situation is so remote that in the years that 
the phone has been installed no one previously ever found it 

and made use of the situation. 

I felt that because of the notoriety engendered that this 
letter should be made a part of your file on the matter 
which I hope now has been closed once and for all. 
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Memorandum 
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COMMENTS REGARDING DIRECTOR 
BY JACI^NDERSON ON 
"WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND” 
SCHEDULED FOR BROADCAST WEEK 
OF 12/4/70. 

Soyara - 
Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy - 

A tape recording of captioned broadcast has been received 
and reviewed in the Crime Research Section. Anderson covers several 
news items and then commences with a report concerning the Director. 

Anderson states that the Director will be 76 next month, 
"the oldest official in Government.” He states the Director ingratiated 

Jiimself with both Richard Nixon and Hubert Humphrey before the 1968 
election by assigning Agents to the political conventions. Anderson states 
that ther^s^^bod"3earbf ,,slurmrshThg,rdver the Tfireb tor's successor. 
Anderson states that the Director and his "publicists” are quick to d< 
any statements which are less than adulation and he alleges that the£ 
refutations frequently include attacks on the patriotism of those who qu^gtion 
die Director's "sainthood.” 

va_> ol> ^1/j- * j&( 
Anderson goes on to note that the Director built the FBI into 

a superb organization, transforming it from one in which there were political 
hacks, etc,, into one which has an esprit de corps. He said that not a 
single FBI man had ever tried to fix a case, defraud the tax payers, or sell 
out his country. This had been achieved,he said, by hiring the best men, 
training them well, and convincing them they are the best. 

rv iwf* ScoS3—^^/ 
f i ♦ •• j* j ♦ / tt 

j At the end of his broadcast, Anderson gave his "predictions*, ” 
including one asserting that the Director would retire next year. c, . , 
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, pertinent portions of Anderson’s broadcast have been fifSnlO 1270 
scribed andlare attached herewith. The tape is being retained in the ( _>, 
Crime ReseWhHS^ction. „ ’ =Tf 
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EXCERPTS FROM JACK ANDERSON'S ’WASHINGTON 
MERRY-GO-ROUND" BROADCAST SCHEDULED 

FOR WEEK STARTING DECEMBER 4, 1970 

-A »■. \ 

I* 
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Well, J. Edgar Hoover, the all-powerful FBI 

Director, has been getting into the headlines lately. Next month he'll 

be 76--the oldest official in Government; however, he's shown no 

inclination to retire. Before the 1968 election, he ingratiated 

himself with both Richard Nixon and Hubert Humphrey. Hoover 

assigned men to augment the security forces at both conventions. 

There is growing realization, however, that Hoover can't last forever. 

Already skirmishing has started over his successor. Southerners on 

the Senate Judiciary Committee who seek a return to sheriff's-style 

law enforcement have served notice that they expect to be consulted 

by the President on the new appointee. Hoover and his publicists are 

quick to deny any stories in the press or statements by men in public 

life that are less than adulation—which Hoover has come to believe 

is his due. The refutations are frequently coupled with barbed 

attacks on the character and patriotism of anyone who possesses the 

temerity to question Hoover's sainthood. 

While the successes of the FBI have become so much a 

part of the American culture that people can be bored by their retelling— 

yet, it would be a serious mistake to ignore the superb job that 

■tuy 
In ?¥ - 



Hoover has done in building the FBI into an extremely effective 

crime-fighting unit. The cult of personality has had its positive 

aspects. When Hoover took over as Director, the FBI was 

loaded with hacks, misfits, drunks, and courthouse hangers-on. 

In a remarkably brief time, he transformed it into a close-knit, 

effective organization with an esprit de corps that exceeds that of 

the Marines. Under Hoover’s regime, Agents have been fired for 

drunkenness, for insubordination—even a few for homosexual 

behavior. Yet not a single FBI man has tried to fix a case, defraud 

the taxpayers, or sell out his country. This amazing scandal-free 

record has been accomplished by hiring the best men available, 

training them well, and convincing them that they are the best. 

- 2 - 



(At the end of his broadcast, Anderson mentioned 

several of his "Predictions of Things to Come, " including the 

following.) 

Third. I predict J. Edgar Hoover will finally 

resign from the FBI next year. 

- 3 - 
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TO in MR, TOLSON DATE: 12/28/70 

ALL IHFC-W&TICN CC1TIAINE2 
EEREIW 13 UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 07-02-2007 3Y €0324 auc b3W/ra/T3g 

FROM \ J. P. MOHR 

o 
subject: JACK ANDERSON 

Proposed^ashington Merry-Go-Round 
Article on the Dire ctor 

. ! 1 • - 

TonrWebb called me at home late last night and said he had 
received a telephone call from Jack Anderson, who stated he planned to 
do an article on the Director in connection with his January 1 birthday. 
Anderson indicated the article would show some good and some bad things 
ab'oijt tfm Director. He then asked Webb a number of questions, j . Q / 

C^'V-Jv4( 
TT« 1-C 4.1*. - VTV_J ^ !T7iUU ^ U He asked if the Director had any interest in athletics gnd Webb, ^ ^ 

Tsaid he pointed out that the Director over the years had insurecKthat ttyey! 
I FBI had outstanding athletic teams in various fields and has always been a \ 
| strong supporter of sports. ^ . 

j! Anderson wanted to know if the Director did anything to exercise 
| and Webb told him that the Director does a lot of walking. 

Anderson then made the comment that the Director was good to 
his Mother but said he recalled that the Director's 

N. ^ 
had 

told Anderson that he went to see the Director on one occasion to get help * \ 
b6 

b7C 

for his Mother and the Director said that is your responsibilityv 

Webb also advised that the Director was a great kidder and enjoyed & 
a good practical joke. Anderson asked if Q7 knew of any specific practical 

said he relatedlhe joke the Director may have participated in and 
I incident about the wanted posters the Director greeted on Julius Lully's 
farm in Maryland many 

yeaif-fr 5oo£Z -35 
_* _ A f .T     _ J 1. .  __I_ J. 11. _ Webb said he made it very clear to Anderson that he thought the 

Director was the greatest living American in this country and that he was 
just as devoted to the Director as he was to his own father. He made it very 
clear that he had the highest admiration and respect for the Director because 

Jhe thought he was a wonderful man. —CJJtC' 

The foregoing is submitted for record purpospsl XS^^ JftN 7 
JPM:DW 

(^) ..S> / iWjpfU See addendum by Crime Records 
1 - Mr. Sulhvanp-^ / Division,,-, page^vvof contaikbd 
1 -Mr. Bishop j 

^ , 1Miss Gandv | - L- XBRO& r 
j, x iy«|) 1 '' J/m m iQ7i — 



ADDENDUM, CRIME RECORDS DIVISION TEB:asg 12/23/70 

j. It will be recalled that on 12/23/70 an individual gi^ng 
I the name of^Charles (Chuck^fElliott, Jr., was asking questions c&n- 
; cerning MrT Hoover in the latter's neighborhood. Inquiries made on 
Ithat day and a check of Bureau files failed to identify Elliott. 

i 

It has now been determined that Elliott is employed 
l as a "leg man" for Jack Anderson and it, therefore, appears that the 
3 inquiries being made by Elliott in Mr. Hoover's neighborhood are in 
l connection with a column or article that Anderson is apparently planning 
j to do on the Director in connection with the latter's birthday. 
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April 21, 1971 

ALL IMFCHSTICH CC1TTAI17EE 

HEREIN 13 TJNCLASSIFIEE' 

LATE 07-0o-2007 3Y c0324 su: fcsv-vrs/lsa 

- '/k-' -/■. ■■■ fS' 

? Mr. Tcla-m.-lZ-, 
7 ? j M.-^Sutfivan_, 

M W MV/if/i/nanCD_ 
| Mr* C^JIahan_j I* Jfr. Camper_[ 

Mr* Felt___  | 

3 M i\ }t^^ri ; 

jM.-. T,vd'~ 
j Mr. V/rUUir3._„._* 

I iL'ic. Room...__ I 
j Miss Holmes_f 
t Miss Ga»<]y_| 
I t 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

So THAT YOU MIGHT BE ADVISED, ATTACHED IS A PHOTOSTAT 

COPY OF A LETTER THAT I SENT TO SOME OF THE CONSERVATIVES AND 

NON-CONSERVATIVES IN BOTH THE HOUSE AND SENATE.. 

Thought this might be of interest to you. 

y t 

4> 
With kindest personal regards, i am 

Si ncerely. 
'r a 
S-P 
W:jh 
\§J 
ft 

Attachment 

:C in Ol. »' ' 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Department of Justice 
Constitution Avenue 
Washington, D. C. 20^30 
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April 20, 197' 

ALL FBI INFORMATION CCNTAIITED 

HEREIN IS UNOLA5SIFIE0 

DAIE 07-03-200" EY 60324 sac bWrs/isg 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

You ARE A MAN WHO GOES AFTER THE NEWS, THIS I REALIZE. 

However, i further realize that you will go great lengths *"03 the 

SAKE OF YOUR NEWS ARTICLES, EVEN TO THE EXTENT OF DISREGARDING A 

MAN'S PR IVACY. 

I, PERSONALLY, NOTICED A TELEVISION PICTURE OF ONE OF 

YOUR MEN LOOKING INTO A TRASH CAN BELONGING TO J. EDGAR HOOVER. 

I KNOW THERE MUST BE PLENTY OF NEWSWORTHY MATERIAL WHICH YOU COULD 

USE, WHICH WOULD BE OF MORE INTEREST TO THE PUBLIC, RATHER THAN 

HAVING TO LOOK THROUGH TRASH BELONGING TO A MAN OF HONESTY, A MAN 

OF INTEGRITY, J. EDGAR HOOVER. 

Why not look into these people who are in Washington to¬ 

day CALLING THEMSELVES VETERANS? YOU WILL FIND THAT 75$ Of THESE 

LONG-HAIRED, BEARDED, INDIVIDUALS ARE HIPPIES FROM GEORGETOWN, 

Dupont Circle or the University; they are the ones who are taking 

DRUGS AND CAUSING OUR COUNTRY UNTOLO COST IN POLICING AND MISERY 

FOR THEIR PEOPLE, FRIENDS AND EVERY DECENT AMERICAN. 

Why DO YOU NOT GO AFTER THESE LIBERAL SENATORS AND 

Congressmen? These people are all trying to be President, and 

THEY ARE USING VINDICTIVE LANGUAGE AGAINST OUR PRESIDENT. I AM 

SURE A BETTER RELATIONSHIP WOULD OEVELOP BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR 

READERS BY GOING AFTER THESE PEOPLE, RATHER THAN SEARCHING THE 

TRASH CAN BELONGING TO A DEDICATED MAN. 

It was shocking to me, ano to Millions of Americans, 

to see this type trickery used. Millions of people would write 

you on this, but they are too "Damn" lazy to sit down and write 

a letter letting you know how they feel. 

! 8ELIEVE IF YOU WOULD GO AFTER THAT RADICAL ELEMENT 

in Congress and give them a good going over, those people who are 

TRYING TO HURT OUR GREAT NATION RATHER THAN HELP IT, YOU WOULD 

ACHIEVE AN IMMEASURABLE FEAT WHICH NO ONE ELSE HAS BEEN ABLE TO 

DO. I AM SURE THAT TRUTHFULNESS, EVEN THOUGH SCANDALOUS, IS APPRE¬ 

CIATED, BUT NOT HARMFUL MATERIAL IN TRYING TO GET SOMETHING ON A 

MAN SUCH AS J. EOGAR HOOVER. YOU ARE WASTING YOUR TIME, AND YOU 

ARE NOT HELPING YOURSELF WITH YOUR READERS. 

EHCL0SUR2 
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i R CAD YOUR COLUMN. AnD, i FOR ONC WILL SPEAK STRAIGHT 

ANO HONEST TO YOU; I BELIEVE YOU SHOULD LOOK INTO THIS MARCH BY 

Veterans in Washington, 0. C. I believe you will find what ! am 

TELLING YOU TO BE TRUE, THAT TO QO% OF THESE P COP L E ARE 

HIPPIES WHO DO NOT WANT TO WORK, V/HO ARE INTERESTED ONLY IN DOWN¬ 

GRADING our Country. It is shameful. You can go into Washington, 

D. C., AS WELL AS, INTO MOST ANY OF.OUR LARGER CITIES TOOAY, AND 

YOU WILL SEE THIS CLASS LAYING IN THE STREETS, BREAKING AND ENTRY, 

R088ING ANO KILLING IN OROER THAT THEY MIGHT BE ABLE TO BUY 

'narcotics. 

A STORY ON THESE PEOPLE, i AM SURE, WOULD BE OF 'INTEREST 

TO EVERY DECENT AMERICAN IN THE UNITED STATES, 

Very truly yours. 

Mr. Jack Anderson 

Columnist 

l6l2 K Street, N. W. 

Washington. 0. C. 

b6 
b7C 
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AL1 IKFCKariCi: C01TIAI2IED 
3ES2EIK IS TICTLASSIFIEO 

'AIE C7-03-23" EY *0324 sue biw/rsi'isg 

Dear Mr, Anoerson: 

Reference my letter of April 20, I would like to further 

SUGGEST THAT YOU INCLUDE IN YOUR EDITORIALS ARTICLES ON THE 

FOLLOWING SUBJECTS. I BELIEVE THESE WOULD CERTAINLY BE NEWSWORTHY 

IN YOUR COLUMN. 

There is a mass demonstration scheduled for 

WASHINGTON BEGINNING APRIL 2k. IT WAS FIRST 

DISCLOSED AT A NEWS CONFERENCE BY DAV l D DELL INGER 

and| | Sponsors listed included the 

People's Coalition for Peace and Justice and the 

National Peace Action Coalition. The writer is 

of the opinion that the National Peace Action 

Coalition is an offshoot of the Socialist Workers 

Party and actually a Communist front. 

iN ADDITION THE PRO-COMKUNI ST YOUNG SOCIALIST 

Alliance is also throwing its weight behind this 

outburst which is called the "Spring Offensive". 

David Dellinger, last November at a similar 

FUNCTION, WAS GUEST SPEAKER AT A PRO-COMMUNIST 

MEETING IN STOCKHOLM. 

b6 
b7C 

This will be the biggest aggregation of kooks, ex-convicts, 

HOOLIGANS, EXTREMISTS, SUBVERSIVES AND ANARCHISTS EVER ASSEMBLED AT 

ONE TIME AND PLACE IN THIS COUNTRY. IT WILL BE WELL TO CONCENTRATE 

YOUR EFFORTS ALONG THIS LINE IN AN EFFORT TO HELP RID OUR NATION OF 

THESE RADICALS V/HO ARE DOING EVERYTHING POSSIBLE TO DESTROY OUR 

Nation. It is these type people who are destroying the basic 

INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS FOR THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS AND THEIR LIVELIHOOD. 

These people would destroy the very fundamentals upon which our 

Nation was built. That of being able to earn by our own choice, our 

OWN WILL, OUR OWN MIND, OUR MEANS OF LIVING AND TO EXCHANGE THESE 

THINGS, THESE OBJECTIVES TO OTHER MEN WHO RESPECT THE SAME INTEGRITY. 

9V-Soos-3— 
ENCLOSES 
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Mr , Jack Page; -2- APRIL 21, i>/l 

Our Nation has been Called /• Capitalist Natio::. We 

SHOULD DC PROUD OF IT. Vfr SHOULD HOT ALLOW THESE PEOPLE TO GO 

AROUND FREE DEPLOYING THE VALUE OF A DOLLAR WHEN THE VALUE OF A 

DOLLAR IS WHAT WE STAND FOR. OUR EARNING POWER IS THE RIGHT TO 

BARGAIN WITH ONE ANOTHER FREELY ON AN EQUAL BASIS, TO RESPECT 

ONE ANOTHER FOR EACH ONE'S ABILITY TO PERFORM AN ACTION V/1TH 

PURPOSE. 

With kinoest regards, [ am 

Sincerely, 

b6 
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Mr. Jack Anderson 

Columnisr 

1612 K Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 
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"MASTERS OF DECEIT" 
INQUIRY BY LES WHITTEN OF THE 

jACIwVNDERSON COLUMN 

At approximately 4:25 p.m. this date, an individual who *; 1 
identified himself as Les Whitten of the Jack Anderson column telephoned 
SA Stukenbroeker. He said he wanted to ask questions relative to the 

j writing of "Masters of Deceit. " He asked whether SA Stukenbroeker in any 
i way was involved in the writing or research for "Masters of Deceit. " 
\ SA Stukenbroeker said he was not in a position to comment. Whitten then 
asked if any outside magazine, such as the "Saturday Review, ” had ever 
written up or gone into detail on how Mr. Hoover had written "Masters of 
Deceit. " SA Stukenbroeker said he had no information regarding this 
question. Whitten then said that he understood SA Stukenbroeker had done :1 
other writing in the Bureau and wondered if he could furnish any details. V 

\ SA Stukenbroeker told Whitten that his (Stukenbroeker*s) work in the Bureau 
1 was confidential and that he would have no comment. (To our knowledge, nothing 
jhas been previously published on this topic.) . ^ 

RECOMMENDATION: g 

For information. 
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The Washington Merry-Go-Round 

* 
,kO*\ 

y /acft j4nder$tm 

The ' Vietnam story, like a 
rerun of+a had movie, is re¬ 
peating itself across the bor-, 
der in Cambodia, 

Cambodian strongman Lon 
Nol has plunged his govern¬ 
ment into disarray. His top 
aides have sought* in vain, to 
persuade him to step down. 
Now they are talking omL 

| nously of a coup. 

1 The military effort to stop a 
sh Communist takeover is floun- I dering. Communist forces < 

have now surrounded Cambo¬ 
dia's capital, Pnom Penh, on 
three sides, 

, The UhS-, typically, is trying 
to solve the crisis by rushing 
more supplies to bail out Lon 
Nol* Because of congressional 
opposition, some supplies are 
being sneaked through the 

j back door by way of Indone- 
S sia, The U.S, is also bringing 

, pressure upon mother allies to 
come to Lon NoTs aid, 

A secret intelligence report, 
meanwhile, describes him as 
“a sick man, both physically 
and mentally , ,, His memory 
is faulty, and be tends to make 
snap Judgments without refer¬ 
ence to anything anyone has 
told him." 

UTo less than American Am¬ 
bassador Emory Swank, in a 
report' _ intended ;for ' official 
U,S, eyes pniy/has criticized 
“L^j^olV h aphaz^d^pi^-of- 

.conduct of military .ppera- 

Another intelligence report 
most ^saafiredian 

general officers as1 dimply in¬ 
competent,1' It states that only 
one top general, besides Lon 
Not, "has the ability and force 
of personality to exercise lead¬ 
ership” at the Chief of Staff 
level. 

Cambodian Corruption * 

He Is identified as Brig, 
IGeni Srey Samaht now Cam-; 
bodia’s defense attach^ in Dja¬ 
karta, the Indonesian capital, j 

a But the report adds sadly that! 
lHSrey Saman’s personal ai> 
I thority is diluted by a tend¬ 
ency toward financial corrup¬ 
tion," j 

Two other top officers, Brig, 
Gen, Sosthene Fernandez and 
Brig, Gen, Mao Sum Khem, 
are also called "technically 
competent,” But , the report 
charges “both have personal, 
weaknesses which prevent 
them from exercising effective, 
control over unit commanders, I 

“Sosthene Fernandez is an 
inveterate gambler, while Mao, 
Sum Khem is a compulsive 
womanizer* Neither activity is 
in itself disqualifying, but in 
these two cases, so much time 
is consumed and so much cor¬ 
rupt activity is .required to. fi- 
ndnF^TSJe1 . thuy 

have lost an essentialmeasure 
, 6f”ihe respect~ required to, 
exert real leadership.” 

The personnel chief, Brig. 
Gen: Feolim Var, is accused 
by the report of sending 
inspection teams, which "are 
bought off by commanders of 
the units whose payrolls they 
are supposed to verify." Swank blames recent^Cam- 

Ibodian nailitapy. reverse^ cost* These sound distressingly 
like the secret reports' of 
ence and corruption that U.S. 
Sfopth Anntpamese iji^qmpet- 

^Officipls ^ave trtejCtb keep 
fr^a3Sfe®hlic, ^ 

Casper_ 
Conrad _ 
Dalbey_ 
Cleveland 
Ponder_ 

The Washington Post 
Times Herald_ 6-7 

The Washington Daily News_ 

The Evening Star (Washington) , 

The Sunday Star (Washington) „ 

Daily News (New York) _„ 

Sunday News (New York)_ 

New York Post „_ 

The New York Times . 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader__ 

The Wall Street Journal 

The National Observer , 

People's World _ 

— DEC 28 1971 
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The,.. Communist drive on 
tu^rJ^nh, a ec oram^To U. S. 
esUmittes^was entended as a 

jnilitaf^ op^fcattori. A^|)3f^Rtr 
iiever., ex- 

any real military suc¬ 
cess but intended to withdraw 
to their .former position after 
harassing the city. 

Cambodian bungling, how¬ 
ever, has ;turned a hit-and-run 
psychological attack Into a 
real military threat 

Secret Assessment 
Declares one secret military 

assessment: “Enemy forces 
have continued to maintain 
pressure pn Pnom Penh. Their 
presence in strength has gen¬ 
erated concern; yet govern¬ 
ment forces to date have been 
unable, tp.react effectively . f , 
; “The enemy's efforts appear 
directed at psychologically 
eroding the morale of the pop¬ 
ulace, while erad pa 11 v_.wpakpn- 
ing and de moralizing (Cambo- 

^iiati] units around Pnom Penh: h 
TTTCtambodiaifTTSfflffft t6: 
take aggressive action has al- ; 
lowed (the enemy) to attempt ^ 
to keep up the momentuhtf ^ 
both in the capital area arf&£ 
elsewhere in the country. * ^ 

These dispatches read like* 
the secret reports that came * 
out of South Vietnam during " 
the 19$0st 

Footnote: Lon Nol*s top min-" 
isters called on him at his rest-; _ 
dence on Dec, 7 and suggested : 
that he relinquish some of hi;? 
authority. “Lon Nol rejected * 
these proposals out of hand .lr ? 
reports Amabassador Swank. ' 

Rueful Bhutto 
Pakistani new President . 

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto and Is-: 
raeli Foreign Minister Abba > 
Eban ended up side by side at J 
the United Nations dinner 
honoring outgoing Secretary 
General V Thant the othef 
night. 

The UN had passed over- *■ 
wheimingly the ceasefire reso- .?? 
iution proposed by Bhutto to^! 
end the war between India 
and Pakistan. The resolution, 'l 
of course, came too late to- -- 
stop India from seizing control-' 
of East Pakistan, 

Eban congratulated Bhutto ‘r 
on the solid majority he had - 
gotten for the ceasefire resblu- / 
tiom Replied Bhutto ruefully:" 

I w»uld rather have the terri- : 
tory without the resolution 
than?'the re&nuUgn^ 
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SUBJECT 

• W. H. Wanna11// 

Ti EVALUATION OF 12/71_JACK ANDERSON LEAKS 

SECURITY COMMITTEE “ ~— 
UNITED STATES INTELLIGENCE BOARD (USIB) 

Mr. Branigan 

Mr. Wanna11 
Mr. Cregar 
Mr. Schwartz 

k.s. 
f!«i I hihim . 

f'ajiprr- 
Conrad ___ 
On l bey __ 
Cleveland 

I’omtar . 
Ttmea__ 

_ 
Wall**#_ 
Soyafjt _„ 
Tele. Room „ 
Holmes __ 

Candy _ 

M'y * 
On 1-13-72, at request of Chairman, Security Committee, 

USIB. representatives met at Pentagon, chaired fay Colonel| lfc>6 

_Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA). ^ljpyb7C 

Colonel| |statedl |of the 
Security Committee, had with White House approval instructed that the 
Security Committee conduct a "passive analysis” of the impact of the 
Anderson disclosures beginning in 12/71 pertaining to National 
Security Council discussions concerning the India-Pakistan situation*. 

Istated documents upon which columns were based originated wrtS* 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), State Department and DIA. 

;/Colonel|_|stated working group would proceed as > v 

follows: 1. Each agency whose documents had been compromised would/ 
prepare an analysis of the Anderson columns involved, identify docu^f 
ments in question and make assessment of damage. 2. Agencies 
wherein compromised documents originated would conduct "in-rhouse" nj 
inquiry with no investigation outside the particular agency to 
determine who could be considered possible source. 3. Same agencies 
would attempt to make judgment of effect Anderson disclosures might'Aa 
have on their future operations'll 

•S) ll 

Colonel stated in conclusion that result of working) 
group's analysis would be reported to Chairman of Security Committee, 
and would be made available to all agencies represented-.-— “‘fog [ j 

ACTION: 
b7G 

VA JAN 26 19V/ ~ 
5 For information. Since no FBI documents have been involved 
‘in the Anderson columns in question, no Bureau action -is-TiCd'essaryV 
j We will follo^, this closely with the Security Committee and you wilfe 
jibe kept advised of significant1 developments. . 

\,^rM Ii LFS: si r.-^i 
(7) f (7) , /< 
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i 
Miss Gandy: 

December 24, 1970 
& 

T<?c 

The above-captioned individual is a person who 
was asking questions concerning Mr. Hoover in the latter’s 
neighborhood on 12/23/70. 

•Mfc MohrJV**^; ^ 

M^fBrennan, C.D. 

Mr. Callahan__ 

Mr. Casper_ 

Mr. Conrad __ 

Mr. Felt__ 

Mr. Gale _ 
Mr. Rosen_]j 
Mr. Tavel ,- 

*Mr. Walters 

^S°yarS ~ 
'&ie. Room_ 

Miss Holmes_ 

Miss Gandy_ 

b6 
b7C 

This individual was driving a late sports car bearing 1970 
Maryland license HN 7425. Through the Washington Field Office it was 
determined that this license is registered to a 1969 MG sports car in the 

We have checked Bureau files and are unable to identify 
| In addition, inquiries have been made through the National Press , “ 

[ Club and Sigma Delta Chi (The National Journalism Society) and it has been 1' 
j determined that he is not a member of either. In addition, very discreet K J 
! checks have been made of several newspaper friends of ours but none of 
(them are acquainted with I I Since he represented himself in Mr. Hoover’ls 
neighborhood as ’’preparing a.story for ’’Parade Magazine. ” we have checked 
with JesgfGorking, Editor of^TParade Magazine, ” who is friendly. Gorkin ; 
has advised that! I is unknown to him, is not employed by "Parade" I and that "Parade Magazine" is doing no story on Mr. Hoover. Gorkin stated , 
that, however, occasionally freelance writers will prepare a story on their 
own, which they will attempt to sell to "Parade Magazine" and other magazines. 
In preparing such a story they can, without actually lying, state they are 
"preparing a story for "Parade Magazine^Q 25Qid ^'Sfc ^2$ i 

Additional checks are being made by our office to see if we ^g 
can come up with any information concerning_ This will be done blC 
most discreetly and we will not attempt to interview him because of the ~ , 
unfavorable way this could be interpreted, if he is actually writing a story s 
on the Director. r? > _ j 

53P- 

A,#’?'" 
T. E. Bishop 

JTTORMATIONCQflJAlS 

SENTl 

S3 JAN 1 /A ^ ^ 
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WINS NEW YORK 

y KYW * KYW-TV PHiLADE* 
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WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY INC MO 

January 5, 1971 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Director, F.B.I. 4 
Dept, of Justice Bldg. 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C. 20535 m information contained 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-02-200? BY 60324 sue baw/ra/lsg 
Dear Mr. Hoover: 

On January 30, we are scheduled to telecast an interview with 
Mr. Jack Anderson on our "From A to Zenker" show, a weekly 
prime-time talk program starring Arnold Zenker. 

The interview will be taped sometime previous to the air date 
and, in light of Mr. Anderson's current series about you, it's 
not unlikely that we will be discussing those articles. 

ymm 

While it is our usual practice to have one guest in the studio 
we frequently film short interviews or statements relating to 
the person or subject under discussion. I'm sure you must have 
some personal reaction to Mr. Anderson's columns and impression 
of his writing in general. If you would like, or be willing, to 
express your feelings to us, we would be eager to arrange a 
fifteen or twenty minute film session, in your office, sometime 
the week of January 11. 

We would also, of course, be thrilled to have you as a studio 
guest and subject for one whole show, sometime, but have been 
reluctant to ask because of your busy schedule and, frankly, a 
feeling that you probably don't accept many television appearances, 

If, then, you would be willing to appear as a film guest on our 
show with Jack Anderson, perhaps at that time we would feel bold 
enough to ask you about taping a complete pro^r^m ^rgse^fj^ 

[We look forward to your reply and hope it isCTmSriabIa.7r,-^'Q s) i 

N c 

• 0 n A • A 

Copy made for Tolo. Rm. 

4 

. «w»ijwocat^ 

JAN—¥ m » 
Howard Jaffe, 
Producer, 
"From A to Zenker" 

COPY~JJAT'-?? r-wT?Trr tjRESPONI&KCE 



While I very much appreciate your offering this 
opportunity to rebut the mass of untruths already leveled against 
this Bureau and me under the guise of news reporting, I never answer 
a jackal of journalism like Anderson. 

*'*V u • 

Sincerely yours, i 
3, Edgar Hoover 

1 - Baltimore - Enclosure 
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OfT*ON*l fO*M NO. 10 
MAY 1961 lOIIION 

C»A GEN. UO, NO. IT 

UNITED STATES G<j|ERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. C. D. Brennan 

ml WmmMim cootained 
HEREIN IS UNCLES SI TIED 
DUE 05-17-2007 BY 60324 anc baw/ra/lsg 

1-Mr. Sullivan 
1-Mr. C. D. Brennan 

Toll K. I 

DATE: 1/11/71 

Bishop . 
Uronnnn.vCT.D, 
CitBahan __ 

Gasper__— 

Conrnd __— 

Felt 7t 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

w. Wanna 11 stM 
/ 

R. 

JACK ANDERSON 
INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 

1-Mr. 
1-Mr. 

iT 
Bishop 
Rosen 

V 
Cntc)^r^y£=> 
IU>s(*r>^<<_Jrs=C ... 

Tnvcl __ 

Wniters __- 

Soy nr 8_._ 
Tele. Room - 

Holmes ___ 
Gandy 

1-Mr. Wannall 
1-Mr. Schwartz 

Yvu 
SI 

P6 
b7C 

On 1/8/71 T 
for Manpower, Reserve Affairs, Health and Environment, 

Department of Defense (DOD), furnished the following informa¬ 
tion which he believes may constitute a violation of Chapter 
119, Title 18, United States Code; 

In his columns appearing in the "Washington Post" 
on 12/21/70 and 12/26/70, Mr. Jack Anderson reported on a 
meeting where officials of the Office of Information for the 
Armed Forces supposedly discussed pending reduction-in-force 
actions in a flippant and jocular manner that indicated callous 
disregard for the welfare of employees about to lose their 
jobs at Christmas time. The 12/26/70 article referred to tape 
recordings in Mr. Anderson’s possession which supposedly sub¬ 
stantiated the content of the column. Portions of the tape 
recording were broadcast on Mr. Anderson’s radio program, 
with the assertion that the recording clearly authenticated 
the charges in Mr. Anderson’s column. 

A DOD analysis of Mr. Anderson’s column and of his 
broadcast has led to the conclusion that the tape recording 
in his possession is probably the product of illegal inter¬ 
ceptions of oral communications. As far as DOD can determine 
at this point it appears that offices in the Pomponio Building, 
Rosslyn, Virginia, occupied by the Office of Information for 
the Armed Forces were "bugged" in order to make several 
interceptions that were later combined and edited to form 
a single tape recording which Mr. Anderson apparently now 
possesses. The evidence suggests that bits and pieces of 
real conversation were spliced together in a manner that 
creates a false and misleading imnyespion. 

LFS:he 
(10) / 
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Memorandum W. R. Wanna11 to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
Re: JACK ANDERSON 

INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 

|_| requested that the Bureau initiate 
investigation to develop the factual information necessary 
to make a determination as to what further action is 
appropriate. 

ACTION: 

b6 
b7C 

This has been coordinated with the General 
Investigative Division. If approved, the Alexandria Office 
will be instructed to obtain full particulars from 

I which will be forwarded to the Department for 
consideration as to any additional action that may be 
appropriate. 



ALL INFOEIffillGN CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS ^CLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-17-2007 BY 60324 wig bav/rs/lag. 

January 12, 1971 

’fcra Lf-^ sco 5" s jh 

b6 
b7C 

Dear |_| 

I have received your letter of January 6th and want to 

thank you for your thoughtfulness. Your support is most 

encouraging and certainly means a great -deal to me. 

Sincerely yours, 

So ISdgffl Hoov©? 

NOTE: Correspondent is on the Special Correspondents List. 

REK:jfh (3) 

Tolson_ 

Sullivan _ 

Mohr_ 

Bishop _ 

Brennan, C.D._ 

Callahan_ 



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-17-2007 BY 60324 bug tew/rs/lsg 

January 6, 1971 

J 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
U. S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C: 20535 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

I could not resist writing a short note tcrs^ell you of my reaction to 
the recent articles appearing in the Jack^Anderson column of our local 
newspapers. I know full well that you are aware of these articles, and 
I am sure that you have heard from other supporters. I^was highly in¬ 
censed at the content of the articles and wanted you to know that I 
continue my full support of you and your organization. All of my friends 
and associates in the Jacksonville area feel the same''support for the 
FBI and for you personally. 



b7C 

The Hon. J.Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Department of Justice 
Washington,D.C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover; 

ALL INFORMMPlp;.CTNTMMED 
HEREIN IS pfllSSIFTED 

DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 me tew/rs/lso 

4 J anuary 197ilr 

OMany of us are concerned at such vile attempts to castigater^our reputation \ 
by Mr. Jack Anderson in his columns. It is unfortunate this man has io Asucnbehavior , 
in ord^f^oniceepnhis readers interested, but I presume that when such despicable 
characters become desperate, they will resort to any type of activity to attempt to 
prove a man unreproachable. 

It is unfortunate, too, that many newsmen do not think twice before they 
write publicly in their columns,for they are doing as much damage to their government 
by ridiculing the members of our governmental forces as a communist does when he does 
the same thing. 

I do hope that in the near future, Mr. Jack Anderson is made to "eat his 
words" in his attempt to belittle such a wonderful personage as yourself, and I do hope 
also that your future is still many years of useful service to the United States in the 
same capacity as you are right now——and in continued good health also. 

ON 

May this 1971 bring you all the happiness, and health you wish, and that 
these mousy opponents of yours find nice holes to hide in permanently. 

Sincerely 

7 ^$53 

(2cM-1\l&iHl, 

NOT RECORDED 
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OPTIONS »C*M NO. 10 
MAT 1 9 A J_l OITION 

oja oin. »fo. no. af 

UNITED STATES^VERNMENT 

Memorandum 

SUBJECT: 

MR. TOLSON 

from W. B. SOYARS, JR.yJ 

DATE: 1/6/71 

ALL INFORMALION CONTAINED 
HERE III IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-02-2007 BY €0324 me bsw/ca/lsg 

Tolaon _ 
Sullivan _ t***00* 

Mohr + _ 

j^j£rran‘, C.D. —_ 
jyallahan — ... - 

Casper __ 

Conrad_ 
Felt_ 

Gale_ 

Rosen _ 
Tavcl _ 
Walters __ 
Soyars  ___ 

Tele. Room_ 
Holmes _ O D 

FREE LANCE WRITER 
TELEPHONE JU 8-1698 

/y | called^concerning recent attacks by 
Jack'Anderson on the Director. She stated she was furious 
about Anderson's underhanded articles and had called his office, 
talking to one Opel Ginn, a member of his staff. She inquired 
as to what was behind Anderson's articles and Ginn informed her 
that Anderson "just thinks Mr. Hoover should retire." 

_pointed out that she has the highest 
regard for both you and the Director and she had no use for 
either Anderson or his predecessor, Drew Pearson. She 
commented that she knew that neither you nor the Director wrnld 
dignify Anderson’s articles by responding to them. Therefore,.' 
she inquired as to whether either you or the Director would have 
any objection to her writing the Bell Syndicate protesting 
Anderson's scurrilous attack on the Director. 

[specifically asked that both you and the 
Director be given her best regards. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

b6 
b7C 

b6 . 
b7C 

If the Director wishes, it is suggested that a representative 
of Crime Records contactl~ Tat JU 8-1698 and inform 
her that the Director has been advised of her call and that he has 
no objection to her directing a communication to the Bell Syndicate. 

ALLHffiQRMAT I ONCOJfTAINED 
HEREIN ISTJNC^rfr^SIFIED 
EXCEPTJfH^ESllDflffiL 

o^W^iiDSS 

H, 

OYv 
p\ 

NOT RECORDED 

12 1971 

/&yc, 

krs CRIME RES! 

b6 
b7C 
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The attached copy of Jack Anderson’sMR CONRAD* 
column and note were sent to the MR GALE_ 
Director from a I | MR. ROSEN - 

| The note MR. TAVEI_ 

reads as follows_ MR "*LTERS 
M R. SOY ARS _ 

b6 
b7C 
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Jan 9 - (Z1 
MR. JON ES 

Dear Sir: 

TELE. ROOM 

Hr>| / 

Things like this really are 
disgusting to me. 

Don't know how much circulation this 
paper has. (Hopepot much.) 

/I f\ci € fSdr 

COPY:nm 

Mi INFORMS.! I OH CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCUkSSIFIED 

iBIl (37-02-2007 El 60324 me baw/ra/lsg 

|CQPYMADi~F0^~^ISH2S 

b6 
b7C 
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MERR2SSO-ROUND 
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ay bolt D\ 

iB®w® am r:;... m is By JACK ANDERSON 

'■ Sain Houston Johnson has hinted that his famous brother, 
rLyndon, might try to return to the White House in 1972. 
Intimates agree that the former President doesn’t like some of m WVgl 
the leaders- who are speaking for the Democratic party and W /*.M 
maneuvering for the presidential nomination. ivTt/ 

: Vv' He believes Ted Kennedy, George McGovern, William Ful- 
bright and’‘the other Senate doves are repudiating the foreign l® /T--m 
policy and world leadership provided by Democratic presidents.. . * " r j 

j-since World War H. Even the more moderate Sen. Ed Muslcie, x . I 
'"in his campaign. ■ far the nomination, is edging ' to far Jack Anderson* 
Up the left, to suit. LBJ. -:-—------ 

Johnson wifi be 64; in 1^72, ^eAdoZl^ve bo*s” snapped Hoover. 

to quote a confidential THERE WAS.AN EMBAR* , 
memo, “in light of congres- rassing search for handcuffs; • 

? fhViy94^cmnaien%urtBJ sional criticism” of the «um- sip one had any. KreepyKar- 
ThohTalrTaSySKdS bv « "»* «"•»» *•.»««; 
1 heart attack, .has expressed the Stwreterv of Defense^’by finally led to justice with his \ 
• private apprehension over his m y , ' hands bound by a necktie. | 
longevity. In discussing his UNDAUNTED, K E L L E Y That tie,, along with other j 

/ future with intimates, he has has now appealed over the mementoes of the war against ( 
/remarked that long life heads of the budget boys. His; crime.,/occupies a position of 

doesn’t run in his family. 

" THOSE WHO KNOW LBJ 
say he would rather be a 

. kingmaker than attempt a 
‘ comeback himself; They be- 
"‘iieve he would' dearly, like to 

deputy, Vice Adm. W. P. honor in the PBTs museum. 
„ Mack, contended in a return _ _ ' x . .. ' 
J memo that , "‘television cam- EBI-style investigation ( 
a eras certainly do not fall in 9^ Hoover indicates, however, I 
a this category.” he 1S 110 loi^er the g™- 

toting, staccato-talking, fear- 
While Kelley is maneuver- less foe of crime and com- 

L install his. close, friend and ing to get new color TV munism that his press noticesf 
/political protege, John.: Con- cameras, the Air Force is would have the public be- 
/rially, in the White Hpiise. closing its color studio at lieve. 1 
;Forr Conhally is.-cast1 in the Andrews Air Force Base, not TT ■ _ 
LBJ image,-a carbon copy po- far from the Pentagon. If-the He. is_toe onlygQy eminent j 

» litically of , the old. master. short ride to Andrews is too oHxcial, except for the Presi, 
. . ... - inconvenient for Kelley, there dent himself, to rate a bullet-^ 

p But even, with Johnson’s are 0^er j^T Force color-fa- Proof limousine. Maxine Che- j 
/support‘.Connally has small ciiities only a few steps away shire, the Washington Post's f 
-'chance of ever winning .the in the Pentagon itself. society sleuth, declares that > 
^Democratic momina- s Hoover rides slouched down 
jtion. Intimates assert that In any case, most stations in one corner of the car while 
'LBJ has guided him instead on the armed forces televi- his hat is propped up in an- 

, into President Nixon’s cabi- sion network aren’t equipped other corner as a decoy to 
vnet. Connally accepted , the to show color tapes. » draw possible hostile fire. 

hoove* J 4 youth with shoei, 

: *j“g*» and 3. Edgar Hoover’s rise from HojS be?£blXod sa!3 
s an obscure bureaucrat to an the FBI chief seems nervous 

f This opens the doqr for ominipotent c r i m e b u s- aq0ut him. The youth told us 
i Johnson himself to, join the ter, whose name is familiar that when he is around, 
'Nixon team. If an unaccep- to every American, can be at* Hoover won’t leave Ms bullet*, 
, table liberal wins the,' 1972 tributed partly to his bulldog proof Cadillac. The G-man 
'democratic nomination and if look and his public relations an(i his chauffer just sit in, 
'rrJixon would accept Connelly genius. the car until the youth has; 
;.as his running mate,' LBJ _ moved up the street. 
,’;*iight come out. for Ni^on in There wqs th e celebrated j, ' 
' 1070 nVid lead pnnfprvativp arrest, for example, of Alvin At times of civil disorder, 
1 democrats into - bolting ' the ‘JK^epy” Karpis back in plainclothesmen park . mjun- 
* Sartor" ^ 1933. Hoover was testifying marked cars m the neigljpor- 

’ ^ ; 7 '' '' ;' '• before a Senate committee hood and read newspapers in- 
r: $T9,00d CAMERAS when he was alerted that hisj terminably. . Indeed nmgh=" 

»-*•**■ : * agents-' ft^cT 'Kafpts■~siffrbuh- bors say that two men park 
__Sf defense Department ^e(j |n a t\tgw Orleans apart- in front of Hoover’s house al* 

merit house. most every day after Hooveil 
Pditures so sharply that. GIs leaves and go inside thJ 
rare short of replacement Hoover barged out of the J house. They appear to beJM 
i-parts for their jeeps and hearing and rushed to the! curity mem 
/maintenance supphes for airport for a plane to New Or- tl „ ^ 
r-their barracks; leans. He was standing near w (®BeMcOureJ« 

But Assistant Defense Sec- K a r pi s ’ s car when the 
retary Roger Kelley is trying desperado strolled out of the ■ 

>^to squeeze $79,000‘out of the apartment 4s.1 J}GI 
•budget for -a .brace, of color racketeer settled behind the ■ 

-TV Cameras. He is eager to steering wheel, Hoover jab-1 pyj COMTM 
' taoe Pentagon nronaeanda in b^d his pistol behind Karpis’1 mmm IS UNCLASSIFIEi] 

{©Bell-McClure 

tape Pentagon propaganda in Dea 
r .living color for the. armed ear 
riorces television network; 

ILL IMFdmmOM C<OTMHED 
HEREIM IS UHCLIS SIFIED , 
DATE 07-02-2007 BT 60324 |uc baw/rs/lsg 

Tiwuinieiwr: “Well, I guess you’ve got 
^ Glven ^e new emphasis on nie » sa^d Ki*eePy. 
I^conomy, however., , the bud- 

i^biditofesLj^sMer Kehl 4<Put the 
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ILL IHF0KM1TIOM CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS DNCXASSIFIE! 

1111 07-02-2007 BY 60324 sue baw/ra/lgg 

iue Washingtoia Men 

Brennan, C.D. 
Callahan -_ 
Casper__ 
Conrad _— 
Felt_ 

/ Gale___~ 
Rosen__ 
Tavel_ 
Walters_—— 
Soyars- 
Tele. Room _ 
Holmes _ 
Gandy - 

^irst Dogf? Given Regal TreatmeuJ 
By 'Anderson 

As befits the First Dog off 
the nation, President Nixon’s 
handsome Irish setter, King 
Timahoe, .has traveled cross 
country in a luxury class Air 
Force jet. 

Last summer, instead, he dis¬ 
patched the presidential mutt 
'from Washington to San Cle¬ 
mente, Calif., in a remodeled 

(707 with the same pampering 
! usually accorded high offi- 
; cials. 

President Nixon leans to¬ 
ward the Franklin D. Roose¬ 
velt rather than the Lyndon 
B. Johnson school of dog¬ 
handling. FDR also treated 
his Scotty Fala to luxurious 
trips, while LBJ hoisted his, 
beagles by their ears. 

This elevation of pets has 
been a ruler’s prerogative 
since the Emperor Caligula 
gave his horse, Incitatus, a 
retinue of slaves and an¬ 
nounced the horse would be 
made a consul. Mr. Nixon, in 
this tradition, summoned King 
Timahoe to San Clemente last 
summer. At Andrews Air 
Force Base, outside Washing¬ 
ton, officers were wryly in¬ 
formed only that an ‘‘import¬ 
ant personage” would accom¬ 
pany White House aides to | 
California. ; I To their astonishment, the 
“important personage” turned 
out to be the dog, tongue loll¬ 
ing, coat sleek as a four-star 
general’s. One anti-canine 
member of the traveling party 
•said King Timahoe was treat-1 

ed more .like a dignitary than! 
a^dbgT"'1" ‘ 

Elephants, Too 
The White House has not 

limited the space on presiden¬ 
tial planes to dogs. In June, 
when the President sent a 
group of governors, senators 
and congressmen to Indochina 
to study the war, they airlifted 
back some artificial animals. 

At Saigon, the distinguished 
passengers became entranced 
by some glazed ceramic ele¬ 
phants. Republican and- Dem¬ 
ocratic bigwigs alike sent out 
government underlings to buy 
them as status gifts for GOP 
friends. 

En route back to Washing¬ 
ton, the elephant-buyers de¬ 
cided it would be politically 
disastrous for news photogra-, 
phers to catch them deplaning 
from a “war mission” laden 
with expensive, silly looking 
elephants. The Customs Bu¬ 

reau had already agreed to 
.clear them with whatever 
gifts they brought in, so the 
stage was set for the great 
elephant smuggle. i 

| The sumptuous Air Force: 
airliner taxied/ in. Newsmen 
and cameramen rushed up. 
Somber as only all-night par- 
tiers and brainwashed briefees! 
can be, the delegates told of 
the ordeals they had gone 
through. 

Only after the newsmen had 
left were the glazed elephants 
quietly unloaded and deliv-j 
ered to the delegation mem-j 
bers. 

Footnote: The VIP traffic at’ 

.„ 

The Washington Post J 
Times Herald- 

The Washington Daily News — 

The Evening Star (Washington) 

The Sunday Star (Washington) . 

Daily News (New York)-— 

Sunday News (New York)- 

New York Post- 

The New York Times- 

The Daily World-— 

The New Leader- 

The Wall Street Journal - 

The National Observer- 

People’s World ——-—  

XEROX 

*" ,tS UNCLASSIFIED 
__ except where shows , 



Andrews picked up "around 
Christmas time. No less than : 
four “classified” plane loads 
of jitaketeering congressmen 
and officials arrived at the1 
base with Santa loads of gifts 

[for themselves and friends. 
These included furniture, 
lamps, vases, $1,000 antiques, 
all hauled through Andrews 
gates while customs agents 
looked the other way. Ordi¬ 
nary citizens can bring in only 
$100 worth of duty-free gifts. 

Phony Reforms 
Instead of unseating the 

House’s encrusted chairmen, | 
the House Democratic caucus 
seems more intent upon tak¬ 
ing chairmenships away from 
some of the most vigorous 1 
younger members. i 

This is the effect of Rep. 
Julie Butler Hansen’s milksop; 
proposals to reform the House! 
seniority system. 

What happened is clear. 
Mrs. Hansen and 10 colleagues 
on a select committee worked 
so hard to find a compromise 
which would get past the 
House leadership that they 
scuttled reform. 

The proposals explicitly 
block democratic elections of 
committee chairman to the de¬ 
light of the creaky octogena¬ 
rians and septuagenarians who 
rule Congress. And a proposal 
intended as a mild reform 
actually will knife some of 
Congress’ hardest workers. 

This is a clause that would 
bar a congressman, no matter 
how efficient he is, from 
chairing two legislative sub¬ 
committees. For example it 

■-' 

would rob Rep, John Moss (0- 
Calif.) of either the gavel he 
has used to protect freedom 
of informatidfr^sba^he one he 
has wielded in bentlf. of in¬ 
vestors: *; r} 

It would reduce the. power 
of Rep. Henry Reuss, (D-Wis.) 
to fight the polluters or the 
greedy bankers, depending on 
which subcommittee he would, 
lose. Rep. Dante Fascell (D- 
Fla.) would have to give up hif 
power to reform law enforce¬ 
ment or lose his effectiveness 
on Latin American affairs. 

Other dynamic., yp u n gey 
members with two committee's 
include Reps. L. H. • Fountain 
(D-N.C ), the drug industry re¬ 
former; Leonor Sullivan (0- 
Mo.), the truth-in-lending bat¬ 
tler; John Dingell (D-Michv), 
enemy of the Penn Central 
giveaway, and John Blatnik 
(D-Mich.), another anti-pol¬ 
luter. •'.># 1 

Two of :the: - House’s ; few 
blacks, typically, would hiaivl 
to give up subcommittees! 
One, Charles Diggs (D-Michi 
would lose , either his' leaded 
ship in fights tor Washingtpn’4 
'poor or his top job ou tn| 
African Affairs subcommittee! 

! The most ironic aspect of' 
the reform is that it would all 
low such ancient husks'as Bill 
Colmer (D-Miss.) to keep on ‘ 
leading the^yppwerful Rule! 

, Committee, bunWSbld force 
- Wright Patman (D-Tex.), 77ff 
the only one of the ancients 

; still fighting like a young lion! 



Memorandum W. R. Wannall to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
Re: Central Intelligence Agency's Involvement in 

Attempts to Assassinate Castro 

In February, 1967, Secret Service advised columnist 
Drew Pearson contacted former* Chief Justice Warren concerning 
information in possession of Attorney Edward P. Morgan, former 
Bureau Inspector. Morgan alleged former Attorney General 
Kennedy organized group to hill Castro. Subsequently, after 
Castro learned of plot, he decided to utilize same procedure to 
kill President Kennedy and hired Oswald to do the job. On 
3/17/67, White House requested Bureau interview Morgan con¬ 
cerning assassination of President Kennedy. » 

Morgan was interviewed on 3/20/67. Due to attorney- 
N client relationship, Morgan would not identify persons who 

furnished information concerning assassination. Morgan alleged 
his clients were used by a Government Agency (obviously CIA) 

j to plot assassination of Castro and that Castro learned of plot 
and thereafter dispatched teams of assassins to U, S. to 

l assassinate President Kennedy. He stated that the information 
attributed to Drew Pearson probably arose as a result of 
comments Morgan made suggesting that Lee Harvey Oswald "was.; 
not the only person involved" in the assassination of President 

lKennedy. Morgan furnished no information to the effect Castro 
Ihired Oswald to assassinate Kennedy and we developed no such 
]information during our extensive investigation of the Kennedy 

assassination. Results of our interview with Morgan together 
with the information we previously had concerning CIA's 
involvement in plot to assassinate Castro, was furnished 
White House, Attorney General, and Secret Service on 3/22/67, 

We have no information concerning the other five CIA 

alleged assassination plots against Castro. 
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t§ to Kill-Castro Laid to 
-By Jack Anderson 

Locked in • the darkest re¬ 

cesses of the Central Intelli¬ 
gence Agency is the story of 

six • assassination attempts 
against Cuba’s Fidel Castro. . 

For 10 years, only a few key 
’people have known the terri¬ 
ble secret. They -have sworn 
j never to talk. Yet we have* 
i learned the* details from 
sources whose credentials are 
beyond question. 

We spoke to John McCone,, 
who headed the CIA at the 
time of the assassination at¬ 
tempts. He acknowledged the 
idea had been discussed inside 
the CIA but insisted it had 
been “reject ed immedi¬ 
ately.1” He vigorously' denied 
that the CIA had ever partici¬ 
pated in any plot on Castro’s 
j life. Asked whether the at> 
i tempts could have been made 
Kvith his knowledge, he re- 
i plied; “It could not have hap- 
|pened.” ■ • 
( We have complete confi- 
jdence, however,, in our 
[sources. ■ 

The plot to knock off Castro 
began as pan of the Bay of 
Pigs operation. The intent was 
to eliminate the Cuban dicta- 
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tor before the motley invad¬ 
ers landed on the island. Their 

arrival was expected to touch 

off a general uprising, which i 
the Communist militia would 

have had more trouble putting I 

down without the. charismatic 

Castro to lead them. 

After . .'the * first attempt 

failed, five more assassination 
teams were sent to. Cuba. The 
last team reportedly made it 

to a rooftop within shooting 
distance of Castro before they 
were apprehended. This hap¬ 
pened around the last of Feb¬ 
ruary or first of March, 1963., 

Nine months later, Presi¬ 
dent Kennedy was gunned 
down in Dallas by Lee Harvey 
Oswald, a. fanatic who pre¬ 
viously had agitated for Cas¬ 
tro in New Orleans and had 
made a mysterious trip to the 
Cuban Embassy in Mexico 
City. 

Among those privy to , the 
CIA conspiracy, there is still a 
nagging suspicion—unsup¬ 
ported by the Warren. Com¬ 
mission’s findings—that Cas¬ 
tro became aware of the U.S. 
plot upon his life and some¬ 
how recruited Oswald to retal¬ 

iate against President K6n- complete with secret trysts at 
nedy. glittering Miami Beach hotels 

To set up the Castro assassi- and midnight powerboat ■ 
nation, the CIA enlisted Rob- dashes to secret landing spots’ • 
ert Maheu, a former FBI 0n the Cuban coast Once, Ro-" 
agent with shadowy contacts, selli’s boat was shot out from* ; 
who had handled other under- under him. 
cover assignments for the CIA For the* first try, the CIA 
out of his Washington public furnished Roselli with special . 
relations office. He later poison capsules to slip into 
moved to Las Vegas to head Castro’s food. The poison was 
up billionaire Howard Hughes’ supposed to take three days to 
Nevada operations. act. By the time Castro died, 

Maheu recruited John Ro- his system would throw off all 
sell!, a ruggedly handsome traces of the poison, so he 
gambler with contacts in both would appear to be the victim 
the American and Cuban un- 0f .& natural if mysterious ail- 
dervvorlds, to arrange the as- ment. 
sassination. The dapper, hawk- Roselli arranged with a 
faced Roselli, formerly' mar- Cuban, related to one of Cas- 
ried to movie actress June tro’s chefs, to plant the deadly 
Lang, . was a power in the pellets in the dictator’s food, 
movie industry until his con- On March 13,1961, Roselli de- 
viction with racketeer Willie Hvered the capsules to his con- 
Bioff in a million-dollar Holly- tact at Miami Beach’s glamor- 
wood labor shakedown. The ous Fontainebleau Hotel. 
CIA assigned two of its most a couple of weeks later, just 
trusted operatives, William about the right time for the 
Harvey and James (Big Jim) plot, to have been carried out, 
O’Connell, to the hush-hush a reoort out of Havana said 
murder mission. Using phony Castro was ill. But he re¬ 
names, they accompanied Ro- covered before the Bay of Pigs- 
selli on trips to Miami to line invasion on April 17,1961. 
up the assassination teams. Four more attempts were 

The full story reads like the made on Castro’s life, 
script of a James Bond movie, © 1971, Beii-Mcciuro syfidieat*, inc. 
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By Jack Anderson 

Locked in the darkest re¬ 

cesses of the Central Intelli¬ 

gence Agency is the story of 

six assassination attempts 
against Cuba’s Fidel Castro. 

For 10 years, only a few key 
people have known the terri¬ 
ble secret. They have sworn 

j never to talk. Yet we havoj 
| learned the details from 
sources whose credentials are; j 
beyond question. J 

We spoke to John McCone, \ 
who headed the CIA at the 1 
[time of the assassination at¬ 
tempts. He acknowledged the 
j idea had been discussed inside 
| the CIA but insisted it had 
’ been “rejected immedi¬ 
ately/’ He vigorously denied 
that the CIA had ever partici¬ 
pated in any plot on Castro’s 
life. Asked whether the at: 
tempts could have been made 
with his knowledge, he re¬ 
plied: “It could not have hap¬ 
pened.” 

We have complete confi¬ 
dence, howeve r, in our 
sources. 

The plot to knock off Castro 
began as part of the Bay of 
Pigs operation. The intent was 
tor_ eljminate the Cuban dicta¬ 

tor before the motley invad¬ 
ers landed on the islatidTrieir 

arrival was expected to touch 
off a general uprising, which 

the Communist militia would 

have had more trouble putting 

down without the charismatic 
Castro to lead them. 

After the first attempt 

failed, five more assassination 
teams were sent to Cuba. The 

last team reportedly made it 

to a rooftop within shooting 
distance of Castro before they 
were apprehended. This hap¬ 
pened around the last of Feb¬ 
ruary or first of March, 1963. 

Nine months later, Presi¬ 
dent Kennedy was gunned 
down in Dallas by Lee Harvey 
Oswald, a fanatic who pre¬ 
viously had. agitated for Cas¬ 
tro in New Orleans and had 
made a mysterious trip to the 
Cuban Embassy In Mexico 
City. 

Among those privy to the 
CIA conspiracy, there is still a 
nagging suspicion—unsup¬ 
ported by the Warren Com¬ 
mission’s findings—that Cas¬ 
tro became aware of the U.S. 
plot upon his life and some¬ 
how recruited Oswald to retal- 
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iate 'against PresidenL_Ken- 

nedy. ~~ 

To set up the Castro assassi¬ 
nation, the CIA enlisted Rob¬ 
ert Maheu, a former FBI 
agent with shadowy contacts, 
who had handled other under¬ 
cover assignments for the CIA 
out of his Washington public 
relations office. He later 
moved to Las Vegas to head 

; up billionaire Howard Hughes’! 
Nevada operations. j 

Maheu recruited John Ho- j 
selli, a ruggedly handsome j 
gambler with contacts in both ! 
the American and Cuban un-| 
derworlds, to arrange the as-j 
sassination. The dapper, hawk- j 

| faced Roselli, formerly rnar-j 
• ried to movie actress June 
-Lang, was a power in the 
movie industry until his con¬ 
viction with racketeer Willie 
Bioff in a million-dollar Holly¬ 
wood labor shakedown. The 
CIA assigned two of its most 
trusted operatives, William 
Harvey and James (Big Jim) 
O’Connell, to the hush-hush 
murder mission. Using phony 
names, they accompanied Bo-j 
selli on trips to Miami to line j 
up the assassination teams. j 

The full story-reads like the j 
script of a James Bond movie,1 

complete with secret trysts at , 

glittering iSiami Beach hotels 
and midnight powerboat 

dashes to secret landing spots 
on the Cuban coast Once, Ro- 
selli’s boat was shot out from , 
under him. 

For the first try, the CIA ! 
furnished Roselli with special • 
poison capsules to slip into 
Castro’s food. The poison was 
supposed to take three days to 
act. By the time Castro died, 
his system would throw off all 
traces of the poison, so he 
would appear to be the victim 
of a natural if mysterious ail- • 
ment. 

Roselli arranged with a' 
Cuban, related to one of Cas¬ 
tro’s chefs, to plant the deadly 

i pellets in -the dictator’s food. 
| On March 13, 1961, Roselli de- 
| livered the capsules to his con¬ 
tact at Miami Beach’s glamor-.. 
jous Fontainebleau Hotel. 

A couple of weeks later, just., 
about the right time for the 
plot to have been carried out, 
a report out of Havana said 
Castro was ill. But he re-" 
covered before the Bay of Pigs 
invasion on April 17, 1961. 

Four more attempts were 
made on Castro’s life, ' • 

© 1971 ,TieIi-«IcClur ft 
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CTth?® ?o noi liaise 
By Tack Anderson 

The plot to kill Cuban dic¬ 
tator Fidel Castro, hidden for 

10 years from the public, raises 
some ugly questions that high 

officials would rather keep 
buried deep inside the Central 
Intelligence Agency. 

1. Has the CIA tried to as* 
sassinate any other leaders? 
John McCone, who headed the 
CIA during the six attempts 
to knock off Castro, denied 
emphatically that the CIA has 
tried to kill anyone. But efc-j 
Sen. George Smathers, one. off 
John F. Kennedy’s closest! 
friends, told us the late Presi-; 
dent suspected that the CIA1 
had arranged the shootings of 
the Dominican Republic’s Ra¬ 
fael Trujillo in 1961 and South 
Vietnam’s Ngo Dinh Diem in 
1963. 

2. Did President Kennedy 
personally sanction the plot 
against Castro? The ,'prepara- 
rations to assassinate the Cu¬ 
ban dictator began during the 
last months of the Eisenhower 
administration as part of the 
Bay of Pigs scheme; Ail six . 

I attempts, however, were made 
during 1961*63 when Mr. Ken¬ 
nedy occupied the White 
House. Smathers told us he 
once spoke to the late Presi¬ 
dent about assassinating Cas¬ 
tro. Mr. Kennedy merely 
rolled back his eyes, recalled 
Smathers, as if to indicate the 

.idea was too wild to discuss. 
! Subsequently, Mr. Kennedy 
told Smathers of his suspicion 
that the CIA may have been! 

behind the Trujillo and Diem 
assassinations. “•* 
3. Did the late Robert Ken¬ 

nedy know about the assassina¬ 
tion ^attempts? After the Bay 
of Pigs fiasco, President Ken-, 
nedy swore to friends he 

would like “to splinter the CIA 
in a thousand pieces and scat¬ 
ter it to the winds.” He put 
his brother, Robert,, in charge 
of the CIA with- instructions' 
to shake it up. The CIA made 
five attempts on Castro’s life 
after the Bay of Pigs while 
Robert Kennedy was riding 
herd on the agency. ■■ 

4. Could the plot against 
I Castro have backfired against 
| President Kennedy? The late 
President was murdered nine 
months after the last assassi¬ 
nation team was caught on a 
Havana rooftop with high- 
powered rifles. Presumably, 
they were subjected to fiend¬ 
ish tortures until they told all 
they knew. None of the assas¬ 
sination , teams, however, had 
direct knowledge of the CIA 
involvement. The CIA insti¬ 
gators had represented them¬ 
selves as oilmen seeking re¬ 
venge against Castro for his 
seizure of oil holdings. 

PLOT BACKFIRE? 
Former associates recall 

.that Robert Kennedy/ deep¬ 
ly despondent, went into semi¬ 
seclusion after his brother’s 
assassination. Could he have 
been tormented by more than 
natural grief? He certainly 

/learned that the assassin, Lee 
Harvey Oswald, had been ac¬ 
tive in the pro-Castro move- 

iment and .had. traveled to i 
Mexico “to visit the "Cuban 
Embassy a few weeks before, 
the dreadful day in Dallas.] 
Could Bob Kennedy • have; 
been plagued by the terrible- 
thought that the CIA plot/ 
which he must at least have! 
condoned, put into motion! 
forces that may have brought1 
about .his brother’s martyr-j 
dom? ' '• • ' I 

,Jhe .last surviving brother, 
Seri. Ted Kennedy (ij-Iviass), 
could give us no insight. His 
brothers had never spoken to 
him about any assassination 
attempts against Castro, he 
said. He was aware, he volun¬ 
teered, only that Sen. Smath¬ 
ers had talked to the late 
President - about eliminating 
Castro. 

Smathers told us that Presi¬ 
dent Kennedy seemed “horri¬ 
fied” at the idea of political 
assassinations. “I remember j 
him-saying,” recalled Smath-j 
ers, “that the CIA frequently! 
did things he didn’t know 
about, and he was unhappy 
about it. He complained that 
the CIA was almost autono¬ 
mous. ■ • - - ‘r. 
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. “He .told me he believed the 
CIA hacl"' arranged 16“ nave 
Diem and Trujillo bumped off. 
He was pretty well shocked 
about that. He thought it was 
a stupid thing to do, and he 
wanted to get control of what 
the CIA was doing.” 

But McCone, disagreeing1 
vigorously, told us that “no 
plot was authorized or imple¬ 
mented” to assassinate Castro, 
Trujillo, Diem or anyone else: 

“During^ those days of ten¬ 

sion, .^hSe^as7aT3^[de”spiS- 
trum of plans ranging from, 
one extreme to another 

McCone admitted. “Whenever' 
this subject (assassinating Cas¬ 
tro) was brought up—and it 
was .— it was rejected imme¬ 
diately on two grounds. First/' 
it would not be condoned by ; 
anybody. Second, it wouldn’t 
have achieved anything.” 

There was also talk in high" 
I places, McCone acknowledged, 
; of supporting ^ coup to oust 
! Diem. The former CIA di¬ 
rector said he had argued 
against.this at a secret session 
with both Kennedy brothers. 
He had contended that there 
was no one strong enough to 
take Diem’s place and that a 
coup, therefore, would bring ; 
“political upheaval.” 

“I told the President. and , 
Bobby together,” recalled Me- 
Cone, “that if I were running ,’ 
a baseball team, and had only ; 
one pitcher, I wouldn’t take. 
him out of the game.” 

The November, 1963, coup 
caught the United States com-, 
pletely by surprise, • he said.. 
While the' plotters were mov¬ 
ing on the palace, he said, 

.! then-Ambassador Henry Cabot 
..Lodge was ' visiting Diem. 
Adm, Ulysses Sharp, then our . 
Pacific commander, had also 

jbeen present, but • hbd left 
early to go to the airport. 

McCone- said • President 
Diem escaped through a tun¬ 
nel but was. caught in nearby 
Cholon. and “shot in a station 
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Memorandum“concerns Jack Anderson’s, column in 1/18/71 
"Washington Post," which indicates Central'Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) made six attempts to assassinate Premier Fidel Castro. ^ 

Anderson claims CIA’s first attempt began as part of 
Bay of Pigs operation (1961); after it failed sent five more 
assassination teams to Cuba; and among those privy to CIA conspiracy 
is suspicion, unsupported by Warren Commission's findings, that 
Castro became aware of assassination plot and somehow recruited 
Lee Harvey Oswald to retaliate against President Kennedy. With 
regard to first attempt, Anderson stated CIA enlisted Robert Maheu, 
former FBI Agent, who recruited gambler John Roselli to arrange 
assassination. 

CIA's involvement in Castro assassination plan first 
came to our attention in 1961^.'' At that time, we conducted ~j 
investigation of violation of Unauthorized Publication or use of 
Communications Statute by Arthur James Balletti, arrested in 22 
Las Vegas, Nevada., by local authorities on wire tapping charge. sf 
Our investigation determined this involved Maheu who stated v 
coverage was instituted in behalf of CIA's efforts to obtain Cuban 
.intelligence data through hoodlum element, including Sam Giancana. \|; 
Maheu was in contact with Giancana through services of John Roselli/ 
another hoodlum.■ T 

On 5/3/61, CIA advised it was utilizin^Q/ldh^^^aS'^nter- 
11 raediary with Giancana relative to CIA's ,"dirty business" anti- J 
If Castro activities. On 5/22/61, we furnished facts^tfd 'then “.. ^ 
M Attorney General Kennedy. On 5/9/62, Kennedy stated he had issued> , 
morders that CIA should never undertake such steps again without 2- 
hfirst checking with Department of Justice. On 3/6/67, all infor- 
!jmation in our files concerning this matter was furnished to ' 
(j Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General"!?©.? , 
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Honorable J. Edgar Hoover 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

My colleagues and I are-very indignant at the 
stupid and vicious articles of Jact^nderson, whose 
unethical newspaper activity is well Known. 

We would llKe to say that we have great respect 
for you and your fine worK in defending and protect¬ 
ing this troubled country. 

Mr. Tolson- 
MrJ SnlHvaT 

— 

Mr. Mfthr _ 
Mr. Bishop- 
MrjBrennanOD— 
Mr. Callahan- 
MrJ r!ft«ner_ L 
Mr; Conrac 
Mr, Felt._ 

1_ 

Mr! Gale_ 
MrJ Rosen... 
Mr! Tavel . , 
Mr. Walter 
Mr. Soyars 

s_* 

Tele. Room. 
Miss Holme 
Miss Gand> 
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Sena lor, 17 th District * — 

Grant, Iowa, Lafavette, Green 
and Richland Counties 

Chairman, Committee on Revisions 
Repeals and Uniform Laws 

Vice-Chairman, Committee'on 
Conservation 

Vice-Chairman, Committee on 
Governmental and Veterans 
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Mr, J, Edgar Hoover, Director 
Dept, of The F.B.I. 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: ^ 
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/. It appears that I can be counted as being on your 
team. The Capitol Times newspaper here in Madison, 
Wisconsin has done everything they can to defeat and 
destroy me also. The enclosed article was sent to me 
and is from the Capitol Times newspaper. I had a good 
laugh when I saw that the sender did not even sign his 
or her name. 

* 

I want you to know that you always have one friend 
here in Wisconsin. I was just re-elected by 8,000 votes 
to the State Senate. I am very proud of this victory 
and I feel that I won due to the stand I have taken and 
will go on taking regarding communism in this great 
Country of ours. 

- Some time during the middle of February I will be, 
in Washington for the National Rehabilitation Conference 
of the American Legion. I happen to be a member of the 
National Legislative Commission of the American Legion 
as well as the-Past Department Commander of the great 
State of Wisconsin. 

S3 

S 

Keep up the good work. The Left is trying to do all 
■they can to tear down the good character of any outstanding 
leader. You can be sure that they are doing all they can 
to destroy the President. 

Looking forward to seeing you sometime i 
future. 

C?cA.. 2ey? 
7%JZLo ^a/c\ /7/ 

■ \7tVv n-.c 
GWRrcaw _ 
Enc. ]^0T RECORDED 

184 FPB 8 1971 
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ORDON W. ROSEEE 
Senator, 17th District 
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Memorandum 

APPEARANCE OF JACK ANDERSON 
ON "THE DICK^AVETT SHOW” 

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY 
JANUARY 27, 1971 

ALL IiTJCK-lATIC.il CCiTTAIlIEC 

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

BATE 07-02-2007 BY €0324 sue baw/rs/lag 

My memorandum of 1-28-71, noted the appearance 
of Jack Anderson on captioned program and summarized his 
allegations concerning the Director and the Bureau. It was also 
noted that we were making arrangements to obtain an audio 
recording of this program. This recording has been received, 
and the attached transcript of that portion of Anderson's interview 
in which the Director and the FBI were mentioned was prepared. 

>RE COMMENDATION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Sullivan - Enclosure 
1 - Mr. Bishop - Enclosure 
1 - Miss Gandy - Enclosure 
1 - Miss Holmes - Enclosure 
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HEREIN IS DWCUtSSIFIEl 

DATE 07-02-200? BY 60324 sue baw/rs/lsg 

EXCERPT FROM INTERVIEW OF 
COLUMNIST JACK ANDERSON ON 

"THE DICK CAVETT SHOW" 
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY 

JANUARY 27, 1971 

MR. CAVETT: You’ve been having fun lately with a--with a venerable 

American institution, Mr. Hoover. In a way you’ve been 

sort of prodding him with columns.. .fairly recently... 

subjecting him to what you talk about as what the FBI does 

to other people. Well, have you actually snooped in his trash? 

MR. ANDERSON: Oh yeah, sure. He’s been spying and snooping on people for 

47 years, and at the age of 76, it just seemed to me that it 

was time somebody investigated him. So I asked my staff 

to go out and do that, and I told them to be sure to use 

every one of the offensive methods that the FBI uses and, 

they, they park--I have one reporter with long sideburns and 

a little old foreign jalopy, red jalopy. He parks that in front 

of Hoover’s house and he ostentatiously opens up the newspaper 

and reads it in FBI fashion, you know, while he waits for the 

great man to come out. And then when he comes out, he 

tails him. He clocked him going, he clocked him going 40 in 

the 30-mile zone. 



MR. CAVETT: 

MR. ANDERSON: 

MR. CAVETT: 

MR. ANDERSON: 

MR. CAVETT: 

MR. ANDERSON: 

Is this an exclusive? Have you revealed this before? 

Ah ha, we've made news here tonight. 

No, we, we inspect his trash and I told him, I says when 

you inspect the trash, rattle the cans so people will know 

what your doing and... 

Isn't it a little dangerous toying with Mr. Hoover's... 

Well, I think it's been harder on him because the last two 

times he hasn’t put his trash out, and I don't know what 

in the world he’s doing with it. 

I wonder. Haven't you gotten any reaction to this from him? 

He is, as you know, a very powerful man. 

Yes, he is, and.. .well, he has at least a fiercesome image. 

You've seen that old Wizard of Oz movie that Judy Garland 

made and recall that, that the Wizard had all these great and 

horrifying and fiercesome devices.. .this great artificial 

front but behind it he was kind of a fidgity old man. After 

our investigation of Hoover, I’ve decided he's sort of like 

the Wizard of Oz.. .because behind this terrifying.. .and it is 

terrifying. We talked.. .when we interview people about 

Hoover, they will literally look over both shoulders before 

- 2 - 



they will talk, and then they'll say,; "Let's move out in the 

hall, ” and then they'll praise him after they get out in the 

hall.. .sometimes. They're so frigJftenBdof this man. 

Presidents.. .the first thing John F. Kennedy did was to 

reappoint Hoover. The first thing Lyndon Johnson did was 

to extend his term, give him a waiver so that he could serve 

beyond 70 years. On Capitol Hill, J. Edgar Hoover is 

shown more deference than motherhood, and they're 

frightened of him and I think they're wrong because my 

reporters who've been tailing him, Dick, tell me that he 

crouches over on the right-hand side and snuggles down in 

the only bullet-proof car in Washington other than the 

President's. And he sticks his hat over on the left-hand side. 

MR. CAVETT: Yeah. 

MR. ANDERSON: And this strikes me as a guy I ought not to be scared of. 

He seems to be more scared of.. .you know, he's crouching 

down here with his hat over here and... 

MR. CAVETT: Was it you who first revealed that? That's been known for 

some time. Did I read that in your column, I wonder, the hat? 

- 3 - 



MR. ANDERSON: 

MR. CAVETT: 

MR. ANDERSON: 

MR. CAVETT: 

MR. ANDERSON: 

We’ve written that. We’ve written that. 

Yeah, yeah... 

But... 

But what if he called you up and said,"Lock.. 

But we have.. .we have tailed him and we've.. .we find, for 

example, the FBI is run by these two old men, 76-year old 

J. Edgar Hoover and his close and constant associate, 

Clyde Tolson, who is 70. Well,Hoover's, at 76, is more 

durable than Tolson. Tolson, is, is, he sort of totters 

around, and the two of them have sort of outlived all their 

friends, and as a result they have only each other. And, 

my... my... correspondents tell me that, as he follows them, 

they spend, well, every night they alternate. One night they’ll 

go to Hoover's home for dinner and the next night they go to 

Tolson's apartment for dinner. Every morning Hoover drives 

by and picks up Tolsy.. .he doesn't go by the front door.. .sneaks 

around the back of the apartment building in his bullet-proof 

limousine, picks up Tolson, drops him off at night. They eat 

every day at the Rib Room in The Mayflower Hotel where 
! 

Hoover has cottage cheese and grapefruit salad and where Tolson 

has creamed chicken soup, except on Tuesdays. On Tuesdays, he 

eats bean soup with ketchup poured in it. 

- 4 - 



MR. CAVETT: Egad, you’re full of valuable information, I must say. 

Well—but it isn't unlikely, is it, to play the Devil’s advocate 

for a moment.. .that two men in that peculiar a job would 

not be out carousing, talking loosely with all sorts of 

people, because they have, by definition, a very insulated 

kind of life to lead. 

MR. ANDERSON: Well, it's insulated, I'll agree with you. They...and I would 

also, I think it's important to say, that certainly they did 

build up a formidable organization. 

MR. CAVETT: Yes. You did.. .you eventually had a column in which you 

praised Mr. Hoover and a lot of people went, "Ah hah, you 

probably got a phone call." Did you? Did you? 

MR. ANDERSON: No. No. I don't think that he would call me. But it is true 

that they have built up a remarkable organization. Of all 

the thousands of FBI Agents who have gone through, there has 

never been a single case of embezzlement, never been a 

single case of treason. Their discipline is remarkable. 

Some of the ex-FBI Agents I talked to, the kind of discipline 

they have there maybe is a little too remarkable. They're 

so frightened of the Director, for example, that according 

- 5 - 



to a couple of Agents, former Agents that I’ve talked to, 

one of Hoover’s habits is when.. .he likes the Agents to 

leave wide margins in their reports because he has a habit 

of scribbling intemperate comments--sort of editorial 

reactions to their reports initialed, ”H.” And none of 

the high and mighty have been spared from his scathing 

comments, and these areripvlittered throughout the raw 

files of the FBI. But once there was a new Agent who 

had come to Washington. He didn’t know about these wide 

margins and he had a thin margin, so these former Agents 

tell us, and so Hoover, seeing the report, got disturbed, 

got annoyed and scribbled way up on the top, "Watch out 

for the borders," signed "H." Well, now the lower echelon 

said, "Well, the old man must know something. ’’ And they 

sent a special, they sent Special Agents up to Canada, and 

they sent Special Agents to Mexico because they didn’t know 

which border. And they were...for about two weeks.. .before 

somebody finally found out what he meant was he wanted the 

margins to be... 

- 6 - I 



MR. CAVETT: But they did get John Dillinger. You will... .after this message 

we’ll be right back. 

MR. CAVETT: Mr. Anderson, you must have made some unincurable 

enemies in your time. What do they try to do to you, how 

Jf 
do they try to pressure you, how do they try to get you to 

§■ i/ 
lay off? | f 1 

I i 
I 

MR. ANDERSON: Well, most of them use social pressures and when those 

i 
fail they bring all kinds of pressures. When we began 

investigating Senator Tom Dodd, who is, as you may recall, 

almost became Vice President, it was between Humphrey 

and Dodd, they both went to the White House where 

Humphrey got anointed. We had... we counted 18 FBI 

Agents who were assigned to investigate. Now we had 

accused Dodd of violating Federal laws, and so we happily 

sat back and assumed that the FBI was investigating these 
* V. 

Federal charges that we’d made. Turned out they were 

investigating us. They were trying to find out where the 

information came from, and they began harassing our sources. 

You get that kind of pressure. 

- 7 - 



MR. CAVETT: How do they harass your sources? 

MR. ANDERSON: One method they used, these were young kids, they 

went into one of them..'.’We're from the FBI," flashing 

their badges and asking them the kind of questions that 

appear in rogue's galleries now. What color is your... 

what color is your eye, color of hair, what's your weight, 

and taking all this down as if they're making some kind 

of reference for criminal prosecution. It’s a form of 

intimidation. 

- 8 - 
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Bear 

/ I do want to thank you lor the thoughtfulness 
: f whtch prompted your telegram yesterday. I air* of course, 

^ well aware of Mr. Anderson's ridiculous mouthing*, and 
it has long been my policy not to dignify this kind of irre¬ 
sponsible reporting by responding to it in any way. 

Again, let me assure you of my deep 
appreciation for your kind sentiments and expression 
of confidence. 

>mr;rfb.' Sincerely yours, 

I. Edgar Hoover 

1 - Denver - Enclosure 
1 - Mr. Sullivan (detached) 
1 - Mr. Bishop (detached) 
1 - Miss Gandy (detached) 
1 - Miss Holmes (detached) 
1 - M. A. Jones (detached) 

NOTE: See M. A. Jones to Bishop memo dated 1-28-71, captioned 
"Appearance of Jack Anderson on "The Dick Cavett Show," American 
Broadcasting Company, January 27, 1971." /. 
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DATE: 1-28-71 

SUBJECT: APPEARANCE^OF JACK ANDERSON 
ON "THE DICKNCAVETT SHOW" 

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY 
JANUARY 27, 1971 

Tolson_ 
Sullivan- 

JBr^nan, C.D. 
Callahan- 
Casper_ 
Conrad_ 
Felt_ 
Gale_ 
Rosen___ 
Tavel_ 
Walters_ 
Soyars -- 
Tele. Room — 
Holmes- 
Gandy-- 

_The Director has received a telegram froml | 
I I dated 1-28-71. I Irefers to ! Ithe appearance of "Mr. Anderson" on captioned program. | | indicates , 
he supports the Director and is concerned that Mr. Hoover does not take some | ^ 
action in connection with the remarks of Anderson. 

, , i ,_. vd 
■ / Bufiles contain no information concerning!_| Dick Cavett, -st 
£ of course, is host of a late-night television "talk" show which is presented nation- 

wide and frequently features controversial guests. 
ms 

It has been determined that it was columnist Jack Anderson, j 
\ who appeared on this program last night. There wassome discussion of his re cent xj 
I articles concerning the Director. Anderson stated that since the Bureau 
I investigated people, he felt that it was about time someone looked into the activities ] 
'of the Director. Accordingly, one of his representative^ wearing a beard and A 
driving a sports car, followed the Director each morning when he left his house. * 

(Anderson noted that on these occasions the Director's car would pick up Mr. Tolsonra 
enroute. Anderson said that his man also observed the Director and Mr. Tolson a 
as they lunched On soup with ketchup at The Mayflower. Later, Anderson's 
representative followed the Director and Mr. Tolson when they left the office 4$ 
in the evening, and it was noted that they customarily ate dinner at the home of Q 
either the Director or Mr. Tolson. 

g 
At this point, Anderson remarked that both the Director and Q I Mr. Tolson had outlived their social contemporaries, and it was for this reason § 

that they customarily dined alone. Cavett suggested that this might not be true, Jj g 
pointing out that inasmuch as the Director and Mr. Tolson are involved in work S(_ *p 
affecting the internal security, they must take the precaution of limiting their 
outside social contacts. Anderson said that the Director was alert and physically 

|able to do his job, but that this did not apply to his compamenp;3V|t'|^fOlson. 

b6 
b7C 

Enclosure-^a^^ /- If ~~ @ 0’ HZk 1 
1 - Mr. Sullivan -Tlndosurgs (2) 1 _ Miss Holmes - Enclosures (2) 
1 - Mr. Bishop - Enclosures (2) T 'sjf 1 - M. A. Jones -fi*d=esures (2) 
i FoV^L INPlSfcATION CORTAIKBD . 1 - AcTb Gandy -.Enclosures (2^X3™ 
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M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo 

Anderson also claimed that the Director was very particular 
| about the appearances of written documents prepared in the Bureau and insisted 

that reports should have large borders. He said that on one occasion Mr. Hoover 
was reviewing a report submitted by a new Agent and was dissatisfied with the 
size of the margins. According to Anderson, the Director wrote on the report, 
'Watch the borders." Anderson then claimed that this admonition was interpreted 
by Mr. Hoover's subordinates: to mean that some peril existed along the 
boundaries of our country and that this resulted in Agents being assigned this 

*|duty along those borders. 

. Elsewhere, mention was made of Anderson’s "leaks” from the 
1 White House. Cavett sharply questioned Anderson regarding this, suggesting 
Ithat this type of news gathering could be detrimental to our internal security. 
|Anderson said that he felt he had a duty to let the people know what was going 
Ion within the government. This was his thinking also when he exposed the 
activities of Senator Dodd, although he personally felt very sorry for Dodd. 

Through our contact with the American Broadcasting Company, 
we have made arrangements to obtain an audio recording of this program. As 
soon as it has been prepared, it will be forwarded to the Bureau. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

signature to 
(1) That the attached letter of appreciation over the Director’s 

~|be approved and sent. 
b6 
b7C 

(2) That upon receipt of the above recording of Cavett’s program, 
a transcript of Cavett’s interview of Anderson be prepared by the Crime 
Research Section. A 
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Mr. Bishop 

M. 

JACK ANDERSON 
TRANSCRIPT OF TAPE 

Attached is a transcript of a tape containing 
material from Jack Anderson for use on radio and in his column, 
which will be released during week beginning Friday, February 5, 1971. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For. information. 



Mi INFORMS! ION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS ONCIASSIFIED 

DME 07-d2-2007 HI 60324 sue baw/rs/lag 

COMMENTS OF JACK ANDERSON 
TO BE AIRED ON FUTURE RADIO PROGRAM 

J. Edgar Hoover, the 76-year-old FBI Chief, 

answers to no one except the President of the United States. Even 

Presidents who may have wished to replace him have thought better 

of the idea. Technically, Hoover is supposed to be subject to the 

Attorney General, but the durable old G-man has been able to get 

along with each Attorney General only to the degree that the FBI 

is left unmolested. On Capitol Hill, the FBI is accorded the 

same deference as motherhood. When Hoover speaks about law 

enforcement, the most penny-pinching Congressmen forget their 

speeches about economy and vote eagerly for his budget request. 

For several months, Florida’s Congressman Claude Pepper has 

been trying to get Hoover to testify before the House Crime 

Committee. The FBI Chief is supposed to be leading the war 

against crime, but he's refused to appear before the Committee. 

In Washington, the great G-man decides what appearances he'll 
‘ r. 

make and what appearances he won't make^ and he doesn't like to 

testify at Congressional hearings except to make his annual pitch 

for more appropriations. Pepper personally asked Attorney General 

John Mitchell whether the Committee could count on his cooperation. 

<?</-Sdaf3- 4 y 
fKUSIli 



Mitchell gave his pledge of full cooperation. But when Pepper invited 

Hoover as a witness, the FBI boss said "no." Then Pepper tried to 

get one of Hoover’s top statisticians to testify, but the FBI said the 

man was out of town. Well, Hoover remains the only man in 

Washington who’s able to put himself above Congress. 

- 2 - 
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O 

Calla 

Casper 

Conrp#<i 

Dal bey 

Felt __ 

Gale _ 

Rosen . 

Tavel _ 

Walters__ 

Soyars _._ 

Tele. Room . 

Holmes___ 

Gandy . 

1/ 

DR. MARSHALL DE G. RUFFIN; 
DUNCAN GRONER, WASHINTON, D. C. 
INFORMATION CONCERNING 

Jack Anderson's "The Washington Merry-Go-Round" column 
appearing in the "Washington Post" of 2/4/71, and entitled "Hoover Neither 
lero Nor Ogre" reports that the Director has "consulted Dr. Marshall de G. 

°aSl$uffin, the society shrink, about his nightmares." Anderson goes on to state 
tMt although Dr. Ruffin denies treating the Director, a "veteran newsman 
Duncan Groner, a close friend of the doctor's/ was one of the sources of this 
information who was willing to be identified. So 3 

$ ?r4 

The current "Directory of Medical Specialists" lists under the 
section of Psychiatry and Neurology one Dr. Marshall de Graffenriea^Ruffin 
with an office at 2015 R Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. (It is to be noted that j 
the current Washington telephone directory carries Dr. Ruffin with the aforementionpc 
office address and a resident address of 5116 Rockwood Parkway, N. W., 
Washington, D.C.) The™IXrectory"indicates Dr. Ruffin was born in 1910 at , 

/Roanoke, Virginia, and received his medical degree from Harvard University in 
1936. It further reflects that he served in the U.S. Army 1943-46, as a Flight 
Surgeon and held the rank Of Lieutenant Colonel. His professional background 
includes staff position at the George Washington University Hospital and a position j 
as an Assistant Clinical Professor of Psychiatry since 1956. He is also shown j 
as being a member of the Mental Health Commission, Federal Court for 
Washington, D.C. 

Bufiles indicate that in the late 1940's, one Dr. Marshall de G. 
Ruffin, Washington, D.C., was a member of the Federation of American Scientists,! 
Washington, D. C., concerning which we conducted an Internal Security-C 
investigation. A check of the files of the Identification Division disclosed a civil 
print (military),apparently pertaining to Ruffin, with a complete date of birth of j 
9/9/10. No arrest record identifiable with him was found. The files of the Director's 
Office also fail to disclose any reference identifiable wi|h Dr. Ruffin.. 
Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Mohr 
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M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo 
RE: DR. MARSHALL DE G. RUFFIN; 

DUNCAN GRONER, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Bufiles contain the following information possibly identical with 
newsman Duncan Groner. 

The 7/23/70 issue of the "Bradenton Herald" contained an article 
|by staff writer Duncan G. Groner, which incorrectly inferred that the Tampa FBI 
tQffice, which then had under investigation a civil rights case involving the 
Manatee County, Florida, Sheriff’s Office, was also looking into the administration 
of the Sheriff’s Office. SAC at Tampa contacted Groner bringing to his attention 
the error in the article, and Groner expressed apology for his misunderstanding 
noting that he "wouldn’t do it again." (44-46065-4) 

On 7/24/70, this same Duncan Groner was a complainant in another 
civil rights case subsequently investigated by our Tampa Office, which involved 
allegations of police brutality at the Manatee County Jail, Bradenton, Florida. 

(44-46374-1) 

i In March, 1968, Duncan Groner, then a local representative of the 
”St. Petersburg Times," St. Petersburg, Florida, contacted FBI Headquarters 
requesting information for an article concerning our National Crime Information 
Center(NCIC) tie-in with the Pinellas, Florida, County Sheriff’s Office. It was 
recommended and approved that we furnish him with reprint material concerning 
the NCIC, which was done on 3/28/68. (94-34091-51) 

Standard reference material, including local telephone aqd city 
directories, as well as the 1970 Congressional Directory, contain no reference 

-identifiable with Groner. 

It is noted that prior to 1964 we enjoyed favorable relations with 
the ”St. Petersburg Times," but since then that newspaper has taken "pot shots" 
at the FBI by carrying an editorial challenging The Uniform Crime Reports 
statistics (1965), printing a snide editorial cartoon of the Director (1965), and by 
carrying a critical article concerning the FBI by persistent Bureau critic, 
Richard Harwood of the "Washington Post" (1968). "The St. Petersburg Times" 
has, however, carried a number of items favorable to the Bureau since 1964. 

Files of the Director’s Office contain no information identifiable with 
Groner. 

A review of civil and arrest fingerprint records in the Identification 
Division contain an arrest record, possibly identical with Groner, for Duncan 
Goldthw&S¥if FBI Number 709555 H. This Duncan Groner, a news reporter, 
residing at 332 Beach Drive, N.E., St. Petersburg, Florida, was arrested on 

- 2 - CONTINUED - OVER 



M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo 
RE: DR. MARSHALL DE G. RUFFIN; ° i 

DUNCAN GRONER, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

7/9/67, by the Sheriff’s Office at Bartow, Florida, for driving while intoxicated. 
This record describes Groner as a white male, born 12/19/11, at 
Norfolk, Virginia. A copy of this record is attached. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None. For information. 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE . 2-4-71 458 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION . L 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20537 ^ 

( 

The following FBI record, NUMBER 709 555 H , is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY, 
information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint contributors. WHERE 
FINAL DISPOSITION IS NOT SHOWN OR FURTHER EXPLANATION OF CHARGE IS DESIRED, COMMUNICATE 

WITH AGENCY CONTRIBUTING THOSE FINGERPRINTS. 

CONTRIBUTOR OF 
FINGERPRINTS 

Army 

Civil Service 
Commission 

NAME AND NUMBER 

Duncan 
Goldthwaite 
Groner 
#12065141 

ARRESTED OR 
RECEIVED 

May 13, 
1942 

SEREIN IS IINCIASSIFIED 

DME 07-02-2007 BY €0324 sue fcaw/rs/lag 

Duncan G. Groner June 14, 
1946 

Sheriff’s Office 
Bartow Florida 

Duncan 
Goldthwaite 
Groner 
#B-25,208 

July 9, driving while 
1967 intoxicated 

s» frsK El* 
identify'.B M"** rM1s t. 

Notations indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but ore listed only as investigative leads as 
being possibly identical with subject of this record. 

. . John Edgar Hoover 

/ rasrosjssp» d•>.«<»• 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20537 

2-4-71 458 

The following information from FBI record, NUMBER 709 555 H 
is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. 

All descriptive factors (if any) furnished by you match 

those in our identification file unless herein quoted. 
o 

Description and Related Data: 

Race: White 

Sex: Male 

Height: 6 feet 3 inches 

Weight: 165 pounds 

Hair: Brown 

Eyes: Brown 

L4J/9-0 

u X/S T6 At 

Date and Place of Birth: December 19, 1911; Norfolk, Virginia 

AK rd sJ 

Scars and Marks: Unknown 

Address: (in 1967) 332 Beach Drive, Northeast, Saint Petersburg, 
Florida 

Occupation: News Reporter 

Since neither fingerprints nor an? 

identifying number which is indexed1 

in our files accompanied your request, 

FBI cannot guarantee in any manner 

that this material concerns the 

individual in whom you are interested* 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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UWITID STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20937 £ 

2-4-71 458 

The following FBI record, NUMBER 709 565 H , it furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. 
Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint contributors. WHtRE 
FINAL DISPOSITION IS NOT SHOWN OR FURTHER EXPLANATION OF CHARGE IS DESIRED, COMMUNICATE 
WITH AGENCY CONTRIBUTING THOSE FINGERPRINTS. 

CONTRIBUTOR OF 
FINGERPRINTS NAME AND NUMBER 

ARRESTED OR 
RECEIVED CHARGE DISPOSITION 

Civil print from United Slates Secret 
Service Washington D.C. #CO-3-22242 was 
identified with ;his record and returned 
to contributor,Aoril 3, 1968. 

Since neither fingerprints nor au 
identifying number which is indexi ti 
in our files accompanied your requ ;st, 
FBI cannot guarantee in any mann ir 
that this material concerns tha 
Individual in whom you are interes :ed. 

Notations indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only as investigative leads as 
being possibly identical with subject of this record. 

5 
John Edgar Hoover 

D/recfor 
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Datfir 2/5/71 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL 
(Priority) 

s' 

Mr. Walters^ 
Mr. Soyars_ 
Tele. Room_ 

. | Miaa Hnlrnp; 
Miss Gandy, 

lr\ 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI ATTENTION: SUPERVISOR GE0RG2T QUINN, 
CRIME RECORDS SECTION 

FROM: SAC, BOSTON (62- INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 XJHCIA5SIJIE5 

DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 sue baw/rs/lsg 

JACK^NDERSON, 
Syndicated Newspaper Columnist 
MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING 

Enclosed for the Bureau is a 900 foot roll o^ Amp ex 
professional recording tape on which is recorded a Telephonic 
interview of JACK ANJfflRSON who was interviewed over^-fche » 
telephone by JERR]pliflLLIAMS, the moderator of a radio talg 
show on StationW&Z, Boston, Massachusetts# during the night 
of 2/4/71. The recording was made at a speed of 1^/8” per 
Ibcond and the interview consumed 400 feet of tape^ 

Set out below is a summary of the highlight £0of the 
above-mentioned interview: 

\ 
0i 

/ 

V 

f 

ANDERSON discussed the daily habits of the Director 
and ij^SbSlate Director, Mr. T0LS0N, including their-means 
of transportation to FBI Headquarters in the morning, the 
place where they take lunch and dinner. ANDERSON dbscribed, 
Messrs. HOOVER and T0LS0N as two aging crime^Sghters’'who 
should retire to a location where the pace and the weather 
are more kindly. 

*3# \ 

f2 I- Bureau 
T**- Boston 
BTM:ma1 
(3), 

(Ehc.1) 

U -5 oa§S 

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969, .0 - 346-090 (11) 



BS 62- 

He stated that they spend their vacations at the 
Del Charro Hotel in La Jolla, California, every summer I and that the owner and former manager of that hotel have 
informed ANDERSON that they occupy a suite costing $100. 
a day for which they are not charged. ANDERSON indicated 
that the former manager of the hotel, as well as the owner, 
had furnished information indicating that gamblers and 
racketeers also stay at the same hotel. ANDERSON sumised 
that information indicating that a member of the Cabinet or 
a Congressman had been a guest at such a hotel at no charge 
running up a bill in the vicinity of $15,000. would be most 
noteworthy and startling. I ANDERSON indicated that he did not consider the Director 
an ogre or a menace. He stated that the Director knows that 
he is a policeman and stays on that side of the line. He 
indicates that the Director has ordered investigations of 
New Left, as well as extreme right organizations and has 
assured that all such investigations are conducted vigorously, 
although the Director may possibly consider the New Left to 
be more subversive than the Ku Klux Klein or the Minutemen. 1ANDERS0N commented that the Director has built an 
efficient and effective law enforcement agency and that no 
trace of scandal has ever been connected with the FBI while 
Mr. HOOVER has been the Director. 

| During questioning by listeners to the talk program, 
| ANDERSON made the following comments: 

f He has good sources inside the FBI and has seen his own 
I I FBI file. He thinks he has more on Mr. HOOVER than the FBI 
ijhas on him (ANDERSON), Ze 

/K I He stated that the FBI has less than two dozen wire 
taps around the United States. 

He does not claim to have any startling information 
about the Director but feels that a $15?,000. favor to a 
Congressman or Cabinet officer (alluding to the alleged $15,000. 
hotel bill at the Del Charro Hotel) wo^^ld shock the public. 

-2- 
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BS 62- 

a He feels that the public should know such things 
and if the public doesn’t mind, it is O.K. with ANDERSON. 

' The Director is the symbol of law and order in the United 
(States and is paid from public funds. Therefore, the public 

has the right to know that he accepted a $15,000. favor from 
a Texas oil millionaire and stays at a hotel frequented by 
racketeers. 

He believes that the Director is getting fidgety in 
his old age and indicated that the Director had been treated 
by a psychiatrist for nightmares,, He described the Director 
as a 7^-year-old human being and a public relations genius 
who has projected his own image as a strong, firm lawman. 
He stated that the Director utilizes a bullet-proof limousine 

Swhich is brought all over the country so that it will be 
available when andrtiere he needs it. 

ANDERSON alleged that he had found letters written 
by the Director to MURIELjftr^TER, a Washington,. D_. C., widow. 
The letters indicated that!the Director admired Mrs. GEXER 
and arranged to assist hereby having Agents meet her at 
airports during her travels to transport her to hotels when 
she wished. The Director also helped Mrs, GEXER’s son when 
he was in trouble with authorities, 

ANDERSON indicated that Special Agents were afraid 
of the Director and described an incident wherein the Director 
had written "watch the borders" on a report which resulted in 
extra patrols by the FBI along the Mexican and Canadian borders 

I when in reality the Director simply meant that the margins of 
vthe report should have been wider. 

In response to a question from JEIREY WILLIAMS, ANDERSON 
stated that former Special Agent ~] had dared to say 
something which seemed uncomplimentary to the Director and 
thereby suffered banishment to the Butte office. 

b6 
b7C 
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BS 62- 

I A caller inquired as to why ANDERSON feels the way 
he does about the Director when the Director’s abilities are 
most keenly needed in the country today. The caller asked 
whether ANDERSON was a Communist, ANDERSON replied that the 
Director and people like him tried to give the impression that 
anyone who criticizes them are Communists or anti-Americans, 
ANDERSON commented that it was quite possible to be against 

I the Director and still not be a Communist, He also commented 
that crime has increased in the U. S, while Mr. HOOVER has been 
Director of the FBI and that low-grade guerrilla warfare, as 
well as campus and ghetto riots, had also increased. He stated 
he was concerned over the fact that a man of 76 years of age 
was in charge of the country's top investigative agency because 
he felt that the FBI should have stronger and more vigorous 
leadership. 

With regard to a question concerning the Top Ten Fugitive 
Program, ANDERSON indicated that the Top Ten Fugitives were 
people of little consequence and to his knowledge no member of 

' organized crime in the U, S, had ever been on the Top Ten. 

In answer to a question concerning the position of the 
Attorney General of the U. S. as regards the FBI, ANDERSON 
stated that no Attorney General with the exception of ROBERT F. 
KENNEDY had ever tried to issue orders to the FBI. He stated 
that as a result of KENNEDY'S attempts to issue orders to FBI 
personnel, the Director had sabotaged KENNEDY. He stated that 
the Director answered only to the President of the U. S. 

(ANDERSON conceded that the Director had argued against 
widening FBI jurisdiction under the JOHNSON Administration and 
that HOOVER had warned President JOHNSON that a powerful 
national police force was against the American tradition, 

a In response to a question as to whether ANDERSON 
believed that the FBI should exist, ANDERSON indicated that 
the country needed the FBI but he would like to see it split 
into two agencies, one a crime-lighting agency, and the other, 

1 an anti-espionage agency. 

-4- 
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He stated that the FBI did not need to utilize wire 
taps because wire taps were a symbol of lazy police officers. 
He commented that heads of the Cosa Nostra know that wire taps 
exist and consequently say nothing Important on the telephone. 

I ANDERSON indicated that local Special Agents in Charge often 
arrange to have local Police Departments install wire taps and 
that information from these taps were used by the FBI. He 
added that the FBI uses "bugs" which do not require court 
orders as do wire taps. 

In answer to a question concerning whether the Director's 
personnel methods impaired the work of Special Agents, ANDERSON 
stated that the Director's methods have contributed to a lowering 
of FBI morale. He stated he had talked to many Special Agents 
but most of them were afraid to talk freely but he had discovered 
that FBI morale was poor and that poor morale impaired performance. 

ANDERSON speculated that the Director would try to 
pick his own successor but there were some signs that President 
NIXON was looking arophd for a successor and in this connection 
had interviewed PETER TWITCHES (PH), the Sheriff—nf Los Angeles 
County. Ai v 

!In answer to a question as to what the average citizen 
could do to get a new Director for the FBI, ANDERSON stated 
that President NIXON needed to be encouraged to replace Mr, 
HOOVER and that letters to the President might help. ANDERSON 
stated that it would be "risky to fire a saint" and that the 
Director is the only public saint in our time. ANDERSON stated 
that the country and the FBIvwould be better off if Mr. HOOVER 
,was replaced. 

In answer to an additional question, ANDERSON indicated 
that he did not believe that the Director was senile but he did 
have information that Mr. TOLSON has some mental lapses due to 
his physical condition. 

-5- 



ANDERSON concluded the interview by stating that the 
Director should have retired ten years ago and would better 
serve his country as an elder statesman who could offer advice 
to his successor as Director of the FBI. He stated that he 
believed that the Director should be investigated before he 
retireso He has conducted such an investigation and if he 
finds anything interesting, he tri.ll write about it. 

It should be noted that JERRY WILLIAMS indicated 
at the beginning of his program that he would recontact 
former SA | I on Monday. 2/8/70. or Tuesday, 2/9/70, 
and that his interview of | 1 would be broadcast. 

during 
Boston will make a tape recording of the broadcast 

|interview. 

b6 
b7C 
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Memorandum 
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M. A.4 

O 
JACK ANDERSON 
WTQP RADIO 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
FEBRUARY 6, 1971 

Anderson's regular weekly radio program presented 
on Saturday evenings at 6:35 p. m. was monitored on 2-6-71. 

Anderson stated that J. Edgar Hoover answers to no 
one but the President of the United States. According to Anderson, 
Congressman Claude Pepper (D-Florida) has for the past several 
months sought unsuccessfully to get the Director to testify on the 
Hill concerning the war against crime. Toward this end, Anderson 
reported, Pepper personally approached Attorney General Mitchell, 
who pledged cooperation. Nevertheless, according to Anderson, 
the Director has refused tocappear. In addition, Anderson stated, | 
attempts to get the Bureau's "top statistician" to testify have also f 
failed. Anderson concluded this portion of his broadcast by stating 
that the Director was the only man in Washington who puts himself 
above Congress. 

It is noted that we previously obtained an advance 
tape recording of this program. A transcript was made and routed 
through under cover of my memorandum dated 2-3-71. A copy of 
that transcript is attached herewith. 
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DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/rs/lsg 

COMMENTS OF JACK ANDERSON 
TO BE AillSB OH FUTURE RADIO PROGRAM. 

• J. Edgar Hoover, the 70-year-old FBI Chief, 

answers to so one except tha President of the United States. Even 

Presidents who may have wished to replace him have thought better 

of the idea. Technically, Hoover is supposed to he subject to the 

Attorney General, bat tbs durable ole G-man has been able to get 

along with each Attorney General only to the degree that the FBI 

is left unmolested. On Capitol Hill, the FBI is accorded the 

same deference as motherhood. When Hoover speaks about law 

enforcement, the most penny-pinching Congressmen forget their 

speeches about economy and. vets eagerly for Ms budget request. 

For- several months. Florida/s Congressman Claude Popper has 

been trying to get Hoover to testify before the House Crime 

Committee* The FBI Chief is supposed to be leading the war 

against crime, bat lie's refused to appear before the Committee, 

in Washington, the great G-man decides what appearances he'll 

make and what appearances he won't make,and ha doesn't like to 

testify at Congressional hearings except to make ills annual pitch 

for more appropriations. Rcppcr personally aekt-d Attorney Genera 

John Mitchell whether the Committee could count on his cooperation 

ESS& 

dr o 



Mitchell gav-e his pledge of fwll coop^iatiofl. Bat when Peeper Iselte-d 

Hooker as-a witness, the FBI bs&s raid ?’ao.4* Then Pepper tried to- 

got oaa of Hoc?«r*s top statisticians to testifyt ixit the FBI sale! the 

man \?as out of town. Well, 'Hooker remains tag only roar* is 

Washington who*s abln to put himself fcbovr Congress. 
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i 

DO"6 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

February 9, 1971 

Attached card andianewspaper 
1 clipping was sent to the Director 
I by a Mrs. MarierBoe, Rest, 
Home, Danube, Minnesota. 
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Ho over Has Created A 
Fearsome Image Of Self! 

By JACK ANDERSON 

WASHINGTON — Using the 
FBI’s own methods, we have 
unmasked the real J. Edgar 
Hoover, who is neither the hero 

movie, the 

ed a fearsome 
image which still has Washing¬ 
ton officialdom cowed, But he 
isn’t really as fierce as he pre¬ 
tends. 

He can be a genial host, a 
(generous friend, a boon com¬ 
panion. Old age has also given 
lim a bad case of the jitters. 
[According to one report, he has 
had bad dreams about people, 
|ehasing him. 

One of my reporters, Charles 
Elliott, tailed the great G-man 
intermittently for a few days. 
Hoover is the only Washington 
bigwig, except for the President, 
who is provided a bulletproof! 
limousine by the taxpayers. Yet 
Elliott confirmed reports that 
loover, despite this armored 

, >rotection, hunches down in one 
i corner of the back seat with 
lis hat propped up in the other 

corner. 
Hoover picks up the FBI’s 

^0-year-old deputy chief, Clyde 
Tolson, at his apartment each 
morning between 8:30 and 9 
o’clock. But the bulletproof 
Cadillac always pulls around to 

|a rear door where the ailing 
Tolson is whisked aboard. This 
daily little drama is executed 
with such stealth that the door¬ 
man at the front entrance not 
only was unaware of the morn¬ 
ing trysts but didn’t even know 
Tolson was a tenant. Elliott 
clocked the FBI pair , incidental¬ 
ly, doing 30-miles per hour in 
a 40-mile zone. 

I Hoover is also nervous, say 
'[intimates, about eating in 
strange places. He and Tolson 
usually grab a quick, 20-minute 
lunch at the Rib Room of Wash^ 
ington’s fashionable Mayflower 
Hotel. They have a standing 
order* which, is . se^ed . as soon 

mun¬ 

ches on grapefruit-and-cottage. 
tcheese salad. Tolson has cream 
jof chicken soup, except on Tues¬ 
days when he orders bean soup 
sand spices it with catsup. 

Delicacies and Dreams 
The FBI chief also won’t 

touch the delicacies he receives 
from unknown admirers, for 
fear someone might slip him 
some poisoned food. He donates 
these delectables to orphanages 
and other institutions whose in¬ 
mates, presumably, he consid¬ 
ers expendable. 

. Elliott found evidence in 
Hoover’s trash, however, that 
he had feasted on Florida citrus 
fruit, from trusted friends. Am¬ 
ong the discarded gift cartons 
was one from the late Presi¬ 
dent Eisenhower’s brother-in- 
law, Col. George Gordon Moore, 
who now belongs to the Virgin¬ 
ia horsey set. 

Since Elliott started rummag¬ 
eing in Hoover’s garbage, the 
S eminent G-man has stopped 
leaving it outside. We haven’t 
■ solved the mystery of how he 
now disposes of it. 

Perhaps the most startling 
Evidence that Hoover has be¬ 
come fidgety in his old age is 
the report about his bad dreams. 
Competent sources told us that 
Hoover had consulted Dr, Mar¬ 
shall de G. Ruffin, the society 
|shrink, about his nightmares. 

The distinguished psychiatrist, Sfcose patients include some of 
Washington’s high and mighty, 
enied that Hoover has ever 

‘consulted him. Indeed, Dr. Ruf¬ 
fin literally shrieked his denial; 
psychiatrists might say he over-* 
reacted. 

Of the sources who profess 
to know about Hoover’s visits 
to Dr. Ruffin, only veteran 
newsman Duncan Groner, a 
close friend of the doctor’s, was 
willing to be identified. 
, Clearly, J. Edgar Hoover isn’t 
the ferocious bulldog of a law- 
pan that he appears. Neither 
Is he the menace his enemies 
pave tried to portray. He is an 
immensely human, highly ner- 
jvous master bureaucrat, who 
jhas created a formidable law 

■enforcement agency out of what 
Was once a collection of politi¬ 
cal hacks? But he should have 
been retired, with t$g ration’s 

Headlines and Footnotes 

1 Sex Scandal — A sex scandal 
that will rock Britain has been 
peddled to publications around 
the world. The details, com¬ 
plete with pictorial proof, have 
been provided by a British 
photographer who had access 
to the private lives of Princess 
Margaret and Lord Snowden. 
Some of the pictures were taken 
at Snowden’s hideaway cottage. 
Many prominent people, includ¬ 
ing British socialites and screen 
personalities, are involved. 

Forest Foe — The White House 
has installed defeated Rep. Ed 
Foreman, R-N.M., who had one 
of the worst voting records in 
Congress on conservation, as a 
$114-a-day consultant on conser¬ 
vation. He is presently consult¬ 
ing on the national forest which, 
as a Congressman, he tried to- 
turn over to the saws of the 
timber tycoons. Yet he is in 
line, say insiders, to become an 
Assistant Secretary before his 
consultant’s contract ends on 
June 30. 

Zoning Flap — Attorney Genr 
eral John Mitchell and Housing 
Secretary George Romney have 
held several secret conferences 
on whether the federal govern¬ 
ment should interfere with local 
zoning ordinances. The effect, 
in some suburban communities, 
is to exclude blacks. Romney 
has argued that the zoning re¬ 
strictions violate the Constitu¬ 
tion. Mitchell has been* reluc¬ 
tant, however, to take action 
against local zoning boards. 
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Dear 

I have received your letter of February 4th and 

want to thank you for your thoughtfulness in writing. Your kind 

remarks are most encouraging and your support certainly means 

a great deal to me. 

Sincerely yours. 

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. 
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Gandy_ 
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Dear Mr. Hoover 

I hope through some slip this letter gets 
through to you. I have been reading of ;you in Jack Anderson’s 
column. It mdses me ashamed that I haven’t written you 
before. I appreciate all you have done to help make our 
'country what it is today. From the bottom of my heart — 
Thanks. I’m sure, looking back, there are things you 
would change if given the chance to re-live your life. Its 
that way with all of us, in handling of our families & lives, 
but do feel secure in the knowledge that America as a whole 
appreciates you. 

Sincerely, i 

b6 
b7C 
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February 11, 1971 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 auc feaw/rs/lag 

I have received your letter of February 8th and 
want to thank you for your kind remarks concerning my work. 
Your comments are most encouraging and your support certainly 
means a great deal to me. 

It was thoughtful of you to enclose a clipping of 
tb* column by Jack Anderson for my information. With respect 
to your comments about this article, Anderson is the jackal of 
the news media and, in my opinion, nothing he writes can be 
given any credence. 

Sincerely yours, 

% EdgiT Hooves’ 

MAILED iS 

FEB 111971 

COMM-FBI 

Tolson _ 

Sullivan . 

Mohr_ 

Bishop_ 

Brennan, C.D._ 

Callahan_ 

j Casper_ 

] Conrad_ 

IDalbey_ 

iFelt_- 

I Gale. 

NOTE: Bufiles contain no record of correspondent. 
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TV 

J. Edgar Hoover 
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February 8,1971 

Director of Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Justice department 

lVir, 1 OiSOIT-i-—*■ 

M^B3?«rMaii CD— 
'Mr. Callahan-i 
Mr. Casper i— 

Mr. 
Mr. Pelt—1- 
Mr. Gale- 
Mr. Rosen-1 
Mr. Tavei__| 
Mr. Walters-.. 
Mr. Soyars__ 
Tele. Room—-\ 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Ga UWIC, 

Washin ton, D.C. | - 

Dear Mr ^oover: 

I am enclosing an article by Jack Anderson nrhich 

| you may or may not have seen. I am not sending this article to * 

x \ \ 
you to give offense, l am calling your attention to the type of Co 

" I 
reporting this man is doing. would seem to me that there must ** 

be some way to put a stop to him. Could not something be done ab^Jt ’ 

Senator Boflds's case where© the Senator’s files were stolen and 

„ a 

by Drew Pearson and this Jack Anderson ? 53 * 

I would also like to say before I close that as l ^ 

an American citizen ^ am most grateful to Mr J. Edgar ^oover for j 1L 

| tSe protect ion that he has given to this Country for soar many yiaij^ 
i _ ....... ... _ \ |.«i! 
arid the devotion that he has showen to his people. V 

With kindest regards and best wishes, I remain. 

i-w ««Sincerely_ , ^ 

RtC«5 
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JACK ANDERSON: — 

TfiWeal Hoover 

is no superman 
j Using the FBI’s own methods, we have unmasked the real 
IJ. Edgar Hoover, who is neither the hero his admirers believe 
I nor the ogre his detractors charge. 

. Like the Wizard of Oz in 
| the old Judy Garland movie, 
J the 76-year-old FBI chief has 

created a fearsome image 
which still has Washington 
officialdom cowed. But he 
isn’t really as fierce as he 
pretends. 

He can be a genial host, 
a generous friend, a boon 

* companion. Old age has also 
, given him a bad case of the 
| | jitters. According to one re- 
111 port, he has had bad dreams 
I j about people chasing him. 
I 1 Onfe ■ of my reporters, 
l { Charles Elliott, tailed the 
| great G-rfian intermittently 
| ’ for a few days. Hoover is the 
[ only Washington bigwig, ex- 
; cept for the President, who 
l is provided a bulletproof 
j limousine by the taxpayers, 
j Yet Elliott confirmed reports 

■ that Hoover, despite this ar- 
i mored protection, hunches 
i down in one comer of the 
1 back seat with his hat 
| propped up in the other 
I corner. 

* * * 

|i Hoover picks up the FBI’s 
||70-eyar-old deputy chief, 

JfClyde Tolson, at Ms apart- 
*ment each morning between 

' "f “ 

Anderson 

8:30 and 9 o’clock. But the 
bullet-proof Cadillac always 
pulls around to a rear door 
where the ailing Tolson is 
whisked aboard. This daily 
little drama is executed with 
such stealth that the door¬ 
man at the front entrance 
not only was unaware of the 
morning trysts but didn’t 
even know Tolson was a ten¬ 
ant. Elliott clocked the FBI ’ 
pair, incidentally, doing 30- 
miles-per-hour in a 40-mile 
zone. 

Hoover is also nervous, say 
intimates, about eating in 
strange places. He and Tolson 
usually grab a quick, 20- 
minute lunch at the Rib Room 
of Washington’s fashionable 
Mayflower Hotel. They have 
a standing order, which is 
served as soon as they sit Idown. Hoover munches on 
grapefruit-and-cottage cheese 
salad. Tolson has cream of 
chicken soup, except on Tues- , 
days when he orders bean 
soup and spices it with cat¬ 
sup. 

I The FBI chief also won’t 
\ touch the delicacies he re- 
| ceives from unknown admir- 
Jers, for fear someone might i 
I slip him some poisoned food. 
, He donates these delectables 

to orphanages and other insti¬ 
tutions whose inmates, pre- „ 
sumably, he considers ex¬ 
pendable. ' 

ALL IMFORMATIOM CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLAS5IETED 

DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 bug baw/ra/lsg - 

Elliott found evidence in 
Hoover’s trash, however, that 
he had feasted on Florida 
citrus fruit from trusted 
friends. Among the discarded 
gift cartons was one from the 
late President Eisenhower’s 
.brother-in-law, Col. George 
Gordon Moore, who now be¬ 
longs to the Virginia horsey 
set. 

i 

■fi 

•**■* * * * I Since Elliott started rum¬ 
maging in Hoover’s garbage, 

, the eminent G-man has 
stopped leaving it outside. 
We haven’t solved the mys¬ 
tery of how he now disposes 
of it. 

Perhaps the most startling 
evidence that Hoover has# 
become fidgety in his old! 
age is the report about his I 
bad dreams. Competent ( 

.sources told us that Hoover 
had consulted Dr. Marshall 

I de G. Ruffin, the society 
l shrink, about his nightmares. JThe distinguished psychia¬ 
trist, whose patients include 
some of Washington’s high 
and mighty, denied that Hoov¬ 
er has ever consulted him. 
Indeed, Dr. Ruffin literally 
shrieked his denial; psychia¬ 
trists might say he over¬ 
reacted. 

Of the sources who profess 
to know a’bqut Hoover’s visits r 
to Dr. Ruffhv.only veteran 
newsman Dunca^Groner, a 
close friend of theNloctor’s, . r 
was willing to be identified. 

•. b u 
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February 12, 1971 

Your generous comments in your letter, which 

I received on February 9th, are most encouraging to me. Your 

interest in writing is indeed appreciated and I hope my future 

endeavors will continue to merit your support. 

Sincerely yours, 

3. Edg®? Bocra®? 
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Dear Mr Hoover. 

| Mr. TolsonE_« 

M^ivan_ 

MW Callahan_ 

Mr. Casper_ 

Mr. Conrad__ 

Mr. Dalbey_ 

Mr. Felt_ 

Mr. Gale_ 
Mr. Rosen_ 

Mr. Tavel_. 

Mr. Walters_! 

Mr. Soyars._i 

We. Room 
Miss Holmesjj.L- 

Miss Gandy_ 

I am writing this letter because on Feb 4, 1971 I was comming 
home from work and I was listening to radio station WBZ in 
Boston, and I heard Jerry Williams interview a Washington 
columnist named Jack Anderson, at the end of the interview I 
was shocked. I am therefore writing this letter to you to convey 
my full support in your defence. I realize you are under a lot of 
pressure from liberal Senators and people who Wish to slow down 
our democratic Government, but please don’t let them get the 
best of you. I am 20 years old and I don’t think policemen are 
pigs, and I don't want to legalize drugs, and I don't want to 
participate in a demonstration. Some people may think I am square 
and some may think I am not educated or aware enough to do these 
things, but I think I am a good American and there are a lot of other 
guys who think like myself. This is why when I heard that interview 
I had to write to you. I admire you very much Mr Hoover. In my 
opinion you are one of our greatest americans. I felt that if I did 
not write this letter to you now, I would probably never have the 
chance to express my admiration for you. Please don’t let these 
people discourage you from your job, Please continue your 
outstanding work. I hope someday if I get to Washington I could 
have the privilege of meeting you. But in the meantime Please 
keep protecting us. I will always feel safe with you as our F.B.I. 
Director. 
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Memorandum 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Mr. Bisho DATE: 2/11/71 
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DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 sue taw/rs,- lsg 

The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend 
the handling of a letter dated 2/8/71 from captioned individual 
enclosing a copy of the newspaper column by Jack^AnderscuBrelating 
to the Director. 

has expressed his respect and admi¬ 
ration for the Director and has asked if there is not some method 
to control the vicious statements and activities of Anderson. 

Mr. Hoover noted on the letter, ’’Tell him Anderson 
is the jackal of the news media. No one but a scavenger would 
rummage thru garbage & trash such as Anderson states was done. 
Nothing he writes can be given any credence. H." It will be recalled 
that in the past the Bureau has utilized trash covers as a means of 
fulfilling our responsibilities sin investigations being conducted. 
Should any response by the Director to| ~|letter be made 
public for any reason it is not felt any references to rummaging 
through trash should be included since it. would be inimical to the 
Bureau’s best interest. 
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February 10, 1971 
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Your letter of February 4th, with enclosure, has 

been received and I want to thank you for your thoughtfulness. 

Your kind remarks and support are moist encouraging and cer¬ 

tainly mean a great deal to me. 

Sincerely yours, 

5iT Bdga? Hoove?? 

1 - Alexandria - Enclosure 

NOTE: Bufiles disclose nothing unfavorable regarding correspondent 

b7D 

enclosed a copy of a Jack Anderson column concerni 
which appeared in ”The Washington Post, ” 2/4/71. 
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February 4, 1971 

Mi INF0BMMION CGHIMNEB 
HEREIN IS DNCLS.SSIFIED 

D&IE 07-02-200? HS" 60324 auc baw/rs/lsg 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, DC 20535 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

| Mr. Tolson.fc£ 
| Mi-. St}Uivan_ 

! WLWStt—jt 

Mr. Callahan_!_ 1 
Mr. Casper_.£) 6 
Mr. Conrad_r. „ n 

\ Mr. Dal bey_lD / ^ 
Mr. Felt._L_ 
Mr. Gale_, 
Mr. Rosen_L ^ 
Mr. Tavel_L 
Mr. Walters_j__ 
Mr. Soyars_l_ i 

Tele. Room_\\ 
Miss Holmes^iix * t 
Miss rJnfi ! 

The attached column of/Anderson's hits below the belt in my book. 

11 for one, and there are many who owe you a debt of gratitude. X 
am a publicist and newspaperman and know you need fodder to get a 
column out every day but contents of your garbage pail hardly 
represents good reading to me. 

I am confident that these columns you do not take seriously. 
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THE WASHINGTON POST Thursday, Feb. t, 1971 TS? %% . . .a, GLiivx&S 

Hamer Neither Here Nm @; re 
By Jack Anderson daily little drama is executed maging in Hoover’s garbage, around the world; The details, 

with such stealth that the the eminent '’G-man has complete' ~wtth pictorial projjf, 
' Using the FBI s own meth- ^oorrnan at the front entrance shopped leaving it outside; We have been provided by a B^t- 

ods, we RayfS unmasked the not only was unaware of it but haven’t solved the mystery of Jsh photographer whoVhad lc- 

believe nor the ogre his de pair’ incidentally> doin8 30 iVPer--apS ■the moSt startlmg Pnncess Margaret and E^d ■ ve nor me ogre s a mjjeg per jj0Ur jn a 40-mile tevidente that Hoover has be- Snowden. Some pfFthe pic- 
tractors claim. . ,- zone. home' - fidgety • the? report tures were taken ait Snowden’s 

Like the Wizard of Oz in the Hoover is also nervous, say Ehont his bad drearris. Cathitg hideaway cottage; Mafly;pr6m- 

real: J., Edgar Hoover who is didn't even know Tolson was a 
neither the hero his admirers |tenant, Elliott clocked the FBI 
believe nor the ogre his de-fpair> incidontally, doing 30 Deneve nor me ogre ms ae mileg per hour in a 40-mile 
tractors claim. . 

Like the Wizard of Oz in the Hoover is also nervous, saylfebout his bad dreanis. Compe- nmeaway conagei jviany-propi- 
old Judy Garland movie, the jintimates, about eating inP.„_, sf)1,rrP(. us that Hon ine?t P.e°Ple> includingBritish’ 
76-year-old FBI chief has ere-|strange places. He and fol-L^er ha<FC|hnsultedS Dn'Mar- alhte^are8^^^11 
ated a fearsome image which son usually grab a quick, |ihaii dp a Ruffin thesnriptv al * ’ are mvolved- 
still has Washington official- 20-minute lunch_at_the_mbEiJ^^ 

U —. V ----- ’ -^ jouv/ut mo uau ui^uiuo. vwiupc • a 1 . 1 J ♦ W , a V , 

old Judy Garland movie, the lintimates, about eating in ^pn*. solirre<; usthatHoo- me?t;.?.eop^e’ *ncludingBritish- 

dom cowed. But he lsnTfeally Boom of Washington's fashion- 
as fierce as he pretends. able Mayflower Hotel. 

shrinkraboutrhismightmares:—j ~'w ile* 
r ^ * . . House has installed defeated 
v; The distinguished psychia- Rep. Ed Foreman (R-N.M:), 
M*iot iiTnnca noriflntc irtnlnno - _ ' 

He can be a genial host, a have a standing order, which Washington's high who had 0ne of the worst vot- 
generous friend,-a boon com-is served as soon as they mg records m Congress oh 
panion. Old age has also given sit down. Hoover munches ™d hTslver consulteSm11 conservation, as a $114-a-day 
him a bad case of the jitters, on grapefruit-and-c o 11 a g e- consultant conservation. nun a uau uioc ui tuc un, v w v u v • . j . f ■ . - - -:— ” ■ 
According to one report, he cheese salad. Tolson has cream . Of the sources who profess He is presently consulting, qn 
has had bad dreams about peo- of chicken soup, except on toTknoy about Hoover's visits the national forest which, a$a 
pie chasing him. ’ Tuesdays when he orders bean iot Dr* onlV ^tgran ^congressman, he tried to turn 

_ i ■  ii _x_ npwsmnri Tiiinpnn Clrnnpr a f a tVi A aP i V. a timViop 
pie chasing him. ' Tuesd 

One of my reporters, soup e 
Charles Elliott, tailed the tt* 
great G-man intermittently for ° 
a few days. Hoover is the only i The 
Washington bigwig, except touch 

rPnr»rt#ir<i S0UP and spices it with catsup. P^wsman Duncan Groner, a over to the saws of the timber 
lilPrt thP close friend of the doctor's, tycoons. Yet he is in line, s$y 
ttentlv for Belicacfes, Dreams ^as willing to be identified. insiders, to become an Assist- 
s the only . The FBI chief also won’t J- / Ed^ Hoover ant Secret^-tefore; j»is> 

evnent touch the delicacies he re- Nsn t ferocious bulldog of a sultants contract ends on Washington bigwig, except touch the delicacies he re-Psni me lerocious uuuaog oi a :«ua> 
for the President, who is pro-ceives from unknown admir-l^awman,<-^a^ Ile appears. Nci- June 30. > . . r ... 
vided a bulletproof limousine lers, for fear someone might M:.er he the menace his ene- Zoning Flap—Attorney Gen- 

** ____. I ^ 1 mine noirn Tmnn +n rvnrfrOTr TJn T^'U — J tT JiLiL 
by the taxpayers. Yet Elliott [slip him some poisoned food. mies have tried to portray. He eral John Mitchell and Hdus- 

is an immensely human, jng Secretary George Romney confirmed reports that Hoo- He donates these delectables an immensely human, ing Secretary George Romogy 
ver, despite this armored pro- to, orphanages and other insti- ^erv^us faster bureau- have held several ^ecret cbp- 
tection, hunches down in one tutions. cr?j 10 ,as creatf^ a ^or_ ferences on^whether the fed- 
corner of the back seat with f Elliott .found1*, evidence in miaable law enforcement eral government should inter- 
his hat propped up in the fHdover's trash, however, that agency out or lvhat was once a fere with local zoning ordi- 
other corner. r . be had feasted on Florida cit- collection of political hacks, nances. The effect, in some 

Hoover picks up the FBI's rus fruit from trusted friends. But he should have been re- suburban communities, is .to 
70-year-old deputy chief, Clyde Among tlie discarded gift car- tired, with the nations grati- exclude blacks. Romney has 
Tolson, at his apartment each tons was one from, the late tude, 11 years ago, ,? * ^ argued that the zoning restric- 
morning between 8:30 and 9 President Eisenhower’s broth- tit>ns vio^ate the Constitution, 
o'clock. But the bulletproof er-in-law, Col. George Gordon Meamutes, iroomofe. Mitchell has been reluctant, 
Cadillac always pulls around Moore, who now belongs to Sex Scandal—A sex scandal however, to lake action 
to a rear door where the ailingifthe Virginia horsey set. that will rock Britain has been against local zoning boards. 
Tolson is whisked aboard. This Since Elliott, started rum- peddled to publications 
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Attorney General Mr. Mitohel, 

Offloe of the Attorney General, Washington, D.C* 

Sirt- - '■ ‘ 

/' <1 : • j - 

9 Opk Road, Woodland, 

St Auguatine Beach Florida, 

^ohruary, 5, 1971 

DRMATI0N qnjy 

H-PEIN^53C^mED 

Mr. To>vnp..i 

illr. £uJHv!tn 

yw-*\ * ' -• 
Ir'JjSJ,**} z>r 

Mr. CVyrihan. 

Mr, Career.. 

Mr, CVi!ira<t 
Mr. .Dathc*;/_ 
,/Mr. Fr!t„j_ 
|Mr. 

Mr. Tavc*l 

Mr. \Valtera_J 

Mr. S* vtvfaL, 
Tele, RoW 

Mias Hsjnv 
Miss Gaxti 

Beaton1 
Vft 
<S> r i 
N> 

C- 

I would like to o«ll to your attention the program on WBZ$ Weatinghouae Station, 
Maaa., last night, as handled by Jeiriy Millions. 

Thie is a talk show, 

O ' - ' 
He had Jack Anderson of Washington Merrygoround on via phone and permitted 

him to make his statements, and answer question phoned in by the people listening. 

The entire attack by Anderson was against J Edgar Hoover .One of the most vulgar, 
Imean attacks one might bear. His purpose, to get him fired. 

He called him a dictator, compared him to Hitler,(Jerry Willions remark) u 

Those calling in to support Mr. Hoover were cut off,insulted, and in some cases «5 
told not to call again, by Williona.He refused to permit them to finia«h their statements 

Both Anderson and Willions called Mr. Hoover senile, unable to do the job well. 

When Anderson mentioned Mr. Hoovers old friend with whop he has dinner most nightp: 
|they attack him, and while Anderson did not suggest it, WilliBns repeatedly ask him 
if he thought there was anything odd about the friendship,hinting of course, vioifusly 
that they might be homos. > „ 5 

I have follwed this Willions,. And he is a very bad character.1 think he should be 
Investigated, and insist that the station fire him. 

* • j \ * * t 
Anderson said Mr. Hoover (he referred to him, constantly as "that old man") 

was always investigating others so, he decided to investigate Mr. Hoover. 

le (Anders on) claimed fir. Hoover took over $15,000 from some man, when he stayed at a hotel in 
West, when he went to see some races, he insinuated that racketeer raise ^a.ta^ed_at the hotel. 

There is much more,hut I h<ipe yoii oheck this put. OjbjfiUs* 

One man calling from Canada calledhim a rable rouser, he CBH &S&ln. 

Another threatened to go to the program manager and they almost got into a 
fight, would hove if they had contacted. ... -—t- 

He attacked Mr. Hoover for hia remarks about Martin Luther King, he did not 
irmit ANYONE to say a word that disagreed with hia leftwfng, procommunist line 

He gave high praise to Kennedy a, so I wonder if this program was backed up by tfeq 
‘ed Kennedy, as it is said they pretty well control the state. 

The previous night, he had that I I on, with hia ao 
mean Mr. Hoover treated him, how he was demoted and when he resigned theyaiated on hia. 

aroinwcii 
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it impossible for him to get a job in government. 

fp expect to have this 



The program manager oertaipiy ia reapenblble for all this slander, he la probably 

paid by certain interests to allow this to go on. 

On Sunday night Jan, 31, in Chicago-1 do not have the station letters, it is called 
•contacts', a man whose name I believe ia Sherman Saltniok, or near that, 
attaced the CIA stating he had material from Natl Archives of the Kennedy(^ack) 
murder, and that it was the CIA who did this- claimed was dene because of Kennedy not 
covering Bay of Pigs - 

I He mentioned this I I and accused the Judges in the case of Chicago 7 of being 
I connected with the raoicets, particularly Judge Perry, 

I \ Now, it is rather staging that both of them are attacking both CIA and FBI, 
I Be stated that Mr, Hoover knewef this, and DID NOTHING* 

The H C on U A has been well discredited by pro- •mmuniste, now they hope to get 
the ody man who ia a here to the people of USA*. 

Lets get these radioala offi* 

•. Truly, 

b6 
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Rosen _ 
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Tele. Room 

Holmes -A._ 
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ri\'ice to Have a Gun 
There is -a school of thought which be¬ 

lieves some of the troubles which beset our 
society today stem from the lack of a feeling 
of personal involvement and responsibility 
for what goes on around us.' Thus it seeks, 
for example, to take important decisions 
such as those of the Vietnam war out of tradi¬ 
tional political hands. Its proponents feel re- . 
sponsibility for the misuse of our environ¬ 
ment, and are not satisfied that their com¬ 
mitment to their neighbors ends with a con- 

. tribution to the community chest. They real- . 
ize the attainment of worthwhile goals re¬ 
quires effective personal action. 

It is for this reason that many of us keep 
personal weapons available. The Washington', 
Star put it nicely some time ago when, in 
discussing' editorially a debacle in which 
Representative Cleveland found himself, it 
commented that it would have been “nice to 
have a gun”. It is not a master of vigilan- 
tism. It is recogntion of the reality that 

. someone has to hold the fort until reinforce¬ 
ments arrive. 

Editorials such as The Post’s “Bad Luck 
At Black Gulch” imply that the risk to so¬ 
ciety is too great, and point to some very in-1 
competent acts to support this position. It is 
too bad that this effort could not be directed 
instead toward seeking to insure competence 
with guns. Such an effort would receive the 
enthusiastic support of the groups which op- • 
pose the traditional gun confiscation propos¬ 
als, as well as those others whose goal is 
truly the elimination of firearms accidents. 
There will always be some accidents, of. 
course, just as there will always be some in¬ 
competence. But the mental and physical 
health of our society will be far better 
belief in the important place the individual 
served by opting for competence, and for a 

. holds in the welfare of the community. . 
- ^ L thedore d. perrine. 

fcxplanation, Please l 
Could Jack ^Anderson perhaps elaborate 

on thl* jffi^ffiT^agraph from his Merry- ; 
. Go-Round of February 4, 1971: , 

{“The FBI chief also won’t touch the delica- 
i cies he receives from unknown admirers, for 

fear someone might slip him some poisoned 
food. He donates these delectables to or- * 
phanages and other institutions.” ■ \ > 

PAUL DUNCAN^ 

The Washington Post n _ i Q 
Times Herald-U- 

The Washington Daily News- 

, a A | ^ The Evening Star (Washington) _ 

aJlJZ jT/VwyW The Sunday Star (Washington) — 
^ Daily News (New, York)- 

CK^/ Sunday News (New York)- 

A * • A • New York Post- 

The New York Times_ 

Jtht ■ ,<) 

' jf 

The New York Times — 

The Daily World- 

The New Leader- 

The Wall Street Journal 

The National Observer _ 

People’s World- 
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OSA GIN. *IG. NO. 17 

United states c;c^|^rnment 

Memorandum 
to : Mr, Bishoi/pjj? 

.-FROM : G. E. MalmfeldtfW^ 

o 

# 

DATE: 2/10,/71 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UN-CLASSIFIED 

DATE, 07-02-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/rs/lsg 

SUBJECT: THE WASHINGTON POST AND TIMES HERALD 
A LETTER TO EDITOR SUBMITTED BY 
Vf .PAUL DUNCAN, WASHINGTON 

Tolson _ 
Sullivan _ 

Casper_ 
Conrad_ 
Dal bey _ 
Felt_ 
Gale_ 
Rosen _ 
Tavcl _ 
Walters_ 
Soyars __ 
Tele. Room? - 
Holmes_! 
Gandy_ 

The 2/10/71 edition of ’’The Washington Post and Times 
Herald” in its Letters To The Editor contained a letter furnished by 
Paul Duncan, Washington. 

Duncan refers to column of Jack Anderson of 2/4/71 
and asks if Anderson could elaborate on the following paragraph from 
that column: ’’The FBI chief also won’t touch the delicacies he receives 
from unknown admirers, for fear someone might slip him some poisoned 
food. He donates these delectables to orphanages and other institutions.” 
The Director has noted, "Tell him Anderson is a malicious liar." 

The Washington Metropolitan Telephone Directory lists 
four individuals named Paul Duncan; one in Washington, D. C.; one in 
Maryland and two in Virginia. Bufiles were not searched regarding 
Paul Duncan due to the common name and lack of identifying data. It is 
not possible to determine from available information which of these Paul 
Duncans is identical with the writer and not felt wise to go to The Wash¬ 
ington Post to attempt to obtain further identifying data. 

RECOMMENDATION: ^ 

That no acknowledgA8?n£!& made in this matter due to 
lack of available data regarding the writer and, possibility that lelter" 
could be sent to the wrong individual^ *• / 

1 - Mr. Mohr ' 'a A I 
1 - Mr. Bishop - Enclosure p^yl* 
1 - Mr. Malmfeldt ApA ^ ' m/ 

FMG:IIk (4) 

61 FEB 24)9/, 
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m-mt February 17, 1971 

it,£* ~5oo 52* ^ 

Mi INFOHMMICHT COMIMHEI 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
HIE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/cs/lsg 

Your letter, with enclosure, was received on 
February 11th and I want t® thank you for your thoughtfulness. 
Tour kind sentiments and support are most encouraging and 
certainly mean a great deal to me. 

la response to your inquiry, I am sending you a 
copy ef my letter to Mr. Howard Jaffe of WJZ-TY 13 on Janu- 
ary !l$k and am returning your letter from| 
a*y»u requested. 

Sincerely yours, 

b6 
b7C 

r'tDlv f^r: 

, STias 
_CO viwI-FBt 

Enclosures (2) 

1 - Baltimore - Enclosures (2) 

Hoover 

b6 
b7C 

1 P h 

Tolson_ 
Sullivan_ 
Mohr_ 
Bishop_ 
Brennan, C.D. . 
Callahan_ 
Casper_ 
Conrad_ 
Dalbey_ 
Felt __ 
Gale_ 
Rosen _ 
Tavel __ 
Walters_ 
Soyars ._ 
Tele. RJ&jfi 
Holmes M 
Gandy ~ , W 

NOTE: Bufiles disclose no record of correspondent or_ 
He enclosed a letter from| |which states the Director had been 
offered an opportunity to comment on a recent program by Jack Anderson 
carried over this station. By outgoing 1/11/71 the Director declined to 
comment on Anderson's criticisms and a cupy of this letter is being sent 
to correspondent. " ^yu^iRFORMATT'OTf ccmmgfT 

REK:smj XEEOX 

FEB 19 1971 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-02-2007 B7 60324 auc baw/ra/lsg 

(February 11, 1971) 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Director of F. B. I. 
Washington, D. C. 

Mi\ Tolson 
Mry"£ti}livan„_. 

PH 

^Mr. Brennan CD— 

Mr. Callahan_ 

Mr. Casper- 

Mr. Conrad_ 

Mr. Dalbey_ 

Mr. Felt_ 

Mr. Gale_ 

Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. Tavel_ 

Mr. Walters_ 

Mr. Soyars_ 
Tele. Room_ 

Miss Holmes_ 
Miss Gandy_ 

Dear Sir: 

Upon viewing a recent program on W. J. Z. -TV, 
narrator Jack Anderson tried to arouse his viewers to 
request you being retired as director of the F. B. I. 

His methods of intimidations, and reasons seemed 
so ridiculous, and nauseating to me I wrote W. J. Z. expressing 
my disgust. 

They courteously replied to my letter; but I would 
like to know if you would verify their reply as true. 

Admiring your devotion, and sacrifices as director 
of the F.B.I. I wish you many more years, ’’with God’s Help” 
as their director. 

Kindly return the reply from W. J. Z. 

Sincerely yours, 

b6 
b7C 

COPY:nm 

XEROX 

FE§ 19 1971 41 w-' 
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Mr. Tolson_ 
Mr. Sullivan?-- 

Mr. Mohr- 
Mr. Bishop...... 

Mr. Brennan CD „„ 

! Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Casper.. 

Mr. Conrad. 

Mr. Da'bey. 

Mr. Felt.. 

Mr. Gale 
Mr. Rosen 

Mr. Tavel 

Mr. Walters 

Mr. S^yars_ 
Tele. Room_ 
Miss Holmes- 

Miss Gandy.— 
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TELEVISION HILL BALTIMORE MARYLAND 212T1 664-7B00 

V.'BZ • V.’BZ-TV BOSTON 

WINS fitw YORK 

KYW • XYW-7V PHILADELPHIA 
WJZ-TV BALTIMORE 

KDKA • KOHA-TV PITTSBURGH 

GROUP wowo n WAYNE 
WIND CHICAGO 

KPiX S/‘ FRANCISCO 

KFV.'B LOS ANGELES 

WESTINGHOUSE BRCADCA6TING COMPANY INC MO 

February 8, 1971 

Dear 

b6 
ALL INFO1MAII0N CONTAINED hi C 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-02-IH? BY 60324 lie tew/Efl/lsg 

I am sorry you did not enjoy our recent Arnold 
Zenker program with Jack Anderson. 

I am sure you know of Mr.' Anderson1 s long assoc¬ 
iation with Drew Pearson and that these two 
columnists have often espoused unpopular projects. 

/ 

I do appreciate your admiration for J. Edgar Hoover 
and I assure you that we did offer Mr/ Hoover both 
the opportunity to appear on this program and a 
subsequent program. He declined the offer ack- 

nowleding the fact that he is very aware of Mr. 
Anderson*s opinions. 

I do hope you will find other programs in the 
series more to your liking. 

b6 
| b7C 

enclosurb^ 

_XEROX 

FEB 19 1971 
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Memorandum 
UNITED STATES RNMENT # 

V 

TO 

FROM 

Mr* Mohr 

„ p 

T. E. Bishop^?#7 

DATE: 2/17/71 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

CATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/ra/lag 

SUBJECT: 

>■ 
•er 

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY (ABC) 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK sJ 

For the Director’s information, | 
m. on February 17, 1971, to furnish the following information which he 

]called Bishop back at 
5:50 p 
had determined to date concerning the incident at Mr. Hoover’s house on the 
morning of 2/17/71: 

ABC had a car in front of Mr. Hoover’s house this morning 
bearing District of Columbia license 777-383. which was occupied by 4 men. 
One was| the ABC newsman, who had requested an interview with 

<Y> 

Mr0 Hoover concerning the[ 
| against the Director regarding the 

case and Senator McGovern's allegations 
]case, and who had been advised that 

case is presently •the Director could not give the interview because the[ 
funder litigation. The other 3 men were a 3-man camera crew from ABC. 
| They had located themselves in front of Mr / Hoover’s house this morning in 
order to get some silent film .footage of Mr. Hoover coming out of his house. 

/ They also had in the car some sound equipment in the_event Mr. Hoover wished 
( Ho make some comment; for them, even if it was a "no commentJr /) " 7 

V '* There ^was;anothei; car parked in front of Mr0 Hoover Ts house, xl 
blue car with Maryland license'll Istated that the license number was 
GB 1065, 

VN 

* 

8b 6 
e*b7c 
L.V 

; *=r: 
•ST 
] 

;ci' 
;,o 

While the ABC car was parked in front of Mr. 
b7D 

* Hoover’s house, one of the 2 men in the blue car with the above Maryland license, 
got out of the car and went over to Mr. Hoover’s garbage can and started going 

| through it. When the ABC camera crew saw this happening, they took some 
/silent film footage of the proceedings. While this was going on, a chauffeur 

fcame out of Mr. Hoover’s house and talked briefly with the man going through 
he garbage can and another Negro (a female) also came out of the house and 
.ppeared to speak briefly with the man. The ABC crew saw the man going 
rough the garbage can remove some material from the can, although they are 

nable to state what was taken out of the can, and they saw him then make the "V” 
ign with his fingers, get back in the blue car and it drove-off. 

Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Miss Gandy g 3 

1 (i ^ 
M —” —. 77777" n r\4m. 1 W\ ii 

X 
, </ , • 

4/S' - j —, A'i'WW'Xl 
(CONTINUED 

jg ^ m,_r 
J'V 71 ~K A At? TOT* 7\iTTi rP<AT R 

1 - Mr. M.A.Jc 

iffP’ttgjB 1971 COPY MACE FOB MB. TOLSO 

W me 
?VEft|^APR 19 1971 



Bishop to Mohr memo (continued) 
Re:P 1 

b6 
b7C 

_stated that the management of ABC was very 
much disturbed on getting the initial report about this matter because they 
would never have countenanced anyone from ABC stooping so low as to go 
-•through Mr. Hoover's garbage. | 1 stated that he doubted very much 
that the film of the individual going through the garbage would ever be used on 
ABC. He stated, however, that Mr. Hoover is a public figure and they felt 
|sure he would understand why a television company might want to take some 
fup-to-date pictures of Mr. Hoover in connection with”a possible news story. 
I [advised that he was going to make some additional inquiries into 
this matter and would call the Director or Bishop on the morning of 2/18/71, 

{with whatever additional facts he has developed. He again reiterated that it 
was definitely no one from ABC who was going through Mr. Hoover's garbage 
can and that they would never have done such a thing, or been responsible for 
having it done, under any circumstances. /] <i . ,,, 

ft- , 
At 6:10 p.m., 2/17/7^ | [again called Bishop and 

I stated that he had just been advisedby the manager! of the Washington Bureau 
of ABC News, that he had determined that an unidentified, employee at the. 

\ Washington office of ABC had received a telephone call sometime this morning 
! from an individual who Taid his first name wasj | This individual stated 
that he understood that ABC had gotten a picture of him tnis morning going 
through Mr. Hoover's garbage can. He stated that he does it everyday, that he 
works for Jack Anderson, and that he told Anderson that he had been filmed in 
the act of doing so this morning and Anderson told him to call ABC and tell 

[them that he was employed by Anderson. , a J— 
*•» —=, v'V:4j' Ou JU.fVr.X. '.■■J*, A f v 

^ SAC Kunkel of the Washington Field Office (WFO) has been 
furnished with Maryland license number GB 1065 (it is noted tha£ the Director's 
Office previously had received this number as pB 106j>] and has been instructed 
to immediately institute discreet inquiries to determine the identity of the person 
to whom this license plate is issued and what his employment, background, etc. 
consist of, with particular attention to whether he is employed by Jack Anderson. 

(SAC Kunkel was instructed that the results of his inquiries should be furnished 
in written form to the Director's Office as early as possible on the morning of 
2/18/71. ... ‘ , 

b6 
b7C 

nTjtfCH&O 
(RECOMMENDATION-OVER) 
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Bishop to Mohr momo (continued) 

Ko=l I 
b6 
b7C 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None0 For information. Whatever additional information 
may be furnished by Mr. Hagerty on 2/18/71 will be immediately brought to 
the Director’s attention. 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-02-2007 BY €0324 erne baw/rs/lsg 

MARYLAND LICENSE 
GB-106S 

2/18/71 

During the course of the night of February 17, 
1971, the female,| ]who was 
observed driving a venicie with tne captionea license 
to the 57th Street address in Bladensburg, Maryland, was 
seen in Apartment I I Inquiry with the apartment house 
management disclosed that Apartment I Iis occupied by 

I I is a 

b6 
b7C 

|___i_|and drives a late 
model Datsun with Maryland license HJ-9246. He is employed 
by the prince Georges County Sentinel as a reporter in 
Bladensburg and was previously ftmpi nvptri hv ths Prinrfi_ 
Georges County Post. is al 

| _ _[and is employecTJ)y_jack.-Anderson, 
columnistHe was oreviduslv‘ empl0yed by the Prince 

jGeorges County Post. I \drives a 1969 MG Roadster ✓ 
J with Maryland license HN-7425. 

As of 1:15 p.m. this date, the female and I 
were observed leaving the apartment house and departing in 
their respective automobiles. The female, obviously I I 

I is en route to Annapolis. A photograph was_obtained 
of | Iwho. according to the Aqehts^appears"to~be'"ap^ 
proximateiyl [years old and I I 

---- 
The Baltimore office advised that corporation 

frecords for the State of Maryland disclosed that in con- 
fnection with a reorganization of the Evening Capitol News- 
1, paper on April 6, 1970, Jack Anderson was listed as a director. 

A pretext telephone call was made to the Evening 
^Capitol Newspaper in Annapolis and inquiry was made concem- 
Unq I Iwho was described as being in his earlyl I 
j —— -j response 

b6 
b7C 

f' ? 
« V I . . 

: 'If;TA 
'SoSS: 

ENCLOSURE 

A^ 



\was that this was probably a new employee by the name of 
I ”I who fit this description and was slightly 
balding on tne top of his head. Efforts are currently 

/ Ibeing made to obtain his photograph. 
** -vf SV“'. ,_ 
^ (j It is noted that Special Agent 
.has advised that the individual who was observed going 
■ through the trash appeared to be in his early I I_, 

You will be advised of further developments 
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J. Edgar Hoover 
F.B.I. 
Washington, D.C. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DME 07-02-2007 BY €0324.wig hm/zs/lsq 

Mr. Callahan_» 
Mr. Casper.—™** 
Mr. Conrad__ 
Mr, Pii bay.__ 
Mr, Felt_ 

j Mr. Gale..,.., 

Mr, Rosen_^ 
Mr, Tnvnl.. 
Mr. V/altcra..,. 

TcIg. Room...- 
Mi33 Holmes_ 
Miss Ganri)j»_^_ , 

b6 
b7C 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

I have read with a great deal of disgust the recent articles 
written about you by that well known gossip columnist Mr. Jack Anderson. 
I well realize your ability to protect yourself from the likes of Jack 

1 Anderson. I do have two comments which I would like to make. 

First I want to thank you for the wonderful feeling of security 
Jyou and your wonderful organization have always given me. Knowing that 
you and your people are on the job has been appreciated by all of us for 
so many years that I'm afraid we have come to take you for granted. 
When you are forced to defend yourself from a disgruntled former agent 
or a publicity seeking Senator its as though all of us were being attacked. 
Hold the line Mr. Hoover and know that all real Americans love and respect 
you and hope you go on for many many years to come doing your wonderful 
work. 

, Secondly I wish you could tell me where free speech ends & 
I libel or seditios talk begins. 

The other night (Thursday Feb 4th) a local talk show (Jerry 
| Williams, W. B. Z. Boston) had a telephone conversation with Mr. Jack 
Anderson. During this show Mr. Williams discussed you with Mr. Anderson 

I and listeners called in and took part in the discussion. 

Mr. Williams on three seperate occasions asked in a leering, 
I salicious manner what your relationship was with your asst, director. 
j His exact words were ,TWhat goes on between Edgar & Basil?" His manner 

I of miestinninsr loft no doubt what he ha-npd to hpar. Mr. Anderson o-ave him 



Mr. Williams had had a former F.B.I. agent on his show 
I who is claiming you forced him to resign and are blacklisting him, thus 
making it impossible for him to get a job. The remarks, innuendos, 

I statements from context were criminal in my judgement. 

This man Williams is an Arch Liberal at best and a 
I communist at worst. His guests constantly include people who advocate 
I violent overthrow of our country, burning & rioting as a means of 
achieving whatever goals they are interested in. I have not heard 
Mr. Williams actually advocate any of these things but he constantly 
encourages this type of person and discourages any that disagree. I 
feel he & his kind are a danger to all of us. I’ve written the I. E. E. 
Westinghouse Corp and Group W radio stations but he still spreads 
his evil. 

folk, 
I believe that Free Speech is the bedrid* of democracy and 

would defend it to the death. However, Mr. Justice Holmes once said 
"Shouting Fire in a crowded theatre is not free speech it is criminal. 
I think Mr. Williams is shouting "Fire" in a crowded theatre. What 
can we do about it ? 

Good luck and Good wishes 

Yours truly 

COPY:wmc 



TO 

FROM 

r,*. 'So *•'* ^ 

"I'MU P M'.Vnj^tOVERNMENT 

A lemoraridum 

Mr. Mohr 

,JSIi INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEBE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/ra/lsg 

V, 

1/ 

To! son 

Sullivan Hj 

c^fu i£_ 
A-JlrLohan, C^T 
Callahan_ 

Casper 

T. E. Bishop 

DATE: 2/18/71 

o 

' Conrad 5/ ^ 

Do! bey <^4. 

SUBJECT: 
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‘A d, Af /4 fit 

Foil . 

Calc_ 

Rosen „ 

Tnvel _ 

Walters „ 

Soyars _ 

Tele. Room . 
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, Gn*r! 
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AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY (ABC) 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

As reflected in the addendum of Bishops memorandum to 
on that date the Director's Mr. Mohr of 2/18/71, Bishop furnished 

reaction to the information which he had given to Bishop on the late afternoon 
of 2/17/71 concerning incidents at Mr. Hoover’s house on the morning of 
2/17/71, as set forth in Bishop’s memorandum to Mr. Mohr on that date. 

| |stated that he was going to make additional forceful inquiries into the 
matter to insure that he had the complete, accurate story and has not been 
given a ’’cock and bull” story by the Washington ABC representatives. 

and the crew had agreed to meet at Mr. 
drove there in his 

fMaryland license GJ 4146. 
Hoover’s~house on the morning of 2/17/71 and[ 
personal car. When he arrived, the car with the District of Columbia plates, 
bearing the 3-man camera crew, was there. He got out of his personal car, 
went over and talked to the men in the camera crew and gave them their 
instructions as to how he wanted cameras set up for the possibility of filming 
Mr. Hoover as he departed his residence, and continued while in the area to 
give directions to the camera crew. 

?h 1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Miss Gandy 
1 - Mr. M. A. Jones 

TEB:jo - t iv 
(5) /V 

55MAY 101971 

APR l9 , 3 -APR l 
CONTINUED - O 

3SIFIED 
\ 

MB. TOLSQllUMtt ^EaBCB 

V* 
w 

called Bishop back at 4:30 p.m. on 2/18/71 and stated 
that in his haste to get an explanation of this matter yesterday afternoon, fie 
had gotten a garbled version of what actually happened, although he hastened to 
explain that ABC representatives definitely had nothing to do with taking any 
of Mr. Hoover’s garbage. He said that the following is what he has determined 
through his complete inquiries: 

In Mr. Hoover’s neighborhood yesterday morning there were 2 
ABC cars; one bore District of Columbia license 777-38,3 and contained a 3-man 

Tone of the camera crew; 
the ABC newsman 

|camera crew. ThisTar'is~assigned to 
jthe other car was the per sonally' owned car "of ] 
I who was in charge of the group, his car being a green Chevrolet Camaro bearing 

b6 
. b7C 

25 
' e 

o 



Dishop to Mr, .Mehv memo (continued) 
Re: I 1 

b6 
b7C 

A third car, a 1969 green colored Chevrolet bearing Maryland 
license GB 1065, drove up to the area of Mr. Hoover's house after the 2 ABC 

^cars were already there. A man got out of the car and when he started to take 
jthings out of the garbage can, _instructed his crew to shoot film of 
Jthe incident. After Mr. Hoover’s chauffeur and a female Negro from Mr. 
(Hoover’s house talked to the man taking things out of the garbage can, he gave 
the "V” sign with his fingers, got back in the car with Maryland license GB 1065 
and drove off. At no time did any of the ABC representatives speak to this 

!individual or anybody else in his car. When Mr. Hoover's chauffeur departed 
in Mr. Hoover's car, | in his car, and the 3 ABC cameramen in the 
car with the District of Columbia license, followed it for a short while until 

5they determined that Mr. Hoover was not in the car, at which time they came 
[back to the area of Mr. Hoover's house. After remaining there awhile and 
feeling that Mr. Hoover was not coming out, _gave instructions that 
the group should leave and both of the ABC cars departed; I lleft alone 

| in his cai^and the 3 cameramen in the car with the District of Columbia license 
jplates. 

With regard to the call received by ABC on the morning of 2/17/71 
l from the individual who said he worked for Jack Anderson, | | advises 
I that he caused an inquiry to be made to Jack Anderson's office asking if 
\ someone had called ABC on the morning of 2/17/71 to report that they had been 

■ filmed taking items from Mr. Hoover’s garbage can by an ABC crew. _ 
i said that Anderson admitted that one of his employees, who he identified as 

| a staff assistant, ” was the individual who had telephoned 
lABC on that morning advising he was the individual photographed by ABC. 

t _again stated that he wanted Mr. Hoover to know 
| that the film made by ABC would never be utilized on the air and that ABC was 

b6 
b7C 

>not going to show any program concerning Mr. Hoover or the I lease at this 
Itime, and he also advised Bishop that he felt he had given sufficient instructions 
I to insure that no ABC cameramen would ever again take pictures at Mr. Hoover’s 
('residence. He did state, however, that he must agree with Mr* Hoover that 

land the camera crew used poor judgment in going to Mr. Hoover’s 
residence in the first place, after Mr. Hoover had indicated that he would not 
grant any interviews, and that they should have at least advised the FBI in 
advance of their intentions to film Mr. Hoover departing his residence. 

(CONTINUED - OVER) 

- 2 - 
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Rishoo to Mr. Mohr memo (continued) Re;|— - 

This would seem to clarify to a great extent what was observed 
by Mr. Hoover at his residence yesterday morning. To further clarify the 
matter, SAC Turvn of the Baltimore Office, on Bishop’s instructions, contacted 
this afternoon_____to whom is 
issued Maryland license jCB 1065 for a 1967 Dodge. I ladvised that he 
drives his car to work each morning, arriving at a Baltimore factory at 6:00 a.m. 
and that the car remains parked there in a locked condition until he leaves in 
the late afternoon. He said that he arrived at his employment at 6:00 a. m. on 
2/17/71 and his car was not utilized by him or anyone else until the late afternoon. 
He additionally noted that his car is a 4-door Dodge Dart, beige (very light tan) 
in color. It would appear from the above that the car utilized by the individual 
who searched through the garbage can bore Maryland license GB 1065 rather 
than CB 1065. It will be noted that inquiries concerning this Maryland' tag by 
the Washington Field Office (WFQ) have developed that this license plate is 

I for a 1969 light green 
Chevrolet. This car is generally in the possession of| 
_who is employed at the Evening Capitol Newspaper 
in Annapolis, of which Jack Anderson was a director in April, 1970. Through 
investigation bv WFQ on the night of 2/17/71. it was determined thatl I 

HI and who is employed by Jack Anderson. 
the columnist. It will be noted thatl Tis the same individual who has been 

f|asking questions in Mr. Hoover’s neighborhood previously and also was 
| previously identified in a column by Anderson as having searched Mr. Hoover’s 
[^garbage can. 

As the Director is aware. lis described as beingf 

. photograph is being obtained by WFO and will be shown to the Director and[ 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None* For the Director’s information* 

IBS 

- 3 - 
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TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

5010-106 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. Mohr 

Mi INFORMATION CONTAINS!} 
HEREIN IS UNCUkSSIFIE© 

DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/ra/SI 

DATE: 2-22-71 
Rosen . 
Tavel _ 
Walters 

T. E. Bishop 

_ 

Soyars_ 
Tele. Room 
Holmes_ 
Gandy- 

'_ It will be recalled that the above individual is | 
_to columnist Jack^Anderson, who has gone through the b6 
garbage cans at Mr. HoSver^s“resiffence and who has made numerous b7C 
inquiries concerning Mr. Hoover in the neighborhood of his home. 

A check was made of the Identification files in December 
on this individual without locating an arrest record, but it was noted 
we had no date of birth for him at the time and, therefore, were unable 
to identify him with a record. On 2-22-71, SAC Kunkel of the Washington 
Field Office advised that captioned individual had been born on 
_| Based on this information, a check was again made 

, in Identification records under the name and birth date of captioned. 
There was found no record in either the civil or criminal records of 
the Identification files. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None. For information. 

1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mj[*ss Gandy 
1 - Mr. M. A. Jones 
1 - Mr. Bishop 

■> 

i/ 
1# 



FROM 

»0*M NO. <0 / <•*> >♦*> 
**A ftIM *KV N*V »> 

- UNITED STATES GWERNMENT 

Memorandum 
IP 

TO : Mro Bishop||^/I^ 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 2/12/71 

G. E. MalmfeldtC^^ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIE! 

DATE 07-02-2007 BX 60324 sue beuf/ra/lsg 

Tolbcfr - 
Sullivan 

Mohr_ 

Bishop 

Brennan, C.D. 

Callahan 

Casper _ 

Conrad _ 

Dalbey _ 

Felt_ 
Gale_ 

Rosen _ 

Tavcl _ 

Walters 

Soyars . 

Tele. Room 

Holmes 

Gandy 

om^ZL 
.^L.- 

This is to recommend no acknowledgment of the attached 
communication from I 
unstable. 

W 

]who appears to be emotionally 

ength and rambling nature, no typed true 
j. [ Icould not be identified j 

Because of its lens 
copy is being made of incoming. 
in Bufiles. He writes in a rambling fashion regarding events which have] 
occurred during his lifetime and indicates he has been the victim of varA, 
ious^harassments for the past eighteen years. He encloses a copy ofj' ‘ 
JacirAnderson’s,article entitledJ>TBI Chief Has ’Jitters’.” He comments 
that Mr. Hoover must have stepped on Anderson's toes to precipitate such 
an article. I I states he was to appear in court on 2/9/71 to 
decide whether or not he is competent and he desires the FBI to investi¬ 
gate his case since he believes he is being framed. 

RECOMMENDATION: „ 

That no acknowledgment be made of this communication^ 
since correspondent evidences emotigs^iflaiabilit^. y* 

NOT- RECORDS® 
,s j 8 m 

1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop - Enclosures (4) 
1 - Mr. Malmfeldt HU »« 

• - ! . ;;; ••'w ui »il. 

MHB:nmw (4) 
aW *■ l; I . . 

<M }4 & J Mr £>j /477 / 

b6 
b7C 

Q 
53 
•C 

't 
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•UNITED .STATI-S C<^BRXMENT 

Memorandum 
to Director, 

I'ovu'va i. lUtfo.ui ot. investigation 

i'KO'l 

! s 

L 

e\ ; .v l.iHHKird 

Asf.ist.aat; Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

»' > 

I' r 

DEPARTMENT Ol 

'•'■■■"■■FE B 2-U 971 

JL:RAM:LNS:eh 
DJ 144-17M-NEW 

ALL INFORMATION CCHTJJ11E: 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 07-02-2007 BY €0324 auc baw/rs/lag 

subject: Unknown Guards and State Troopers, Subjects; 
Florida State Prison, 
Pvaiford (Union County), Florida; 
Unknown Convicts - Victims; 
Summary Punishment 
CIVIL RIGHTS 

-O 
I The enclosed report from Jack Anderson/s column 
[appeared in the Washington Post on February 19, 1971. 
The information indicates possible violations of 13 
U.S.C. 242 by unknown prison guards. Please conduct 
a preliminary investigation in this matter. As part 
of the investigation please do the following: 

1. Interview Mr. Anderson to obtain specifics 
on the information in his column. If possible, obtain 
the names of the prison employees who reportedly confirm 
the prisoners* version of the incident and interview these |f 

. persons away from the prison. Obtain a copy of the state- \ ^ 
( ment signed by 36 inmates and any other written statements 

I i by inmates concerning the incident. Observe the lead 
. | pellets reportedly in Mr. Anderson's possession and trace 
» 1 the chain of custody for them. 

2. Locate and interview the prisoners who were 
wounded, and;trace the chain of custody for all projectiles 
removed from them. Describe the caliber of these projectiles.^. 
Your interview of wounded prisoners should include those 



2 

3. Photograph the triple fence which the prisoners were 
reportedly charging, and diagram the area in which the prisoners 
and guards had been massed. 

4. Obtain copies of all prison records detailing: (a) the 
woundings and injuries of prisoners and guards (if any) and the 
treatment given each; (b) the weapons and ammunition in the 
prison arsenal and.to whom individual weapons were issued on 
February 12; and (c) the amount of ammunition expended on 
February 12. 

5. Please determine whether other police agencies 
supplied men to Raiford Prison on February 12 and, if so, 
whether men from these agencies participated in the firing 
on prisoners. If so, interview these officers, determine 
what weapons and ammunition they used. 

6. Determine what local investigation, if any, is 
being conducted in this matter and keep us advised of develop¬ 
ments . 

7. An article appearing in the Washington Post of 
February 16, 1971 states that State Prison Director Wainwright 
said that no one was hurt by the shooting. It is not clear 
this article is referring to the incident of February 12, 1971, 
hoxvever. Determine whether Mr. Anderson's article of February 19 
and the article of February 16 refer to the same incident. A 
copy of this earlier article is also enclosed. 



Y/j iKCTON POST v<-h. >9. im 

Y:j 

FI- .. v- kc ; a .litoj'/iiiy 
v * f %; v rd; a;1 a "prison! 
' " "A,;. w.{jf I(; fact, a pri."-| 

v vxmod: by 1 dggcr-happy i 
,v-vyU ‘. I 

/;> : ovi'.-mt h-V : been SlWUg- 
:Wl L> np out of Florida's! 

-kJCord prison 
‘.v -A emrdcA, vrlmae fbo eking 
;v’k''.o‘.3y !,‘.c b : uanppork.d 
V .four prhmi t:plcyces and 
wt pi is on o.CCIcir.'L ’ 

Tbe were 
J out of tho prison 

an rv-lumalc and r* 
*. a 7 . j.\> liy 0.1 ;»lor id ft cocci. 

A a cyl/cnce, the convicts 
r■ ■ in ic*;:I -pa'leir? from the 
A i. r-v: rvvd on them. 
V" oavc: Ivuv! in touch ;;c- 

V’ i.'It wlih ■ i\c p/von employ- 
v/l^j r,roi:-.,n ike prisoners* 

.v avi o'.w'-t hrryoned. 
v •-s yack J: urmlnputccl: 

/’* . •:>. -A p-.rdr: v/ilh shot- 
" / nr. Hast *10 prir> 

■i p.-d h.::n striking 
r:-v refnwm. on ford’s base- 

The prAcm oirr.etor, Louie 
'7rinwnf'-h <: kirns the con¬ 
vict I r, w.v * • v/gieg a triple 

• /■ • i ;fC:n t to flee..Thc 
r ri o i o ;i.-j bald the 
mr riy; Pyy -.{ kivn back with 
[;;i i:;*;ov. V’-v: ■*:. Ac story that 

c i put ci.^ by ih.> v/ire serv- 

Av ■ ■ 
«■ A -tyil by 3G Jyv 

"epe'Wt? L/C .*■?. yifik: bb]'U:”c , 
range, There \v;:» alu'oUnial.yi 
no ‘prior warning.” ; j 

“At. no time/* nab; rf^-hor; 
letter, 4*d;.d anyone move to-1 
waivi or rush the* j-'eaco/* • . 

44 it v/oulcl be pure an Icicle to | 
atteuipt to eacapo over these j 
three xonccn/’ dcclnrtu an-j 
o ih or' s t: atoi n c n L “/* hyon e | 
vrouUI bo cut to pieces ... it Is 
iiaic?.]).;? to rue that'such Tnen 
as those who beau the penal 
system in Florida would come 
up with such an obviously 
false account of this tragedy." 1 

Ono man watching from a 
window testified, that the 
guards "made a shooting gal¬ 
lery out oi tho ball diamond 
with live ammunition &nd 
(human) targets." 

A high prison official, speak¬ 
ing to us confidentially, raid 
V/almvrlghc “haa no real evi¬ 
dence those guys charged the 
fence." ■ 

The claim that only blrdbhnt 

‘ ’ ' '; ‘ • V;';; elf ' '* . 
. ’ J .7 J ..//(' j KtJ 

<u 
• ■tea ;md guards. He ran for 

oAieo Va,.t year, after .all, on 
an <;;\pucaty5’ 'platform. 

viv ?X first refused, then 
condltbrually agreed. Then he 
reneged exactly one hour hc- 
Lxo my associate, Lea Whit¬ 
ten, was to catch a plane for 
Fhiford, ''t ' 

VfiiiikVf&rJlxl0c "2.0?p?ae 
From the hospital, nn In- 

mov.o. wrote us that rdoout 50 
ir-ou, all convicts were treated 
—-two of them “for testicle 
swelling. Iir both cases the 
•men had been kicked in the 
testicles for attempting to 
carry wounded convicts from 
the yard." 

Wainwright spoke to us at 
length by telephone from in¬ 
side tho Halford prison. “The 
1 n:;t thing 1 wanted to downs 
use .gunfire," he said. But he 
added that 4Tm through nego¬ 
tiating" until the guards-fully 
control the prison. 

, \ i1 n ’ * lt\ to bo eye wit 
t,: iim guards 

v4 n.j YioGvi < - iyi-1. t>jj.**. ont ■». • , , 
is also disputed by tfca'lecwtL LA conlujaco reports that 
pellets smuggled out to us. 
These definitely- arc heavier 
hot, the kind generally used 

to kill de 

and been leaked to us that 17 
of tho Si-man convict negotiat¬ 
ing team had been locked up 

; jin ihe drerid "Flat Top" isoln* 

• Wo have received testimony: 
from three prisoners that a 
subniachlncgun or other g.utc- 
matte, weapon was used. Largo 
caliber slugs .v/cro.'foupd, wo 
hr,vo been informed, m two 
.vlctima.' ■ 

After the smagglcd.eyidouco 
reached.' us, v/o immodlately 
asked Florida Gov. Ecnben 
Askew for permission to enter 
tho prison and interview in-) not at prlsonero, he said. 

lion redidn. They had.'been 
confined, ha said/ because 
they 'refused to; obey 'orders. 

' As for tlvo wounded,. Waln- 
wright raid al} had been hit 
with birtfsliot except two who 
bad been struck with slugs 
from, either e/rhlncx or .45-cal- 
iher rubrnr;cbineguhs. Tiiose 
hcavicrv>weapons v/cro sup¬ 
posed to ba fired In the air, 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

ENCLOSURE 

>:Vr(V/-n 

V/nin:wright, who Is presi¬ 
dent of the prestigious Aiv;d- 
can Correctional Assodafior?, 

added: 441 rechn inu iuh'd lb at 
you not be allowed inside” to 
talk with prisoners. The gover¬ 

nor, so far at least, ha a gone 
along with the cover-up. 

ALL INFGRH&TrON COfilAIHED 
HEREIN IS tMCLASS1F1ED 

MTE 07-02-2007 BY €0324 sue. bw/rs/lsg 
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ATTORNEY 

ALL INFORMATION 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 <mc bdlMIllllb 

DEPUTY 
A AG 
ED-EMP. 

Deputy 
AAG 
chim.-hou.se 
VOTING 

j(}' ]'{'.fi £} JiAL." 
.KAIFOftD, Fun — Guards, 

' viols in Baiford State Porn- 
tentinry. . ; ' ■ ; 

• Convicts. have jeept ten-* 
; sioAs high for nearly a we:.'.:, 
'protesting, - crowded, condi¬ 
tions, panue practices, Jadr 
of medical care and other 
•grievances. ( ■ . -- 

State P riso’n s Direetoi 
Louie \vaimvright said \vah;.: 
ing shots were . fired * line 
the air during the trouble 
at the .prison “to get aften- 

.lion” He said no-one was 
hurt . "V • ■, V . . i 

. There -v/as also troable 
with a .group of more than 
100 prisoners from the hos¬ 
pital area who began•'hurl¬ 
ing threats .- at’ the -guards^ 
.Wainwright''-said.- \ 

Al Oui sUl £ Y'i^UPL'EjLVici.ne.'m. ili. ?>,L\.Uvrtd 

: '■! / "A 

EXECUTIVE 
ASSISTANT 

,'CRIMINAL ’ 

EDUCATION- 

EMPLOYMENT 

HOUSING j 

VOTING li 
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OFFICE 
LEG. & 
SPEC ._ PEOJ 

"OFFICE of' 
PLAN. & 
SPEC. APPEALS 

' OFFICE"FOR" 
TITLE VI 

OTHER 

RETURN TO 

CORRES. 
UNIT 

'{08&i 

ENCLOSURE 

EDITORIAL 
UNIT 

SECTION 
DOCKET 
CLERK 

ATTORNEY 



2/26/71 

Tnlftoit . j 
SiilliviiM . I, 

J „ 
Ui-.linp - 
Brcntm/i, C.D. 
Callahan_J, 
Casper_^ 
Conrad_ 
Dal bey_ 
Felt_ 
Gale_ 
Rosen _ 
Tavcl - - 
Walters_ 
Soynrs _ 
Tele* JlctfUDj. 

Hohitani 
Ganfl?y_&„ 1 

AIRTEL 

/} 

s', '* *' b6 
b7C 

1 - Mr. Bishop 

FROM: 

SAC, JACKSONVILLE (44-1131) 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

LOUIE L. VIAm'/RIGHT, ET AL, OFFICIALS 
FLORIDA DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS AND 
VARIOUS OFFICERS AND GUARDS AT FLORIDA 
STATE PRISON, RAIFCRD, FLORIDA; 
VARIOUS PRISON INMATES - VICTIMS 
CIVIL RIGHTS 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

He 07-02-2007 BY 60324 auc hm/zsllag 

Reurairtel dated 2/22/71, 

Enclosed are two copies of a self-explanatory Depart- V 
mental letter, dated 2/23/71 and two copies each of its enclosures, \ 

WFO should immediately interview columnist Jack j 
Anderson for details requested and advise Jacksonville promptly / 
followed by report. * 

c Complete the requested investigation in ...accordance with v\> 
the provisions of Section 27, Volume II, Manual o^-Instructions, 
and surep within fourteen days of receipt of this:communication, 

5 State in the first paragraph of the details of your - 
report that it contains the results of a limited investigation. b 

V j * 

o< Advise all persons interviewed and appropriate officials ^ 
at the outset that this investigation is being conducted at the 
specific request of the Assistant Attorney General Jerris - 

-Leonard, Civil Rights Division, U. S. Department of Justice. 

. x A ^rr.0 
Enclosures - 6 £/' \j pra 

2 - WFO (Enclosures - 6) < ) \a}1'A51 ^ 850 

RMDjmcl 
(6) 

rmapiiemmefms 
/. '-'.iffi?' I £JJ\ V-a* v 
jV ‘ ; j 
/ j&mmsEj) v 

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 

T. 
v4p 

TELETYPE VNITjm 



>;ow c.w >. it /l a rjoup of inmates at the Raiford State 
IVn.i iont.ta.vy, UaJLford, Florida, staged a work and hunger 
strike to emphasize demands. The subject, the prison 
director, met a delegation of prisonex-s that day. The 
following day approximately 1,000 prisoners joined the 
strike. When approximately 600 prisoners attempted to 
storm a fence, they were subdued by guards using gas and 
bird shot equipped shotguns. About 43 inmates were wounded, 
and only one v;ounded seriously. A new flare-up occurred 
2/17/71 and resulted in injuries to 8 inmates and 3 guards. 
The Florida States Attorney’s Office and the Governor are 
both conducting investigations. 

On 2/18/71, the American Civil Liberties Union 
filed suit in United States District Court, Jacksonville, 
requesting the Federal Government operate the prison until 
the problems are solved. A hearing began on 2/20/71 and 
has been continued. 

On 2/19/71, columnist Jack Anderson in the 
Washington Post wrote the 2/12/71 incident was a prisoner- 
shoot by trigger-happy guards. He claims to have proof 
which was smuggled to him by prisoners at Raiford. 
# 
I Department requests interview of Jack Anderson 
I for details in his possession as well as other information. 
i 
’ Department also requested all wounded prisoners 
»be interviewed; trace any projectiles recovered as to chain 
of custody and determine caliber; photograph fence reportedly 
charged and diagram area; obtain copies of prison records 
relating to incident and identify any assisting police agencies 
and determine arms and amunition available to them and prison 
guards. 

2 
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FROM 

>nniHM IMAM MO. (0 

a\. U>*» 101 MOM 
to |)|M Mo too | f 

uni n:n states mo\ i^mi:nt 

Memorandum 

Mr. Sullivan^v|J Mr. Sullivan^ 

A. Rosen^lyr, 

Mi imommim corane 
HEREIN IS TOOLASSIFIED 

2007 BY 60324 sue bpw/r s/1 sg 

DATE: March 5, 1971 

SUBJECT: UNKNOWN SUBJECTS; 
l OFFICE OF INFORMATION FOR THE 

P ARMED FORCES - VICTIM 
INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 

1 - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. Malley 
1 - |-1 
1 - Mr. Nuzum 
1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 

\Hretn\an, C.D. . 
Cnllohnn_ 
Cospcr_ 
Conrad_ 
Dal bey_ 
Felt_ 
Gale .. .« _ 
Rosen _ 
Tavel _ 
Walters_ 
Soyars_ 
Tele. Room_ 
Holmes_ 
Gandy- 

b7C i 

f*~) This is to advise the newspaper columnist Jack 
^Anderson may write an article concerning FBI investigation 

of captioned matter. In his columns appearing in "The 
Washington Post" on 12/21 and 26/70, Anderson reported on 
the alleged bugging of two conferences held in October, 
1970, at Office of Information for the Armed Forces, 
Arlington, Virginia. These conferences dealt with possible 
reduction-in-force for that office. Anderson’s articles 
indicated Armed Forces officials discussed the reduction- I in-force in a flippant and jocular manner that indicated 
callous disregard for the welfare for employees about to 
lose their jobs at Christmas time. On 12/26/70, Anderson 
played on his radio program portions of a tape recording 
allegedly made of the conferences. 

On 1/27/71, the Criminal Division by memorandum 
requested certain investigation to determine whether an 
Interception of Communications violation was committed and 
desired interviews with each participant in the conferences. 
By airtel received 3/4/71, Alexandria Office advised 

I I and| I employees of Armed 
Forces Radio - TV Services, are indicated by investigation 
to be possibly involved in the alleged bugging. Both have 
refused to be interviewed in detail on advice of counsel, fair 
each admitted having heard a three-hour tape made of the 
conferences, but each declined to comment further concerning 
the tape. Each denied having anything to do with the alleged 
bugging or the furnishing of the tape to Jack Anderson. On 
3/2/71, suspectl | advised he had been contacted by a 
member of Jack Anderson's staff who inquired concerning the 
interview conducted*by the FBI, and indicated he could possibly 
make| |famous, apparently by writing another newspaper 
column.concerning FBI’s investigation of this matter. 

CAN:mlp JK* 

ijofi 

*on 2/24/71 CONTINUED- OVER^ 

vNOT RECORDErf" . __ 
assifi® 203 MAR 10 1971 ' T, 



Rosen to Sullivan Memorandum 
Re: UNKNOWN SUBJECTS; 

OFFICE OF INFORMATION FOR THE 
ARMED FORCES - VICTIM 

The investigation as requested by the Department 
has been completed. A lengthy detailed report is being 
expedited by Alexandria Office, which will be furnished 
the Department upon receipt and review. U. S. Attorney, 
Alexandria has advised the next Federal grand jury in 
Alexandria starts 3/8/71, and he is consulting with the 
Department regarding possible presentation of this matter 
to the grand jury. 

ACTION: This is for information. 



January 19, 1971 

Rtc-2®. 
ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 
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I have received your letter of January 11th, 

with enclosure, and appreciate the interest that prompted 

you to furnish me your views. 

Sincerely yours, 

\\ \ 

J3 Edgar Hooves 

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. 
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to spy on Hoover 
®Y 

Inspired by the government’s peephole practices, we 
decided to turn the tables on J. Edgar Hoover and to conduct 
an FBI-style investigation into his private life. 

We used some of the FBI’s more offensive prying tech¬ 
niques such as watching his house, inspecting his trash, question¬ 
ing his neighbors and checking his movements. 

As evidence that no one’s private life is unassailable, we 
discovered that even the scrupulous-Hoover-used to spend his 
summer vacations at La Jolla, Calit., as the guest of an oil 
millionaire. The late Clint Murchison picked up Hoover’s tatt ,ack Ander*°y 
'ear after year at the Hotel. s el Charro near their favorite 

rage track. 
/ The durable old G-man; 
who will be 76 on New Year’s 
Day, has built a formidable 
reputation upon nearly 47 
years of planted press notices. 
He has carefully publicized 
human strengths, carefully 
hidden human failings. 

HIS PUBLIC RELATIONS 
wizardry has produced the 
image of a man of action, pre¬ 
pared for any encounter any¬ 
where with public enemies, 
Communist spies and other 
forces of evil. He isn’t always 
able to separate himself from 
iiis image. In private, say in- 

/timates, he sometimes relap-j 
I ses into the staccato speech1 
\ and stem mannerisms that 

are expected of him. 
Nor have the years appre¬ 

ciably softened the bulldog 
visage, nor rusted the steel- 
trap mind, nor mellowed the 
roaring temper. But he can 
also be a boon companion who 
relishes a good joke, a lively 
conversationalist who can dis¬ 
course on an astonishing 
range of topics, a genial host 
who personally attends to the 
wants of his guets. 

John Edgar Hoover, the 
man and the image, are jsn- 
shrined in a jewel-box homfe 

mm a-gcfl&te"WasEington UZL 
rneighDdfhoocT"or large houses 
arid old trees. Two doormats 
with the initials JEH in white 

- lettering against a black back¬ 
ground provide the only clu 
to the identity of the eminei 

JILL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 sue bew/rs/lsg f 

occupant. A small eagle roosts 
on the letterbox left of the 
door. 

THE FOYER, SCATTERED 
v$|th oriental rugs, is domin¬ 
ated by a bronze life-size bust 
of a grim Hoover. The walls 
aae covered with photos and|$2 bettor, 
omer mementos of his ex¬ 
ploits. Intimates say he never 
discards a gift. Among thq 
oddities he has accumulated, 
tmw T^Visltor, is one or the 
earlleyL SLefddS wltn a color1 
sotlflflnrgRfsnouT1 auacfimepfc 

me presence of the na¬ 
tion’s top cop in the neigh¬ 
borhood, say Residents, hasn’t 
intimidated criminals who 
fhave burglarized at least six1 
homes, stolen an auto and 
made off with other loose 

^valuables over the past several 
months. A next door neighbor 
has so little confidence in 
Hoover'^ability to deter grime 
that lie Keeps his house spat- 

THE OLD 
been able _ 
that he plays the horses. But 
he has sought to mitigate any 
damage this may do to his 
square-jawed ima|ge byjpread- 
ing the word he ls strictly a 

This is faithfully 
confirmed by those whOgo 
tQ-the track with him. 

But at least one racing com¬ 
panion told us confidentially 
that the .$2. betting is a myth, 
He asserts Hoover, "though he 
may make occasional appear¬ 
ances at the $2 window to 
bolster the legend,, caEfo sends 
secrel bets bv messengers to' 

— snot- 
,, itr Indeedt thi 

:mef (I-man started han 
simple Christmas decoration1 

on his floor" a couple years 
ago/ according to a woman 
across The “Street: 

the $100 window. , 
Once atjhe tiel Mar track, 

hover coixum^ 
lurchinscm and SidRichaixt 

HdflTTafe 
lionaires, 
the profits 

:aar oil Ml- 
it 'was'foo~6ai 

from the track 

dais ripped down 
ms iigir— 

IsZChrist- 

Moover is so mindful of his 
image, say neighbors, that he 
never keeps his bulletproof 
government limousine parked 
on the premises. Instead, he 
sends his chauffeur by per¬ 
sonal Cadillac to pick up the 
official car. The driver then 
drives back to fetch. Hoover, 
who would r&tl 
taxpayers jor {fife* 
extra time than g 
pearance of using a goufetia- 
ment limousine for personal 
purposes. 

AS A MEASURE OF HOO- 

couldn’t "be used' -for some 
worthy purpose such as <?om- 
’ ' juvenile delinouericv. 
The two • oilmen promptly [ 
formed Boys, Inc., which pur¬ 
chased {fie track, p 

THE TRACK’S MOTTO, 
“Where the^Turf Meets the 
Surf,” was revised by wags 
to “Wher4 the Oil <Meets the 
Soil,” and skeptics claimed 
the purchase was merely"" a 
tax dodge. But Clint Jr., who 
Sas iieaded Boy®, file., sijrce 
his father died, said the track 
had brought in 
to combal Juvenile fielindifen. 
cy. He said the* priiteipalx not 
nly had, takftfr » personal 
i en^efdit s ^ toaPcfc “ but 

even refused * directors’ 
Beeatise ef the bad^pub- 

citv. however. -brows. 
r>sed of j|a jaafik .y^ij.igiii[iru 
e will continue our report 

ver’s, circumspection, he drop-jxoluinhs- 
ed all but the".” SvndJ 



~| learned that another man; 
named John Edgar Hoover' 
owed a Washington store 
$900. The FBI chief has al» 
way s .paid his bills promptly 
dn.the-iirst of-the months j 

Yet our investigation turn^j 
tfd up the startling fact that' 
IHoover, on his annual pilgri- 

=jmages to the Del Mar race 
i J track at La Jolla, permitted 
ff oil millionaire Clint Murchi- 
I son to pick up his bills. We 
1 have seen indisputable docu- 
JLmentation that Hoover stayed 
Fin $100-a-day suites as Mur- 
I chison’s -guest. -*** 
f The hotel was owned by 
| Murchison, whose yn. Clint 
I Jr., acknowledged to us lEat 
. TEe^FBT diwctor was never 

ear^TThThad^ ymmssa 

At home, Hoover avoids 
parties, say intimates, unless 
he is sure of the guest list. 
He doesn’t want to be seen 
with unsavory characters. Yet 
he has stayed Hotel Del 
flharrn at thfi <kafey\me 

of the nation’s nfffst n ‘ 
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FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (66-NEW) 5P 

0 
JACK NORTHMAN ANDERSON, MISCELLANEOUS DASH INFORMATION 

CONCERNING. 

ANDERSON, NEWSPAPER COLUMNIST, QUOTE THE WASHINGTON 
r 

POST END QUOTE, WASHINGTON, D.C., INTERVIEWED BY BUREAU AGENTS, 

WFO, AT DIRE5lO# OF BUREAU ON FEBRUARY TWENTY SEVEN INSTANT, 
m 

IN C0NNEC3H0^WI?H CASE CAPTIONED QUOTE LOUIE L. WAINWRIGHT, 

ET AL, OFF-I CLALSr-FLORIDA DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS AND VARIOUS 

OFFICERS SNdIu^DS AT FLORIDA STATE PRISON, RAIFORD, FLORIDA?- 
::u 

VARIOUS PRISON INMATE! DASH VICTIMS, CIVIL RIGHTS END QUOTE, 

JACKSONVILLE FILE FOUR FOUR DASH ONE ONE THREE ONE, WFO FILE 

FOUR FOUR DASH EIGHT ZERO EIGHT. COMPREHENSIVE TELETYPE 

PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED RE CIVIL RIGHTS MATTEf^^QOOSS 
INCIDENTAL TO INTERVIEW RE CIVIL RIGHTS MATTER* ANDERSON 

|VOLUNTARILY TALKED TO LENGTH CONCERNING HIS EFFORTS TO EFFECT-" 

. If MAR 5 
THE RETIREMENT OF DIRECTOR HOOVER. FOLLOWING FURNISHED FOR 

INFORMATIO N OF BUREAU. •ALl>«^RMATlON^D»miJSD 

END PAGE ONE \/ / * 

I L. 
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PAGE TWO 

ANDERSON STATED LONG TIME ADMIRATION OF DIRECTOR HOOVER 

AND FBI ORGANIZATION, BUT REPEATEDLY STATED DIRECTOR HOOVER 

I SHOULD RETIRE AND SHOULD HAVE RETIRED AT AGE SEVENTY. TWO 

1 AIDES TO FORMER PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY ALLEGEDLY TOLD 

lANDERSON THAT PRESIDENT KENNEDY PLANNED TO NOT WAIVE DIRECTOR 

(HOOVER* S AGE BEYOND AGE SEVENTY AND, HAD KENNEDY LIVED, 

^DIRECTOR HOOVER WOULD HAVE BEEN REPLACED. 

ANDERSON STATED HE HAD RECEIVED A VOLUME OF MAIL REGARDING 

HIS COMMENTS ABOUT DIRECTOR HOOVER, AND THE MAIL RESPONSE WAS 

i APPROXIMATELY TEN TO ONE IN DEFENSE OF DIRECTOR HOOVER. 

ANDERSON STATED, .HOWEVER, HE HAD RECEIVED SEVERAL ^ANONYMOUS 

LETTERS FROM_FBI AGENTS APPROVING HIS COMMENTS AGAINST THE 

DIRECTOR. INTERVIEWING AGENTS AGGRESIVELY QUESTIONED ANDERSON 

RE CONTENTS OF LETTERS AND IDENTITES OF WRITERS, BUT ANDERSON 

REFUSED TO FURNISH ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RE LETTERS. 

(INTERVIEWING AGENTS QUESTIONED ANDERSON IF LETTERS WERE FROM 

END PAGE TWO 



PAGE THREE ! {FORMER AGENTS AND ANDERSON REPLIED QUOTE NO END QUOTE. THE 

([LETTERS; WRE FROMAPPROXIMATELY TEN CURRENT FBI AGENTS. 

ANDERSON STATED HE RECENTLY WAS INTERVIEWED BY TV 

PERSONALITY DAVID FROST TELEVISION PROGRAM. ANDERSON NOT CERTAIN 

WHEN PROGRAM WOULD BE SHOWN, BUT BELIEVED APPROXIMATELY MARCH 

' TWENTY TWO OR TWENTY THREE INSTANT. DURING INTERVIEW, FROST 

ASKED ANDERSON IF DIRECTOR HOOVER SHOULD RETIRE AND ANDERSON 

REPLIED QUOTE YES ENDQUOTE, AND ANDERSON* S RESPONSE ALLEGEDLY 

DREW APPLAUSE FROM AUDIENCE. FROST ASKED SHOW OF HANDS FROM 

THOSE IN AUDIENCE WHO BELIEVED DIRECTOR HOOVER SHOULD RETIRE 

AND APPROXIMATELY HALF OF AUDIENCE RAISED HANDS. ANDERSON 

STATED NOT CERTAIN ABOVE PARTS OF INTERVIEW WERE TAPED OR 

I WILL BE SHOWN, BUT STATED SUCH AN AUDIENCE 

IrESPONSE WOULD NOT HAVE OCCURRED TEN YEARS AGO. 

END PAGE THREE 



PAGE FOUR 

ANDERSON STATED HIS QUOTE INVESTIGATION END QUOTE OF 

HOOVER STARTED AS A SMALL THING BUT HAS GAINED MORE IMPORTANCE 

IN HIS MIND AT THE PRESENT TIME* ANDERSON STATED HIS INTENTION 

TO WRITE ONE OR TWO MORE COLUMN ITEMS CONCERNING DIRECTOR 

HOOVER AND THEN LET THINGS QUOTE COOL OFF ENDQUOTE* ANDERSON 

STATED DIRECTOR HOOVER WOULD NOT RETIRE OR BE RETIRED BY 

PRESIDENT WHILE UNDER FIRE. ANDERSON STATED HE BELIEVED HIS 

EFFORTS WOULD PLAY A SIGNIFICANT JSMROLE IN CAUSING DIRECTOR 

HOOVER’S RETIREMENT. 

ANDERSON STATED HE HAS PERSONALLY TELEPHONED SHERIFF OF 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, PREVIOUSLY NAMED IN ANDERSON’S 

COLUMN AS POSSIBLE SUCCESSOR TO DIRECTOR HOOVER, AND WAS 

INFORMED QUOTE OFF THE RECORD ENDQUOTE THAT SAID INDIVIDUAL 

HAD BEEN CONTACTED BY WHITE HOUSE REGARDING POSITION AS 

|D I RECTOR OF THE FBI. 

DURING CONVERSATION, ANDERSON’S WIFE ENTERED THE ROOM AND 

UPON LEARNING IDENTITIES OF INTERVIEWING AGENTS, REMARKED SHE 

END PAGE FOUR 
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PAGSE FIVE 

WAS FORMERLY EMPLOYED AS A CLERK IN THE IDENTIFICATION DIVISION 

OF THE FBI. 

IT IS NOTED THAT NONE OF THE ABOVE INFORMATION WAS 

SOLICITED BY INTERVIEWING AGENTS AND AGENTS VIGOROUSLY 

DISPUTED ANDERSON’S POSITION REGARDING DIRECTOR HOOVER. 

END 

CVOF 
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FBI WASH DC 

/ 
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Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
FBI 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: ^ 
& 

Perhhps you would like to know that Jack Andersonlatest / 
article on garbage picking did not affect my opinion of. 
you in the least. I still think you are one of the greatest 
Americans of our generation. 

My only concerns are: (1) Please moderate your diet to include j. 
more plain foods so that you will be with the FBI and the ! 
nation longer. Those fancy eastern foods will bring you « 
down where the fancy eastern press has failed, (2) I hope 
you do not put ginger ale in your Jack Daniels. A Tennessee Sj 
sour mash whiskey, as anyone down here could tell you, is % 
supposed to be quaffed only with branch water. ~ 
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INTERVIEW BY JERRY WILLIAMS 
RADIO STATION WBZ 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
2-4-71 

T^ 

Tot son _ 

Sullivan _ 

Mohr_ 

Bishop ______ 

Brennan, C O, 

Callahan- 

Casper- 

Conrad__ 

Dalbey -- 

Felt_ 
Gale —1- 

Rosen _ 

Tavcl _ 

Walters_ 
Soynrs _ 

Tele. Room_ 

Holmes_ 

Gandy - 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS TMCLkSSIFTED 

BME 07-02-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/cs/lag 

BACKGROUND: 

As you are aware, Anderson was telephonically interviewed 
on captioned station on the evening of 2-4-71, on a radio-talk program 
moderated by an individual named Jerry Williams, who is an unprincipled 
"kook” who seeks to attract attention to his program by interviewing 
controversial individuals such as| ] and Malcolm X, 
who make outrageous and irresponsible remarks and allegations. 

With respect to the program on which Anderson appeared on 
2-4-71, Williams not only encouraged and supported Anderson’s scurrilous 
attack on the Director, but he encouraged similar comments on the part of 
persons calling in to the station to pose questions of An^^otf; 

CURRENT DEVELOPMENT: tell* 

Mrs. Irene B. Stanford of St. Augustine, Florida^%a?§/ * 
written a letter to the Attorney General calling the Attorf9^GeneraN®«» 
attention to Anderson’s interview on captioned program, and she expresses 
concern regarding the vicious attack made on the Director by Anderson and 
Williams. Mrs. Stanford has sent a copy of this letter to the Director,.. 

Bufiles have been checked and reflect that Mrs. Stanfor^L 
has been a chronic letter writer to the Bureau dating back to 1945. A field/ 

| check made of the Jacksonville Office reflects that while she is up in years| 

Enclosures (2)' ^ 
1 - Mr. Tolson - Enclosures (2)—^?^ 1 - Mies Holmes - Enel 
1 - Mr. .Mohr - Enclosures (2) *e'*c5PT ^ 1 - Miss Gandy - Enclos 
1 - Mr. Bishop - Enclosures (2]bTpsWfisEoi 1 - M. A. Jones - Encl< 
1 - Mr. Callahan - Enclosures (2) 
GTG:dkg^ (11)-. * n \U CONTINUED - OVER 
54APri i I I 

COPY SENT MR. TOLSONl 1RW/i) 

b6 
b7C 

iED 1 - MiSs 'Holmes - Enclosures (2 
, - 1 - Miss Gandy - Enclosures (2) 

1 - M. A. Jones - Enclosures (2 

CONTINUED - OVER 

I &t?r> Q V T.W A ) r i •' n 
\ I a J-Uj. i.o*. X4>.i jvVy 



M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo 
HE: JACK ANDERSON 

] and a widow of good reputation, she is considered something of a nuisance 
( in the community in which she lives. It has been noted that she has contacted 

our Resident Agency in St. Augustine, on numerous occasions to make 
nonspecific complaints regarding a variety of matters not related to the work 
of the Bureau. 

Radio Station WBZ is a Westinghouse Broadcasting Company 
station, an organization with which we have enjoyed cordial relations over 
the years. The President and Chairman of the Board, Honorable Donald H. 
McGannon, is on the Special Correspondents List. 

WNET-TV. the station on which former Special Agent 
' appeared on 2-16-71, is not connected with the Westing- 

house Broadcasting Company. This Station is owned by the Educational 
Broadcasting Corporation located in New York City. It is noted that[ 

b6 
b7C 

] 
was interviewed by Williams on WBZ on 2-3-71, and again on 2-8-71. 
No direct reference is being made to these interviews in the letter to McGannon 
in view of current litigation involving I 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

(1) That the attached letter to Mr. McGannon be approved 
and sent. 

(2) That in view of the fact that Mrs. Stanford has had a 
tendency to be a chronic letter writer, that the attached brief note to her 
be approved and sent. 

2 
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March 8, 1971 

r ^ ILL INFOHMH.T 1CN CCHmiNEO 
i5!S*TYir TM TO HERE IK IS DWCILJiSSIFlEP 

DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 a 

Mrs. Irene B. Stanford 
9 Oak Road 
Woodland 
St. Augustine Beach, Florida 32084 

Dear Mrs. Stanford: 

_ ® »eea the copy of your letter dated 
February 5th, to the Attorney General concerning toe radio 
program broadcast over Station WBZ on February 4th. 

I am grateful for toe heartwarming support 
countless citizens have afforded me in response to vUe and 

*tt*ck* ***^5 made on me by Jack Anderson, 
and in tide instance joined by Jerry Williams of Station WBZ. 

Sincerely yours. 

? 

.;••• t,. 
\s> 

I'lolson 

pullivan _ 

M oh r _______ 

Bishop_ 
■cnnan, C.D. 

Callahan_ 

loyars _ 

Tele. Room 

Iplmes _ 

56M 
m- / r 

=N 

I MAR 0 w 

1 - Mr. Tolson (detached) 
1 - Mr. Mohr (detached) . 
1 - Mr. Bishop (detached) j ^ 
1 - Mr. Callahan (detached) /"\nJk ) 
1 - Miss Holmes (detached) LWr^ 
1 - Miss Gandy (detached) t1 >z 
1 - M. A. Jones (detached) j 

a S^e M* A; ^ones to Bishop Memo dated 3-5-71, captioned 
“ AnAd/rSOn’ Interview By Jerry/Williams, Radio Station WBZ 

Boston, Massachusetts, 2-4-71 " / ’ 

W^oomCZj teletype unitczd I C0PY SENT TQ MR‘ TOLSON 
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[ 

9 0§fc Road, Woodland, 

St Augustine Beach Florida, 

February, 5, 1971 

Attorney General Mr. Mitchel, 

Office of ",he Attorney General, Washington, D.C. 

Sir:- 

I would like to c;'ll to your attention the program m 
Maks., last night, as bandied by Jerry Millions.. 

This ia a talk shew, 

o 
He had Jackjlnderson ©f Washington Merrygoround on via phone and permitted 

.ja to make his statements, and answer question phoned in by the people listening. 'hi 

The entire attack by Anderson was against J Edgar Hoover .One of '.he most vulgar, 
Jrr&ojan attacks one might hear. His purpose, te get him fired. 

to 

He called him 0 dictator, compared him to Hitler,(Jerry Miltons remark) 

those calling in to support Mr. Hoover were cut off,insulted, and in some cases 
fid not to call again, by Millions.He refused to permit them to finis-fa their statements. 

Both Anderson and Millions called Mr. Hoover senile, unable to, do the job well* 

When Anderson mentioned Mr, Hoovers old friend with whey he has dinner most night, 
they attack him, and while Anderson did not suggest it, Millions repeatedly ask him 
if 

m 

He 

fi 

He 

pa 

He 

;estinghoU3G Station, Boston 

X 
8 ^ 

he thought there was anything odd about the friendship,hinting of course, vieipnsly 
thjit they might be homos. 

I hove follwed this Millions, and he is a very bad character.! think he should be" 

investigated, and insist that the station fir© him. k. 

Anderson said Mr. Hoover(h© referred to him constantly as "that old man") 
b always investigating others so, he decided to investigate Mr* Hoover* 

(Anderson) claimed Mr, Hoover took over $15,000 from some man, when he stayed at a hotel in 
%jit, when he went to see some races, he insinuated that racketeers also stayed at the hotel. 

There is much more,but I hope you check this out. 
*■ \ 

One man calling from Canada calledhim a rnble rouser, he told hiy not to call again 

Another threatened to go to the program manager and they afaaoat got into a 
(jht, would have if they had contacted* ^ 77- SOOf, 

He attacked Hr. Hoover for his remarks about tfrirtin hunther King, he did not 
permit ANYONE to say a word that disagreed with his leftwong, procommunist line. 

gave high praise to Kennedys, so I wonder If this program was backed up by that 

Ted Kennedy, as it is said they,pretty well control the state. 

The 
mein Mr. Hoover 

previous night, he had thatI Ion, with his sob story 
r treated him, how he was demoted and when he resigned 

on how dictatorial and 
they stated on his b7C 

paps, "with, predjudice,, which made it impossible for him to get a/ j©b in 
■ ■ h „ it i JUL ..*L- A 

expect to have this[ on again* fic K Ic-f, 
3-?: 

d. frk }££?&' f $ 



The pregram manager certainly is reaponbible for all this slander, he is probably 

paid by certain interests to allow this to go on. 

On Sunday night Jan. 31, in Chicngo-I do not have the station letters, it is called 

'’contact”, a man whose name I believe is Sherman Saltnick, or near that, - 
attaced the CIA stating he had material from Natl Archives of the Kennedy(Jack)' 
murder, and that it was the CIA who did this- claimed was done because of Kennedy not 
covering Bay of Pigs - . ! 

He mentioned thisf I and accused the judges"in-tbe case of Chicago 7 of being 
connected,with the rackets, particularly Judge Perry* 

b6 
b7C 

Now, it:is rather staring that both of them are attacking both CIA and FBI, 

He stated that Mr, Hoover knewof this, and DID NOTHING* 

The H C on U A has been well discredited ky pro- ©mmuniats, now they hope to get 

the o rily man who ia a hero to the people of USA. 

lets get these radicals off— 

Truly, 

Mrs, Irene B Stanford. 
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Memoranaurn vs 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Mr. Tolson 

D. J. Dalbe 

3/8/11 )-/ 

JACK ANDERSON 
nKTEWiEwWjERRY WILLIAMS 
^RADIO STATION WBZ... 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
2/4/71 

I - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop ^ 
1 - Mr. Callah^m 
1 - Miss Holmes 
1 - Miss Gandy / 
1 - M. A. Jones '1 
1 - Mr. Dalbey 

^C^tfTahan_ 
Cnspcr_ 

Conrad_ 

Dalbey_ 
Felt_ 
Cole_ 

Rosen _ 
Tavel _ 

Walters_ 
^Soyars - 
Tele. Room . 
Holmes_ 
Gandy_!_ 

Attached memorandum of 3/5/71, from Mr. Jones to Mr. Bishop, 
same caption, in turn attaches a suggested letter from the Director to 
Honorable Donald H. McGannon, President and Chairman of the Board, 
Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc., 90 Park Avenue, New York, 
New York 10016. The Director’s routing slip referred this matter to 
Legal Counsel for recommendation. 1 

Reading this letter from the viewpoint of the damage -which it 
could do to the Director if released to the public by the recipient, I 
recommend that it not be sent. The letter is a gamble on the integrity of 
the recipient, and I would not trust any ’’newsman” that far. 

It is true that we have reason to believe that McGannon is 
friendly. But if he turns, this letter will make trouble. It is so loaded 
with potential trouble that it is like handing McGannon a loaded pistol 
pointed at the Director, As a matter of law, the letter belongs to McGannon 
once he has received it. He can use it as he wishes. The last paragraph 
oh page one is libelous as to Jack Anderson, and I think Anderson would 
sue for publicity and profit. The last paragraph of the letter is quite 
susceptible to an interpretation of implied threat that the Director will 
somehow use his power against the Westinghouse Broadcasting Corporation. 
Public release of that paragraph would put all the hounds of the news media 
on the Director’s trail, to say nothing of types suph as Sector McGovern. 
I think the risk too great to take. 

Attached is my suggested version of a prefer letter .of protest 
to McGannon. , .. . 

RECOMMENDATION: . * 

DJD:mfd 
(8) 

That McGannon be sent the letter proposed by Legal C^\ms.ql. 

' \h~ 
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* 
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Honorable Donald H. McCannon 
President and Chairman of the Board 
Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc. 
0-.' Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 

March 8, 1971 

1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. Callahan 
1 - Miss Hdmes 
1 - Miss Gandy 
1 - Mr. Jones 
1 - Mr. Dalbey 

—i r^- — cm cn P 
Q u“ 

or: 

Kj.r 

r" 

Tolson _ 

Sullivan __ 

Mohr^/t 

Bishop;Y~ 

Brennarf, C.D. 

Callahan_ 
Casper__ 

Conrad_ 

Dalbey_ 

Felt_ 

Gale_— 

Goar Mr. McGannon: 

Enclosed is a copy of a letter addressed to the Attorney 
General which I have received from its author, Mrs. Irene B. 
Stanford of St. Augustine, Florida. 

You will note that it relates to a program over Station WBZ 
on February 4, 1971, in which one Jerry Williams interviewed the 
columnist, Jacl^Anderson. 

' While I am not personally aware of any other letters that 
may have been directed to the Attorney General regarding this particu 
lar program, I have received a large number from irate citizens who 
heard the broadcast. 

For your information, I think it a fair observation on th 
record that Mr. Anderson and Mr. Williams have demonstrated^ 
personal animosity toward me. I am aware, also, that as a public 
official I am subject to criticism, and that the .law does not require 
ti .at the criticism be truthful. But I suggest to you that there is a 
higher law of common decency which commands the news media to 
.discuss issues and personalities fairly and objectively, with an effort 
to inform rather than to simply destroy. I think the American people. 

DJD-.mfd 

■(9) 

Rn^—.—__ w 

m@M6BZ9 
Soynrr . 

Tele. Room 
Holmes _ 

Gandy _ 

\ 
<5=5, 

% 

See Note page -> 
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Eonarable hcnald II. A.WUVk. 

concerned with the many critical is cues which must bs resolved, 
actually hunger for responsible discussion. In the case of most 
issues, the news media are the only sources of the balanced informa¬ 
tion our people need for responsible judgment. I think the program 
to which I refer failed them on that count. 

Sincerely yours, 

3* Edgar, Hoover 

inclosure 

NOTE: Based on memorandum D. J. Dalbey to Mr. Tolson, captioned 
"Jack Anderson, Interview by Jerry Williams, Radio Station 
WBZ, Boston, Massachusetts, 2/4/71, ” DJD:mfd. 
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/ 'i V - 

Date: 3/23/71 

:\*nros7nanCD.,.. 
r. Cs:!liihun._ 
r. Cn::por.. 

i\ Conrad.. 

.Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

(Priority) 
if. Soy.irs 

j/\ 
r\FR0M: 
V> \ 

U' 
' /«, . / - 

DIRECTOR, FBI (139-2779) 

SAC, ALEXANDRIA (139-10)(P) 

UNSUB; Unknown Subject 
OFFICE OF INFORMATION FOR THE 
ARMED FORCES - VICTIM 
5@fO INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 
(•0©: AX> ALEXANDRIA) 

'iUA< 

Office of (-0©: AX> ALEXANDRIA) 
Origin 

O A person identifying himself to be LESLIE WHITTEN 
of JACK ANDERSON's staff telephonically contacted the 
AlexandrT^D^ision on 3/22/71,, WHITTEN said ANDERSON was 
preparing a story concerning captioned investigation; that *• 
they were aware of the investigation and the names of the 
Agents conducting the inquiry but wanted to check the correct 
spelling of the Agents' names and make a few inquiries. 

WHITTEN said he understood the Agents were SA* s 
| OTT, and CHISHOLM. He was advised by SA LESLIE B. 

CHISHOLM, to whom the call was referred, that he would make 
no comment concerning the names of the Agents or the investi¬ 
gation and that if he desired any information concerning this 
matter he should contact FBI Headquarters ip. Washington, D« C« 

( 7 •. -'77/ 7'-'- •• 

WHITTEN indicated he would like to determine whether 
Mr. HOOVER "sicced" his Agents on ANDERSON in this investi¬ 
gation to get even with ANDERSON because of the columns 
ANDERSON had written concerning the Director over the~pasr~ 
several months. 

WHITTEN said he desired to question Agents_as,,..to..-,- 
whether the conditions under which__ was inter¬ 
viewed were not "labor breaking tactics." WHITTEN was advised 
that inquiries concerning this pending investigation should be 

made of FBI Headquarters. SJLGJi .It 

Wj^coRiiir 
^PPy^C-rTAT-- .JL 

Special Agent in Charge 

b6 
b7C 
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Tlie Washington Mcrry-Go-nSnifcI 

Rosen . 
Tavel _ 
Walters 
Soyars 
Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy 

!Pentagon Still Strong on Snooping 
4? —  -- —-—• -- -:— --—-—— 

By Jack Anderson ■ -t-ttttt x_., — ~ 
4? 

Jack Anderson 

Despite all those solemn as¬ 
surances that the military 

brass would halt their domes¬ 
tic political surveillance, the 

j Pentagon continues to receive 
Jdaily reports from the FBI on 
! political activity by militant 

students and blacks. 
The confidential reports, en¬ 

titled “Racial Developments 
and Disturbances” and 
“Student Unrest and Agita-! 
tionare sent on a special tel¬ 
etype linking the FBI with the 
Pentagon, White House, Cen- 

Itral Intelligence Agency and 
National Security Agency. 

At the Pentagon, the reports 
are distributed to a number of 
high-level officials. Even Adm. 
Thomas Moorer, the Joint 
Chiefs chairman, had been re¬ 

ceiving the FBI reports until 
this month. Moorer and his 
predecessor, Gen. Earle 
Wheeler, had been on the dis¬ 
tribution list since May 15, 
1968. 

But the uproar over military 
snooping into domestic politi¬ 
cal affairs became so loud 
that Moorer took himself off 
the list a few days ago. Copies 
are still widely circulated 
throughout the Pentagon, 
however, in case Moorer 
should want to bone up on stu¬ 
dent and black activities on 
the sly. 

Moorer has also been manip¬ 
ulating military strings to cir¬ 
cumvent Defense Secretary 
Mel Laird’a efforts to tighten 

civilian contro^ nvpr military 

srihdplilg.^n Dec. 23, Laira di¬ 
rected that the Defense Intel¬ 
ligence Agency should report 
directly to him rather than to 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

Behind Laird’s back, Moorer 
sent word to the duty officers 

in the DIA’s communications 
center to keep a vigilant 
watch to make sure no sensi¬ 
tive messages intended for the 
Joint Chiefs fell into Laird’s 
hands. For military command¬ 
ers had been using the DIA’s 
communications channels to 
send messages that they didn’t 
want their civilian bosses to 
read. 

As an extra precaution, 
Moorer also ordered -that 
these messages, marked for 
the “eyes only” of the Joint 
Chiefs, should be routed to 
the Pentagon through the Na¬ 

tional Military Command Cen¬ 
ter, a separate operational com¬ 
munications center that would 
remain under the Joint Chiefs’ 
control. 

Having taken all these steps 
without Laird’s knowledge, 
Moorer then began lobbying 
with the Secretary to reverse 
his order and leave DIA un¬ 
der military control. Laird has 
now agreed, and the DIA is se¬ 
curely in Moorer’s hands 
again. 

Pantyhose Problems 
Michigan's gentlemanly Sen. 

Phil Hag&who blushes easier 
e else la the Sen- 

r 

The Washington Post 
Times Herald . 

The Washington Daily News_ 

The Evening Star (Washington) . 

The Sunday Star (Washington) __ 

Daily News (New York)_ 

Sunday News (New York)_ 

New York Post_ 

The New York Times . 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

The Wall Street Journal 

The National Observer _ 

People’s World_ 
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ate, has been asked.by scores 
ofindfgnant ladies to do some¬ 
thing about their underwear. 

They have complained bit¬ 

terly about the cost and quali¬ 

ty of pantyhose. Joining in 
the protest, Congresswoman 
Leonor Sullivan (I).-Mo.), has 
charged that pantyhose are 
mis-advertised, mis-merchan- 
dised and misfits. 

Hart ordered the staff of his 
Senate Antitrust Subcommit¬ 
tee to investigate. Here’s what 
they have found: 

The pantyhose revolution 
has produced the biggest 
clothing boom since the 
bloomer. Women have been 
buying the sheer, skin-hugging 
undergarments by the mil¬ 
lions, paying up to $4 a pair. 

In the beginning, Japanese 
“fit all” pantyhose flooded the 
lingerie counters. They may 
have fit all Japanese, but they 
were often three inches short 
for long-stemmed American 
beauties, Then came the Ger¬ 
man imports. Too big in the 
calf. ’ 

American mills hastily 
turned out more than 200 sizes 
and shapes, which left the la¬ 
dies at a loss to find the right 
fit. Now the industry has fi¬ 
nally gotten* together upon 
uniform sizes, more or less. 

But still, the ladies are 
plagued with pantyhose prob¬ 
lems. For instance, “no-run” 
hose may not run, as the ad¬ 
vertisements promise, but 
they often develop holes. 
Thesg^aig* caused by hidden 

fl^ce,vr\nttrough .hands as the 
housewives may think. 

Hart’s Findings 
Increasingly, marginal-qual¬ 

ity hose is sold as top-quality 
hose, and “seconds”1 are 
passed off as “perfects.” 
Hart’s sleuths found that a big 
mill may turn out 120,000 
pairs of hose at a time. A big 
chain, such as Sears, often 
may buy the best 100,000. 

The remaining 20,000—some 
good, some bad—are sold to 
jobbers or brokers who then 
resell them to packagers. 
These pantyhose, though of 
dubious quality, will be sold 
under the same label at dis¬ 
count prices. 

But the Senate’s perfect 
gentleman can’t bring himself 
to holding public hearings on. 
pantyhose. Instead, he has 
asked the Federal Trade Com¬ 
mission to crack down on the 
unfair pantyhose practices. 

We reached Sam Berry, 
president of the National Ho¬ 
siery Manufacturers Associa¬ 
tion, which represents 90 per 
cent of the 200-plus American 
mills. The harassed Berry said 
tho industry is doing its best 
to police itself. 

But the last word comes 
from Congresswoman Sullivan 
who would like to know why 
men, who can make space 
suits for themselves to walk 
on; the moon, can’t produce a 
pair of j>an^>^g» 
to ISsf cfut a day in the office. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
to :Mr. C. D. Bren 

FROM :R. D. Cotter 

SUBJECT: TELETYPES REPORTING ON RACIAL 
DISTURBANCES AND STUDENT 
AGITATION AND ANTIWAR 
ACTIVITIES 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 auc_ baw/rs/ls! 

r 
I - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 

DATE: 3/19/71 

1 - Mr. Dalbey 
1 - Mr. Brennan 
1 - Mr. Gray 
1 - Mr. Shackelford 
1 - Mr. G.C. Moore 
1 - Mr. Cotter . 
1 - Mr. Wells /* 

dr/ 
Sullivan _ 

Mofrr- 
- 

iWfTnnn. C-D.'l 
r Mahan _ > 

Casper 

Conradn^Mi**<" 

Felt 
Gale-- 
Rosen _ 
Tavel_ 

Walters_ 
Soy are _— 
Tele. Room_ 
Holmes 

| Gandy-— 

The "Washington Post" on 3/19/71 carried the attached 
column by JackrxAnderson. Anderson reported that despite 
assurances'ThaTt tlie military would halt its domestic political 
surveillances, the Pentagon continues to receive confidential 
reports captioned "Racial Developments and Disturbances" and 
"Student Unrest and Agitation" on a daily basis. The Director 
inquired what distribution these items were given. > 

G-<-' 

tX. The reports referred to in Anderson’s column are probably\ 
our daily teletype summaries on "Racial Developments and 
Disturbances1' and "Student'Agitation and Antiwar Activities." 
The teletype summary on racial developments is furnished to the 
White House, the Vice President, the Defense Intelligence Agency, # 
Secret Service, the Attorney General, and the National Security r\ y 
Agency on a daily basis. i f 

The teletype summary on student agitation and antiwar u, 
activities is furnished to the White House, Vice President, Secret 
Service, the Attorney General, and National Security Agency. In ' 
addition, copies of it are furnished to the Deputy Attorney General, V; 
the Assistant Attorneys General of the Criminal, Civil Rights, and v 
Internal Security Divisions and to the Inter-Division Information k 
Unit. Summary sent to Central Intelligence Agency and State " 
Department when items of interest to those agencies are included. 

^ i;. 
Since 1/27/71 when we ordered dissemination to the £ 

military services be limited to the provisions of the Delimitations ? 
Agreement and the Memorandum of Understanding between the Depart¬ 
ments of Justice and Defense, ArmyNavy., and Air Force .are only 
furnished eppies .of..these .summaries when „they...contain 'items~pf"‘ ‘ \ 
i hire rest* to the military, such as demonstrationsagainstmilitary 5 
recruiters. ' "T * ’ ~..•> a 

ACTION: 

Enclosure 

For information. 

COPY MADE/ FOR ME, TOLSON T* “ 

“. 
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TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

, GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DATE: 3-23-71 

ALL IMFOMITIOM CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 07-02-2007 El 60324 sue bsw/rs/lsg 

JACK ANDERSON 
APPEARANCE ON DAVED^ROST SHOW 
WTTG (CHANNEL 5) 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
MARCH 22, 1971 

Mr. Bishop 
Rosen - 

Tavel- 

Walters- 

Soyars - 

Tele. Room 

Holmes- 

Gandy - 

The columnist Jack Anderson appeared on the David 
Frost Show last night and during his appearance made only one 
reference to the Director and that was in response to a question 
posed by Frost concerning a possible successor to Mr. Hoover. 

Anderson indicated that President Nixon has 
| "sounded out" Peter”THtchess, Sheriff of Los Angeles County, 
(Los Angeles, California, regarding the possibility of succeeding 

Mr. Hoover as Director of the FBI, and Anderson predicted that 
Pitchess would succeed the Director within two years. 

There was no further reference to the Director or - 
the FBI on the program. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

s^ W-S-OOS3-i & 

1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 -j?Mr. Bishop 
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The attached letter was sent to the 
Bureau from an anonymous source 
in Treadwell, New York. 

nm 
MR. WALTERS . 

MR. SOY ARS _ 

MR. JON ES - 

TELE. ROOM - 

MISS HOLMES . 

ifi t Hi! pats H t ait pitiiti % t fens* rs AkL XW tt 'w'MSbiLi X vxl 'iCaO'JN J. AX iN I 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
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MRS. M ETC AL F . 

MISS GAN DY _ 

* t 





FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Dear Sirs: 

Is there no way you can stop that bastard. Columnist Jack Anderson, 

from giving aid to our enemies by disclosing plans and procedures arrived 

at in supposedly secret meetings of high-level military men. I believe 

there is a wayl Is there a Benedict Arnold present at these meetings who 

is selling the information? If there is you can catch him. How can a 

tape-recording be made unknown to those present? That S.O.B. should be 

called in every day in the week to be questioned whenever he discloses 

anything connevted with the services, whether he takes advantage of the 

First Amendment to the Constitution or not. Get him and fasti 

Yours truly, 

A PATRIOT. 

Sorry, for personal reasons I cannot give my name and address. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS tlNlllibslFIErilllll. 
BATE O7-02-2OI8...IY 1MH auc baw/rs/lag 
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F B I 

Date: 4/2/71 / 

Transmit the following in 

Via AIRTEL 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

(Priority) 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

^SAC, WO (52-0) 

MM 

Mr. lire naan, C.D. 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Casper _ 

Mr. Conrad 

Mr. Dal hey 

Mr. 

Mr. itoeejvj 

W. Walter 

Mr. Soyturs . 
Tele. Room 

l 

UNSUB; 

Theft of 2 IBM Typewrit ers, 
Serial #'s 1366977 & 1799118 

and Miscellaneous Office Equipment 
from Office Leased by Senator 

BIRCIiYBAYH, 201 Massachusetts Ave, 
N.eT, Room 314, WDC. _ _ 

11/9/70 
Theft of Government Properly; 

css=>/ 

SA 

while he was out to lunch, 
to contact him or SA 

not recorded 

50 APR 9 m 

. - Jljj-Ty-i, , 
ris.office~advised that today, 

one ,RATk&LE, telephonically attempted 

of t 

f**He only left a phone 

When LAN0 returned the call COLE number for the return call, 

advised that he was inquiring as to what investigation had 

been done in connection with the theft of office equipment 
from Senator BAYH's office. SA asked COLE for his identity 
and he indicated that he was working for JACK ANDERSON, the 

columnist. ; SAJ I advised he had no knowledge regarding 
COLE's inquiry and when asked where COLE obtained his name 

of the 
or 

MPD, Burglary Squad, had 

COLE wanted to know what 

]explained 

he indicated a Sgt. _ 

referred;, himto i either _ 

the FBI's jurisdiction was in these matters and 

that if the property reported stolen was Government property, 
the FBI would have jurisdiction. | ~|then questioned COLE 
regarding the matter. ,COLE indicated it occurred on a. Govern-:' 
ment reservation at the Capitol. | |furnished no.further' 

information regarding FBI jurisdiction or made any other^domments 
regarding the theft, V 

(2* Bureau 

I 

m ■ M 

£ 

* 

&• 

g 

C:mah'J(3): 
ved': 

iial Agent in Charge U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE i lOflt) O - 346-000 (It) 

b6 

b7C 



WFO 52-0 

Inasmuch as COLE had reported a theft of Government 
property and all indications were that it had just happened, 
SAI 1 contacted a Mr, WILLIAM WISE, who indicated he was 

Senator BAYH's press secretary, WISE explained that he knew 
nothing about any such theft and asked who the source 
of information was, | ~~| indicated that Tie had received this 
call from | hand WISE replied that COLE had also called 
him, WISE indicated that COLE claimed he had a reliable source 
who said that there had been a theft in Senator BAYH's office 
and that the FBI had investigated and fingerprinted everyone. 
COLE wanted to know the results of the FBI investigation and 

.WISE told him he had never heard of such a theft. Subsequently, 
after COLE's call, WISE determined through[ b£fi ce, 
Capitol Police, that burglary had been reported by one| 

I lwhich had occurred at 201 Massachusetts Ave., N.E., 
Room 314, WDC, on 11/9/70 and that the First District of the 

'MPB- investigated the burglary. 
Police OeparJutfeat; 

Among the miscellaneous equipment stolen were the 
two captioned IBM typewriters. This is leased space belonging 
to Senator BAYH and SA has determined that the two cap¬ 
tioned typewriters were in fact purchased by the U.S. Senate 
according to| \ Sgt. at Arms Office, U.S. 
Senate. The typewriters were purchased in 1960 and 1964. 

SAl lhas determined that both machines had been 
entered into NCIC by the MPD and are currently carried in b6 
NCIC. Due to the extreme lapse of time involved, the fact b7C 
that the burglary has been investigated by the MPD with no 
suspects being developed, WEO does not contemplate conducting 
any investigation -WA£B-; This is another situation where 
columnist JACK ANDER'^ON's people have completely confused a 
situation and obviously do not have all the facts. 

V ifctoa U> Contrary by &urcau 

It is noted that Mr. WISE in Senator BAYH's office 
was extremely pleasant in his conversation with SA| 1 and 
commented that he knows ANDERSON is after the FBI but he does 

b6 

b7C 
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not know whether "ANDERSON trying to stab BAYH in the back 
or the FBI this time." 

I 

3 
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S' Apri.15, 1971 
" General investigative division * 

WFO received telephone call 4/2/71, from 
individual identifying himself as Ray Cole^ 
employee of columnist Jack Anderson, 
inquiring concerning status of Bureau 
investigation concerning theft of 2 type¬ 
writers from Senator Birch Bayh’s office. j 
He was informed only of possible Bureau j 
jurisdiction in such matters. Inquiry by 
WFO disclosed 2 typewriters, purchased by: i- 
U. S. Senate, and used in an office leased >-v 
by Senator Bayh, were reported stolen to . j 

Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) in a • j 
burglary on 11/9/70. Investigation by MPD ; 

' has failed to develop any information. I 
, Since theft was not reported to Bureau i 

; and since MPD has conducted investigation 
| into this case, and has entered the 2 type¬ 
writers into NCIC, no investigation is being 



V 

/tsi i A fj 

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover , 
Federal Bureau of Investigation *| 
Washington 25, D.C. 

!v 
Dear Mr. Hoover, Jv- 

It has been much too long since I have written you 
to express my great appreciation to you -- forgive me please. 

<&> 
I sincerely believe that Hale Boggs and Jack Anderson 1 

have greatly underestimated the love and esteem the American P 

people have for you. " U 

God bless and keep you. 

Sincerely 

i * 

COPYrnm 

V 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

SUBJECT: 

Mr. Bishop 

M. 

APPEARANCE OF JACkTANDERSON 
ON THE ARNOLD ZENKER SHOW 

DATE: 4-5-71 

JANUARY 30, 1971 
ALL IMFOSM&TIOH CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-02-200? BY 60324 aue baw/rs/lsg 

We received a letter from a citizen protesting 
statements made by Jack Anderson about the Director on the 
above program. The Director noted on the incoming, ’’Try & 
get a transcript. H. " 

We have been in contact with SAC, Baltimore, 
in an effort to get a transcript of this program. We have now 
received a tape of this program; however, there is a short 
space in the middle of the program in which the tape is inter¬ 
rupted briefly. This transcript is attached. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Ttfl son*_b=_i^_ 

Sullivan - 

Wfho(7C-- 

JJrennan, C.D. 

Callahan- 

Casper- 

Conrad -- 

Dal bey -- 

Felt __ 

Gale__ 

Rosen _ 

Tavel -- 

Walters'- 

Soyars :_ 

Tele. Room „ 

Holmes ^ 

Gandy —iff 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Mohr-Enclosure 
1 - Mr. Bishop-Enclosure 
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1 - Miss Holmes-Enclosure 
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APPEARANCE|OF JACK ANDERSON 
ALFREpfeENKER SHOW 

WJZ-TV; BACTTmORE;1 MARYLAND 
JANUARY 30, 1971 

ZENKER Lying in a jewel box home in a sedate Washington neighborhood 

of large houses and old trees; two door mats with the initials 

J. E. H. in white lettering against a black background provide 

the only clue to the identity of the eminent occupant. A small 

eagle roosts on the letter box, left of the door. So, like Jack 

Anderson a recent syndicated column... Anderson, one-time 

partner of the late Drew Pearson, has turned the tables on the 

Nation’s top investigator and he is looking into the private life 

of the FBI Chief. What you wonder is whether even an eminent 

man like Mr. Hoover has some secrets he would like to hide 

from prying eyes. 

ANDERSON: Well, not even the FBI Chief is immune. He's got some secrets 

in his past. For example, he used to spend all of his summer 

vacations as the guest of a Texas oil millionaire in a $100-a-day 

suite. 

ZENKER: What is J. Edgar Hoover all about? You’ll find out during the 

next 30 minutes. 



NEIGHBOR: 

INTERVIEWER: 

NEIGHBOR: 

INTERVIEWER: 

NEIGHBOR: 

INTERVIEWER: 

NEIGHBOR: 

INTERVIEWER: 

NEIGHBOR: 

INTERVIEWER: 

Mr. Hoover is like any other person on the street, he goes 

to work in the morning, he comes home. He lives very 

quietly, only occasionally do we have excitement which is 

attributed to his presence. 

Is he a friendly neighbor? Has he been involved in any 

neighborhood improvement associations ? 

I’m not aware of any. 

Every once in a while I understand there’s a great bustle of 

activity with unmarked cars and men who sit behind the wheels 

of cars reading newspapers. Do you see very much of this ? 

Yes, they’re around. 

Does Mr. Hoover ever make an effort to communicate with 

anyone else on the block ? 

I have never spoken to him myself, we are relatively new on 

the block. He does know people who are long-standing neighbors, 

and I understand he’s quite friendly with some of them. 

Do you think a security check is done on the people who live in 

his block ? 

I’m not aware of any done on me. 

Are you a personal fan of Mr. Hoover’s? 



NEIGHBOR: 

ZENKER: 

ANDERSON: 

ZENKER: 

ANDERSON: 

ZENKER: 

ANDERSON: 

Well, not particularly; I'm neither opposed to him nor 

particularly fond of him politically. I’m sure he’s been an 

excellent Director of the FBI. 

Jack Anderson, has John Edgar Hoover been an excellent 

Director of the FBI because that’s, I shouldn’t say myth, 

but that’s the general impression that he’s been a sterling 

leader in that organization. 

Well, when he took it over 47 years ago... it was a collection 

of political hacks and he molded it into probably the outstanding 

law enforcement agency in the world. But he should have 

retired about 15 years ago. 

What’s happened in the last 15 years which leads you to say... 

Well, he’s become old and failing in his ways, he’s not failing 

his health, he seems for a 76-year-old man, he seems to be in 

sturdy health, he looks rugged and he seems to be active. He 

has become terribly set in his ways and plods along a straight 

line intolerant of other views. He has prejudices that have 

become pronounced in his old age. 

Like what? What kind of prejudices are you talking about? 

Well, he reads a certain kind of a newspaper, ’’The New York 

Daily News. ” He follows the... an ultraconservative political 
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line, he's becoming increasing inflexible. He cracks the whip 

on his Agents and the Agents fear him the Agents fear him so 

much. 

ANDERSON: 

ZENKER: 

CLARK: 

(Tape is here interrupted; however, Zenker apparently asked 

Anderson if the FBI had a file on him.) 

I can assure you that he does because I've seen it. He spies 

on me and I spy on him, and my spies showed me the file and 

I’ve read it. Well, I've never applied for a Government job so 

there’s been no reason for the FBI to investigate me. I have 

never been accused of.. .I’ve been accused of many things, but 

never of violating a Federal law. So, he really has no jurisdiction.. 
all 

no authority at^ to be investigating me and yet he does it and he 

does it without any jurisdiction.. without any authority and really, 

therefore, it’s outrageous. But if he wants to do it I don’t mind. 

The most remarkable characteristic I suppose of John Edgar 

Hoover, as Jack pointed out, is that he has survived 47 years 

in Washington in the powerful post that he has. How has he 

managed to do it? Ramsey Clark, former Attorney General of 

the United States, has some opinions on that. You’ll see them 

when we return. Stay with us. 

The nature of America has made the cost of removing Mr. Hoover 

just very, very great, and I did not have the practical power to 

do it. It takgsa Harry Truman to fire General MacArthur, and 
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ZENKER: 

AUDIENCE: 

ZENKER: 

AUDIENCE: 

ZENKER: 

AUDIENCE: 

we just haven’t had many like that. So, even if the judgment 

of a President was that he ought to do it, he would weigh it 

against the total social costs and might, and might decide 

against it. But there are many other factors that come into 

consideration like that. 

I want Jack Anderson to give us his opinion on how Mr. Hoover's 

managed to survive all of those years in office. But before 

I do that I just wanted to ask some of the people here very 

quickly, do you think J. Edgar Hoover should remain in his 

job or should he be retired voluntarily? 

I think he should be retired. 

Why? 

Well, I think that perhaps he’s too old and that someone younger 

should hold the position. 

Sir, sitting next? 

Ah, yes, well I think he should be retired because the country’s, 

the country needs new leadership in that area. It needs new 

leadership in every area and I think if we had a man with more 

liberal views it might bring about a new following of trust 

within the country itself. 
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ZENKER: 

AUDIENCE: 

ZENKER: 

ANDERSON: 

All right, let me move over here. Let me move to the 

gentleman down here. Do you think Mr. Hoover should 

remain in his job or should he be replaced? 

Well, I think I agree with Mr. Anderson that he' s probably 

too old for the job and he's too set in his ways. He's not 

pliable enough to the present situation. 

Quick show of hands here. How many people think that 

Mr. Hoover should remain in his position? How many 

people think that he should retire at this time? Jack, if 

this is the case and this tends to show a majority of people who 

believe that Mr. Hoover should retire at this time, why has 

no President had the courage to say, Mr. Hoover you served 

valiantly in the cause of your country but enough is enough. 

Well, his public image has just been so formidable, so 

powerful, that any President who might wanted to of replaced 

him has always thought better of the idea. He has... every 

public opinion poll shows that he has from 98 to 99 to 99/100ths 

percent public approval. He has built this up over years of 

favorable press notices. He's a genius at public relations. 

He has done a good job, let's not discount that. He's done 
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ZENKER: 

ANDERSON: 

a great job. I think the vast FBI, Arnold, with the thousands 

and thousands of Agents who’ve gone through. They have 

never had one who has been accused of treason, never had 

a single FBI Agent who has been accused of embezzlement. 

They have never had... oh they have had a couple of homo¬ 

sexuals whom they quickly got rid of. But they’ve never had 

a scandal in this ’vast organization. So some of the credit, 

some of the reputation, is deserved. 

The Kennedys, both President John F. and Attorney General 

Robert, were reputedly not very fond of Mr. Hoover. Do you 

think that if President Kennedy had lived to have a second term 

he probably would have replaced Mr. Hoover then? 

Aides of his whom I’ve discussed this with say that he had 

definitely decided to do it. The only way that Hoover could 

of stayed on was to get a Presidential waiver and this subject 

was brought up according to those who were present and who 

told me this personally. The question was brought up whether 
\ 

they should grant Hoover a waiver in--this was in 1964—if the 

President had lived, and President Kennedy replied tersely, 

’’There will be no waiver. ” 
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ZENKER: 

AUDIENCE: 

ZENKER: 

AUDIENCE: 

ANDERSON: 

ZENKER: 

AUDIENCE: 

Well, while I’m out here let me see if they have other questions, 

the people out here, for Jack. Ma’am, do you have a question? 

Mr. Anderson spoke of Mr. Hoover’s prejudice. Is it true that 

he is prejudice, pre.. .prej.. .1 can’t say it... against... 

That he’s biased, huh? 

... against many liberal religious groups and feels that they 

are a threat to the security of the country? 

There’s just no question according to those who are close to 

Hoover, those whom I’ve talked to, those of whom my reporters 

have interviewed, that Hoover is ultraconservative. He is a 

steadfast conservative. At the same time he’s been very 

careful to... with with occasional lapses... to keep his personal 

views out of his job. He has for example, he's investigated 

the Ku Klux Klan. He has investigated the Minutemen and other 

right-wing groups just as quickly as he has investigated left-wing 

groups. But I can assure you, personally and privately, that his 

heart is more in investigating the left-wingers than in the right¬ 

wingers. 

Ma’am, do you have a question? 

I was wondering do you aren’t you sorta fearful of possible 

Hoover reprisals? 
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Well, what about that? 

: ti ~ 

ZENKER: 

AUDIENCE: 

ANDER SON: 

AUDIENCE: 

ANDERSON: 

... Investigation... 

Well, J. Edgar Hoover has shown on occasion a vindictive 

streak, and I am sure that he does not like me, and I am 

sure that if he finds a way that he would try to embarrass 

me. I’ve lived a fairly clean and pure life, and I’m in a 

better position I suppose than most of you would be because 

I’ve got 45 million people that read the column every day. And 

so when he gets into an argument with me, I have a forum in 

which I can reply. 

Were you expecting to use this information in any particular 

way at the time you decided to initiate the investigation? 

I was just thinking about it, his 76th birthday came on New 

Year’s Day and happy birthday to you. Well, here I thought, 

he’s been in the FBI 47 years, he’s 76 years old, he’s been 

investigating everybody up and down the land, he’s got politicians 

terrorized. Why don’t we investigate him. Then it seemed 

like a good idea. So, I had my reporters go out and check as 

I said, his trash and tail him and I told him to be ostentatious 

about it. One of my reporters, Charles Elliott, parks his car 
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ZENKER: 

ZENKER: 

ANDERSON: 

in front of Hoover’s home and opens up a newspaper and 

reads it, you know, in FBI style until Hoover comes out 

and then follows him. He’s clocked him, incidentally,, 

doing 40 in a 30-mile zone. 

We’ll talk a little bit more with Jack Anderson when we come 

back. We’ve got more to come. Stay with us. 

Jack, in one of your columns you mentioned the fact that 

he’s still a very hard working man, goes into the office on 

Saturday. Is it this dedication to the FBI that accounts for 

the fact he’s never married? 

Well, as far as I know he is married to the FBI. He’s very 

close to number two man in the FBI, Clyde Tolson, they’re 

constant companions. My investigators who have been tailing 

them find that they spend, well they have lunch together in 

the Rib Room of the Mayflower Hotel everyday at 11:30. That 

they alternate between homes, Clyde Tolson lives in an apartment 

and J. Edgar Hoover in a house, and they have dinner at one 

man’s house one night. The next night they have dinner at the 

other man’s house. All their vacations are spent together. 

They are constant companions. Clyde Tolson is now 70 years 
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ZENKER: 

ANDERSON: 

old and is very feeble. He’s had several strokes. He walks 

stifflyf/ He ought to be in a nursing hone, and not run... 

helping to run, the FBI. I say that in all kindness because 

he has been a great man in the past. He’s had a steel-trap 

mind and a great vitality, but he no longer has it. As a matter 

of fact to get a Presidential waiver at the age of 70 he had to 

pass a physical and he couldn’t pass it and so J. Edgar Hoover 

in order to keep Clyde Tolson by his side circumvented the law 

and actually retired him and under a loophole in the law a man 

can be brought back after retirement to finish some unfinished 

work and under that loophole, he brought Tolson back because 

he could never get a waiver because he could never pass a 

physical. 

Are you implying they're unnaturally close, Mr. Hoover and 

Mr. Tolson. 

No, not at all. They're very close, they are unusually close. 

But, two bachelors who haven't, whose friends have died off 

or left Washington, I guess it's natural that they would be this 

close. As a matter of fact our investigation turned up a batch 

of love letters that J. Edgar Hoover wrote. Now these were r 
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ZENKER: 

ANDERSON: 

ZENKER: 

very gentlemanly, courtly love letters as you would expect 

from a man of the old school like J. Edgar Hoover, but they 

were letters to a Washington widow named Muriel Geier and they 

were signed "With Love” and they were signed "Affectionately." 

How many years ago was this? 

Not long ago. Not long ago. She died several months ago... 

and up... and the letters kept up until her death?... the letters 

kept coming, and he would send FBI Agents to meet her when she’d 

come back from Europe and at one point she had a little trouble 

over her son, some unmentioned or unnamed trouble, and 

appealed to him for help and he offered to help. Sounded like 

he was a very strong friend of the family but there was no scandal 

attached to it. 

I asked the members of our audieice here whether or not they 

thought that J. Edgar Hoover should remain in office at this time? 

I’ll play this game with you at home and if you want to participate 

just send us a postcard and I’ll let you know the results on our 

morning show. The question very simply, is "Do you think 

that at this time J. Edgar Hoover should or should not remain 

as Director of the FBI?" Jack, you have more columns on 

Mr. Hoover coming up ? 



ANDERSON: 

ZENKER: 

Oh yes, I think that as I... the investigation is going on and 

as we continue to dig up more information, I think he's a 

public figure. I think he's in the public eye. I think he ought 

to retire and as long as he wants to remain in the public eye, 

he's going to have to face the consequences and that includes 

living in a fishbowl. We're going to continue to examine him. 

We’re going to continue to report him. 

Read the columns and you'll find out what happens. 
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215 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, S.E. 
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At 1:40 p. m., 4/9/71, an individual, who idenmiea// 
himself as Ray Cole with Jack Anderson’s column, telephoned Bishop. 
He stated that he was calling concerning an FBI installation located at 
215 Pennsylvania Avenue, S. E., and understood that it was the V 
"Translation-Cryptanalysis Section. " He then, in a very brusqu'e 
manner, wanted to know "what does it translate, foreign radio trans¬ 
missions ?", "is it normal for a translation section to meet people, 
who make inquiries at the front door, with a gun,* or for people in the 
neighborhood to be told by the occupants at the place that they cannot 
park their trucks in frontoof it ?" Cole also wanted to know if this 
installation had anything to do with wiretapping. I 

Cole was advised that the FBI had no comment to make 
concerning the installation. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

b6 

b7C 

/ 

None. For information. 

1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr. Conrad 
1 - Mr. M. A. Jones 
1 - T. E. Bishop 
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Congressman Frelinghuysen telephonically contacted Inspector Bowers 
■ around noon on 4-7-71 and advised he had been contacted by Les Whitten, an 
I associate of columnist Jackr&nderson.who questioned him about any statement 
he"would want to. make concerning FBf surveillance of Members of Congress. 
Congressman Frelinghuysen stated he had told Whitten he had no comment. 
He advised Bowers, however, that he was ’’gravely concerned’’ about this call 
and asked Bowers to come to see him at the Capitol as soon as possible. 

_| Bowers interviewed the Congressman 
concerning this matter, and the Congressman made a complete admission at' 
that time. No prosecutive action was undertaken concerning the payoff made 
by the Congressman; however, there have been a number of cases tried and 
convictions obtained in connection with extensive extortion rings which involved 
numerous prominent individuals in various fields. T u 

After making a check with the Special Investigative Division which 
handled the investigation of the homosexual extortion ring and determining that • 
at no time did we have Congressman Frelinghuysen under surveillance, nor did 
we at any time surveil any of the subjects in this case while they were in contact 
with the Congressman, Bowers contacted Frelinghuysen as requested. The 
Congressman stated that he was definitely ’’shook ” by Whitten’s call, consequently 

s his memory of the conversation is somewhat cloudy. He stated Whitten said 
i something to the effect that Anderson is contacting various Members of Congress 
I in view of the inaccurate statement by Mr. Hoover to the effect that the FBI has 
Jnever surveilled Members of Congress. Congressman Frelinghuysen stated he 
'recalled Whitten mentioned Congressman Cornelius E. Gallagher (D - N. J.) 
[and former Congressman Roland V. Libonati (D - HI.). Libonati served in 
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Memorandum M. A. Jones to Mr. Bishop 
Re: Congressman Peter H. B. Freling’nuysen 

jCongress from December 1957 to January 1963. Both he and Congressman 
jGallagher have been identified as being associated with members of the 
^organized underworld. 

Congressman Frelinghuysen was assured that at no time has he 
been under surveillance by the FBI nor has anyone been followed to his office 
or to his home by the FBI. He then stated that he recalled Whitten making the 
statement that perhaps he had been under "protective surveillance" by the FBI. 
Bowers assured him that this had not been the case either, and as a matter of 
policy the FBI does not provide protection for Members of Congress. 

Congressman Frelinghuysen stated that for the time being he felt his 
position of making no comment is the best, adding that he intends to "sweat it out” 
and see what if anything might develop. The Congressman commented that 
undoubtedly the recent charges by Congressman Hale Boggs is what has caused 
this inquiry by Anderson's associate. He remarked in this regard that Boggs had 
made himself the laughing stock of the House and stated that the FBI certainly 
has the overwhelming support of the Members of the House in this matter. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For information 
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It was most encouraging to receive your letter 
of January 11th, with enclosure, and I appreciate the interest 
and thoughtfulness which prompted you to write. 

I definitely agree with your evaluation of 
Mr. Tolson for he has dedicated his life to service in the FBI 
and has consistently performed above and beyond the call of 
duty. Eis unswerving loyalty has been a constant inspiration 
to me over the years and I can assure you that both he and I 
are indeed grateful for your kind comments and support. 

With respect to the column by Jack Anderson 
you enclosed, I consider him to be a jackal in the journalistic, 
ranks and have come to expect such mouthings from persons 
of Ms ilk. 

Sincerely yours, 

1 fidga? Hooves? 
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'K ir V 
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Dear Mr Hoover: 

Jan 11 (1971) 

Again I am forced to write you concerning personal 
attacks on you and your staff. Kindly read the enclosed carefully. 
Isn’t there anything you can do to stop this type of slander? to m 
and a lot of Americans, the F. B.I. represents the finest type of 
tection afforded us and I deeply resent this type of attack on 2 men 
who have given their whole lives and careers for the benefit of us 
all, including lice like SSLck Anderson. I don’t want to know of 
Mr. Tolson's old age, alrt knOWTS^that if this man is still willing 
to serve his country despite what may be ailing him --he should 
be respected and honored not reviled. There mere presence of 
yourself and Mr. Tolson inspire the F.B.I. and strike fear into 
the hearts of evil men. I still burn up when I recall seeing the 
crooks and murderers who were picketing the F. B. I. in NY because 
they claim their race was being selected for persecution, that's a 
lot of bull and if you were given the free hand you deserve these 
bums would all be either in jail or deported. 

I really feel that you should do something to at least 
try to silence gossip mongers like Anderson who prove nothing. 
All this worm has done was to portray 2 men whose devotion and 
loyalty to America is stronger than personal feelings, who cares 
where you eat, with whom and that you like to play the races — it's 
your personal business, not Anderson's, mine)or any body elses! 
As an American I am revolted and would like to see this subversive 
attempt to emasculate the F.B.I. halted. As far as Anderson saying 
your work is completed, who appointed him judge ? Your work will 
never be completed and I fear the day when you finally will no longer 
head the group of men you alone brought to its position of respect and 
decency that it enjoys. I am with you down the line, all the way 100%. 

Sincerely, 
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Jack Anderson 

iTWO OLD HANDS 

, “They’ve outlasted everybody else.” 
Footnote: The Byzantine secrecy at 

the FBI has hidden Tolson's condition 
not only from the public but from 
Washington officialdom. .. - J- 

WASHINGTON. 

The FBI is run by two fading old 
crimefighters, J. Edgar Hoover and 
Clyde Tolson, both bachelors, both in 
their 70s. Both deserve to retire to a 
place where the pace an£ weather are 
kinder on the bodies of old men whose 
work is completed. 

Tolson is so feeble, in fact, that 
Hoover had to use a loophole in the 
law to keep him on the job without 
taking a physical. Our investigation in¬ 
dictates that Tolson belongs in a nurs¬ 
ing home, not at the helm of the FBI. 

Edgar and Clyde, as the pair are 
known irreverently in law enforcement 
circles, are inseparable companions. 
They not only quarterback the FBI 
together; they also lunch together, 
dine together and spend their leisure 
together. They slip off to the Mary¬ 
land race tracks, vacation beside the 
Pacific at La Jolla, Calif., and soak up 
the sun at Key Biscayne, Fla —always 
together. 

The 76-year-old Edgar has survived 
the years better than the younger 70- 
year-old Clyde. We have learned that 
Tolson has suffered a series of minor 
strokes and has received delicate aorta 
surgery. * 

We not only had access to the med¬ 
ical evidence but, in FBI fashion, we 
interviewed Tolson's friends, neighbors 
and former associates. Neighbors told 
how his brisk step has now slowed to 
a painful shuffle as he gamely climbs 
into his car to go to work every day. . 

Former associates said his steel-trap 
mind now sometimes seems vague, and 
he has occasional speech lapses. At 
times, his voice becomes no more than 
a tremulous rasp. 

We also kept Hoover and Tolson un¬ 
der surveillance, FBI’ style. once while 
they lunched together at the Mayflower 

. f 'd i*^c.:* f/-*% v'Vi- *w . - •* 

Hotel's Rib Room. The contrast between 
the two old friends was Sad. The older 
Hoover was still ruddy and erect. But 
Tolson showed his failing health. His 
skin was fleshy and sallow. One arm 
and one leg seemed affected by his ill¬ 
nesses. 

When Tolson reached the mandatory 
age of 70 last May, Hoover performed 
some bureaucratic sleight of hand to 
keep his friend by his side. 

A presidential waiver to stay on the 
job, such as Hoover has received, was AL^ -LL|- •L^i: isi.-indO 
out of the, question. This would have HEREIN IS IMCLASSIFIED 
required Tolson to take a vigorous DATE 07-02-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/rs/lag- 
physical examination to make sure age 
hadn't sapped his vitality. He never 
could have passed. 

So Hoover, with the concurrence of 
Attorney General J. Mitchell, simply 
allowed Tolson to “retire,1” then to re¬ 
turn as a . "reemployable .annuiant.” 
This is a technical term used to des¬ 
cribe a retired specialist whose services 
are - so urgently needed that he is 
brought back to complete a vital mis¬ 
sion. 

As a "reemployable annuiant,” Tol-! 
son is technically retired and, therefore, 
needn’t submit to a physical. He draws 
his government pension, and the FBI 
pays him an additional amount to make 
up the difference between his pension; 
and full FBI salary. ’ \ 

From FBI agents, both active and 
retired, we found that Hoover is still 
widely revered. But the enfeeblement 
of Tolson has caused a morale prob¬ 
lem inside the FBI. Agents question 
whether he is competent to handle his 
heavy responsibilities. 

More than one former FBI official 
has quit in despair over ever reaching 
the top. They told us Hoover wanted 
to keep Tolson as long as the old gent¬ 
leman could make it to the * off ice; 

"You can't blame the old men?* skid 
one former aspirant to FBI - pbwer}*;* 

A v *r-: 
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In response to the Director's inquiry, there follows a summary of 
dealings with Xerox Corporation in conjunction with our investigation into the 
burglary of the Mec^ia, Pennsylvania, ^Resident Agency (RjV)., ^ v.\ 

I I who is quoted at’length in Jack Anderson's column 
of 4/14/71, had ncjt been in contact with nor was he known to our Buffalo Office 

'''until he contacted SAC, Buffalo, late 4/12/71, identifying himself as being with 
the Public Relations Department, Xerox-Corporation. At that time he indicated 

■? Xerox had decided to rescind its original instructions to regional representatives^ ^ 
jf allowing them to assist the FBI in the collection of Xerox copies from suspect 
t machines. Shortly after this decision was reached, | "[received a telephone 

call from Vincent McClellan, Boston, Massachusetts, who claimed to be a part- 
time reporter for the "Washington Post" newspaper. McClellan told | |heK 
had learned in connection with the break-in of our Media Resident Agency that ;Y 
numerous FBI stolen documents were reproduced on a Xerox Model 660 machine! 
and furnished to Congressmen and newspaper sources. He told| |that "y 

| Xerox,, according to his information, had furnished the FBI a list of Model 660 cus 
| timers and that Xerox had been asked to obtain samples from these machines.^ . 
j McClellan said he knew this to be true/and wanted confirmation from Xerox 4 

-jT^ Y 

s i 
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uS 
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_then told McClellan a list of subscribers of Model 660 
\ machines had been made available to the FBI; that Xerox had been asked by the® 
i FBI to furnish sample copies from certain Model 660 machines; but that XeroxgT 
' had decided not to comply with this request. McClellan then published an articgjb 
( concerning Xerox's participation in this matter in the "Phoefaix," a weekly _ . 
| Boston newspaper, oikAprjLl 3 ^971.^434 6 fHaa^ssr |t>vc 

« On 4/14/71, | ^Hu^solroitedly contacted /SAC, ^Buffalo'/ and g 
1 referred to Anderson's arti£E&.",rlie said he had beerTcor^cte^y^onef^rett Hume 
1 on Anderson's staff 4/13/7|il6S&Bd was seg&gl anhumber~of questions similar to 
.those propounded earlier by the Boston reporterd 1 maintained he did not 
|go beyond the statement he originally gave to thet press, but admitted acknowledg- 
jing to Hume that in some instances it would be technically possible to identify 
! documents reproduced on a given machine. | 1 claimed he did not volunteer 
! any technical data to Hume and Hume obviously put words in his mouth attributing 
ithem asroming from a Xerox spokesman for his (Hume’s) own benefit. / 

HAS:jfy)l ] 0 i. ~ * r>/-VNT'T'rNTTn?rS''^ ^7’T?D 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
Re: MEDBURG 

3' 

that in responding to SAC, Buffalo, firmly pointed out to 
|Hume's leading questions, he had been mousetrapped and permitted Hume to write 
Ian article which contains substantial^details thait'c'an"only hinder our lrivestigation^ 

By way of background, after the surfacing of the Xerox copies of the 
stolen serials, immediate contact was made with Xerox Corporation, Rochester, 
New York, in order to determine the model Xerox copier utilized. When Xerox' b6 
definitely determined the Model 660 copier was the one used to reproduce our b7C 

serials, contact was established with three officials of the Xerox Corporation; 
namely 
Sales Office; and Legal Department. With 

District National 
acting as 

spokesman for the group, these three, after consulting with other unknown 
Xerox officials, formulated the policy that Xerox service personnel on a regional 
basis would obtain copies from suspect Xerox copiers and turn them over to 
the FBI for analysis. Xerox personnel were being utilized in those instances 
where lessees were known to be uncooperative, such as colleges and universities, 
religious and social groups. According to SAC, Buffalo, top-level officials of 
Xerox, upon returning from a Florida vacation, reconsidered the original 
decision by Xerox and on 4/12/71, issued instructions that Xerox personnel i 
should no longer participate in obtaining copies from suspect machines. 

\ SAC, Philadelphia, advises that irrespective of these instructions, 
fXerox representatives in the Philadelphia area will continue to furnish 
* specimens from suspect machines on a highly confidential and voluntary basis. 
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The federal government has 
granted $523,000 to a bizarre 
black paramilitary group 
which the Anti-Defamation 
League contends is using the 
money to build up an anti- 
Semitic mercenary army. 

The group’s flamboyant 
commander, Col. Hassan Jeru- 
Ahmed, denies his Blackman’s 
Volunteer Army of Liberation 
£s against the Jews. 

The government is paying 
him to rehabilitate narcotics 
addicts. Military discipline is 
necessary, he contends, to 
keep them in line. They get 
close-order drill, he says, but 
no weapons training. 

The taxpayers’ $523,000 con¬ 
tribution assertedly will go to 
teach them such peaceful pur¬ 
suits as carpentry and clerk¬ 
ing. This will begin Thursday 
in a converted commissary 
building in Washington and on 
a farm in Spotsylvania 
County, Va. 

The Anti-Defamation 
League says Hassan intends to 
run the farm as a military 
camp complete with small- 
arms training and guerrilla ex¬ 
ercises. 

Hassan swears no guns are 
being taken to the farm. The 
Blackman’s Army’s only weap¬ 
ons, he says, are handguns 
kept on the premises to repel 
drug racketeers. Yet his chief 
of staff, Maj. Jamal, recently 
received a 30-day .sentence 
after he dropped a 

[pqssingjnit literature on Cap!- 
ItofHlir^ 
Private Prison i 
The handsome Hassan, 

whose hair rises from his 
broad brow like a shock of 
white wheat, keeps his army 
under iron discipline. To en¬ 
force it, he administers beat¬ 
ings and imposes short-term 
imprisonment in his own pri¬ 
vate jail cell. 

My associate, Les Whitten, 
called on Hassan in his “chan* 
eery” where black-shirted 
guards protect him and wire 
window screens are designed 
to ward off hand grenades. 

He wants to go to Africa at 
[the -head of his Blackman’s 
[Army. “We won’t force anyone 
to go, of course,” he said. 

* “We’re in touch with five Afri¬ 
can nations.” 
1 He has spoken tentatively 
with officials of Nigeria, Zam¬ 
bia, Ghana, Tanzania and, be-j 
'fore its downfall, Biafra, about1 
giving his artisan-addict-sol-] 

f’diers a home in the vague fu-j 
ture. “Maybe it will be five 
years, maybe ten, maybe 
•more,” He shrugged. 
* Hassan not only has his own 
‘'army but his own government, 
a paper nation that he calls 
“The Provisional Government 
of the United Moorish Repub¬ 
lic.” His troopers swear an 
“oath of allegiance” to his 
mythical republic. j 

Since/ the United States 
|gives aid to other' govern¬ 
ments, Hassan sees no incon- 
($523,000 U.S. grant for ^ his] 
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United, Moorish Republic. gut' 
trit—united Stat'e^^which: 
doesn't recognize Hassan’s 
paper government, pays the 
half-million bucks to the 
Blackman's Development Cen-( 
ter. He receives over $100,000- 
a year additionally from foun-j 
dations, unions, civic organiza-? 
tions, businesses, churches 
and individuals. 

! The amazing Hassan collects 
still another $169,000 from 
Washington's Narcotics Treat¬ 
ment Administration to fight 
heroin through methadone de-j 
toxification. Many hard-) 
headed government officials! 

, and narcotics experts, though] 
aware of Hassan’s private) 
army, insist to us he is doing) 
worthwhile work. J 

| FBI and Xerox j 
|The FBI has tried unsuc-1 

cessfully to get the Xerox Cor-'; 
poration to provide a sample: 
copy from thousands of its j 
jclients' machines so the FBI 
can find out who duplicated) 

[its recently stolen documents, j 
The company, however, did; 

gree to furnish the FBI's Buf* 
’falo. N. Y„ office a list of all! 
clients who rent its “660” se-j 
ries copying machines, one of) 
which was apparently used to> 
run off the stolen papers, j 

The documents, stolen from! 
Jthe FBI office at Media, Pa., 
and sent anonymously to sev¬ 
eral newspapers, revealed ex¬ 
pensive FBI surveillance of- 
sistency in accepting a] 
black and student activist] 

^erardL>JMulligan, a spokes-- 
man for Xerok, said TiVat iTrad-; 

Ldition to the client list, the \ 
BfBI wanted the company ;to 
have its service representa¬ 
tives make an extra, blank ' 
copy on every machine they' 
inspected during their regular 
service calls. , * 

Mulligan explained that 
every Xerox copy, even the 
blank ones, have uniform dis¬ 
tinguishing markings by which 
it would be possible to trace 
an individual copy to the ma-\ 
chine which produced it. 

He said the marking ar* 
caused by slight differences in 
the surfaces of the internal 
“drums” on which the copies 
are printed. The extra blank 

.copies requested were to be 
lurried over to the FBI. 

However, Mulligan said, 
“The top management consid¬ 
ered the request and decided 
against it. What is came down 
to was the ethical responsibili¬ 
ties of the business.” 

“If we were to do this,” he 
added, “we had a responsibil¬ 
ity to inform our customers it 

fwas being done and this would 
Slave defeated the FBI’s whole 
purpose.” 

Mulligan said the request 
for the client list came several 
pays before the FBI tried to 
enlist the service department. 
He said the list was provided 
because the company felt it 
was the kind of information a 
government investigative 
agency could eventually have 

[obtained by subpoena anyway, 
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• MERE SHGKN OTHERWISE 
Washington, D. C* 
April 16, 1971 

JVlr. To I son 

Mj^Sy 1 li-van^l^C 
/Mr.JWpfir // 
Mr./ Bishop 1_ 

Mrl Brennan, C.D. 
Mr. Callah^m 

Mr. Casper _ / 
Mr. Conrad//4_^ 

Mr. 

Mr. Felt X, 

CLASSIFIED BY 60324 sue baw/rs/lsg 

DECLASSIFY ON: 2SX 3.3(1) 07-17-2032 
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Director clasbxfxcaxIuN per cKtA leheb. 

Federal Bureau of Investigation::AIED o"-24-2007 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

receivec 

I Congressman 
ipractices w: 

I of Jacl 
matter .’“"1 

Mr. Walters _ 

Mr. Soyars_ 

Tele. Room __ 

Miss Holmes 

Miss Gandy _ 

__, 

__| an SAC contact |__| 
1 advised me this morning that his secre- 
xelephonic messages for him to call| ~~| 

] who indicated that he was assisting 
toggs in ascertaining telephone company 

respect to wiretapping by the FBI. & 
I of Jack^n.d.e.rs.QrL,s office with respect to the same 

matterC| I advised that he, of course, is un¬ 
available to either of the callers and would continue to 
be so. 

f)y%y 

^.b6 
l b7C 

(V^b7D 

| that 
\associate 

Files of the W 
jresides at[ 

i with I 

disclose 
and 'is 

rrt mental 
taicen on the 

I thought you would be interested^^th^fore- 
going information. 4\0 

a - *9 -frW! /j 

r&sA\%: 
Sincerely, 

^Q-1' H 15C£Si%*?• 

MLkFk 30 
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Cr. Callahan,,. 

Mr. Casper_ 

Mr. Conrad...... 

_ 
Mr. Felt__ 

Mr. Gale_ 

Mr. Rosen_... 
Mr. Tavel_ 

Mr. Walters._ 
Mr. Soyars_ 

Tele. Room_ 

Miss Holmes.,, 
Miss Gandy_ 

Last-jnight you printed another article from the Bell-McClure Syndicate by 
Jack .AndersonIn doing so I, feel you supported a yellow-journalism 
niuckraker of the quality, or lack of it, of Westbrook Pegler. Certainly 
we haven't seen, or been abused by, anyone of that pitiful level since then .( 

... . . ... . . ... 

Mr. Anderson has repeatedly seen fit to refer.to alleged activities of Rev.'*"’ 
Martin Luther King, Jr., that can .only have one affect -- to cause pain to 
his widow. This was bad enough; at least it also caused Mr. Anderson to 
lose respect widely. But the Article of last night, accusing a man of 
noosing V'i i ims to young girls three years ago has r.o’ excuse whatever 
authorities at that time decided no legal action was warranted, that 
be enough for Mr. Anderson. Kis article, which will most probably sei 
injur the man and affect the rest of his life, should never have. been/( 
p’rinted by you or any other paper. 

on occasion, embarrassed government officials foj 
When warranted, this can serve to keep them on theiifj 

U£ 

% 
o^i. 

s° 

Mr. Anderson has, 
irregularities. 
Some justification, at least, can be seen here for such articles, 
stopped there, however. He has developed a spy system which he descr] 
himself with glee, which yields secret and classified documents for 
He has sat as a one-man self-appointed censor and has, on occasion, 
fit to compromise our national security by publishing such things ast 
plans for an area where we are in armed conflict. Our national sec 
retains its strength partially through the cumulative acts of many pg 
For one man to endanger this system is to create a terrible danger 
country. Mr. Anderson has not only seen fit to do this, but he has gleefully 
published, an article, laughing at what he portrays as the bumbling effor; 
of the FBI to find the security leaks. This is not freedom of jrhgg pres^ 
It is not freedom^ of speech. It is treason 

>h M. 

Shortly after writing such an ar 
fffC-7 

he” stated. ulty intelligence and 
military leaks have caused heavy casualties, contributed to the My Lai <7 
massacre and triggered other tragedies in Indochina.the mi>s--takes -ha-w 
been swept under the secrecy label.the price for these intelligence 

W nrrv nas oeen paid in blood. ® APR*»8-,»?1 

I have enough faith to believe that he will be brought to accotm^^cw^sSk 
actions as soon as responsible agencies are able to sustain a conviction in 
his case. He hasn't been arrested or brought to trial to date. In the 
meantime, however, you, and papers across the country, can effectively stop 
the damage he Is doing by refusing to print his articles. 1 hope you Kill 
do 

-l-T-Mily ynm-S- 

dicate 

JDENCL 

b6 
b7C c c $ 
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Truth Strained on Hill Shadowing-^O 
By Jack Anderson House GOP leader Ge 

jjFord, who leaped to theUouse 
rroof* to defend Hoover, from 
Boggs’ charges, has been 
caught up himself in more 

Ford Checked 

The redoubtable J. Edgar 
Hoover was straining the 
truth a bit when he told Sen-] 
ate GOP leader Hugh Scott jjfihan one FBI investigation, 
this week that no member of 

: Congress has been under FBI 
! surveillance. ■ ^ 

(Competent sources inside^ 
the FBI tell us that G-men 
have shadowed at least four 
congressmen. They are: 

The late Rep. Vito Maccan; 
toniQ. Americai^Ealjor, ^. V^5 
suspected of Communist ties; 
ex-Rep. Roland Libonati (D- 
ijp.) suspectfea o'Jf 1 'Mafia 
qpnnections; Rep. JG&rnelius 
Gallagher (D-Rt.j.), suspecte"* 
®r 1 Mafia associations; ggi 
Be ter Frelinghuysen (] 
NJ.rwhfl TWS"i»UL UllUWr FBIj 
surveillance briefly to protect 

|' him from a blackmail attempt. 
We were unable to confirm 

House Democratic leader Hale 
Boggs* charge that the FBI 

. has tapped congressional^ 
{phones. But we have estab¬ 
lished that several members of 
i Congress, including Boggs, 
have been investigated by the 
FBI as the result of electronic 
eavesdropping. ~ 

Boggs was one of several 
leigslators whose names were 
picked up on wiretaps during 
the FBI’s investigation of fixer 
Nathan Voloshen and ex- 
House aide Martin Sweig. The 
FBI subsequently checked into 
Boggs* role in helping Bal¬ 
timore contractor Victor 
Frenkil get the contract for 
constructing a House garage. 

In the Voloshen-Sweig case, 
the FBI learned that a third 
[member of their' fixit team, 
Robert.. Winterberger,. some¬ 
times operated out of Ford’s 
[office. 

Earlier, t the FBI bug in 
[([lobbyist. Fred Black’s hotel 
suite pickett up a telephone 

Conversation between AVCO’s 
arl (Red) Blaik arid Ford. 
BI agents, checking on the 

{monitored conversation, found 
hat Blaik had enlisted Ford’s 
iid in preventing a probe of 
in AVCO defense contract 

and that Ford occasionally had 
hitched free rides on AVCO 
[planes. . 

The FBI also overheard 
Black make a breakfast date 
over the telephone with Okla- 

Ihoma’s Rep^Carl Albert and 
ex-Sen. M^^^^MRnroney. 

^gentsTiusfred up TotVTapitol 
Hill next morning, searched in 
vain for Black’s car and re¬ 
ported to Hoover: . “WFO 
(Washington Field Office) will 
be alert for any information 
which would indicate Black 
did or didn’t keep his appoint¬ 
ment with Sen. Mike Monro- 

,ney and Rep. Carl Albert. 
Albert is now; House 

Speaker and works closely 
with Boggs.if .' 

Listening devices have also 
been used in the investiga¬ 
tions of Libonati, Gallagher 
and other ^members of Con¬ 
gress. It would be difficult to 
prove, however, that wiretaps 
have actually been installed 
on congressional phones. 

Ex-Sen. Edward Long (D-; 
Mo.£ wlS^coHdTicfed a Senate jj 
investigation of eavesdrop¬ 
ping, told us that his elec¬ 
tronic experts had made a 
sweep of Senate corridors and 
had picked up a strong indica¬ 
tion that the offices of ex-Sea- 
ators Ralph *Far&orouT ~~ 

horoTfgh ^se'aVfrn oF*their of¬ 
fices, however, failed to 
cover the listening devices. 

Nixon’s Summaries 

President Nixon charged in 
his TV talk with Howard K. 
Smith that the media had 
given a distorted picture of 
the Laos invasion. His view 
was based, the President said, 
upon a two-week summary of 
newspaper and television cov¬ 
erage. / \ 

Afterward, press sq&etary 
Ron Zeigler explainqMfeat the 
President was referring to 
regular news digests he 
ceives every day. 

We have now obtained ac¬ 
cess to some of these digests, 
which boil down the daily! 
press reports into succinct,! 
easy-to-read capsules. 
Ls a news story allotted more 

■' ^ w> *Vief paragrae^--® 
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. Thp iaress coverage r.oL 
Laos invasion usually wais ■ 
summarized in one of two 
typewritten pages ^of short 
items. White House aide Eat 
Buchanan, who prepares thp 
digests, selects both favorable 
and critical stories to com¬ 
press for presidential reading 

The digest for March 23, 
1971, for example, began with 
this item: “The U.S. command 
indicated the two-day ■ Mv 
strikes on NVN were highly, 
successful saying, pilots 
stroyed three missile sites,;, 
touching off 100 explosions.”^ 

The next item reported: U.SCj. 
crews manning the fleet of 600 . 
helicopters which supported'' 
SVN’s Laos offensive began- 
withdrawing from Khe Sanh| 
as' the compaign neared its% 
And. Final units in the Saigon^ 
fask force retreated underj. 
Heavy Communist fire.” 
* Next: “U.S< helicopter gun-j 
ships battling in Laos proved^ 
for the first time they are*;^ 
more than a match for hostile^ 
tanks, said an army 'officer*! 
just back from the war zone.^f 
Even more important, said Ltj^ 
Col. Robert Molinelli, U.S. heUn 
icopter pilots over Laos met)y 
‘the heaviest antiaircraft fire| 
we have ever encountered’^ 
and proved they could survive*) 
it.” - - 1 

The daily digest devoted^ 
more space, in fact, to the coV-J 
erage of Mr. Nixon’s TV ap-^ 

\ pearance with Smith than to^ 
: the coverage of the Laos fights 

‘ =—5 
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Anderson's insinuation that the Director was not 
entirely candid in denying existence of surveillances on 
Congressmen is typical of the sensationalist reporting for 
which Anderson is so well known. Anderson has made use of 
semantics in his article in a deceiving way. 

There are numerous instances where Congressmen 
have had conversations^monitQxejcLwhen^J:hey_hap.Dene'd-J:o make 

individua 1 s or establJLshjneni;s^CQV.e.r.ed by 
eleatrohlc surveillances which had approval of the 
Attorney General. But this is not what Anderson intimates. 

REPRESENTATIVE HALE BOGGS 

b7E 

During our bribery investigation of former Senator 
Daniel B._0rewster^b-Maryland) and-collateral grand lurv 
testimony, evidence was developed that Congressman Hale Boggs 
CB^ouTsianaTallegedry°used7h±s~ihfluence to have=*tKe architect 
of the Capitol approve^payment of claims totaling over five. 
rntTliondolljars to Victor Frenkil, growing nut ofTrenl 

con s t ructionof a Government parking garage adjacent to the 
new^House^office build ingT fe alsolearnea that in 1966, 
FrenkTr~remodeled Congressman's Boggs' suburban Maryland. 
res'idence^aT^. cost^=oT~$"45ToS2\95. but only billed Boggs 
POmZLfor-. the^job. The in^s-tj.gation°*of BrewsTer anZ^ 

nquiries regarding Boggs were at the specific request of 
iBeTffforney G^ene^XT Puring^thTs°~Tnvestiga^Ton7 we did not 

have Boggs under survei£Tance~nor did^we ever tap his tele_- 
pRonesT"^Forjnejc ILS. Attorney Sachs had recommended Boggs, 
et al be indicted; however, Sachs^stated 'thiss was~not approved 

Itto rne?”Sene ra 1, --~ 

Anderson contends that Boggs was one of several legis¬ 
lators whose names were picked up on wiretaps during the FBI's 
investigation of fixer Nathan Voloshen and Ex-House of Representa¬ 
tive Aide Martin Sweig. It is pointed out that no wiretaps or 
any o_ther electronic surveillance devices were utilized in the 
^oloshen-Swe ig°=llnvesl 



t 
EX-REPRESENTATIVE VITO MARCANTONI0 

Case file on Marcantonio contains no information that 
he was ever subjected to electronic or physical surveillance 
despTtTe” his bl at anticommunist s ymp a t"hi e s . WHoTe==Ma?cantonio 
was never subjected to electronic surveillance, he was monitored 

or at Dennis' home Secretary of CPUS AT at CPUSA headquarters 
Marcantonio was also monitored on a similar coverage 
Rein, Washington attorney,, who has represented CPUSA members 

Electronic surveillances of Communist Party, 
scheduled meetings in 

FBI 
fCPUSA) establishments 
apartments or other locations 

revealed - 

oji_Dav ■ra: ^ 

USA CO 
cert ain 
rents 

these meetings occasionally observing Marcantonio entering 
duringtffFcourJe^of' their coverageto^ defermfn.e. at tlendanop 
of known or.suspected CP members. Marcantonio was never 

covered by FBI 
or.suspected 

surveilled eitliTr ' to"" 
Agents rW7X7 

CP meetings 

Ou]^. electronic surveillance indices reveal that 
Marcantonio1 s name was_ mentioned during coverage in Chicago in 
r9 5jTo f a c rimi n a 1_ c,a_s e -Tare ajLto ni o hall diedThow ever. 5, 
years earlier in 1954. £ 

EX-SENATOR MAURINE NEUBERGER 

b7E 

REPRESENTATIVE CORNELIUS GALLAGHER 
AND EX-REPRESENTATIVE ROLAND LIBONATI 

Anderson contended that listening devices were used 
iin investigations of Libonati, Gallagher, and other members of 

Congress. Neither Libonati nor_Ga 1 l_agher1 s ^pl^plumas. were 
ever the direct, subjects of a FBI electronic surveL«Ll-an.c._e~ 

(However, they wer,e monitored on e 1 ec.t_r_onic sources_Ln.S-t.alled^ 
to_proyJLde coverage of or.gani.zj5-d crime activities. Gallagher 
was jnoju^toxe_cL^on _a wiretap installed in a New York City, 
establishment to effect cover-age of representatives of the. 
hoodlum el eme_nJt—who regularly congregat edthere . TTT)~ 

3 



Libonati's voice was monitored a Ch] 
was the subject o£ for organized crime 

^Te^^c^veragSTT^ 
figures- which 

b7E 

REPRESENTATIVE PETER FRELINGHUYSEN 

In connection with FBI coverage of lobbyist Fred Black's 
Washington. D. C.. hotel room. Anderson states that a FBI listening 
device picked up a telephone conversation between Earl Blaik, 
reportedly an Avco employee, and Congressman Gerald Ford. 
During microphone coverage of Black's hotel room, a person using. 
the name BJLajk was monitored on 4/24/63 making a telephone call 
to " Congressman Ford* s office. 
yetT? BTaik was then overheard 
certain contracts and remarked that someone must 
complaint to the Department of- Justice 

Lich he inquired "is he back; 
to juTvTselI concernTnj 

ave _ made a 
as an invest!■ inasmuch 

gative inquiry was made. Tt could not be determined exaTctly 
what this Blaik was referring to and it is emphasized that 
only Blaik's end of the conversation was overheard. No wire- 

}tap was involved. 

b6 
b7C 

Anderson claimed that in the 
the FBI learned that| 
a fixer by Anderson, sometimes 

iFord's office. Our 
was acquainted wit! 

Voloshen-Sweig case, 
_ characterized as 
operated out of Congressman 

estigation reveals that | 1 
and had introduced 

subject who desired some influential 
i a r oJ=o===£rojik^£iji^ 
conn ectJLoru-butw,ee.n [ 

[previous newspaper 
lj| acquainted with 
visited his office 

in getjtjji-g^ji=^,ri^ 
Our investigation did not indir,atfi...any 

t^^^Srdis __ offi_c_e_. However, 
articles quoted Congressman Ford as being 

on occasions 
J and that ]had 

b6 
b7C 



REPRESENTATIVE CARL ALBERT AND 
EX-SENATOR MIKE MONRONEY 

Anderson also reported the 
make a breakfast date with Oklahoma' 
Albert and Ex-Senator Mike Monroney. 
noted that on 4/1mapraps of Bla 
Black received a telephone call from 
he^ad^receTyed eTlTallfrom Mike'HMon 
Carl Albert were to have breakfast w 
l^eTdn/TscTay morning at the Senate offT 
ing of 4/3/63, Washington Field Agen 
in the vicinity of the Senate office 
attempt to locate Black's-automobile 
was conducted. 

FBI had ov 
s Represen 
Xln this 
ck's hotel 

ith Black 
ce buildin 
ts made a 
bui1 ding 

. No othe 

erheard Black 
tative Carl 
regard it is 

room indicated 
I Black mentioned 
ice and he and 

on the followin 
. On the morn- 

discreet survey 
in an unsuccessful 
r surveillance., 

ACTION: m 
In response to the Director's request for facts of 

Andersons allegations. ( ij\ 
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if /#*J . ri. Ir^T- '■ ■•' 7 ^ 
5j . xiy jucjc Anderson ; j 

l New’’evidence has”"come~to| 
|iight that the FBI is trafficking.' 
■ in private information about! 
ipublic figures. 

| |/j A derogatory report on’ 
//House Democratic leader, 

Jjr }Hale Boggs, including the 
^[allegation that he drinks hcav- 
- illy, has been traced to FBI 

isources. >! 
* j • This was the inspiration, it- 

|has been suggested, l'or. Deputy • 
j Attorney General Richard.! 
Klcindicnst’s crack on tele*, 
vision that Boggs / must have 
been- either, “sick or ... . not 
.in possession of his faculties” 
jfvhcn he accused the FBI of 
tapping congressional phones. 

Kicindicnst told us* he had 
heard the rumors about Boggs’. 

; prinking byt not from the FBI. j 
; The only FBI report he had] 

seen on Boggs, ‘ IGeindienst ] 
said, concerned the congress- 
man’s alleged role in helping, 
Baltimore contractor Victor 
Frenkil get the contract for 
constructing a House garage. 

|.The. deputy attorney general 
j said, he had reviewed this re- - 

port about 12 months ago’and 
i had joined in the decision that) 
! “there was no evidence to war-1 
) rant prosecution.” . 
, j iTMe FBI rundown on Boggs,, 

! |aeC.or4iP2,.to a 'competent', 
* .source who ( has- seen u" and 
) b\il} a position to know its 
l ^origin, is written on plain ! 
| j^per without any FBI idem-;! 
j jUlying marks. In the past; we'; 
\ iba\’e seen similar anonymous | 
j. ireports that we knew came:i 
I /Jt of the FBI. " : 

| Titillating Tidbits .r 

j st has been the FBI’s prac¬ 
tice to collect titillating tid- 
jbits about prominent'people, " 

^tirn up in the^course. 
' .of pxhbFunvesUgatioSs^S^.... 

OT'O 

67 AUG 1119: 

jTtiTTFBI learned^rar^s* 
wiretaps-'at the Soviet'Em Das-j 
sy, for instance, that ex-Attor-* 
ney General Ramsey Clark 
had telephoned Soviet .Ambas¬ 
sador Anatoly Dobrynin last 
December about possibly go¬ 
ing to Russia to observe the 
trial of 12 Russian Jews who 
allegedly had plotted to hijack 
a plane to fly them to Israel. 

S J; Edgar Hoover immediate¬ 
ly sent a secret message about 
.Clark’s plans, quoting a “high¬ 
ly reliable source”, on the. 
[FBI t e 1 e typ e to the White 
House,/.Pentagon, State De¬ 
partment and Central’Intelii- 
•gence Agency. 
j Perhaps /he mos.t notorious 

' UFBI' report that has’"come to 

our a tt c n ti o n was jk me mo., to I 
PvasiS«r*"t Johnson o n * i;:Vic sex' 
life of Dr. Martin Luther j 
King. ^ A _\VJiite,.,^House_ aidjet-j 

: h o we d..The J\BI_memo,f 
dated] Feb. 20,.1968. ‘ ' 
^Tf quotecTa' i7con f id ential in¬ 
formant” who said' Dr. King 
had been having an “Illicit 
affair” with the. “wife of a 

_ prominent Negro " dentist in 
Los Angeles.” '! 

| Continued the memo: “The! 
‘source related an incident^ 
.which occurred some time agoj 
'in a New York City hotel,! 
where King was intoxicated at 
a small gathering. King 

j threatened'to leap from the. 
! 13Ui floor window of the ho- 
'tel if this woman would not 
;say‘she loved him.” ; 

- ” jpTho FBI, of course, has no! 
business investigating King’s! 
se.k life, Boggs’ drinking hab-i 
its, Clark's travel plans or thej 
private lives of any other pub¬ 
lic figures. ' 

: Peanut Butter Caper 
Hidden ■ in secret Pentagon 

files, among incidents the 
Army has hushed up, is,the 
story of the peanut butter 
caper. ‘ 

It happened a year ago when 
Mai. Gen.'^Herron Maples was 
in Charger' cf pcafTut”6ux?cr 

:• i 
matters" for the AririyTir/ 
ronc'.Jrf,,,, ...... 

The Washington Post /Z 
Times Herald_ ^ — 

The Washington Daily News_ 

The Evening Star (Washington) 

The Sunday Star (Washington) _ 

Daily News (New York)_ 

Sunday News (New York)_ 

New York Post_ 

The New York Times_ 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

The Wall Street Journal ;_ 

The National Observer_ 

People's World_ 

r\ 
/% 

Date lAj 

NOT RECORDED 

2® m xo Ufa 



V“Hc^vasJdetoririined...toJcfi.0P3,*?' 
'h is" favor lie' brand, Circus pe a- f 
nut butter, on commissary •. 
‘shelves. But lie was overruled 
by a-cost-conscious Pentagon‘.1 
,-which discovered Piknik pea- •/ 
•nut butter was cheaper. •,!;? 

(The cost overrun for the 
Circus brand, it was carefully *vs 
calculated, came to 21 cents 1 

. extra for a three-pound jar.) 
Maples registered his com-/ 

pliancc in a formal message / 
that he sent to the Pentagon 
over the “front channel.” But /i 
lie put another secret message-1’ 
on the “back channel,” which/: 
is‘. reserved . for general of- 
ficers. •• ■ ■ 

. Only the most , sensitive/, 
secrets . are . marked for the / ■ 
“eyes only.” of Pentagon in-,’-’ 
siders. This "was how Maples'*/ 
stamped his message, which ’. 
was /• hariefccarried from the 

/Pentagon communications cen-.;. 
/ter to the Army Support. Serv- *! 
/ices/. •;:/ ■;?•/ /•/;• • • .■/ 

• i: UiI; will /. withdraw • agree-/ 
/ment,” the • two-star peanut/ 
'..butter epicurean advised. Thus ; 
./he defied the .Pentagon direc-/ 
/tiye and 'continued, to stock / 
tithe/ more /'.expensive, h peanut'*i 
/'spread,/keepingthe - record 
//dogplniilitary seef 

Syndicato.-' Inc. 
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Memorandum 
Mr. C« D. Brennan‘S 

R. D. Cotter 

1 - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. Brennan 
IIATE: 5/3/71 

1 - Mr. Cotter 
1 - I-1 

subject A BUREAU SPEECH COMMITMENTS 
BEFORE SERVICES GROUPS a 

JS- 

I fA fan —j 

'-AS&Z 
y SiisSop JLi 
/fyf*;nnan“\ 
/j^Callnhnn_ 

Casper _ 

Conrad __ 

Pal bey _ 

Felt _ 

nl o_ 

'Rosen . 

Tavcl _ 

Walters __ 

Soynrs _ 

Tele. Room 

Holmes _ 

Gandy _ 

tm 

b6 
b7C 

Cotter to Brennan memo 4/28/71, captioned "Speech 
at the U. S. Army Command and General Staff College. Fort I 
Leavenworth. Kansas, 5/10/71,"submitted speech by SA| \-pz- 

I for approval. Mr. Tolson noted "I am opposed. This is Gy 
another ’closed' speech." The Director noted "I concur. Since 
no security prevailed at Carlisle, Pa., no FBI are to appear’ 
before Armed Services. They can be so advised." The Director^/ f\ 
also noted in connection with Jack Anderson’s column, 5/3/71, 
"We will never again accept an invitation from Armed, Services 
because of this breach of security." Column related that Anderson's 
stooge infiltrated symposium at Carlisle, Pennsylvania, Ij . 
where SAl I delivered a speech. Newsmen were barred from \l 
the symposium. ( 7 GV*U/ 

The Director's instructions barring FBI appearances 
before Armed Forces will, of course, be followed. ^ 

'CX. 
1. We will notify the U. S. Army Command and 

General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, that speech ^ 
commitment for 5/10/71 by SAl I is cancelled. -> 

2. Other speaking commitments will be examined to . 
identify any speaking commitments we have scheduled before 
Armed Forces and will appropriately advise them such commitments 
are being cancelled. 

■ 

We do not believe, however, that it would be appro- 
i priate that our reason for cancellation should be a breach of ^ 
military security,-since, as noted in our memo 5/3/71, captioned 

| "Jack Anderson, Wai^hjington Merry-Go-Round, *The Washington Post' 25; 
i May 3, 1971." Jack Anderson grossly distorted the facts con- ... 
cerning the Carlisle, Pennsylvania, speech and in fact this £|i' 
was not a military_jttee_ting but rather a meeting of the American^ ' 
Ordnance .Association, which is' a^^iaOcpI <■>* "'(ks#egg^naf“ 
p a o pdadicated to^progress in armament and Industrial 

I preparedness. i n 

^Mclosures 

TJS:amt v NOT RECORDED 
8 MAY 14 1971 MAY IS^fc^IrWHEfe'SHQip ^i-- 

^^OTHE&WISEo, o-.'— 



Memorandum to Mr. Brennan 
RE: BUREAU SPEECH COMMITMENTS 

BEFORE ARMED SERVICES GROUPS 

Since Army’s facilities were utilized for this 
meeting, it is only„on a bare. technical basis _that_we_could 
charge the military with a breach of security. It is therefore 
believed we'should^base our cancellations on other existing 
commitments and current manpower demands. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. In view of the time element involved in the 
5/10/71 commitment at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, if the Director 
approves, our Kansas City Office will be.telephonically instructed 
to orally cancel this commitment. . a s s ».ft 

iUV _ , N x 
\ f-T M 

2. Domestic IntelligenceNjJivision and Crime Records 
Division will examine speech records for all other speaking 
commitments for the Armed Forces and cancel them by appropriate 
letters. Domestic Intelligence Division will cancel those 

2 
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TTh 

KewMiu 
By Jade Anderson 

Despite the arrest of a mate¬ 
rial witness in the Capitol 
bombing, the FBI’s search for 
fugitive revolutionaries has 
been largely stymied. 

This admission was made 
behind closed doors the other 
day by Ervin L. Recer, super¬ 

visor of the FBI’s domestic in¬ 
telligence division. 

Speaking at a closed sym¬ 
posium on domestic violence 
at the Army War College, Car¬ 
lisle Barracks, Pa., Recer said 
the rpimhpr of radicals and j 
revolutionaries on the loose 
has already swelled the FBI’s 
“Ten Most Wanted” list to 18. 

Fugitives hiding around col-1 
lege campuses, ho said, are! 
“practically invisible” to the 
FBI. “Contact,” he explained, 
“would entail living the type 
of drug-oriented, amoral sys-; 
tem that is so common among 
the New Left” 

Recer charged that the Na¬ 
tional Peace Action Coalition, 
which is sponsoring the anti¬ 
war demonstrations in Wash¬ 
ington, is “completely domi¬ 
nated” by the Socialist Work-, 
ers Party and its youth arm, 
the Young Socialist Alliance. 

He identified both as Trotsky¬ 
ist. 

The other sppnsor of the 
Washington protests, the Peo¬ 
ple’s Coalition for Peace and 
Justice, “has several very 
prominent Communists on its 
top board,” he said. 

He described the Weather¬ 
men as “fanatical revolution¬ 
aries” and identified Mark 
Rudd and Bernadine Dohrn as 
two of its leaders. The latter, 
he said, is educated and intel¬ 
ligent but “about as amoral as 
you can possibly find.” 

He said a letter had been 
“received but not authenti¬ 
cated” claiming Weathermen 
responsibility for the bombing 
of the Capitol. ; * 

Recer said the FBI had the! 
responsibility to “assure that 
dissent is protected” without 
compromising the rights of all 
other citizens. 

Footnote: Newsmen were 
•barred from the symposium. 
However, I sent Charles El¬ 
liott of my staff to infiltrate 
the meeting. He is the same 
reporter who has been tailing 
J. Edgar Hoover. The FBI 
chief has expressed great 
nervousness over Elliott and 
has ordered him watched. Pre¬ 
sumably to assist in this count- 

?er-surveillance, two FBI types 
snapped a bootleg picture of 
him. Other pictures of him, 
going through Hoover’s trash, 
also appear in the May issue 
of the Washingtonian maga¬ 
zine. Nevertheless, Elliott had 
no trouble slipping into the 
closed-door meeting. 

Generation of Peace 
President Nixon is gearing 

th£ government for a “genera¬ 
tion of peace.” 

He has explained to asso¬ 
ciates that he expects eco¬ 
nomic rather than military ri¬ 
valry to dominate the 1970s. 
He believes that a nuclear 
stalemate will keep the great 
powers out of war for the next 
generation. The emphasis, 
therefore, should be bn eco¬ 
nomic warfare. 

In the President’s view, our 
military foe of the 1940’s, 
Japan, will become an eco¬ 
nomic foe in the 1970’s. He has 
asked his new international 
economic adviser, Pete Peter¬ 
son, to establish an “early 
warning system” to locate and 
identify foreign, economic 
threats.. 

Explaining his ideas pri 
vately to Republican congrcs- 

sionar leaders, the President -;! 
pointed out that the number ? 
of steelworkers in the U.S. has 
dropped from 670,000 to ; 

606,000 in the past 20 years, * 
that steel production in Japan'* 
has soared from 5 million to: l 
100 million tons during the * 
same period. 

“In 1974,” the Pi'esident pre¬ 
dicted, “Japan will pass thef 
U.S. in steel production.” 

He counseled, however, that' 
“you can’t build a generation^ 
of peace simply by ending' a 
war. You have to continue to 
build a structure of peace.” 

. This would take new empha¬ 
sis, he said, on our economic 
strength. But he warned that 
our military strength couldn’t' 
be neglected. 

“A country that becomes a 
swollen economic giant but a 
military pygmy,” he said, “is a * 
big temptation to be plucked 
off. So the economic and mili¬ 
tary systems will have to con?: 
tinue. The neo-isolationists are. 
the ones who will invite new* 
military involvements.” 

Then, with earnest empha¬ 
sis, he warned the G 
ers: “The day we be^ 
in the world, watc1 
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' Memorandum 
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Ison 

.SuMivan .K y _ 
,^ohr 

Callahan __ 
Casper_—/— 

Conrad .wli, 7>vr * j ■ 
iFcIt . 
Da! hey- 

J^from : T. E. Bishop), 

SUBJECT: MEDBURG 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
.herein is mmssinm 

- ' • 0" -0-20u" BY .... iur fc-vrsYls? 

b6 
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& An individual who identified himself as Brett Hume of columnist 
Jack Anderson/s office telephoned my office this afternoon and spoke to Bland. 
Hume said that he had been talking to an individual affiliated with the Xerox 
Corporation and had determined that repair teams of the Xerox Corporation 
have been obtaining drum markings from the various Xerox machines, which 
machines may have been utilized to run off copies of documents stolen from the 

l FBI’s office in Media, Pennsylvania. Hume said that virtually all machines 
| were being checked. He said that this information is coming from a person 
| in a position to know the facts of the matter. He would not identify this person. ^ 

t Hume asked for a verification of the above and comments from 
{the FBI. He was advised that the FBI would have no comment. 

ACTION 

None. For information 

1 - Mr. Mohr H 
1 - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. H. A. Schutz 
1 - Mr. M* A* Jones 
I - Mr. Bishop 

JFBrasg 
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*\ 
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subject: "THE ADVOCATES" 
PROGRAM CONCERNING THE DIRECTOR 

Tolson _ 

Sullivan . 

pro* 
Ifrtiritiar 
Y all ah a Callahan- 

Casper- 

Conrad- 

Dal bey_ 

Felt_ 

Gale _ 

Rosen _ 

Tavcl_ 

Walters_ 
Soyars _ 
Tele. Room . 

Holmes_ 

/'2m. 

’ As reported in previous memoranda submitted, captioned program, 
which is televised by the educational TV networks, is preparing a program to 
consider the question whether or not Mr. Hoover should be replaced as Director 
of the FBI. 

On 5-6-71 Congressman Sam Devine (R-Ohio) contacted Inspector 
Bowers and advised he has been invited to participate in captioned program. He 
said the program is to be taped in Los Angeles on 5-12-71 for showing beginning 
on 5-18-71. He stated the program official gontacting his office indicated that 
others being invited include columnist Jack Anderson or former Special Agent 

la representative of theTGnerican Civil Liberties Union, former 
Special Agent Evelle J. Younger (Attorney General, State of California), and 
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. (We have received no indication that Zimbalist has been 
invited to participate on this program.) 

b6 
b7C 

Mr. Devine stated the producers of the show offered only to pay 
i expenses. He stated a round trip flight to Los Angeles would be somewhat of 
I a hardship particularly in the middle of the week. He emphasized, however, 
that if Mr. Hoover would like him to do this, he certainly will do so, but added 
that unless the Director feels his appearance is necessary he would be inclined to 
decline the invitation. 

Congressman Devine has been one of our staunchest supporters ^ 
through the years and it is felt it would be an imposition on him to specifically _ v 
request that he make this long trip to appear on this program. 

RECOMMENDATION: ^ 7 - ^ * 
- NOT RECORD!® i ^ 0 U" ' S 

That Con|§^sMMaA5)®71ne be advised we certainly appreciate his H 
interest and continued support and that we leave completely to his good judgement « 
the decision as to whether or not“he will accept theJLnyitation.to^appear on this 
TV program. ^ ” jj| 

1 - Mr. Mohr 1 - Mr. Dalbey 1 - l^fesTlffbrme1^71 1 - Mr. Bowersf 

1 - Mr. Bishop 1 - Miss .Gandy Q 

/WKB, (8) WpM' /. 
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SEE NOTE PAGE. TWO 

Bishop--— 

Brennan, C.D. . 

Callahan- 

Casper- 

Conrad —- 
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Felt- 

Gale-—- 
Rosen _ 

Tavol - 

Walters_ 

Soyara- 

Tele. Room . 
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SUBJECT: 

Mr. Mohr 
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DATE: 5/14/71 
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DATE 11-03-2007 El 60324 me baw/rs/lsg 
Tele. Room . 

Holmes _ 

Gandy_ 

LES WHITTEN; JACK ANDERSON’S COLUMN 
INQUIRIES CONCERNING DIRECTOR’S WRITINGS 

2 

At 9:30 a. m., 5/14/71, Bishop received a phone call from Les 
Whitten of Jack Anderson’s column. Whitten stated that Anderson had appeared 
in Los Angeles yesterday in connection with the filming of the program, ’’The 
Advocates, ” and pn cross examination the statement was made to him by 
William^Rusher. who was acting as the attorney for the FBI’s side of the program, 
when referring"to the Director’s books, ’’Isn’t it true that all the proceeds from 
the books went to charity?” Anderson apparently did not answer the question. 
Whitten stated that after the filming was finished, Anderson went up to Rusher 
and asked him if he had some information about the disposition of the proceeds 
from the 3 books written by Mr. Hoover. Rusher informed him that he knew 
that all the proceeds from the last 2 books (”A Study of Communism” and ”J. 
Edgar Hoover on Communism”) went to the-FBI Recreation Association, and that 
the proceeds from "Masters of Deceit” were split in 5 ways, with Mr. Hoover 
getting 1/5, the FBI Recreation Association 1/5, and 1/5 going to 3 other persons 
(unnamed by Rusher) who had assisted on the book. 

Whitten stated that it was obvious that the FBI had furnished 
this information to Rusher after giving a ”no comment" to Whitten’s inquiry made 
last week as to the proceeds of the books* Whitten stated that he thought it was 
not right for the FBI to give a ”no comment” to a representative of Anderson’s 
column, and then to furnish information to someone else. 

He then stated that he wished to make a formal inquiry as follows: 
"Will the FBI furnish him and the press a public accounting of all proceeds derived 
from Mr. Hoover’s writings over the years, ” and "realizing that this may be too 
big of an undertaking, will the FBI furnish a public accounting of the funds 
received in any manner from the 3 books written by Mr. Hoover and the manner 
in which these funds were dispersed. ” 

> 

1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. Dalbey 
1 - Miss Gandy 
1 - Mr. M. A 

1MM 
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Bishop to Mr. Mohr memo (continued) 
Re: LES WHITTEN; JACK ‘ANDERSON’S COLUMN 

Bishop made no comment to Whitten except to say that he 
did not think that Mr. Hoover owed any obligation to make such a public 
accounting but that a check would be made with regard to his inquiry and he 
would be informed of the results. 
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JACK ANDERSON.-. 
WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND 
"THE WASHINGTON POST" 
MAY 3, 1971 

Jack Anderson has again tried to set up the Bureau 
through his yellow journalism by a reference in his May 3, 1971^k^ 
column (copy attacked) to a speech made by SA I I or 
Domestic Intelligence Division. This is a continuation of the / 
smear campaign that Anderson has been conducting against the 
FBI in his column in recent weeks. He refers to SAl I 
speaking at a symposium at the "Army War College, Carlisle 
Barracks, Pennsylvania," and making an "admission” that the 
"FBI's search for fugitive revolutionaries has beenlargely 
stymied." He also claims SA[ stated that fugitive 
revolutionaries 'hadAlready swelled the FBI's Most Wanted 
List to 18." 

In his typically underhanded way Anderson says 
newsmen were barred-from this symposium but that he sent 

1 a member of his staff, to infiltrate the 
lAnderson states snidely, is the same^ 

reporter who has been "tailing” the Director and "going ~t#rough 
symposium. 

Hoover's trash;";~ 

\ 
a. 

As usual, Anderson is completely inaccurate in his’ 
reporting and twisted the facts to put the Bureau and the' 
Director in a bad light. TBMl„speech was not sponsored by"the 

an Army group,. The symposium was held on 4/22/71 at 
tfie^War Cbilege by the American Ordnance Association, k :nation- 

|wide society of professional men dedicated to progress in 
armament and industrial preparedness. Copy of memorandum 
seeking approval attached. We have had close relations with 
various?; individuals associated with this group in the past.. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Brennan 
RE: JACK ANDERSON 

WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND 
"THE WASHINGTON POST" 
MAY 3, 1971 

The statements attributed by Anderson to SA 
are completely untrue. No statement was made concerning our 
New Left fugitive investigations being stymied. The text of 
the speech as approved*was followed and there was reference 
to 
SDi 
a general statement was made by SA[ 
revolutionary fugitives, that they were different from regular 
criminals in that they melded into commune societies around 
campuses in which there is heavy drug useage and highly immoral 
activity. From this undoubtedly, Anderson made the flagrantly 

J= ^ _ lof the Weatherman faction of 
being a Federal fugitive. In the course of this symposium. 

with regard to the 

false statements attributed to SA in his column. 

Anderson, of course, sent his stooge to this meeting 
with the specific purpose of using anything said at all against 
the Bureau. He has sunk so low in his attacks on the Bureau 
that he is incapable of presenting a straightforward assessment 
of any Bureau activity such as the speech given by SAI 

Since Anderson's man apparently infiltrated this 
meeting of the American Ordnance Association with ease, 
indicating that there was little attempt to control access if to this meeting, it is believed that oclfurther speeches 
sJtKuiLAJje^ve^ ofJ;he, J^ricagi^pance 

S Asspj&tatin, the future. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

In the future, no Bureau personnel be approved 
to speak before meetings oT^tfie^Merlcan Ordnance Association. 
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■y t umtives Stymie 
By Jack Anderson 

Despite the arrest of a m; ve•? 
rial witness in the ! 
bombing, the FBI's seai.v&:fur| 
fugitive revolutionaries h.*r; ■ 
been largely stymied. 

This admission was 
behind closed i.,. n th se 
day by Ervin L* »cer ... ..X 
visor of the Fr<_. iome.Au. m ; 
telligence divisi . . ■ | 

Speaking at rs . iosed sym , 
posium on do'-1 violence 
at the Army Wa, College, Car¬ 
lisle Barracks Fa., Recer said 
the number of radicals and 
revolutionaries on the loose 
has already swelled the FBI's 
“Ten Most Wanted" list to 18. 

Fugitives hiding around col¬ 
lege campuses, he said, are 
“practicallyj invisible” to the 
FBI. “Contact,” he explained 
“would entail living the -t/pc 
of drug-oriented, amoral sys¬ 
tem that is Iso common among 
the New Left.” 

Recer charged that the Na¬ 
tional Peace Action Coalition, 
which is sponsoring the anti¬ 
war demonstrations in Wash¬ 
ington, is ^‘completely domi¬ 
nated” by the Socialist Work¬ 
ers Party alnd its youth arm, 
the Young [Socialist Alliance. 

i V** "A-uiv »*-v*d hotn Trotsky- 

& 
’Jus at 

rtc'i 
iiiw’ 
lurid 

c ■A*1 y~ .Vr of the 
u:? „ py .c- .. the Peo 

7: sJueA for Peace ay d 
‘has sevens! very 

: idmmwm.v. m its 
V Vie. said. 

‘ Nr; t: y We a Tun - 
:iu c aticaI revolution- 
a*i ^cieiiUticd Mark 
t Bern Adi ne Dohrn as 

two of its leaders,CJ he latter, 
he said, is educated and intel¬ 
ligent but * about as amoral as 
you ran possibly find.” 

He said a letter had been 
“received but not authenti¬ 
cated” claiming Weathermen 
responsibility for the bombing 
of the <V;u.,«V: 

R :v; die FBI had the 
responsibility to “assure that 
dierNVt h; erected” without 
compromising the rights of all 
other citizens. 

Footnote: Newsmen were 
barred from the symposium. 
However, 1 sent Charles El¬ 
liott of my staff to infiltrate 
the. meeting. He is the same 
reporter who has been tailing 
J. Edgar Hoover. The FBI 
chief has expressed .great 
nervousness over Elliott and 
has ordered him watched. Pre-i 
sumably to assist in this count-! 

surved: :'ce? two FBI \< ■ 
snapped a bootleg .V 
run. Other pictures of hm 
going through Hoover’s trash, 
also pea* in the May issue 
of th W^sh-.ngtonian maga¬ 
zine. .Sivr: .v-iftss, Elliott had 
no trouble dipping into the 
closed-door meeting. 

Generation of Peace 
President Nixon is gearing 

the govei nment for a “genera¬ 
tion of p eace.” 

He has explained to asso- 
.dates that he expects eco* 
nomic rather than military ri¬ 
valry to dominate the 1970s 
He believes that a nuuear 
stalema.e wdi keep the 
powers out of war for the nrx 
generation The emphasis. 
therefore, should be on ecu 
nomic warfare. 

In the President’s .vysv. :> 
military foe of the 19 
Japan, will become ai. .<o 
nomic foe in the 1970's. He has 
asked his new international 
economic adviser, Pete Peter¬ 
son, to establish an “early 
warning system” to locate and 
identify fbreign economic 
threats. 

Explaining his ideas pri¬ 
vately; to Republican congres¬ 

sional leaders, the Presidents 
4V, 

point d out that the number.-* 
ar sceeiworkers in the ILS. has * 
dropped from 670,000 to£; 

608,000 in the past 20 years;* 
that production in Japan J 

has soared from 5 million to? 
jiOU million tons during the 

<same period. 
. "Zz the President pre-ti 
I dieted, Nfepan. will pass the1 }< 
U.S. in prxiucL >n ” ; 

I He counsel d, how er; thatY' 
• “you can’t bhld a -g\ oration !, 
i of peace simply by ../uhng a*'; 
' \v«r. You nave to c a vje to * 
build a structure of Y: 

I This would take nc v* - 
sts/ he said, on our -, 
„;rHigth, - But he w& 
ouv military strength . . 

, be :ae,*:*ected. 
” A eouici.-.; that b*yr ■ * 

swollen economic giant 
, ndlitaV / pygmy," he -.aid, “is. 
■ Iku teroptavinn to be plucked ; 
off. vpv-. the economic and milr * 

j wo y systems will have to con- ( 
j tmue. the ^co-isolationists are, 
the ones who will invite new ! 
miiitariy in' vemente - j 

Then, with earner mpha-, 
sis, he warned the Ir : *ad- J 
ers: “The day we becce 2 ! 
In the world, watch oi. 

, © 1971» Bell-MeClute Syndic. 

1 ‘t 
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MJL IHFOBMftTION CONTAINED b7C 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE, 07-03-200? BY 60324 auc baw/ES/lsg 

AMERICAN ORDNANCE ASSOCIATION 
UNION TRUST BUILDING 
15TH AND H STREETS, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

The purpose of tills memorandum Is to recommend that correspond¬ 
ent’s request for a speaker on 4/22/71 be accepted and that consideration be given 
to the designation of Special Agent I I Domestic Intelligence Division. b6 

b7C 
By letter 2/5A1 correspondent requested that Mr. Sudivan address . 

a symposium of this Association at the Ui S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, 
Pennsylvania, on 1/22/71. Attendance of approximately 250 industry executives 
Is expected. Bullies disclose prior cordial correspondence w»th| 
regarding similar matters and our last outgoing, 6/2/69, was In reply to his letter 
expressing appreciation for Mr. Sullivan’s presentation. This Association is a 
nation-wide'society of professional men dedicated to progress In armament and 
industrial preparedness. We have had dose relations with various individuals 
associated with this group in the past. 

i 

Mr. Sullivan suggested that he not be considered and that Special 
Agent I I be designated for this presentation. 

. Enclosure 

1 - Mr Mohr - Enclosures (2) 
1 - Mr, Sullivan Enclosures (2) 
1 - Mr, Bishop ■■ Enclosures (2) 
1 - Mr. Brennan - Enclosures (2) 
1 - Mr J?nes - Enclosures (2) 

(T)-| |- Enclosures (2) 
1 - Iki- Malmfeldt 

REKrsmj (8) 

CONTINUED OVER 



Memorandum to Mr. Bishop 
Kef-1 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

(1) That consideration be given to designating Special Agent 
I Ito appear before this group on 4/22/71. 

b6 
b7C 

(2) If approved, an appropriate acknowledgment to| 
letter of 2/5/71 is attached. 



February 11, 1971 

.American Ordnance Association 
Union Trust Building 
Klh and H Streets, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20005 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 ONCLA5SIFIED 

DATE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 sue 

Bean 

Your letter of February 5th has been received and 
Mr. Sullivan and I certainly appreciate your kind invitation for him 
to appear at your symposium on April 22nd at Carlisle Barracks, 
Pennsylvania. Although this is something Mr. Sullivan would very 
much like to do, the pressure of his official schedule precludes 
his accepting additional commitments. 

_B is a pleasure to advise you, however, that Special 
/rcentl ~1of our Domestic Intelligence Division will be 
available and Is looking forward to the opportunity to be with you on 
this occasion. If this is satisfactory, you may communicate with 
him directly here at FBI Headquarters regarding the additional 
necessary arrangements. 

Sincerely yours. 

b6 
b7C 

1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Sullivan 
I - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. Brennan 
1 - Mr. Jones 
6 
NOTE ; Based upon memorandum of G. E. Malmfeldt to Mr. Bishop, 2/10/71, 
captioned 
A ssoci tioa. Union Trust Building, 15th and H Streets 
D. C. " 

| American Crd 
7N.W., Washlnj 

rdnance 
Washington, 

BEKmmj (9) 
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Founded 1919 

AMERICAN ORDNANCE ASSOCIATION « 
UNION TRUST BUILDINC, 1STH AND H STREETS, N.W., WASHINGTON, D. C. 200<J 

20I-M7-7150 

A MEMBERSHIP SOCIETY OF AMERICAN CITIZENS DEDICATED TO 
PEACE THROUCH INDUSTRIAL PREPAREDNESS FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE 

February 5, 1971 

Mr, J. Edgar Hoover 

Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D. C. 20535 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 auc ban.-/rs/lag* 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

The purpose of this letter is to request the participa¬ 

tion of your Associate Director, William C. Sullivan, in our sympo¬ 
sium on "Domestic Terrorist Activities, " to be held at the U.S. 

Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pa. , on April 22, 1971. In 

attendance will be approximately 250 industrial executives represent¬ 
ing our corporate members in the Eastern Area. The meeting will 

last all day and we expect to have presentations by a wide spectrum of 

people who are concerned with the subject problem. 

Other featured speakers are the following: 

Congressman Ichord, Chairman of the House Internal 

Security Committee, or one of his principal staff members, will give... 

a run-down on the current domestic situation which is sparking the. 

terrorist activity; 

G. Gordon Liddy, Special Assistant to the Secretary of 

the Treasury, will discuss the Organized Crime Act of 1970 and its 

enforcement provisions; 

Major General Lloyd B. Ramsey, Provost Marshall 

General of the Army, will cover the Industrial Defense Program; 

A representative from the Pennsylvania State Police'will 

discuss local law enforcement as it relates to terrorist activity; 

An insurance executive will discuss prudent insurance 

coverage under the threat of terrorist activity; and the internal security 

chief of one of our large corporate members.in the Eastern a£e,a xwill 

outline^ the provisions of a typical plant security plan. 

vtu****- 
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Page -2- 

The scope of your representative's talk would include 

how the FBI fits into the domestic bombing situation, pointers on 
steps the industrialist and private citizen can take to enhance his 

security in the current uneasy environment, andjxpw the citizenry can 
*Bes~E“cooperafe with the FBI in the performance of its duties. The 

broad title which has been assigned to the requested FBI talk is "Safe- 
-guarding Your Security." 

i If you are able to honor this request, we would appreciate 
it if you would authorize direct liaison with your designated representa¬ 

tive to work out the details. 

With kindest regards. 

b6 
b7C 

Sincerely vours. 

f 
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J Edgar Hoover 

Federal Bureau 

Washington, D C 

of Investigation 
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J Edgar 

Looks as if your friends are using 

every method to crucify you0 It is 

really going strongo 

The majority of American people like you 

and believe in you, but you cannot beat 

the powers who took over. 

Admirer 

/>t&n 

Mr? Brdnnar^CfTD. _ 

Mr. Callahan_ 

Mr. Casper_ 

Mr. Conrad_ 

Mr. Dal bey_ 

Mr. Felt_ 

Mr. Gale_ 

Mr. Rosen_ 

Mr. Tavel_ 

Mr. Walters_ 

Mr. Soyars_ 

Tele. Room_ 

Miss Holmes_t— 
b6 
b7C 

EX-103 



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
.-HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

.DATE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 bug baw/rs/lag 
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JBLADE^OLEDO, 
derson ■= 

OHIO, WEDNESDAY, MAY 12, 

Texan Pays Hoover's Hotel Bill 

Jack 
Anderson 

T ATE last year we decided to turn the tables 
" on J. Edgar -Hoover, who for 47 years has 
been running investigations of others. We, 
therefore, began an FBI-style investigation of 
the FBI chief. 

This attracted considerable 
attention in the nation’s news¬ 
papers and magazines. The 
ABC network showed a film of 
my reporter, Charles Elliott/ 
rummaging through Mr. Hoo¬ 
ver’s trash. Our discovery of 
rich dinner menus and empty 
Gelusil cartons, leading us to 
conclude that the great crime 
fighter suffers from gas pains, 
was widely publicized. 

But our investigation has un¬ 
covered facts far more news¬ 
worthy than Mr. Hoover’s indigestion. 

We found that the durable old G-man and his 
faithful companion, Clyde Tolson, both bach¬ 
elors, both now in their 70s, vacationed togeth¬ 
er each summer at LaJolla, Calif., where Mr. 
Hoover liked to attend the races. 

They stayed in $100-a-day suites at the Hotel 
Del Charro near the Del Mar track. The FBI 
pair never paid their bills, which were picked 
up by Texas oil millionaire Clint Murchison, 
the hotel owner'. 

The former hotel manager, Alan Witwer, told 
us that while he was there Mr. Hoover ran up 
a total tab of more than $15,000 picked up by 
Mr. Murchison. A typical thank-you letter, 
signed “Edgar ” said: 

“It is always hard to leave one’s friends after 
such an enjoyable stay as Clyde and I have had 
these past few weeks . . . We appreciated the 
superb accommodations and your many contri-11 
butions toward our comfort and enjoyment of 
this trip.” 

Our investigations also produced the startling 
fact that the taxpayers provide Mr.,.Hoover 
with five bulletproof limousines, three more 
than are available to the President: 

Two of Mr. Hoover’s limousines are kept in 
Washington, the three others in Los Angeles, 
Miami, and New York City. Annual costs: 
more than $50,000. A check of the mileage run 
up by the five cars will slfow they have been 
held largely for Mr. Hoover’s exclusive use. 

We found, too, that Mr. Hoover had circum¬ 
vented the law to keep his ailing sidekick in the 
FBI. Mr. Tolson, having reached the mandato¬ 
ry-retirement age of 70, needed a presidential 
v/aiver to remain on active duty. But he had 
suffered a series of minor strokes and had un¬ 
dergone delicate aortal surgery. He could nev¬ 
er have passed the physical, which is required 
for a presidential waiver. 

Mr. Hoover got around the law by retiring 
his old friend, then bringing him back. The FBI 
chief used a legal provision which allows the 
employment of retired personnel temporarily 
to complete a project they were working on at 
the time of their mandatory retirement. 

But most serious of all, Mr. Hoover used FBI 
personnel to research and write three books, 
which have brought him more than $250,000 in 
royalties. The books were produced,, in other 

' words, at .the taxpayers’ expense. But royalty 
checks were made out to Mr. Hooyer_person- * 
ally. - V * * 
- J: Edgar Hoover has built the FBI into a law- 

. enforcement agency. with a reputation un¬ 
matched anywhere in the world. It is also a 
tribute to Mr. Hoover and the FBI that they 
are denounced with equal ferocity by the ex¬ 
tremists of the left and the right. 

But our investigation has uncovered conduct 
that is curious, indeed, for the man who has' 
become symbolic of the fight against evil 
doers. It is past time for the indomitable old 
man to retire. The FBI will survive quite well, 
since he has given it a firm foundation. 

★ ★ ★ 

Underworld fireworks hustlers are scheming 
to sneak high-powered Singapore firecrackers 
past customs inspectors in time for July 4. 
Probable entry port will be Los Angeles or Bal¬ 
timore. 

In the past, the fireworks men have joked 
about the ease with which they slipped con¬ 
traband fireworks past the supposedly keen¬ 
eyed customs men. They avoided high duties 
by labeling their fireworks “Container made in 
U.S.,” thus cutting down the customs assess¬ 
ment. A schoolboy could have opened up the 
cones and tubes and found the containers were 
made from old Hong Kong newspapers. 

★ ★ ★ 

N. W. Ayer & Son, the ad agency whose sub¬ 
sidiary produced those savage smear ads 
against eight liberal Democratic senators on 
the eve of the 1970 election, has been awarded 
the $10.6 million contract to produce the army’s 
controversial recruiting commercials. The non¬ 
partisan Fair Campaign Practices Committee 
awarded the Ayer political ads “worst place” 
for the 1970 campaign. 

★ ★ ★ 

We have had access to three Pentagon re¬ 
ports on drug addiction among servicemen in 
Vietnam. Taken together, these reports in¬ 
dicate that at least 15,000 heroin addicts soon 
will return to the United States where, almost 
certainly, they will be compelled to take up 
crime to finance their habits. 

★ ★ ★ 

There were rumors that some of the soldiers 
who gunned down women and children at My 
Lai were high on drugs. A study of addiction in 
the Americal Division, which was responsible 
for the My Lai massacre, was completed in 
September, 1970,18 months after the massacre. 
This made no attempt to showYhe relationship 
between the use of drugs and the killings. But 
it declared shockingly: “Drugs represent & 
real problem for a combat unit. Approxima®- 
ly 5 per cent of the division are in reality Ad¬ 
dicts,” This contradicts the official Pentagon 
line that the drug problem hasn’t affected com¬ 
bat. 

i ★ ★ ★ 

The Customs Bureau has ordered s thor¬ 
ough search of returning GIs and incoming 
parcels from Vietnam to curb the flow of su¬ 
per-grade Saigon heroin into this country. In¬ 
siders tell us, however, that some GIs send her¬ 
oin home in first-class envelopes, which have 
been ironed so they will go through the mails 
without detection. Others dip their writing pa¬ 
per - in a-heroin -water solution. ^ftec^L-dries, 
they write, .seemingly-innocent letters which 
can" be moistened and squeezed for heroin in¬ 
jections. Then the letters can be shredded and 
smoked in cigarettes or pipes. 



16, 1971 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

BATE 07-03-2007 BY €0324 auc baw/cs/lag 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Hoovers 

Mr. ToIson. g^L 

Mr. SuUjfvan_ 

M xM^yc- 

Mr. BreiWtf CD_ 
Mr. Callahan_ 
Mr. Casper„._ 
Mr. Conrad_ 
Mr. Pn _ 
Mr. Felc .*_ 
Mr. Gale_ 
Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Waltcb6 _ 

s°ya,b7C 
Tele. Roor._ 

.. Mo dqtipfc you have be;en informed of the two Articles published by 
Jack Anderson which appeared in ihe Toledo)Blade under dates of 

1 fflOntyr 12th._ .. _ 
i 

In his May 11th article, Mr. Anderson states that royalty checks 
were made out to you personally covering sales of three books — 
one of which sold two million paperback copies. Mr. Anderson fur¬ 
ther states that the research for the three books was done on gov¬ 
ernment time by FBI employees. I consider this a very serious 
charge against you a$d feel that you should challenge these state¬ 
ments of Mr. Anderson if they are not true. Otherwise, the con¬ 
fidence of the people in our government, and particularly in the 
Bureau of Investigation, will be seriously undermined. On the 
other hand, if these charges made by Mr. Anderson are true, it 
would ^appear that you have used the services of employees paid by 
the taxpayers for a personal venture of your oyn; and the mere 
fact tha^ you have donated the proceeds to a charity would not in 
my‘opinion justify the action. 

" i ’ , ' 

We constantly read in the newspapers where some unfortunate un¬ 
educated individual is caught stealing a few dollars out of the 
mails or otherwise committing some small larceny and is dealt with 
very harshly by our courts. If one of our chief law enforcement 
officers, i,s charged, with stealing the time of government employees 
paid by ibhe taxpayers and no challenge to such statement is raised 
it would;appear that there is no even justice in this country. ! __ 

In the article by Mr. Anderson appearing on May 12th, he charges 
that Glint Murchison picked up your #100 per day charges for hotel 
at the Del Mar Race Track and that th^ former|1 

jl I stated that you ran up a tab of more than $15,000 which 
was picked up by Mr. Murchison. I thfnk that you should also 
challenge this statement as it certainly does not look well to the 
public and it also underm^ep^ijhe confidence of the people In our 

,gfi3£DA government. 

I would appreciate your acknowledgment fef^this letter and will 
look forward to seeing some comments from you in regard to the 
matters herein contained. ' « 

you^s, tI mAY 

IrvuJvvA 

b6 
b7C 



May 20, 1971 

V. A 

Dearl 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS ONCIASSIFIED 
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Mr. Hoover received your letter of May 16th. 

He asked me to advise you that he has followed a uniform policy 

of not dignifying with any comment the half-truths, innuendoes 

and malicious criticisms which Jack Anderson has included in his 

columns. 

Sincerely yours, 

Helen W. Gandy 
Secretary 

NOTE: Bufiles contain no record of 
t 
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Call atom_ 

Casper_ 

Conrad_ 

Dal bey _ 

Felt__ 

Gale_ 

Rosen _ 

Tavel _ 

Walters_ 

Soyars_ 

Tele. Room 

Holmes_ 

Gandy_ 

SUBJECT: ’’THE ADVOCATES” 
PROGRAM CONCERNING THE DIRECTOR 

Austin Hoyt, who produced the FBI side of the Advocate 
program, talked with| | this afternoon concerning the program. 
Hoyt said that by and large both he and William Rusher were very happy 

s»with the outcome. Hoyt said that there is no doubt but that the FBI and 
I }the Director won hands down. Hoyt said in retrospect that there were 
la couple of points where they could have made a better presentation, but 
I on the whole they were extremely pleased. 

Hoyt said in particular that Edward P. Morgan had per¬ 
formed in a truly outstanding manner, and that the opposition producer 

, told them after the show that Morgan was certainly one of the best wit¬ 
nesses that had appeared on any of the Advocate series. Hoyt also 
J added that Congressman Hogan had performed in a highly creditable j 
• manne^p Hoyt added that he felt a good job had been done in attacking 1 

Jack Anderson in cross-examination, and that both former Agent! | 
and| Iwere generally ineffective. 

Bill Rusher came on the phone and said that in his personal 
\ estimate the Bureau’s position was successfully upheld and that he hopes b6 
Jthe Director feels that he properly discharged his obligations. He asked b7C 
That his best regards be given Mr. Hoover. 

Hoyt said that the show was prepared on television tape, Ithat he would see what could be done about getting hold of a copy of the 
show for us to see, and that he would call| |on the 14th regarding ' 
arrangements. ^ « ftfvgi 1 ' 

J fzT gzPJz,™ H MAY 20 1971 
\ RECOMMENDATION: _ j 

/ After vi^wingfIhe\liow, determination will be made concerning 
fetters-to Hoyt, Rusher,cJZJjphal.iflt,AjaQgan and Morgan. . ' 
fUVTM 1 . | 

Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Dalbey 

-oMfegp Gandy 

Miss Holmes 
WE y . 1 - Mr. M. A. Jones 

t& v* ■ 
s 
Jones 

• B®0- \M* 



- Office of director 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

MR. TOLStfN wL 

MR. SULLIVAN 

January 18,. 1971 

ff BRENN AN,' C. D. 

MR. C ALL AH AN 

MR. C ASPER . 

MR. CONRAD . 

The attached note enclosing g^py MR. FELT, 

of a recent column by Jack Anderson MR. GALE, 
was sent to the Director from an ~ MR ROSEN 
anonymous source in Philadelphia, MR-TAVEL 
Pennsylvania. The note reads as 

* MR. SOY AF 

follows: • 

MR. ROSEN 

MR. TAVEL 

MR. WALTERS . 

MR. SOY ARS . 

"Thought you might like to read it 
your self. 

TELE. ROOM 

Ml SS HOLM ES 

MRS. M ETC AL F 

MISS GANDY 

A Friend[ 

What ab out | ~ 
Rochester Minn ?!" 

Treatment at 

COPY:nm 
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Jack Anderson 

Aged, ailing FBI official 
shielded by loyal Hoover 

-I- 

Washington «— The Federal Bureau 
of Investigation is run by two . fading 
old crime lighters’, J. Edgir Hoover and 
Clyde Tolson, both bachelors, both , in 
their 70s. Both deserve to retire to a 
place where the pace and weather are 
kinder on the bodies of old men whose 
work is completed.' , 

Tolson is so.feeble, in fact, that Hoo¬ 
ver had to use a loophole in the law to 
keep him on the job without taking a 
physical. Our investigation indicates 
that Tolson belongs in a nursing home, 
not at the helm of the FBI. 

Edgar and Clyde-, as the pair are 
known irreverently in law enforcement 
circles, are inseparable companions. 

They not only‘quarterback the FBI 
together; they also lunch together, dine 
together and spend their leisure togeth¬ 
er. They slip off to the Maryland race 
tracks, vacation beside the Pacific at 
La Jolla, Calif., and soak up the sun at 
Key Biscayne, Fla. — always together. 

Painful shuffle 

The 76-year-old Edgar has survived 
the years better than the1 younger 70- 
year-old Clyde. • . 

We have learned that' Tolson fhas 
suffered a series of' minor strokes and 
has received delicate aortal surgery. 

We not only had access to the med¬ 
ical evidence but, in FBI fashion, we 
interviewed Tolsen’s friends, neighbors 
.and associates. Neighbors told how'his 
brisk step has now slowed to a painful 

, Shuffle a$ • he -gamely' climbs into 'his 
y car to go. to work every day. 
\ Associates said his steel-trap mind 
pow sometimes seems vague, and he 
lias occasional speech lapses. At times. 

(hiS'voice hecomes.no more than, a tre- 
/nr^mis rasp. 

We also kept Hoover and Tolson 
under surveillance, FBI style, oiice 
while they lunched together at the 
Mayflower HoteTs Rib Room. The con¬ 
trast between the two old friends' was 
sad. The older Hoover was still ruddy 
and erect. But Tolson showed his fail-- 
ing health. His skin was sallow. One 
arm and one leg seemed affected by, 
his illnesses. 

When Tolson reached the mandato¬ 
ry retirement age of 70 last May, Hoo¬ 
ver/ performed some bureaucratic 

' sleight of hand to keep his friend by his 
side. , • 

A vital mission 

A presidential waiver to stay on the 
job, such as Hoover has received, was 
out of the question. 

This would have required Tolson to 
take a vigorous physical examination 
to make sure age hadn’t sapped his vi¬ 
tality. He never could have passed. 

So Hoover, with the concurrence of 
Attorney General John Mitchell, sim¬ 
ply allowed Tolson to “retire,” then to 
return as a “reemployable annuiant.” 
This is a technical term used to de¬ 
scribe a retired specialist whose ser- 

. vices are so urgently needed that he is 
9 brought back to complete a vital mis¬ 

sion. 
As a “reemployable annuiant,” Tol¬ 

son is technically retired and, there¬ 
fore, needn’t submit to a physical. He 
draws his Government pension, and the 
FBI pays him an additional amount to 
make up the difference between his 
pension and full FBI salary, 

j From FBI agents, both active and 
retired, we found that Hoover is still 

widely revered. But the. eMeeblemeht, 
of Tolson* has caused a morale problenf 
inside the FBI. Agents question wheth-/ 
er he is competent to handle his heaVy^ 
responsibilities. ' , ’ ' 

More than one former FBI officials 
has quit in despair over ever reaching 
the top. They told us Hoover wanted to 
keep Tolson as long as the old man 
could make it to the office. 

“You can’t blame the old men,” 
said one former aspiratnt to FBI 
power. “They’ve outlasted everybody 
else.” 

Footnote: The Byzantine secrecy at; 
the FBI has hidden Tolson’s condition1 
not only from the public but from"5 
Washington officialdom. . 

Some hints 

Liberals are chortling over reports 
of an estrangement between President. 
Nixon and Vice President Agnew. * / 

' As evidence, the word has spread, 
that. Mr. Nixon didn’t even bother to 
tell Agnew about John Connally’s ap¬ 
pointment as Treasury secretary. '* 

There have been hints that Con- 
nally, a former Texas governor and po^ 
litical protege of ex-President London 
Johnson, might get Agnew’s job in 
1972.. ‘ 

The liberal rejoicing is premature. 
Mr. Nixon personally ordered White 
House aides to notify Agnew of Con- 
nally’s appointment several hours bfe-. 
fore the story broke. 

Agnew took the call on Air Force* 
Two as it dropped down at LaGuardfa 
Airport during an Agnew stopover in’ 
'New York City. cT 

In fact, the White House called back 
t-a second time to make sure the Vice 

President got the word. y- 
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THE ADVOCATES 
Educational TV Program 

Mr. Belmont called me and stated he had just returne 
after witnessing the taping of the TV program, "The Advocates, "(in 
Angeles. 

He said it was his feeling that the program went all right, that 
it was in bounds and that the FBI and the Director came out ahead. r- 

lof J The anti-Director and FBI witnesses were al _ 
the University of Michigan. Belmont did not know his firsTname. TK’eTbasis 
of his testimony was that any individual who stays too long in office contradicts^ 
the best features of a democracy. 

The next witness was | | the former Special ^ 
Agent. Belmont described! |as appealing as a witness, he is clean- , 
cut, he is cool in handling himself; however, helookedLhad on cross examina^k 
toua&enJi£jgasj|u&§tifiai^^ disloyalt^Jind N 
insubordination and appealing his case for reinstatement to the Supreme 
dourrSTlosing it. :8i 

The third anti-Director and Bureau witness was Jack Anderson. ' 9 
Anderson was the most effective of the anti-Bureau witnesses and Belmont K 
described him as a vicious s. o.b. On cross examination he was made to ^ 
look bad when it was pointed out he did not know what he was talking about 
concerning the Director's books. In spite of the cross examination he main- Jg 
tained his column was correct but he was left in a very weakened position. Hef$ 
was also confronted with the fact that he had participated in installing a bug in 
the| lease. y This information on cross examination really shook hi 177. ^ 
However, he maintameTKeTiad°accompamod^urinvestigatorfor the Congressions 

]matter and that he would listen in on any 
The main thrust of his charges 

lined ne nac 
Committee investigating the[ 

[bugs, including those of J. Edgar Hoover. 
had to do with leaking information to individuals favorable to the Director, such 

JPM:DW (3) 
1 - Mr. Bishop 

4-197!, 

Jl,« (MAY 26 

OTH^RWlds. »»«■«=«> *°*^*«° 
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as Congressmen, Senators and newspaper people. He also charged that the 
Bureau investigated matters that did not rightfully belong under our juris¬ 
diction, such as investigating King’s sex life and then leaking the information 
to various individuals. He said as a matter of fact he had read a copy of the 
leaked report on King's sex activities. Belmont emphasized, however, that 
on cross examination Anderson was really shook and he did not look good. 

Belmont felt that the weakest part of the Bureau's program was 
the narration by Zimbalist of an old-time movie going back into the heyday / 
of the 1930's and the World War II sabotage matter and the landing of the 
German saboteurs. He said this film was too dated and did not accurately 
reflect current outstanding achievements of the FBI. As a witness Zimbalist 
made it clear that he was a layman and not a part of the FBI structure and on 
cross examination it was apparent that he was not familiar with FBI policy and 

procedures and at times had to stumble in answer to questions. Belmont 
|considered this the weakest part of the program; however, he said that 
t Zimbalist as an individual is outstanding and there is no question in anybody's 
;mind how he stands with respect to the Director and the FBI. 

Irrir. J. 
The next witness for the FBI was Congressman Hogan, who I Belmont said did an excellent job. Only Hogan's voice was heard since Hogan 

was in Washington, D. C. but Belmont regarded Hogan's presentation as 
being excellent. j 

The next witness was former Inspector Edward P, Morgan. 
I! Belmont explained that Morgan was selected over himself and former Special 
s'; Agent| ~1 because Morgan was regarded in legal fields as a liberal 
lawyer who is very interested in the field of civil rights. The producer 

l thought that Morgan with this background would be extremely helpful in pre- 
' senting the Bureau's case. 

S Incidentally, Belmont did advise me that he shaved off his 
mustache and trimmed his sideburns before appearing in Los Angeles. He 

I said he was getting tired of the mustache anyway. 

Belmont described Morgan as good and as a most telling witness. SHe said Morgan started right out by making his position clear that the Director 
was the greatest civil rights advocate in this country today. He emphasized 
again that Morgan did a good job, that he was the strongest of witnesses and 

(CONTINUED - OVER) 
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he was terrific on cross examination. He said on cross examination he made 
the Advocate look bad by taking the action away from him and posing questions 
to the Advocate. 

In balance, Belmont said the Bureau and the Director would come 
'i out ahead. He said the program will be shown on TV and the audience will 
l be asked to vote and the results of the voting would be announced the following 

week on the program. It was his strong feeling that any voting by a legitimate 
audience would be very favorable to the Director and the FBI. 

He said the program was scheduled for broadcasting on TV on the 
Coast on Tuesday, May 25. He said a short time thereafter it would probably 
be shown on the East Coast. 

Iln summary, he advised that it was his feeling that the program 
was well done, that it was kept in balance and it was his feeling that the Bureau 
came out way ahead. He said he was very glad and happy to have been present 
during the filming of this program and hoped he was able to be of some 

tt assistance. He said he spent a great deal of time with Ed Morgan in briefing 
Morgan on current and up-to-date information. 

I told Belmont that we were all very grateful for his assistance j 
in connection with this program. 
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May 24, 1971 
1 - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 

SUBJECT FRED G. ROBINETTE / V Uonfly~-Vj 
INTERNATIONAL INTELLIGENCE, INC. £ 

(. - o 
The above-captioned former Agent came in to see me today \ 

indicating he had previously spoken to Mr. Sullivan a couple of weeks * 
ago concerning a TV program which would discuss the Director and the 'Ns 
FBI. E is noted that Sullivan's memorandum to Mr. Tolson dated May 7, 
1971, refers to information previously furnished by Robinette and former f? 
Special Agent_concerning the program "Advocate. " o 

V 

Robinette indicated he had heal'd some comments by members 
of the legal profession concerning Jack Anderson's column which referred 
to the Director's books and royalties received therefrom. In view of these 
comments which pertained to the ethics of obtaining royalties, he expressed 
concern and indicated he would personally be very pleased to give any 

"assistance which was desired in clarifying the Jack Anderson article. He 
felt it was purposely slanted. Robinette indicated he had learned that during 
the preliminary questioning in connection with the filming of the TV program 
certain questions were raised about the proceeds obtained by the Director from th 
books. This was prior to the time that Jack Anderson's article of May 11, 1971, 
appeared in the Washington Post. 

It is noted that Mr. Bishop's memorandum of 5/14/71 to Mr. Mohr 
covered a phone call from Les Whitten of JacirAnderson's column. Whitten 
was attempting to obtain some comment from the Bureau concerning the 
disposition of the proceeds of the Director's books. Bishop made no comment 
to Whitten except to say he did not think Mr. Hoover owed any obligation to 
make a public accounting. The Director indicated that Andersen's scavengers 
are to ge t nothing. €nJ> 

Tavul- 

Walters_ 
Soynre _ 

Tele. Room . 

Holmes_ 

Gandy_ 

ACTION TAKEN: 
. <£/C' >• 

Robinette was advised that the inf or mationwould be sent forward 
and his interest and concern were appreciated. 

1 rLcr* L v- • 

' ufit. 1974/;/ 
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MEMORANDUM FORTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
." r“~L " —.■...^ '' ■?.—? ; " "n "L ■ -TnT' ■ 

O 
I am attaching hereto a copy of Jack Anderson's column which 

appeared this morning in The Washington Post. It is a conglomeration of 
the most malicious lies that this jackal of columnists has ever put forth. 

When 1 authored the book entitled "Masters of Deceit," I arranged 
that all royalties from the same should be paid in five parts: 1/5 to the 
FBI Recreation Association; 1/5 to Associate Director Clyde A. To Ison; 
1/5 to Louis B. Nichols, then Assistant to the Director; and 1/5 to Williams. 
Nichols, the publisher and author of the late Sunday magazine, "This Week"; 
and 1/5 to myself. All of these parties had participated in the preparation ' 
of the manuscript, which was later published as "Masters of Deceit." . 

As to "A Study of Communism" and "J. Edgar Hoover On Communism,” 
no royalties from these books were received by me. I specifically arranged 
for all royalties from these two books to be given to the FBI Recreation 1, ■ V 
Association. ' u Is , 

When Warner Brothers bought the rights to "Masters of Deceit, ” ^ 
the amount paid for it by Warner Brothers was again split in five ways as \ 
indicated above when the book was published. While it is true that Warner 
Brothers has not yet made a picture from the same, a picture may be made ^ 
when the current series of FBI television productions ends. Warner Brothers ^ 
at my insistence .pays $500.00 a week for teach television presentation to the 
FBI Recreation Association. 

JX.109 

fU ; < 
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&ure . 1$*'' 
/I , V* 

John Edgar Hoover 
Director 
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■to/©O' 

£}' /tfc/j Anders oil 

j That tireless guardian of the 
1 nation’s morals, J. Edgar Hoo¬ 

ver, has collected, more than 

1 $250,000 in royalties ‘ from1 
three books researched and 

i ghostwitten for him* by FBI 
agents on government time. 

Tliis is an offense, if it had 
b e e n c om m i it od by some o t.hpr 
g0Vefhrvioht hffiei.nl, that 'thd 

, FBI might have been asked* to’ 
investigate. For the money 
rightfully should have, gone to. 

j the taxpayers, who -paid .the 
; salaries of the FBI ..research-1 
* ers'and writers. 

« In defense of x;Hoover-,. 
■ friends say he turned over the 
i proceeds, to Ids favorite chari* 
| lies. They cited the Ji. Edgar 
! Hoover Foundation whose jrpe- 
i ords . we immediately in? 
| spected: '’No'1 royalty .payments 
t nor cash donations were listed 

1 from the FBI chief. . 
j We also ' determined ithat 

royalty check's were made out 
. to Hoover personally, not ,to 
1 charities. 
, Of the three books; the'big¬ 

gest money maker, was “Mas?; 
; ters of Deceit/’ published in 

1958 by Holt (not Holt/Rine¬ 
hart and Winston), which sold 
almost 250,000 copies. Then! it 
was bought up by Pocketbook, 
which sold two million paper¬ 
back copies. 

In 1964, Warner Brothers 
: paid Hoover a reported $50,000 

; for the. movie rights,.although 
no movie was ever made of 
the book. Insiders suggest the 
pay arc tit* was intended to but¬ 

ter \ up tlie "old .. bear, so he 
would permit Warner Broth¬ 
ers to film the popular TV se¬ 
ries, “The FBI/’ ■ * , v ; 

TV Rights 1-1\ Vl’-- 
Again, the taxpayers, not 

Hoover, should have been paid 
for the TV rights to FBI sto¬ 
ries. For the FBI, after all, is a 
government, agency, ppt Hpo? 
ver‘s private police. ■ V --! 

.The FBI .cbi.efs ■ book,] 
“Study of-.Communism,“ pub-1 
lish.ed ;by Holt, in 1962,. sold 
some 125,000- copies. And a 
paste-up collection of Hoover’s 
sayings, published by Random] 

■House as a book entitled “On 
Communism/’. •/.. soi,d around | 

,40,00.0 copies./. • * ••' ■ | 
Insiders say the man . who 

authored Hoover’s best prose i 
is. Special Agent F/CeStuken-j 
broeker, ' a/ talented Ph.D., 
whose sinewy: writing would 
have.made him a fine author! 
in 'his own. right: Stukcn- 
broeker - gulped out an “of1 
course I can’t say anything 
about that/’, when we asked 
him • how much of/the three* 
Hoover books he had written 
and. whether, he received a! 

;bonus for them. .', ■‘ ' ; 1 ■ * J 
The research’for the three! 

books, we also, have learned, 
was done on government time! 
by/FBI employees. They drew 
heavily from the files of the 
Domestic Intelligence Divi¬ 
sion, ah ex-FBI bigwig told us. 
The /-.arrangements for . the 
books and the TV series were 
.also handled largely by FBI 
men on government time.,, / - 

, Footnote: We tried in vain 
to get a response from the em¬ 
battled old G-man. A spokes¬ 
man would say only, “No corn- 
ment.” 

Washington Whirl 
Federal Infiltrators . — 

Hundreds of federal agents, 
dressed in hippie garb, infil- 

tfsted the 'fdeent aiiUwiu1 derm 
onstrations* 'in ; .Washington. 
Most effective were the nar¬ 
cotics agents, who speak the 
language of the drug culture 
and wear their hair long and 
unkempt as a regular guise/ 
They submitted handwritten 
reports, claiming hawkers sold 
drugs- instead of hot dogs to 
the crowds and sexual inter¬ 
course was a spectator sport. 
They reported that some of 
the LSD was diluted with 
strychnine, causing serious ill¬ 
nesses.' One reported quoted 
Rennie: Davis, the .demonstra¬ 
tion leader, as planning to 
dress radical girls, as tourists, 
provide them with cans of 
lighter fluid and have them 
set fires in government build¬ 
ings. / ‘ ’ 
' Nixon’s News —' We have 
had 'access to President Nix¬ 
on’s private news digests for 
last week. We found an occa¬ 
sional personal comment from 
Pat Buchanan who prepares 
them. In one aside, he sug¬ 
gested that The Washington 
Post's coverage of the antiwar 
demonstrations indicated the 
paper, was seeking a national 
award. And a Buchanan aide. 

reporting on a George Wallace j 
TV appearance, noted that the j 
performance .was smooth but/ 
that Wallace spoke from the 
“gut,” On the whole, however, 
we found the presidential 
news summaries carefully 
objective, tylost' stories were 
boiled down to the bare bones, 
b u t the tqtal' impnct was .com¬ 

prehensive. 
Heroin Smuggling —'The 

Customs Bureau has ordered a' 
thorough search of returning 
GIs and incoming parcels 
from-Vietnam to curb the flow 
of supergrade Saigon heroin 
into this country. Insiders tell 
us, however, that some GIs 
send heroin home in first:class 
envelopes, which have been 
ironed so they will go through 
the mails without detection. 
Others dip their writing paper 
in a heroin water solution. 
After it dries, they write seem¬ 
ingly innocent letters'.which 
can be moistened and * 
squeezed for heroin injections.; 
Then the letters can be shred¬ 
ded and smoked in cigarettes 
or pipes. - , 

Postal Nepotism — The Post 
Office has developed a new 
form of nepotism. When As¬ 
sistant Postmaster General 
James Hargrove testified on 
Capitol Hill recently, he took 
along his brother Clyde as 
counsel/ The Post Office told 
us, however, that Clyde. Har¬ 
grove made little profit from 
the appearance: a token $1/ 

fee- - j 
'© 1971, Bell-McClure Syndicate. Inefl' 
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The copy of the letter to Jack Anderson from 

you and your husband was received on May 17th and I thank 

you for your thoughtfulness. I am indeed grateful for your 

support and hope my future endeavors continue to merit your 

confidence. 

Sincerely yours, 

T IdgsF Hooves' 

NOTE: I Iwaote the Bureau in October of 1970 regarding b6 
riots and campus disturbances. b7C 
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Mr. Casper_ 
Mr. Conrad 
Mr. Dai bey. 
Mr. Felt_ 
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Mr. Rosen. _. 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Walters_ 
Mr. S-v/ars .... 
Tele. Room_ 
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CARRY ON, MR. HOOVER—\ FOREVER!!!!!! 

EDGAR HOOVER- ~ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

20515 
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OPTIONAl FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1942 COITION 

OSA GEN. REG. NO. 77 

5010-106 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

h Memorandum 
Mr. W. C. Sullivan: 

G t t) • Brenn 

5/27/71 
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‘Emhoi 

C^per- 

Conrad __ 

Dal bey _ 

Felt_ 

Gale_ 

Rosen _ 
Tavel _ 
Walters _ 

Soyars _ 

SUBJECT TELEPHONES CALL FROM MR.WHITTEN 
of jacit Anderson’s staff 

fiAft 
olmes y 
landy -_ 

. B eW6t 

At 3:08 p.m. today an individual who identified himself 
as Mr. Whitten of the Jack Anderson column called and asked 
to talk to me. In line with my instructions, he was advised 
that I was out of the office attending a conference and that 
my exact time of return was not known. . He then stated he was 
writing an article about this Division and wanted to consult 
with me about it. (I had no prior information to the effect that 
Jack Anderson anticipated writing an article about the Domestic 
Intelligence Division.) Mr. Whitten was then asked if he had 
been in touch with Mr. Bishop's office, whereupon he said he4> 
had not been and requested to be transferred to that officef|/pe V 
concluded the conversation by repeating he would like to talkv* 
with me and asked that I be so advised. He left his telephone 
number as 347-4325. 

I, of course, have no intention of talking with 
Mr. Whitten, r ^ n 

I^checked with Mr. Bishop and he stated that Mr. 
Whitten did liot apparently complete the call as he had not 
been in contact wlJthJBishop’s office. He said undoubtedly the 
caller was Lesterftfhitten, who works for Jack Anderson. In 
line with the Director's instructions, Mr. Bishop will also 

“fro"talkiDE wlths' 

The above is for information. 1 JUN 3 1971 

JASrmls (6) 
1-Mr. Sullivan; 1-Mr. Mohr; 
1-Mr. Bishop; 1-Mr. Brennan; 1-Mr. Sizoo 

ADDENDUM t£-(JAS: mis - 5/27/71) 

s^°) 

Subsequent to the transcription of the above, Mr. Bishop 
advised Wnitten called him while he was on another phone. He did 
not taljs to him and.will not return the call. ~ 7 

yk/X. ' 

COPY MADE FOR MR. TOLSON 



f Mr. Tolson.|L 

fyM*yMjthr.A. 

May 25, 1971' 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/o/lag 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Federal'Bureau, of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

Referring to ray letter of May 16th, your secretary stated is 
that you asked her to advise me that you follow "a uniform y 
policy of not dignifying with any comment the half-truths, I* 
innuendoes and malicious criticisms which JackPAnderson 
has included in his column." — 

YOur formula implies that Mr. Anderson is a mere smear 
artist who is careless with the truth. May I remind you 
that it is not Mr. Anderson's reputation which is at stake? . 
What is at stake is the confidence of our people in the f 
integrity of our government. V 

If Mr. Anderson is making groundless accusations against 
key officials of the Federal Government, including you, he 
should he exposed. Further, as Director of the FBI, it is 
your duty to expose him by presenting the facts you ipply 
were ignored'or suppressed by him. ■ //)} 
In the absepce of any public rebuttal, denial, challenge, y 
or even comment, Mr. Anderson's charges against you will 
stand exactly as they were written in his column, permitting 

iiour citizens to draw their conclusions. Mr. Anderson is no 
bush-league loudmouth seeking notoriety, but a nationally 
syndicated and widely read journalist; and his record and 
credentials may be as impressive as yours; and I can under¬ 
stand your reluctance to tangle with him publicly. But I 
jcannot dismiss his charges as lightly as you have. 

Unlike Mr. Anderson, I am only a private citizen; yet yo.u . -. 
refused to give me any facts by way of private rebuttal. 
What am I to think, of such a refusal? 

Jffr.BrOTJanCD. 
Mr, Ollahan— 
Mr. Casper_ 
Mr. Conrad .. . 
Mr. _ 
Mr. Pelt_ 
Mr. Gale__ 
Mr. Rosen._ 
Mr. T&vel __ 
Mr. Walters_ 
Mr. _ 
Tete. Ifco&sa_ 
-Mfos Mstoss__ 

IZ6L /diii > 
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The copies erf your letter of May 15th to "The 

Evening Bulletin” and the newsclipping you enclosed have been 

received and 1 thank you for your thoughtfulness. I am indeed 

grateful for your support and hope my future endeavors con¬ 

tinue to merit your confidence. 

Sincerely yours, 
J. Edgar Hoover 

May 25, 1971 

NOTE: Correspondent could not be identified in Bufiles. 
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Mr. ToJson..£ 
Mr.i>uiJivan_. 

Mrffi&hoxf h 

mr.Bre: 

Letter to the Editor 
vVThe Evening Bulletin*' 

30th & Market Streets 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101 

Dear Sir; 

\ . JacKAnder son/s article in your May 12th issue about I Miss ] 
J. Edgar Hoover-~-an~internationally famous, distinguished I and dedicated law enforcement-man—was absolutely disgustingPS== 
and in poor taste. For the Evening Bulletin-—and all other 
newspapers carrying this syndicated columnist's articles— to 
allow this article to be published without edification only 
strengthens one's suspicions that sensationalism is first and 
foremost In’jnaur mind''and_'tRe_'6nly'_way_you—can~'sel'ir'you'r'-'produ-ct 

Mr. Brennan CD.. 
Mr. Callahan_: 
Mr. Casper._ 
Mr. Conrad__. 
Mr. Dal bey_ 
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale_ 
Mr. Rosen 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Walters.__ 
Mr. Soyars_ 
Tele. Room_ 

es— 

One can't agree more with Vice President Spiro Agnew's 
comments about the news media. Freedom of speech and of the press 
is completely out of hand especially when it is out of context 
and is presented to the general public in a false manner. One 
can't have faith in what is heard or read as bearing any s^j 
blance to the truth. (\ 
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k One doubts if any man or woman in the public eye doesn't 
live "high on the hog", including Anderson and his reporter , 
Elliott, at the expense of others. Maybe they should have in¬ 
dulged in the leftovers from Mr. Hoover's trash since they have 
.nothing better to do; they wouldn't have felt left out. One ^ 
wonders how many boxes of Gelusil they have consumed in their 
mediocre short life; how many times have they had gas pains krTd 
[given them to others? 

f; A\ 

'J) ^ 

There certainly is nothing curious nor printable about k % 
Mr. Hoover's personal conduct. The curiosity only exists in the 
mind of the individual who has to resort to hypocrisy and greed n jj 
to get through his own personal and busii^fe|4(^y. He completely )Ul-t\ 

forgets the tenets his religion taught himE„ ° r~ ^ ^ ~'f 
_tee-38/y^ Q5 s - 70 

One woriders what kind of physical and mental capacity ^ 
'these reporters will have when senility is reached unless they 
have already reached that point. One doubts that they will display 
the same courage, alertness, decisiveness and open-mind^afmsis=asi c-—~ 
Mr. Hoover. They can't compare with Mr. Hoover. C-?“ I 

It is time these, reporters were put to pasture or rele- 
gated to the staff of a pornographic magazine or paper ‘tb==r‘each - 
their peers at the bottom of their mutual abyss. _D/C 

x. J. Edg-ar Hoover 
pin.' Vice President Spiro Agnew > H^on.' V 



Jack An d <?. ysqyi 

• • Washington — Late last year, we 
decided to turn the tables on J. Edgar 

fc; Hoover, who for 47 years has been run- 
■ ning investigations of others. We, 

. therefore, began an FBI-styb investi- 
gation of the FBI chief. 

This attracted considerable atten¬ 
tion in the nation’s newspapers and 
magazines. The ABC network showed 
a film of my reporter, Charles Elliott, 
rummaging through Hoover’s trash. 

-‘ . Our discovery of rich food dinner 
menus and empty Gelusil cartons, led 

• us tp conclude that the great crime . 
. fighter suffers from gas pains. This 

was widely publicied. 
- ' But our investigation has uncovered 

facts far more newsworthy than Mr. 
-; ' Hoover’s indigestion. 

Vacationed at LaJolla 
We found that the durable old G* 

mau aad his faithful companion, Clyde 
Tolson, both bachelors, both now in 
their 70s, vacationed together each 
summer at LaJoIIa, Calif., where Hoo¬ 
ver liked to attend the races. 

< They stayed in a $IG0-a-day suites 
at the Hotel Del Charro near the Del 
Mar track. The FBI pair never paid 
their bills — which were picked up by 
Texas oil millionaire Clint Murchinsoh, 
the hotel owner. 

. The former hotel manager, Alan 
Witwer, told us, while he was there 
Mr* Hoover ran up a total tab of over 
SIS’,COO picked up by Murchinson. A 
typical thank-you letter, signed 

. “Edgar.” sai± .. 
*Tt is always hard to leave one’s 

friends after such ah en]oyableN stay as 
Clyde and I have had these past few 

--weeks ... We appreciate the superb- 
accommodations and your many con- ‘ 
tribu&ons toward our comfort and.en- 

• jpyment of this trip.” 

Has five limousines 
; Our investigations also produced 

‘ Vtfee fact that the taxpayers provide 
Hoover with five bulletproof lim- 

: ;ousxrres, three more than are available' 
to the President 

Two of Hoover’s limousines are 
'kept la Washington, the other three In 

Los Angeles, Miami and New York 
City, Annual costs: more than $30,000 a 
year. A check of the mileage run up 
by the five cars will show they have 
been held largely for Hoover’s ex¬ 
clusive use. ; 

We found, too, that Hoover had cir¬ 
cumvented the law to keep his ailing 
sidekick in the FBI. Tolscn, having 
reached the mandatory retirement age 
of 70, needed a presidential waiver to 
remain on active duty. But he had suf¬ 
fered a series of minor strokes and 
had undergone delicate aortal surgery. 
-He eould-never-have passed-the-physU— 
cal, which is required for a presiden¬ 
tial waiver. 

Retired him, rehired him 

Hoover got around the law by retir¬ 
ing his old friend, then bringing him 
back. The FBI chief used a legal pro¬ 
vision which allows the employment of 
retired personnel temporarily to com¬ 
plete a project they were working on 
at the time of their mandatory retire¬ 
ment. .. . 

J. Edgar Hoover has built the FBI 
into a law. enforcement agency with a 
reputation unmatched anywhere in the 
world. It also is a tribute to Hoover 
and the EBI that they are denounced 
with equal ferocity” by the extremists 
of the left and the right. But our inves¬ 
tigation has uncovered conduct that is 
curious, indeed, for the man who has 
become symbolic of the fight against 
evil doers. It is past time for the in¬ 
domitable old man to retire. 
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Anderson 
: C ... 

By Jack Anderson 

America the beautiful, sadly 
is becoming America the 
blighted. 

Our air, once fresh, is be¬ 
coming poisoned. The air tides 
pick up exhaust fumes, factory 
smoke and other foul sub¬ 
stances. As evidence that we 
breathe the emissions from 
faraway factories, furnaces 
and tailpipes, scientists have 
traced radioactive fallout twice 
around the globe. When the 
air hangs heavy over our great 
cities, it can get so acrid that 
it acts like eye-stinging tear 
gas. 

Our streams, once sparkling, 
are becoming polluted. Many 
rivers and lakes are now open 
cesspools. The sewage dumped 
into our water, being rich 
in nutrients, stimulates the 
growth of algae. As the algae 
decomposes, it uses up oxygen! 
and suffocates the fish. Other 
streams are clogged with in¬ 
dustrial waste, oil spills andi 
agriculture runoff. Ohio’s oily 
Cuyahoga River actually 
caught fire in July, 1969, and 
firemen had to put out the 
river. 

The crisis is becoming so 
critical that we have decided 
to join the crusade for an en¬ 
vironmental dean-up. We have 
found a small college in a 
natural wonderland within 
easy access of the great popu¬ 
lation centers of the east— > 
Kirkland Hall College near j 
fiaston on Maryland's eastern j 
shore. J 

The trustees have agreed to 1 

to Direct College 

67JUNS 

transform Kirkland Hall, un- 
dft our direction,Col- 
lege of Ecology. We hope to 
offer the finest instruction 
available about man and his 
environment. Many of the 
classes will be held in the open 
where nature can be studied 
first hand. Instead of the con¬ 
ventional sports, students will 
be taught outdoor survival, 
boat handling and horse rid¬ 
ing. 

The college will also open a 
research center that will in¬ 
vestigate pollution, name the 
polluters and crusade for re¬ 
forms. Our hope is that it will 
play a major role in alerting 
America and goading the gov¬ 
ernment into doing more to 
clean up the environment. 

We invite our 45 million 
readers, as their part in pre¬ 
serving the fresh air and wa¬ 
ter they have always taken for 
granted, to fight pollution in 
their home communities and 
to support our College of Ecol¬ 
ogy. 

Rogers’ Reception 
They’re still talking in the 

Middle East about Secretary 
of State Bill Rogers peace mis¬ 
sion. 

My associate Joe Spear re¬ 
ports from the Middle East 
that Rogers received a friend¬ 
lier reception in Cairo than in 
Jerusalem. 

l Rogers complained privately 
that the Israeli cabinet was 
‘Inflexible.” Meeting behind 
closed doors with key Israeli 
legislators, he grumped; “The 
Egyptians have made their pol- 

The Washington Post /L^ c 
Times Herald jnf j 

The Washington Daily News_ 

The Evening Star (Washington) 

The Sunday Star (Washington) _ 

Daily News (New York)_ 

Sunday News (New York)_ 

New York Post __ 

The New York Times_ 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

The Wall Street Journal _ 

The National Observer_ 

People’s World _ 

Dal MAY 27 197^ 

JUN 7, 1971 
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icy quite clear. The policy of j 
th*?-^nio!t governnSeiu IV iln-1 
clear.” j 

A legislator suggested tartly 
that President Nixon might not 
listen to Rogers* advice. This 
was a tacit reference to the 
fact that Nixon sometimes 
pays more attention to his na¬ 
tional security adviser, Henry 
Kissinger. 

! Snapped back Rogers: “You 
| are trying to disturb my rela¬ 
tionship with the President of 
the United States. That is un¬ 
acceptable!** 

In contrast, Rogers’ visit 
with Egyptian leaders was 
both cordial and candid. He 
established good personal re¬ 
lationship with President Sa¬ 
dat; the Arabs call it “mukh- 
lis** (sincere). 

Rogers* reception was so 
cordial in Cairo that some 
diplomats fear the Arabs 
might expect more from him 
than he will be able to de* 
liver. This could leave Sadat 
out on a limb, they fear, and 
set back Egyptian-American 
relations more than ever. 

But the State Department’s 
man in Cairo, Don Bergus, 
disagrees with this assess¬ 
ment “We’ve been talking; 
cold turkey. lately,” he told 
Spear. “They know exactly, 
where we stand and what 
we’re trying to do.” 

Dog’s Life 
In far off Anchorage, Alas¬ 

ka, a group of government 
employees is charging their 

bogs with treating his dogs 

like people and hiS 
like dogs. The boss hotly—or j 
coldly in view of Anchorage** ; 
location—denies it. 

The boss, Leroy Davie, is *; 
the 60-year-old engineer-in-1 
charge of the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission’s * 
monitoring station in Anchor¬ 
age. Specifically, his workers 
complain that he houses a 
dozen dogs on government 
property unsanitarily close to 
the monitoring station, - that 
he has* fed them for six years 
on government time and that 
he trucks their food around 
in a government-owned ve¬ 

hicle. . 
Not only does Davie carry 

dog food in his government 
car, it is alleged, hut he takes. „ 
his family on official trips, 
while lie is monitoring Alaskan. 
radio stations. : 

The employees charge Davie 
also intimidates them by re¬ 
cording their talks with him. ■ 
Once he sicced local police on 
an employee on a robbery 
charge, which later proved 
false, they say. 

At Christmastide, Davie al¬ 
legedly unleashes “relatives 
and friends” on government- 
owned “firewood and Christ 
mas trees.” . ’ 

We chatted amiably with. 
Davie by telephone, and he 
denied most of. the employees’ 
allegations. On housing and 
feeding the dogs, the Christ¬ 
mas trees and firewood, he 
had no comment. 

© 1971. Bell-McClure Syndicate, Igc. 
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00-6 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

May 23, 1971 

The attached column by Jack _ 
JAnders_on^clipped from the 
"La Jolla Sentinel" of May 313, 1971, 
was sent to the Director by an 
anonymous source from California. 
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THURSDAY, MAY 13, 19/1 

Late last year, we decided to turn the tables on J. Edgar 
Hoover, who for 47 years has been running investigations of 
others. We, therefore, began an FBI-style investigation of the 
FBI chief. 

This atfracted considerable attention in the nation’s news¬ 
papers and magazines. 

The ABC network showed a film of my reporter, Charles 
Elliott, rummaging through Hoover’s trash. Our discovery of 
rich dinner menus and empty Gelusil cartons, leading us to 
conclude that the great crime fighter suffers from gas pains, Jack Anderson 

was widely publicized. 
BUT OW INVESTIGA- 

tion has uncovered facts far 
more newsworthy than Hoo¬ 
ver’s indigestion. 

We found that the durable 
old G-man and his faithful 
companion Clyde Tolson, 
both bachelors, both now in 

I their 70’s, vacationed togeth- 
ed each summer at La Jolla, 
where Hoover liked to attend 
the races. 

They stayed in $100*a-day 
suites at the Hotel Del Char- 
ro near the Del Mar track. 
The FBI pair never paid their 
bills which were picked up 
by Texas oil million arie dint 
Murchison, the hotel owner. 

The former hotel manager, 
Alan Witwer, told us, white 

} he was there Hoover ran up 
la total tab of over $15,000 
I picked up by Murchison. A 
i typical thank - you letter, 
signed “Edgar,” said: 

“It is always hard to leave 
one’s friends after such an 
enjoyable stay as Clyde and 
I have had these past few 
weeks . . . We appreciated 
the superb accommodations 
and your many contributions 
toward our comfort and en¬ 
joyment of this trip.” 

"our investigations 
also produced the startling 
fact that the taxpayers pro¬ 
vide Hoover with five bullet¬ 
proof limousines, three more 
than are available to the 
President. 

. Two of Hoover’s limousines 
e kept in Washington, the 
‘ er three in Los Angeles, 
ami and New York City, 

mpal costs: More than 
$50,000 a year. A check of 
the mileage run up by the 
fjl¥S,£3DS, will they 

jr for 

they are denounced with 
equal ferocity by the extrem¬ 
ists of the left and the right. 

But our investigation has 
uncovered conduct that is cu¬ 
rious, indeed, for the man who 
has become symbolic of the 
fight against evildoers. It is 
past time for the indomitable 
old man to retire. The FBI 
will survive quite well, since 
he has given it a firm foun¬ 
dation. 

WASHINGTON EXPOSE 
Fireworks Smuggling—-Maf¬ 

ia fireworks hustlers are 
scheming to sneak high-pow¬ 
ered Singapore firecrackers 
past customs inspectors in 
time for July 4. 

Probable entry port will be 
Los Angeles or Baltimore. 

In the. past, the Mafia fire¬ 
works men have joked about 
the ease with which they 
have slipped contraband fire¬ 
works past the supposedly 
keen - eyed Customs men. 
They avoided high duties by 
labeling their fireworks 
“Container made . in U. S.,” 
thus cutting down the Cus¬ 
toms assessment. 

A schoolboy could have 
opened up the cones and 
tubes and found the contain¬ 
ers were made from old 
Hong Kong newspapers. 

Land Barons—The Bureau 
of Reclamation tried valiant¬ 
ly to get the Justice Depart¬ 
ment to appeal a court deci¬ 
sion favoring the land barons 
and undercutting small fam¬ 
ily farms in Oanfomia’s Im¬ 
perial Valley. But the buggau 
was turned dawn*^#Dig 
GOP contributors took their 
case directly to Justice. 

era tic Senators on the eve of 
the 1970 election, has been 
awarded the $10.6 million 
contract to produce the 
Army’s controversial recruit¬ 
ing commercials. The nonpar¬ 
tisan Fair Campaign Practi¬ 
ces Committee awarded the 
Aver political ads “worst 
place” for the 1970 cam- 

i paign. 
GI Addicts — We have had 

(access to three Pentagon re- 
• ports on drug addiction 
among servicemen in Viet¬ 
nam. Taken together, these 
reports indicate at least 15,-• 
000 heroin addict® will aoonj 
return to the U. S. where,! 
almost certainly, they will be 1 
compelled to take up crime 1 
to finance their haM% 

(© BelJ^lcClure j£pd.) 
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We found, too, that Hoover 
had circumvented the law to 
keep his ailing sidekick in 
the TIBI. Tolson, having 
niched the mandatory re- 
tmement age of 70, needed a 
presidential waiver to re¬ 
main on, active duty. But he 
had suffered a series of mi¬ 
nor strokes, and had under¬ 
gone delicate aortal surgery. 
He could never have passed 
the physical, which is re- 

' quired for a presidential 
waiver. 

j Hoover got around the law 
by retiring his old friend, 
then bringing him back. The 
FBI chief used a legal provi¬ 
sion which allows the em¬ 
ployment of retired person¬ 
nel temporarily to complete 
a project they were working 
on at the time of their man- 

; datorv retirement. 
BUT MOST SERIOUS OF 

! all, Hoover used FBI person¬ 
nel to research and write 
; three books, which have 
brought him over $250,000 in 
royalties. The books were 
produced,, in other words, at 
the taxpayers’ expense. But 
royalty checks were made 
out to Hoover personally. 

J. Edgar Hoover has built 
the FBI into a law enforce¬ 
ment agency with a reputa¬ 
tion unmatched anywhere in 
the world. It is also a tribute 
to Hoover and the FBI that 

„ produced 
those savage smear ads 
against eight liberal Demo- 
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'Dir oolc 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

May 20, 1971 

Mi INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS OTCLJkSSIFIES 

DMI 07-03-2007 BY 60324 mic baw/ra/lsg 

I would like to t; 

Brcr.nanC 
M*-' Callahan. 
Mr. Casper-u /r 
Mr. Conra<DO 
Mr. Dalbey.b 7 C 

r^Tr. Felt, 
Mr. Gal 2 ^ J 
Mr. Rosen- 
Mr. TavelZ 
Mr. Walters 
Mr. Soyar3_ 
Tele. Room 

, Miss Holmes_ 
Miss Gandv 

Mr. Beavex 

. 1 the pleasure of congratulating vou on 
, rv’ice you have rendered to our country. I have read J°ck 

ndersor s columns, condemning you, and I .think that Draw person 
done mors disservice ■’ and he nav 

writers. 
on is country than-any other 

1 am 3enaind you a °°py a letter that I wrote to Mr. 
.mrersor. on April’ 13, 1970, to which I nave never received a re- 
fi7:,,.fn f ®lfin7 this letter you will see why 1 am suite interested? 
in ti.i^ p«.ruxCtu.ar article. I would still like to have the dates \V- 
wnen this syndicated column appeared in the oaners co^ce-p —' th*X? 
supreme -doujt decision on integration. ' If I*had the artidemand r, 
Xlif aa^'fs>_tnen I could make an issue of it with Mr. Anderson. | | 
Hut until I can get a copy of the article or the dates, there- is 4 
no tain.:, we can do. \ * ... ■. . ! 

. 77 ^-t is possible, could you -please get a copy of the article! |p 
anu. tne dates on which it appeared in the papers so 1 can follow f\ ■ 
ou.roupu and. bring it before the American public why Mr. Anderson p fTj 

Idia not tell the public what happened since shortly before the 
| decision he professed, to know the outcome of the vote. • 

, Thank you for any help you can give me. Looking forward to h 
nearing from you in the very near future. w Q 

Sincerely vnnm 

v /j&mu 

o b7C 

not vyooRDF^ 

201 ;JUN 10 1971 
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Mr. Jack Anderson 
u. Washing ton Merry-Go-Round •• 

Washington,. D. Cl 

Dear Mr* Anderson* ' 

13 heard your partner comment on your prediction that Judge: 
Oarsviell would bo defeated in the final Senate vote because of 
his record. I would like to ask you a question. When Vinson Waaj 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Drew Pearson and you made a 
prediction that the Supreme court would rule in favor of equal 

i but separate schools for the races. Since you knew that the Court 
was going to vote this way, what changed their minds?. How come this 
Issue was not taken up and voted on "until after Judge- Vinson’s 
untimely death? Why did the Court completely reverse Itself and 
vote unanimously then in favor of Integration? . Since your record 
is 85$ correct for your predictions, why haven't you found out the 
reason and told the American publlo why the Court under Earl Warren 

| voted the way they did? Why did they vote in the opposite manner than / 
I that predicted by you and Mr. Pearson? 

I am looking forward to having a reply to these questions from 
you in the near future. 

Sincerely yours. 

‘ b6 
b7C 

AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
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June 4, 1071 

Mr. G. Christopher Callan 
7038 Mango Avenue South 

#0$^ St. Petersburg, Florida 33707 

Dear Callan: 

Mi INFORMIX ION CONTAINED 
herein is unclassified 

SATE 07-03-2007 iBjllllfioJk auc baw/rs/isg 

I have received the cop? of your letter 

addressed to "The Advocates" which you forwarded to 

me and appreciate your staunch support of my adminis¬ 

tration of the Bureau. Your thoughtfulness in writing 

is most encouraging and I hope that the efforts of my 

r— 

is 
02 

Id 
te i 
w X 
Is CD 

Tolson . 
Sullivan . 

, Mohr- 
Bishop - 
Brennan, C.D. . 
Callahan __—_ 
Casper- 
Conrad- 
Dal bey-L 
Felt_ 
Gale_ 
Rosen 
Tavel 

associates and I will continue to merit your approbation. 

Sincerely, 

Edgar Hoover 

NOTE: Mr. Callan is on the Special Correspondents List and is a 
f&rqier SA who EOD 11-19-34 and retired 7-31-60. 

JPK:§frm (3) 
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Walters 
Soyars 
Tele 
Holmes 
Gandy 
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Mr. Beavtf\ 
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St. Petersburg, Flj 

5370? 
5 -- 26 - 71. 

703a Mango Ave. SoutjjnMr. Toi«on 
r.*Sullivan.„ 

33707 1 f'Mohx ■ 

The Advocated, 
Post Office Box 1971 
Boston, 
02134 

Mass. 

0 entl omen: 

Mi INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-2007 BY €0324 sue baw/rs/lsg 

*- y -. i 
r.femmanCD^ ^ 
r. Callahan_ 

Mr. Casper_.___ 

Mr. Conrad.. 

Mr. Dal hey._ 

Mr. Felt.. 

Mr. Gale_ 

Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. Tavel_ 

Last night 1 listened to a broadcast over Ohar'/g wh 1 < 
Mr. Walters_ 

lr. Soyars_ 
Tele, Room__ 

Miss Holmes_|j 
7/as a good broadcast except that a louse naraed J&ck^m&BrBon 
nas included. ftnr this is «he guy who Has theT^'W foFW^M^ qZITZ 
arch bastard grad liar (he v;&s called that by no less than thref 
presidents) - ^Drew Poarson. Pearson Has such a stinker that no 
one in the journalistic field in Washington wanted anything to do^ B®avi£ 

I with him*. Anderson seems to be trying to beat his track record. 
I remember that despite his attacks on ths FBI for electrical 

; surveillances, fir. Anderson was caught with a mike in the Carlton 
t hotel in V; ashing ton, D. 0. which he had installed or had had 
i. installed in 'ihe roan of © guest. I do not remember the name of 
* the guest but it was involved in the eontroversery of the award- 

>j ing of television channel in Miami, Fla. 

I was in the FBI for almost 26 years, and 20 of them were 
spent at the Beat of Government. Brew Pearson used to foam at the 
mouth because he could get leaks of Information from every depart¬ 
ment or agency In town including the White House but he could not 
penetrate the FBI. 

Prora the time I entered the FBI power socking people, poll 
1 clans. Communists, 8A& j?8*tf£d$ liberals were and apparently still 
are trying to get rid of J. Edgar Hoover. Actually, while, as 
Director, he bears the brunt of these attacks, these attacks are 
more than personal. They want to destroy th® FBI. . 

Ibu asked Tor an opinion as to or not listeners 
thought J. Edgar Hoover should bo removed. Speaking as a person 
which considerable experience, I will say that I know of absolutely 
no reason why h® should be removed. My snmnD is emphatically:’ ~- 
"HO". * t 

c_ 
cr 

M 

CD 
'-si 

Sorry about the bad typing. 
A little arthritis and a lot 
of out of practice cause it. 

CC- Director, FBI. 

Very truly yours 

Director, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 
20535 
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_ Memorandum 
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To! son _ 

Sullivan . 

M#r . 

TO : THE director 

FROM : CLYDE TOLSON 

DATE: 6-2-71 

Bishop_ 

Brennan, C.D, - 

Callahan_ 

Casper _ 

Conrad_ 

Dal bey _ 

Felt _ 

Gale_ 

ILL IKFOM&f JON OTMHED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASS IFIEI) 
DATE 07-03-200? BY 60324 sue bsw/rs/lsg 

Rosen 

Tavcl . 

Walters 

Soyars 

Tele. Room 

Holmes_ 

Gandy 

535: 

SUBJECT: THE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE 

I 

$ 
h 

M 

Ht Baavei 

,rf * 
An Executives Conference was held on 5-27-71. Those in attendance 

were Messrs. Mohr, Donahoe for. Sullivan, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Jenkins 
for Casper, Conrad, Dalbey, Felt, Gale, Rosen, Tavel, Walters, Beaver and 
Soyars. 

Pursuant to your instructions a number of items were brought to 
the attention of the officials in attendance: 

The importance of a thorough investigation of the MEDBURG 
(Break-in of the Media Resident Agency) case was emphasized. It was pointed 
out that SAC Roy K. Moore should have cleared with the Bureau prior to 
rendering any decision as to the Bureaus position with respect to a Grand 
Jury in Philadelphia in connection with the case. At the same time, your 
instructions relative to being very careful in our dealings with Assistant 
Attorney GeneraTMardian were pointed out. 

n. 
v. 

The necessity for being on sound ground in requesting authority 
of the Attorney General for telephone surveillances was stressed. Your 
opinion that this is a sloppy way to do an investigation, except through the 
use of court approved telephone surveillances, was brought to the attention 
of those present, along with your instructions that we should keep down the 
number of such sources and that we should limit as much as possible the 
number of persons within the Bureau who have access to information as to 
the existence of such sources. 

ft 

It was made clear to all present that at any time officials of the 
Department are being contacted on any policy consideration which affects the 
Bureau, Mr. Dalbey is to attend. It was noted that this was not done in con¬ 
nection with a recait conference held between Supervisors of the Domestic 
Intelligence Division and Deputy Assistant Attorney General A. William Olson 
of the Internal Security Division of the Department al which time discussion 
ensued as to proposed changes in procedure requesting Attorney General 
authority for electronic surveillances. 

WBS:RRB:crt>, 
(5) 
1 - Mr. Casper 

a e-* vi 
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Memorandum to the Director 
Re: The Executives Conference 

Your statement that in connection with any inquiries we receive 
concerning the| lmatter a MNo Comment” should be given was brought 

J.o the attention of the Conference. Similarly, it was pointed out that Jack 
^Anderson is to receive no information of any type from the Bureau. " 

A run-down was had concerning International Intelligence, Inc., 
(INTERTEL) and, in particular, its head officers, Robert D.'Peloquin, the 
President, and William G. Hundley, the Secretary and General Counsel. It 
was pointed out that instructions had been issued to our Las Vegas Office* 
to have nothing to do with this organization. / 

. / 

/ 

The Conference was told to be alert for any incoming mail 
requesting anything of the Bureau or any comments from the Bureau. They 
were told to make sure that the people and/or organizations requesting such 
data are not on the extreme right or extreme left. It was noted that we should 
not give individuals in these categories such information in order that we can 
avoid any basis for criticism in the future. 

The Conference was informed that after the annual^leave and \ 
| commitment chart is submitted there are to be no additions to it. It was 

emphatically pointed out that no Assistant Director is to be away at the same 
time as his Assistant to the Director. This applies to weekends as well as 
[during the workweek. Furthermore, neither Brennan nor Sullivan is to take 
jany annual leave while thevEASTCON case is pending. Similarly, your 
instructions were issued that no one is to take leave when any vitally impor¬ 
tant matter is pending within their respective divisions. This means Assistant 
Directors, #1 Men, Section Chiefs, and Supervisors. Likewise, it was made 
crystal clear that SAC Roy K. Moore, on special at Philadelphia, and 
SAC Jamieson, in Philadelphia, are not to take any leave until the MEDBURG 
case is solved. It was also pointed out that it would appear if a case breaks 
in the absence of an official from headquarters he should voluntarily return 
to handle the matter. In this respect, your comment that leave is a privilege 
not a right was brought to the attention of the Conference. 

For information. 

b6 
b7C 



EX-105 
* *.June 25, 1971 

Mrs. Ann M. Buzzell 
Apartment 330 
1434 Punahou Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 

Dear Mrs. Buzzell: 

AIRMAIL 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 sue baw/cs/lag 

I received your letter of June 20th, 
with enclosure, and appreciate your thoughtfulness 
in writing and furnishing me this magazine article 
from "Parade.* Your kind remarks concerning my 
administration of this Bureau as well as your 
observations regarding unfounded criticism of the 
FBI and me eertainly mean a great deal. Thank you 
for your gracious sentiments and I hope that my 
associates and I will continue to merit your sup¬ 
port in the future. 

MAELS2 %% ■ 

Sincerely yours, 

57 EdgSf Hooveif 

NOTE: There is no record for Mrs. Buzzell in Bufiles. 
Enclosed magazine article concerns interviews by Jack Anderson 
which appeared in the June 20th edition of this weekly 
magazine. 

Tolson __ 

Sullivan . 

Mohr_ 

Bishop _ 

Brennan, C.D.. 

Callahan_ 

Casper_ 

Conrad_ 

Dalbey_ 

Felt_ 

Gale_ 

Rosen _ 

Tavel_ 

Walters_ 

Soyars , 

Beaver_ 

Tele. Room_ 

Holmes . 
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# • 
Apt 330 

20 June 1971 
Mi INFORMS! ION CONTAINED 
VI WWW TM TQ mTfT Tl QQTFTFfi IxwiOlL-Jwlrl X 0 W X £ XJKL1L/ 

DATE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/rs/lsg 

Dear Mr. Hoover - 

» Enel, are clippings from today's newspaper in 
| which I thought you might be interested - 

I am an American born in Michigan 7/19/1892 - 
lived in California from 1930 to 1970, now a 
resident of Hawaii - The FBI has always been a great 
comfort to me - gives one a ’’safe" feeling and I 

I deeply resent all of the unfair criticism that has 
| been leveled at you - I admire your brilliance and 

please pay no attention to your jealous critics - 

You have done and are doing a really wonderful 
job - God Bless you richly for it - my deepest 

I thanks to you and your staff for your great efforts 
| and may your success continue - 

Aloha oe 

Ann M. Buzzell 
(Mrs) 

Mr. Sullivan 1_ 
Mr. Mohr / S 
Mr. ffffnS r 
Mr. Brennan, C.D. 
Mr. Callahan _ 
Mr. Casper_ 
Mr. Conrad_ 
Mr. Dalbey_ 
Mr. Felt_ 
Mr. Gale_ 
Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Walters_ 
Mr. Soyars _ 
Mr. Beaver_ 
Tele. Room_ 
Miss Holmes _ 

copy: rsw 
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Mr. Sullivan- 
Mr. Mohr-*— 
Mr. Bishop.. 
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Mr. Conrad- 

Mr. T)a'’>-v- 
| Mr. Felt.— 

Mr. Gale- 
| Mr. Rosen- 
| Mr. Tavel. 

Mr. Walters- 
Mr. Soyars- 
Mr. Beaver 
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I Miss Holmes- 
| Miss Gandy—— 
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ME 07-03-200? BY €0324 sue bm/ES/lag 

by Jack Anderson 

/. Edgar Hoover and right-hand man Clyde Tolson outside chief, retired last year at mandatory age of 70, was rehire 
Washington headquarters. Tolson, an old buddy of FBI as outside specialist, thus bypassing a physical check&fr 

f WASHINGTON, O.C J Edgar Hoover; now-under pres- 

sure to step down as director of 
the FBI, has <yjHasted 10,000 of 

■ his former agents??!Host of them 
moved on to successful careers in pro¬ 
fessions ranging from law^to ranching. 
Yet they seem to share one common 
trait: an almost umbilical attachment to 
the bureau and the 76-year-old man 
who has been its chief for 47 years. 

Hoover's agents may grumble about 

the director's dictatorial powers, but 
they also benefit from basking in his 

image. The greenest agent in the field is 
accepted by his community as fearless 
and incorruptible. 

This reputation has accompanied the 
10,000 agents who have quit the FBI, 
In their new pursuits, they continue to 

benefit from the Hoover mystique. But 
they also find it difficult to shake free 
from the FBI discipline and conformity. 

Rare is the agent who is willing to 

risk Hoover's wrath either inside or out¬ 
side the bureau. Inside, it can mean a 

one-way ticket to some remote FBI out¬ 
post; outside. Hoover can revoke the 
FBI seal of approval, a vital credential 
for an agent seeking new employment. 

This was discovered by special agent 
John Shaw, who made the mistake of 
criticizing Hoover in a private letter to 
a college professor. A discarded copy 

was fished out of the wastebasket by 

office colleagues who forwarded it to 

Washington. 

Resignation 

Shaw was immediately transferred to 
Butte, Mont., long considered the bu¬ 
reau graveyard. Because his wife was 
gravely ill, Shaw refused the transfer 

and resigned. Hoover accepted the 
resignation "with prejudice" although 

Shaw's record had been spotless until 
the controversial letter. Shaw, now a 

widower, has been unable to find other 

work in law enforcement. 
Far more typical was the experience 

of Charles M. Noone, a prosperous 
Washington lawyer and a strong Hoover 

^ admirer. "There are business advan¬ 
tages to being an ex-FBI man," he told 
PARADE. "From my work in the FBI, I 

know someone in just about every 
government agency. And if I need the 

services of a lawyer in another city, I 

can usually find one who used to be in 
the FBI." 

Although Noone has been out of the 

bureau for 20 years, he says many of 

his FBI habits remain. "In the bureau, 

we used to have to call into the office 

every two hours to let them know 

where we were and to find out if there 
were any new developments. Now I 

^ don't have to do that anymore, but I 

find myself calling home instead. And 
I ask the younger associates in our law 
office to call in just so we can keep 
in touch when they're out on a case." 

PARADE • JUNE 20, 1971 
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Hoover has ways to retain the loyalty 
of agents who have passed beyond his 
discipline. Rep. Don Edwards (D., 
Calif.), an ex-agent who has criticized 
Hoover, found this out several years 
ago when his opponent made charges 
against him which could only have 

come from his confidential FBI employ¬ 
ment file. 

Also, the intensive indoctrination 
given agents and the extraordinary 

camaraderie that develops among them 
promotes a uniformity of viewpoint. 

Under Hoover, a man learns to be a 
strong anti-Communist and is likely to 
retain such views when he leaves the 
bureau. 

- As Edwards puts it:"There's a process 
one goes through in the bureau that 
weds you to the Hoover view—the 
traitors-in-our-midst attitude." 

Hoover men 

The total effect of all this is to make 
ex-agents Hoover men for life. Rep. 
Edwards, for instance, finds himself the 
lone critic of Hoover among 13 Con¬ 
gressmen who are former FBI men. The 

rest take every opportunity to defend 
or praise the director. 

Most are members of a group called 

the Society of Former Special Agents of 
the FBI; which started as a social, or¬ 

ganization but has evolved intO^i sort 
of alumni cheering section for the 
"Old 
list is 
A few 

New Jersey; Jack Tuthill, tournament 
director of the Professional Golfers As¬ 

sociation; William Flynn, athletic di¬ 

rector at Boston College, and Cartha 
"Deke" DeLoach, a vice president of 
Pepsi-Cola. 

There are also a few, like the late Sen. 

Tom Dodd, who have become%n em¬ 
barrassment to the FBI. Under Hoover's 
reign, agents have been fired for drunk¬ 
enness, for insubordination, even a few 
for homosexuality. Yet not a single FBI 
man has tried to fix a case, defraud the 
taxpayers or sell out his country. 

Can be frustrating 
But at its upper levels, the FBI's suf¬ 

focating discipline, the obeisance to the 
director can make it a frustrating place 
to work. 

An excellent example is Quinn 
Tamm, once the bureau's No. 2 man, 
now president of the International As¬ 
sociation of Chiefs of Police. Although 
Tamm will not publicly criticize Hoover, 
it is no secret that he left the bureau 
because he found Hoover impossible to 
work for. 

An indication of how difficult Hoover 

can be is the story Tamm's friends tell 
of his last days with the FBI. After mak¬ 
ing a speech in Milwaukee the night 

before a fishing vacation, Tamm drove 

Man." The society's membership 

of them: Gov. William Cahill of 

These five FBI alumni, shown on today's cover, have Calif.), Rev. Oliver Collier, Robert Tonis, Harvard campus 
found their work with the bureau has helped in outside police chief, "Deke" DeLoach, business executive, 
endeavors. They are, from left: Rep. H. Allen Smith (R., and William Flynn, Boston College athletic director. 

all night to a lake deep in the wilder¬ 

ness. Far out on the water, as he was 
finally prepared to cast his line and re¬ 
lax, a motorboat came roaring out of 
nowhere with a man standing in the 

stern waving an urgent message. 

Called back 
Tamm's speech, which had been 

cleared with Hoover and distributed to 
the press, had been misquoted, and bie 
was ordered back to Washington to 

explain. He resigned soon afterward. 
Although few ex-agents publicly 

criticize Hoover, there are a number 

besides Tamm who departed the bu¬ 
reau's upper echelons quietly in dismay 
at Hoover's egocentric behavior and his 
determination to hang on to the top 
job forever. 

Quinn Tamm, former No. 2 man, found 
Hoover impossible to work for, quit 

Rep. Don Edwards (D., Calif.): alone of 
13 ex-G-men in Congress, he's critical. 

continued 



CONTINUED 

These men include Edward P. Mor¬ 
gan, the noted Washington trial lawyer, 
and Louis Nichols, Hoover's ex-assist¬ 

ant who left to become a vice president 
of Schenley Industries. 

Deke DeLoach, an exceptionally able 
man who was a favorite of President 

Johnson, says he left the bureau for 

purely financial reasons. "FBI pay and 
retirement benefits are good, but not 
good enough-to pilt seven children 

through college, especially these days/' 

DeLoach says. 

Vet, despite the controversy that may 
have surrounded some departures of 
top FBkmen, most ex-agents have made 
good on the outside. 

Take Rev. Oliver Collier, for example. 
He looks on the FBI as a useful practical 
education. 

'My seminary' 

"The bureau was my seminary," says 
the Bethesda, Md., minister. "It was a 

period of self-development because 
when I was a youngster I was sheltered, 

my knowledge was limited, and so was 
my ability to meet people. Through my 
FBI experience I was to meet 
many different kinds ofpeople and 
learn how tlm othetJialLlives.-.. 

"But ever since I can remember I 
felt God was calling me, and I had en¬ 
tered the FBI mostly for economic 

reasons. While in the bureau I began 
to work in the churches where I lived. 

After a time my two careers began to 

conflict. I wanted to preach sometimes 
when the FBI needed me in the field 
Finally I resigned and went into the 
ministry full time. 

"There were no hard feelings. My FBI 
colleagues even gave me an inscribed 

Bible when I left, and I still have—and 

use—it today." ^ 

And just as far removed from tracer 
ing down kidnappers and bank robbers 
has been the career of Richard Nilsen, 
M.D., a genera! practitioner in Las 

Vegas, Nev., who attended medical 
school after he'd been out of the FBI 

for several years and had/held several 
other jobs in private industry. As he 

says, "I just never would have made it 
through medical school starting as late 

as I did, with a family and all, without 
the self-discipline I learned in the FBI." 

Nilsen adds that sometimes it helps 

to be an ex-detective in sleuthing out 
patients' symptoms and diseases. "My 
extensive interviewing experience in the; 

FBI helps me most in taking health his-; 
tories from patients for purposes of 

making diagnoses," he says. "From the 
FBI I learned how to pay attention and 
really listen to people." 

Glory and excitement 

But in spite of all the diverse oppor¬ 
tunities open to former FBI men, there 
seem to be many who just cannj&l 

Ive s-away ro m-th e-g Iqt-YtUix 

ment, and activity of FBI work. Director 
Hoover himself, of course, is the prime 
example, Hbut according to Thomas E. 

children. An exceptional]y_able man, 

ij§ivia, with his wife and two of their seven 

he left the bureau for financial reasons. 

Bishop, assistant director of the FBI, his 
office frequently receives requests from 

ex-agents who want to get back on 

active duty. Says Bishop: "They get out¬ 
side and learn pretty quick that this job 
is a lot more exciting than selling 

vacuum cleaners for the rest of your 
life " 

Clyde Tolson, Hoover's 70-year-old 

right-hand man, is one of the few ex¬ 
agents to beat the system and stay on 

at the FBI even after he had reached 
the mandatory retirement age. 

When Tolson became 70 last year, he 

retired from FBI service so that the 76- 

year-old Hoover (who has a special / 

Presidential waiver allowing him to stay 

on the job) could rehire him as an in¬ 
dispensable outside specialist. Now 
Tolson continues at his old job as the 

FBI's No. 2 man, and also as Hoover's 
closest personal friend .and daily lun¬ 
cheon companion. Since, officially, Tol¬ 

son was retired, he did not have to pass 
the rigorous physical checkup required 

of other active FBI men. 

As assistant director Bishop, who him¬ 
self has been with the bureau for 30 

years, says;"The overall FBI turnover 

rate among special agents is maybe .3 
percent a month. And for every one 

who retires we have 15 or 20 applicants 
who would like to take his place." 

And when Hoover finally leaves the 
bureau, there will be no dearth of well- 
trained and eligible successors. Perhaps 
some day an agent will retire from his 

field service only to step up to the di- 

Liquor executive Louis Nichols left 
disenchanted with the FBI director. 

rector's chair. 
It may not be quite as remunerative 

as a corporation vice presidency, or as 

placid as real retirement, but J. Edgar 

Hoover, who took office in 1924, has 
proven one thing about it: it sure is 

steady work. 

John Shaw's criticism of Hoover led to 
a quick transfer and his resignation. 

7 
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I received a copy of your letter 
addressee! to Mr. Jack Anderson on June 30th, 
Your thoughtfulness in sending it is appre¬ 
ciated. It is most encouraging to receive 
your support as veil an your compliments con¬ 
cerning lay efforts in the administration of 
this Bureau. 

I hope ry associates and I will 
continue to merit vour confidence in the future. 

mailed 10 

• ’^Tj 

£incorely yours. 

i Edgar Hoover 

1 - Nev? York - Enclosure 

Bureau. 

Liles contain no record identifiable with 
Jack Anderson is well known to the b6 
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All INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS TJNCUlSSIFIE'D 

DATE 07-03-200? BY 60324 HI HI 
June 25, imi 

PY« 

Mr* Jack Anderson 
C/o M3BS - TV - Channel 2 
lew York City 

Dear Sir* 

an CD— 

.Callahan_ 

Casper_-_ 

Conrad.- 

Dai bey__ 
Felt.._ 

Gale__ 

Rosen_ 
Tavel_ 

Walters_ 

Soyars_ 

Beaver_ 
!„ Room____ 

3 Holmes_ 
s Gandy_ 

I just finished watching the Mike Douglas 
.you appeared# - - __ 

X understand that you were on once before 
letters that came in were almost all unfavorable* 
one more to add to your collection* 

To root through Mr* Hoover*s garbage can and draw the 
conclusion of what he ate for dinner, how it affected his stomach, 
and how that re-constructed meal affected his ability to head the 
FBI is at best ridiculous, and gives me a good idea of how your 
conclusions are arrived at* 

X was glad to hear Phyllis Sewman come, back at you, when 
you brought up the point of Mr* fJixon’s,makeup and Jogging before 
appearing before camera* So what? He knows that ifjjhad taken the 
same preparations in his first presidential campaign he wouldn’t 
have lost to John F* Kennedy* 

As regards Mr*. Hoover, fortunately most, people feel that 
he not only has done a good job, but is still doing a good job, and 
his many years of experience are invaluable assets that we 
Americans possess* If, after all your efforts to undermine him, you 
eti& -canH-^ind'aBytMng- more- to criticise than you have shown, he- 
must be a remarkable, conscientious, upright and good-*living man, 
who I hope will stay as head of the FBI until such time as he feels 
he can no longer run the organisation* 

I am glad I saw you on TV* 

VWnrffi hwil ir. ad.SooSZ- 

1ST s A 

ccs Mr* J* Edgar Hoover ^ 
Mr* Kike Douglas 

„y :$p- 
■ ». ■> * * 

t 's| 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

) f 

V 
/ 



Thank you for your letter. We were sorry to 
hear that you objected to our recounting of Jack 
Anderson's examination of J. Edgar Hoover's garbage, 
but we welcome this opportunity to discuss our reasons 
for including an account of this incident in our 
report. 

We used the incident to illustrate how very 
remote from* the press Hoover has become and how much 
an object of public curiosity he remains. further 
point that is demonstrated bv .JackC^Anderso.n^s findings 
is that there is no indication that anything in Hoover's 
life -- were more known -- would be subject to public 
criticism. We do not think that our description of this 
incident is in any way an endorsement of Anderson's 
investigation. And we certainly do not think that 
anything Anderson found reflected badly on Hoover. 

We appreciate the interest that prompted you 
to get in touch with us and hope that we have been able 
to clarify our intentions in this report for you. 
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Tavel_ 

Walters- 

Soyars- 

Beaver-- 

Tele. Room 
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By .faefc Anderson ■ * : • >■; 

jThe key to a Vietnam settle-*. V....Si;/v 

| ment isn’t the new Communist 
-peace plan so much as the ap-j 
.pearance in Paris of North Vi* 
.etnasn’s .politburo member Le' 

Due Tho./. 
He. left Paris 14 months ago 

with the terse announcement 
[that he wouldn’t return until 
he had an agreement in his 
pocket. 

To bring him back, Presi¬ 
dent Nixon has made a num¬ 
ber of unpublicized overtures 
through Communist and neu¬ 
tral intermediaries. These se¬ 
cret soundings have . now 
brought Le Due Tho to Paris. 
; His appearance definitely is 
the result of intricate back- 
stage diplomacy. In making 
the secret arrangements, 
Hanoi had insisted he talk to 
someone with more authority 

(than Ambassador David K. E. 
I Brue.e. ‘ It’s no coincidence, V 
| therefore, that Le Due Tho ar-i. 
frived at the same time Henry jf 
| Kissinger, the President's na-£ 
Itiomd security adviser, ‘ also 1’ 
[scheduled a trip to Paris. - ' r. 

- North Vietnamese diplomats':, 
in Paris had complained, that t 
Bruce was unfriendly. Both of! 

jhis predecessors, Avereii Har- 
‘ riman and Henry Cabot Lodge, 
i had maintained cordial per- 
jsonal relations with the North 
j Vietnamese. But Bruce has 
[been cold and formal, 
i This is one reason, the in- 

fused to hold secret meetings 

in Paris suburbs such as took 

Place under--Harriman and 
Lodge. • .7 ; ' \ '. : 

Nor 

YN :!Belittling Bruce 

•7--.7.J7. ' Washington has also treated 
• . Bruce more as a glorified 

■ spoilsman than’a negotiator 
: ;Tnc Paris delegation has been 

. restricted, for example, to the 
lm o s t routine intelligence 

^•^about.the war they are sup- 
•/..HK/Poaed to be settling. The top- 

, •<s®crel stuff—battle plans, po- 
sm°n papers,, contingency 

; Plans and policymaking docu- 
• .V^ments—aren’t sent to .Paris. ' 

■ i The air strikes at missile 
r ?ltes_ and other, tactical targets i 

: ; -in North Vietnam last Novem- 
,;ber caught Bruce completely! 

; y surprise. He received his 

;;5l vwos?',°?lhe attacks fr°™ 
i Annoyed, he directed his' 
military liaison, man, Lt ' 
Oen. Julian Ewell, to send 
an urgent-message, to the 
Pentagon requesting more de¬ 
tails. Admiral Thomas Moor- 
er, the Joint Chiefs chairman 
sent back a Washington Post 
account of the raids. The 
reply was regarded in Paris 

las ar*' insulting message to I 
/•;Jj Bruce, suggesting he should! 

tbe. satisfied, with what ,hel 
reads in the newspapers. i 

Meanwhile, Le Due .Tho! 
•■.jstill has no ■ agreement ini 

Hus pocket, ’ but meaningful 
v| P^aco negotiations may now 
■*$ be possible.,’ •, ■ "( 

: |v- footnote:/. ■ Wnshi Washington is. 

The Washington Post 
Times Herald 

The Washington Daily News 

The Evening Star (Washington) 

The Sunday Star (Washington) _ 

Daily News (New York) 

Sunday News (New York) , 

New York Post_ 

The New York Times . 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

The Wall Street Journal 

The National Observer _ 

People's World_ 
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. keeping an anxious^ eye on 
Sirigoo-Vr'Trich in th<f pasriras .... 

•/ ‘ .sought to snag the Paris nego-, ! v-f 
tint-ions. This is the reason, //y 
.apparently, that Kissinger is 
*'traveling to Paris by way of V, 

Saigon.- The U:S. has also 
taken the precaution, in the • :/•/ 
past, of intercepting the // 
secret messages between \ v 
South Vietnam's top people ; /•• ' 

/ in Paris and Saigon. The .*/) 
t---South__yictnamese messages V;/:£ 

that have fallen into cur r/'f 
hands have been identified by ’.)/<• 
the code name ‘‘Gout.” The /'y: 

. National Security. Agency,';:;- 
which handles secret codes 

;and communications, stamps 
'■ the intercepted messages “vm- ’ !.■ 
.mediate1 precedence”, and /./ 

• [sends them by teletype to the JV.\V 
White House ''marked 1 ”Ex-. " ^ 
elusive for Dr. Henry A. Kis- * 

' singcr/White’ House.” At; the •//' 
bottom of each message,-the -//. 
date and time of the inter- ; 

• ception is given. ;///': 

. Washington” Whirl • 
fi Hoover and Tamm — For / 

years, the International Asso- 
elation of Chiefs of Police ’ 
passed fulsome resolutions in // 

[praise of “The Honorable J. 
gSclgar Hoover.” It didn’t de- ;V 
|ract from Hoover’s glory that I ^the resolutions were quietly 
[prepared by the FBI and ap- /,/• 
jproved in advance by its direc- v 
■|or. But lately/ Hoover has ‘ 
j been feuding with the IACP’s ‘ /.•/ 
’.executive dir e c t o r, Quinn- * / 
ffamra, himself a former FBF //.;' 

. Official. Hoover’s supporters'.y- 
jlaim Jhat./Tamjtn botched up; 

.\v'■ Almost every top joJ>. at,, the-/ 
, ^BrruVaniVi’s friendc^say-she : 

Jiot only had a great career at/" 
|,he FBI but'that Hoover him-/ 

. seif recommended him,for the", 
lA’OP. jpb. They say it was., 
only'- after Tamm began to get ;- I -personal publicity and to.* 
|emerge as a rival to Hoover/ 
as a law enforcement spokes-/ 

;. $nan that the FBI chief turned " 
against him. It now looks as if 
I’loover, at last, may win the 

. j /.feud, . The IACP’s board is1 
■talking about firing Tamm for/; 

> : v making “i ndiscreet state- -1 
; jments ” - . 

Under the Dome—Senators/ 
///Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.), ; 
Yy '[and , George McGovern,.1’ 
fx/who are frequently critical of/ 
/V/military spending, didn’t both-. 
.y ‘;ver to .show up for the crucial/,, 
/-.’•/vote on limiting the-Pentagon •; 
v/..budget to billion . . . Sen. / 
/; -James Eastland (D-Miss.), who/ 
/./has a* habit of rubbing per-./ 
’/‘/fume across his pudgy fingers/ 
///and dabbing a little on his/ 
/• /chin, also has a curious meth-y 

]od for sorting mail. He spreads / 
// /•the. letters on a table, picks// 
•/; out correspondence from ally 

./’the notables, and then discards \ 
/./ .the leftovers . Rep. Jim ; 
.•/ ‘.Burke (D-Mass.) uses three dif-/. 
y;; .ferent form letters thanking'/ 
;1; -.his constituents for their “re-:>[ 
//’/.'cent correspondence,” "recent^ 

.warm letter” or “recent friend-/ 
/, ly letter” .. . Sen. David Gam-/ 
;•/ brell’s supporters are nervous*; 
; ; because one of the new sena-/’ 
/! * tor’s aides turns out'to have a/ 

• criminal record./ •• / -‘-‘x 

-@1971. Bell-McCiure S^di££f£s5r*.-' 



*• f Mr- Tolson — 
'• N. Mr. ''Felt —^ 

’ ✓w SIGNS) ^ ^'"V - zt M Mr. Mohr_D . 

— _ Mr.' Brennan, C 

*xuiy ii>, “ Mr. Callahan _ 
Mr* Jack Anderson Mr. Casper — 

Bell IfcClSre ’Syndtcate Mr! Sitey Z 
230 West hint Street ail fbi information contained iX j Mr. Gale_ 

lieW York, N. Y* IOO36 HEREIN I5 DNCLASSIFIED Mr. Ponder _ 
DM1 07-03-200" BY 60324 sue baw/rs/lsg ' Mr. Roaen — 

Anderson: “ “r* Tavei 
Mr. Walters — 
Mr. Soyars — 

The attached column of yours dated July 15, 1971 la the INDIANAPOLIS STAB I Tele, Room — 
Miss Holme£. 

the epitome of low-down, stinking, sickening and more than that, treason! Miss G^&- 

o 
Mr, Jack Anderson 
Bell McClSenSyndreate 
230 West 4lct Street 
New York, K. Y. IOO36 

Anderson: 

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS DNdilsiFIED 

DMI 07-03-200? BY 60324 auc baw/rs/lsg 

by a so-called newspaper writer! 

You son of a bitch, and I mean this with all the emphasis you cm put into it -- Khs 

read about all of your rhetoric I wont to read. The INDIANAPOLIS STAR insists on^ 

running your dirty column each day, THE UDIAkAPOLIS STAR does not realize how they 

contribute §0 the down-grading of this great country when they do so! r ; * 

Your rhetoric regarding the HONORABLE RICHARD NIXON, PRESIDENT OP THESE GREAT 

STATES, is apropos of your filthy tactic. 

A week ago, you had a column stating we need PATRIOTISM RESTORED B? THIS COUNTRY. 

YOU HAVE DOES EVERYTHING BJ YOUR PCW®, YOU SON 0? A BITCH, TO TEAR THIS COUNTRY 

APART, DCfM, AND DEGRADE IT TO ALL WHO READ YOUR SYNDICATED COLUMN. 

I DEMAND, BY COPY <F THIS LETTER TO; 

' J. EDGAR HOOVER, DIRECT® OF THE P! 
t 

PRESIDENT RICHARD NIXON 4 

00* 
\ 'f ’ 

BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

ATTORNEY GENERAL JOHN MITCHELL *50 J(JL 21 197? 

GOVERN© RONALD REAGON ***&»> 

N\\20 *■ 

as jifctatfiLwy. 

MR. EUGENE PULLIAM, PUBLISHER OF- THE XHDIAl^^^^pjRrr? 

«y( PSS3SAL CORUSCATIONS CXBflOSSXQff '' ' 

4H4 ?cZ 4§Sjt CUT OF PRINT. YOUR COLUMN DOES NOT P0^T^^%ffi°INTER2STBIJ, U 

FEDERAL COEDUCATIONS COMMISSION 

UTHFUL, PAWIEOTIC, AMERICAN, IT12-12 IT IS A DESTROYER OF FREEDOM! 
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' By JACK ANDERSON 

(Bell-McClure Syndicate) 

Washington—The public is supposed to think that presidential 
press conferences are spontaneous and that President Nixon i3 
as sharp as he appears fending off all those clamoring reporters. 
• His press, conferences, in. fact, are prepared and produced 
with all the showmanship of a broadway per¬ 
formance. * 

. Hundreds of people put together the answers 
that the President clicks off. The facts pour in 
from- the various government departments to 

. two White House teams. One prepares foreign 
policy answers under the guidance of adviser 
Henry Kissinger. The other works on domestic *<?: 
answers under the supervision of aide Pat Bu- i .. 
chanan. . ^ 

TO GUIDE THEM, communications czar Anderson 
; Herb Klein , and press secretary Ron Ziegler 

submit a list of questions the press is likely to ask. 

The two teams boil their material.down, put it Into question* 
and-answer form and stuff the : rriFc nn 
sheets into two looseleaf note- .11 >.sT BE! 
books. The President studies .tho. 
the research and rehearses his 
act for as many as five cays. . 

In search of catchy phrases, 
he makes notes and underlines 
material. Updated information, 
of course, is continuously sub¬ 
mitted to him. 

White House aides boast they 
are frequently able to antici¬ 
pate) reporters questions with 
90 per cent accuracy. On occa¬ 
sion, they have solicited the 
help of friendly newsmen to 
make sure that some of the 
right questions get asked. . * 

A 
JUL 21 

teflus cheeks. A technician 
slapsTafight coat of makeup on 
the preg^sSliaLpuss. Then Nix- 
on “ready fori-his...!‘sponta- 
neous” sparring session with- 

the press. 
The re’jaitrTS on. thS-Pth2r 

hand, rarely spend more than a 
few m i n u t e s in preparation.' 
They tend to ask lengthy ques¬ 
tions and occupy themselves 
trying lo outmaneuver each 
other for the floor. ' 
The scats directly m front of 

Nixon arc reserved for the reg¬ 
ular White House press corps.- 
Before the conference begins, a 

'seating chart of this section is 
made available for the Presi¬ 
dent to study. 

' The “regulars” are often >. 
called upon for questions. They 

• depend upon White House-good 
will for stories, and they usual¬ 
ly treat Nixon gently. Often 
they tos3 up a nice, easy “soft* 

The Federal Power Commts-’ 
sion has finally made public 
the confidential Nassikas Pap¬ 
ers, which show how Chairman 
John Nassikas sought to jack' 
up gas rates by ?4 billion. He 
suppressed studies challenging 
the natural gas industry’s data 
and accepted the gas mag- - 
nates’ word that the $4 billion 
increase was necessary. How¬ 
ever, \vc got hold of the sup- 
pressed documents and pub¬ 
lished the facts he had tried to 
hide; Citing our stories, the 
pro-consumer American Public 
Gas Association demanded that 
the FPC make the complete 
Nassikas Papers public. The . 

; commission complied, putting 
• both our stories andtheconfi- 
! -dential memos into the public 
; record. 

: SENATOR VANCE HARTKE 
. (D-Ind.) complained at a recent - 

Senate hearing: “There is not 
one black member of the (In¬ 
terstate Commerce) Commis-;J 
sion.” For the record, Hartke J 
has a personal staff—both in- 
Washington and Indianapolis— • 
of some 30: persons..- Not one is: 
black. 

★ 
The AFL-CIO is lobbying on 

Capitol Hill for votes to over¬ 
ride President Nixon’s veto of 
the public works bill. In a pri- : 
vate letter to Senate Public * 
Works Chairman Jennings • 
Randolph (D-W. Va.) the labor * 
organization pointed out that • 
work could be started on 3,000 « 
water and sewer projects and \ 
1,900 hospital and health cen- . 
ters. These projects, the letter i 

contends, would create about* 
170,000 urgently needed jobs 
and generate enough additional 
economic activity to produce as 

• maiiy as 450,0£9^ob opportuni¬ 

ties. 

INDIANAPOLIS STAR 

i/i 

THE HOUSE MANPOWER 
Subcommittee is invest!- 
galing how military retirees 
use the buddy system to hustle 
civil service jobs.- The Dual 
Compensation Act permits re¬ 
tired military personnel to 
"double dip’- from the Treas¬ 
ury by collecting both their 
pcnsion’pius pay from a sec¬ 
ond-career Federal job. This is 
a privilege not open to other 
Federal retirees. Subcommittee | 
investigators have learned that 
military retirees on the Federal 
payroll tip off 'their buddies,' 
who plan to retire from the 
armed forces, about Civil Serv- j 
ice job openings. Subcommittee 
sources estimate that 100,0G0 
retired military men now hold 
civilian jobs on the Federal 
payroll, that the civilian work 
force in some agencies is rap¬ 
idly being militarized. 

Ronald Reagan, 'governor of • 
California’s well-to-do conserv¬ 
atives, clothed himself in right¬ 
eous white last year and set out 
to smash the California Rural 
Legal Assistance program. He 

.Vetoed a $1.3 million-Federal ■ 
grant to CRLA because its law¬ 
yers had thwarted his efforts to # 
curtail services' for the poor. 
It’s worth mentioning that Lew¬ 
is K. Uhler, Reagan’s man in 
charge of investigating the 
CRLA and a one-time member 
of the John Birch Society, has 
now been accused of using 
state funds for sending out tele¬ 
grams during the 1970 cam¬ 
paign in behalf of S c n a t o r 
George Murphy (R-Calif). We 
have also learned that Uhler s 
aide, John G. Sawicki, was con¬ 
victed of grand larceny and 
sentenced to 60 days in jail and 
three years probation on March 
11, 1966, in Spokane, Wash. The 
court granted a routine "dis¬ 
missal of- cause” after he com¬ 
pleted his probation. . 

j 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (ATTN: RESEARCH 
AND CRIME RECORDS) 

SAC, NEW YORK 

7/28/71 
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i 

v 

JACK ANDERSON BROADCAST 
6:45 PM; 7/25/71 
WVNJ (620 am) 
INFORMATION CONCERNING 

JACK ANDERSON's substitute, LES WHITTEN, made the 
following comments on the transcribed radio broadcast which 
may be of interest to the Bureau: 

“Well, on this final upcoming story we have to 
believe that it is all coincidence. A Philadelphia man tells 
us that he wrote to the White House recently criticizing 
J. EDGAR HOOVER. What he got in reply was a form letter. 
It was signed by EPHRAIM ZIMBALIST JR., the star of the 
FBI-TV series. ZIMBALIST asked the Philadelphian for a 
10 to 10,000 dollar tax deductible contribution. The money 
ZIMBALIST said would be used to defend the tough, old 
FBI Director against his critics, presumably our friend 
from Philadelphia. Now along with how the letter came to 
be sent to the Philadelphian, the mystery to us is why the 
Internal Revenue Service allows such contributions to be 
tax deductible." 

Submitted to the Bureau for information. 

! 

lij 

Bureau 
New York 

TFCrnjz 
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Mr. Tolsonu 
Mr. Felt_ 
Mr. Sullivan.. 

,f ALL INFGMMTCOT CONTMNEB 
1 FROM LAS VEGAS (80-77) herein is unclassified. 

f) DATE 07-03-200? BY 60324 auc baw/ts/lsg, L 

' d 

JACK ANDERSON , WASHINGTON, D. C., COLUMNIST, INFORMATION 

CONCERNING . 

RE LV TEL CALL TODAY. 

AT THREE FORTY-THREE PM EDT THE LAS VEGAS OFFICE RECEIVED A 

TELEPHONE CALL FROM AN I NDI VIDUAL WHO JD.ENTIFIED ^HERSELF AS 

SECRETARY OF JACK ANDERSON, WASHINGTON, D. C., COLUMNIST. SHE 

REQUESTED AND WAS FURNISHED THE FULL NAME IDENTITY OF THE SPECIAL 

AGENT IN CHARGE. WHEN TOLD THE SAC WAS NOT IN THE OFFICE AT THAT 

-TIME, SHE INDICATED MR. ANDERSON DID NOT DESIRE TO CONVERSE WITH 

MfcJ&rorman CD_ 
Mr. Callahan_ 
Mr. Casper_, 
Mr. Conrad_. 

Mr. Dal bey_„ 

Mr. Gale_ 
Mr. Ponder~ 

Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Walters , , 

Mr. Soyars. 
Tele. Room 

r ANYONE ELSE AND REQUESTED THAT THE SAC CALL MR. ANDERSON AT 

WASHINGTON, D. C., TELEPHONE NUMBER TWO ZERO TWO DASH THREE FOUR 

SEVEN DASH FOUR THREE TWO FIVE UPON HIS RETURN. ,toiidvov 
UNLESS ADVISED TO CONTRARY BY BUREAU 

SAC, LAS VEGAS, WILL NOT RETURN ANDERSON’S CALL UACB. IN THE 

EVENT ANDERSON AGAIN CALLS THIS OFFICE, HIS INQUIRY WILL BE 

HANDLED PROMPTLY, COURTEOUSLY, WITH UTMOST CIRCUMSPECTION*,' AND THE 

:r will be advis£c 

JHW FBI WASH DC 

-Saug i, 
COt Mr. Bishop 

i ' & J 
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SUBJECT: INQUIRY FROM CONGRESSMAN V~TTf\ 
CHET HOLIFIELD, 
DATED JULY 20 1971 Mi fbi information oomiaimed 

HEBE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED T V1. ./V 

DATE 07-03-200? BY 60324 auc baw/rs/lsg . ~v,^ ^ . C |t/V 

On 7/29/71, James R. Robinson, Criminal Division, forwarded 
a letter that had been sent to the Attorney General by Representative 
Chet Holifield, Chairman, Committee on Government Operations. En¬ 
closed thereto was an anonymous letter to Holifield, with a column by 
Jack Anderson attached. 

The anonymous complaint suggests that employees of this Bureau 
who have benefitted from the proceeds from the three books, "Masters of 
Deceit, " "A Study of Communism, " and ”J. Edgar Hoover on Communism, " 
and the television series "The FBI, " may have violated Title 18, U. S. C., 
Sec. 209, on "Salary of Government officials and employees payable only 
by the United States, " and Executive Order 11222 of May 8, 1965. 

This is the kind of malefic nonsense that one expects from a 
Jack Anderson column. Had this anonymous inquiry not been forwarded 
from the Attorney General’s office, it would hardly warrant a reply. 

The statute cited by complainant is found in the general bribery, 
graft, and conflicts of interests provisions of the United States Code. It 
was directed against payments from private sources which might influence^ 
the decisions and actions of officials or employees in the conduct of govern 
ment business. The intent of the law "was that no government official or |p- 
employee should serve two masters to the prejudice of his unbiased devotion 
to the interests of the United States. ", 33 Op. Atty. Gen. 273, 275 (1922). 
Thus the statute is not applicable unless the contribution or supplementation 
of salary is received as compensation for the services of the individual as 
an officer or employee of the United States. See, 39 Op. Atty. Gen. 501. ,, 
503 (1940); 41 Op. Atty. Gen. 217, 220 (1955) 

Enclosiire1/ r f ^16 AUu 11 1971 Enclosure 7/ 
1 - Mr. Mohr 1 - Mr 
1 - Mr. Sullivan^ 1 - Mr 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inquiry from Congressman 

Chet Holifield 

The "two masters” concept has no application to this case. 
The books were historical in nature, each an analysis of communist acts 
and philosophies as they had developed in the past. Nothing contained in 
them required, involved, or suggested outside influence on any action to be 
taken by a government official or employee. 

The complaint apparently assumes that these books were pre¬ 
pared entirely on Government time. This is not correct. Much of the work 
was done at nights and on weekends, during hours for which no Government 
compensation is paid. We suggest that extra duty of this kind, and reason¬ 
able compensation for it, is well within the principle stated by Judge Holtzoff 
when he said, in part, that: 

”It is not in the public interest to hamper the intellectual 
growth of any one, or to interfere with the development 
of ideas, merely because the person who is uttering 
them happens to be employed by the Government. So, too, 
title to literary property cannot be made to depend on 
such minor considerations, as whether any part of the 
work was done during office hours, whether a Govern¬ 
ment secretary participated in getting the manuscript 
ready, or whether a Government mimeograph or multi- 

gc- graph machine was used in preparing copies. ” Public 
Affairs Associates, Inc, v. Rickover, 177 F. Supp. 601, 
604 (D. C. 1959), rev'd on other grounds and remanded, 
284 F2d 262 (D. C. Cir. 1960), vacated, 369 U. S. Ill 
(1962), on remand, 268 F. Supp. 444 (D. C. 1967). 

The complainant is also concerned that monies from the books 
and television series are donated to the FBI Recreation Association, to the 
advantage of many employees ”who were not there when the exploits from 
which they are benefiting happened....” The FBERA is a tax exempt 
association that promotes a variety of athletic, social and welfare activities. 
Obviously, the benefits flow to all employees, whatever their date of entry. 
If ever there was a "trifle” with which the law is not concerned, this must 
surely be a prime example. Moreover, the history of Government employee 
recreational associations shows a considerable latitude for administrative 
discretion in determining how donated funds can be used for improvement 
of employee morale. 

- 2 - 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inquiry from Congressman 

Chet Holifield 

Executive Order 11222, dated May 8, 1965, dealing with 
’’Standards of Ethical Conduct for Government Officers and Employee^" 
was also cited by complainant with Congressman Holifield drawing 
particular attention to Section 201(c) (1). That section prohibits the use 
of public office for private gain. The Executive Order was issued sub¬ 
sequent to the publication of "Masters of Deceit, " and "A Study of Com¬ 
munism" and therefore has no application to the proceeds of those books. 
Furthermore, all of the monies from the latter book, from "J. Edgar Hoover 
on Communism, " and from the television series "The FBI, " are donated 
directly to the FBIRA. Thus it should be obvious that there is no "private 
gain" from these activities within the meaning of the Executive Order. 

The complaint is also in error in that it proceeds on the 
assumption that ours is an isolated case. Quite to the contrary, our 
books were only three among a great number written and published by 
Government employees during, or because of, their Government employment. 
We are in the company of Presidents, Justices of the Supreme Court, 
Attorneys General, and other Cabinet members, military leaders and a 
host of others running back a hundred years and more as shown by Judge 
Holtzoff in the opinion cited earlier. Many of these books, written by those 
who previously were authorities in their fields, have been thought to be 
important contributions to public knowledge. It would seem that in this 
age of so much emphasis on "Freedom of Information" such efforts should 
be encouraged rather than the reverse. 

RE COMMENDATION: 

That the attached letter be sent to the Attorney General. 

- 3 - 
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The Attorney General 

Director, FBI 

INQUIRY FROM CONGRESSMAN 
CHET HOLIFIELD 
DATED JULY 20* 1971 

1 - Mr. Mohr i V 
1 - Mr. Sullivan fV?S. .BEG. 0N\ 
1 - Mr. Bishop ' 7 . ' 
1- Mr. Callahan August 9, 1971 
1 - Mr. Dalbey 
1 - Mr. Hotis 
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On July 29, 1971, Mr. James R. Robinson, of the Criminal 
Division, forwarded a letter that you had received from Representative 
Chet Holifield, Chairman, Committee on Government Operations. En¬ 
closed therewith was an anonymous letter and attachment that had been 
sent to Congressman Holifield alleging illegal and unethical conduct by 
officials and employees of this Bureau. 

The following is submitted for your information and possible 
use in preparing an answer to Congressman Holifield. 

The complaint is based on the distribution oLpri^geeds from | 
my three boofes entitled “Masters of Deceit,w ’ A Study c^Commupism,u r 
and ’J. Ed&ar Hoover on Communism.M This was the subject ofdny 
memorandum to you of May 11, 1971, in which I set forthtfa6YaCts in this 

“• : . L 

The anonym<ms complainant suggests that emifeytes of this 
Bureau who have enjoyed any benefit from these proceeds majr be in " 
violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 209, 11Salary olygove^ir , 

i ment officials and employees payable only by the United States, ‘Jandr 
l Executive Order 11222 of May 8, 1985. We disagree. w— — 

* The general purpose of the statute is clear from its language 
and legislative history. It was designed to insure the impartiality of those 
who serve in Government. 41 Op. Atty. Gen. 217, 220 (1955). The law 
is directed, at least by implication, against payments from private sources 
which might influence the decisions and actions of officials or employees 
in the conduct of Government business. As stated in the opinion of a * 
previous Attorney General, the intent of the statute “was that no Govern-^] 
ment official or employee should serve two masters to the prejudice of 
Ms unbiased devofciomj® the interests of the enited^ates. ” 33 Op. Atty 

■fUfB ^ is ^ ^^^blc unless the contri 
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The Attorney General 

button or supplementation of salary Is received as compensation for the 
services of an individual as an officer or employee of the United States. 
See, 3b Op. Atty. Gen. 501, 503 (1940); 41 Op. Atty. Gen.217, 220 
(1955). 

The ’two masters” concept Is entirely alien to this case. 
It could not sensibly be contended that there was any intention on the 
part of the publishers or of the Government officers or employees to 
influence any Government affairs over which we had supervision. Nor 
could it be said that payments were received as compensation for an 
employee’s Government services within the meaning of Section 209. The 
books were historical in nature, each an analysis of communist acts and 
philosophies as they had developed in the past. Nothing contained in 
them required, involved, or suggested outside influence on any action 
to be taken by a Government official or employee. 

The complainant apparently assumes that these books were 
prepared entirely on Government time. This is not correct. Much of 
file work was done at night and on weekends, during hours for which no 
Government compensation Is paid. We suggest that extra duty of this kind, 
and reasonable compensation for it, is well within the principle stated 
by Judge Holtcoff when he said, in part, that: 

’It is not in the public interest to hamper the 
intellectual growth of any one, or to interfere 
with the development of ideas, merely because 
the person who is uttering them happens to be 
employed by the Government. So, too, title to 
literary property cannot be made to depend on 
such minor considerations, as whether any part 
of the work was done during office hours, whether 
a Government secretary participated in getting 
the manuscript ready, or whether a Government 
mimeograph or multigraph machine was used in 
preparing copies. ” Public Affairs Associates, Inc, 
v. Kickover, 177 F. Supp. 601, 604 (D. C. 1959), 
rev’d on other grounds and remanded, 284 F2d 262 
(D.C. Cir. 1960), vacated, »69 U.S. Ill (1962), 
on remand, 268 F. Supp. 444 (D.C. 1987). 



^ The Attorney General 

We are particularly intrigued by the concern of the anonymous 
complainant that monies from the books and television series are 
donated to the FBI Recreation Association, to the advantage of many 
employees "who were not there when the exploits from which they are 
benefiting happened....” The FHtRA is a voluntary employee associa¬ 
tion that is granted tax exempt status under Section 501 (C) (7) of the 
Internal Revenue Code. It promotes a variety of athletic, social, and 
welfare activities and publishes a monthly magazine entitled 'The 
Investigator. ” I am sure it is true that these donations have improved 
the text and photographic quality of the magazine and that the enhanced 
reader content is enjoyed by many employees who lave only recently 
entered the Bureau. I am certain also that some of these employees 
have received better softball gloves, basketballs, and other athletic 
equipment for use in the intramural leagues. Others hare been provided 
wheelchairs, flowers, and television sets to ease their burdens while 
convalescing from illness^, And because of these proceeds, many employees 
have been able to participate in activities which might otherwise have been 
unavailable to them. But if ever there was a "trifle” with which the law 
is not concerned, this surely must be a prime example. Who among us 
is not a beneficiary of the works of his predecessors? Moreover, I would 
suggest that the history of Government employee recreational associations 
shows a considerable latitude for administrative discretion in determining 
how donated funds can be used for improvement of employee morale. 

With respect to Executive Order 11222, dated May 8, 1985, it 
was not in existence when "Masters of Deceit, ” and "A Study of Communism," 
were published. Furthermore, all of the proceeds from the latter book, 
from "J. Edgar Hoover on Communism, ” and from the television series 
are paid directly to the FH Recreation Association. It should be obvious, 
therefore, that there was no "private gain" from these activities within the 
terms of the Executive Order. 

The complaint is also in error in that it proceeds on the 
assumption that ours is an isolated case. Quite to the contrary, our 
books were only three among a great number written and published by 
Government employees during, or because of, their Government employ¬ 
ment. We are in the company of Presidents, Justices of the Supreme 
Court, Attorneys General and other Cabinet members, military leaders, 
and a host of others running back a hundred years and more as shown by 
Judge Holtzoff in the opinion cited earlier. Many of these books, written 
by those who obviously were authorities in their fields, have been thought 



The Attorney General 

to be important contributions to public knowledge. It would seem that 
in this age of so much emphasis on "Freedom of Information," such 
efforts should be encouraged rather than the reverse. 

NOTE: Based on Dalbey to Tolson memo dated 8/5/71, same caption. 
DJD /jBH:tak. 
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Representative Chet Holifield 
1 Chairman, house Committee on Government Operations . 
.House of Representatives r 

Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Holifield, 

Please note attached Jack Anderson column. If the work was done on 
government time, then perhaps there is a violation of 18 U.S.C. Section 209 

■ which forbids supplementation Of. government employees1 salaries frcm other ; . 
sourced"; There would seem to be a clear violation of Executive Order 11222, 
dated May 8, 1965, stating that it is unethical to use public office for = 

■private gain.- \ $•-:** 

Although Jack Anderson has been known,to be inaccurate, it would seem r 
that it could be ascertained if any monies paid for work done on government 

■time or for rights to stories used on the television series had been turned V 
over to the Treasury. That is what I feel should be done. • ■ ■. 

The accomplishments of the FBI are resources of the people of the ? ; 
i- United States not the employees of the agency who have been paid for their, 

.. ^work. '.Jl can see no justification for FBI employees, many of whom were not'/.-i 
there when the exploits from which they are benefiting happened, to have a 
more generous recreation fund because of the nature of the Agency. A more : l ' 
logical way to reflect dangers involved in the work is in the salaries of those V; : 
whose work puts them in jeopardy. Perhaps, although I know scm® law 
enforcement administrators disapprove, cash rewards for service beyond 

•:the call of duty would be appropriate. ■ .y • 

;;-v. This is an area in which I see no justification for the FBI to be 
. ; beyond control. ■. u-. 
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The Honorable John N. Mitchell> 
Attorney General of the 

United States 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D* C* 20530 

My dear Mr* Attorney General; 

Enclosed is a copy of a letter and attachment sent 
to me as Chairman of the Committee "on Government Operations* 
The letter raises the possibility that the Director and 
employees of file Federal Bureau of Investigation have violated 
18 U.S.C., sec* 209 and Executive Order 11222 of May 8, 1965, 
particularly sec* 201(c)(1)* 1 •> ij v *'/.. .... 

! t! 

} t 

'’Vt V. 

; ; We would appreciate having a detailed report on this 
matter at your early convenience* H ^ 

Sincerely yours, 

iX 
CHETJHOLIFIELD > V; 
Chairman 

''■“'Enclosures 
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FBI Leak on 

s K 

F1U GUFF J. Edgar Hoover.is positive¬ 
ly apoplectic over our story that ho 

collected more Hum $250,000 in royalties 
from three books researched and written 
for him by FBI employees on government 
time. •>' 

We quoted friends as saying Hoover 
turned over the proceeds to his favorite 
charities. However,.they cited the J. Ed- 
gar lioover Foundation whose records 
showed no contributions from the venera¬ 
ble G-man. 

We asked for an answer from FBI 
$l>okcsman TomJBishnp. He finally said 
Hoover had ''no comment.” 

Vet at the same time, the FBI appar¬ 
ently leaked details to William JUisher, 
publisher of the NalionaLReyj^wjto use 
against me on the nationwide television 
program. “The Advocates.” 

The able Rusher said the profits from 
Hoover’s best seller, “Masters of Deceit” 
•were split five ways: one-fifth to Hoover, 
one-fifth to the FBI recreational fund and 
three-fifths to the FBI employees who 
did the work. . ; : 

■ * * ★ 

HOOVER’S SHARE, as nearly as we 
could calculate it from the book 

sales, would have amounted to about 
’ $30. (xx). 

In addition, Warner Brothers paid Hoo¬ 
ver a reported $40,000 for the movie rights 
to the book. 

Rusher had no information how the 
movie money was distributed. But he said 
all the royalties from Hoover’s next two 
books were signed over to the te^peajiaaal 

, V, 

Rusher refused to say where he got his 

ai?ies 
—JcacEt Anderson 

information, but members of his staff told 
us he had been in touch with tho FBI. 

My associate Lcs Whitten called Tom 
Bishop again and asked him whether 
Rusher’s information was accurate. 

“We are ‘no commenting,’ ” said the 
FBI spokesman. 

Whitten asked Bishop why the FBI had 
leaked information to Rusher that had 
been withheld from.us. 

“We’re going to ‘no comment* on it,” 
said Bishop. 

Asked why the FBI didn’t “no com¬ 
ment” Rusher, Bishop replied: “We have 
got a lot of people asking us about your 
column, and we are ‘no commenting/ ” 

★ * ★ 

WHITTEN THEN suggested Hoover 
should give a public accounting of 

all his book and movie deals. 
*T don’t think Mr. Hoover has any obli¬ 

gation to make a public accounting to 
you.” said Bishop. . 

We believe the FBI chief should make 
an accounting to the public. He collected 
huge sums for work done by-government 
employees ongoYernment time. If Rush¬ 
er’s information is'TofreetT Hoover pock¬ 
eted some of the money, shared some 
with the FBI men who did the research 
.and writing, then contributed the rest to 
the FBI recreational fund. , 

But the public is entitled to know more 
about how Hoover benefitted from, work 
done at the taxpayers’expense. 

The FBI can hardly be expected to in¬ 
vestigate its own chief., We suggest that 
Congress properly should make the inves¬ 
tigation. 

CmpyriMku 1971 . 

’ ALL IITJCKCuIClT ccutaihe: 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-200? BY 60324 sue ban/ra/lsg* 
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we could calculate it from the v ,PP- Later, he called to say,-“We; ? 
book, sales, would nave -will- not; furnish you with-the. ; 
^amounted to about $30,000. v accounting you. asked for.” ;4 
r In addition, W7arner Brothers j lWc believe the FBI chief •; 
Ipaid Hoover a reported $50,000 should make an accounting to .. 
tor the movie rights to the j public. . He collected huge 
book. Since no movie was ever sums for work done by govern- / 
made, movie colony insiders ment employees on government :.:.. 
^suggested the payment was re* : If Rusher’s information is. 
felly intended to butter uo Hoo- f {correct, ■ Hoover pocketed some 4 
•Ver so he would permit Warner 4 of the money, shared some with . ^ 
Brothers to film the_Ty series, f^e FBI men who did the re- 
‘fThe FBI” ‘ search and writing, then con- 
i VRn.Qhpjl had no information / tributed the rest to the FBI ;■ 

Mr. Tbl 
M 
M 

Mv. Callaham 
Mr. Casper,^., 
Mr. Conrad... 
Mr. Dalboy— 
Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Gale- 
Mr. Rosen—M 
Mr. Tavel— 
Mr. Walters- 
Mr. Soyars— 
Tele. Room.^. 
Miss Holmejjy 

page, name of 
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i In . addition, Warner Brothers 
Ipaid Hoover a reported $50,000 
tor the movie rights; to the 
book. Since no movie was ever 
made, movie colony .insiders' 
^suggested the payment was re¬ 
felly intended to butter up Hoo- 
<ver so he would permit Warner 
Brothers to film the/EY series, 
itee FBI” 

1 VRiifihPiL bad no information no information [ tributed the res! to thi 
' ■'LL “^recreational, tunorr^-^r; 
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Edition: HOME 
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fw/. SAG, Las Vegas (80-77) 
KEC-61 

From: Director, FBI 

j JACK ANDSRSON & 
I WASHINGTON, 0. C. COLUMNIST 
I INFORMATION CONCXRNING 

Reurtsl and Bureau telephone call to Las Vegas, 
8/B/71. 

In the event that you are contacted by the press 
regarding this matter, you should coniine your remarks to 
the false allegations made by Anderson by stating "Anderson's 
comments regarding me in his column appearing in the "Nevada 
State Journal," August 7, 1971, claiming intervention on 
behalf of Howard Hughes' interests are false. I have no 
further comment." 

Bureau is to be kept advised of any pertinent 
information regarding thii matter. 

Tolson _ 

Felt_ 

Sullivan . 

Mohr_ 

NOTE: The above instructions were telephonically conveyed 
to SAC Campbell, Las Vegas, on 8/9/71. They pertain to the 
information which recently appeared in the Jack Anderson 

wmm' purporting that the FBI maneuvered for the Howard Hughes 
'organization. SAC Harold Campbell was mentioned as assisting 

AUG 1019WShl!S with his acquisitions, according to some of Hughes* 
memos. SAC Campbell was directed to reply to the false 

_ FBfei ratinns by stating the information contained in the above 
quotes. With respect to the above instructions given to SAC 

_ Campbell, it is noted that they were set forth on a note dated 
— 8/9/71, which the Director initialed "OK, H." 

Bishop _ 

Brennan, C.D. 

Callahan_ 

Casper___ 

Conrad_ 

Dalbey_ 

Gale_ 

Ponder_ 

Rosen _ 

Tavel_ 

Walters_ 

Soyars 

^ele. Room 

RFH:rar 
(4) 

L 
uyars _-p 

AU6 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROW: LAS' VEGAS (80-77) 

JAClr ANDERSON, WASHINGTON, D.C. COLUWNIST; INFO 

W r V 
f! 

KLL IHPMMICM CONT1.IMED 
HEREIN IS mcL&ssrriED 

DME 07-03-2007 BY €0324 mig baw/rs/lsg 

Mr. Sullivan 

Mr)^p^ianCD_ 
Mr. Callahan_ 
Mr. Casper.. 

Mr. Conrad 

Mr. Dalbj 

Mr. Galj 
Mr. Pi 

Mr. Hi 
Mr. Tavel_ 

Mr. Walters— 

Mr. Soyars 
Tele. Room_ 

Miss Holmes^ 
Miss Gandy— 

CONCERNING. 

REMYTEL EIGHT SEVEN LAST PERTAINING TO ANDERSON’S "WERRY 

GO ROUND" COLUWN CAPTIONED "HUGHES TRIED TO RULE NEVADA OFFICIALS; 

HE WANTED TO PLACE LAXALT IN HIS DEBT," 

ANY PRESS INQUIRIES IN THIS MATTER WILL BE ANSWERED AS FOLLOWS, 

UCAB* C? (/ 
> O-. [ J 

’AT NO TIWE HAVE I EVER BEEN INVOLVED, OR RECEIVED ANY. REQUEST 

TO BECOME INVOLVED, IN ANY ACTION OR ACTIVITY ON BEHALF OF, OR IN 

THE INTEREST OF, HOWARD HUGHES. MR. ANDERSON’S STATEMENT OF 

r 



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-2007 BY €0324 auc baw/rs/lsg 

August 9, 197-oT' 

SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION 
With respect to the Jack 

Anderson column attempting to 
implicate the FBI in maneuvering for 
the Howard Hughes1 organization, it 
is noted Anderson says "even the 
head of the FBI in Las Vegas, Harold 
"Red" Campbell, was pressed into 
assisting Hughes with his acquisitions 
according to the memos." SAC has 
proposed a response in the event 
press inquiries are received. i 

It is believed that SAC 
Campbell should confine his remarks 
to the false allegations in 
Anderson’s column by stating 
"Anderson’s comment^--rega^di^rg~4ae--4n 
his column appearing^m^he.^Hexada 
State Journal," August 7, 1971, 
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Jack Anderson s 

I J. Edgar Hoover, the “76-yearv: 
|old FBI chief, has a hangup j 
about hair. He’s inclined to! 

j measure an erryployee’s fidelity , 

by the length of his locks.. J 
Last June, for instance, the 

old curmudgeon saw a picture 
in the Washington Post of, 
jthree FBI agents hustling an 
airline hijacker, Glen E. Riggs, 

, into the U.S. magistrate’s court 

in Alexandria, Va. One of the 
agents, John F. Mullen, had. 

sideburns extending almost to}; 

the bottom of his ear. 

j This violated Hoover’s taste1 
in sideburns. In a huff, he; 
censured Mullen for letting his 1 
sideburns grow too long and 
banished him to Indianapolis, 

(Now Hoover has ordered anj 
! (FBI-wide inspection, division 
| by division, for subversive side¬ 

burns and hippy hairdos. Any- “ 
| one whose hair- style doesn’t j 
j suit the old’man will lose tent 
I days pay. * ' t 

iSome FBI agents have com-, 
|plained privately that Hoover’^, 
tonsorial’tastes make it diffir 

; cult for them to infiltrate anti-' 
government demonstrations; 

> The demonstrators, invariably, i 
| wear .their ■ hair long -. and , 
J straggly. ' 
h Narcotics agents, who carey 

/.fully cultivate the .hipj^ lWk 
{ and lingo, have been^far/mo^e 
^successful at mfiltfSjfiori. They, 
are «contemp tu offs■/ frfd eadiiof^ 

; foaw/ra/lag 

the'FBI.’ As ope pa^ntin^ggenT 

6^ 

jljufc it to, jus, “An FBI_rn§n’J. 
itea of infiltrating^^a'^hippM 
aroup is taking off his tie.” j 

.■ Spilled Oil j 
A: huge Texas company that', 

‘does a big business' with the 
oil companies has been hired 
by the Enviornmental-Protec¬ 
tion Agency to investigate the 
disastrous offshore oil spills, 
and fires caused by the same 
companies. 
- The company is Texas In-1 
struments, an $827-million-a 
year concern whose board of 
directors until recently includ-' 
ed no less an oily politico than 
John Connally, LBJ’s old side-, 
kick, who is Nixon’s Treasury 
Secretary. ‘ “• ’/ ■; 

Officials at’ Texas Instru-!. 
ments are not at all embar-j 
rassed at having been, hired to; 
investigate one of their biggest 
customers. Indeed,, in proper 
Texas fashion, they seem posi-; 
tively proud of it. .. , . 

‘ “We do business with all the' 
major oil companies and all! 
the minor oil companies,” said! 
Frank Lord, one', of-TI*s public*; 
relations boosters. ; 

4 

Lord explained that aside, 
from making equipment thatj 
could be used by oil,drillers,1 
Texas : Instruments has one' 
whole division devoted to per-: 
forming seismic surveys of oil; 
fields prior to drilling. V'-'| 

At the same time, he ac¬ 
knowledged, the company has^ 
signed a contract with EPA* 
to; do Purveys and. i.nvestjga: 
tions to determine 'the sounds/, 

(V/XJatlahan _ 
z^f^Casper-— 

Conrad — 
»' j Dalbey - 
■>!})r Gale \Ljfj- 

Ponder - 
/ Rosen _- 
V Tavel_ 

Walters-- 
. ^^^-Soyars-- 

Tele. Room 

The Washington Post J j 
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The Washington Daily News_ 
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The Sunday Star (Washington) _ 

Daily News (New York)_ 

Sunday News (New York)_ 

New York Post__ 

The New York Times_ 

The Daily World__ 
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The Wall Street Journal -- 

The National Observer- 

People's World- 
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causes, effects, movement orj 
dispersl^xf?' ?of oil spiiisT j 
• So far the company has in-; 
vestigated three major oil dis-: 
asters: the Shell oil fire in the- 
Gulf of Mexico last December;; 
the Standard of California j 
tanker collision near San: 
Francisco in February and the! 
Texaco spill near Anacortes in*' 
Puget Sound last April. 

,-EPA officials stress that 
Texas Instruments has played; 
no role in finding fault for the’ 
.disasters, but was merely in-j 
volved in determining the ex¬ 
tent of the ecological harm, j 

This still creates an oppor¬ 
tunity for a company, caught! 
in a conflict of interest, to do. 
jits customer a favor. For a re-; 
[port minimizing the • environ-;! 
mental harm from an oil spill! 
would be of great public rela-J 
tions value to an oil company.'! 

)■ Nevertheless, the EPA in-5 
'sists that Texas Instruments 
.has done a “professional job ”’ 

! Pentagon Pipeline 

j Catch 22—Three Air Force 
enlistees,* known as the Phut| 
Cat Three, have been caught! 
in a Catch 22.scenario, The trioj 
—Sgt. James Crawford, AFc! 
jCharles Wells and AFC John! 
Tomhave who hail, incidental-, 

■ ly from conservative, all-.! 
American backgrounds—have; 
been tossed in the brig at Long 
Binh, Vietnam, for refusing to 
carry weapons. They, volun¬ 
teered for Vietnam, became 
disillusioned over the slaugh¬ 
ter^ of Vietnamese civilians j 

ancLrefused to bear ai;ms^ any \ 
jlongerT^hey wereT"promptly. 

[court-martialed and v slapped : 
[into the brig for. six months/- * 
[Now they have been denied • [ 
[access to political literature 5 
[while they sweat out their sen- • 
,'tences J-awaiting a review of • 
jtheir case. Among the books 
‘that the Air Force apparently * 
regards as subversive are Jus-r ; 
tice William 0. Douglas* 
“Points of Rebellion,” Andy 
Shapp’s “Up Against the^.: 
Brass/* John Robinson’s “Cul¬ 
tural ; Revolution ; in China/* r 

;and . Fred Halstead’s “GIs .> 
Speak Out Against the War” j. 

Suppressing Newsr—We have 
obtained documentary evi-.: 
dence that the Pentagon, de-: 
spite official denials, some-." 
times: suppresses news. Here*s: 
an order, still classified, that.; 
was issued in March, 1970, 
about the Cambodian incur-.? 
sion: “In view of the sensitiv-' 
ity of the situation, all mem-; 
,bers of this command are en-; 
[joined to refrain from making 
lany comments, prognostica¬ 
tions, or speculations concern¬ 
ing, the situation, its impact 
on Republic of Vietnam or; 
U.S. forces, or the possible 
final. outcome. Not only are 
official on-the-record com-, 
ments to be“ avoided, but any 
type of comment or back-, 
ground orientation on a not- 
for-attribution or off-the-rec- 

lord basis is similarly to be 
[avoided.” The order covered 
[political as s well as military 
[inf® mauon.;, w 
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Farm 
By Jack Anderson 

Great streams of migrant 
farm laborers flow through 
the nation, skirting the metro- 
politan areas and cutting 
through the fields. ! 

Caught up in the flow are i 
thousands of faceless men and . 
women and their anonymous 1 
children who move with the 
harvests, stopping only long 
enough to pick a crop and to 
earn enough to subsist until f 
the next stop. 

These are the people who s 
help make America the best 
fed nation in history, yet they 
themselves are often under¬ 
nourished. They subsist large¬ 
ly on a diet of starches and 

! water. 
I Agricultural areas plead for 
i their services when there is 
. picking to be done, then pres¬ 
sure them to move on lest 
they run up the welfare bill 
and burden the schools with 
their children. Many migrant 
workers are too poor to afford 
even the government stamps 
to buy cut-price food. 

But under the new Agricul¬ 
ture Department regulations, 
even those who can afford 
food stamps can no longer 
qualify for them. Congress has 
specified that food stamp re¬ 
cipients. must live in family 
groups. This was written into 
the regulations to bar food 
stamps from hippies who drift 
around the country and band 
together in communes. 

But the same regulations! 
that make hippie communes 
in^nSuaVt^r fooc^Rtamnufrene- 

fite=JdsaJsar migrant jwqrker 
camps. An estimated one mil¬ 
lion migrant workers, among 
the. nation’s most needed peo¬ 
ple, will now be dropped from 
the food stamp program. 

Rep. Rooney 
; Rep. Fred Rooney, (D-Pa.) 
Justly blasted the insurance 
companies the other day over 
unnecessary credit card insur¬ 
ance premiums. But the con¬ 
gressman may have missed an 
even better target. 

A law enacted this year 
makes it Impossible for a citi¬ 
zen who loses (or has stolen) a 
credit card to be held liable 
for more than $50. If he re¬ 
ports the theft to the credit! 
card company in time, he can¬ 
not be held liable for a cent. 

The insurance companies 
are continuing to nick policy- 
holders for small premiums on 
.their homeowners’ policies for 
insurance against major credit 
card liability. 

But there is another outfit, 
the Credit Card Service Bu-‘ 
/reau, that is devoted almost 
'entirely to helping credit card 
holders out of jams if their 
cards are lost or stolen. De¬ 
spite the new law, this firm is 
continuing to bombard the 
public with hokey scare talk 
promoting its services. 

Thousands of Washington- 
area residents, for example, 
have Just received a thick 
packet of propaganda from 

i this company. It is enclosed in 
a yellow envelope which bears 
in bold letters, the word 

addressee finds a 

Wfie Washington Post 
Times Herald . 

The Washington Daily News 

The Evening Star (Washington) , 

The Sunday Star (Washington) _ 

Daily News (New York)_ 

Sunday News (New York)_ 

New York Post_ 

The New York Times . 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

The Wall Street Journal , 

The National Observer _ 

People’s World_ 



I 
letter which contains an ac¬ 
count ~oi ^true-to-idfe- 
ence.” This is supposed to il¬ 
lustrate why he needs to 
spend $10 for a year’s mem¬ 
bership in the Credit Card 
Service Bureau. 

*The “true-to-life experi¬ 
ence” is headlined “Stark Ter¬ 
ror Overtook Me—And I Pan¬ 
icked.” It bears the byline of a 

v Robert L. Hammette, who 
tells of his horror at finding 
his wallet full of credit cards 

" * * missing after a night on the 
/ town with his wife* 

[ Hammette says that when 
!his wallet was found, it con¬ 
tained nine credit cards he 
didn’t know he had, suggest¬ 
ing that if he had tried to no¬ 
tify the companies of his lost 
cards, he would have missed 
nine of them and left himself 
open to $450 liability. 

The letter is signed by John 
Ferry, president of CCSB, who 
refers to Mr. Hammette’s 
“moving account of his near¬ 
brush with disaster.” He ex¬ 
plains how CCSB will handle 
all necessary notifications in 
the event a member loses his 
cards. 

When we spoke to Mr. 
Ferry, however, he acknowl¬ 
edged that Mr. Hammette’s 
“near-brush disaster” never 
occurred. He said the ficti¬ 
tious story was based on ac¬ 
counts of credit card problems 
that CCBS had heard from its 
customers. 

Further, he identified Ham¬ 
mette as a member of the 
company’s advertising^staff. 

he thought Ham¬ 

mette’s story would convey 
the "-f ai stTiffapres s'iOIF' - 'in a? it 
really happened, he said, “You 
may have a point” but as¬ 
serted, “I think it’s a good 
piece of advertising.” 

He was questioned about 
the need for his company’s 
services in view of the new 
law. “We’re not charging an 
outrageous sum of money for 
the little bit of service that we 
offer,” he said. 

He also said, “I’ve got to 
wear two hats. We don’t want 
to get in the bad graces of the 
card companies.” Why he was 
asked. “We might want them 
to help promote our service.” 

I FBI Snooping—The FBI has 
been keeping tabs on the pri¬ 
vate life of Speaker Carl Al¬ 
bert. We have reported in past 
columns that Albert’s name 

fwas picked up by the FBI bug 
planted in lobbyist Fred* 
Black's hotel suite. Agents 

; checked out all the references 
made to Albert, although he' 

{wasn’t the subject of the FBI 
investigation. jYow G-men are 
quietly running down rumors 
about the Speaker’s personal 
life. 

Bilking Police—It takes a 
bold contractor to bilk the po¬ 
lice. Yet this is exactly what is 
happening across the country. 
Rep. John Monagan, (D-Conn.) 
has dug up evidence that pri¬ 
vate contractors are squeezing 
excess profits out of the po¬ 
lice. Corporations charge all 
they can get, for example, for 
radio car equipment, 

(D1971, Beil-McClure Syndicate, Ino. , 
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FBI SNOOPING ALLEGATIONS 
BY JACK^ANDERSON 
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Felt_ 

Sullivan_ 

Mohr __ 

Bishop __ 

Rrennan, C.D. . 

Callahan _ 

Casper_ 

Conrad _ 

Da I bey_ 

Gale_ 
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Rosen _*_ 

Tavcl_ 

Walters ___ 

Soynrfi _ 

Tele. Roq/n __ 

Holmes___ 

ConHy 

Jack Anderson's column in the August 21, 1971, issue'of 
| the "Washington Post" said the FBI has been keeping tabs on the 
l private life of Speaker Carl Albert. He also mentioned that t^J 

he had reported in the past that Albert's name had been picked' ’ 
up by the bug planted in lobbyist Fred Black's hotel suite. ir 
The Director inquired "What are the facts?" A* 

A check of Bureau indices, Washington Field office, 
the Oklahoma City office, the Domestic Intelligence Division, . 
General Investigative Division, Crime Records Division, and \' 
Special Investigative Division failed to indicate anv \L 
investigation whatsoever is being or has been conducted regarding^ 
Speaker Carl Albert . s 1 ’ 

Anderson, in his column of April 10, 1971, reported theNs, 
FBI had overheard Fred Black from a bug in Black's hotel suite 
make a breakfast date with Oklahoma's representative Carl Albert 
and ex-Senator Mike Monroney. In this regard it is noted that 
on April 1, 1963, coverage of Black's hotel room indicated Black^N 
received a telephone call from one "Lee." Black mentioned he 
had received a call from Mike Monroney's office and he and Carl ® 
Albert were to have breakfast with Black on the following Q 
Wednesday morning at the Senate office building. On the morning g 
of April 3, 1963, Washington Field Agents made a discreet survey S 
in the vicinity of the Senate office building in an unsuccessful j 
attempt to locate Black's automobile. No other surveillance’ ^ 
was conducted. S’3-3 

There was no way to tell whet tffeff^^^jgL'nome drppper, ^ 
had in fact been contacted by Monroney's office ifrthis regard. 

«/5&^iq71.. . ‘ ^Q/\ 

ACTION: 

\ In response to the Director's request f6r fdots?of ' 
Anderson's allegations; Recommend a represeiitaitivje^jof. the Crime 
Records_Djyis.ion contact-Speaker a i oe r t „ to se t facts straight—on Records Division contact SpeaEer~AI 
1 - Mr. Sullivan 1 
1 - Mr. Mohr V* 1 
1 - Mr. Callahan 1 

..... W' r \ GEB:rar:kjd 

M«a?i 

- Mr. Gale Aj^darsoa*s^faise 1 
-Mr. Rosen claims. 
- Mr. Staff eld \hU 
- Mr i Benjamin r\fl Q yL _ 

r; a . sM .X&fyr 
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As you may recall, by teletype 8-3-71^ SAC Campbell, U" 
Las Vegas, reported columnist Anderson was trying to reach him by \\ 
telephone and Campbell stated he would not return Anderson's call. 
The Director agreed, 

SAC Campbell now reports that an Anderson column appearing 
in the "Nevada State Journal," Reno, Nevada, 8-7-71 alleging Hughes* 
influence exerted at various official levels in building his Nevada \ 
real estate empire, claims that SAC Campbell was pressed into 
assisting Hughes with his acquisitions, Anderson in his ^liasm < , | 
claims he had obtained copies of secret, scribbled^instrdct^dns iT 4 ' 
Hughes directed to his "Nevada foreman," RobeiJ^Maheu, regarding "'X 
influence to be exerted on public officials on Hughes* behalf, A 
Anderson states that the "head/ ol the ^BI in Las Vegas, Harold (Red)v 
Campbell," was included, '/Mi,,-'' . J.l 

In connection with alleged difficulty Hughes was exneri- 
encing with Nevada Gaming Commission Member| |in 
his attempted acquisition of the Stardust arid S^dVer Slipper 
casinos, Anderson quotes from one of the notes from Hughes to 
Maheu as follows: "Bob, I approve heartily of arranging a meeting 
between you and Dickerson and the Nevada head of the FBI, I urge 
you to pre-arrange with the above hea3“~of the FBI that he will 
explain to Dickerson the urgency of, our buying out the Stardust 
and Silver Slipper operating groups,” Anderson later states that 
"Harold Campbell, the local FBI head, refused to return oi^r&oaalls,jgj 

Enc, ST-112 —- --fi 
1 - Mr, Calla 

lb 6 

^b7C 

1 - Mr, Sullivan 
1 - Mr, Felt 
1 - Mr, Mohr 
1 - Mr, Bishop 

TJE: tjk • 

Mr> $ »> 

1 - Mr, Callahan 
1 - Mr. Gale 
1 - Mr, Staffeld 
1 - Mr, Emery 
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Memorandum to Mr* Gale 
Re: Columnist Jack Anderson 

\\ SAC Campbell^states that Andej^.cuils_comments regarding 
1| him are completely, false * Campbell comments that elementary 
1 analysis shows not only complete falsehood, but also impossibility 

of being true. Campbell points out^that when, these alleged inci- 
dents were occurring*during the period Hughes was negotiating for 
the Stardust and Silver_Slipper in 1967 and early 1968, Campbell 
was not in Nevada, He Estates he reported for duty as SAC, 
Las Vegas, 5-11-68 which was subsequent to final licensing 
^approvals by the state which took £>lace in April, 1968, with 
lughes* actual operation of the Silver Slipper commencing 5-1-68, 
Campbell notes that Hughes* final acquisition of the Stardust was 

(blocked by threatened Anti-trust action by the Department during 
June, 1968, following which Hughes withdrew from acquisition of 
■the Stardust, 

. SAC Campbell further observes that he had dealt with 
IMaheu most circumspectly, did not meet him until the autumn of 

1968, and at no time has Maheu or other Hughes representative 
requested any official intervention or personal favor, SAC notes 

(r he never met with| [officially nor was he requested to do 
so, SAC states only contact with| Iwas in July, 1968, 
when Icame by Las Vegas office with the Chairman and 
Legal Counsel 6f the Nevada Gaming Control Board to pay respects, 
at which time no official discussion was held nor was Hughes* 

I operation the subject of any conversation. 

b6 
b7C 

SAC Campbell learned from an informant of that office 
on 8-6-71 that Anderson had been in tewn about ten days previously 
and during a conversation vjith the informant asked the name of 
[the "head of the FBI in Las Vegas,” Source gave SAC*s name as 
Harold Campbell, noting friends in.the area call him by his 
nickname "Red,” This is obviously how Anderson injected SAC Camp- 

[bell*s name into this matter. 

This source advised SAC that Anderson indicated there 
(would be a series of articles regarding the Hughes-Maheu Nevada 
(operations, SAC Campbell assured that the Bureau will be promptly 
jadvised of any further allegations. 

ACTION: 

For information. Copy of Anderson Column appearing 
in Washington Post 8-7-71 regarding above subject matter is 
attached, * \) 1 

V' i. 
- 2 - io / 
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The Washington Merry-Go-Round 

'Howardtlughes 
By Jack Anderson 

LAS VEGAS—From his 
, penthouse hermitage, Howard 
Hughes used to issue orders to ^N€va& 
public officials as if they wenr ^ible and Howard^Cannon, 
hired hands. /nwere reported~injEBfmemos to 

be running interference for 
hired hands, 

We have obtained copies of 
the secret, scribbled instruc¬ 
tions he handed down to his 
Nevada foreman, Robert Maheu. 

For four years, the nation’s 
richest man lived as a recluse 
in a clinically sealed pent¬ 
house above Las Vegas’ neon 
glitter. He grew a long white 
beard and acquired a multi- 
million-dollar collection pf gam- mmiuu-uvuai tuucwuvu yi - ~- 

bling casinos and silver minesJ®??^^ JUiSS.). 
To ramrod this dazzling em¬ 

pire, he hired Maheu, an ex- 
FBI agent, who had been oper¬ 
ating a private Missions Im¬ 
possible agency in Washing¬ 
ton, D.C. 

Not even Maheu ever saw 
the elusive Hughes, who kept 
out of sight in his neon-lit lair 
surrounded only by six male 
nursemaid-bodyguards. Maheu 
got all his orders by telephone 
or in writing. 

Now Hughes has disap¬ 
peared from Nevada as myste¬ 
riously as his dark-of-night ar¬ 
rival four years earlier. But 
his hand-written memos to 
Maheu remain behind under 
court seal 

memos indicate that 
Isjfc, while governor of 
as deeply: involved 

acquire 

Vegas, Harold "Red” Camp¬ 
bell, was pressed into assisting 
Hughes with his acquisitions, 
according to the pa^os, 

Hughes in Washington. 
When the Justice Depart¬ 

ment threatened to go to court 
to block Hughes from amass¬ 
ing more casinos, Maheu re¬ 
ported to the penthouse that 
"many friends in Washington” 
had intervened. Among them, 
he said, was Senate Judiciary 
Committee Chairman James 

In 1968, Hughes tried unsuc¬ 
cessfully to take over Harrah’s 
famous gambling emporiums 
at Reno and Lake Tahoe- He 
scribbled impatient instruc¬ 
tions to Maheu. 

"I feel,” Hughes wrote, "the 
Gov. should point out to Har- 
rah the obvious unfairness in 
encouraging us for six months 
to believe the price will be 
based upon the general for¬ 
mula I spelled out and then a 
complete reversal of his posi¬ 
tion and a demand that we 
pay for the Tahoe Club alone 
the identical price he had 
been quoting for the two clubs 
combined in one package. 

"I feel the Gov. ought to ex¬ 
plain to Harrah that you don’t 
treat friends in this way. Let’s 
have the Gov. working on this.” 

It was 

Department’s antitrust divi¬ 
sion in 1968. 

Yet he wrote Maheu: "I feel 
that since the Governor . . . 
(has) gone out on a limb to 
sponsor this deal, we are obli¬ 
gated to go thru with it. And 
that goes even tho Laxalt may 
say we are free to do as we 
wish. . . . We must close the 
transaction.” 

But later, Hughes appar¬ 
ently wavered in his thinking. 
He wrote Maheu on March 14, 
1968: "Are you sure that we 
should go ahead with this deal 
instead of taking this opportu¬ 
nity to offer the Gov. a com¬ 
promise which will place him 
in debt to us for a long time to 
come?” 

Hughes was also getting some 
static over his acquisitions 
from George Dickerson, then 
a member of the Nevada Gam¬ 
ing Commission. For the bil¬ 
lionaire was dickering not 
only to take over the Stardust 
but the Silver Slipper and Sil¬ 
ver Nugget casinos as well. 

"Bob,” Hughes instructed 
Maheu, "I approve heartily of 
arranging a meeting between 
you and Dickerson and the Ne¬ 
vada head pf the FBI. I urge 
you'prearrange with the above 
head of the FBI that he will 
explain to Dickerson the ur¬ 
gency of our buying out the 
Stardust and Slipper operat¬ 
ing groups. 

"At the same meeting, 
please try to arrange Jhat Mr., 
FBI of Nevada wilj/convince 

also o^Cne likewise 

f 

The Washington Post r\ _ 
“ Times Herald_^ ^ ^ 

The Washington Daily News_ 

The Evening Star (Washington)_ 

The Sunday Star (Washington)_ 

Daily News (New York)_ 

Sunday News (New York)__ 

New York Post__ 

The New York Times_ 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

The Wall Street Journal_ 

The National Observer_ 

People’s World_ 

Date f-_7- 7 j 

AUG 18 

■/ 
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of the criminal element now 
gathering there/’ t 

Paul Laxalt, who retiied 
from the governorship this ylar 
to retWn to private law pdbc- , 
tice, tbld us he had merely 
made \appointments to help 
Hughes build up his Nevada 
empire. 

"We thought heavy Hughes , 
involvement in Nevada was 
healthy,” Laxalt explained. He 
said he had turned down over- 
tures from Hughes to join his 
organization. "I gave him a 
hand-written memo indicating , 
I couldn’t join him ” Laxalt, 

! said. He acknowledged, how- I 
ever, that he does some con¬ 
sulting work for the Hughes 
interests. 

Harold Campbell, the local 
FBI head, refused to return 
our calls. 

Footnote: after the Justice 
Department threatened to file , 
a lawsuit to stop Hughes from ' 
purchasing the Stardust, 
Maheu reported to Hughes on 
June 28, 1968: 

“Howard Cannon called me 
this afternoon to inform that 
he and Sen. Bible have been 
told all day long—by fellow 
senators—that they can de¬ 
pend on full support and as¬ 
sistance in sustaining their po¬ 
sition that we obtain the Star¬ 
dust. 

“In the meantime, I’ve been 
in constant touch with George 

/ Franklin (then Las Vegas, dis- 
tridt attorney) and Gov. Lax¬ 
alt,sand they are both ready to 
challenge the Department sin- i 
gle-handedly.” f 

© 1971, Bell-McClure Syndicate, Inc. 
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Date: 8/10/71 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRMAIL 
(Priority) 

| Mr. Sullivan_ 
Mr. Mahr. / 
Mr. 

Mr.BrefmanCD^ 
Mr. Callahan_ 
Mr, Casper_ 

J Mr. Cotuad.._y^ 
Mr. Lalbey 
Mr. Gale, r 
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* K SUBJECT: 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

E^C, LAS VEGAS (80-77) 

JAc/SnDERSON 
WASHINGTON, D. C., COLUMNIST 
INFORMATION CONCERNING 

Re my tels 8/7/71 and 8/9/71. 

:Mr, Rosen_ 
Mr. Tave]_ 

Mr. Walters_ 

Mr. Soyars__ 
Tele. Room_ 

Miss Hulmes,_ 
Miss Gandy_ 

Enclosed for information are newspaper clippings 
f pertaining to JACK ANDERSON'S recent columns on HOWARD HUGHES. 

It Wirt: be noted that ANDERSON'S "merry-go-round" column does 
not appear regularly in Las Vegas newspapers and accordingly 
the articles are editorialized rehashes of his "merry-go-round” 
column. 

. With reference to ANDERSON'S article of 8/7/71, 
wherein he made mention of SAC, Las Vegas, to date there has 
been only one press inquiry in the matter which was responded 
to in Strict compliance with the text approved by the Bureau/* 
on 8/9/71. The general reaction to that article in Nevada is 
that ANDERSON is off on another of his name calling tiradesl 
and in this, as in many other issues, his charges are not only 
false but also ridiculous. 

(2^-Bureau (Encs. 4)^5^'^ 
1-Las Vegas 
HEC:ffs 
(3) 
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Governor Senators, FBI agents mentioimt 

V 

By Jack Anderson 
R-J Syndicated Columnist 

These memos indicate PaulLaxalt, while 
he was governor of Nevada, Was deeply 
involved in helping Hughes acquire some of 
the state’s most glamorous gambling palaces. 
Even the head of the FBI in Las Vegas, 
Harold “Red’4 Campbell, was pressed into 
assisting Hughes with his acquisitions, ac¬ 
cording to the memos. /u£sb_ 

Nevada’s two Senators, Alan Bible and 
Howard.Lannon, were reported in thememos 
to be running interference for Hughes in 
Washington. 

When the Justice Department threatened to 
go to court to block Hughes from, amassing 
more casinos, Maheu reported to the pen¬ 
thouse that “many friends in Washington” 

__ -_had intervened. Among them, he said, was 
operating a private Mission: Impossible 8611316 Judiciary Chairman James Eastlaad, 
agency in Washington, D.C. OneofMaheu’s MBas* 

From his penthouse hermitage, Howard 

as if they were hired hands, yb r'v,; y\ 

We have obtained copies of the secret^ 
scrihhWj..|jDntructions he handed down to his 
Nevada foreman, Roberij£aheu. \)Cy, 

For four years, the nation’s BiehggVaftan 
lived as a recluse in a clinically sealed 
penthouse above Las Vegas’ neon glitter. He 
grew a long white beard and acquired a 
multimillion-dollar collection of gambling ca¬ 
sinos and silver mines. 

to*s dazzling empire, he hired 
ieu, an ex-FBI agent, who had been 

0: 

v-7-w* maiicu O 

secret missions had been to recruit an assas¬ 
sination team that attempted, first, to slip 
poison into Cuban Dictator Fidel Castro’s food 
and, later, to gun him down from a Havana 
rooftop. 

T^Qt^eve*!! Maheu ever saw the elusive 

D-Miss. 
In 1968, Hughes tried unsuccessfully to take 

over Harrah’s famous gambling emporiums 
at Reno and Lake Tahoe. He scribbSd 
impatient instructions to Maheu. 

“I feel,” wrote Hughes, “the Gov. should 
point out to Harrah the obvious unfairnes^dn 
encouraging us for six months to believe $e 

Hughes, who kept out of sight in his neon-lit pri“ will be based upon the general formula I 

lair surrounded only by six male nursemaid- Spe“ed 0,11 and 7" a Tplf reversaJ * t 
bodyguanis. Maheu got all his orders by f 7 ! 7 P3y 77! 
telephone or in writing. Jaboe aub al°ne 0,6 ldentlCaI pnce be had 

Now Hughes has disappeared from Nevada been quoting for the two clubs ceahiaadnp 
as mysteriouslv as his dark-of-night arrival 0i«waas8, ......... 
four years earlier. But his hand-written 
WMfM-te Maheu remain behind under court 
seal. 

(r 
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“ I feel the Gov. ought to explain to Harrah 
thefryw daa’t treat friends in this^tfrbst's 
have the Gov. working on this.” 

It was Hughes* attempt to buy the Stardust 
in Las Vegas, however, that finally got him 
into trouble with the Justice Department’s 
anti-trust division in 1968. 

Yet he wrote Maheu: “I feel that since the 
Governor . . . (has) gone out on a limb to 
sponsor this deal, we are obligated to go thru 
with it. And that goes even tho Laxalt may say 
we are free to do as we wish... We must close 
the transaction.” 

But later, Hughes apparently wavered In 
his thinking. He wrote Maheu on March 14, 
1968: “Are you sure that we should go ahead 
with this deal instead of taking this opportun¬ 
ity to offer the Gov. a compromise which will 
place him in debt to us for a long time to 
come?” 

Hughes was also getting some static over 
his acquisitions from George Dickerson, then 
a member of the Nevada Gaming Commis¬ 
sion. For the billionaire was dickering not 
only to take over the Stardust but the Silver 
Slipper and Silver Nugget casinos as well. 

“Bob,” Hughes instructed Maheu, “I ap¬ 
prove heartily of arranging a meeting be¬ 
tween you and Dickerson and the Nevada 
head of the FBI. I urge you prearrange with 
the above head of the FBI that he will explain 
to Dickerson the urgency of our buying out the 
Stardust and Slipper operating groups. 

“At the same meeting, please try to arrange 
that Mr. FBI of Nevada will convince Dicker- 
son also of the likewise importance of our 
buying out the Sil. Nug. of NLV because of the 
criminal element now gathering there.” 

Paul Laxalt, who retired from the governor¬ 
ship this year to return to private law 
practice, told us he had merely made appoint¬ 
ments tn help Hughes build up h« Nevada 
empire. 

ltWe thought heavy Hughes involvement in 
Nevada was healthy,” Laxalt eaplumwL He 
said he had turned down overtures from 
Hughes to join Hughes’ organization. “I gave 
him a hand-written memo indicating I 
couldn’t join him,” said Laxalt. He acknow¬ 
ledged, however, that he does some consulting 

work for the Hughes interests. 
} Harold Campbell, the local FBI head, 

refused to return our calls. 
Footnote: After the Justice Department 

threatened to file a lawsuit to stop Hughes 
from purchasing the Stardust, Maheu report¬ 

ed to Hughes on June 28,1968: 
“Howard Cannon called me this afternoon 

to inform that he and Senator Bible have been 
told all day long—by fellow Senators—that 
they can depend on full support and assis¬ 

tance in sustaining their position that we 
obtain the Stardust. . . j\j L j 

“In the meantime, I’ve been In constant 
touch with George Franklin (then Las Vegas 

district attorney) and Governor Laxalt, and 
they are both ready to challenge the Departs 
merit single-handedly.’’ 
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claims I 
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cooled l 

By Jack Anderson 
R-J Syndicated Columnist 

' . „ . , . t . % he scrawled m his jerky handwriting to his 
Howard Hughes s private papers mdi-’:;1 Nevada straw boss, Robert Makafc=4fenr 

1 A.+Vm*. kn knn /iUammaJ UIj. ~ . 1 *• ’ V cate either he has changed his personal 
interests abruptly or he no longer controls 
his own affairs. 

The papers only deepen the mystery 
surrounding his dramatic disappearance 
from the Las Vegas penthouse where he 
lived for four years as a hermit in the 
deniir of the world's most gaudy society. 

Shortly after his departure last Thanks¬ 
giving eve, we raised questions about his 
physical condition. We had been given 
access to medical reports which depicted 
him as an invalid, weighing less than 100 
pounds, suffering from respiratory 
trouble, whose hemoglobin count was 
dangerously,low. 

Hrwas said to spend most of his time in a 
catatonic stupor, with only flashes of his 
dd brflhince. One doctor, who had paid a 
rarer Ausit tohis penthouse, said Hughes 

are our conclusions: 
Hughes showed a fierce determination, 

almost ap obsession, about stopping the 
Nevada nuclear tests. He felt these not only 
would endanger the population but might 
scare -tourists away from his hotels and 

| casinos. He mounted a high-paid, high- 
| powered campaign to halt the testing. Yet 
I test month, nuclear tests were resumed in 

Nevaija-without the slightest stirring from 
Hughes. 

His papers indicate that he kept a sharp, 
critical eye on his Nevada empire. Since 
his departure, the new managers of his 

hotels smd casinos have been losmg money 
at an alarming rate. Yet this has continued 
without the immediate shake-up that 
Hughes would have ordered in the old 
days. 

The papers also show that Hughes ab- . *-’--o- I -i—i-- wiwv iiugura air 

ji had gcown a straggly white beard, hair (horred racial riots and had no sympathy 
| dowft to-his. shoulders, shaggy eyebrows for black militants. “I was bom and lived 
| and grotesquely long fingernails and toe- my first 20 years in Houston, Texas,” he 
\ nails. V-' confided to Maheu. “I lived right in the 

We'have, now studied his personal middie of one race riot in which the 
[ papers, including the secret instructions Negroes committed atrocities equal to any 

on Vietnam.” He decided against going to 
I the Bahamas after a secret study, labeled 
: “Downhill Racer,” warned that racial 
: tension could erupt into a bloodbath. Yet 

■*T!B rfe* managers say he 13 now's the 
Bahamas. 

. 
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: They also assert he flew to the Bahamas. 

: nev«^ fiy^again because his narrow 

• escape from a plane crash. When he 

i needed medical treatment in Boston in 

\ 1966, he made the cross-country trip in a 

: special train guarded by men with mach¬ 

ine guns. He also arrived in Nevada later 

the same year by train, ■ 
offifonaire’s memos to Maheu are 

filled with instructions on opposing the ?: 

nuclear tests. Here are typical excerpts jg*- 

from a long, urgent memo dated April 23, I 
1968. | 

“I personally am positive that the A.E.C. | 

(Atomic Energy Commission) by now is | 

seeking only a graceful exit without get-1 

ting their clothes torn off any worse... I $ 

am sure they know by now that the other | 

even larger explosions are not going to be f 
tolerated here. So this blast is of absolutely 

no value to them alone. | 

“Therefore they are insisting upon going | 

ahead with it wily for one reason: to save | 

face. Here is how they reason it: They feel I 

that if Las Vegas will not go ahead and js 

accept this blast now, they (the A.E.C.) | 

will play holy hell finding another place §* 

that will accept their tests. $ 

“They figure they will wind up on some & 

godforsaken Pacific island, and after be-1 

coming used to Las Vegas living, they are 

not about to swap it for some desert island, 

“That is why I say, Bob, if we are to have 

a 3rd string to the bow, somebody should 

start negotiating with the A.E.C. Just like |i 

buying a hotel. I want somebody to wheel & 

deal with the A.E.C. and offer them a deal :| 

whereby they can continue to enjoy the g 

pleasures of living in Las Vegas... g 

“Now, the other important point that I j| 

feel should be made clear to the A.E.C.,” g 

continued Hughes, “is this: If the A.E.C. $ 

goes ahead with this blast, I definitely will 8 

be forced to line up with the total anti-bomb % 
faction throughout the U.S. 

“I think it should be made clear to die |i 

A.E.C. that I have never been allied with :j:j 

this movement in any way, and I would || 

hate to do it new, buttbb thing has gotten £ 

way beyond considerations of niceties. I £ 
think the A J&nuBt he made to realize £ 

“W * the mMUfhuBrg 
request I hS^made of them." & 

“That if they do not grant it, I will ally | 

m^eir <»R5pletely with the all-out 

bomb faction throughout the U.S. That this | 

group has only been waiting for a strong 

leader and I am ready to dedicate the rest | 

of my life and every cent I possess in a 

cqm#ete, no-quarter fighM®, I 
nudear testing of every Iqnd Mid wtSry- fj 

where... 
“In other words, Bob, I am absolutely & 

certain that if the A.E.C, thinks they can | 

jiist ignore our requests, and let the p 

explosion on Friday coiye and go, and then a 

let the dust settle a UttW, and give me time | 

to cool off, and if they believe that then, | 

after the explosion hgs faded into the pastg 

like, all the others, they will be able to § 

reoten these talkstvith me and worltfout g 

anjikind of a degl that they could make | 

tod|y, if they beljeve that, I say we wil get g 
nowhere. Absolutely nowhere. * § 

“I insist that, in order to persuade the g 

A.E.C. to postpone explosion, it is absolute-1 

ly imperative to persuade the A.E.C. that, j: 

if they ride roughshod over me and go g 
ahead with this explosion, I will have | 

nothing to discuss with them, that they jj 

could noteven get an appointment to get in ;. 

the office, that all the horses and all the :j 
tractors in Nevada could not even get them 

through the door.” : 

These were the fiery words of the phan-; 

tom Howard Hughes, who has now • 

strangely dropped his campaign against: 
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R4 Extra 

By Jack Anderson 1 
I - u cMumnist Nevada's articulate and attractive fgFPfTaa 
' P™ate P8^ Phantom billionaire Laxfflt for the White House. The fabulously 
Howard Hughes reveal how he attempted to rich recluse saw a Kennedy-like quality in 
manipulate both presidential candidates in Laxalt, who gave up the governorship this 
1968- . year. - 

Although the papers are still under court . 
seal in Nevada, we have had access to thenT jr 
Here are the highlights: f IIJ Extra \ 

Hughes directed his former factotum, Rob-5* V Jr 
ert Maheu, to help Richard Nixon win the 
presidency “under our sponsorship and su- uimmm mi ' 

Maheu allegedly siphoned off On March 14, 1968, Hughes instructed 
$100,000 from the Silver Slipper, a Hughes Maheu: “I want you to go to see Nixon as my 
gambUng emporium, for NixCTi>s~campaign. _ spedm amaiajgal emissary. I fed there is a 

TheflagB^j jrrjs delivered by Richardbanner, —.. 
a Hughes exec, to Bebe, Rebozo, a Nixon rftai|y yaSOTOSSibility of a Republican victo 
confidante. ry this year. ^ 

At the same time, Hughes suggested Maheu «jf ^at could be realized under our spon 
should “get word to (Hubert Humphrey) oft a gorship ^nd supervision every inch of th< 
basis of secrecy that is really, really reliable way, ^ ^ would be ready to follow with 
that we will give him immediately fuU, La^aitasour next candidate.^ 
unlimited support for his campaign to enter Hughes used his gambling profits from the 
the White House.” An immediate $50,000 silver Slipper to make political contributions 
contribution was supposed to have been He owned fte ^swo as a personal holding 
made. Although Humphrey heard Maheu had ^dore the money didn’t pass through hu 
contributed to his campaign, there’s no record corporate books, 
ftejlpo wasever received. We have evidence that Silver Slipper monej 

MKmhlftrlr liAnkattonfo alcn nftaroA tn fillKci. .. . . <_ _■ I|ii|lfts's lieutenants also offered to subsi- 

O’Brien so he could serve without 
pay as Democratic National Chairman dur¬ 
ing the 1968 campaign. Humphrey acknow¬ 
ledges the offer was made, and O’Brien 
confirms he was sounded out by Maheu in 
1968. But both insist O’Brien never drew a 
dime from the Hughes interests during die 
campaign. Several months later, however, he 
was retained by Hughes for a ‘‘substantial 
sun.” Humphrey’s son, Robert, was also 
employed by a Hughes company as a sales 
representative. 
^HUkAwi^p^strategy inar’.rtsJ^dect 

really"vamrfwssibility of a Republican victo- 
ry this year. 

“If that could be realized under our spon¬ 
sorship and supervision every inch of the 
way, then we would be ready to Mow with 
Lazaltas our next candidate.” 

Hughes used his gambling profits from the 
Silver Slipper to make political contributions. 
He owned the casino as a personal holding, 
therefore the money didn’t pass through his 
corporate books. 

We have evidence that Silver Slipper money 
was slipped to a number of Nevaaa arro* 
naSoBMTssJiticians. In 1968, Maheu turned 
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ovef $100,000 from the Silver Slipper to 
Danner, who delivered it to Nixon's close 
crony, Bebe Rebozo. 

Hie participants won't talk about the trans¬ 
action. Responded Maheu tersely: “I have 
made it a matter of policy never to discuss 
political contributions on behalf of any client 
unless I have specific authorization in writ¬ 
ing. In this case, I doubt whether the author¬ 
ization would be forthcoming.” 

Danner, who now runs the Sands hotel- 
casino for Hughes, refused to comment. And 

^-4See HUGHES, Page 4) —_ 

(Continued from page 1) 

Reborn wpulrin’t take our calls. 
While Hugnes was supporting Richard 

Nixon, he also courted Hubert Humphrey. 
The secretive billionaire hoped to use Humph¬ 
rey, then Vice President, to stop nuclear 
testing in Nevada. 

“Bob,” Hughes instructed Maheu, “there is 
one man who can accomplish our objective 
through (Lyndon) Johnson — and that man is 

H.H.H. 
“Why don’t we get word to him on a basis of 

secrecy that is reallly, really reliable that we 
will give him immediately full, unlimited 
support for his campaign to enter the White 
House if he will just take this one on f orus?'” 

The billionaire’s secret, hand-scrawled in¬ 
structions indicate Humphrey’s help had been 
secured. Hughes sought “an order from LBJ 
inspired by Humphries” to halt all Nevada 
testing of or, at least, a 90-day delay to give 
him more time to prepare a case against the 

tests. 
“I concur completely,” Hughes wrote 

Maheu on April 16,1968, “with telling the V.P. 
that he is free to tell the people in Washington 
if they don’t grant the 90-day delay, I am 
going to ^Tgj^hii^immediately.” 

He threatened to make public suemiiic 

opinions that the tests may have trlfe^ed an 

rrihmini™ 
“Bob,” Hughes added, “I leave this whole 

campaign in your hands. I am sure you 
should personally go to the White House after 
we have obtained the 90-day delay and 
endeavor to sell the President on a permanent 
policy. I am sure H.H.H. would be glad to go 
with you and to set up the appointment. ” 

Maheu suggested a personal message from 
Hughes to the President would be more 
effective. Replied Hughes on April 24: “You 
know I am perfectly willing to write a short 
personal message to Johnson, which we could 
ask Humphries to deliver — hand deliver — to 
Johnson. 

“Or if we feel it would be more prudent, I 
could ask F to deliver it. I that way, it need not 
interfere with anything Humphries has going. 

“I feel we must start a negotiation with the 
A.E.C. just as if we were negotiating a 
business deal. I think we can go through 
Humphries.” 

Humphrey whose last name the billionaire 
^uionever get straight, acknowledged to us 

had opposed the Nevada tests. But he 

he said, ^before the 
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below) 

Rule Nevada 
Place Laxelt in 

Officials; 
His Defet 

LAS VEGAS-Fromrfete^- 
house hermitage, Howard 
Hughes used to issue orders to 
public officials as if they were 
hired hands. 

We have obtained copies of 
the secret, scribbled instructions 
he handed down to bis Nevada 
foreman, Robert Maheu. 

For four years, the nation’s 
richest man lived as a recluse 
in a clinically sealed penthouse 
above Las Vegas’ neon glitter. 
He grew a long white beard 
and acquired a multimillion-dol- 
3ar collection of gambling ca¬ 
sinos and silver mines. 

To ramrod this dazzling em¬ 
pire, he hired Maheu, an ex- 
FBI agent, who had been oper¬ 
ating a private “Mission: Im¬ 
possible” agency in Washing¬ 
ton, D.C. One of Maheu*s secret 
missions had been to recruit 
an assassination team that at¬ 
tempted, first, to slip poison into 
Cuban dictator Fidel Castro's 
food and, later, to gun him down 
from a Havana rooftop. 

Not even Maheu ever saw the 
elusive Hughes, who kept out 
of sight in his neon-lit lair sur¬ 
rounded only by six male nurse¬ 
maid-bodyguards. Maheu got all 
his orders by telephone or in 
writing. 

Now Hughes has disappeared 
from Nevada as mysteriously 
as his dark-of-night arrival four 
years earlier. But his hand-writ¬ 
ten memos to Maheu- TeffiBR* 
befiimTuntfer court seal. 

Governor’s RqJt, 

ffress"“mtemos indicate Paul 
Laxalt, while he was governor 
of Nevada, was deeply involved 
in helping Hughes acquire some 
of the state’s most glamorous 
gambling palaces. Even the 
head of the FBI in Las Vegas, 
Harold (Red) Campbell, was 
pressed into' assisting Hughes 
with his acquisitions, according 
to the memos. 

Nevada’s two senators, Alan 
Bible and Howard Cannon, were 
reported in the memos to be 
running interference for Hughes 
in Washington. 

When the Justice Department 
threatened to go to court to 
block Hughes from amassing 
more casinos, Maheu reported 
to the penthouse that “many 
*riends-fa Washington” had_inr 
tervened. Among them, he said, 

w*a Senate Judiciary ^Chairman 
James Eastland, D-Miss. 

In 1963, Hughes tried unsuc¬ 
cessfully to take over Harrah’s 
famous gambling emporiums at 
Reno and Lake Tahoe, He scrib¬ 
bled impatient instructions to 
Maheu. 

'“I feel,” wrote Hughes, “the 
Gov. should point out to Harrah 
the obvious unfairness in en¬ 
couraging us for six months to 
believe the price will be based 
upon the general formula I 
spelled out and then a complete 
reversal of his position and a 
demand that we pay for the 
Tahoe Club alone the identical 
price he had been quoting for 
ikeAws1 stubs combined in one 
package. 

\:± 
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“I feel the Gov. ought toex- 
plait1, "'Harr ah that ‘fsu risr-tf 
treat friends in this way. Let’s 
have the Gov. working on this.” 

It was Hughes’ attempt to buy 
the Stardust ia|#as Vegas, hew- 
evetV that finally got him into 
trouble with the Justice Depart¬ 
ment’s anti-trust division in 1968. 

Yet he wrote Maheu: “I feel 
that since the Governor . . . 
(has) gone out on a limb to 
sponsor this deal, we are obli¬ 
gated to go thru with it. And 
that goes even tho Laxalt may 
say we are free to do ^as we 
wish ... We must close the 
transaction.” 

But later, Hughes apparently 
wavered in his thinking. He 
wrote Maheu on March 14, 1968: 
“Are you sure that we should 
go ahead with this deal instead 
of taking this opportunity to of¬ 
fer the Gov. a compromise 
which will place him in debt 
to us for a long time to come?” 

G-Man Implicated 
Hughes was also getting some' 

static over his acquisitions from 
George Dickerson, then a mem¬ 
ber of the Nevada Gaming Com- 
mission. For the billionaire was 
di'cKenng'iiot only tolaxe over 

the Stardust but the Silver Slip- 
per and Silver Nugget casinos 
as well. 

“Bob,” Hughes instructed Ma¬ 
heu, “I approve heartily of ar¬ 
ranging a meeting between you 
and Dickerson and the Nevada 
head of the FBI. I urge you 
prearrange with the above head 
of the FBI that he will explain, 
to Dickerson the urgency of our 
buying out the Stardust and Slip¬ 
per operating groups.” 

Paul Laxalt, who retired from 
the governorship this year to 
return to private law practice, 
told us he had merely made 
appointments to help Hughes 
build up his Nevada empire. 

“We thought heavy Hughes in¬ 
volvement in Nevada was 
healthy,” Laxalt explained. He 
said he had turned down over¬ 
tures from Hughes to join 
Hughes’ organization. “I gave 
him a hand written memo indi¬ 
cating I couldn’t join him,” said 
Laxalt, He acknowledged, how¬ 
ever, that he does some con¬ 
sulting work for the Hughes in¬ 
terests. 

Harold Campbell, the local 
FBI head, refused to return our 
calls. 

Footnote: After the Justice 
Department threatened to file 
a lawsuit to stop Hughes from 
purchasing the Stardust, Maheu 
reported to Hughes on June 28, 
1968: 

“Howard Cannon called me 
this afternoon to inform that 
he and Senator Bible have been 
told all day long—by fellow sen¬ 
ators—that they can depend on 
full support and assistance in 
sustaining their position that we 
obtain the Stardust... 

“In the meantime, I’ve been 
in constant touch with Georgs 
Franklin (then Las Vegas dis¬ 
trict attorney) and Governor 
Laxalt, and they are both ready 
to^SssSSsge the DenastmimJ; 
single-handedly.” 
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Since the letter I received from 

and is written on your official stationery and 

because you nay not be aware of it, I am enclosing copies of 

their coraraunication and ray reply. 

Sincerely yours, 

, is JBdgar Hoover 
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consultant, District 1 Criye Commission 
a First Planning and 

, *®rth©ast 
Dakota 57201 

411 Fits 
Watertown, 

b6 
b7C 

Dear 

and [ 

In an suer to the letter of August 23rd frost you 
_which was prompted by Jack Anderson's recent 

columns', in my ©pinion Anderson is so notoriously inaccurate 
concerning the FBI that I do not waste tine in commenting on 
what he writes. 

With regard to the internal administrative operations 
of this Bureau, I have purposely set high standards of conduct, 
personal attire, and grooming for our personnel to follow. The 
value of this,policy has been proven many times over the years 
and I w|ll continue to insist on these high standards without 
apology to anyone. 

Sincerely yours, 
mailed 

AUG261971 
3. Edgar Hoover 

NOTE: Based on furnished information. and 
are not identifiable in Bufiles* By letter same date. 

copy of this reply being furnished 
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FIRST PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

□HKd|^ / MODEL RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

401 First Ave. N.E., Watertown, S.D. 57201 Phone: (605) 886-7224 

Mr. Tolson . 

|Mr. Felt- 
MrrSullivah 
Mr. Nlo’hrCi^ 

Mr.JJfgnop 

MiNtN l»M 

Mi INFORMS! ION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS LTNCLJkSSIFIED 
DM1 07-03-2007 BY €0324 auc baw/ra/Isg ^lg^St Z3, IV) 

if@nnan, C.D._ 

Mr. Callahan- 

Mr. Casper- 
Mr. rC'onrad- 

Mr. Dalbey- 
I Mr. Gale —-- 
Mr. Ponder .- 

Mr. Rosen- 

Mr. Tavel-, r 

Mr. Walters —u u 

Mr. Soyars-b7C 
Tele. Room -- 

Miss Holmes- 

Miss Gandy- 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

0 We are writing in reference to the articles that have appeared in 
^_Jack Anderson/s column in the past few weeks. The subj.ect of these articles 

was your antiquated ideas concerning the proper attire of your agents 
while carrying out their duty. 

Rather than being reprimanded, they should be commended for their 
bravery, skill, and excellent execution of their duty while under extreme 
pressure. 

. As citizens who are concerned with the rising crime rate within our 
country, we feel that our law enforcement personnel should operate ef- 

yAp . fectively. We further feel your job should be to see that they do operate 
’V* effectively and not that they look pretty at all-times. 

*t‘‘ v 

o(V> /) If this is your main concern then we feel you should get out of the 
law enforcement business and into fashions!! 

r-'\~a 

As voters, taxpayers, and citizens we feel you owe these men an 
apology for your unjust criticism of their appearance. You have brought 
jundue national attention to men performing one of the hardest and greatest 
duties'possible. We hope that in the near future you will worry about 
the real problems at hand. 

Resnectfullv 
vV 

b6 
b7C 

, y—u——sr—1 

r 

A S. ‘ 
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tHoover si 
By Jacff^lmlcrsonJ)j 

I Our FBI-style field investi¬ 
gation of J. Edgar Hoover has 
1 uncovered a batch of personal 
letters, signed “Affection¬ 
ately” and “With Love,” to an 
attractive Washington widow. 

This is one of our discover¬ 
ies about the FBI'S; bachelor 
boss who today celebrates his 
76th birthday and; in May, willi 
mark his ‘47th anniversary at 

Jthe FBI. 
He has become such an awe¬ 

some figure that Presidents,' 
members, of Congress and 
newsmen alike have hesitated, 
to criticize him. With occa-; 
sional exceptions, the, press 
has been filled with outpour-: 
ings of praise for him. We- 
thought it was time, therefore^ 
that someone pried into his 

[private life in the FBI man-, 
ner. ’ 

{Hoover is such a stickler for 
conventional morals that he 
ordered an exhaustive Investi- 
Jgation of an FBI clerk who 
was accused by an informant 
of spending a night with his 
girl friend. The girl was sub¬ 
jected to an FBI grilling, and 
the clerk was fired for unbe¬ 
coming conduct. 

{Hoover himself treats the la¬ 
dies with 19th century courtli¬ 
ness. The only hint of a ro-l 
mantic interest is found in his 
personal letters to the late 
Muriel Geier who, according! 
to local legend, was the inspi-j 
ration for Muriel cigars. Iji; 

ers 

her youth,^she was a stunning' 
beauty Who resembled the girl 
on,the Muriel cigar label , 

The cigar people have heard! 
;the story' that Muriel's father 
. ran the cigar concession at the 
old Willard Hotel and that a 
cigar maker on a visit was so 
captivated by .• Muriel he 
named his favorite stogie for 
her. But the favored legend is 
that the Muriel cigar got its 
name from the daughter of a 
Little Rock, Ark., colonel. 

Hoover’s Letters 
There is no reason to be- , 

Jlieve that Hoover's relation¬ 
ship with. Muriel Geier was 
anything but platonic. His let¬ 
ters were personal but proper 
with affectionate endings. 
When she was preparing for a 
European tour, he offered to 
arrange special treatment for1 
her with the U.S. Embassy in 
Paris. . ' 

Later, ' he wrote that he 
[would send.two FBI agents to 
escort her from New York, 
City's Kennedy Airport to the 
Waldorf. He hoped to see her 
in New York, he added. In an¬ 
other letter, he wrote that he'] 
was “sorry to hear” about her' 
son's difficulties and offered 
to be of assistance. 

The son, Paul Geier, said 
Hoover had been a close! 
friend and patient of his fos-. 
ter father, the late Dr. Fred 
Geier. Young Geier acknowl¬ 

edged that Hoover had written 
[letters to his mother signed 
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‘‘Affe ction atelyM > and^ j“Wjth 
Love” but insisted tSis^was a 

routine complimentary close] 
!for gentlemen of Hoover’s • 
generation, Asked why letters 
were written only to Muriel 
even before Dr. Geier’s c^eath, 
Paul Geier explained that his 
mother had handled all the so¬ 
cial correspondence. 
I Hoover was born in Wash¬ 

ington, youngest of three chil¬ 
dren, into the home of a ca¬ 
reer civil servant and christen- 
jed John Edgar. His parents, 
iDickerson and Annie Hoover,* 
were God-fearing folk who 
taught him the fundamental¬ 
ism that still dominates his 
philosophy. 

j ' After his father died, Hoo- 
iver brought his invalid mother 
into his home and for years 
provided her with devoted 
care. Yet curiously, he contrib¬ 
uted scarcely a cent to the 
care of his sister, Lillian Robi¬ 
nette, who also spent her last 
years as an invalid. He left all 
the cost and worry to her son 
.Fred, then a lowly agent on 
Jthe FBI payroll. 

When Fred’s wife became 
pregnant, Fred went into debt 
to hire a nurse for his mother. 
An attorney, who loaned him 
$2,500, told us Robinette had 
tried to borrow the money 
[from Hoover but • had been 
turned down. 

8But Fred,, who quit the FBI! 
in 1951 after staying long1 
enough to win his 10-year pin, 
had, no complaints,r He told us, 

that_he_neither sovghLmrjx* 
pected 'fiiiancial help from his 

lUncle Edgar. For Hoover had 
carried the full financial bur¬ 
den of his own mother’s care.' 
; It cannot be concluded that 
iHoover is tightfisted. On occa¬ 
sions, he has reached into his. 
^>wn pocket to help out FBI 
agents in need. 

| Clyde Tolson 
r: His closest confidant and 
| constant companion has been 
i Clyde Tolson, long the No. 2 
fenan at the FBI. At 70, Tolson 
[unhappily isn’t as durable as 
pHoover and is in failing 
| health. Neighbors say the two 
| men appear to take turns eat- 
; ing dinner - at one another’s 
homes. 

; $The Hoover image and the 
|FBI have become so inter¬ 
twined that the public can no 
longer easily distinguish be¬ 
tween the man and the 
agency. 
jBut J. Edgar Hoover is, 

'after all, still human. The time 
has already passed when the. 
|nation should have paid Hoo-. 
fver his final measure of praise 
then, perhaps sadly, replaced 
him. - ' , 

When this day arrives, as ul- 
Itimately it must, Hoover will.; 
have to give up his bulletproof * 
Cadillac and his files with the 
intimate details about so many 
lives. But he will also leave 
the FBI with a reputation un-. 
matched by any law enforce¬ 
ment agency in the world. 

• (£>^OTl^Bell-McClure Sy^dlcate^-Iac;^ : 
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THE SEXATE-STft* wrc*i- j, ■ h wag, hfe „,,t. 
<!cr.t pro tea. third ill liM : j && -..vornmoni siiciil- 
for the presidency, is peppery < < ju^ was intensified by his dis- j 
Alien Eli end or, the most emi- { j covery of Pakistan cotton 
nent citir.cn ever to eomo out 1 ; phed in bales on the docks. It . 
of Montegut, La. His career M happened to be short-staple 
in the Senate has been distin- H cotton not in demand for ex- ; 
guished largely by lus ability U port, but Elicndcr mistakenly j 
to outlive his fellow senators; H viewed it as a threat to Loui- ; 
at SO. he is the Senate’s sen- f i siana. 
to outlive 1 
at SO. he i 

ion. citizen. mr.citizen. He rounded up the cm-, 
TTo has survived all his col- j bassy staff and, with sleeves 

1 rogues who entered the Sen- ; ; rolled up, proceeded to excor-’ 
aio with him oi years ago, he j J late them. 4iT appeal to you as 
boasts,-because he has never j.J Americans/1 he said passion- 
sniOiced, drunk * nor chased f j ately, "‘to stop giving our tax- 
women. J* payers1 money away to these 

The man w*no would take j foreigners.’1 
o 'er the White House .in case i One USIS aide, more brash 
of the unlikely demise of the • than bright, broke in; ‘Tint 
President., Vice President and j ; Senator, in USfS we don't 

■■pcaicer, began life in 1890 j] give money away. We give 
n a run-down plantation an- . Ulcus away.” ' Ellender 

The man who would take j foreigners. ■ 
o’-'er the White House .iii case i j One USIS aide, more brash 
of the unlikely demise of the • j than bright, broke in; ‘Tint 
President., Vice President and j 1 Senator, . in USIS we don’t 

■■pcaker, began life in 1890 j j give money away. We give 
n a run-down plantation an- . ! ideas away.” ' Ellender 
>ropriately. named Hard slapped the table and roared: 
Icrabble. It clung to a bayou f “I' don’t care what you give 
n the delta near Montegut. I away. I want it stopped!”. 

. As . a boy, he stayed home K ; The senator is more lenient 
from school to help his par- b over his own use of the fax- 
ents scratch a living from the [• payers’ money. Wherever he 
•anh. A cousin tutored him ? .-wanders, he demands-—and 
n single-entry, bookkeeping, L/ usually gets—transportation 
md by the time lie was 13, f},-in military planes assigned to 

Ellender was keeping the ac- [luthc ..embassies, although 'it 
ounts for Hard Scrabble. ^ would cost the taxpayers'far 

As the Senate Appropria- LZ—Z 'ZZIIZTTIEZTTZ 
;ions Committee chairman, * lesy tQ. have him fly on.com¬ 
ic now plays a leading role y niercial airlines. 4 . - * 

in keeping the accounts for ') He totes a movie camera 
he- federal government. Ho h he travels and 
roes about it with the same 

wherever , he travels ana 
takes dozens of reels for the 

purposefulness he did when i\ wonderment of those at 
le was pinching pennies for [* 
favd Scrabble. 

home, who, out of respect for 
his Senate seniority, let 

He is inclined to look upon n themselves be collared into 
imself as the protector of attending his illustrated lec: 
he collar, a fiscal Jeremiah \\ lures. 
vhose self-appointed mission M ELLENTDER ALSO packs a 
s to go wherever the dollar [] supply of little black note- 
5 $pcnt and cry out against f.j hooks jn which he jots his 
:ovcrnment extravagance. I-Ie |,j more piercing impressions, 
ravels far and wide, descend- A Wncn confronted with a new 
ng upon embassy after cm- volume of Eilender’s Travels 
.issy liiv© a cranky old uncle [ —published as official re- 

. no expects^ .to-be pampered j ports, of course, at Senate ex- 
mt—-who ninds un hroldu;g t pojise—even his best friends 
:s iiosls'f.h" Ihclr profligacy. M ^VCq * ~ 
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Future h i s’tor i a n studying 
in\..; Hi'?: .lift! of tl'.C' x.vuJo, 'will 
discover, for examine, that 
Son. Allen Ellcndcr ate a del¬ 
icacy lie called “coush-coush” 
in Mauritania. Jle has re¬ 
corded for posterity: “I ate 
more than I should and much 
more than I expected.” 

On the same trip, he pur* 
chased “a fin' leaf worn by na¬ 
tive women” in CanuTOun 
and sample fresh lichee nuts 
in Madagascar. “I ate some of 
the nuts, and they were deli-' 
cious,” he has officially in¬ 
formed the Senate. 
„ He had such a busy day hi 
the Central African Republic 
that his feet began to hurt. “I. 
.was r.ot really tired,” he has 
explained, “but had been on 
my feet too long.” And in Ni¬ 
geria, he got a haircut. So 
•that history would not over¬ 
look this event, he has re¬ 
corded in an offical Senate 
report: “My next appoint¬ 
ment was with a barber. Bar¬ 
bers are scarce in this part of*' 
the world. This one was an 
elderly man, and he did a 
fine job of relieving mo of a 
bushy head of hair.” 

Such are the profound offi¬ 
cial observations of the man 
who has now become fourth 
in our national ranking. 

[llarrhmm on Hoover 
W. AViSRlSLL Ilarriman, 

the venerable old Wash¬ 
ington warhorsc, sounded off 
on . the Berrigan case the 
other evening at a George; 
town cocktail party. He de¬ 
clared his belief that the 
Berrigan brothers, the Cath¬ 
olic radicals accused of con¬ 
spiracy to kidnap White 
House aide Henry Kissinger 
and disrupt Washington’s 
heating system, were inno¬ 
cent of anything more than 
big talk. 

Karri man suggested that 
the brothers probably joked 
over the phone about kidnap¬ 
ing Kissinger and ih-.-fc FBI 
chief J. Edgar Hoover blew 
the wiretap reports out of all 
proportion. *•' 

' Justice William O. Douglas, 
■ who may have to review the 
controversial case if it is ap¬ 
pealed to the Supreme Court', 

■ happened to be in the Harri- 
' man circle. The moment Har¬ 
dman mentioned the Kerri¬ 
gans, Dough,*, edged quietly 

yA cv v^bot.: ^ 
. © 1071, 
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REC* 66 
August 26, 1971 ifooss- 0jj 

iiyrcRxs.il "u cchtaihe: 
JlEIN IS TOCIASSIFIED 

DME 07-03-2007 BY €0324 sue baw/rs/lsg 

b6 
b7C 

Dear 

I readily understand the concern which prompted 
your tetter oi August 24th and am glad to know that you have 
supported the FBI in die past. 

With regard to the article by Jack Anderson which 
you enclosed, I have followed a uniform policy of not dignifying 
with any comment the half-truths, innuendoes and unfounded criti¬ 
cism concerning the FBI which Anderson has included in his 
columns; however, I will make an exception in this instance in 
order to assure you there is no truth whatsoever to his statement 
that Special Agentl ]was disciplined in connection 
with his appearance or conduct at Kennedy International Airport. 
I certainly do not think that you can force a person of Anderson's 
ilk to ever admit his errors and I see no need to waste my time in 
such an endeavor. 

b6 
b7C 

MAILED 3, 

All u 2 71971 

•FBI 

Sincerely yours, 
I. Edgar Hoover 

</ 

NOTE: Carl Maisch, mentioned by correspondent, was a former Special 
Agent of th.e FBI who resigned and became Director of Air Transportation 

Ity at Federal Aviation Agency. He died in May, 1971. There is no 
rd of in Bufiles. 

EM :nb (4) 

Tele. Room 

Holmes_ 

Gandy_ 

&2SEP 
MAIL RQOMl 1 TELETYPE UNTBl" I- 

b6 
b7C 



; vp 
Mr. Tolsoi 
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Mohf, _ 
Hi. Sm; ^ 

Mi INFORMS.! ION €f®1|pNED 
HEREIN I5 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-200? BY 60324 auc baw/rs/lsg 
August 24, 1971 

Mr. Brennan, C.D. 
Mr. Callahan_ 
Mr. Casper_ 
M^. Conrad_ 
Mr. Dalbey_ 
Mr. Gale_ 
Mr. Ponder_ 
Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Walters_ 
Mr. Soyars_ 
Tele. Room _ 
Miss Holmes _ 
Miss Gandy_ 

-jOr- 

Mr. J Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Pennsylvania and 9th St 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

Dear Mr. Hoover, 

I have been an ardent rooter and supporter of yours 
for many years. One of your men who recently died, Carl Maisch, made 
a strong impression upon me while I was a high school youth and he was 
a teacher of German and English. I am, in contemporary standards, a 
conservative, a 47 year old "square. ft 

. |- f-) My purpose in writing relates to the attached article by 
1 Jack Anderson.^ If he is right concerning Lovin I do believe you have 
| TbsFtbuch with reality. 

If he is wrong I would hope that you will force him, one 
way or another, to admit it as publicly as he did pronounce the incident. 

Yours truly 

9 SEP 2 1971 

COPY:hcv 
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KLL Illr CbX-.IIClf ^lTTAIlTED 
HEREIN 15 UNCUS SIFIED 

DATE 07-03-2007 BY €0324 mxo baw/itt/lsg 
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Jack Anderson 

!i h • i DRESSED TO KILL 

* 

WASHINGTONf. him, he stammered an apol^g^^td r 

Prom now on, when an FBI agent* ^urig up. 
guns down a lawbreaker the G-man had-— 
better make sure he's properly attired. 

Agent Kenneth W. Lovin learned this 
lesson last month after picking off an 
armed hijacker with a high-powered 
rifle at Kennedy International Airport. 

A picture of Lovin, crouched with 
his rifle behind a barricade on the run¬ 
way, was flashed to newspapers by the . 
Associated Press. Unhappily for Lovin, \ 
he had removed his jacket for the ac-1 
lion. 

J. Edgar Hoover, who likes all his 
agentgip be pressed and pomaded, saw 

Lovin in shirtsleeves and 
leti 

1 Th e 
^vinvvas disciplined. 

e hijacker,, 
died oi bullet 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 
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HEREIN IS TOCLISSIFIES. 
MCE 07-03-2007 By 60324 auc baw/ra/lag 

s • 

Callahan 
Casper __ 
Conrad_ 
Dalbey _ 
Felt_ 
Gale_ 
Rosen _ 
Tavel_ 

tio@ver 
.12 ih 

r By Jack Anderson . 

That tireless guardian of thei 
ation’s morals, J. Edgar Hoo-J 
er, has collected, more than! 

$250,000 in royalties from! 
; three books researched and 
jghostwitten for him by FBI 

• agents on government time. 

| This, is fn offense, if it had 
[been committed by some other 
(government official,'.that the 
|FBI might have been asked to 
investigate. For the money 
rightfully should have gone to 

•the taxpayers, who paid the, 
Isalaries of the FBI research¬ 
ers and writers. ; ■ •{ 

. |Tn defense, of - Hoover,;] 
friends 'say he turned over the.! 
'proceeds to his favorite chari-J 
fees. They cited the J. Edgar] 
yHoover Foundation whose .rec-,1 
• ords we immediately . in-1 
spected. Ho royalty payments] 
nor cash donations were listed 
fom.the FBI chief. 

We also determined, that' 
.royalty checks were made out 
|o Hoover personally, not to 
xharities. 

Of the three books, the big-- 
' gest money maker was “Mas-: 
'ters of Deceit," published in; 

1953 by Holt (not Holt, Bine-' 
hart and Winston), which sold 
almost 250,000 copies. Then it i 
was bought up by Pocketbook,] 

; which sold two millipn paper-! 
(back copies. ■ 
j In ' 1964, Warner Brothers] 
Ipaid Hoover a reported $50,000] 
aor the movie rights, although; 
no movie was ever made of-; 
the -book..Insiders suggest the, 
payment was intended fjo but-*1 

Walters 
Soyars 
Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy 

I t§rwjp^Che old bear so he 

would permit Warner^rofli- 
ers to film the popular TV se¬ 
ries, “The FBI.". 

TV. Rights ; . 
Again, the taxpayers, not 

Hoover, should have been paid 
'for the TV rights to FBI sto¬ 
res. For the FBI, after.all, is a 
government agency; not Hoo 
fiber's private police; . • 
l |The FBI . chief's book 
{“Study of Communism," pub¬ 
lished by Holt in 1962, .sold’ 
some 125,000 copies. And a 
Spaste-up.collection of Hoover’s 
sayings, published by Random1 
House as a’book' entitled “On 
Communism," :• ; sold around 
.40,000 copies. 
^..Insiders say the man.who 
gauthored Hoover’s best:prose 
is Special Agent F. C; Stuken- 
brpeker, a talented. Ph.D., 
\yhose sinewy, writing, would 
have made , him a fine-author 

(;in his 
jbroeker 
course I'can’t say anything ( 
about ' that,” when , we a'sked 

Uiim how much, of the three 
|Hoover books he had writte 
lfland whether he received 
bonus for them.;'; "*.'*■ ■ 

The; research, for the three! 
books, we also’ have learned,” 

■ was done on government time 
jjby 'FBI employees. .They drew 
1 heavily from the files of the 
Domestic Intelligence Divi- 
Jsiqn, gn„ex-FBI bigwig.told us. 
The arrangements^ Yor""OHe 
bookstand the-TV series were 
Jalso. handled largely by FBI 
men on government ti 

own right. Stuken 
guljbed . out ah ’“of 

Washington Post 
Times Herald . 

The Washington Daily News_ 

The Evening Star (Washington) 

The Sunday Star (Washington) _ 

Daily News (New York) _ 

Sunday News (New York)_ 

New York Post_ 

The New York Times . 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

The Wall Street Journal 

The National Observer _ 

People's World_ 

Date 
1 1971 

W 32 

SEP 7 1971 



} ]' Footnote: We tried in vain 
‘ to gefa response iroiififfltem- 
battled old G-man. A spokes'-' 

mas wquM say @aly, ?,N§ sm* 
ment ” 

Washington Whirl 
Federal Infiltrators — 

.Hundreds .of federal agents, 
. dressed in hippie garb, infil- 
/trated the recent antiwar dem- 
i-onstrations in : Washington/ 
vMost effective, were the nar* 
/cotics agents, who speak the 
^language of the drug culture 

■and wear their hair . Jong and 
unkempt as a regular guise. 
They submitted, handwritten 
reports, claiming hawkers sold, 
.drugs ; instead . of hot dogs to ■ 
.the . crowds and sexual inter¬ 
course was a.spectator sport.’, 
They reported1 that some , of 1 
;the LSD was ' diluted with \ 
tstrychnine, causing serious ill- i 
f,nesses. One reported quoted \ 
Rennie Davis, the demonstra- i 
tion ‘ leader, as planning . to.: 
dress radical girls ms tourists,' 
provide them with cans of i 
slighter fluid <and have them I 
set fires in government build- j 
ings.- '■ ‘ . ; 

‘ Nixon's News — We have i 
had access to President. Nix-j 
on's private news digests for ’ 
last-week. We found an occa- ! 
sional personal comment from ‘ 
Pat Buchanan, who prepares 
them. In one ■ aside, he . sug- 

’ gested that The . Washington : 
'.Post’s- coverage of the antiwar 
•demonstrations indicated 'the 

[reporting on a George Wallace ' 
| TV"^|>pbarance, notefrtharffte . 
performance was smooth but 
that Wallace spoke from the : 

“gut.** On the whoie, KidweVef, ^ 
we found the presidential 
news summaries carefully 
objective.- Most stories were ; 

boiled down to the bare bones, 
but the total impact was com- - 
prehen si ve. 

Heroin Smuggling — The ., 
Customs Bureau has ordered a ’ 

, thorough search of’returning - 
GIs and incoming parcels 

; from Vietnam to curb the flow / 
|rof supergrade Saigon heroin^ 
finto this country. Insiders tell’X 
i'us, however, that some GIs‘*j 
.’ send heroin home in first-class i 
j envelopes, which have been 4 
{.ironed so they will go through ’ 
1 the mails without detection, j 
'Others dip their writing paper* *J 
;in a heroin water solution. ; 
After it dries, they write seem- j 
ingly innocent letter^ which : 
,can he ' moistened and i. 
(squeezed for heroin injections. 
;Then the letters can be shred- ' 
. ded and smoked in cigarettes V 
j or pipes. 
, Postal Nepotism —* The Post s 
f Office has developed hewXJ 
[form of nepotism. ■ When As- 
isistant 'Postmaster General/*] 
'James Hargrove testified on 
[■Capitol Hill recently, he took/1 
j.along, hi3 brother. Clyde as/' 
{•counsel.. The Post Office told / 
‘us, however, that Clyde Harv: 
L-grove made little profit from ) 
(the appearance: a token $l’: 
[fee. - : ' : 

I © 1971, Bcll-McClure Syndicate.^Inc. ■ 
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UNTI ED STATES VERNMENT 
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Memorandum 

SUBJECT: 

(b 

Mr. Bishi 

FROM M. A. /60Xip& 

o 

£ \ eV ) 
Tolfton 

i;. Kelt 

DATE: 8-26-71 

JACK ANDERSON SPEECH 
KIWANIS CLUB OF WASHINGTON 
MAYFLOWER HOTEL 
AUGUST, 1971 

wlfnn, C.D. 

, ; y, •fv'.■ : ' 

ALL IlTFCRI'i-.IIClT CClflAI.nEi: 

HEREIN IS UNCIASSIFIED 

BATE 07-03-2007 BY €0324 auc baw/ra/lag 

The Director has inquired whether the Jack Anderson 
luncheon speech before the Kiwanis Club last week was covered. 

t 

Discreet inquiry has determined that this speech was 
at a closed meeting of this local District of Columbia Kiwanis Club 
and there was no Bureau coverage of the event. Close attention has 
been afforded to the press and there has been no known publicity 
concerning this speech. We will, of course, remain alert and 
promptly advise of any information learned about this commitment. 

V 

V 

Cn 



August 27, 1971 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-2007 BE 60324 auc taw/rs/lsg 

Easton Express 
30 North Fourth Street 
Easton, Pennsylvania 18042 

Dear 

b6 
b7C 

n 

I have read your column entitled ’’FBI 
Standard Of Integrity” that appeared in the August 23rd 
edition of your paper and greatly appreciate the support 
you expressed for my direction of the FBI. It was most 
kind of you to comment about my work as you did to your 
readers and your generous remarks certainly mean a 
great deal to me. 

co 

r-> 

While I do not waste time answering the 
lies written bv Jack°Andersop. I thought you might be 
interested to know that despite what Anderson lias written 
concerning my alleged criticism of the Agent in New York — 
who acted with such decisiveness in the attempted hijacking 
of an airliner, no disciplinary action was taken. Quite to 
the contrary, as in all instances of outstanding performance,, 
I wrote a personal letter to the Agent involved commending « 

him for his courageous performance in thwarting tills 
5 hijacking effort and gave him a meritorious cash award. 
m 
o PCL 

is: 

cm 

5C Si 

MAILEQ 3 

AUG 2 71971 

Sincerely yours, 

3Ju 

’TBS 

Tolson _ 

Felt__ 

Sullivan . 

Mohr__ 

- Philadelphia (80-253) 
Reurlet 8/25/71. 

Bishop . 

Brennan, C.D. 

Callahan . 

Casper 

Conrad ( 

Da I hoy J 
Gale ; 

Ponder. 

Rosen . 
Tavel _ 

1 - Mr. M. A. Jones - Enclosure 

NOTE: Bufiles disclose an outgoing in 1967 to one 
declining his invitation to address the Optimist Club of Strasburg, 
Pennsylvania. Address per-Ayers Directory. 

Walters . 

Soyare-L^U 
Tele. Room 
Holme; 
Gaud 

JBT :nb (6) 
Mr' 

07 S£ 11 TELETYPE UNIT I I 
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Director, FBI 8/25/71 

SAC, Philadelphia (80-253) 

BRUCE FRASSINELLI 
EASTON EXPRESS 
RECOMMENDATION FOR LETTER OF APPRECIATION 

The attached favorable newspaper article 
by BRUCE FRASSINELLI appeared in the 8/23/71 issue 
of the Easton Express, Easton, Pa. 

It is recommended that the Bureau forward 
a letter of appreciation to Mr. FRASSINELLI for his 
favorable article. 

The Phila. indices contain no derogatory 
information identifiable with BRUCE FRASSINELLI. 

Mi INFOIMHIOH CGNIMCHED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 auc bsvr/ra/lsg 

2 - Bureau - Enel. 
1 — Phila. 
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ML INFOMATOT CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE. 07-03-200? BY 60324 auc baw/ra/lsg 

(Mount Clipping in Space Below) 

^Nortli Penn 

: FBI Standard 
s’. v • ‘ . . i 1 

Of Integrity 
sm 

Lilf 
] . By BRUCE FRASSINELLI ■ ' ■ \ 

■ I’m getting tired of reading columnist Jack Anderson’s 
‘ grinding axes against FBI director J. Edgar Hoover. 

Many Hoover detractors are getting on Anderson’s 
bandwagon. They’re saying that Hoover should 1 call it 
quits, that he’s done a passable job, but should now step 
down for a younger mam . •/ .*? ..A} 1 

•' Maybe it’s time to look at the other side. : 

i . Anderson’s tactics of having his. aides snoop through 
| Hoover’s garbage—even if it was done tongue-in-cheek, 
J.'or maybe nose-in-hand —v ' r 
j was bush league. •. 
i ; | | 
j- Anderson says it was to* 
I give Hoover a taste of his . 

own tactics, but the -col- 
umnist, who aspired to '£%,/.■ 

; prominence after the death ■ 
> of' Drew Pearson, makes it . 
| clear that he has a. vendetta. - 
1 with Hoover. . 

• • •. .• • • ; 

&j*;.• >-•::••*>>'‘•v.*sk' 1 

ikmmmiimmiM; 
• In his latest blast, Ander- . ?<[.- ^ 
son says Hoover was furious t 
that an agent was photo* | ' ' \ ; 
graphed without his sports | ' t* • j 
jacket, that Hoover expects ' | 
his agents to look like Ef* f"’;/ j 
rem Zimbalist Jr., star of \^N»r 'tat?,- • 
the TV series “The FBI.” ' ! 

It has been Hoover’s ded- . \ 
. ication that has made the 
FBI one of the top law en* . , - HOOVER -if| 
enforcement arms in the • ,: 
world. 

Hoover’s demanding insistence on being the best has 
prevented the FBI froin. being mired in mediocrity. 

'‘••"•His high principles for excellence have resulted in 
respect from.outside the organization and a self*respect 
on the part .of.agents. w •A. •« v 
-ra&$ c 

HOOVER 

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.) 

EASTON EXPRESS 

EASTON, PA. 

8/23/71 

Author: BRTJCE FRASSINELLI 
Editor: 

Character: 

Classification: 

Submitting Office: 

| 1 Being Investigated 



V It’s widely known that the FBI is “untouchable” when 
: it comesjtfisfixes or bribes. It is the true constant in a 
^.changing pattern ofclaw enforcement. 

ii Every person has his idiosyncrasies. I’d be curious to 
/find out what someone might think going through my" 
. garage. y . .. V' ; 

j\.- .' Tax Y(due 
V Every organization which serves the public must be: 

held accountable for giving the taxpayers their money’s 
■worth. If we received as much from other governmental: 

:C. departments as we do from the FBI, the American tax- 
>1 payer-would grumble a lot’less about paying taxes. 
'If . .. v ^ * 1 ‘‘ 

p The FBI’s chief task is protecting the security of, this 
country, internally and externally. ';. • - |'- 

v Withl modern law enforcement confronted with un- 
ijbelievable legal shackles, it’s attribute to the FBI that it’ 
f has remained as effective as it has. , ' 
U’. p ’ ’ ' ' , ■ t . ’ • \ ' - 

I*' instead of indulging in verbal grandstanding, maybe 
; ^Anderson should utter a grateful “thanks.” So should we. 



Mi lUT2MMim OWL&mm 
HEREIN IS TOCIJ55IFIE! 

DftXE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 sue baw/rs/lsg 

September 7, 1971 

Dear |_| 

Your letter, with enclosure, was received on 
September 3rd. With regard to the colimns by Jack Anderson, 
in my opinion he is so notoriously inaccurate concerning the 
FBI that I normally do not waste time in commenting on what 
he writes; however, I will make an exception in this instance 
in order to assure you there is no truth whatsoever to his 
statement that Special Agentl~ Iwas disciplined 
in connection with his appearance or conduct at Kennedy Inter¬ 
national Airport. Quite to the contrary, I wrote him a personal 
letter commending him for his courageous performance in thwarting 
this hijacking effort, and gave him a meritorious cash award. 

As to the internal administrative operations of this 
Bureau, I have purposely set high standards of conduct, personal 
attire, and grooming for our personnel to follow. The value of 
this policy has been proven many times over the years and I will 
continue to insist on these high standards without apology to / 

b7C 

-_ anyone. 

/ J Sincerely yours, 

I. Edgar Hoover' 

Tolson _ 

Felt_ 

Sullivan _ 

Mohr_ 

Bishop_ 

Brennan, C.D. 

Callahan_ 

Casper_ 

Conrad _ 

Dalbey _ 

Gale_ 

Ponder_ 

Rosen _ 

Tavel_ 

Walters_ 

Soyars-A 

Tele. Room'A 

NOTE: No record Bufiles regarding correspondent. 
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ML JHFOMtllON COtfTMHED 
HEREIN IS IMCLL5 SI FIE D 

DATE. 07-03-2007 BY i0324 sue bew/rs/lsg 

August 23, 1961 

Mr. To] son 
Mr. Felt 

Mr. Sullivan 
I Mr. Mohr 

Mr, Bish' 

[Mr. Brennah, C.D_ 
Mr. Callahan _ 
Mr. Casper_ 
Mr. Conrad_ 
Mr. Dalbey 

[Mr. Gale_ 

Mr. Ponder_ 

Mr. Rosen_ 

Mr. Tavel_ 

Mr. Walters_ 
Mr. Soyars__ 

Tele. Room_ 

Miss Holmes_ 
Miss Gandy_ 

Ib6 
-b7C 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: * 

It is a sorry state of affairs when a man's appearance 
over-rides the judgment of the quality of that man’s 
work. 

It can be compared to the American Revolution when the 
American pioneers utilized guerilla warfare, against the 
British who fought in regimented lines and ’’according 
to the book.” The British were the losers. 

A man can do a much better job when he is allowed to 
adapt his methods to the type of crime which he is 
fighting. Give your agents a chance and allow them 
to use up-dated mfthods instead of making them become 
mere puppets in a show against crime in our country. 

Sincerely yours, 



JACK ANDERSON 

FBI hangs by 
WASHINGTON—J. Egar Hoover, 

the 76-year-old FBI chief, has a 

hangup about hair. He’s inclined to 
measure an employee’s fidelity by 
the length of his locks. . » 

Last June, for instance, the old 
curmudgeon saw jd picture in the 
Washington Post of three FBI agents 
hustling an airline hijacker, Glen E. 
Biggs, into the US magistrate’s court 
in Alexandria, Va. one of the agents, ‘ 
John F. Mullen, had sideburns ex¬ 
tending almost to the bottom of his 
ear. 

This violated Hoover’s taste in 
sideburns. In a huff, he censured 
Mullen for letting his Sideburns grow 

loo long and banished him to Indian¬ 
apolis. 

Now Hoover has ordered an FBI 
wide inspection, division by division, 
for subversive sideburns and hippy 
hairdos. Anyone whose hair style 
doesn’t suit the old man will lose 10 
days pay. 

Some FBI agents have complained 
privately that Hoover’s tonsorial 
tastes make it dificult for them to in¬ 
filtrate anti-government demonstra¬ 
tions. The demonstrators, invariably, 
wear their hair long and straggly. 

Narcotics agents, who carefully 
cultivate the hippy look and lingo, 
have been far more successful at in¬ 
filtration. They are contemptuous, 
indeed, of the FBI. As one narcotics 
agent put it to us, “an FBI man’s idea 
of inflitrating a hippy group is taking 
oTTEistie.”---* 
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its hair 

For FBI, Hoover likes 

WASHINGTON — When an FBI 
agent guns down a lawbreaker** 
hereafter, the G-man had better 
make sure he’s properly attired. 

Agent Kenneth W. Lovin learned 
this lesson last month after picking 
off an armed hijacker with a high- 
powered rifle at New York’s Kenne¬ 
dy International Airport. 

A picture of Lovin, crouched with 
his rifle behind a barricade on the 
runway, has flashed to newspapers 
by the Associated Press. Unhappily 
for Lovin, he had removed his jacket 
for the action. 

J. Edgar Hoover, who likes all his 
agents to be pressed and pomaded 
saw the picture of Lovin in shirt¬ 
sleeves and let out a roar of displea¬ 
sure. 

EFREM ZIMBALIST 

The* unfortunate Lovin was disci¬ 
plined. The even more unfortunate 
hijjjfeBer, Richard Gbergfell, died ,of 
bullet wounds. 

Earlier, we told how Hoover had 
censured and b transferred another 
agent, John F. hChllen, whose picture 
appeared in th® Washington Post 
with sideburns extending almost to 
the bottom of his ear. Although the 
sideburns were neat enough, they 
were too long to stiit Hoover. y - 

The 76-year-old FBI chief would 
like his agents, one and all, to look 
like Efretm Zimbalist, Jr., the star of 
the FBI TV series. The old bulldog 
not only requires agents to dress for 
crime fighting in tie and jacket, to 
adopt Efrem Zimbalist hair st; 
and to keep their sideburns shori 
also issues a weight chart which 
ulates how many pounds he 
allow for various heights. 

Footnote: Called for comment at 
his New York City office, Agent 
Lovin said politely: “I have been in¬ 
structed by my superiors to make no 
statement at all regarding the inci¬ 
dent.” Mullen was reached at his new 
post in Indianapolis. When he learned 
who was calling him, he stammered 
an apology and hung up. 
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© 
JACK ANDERSON 
TELEPHONE INTERVIEW 
RADIO STATION WBZ 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
2-4-71 

2-12-71 

Mr. Tolson_i 
Hr. Sullivm___ 
Mr. ULv _ 
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Mr. C ! . 

Ir. . .... 
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j T\:le. Hoorn_ 
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Miss Gandy_ 

As yea are aware Anderson was teiephonicaily interviewed 
loned station on the evening of 2-4-71, on a radio-talk program 
ited by an individual named Jerry Williams who is considered an 

unprincipled "took” who seeks to attract attention to his p*K>gram by 
interviewing controversial individuals who make wild and irresponsible 
statements. 

The interview was followed by of Anderson 
by individuals who telephoned the station during the program. 

A summary of this program was submitted by our Boston 
OiitifjA along with a tape of the broadcast. 

A transcript of this tape has now been prepared and is 
attached. 

RECOMMENDATION? 

For information. 

closure 

Tolson - Enclosure 
1 - Mr* Mohr - Enclosure 
1 - Mr. B4*hop - Enclosure 
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Comments of Jack Anderson 
In Telephone Interview By 

Jerry Williams 
Radio Station WBZ 

Boston, Massachusetts 
February 4, 1971 

ANDERSON: These two fella's, Edgar and Clyde--you know, 

Washington’s odd couple we call them. Each morning, Hoover 

picks up Tolson at his apartment. Hoover’s bulletproof Cadillac 

always pulls around to the rear door where the ailing Tolson is 

whisked aboard, and this little drama is executed so quietly that 

the doorman at the front entrance was not only unaware of it, 

but didn’t even know Tolson was a tenant. 

WILLIAMS: Well, are you intimating anything with that Edgar 

and Clyde story ? 

ANDERSON: No, they just, they’ve grown up together at the FBI; 

all their old friends have either retired or died, and they sort of,, 

well, the plain truth is that the FBI is now run by two fading old 

crime fighters, Edgar and Clyde, both bachelors, both in their 

70’s, and may I say that both really deserve to retire to a place 

where the pace and weather are kinder on the bodies of old men 

whose work is completed. 



WILLIAMS: Are Edgar and Clyde friends? Is that it? You 

know, are they life-long friends ? 

ANDERSON: Every night they alternate between Hoover's home 

and Tolson's apartment for dinner. Shortly before noon every 

day they show up for a quick 20-minute lunch at the Rib room of 

Washington’s Mayflower Hotel. They have a standing order there, 

incidentally, which is served as soon as they sit down. Hoover 

always eats grapefruit and cottage cheese salad, and Tolson cream 

of chicken soup. Except on Tuesdays. Then Tolson orders bean 

soup and pours ketchup in it. Every summer they have been vaca¬ 

tioning together for four to six weeks at Lajolla, California. 

WILLIAMS: For how many years? 

ANDERSON: Oh, this has gone back. I haven’t counted the years 

because we haven't been tailing them that long, but we've talked to 

their friends, we've talked to associates, and we talked to the owner 

of the hotel and to the former manager of the hotel, so it's 

been going on for several years. And they... Hoover, likes to 

attend the races at the Delmar track. They stay in $100-a-day 

suites at the Hotel Del Charrb. Incidentally some of the nation's most 

notorious gamblers and racketeers have been registered at the same 

hotel. Like Hoover, they've been attracted there by the races. 

See, this is the closest hotel to the Delmar track. Now, what we 
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discovered, and this is probably what is the most startling, is 

that the FBI pair never pay their bill. It's picked up by the owner 

of the hotel. It happens to be Texas oil millionaire Clint Murchison. 

The former hotel manager, Allen Witmore, tells us that while he was 

there Hoover ran up a bill of over $15,000, paid by Murchison. 

Now if the FBI had discovered that about some cabinet officer or 

some senator, it would be in red letters in their file. 

WILLIAMS: At the same time, when you printed it, it meets 

with a glorified hush? 

ANDERSON: Well, no, there’s been some excitement about it 

both inside the FBI and outside. Some newspapers have been 

headlining this material and I think they should. Let me say, 

Jerry, I don’t consider Hoover to be a great menace. I don’t go 

along with some of my liberal friends who are persuaded that he 

is no good, that he’s a menace to democracy. He has, after all, 

kept his place most of the time. He knows he is a policeman 

and has stayed on that side of the line for most of his career. He 

has also investigated both left-wing and right-wing groups. He’s 

gone after the Ku Klux Klan just about as vigorously as he’s gone 

after some of these New Left groups. Maybe not as vigorously, 

because Hoover personally is ultraconservative, and I guess he 

would personally think that a New Left movement was far more sub- 
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versive than the Ku Klux Klan or the Minutemen, but nevertheless, 

he does investigate groups. Also, remember when he inherited the 

FBI, it was just a collection of political hacks, and he has built 

a pretty effective, efficient, quite formidable law enforcement agency 

and they have never had a single FBI Agent who has ever been 

convicted of embezzlement, or treason, or anything really serious, 

so you’ve got to give the old man credit. The trouble is is that he 

should have retired about ten or more years ago. 

WILLIAMS: As a result of your investigations of J. Edgar Hoover, 

personally, do you think we're being listened to on your private 

line now? 

ANDERSON: Well it's certainly a possibility and it doesn’t make 

any difference to me. It’s known that the FBI taps wires, and I 

think that the public would be startled at how few wires that they 

tap, and let me tell you how they get around that. I know, I do have 

good sources inside the FBI. I have seen my own file and you have 

to have pretty good sources to get them to show you your own file. 

I have seen it, I know what’s in it and I've got more on Hoover 

than he’s got on me. 

WILLIAMS: What about that big file on Drew Pearson? 

ANDERSON: Well, I haven’t even looked at that one, but I have 

looked at the one on me and, as I tell you, I’ve got more on Hoover 
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than he’s got on me. He doesn’t worry me. He doesn’t worry 

me on that score. But some of these good sources, Jerry, I can 

tell you without any hesitation that there are less than a couple 

dozen wire taps throughout the entire United States—FBI wire taps. 

WILLIAMS: I’m going to take a short break, Jack. Will you 

stand by please ? 

ANDERSON: You bet. 

WILLIAMS: Jack Anderson, Washington, D. C., the nationally 

syndicated columnist, former associate and colleague of Drew 

Pearson, read in the Boston Evening Globe here in Boston and 

throughout the country as well... The nationally known Washington 

columnist in Washington, D. C. tonight. Jack, some people 

would like to think you’re making a mountain out of a molehill. In 

everybody’s life there is something, somewhere. Every Washington 

bureaucrat has been on the take, so to speak, when it comes to 

favors received from people outside in hotels or race tracks or 

whatever.. .and that you really don’t have anything on the FBI 

Director that most people don’t already know. 

ANDERSON: Oh, I don’t claim to have anything terribly startling. 

It is true that there would be great outrage on Capitol Hill if it should 

be reported that a cabinet officer had taken $15, 000 in favors from a 

Texas millionaire, that a cabinet officer had stayed in a $100-a-day 

suite from four to six weeks in the summer to attend the races. Now 
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this was not known. We did dig this out. We did expose it, and 

I don’t try to make any more out of it than it is. It’s a fact, 

therefore, that the public ought to know about this, and if the public 

doesn’t mind it, it's all right with me. My purpose is to put the 

spotlight on these sorts of things; let the public know what the people 

who are accepting their salary are doing, and in this case, J. Edgar 

Hoover is paid by the taxpayers. J. Edgar Hoover is symbolic of 

law and order in this country, and the taxpayers are entitled to know 

what he does on his vacations, particularly if: he takes favors from 

Texas oil millionaires; if he stays at hotels where racketeers are 

registered. I don’t know that that’s bad. I don’t think that poor 

Hoover can be held responsible for who else registers at the hotel. 

Nevertheless, I believe the public is entitled to know it. 

WILLIAMS: Today’s column, however, intimates the somewhat 

paranoid things—people are following him, that there is possibly 

a movement around to get him so to speak? 

ANDERSON: Yes, he is in his old age highly fidgety, highly jittery. 

What I, the only point I was trying to make in the column today was 

that Hoover, who has this fearsome reputation that frightens 

Washington officials, is, I think... I compared him in the column to 

the Wizard of Oz in the old Judy Garland movie. You remember, if 

you saw the movie, that the Wizard of Oz had this fearsome front 
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that terrified all. But behind it he was kind of a fidgety old man who 

wasn’t really bad at heart, who was at least enormously human, and 

this, of course, is Hoover. He even has bad dreams, according to 

some of the people we talked to. He has seen—I don't say that he 

now sees--but he has in the past seen a society psychiatrist here 

in Washington by the name of Ruffin, Dr. Marshall Ruffin, and 

complained about nightmares that people were chasing him. Well 

this isn’t the picture that he has been putting out in press releases. 

In the past 47 years this isn’t the image that he has sought to create. 

He has created rather the image of this formidable, stern, bulldog 

lawman who’s the tailer of the Mafia and communists and all the other 

enemies of mankind. But behind this all, behind all this he's just 

another 76-year-old man, a master bureaucrat to be sure, a public 

relations genius, , you can be sure of that; but he’s still a human 

being who, well, for example, he reported that he has the only 

bulletproof limousine, except for the President, in all Washington, 

and this limousine has to be hauled at great expense to the taxpayers 

wherever he goes. He wants the limousine to be there when he 

arrives so that he can ride around in his bulletproof protection. 

WILLIAMS: What about the implied relationship in the column 

between the Director, who is 76 and a bachelor, and Clyde Tolson, 

the Deputy Chief who is also a bachelor ? 
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ANDERSON: The only relationship I implied, Jerry, was that 

they’re old friends, that they've grown up together, spent most of 

their time together. Their other friends retired and died off. The 

two of them have their lunches, their dinners and their vacations 

together. 

WILLIAMS: Have you found anything about the Director’s 

relationships with any women in his life ? 

ANDERSON: Yeah, we found his love letters, or some of them. 

I guess you could call them love letters. These were letters to a 

Washington widow, now dead; died several months ago, by the name 

of Muriel Geier. Now, there is a local Washington legend that 

Muriel Geier is the Muriel on the Muriel cigar. Her father used to 

run a cigar stand in the Willard Hotel, and the owner of the cigar 

company was supposed to have been impressed with her beauty back 

in the old days. In any case Hoover has written over the years just 

dozens and dozens of letters to her, and they're signed ’’With Love, ” 

some of them signed ’’Affectionately, ” and all rather courtly. Ah, 

nothing compromising, but just rather courtly; the kind of letter you 

would expect, ah, J. Edgar Hoover to write to a woman that he 

admired. Ah, he sent FBI Agents to meet her at the airport on some 

occasions,according to these letters, and to escort her to, for example, 

to the New York Hotel, the Waldorf Astoria, and she had trouble with 
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one of her sons and called on Hoover, who wrote back that he 

was doing all he could to get the son out of difficulty. That kind of 

thing, but nothing really compromising. 

WILLIAMS: Do you find, still, great loyalty to the Director 

within the FBI? 

ANDERSON: Well, I think FBI Agents are frightened of him. He’s 

built up such heroic proportions that they’re so afraid of him that 

on one occasion he scribbled in the margin of an FBI report, you see, 

let me explain that he likes to scrawl his comments in the margins 

of his reports. He signs them with a simple ”H, ” and usually his 

comments are scathing. There are few of the high and mighty who 

haven't been blistered by these little notations in the margins. When 

he gets a report on a senator he doesn't like, he makes some comment 

in the margins and signs his name to it. Well, one of the Agents came 

in there who didn’t know about Hoover's habits and turned in a 

report with a thin margin. So Hoover scrawled at the very top, 

"Watch the borders." Well, almost immediately the subordinates 

who picked the memo up in the out box saw this "Watch the borders, ” 

and say, "I wonder what the old man knows, ” and they immediately 

assigned a beefed-up extra patrol on the Canadian and the Mexican 

borders, cause they thought the old man knew something, and they 

better not get caught neglecting these two borders. For about two 



weeks they had Special Agents watching the two borders until, I 

guess. Hoover found out about it and he wanted to know what they 

were doing on the two borders, and it developed that he was 

referring to the margins on the FBI report. 

WILLIAMS: Are you aware of the Jack Shaw story? 

ANDERSON: I know a little about it. In the typical story, the only 

thing that isn't typical about it is that Jack Shaw, unlike most of 

his colleagues, did something about it. What happened in Jack Shaw's 

case is that he dared to say something that turned out to be 

uncomplimentary, or was seemed to be uncomplimentary, to Mr. Hoover. 

That is against the first commandment of the FBI. Thou shalt 

not take the name of J. Edgar Hoover in vain is the first commandment. 

Jack Shaw related that story in about an hour and a half last night, 

really an incredible unfolding of the story that doesn't seem to end yet. 

WILLIAMS: I haven't even finished the story with him yet, and 

I was concerned about it. That's the reason for this follow-up with 

you. I am going to do more about the follow-up with Jack Shaw, whose 

wife, by the way, is undergoing major surgery tonight, and we're 

concerned that he has no work, as I am sure you know, as a result 

of his "resignation" from the FBI. Would you take some questions 
i 

from the people at home, Jack? 

ANDERSON: Sure. 
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WILLIAMS: Okay, would you hold on please. If you have any 

questions for Jack Anderson, the nationally syndicated Washington 

columnist, about FBI’s J. Edgar Hoover, state the question and 

Jack will answer. We can’t program you both together in conver¬ 

sation but you can call.us at 254-5678 here on the Spirit of New England, 

WBZ and WBZ-FM, Boston. Westinghouse Broadcasting will get 

underway with calls and comments of Jack Anderson of Washington in 

a moment. Columnist Jack Anderson whose expose' here on J. Edgar 

Hoover's position in tonight’s "Boston Evening Globe," page 15, 

and I am sure there'll be more as the columns unfold. Questions 

now for Jack Anderson. Hello, yes, hello. Yes, go ahead sir. 

CALLER #1: Yes, I would like to know why Mr. Anderson feels 

the way he does. We have a country right now that is in a turmoil, 

a real turmoil insofar as we have crime in the streets. I’d like to know 

this man. He sounds like a communist. 

WILLIAMS: What’s the question? He may sound like one, he may 

act like one, he may smell like one, but he ain't one. 

CALLER #1: Okay, he’s not one. 

WILLIAMS: No, now what's the question? 

CALLER #1: Well, I would like to know what gripe he has against 

Mr. Hoover? 
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WILLIAMS: Well, did any of the things that Jack Anderson indicated 

to you strike you as being something you ought to know ? 

CALLER #1: Not really. I’ll tell you why, you see, I am a police 

officer and I work closely with a member of the FBI in a certain city 

close to Boston. Now, we're talking about J. Edgar Hoover. Now, 

to me it just seems like he’s against everything that we are. Now, 

believe me, when I tell you this. Right, I am telling you something. 

I have a family. I’m a police officer. I work with a member of the 

FBI and this man is so dedicated. What about the disclosure that 

Mr. Anderson related about the $14,000 hotel bill? Well, I must turn 

my radio up because I didn’t hear. 

WILLIAMS: Okay, well, I'll let Mr. Anderson give you an answer. 

Okay, and thank you very much--Jack? You must be some sort of a 

communis^ that’s for sure. 

ANDERSON: Well, Hoover and people like him sometimes try to give 

that impression. Public officials like to give the impression that 

anybody who’s against them is against America. This is the same thing 

that Hitler did in Germany. Everybody who was against Hitler was 

supposed to be against Germany. And in Russia everybody who was 

against Stalin was supposed to be against Russia. Well, it’s just not 

true. And I think reasonable and thinking people know that it’s quite 

possible to be opposed to J. Edgar Hoover in this country without being 



a communist, and, in fact, the reason that I have written these stories 

about Hoover is because of the very facts that he is hiding. We have 

crime in the streets, and crime has been increasing every year, and 

it has been increasing under J. Edgar Hoover’s administration. We have 

increasing chaos, we have low-grade guerrilla warfare that’s already 

been breaking out in the hard-core of some of our big cities. We have 

got snipings and shootings; we have got bombings and ambushes; we 

have got trouble in this country. We have got unrest and even riots on 

the campuses and in the ghettos. Now, because of this I am concerned 

about this 76-year-old man and his 70-year-old deputy, a man who could 

not pass a physical, running the FBI. I already pointed out that 

Mr. Hoover did a great job of building up the FBI.. My only point is that 

the man ought to have retired with the Nation's gratitude about 10 years 

ago, and because I am concerned about conditions today, about crime 

and chaos, and because I think that the FBI ought to be led by a more 

vigorous—ought to have more vigorous leadership. I decided that it 

was high time that someone took a strong look at Hoover. Jerry, I’d 

go beyond that even--beyond that--to add that no man should become so 

sacrosanct, no government official should become so big that the rest 

of the officials in Washington should be afraid of him. Now, I think a 

prominent Boston attorney mentioned this earlier before you were on— 

mentioned that he felt that the Director, over the years, has set up some 
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paper tigers. The paper tigers were the ’’Ten Most Wanted" criminals 

who are on the post office walls, and the FBI was going after these 

criminals and in a good many cases apprehending them. But that is 

where single individuals who had probably crossed lines to—crossed 

state lines--to commit some Federal offenses, but that the real—the 

real crime in this country is run by the biggest crime syndicate in the 

world. And the biggest crime syndicate the world has ever known still 

exists and still operates relatively freely, even with the FBI. Well, 

that’s of course, the truth. There's just no question about it. The 

menaces to America aren’t the people who appear on the "most wanted 

list." These are little people who are of little consequence. The real 

threat to the United States is organized crime. And there has never 

been to my knowledge one of these organized crime figures on the FBI’s 

"most wanted list." 

WILLIAMS: All right, let’s get on to some other calls for Jack 

Anderson in Washington. Hello. 

CALLER #2: Hello, Jerry? 

WILLIAMS: Yes sir. Can you speak up good and clear please? 

CALLER #2: All right, can you hear me now? 

WILLIAMS: Yes. 

CALLER #2: All right, I would like to ask Jack who, if anyone, is 

J. Edgar Hoover held responsible to? In other words, in any of his 
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actions, if anyone? 

ANDERSON: The answer to that is that J. Edgar Hoover is supposed 

to be responsible to the Attorney General, but no Attorney General 

has dared to give J. Edgar Hoover orders. The one who came closest 

to it was the late Robert Kennedy. 

CALLER #2: How about Ramsey Clark? 

ANDERSON: Well, Ramsey Clark never did try to order the FBI 

around, but Robert Kennedy, because he was the boss, did issue orders 

to FBI personnel and, boy, when that happened, he just had Hoover on 

his neck like a buzz saw. Hoover, from that moment on, I think if he 

had a "most wanted list," he would have put Robert Kennedy at the top 

of it. And from that moment on he was sabotaging Robert Kennedy. 

He was knifing him. He was doing things to his boss that he would never 

tolerate from a Jack Shaw. Well, undoubtedly, we learned more. As 

we learn more about the Director, we find that criticism within or 

without the FBI is not wanted--unwanted--and he is very sensitive about 

any criticism about himself. That is true, he is extremely sensitive 

and he answers really to no one except the President. As I said before, 

and in complete fairness to J. Edgar Hoover, he has kept his place 

pretty much. He has not gone beyond his role as a policeman. For 

example, he has--he actually argued against increasing the FBI’s 

jurisdiction. President Johnson wanted to turn the Narcotics Bureau 
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over to the FBI and put it under J. Edgar Hoover, and Hoover warned 

President Johnson that this was contrary to the American concept of 

the—opposition to a great national police force. So Hoover has kept 

Ms place quite remarkably because he had such public approval that he 

could very easily have taken much more power than he has taken. 

WILLIAMS: All right, and I think we have to keep those things in 

mind, too. Another call for Jack Anderson in Washington. Jerry 

Williams here on the air now. 

CALLER #3: Hello, I would like to ask Mr. Anderson—he seems to 

be in favor of the concept of the FBI, just doesn’t think the guy is 

efficient who is running it. Well, is he in favor of the FBI infiltrating 

organizations and wiretapping and snooping? Does he think that they 

just ought to do a better job of it.? Is thatvtoat he’s got against Hoover? 

ANDERSON: Well, I think that the FBI ought to--I think we do need an 

FBI--I think if I were to give you an answer off the top of my head, 

likely that I would want to see it split in half. I would like to see the 

FBI divided into a crime-fighting organization and an anti-espionage 

organization. Now, I must tell you that we don’t live in a Utopia yet, 

but the millenmm has not yet arrived, and I would have to say that 

it's too early to lie down alongside of a lion. This is a rough world; 

we do have a Mafia. We do have elements in this country who are 

attempting to overthrow the Government, and, therefore the FBI is 

necessary. 
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WILLIAMS: I think most people, Jack, would agree that we need an 

FBI, that we have to be aware in a democracy about giving too much 

power to national police forces. We have law enforcement officials 

all over the country, both on the state and local level. But to compliment 

the FBI, I don’t think as many people--I haven’t heard any criticism 

about doing away with the FBI. 

ANDERSON: Well, this question of wiretapping, I think, is a legitmate 

one. I would question whether the FBI needs to wiretap. It's a lazy police¬ 

man's way of picking up informat ion. The wiretaps are not going to catch 

criminals of any case. The way you get to be the head of the Mafia, 

you have got to be pretty cunning, and one thing certain--there's no 

Mafia chieftain in the country who isn't aware that the FBI is probably 

listening on his telephone. And, therefore, what’s he gonna say on the 

telephone? Is he gonna say anything that will condemn him? Now, I had 

started to explain this wiretapping before the last break, and I think your 

listeners, Jerry, will be interested in knowing that the FBI probably has 

less than 20 wiretaps throughout the country. But the way they get around 

you is that the local FBI Agent in Charge will usually have good relations 

with the local police department, and he'll go to the local police and get 

them to put taps in certain places. Also, the FBI uses bugs, and that doesn' 

count as a wiretap—you don't have to go to a judge to get an order to put a 

bug in a room. They only have to go to a judge to get an order to put a 

tap on a telephone, and so the FBI has many more bugs in rooms, but very 

few telephone taps because they are subject to the law and they must go to a 
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judge to get this authorization. And they want to be able to say behind 

closed doors in Congress that they only have a few telephone taps. They 

don't go on to explain how many bugs they have or how many local law 

enforcement agencies are doing tapping for them. 

WILLIAMS: I am gonna break for just a moment again. Jack Anderson, 

a famed Washington columnist, with us tonight from Washington, D. C. 

And now for Jack Anderson in Washington. Hello, you are on the air. 

CALLER #4: Good evening, Mr. Williams. Could you tell me how 

both you and Mr. Anderson could answer this. Do either of you 

gentlemen feel that Mr. Hoover's rather heavy-handed methods of 

running the FBI create any difficulties for the Agents that work for 

him so that they do not do their job the way they would like to, and 

if you do feel that, do you feel that his replacement will cause any 

alleviation of the situation? 

WILLIAMS: I like this question, Jack. 

ANDERSON: Yes, I think that the morale is bad in the FBI. I have 

talked to a number of FBI Agents in the course of my investigation 

of Hoover and, of course, they're almost afraid to talk, and most 

of them, in fact, are afraid and won't talk to you. But the few that 

you can catch alone after they've looked over both their shoulders, or 

after they’ve taken you out in the hallway—you find out that morale is 

bad, and it is bad because Hoover is really a tyrant. He banishes 
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to Butte anyone who's critical of him or who might embarrass him, 

even accidentally. If--say if an Agent in good faith makes a 

statement that—that is not the least critical of the FBI or its 

Director. If that statement somehow should be twisted a bit and 

become a local issue and hit the local press and become embarrassing 

to the FBI—well, off to Butte. 

WILLIAMS: You mean that's literally so? 

ANDERSON: That's literally right. Jack Shaw last night said that 

he could have gone to Butte, but that would have killed his career 

in the FBI and he just wasn't going to put up with that. Well, 

I'll bet this is going on and obviously it tears the effectiveness of 

FBI Agents. Bad morale does. They didn't used to have bad 

morale, but they do now—morale is low. 

WILLIAMS: Do you get any indications from people of Washington 

that when J. Edgar Hoover finally retires, or is replaced, or whatever, that 

there'll no longer be a single Director? 

ANDERSON: No, I think that J. Edgar Hoover is going to try to 

pick somebody that he can--that he feels that if he should have to retire 

right away, that he feels that he could control. I don't think the 

President is going to accept his recommendation, however. President 

Nixon has already spoken to Peter Pitchess, the Sheriff of Los Angeles 

County, about replacing Hoover. Now, there was no indication in the 
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President’s approach to Pitchess that he intended to replace 

Hoover immediately. But just looking at the actuary tables, 

Hoover, after all, is human, and at 76, he can't live forever. 

And with this in mind, Nixon spoke to Pitchess about taking 

the job. Pitchess was noncommittal. But the fact that the 

President is looking around for a replacement indicates that one may 

come, and he would expect him to take over the same FBI that 

Hoover leaves. Although I would strongly recommend--I would 

strongly urge that it be split in half because it’s in the American 

tradition not to have a too strong a national police. Too much 

power in the hands of one man. I’m opposed to that. 

WILLIAMS: All right, ten minutes to 11:00. Jack Anderson's 

in Washington, and you're on the air, sir. 

CALLER #5: Jerry, we had a great aunt a few years ago--I can’t 

remember her name without looking back in the family tree--but 

she passed away some six or seven years ago, as I recall, and the 

family rumors were pretty strong at the time that her greatest claim 

to fame was that she was an astrologer in Washington, D. C., 

and her most famous, prominent customer at the time was 

Mr. Hoover. I think we could corroborate this with a little checking into 

the family with some details, but I just wondered if Mr. Anderson 

might like to add that to his collection of things he has on Mr. Hoover, 

and whether or not he still has &n astrologer that he goes to. 
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ANDERSON: Well, that’s something that I would have to investigate 

because I haven't heard it before. Well, let me tell you that a man 

who’s been around for 47 years has done a lot of things that I—that 

even with our two-month investigation on him--we still haven't 

uncovered. This may be one of them, but I have no information 

about his consulting an astrologer. 

WILLIAMS: Might not be anything unusual. Some of the world's 

great leaders used to consult astrologers. Next call please for 

Jack Anderson. Hello. 

CALLER #6: I was going to ask a question of Mr. Anderson. 

WILLIAMS: Yes, well, we can't hear you too well on your line 

so state the question and I will try to rephrase it to Jack Anderson. 

CALLER #6: All right. Would you tell him that the FBI first 

captured an--extortionist—who was threatening myself and my small 

children. And the I had--I followed this up through Senator Brooke who —. 

WILLIAMS: Well, see, sir, this gets into a kind of a personal thing 

that we can't handle on the program. But if it is a public thing that has 

to do with Mr. Hoover or what Mr. Anderson has been talking about, we'd 

appreciate your staying with that. Thank you very much. Next call. Hello? 

CALLER #7: Yes, Jerry. 

WILLIAMS: Yes, speak loudly please. 

CALLER #7,: Yes, I have two questions for your guest. 
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WILLIAMS: Yes. 

CALLER #7: I think we all realize that the Director of the FBI must be 

a strong person, and I would just like to know what he (Anderson) thinks 

would be the qualities that the new Director of the FBI should have ? 

Number 2., As you know, we admit that J. Edgar Hoover is getting 

senile and old. What can the average person like myself do to see that 

we get somebody new in there? 

ANDERSON: Well, I think that the President needs to be bolstered by 

some letters as irsaid he is already looking around for a replacement, anc 

I think he would be encouraged to do so that if he gpt more support from 

the public. I think that Nixon is totally aware he is too old to be on the 

job. It is such a political risk to fire a saint and the closest thing we 

have in Washington is J. Edgar Hoover. He is the only government 

official who has achieved sainthood, I think, in our time. It is a 

difficult thing, and I thing that if the President felt that the public would 

support him that if he did, the country would be better off... the FBI 

would be better off... and his replacement, I can only say one thing, I 

would not want him to establish a cult of personality as Hoover’s done. 

You see Hoover has become symbolic with the FBI. Hoover is the FBI 

in the minds of most Americans and I think that’s a mistake. I would 
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want a man in there who is a tough law enforcement man, who knows 

exactly how far a law enforcement officer should go, who believes in 

the democratic processes and is willing to accept the direction of his 

superiors. I would want the next FBI Director., for example, to be 

subject to the Attorney General as the law requires him to be and if the 

Attorney General wants to order an FBI Agent around or if the Attorney 

General wants to order the new Director around, I would hope that we 

would have a Director who would take orders. 

WILLIAMS: Allright, our next call for Jack Anderson in Washington. 

CALLER #8. I have been listening to your program for half an hour and 

I have a couple of points I would like to make, a couple of questions, 

number one point would be of Jack that, of course, while I don't question 

his veracity, I question the motives of a man who makes a living with 

sensational exposes. Number two, vihile he makes constant reference 

to the ability of Hoover or his cohort or buddy to pass a physical 

examination, I have heard no comment on his mental ability. The fact 

that a man cannot pass a physical examination in a job where he is a 

supervisor... 

WILLIAMS: Well, a bit earlier, Jack Anderson did mention that he felt 

that Clyde Tolson was not mentally agile and he had suffered several 

strokes. 
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CALLER # 7 . Jack had mentioned he dragged a leg. This was a 

physical impairment rather than a mental one; however, Hoover is still 

head of the FBI. 

WILLIAMS: If a man like Mr. Anderson who is a nationally known 

columnist can't do the kind of muckraking that is necessary in government 

who would you suggest do it? 

CALLER #7. I suggest he do it, but I see no point to criticize Hoover. 

Mr. Anderson made the statement that he would like a younger more 

progressive man than Mr. Hoover. Who is to say that a younger more 

progressive man would not use the same aggressive tactics as Mr. Hoover. 

ANDERSON: I am not in the muckraking business for the money, but I 

don't turn the money down. But if I thought all I was accomplishing was 

earning a living, I would get out of it because it isn't that much fun or that 

pleasant. I think that public officers ought to be subject to a spotlight. I 

think a public office is a public trust and someone has to be around to 

watch these fellows. As far as J. Edgar Hoover is concerned, this is 

something that has been established over and over again. Most great 

corporations won't keep any man on past the age of 65, and here you have 

J. Edgar Hoover at 76... Is he mentally senile? No!... Everybody I talk 

to tells me his mind is still keen. As for Clyde Tolson, there are those 
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who say that he does have lapses, mental lapses, but there are times 

when he is quite clear but there are other times when he is vague and 

mumbling and doesn’t make sense. In either case, these men have 

passed the retirement age. There is no shortage of information, no 

shortage of statistics to show that after the age of 65, that men ought to 

be promoted from actively running a corporation to maybe, Chairman 

of the Board, or maybe to an honorary postion. I would like to have 

seen Hoover moved up, sort of as an elder statesman with his advice 

and consultation available to the new Director, about 10 years ago. 

WILLIAMS: Jack, once again I am inly our debt. Are you going to keep 

this crusade up? 

ANDERSON: I don’t know that it’s a crusade. I just felt that Hoover 

ought to be investigated before he retired. We have done that. If we 

find anything really interesting we will write about it. 

WILLIAMS: I appreciate it and thank you very much. If you need me let 

me know. 

ANDERSON: It was good to talk to you again. 
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The September 2—1971, issue of the ’Washington Post” carries 
an article by columnist JackTinderson alleging that the Bureau has "let down 
the rest of the anti-Mafia^teamTbylnoFcooperating fully with the Departmental^ 
Strike Forces assigned to fight organized crime throughout the United States. (N 

(v- 
The complaint, of course, is one that has been voiced on a number i 

] of occasions before by outsiders not familiar with the arrangement approved 
..by the Attorney General wherein our offices work with the various Strike Forces 
^through a liaison system rather than by assigning large groups of Agents ^ 
j[directly to the Forces themselves. Anderson’s statement, therefore, that we r 

* Shave only one Agent assigned to the New York City unit and none to Detroit \, 
• (overlooks the fact that we have more than 230 Agents handling organized crimes, 
i jjmatters in those two areas and all are working in close conjunction with the ^ 
(^Departmental groups. gf 

s£i 
ujl 

A typical example of our relations with these Strike Forces 
i occurred during the Michigan gambling raids of May, 1971, which were '* < 
\ supervised from their inception by the Special Agent in Charge of our Detroit jg! 
j office while the Task Force representatives handled such legal aspects as the cS| 
(preparation of search warrants, arrest warrants, affidavits, and the like. AlP1 
Hold, some 150 persons were apprehended during the course of the raids, includ 

■( ing 16 members of the Detroit Police Department accused of having taken 
bribes from the underworld. 

k * 'NOT RECORDED 
Such raids support the general Bureau positidMfjgfrwg d'<9/ftot have 
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'responsibilities and still assign men full-time to each Striiif^oreer Instead, 
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Memorandum to Mr. Gale 
Re: Bureau Cooperation with Departmental 

Strike Forces, Information Concerning 

|16 cities having Strike Forces to serve in a liaison capacity between the 
fDepartmental attorneys and our investigative personnel. As a result of this 
fiiaison, goals are set, targets designated, and priorities established to insure 
|;that the Government's drive against organized crime is fully effective. 

f Last fiscal year saw FBI convictions hit an all-time high in the 
| organized crime field (an increase of 170 over the previous year's total of 
\ 461), with more than 1,900 other hoodlum subjects in various stages of 
j prosecution as the year drew to a close. A large number of these were 
\ accounted for in cities having Strike Forces and were a direct result of the 
| close cooperation between these Forces and our field offices. 

» Among those arrested or convicted during Fiscal Year 1971 were 
\ the heads of seven La Cosa Nostra "families, " including the heads of three 

* of the five in New York City, where Anderson charges the FBI has been 
|particularly remiss in fulfilling its obligations. 

In addition, information originally developed by the Bureau and 
l disseminated to other Federal, state, and local agencies last year enabled the 

. recipient agencies to make more than 3,700 arrests--including many of the 
I narcotics variety. This refutes Anderson’s closing statement that the Bureau 
| provides only "marginal help" in the nationwide crack down now being 
1 conducted on drug offenders obtaining supplies from the organized underworld. 

RE COMMENDATION: 

For information. A copy of Anderson's article is enclosed 
herewith. 
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My purpose In writing is to set the record 
straight -concerning two of Jack Anderson's mere recent 
columns--both published in The Y/achingfcon Post--which 

and unfairly belittle and derogate personnel of the ■ 
!■ HI. I limit this letter to two of Anderson's recent columns 
because there is not enough stationery at oar Headquarters 

are then enough hours in the workweek, to issue public 
denials of all the misinformation which this purveyor of 
fiction has written regarding the FBI. 

The two columns to which I direst your 
attention were published in The Washington Post on 
August 13 and September 2, 1G71. The former makes, 
the completely false and baseless allegation that disci- 
pit.nry action was taken against the FBI-Agent whose 
very skillful, decisive, and proper action in New York 
lest July brought a successful end to an airplane hijacking. 
As v matter of fact, not only was this Agent not disciplined, 
bat.. • • . I . . .. personally commended him and also 
gave him a meritorious cash award .Cor his outstanding 
performaiice:of‘d^ytimtius case. In addition, he has also 
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i om./'b. 
I ^ rsL*.\t * P KO p 
§■? Kb' 

i?W 
I § $ s I j co 5s Si 

I s -y s-. 

Millivnn_ 
••inhr .._* 

_L_ 
• v'-'iuin. CSi. 

Tuvui-^ ...7. 

Walters . - ,< 

boyars_$L_ I. ( 

Tele. Uonja —f_ 

flnlmes_ 

1 - Mr. Tolson 
1 - Mr. Mohr (r^fr 
1 - Mr. Sullivan • 

1 - Mr. Bishop (detchd) 
1 - Mr. Gale p q 

.. ... \ m 

1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. Dalbey 

NOTE: Copy of letter sent to Attorney General by separate memo Z 
of 9-7-71. u* A / , 

G ,'GWG:pwmcb (10) 
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Mrs. Katharine Graham 

The September 2nd column irresponsibly 
charges the FBI with fr.illag to cooperate with the Justice 

Scat’s Strike Forces m the id-d 
crime. Again, contrary to the Mss picture which Anderson 
v/ouM print, f*:e FBI., with the rpprwal of the Attorney Genera 
has resigned liaison Agents to tho Strilre Forces in lire field 
»nd at Headquarters and uses many hundreds of Agents to CA. *.*. t 

combat organised crime and develop cases which are 
prosecuted by the strike Forces. ' 

To exomplKy both the genuine nature and 
the high caliber of this cooperation, lot mo cite tho gamblir 
raids which our Agents carried out, with Departmental 
Task Toroo support and assistance, in Michigan last May. 
Thsss resulted in tho arrest of more than ICO persons by 
FBI personnel equipped with search warrants, affidavits, 
and warrants of arrest, prepared in close conjunction with 
Task Force attorneys. 

■b 

This workable, effective, cooperative 
relationship has contributed to a growing record of 
accomplishments against organised crime across the country. 
During tho 1971 fiscal year, for example, an all-time high 
331 Federal convictions oi organized crime figures were 
recorded in FBI Furthermore, as.the fiscal year 
ended, FBI organized crime cases involving moro than 1,800 

leaders, were other persons, including six national 
in various stages of prosecution. 

rOi 
kJ.-V.luiu 



^5 ' « • 

furs. r“afc!nrino Graham 

In addition, information originally developed 
by the FBI and dlcnaxrdtftfcod to local, t.date, and chic? Federal 
alterities onaldcd the recipient agencies to :r,e/*o .erera than 

C V lvA »•* vtj «?-«A,* X*’*,, j_ j > ■**■,'••».•■: ! v l“*'* VA JF.-AwAv' i *.i J U, . * v t A 

fiscal year, Many o£ these arrests involved mru-dies clones,, 
meet serious area of tho crime problem to v/Llch Andorsca 

*1/ assorts this Bureau Ins boon insensitive* 
C V | 

Cia.ao Anderson’s false otatsmorio regarding 
taoca matters v/oro published in your newspaper, I am 
confident tint you will share my view that your readers are 
entitled also to sea this factual refutation and statement ox 
truth. 

Sincerely yours, 

li ’" vt'tM*ir-> vi:r""r:;v'~ 
,!Jr Ki‘iM «•"«'•;•:•••{ 
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rJrr FIRST WINNING AND DEVELOPMENT DISTI 

MODEL RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

401 First Ave.N.E., Watertown, S.D. 57201 Phone:(605)886-7224 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 13 UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 11-03-2007 EY 60324 sue ■/rs/lsg 

frennan, C.D- 
Mr. all ah an- 

Mr. Casper . 

Mr. Conrad . 
Mr. Dalbey . 

Mr. Gale — 

Mr. Ponder . 

August 31, ] 

Mr. Rosen — 

Mr. Tavel- 

Mr. Walters _ 

Mr. Soyars — 

Tele. Room _ 

Miss Holmes . 

Miss Gandy _ 

-b6 

”b7C 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
United States Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

Dear Mr. Hoover: €, £ ~/^/l (/&. 

In regards to your letter of August 26, 1971, you were correct in 
your assumption that I was unaware of the letter sent to you by 

landr Ion our official stationery. Their comments 
in their letter to you of August 23, 1971, are personal opinions and 

“ do not reflect a policy position of the ten counties or 68 cities con- 
I tained in the First District; nor do they represent an official position 
* by the First District staff. Their letter does illustrate a rather 
appalling lack of mature judgment in their use of official stationery 
in their personal disagreements with public officials. 

Both of these gentlemen are new to government, and I hope they will 
\ learn from this experience. | jof the district, I feel it is my 
’ responsibility to apologize to you tor the use of our official stationery 
in this matter. 



* * 

August 24, 1971 
ILL 1MF01M1U0H COMIMHE.O 

HEBEIN IS OTCLES5IFIED 
BATE 07-03-2007 B'f i0324 me b£ 

PERSONAL 
fra/lsg 

Dear Mr. Speaker: 

Usually I do not waste time denying the many 
inaccurate and completely false statements made by the 
leading jackal of columnists, JaclrAnderson, but I did 
note in his column for August 21, 19*?T, an excerpt which 
I am enclosing with this letter, in which he states that the 
FBI has been keeping tabs on your private life. He further 
states that agents of this Bureau have checked out all of 
the references made to you although you were not the subject 
of an FBI investigation, and he further alleges that the G-men 
are quietly running down rumors about your personal life. 

xS 

Characteristic of this jackal, none of the statements 
made about you and the FBI in this column has a scintilla of 
foundation. I wanted you to know this firsthand from me 
because many times individuals who may casually read 
Anderson’s column take for granted that he could not be 
such a malicious and vicious liar and misinterpret the facts 
as he characteristically does. 

With expressions of my best wishes and highest 
esteem, lam 

Sincerely, 

is 

I. 

Enclosure 
l' 8 

Honorable Catf&K*ert 
The Speaker *>f the 

House of R^pre Sentatiwes 
ashington, ' £). C. 

JEH:RM (3) SEP 7 19; 1 
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Excerpt from Jack Anderson’s Column, 
The Washington Post Times Herald, 

August 21, 1971 

"FBI Snooping - The FBI has been keeping tabs 
on the private life of Speaker Carl Albert. We 
have reported in past columns that Albert's name 
was picked up by the FBI bug planted in lobbyist 
Fred Black's hotel suite. Agents checked out all 
the references made to Albert, although he wasn't 
the subject of the FBI investigation. Now G-men 
are quietly running down rumors about the Speaker' 
personal life." 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

tlLKc,Irl J§jjt lifymmmsir IILI/ 

DATE 07-Q3-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/rs/lsfl 
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ughes and His Hired Hands 
By Jack Anderson 

LAS VEGAS—From his 
penthouse hermitage, Howard 
Hughes used to issue orders to 

public officials as if they were 
hired hands* 

We have obtained copies of 
the secret, scribbled instruc¬ 
tions he handed down to his 
Nevada foreman, Robert Maheu. 

For four years, the nation’s 
richest man lived as a recluse 
in a clinically sealed pent¬ 
house above Las Vegas* neon 
glitter. He grew a long white 
beard and acquired a multi- 
million-dollar collection of gam¬ 
bling casinos and silver mines. 

To ramrod this dazzling em¬ 
pire, he hired Maheu, an ex- 
FBI agent, who had been oper¬ 
ating a private Missions Im¬ 
possible agency in Washing¬ 
ton, D.C, 

Not even Maheu ever saw 
the elusive Hughes, who kept 
out of sight in his neon-lit lair 
surrounded only by six male 
nursemaid-bodyguards. Maheu 
got all his orders by telephone 
or in writing. 

Now Hughes has disap¬ 
peared from Nevada as myste¬ 
riously as his dark-of-night ar¬ 
rival four years earlier. But 
his hand-written memos to 
Maheu remain behind under 
court seal. 

These memos indicate that 
Paul Laxalt, while governor of 
Nevada, was deeply involved 
in helping Hughes acquire 
some of the state’s most glam¬ 
orous gambling places, jSyefl, 
the head of the FBI in Las 

Vegas. Harold “Red” Camn.- 
belT wag"pressecTinto assisting 
JHttBKSS' WlthTilS 'kcquisliionr 
-- “ 

Nevada’s two senators, Alan 
Bible and Howard Cannon, 
were reported in the memos to 
be running interference for 
Hughes in Washington. 

When the Justice Depart¬ 
ment threatened to go to court 
to block Hughes from amass¬ 
ing more casinos, Maheu re¬ 
ported to the penthouse that 
“many friends in Washington” 
had intervened. Among them, 
he said, was Senate Judiciary 
Committee Chairman James 
Eastland (D.-Miss.). 

In 1968, Hughes tried unsuc¬ 
cessfully to take over Harrah’s 
famous gambling emporiums 
at Reno and Lake Tahoe.. He 
scribbled impatient instruc¬ 
tions to Maheu. 

“I feel,” Hughes wrote, “the 
Gov. should point out to Har- 
rah the obvious unfairness in 
encouraging us for six months 
to believe the price will be 
based upon the general for¬ 
mula I spelled out and then a 
complete reversal of his posi¬ 
tion and a demand that we 
pay for the Tahoe Club alone 
the identical price he had 
been quoting for the two clubs 
combined in one package. 

“I feel the Gov. ought to ex¬ 
plain to Harrah that you don’t 
treat friends in this way. Let’s 
have the Gov. working on this.” 

It was Hughes’ attempt to buy 
the Stardust in Las Vegas, 
however, that finally got him 
into trouble with the Justice 

Department’s antitrust divi¬ 
sion in 1968. 

Yet he wrote Maheu: “I feel 
that since the Governor . . . 
(has) gone out on -a limb to 
sponsor this deah, we are obli¬ 
gated to go thru with it. And 
that goes even tho Laxalt may 
say we are free to do as we 
wish. ... We must close the 
transaction.” 

But later, Hughes appar¬ 
ently wavered in his thinking. 
He wrote Maheu on March 14, 
1968: “Are you sure that we 
should go ahead with this deal 
instead of taking this opportu¬ 
nity to offer .the Gov. a com¬ 
promise which will place him 
in debt to us for a long time to 
come?” 

Hughes was also getting some 
static over his acquisitions 
from George Dickerson, then 
a member of the Nevada Gam¬ 
ing Commission. For the bil¬ 
lionaire was dickering not 
only to take over the Stardust 
but the Silver Slipper and Sil¬ 
ver Nugget casinos as well. 

“Bob,”_ Hughes instructed 
Mafieu/ ^ approve 
flgjMg h mmn 
you^nJDffl^&SJTfe 
vada Ti5a!cnor'ifie| J*L , x _r_.ir 
you prearrange with "the above 
lfSa3MbP THe t"JjFin at :ne wnf 

capsel' 

.crimingm Element now 
fathering there.” 

Paul Laxalt, who retired 
from the governorship this year 
to return to private law prac¬ 
tice, told us he had merely 
made appointments to help 
Hughes build up his Nevada 
empire. 

“We thought heavy Hughes 
involvement in Nevada was 
healthy,” Laxalt explained. He 
said he had turned down over¬ 
tures from Hughes to'join his 
organization. “I gave * him a 
hand-written memo indicating 
I couldn't join him,” Laxalt 
said. He acknowledged, how¬ 
ever, that he does some con¬ 
sulting work for the Hughes 
interests. 

Hamid Campbell. the_Local 
FBI head— refus£d..to return 
our calls. 

Footnote: after. the Justice 
Department threatened to file 
a lawsuit to stop Hughes from 
purchasing the Stardust, 
Maheu reported to Hughes on 
June 28, 1968: 

“Howard Cannon called me 
this afternoon to inform that 
he and Sen. Bible have been 
told all day long—by fellow 
senators—that they can de¬ 
pend on full support and as¬ 
sistance in sustaining their po¬ 
sition that we obtain the Star- 
ust. 
“In the meantime, I’ve been 

in constant touch with George 
Franklin (then Las Vegas dis- ' 
trict attorney) and Gov. Lax¬ 
alt, and they are both ready to 
challenge the Department sin¬ 
gle-handedly.” 

m 

) 1971, Bell-McClure Syndicate, Inc. 
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Bum 
5005% 

September t; 

Tolson_ 
Felt_ 
Sullivan _ 
Mohr_ 
Bishop_ 
Brennan, C.D. 
Callahan_ 
Casper_ 
Conrad _, 
Dalbey _l J. 
Gale-- \A 
Ponder \jf_ 

Dear|_| 

In reply to your letter of September 3rd asking if the 
. FBI-is controlled by the "Mafia,c’ I can assure you that this is abso¬ 
lutely untrue. As a matter of fact, during the 1971 fiscal year, an 
all-time high 631 Federal convictions of organised crime figures 
were recorded in FBI cases. As the fiscal year ended, FBI organised 
crime cases involving more than 1,900 other persons, including sin 
national Syndicate leaders, were in various stages of prosecution. 
This should make it obvious that organized crime considers the FBI 
as Its worst enemy. 

With regard to the article by Jack Anderson which you 
enclosed, I have followed a uniform policy of not dignifying with any 
comment the lies concerning the FBI which Anderson has included in 
his columns. I certainly do not think that you can force a person of 
Anderson’s ilk to ever admit his errors and I see no need to waste my 
time in such an endeavor. < 

MAILER a 

SEP-81971 

lincerely yours, 
l. Edgar Hoover 

NOTE: No record of correspondent in Bufiles. 

GEMrhmp 0) 
n-A j 

[, r>l> 
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9/3/71 

Dear Mr0 Hoover: 

Why does this condition exist??? 

V Mr. Brennan, C.D 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Conrad 
Mr. Dalbe 
Mr. Gale 
Mr. Pond^ 
Mr. Rosen 
Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Walters 
Mr. Soyars _ 
Tele. Room . 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy . 

Does The Mafia control the F.B.I* as 
well as most crime commited in th_s country. 

I would appreciate an answer from you. 



Mr. Tolson- 
Mr. Felt- 

Mr. Sullivan_ 

Mr. Mohr_ 
Mr. Bishop.— 
Mr.BrennanCD, 

Mr. Callahan— 

Mr. Casper- 

Mr. Conrad- 

Mr. Dalbey- 

Mr. Gale_ 

Mr. Ponder- 
Mr. Rosen_ 

Mr. Tavel_ 

Mr. Walters— 

Mr. Soyars- 

Tele. Room..- 
Mias Holmes— 

Miss Gandy- 
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.Tack Anderson 

FBI Spurns 
Mafia Foes 

WASHINGTON - The FBI has plenty: 
j) of agents to search for stolen cars, infil-'; * 
| trate anti-war rallies, keep files on con- ; ’ 

gressmen and polish J. Edgar Hoover’s 
image. But it has assigned only four , J 
to the Justice Department’s vital, 17-city 
drive, against the Mafia. ' , 

The campaign against the centipede 
crime syndicate is spearheaded by strike 
forces in each city. These are run by 
tough, young Justice Department 
lawyers, who have 228 federal agents 
from various law enforcement agencies 
working under them. 

The confidential strike force rosters 
| show how badly the FBI has let down 

j the rest of the anti-Mafia team. Only 
j four of the 228 federal agents come 
| J from the FBI. The rest are Treasury, 
* . narcotics, postal and securities agents." 
j Apologists for the FBI insist that its 
;! agents help out the strike forces without 
i direct assignments, that the FBI con- 
\ 1 ducts its own separate Mafia investiga- 
* ■ lions. This is partly true,. but other 
*» agencies have contributed full-time 

lawmen to a unified drive against 
organized crime. ‘: 1 * 

1 In New York City, corporate head: 
quarters of the Cosa Nostra, 27 agents 

\ are fighting organized crime under the 
^ Justice Department lawyers. The FBI 

u has contributed onemrian. . L 

On the West Coast, a hotbed of Mafia ; I 
activity, 33 federal agents' are working,-;.- 
for strike forces in San Francisco and:* 
Los Angeles. Not one of them is :an * *; 
FBI man. ■ ! * :;. 

The FBI has,assigned one man each 
to the strike forces in Chicago, Pit: * I ' 
tsburgh and Boston. But not a single! *? 
FBI agent serves on the strike forces' =' \ 
in Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Kansas'; ^ 

* i- City, Miami, New Orleans, Philadelphia : - 7 
< and St. Louis. ' -: \ 

i Footnote: Drug addicts, who must \I \ 
i steal to feed their habit, have caused I; { 
i j the alarming increase in unorganized; - 

1 crime. And the Mafia is the brains * S 
t behind most organized crime. Yet the ; * ( 

^ nation’s foremost law enforcement agen- ! - 
- cy, the 7,800-man FBI, turned down ex- *; 
t. President Lyndon Johnson’s appeal to ; 
' . help crack down on the illicit drug traf-i -T 
I [ fic and provides only marginal help in 1; 
- 'h the drive against the Mafia. ' It ^ 
_Jgr* . - ^r~ 

“—*~-*~-r* ^ur^nwiiLsmauC^L 

ewcLosuRr 9 OJ3 - /^3 
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5s53 PM URGENT 8/7/71 MJH 

TO DIRECTOR 

FROM LAS VEGAS (80-77) 7P 

JACK A HD ER SON , WASHINGTON, D 

Mi INFGBM&TION CGMTMHED 
rIEF;EIII IS 0ITCI-S3IFIEI 

DATE 07-03-2007 EXlIllfei auc baw/rs/lsg 

C. COLUMNIST; INFO 

Mr. Tolson ..j, | 
Mr. Felt__ 
Mr. Sullivan_ 
Mr. Mohrl.__ 
Mr. Bishop_ 
Mr. B rerai anCD,— 
Mr. Callahan_ 
Mr. Casper . 
Mr. Conrad^-. 
Mr. Dalbevf-^ 
Mr. Gale..lk_— 
Mr. PondgyL-,-l 

Mr. Rosen- 
Mr. Tavel- 
Mr. Walters — 
Mr. 'Soyars-. 
Tele. Room-. 
Miss Holmes-- 
Miss Gandy-. 

w 

CONCERNING . 

REMYTEL AUGUST THREE LAST, INDICATING SECRETARY OF 

JACK ANDERSON HAD CALLED FROM WASHINGTON, D. C. IN SAC’S 

ABSENCE, IT WAS INDICATED ANDERSON DID NOT DESIRE TO CONVERSE 

WITH ANY OTHER REPRESENTATIVE AND HIS SECRETARY REQUESTED THAT 

SAC, LAS VEGAS, CALL ANDERSON AT WASHINGTON, D. C. NUMBER . Jd/ 

RETEL STATED ANDERSON’S CALL NOT BE^T ItRNED . . ^ 

THE "NEVADA STATE JOURNAL”, RENO , NEVADA, TS'DAt , 

CARRIED JACK ANDERSON’S "MERRY-GO-ROUND" COLUMN, CAPTIONED, 

"HUGHES TRIED TO RULE NEVADA OFFICIALS; HE WANTED TO PLACE 

LAXALT IN HIS DEBT". BASIC THEME OF THE ARTICLE IS THAT 

HOWARD HUGHES''EXERTED INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC OFFICIALS AT ALL 

2© MJG 42 1971 

END PAGE ONE 

: ;■ v. u iv./ l; ij .. ^4 II 
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LV 80-77 

PAGE TWO 

LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT IN HIS OWN BEST INTERESTS. ANDERSON 

STATES HE OBTAINED COPIES OF SECRET, SCRIBBLED INSTRUCTIONS. 

HUGHES HANDED DOWN TO HIS "NEVADA FOREMAN, ROBERT MAHEU" • 

HE DESCRIBED MAHEU AS AN EX-FBI AGENT WHO HAD OPERATED A 

PRIVATE "MISSION IMPOSSIBLE" AGENCY IN WASHINGTON, D. C., AND 

CITED ONE OF MAHEU'S SECRET MISSIONS AS AN ASSASSINATION PLOT 

TO GUN DOWN OR POISON FIDEL CASTRO. COPY OF ARTICLE BEING 

MAILED SEPARATELY TO BUREAU UNDER THIS CAPTION. 

UNDER THE SUB-CAPTION ENTITLED, "GOVERNOR’S ROLE", 

ONE OF THE COMMENTS IS "EVEN THE HEAD OF THE FBI IN LAS VEGAS, 

HAROLD (RED) CAMPBELL, WAS PRESSED INTO ASSISTING HUGHES WITH HIS 

ACQUISITIONS, ACCORDING TO THE MEMOS". 

UNDER ANOTHER SUB-CAPTION ENTITLED, "G-MAN IMPLICATED", 

IT IS STATED THAT HUGHES WAS HAVING DIFFICULTY IN HIS ATTEMPTED 

ACQUISITIONS OF THE STARDUST AND SILVER SLIPPER CASINOS WITH 

GEORGE DICKERSON, WHO WAS AT THAT TIME A MEMBER OF THE NEVADA 

GAMING COMMISSION. ANDERSON QUOTED A NOTE FROM HUGHES TO 

END PAGE TWO 
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PAGE THREE 

MAHEU AS FOLLOWS, "BOB, I APPROVE HEARTILY OF ARRANGING A 

MEETING BETWEEN YOU AMD DICKERSON AND THE NEVADA HEAD OF THE 

FBI. I URGE YOU TO PRE-ARRANGE WITH THE ABOVE HEAD OF THE 

FBI THAT HE WILL EXPLAIN TO DICKERSON THE URGENCY OF OUR BUYING 

OUT THE STARDUST AND SLIPPER OPERATING GROUPS". AFTER SOME 

QUOTES FROM FORMER GOVERNOR PAUL LAXALT, THIS PORTION OF 

ANDERSON’S ARTICLE CONCLUDES WITH THE PARAGRAPH, "HAROLD 

CAMPBELL, THE LOCAL FBI HEAD, REFUSED TO RETURN OUR CALLS". 

ANDERSON’S COMMENTS CONCERNING ME ARE COMPLETELY FALSE. 

ELEMENTARY ANALYSIS OF HIS CHARGES CLEARLY INDICATE NOT ONLY 

COMPLETE FALSEHOOD, BUT IMPOSSIBLILITY OF BEING TRUE. 

I REPORTED FOR DUTY AT LAS VEGAS MAY ELEVEN SIXTYEIGHT . 

NEGOTIONS FOR ACQUISITION BY HOWARD HUGHES OF THE STARDUST AND 

SILVER SLIPPER CASINOS BEGAN IN NINETEEN SIXTY-SEVEN. FINAL 

LICENSING APPROVALS BY STATE AND COUNTY OFFICIALS ON BOTH 

ACQUISITIONS OCCURRED IN APRIL, SIXTY-EIGHT. HUGHES BEGAN 

ACTUAL OPERATION OF THE SILVER SLIPPER ON MAY ONE SIXTY-EIGHT, 

AND AS OF THAT DATE, NEGOTIONS AND LICENSING HAVING BEEN 

END PAGE THREE 
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PAGE FOUR 

COMPLETELY FINALIZED, HIS OPERATION OF THE STARDUST WAS ONLY 

PENDING EXPIRATION OF THE THEN CURRENT LEASE AS OF JUNE 

THIRTY SIXTY-EIGHT. 

ON JUNE TWENTY-SEVEN, SIXTY-EIGHT, SAC, LAS VEGAS, WAS 

CONFIDENTIALLY ADVISED BY THE U .S . ATTORNEY, NEVADA, THAT 

THE ANTI-TRUST DIVISION OF THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT HAD SOUGHT 

INJUNCTIONS AGAINST HUGHES’ TAKE-OVER OF THE STARDUST UNDER 

PROVISIONS OF THE SHERMAN ANTI-TRUST ACT. FOLLOWING AGREEMENTS 

BETWEEN HUGHES’ COUNSEL AND JUSTICE DEPARTMENT ATTORNEYS TO 

DEFER THE TAKE-OVER, HOWARD HUGHES ANNOUNCED ON AUGUST SIXTEEN 

SIXTY-EIGHT, CANCELLATION OF THE STARDUST PURCHASE, GIVING NO 

REASON FOR SAME. THE FBI WAS TO MY KNOWLEDGE AT NO TIME IN ANY 

WAY INVOLVED OR CONSULTED. IN EITHER THE STARDUST OR SILVER SLIPPER 

ACQUISITIONS AND MY ONLY KNOWLEDGE OF SAME WAS, OF COURSE, 

AFTER NEGOTIATIONS WERE COMPLETED AND BASED SOLELY UPON INFORMATION 

FROM OUR SOURCES AND WHAT APPEARED IN THE NEWS MEDIA. IT WILL 

BE RECALLED THAT THE STARDUST WAS PRINCIPALLY OWNED BY M. B. 

DALITZ, WELL-KNOWN HOODLUM, WHO LATER SOLD THE HOTEL TO THE 

END PAGE FOUR 
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PAGE FIVE 

PARVIN-DOHRMANN CORPORATION (NOW RECRION), IN EARLY NINETEEN 

SIXTY-NINE. 

I HAVE DEALT WITH MAHEU ON A MOST CIRCUMSPECT BASIS 

AT ALL TIMES. I DID NOT ACTUALLY MEET OR PERSONALLY CONFER 

WITH HIM FOLLOWING MY ARRIVAL IN LAS VEGAS UNTIL THE FALL 

OF NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT. I HAVE HAD ONLY OFFICIAL DISCUSSIONS 

WITH HIM AND THOSE HAVE BEEN LIMITED TO FOUR OCCASIONS, ALL 

OF WHICH ARE COMPLETELY RECORDED IN APPROPRIATE FILES. I 

HAVE HAD NO SOCIAL CONTACT WITH MAHEU • AT NO TIME DURING MY 

TENURE AT LAS VEGAS HAS MAHEU OR ANY OTHER REPRESENTATIVE OF 

HOWARD HUGHES EVER REQUESTED ANY FORM OF OFFICIAL INTERVENTION 

CR PERSONAL FAVOR. IT IS WELL-KNOWN IN THE STATE OF NEVADA 

THAT I HAVE AT NO TIME, ENGAGED IN OR PERMITTED ANY ACTIVITY 

BY ANY PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO LAS VEGAS, WHICH HAS NOT BEEN 

STRICTLY WITHIN OUR INVESTIGATIVE JURISDICTION. 

REGARDING GEORGE DICKERSON, I HAVE NEVER MET WITH 

HIM OFFICIALLY NOR WAS I EVER REQUESTED TO DO SO. HE RESIGNED 

FROM THE NEVADA GAMING COMMISSION IN THE LATE SUMMER OF 

END PAGE FIVE 
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PAGE SIX 

NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT. MY ONLY CONTACT WITH HIM WAS IN JULY, 

SIXTY-EIGHT, WHEN HE CAME BY THE OFFICE WITH THE CHAIRMAN 

AND LEGAL COUNSEL OF THE NEVADA GAMING CONTROL BOARD TO 

PAY HIS RESPECTS, AT WHICH TIME I JOINED THEM FOR LUNCH. NO 

DISCUSSION OF AN OFFICIAL NATURE WAS HAD ON THAT DATE, INCLUD¬ 

ING ANY DISCUSSION WHATSOEVER CONCERNING THE HUGHES’ OPERATION. 

AS THE BUREAU IS AWARE, I AT ALL TIMES, DEALT 

CIRCUMSPECTLY WITH PAUL LAXALT WHILE HE WAS GOVERNOR AND I 

HAVE HAD NO CONTACT WITH HIM SINCE HE LEFT OFFICE. 

FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE BUREAU, JACK ANDERSON WAS 

IN LAS VEGAS APPROXIMATELY TEN DAYS AGO. I " 

CONFIDENTIALLY ADVISED ON AUGUST SIX, LAST, THAT ANDERSON 

CONFERRED WITH HIS LONG-TIME FRIEND AND ASSOCIATE, HANK 

GREENSPUN, PUBLISHER AND EDITOR OF THE "LAS VEGAS SUN", AND 

WITH ROBERT MAHEU, DURING THIS VISIT. SOURCE STATED 

ANDERSON WOULD RUN A SERIES OF ARTICLES ON THE HUGHES—MAHEU 

SITUATION WHICH WOULD BE UNFAVORABLE TO HUGHES AND THE 

END PAGE SIX 
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CURRENT FACTION CONTROLLING HIS NEVADA OPERATIONS. IN CONVERSATION 

WITH ANDERSON FOLLOWING ANDERSONS MEETING WITH GREENSPUN AND 

MAHEU, ANDERSON INQUIRED OF SOURCE RE NAME OF "HEAD OF FBI IN LAS 

VEGAS". AT THAT TI|$ SOURCE FURNISHED ANDERSON NAME OF HAROLD 

CAMPBELL AND STATED CLOSE FRIENDS CALLED HIM BY NICKNAME "RED”. 

I b7D 

INSTANT ARTICLE IS THE SECOND TO BE PUBLISHED IN NEVADA, THE 

FIRST BEING PUBLISHED ON AUGUST SIX, LAST, AND HAVING TO DO WITH 

HUGHES’ POLITICAL MOVES IN THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN OF 

NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT. THIS ARTICLE REPORTED LARGE CONTRIBUTIONS 

FROM HOWARD HUGHES TO PRESIDENT NIXON AS WELL AS A SMALLER 

CONTRIBUTION TO HUBERT HUMPHREY. THE ARTICLE REPORTED IT WAS 

THE ULTIMATE DESIRE OF HUGHES TO BACK LAXALT FOR PRESIDENT, 

POSSIBLE IN NINETEEN SEVENTY-TWO. 

THE BUREAU WILL BE ADVISED OF ANY FURTHER PERTINENT 

DISCLOSURES OR ALLEGATIONS. 

END 

WA...JDR 

FBI WASH DC 

(LR CC; Mr. Bishop- 



September 17, 1971 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WILL R. WILSON 

Pursuant to our conversation this morning, I am 

enclosing a copy of a Letter to the Editor which appeared in 
t 

The Washington Post this morning. 

Sincerely yours, 

ITflfll 1M0VER 

• X 
• r 
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FBI Director on Tivo Anderson Columns 
.",>1^* My purpose in writing is to set the record the high caliber of this cooperation, let me | 

;; •• • • Ui straight concerning two of Jack Anderson’s Y cite the gambling raids which our agents car- f 
* :'H ll ^ more recent columns—both published in & ried out, with departmental’ task force sup-1 ; 

WY : f?The Washington Post—which falsely and un- 'f port and assistance, In Michigan last May jV/ 
Y i: fairly belittle and derogate personnel of the 4 these resulted in the arrest of more than 150.$ 

^ r-||vFBL I limit this letter to two of Anderson’s; ^‘persons by FBI personnel equipped . with £ 
recent columns because there is not enough ^search warrants, affidavits, and warrants of | 
stationery at our headquarters, nor are ijVarrest, prepared in close conjunction with | 
there enough, hours in the workweek, to*;^ task force attorneys. 

Y; \..g /{■ ■ issue public denials of all the misinforma- A; This workable, effective, cooperative rela- fk 
tion which this purveyor of fiction hhs writ- ^ tionship has contributed to a, growing rec-\| 

■ f-T. I ■ A- ’ 

■ ■ :: ■ j t'j-. 

;-v \‘ *Vi. • 

§;ten regarding the FBI. ord of accomplishments against organized 
£**' The two columns to which I direct your at- £ crime across the country. During the 1971;$ 

„aj__ : — mu* 'J’ __.11 1 i, ■- - % 
• • .#<• tention were published in The Washington fiscal year, for example, an all-time high 631 

• §..Post on Aug. 18 and Sept. 2. The former federal convictions of organized crime fig- ? 
? makes the completely false and baseless alle-Yj- ures were recorded in FBI cases. Further-J 
^ gation that disciplinary action was taken Y; more, as the fiscal year ended, FBI organ- 

against the FBI agent whose very skillful, ->«} ized crime cases involving more than 1,900 Y ^ 
j; ?; decisive, and proper action in New.York last Jvother persons, including six national syndi- £ ; 

J j;; July brought a successful end to an airplane. V? cate leaders, were in various stages of prose- .5 
; 'Y '.if hijacking. As a matter of fact, not only was >1 cution. • f 

• ||v this agent not disciplined, but I personally V;, In addition, information originally deveM 
V- . • — AVM MA/IM /I Ui tvi n n/1 nlnn U 4 w* n mnwi^A ‘ ama/1 U.. lU . T^T> T * _ J J! *** J X _ 1_1 ;; ^ commended him and also gave him a merito-' ^oped by the FBI and disseminated to local | 

u rious cash award for his outstanding per-,*• state and other federal authorities enabled ? 
gformance of duty in this case. In addition, ,Y the recipient agencies to make more than | 
5 he has also been selected for an assignment3,700 arrests in the organized crime field * 
^.'involving additional responsibility. ^during the 1971 fiscal year. Many of these I 

; The Sept. 2 column irresponsibly charges ^; arrests involved narcotics charges, a most^f 
^ |v,the FBI with failing to cooperate with the #5 serious area • of the crime problem to which $ 

^Justice Department’s strike forces in the ^ Ahderson falsely asserts this bureau has| 
• ? fefight against organized, crime. Again, con- 
.V.j^.trary to the false picture which Anderson ’ 

% would paint, the FBI, with the approval of j:ing these matters were published in your I. 
> | fhe Attorney General, has assigned liaison;(^newspaper, I am confident that you willv| 

%■}*&' agents to the strike forces in the field and ati® share my view that your readers are entitled f ; 
I headquarters and uses many hundreds of . also to see this factual refutation and state-4 
| agents to combat organized crime and de-i ;^?ment,of truths 
* ^-~ ^ “ '-— , ... * --- HOOVER, will ; 

Directory-Federal Bureau of Investifation. 

1 been insensitive. 
Since Anderson-s false statements regard-|j 
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subject: LETTER TO MRS. KATHARINE GRAHAM Gandy- 
PUBLISHER 
THE WASHINGTON POST, 9/7/71 

CONCERNING LIES IN JACK ANDERSON’S COLUMN 

The Director will recall that under date of 9/7/71 he sent 
a. letter to Mrs. Katharine Graham pointing out lies in two recent Jack 

<^Anderson columns which appeared in her paper. ’’The WashingtonTost'"' 
has printed the Director’s letter in its issue of September 17, 1971. In 
reading the letter as it appears in "The Washington Post, " it was noted by 
Bishop that the Post has made a typographical error in reproducing the 
letter. In the 4th paragraph, the sentence should read "...with Departmental 
Task Force support and assistance, in Michigan last May. These resulted in 
the arrest of ...." Instead, as printed in the Post, this statement is 
”... with departmental task force support and assistance. In Michigan last 
May these resulted in the arrest of .... ” 

-A 

On 9/17/71, Bishop telephoned Richard Harwood of "The 
Washington Post, ” who controls what appears in the "Letter to the Editor" 
column, and advised him that there was an error in the letter of Mr. Hoover 
reproduced in the Post. He was quite flabbergasted and expressed great 
dismay. He immediately'asked "Is the mistake ours?" Bishop informed 
him that the mistake was, indeed, that of "The Washington Post” and was 
another example of the inaccuracies which appear in this paper. He apologized 
for the mistake stating that it probably occurred in the composing room. 

RECOMMENDATION f 

For information 

1 - Mr. Mohr 
f 1 - Mr. Bishop 

1 - Mr. M. A. Jones 

TEB:jo.~ 
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vSL If' 
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I FBI Direct or on TivoiAnderson Colwmis^y 
■: Vi .Vi *- ■ kl‘ w.ki&i* ■l- T.V.'iV*T,.•, ‘'• ■ 

My purpose in writing is to set the record 
■ straight concerning two of Jack Anderson’s * 

more recent columns—both published in •; 
The Washington Post—which falsely and un- 

% fairly belittle and derogate personnel of the 
|FBI. I limit this letter to two of Anderson's 

• recent columns because there is not enough 
stationery at our headquarters,, nor arc 
there enough hours in the workweek, to ;j 
issue public denials of all the misinforma* 4 

;’,tion which this purveyor of fiction has 
{ten regarding the FBI. • 

The two columns to which I direct your at¬ 
tention were published in The Washin 

yV r:VV;. 

«V,ALL INFOEMMIOM CONTAINED 

. Walters __4- 

Soyars : L 
Tele, Room ^ 

Holmes__ 
Gandy 

Jagainst the FBI agent whose very skillful, 
••%. .•decisive, and proper action in New York last>■ y-si 

July brought a successful end to an airplane - .'V^i * V ^ ‘ \ l) ->- • , 
V’-VVVV-:-; hijacking. As a matter of fact, not only was . V.V] f’':’ y. ^5. ' 

;VV'V£ ’VV!; this asent not disciDlined. but I nersonallv 
The Washington Post A -7 .*• 

Times Herald_r\~ JL j ; 

• r • •**v *-**'-•*11*5 ov<u % nuamugiuii 

4;VViVVV-VVVV’Vv- V’V ’"V, \ The Sunday Star (Washington) 

”'v¥' V" V \l \ r- Daily News (New York)_ 

* -D *{X .V;r:-.:'ivV Sunday News (New York) 

.\ he has also been selected for an assignment V 
involving additional responsibility. 

5 The Sept. 2 column irresponsibly charges; 
"Jthe FBI with failing to cooperate with the 
justice Department’s strike forces in the 
fight against organized crime. Again, con- : 

;jtrary to the false picture which Anderson 
Iwould paint, the FBI, with the approval of 
5the Attorney General, has assigned liaison 
agents to the strike forces in the field and at 
headquarters and uses many hundreds of 
agents to combat organized crime and de¬ 

velop cases which are prosecuted by the • 
strike forces. 

. ^-T^oxemplify both the genuine3aT&ft'ihd^VV’.;'. 
-m—U. mk 1 "I i 1 ' 'Vi.ill • V 'J rV-*’ 

Sunday News (New York), 

New York Post. 

The New York1 Times 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

.y.v., The Wall Street Journal 

The National Observer „ 

People’s W’orld_ 

Date 
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if. ib£«^llilLC3?ib_eji_Q£A.tlI^cAQfi^M.tJoj]ivAcAJIie_ cite tlife gambling.raids which ourJagcgtsT?.^- 
- Itlpu o»t. with departmental' task* force suj> 

;; J-gOsC^sistanegt Jn Miciiigainpt "Ma y, 
f -these resulted in the arrest of more thali 150 

jpersons by FBI personnel equipped with 
A'' scarch warrants, affidavits, and warrants of ■ arrest, prepared in close conjunction with ,'?•task force attorneys. 

' w°rhablc, cffcctive.i cooperative rela¬ tionship has contributed to a growing rec¬ 
ord of accomplishments against organized 

aer°ss the country. During the 1971 
f?r.?xamPlc> an ail-time high 631 .federal convictions of organized crime fig- 

jures were recorded in FBI cases. Further- 
jmore, as the fiscal year ended, FBI organ-: 
nthonCnme cas<:s i,nvolvinS more than 1,900 
other persons, including six national syndi-v 

cutfonaderS' WCre in various sta2cs of prose- 
■ML1" addition, information originally dcvcI-J 
••• • siP^d byand disseminated to local'* 

UTZt ° ihcr fcd.craI authorities enabled V 
A* 3 700 ame! fancies to make more than - , 3,700 .anests in the organized crime field 

during the 1971 fiscal year. Many of these A 
£ $ serious aref^Ah^^05 charges- a most are? of thc crime Problem to which 

ass",s<■* >«- £g 

t ..f 
newspaper I am confident that you\vill 

. share my view that your readers arc entitled ’ 
iKSMT* ‘ac‘ual 

. IJ- EDGAR HOOVER^A 

“T“t1 -1 
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c? 1- 
Mr. Jack Anderson 
(Washington Columnist) 
c/o Columbus Ledger Enquirer 
12th Street 
Columbus, Georgia 31901 

Re: Ethical Journalism 

I 

Mr. Milfek £§ 
Mr. CaJIaf-u c 
Mr. cJbb 
Mr. Conrlb 7 C 
Mr. Da Hi 
Mr. Cleveland_ 

i Mr. Ponder_ 
(Mr. Ros^rs___ 

Mr. Tffitre*_ 
Mr. Waltej'Q__ 
Mr. Soyarsi_~ 
Tele. EooW ^ 
Miss 
Miss G&r&dfcf. ^ 

Dear Mr. Anderson: -- . - -• - ¥ 

For some years you have been a distinguished 
person and have earned money and fame by your 
articles. 

iHowever there is a definite stench in some 
things you do write at times which carries a 
ftemble odor of falsehood and xrorse the evil 
(motives of both the writer of the article and flc? 
the publisher and columnist who circulates them. v\ 

Tour consistant and repeated attacks on the 
eminent Director of Federal Bureau of Investigation 
are not only insulting to normal human intelligence ^ 
but also a disservice to the American public / \ 

including foolish people who buy the newspapers that < 
publish your filth. ■/ / 

Now listen fellow, I have no idea just how old you!/ 
are but I have a good hunch you should have more \ 
sense than you have demonstrated in the past. My x 
people came from Wales long before the Revolution, 
in fact one ancestor was a knight uri record around 
1200 A.D. in Wales, look it up some time. To pass p; 
his descendants came to xfhat is now Philadelphia are 
fought Indians and the French for a while before 
the big fight with England. Later on some of them 
in my own family fought each other during the Civil 
War. Fortunately they all survived and always" 4^ o 
respected the stand taken ftfoSjech. That is more 
than I can say for^gou.^®^^, @ @ p 

Again I x^arn you to clean up th^t rag column of If 
yours. It does smell to neaven._ 

:ere. 

§sp. m wm 

A^h6 T 
£>C 1 Cr Vk n n 

qj 1 m iseptic 

President Nixdm rfi iiQ- -M| 
Director J. Et Hoover-FBI . t. wymp “ 
Columbus-Enquirer for Publication^}'- 

r\0\ 
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I have received your letter of September 22nd, with 

enclosure, and greatly appreciate the interest which prompted you 

to write; however, I have no intention at this time of entering into 

further polemics with Jack Anderson. X firmly believe the record 

of this Bureau speaks for itself and needs no defending. 

Sincerely yours, 

j$B Edgag Hooves- 

NOTE: Bufiles contain no record of correspondent^/ 
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dear Mr. Hoover, 

Recently you published a letter in the 
Washington Post in which you categorically denied 
all the charges wtejLch had been leveled against you 
by columnist Jack^jaderson. I was extremely 
gratified at the-time that you took such action 
as the charges were of such a serious nature that 
they needed to be refuted. 

Mr. Tolson 

IMr, Miller, E.S. 
'Jdr. Callahan_ 
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Conrao 
Mr. Dalht 
Mr. Cleveland 

Mr. Ponder_ 
Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. Tavel__ 
Mr. Walters_ 
Mr. Soyars_ 
Tele. Room_ 
Miss Holmes _ 
Miss Gandy _ 

In today’s Washington lost however, Jack 
Anderson offered to substantiate all the charges 
listed before a Congressional subcommitte which 
in my opinion as a Republican and conservative, 
casts grave aspersions on not only yourself as 
Director of the FBI, but on the entire agency. The 
time has come for you to defend yourself publicly, 
in front of Congress if necessary, in order to 
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The Washington Merry-Go-Round THE WASHINGTON POST Wednesday, Sept. 22,1971 q 23 ^ 

Response to Comments of FBI Chief 
By Jack Anderson 

J. Edgar Hoover, the be¬ 
loved old bulldog of the FBI, 
has just bared his fangs at us. 

“There is not enough sta- 
I tionery at our headquarters, 

nor are there enough hours in 
. the workweek, to issue public 

; denials of all the misinforma¬ 
tion which this purveyor of 
fiction has written regarding 
the FBI” growled Hoover. 

So the American people can! 
judge for themselves who is 
feeding them fiction, we invite 
the FBI chief to present His 
facts to an appropriate con¬ 
gressional committee; and we 
will present our evidence. The 
loser should agree in advance 
to retire. 

Here are the main charges 
we have made against Hoover 
and are now prepared to 
prove: 

1. We will show that Hoover 

has collected more ^than 
$250,000 in royalties from 
three books researched and 
ghostwritten for him by FBI 
personnel on government 
time. This includes a reported 
$50,000 that Warner Brothers 
paid him for the movie rights 
to his book, “Masters of De¬ 
ceit,” which has never been 
made into a movie. He distrib¬ 
uted most of his profits to the 
FBI recreational fund and to 
the FBI people who wrote his 

book. But he kept a generous 
share for himself. 

Free Suite 
2. We will prove that1 Hoo¬ 

ver, accompanied by his faith¬ 
ful companion Clyde Tolson 
used to spend their summer 
vacations in $100-a-day suites 
at the Hotel Del Charro so the 
FBI chief could attend the 
nearby Del Mar race track. 
We would want to subpoena 
Texas oil millionaire Clint 
Murchison, Jr., the hotel 
owner, who told us the hotel 
always picked up the FBI 
pair’s bills. We will also take 
the testimony of the hotel 
manager, Alan Witwer, who 
told us while he was there 
Hoover ran up more than 
$15,000 in bills which were 
paid by Murchison. 

3. We will present evidence 
that the FBI chief, contrary to 
his public* statements, has as¬ 
signed agents to nail members 
of congress. Among those who 
have been kept under surveil¬ 
lance by Hoover’s gumshoes 
are Hep. Cornelius Gallagher 
(D-N.J.), Rep. Peter Frelin- 
ghuysen (R-N.J.) and ex-Rep. 
Roland Libonati (D-Ill.). We 
will show that agents have 
also checked on the activities 
of other members, including 
Speaker Carl Albert, House 
Democratic leader Hale Boggs 
and House Republican leader 
Gerald Ford. We will prove 
that the FBI has kept tabs on 
still other prominent Ameri¬ 
cans, including ex-Attorney 
Ramsey Clark and the late Dr. 
Martin Luther King. We will 

cite a Feb. 20, 1968 memo, for 
example, that Hoover sent to 
the White House about Dr. 
King’s sex life. 

4. We will back up our origi¬ 
nal charge that the FBI chief 
has kept as many as five bul¬ 
letproof limousines at one 
time stashed around the coun¬ 
try for his personal use. This 
is more bulletproof transporta¬ 
tion than the taxpayers pro¬ 
vide for the President. A 
check of the mileage run up 
by these FBI limousines will 
show that, except for occa¬ 
sional drives to keep them in 
running condition, they have 
been held for Hoover’s use. 

Twisting the Law 
5. We will show how Hoover 

twisted the law to keep his in¬ 
separable companion, Clyde 
Tolson, on the .payroll as the 
FBI’s No. 2 mam" The two old 
friends have been lunching, 
dining and vacationing* to¬ 
gether for years. When Tolson 
reached the mandatory 70- 
year-old retirement age in 
May, 1970, his health was too 
poor to get a waiver. So Hoo¬ 
ver arranged for him to “re¬ 
tire,” then come back to the 
FBI as a “re-employable an- 
nuiant” under a provision that 
allows over-age employees to 
complete their unfinished 
work. 

6. In his latest blast at us, 
as published in The Washing¬ 
ton Post, Hoover calls us irre¬ 
sponsible for reporting he as¬ 
signed only four agents to the 
Justice Department’s vital, 17- 
city drive against,the Mafia. 

Despite the FBI’s refusal to 
answer our inquiries, we noted 
that the FBI helps out the 
strike forces without direct as¬ 
signments and conducts its 
own separate Mafia investiga¬ 
tions. We will produce a 19- 
page Justice Department docu¬ 
ment, which completely con¬ 
firms our story. 

7. Of all the charges we 
have made against Hoover, he 
chose also to deny our story 
that agent Kenneth Lovin was 
disciplined for not wearing his 
jacket at a shoot-out at New 
York’s Kennedy International 
Airport. Hoover stated indig¬ 
nantly that he commended 
Lovin and gave him a cash 
award for. killing' R i c h a r d 
Obergfell, an armed hijacker.: 
Thus Hoover denied a story 
that Lovin, when we gave him 
the opportunity, refused to 
deny. We not only will stand 
by our story, but we will pre¬ 
vent evidence that Hoover’s 
Boy Scout rules and use of * 
FBI agents to investigate the ^ 
most minor infractions of FBI ^ 
employees have hampered law ' 
enforcement. 

From the first, we have em¬ 
phasized that Hoover has built 
up the FBI until it has a repu¬ 
tation unmatched by any law 
enforcement agency in the 
world. But we have suggested, ■; 
sadly at first, more firmly;; 
later, that the time has passed • 
when the nation should have 
paid Hoover his final measure 
of praise and replaced him. 

© 1971, Bell-McClure Syndicate, Inc. 
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AIRMAIL 

Thank you for your letter of September 22nd and 
your kind expressions of support 

b6 
b7C 

Whi!e I would welcome the opportunity to give a 
’ point by point’1 reply to the ’’charges” contained in the Jack Anderson 
column yon enclosed, to do so would in many instances entail divulg¬ 
ing information from FBI files which is prohibited by regulations of 
the Department of Justice. As for Mr. Anderson’s allegations con¬ 
cerning my personal activities, they are canards that exist only from 
the Hfe he has breathed into them from time to time over the years. 
K Mr. Anderson has evidence of wrongdoing, he or any of the allegedly 
aggrieved parties would best seek redress in the courts, rather than in 
the newspapers. 

In the meantime, let me assure you that the FBI has 
not abusedits investigative authority, and we will continue to 
discharge our responsibilities fully within the limitations of our 
Jurisdiction. 

D 10 

ii SWvpiqt* 

Sincerely yours. 

Tolson _ 

Felt_ 

Sullivan . 
Mohr_ 

Bishop _ 

Ja 

- San Francisco - Enclosures (2N 

ae Hoover 

Miller, E.S. — 

r.7p7'n NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles or San Francisco indices. 
He is not known to the San Francisco Police Department and credit records 
disclose a file was opened August, 1971, at given address and his employment 

Credit Bureau record is shown as a 
favorable. 
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Mi INFOMUTION COMIAIMED 
HEREIN* IS TOICL15SIFTED 

ME 07-03-2007 BY 60324 sue bm/rs/lsg 

Mr. Casper_ 
Mr. Conrad_ 
Mr. Dalbey — 
Mr. Cleveland 

9/22/71 

ofo^tk z $ siS 

Mr. Ponder_ 
Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Waite rs _ 
Mr. Soyars_ 
Tele. Room - 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy _ 

Dear Mr, Hoover, 

I have a great respect for the F.B*I0 & after reading the ( 
enclosed article I was wondering about the mentioned charges. I ^ 
would appreciate your responding to thes-e charges, point by point, 
since I am interested in the facts. 

As I said, I am a strong supporter of the F.B.I. & "Law & 
Order". 

Thank you for taking time from your busy schedule. 

Things such as this make a bad impression of the F.B.I., 
when people are down on Law Enforcement agencies now. It is a 
bad thing. I hope these are "trumped up" charges. 

Thans-again. 

Hope to hear soon. 

Sincerely yours, 
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THE BELOVED old bullfrog of the FBI, 
J. Edgar Hoover, has just bared his 

| fangs at us. 

“There is not enough stationery at our 
headquarters, nor are there enough hours 
in the workweek, to issue public denials of 
all the misinformation which this pur¬ 
veyor of fiction has written regarding the 
FBI,” growled Hoover. 

So the American people can judge for 
themselves who is feeding them fiction, 
we invite the FBI chief to 
facts to an appropriate congressional 
committee, and we will present our evi¬ 
dence. The loser should agree in advance 
to retire. - ■ 

it ir ic 

HERE ARE the main charges we have 
made against Hoover and we are 

now prepared to prove: 

© We will show that Hoover has col¬ 
lected more than $250,000 in royalties [from three books researched and ghost¬ 
written for him by FBI personnel on gov¬ 
ernment time. He distributed most of Ms 
profits to the FBI recreational fund and to 
the FBI people who wrote his book. But he 
kept a generous, share for himself. 

© We will prove that Hoover, accom¬ 
panied by Ins faithful companion Clyde 

\ Tolson, used to spend their summer vaca- 
1 iions in $100-a-day suites at the Hotel Del 
1 Charro so the FBI cMef could attend the 

nearby Del Mar race track. We would 
want to subpoena Texas oil millionaire 
Clint Murchison Jr., the hotel owner, who 
told us the hotel always picked up the FBI 
pair’s bills. 

a We will present evidence that the 
FBI chief, contrary to his public state¬ 
ments, has assigned agents to nail mem¬ 
bers of Congress. Among those who have 
been.kept under surveillance by Hoover’s 
gumshoes are Representatives Cornelius 
Gallagher, JDem.-N.J.), and Peter Frelin- 
ghuysen, (Rep.-N.J.), and former Rep¬ 
resentative Roland Libonati, (Dem.- 
111.). We will show that agents have also 
checked on the activities of other mem¬ 
bers, including Speaker Carl Albert, 
House Democratic Leader Hale Boggs and 
House Republican Leader Gerald Ford. 

© We will back up our original charge 
that the FBI chief has kept as many as 
five bulletproof limousines at one time 
stashed around the country for Ms person¬ 
al use. TMs is more bulletproof transpor¬ 
tation than the taxpayers provide for the 
President. 

© In Ms latest blast at us, as published i 
in the WasMngton Post, Hoover calls us 
irresponsible for reporting he assigned 
only four agents to the Justice Depart¬ 
ment’s vital, 17-city drive against the Ma-: 
fia. We null produce a 19-page Justice De¬ 
partment document, which, completely 
confirms our story. 

FROM ‘THE FIRST, we have emphasized 
that Hoover has built up the FBI until 

it has a reputation unmatched by any law 
enforcement agency in the world. 

But we have suggested, sadly at first, 
more firmly later, that the time has 
passed when the nation should have paid 
Hoover Ms final measure of praise and 
replaced him. •*. \ .: 
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Tolson _ 

Felt_ 
Sullivan . 

Mohr_ 

Bishop_ 

Miller, E.S. . 

Callahan_ 

Casper _ 

Conrad_ 

Dalbey_ 

Cleveland _ 

Ponder 

Rosen 

Tavel _V1 
Walters . 

Soyars_ 

Tele. Room . 

Holmes_ 

Gandy _ 

September 29, 1971 

Mi INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 bug baw/rs/lsg b6 
b7C 

Dear 

Z received your letter of September 24th, with 

enclosure, and wish to thank you for your generous comments* 

Your support of my direction of the FBI is indeed appreciated 

and means a great deal to me. I hope my future endeavors 

win continue to merit your confidence. 

Sincerely yours, 

1. Edgar Hoover 

jM AILED IQ 

SEP 2 91971 

FBI 

NOTE: not identifiable Bufiles. 
b6 
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Jept 24th 1971 

J. Edgar Hoover, 
Washington D.C. 

b6 
b7C 

oJflcli Onikroor, 
Dear Mr. Hoovers 

I just had to write a few 
lines to you, after reading Mr. Andersons 
column in The Sheboygan Press. 

In my opinion you are ONE OF THE COPIER 
STONES OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
If it wasn't for men like you- what would 
have happened to our great country. 
The out standing service you have given 
our country is unmatched by anyone. 

I am just an ordinary citizen, with 
an American Flag with gold fringe on 
my car aerial= I have worked 50 years, 
and still at it part time. I have worked 
for my present boss 23 years. 

REC-32 
I won't take up any more tigie- because,,,./ 
I know it is precious= but I had to / / c 
write to you because I refuse to believe 
anything written about you that is c 
detrimental to you or your work. 

*3 . 

,5 OOS^ 

ao 

SEP jzi 1974 

b6 

Sincere 
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► • Jack Anderson is tocuissifiee 
'■ ■ , .DATE 07-03-2007 BY €0324 sue feaw/ES/lag 

e**Cliallenged By Coftinmist 
WASHINGTON — J. Edgar Hoover, the 

beloved old bulldog of the FBI, has just 
bared his fangs at us, 

“There is not enough stationery at our 
headquarters, nor are there enough hours in 
the workweek, to issue public denials of all 
the misinformation which this purveyor of § fiction has written regard¬ 

ing the FBI/' growled Hoo- 

So the American people 
can judge for themselves 
who is feeding them fiction, 
we invite the FBI chief to 
present his facts to an ap¬ 
propriate congressional 
committee, and we will 
present our evidence. The 

Anderson *oser should agree in ad¬ 
vance to retire. 

Here are the main charges we have 
made against Hoover and we are now pre¬ 
pared to prove: » 

1. We will show that Hoover has collect¬ 
ed more than $250,000 in royalties from 
three books researched and ghostwritten 
for him by FBI personnel on government 
time. This includes a reported $50,000 that 
Warner Brothers paid him for the movie 
rights to his book, “Masters of Deceit,” 
which has never been made into a movie. 
He distributed most of his profits to the FBI 
recreational fund and to the FBI people 
who wrote his book. But he kept a generous 
share for himself. 

Hoover’s Free Suite 

2. We will prove that Hoover, accom¬ 
panied by his faithful companion Clyde Toi- 
son, used to spend their summer vacations 
in $10(Ta-day suites at the Hotel Del Charro 
so the FBI chief could attend the nearby 
Del Mar race track. We would want to sub¬ 
poena Texas millionaire Clint Murchison 
Jr., the hotel owner, who told us the hotel 
always picked up the FBI pair’s bills. We 
will also take the testimony of the hotel 
manager, Alan Witwer, who told us while 
he was there Hoover ran up more than 
$15,000 in bills which were paid by Murchi¬ 
son. 

3. We will present evidence that the FBI 
chief, contrary to his public statements, has 
assigned agents to nail members of Con¬ 
gress. Among those who have been kept un¬ 
der surveillance by Hoover’s gumshoes are 
Rep. Cornelius Gallagher, D-N.J., Rep. Pe¬ 
ter Frelinghuysen, R-N.J., and ex-Rep. Ro¬ 
land Libonati, D-IU. We will show that 
agents have.also checked on the activities 
of other members, including Speaker Carl 
Albert, House Democratic leader H^le 
Boggs and House Republican leader Gerald 
Ford. 

We will prove that the FBI has kept tabs 
on still other prominent Americans, in¬ 
cluding ex-Attorney General Ramsey Clark 
and the late Dr. Martin Luther King. We 
will cite a Feb. .20, 1968 memo, for example, 
that Hoover sent to the White House about 
Dr. King. 9 

4. We will back up our original charge 
that the FBI chief has kept as many as five 
bulletproof limousines at one time stashed 
around the country for his personal use. 
This is more bulletproof transportation than 
the taxpayers provide f 

limousines will show that, except for occa¬ 
sional drives to keep them in running condi¬ 
tion, they have been held for Hoover’s use. 

Twisting The Law 

5. We will show how Hoover twisted the 
law to keep his inseparable champion, 
Clyde Tolson, on the payroll as the FBI’s 
No. 2 man. The two old friends have been 
lunching, dining and vacationing together 
for years. When Tolson reached the man¬ 
datory 70-year-old retirement age in May, 
1970, his health was too poor to get a wai¬ 
ver. < So Hoover arranged for him to “re¬ 
tire,” then come back to the FBI as a 
“reemployable annuiant” under a provision 
that allows overage employes to complete 
their unfinished work, 

6. In his latest blast at us, as published 
in the Washington Tost, Hoover calls us ir¬ 
responsible for reporting he assigned only 
four agents to the Justice Department’s vi¬ 
tal, 17-city drive against the Mafia. Despite 
the FBI’s refusal to answer our inquiries, 
we noted that the FBI helps out the s-trike 
forces without direct assignments and con¬ 
ducts its own separate Mafia investigations. 
We will produce a 19-page Justice Depart¬ 
ment document, which completely confirms 
our story. ’ 

7. Of all the charges we have made 
against Hoover, he chose also to deny our 
story that agent Kenneth Lovin was dis¬ 
ciplined for not wearing his jacket at a 
shoot-out at New York’s Kennedy Inter¬ 
national Airport. Hoover stated indignantly 
that he commended Lovin and gave him a 
cash award for killing Richard Obergfell, 
an armed hijacker. Thus Hoover denied a 
story that Lovin, when we gave him the 
opportunity, refused to deny. We not only 
will stand by our story, but we will present 
evidence that Hoover's Boy Scout rules and 
use of FBI agents to investigate the most 
minor infractions of FBI employes has 
hampered law enforcement 

From the first, we have emphasized that 
Hoover has built up the FBI until it has a 
reputation unmatched by any law enforce¬ 
ment agency in the world. But we have sug¬ 
gested, ^adly at first, more firmly later, 
that the time has passed when the nation 
should have paid Hoover his final measure 
of praise and replaced him.. By Bell-Mc- 
Clure Syndicate) 

The Bible qZJm 
1. Edison, the great inventor, said, “Ev¬ 

erything comes to him who hustles while he 
waits.” Which of the parables of Jesus 
deals with sloth or laziness, and what are 
the’invariable results? Matthew 25:16-29. 

2. According to Hebrews 6:9-11, what 
should always accompany salvation? 

3. Why was Titus left to minister in 
Crete? Titus 1. 

4. How, according to Solomon, does po¬ 
verty come? Proverbs 24:33-34. , _ 

5. “Love not sleep, lest thou 
Proverbs 20:13. 
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Washington Merry-Go-Round 

^Hoover Challenged on Facts 
By JACK ANDERSON 

Washington — X Edgar Hoover, the beloved 
old bullfrog of the FBI, has just bared his fangs 
at us. 

“There is not enough stationery at our head¬ 
quarters, nor are there enough hours in the work 
week, to issue public denials of all the mis¬ 
information which this purveyor of fiction has 
written regarding the FBI,” growled Hoover. 

So the American people can judge for them¬ 
selves who is feeding them fiction, we invite the 
FBI chief to present his facts to an appropriate 
congressional committee and we will present our 
evidence. The loser should agree in 'advance to 
retire. 

HERE ARE the main charges we have made 
against Hoover which we are now prepared to 
prove: 

1. We will show that Hoover has collected 
more than $250,000 in royalties from three books 
researched and ghostwritten for him by FBI per¬ 
sonnel on government time. This includes a re¬ 
ported $50,000 that Warner Brothers paid him for 
the movie rights to his book, “Masters of De¬ 
ceit,” which has never been made into a movie. 
He distributed most, of his profits to the FBI rec¬ 
reational fund and to the FBI people who wrote 
his book. But he kept a generous share for him¬ 
self. 

2. We will prove that Hoover, accompanied 
by his faithful companion Clyde Tolson, used to 

ispend his summer vacations in $100-a-day suites 
fat the Hotel Del Charro in La Jolla, Calif., so the 
FBI chief could attend the Del Mar race track. 
We would want to subpena Texas oil millionaire 

ClintprTurchison, Jr., the hotel owner, who told us 
the'liotel always picked up the FBI pair’s bills. 
We will also take the testimony of the hotel man¬ 
ager, Alan Witwer, who told us that while Hoover 
was there he ran up more than $15,000 in bills 
which were paid by Murchison. 

3. WE WILL PRESENT evidence that the FBI 
•chief, contrary to his public statements, has as¬ 
signed agents to nail members, of Congress. 
Among those who have been kept under surveil¬ 
lance are Rep. Cornelius Gallagher, (D-N.J.)., 
Rep. Peter Frelinghuysen, (R-N.J.), and Ex-Rep. 
Roland Libonati, (D-I1L). We will show that 
agents have also checked the activities of other 
members, including Speaker Carl Albert," House 
Democratic Leader Hale Boggs and House Re¬ 
publican Leader Gerald Ford. 

We will prove that the FBI has kept tabs on 
still other prominent Americans, including ex-At- 
torney General Ramsey Clark and the late Dr. 
Martin Luther King. We will cite a Feb.> 20, 1968, 
memo, for example, that Hoover sent to the 
White House about Dr. King’s sex life. 

4. We will'back up our original charge that 
the FBI chief has kept as' many as five bullet¬ 
proof limousines at one time stashed around the. 
country for his personal use. This is more bullet¬ 
proof transportation than the taxpayers provide 
for the President. A check of the mileage run up 
by these FBI limousines will show that, except 
for occasional drives to keep them in . running 
conditions, they have been held for Hoover’s use. 

5. WE WILL SHOW how Hoover twisted the 
law to keep Tolson on the payroll as' the FBI’s 
No. 2 man. The two old friends have been lunch¬ 

ing, dining and vacationing together for' years,^ 
When Tolson reached the mandatory slO-year-otd 
retirement age in May, 1970, his healthy was oo 
poor to get a waiver. So Hoover arranged for him 
to “retire,” then come back, to the^FBI as^ a 
“reemployable annuitant” under a provision >h£t - 
allows overaged employes to complete unfinished 

work. ' .... , . . 
6. In his latest blast at us, as published in 

Washington Post, Hoover calls us i.rresppns*l3l5.‘ 
for reporting that he assigned only four agents 
the Justice Department’s vital 
against the Mafia. Despite the FBT|^efiis; 
answer our inquiries, :we noted thaSm&-EBL 
ducts its own separate Mafia investigations. We 
will produce a 19-page Justice Department riocu^ ' 
ment which confirms our story. 

7. Hoover, chose also to deny our story that 
FBI agent Kenneth Lovin was disciplined for .not * 
wearing his jacket while shooting a hyacker at 
New York’s Kennedy international airport.: poo-; , 
ver stated indignantly that he commended Lpvin . 
and gave him a cash award for killing'.arined hi- . 
jacker Richard Obergfell. Thus Hoover denied a 
story that Lovin, when we gave him the opgoHu^ . 
pity, refused to deny. We not oniy^wjll 
our story, but we will present evidence Hpe>r. ^ 
ver’s Boy Scout rules and usb of' FBI*^g£rits to 
investigate the most minor infractions of.FBI em¬ 
ployes has hampered law enforcement. 

From the list, we have emphasized that Hoo¬ 
ver has built up the FBI until it has a reputation 
unmatched by any lawvenforcement agency, in the , 
world. But we have suggested |jja4f|e^time has *i 
passed when thp nation sh$y}|i |ia,W;paid Hoover 
his final mea||j|e of praige^id4||^ced him. % 
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September 30, 1971 

ALL FBI INFSSMAIIGN CONI AIMED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 07-03-2007 BY 60324 auc baw/rs/lag 

Thank you for the very kind remarks in your letter 

of September 23rd, with enclosure. It was most thoughtful of 

you to comment as you did and I am glad to have your views. 

Your support of my direction of the FBI is most encouraging 

and means a great deal to me. 

Sincerely yours, 

Etfffar Hoover 

b6 

b7C 

NOTE: Bufiles disclose one prior outgoing 6/8/70 to correspondent 
in reply to his praise of the Director and Bureau. 
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Mr. Tolson _ 
Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Sullen 
Mr. MitpL 

Mr. Miller, E.S. 
Mr. Callahan — 
Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Dalbey- 
Mr. Cleveland _ 

Mr. Ponder- 
Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. Tavel- 
Mr. Walters- 
Mr. Soyars_ 
Tele. Room — 
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September 23rd 1971. 

J. Edgar Hoover Director 
The Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington- D.C- 

Dear Mr. Hoover: oW (' 2 c/.% de ft 

■ Hal 

I have Respected you for over Thirty Years- and when I 
read Articles- such as enclosed-my Blood Boils- When Particu- > 
larly Our Press - Reviles you as per enclosed- | 

In Reference as to the Royalities you may have Collected- 
does not necessarily mean you have used Government Time in Your 
Writings- You could have used your own Time- as to the 50,000 
from Warner Brothers- If you had Written a Book- that they 
thought was worth while- It is your Constitutional Right to Ben¬ 
efit from Your Your Experiences and Your Thoughts- and Warner 
Brothers should on their own Time- Produce It- In so for as to ^ 
Your Sumnujur^yacations- If Mr. Clint Murchinson Jr- wants to Pick 
up Your that does not Signify that he is Doing It. drv (?) 
that he owes You anything Excajrt^as I Believe his Respect of and 

admiration of you- „ JEC-189 fi " ' J/^i 

As -to the Charges that your Gum •.;, Shoes have Kept Jabs oil 
Members pf our administrative Bodies- If such members are in 
Questions that is Your Job- If they are Pure they should--liave^BO 
fear- 

u© OCT 1 W 1 
No Member of Our Legislatives Bodies is So Sacrocant that_g 

he as any citizen is hot above Suspicion or InvesCT^tl'onT And 
any member of our Legislative Bodies should be Sure that he Forms 
his Life his Habits his Affiliations and above all to uphold the 

copy :djk 



Oath of Office he has Taken when he Took Office- 

History has Proven of How many can Become Traitors to their 
Country- and that is the Reason the Federal Bureau was Brought 
into Existence not only to Investigate the Private Citizen but 
those in Our Higher Echelons- of whom many can have Feet of Sand- 
And they should be Exposed- and Procecuted- I Approve and I Know 

all True Americans Feel some sense of Security when they Feel we 
have the Federal Bureau of Investigation- And Yet- 

Most Americans are Beginning to Believe that in the Last Few 
Years- Our Administrative Bodies have chopped and chopped Away 
and are Depriving Our Federal Bureau of Investigation to Do the 
Job it was Formed upon- And Crime and Subversive organization Are 
Growing by Leaps and Bounds- 

Every other Country in the World steps Quickly and Expedi¬ 
tiously upon the Tresjspassor of the Law- and that is What America 
Needs- 

I know Your Files are Filled with Proof and Evidence of Sub¬ 
versive Elements and Those who Intend Harm to Our Country- and It 

is to the Misfortune of our nation that the ones in Our Adminis¬ 
trative Bodies that Irreparable Harm is Being Done to Our Nation 
in their not Recognizing that Law and Order- is and should be First 
upon the Agenda- Today and now- All of the Liberals and Bleeding 

Hearts should be Overwhelmed and Submerged- and even Those whom 
they seem so concerned about- and who are Relishing the Condolence 
and Concern for their BenjLfit would be Jolted if Suddenly Things 

become to change- and the Slush Pot was being Taken away from Them- 
In Time-even though it might be Hard- they might began to Realize 

that the Pot is Empty- Somehow all of the People who Think the 
world owes them a Living must be made to Realize that the world 

does not- 

I have Strayed a Bit- but to the First Part of the Letter- I 

am for You All the way- and I Hope that in some way you can be 
Proved to be the Greatest Director of Our Federal Bureau of Inves¬ 
tigation Our nation has Ever Known- and that soon you can be Per¬ 
mitted to move and Act- 

Ever With My Deepest Respect 

b6 
b7C 
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The Sta^r Tjpdg-^P 
Newark, New Jersey 

Hoover's abuses, 

and a challenge 
J. Edgar Hoover, the beloved old bulldog of the FBI, has o 

just bared his fangs at us. “There is not enough stationery e 
at our headquarters, nor are there enough hours in the work- r 
week, to issue public denials 
of all the misinformation 
which this purveyor of fiction 
has written regarding the 
FBI,” growled Hoover. 

‘So the American people can 
judge for themselves who is 
feeding them fiction, we invite 
FBI chief to present his facts 
to an appropriate congres¬ 
sional committee, and we will 
present our evidence. The 
loser should agree in advance 
to retire. 

Here are the main charges 
we have made against Hoover 
and we are now prepared to 
prove: 

• We will show that Hoo¬ 
ver has collected more than 
$250,000 in royalties from 
three books researched and 
ghostwritten for him by FBI 
personnel on government 
time. This includes a reported 
$50,000 that Warner Brothers 
paid him for the movie rights 
to his book, “Masters of De¬ 
ceit,” which has never been 
made into a movie. He distri¬ 
buted most of his profits to 
the FBI recreational fund and 
to tiie FBI people who wrote 

his book. But. he kept a gen- * 
erous share for himself. 

• We will prove that Hoover'7 1 
accompanied by his faithful 
companion Clyde Tolson, used 
to spend their summer vaca- < 
tions in $100-a-day suites at i 
the Hotel Del Charro so the * 
FBI chief could attend the j 
nearby Del Mar race track. 5 
We would want to subpoena i 
Texas oil millionaire Clint j 
Murchison, Jr., the hotel ( 
owner, who told us the hotel 
always picked up the' FBI s 
pair’s bills. We will also take 
the testimony of the hotel f 
manager, Alan Witwer, who i 
told us that while he was i 
there Hoover ran up more 3 
than $15,000 in bills which j 
were paid by Murchiifairr- “ ; 

ALL INF0MATICM CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
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• We will present evidence j 
that the FBI chief, contrary . 
to his public statements, has < 
assigned agents to nail mem- J 
ber%^oiL Congress. Among jj 
those who have been kept un¬ 
der surveillance by Hoover's ; 
gumshoes are Hep. Cornelius \ 
Gallagher, D-N.J., Rep. Peter \ 
Frelinghuysen, R-N.J., and | 

* ex-Rep. Roland Libonati, D- lj 
Ill. We will, show that agents J 
have also checked on the ac- } 
tivities of other members, j 
including Speaker Carl Al- < 

, bet, House Democratic leader \ 
Hale Boggs and House Repub- , 
lican leader Gerald Ford. 

We will prove that the FBI 
has kept tabs on still other 
prominent Americans, includ- t 
ing ex-Attomey General Ram¬ 
sey Clark and the late Dr. 
Martin Luther King. . j- 

• We will back up our 
original charge that the FBI j 
chief has kept as many as t 

*five bulletproof limousines at i 
one time stashed around the 
country for his personal use. 

" This is more bulletproof 
transportation than the tax¬ 
payers provide for the Presi¬ 
dent. A check of the mileage 

. run up by these FBI limou- * 
sines will show that, except 
for occasional drives to keep 
them in running condition, 
they have been held for Hoo¬ 
ver's use. 

• We will show how Hoover 
twisted the law to keep his 
inseparable companion, Clyde 
Tolson, on the payroll as the 
FBI’s No. 2 man. The two old 
friends have been lunching, 
dining and vacationing to¬ 
gether for years. When tol¬ 
son reached the mandatory 
70-year-old retirement age in 1 
May 1, 1970, his health was 
too poor to get a waiver. So 
Hoover agganged^for"him"tb 
“retire,” then come back to ( 
the FBI as a “reemployable 
annul ant” under a, provision 
that allows overage employ¬ 
ees to complete their unfin¬ 
ished work'. 
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The Attorney General September 27, 1971 

^fip9N8g TO COMMENTS OP PEE CHIEF” 
EF3&CK ANDE3&0N 
wAaaPGswiwr ... 

22, 1971 

Anderson, in captioned column, makes seven 
ridiculous charges against me. I thought yon would be interested 
in having the facts as set forth in the attacked analysis of these 
charges. 
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.-i & /NOTE: With regard to our analysis of Anderson’s column, the Director 
pivoted: ’’Send copies of analysis to A. G. & Deputy. H”^ 
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The September 22, 1971, issue of the Washington Post carried 
a column by Jacl^Anderson entitled "Response to Comments of FBI Chief. ” 

In this column Anderson makes mention of a letter written by , 
Mr. Hoover published in the 9-17-71 issue of the Washington Post, in which the 
Director pointed out inaccuracies in previous columns by Anderson. Anderson, 
in answer to the Director’s letter, challenges Mr. Hoover "to present his facts 
to an appropriate congressional committee, and we will present our evidencp^ I The loser should agree in advance to retire. " Anderson makes seveny specific 
allegations against the Director and the FBI. This column is a bundle nf ^ 
untruths, misrepresentations, and innuendoes. Actually, Anderspn is ? 
regurgitating and setting forth again charges previously made against the- 
Bureau. Anderson’s column is being analyzed for the info rmationpbT the 
Director. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For information. 

■3 

1 - Mr. Felt eg" 
1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Sul|fvan' 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. Callahan 
1 - Mjz Cleveland 
1 - Mr. Miller 
1 -Mr A Rosen 
1 -|M. A.\ Jones 
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By /«c& Anderson \ - > 

|j. Edgar Hoover, the be¬ 
hoved old bulldog of the FBI,? -./I 
has just bared his fangs at us. 'i • 

"There is not enough sta-: 
tionery at our headquarters,^ 
nor are there enough hours inj 
the workweek, to issue public 

!} denials of all the misinforma¬ 
tion which this purveyors of[ 
fiction has written regarding 
jlhe FBI,” growled Hoover. 

So the American people can 
judge*, for themselves who is 
feeding them fiction, we invite 

|the FBI chief to present his 
•facts" to an appropriate con¬ 
gressional committee, and we 
will present our evidence. The 
losei: should agree in advance 

to retire., 
, Here are the, main-charges 
Jwe have made against Hoover 
and are now - prepared to 
prove:-. ‘ - . 

(l. We will show that Hoover, 
has collected more than 
$250,000 in royalties from 
three books researched and 
{ghostwritten for him by FBI 
personnel on government 
time. This includes a reported 
$50,000 that Warner Brothers 
paid him for the movie rights 
to hi& book, "Masters of De¬ 
ceit,” t!'whick has never teen 
.made into a movie. He,distrib¬ 
uted "most of his profits to thei 
h"BI recreational fund and to{ 
[the FBI people who wrote his) 
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j he kept a generous 
share for himself. " ;V v i 

Free Suite' • '*•: (2. We will pi'ove that Hoo¬ 
ver^ accompanied by his faith¬ 
ful companion Clyde Tolson, 
used to spend their summer 
vacations in $100-a-day suites 
at the Hotel Del Charro so the 

JFBI chief could attend the 
nearby Del Mar race track. 
We would want to subpoena 
Texas oil millionaire Clint 
Murchison,. Jr., the hotel 
.owner, who told us the hotel 
{always picked up the FBI 
pair's bills. We will also take 

The testimony of the hotel 
[manager, Alan Witwer, who1 
Told us while he was there I 
|Hoover ran up more than 
; $15,000 in bills which were 
jpaid by Murchison.. 

3. We will present evidence 
{that the FBI chief, contrary to 
his public statements, has as¬ 
signed agents to nail members 

[!bf congress. Among those who] 
fhave been kept under surveil¬ 
lance by Hoover's gumshoes 
[are Rep. Cornelius Gallagher 
(D-N.J.), Rep. Peter Frelin- 

tghuysen (R-N.J.) and ex-Rep. 
Roland Libonati (D-Ill.). We, 

[will show that agents have 
[also checked on the activities 
[of other members, including 
Speaker Carl Albert, House 

^Democratic leader Hale Boggs 
-and House Republican leader1 
[.Gerald Ford. We will prove |- 
fthat the FBI has kept tabs onj 
'still other prominent Ameri¬ 
cans, including ex-Attorney 
"Ramsey Clark and the late DrJ sj s ~ 
Martin Luther King. We will y It /) 

rm>* 

The Washington*Post % 
Times Herald 

The Washington Daily News_ 

The Evening Star (Washington) 

The Sunday Star (Washington) _ 

Daily News (New York)_ 

Sunday News (New York)_ 

New York Post_ 

The New York Times 

The Daily World_ 

The New Leader_ 

The Wall Street Journal 

The National Observer _ 

People's World ___ 
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xitS'aTreij? 20, 1968 memo, for 
pxample, that Hoover sent to 
the White House about Dr. 
King's sex life. 

I 4. We will back up our.origi¬ 
nal charge that the FBI chief 
has kept as many as five bul¬ 
letproof limousines at one 
time stashed around the coun¬ 
try for his personal use. This 
,is more bulletproof transporta¬ 
tion than the taxpayers pro¬ 
vide for the President. A 
check of the mileage run up 
py these FBI limousines will 
show that, - except for occa¬ 
sional drives to keep them in 
running condition, they have 
jbeen held for Hoover's use.. 

Twisting the Law 
J5. We will show how Hoover 

j twisted the law to keep his in¬ 
separable companion, Clyde 
Tolson, on the payroll as the 
JFBI's No. 2 man. The two old 
friends have been lunching, 
dining and vacationing* to¬ 
gether for years. When Tolson 
reached the mandatory 70- 
year-old retirement age in 
May, 1970, his health was too 
(poor to get a waiver. So Hoo- 
fver arranged for him to “re¬ 
lire,” then come back to the 
[FBI as a “re-employable an* 
muiant” under a provision that 
‘allows over-age employees to 
complete their unfinished] 
work. *' 1 
' 6. In his latest blast at us, 
as published in The Washing*"; 
(ton Post, Hoover calls us irre¬ 
sponsible for reporting he as^ 
.signed only four agents to the 
{justice Department's vital, ,17; 
f city drive against the Mafia? 

jDespite the FBI's refusal to'-! 
[answer our inquiries, we noted * 
ithat the FBI helps out the; 
strike forces without direct 
signments and > conducts ' its I 
own separate Mafia investiga-| 
tions. We will produce a 19:;f 

ipage Justice Department docur.? 
I ment, which completely con^j 
^firms our story. . i 

7. Of all the charges we 
|iave made against Hoover, he j 
chose also to deny our story]; 
that agent Kenneth Lovin was; ;: 

'.disciplined for not wearing his § 
jaGket at a shoot-out at New t 
York’s .Kennedy International ^ 
(Airport. Hoover stated indig- * 
nantly that he commended .:! 
Lovin and gave him a cash 1 
award for killing Richard ; 
Obergfell, an armed hijacker.;* 
|Thus Hoover denied a story | 
that Lovin, when we gave him 
the opportunity, refused to } 
deny. We not only will standi 
by our story, but we will pre- .* 
kent evidence that; Hoover’s | 
l Boy Scout rules land use of,c 
[FBI agents to investigate the! 
Imost minor infractions of FBI; 
Employees have hampered law : 
[enforcement. ' 
j From the first, we have em-i 
Jphasized that Hoover has built- 
iup the FBI until it has a repu-; ^ 
tation unmatched by any, law v 
enforcement agency in the 
world. But we have suggested?> 
sadly at first, more firmly f 
later, that the time has passed f ’ 

'when the nation should have! 
[paid Hoover his final measure.-*] 
[of praise and replaced him. 
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ALLEGATION NUMBER 1: 

Anderson alleges that Mr. Hoover collected more than 

$259,01$ in royalties from three book# researched and ghostwritten for 

htssJ&y FBI personnel on government time. This included a reported 

ffk), 006 that Warner Brothers paid him for the movie rights to his 

hook, "Masters of Deceit," which has never been made into a movie. 

Mr. leftover distributed most of his profits to the FBI Recreation 

Association mid to toe FBI emplaces who wrote his book. But he kept 

a generous share for himself. 

FACfgi 

Anderson is here making false charges. When Mr. Hoover 

wrote "Masters of Deceit," he arranged that all royalties from this book 

be paid in five parts: 1/5 to the FBI Recreation Association; 1/5 to 

AMjtoiiate Director Clyde A. Tolson; 1/5 to Louis B. Nichols, then 

Assistant to the Director; .1/5 to William I. Nichols, toe publisher and 

author of the late Sunday magazine, 'This Week;" and 1/5 to himself. All 

of these parties had participated in the preparation of toe manuscript. 

As to "A Study of Communism" and "J. Edgar Hoover on 

Chotttounism," no royalties from these books were received by Mr. Hoover. 

The Director specifically arranged for all royalties from these two books 

to be given to the FBI Recreation Association. 

es frc u 



When Warner Brothers bought the rights to "Masters of 

Deceit, " the amount paid for it by Warner Brothers was again split 

in five ways as indicated above when the book was published. While it 

is true that Warner Brothers has not yet made a picture from the book, 

a picture may be made when the current series of FBI television pro¬ 

ductions ends. Warner Brothers at the Director’s insistence pays 

$500.00 a week for each television presentation to the FBI Recreation 

Association. 

& 



ALLEGATION NUMBER. 2: 

That the Director and Mr. Tolson used to spend 

their summer vacations in a $100 a day suite at the Hotel Del Charro 

in La Jolla, California, and that the bill was always picked up by the 

hotel owner, Clint Murchison, Jr. The allegation also states that 

lof the hotel, had said that Mr. Hoover ran 

up more than $15,000 in bills which were paid by the Murchisons. 

FACTS? 

This is an old canard which has been brought up in the 

past by previous critics including discredited former Special Agent 

| The answer is, of course, that the Director has 

stayed at the Hotel Del Charro as a guest of the Murchisms. However, 

he has paid for his meals and other incidental expenses. The origin 

i-1 b6 
of this charge is undoubtedly thd_ b 7 q 

is known as an unscrupulous individual who lias attempted in the past 

to sell information to the press which he considers derogatory in 

connection with the Director. The Director has characterized 

Tolson_ 

FVlt_ 
SuXlivan_ 
MoBr_ 

Bislrop_l. 

MilleV E.S./_ 
Callalrhn L 
CasperyjL_ 
Conrad V* 
Dalbey /jL_ 
Clevel/poV_ 

WMtprs _ 

Saryars- 
T/ele. Room . 

Holmes_ 

/Gandy _ 

_as a scoundrel, blackmailer, and a psychopathic liar. It 

would appear obvious that he attempted to sell his muckraking to 

Anderson and Anderson rose to the bait. 

vK 
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ALLEGATION NUMBER 3: 

" That the FBI chief ... has assigned agents to nail 

members of congress”: citing ”surveillance” of Representatives 

Cornelius Gallagher (D-NJ), Peter Frelinghuysen (R-NJ), and 

Ex-Representative Roland Libonati (D-Ill); "checking on the 

activities of” House Speaker Carl Albert, House Democrat leader 

Hale Boggs, and House Republican leader Gerald Ford; and having 

"kept tabs" on ex-Attorney General Ramsey Clark and the late 

Dr. Martin Luther King about whose "sex life" the Director sent 

the White House a memo on 2/20/68. 

FACTS: 

The FBI has never been out to "nail" any Congressman 

but, from time to time, we have had legitimate investigative interest 

in Congressmen as well as other prominent persons. As the Director 

emphasized, however, in his testimony before the House Subcommittee 

on Departments of State, Justice, and Commerce, the Judiciary and 

Related Agencies, Committee on Appropriations, 3/17/71, physical 

surveillances by FBI Agents are not carried on inside Capitol buildings. 

During our investigation of La Cosa Nostra hoodlum 

Joseph Zieareili, Congressman Gallagher’s name was mentioned as an 

acquaintance of Zicarelli's. However, Gallagher was not the subject 

of any FBI investigation in this connection. 

V 
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In 1968, Congressman Frelinghuysen was the victim in 

an FBI Interstate Transportation in Aid o£ Racketeering - Extortion 

Investigation, resulting from Ms payment of $50,000| | b6 

The case concerning Frelinghuysen b7c 

is closed but investigation continues concerning others involved in 

related cases. 

Former Congressman Libonati, who served in the House 

from 1957 to 1964, was a typieal ward politician and opportunist who 

associated with communists and gangster elements. He once posed 

for a photograph with the late mobster A1 Capone, was an attorney 

for notorxos hoodlum Joe Montana and reportedly represented Chicago 

hoodlum interests led by Sam Giancana, prominent organized crime 

figure. The late Drew Pearson in August, 1958, wrote an apologetic article 

concerning Libonati, describing him as a former Mafia lawyer but a 

conscientious and hardworking Congressman. We conducted no investigation 

of Libonati in this regard. 

By letter to Speaker of the House Albert, 8/24/71, the 

Director assured him that allegations by columnist Jack Anderson that 

the .. FBI has been keeping tabs on your private life... ” has not a 

''scintilla of foundation." 

- 5 - 



Congressman Hale Boggs earlier this year charged 

that he had "proof positive" that the FBI had been tapping his 

telephone. However, when Boggs chose to document his "proof" 

several week* later, he had not a shred of evidence to support his 

atotrge and was the object of intense public ridicule from all but 

his most biased admirers. Boggs was involved in our investigation 

of former Senator Daniel E. Brewster of Maryland but at no time 

was the Congressman’s telephone tapped by the FBI 

Anderson’s reference to Ford evidently refers to the 

former's charge in 1967 that he had a transcript of an FBI "bug" on 

the hotel room of lobbyist and hoodlum consort Fred Black who was 

eesslcted in 1964 of Income Tax evasion. Anderson claimed the 

transcript contained a reference to Ford and he brought this to Ford's 

attention in a telephone call during December, 1967. We did monitor 

by microphone Black's hotel room and his conviction was later vacated 

by the Supreme Court But at no time did we have Ford under investigation. 

Clark has been publicly identified as an attorney for the 

defease of Philip Berrigan and other members of the East Coast 

Conspiracy to Skive Lives who have been indicted for conspiracy to 

kidnap a Federal official and to destroy government property. He has 

nStbeen the subject of any investigation in this regard. 



The 2/20/68 memo referred to by Anderson apparently 

relates to a memorandum furnished the White House that date which 

contained information from former 

who furnished information concerning the late Martin Luther 

had SSSig's extramarital affair with his 

earlier called the White House to furnish this Information to the 

President An article by Anderson in August, 1069, quoted from 

this memorandum and identified! as its source. 

b6 
b7C 
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ALLEGATION NUMBER 4: 

Anderson states: "We will back up our original charge 

that the FBI chief has kept as many as five bulletproof limousines at 

on# time stashed around the country for his personal use. This is 

more bulletproof transportation than the taxpayers provide for the 

President* A check of the mileage run up by these FBI limousines ■' 

will show that, except for occasional drives to keep them in running 

condition, they have been held for Hoover’s use." 

FACTS: 

The Bureau’s annual appropriations language has 

provided for the purchase of one armored vehicle as a replacement 

each fiscal year. We are authorized to operate four such vehicles. 

The oldest car is dearmored and sold to the Mghest bidder when the 

new car has been appropriately tested and put in service. There is 

then a short period of time when we have five armored cars. For 
i 

example, the 1967 and 1968 armored cars are presently assigned to 

the Los Angeles Office. The 1967 car will be dearmored and sold, 

thus leaving the Bureau with the 1968 car in Los Angeles, the 1969 

car in New YorJ^and the 1970 and 1971 cars in Washington. 

These vehicles are not "stashed” around the country 

for the exclusive use of the Director. They are available for other 

- 8 - 



assignments and are used by Secret Service on request and by the 

Attorney General when he visits New York and Los Angeles. For 

example, during the period of August 17 through September 3, 

1971, the 1968 armored car assigned to the Los Angeles Office 

was driven 626 miles while being utilized by the Attorney General. 

-9 - 



ALLEGATION NUMBER 5: 

Mr. Hoover ’’twisted the law” to keep his old and ailing 

friend, Mr. Tolson, as No. 2 man after Mr. Toison reached mandatory 

retirement age of 70, by re-employing him binder a provision that allows 

over-age employees to complete their unfinished work. ” 

FACTS: 

Anderson imputes to Mr. Hoover an act of deception which 

simply never happened,and in so doing Anderson betrays an abysmal 

ignorance of federal regulations. 

When an employee of the Executive Branch (1) reaches 70, 

(2) with at least 15 years of service, (3) who was employed under the 

retirement: system for at least one year of two years immediately pre¬ 

ceding separation, he must be separated from the service. He may, if 

qualified, be immediately re-employed. The Federal Personnel Manual, 

in setting out these procedures, contains no provision relating to employees 

completing unfinished work. 

Mr. Tolson became 70 on 5/22/70, with mandatory retire¬ 

ment effective at the end of that month. He was reappointed effective 

6/1/70 by Attorney General John N. Mitchell, the Director having no 

authority to make the appointment himself. Mr. Tolson, like any re- 
( 

employed annuitant, serves at die will of the appointing officer and can 

be separated at any time at the latter's discretion. 

- 10 - 



ALLEGATION NUMBER 6: 

Anderson alleges that the Bureau has assigned only four 

Agents to the "Justice Department's vital, 17-city drive against the Mafia" 

and implies that our "own separate Mafia investigations" are conducted 

independently of the aims and goals of the Departmental Strike Forces 

now stationed throughout the country. In conclusion, he threatens to 

produce a "19-page Justice Department document" to substantiate his 

allegations. 

FACTS: 

To begin with, as the Director wrote the ’Washington 

Post" on September 7, we have, with the approval of the Attorney General, 

assigned liaison Agents to each Strike Force in the field and another 

here at the Seat of Government in Washington. We also, as the Director 

pointed out, utilise hundreds of Agents to combat organized crime and 

develop cases which are prosecuted by Strike Force personnel. An ex¬ 

ample cited in the Director’s letter, and obviously Ignored by Anderson, 

was the large-scale series of gambling raids conducted in Michigan last 

May, during which more than 150 individuals were arrested by Bureau 

Agents equipped with search warrants, affidavits, and warrants of arrest 

prepared in conjunction with Strike Force attorneys on the scene. 

-11 - 



We also make a practice of disseminating organized 

crime report* to the various Strike Force* either directly where ap¬ 

plicable, or indirectly through the Departmental headquarters here in 

Washington. This is of considerable assistance to the Strike Force 

personnel in selecting targets, pinpointing violations, and assigning 

priorities. 

Still another example of the dose cooperation between 

the FBI and the Department is the current intensification program of 

organized crime investigations, which is expected to result in numerous 

arrests during the coming months. 

As regards the possible existence of a 10 -page Justice 

Department document pertaining to alleged conflicts between the FBI 

and the Strike Forces, Assistant Attorney General Will R. Wilson on 

9/22/71 provided a copy of a 19-page listing of "Personnel Assigned 

Strike Forces, " which Wilson believes to be the document in question. 

This document fails to sustain Anderson’s contentions, and Wilson, in 

his comments accompanying the document, completely refutes any 

suggestion of lade of FBI cooperation with die Strike Forces. 

-12 - 



ALLEGATION N UMBER 7: 

Mr. Hoover denied that Agent|_|was 

disciplined for not wearing hie jacket at a shoot-out at New York's 

Kennedy Airport and stated he had commended I land given him 

a cash award for killing hijacker Richard Obergfell. Anderson claims 

he will not only stand by his (Anderson's) story, but give evidence that 

'Hoover's Boy Scout rules" and use of Agents to investigate minor" 

infractions by FBI employees have hampered law enforcement. 

FACTSj 

As stated in Mr. Hoover's letter to Mrs. Graham of 

September 7th, Agent| |was not disciplined but was instead 

commended and given a meritorious cash award for his outstanding 

performance of duty in the hijacking case. He has also been given 

an assignment involving additional responsibility. 

With regard to Anderson's snide comments about 

"Hoover's Boy Scout rules” and infractions by Bureau employees, this 

is,of course, in line with Anderson's vendetta against the Bureau and 

its effort to maintain high standards of performance and conduct on 

the part of its employees. 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 
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October 1, 1971 

Mr. Hoover received your letter and enclosures on 
September 28th and greatly appreciates the interest that prompted 
you to write. 

With regard to the article by Jack Anderson which you 
enclosed, he asked me to inform you that he does not wish to dignify 
with any comment the malicious allegations Anderson has made. 

kAi: 

$M1LEQ ifi 

OCT l 1971 

f’olson 
Fell_ 
Mlivau_^ 
^ohr_A 
bishop_ 
■filler, E.S- 

' all nh an 
■asper  Y 
’oti rod  l_ 
'ttibey _ 

levelled - 
coder_ 
osen_ 
tivfil _ 
alters- 
jyers- 
?lc. Hoom_ 

iiF7!es_„_ 

Sincerely^yourSjf 

. .AgLf’ y? 

. - 
wk 

Helen W. Gandy 
Secretary all infcrkaticn ccitt aimed 
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Oct. 24. 1971 

Mr. Hoover 

Inclosed is new's column by Jack Anderson 
from the Oct. 22 issue of the, ,,rPo.ttsville 
Republican. " 

I know Mr. Hoover Jack Anderson is a liar 
and a faker. Also the master of twistery and 
sly of hand writing. 

Now Mr. Hooverll am a member of "the 
Mindszenty Foundation." I have circulated quite 
a few of the Mindszenty Report:" Campaign Against 
the F.B.I. 

(Mr.*Miller, E.S. - 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. tyalbey- 
Mr. Cleveland- 

Mr. Ponder —. r 

Mr. Rosen- ^ 
Mr. Tavel_t)7C 
Mr. Walters .- 
Mr. Soyars- 

Now Mr. Hoover I would like an answer to 
the Jack Anderson column, and I will bring it 
to the attention of the iistners of our local 
radio station. They have an "Air Your Opinion," 
twice daily. 

f-r\ 

/ 

U 6T 

f- 

* * r 

f**) 

b6 
b7C 

copy:wsk 
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ANDERSON 

tiderson Charges "Fiction’ Says FBI Chief !VASHINGTON — J. Edgar Hoover, 
beloved old bulldog of the FBI, has 
bared his fangs at us. 

There is not enough stationery at 
headquarters, nor are there enough 
s in the workweek, to issue public inals of all the misinformation which 

s purveyor of fiction has written 
;arding the FBI," growled Hoover. 

So the American people can judge for 
?mselves who is feeding them fiction, 

invite the FBI chief to present his 
:ls to an appropriate congressional 
remittee, and we will present our 
(fence. The loser should agree in 
vance to retire. 
Here are the main charges we have 

tde against Hoover and we are now 
spared to prove: - .- - - 

1. We will show that Hoover has 
;collected more than $250,000 in royalties 
from three books researched and 
ghostwritten for him by FBI personnel 
on government time. This includes a 
reported $50,000 that Warner Brothers 

|I paid him for the movie rights to his book, 
“Masters of Deceit," which has never 
been made into a movie. He distributed 
most of his profits to the FBI recreational 
fund and to the FBI people w ho wrote his 
book. But he kept a generous share for 
himself. 

Hoover's Free Suite 
2, We will prove that Hoover, 

accompanied by his faithful companion 
Clyde Tolson, used to spend his 
summer vacations in $100- a- day suites a 
the Hotel Del Charro so the FBI chief 
could attend the nearby Del Mar race 
track. We would want to subpoena Texas 
oil millionaire Clint Murchison, Jr., the 
hotel ow ner, who told us the hotel always 
nirkofLnpjjip FBI pair's bills. We will also 
take the testimony of the hotel manager, 

Alan Witwcr, who told us while he was 
there Hoover ran up more than $15*000 
in bills which were paid by Murchison. 

3. We will present evidence that the 
FBI chief, contrary to his public 
statements, has assigned agents to tail 
members of Congress. Among those who 
have been kept under surveillance by 
Hoover's gumshoes are Rep. Cornelius 
Gallagher, D- N.J., Rep. Peter 
Frelinghuysen, R- N.J., and ex- Rep. 
Roland Libonati, D- III. We will show that 
agents have also checked on the activities 
of other members, including Speaker Carl 
Albert, House Democratic leader Hale 
Boggs and House Republican leader 
Gerald Ford.. 

We will prove that the FBI has kept 
:tabs on still ot he r" pro minen ^Americans; 
including ex- Attorney General Ramsey 
Clark and the late Dr. Martin Luther 
King. We will cite a Feb. 20, 1968 memo, 
for example, that Hoover sent to the 
White House about Dr, King. 

4. We will back up our original charge 
that the FBI chief has kept as many as 
five bulletproof limousines at one time 
stashed 'around the country, for his 
personal use. This is more bulletproof 
transportation than the taxpayers 
provide for the President. A check of the 
mileage run up by these FBI limousines 
will show that, except for occasional 
drives to keep them in running condition, 
they have been held for Hoover's use: 

Twisting The Law 
5. We will show how Hooker twisted 

the law to keep his .inseparable 
companion, Clyde Tolson, on the payroll 
as the FBI's No. 2 man. The two old 
friends have been lunching, dining and 
vacationing together for years. When 
Tolson reached, the mandatory 70- year- 
old retirement age in May, 1970, his 

health was too poor to gel a waiver. So 
Hoover arranged for him to "retire, 
then come back to. the FBI as a 
'Teemployable annuiant" under a 
provision that allows overage employees 
to complete their unfinished work. 

6. In his latest blast at us, as published 
in the Washington Post, Hoover calls us 
irresponsible for reporting he assigned 
only four agents to the Justice 
Department’s vital, 17- city drive against 
the Mafia. Despite the FBI's refusal to 
answer our inquiries, we noted that the 
FBI helps out the strike forces without 
direct assignments and conducts its own 
separate Mafia investigations. We will 
produce a 19- page Justice Department 
document, which completely confirms 
our story. 

7. Of airfhe'charg’es we have made 
against Hoover, he chose also to deny our 
story that agent Kenneth Lovin was 
disciplined for not wearing his jacket at a 
shoot- out at New York’s Kennedy 
Internatipnal Airport. Hoover stated 
indignantly that he commended Lovin 
and gave him a cash award for killing 
Richard Obergfel, an armed hijacker. 
Thus Hoover denied a story that Lovin, 
when we gave him-the opportunity-,., 
refused to deny. We not only will stand 
by our story, but we will present evidence 
that Hoover's Boy Scout rules and use of 
FBI agents to investigate the most minor 
infractions of FBI employes has 
hampered law enforcement. 

From the first, we have emphasized 
that Hoover has built up the FBI until it 
has a reputation unmatched by any law 
enforcement agency in the world. But we 
have suggested, sadly at first, more 
firmly later, that the time has passed 
when the nation should have paid Hoover 
his final measure of praise and replaced 
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Sept, 25, 71 

Mr Jack Anderson 
The New York Post 
New York, N*Y* 

Mr, Callahan 
Mr, Casper 
Mr, Conrad 
Mr. Dalbey^ 
Mr, Cleveland_ 

Mr, Ponder 
Mr. Rosen , 
Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Walters 
Mr. Soyars 
Tele. Room _ 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy - 

■b6 

b7C 

Dear Mr, Anderson, 

I read your column entitled, "Challenging 
Hoover” and am completely disappointed in your 
muckraking at so devoted a public servant. 

The charges you levelled are so picayune 
that my respect for Mr. Hoover has increased 
and I lost all for you* If these "charges” 
are all you can dig up after 50 years as the 
head of the FBI, you better go somewhere and^; 
hide your ^ace. Could you claim a more honest*, 
record than this, in spite of your grabbing of-f 
all the cost you can and care less who you hurt 
in the process? / At time?, aren’t you ashame ofo 
the filthy racket you run? As a citizen I am 
pleased die FBI kept tabs on the procommunists : 
Luther King, Ramsey Clark and others who were \r‘ 

ready to sell their country out for a few bucks* 

I trust Mr Hoover will not dignify your 
column by ignoring it now and in the future* 

Why don’t you investigate Ralph Nader the 
phoney? 

copyikar 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO : Mr. BishOp^N? 

All INFORM 
FROM M. A^on^sr herein is 

4 / =*“ 

SUBJECT: JACK ANDERSON/s COLUMN 
> 

n-i: 
SEPTEMBER 22, 1971 

, /y 
n'-V'lA 

DATE: 9 >22 -71 

ZhlZ C5-23-200" BY 50324 sue fcaw/rs/ls: 

To! son_„ 
Felt_ 
Sullivan __ 

E.S. 
Callahan _ 
Casper__ 
Conrad _ 
Dal bey . . 
Cleveland „ 
Ponder __ 
Rosen __ 
Tavel_ 
Walters_ 
Soyars_ 
Tele. Room 
Holmes_ 
Gandy . 

In Anderson's captioned column in allegation number 6 
regarding the Justice Department's Strike Forces, Anderson makes the 
statement ,fWe will produce a 19-page Justice Department document 
which completely confirms our story. ” 

At approximately noon today. Assistant Attorney General 
Will R. Wilson of the Criminal Division called the Director’s Office and 
asked that the Director be advised that they are trying to track down 
and locate something resembling1 the 19-page Justice Department / 
memorandum referred to in Anderson's column. He said if the Director 
had any leads or ideas, they will do their best to track it down although 
so far they have found nothing. He was advised the Director would be 
advised and would appreciate his call. j 

The Special Investigative Division has advised that since I Anderson's column came out this morning they started an exhaustive 
search to ascertain just what this 19-page document might be and what 
Anderson is talking about Their efforts have been negative and they 
have no idea what he is referring to. Crime Records research files 
have also been checked with negative results. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None. For the Director's- information. 

HMBSSiZSM 

1 - Mr. Felt EXCEPTjjHE 
1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. Cleveland 
1 - M. A. Jones ! 

^CMfilFIED 

WB OCT 12 1971 

??■ 



° O F Dl RECl^ftR,. . 

FEDERAL 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

MR. SULLl V AN 

4:25 p.m. September 22, 1971 MR 
MR. CALL AH AN 

Mr. Bishop-called to advise that he 
has notified AAG Will \yilson that 
we were unable to find the 19-page MR. o.EVEL, 
Justice Department document^— MR. PONDER 

mentioned in Jack Anderson^ mr. rosen _ 
column this morning and Wilson' MR- tjv^ - 
advised they have located it in the MR WALTER! 
Department of Justice files. It is a soyARS ■ 
roster of Task Force employees 

' A ** - TELE. ROOM 

and where they are assigned. WilsonM!SSHOLMES 
is sending a copy over to us and it MRS. METCAL 

will be brought to the Director’s miss ganoy . 
attention as soon as it ;is received. 

MR. CONRAD 

MR. DAL BEY - 

MR. CL E VEL A 

MR. PONDER 

MR. ROSEN 

MR. WALTERS - 

MR. SOY ARS . 

' MR. JON ES , 

TEL E. ROOM 

MRS, METCALF 

miss gandy 

ALL INFCKMMION COITT AIMED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-25-2007 3Y 60324 due bav/rs/ls-g 
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UNTIED STATfifipOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Ir. E. S. Mill e^tV 

1 - Mr" 
1 - Mr, 
1 - Mr, 

:W. A. 

. S. Millet 

Branig&f^ 

Pr. M. Felt 
, A. Rosen 
, T. E. Bishop 

10/6/71 r 

K S. _ 

hto-s 

E. S. Miller 
W. A, Branigan 

Callahan _« 
Casper --^ 
Conrad 

|>al beyJS&fyjL 
Cleveland_ 
Ponder .__ 
fifties _ 

Tnvcl _ 
Walter* __ 
Soynra _ 

Tele. Room_ 
Holme* ^—— 

Gandy _- 

b6 

= ] 

blC 

subjbct:SOVIET DIPLOMATIC ACTIVITIES . “ ~ ~TF 
INTERNAL SECURITY - RUSSIA Db 

Q V b7( 
Jack Anderson’s column in 10/6/71 edition of 

Y/ashington Post caprroirerd "FBI, State Dept. Clash on Soviet 
Spies," recounts recent action by British Government in 
expelling 105 Soviet diplomats from that country on basis of 
disclosures by the Soviet defector,!|and thereafter 
alleges that Bureau and State have been squabbling behind scenes 
over how to deal with Soviet espionage in this country. This 
is gross misstatement of fact. No controversy exists between 

I Bureau and State as alleged by Anderson. It is true that, 
historically, State has been reluctant to take firm action against 
Soviet diplomats in this country on basis of information 
provided to it by Bureau. 

( In support of his contention of controversy between 
1 Bureau and State, Anderson cites two specific instances in which 
State did not take affirmative action against Soviet spies:_ 
one involved! land the other I 

Anderson’s statements concerning are essentially__ 
accurate but are repeats of at least two prior disclosures con¬ 
cerning activities which appeared in "Parade" magazine. 

f M 
M rfV 

jH m 
^ fr* 
O H ^ 
V w £ 

►3 cj i 
3 £8; 

The undercover agent involved withl | was used 
as an informant by us against ~1 however, we discontinued 
him when he demanded that we Intercede for him with Immigration_ 
and Naturalization Service. I" 1 is the former \ 

|whom we detected in what appeared 
to be illicit relationships with various prominent individuals in 
Y/ashington area; however, we never did establish that she was < 
functioning for Soviet Intelligence Service. Article regarding 

| promiscuity previously Appeared in "Parade" jyid tp of 
Anderson's columns. TmCY' 

//9 yar/r)c-/f^} i - —- 7*3 

Anderson's column is another example ofH(HfeBfr£@spS?isible 
journalistic actions wherein he revives ancient iiSitppyj^ndj/ittempts 
to relate it to some current activity as means of substantiating 
sensationalist allegations. -— -* 

was used 
Lscontinued 
[mmjgration_ 

b6 

b7C 

ACTION: 

G5-30092 

For information. 

ECPjeco tfZ §\. 
(8) S'/" 

UmM 
^ Exempt f 

Dat 0o£-£siTXasalf i <m t i on 
—-/0mn 7 
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MR. TOLSOH 

\ 

D°"6 DtRECjTC^Rr^* 

federal buf^^j OFJNVEST-JGATION 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

MR. MILLER* E,S 

MR. C ALL AHAW - 

MR. CASPER 

MR. CONRAD 

MR. DAL8EY 

MR* CLEVEL AN 

M R. PON DER 

MR* ROSEN _ 

MR. TAVEI_ 

September 22t 1971 
12*05 PM 

^Assistant Attorney General 
; WILL R. WILSON, Criminal 
Division called. 

He asked that the Director 
be advised that they are 
trying to track down and 
locate something resembling 
the 19-page Justice Depart¬ 
ment memorandum referred to 
in Jack^Anderson* s column 
this morning. He said if 
the Director had any leads 
or any ideas that could be 
given to him, they will do their 
best to track it down, but so far 
they have not found anything although 
that does not mean there could bmot be 
something he does not know about. 

He was told that the Director would 
be advised and that the Director would 
appreciate his call, * 

MR* WAL TERS 

MR. SOY ARS 

MR. JONES 

TELE. ROOM 

MESS HOLMES 

MRS* METCALF 

MiSS GANDY- 

ALL INFORNJVTICN CDNTAIMED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

C~.TE 05-25-2007 EY 50524 sue fcavf/rs/lsg 
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UNITED1 STATES COVERNME 

Memorandum 
2.'“ . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Mr. Clevelan 

9". 

E: September 23, 1971^ 

AIL INFCRViVTICIT CCNTAIHED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE OS-25-2007 Ex 60324 sue bu*/ra/lsg 

Cafiarvin . 
Casper_ 
Conrad y 

palbcy T 

';5L-3b6 
Soyors _1L.-/~t 

Tele. Room_U t M 
Holmes_— 
Candy___— 

subject: JACK ANDERSON'S COLUMN, 
SEPTEMBER^, 1971, 
ALLEGING IN PART.LACK OF 
FBI COOPERATION WITH STRIKE FORCES 

Following Assistant Attorney Generals(AAG) Will Wilson's 
late afternoon call to Bishop's office on September.22, 1971, 
reporting that the 19-page document at issue in Jack Anderson's 
coluthn had ‘been found in _the.. Department 's_ files f the material 
in question wag Tie Iiyered to your "off ice by a representative of 
tBe~ Criminal Division together with.:.a cover memorandum from 
Wilson^ to the Director dated September, 22, l9Tl, commenting on 
this 'matter*^ 

C. j 

0 Wif^on's memorandum recounts that the Department, in 
response to'-ar letter of request dated May 5, 1971, from ^ ? / 
Chairman John S. Monagan, House Legal and Monetary Affairs^, Jd> 
Subcommittee of the House Committee on Government Operations,r'■f 
furnished that Committee, by letter of June 25, 1971, over the 
Deputy Attorney General's signature, a review of the,;makeup and^ 
purposes of the National Council on Organized Crime,“a rundown; oh 
its subcommittees, etc., enclosing a 19-page listing of "personnel 
assigned to strike forces." Wilson indicates that it is fiis belief 

^jthat this listing is the 19-page document to which Anderson refers. 
2jy|Wi4pon makes no comment regarding how this document may have come 
gyj|iigfc'o Anderson's possession, but pointedly calls the Director's 
§| |attention, to the. makeup of the JLegal7and Monetary .Affairs 
P|1 Bubebrami t tee, which in eludes* New Jersey , Congressman Cornelius 
Hi pallagher, whose embarrassment from questionable association with 
| kradket figures could provide him a motive to cooperate with 
iMnderson in his attempt to portray Bureau activities in a critical 

/., «. ThSteSS-(f 
m This 19-page listing^of strike force personnel accounts 

r /for the assignment of four representatives from the FBI (liaison 
1 assignments), one each in four strike force cities. Wilson's 

* reference to exclusive assignment in these four cities is a matter 
8of semantics. As you know, it was approved that we designate a 

Enclosure's ^ - ~ c=*=:=3 
CpmTJ®ai 19 1Q71 

1 - Mr. Sullivan^S^SUNJLffSsmED 1 - Mr. Ro^i0CI iZ *, 
1 - Mr. Felt . j 1 - Mr. Cleveland_ *ir 
1 - Mr. Mohr f >< / 1 - |. f f/ 

f''/ CONTINUED - OVER * ' ^ 



Memorandum to Mrs Cleveland 
Re; Jack Andersonfs Column, 

September 22, 1971 

supervisory Agent for full time liaison with a strike force, 
where required. Depending on the level of activity in a given 
strike force city, such assignment can range from almost full 
time to varying degrees of part time. It goes without saying 
that we do not make such an Agent available full time unless 
full time attention is necessary. 

(Regarding Anderson*s contention that a 19-page 
Justice Department document confirms his statement that the 
FBI ‘'conducts its own separate Mafia investigations,*' implying 
lack.of coordination with the strike force effort, the 19-page 

(document in question makes no reference at^ all to JJlafia, or 
other or^1Ti^d^r±me^"d.ftTegt'i^aticms^ concerning "itself only 
with personnel ^assignments.’” 

Wilson*s memorandum—completely refutes any suggestion of 
lack of cooperation^r coordination withstrikeTorces by 

j comment ing; ^ 

|"It has been understood by everyone concerned 
that the enormous contribution of the FBI to 
the work of the strike forces is accomplished 

1 by a close liaison with the personnel of 
the strike forces but actually performed under 
normal command and with standard procedural 
supervision,“ 

OBSERVATION: 

i As you can see, Anderson*s contentions of lack of 
FBI cooperation with strike forces and his statement implying 
lundue separation of our Mafia investigations from strike force 
effort, are not borne out by the 19-page document which Wilson 
believes to be the one in question, and this is just one more 
example of Anderson's unique propensity to twist the facts of a 

given situation. 

ACTION: 
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Dear 

Your letter of September 23, 1971, has been 

received, and I appreciate your interest in writing. It was 

thoughtful of you to bring this information to my attention. 

•Mailed 10 

S£P3G?971 

Sincerely yours, 

1. Edgas 

V <7 

1 - Mr. Felt - (detached) 
1 - Mr. Bishop - (detached) 
1 - M. A. Jones - (detached) 

0^ 

To! son_ 

Foil , , _ 

Still irun__ 
Mohr — 

Bishop ___ 

Miller. E.S__ 
Cnlhlhnn . . . 

Casper_ 
Con Tad _ 
Dolbcy -_ 
Cleveland -__ 
Ponder_ 

ff Often_ 
Tnvel_ 
WuUors_ 
$oyiir<i.. 

Tele. It owl) __ 

Holmes- 

Gandy__ 

NOTE: See Jones to Bishop memo "The Drew Pearson Story” by 
Frank Kluckhohn and Jay Franklin^"’ 9-30-71. 

JVA:cmc 
(7) 
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9-28-71 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington D. C. 

J Edgar Hoover. 

Dear Mr Hoover: 

Mr. Tolson 
Mr? Felt _ 

Mr. Sullivan . zz 
'Mr. Mbh 

MrjfMiller, E-S. 
Mr. Cnllahon 
Mr. Casper_ 
Mr. Conrad _ 
Mr. Dalbey _ 
Mr. Cleveland 

Mr. Ponder_ 
Mr. Rosen _ 
Mr. Tavel _ 
Mr. Walters_ 
Mr. Soyars_ 
Tele. Room _ 
Miss Holmes - 
Miss Gandy __ 

after reading "^Challenge to J. Edgar Hoover” in 9-22-71 
local paper by JaclpAnderson, I believe you would be inter¬ 
ested in reading the lb i page book “The First Behind-The-^g) 
Scenes Report on The Drew Pearson Story” by Frank Kl.uckh^hn 
and Jay Franklyn, published by Chas. Hallberg & Co. Chicago. 
Ill. 60610. - 

it 
"The Heir Apparent” section reveals a great deal about 

ack Anderson beginning on page 98 thro, page 120. 

This book has been published in.1967. 

If you do not have this revealing book. I shall be happy 

to mail my copy to you. 

Z'-\ 

* . 
tv 

I 

r*> 

l 
t \ t 

• 



The Attorney General October 14, 1971 

Director, FBI 

JACK ANDERSON 

1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. Dalbey 

jM) 
By memorandum Sated October 5, 1971, addressed to 

Thomas E. Bishop of this Bureau, Mr. John W. Hushen advised that 
Jack Anderson requested certain information concerning three books, 
threatening a Freedom of Information suit if the data is not made 
available. 

My memoranda for you dated May 11, 1971, and August 9, 1971, ~ 
advised of the facts concerning the disposition made of the royalties from 
my three books. I would decline to furnish such information to Anderson. 

Further, in view of the private nature of this data it is 
doubtful whether the Freedom of Information Act would be applicable. 
Even if the Act were construed to apply, the statutory exemption of 
"personnel files, the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy...." would raise questions as 
to the necessity to accede to Anderson's demands. 

1 - The Deputy Attorney General 

1 ~ Mr. John W. Hushen 
Director of Public Information 

ALL IMrCK-ariOlT wWTAIUE:' 

BEREIK IS UIJCLASSiriE" 
LATE 05-25-2007 BY 50324 due tdWr?/lag 

( 

n 
\ >. - 

Tolson . 
Felt_ 
Rosen _ 
Mohr_ 

JAM:takW^. 
(10) 
NOTE: The Attorney General was previously advised concerning the 

.~r distribution of the proceeds but not the amounts of the payments 
. ..involved. Here, the Director clearly expresses his opposition 

“to acceding to Anderson's demands. 

Bishop_:_ 

Miller. E,S. - 
Callahan „— 
Caaper_ 
Conrad _ 

Dalbey _ 
Cleveland _ 

Ponder__ 
Butes ___ 
Tave! _ 

Watters — _ 
Soynrs — 
Tele, Room 
Holmes_ 
Gandy _ 

1 
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ForcT DJ-lji- 
(Ed. 4-2d-65) 

tUNITgD STATES RNMENT 

Memorandum 
Thomas E. Bishop 

Crime Records Division 

FBI 

FROM 

subject: 

John W, Hushen HA 

Director of Public Information 

j ^r' Tolson 

~ fcv 
^DEPARTMENTS 

l Mr* Callahan ^ 

I Mr* Casper ___ 
I Mr. Conrad. 

date: Octob Mr' DaIbe#Pv 
Mr, Cleveland—. 
Mr* Ponder_ 

Mr. Bates 
i Mr. Tavel __ 

jMr, Walters_ 

Mr. Soyars y 

Tele. Room __ 

I Miss Holmes __ 

| Miss Gancjy__ 

Columnist Jack Anderson has requested that I supply him 

with the following information: 

--The total amount of royalties that Director Hoover has received 

from his three books and the movie rights to the books* 

--The amount given to Clyde Tolson. 

$ # 
--The amount given to the FBI recreation fund* 

--Any other royalty payments not included in the above relative 

to authoring of books or production of movies* 

Mr* Anderson informed me that if he did not receive this 

information, he would file a Freedom of Information suit in order 

to do so. 

aIL INFORyJVTICN CCHTAIITEE- 

3EREIN 15 LH-ICLA5SIFIEE 

2hTZ 05-25-2007 EiH 50524 sue fcsvf/rs/Tsa 
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ToUon 
Felt_ 

Rosen _ 

Mohr _ 
Bishop_ 
Miller/E-S- 
Callahan 

Casper 
Conrad_ 
Delbey_,_ 

October 7, 1971 

AIRMAIL 

/&l-f 

Customs Attache 
APONew York 09794 

ALL INFCRKAIIC1I CSNTAI1IED 
HEREIN IS TJ]J~LASSI?IEI 
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Dear 

I have received your letter of September 30th and 

certainly thank you lor your kind remarks. Tour support in the 

face of attacks on my direction of the FBI means a great deal to 

me and 1 hope my future endeavors continue to merit your confi¬ 

dence. Please be assured that the sniping of malcontents does 

not deter me from fulfilling my responsibilities to the American 

people. 

_Sincerely yours, 

3 Edgar Hooves 

3®jjLE0> S? 

FSj 

1 - Rome - Enclosure 

1 - Special Coordination Unit - Enclosure V, 

•: -v AV 
NOTE: Bufiles disclose no record identifiable with correspondent, f 
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DATE 05-25-2007 3i 50324 &uc bsw/rs/lss 

J. Edgar Hoover, Esq. 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigations 
Washington, B.C. 

My dear Mr. Hoover: 

As an American and a member of the Federal Law enforcement 
community (u.S. Customs) for almost 30 years, it was indeed 

o read your rebuttal of the two articles written 
in the Washington Post. 

Your reply set the record straight regarding the hijacking 
incident as well as your Bureau's well documented efforts 
against organized crime. 

My ®nly concern is that your reply may not receive the 
circulation that the syndicated Anderson columns had, and 
as a result, many readers will still not be in a position 
to know the truth. \ 

I close with my best wishes to you and many thanks for your 
many years of dedicated, outstanding service. 

Sincerely yours. 

gratifying - 
by jAnderson 

Mr. 

Mr. FpH 

Mr. R^san ^ ^ 

Mr. Awtrap JL_- 

Mr.'M^VfE.S. - 
Mp* cfall&hnn 

Mr. Casper 

Mr. 
Mr. Dalbey 

p| pvrl find 

Mr- PrmHpr 

Mr. RntPift 

Mr TpvpI 

M»* Wnltc»p« 

Mr- 
rpi>lp. Rhnm 

M'aa 
Mi«« fifth fly 

C u s t om\A t ta che 

AmericanE'mbassy, 
Rome, Italy 

i i 

Customs Attache j 

APO New York 0979^ ' 
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October 15. 1971 

Honorable Edward J„ Gurney 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C, 2C51C 

My dear Senator: 

On October 
a letter to you from 

With respect to her remarks about the J<acJc_Anderson 
column she forwarded to you, X do not ordinarily comment on the 
malicious allegations Anderson has made against me and the FBI. 
I do want to assure you, however, that at no time during my 
administration of the FBI have I ever abused my position either 
in an official capacity or in my personal life. 

As you requested, I am returning the copy of her 
communication. 

Sincerely yours, 
All IMFCAMATICM 1CHIAINE1 

HEREIN 12 UNCLASSIFIED 
3U lEdgas Hoopoe gate 05-25-2007 sr *0324 baw/ra/i33 

r\ 
jr 

Enclosures (2) 

MU*' NOTE: Bufiles disclose cordial relations with Senator Gurney. 
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QlCmleb J£>ictiv& ^ertctfe 

ALL FBI ItTFCR-VAlILt: CCMTAIMEL 

EEREIH 15 UNCLASSIFIED 
LATE 05-25-2007 3Y £0524 cii: ts«/is/l3g 

October 7. 1971 

PSr'Mvlsr, ES— 
Mr, Cvillahau- 
Mr. Oft spar_ 
Mr. Conrad— 
Mr. Dai bey- 
Mr. C level and- 
Mr. Pander_ 
Mr. Bates- 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Walters_ 
Mr. Soyars_ 
Tele. Room_ 
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy, 

Respectfully referred to: 

Congressional Liaison 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Because of the desire of this office to be 

responsive to all Inquiries and communications, 

your consideration of the attached is 

requested* Your findings and views, in 

duplicate form, along with return of the 

CO 

£ 



Mr. Tolson_ 
Mr. Felt_ 
Mr. Rosen_ 

Mr. Mohr- 
Mr. Bishop- 
Mr. Miller, E-S- _ 
Mr. Callahan - 
Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Dalbey_ 
Mr. Cleveland- 

Mr. Ponder_ 
Mr. Bates- 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Walters _ 
Mr. Soyars   — b7C 
Tele. Room _ 
Miss Holmes - 
Miss Gandy - 

I am enclosing a most disturbing article copied from 
our local newspaper (Pal Beach Post), and ask you Please to 

■do whatever you can to affect a change insuring the discon¬ 
tinuation of this deplorable action. Mr. Hoover is very able 
to finance his own vacations, and as the wife of a tax payer, 
I deeply recent such money being spent for Mr. Hoover's 
pleasure. Also, I question the fairness of United States 
paying the salary of Mr. Tolson, whose real contributions to 
the Bureau's work is suspect. 

« I am also writing Senator Chiles, Rep. Rogers, and Sec¬ 
retary Connally.regarding these matters, and assure you, I 
will indeed appreciate whatever, you gentlemen can do to end 
this regretable situation. 

Thank you for your time. I extend my kindest regards. 

b6 
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ALL INFCRHATION CCtMAIMEC 
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24 Sept. 1971 

The Honorable Edward Gurney XX (?) 
New Senate Office Bldg. 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Senator: 

copy:djk 
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Jack Anderson 

\ 
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WASHINGTON - J. Edgar 
Hoover, the beloved old bull¬ 
dog of the FBI, has just bared 
hisfangsatus, 

"There is not enough statio¬ 
nery at our headquarters, nor 
are there enough hours in the 
workweek, to issue public de¬ 
nials of all the misinformation 
ivhich this purveyor of fiction 
tas written regarding the 
FBI," growled Hoover 

So the American people can 
udge for themselves who is 
eeding them fiction, we invite 
he FBI chief to present his 
acts to an appropriate con¬ 
cessional committee, and we 
vill present our evidence. The 
oser should agree in advance 
o retire. 

Here are the main charges 
re have made against Hoover 
nd we are now prepared to 
rove: 

L We will show that Hoover 
as collected more than $250,- 
50 in royalties from three 
ooks researched and ghost- 
Titten for him by FBI person- 
el on government time. This 
■eludes a reported $50,000 
tat Warner Brothers paid him 

for the movie rights to his 
book, "Masters of Deceit," 
which has never been made 
into a movie, 

2. We will prove that Hoo¬ 
ver, accompanied by his faith¬ 
ful companion Clyde Tolson, 
used to spend their summer 
vacations in $!00-a-day suites 
at the Hotel Del Charro so the 
F^BI chief could attend the 
nearby Del Mar race track. 

We would want to subpoena 
Texas oil millionaire Clint 
Murchison Jr,, the hotel own¬ 
er, who told us the hotel al¬ 
ways picked up the FBI pair's 
bills. We will also take the tes¬ 
timony of the hotel manager, 
Alan Witwer* who told us - 
while be was there Hoover ran 

i-:: 

up more than $15,000 in bills 
which were paid by Murchi¬ 
son, ‘‘'*- 

3. We will present evidence 
that the FBI chief, contrary to.?' 
his public statements, has as- 
signed agents to nail members 
of Congress, Among those who. \ 
have been kept under surveil---*: 
lance by Hoover's gumshoes-**** 
arc Rep, Cornelius Gallagher 
{D-N.J.), Rep. Peter Freling-^- 
huysen and ex-Rep.' t ■ 
Roland Libonati < D-Ill.). 

■ - / 

4. We will back up our origi-’V , 
nal charge that the FBI chief*^ 
has kept as many as five bul- 
letproof limousines at one!** 
time stashed around the coun¬ 
try for his personal use. This‘S 
is more bulletproof transporta-^ 
tion than the taxpayers pro-;^ : 
vide for the President, ^ 

5. We will show how Hoover .V 
twisted the law to keep his in¬ 
separable companion, Clyde 
Tolson, on the payroll as the 
FBI's No, 2 man. The two old 
friends have been lunching, / * , 
dining and vacationing togeth- . i 
er for years. * 

When Tolson reached the 
mandatory 70-year-old retire-**"-' 
ment age in May, 1970, his " ■ 
health was too poor to get a ; 
waiver. So Hoover arranged ■ 
for him to "retire," then corned 
back to the FBI as a "reem^ 
ployable annuiant" under 
provision that allows overage* 1 
employes to complete their un- . 
finished work. . \ 

?^Wtu0U*i?<)“iries- we noted., 
1 striked FBI ■ heips 0U1 the!, 

strike forces without direct as-f- 
signments and conducts its * 
own separate Mafia investiga- * 
tions. We will produce a 19- - 
page Justice Department doc¬ 
ument. which completely con- - 
firms our story. * 

* 
611 ti,e e!iarftes we have 

made against Hoover, he ' 
chose also to deny our story 
that agent Kenneth Lovin was 
disciplined for not wearing his" 
jacket at a shoot-out at New ’ 
York s Kennedy International - 

Thus Hoover denied a story " 
that Lovin, when we gave him i 
the opportunity, refused to 
deny. We not only will stand*, 
oy our story, but we win,, 

present evidence that Hoover's * 
Boy Scout rules and use of FBI ~ 
agents to investigate the most 
minor infractions of FBI em- 1 
ployes has hampered law en¬ 
forcement. . - ; 

0* In bis latest blast at us, as , 
published in the Washington ■ 
Post, Hoover calls us irrespon- > ' ■ 
sible for reporting he assigned ' r ' 
only four agents to the Justice" 
Department’s vital, 17-city. f 
drive against the Mafia. , X ; '■ 

\ . Y . 

V. 

i 
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Dear \ 

Your letter of October 8th, with enclosures, has been 

received and 1 am indeed appreciative of your thoughtfulness in 

writing. I thank you for furnishing your views and regret X cannot 

comment on the book you sent as it has been my long-standing policy 

not to do so unless the material has been written by personnel of this 

Bureau. ,h % 
S <3 

Sincerely yours, 

<J« Edgar Boov«c 
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TRUE COPY 

Oct. 8, 1971 

J. Edgar Hoover 

Dear Mr. Hoover, 

ALL IHFCRMATIDH CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-25-200" 3Y 60324 i bav/rs/'l^g 

This is the first time I have ever written to you, and 
my heart is heavy to see what is taking place in this Nation of ours. 
No one is listening to what you have been telling our government * 
officials and all the good mens’ voices have been silenced. Why! 

\ 

Doesn’t anyone care anymore what is happenirg to our 
Country, or are they more interestedii|brcing one world government 
upon us? 

I am behind you one-hundred per cent and all our brave 
policemen. Why can’t we elect a man who has the guts (pardon the 
expression) to stand up for the truth and tell these activiStsU if they 
don’t like our Country, get out. 

I have been a Conservative Republican all my life and 
I can not condone what our President is doing in going to Red China. 
How can one negotiate with a murderor whose only interest is to over¬ 
throw our Country ? , ex 

This enclosed article written by Jack Anderson (another 
left wing radicalV prompted me to write to you and pose the question 
to you. Is our government going to take action against these activists ? 
Are they afraid of damaging the relationship with Russia? Or do we 
have a bunch of softheads in our government who are playing footsie 
with the Communists? 0v 

Our government better wake its la^r than we 
think and we have no where to run.o^V^ WijL 

X r 

^ ? 

— ^ Please read this book and give me your opinion on if J 
SiSKl subscribe to Liberty Lobby, American Mercury ai|^ U$$je<|()J 
Republicans of America. Will be waiting your honest reply . . Keep up 1 
the good work and God bless you. 
v 2# -r 

^ c * • Sincerely - 

mi %% 

TRUE COPY 
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Washington Merry-Qfr-Round mmm 

pies 
vBy JACK ANDERSON 

Washington—The Federal Bureau of Investi¬ 
gation and State Department have been squab¬ 
bling. behind the scenes over how to deal with 
Soviet.espionage in this country. 

The British have" tipped us off that the mas¬ 
sive espionage they have uncovered is typical of 
what’s going on in the United States as. well. 

Their informant is a Soviet KGB (secret 
police) agent, who rode up to the British Foreign 
Office in a Soviet Embassy limousine and asked 
for asylum. He walked in with a satchel full of 

* secret document, outlining the entire Soviet 
'espionage operation in Britain. 

The documents included no details about 
Soviet espionage in the United States but the de¬ 
fector asserted the pattern was the same. 

THIS WASN’T NEWS to the FBI, which has 
v^een reeping dose tabs on the 525 Soviet diplo¬ 
mats, Wde officials and journalists in the United 
States. 

• S Oxe been linked to direct acts of es- 
Pi°flnd 'cam? have encouragcd racial, industri- 

s with Amtunrest through undercover con- 
tacL \n activists. 

i > • 

Soviet, agents, j for example, have helped to 
stir up the nationwide campaign in behalf of 
black revolutionary Angela Davis, now in fed¬ 
eral custody. i ’ „ 

The British, once confronted with the docu¬ 
mented evidence of Soviet spying, expelled 90 
Russians from the country and revoked the visas 
of 15 others. 

The United States during the 1960s expelled 11 
Soviet embassy officials and another 11 Soviet 
employes at the United Nations, 

THE FBI; has accumulated enough evidence 
to justify ,thb expulsion of several more Rus¬ 
sians, But the. State, Department, has opposed 
their ouster, particularly in recent years, for the 
sake of Soviet-American relations. 

In order to promote the spirit of detente, the 
State Department has preferred to overlook what 
it considers to be purely routine espionage. 

For instance, the FBI made a case against 
Oleg D, Kalugin, a handsome Soviet newsman- 
diplomat-agent, who tried to recruit a Greek im¬ 
migrant for undercover work in the United States. 

• Under the assumed name of Victor Krakniko- 
vich, Kalugin held secret trysts with the immi- 
grant, John, Makris, in hotel lobbies, restaurants, 

a Greenwich Village bookstore and at various 
spots in the Bronx. 

They discussed a number of plans. First, 
Makris was to infiltrate the anti-Castro move¬ 
ment in New York. Later he was to move to 
Washington and set up a business front, then 
travel around the country as a bagman, distribut¬ 
ing money to Soviet agents. J 

At one point, Kalugin instructed Makris to 
cultivate- a secretary in the FBI’s Manhattan 
office. 

ALL THE WHILE, however, Makris was re] 
porting to the FBI. The evidence justified KalU'j 
gin’s expulsion, but the State Department didn’t 
want to rock the diplomatic boat. 

The FBI made a similar case against Galim 
(Galya) Utekhina, formerly the Soviet cultura 
attache in Washington. 

FBI agents soon discovered she was promot¬ 
ing culture at softly lit restaurants where ■ shj 
dated prominent figures from Capital Hill, go\j 
ernment agencies. Western embassies and thj 
United Nations, 

Again, 'the State Department refused to takj 
action. The battle between diplomacy and secu/ 
ity, meanwhile, goes on. j 
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These Times That Try Men’s Souls 
By BOB^TAUiERT 
Special to The /ffl^itirer 

'M WORRIED. 
Really worried. I have this strange and 
frightening feeling that the heart is going 

out of the country. 
I find more people scared than happy. 
I find ;despair ahead of hope. Frustration re¬ 

placing participation. Apathy wiping out empathy 
and sympathy. 

The American will seems to be wilting. 
Every day there is something new to make 

us feel the government, the system can't cope with 
the nation's problems, 

A barefoot* bearded uncombed youth in con¬ 
frontation with a helmeted policeman in Wash¬ 
ington, The postures of outrage and concern around 
the Attica prison riots, A mother screaming at a 
school bus in Pontiac, 

These things make us feel1 imcertain-^uncer- 
tain about ourselves as individuals, ourselves as 
a nation. . . h 

There is the fear, once tucked protectively; 
away in the back of our minds, that the country 

is falling apart, 
t Never have minorities been so beligererit and 
defensive. Feeling oppressed is a national sport 
Ivhose chief weapons are intimidation arid the 
threat of violence, . - ' '■ 

Everyone feels helpless. There seem to be no 
areas to reason together. Compromise is today's 
most hated word. 

Everyone talks, but no one listens. Our nerves 
are shot, our minds are muddled and our hearts 
just aren't in it anymore. 

This is\ depressing. 
Why has everything suddenly worn thin? The 

younger people blame hypocrisy. The older people 
conveniently blame over-permissiveness. 

But these are just wordSi 
And words don't work anymore. 
The only expressions that register are bursts 

of hostility and violence. 
/ The nation is pathetically polarized. Youth 

vs. age. Black vs. White. Women vs. men. Ecology 
vs, industiy. 

The despair* frustration,^ polarization and fear 
have developed a paranoia which causes virtually 
everyone to feel exploited, cheated, threatened, de¬ 
prived, held back* held out, put upon or put down. 

Everything seems highly charged and. emo¬ 
tional: hot with anger, cold with fear, dark with 
doubt or suspicion. 

We are told that we're going to choke to death 
on our own pollution, starve to death in our over¬ 
population, and blow ourselves to bite with war. 
Too many words, too many pressures, too many 
things. 

Many people feel the only way they can cope 

with everything is to withdraw, block out every¬ 
thing but your own life, pretend that noise and 
strife and life and conflict and inhumanity just 
don't exist. 

But withdrawal is the thing to fear most. It is 
self-dehum anization. 

Fun goes out of things, life becomes deadly 
serious. This is America's first Joyless Genera¬ 
tion. Young people are humorless, unsmiling, 
lonely and afraid. 

People have quit believing in anything, but 
We must believe again. Belief in something puts 
the heart into it. 

We need to find new, more realistic dreams 
to believe. Although there are a dozen good reas¬ 
ons not to, we must believe in today and tomor¬ 
row. 

If we have any sense left, we'll get ready for 
tomorrow doing today's work well. We can't quit. 

We must believe that black is beautiful ac¬ 
cording to the man or woman who wears it, and 
the same goes for white, yellow, brown and red. 
We must believe that special privilege, for what¬ 
ever reason, means special responsibility. 

Finally, we must believe in love again, in lov¬ 
ing each other, in loving ourselves. The way to 
start is with respect, respect for someone else sim¬ 
ply because he is someone else. With his heart 
and your heart back in it, that's a start. 
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Memorandum 
Mr. Bishop PH* 

yV'n'Ci"<3 
M.A. Jones 

’’THE DREW PEARSON STORY” BY 
FRANK KLUCKHOHN AND JAY FRANKLIN 

FORMAT 1017 CDlTrAIlJET 
IS UyCLASSIFIET 

S-2o-211 -17 Ei 60324 sue bdv/r5/l3cs 

9-30-71 

ToUon_* 
Frit_ 
■^illjvan 

day-p-^-- 
MiHer. K.S. __ 

CMlnfmn _ 
Casper __ 
Conrnd__ 
Ha I hey ___ 
Cleveland  __ 
Ponder -... ___ 
Rosen ___ 
Tavel _ 
Walters ___ 
Soyars _ 
Tele. Room _ 
Holmes _ 

By letter 9-28-7^1 
advises that after reading JacltAndersort's column ”A Challenge to 
J. Edgar Hoover," he thought the Director would like to read captioned 
book, published in 1967, which reveals a great deal on Anderson. _ 
indicates he will be happy to send his copy if the Director doesn't have 
one. The Director noted: "Get a copy if you do not have it." 

DATA IN BUFILES ON|_ 

In January, 1969,| 
and offered to subscribe to it for 

Jsent in a copy of the "Daily World” s 
irector; he was thanked for sending it in. 

"THE DREW PEARSON STORY" BY FRANK KLUCKHOHN AND JAY FRANKLIN: 

In December, 1966, former Assistant to the Director L. B. 
Nichols sent the Director a copy of the provisional draft of this book. A Ai 
review of the draft by Crime Records Division disclosed it to be very 
derogatory to Pearson. The chapter "Heir Apparent" deals with Anderson, £V> 
describing him as having Pearson's expertise and nose for scandal, and as f 
flashing an air of arrogance. Anderson’s criticism of the FBI for listening {V 
in on phones is mentioned, as is the incident when Anderson himself was 7^ 
caught in the bugging of a press conference. (Copy of review attached.) 

Tr 
In April, 1967, Kluckhohn sent an autographed copy of the book 

to the Director (detached in Director's Office). A file check on KLuclcholm and V 
co-author Jay Franklin at that time, disclosed that both had questionable 
backgrounds; hence a letter over Miss Gandy's signature was sent Kluckhohn 
thanking him for the book. (Memo from Morrell to Wick, 4-19-67, attached} ® ! 

Enclosures - 3 o-“7/ 

1 - Mr. Felt - Enclosure/ <g|y) 
1 - Mr, Bishop - Enclosure^l^ 

JL- Mr. M.A. Jones - Enclosure 
CT 261971 ___ 
JVA:ksf Foil 
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M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo 
RE: "THE DREW PEARSON STORY" 

t 
RE COMMENDATIONS 

(1) That attached letter be sent to| |thanking him for 
his letter. 
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.. )i obtained. 
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(2) A published copy of "The Drew Pearson Story" is being 
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DATE: 

SUBJECT: "THE DREW PEARSON STORY" BY 
FRANK KLUCKHOHN AND JAY FRANKLIN 
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10-7-71 

Callohiin 
Ospcr . _ 
Conrad _ 

Did bey _ 
Cleveland . 
Ponder_ 
I bilo*_ 

Trvc! ■ ■ - 

Walters __ 
Soynrs_ 

Tele. Room . 
Holmes _ 

Candy__ 

All IWFOKia.iiCH 1CUTAIME1 
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Reference is made to my memorandum of 9-30-71, which 
indicated that a published copy of captioned book would be obtained. (Bufiles 
contain a copy of the provisional draft of the book which was made available 
to us in 1966.) i 

We have been unable to obtain a published copy of the book; a 
check with our^Chicago Office has disclosed that it is out of print and that 
the publisher (Charles Hallberg and Company) is no longer in business. 

A copy was, however,'charged out temporarily from the D. C. 
Public Library, and a check of the book discloses it to be the same as the 
provisional draft mentioned above (Bufile 94-8-350-1413). As noted in 
^referenced memorandum, a review of the draft (94-8-350-1411) indicated the 
hook to be very derogatory to Pearson, and the chapter dealing with Jack 
Andersoncritical of him for his ’hugging" activities in obtaining information. 
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October 20, 1071 

}0 jp* $^3 -/A 
Honorable Paul Q. Rogers 
House ol Representative* 
".Tashlngton, D. C. 20515 

My dear Congressman: 

ALL IHFCEMAIION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-25-2007 3Y 60524 sue b&vf/rs/lflg 

Your letter to the Department of Justice 
enclosing a communication from I I 

I was referred to this Bureau 
and received on October 15th. 

b6 
b7C 

AJLj$ 
Tolson _ 
Felt__1 
Rosen__ 

Mohr__ 
Bishop __ 
Miller. E.S. _ 
Callahan_ 
Casper_ 
dnrad____ 

“ aibey _- 
7l«veiand_. 
Pondc^__ . 

BatcsC^ /f C 
as-ei^EX^, 

A/a I tera _ 
boyars__ 
rele. Room_ 
Toimus _. _ . 
nndy ___ 

With respect to | | remarks about 
the Jack Anderson column she forwarded to you, I do not 
ordinarily comment on the malicious allegations Anderson 
has made against me and the FBI. I do want to assure you, 
however, that at no time during my administration of the 
FBI have I ever abused my position either in an official 
capacity or in my personal life. 

Sincerely yours, 

goojgc 
s\ ■, ' • ‘. 

1 - Mr. M. A. Jones t HUSibii^es 

NOTE: Congressman Rogers is oa the Special Cerre* pendents List. 
By outgoing 10-15-71 the Director acknowledged receipt of communication 
from Senator Edward J. Gurney enclosing letter from| |con- 
-aeraing this same matter# ^Response to Senator Gurney was as above. 

JBTrjsr <6) 
CSSIFII 

MAOHSffi >. 

OCT 201971 

1^281971. 
\r~ 

c-r. 
-MAIL ROOMl I TELETYPE UNIT I I 



PAUL. G: ROGERS •* 

* Florida 

ROOM 24*7. RAYBURN BUILDING 

i' 
^ DISTRICT OFFICE: 

* P.O. Box U51 

West Palm Beach. teuton?* 

* _ -v . ' 

” administrative assistants: 

JOHN A. DARLsON 

ROBERT W. MAHER 

• 4 
Congress of tfje ®nttetr £§>tat es 

House of ftepresentatibes 

®Kaafjmgtctn, 3B.C. 20515 

October 7, 1971 

• ' _ COMMITTEES* 

INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN 
COMMERCE 

SUBCOMMITTEE: 

Chairman, Public Health 

And Environment 

MERCHANT MARINE AND 

FISHERIES 

SUBCOMMITTEES: 

Merchant Marine 

Oceanography 

CoAil UJUUUU ■ 
Fish AffaiViLouf s * 

Congressional Liaison 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 

kLI FBI IHF2RXATICH CCIITAIIIED 

HEREIN1 IS tinCLASSIFIEH 

w.-.iw L'O-ciO-i'J'J EY 50324 sac baw/rs/lss 
File: FG-Justice- 

/t' v 

Dear Sirs: 

Mr. 
Mr. Rosej9 y 
Mr. 

Mr CS_ . 
Mr. Callahan_i 
Mr. Casper_\ 
Mr. Conrad_ j 
Mr. Dudoy.___ j 
Mr. Cleveland_ 
Mr. Ponder_ 
Mr. Ratos_ _ 
""|r. Tavel._ _ 
Trtr. Walters__ 
Mr. Soyars.. 
Tele. Room_ 
Miss Holmes^.__ 
Miss Gandy_, 

I would very much appreciate having your comments 

concerning the matter set forth in the attached corres¬ 

pondence received from 

b6 
b7C 

Thank you for your attention to this request. 



WASHINGTON - J. Edgar 
Hoover, the beloved old bull* 
dog of the FBI, has just bared 
his fangs at us, 

"There Is not enough statio¬ 
nery at our headquarters, nor 
are there enough hours in the 
workweek, to issue public de¬ 
nials of all the misinformation 
which this purveyor of-fiction 
has written regarding the 
FBI," growled Hoover. 

So the American people can 
judge for themselves who is 
feeding them fiction, we invite 
the FBI chief to present his 
facts to an appropriate con¬ 
gressional committee, and we 
will present our evidence. The 
loser should agree in advance 
to retire. 

Here are the main charges 
we have made against Hoover 
and we are now prepared to 
prove: 

L We will show that Hoover 
has collected more than $250,- 
000 in royalties from three 
books researched and ghost¬ 
written for him by FBI person¬ 
nel on government time. This 
includes a reported $50,000 
that Warner Brothers paid him 

for the movie rights to his 
book, "Masters of Deceit,” 
which has never been made 
into a movie. 

2. We will prove that Hoo¬ 
ver. accompanied by his faith¬ 
ful companion Clyde Tolson. 
used to spend their summer 
vacations in JlGO-a^day suites 
at the Hotel Del Charro so the 
FBI chief could attend the 
nearby Del Mar race track. 

We would want to subpoena 
Texas oil millionaire Clint 
Murchison Jr., the hotel own¬ 
er, who told us the hotel al¬ 
ways picked up the FBI pair’s 
bills, Wc will also take the tes¬ 
timony of the hotel manager, 
Alan Witwer, who told us 
while he was there Hoover ran 

up more than $15,000 in bills,\n 
which were paid by Murchi¬ 
son. 

3- We will present evidence - 
that the FBI chief, contrary to.JV 
his public statements, has as- +.' 
signed agents to nail members 
of Congress, Among those who. 
have been kept under survcil- - r- 
lance by Hoovers gumshoes ■■■. 
are Rep. Cornelius Gallagher 
(D-NrJ,), Rep. Peter Freling-^ 
huysen (R-N.J.) and ex-RepAi 
RolandLibonati (D-Ill), : 

„ " y 

4, We will back up our origi--, 
nal charge that the FBI chief* 
has kept as many as five bul- - - 
letproof limousines at one'v'‘ 
time stashed around the coun¬ 
try for his personal use, This’.^ 
is more bulletproof transports 
tion than the taxpayers pro-, ** 
vide for the President. “ 

5. We will show how Hoover 
twisted the law to keep his in¬ 
separable companion, Clyde 
Toison, on the payroll as the 
FBI’s No. i man. The two old 
friends have been lunching, 
dining and vacationing togeth¬ 
er for years. 

When Tolson reached the 
mandatory 70-year-old retire-"/ 
ment age in May, 1970, his/ 
health was too poor to get a ' 
waiver. So Hoover arranged./ 
for him to "retire,” then corned 
back to the FBI as a "reem-^ 
pioyable annuiant” under a?/ . 
provision that allows overageA 
employes to complete their un¬ 
finished work. 

-me r D1 

fhTfh0Urc.inqtiiries- we n°l«L 
' strikA FBi he,pS otit Uit*( stnke forces without direct as*! 

•gnments and conducts its 

t0innVt?rate Mafia ^estiga 
ns' ,We Wiil produce a 19- ■ 

.JUS iC0 DeParlfnenl doc- 
firm! ' Wh,<;h completely con- Jirms.our-si.or.y-,_ 

?- Of ati the charges we have 
™ade against Hoover, he ' 
chose also to deny our story 

Z aren! Kenn*th i-ovin was 

jacket *f°! n0t Weann2 his" jacket at a snoot-out at New 
Yorks Kennedy International- 

Thus Hoover denied a story " 
hat Lown, when we gave him ! 

the opportunity, refused to 
deny. We not only will stand¬ 
by our story, but we wifi 
present evtdence that Hoover’s ’’ 
oi>y Scout rules and use of FBI 
a*?ems io invest!gale the most 
rmnor infractions of FBI em- 
ployes has hampered law err- ‘ 

6. In his latest blast at us, as 
published in the Washington 
Post, Hoover calls us irrespon- 1 
sible for reporting he assigned Z 
only four agents to the Justice^ 
Department’s vital, 17-city 
driveagainst the Mafia. I 

'enclosure!! d 
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Dead Freedan of Information Act 

"With reference to the above law I respectfully request the records 
shoving all expenditures by the Federal Bureau of Investigation for 
carpet installation and cleaning and records shoving to whan they were 
dispersed throughout the following periods: 

(1) June 1, 1966 thru May 31 j 1969 - Shampooing, installation, 
metal and repairs. 

(2) June 1, 1969 thru May 31, 1970 - Shampooing, Installation, 
metal and repairs* 

(3) June 1, 1970 thru May 3l, 1971 - Installation, metal and 
repairs. 

Please include all carpet purchases ordered “installed** by the mills' 
representative. 

,q 

October 2l, 1971 

cc: The Honorable William S* Moorhead, Chairman 
The House Foreign Operations and Government Subcommittee 
Suite B371B - Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D. C. 2051$ 
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V *1 
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JAS/beh 

Small Business Committee 
Suite UZk, Old Senate Office Building 
Washington, D. C. . 0 

Nfyr 

170 ^ * 

§ 
o 

67NQV^49f^ ^ 

10 NOV 1 1971 
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WO. TO JOIO-lOt 
MAY iVll; (ttlllOM 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memoramium 
/(I/D y 

Mr. Bishops " 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

M.' A. "Jones' • 

T(4saa_’ 
E-ell *_ 
HftStn _ 

11-5-71 

Q Mohr_yf._ 

fry'fo* toys* .. 
*<■' Miller, K.i>. -_, , 

i‘;<s>vr .* 
1 iuir:i^y’VfS. 

Cll!Vi'(kll __ 

/f •!>» 

APPEARANCE OF ABBIE HOFFMAN 
AND JACKTANDERSON ON NATIONAL 
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION (NET) 

10-21-71 J 

Homier_ 
BaOrs _ 
Tnvel__ 
Walters _, 
Soyars _ 
Tele. Room . 

Holmes _ 
Goody _ 

ALL INFC-ayAIICH LCUTAI1TEL 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-25-2007 3i €0324 zuz baw/ra/l3g 

Abbic Hoffman appeared as host of the "Free Time" program on 
National Educational Television, Channel 13, New York City, on 10-21-71, and 
his gues: was the columnist Jack Anderson. This program was monitored by 
the New York Office and we have now received a transcript of the program which Iis attached. Anderson repeated his timeworn charges against the FBI and the 
Directoij, and Abbie Hoffman contributed his usual nonsense. These charges 
have been refuted many times in the past and simply £s a summary, some 
of the charges are set out below: 

All Agents look just like Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., and that is 
why they cannot infiltrate the Mafia. • 

The Agent who shot the hijacker in New York was 
reprimanded because he had his coat off. (This charge in 
spite of the Director's letter to "The Washington Post.") /The Director will not leave his limousine if a long¬ 
haired person is in sight, and the Director slumps in one corner 
of his limousine with his hat on the other corner, 

W 1 

Si 

The Director testified before Congress that he has less 
than 50 phone taps and 100 "bugs" but actually has local police do 
bugging or tapping for the FBI. 

* An Agent spilled a cup of coffee on the Director’s rug while 
the Director was out of town and a new rug was^teistplled without the 
Director's knowledge. Jg| *= 

" NOT £E;W©ED 
Security was pretty tight in the FBI two $9£r^^W^ut- 

today it's in shambles, morale is low, Agents are frustratemSand ^ 

1AT C*Avf 
- \-} TV 

19ft- 

..‘ .■ . 
r-v,'>•••••' 

everyone is talking. ... 

j i/f) [copy hade for mil tolson^t 11 7.- «>* 
Enclosure j y{yl ..] ■!> .. .*SK*'> 
1 - Mr. Bishop -V VsU7/lr Miss Holmes 4J}% . OBSERVATION1 AND 

.-1 - Miss M. A. Jones RECOMMENDATION 
i£^LSL:dkg (8) i OVER j 
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M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo 
RE: APPEARANCE OF ABBIE HOFFMAN 

AND JACK ANDERSON ON NATIONAL 
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION (NET) 

OBSERVATION: 

The title "Free Time" would appear to be a misnomer since 
the American taxpayer is footing a large part of the bill for this type of 
program which is foisted on the American public. 

RE COMMENDATION: 

For information. 

- 2 - 



O^IOKAl FO*M to 

MA» Ifcril 1C5TIOM , 

<v:a or* ttc:t*r>. *r 

TO 

UNITEP STATES GO\JgNMENT 

Memoranmim 

-To! son . . 

Felt_ 

.... 
- 

l MillfV, K„s_ 

Cnlhibnii ... 

Mr. Bisho DATE: H-10-71 

FROM : M < Sp&(£iif/?! 
;/rM 

ALL INFCRMATICN CC1TTAIITEL 

3EREIN IS UnCLASSiriEI 
LATE G5-25-2QQ7 BY <50324 sue fcsw/ra .'lag 

Cjovcfrtnd 

Ponder „.r*. 

$" - 
Tnvcl 

Wellers 
.Soynrs 

SUBJECT: 

Tele. Room () 
Holmes - 

(londy yr>_/D / L 

CONGRESSMAN HENRY B. GONZALEZ - VICT 
CONGRESSIONAL ASSASSINATION STATUTE - 
CONSPIRACY 

__ by letter dated 
11-6-71, enclosed a copy of a clipping from the 11 -3?-71 issue of The Dallas 
Morning News which reports that Congressman Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Texas) 
had received a memo from FBI agent] reporting that a 
\San Antonio source connected with the underworld had told the San Antonio Office 
[of a ’Contract *’in Houston to kill the Congressman. The communication said 
that information had come from a local hoodlum named! Ibut'p.y^.S 
Gonzalez said the San Antonio police have since told him that name is inaccurate 
and two other men with criminal records are involved. I 1 stated he knows 
of no other man in Texas other than[ and he 

b6 
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__named|_, 
requested a copy of the memorandum allegedly furnished to Congressman Gonzalez "N. - 
for his study. He concludes the letter by saying it is "disconcerting to see one’s 
name used in this fashion. ” 
Gonzalez, 

BACKGROUND: 

i » J —c — — -o —--- | 

J designates a copy of his letter for Congressman 
is not identifiable in Bufiles, a ' 

VO 

By teletype dated 10-27-71 (copycm^lotejdj &nt6^t^^m 
reliable source (not identified) haa a!tNrisiga the San Antolno Offb advised that a reliable source (not identified) 

that date that he had received information of a 

-v'\ 

AfttoniQ -Off ice,ro^~~ 

_ 
_, a local hoodlum hiding out on an undisclosed ranch near Seguin, Texas, i ^ 
had information of aTcontract being readied out of Houston to kill CongressTnarT Ha 
Gonzalez. The General Investigative Division in a note attached to this teletype jp 
stated "Crime Records will advise Congressman Gonzalez. " This teletype was a ^ 
received by Inspector Bowers around noon and he promptly contacted Congressman! ^ 
Gonzalez’s office by telephone where he spoke with| | J d? 

' J Assistant to the Congressman. Slie was furnished the information in the teletype 
and told that it allegedly originated with an individual identified as 

A 
$ 

(name spelled for her), a local hoodlum allegedly hiding out on a ranch near g ■$ 
Seguin, Texas. She was advised the FBI is conducting no investigation and she stated! 
she would promptly, relay the information to the Congressman. About two hours | 
later on 10-28^7|,f |Assistant to Congressman Gonzalez, | 
Enclosures.^ji2|(jr: .//-/£>- 
1 - M r y^Ro s e m*djncloshre » 1-Mr. Bates-enclosure jneg^e^losure 
1-Mr. Bishop-enclosure f ;1-Mr: Gallagher-enclosure i-D.W.Bowers-e 
DWB:kjs^(8) 

/ . ;1-Mr. Gallagher-enclosure _ 
1 CONTINUED - OVER.J, •enclosure 



, m: 
RE: 

. (^telephonically contacted Bowers and advised the Congressman had been aware of the 
J'1'1 alleged plot to kill him for ’’several days. ” She said the information had come 
f from onef~ ~| whom she identified as| | 

I land said she assumed this was the FBI’s source. She was advised that 
Bowers did not know the identity of the FBI’s source and this identity was not 
received at Bureau Headquarters until 11-4-71 when the San Antonio Office forwarded 
another teletype concerning this matter and identified the source as 

I She also advised that the information is fairly widely known in 
San Antonio and that a "leg man” for Jack Anderson, one| |had been 7 * • 
making inquiry in San Antonio concerning the alleged plot earlier on 10-28-71. 
Bowers emphasized to_that the information furnished was confidential 
in nature and requested that no statement be made indicating an FBI interest in this 
situation since we have no basis for conducting any investigation at this time. 
(Memorandum concerning these contacts on 10-28-71 was submitted from Jones to 
Bishop on 10-29-71, copy enclosed.) It should be noted the Jack-Anderson column (appearing in the Washington Post of 11-8-71 reported the FBlTiad warned Congressman 
Gonzalez that a professional assassin may be "gunning,for him” and reported that 
’TBIaicfe Dave Bowers telephoned the Congressman’s office” to report this information. 
A copy of Anderson’s column is enclosed. 

By teletype of 11-3-71 San Antonio Office advised the United States 
Attorney in the Western District of Texas had advised that office he had been in 
contact with the Department of Justice concerning the alleged plot against Congressman 
Gonzalez and requested an FBI investigation concerning a possible conspiracy to 
violate the Congressional Assassination Statute. ^ The U. S. Attorney specifically 
requested that Congressman Gonzalez be advised of the institution of the investigation 
and that he be requested not to give this fact to the news media. A copy of this 
teletype was sent to Bowers who telephonically contacted! ]at 11; 10 a. m. 
on 11-4-71 and advised of the initiation of the investigation and of the U. S. Attorney’s 

(request. She stated the Congressman already had given the information to the press, 
'adding that Deputy Attorney General Kleindienst had called the Congressman the 
night before (11-3-71), told him of the FBI investigation and made no request that it 
be kept in confidence. Bowers has had one additional contact withl Icon- ^ 
cerning this matter, this on 11-8-71 based on a note of the General Investigative 1''! 
Division of that date on a teletype from San Antonio dated 11-7-71 to advise her of 
a telephone call received bv the wife of U. S. District Judge Ernest Gunn, El Paso, 
Texas, threatening to| |of Congressman 
Gonzalez. This contact, like all the others with the Congressman’s office concerning 
this matter, was handled telephonically and at no time has any written information 
been furnished to the Congressman or any of his staff. 

CONTINUED - OVER 



M. A, 
RE: 

Innem to Ptishnn 
# 
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It is obvious Congressman Gonzalez has been attempting to gain as 
much publicity as possible from this situation and has totally ignored our requests 
that the information furnished him be kept in confidence. Not only has he violated 
the confidence, but he apparently has been inaccurate in the information he has given 
out to the press, such as reporting he had a memorandum from Bowers and giving 
out the name instead of as had been furnished him. 
it should be noted the San Antonio Office has advised that is the Mexican 
pronunciation of the name and and 

are one and the same person. 

REC OMMENDATIONS: 

1) That the enclosed letter be sent to 

b6 
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2) That a copy of the letter to be personally delivered 
by Bowers to Congressman Gonzalez at which time he will be told that we are very 
much concerned with the fact that he violated our request for confidence and gave 
the press the information furnished him. 

V\ aMi * 

/ 

- 3- 
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November 4,1971. 

Honoii'-ble J* Hdgr.r Hoover, Director 
Pederpl Bureau of Investig tion, 
Washington,D .C* 

Degr Mr Hoovers 

ALL IHFCFMATIGII CONTAIUE!' 
HEREIN 15 UN5IA5SIFIEI 

LATE 05-25-2C"" Ei 50324 auc bdvj/rs/isg 

#*. r* 1oi ao 

■Miller, K3_ 
Mr. Callahan_ 

Mr, CaapezvbG 
Mr* ComadA-vp, 
Mr. Dalb-7 

Mr* Cleveland_ 
Mr* Ponder_ 
Mr* Bates_ 
Mr. Tavel ___ 
Mr* Walters_. 
Mr. 
TelflgctfSSfflT 
Miss Holmes _ , 
'Mina Gandy!!- _ 

Copies of two letters I have written columnist Jack ^nders.o.n 
regarding various nr tides, which h*ve pppe^red in the pnpersv One wns 
about n. meeting of the Committee for Public Justice. The details are. 

one of the undersoil letters. If I enn find $ oimilprelipping to the m 

CD 

a 

* 
one I sent him, I will attach it. 



v’V'\ 

Oct*31,lp7i. 

V ashing!- ■■ 
Parade 3 v i 

n ",, fixt.c’f 

! 'u» 
lions ,Ine< 

All IHFCSKMIClf CdliltlKED 

KEREIil :s UECLASSIFIEO 

:ATE 05-25-2007 3Y 60224 £U~ t5W,'rs/l3g 

3i o a-x hr : i : : - ■ s o ■ i: 

r‘1iin writos? IifiO olvkys rthxlrod you for your *barracuda-like1 
cl-tra'p.c to- i - :;i t-x*» ... Mint io, your aggro saivaiio so, pure ran courage end 
feariccsn:: - l a attacking anyone find overyone , high or lev/, when you 
deemed the * guilty or any wrong doing against our country and it'a In- 
otitutioncs <, 

But s for once , you pro on tho wrong track* Reference io modo 
to rocont :• .tcloo you wrote about J* ftlfiar Hoover, Director of tho H£t* 
Being nn o:;-3cribe, it io Gray to understand that Hr Hooves? makes excel¬ 
lent copy; because ho is honored and loved by all* good, decent, God-f card¬ 
ing Americana, n.nd equally hatod by all intra liberals, coratoln*, commu¬ 
nists and crifaiualo, both hero chid abroad.* 

Your remarks were not necessarily darogntory^nor defamatory, 
nor were they complimentary* They could be termed unkind', hjicalled for, 
and indiscreet0 ■' ; 

■■ . s ' i 

It is ry oince.ro belief, that if you had given the mottos? 
second t-iouyht, and had realised by writing this diatribe against him, 
that you v:ors playing directly into tho hands of the/despicable group . 
mentioned above, you would not have doiiG it* Tile chief ri.ti.of those'* 
jackals io to 'get rid of Mr IToovor', or aiiyono ClQO...jdiO''Dtanda for law' 
ahtl oidos? pud tho American Way of liitH d*''*'"" 

Hr Hoover is an American institution tnd he occupies a niche . 
’ hd tho .sicrican pantheon next to those reserved fir motherhood nnc\ tho 
flag, Today motherhood io getting a. hard time from the Zero Population 
Growth novbneut, while tho flag so notlxa is trokp!pd or burned * lb it 
surprise jig, then, that Mr Hoover raid hia bureau o^e also getting the. 
* put down * treatment ? - ■ ■ 

Hereafter, kindly defend Hr Hoover rather than demean, rath¬ 
er picture him as a lighthouse of security against the tidal wave of ' 
communistic infiltration, deception a fid intrigue* Ho, like all real 

A rahyic's onond.es, both extern;.: 1 and internal* 

Comte 1- A eomrauniut sympathiser nano uerading^ an Araoriocai. ; 

( ploutm boo tho next page| 

. ' • sasssss' a.lkosaf- wry- 



' /'tY' LV. 
?p.£o2' nr Jo Hoover, fw-n o Ith' 

Yo • v-city fr-lr country, writer., with talent, ability.,-r peflo- 

aoi’ie o:C then ora tho 
MfuUC,: iij K: » nr.iu v>i i';|.abvv w ks* • vu mv^o uw v i mj. « 

hwntov* t bo.jrrno bo .ro\>,<;lvfe connuniots mid th otf tile* Mow, they t ro opOJ>* 
^(j.in; no i'v lb/: <;u'.uKi oJ. do-GoodorfJ, r-nti—wnriota# civil rlghtorn, muono, 
fouudatiorr, politicians „ loy.nl pn real too, International Jewry, tho uiJ< 
Ku'Onuc:o> l.; «-:Vl Juriofco. Thcy pro bolnn ably cantotod by aonso of our. • 
’i'V oomoutf'toi.0^ ’ bolontflns to tho ultra liberal groups, po woll as by 
oomo nov.ap pars end rtv gnsinou, „ * „ nllodgodly coraaiurLat owned nhd con¬ 
trolled „ - . •■ 

You fie one tsr-tt who to bold enough to call ectspod© a. apod© and lot 
tho -chips f- IX ’..hero they noy, oo call their hand,and oxpooo them to tho 
.* aerie:-;i public, oo they will really un&oratahd v/hp.t is going on. Py so 
doing you will render b distinct, needed and patriotic service to your 
country. You wou*t have to Jmvo 50,000 photographs taken or yourself to 
bo well :;-v favorably re no shored by posterity* Yea, you know these cuis— 
liny0, but to refresh your memory, this proponent will send you, under 
separate cover , a list of Gone of tho things boing done to ruiij- this 
country. . v y 

Jrck, five tho good people end our nation your support, *.. end 
it* a cue rules ho Hi . < - ••/-• 

Sincere ly, Ci-i- 

m=- 
Mr 5®BlGor I'oovc: 

a b6 
,b7C 
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ALL IKFC-RM&ITC13 CCNTAIHE? 
HERE311? I? TOCLASSIFIE: 
DAII 05-25-2007 BY 50324 sue baw/rs/lsa 
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Hr Jr.cl-. -j f‘hioi , s;cj Crucifying Mr J. Fdgnr Hoover. 
i -• . -*p 

\Vrj:uo :.{ "/ v: publications * 
**-cuhi\j i1 *C. 

XiOnv ' v *u ore-on* 

Puthor to ray rocoat letter to you rtilutlng to tho intense 
cnrapri>;u now afloat in Hilo country to Sack Mr Hoover, I era ©ncloainc 
m article v.n»V« Buckle,'.’’»Jr# over p. meeting this tfook ©nd pt Prince—- 
ton* Univo? oi’iy by the (tmniifcca for Public Justice. 

/•o one ,-vko cares ,• would. ouonsci* 1 note the faceting* o 
personnel i« la,ual with recto, pact other© who cttuld ho clprucd c& 
( orestois , 

Hr Buckley pint os the fsoot conspicuous figure la iferaooy 
, cl- rk« V- y b-ck oonev/horo in aim mil dusty file of fay memory, it soorse 

to rao i».i: v 1 roocll thrti this &*•;»© -LsallOiaaft* or his ipthor#v;ero in- 
yy.lv-d in so-o kind of n/Htionc.l octindpl. !i:ha v#ry I remember l-iie rff? ir* 
on© of ih- unicrlingo took iho rr.p. I boliove ho wr o «n /icsiotnnt »tfcor* 
ney <: . or ©oaelhi’ng of the sort* I hhvc net the ia?«n person?-:lly, 
bub for v.c life of rah* 1 Can* t recall hio nomd* I do remember ho lived • 
in Vnitosboio, north Caroline« Mr Hoover probably remembers the rapn nnd 
the cr-oo* -‘ho h/frao Hr Hoover applied to Mr Clark eppopye to ho very 
appropriate* • . 

Plor.co look over the n*nce Hr Bu&y included in Mo arti¬ 
cle r.nd t.-it'.. r-n article on the thole ah©b*is£. How in the tiao for all 
good .von bo co..c to the aid of their country, you con help by ©*•. 
pooi*\. these Cora to la for what they arc* • \ il ronlis© Hr Hoover ian*t r.ity god, but he Mo done of good 
things for 13ii-1 notion,«r,.ni that to acre the,null of the nembe/o of 
thin so—o lied * Co limit boo for Public Justice* llt-o over, dona combined « \ ' ‘ i 

To thin and do it os soon ro possible*. * This it* jtot -anoth¬ 
er effort m tbo p rt of the ultra liberals to oust Mr Hoover, discred¬ 
it the -driinn Ira lion, rail ri«,]£e the 1. to Hr Kruahev's declr.n tioa * thr-t 
the •:.o.vra'.uriioto owuld t»to over /.raorlCa v.ithout firing a shot,* come truo. 

riHsb Since roly 

-/Ah 

ET'TCI.eSpT^ 3 
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Anderson Tactics 
The Editor <Pj j j rjf 

Hear Sir: Jack Anderson real¬ 
ty swings a vicious poison pen in 
his attack on the great Ameri¬ 
can, J. Edgar Hoover, I refer to 
Anderson's column of September 
23J appearing in The Mobife 
Eejgister. I think most of these 

accusations are pure bunk and 
fiction. 

As a red-blooded American, 1 
resent such tactics as Anderson 
employes. w 

jameTgjcSd 
SU*» 

Ala 

DLEY, 

✓-Letters to the Editor^ h 

\ j 

PRAISES HOOVER 

The Daily Herald: 

It seems to me that folks 
don't appreciate the director o£ 
the FBI, J. Edgar Hoo¬ 
ver, enough. ; 

If all the liberal poliUcans 
would let Mr. Hoover run the 
FBI without the Justice Depart¬ 
ment interfering, he would do a 
good Job. 

In fact, Mr. Hoover did run 
the FBI with'dignity and effi¬ 

ciency until 1061 when Attorney 

General Kennedy started inter- * 
fering, then Ramsay Clark and 
former Assistant Attorney Gen¬ 
eral Burke Marshall. 

And if there are inefficient 
and incompetent FBI agents as 
the Daily Herald article im¬ 
plies, then it is because there 
have been hundreds of articles 
written by liberals about Mr. 
Hoover's hiring policies and at: 
least three books. I have read ; 
one of these .books, and it j 
makes me sick. 

The truth is that Mr. Hoover 
is honest, a Christian, and gen¬ 
tleman, and a lot of folksjdon't 
like ChrisUan 

CHARLE^afBLACKWELL j 

fU y^Xo 
ENCLOSvrSE- 
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On November 22nd I received your letter, with 

enclosures, and certainly thank you for writing as you did in 

support of my administration of this Bureau. Your kind remarks 

mean a great deal to me and 1 hope my future endeavors continue 

to merit your confidence. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Edgar Hoover 

NOTE: No record of correspondent in Bufiles. 

To! son _____ 
Pelt___ 
Rosen__ 
Mohr_ 
Bishop_ 
Miller. E-S. _ 
Callahan____ 
Casper__ 
Conrad 
Dalbey__U 
Cleveland • 
Ponder. 

Rales ___ 

Tavel . ___ 
Walters_— 
Soyars _ _ 
Tele. Hoorn _^ 
Holmes__ 
Candy „_ 

JJHrhmp (3) 
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Mx. Casper_ 
Sir. Coarctd- 

Balfej-_ 
20ft\ Cl ”^land__ 

3%. ^avs3 

?iU3Sa ^iT^fty 

Dear Mr, Hoover ISiru^c' .you must- be as tired ** r 
way the press d s 1 am of the . 
interested in ordi^’ ?OU ml«ht b« \ 
to a member of that pressf ousewifes answer ^ 

y) $ u d ® ^ 6 & 
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Columnist Jack Anderson 
e/0 Everett Herald all imfcematic-h can ai nee 
Grand & CXalfornla herein is unclassified 
Everett p Washington 90201 --ate 05-25-2007 m 50524 auc b^yrs/isg 

Bear Hr. Andersens 

In your article ”0108® Friend of Presidents” which appeared 
In the November 12 isouo of the Everett Herald you stated! 

"All agree that Hoover has been able to a$e Wash- m 
ington officialdom largely because he keeps files 1 
on the high and mighty," 

It is my belief that the reason he has been able to awe not 
only Uaehlngton officialdosebut Americans in general,1s the 
fact that h© comes as near being the incorruptable manf. as Is 
humanly possible. ^ vi,' 

The fourth estate0 which I consider a synonym for the 'j^ucifrae&era * 
.finds this inexcusable for these reasonsa - j\ \. 

X< 
2. 

3« 
bo 

IZ makes poor copy, (Is another reason necessary?=),>*. \;- 
They must put aside the old cliches "power corrupt’s V 
and absolute, power corrupts absolutely,” Finding,’ 
a new cliche or premise to use in reporting oii 
Hoover would be too much work, \ > 
Putting down Hoover is today*© fad or 'in thln&* ♦ 
The press feels it must influence the public*© !\\ ' 
thinking, I dislike believing that the ultima t.e^goal 
of the press is complete control over the populace, 
by thought control but I see evidence of in,all p£rt® 
©f the news media, I find no fault at ali\ with ..yout1:' 
for following the lead because you do It under a ' v\.. 
byline on the editorial page* Printing your’opinlo^st. ; 
Is your sight. But 1 do expect balanced reporting In;V- 
articles other than editorials. This has been.-lacking: 

... vV.. V, ■ )f- \\ 
Perhaps I am ^usfe Kalve enough to believe that given good , fair.* 
honest reporting of facts together with pro and c on d it or id i a'»N 
the American common man is smart enough to think for ',hi ms elf *Vl 
After all he has built a great nation on the philosophy '■iV 
John Do© can do ite I can do It too," He chose-that over.Ctho,. 
"lot Georg© do It” philosophy. How'there .are a couple of /.■{ V 
cliches the. press has Ignored for a while. "■'V; J'vr- i\ 

I sake It a point to read your column dally because you fljlv. 
a void left by the discontinuance of Westbrook Fegler ;and V a’ ^ 
Itoltor Minchello 'V \ 

\ 

■>% 

yy <* 

&nes Copy “Close Frlead ©f Pros Identic 
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THE EVERETT HERALD 
. EVERETT, WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1971 
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cL Cbuk/iAptL: 

| Close friend 

■ of Presidents 

‘ WASHINGTON — The White House is making quiet prep¬ 

arations to prevent the rise of another J. Edgar Hoover.' 

A proposal will be made to limit the next FBI director’s 

term. :: ”, . ; . 

' The staff work already has been started at both the White 

House and Justice Department on an executive order, or pos¬ 

sibly a statute, to establish a fixed term. The tentative think* 

jng is that no future FBI chief should serv$Jonger than seven 

-v:.:1 CV’ J . • 
. . Almost no one in Washington wants to see another FBI 

chief attain J. Edgar Hoover's immense power. - .. : . 

Presidents who may have wished to replace him have 

always thought better jof the idea. Lyndon Johnson even 

waived the government's rule of qiandatory retirement at 70 

so HooVer could continue. And on Capitol Hill, the FBI is ac¬ 

corded-the same deference as motherhood., ' • ,H 

We have thoroughly explored the sources of Hoover’s 

unique power. We have talked to White House aides and Jus- 

? tice Department officials, past and present; 

! f ALL AGREE THAT Hoover has been able to awe Wash¬ 

ington officialdom largely because he keeps files on the high 

Hand mighty. There is raw information on Presidents and peons 

Vjftlike thaMills miles of cabinets. _ 

• ^President Nixon likes to recall how he applied for a Job 

with the FBI after his graduation from Duke and to kid Hoo¬ 

ver about rejecting his application. The FBI chief blames It 

on an appropriations cut. The two men have become close 
friends. - . •* .. '• • . .. •;* • 

'Yet the President believes Hoover Is hurting himself and 

the FBI by hanging onto his job. Nixon would like to find a 
pgip“p  .irarrffasgaoarKK—* ---— * 

MEMBER 12- 1971 
' graceful way to replace the old c ur mudgei on^ 

dishonor upon him. * V\'‘ 4 §|; 

Hoover established his closest relationship with Lyndon ||| 
Johson who, as a Senator, had lived across the street from P| 
him., v r„ ’■> .Eg 

At.the 1964 convention. Hoover assigned an FBI team, ^ 
, including his trusted No. 3 man, C. D. DeLoach, to Johnson. 

The FBI men acted as personal political investigators for LBJ g# 
who wanted to keep track of every move at the Atlantic City |||. 
convention. , . ; gSr 

.• AS ATTORNEY GENERAL, the late Robert Kennedy fg[: 
committed the unpardonable offense of issuing direct orders 
to FBI agents. The ice that formed between Hoover and Ken- ||j\ 
nedy caused a chill felt all over Washington. v pS 

- Yet Hoover maintained liaison with the Kennedys while 
they; were in power by administrative sleight ,of hand. The j j|j£[ 
Kennedys had come to trust a dedicated young, agent, Court- 
ney Evans. Aware of this, Hoover split one of his units and |||| 
created a special investigative division so Evans could be j|||i 
made an Assistant Director, v ^ - - . (Jpl! 

At that level, Evans, could deal with the mighty. AndJfipg£ 
Evans, to his credit, acted loyally as a liaison between the §sgjj- 

...t. director and Kennedys. Yet President Kennedy had made It j|||jc 
, clear, recall intimates, that he intended to retire .Hoover 

age 70.; . v 1 “. .• 

::':b But there was a new man in the White House on January pljt 
1, 1904, when Hoover passed the 70-year mark. Indeed, it was pijfjl 
Hoover who notified Robert Kennedy that his President-broth- rak¬ 
er was dead in Dallas. H : ' i 

. Hoover had Dwight Eisenhower’s ear throughout his two 
terms in the White House. As one former aide told us: “Ike 
went for Edgar hook, line and sinker.” 

■: ' • 

But not Harry ITuman. With rare exceptions, Truman 
dealt with the FBI chief at arms length and compelled him to 
work through the Attorney General. ' pgjft 

Franklin D, Roosevelt, despite his patrician tastes, came p||i 
: to depend on Hoover and dealt with him directly. By 1939, pfC 

Hoover was in such good graces at the White House that FDR feppj 
did by executive order what might not have been possible by 
law, Roosevelt gave Hoover, with the stroke of a pen, control |||Sj£ 
over ail intelligence gathering, counter-espionage, and secur- 
tty in the U.S. ftps’ 

When Hoover at last retires, he will have to give up his 
files with the intimate details about so many lives. The pow- |S||| 
ers in Washington are determined that these files don't fall Ms* 
into the wrong hands. --irsfi *• 

wm 
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Dear 

I received your letter, with enclosures, on Novem¬ 

ber 30th and thank you for your kind comments concerning my 

administration of the FBI. Communications such as yours are __ 

most encouraging and mean a great deal to me. 

Sincerely yours, 

NOTE: Sufiles reflect prior cordial correspondence with| 
concerning npHvs clippings he has forwarded. 

To! son 

Felt_ 
Rosen_ 
Mohr__ 

Bishop _ 
Miller. E.S. 
Callahan _ 
Caspar_ 
Conrad_ 
Dalbey 
Cleveland_ 

Ponder ___ 
Bates,_ 
TaveL 
Walters 
Soyars 
Tele, Room 
Holmes 

pdy 

O 
JCWrafmw (3) 
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Mr. Casper 
Mr. Conrad 
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Mr. Dalbey_ 
Mr. Cleveland 
Mr. Ponder_ 
Mr. Bates_ 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Walters_ 
Mr. Soyars_ 
Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy _ 
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Honorable John Edgar Hoover 
Director of the F.B.I, 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

;> Carl Rowan's trash is not carried by any of the ^ 
newspapers in this area. However, it seems this fellow~\^;.^^... ^ 
Anderson’s attacks on you are as bad or maybe worse Vj 
than Rowan's. 

Enclosed are a few of Anderson's pieces written 
this month. 

The Decatur Daily several years ago was a much bet¬ 
ter newsy paper and much mox&i respected than it is to¬ 
day. It is simply hard for me to understand why some of 
the larger newspapers over the country print these art¬ 
icles which do not tell the facts as they are about the 
F.B.I. They do a disservice to our nation. 

Thinking people of America know your record and are 
convinced no other living American could have equalled it 
or done better than you. 

Keep the good work going. 

I'm thoroughly, convinced the vast, vast majority of 
Americans want you to stay on as Director of the F.B.I. 

... r V- jv. " 
• ‘ 

copy:djk 



until reasons of health would not permit you carrying 
out your duties. 

Deep personal regards. 

Cordially, 
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FBI, KGB ‘Working’ 
t/iV, Says Anderson 

By JACK ANDERSON 
WASHINGTON - ‘ Behind the 

diplomatic drama of the United Nations, 
Soviet KGB men and American FBI 
agents engage in a silent game of 
espionage and intrigue. 

They keep one another under sur¬ 
veillance, compile dossiers on each other 
and lurk in the shadows with hidden 
cameras and tape recorders. The KGB 
plants agents and both sides recruit 
Secretariat informants. 

AH of this, of course, violates UN rules 
outrageously. Ugly pressure is brought on 
the informants, for example, to violate 
their UN oath that they will not “accept 
instructions in regard to the performance 
of my duties from any government or 
other authority external to the 
organization.” 

We have documented the ease of a 
South American, seeking U.S. citizenship, 

, who was assigned to work in the 
Secretariat under a high-ranking Russian. 
Not long after he applied for citizenship, 
the South American received a con¬ 
fidential telephone call from the FBI. He 
was asked to stop by an FBI office where 
he was pressed to furnish information 
about his Soviet superior. 

The FBI agent was polite and made no 
melt ion of the pending citizenship ap¬ 
plication. But the dismayed South 
Am|rican feared his application would be 
rejected if he didn't cooperate. 

He was “stupefied” by the in¬ 

formation that the FBI had already 
gathered about the Russian. But the FBI 
wanted the prospective citizen to report on 
the Russian's daily schedule, to sneak 
glimpses into his appointments book, to 
listen for any unusual telephone calls, to 
make a note of all but routine visitors, to 
monitor the letters be wrote, to keep track 
of his travels and, significantly, to note 
any personal quirks or romantic in¬ 
clinations. 

The unhappy South American, whose 
identity we haveagreed to withhold, didn't 
want to spy for the FBI in violation of his 
UN oath. But he also didn't want to 
jeopardize his chance of becoming a U.S. 
citizen. He put the FBI off, at first, by 
reporting that the Russian was secretive 
about his activities. Then the Latin got a 
new position far enough removed from 
any Russians that the FBI let him off the 
hook. 

MAIN ESPIONAGE CENTER 
Of course, the FBI had good reason to 

be suspicious of the Russian, KGB agents 
have thoroughly infiltrated the 
Secretariat. They have used their UN 
cover to seek U.S. secrets, to promote anti- 
American activities and to compile 
dossiers on UN personnel. One Soviet UN 
employee was found to have thousands of 
dollars worth of sophisticated camera 
equipment in his apartment. 

Indeed, the UN is the main Soviet 
espionage center in this country. The FBI 

I 1 >ll I— 

however, over how to handle Soviet spies. 
Over the past decade, the U.S. has ex¬ 
pelled only 11 Soviet UN employees. But 
the FBI fu accumulated enough evidence 
to justify ousting several others. 

San Antonio office that “a possible con¬ 
tract" to kid Gonzalez had been issued in 
Houston. The motive, presumably, is to 
step Gozalez's ciamor for a full in¬ 
vestigation of the Texas stock scandals. It 
isn't the first time the Congressman's life 

, has been threatened. The same Bowers 
called with a similar warning on April 16, 

. 1969. He reported that an ex-convict 
named Esteban Romero had sworn to kill 
Gozalez. Romero was quickly tracked 
down to a San Antonio bar and was 
arrested for being drunk. 

Surprise Defoliation —Autumn came 
. early at Langley Air Force Base, Va., this 
year when the trees on the post began 
turning brown in mid-July. At first the 
perplexed brass thought they may have 
used a herbicide in place of insecticide to 
control an infestation of insects. The 
lovely base in Tidewater, Va., they feared, 
would soon be as bare as a Vietnam forest. 
But base officials now think they were 
slipped a defective pesticide which ad¬ 
versely affected the trees. The only other 
plausible explanation, they say, is that 
some of the herbicide used to control grass 
around the runways somehow found its 
way into the root systems of the trees. 

ALL FBI IITFCRMA'TIBIT CCMTAIMEB 
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The State Department feels that their 
back-alley activities aren't harmful 
enough to risk upsetting Soviet*American 
relations and that the expelled diplomats 
would merely be replaced by other spies 
anyway. The Kremlin would also retaliate 
by expelling American diplomats from 
Moscow where it's more difficult to 
arrange replacements. 

Usually, the State Department has 
prevailed. But the FBI occasionally takes 
matters into itsoWnfiarii 

This happened only a few weeks ago. 
T£e FRI vhad e\felence that Vladimir 
Paulichenko, a top UN public relations 
official, was a key KGB agent. This in¬ 
formation was quietly leaked to the New 
York Times jifst as his five-year UN 
contract came up for renewal Since the 
State Department didn’t expel him, the 
FBI hoped the publicity would force 
Russia to pull him out. 

This is how the game is sometimes 
played behind the scenes at the United 
Nations. 

HEADLINES AND FOOTNOTES 
Murder Threat —The FBI has warned 

Rep. Henry Gonzalez, D-Tex., that a 
professional assassin may be gunning for 
him. FBI aide Dave Bowers telephoned 
the Congressman's office to report that “a 
reliable FBI source” had tipped off their 

0 </ - *'■ o«':. 
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£inder&on Reissues Hearing 
Challenge To FBI Chief 

BVjJACK ANDERSON 
WASHINGTON — Tte old FBI 

bulldog, J. Edgar Hoover, has taken 
another bite out of us. He spoke at the 
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts 
where former FBI agents gathered amid 
the marble and majesty for an evening of 
culture. 

In his familiar growl, Hoover 
rumbled: *4<One) of my more virulent 
critics — his name escapes me for the 
moment — has apparently fallen off his 
merry'go-round once too often. 

‘‘Last spring, he spent considerable 
time sifting through my garbage . . My 
only reason for mentioning it is that 1 
understand he is becoming increasingly 
confused between the trash he examines 
and the trash he writes.... 

‘The publication of drivel/' he added, 
** while admittedly a right, is not the best 
way of discharging the precious 
responsibilities of a free press. . 
.Clitieism, to be valid, must be based on 
knowledge and a desire to correct 
deficiencies/' 

We have been trying to correct a few 

deficiencies at the FBI for some time, 
and we have done our best to obtain the 
necessary knowledge. But Hoover, 
unhappily, won't let anyone at the FBI 
discuss its deficiencies. 

The old curmudgeon also tolerates 
absolutely no criticism of himself. 
Indeed, he takes extreme measures to 
keep this kind of knowledge from the 
public. 

FBI SECRECY 
We learned, for example, that Hoover 

has collected more than $250,000 in 
royalties from three books researched 
and ghostwritten for him by FBI 
personnel on government time. He 
refused to discuss this with us. The FBI’s 
publicity people, who love to tell about 
FBI heroics, also suddenly developed 
lockjaw. 

We asked the Justice Department 
which is supposed to have jurisdiction 
over the FBI, how the royalties were 
divided. We even threatened to file a 
lawsuit under the Freedom of 
Information Act to get the facts. 

Unable to get an official response 
from anyone, we published all we knew 
about the $250,000 Hoover had collected 
for other people’s work. Most of the 
money, we reported, had been earned by 
Hoover's best seller, ‘ 'Masters of 
Deceit." We also learned that Warner 
Brothers had paid Hoover some $50,000 
for the movie rights to the book. 

Subsequently, the FBI leaked a report 
to National Review publisher William 
Rusher that Hoover had split his Masters 
of Deceit royalties five ways: one-fifth to 
Hoover, one-fifth to the FBI recreational 
fund and three-fifths to the FBI 
e mplovees who did the work. 

FINANCIAL BREAKDOWN 
We have tried for weeks to get the 

exact breakdown We have now learned 
that Hoover, indeed, pocketed one-fifth of 
the royalties. Another fifth went to his 
lifelong companion, Clyde Tolson. who did 
no work on the book at all. Another fifth 
went to Lou Nichols, a former FBI 
factotum, who helped to arrange for the 

.publication. The FBI recreational fund 
lalso got a fifth. The final portion went to a 
^middleman. whose name we have been 
gi ven but have been unable to ver ify. < 
- By taking money for work done bJ 

FBI personnel on government time. 
Hoover has committed an offense that 
would bring an FBI investigation of any 
other governm en t off icial. 

As Hoover himself put it in his speech 
at the Kennedy Center: “No man has the 
inherent right to place himself above and 
beyond the law/' 

Footnote: The last time Hoover 
ripped into us, we offered to back up our 
stories before an appropriate 
congressional committee. We invited him 
to tell his side, and we would lay out the 
evidence supporting our stories. The 
loser, we suggested, should agree in 
advance to retire. The logical committee 
to hold these hearings would be the House 
freedom of Information Subcommittee. 
Chairman William Moorhead. D-Pa., has 

offered to go ahead with them provided 
that Hoover will join us in requesting 
hearings. It’s now up to the FBI chief. 

NEW HORIZONS 
The federal official in charge of 

regulating land sales has wangled a job 
with one of the big land developers he was 
supposed to regulate. 

He is Alfred Lehtonen, a 41-year-old 
attorney who headed the Office of 
Interstate Land Sales Registration, This 
was established in 1969 to prevent land 
companies from hornswoggling their 
customers. 

Lehtonen is now signed on with 
Horizon Corp , an enterprising firm which 
ran up Us land sales from $36 million to 
$58 million while he was in charge of 
regulation. 

Before Lehtonen resigned as land 
sales administrator, he flew to Horizon’s 
headquarters in Tucson as the company’s 
guest to discuss the job offer. He accepted 
a vice presidency with the company and 
resigned from the government at about 
the same time. y 
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:Rules Will Be Changed 

When Hoover Leaves FBI 
By JACK ANDE RSON 

WASHINGTON - The White House is 
making quiet preparations to prevent the 
rise of another J. Edgar Hoover, 

Well before President Nixon calls in 
the mastiff-faced crimefighter for a final 
visit and sends him the last laudatory 
“Dear Edgar’ letter, a proposal will be 
ready to limit the next FBI director's 
term. 

The staff work already has been 
started at both the White House and 
Justice Department on an executive 
order, or possibly a statute, to establish a 
fixed term. The tentative thinking is that 
no future FBI chief should serve longer 
then seven years. 

Almost no one in Washington wants to 
see another FBI chief attain J. Edgar 
Hoover's immense power. It is a measure 
o his power that those who now seek to 
C irb it are working in fearful secrecy. 

J No Attorney General, though 
supposedly Hoover's superior, has been 

MFCPV^riCN CCHTMHS:- 
IT IS mZlkSSITIZZ 
05-25-2007 EY 50524 sue fcdv/rs/l^a 
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able to control him. Presidents who may 
have wished to replace him have always 
thought better of the idea. Lyndon 
Johnson even waived the government’s 
wise rule of mandatory retirement at 70 
so Hoover could continue. And on Capitol 
Hill, the FBI is accorded the same 
deference as motherhood. 

We Jiave "thorbuply explored the 
sources of Hoover’s unique power. We 
have talked to White House aides and 
Justice Department officials, past and 
present. 

the mighty. And Evans, to his credit, 
acted loyally as a liaison between the 
sulky old director and the Kennedys. Yet 
President Kennedy had made it clear, 
recall intimates, that he intended to retire 
Hoover at age 70. 

But there was a new man in the White 
House on Jan. 1, 1964, when Hoover 
passed the 70-year mdrk ^indeed, it was 
Hoover who notified Robert Kennedy that 
his President-brother was dead in Dallas, 
The Attorney General told intimates 
afterward that Hoover “was not quite as 

MILES OF FILES” 
All agree that Hoover has been able to 

cow Washington officialdom largely 
because he keeps files on the high and 
mighty. He has amassed raw information 
on Presidents and peons alike that fill 
miles of cabinets. Few politicians, 
therefore, will stand up to him for fear he 
mi ght le ak out derogatory.reports against - 
theniT They know Hoover doesn’t hesitate 
to traffic in unevaluated information. He 
has furnished undercover reports, 
backstairs gossip and other titillating 
tidbits to his political allies. 

The durable old G-man has taken 
special pains to provide Presidents with 
intimate information from FBI files. This 
has usually given him direct access to the 
man in the White House. 

In President Nixon’s case, Hoover 
has been slipping him FBI data for years. 
This information helped Nixon to build a 
reputation as an anti-communist crusader 
during his early days in Congress. The 
two men have now become close personal 
friends. Nixon likes to recall how he 
applied for a job with the FBI after his 
graduation from Duke and to kid Hoover 
about rejecting his application. The FBI 
chief blames it on an appropriations cut. 

Yet the President believes Hoover is 
hurting himself and the FBI by hanging on 
to his job. Nixon desperately would like to 
find a graceful way to replace the old 
c u rmudg eon witho u t 

established his closest 
relationship with Lyndon Johnson who, as 
a senator, had lived across the street 

\ Jrom him. LBJ_always had^a-J.ine. 

onhirm 

Hoover 

excited as if he were rennrfino^1-- 
mat he had found a communist on the 
faculty of Howard University.” 

Thereafter, the two men scarcely 
spoke to each other, and the chill 

extended to the haplessJEvans who quietly 
left the bureau. 

Hoover had Dwight Eisenhower’s ear 
throughout his two terms in the White 
House. As one former aide told us: “Ike 
went for Edgar hook, line and sinker.” 

But not Harry Truman. With rare 
exceptions, the gritty Truman dealt with 
the FBI chief at arms length and 
compelled him to work through the 
attorney general. 

Franklin D. Roosevelt, despite his 
patrician tastes, came to depend on 
Hoover and dealth with him directly when 
he needed ammunition against his 
enimies. By 1939, Hoover was in such 
good graces at the White House the FDR 
did by executive order what might not 
have been possible by law. Roosevelt gave 
Hoover, with the stroke of a pen, control 
over all intelligence gathering, counter¬ 
espionage and security in the U.S. 

When Hoover at last retires, he will 
have to give up his files with the intimate | 
details about so many lives. The powers in I 
Washington are determined that these| 
files don’t fall into the hands of another J. t 

, Edgar Hoover, 

/• ; / 



appreciation' tor a story aoout a leader s- 
extracurricular love life, and Hoover kept 
him supplied with reports on the private 
hijinksof prominent Americans. 

At the 1964 convention, Hoover assigned 
an FBI team, including his trusted No. 3 
man, C.D. DeLoach, to Johnson. The 
FBI men acted as personal political 
investigators for LBJ who wanted to keep 
track of every move at the Atlantic City 
convention, particularly the activities of 
the late Robert Kennedy, whom Johnson 
distrusted. 

HOOVER AND KENNEDYS 

As attorney general, Kennedy 
committed the unpardonable offense of 
issuing direct orders to FBI agents. The 
ice that formed between Hoover and 
Kennedy caused a chill felt all over 
Washinton. 

Yet Hoover maintained liaison with 
the Kennedys while they were in power by 
some slick administrative sleight of hand. 
Aware of this, Hoover split one of his 
units and created a special investigative 
division so Evans could be made an 
Assistant Director. ^. 

At that level, Evans could deaTwlth 
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FBI Issues 

Red China 
Spy Report 

By JEan^pller 
vand , /v 

MARIJ&ROWN v ^ 

Associated Press Writers 
. WASHINGTON. (AP) - Confidential 
Justice Department reports say a Hong 
Kong-based seamen's union is slipping 
Chinese Communists into the 
United States on espionage missions 

A secret FBI analysis included in 
government reports obtained by The 
Associated Press says the Hong Kone 
Seaman’s Union is putting members 
aboard flagships of non Communist 
nations to sabotage or capture the ships in 
case of war or to jump ship in non- 
Commumst nations and engage in 
espionage activities. 

The reported entry of the union seamen 
has contributed to the wave of illegal 
aliens from mainland China who, 
according toother Justice Department re- 

ports, have been sneaking into the United 
States at the rate of 4,200 each year. j 

In addition to espionage activities, the : 
intelligence reports say, some Chinese 
aliens have been arrested carrying narcot- ; 
ics shipments destined for U.S. markets 

According to the reports, the Chinese ; 
aliens have been entering the country by ■ ■ 
jumping ship in Canada and being ; 
smuggled across the U.S. border, or by ' 
jumping ship in U.S, ports. 

The Immigration and Naturalization 
Service—the Justice Department section 
re spon si ble fo r ca pt u rin g i I le ga 1 
aliens has had some success in working 1 
with Canadian authorities to smash 
several of the smuggling rings, but INS 
sources say that no sooner is one ring ; 
closed down than another springs up. And, 
the sources say. only one in 10 of the 1 

^jliegai Chinese aliens is caught and 
oeponed. 

7viTi-.liLrtriJast week INS brokq_jj^a_x.ing 
smuggling Chinese sailors ^ Yrom 
Vancouver. British Columbia, into the 
United States at Bellingham and Blaine, 
Wash , at $1,000 per man. 

One group of Chinese aliens was 
captured as the men crossed the border 
on foot a mile east of Blaine. Another 
group made it to the New York 
metropolitan area. Three of them, 
arrested in Newark, N.J., told 
investigators they first made contact with 
the smugglers in Hong Kong. 

Earlier this year American and 
Canadian authorities stopped a Montreal- 
to-New York smuggling operation but the 
intelligence reports say operations in 
Montreal may have started up again and 
another smuggling operation appears to 
be working between Windsor, Ontario, 
and Detroit. 

justice Department officials say they 
believe as many as 2,500 mainland 
Chinese are smuggled into the United 
States each year, and another 1,700 jump 
ship in U.S. ports They estimate thatt 
5,640entered between 1965 and 1970. 

One INS investigation report said the 
illegal aliens appear to be developing "a 
guerrilla infrastructure*1 here. 

^The FBI report says the union 
~chairman, vice chairman and 

investigative officer visited Communist 
China for several days in 1966. The next (year, it says. HKSU was an active, par¬ 
ticipant in the Communist policy of 
disruption that attempted fo overthrow 

-British authority in Hong Kong. 
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-- OFFICE OF DIRECTOR 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

December 1, 1971 

The attached note with newspaper 
article was sent to the Director 
from Saint Joseph, Missouri, 
by an anonymous source. / 
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J. Edgar Hoover-Puts ‘Trash’ 
L on Anderson’s Column 

By JACK ANDERSON 

WASHINGTON - The old 

FBI bulldog, J. Edgar Hoo¬ 

ver, has taken another bite 

out of us. He spoke at the 
Kennedy Center for the Per- 
forming Arts where former 
FBI agents gathered amid the 
marble and majesty for an 
evening of culture. 

In his familiar growl, Hoo¬ 
ver rumbled: “(One) of my 
more virulent critics — his 
name escapes tne for the mo¬ 
ment—has apparently fallen 
off his merry-go-round once 
too often: 

“Last spring, he spent con¬ 
siderable time sifting through 
my garbage ... My only rea¬ 
son for mentioning it is that 
I understand he is becoming 
increasingly confused be¬ 
tween the trash he examjtffcs 
and the trash he wr^r^T. 

“The publication of drivel,” 
he added, “while admittedly a 
right, is not the best way of 
discharging the precious re¬ 
sponsibilities of a free press 
. . # Criticism, to be valid, 
must be based on knowledge 
and a desire to correct de¬ 
ficiencies/’ 

We have been trying to cor¬ 
rect a few deficiencies at the 
FBI for some time, and we 
have done our best to obtain 

Warner Brothers had paid 
Hoover some $50,000 for the 
movie rights to the book. 

Subsequently, the FBI 
leaked a report to National 
Review publisher William 
Rusher that Hoover had split 
his Masters of Deceit royal¬ 
ties five ways: One-fifth to 
Hoover, one-fifth to the FBI 
recreational fund and three- 
fifths to the FBI employes 
who did the work. 

Financial Breakdown 
We have tried for weeks to 

to get the exact breakdown. 
We have now learned that 
Hoover, indeed, pocketed one ’ 
fifth of the royalties. Another 
fifth went to his lifelong com¬ 
panion, Clyde Tolson, who did 
no work on the book at all. 
Another fifth went to Lou 
Nichols, a former FBI facto¬ 
tum, who helped to arrange 
for the publication. The FBI 
recreational fund also got a 
fifth. The final portion went 
to a middleman, whose name 
we have been given but have 
been unable to verify. 

By taking money for work 
done by FBI personnel on 
government time, Hoover has 
committed an offense that 
would bring an FBI investiga¬ 
tion on any other government 
official. 

is Hoover himself mi it in 

swoecli*1 

ALL INFORMATION CCNTAINE? 
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November 29 » 1971 

Dear Edgar: 

Tsk, Tsk! Looks to me like you may be 

some kind of an old self-righteous son of a bitch* 

Tigellimis was the same brand of bastard 

when Nero flipped his lid* Hmiammmm? 

Seems to me sometimes there’s a lot of 

garbage in the backyards of the self-righteous 

bastards, too, and a wee hit of power gets a 

wee bit misused* 

Tsk, Tsk! I am going to take this up with 

old St* Peter just a wee bit and just maybe when 

you get to those pearly gates we may just have to 

spent a wee bit of time in interrogating you. 

anyone at tfte 
deficiencies. 

The old curmudegon also 
tolerates absolutely no criti¬ 
cism of he 
takes extreme ifteSSltfes to' 
keep this kind of knowledge 
from the public. 

FBI Secrecy ^ 
We learned, fgt^xample, 

that . Hoover has collected 
more than $250,000 in royalties 
from three books researched 
and ghostwritten for him by 
FBI personnel on government 
time. He refused to discuss 
this with us. The FBI’s public¬ 
ity people, who love to tell 
about FBI heroics, also sud¬ 
denly developed lockjaw. 

We asked the Justice De¬ 
partment, which is supposed 
to have jurisdiction over the, 
FBI, how the royalties were 
divided. We even threatened 
to file a lawsuit under the 
Freedom of Information Act 
to get the facts. 

, Unable to get an official re¬ 
sponse from -anyone we pub¬ 
lished alL^e knefr -srbbut the 
$250,0®<,Hoover had collected 
for people’s work. Most 
of the money, we reported, 
had been earned by Hoover’s 
best seller, “Masters of De¬ 
ceit.” We also learned that 

herent right to -p*ac^nmseF^ . , .,  __ _ _ 
above and beyond the law/’ , - ,, ’ ■ 
-Footnote:.. The. last _ time_things up there an<3 some guys are going to get to 

Hoover ripped into us, we of- ^ ."" ~Z_,‘ w 
shovel horse shit out in the stables with Hitler back jug our slopes 

beTor 3 L 
gress^W^^^p^*: Write? 
vited him to ten his side, and 
we would lay out the evidence 
supporting our stories. The 
loser, we suggested, should 
agree in advance to retire. 
The logical committee to hold 
these hearings would be the 
House Freedom of Informa¬ 
tion Subcommitte. Chairman 
William Moorhead, D-Pa., has 
offered to go ahead with 
them providde that Hoover 
will join us in requesting 
hearings. It’s now up to the 
FBI chief. 

and Stalin, Edgar boy. 

Maybe you had better start doing some 

thinking just a wee bit and do a wee bit oi shaping 

up because your self-righteousness and your hypocricy 

stinks to high heaven* Jesus has his eye on you, 

Edgar. Better watch out! You can’t fool that 

little boy* He’s directing this pageantin Phase III. 

Maybe you had better try for yourself a 

little old_ rebirth* ._Jdavbe..vnii-ha^  . 

in the hand of the little old ex super star who walked on the waters* 

Seems to me you've got some real problems, Edgar* Real problems* 

Sincerely, 

The Dragon With The Horns of A Lamb 
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Reference memorandum of 11-30-71 from Mr. Bolz to 

Mr. Bates wherein it was recommended and approved that Senator John L. 
McClellan (D-Ark.) be orally briefed concerning the background of individuals 
involved in this case and advised that our investigation still is being impeded 
because the names of possible suspects which came up in the conversation 
between^ |and| |still are being withheld from us at 
his instructions. 1 

By appointment, Inspector Bowers called on Senator McClellan 
Sat 8:30 a. m. today, 12-2-71. The Senator at the outset advised he had received 

a telephone call on 12-1-71 from Ray Cole, leg man for Jack^nderson, who 
alleged he has information that an FBI Agent actually was the assailant of 
_and asking the Senator for comment. The Senator stated "I told the 
s. o. b. I had no comment and, in fact, didn't even want to talk to him. " He 
said he never heard of anything "so damn ridiculous" but he has become 
accustomed to ridiculous situations emanating from the likes of Jack Anderson 
and those who work for him. The Senator was advised that Cole is apparently 

[working closely with Congressman Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Texas) who is 
attempting to gain as much publicity as he can out of an .alleged plot against 
his life. The Senator stated he is fully aware of Gonzalez's involvement in 
this situation, adding that he has received a letter from Gonzalez which the 
Congressman has released to the press. The Senator stated he is frankly I considering ignoring Gonzalez's letter. He indicated both Cole and Gonzalez 
are interested in interviewing but he has no intention of allowing either 
of them to do so. 

At this point the Senator inquired as to whether or not we have 
developed any possible suspects in the attack on| | He was told that 
we have not and that, in fact, our investigation in this regard is being severely 
hampered by the fact that we have not been furnished the identities of persons 

f-i’- Mr. Rosen ( , 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. Bates 9 

1 - Mr. Bolz \T 
1 - Mr. GaUagher 3 0EC/3' 

M. A. Jones / 

1 - Mr. D. W. Bov® 
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M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo 
RE: .UNKNOWN SUBJECT: b6 

b7C 

discussed by with in the interview which took place shortly 
and! before the assault. He was told that both 

attorney, have indicated they feel the individuals discussed may be possible 
suspects but each declines to furnish us the names of the people apparently 
acting on the Senator’s request. 

\ 

The Senator admitted he had instructed the information be 1 withheld but quickly added that it is not because he is uncooperative or in any 
way wishes to impede our investigation. He said, quite frankly, ”1 have been 
so damn busy” that he has not had the opportunity toreally look at this situation 
and thoroughly evaluate what, if any, impact the release of these names might 

fhave. He said hopefully Congress will adjourn next week and he then will have 
a little fime to study this situation and make a decision^ He said he will let us 
know’ when he has done ^this and asked that'we’continue’with the investigation 
as'rhucffas possible and keep him advised of any pertinent developments.- The 
Senator then was furnished the background information concerning and 
the data supplied by I Ithe free-lance writer who has long been 
in contact with concerning former President Lyndon Johnson. He also 
was told of our interviews with land his theory that 
might be involved,and he was furnished the background of these individuals. 
The Senator stated he was aware of the information concerning Mr. Johnson and 
stated he fully realizes that| | and their associates are all a bunch 
of lying, stealing thieves who will do most anything to advance their own wishes. 
[He said he only hopes that out of all this confusion some truth can be developed. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For information. / 

- 2 ~ 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

-Mr._E.elt 

from : T. E. Bishop 

SUBJECT: BRITT HUME 
JAC^NDERSON’S COLUMN 
inquiry About assistant director thomas e . bishops /(7 
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY (ABC) RADIO SHOW 

On the afternoon of 12/10/71, Bishop received a telephone 
icall from the above-captioned individual who stated he worked for Jack 
[Anderson’s column. He said several Sundays ago he heard a radio 
program on Washington radio station WMAL (an ABC station) where a 
representative of ABC had interviewed Bishop. He said he would like 
to have some information concerning this program. Bishop told him that 
this was a non-sponsored, public service program produced each week 
by the American Broadcasting Company and any questions he might 
have concerning it he should direct to ABC in New York. 

date: 12/10/71 

ALL INFORMATION CCNTAIME^ 
HEREIN 15 IK72LASSIFIE- 

DATE 05-25-200" EY 60324 sue b*w/r3/isa 

(STil^E.S. 
Varahun _ 
Casper_ 
Conrad_ 
Dalbey_ 
Cleveland _ 
Pondor_ 
Bates_ 
Tavel _—„ 
Walters ..... 
Soyars_ 
Tele. Room . 
Holmes_ 

Gandy . 

__| ABC, New York, New York, who is 
in charge of the show for ABC, has been alerted concerning Hume’s 
inquiry. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None. For information. 

; b6 
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Memorandum 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

o 

DATE: 11-22-71 

All IHFCHiATICH CCVTAIKED 
EEREIil ZB CKC1A55:f:E1 

1ATE 05-25-2007 3Y 60524 i'jc fcaWrs/lag 

JACK ANDERSON'S NEWS BROADCAST 
WTOP RADIO, 11-20-71, 6:30 P.M. 

Tol son 
Felt 
Rose ri__ 

Mohr_. 
Bishop 

Callahan _ 

Casper_ 
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Cleveland _ 
Ponder_ 
Bates _ 
Tavcl _ 

Walters _ 

Soyars_ 
Tele. Room 
Holmes_ 
Gandy uangy _■ - 

A/ 
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The opening statement by Anderson in this program was Wkjy 
as follows: 

! MThe FBI has warned that the entry of Red China into 
the United Nations has stimulated procommunist 
activity in America's Chinatowns. Many Chinese 
Americans have switched loyalties from Chiang Kai-shek 
to Mao Tse-tung. And Mao political paraphernalia is 
suddenly turning up in Chinese communities. The FBI ,/ ( 
warns that America's Chinatowns could become a source /{ p j\ 
for subversion in the future." *L: ''A 

Anderson gave no source for these allegations and this was 
the only comment during this program per tailing to the FBI. 

RE COMMENDATION: 

For information. 1 
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DArt: November 24, 1971 
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CONGRESSMAN HENRY B. GONZALEZ - VICTIM 
CONGRESSIONAL ASSASSINATION STATUTE - 
CONSPIRACY 
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John P. Constandy, Chief Counsel of the Senate Subcommittee on 

Investigations, contacted Inspector Bowers shortly after noon on 11-24-71 \ 
and advised that in the last couple of days he has been contacted several 
times by members of the staff of Congressman Gonzalez who have attempted 
to get some statement from him to indicate a possible connection between the 
assault on and the 
reported contract to kill Congressman Gonzalez. Constandy stated that he 
made no statement whatever to the Congressman's representatives, adding 
that he, of course, has no indication that there is even the remotest connection 
between the attack on| |and the alleged plot against the Congressman. 

^bo 

^ b7C 

I Constandy said that late on 11-23-71 he was visited by a leg man for 
columnist JacIvAnderson who attempted to con Elm into believing that while 
tli'e newsman'represented Anderson, he actually was working for Congressman g 
Gonzalez in investigating the plot against the Congressman. Constandy stated -c? 
that this newsman .commented.in a braggadocious fashion that he has a copy 
of^h^r.epo^ furnished..b.y.,EBLAgent .,Bowers,,to. .Congressman Gonzalez % 
concerning the plot against the Congressman. Constandy said he made no ^ 
comment whatever to Anderson's representative. (Constandy could not recall f| 
this individual's name: however, it possibly is .Ray, Cole, identified by I I <$ 

' [Assistant to Congressman Gonzalez, previously as a 
,leg man for Anderson who was checking on the plot to kill the Congressman.) 

Z-aUf'U-f::. 
fji Congressman Gonzalez reportedly voluntarily appeared on 11-23-71 ids a witness before a special grand jury empaneled in San Antonio to investigate 
Organized crime activities. Gonzalez is continuing to gain as much publicity as 
possible from this situation and can be expected to continue to do so. This 

"investigation is still continuing, and no information concerning its progress has been 
]furnished to the Congressman, but his office will be advised when the investigation 
|is completed. 
RECOMMENDATION: For information.AuJDCLkj- \\ ^A\P‘I / 

1 - Mr. Rosen1 - Mr. Bates H \ / - M. A. Jones 1 - Mr. RosenQy-O0< 
1 - Mr. Bishop&T rIcOF 
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1 - Mr. Bates 
1 - Mr. Gallag 
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Memorandum 
ALL IMFCRMATICN C- 

HEREIN 15 UNCLASS: 

DATE 05-25-2007 3' 

Mr. Bishop DATE: 

REFERENCE TO FBI ON JACK ANDERSON 
BROADCAST 
"WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND" 

: ITT A INEZ 
:FIED 

1 50524 cue bav/rs/lsg 

12/23/71 

We have received a tape recording of captioned broadcast 
which is scheduled for release for the week of 12/24/71. At one point in 
this program, Anderson states as follows: 

"Electronic eavesdroppers are now able to pick 
up a conversation inside a room without a telephone tap. 
It is possible to hear a conversation merely by recording 
the rattles in a window pane.. Electronic memory 
machines are also able to put together everything the 
Government knows about a citizen in a matter of minutes. 
This information soon will be stored in the miles of vaults 
that will fill the FBI’s new headquarters’ building. Here 
is my prediction: I predict a series of court cases will 
test the Government’s right to use these all-seeing, 
all-knowing devices to invade the privacy of the individual. 
These cases, I predict, will be appealed in the Supreme ) : •y 
Court; however, I predict the Nixon appointees who now / • 
dominate the Court will decline to restrain the Government.” 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For information. 

1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - M. A. Jones 
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MemoraMum 

Mr. Felt 

T. E. Bisho 

UNKNOWN SI 

DATE: 12/10/71 

AIL IHFC-SVAIICH CCiriAIRED 
HERE III 15 CK CLASS IF! E~ 

DATE 15-25-200? BY 6C324 auc fcaw/rs.Tsg 

VICTIM 

ToJaopi 

Felt_ 
Kftftrn _ 
Mnlir _L 
Hinhop ,J_ 
Miller, E,S. . 
Cflltn'nnn _ 
Cospcr_ 
Conrad __ 
Onlbcy __ 
Cleveland ^ 

Tnvel - 
Walter* __ 
Soyars _ 
Tele. Room .. 
Holmes __ 
Gandy _ 

OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE \ i 

Previous memoranda have been submitted on the 
above-captioned case involving investigation by us into the beating 
of the victim, an employee of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee 
on Investigations (Senator John L.McClellan (D. -Ark.) Chairman). 
In memorandum from Jones to Bishop dated 12/2/71, it was 
reflected that Senator McClellan had advised Inspector Bowers 
on 12/^/71 that he had received a call- from Ray Cole, leg man for 
Jac&Amderson, who alleged he has information that an FBI Agent 
actually was the assailant of | | 

On the afternoon of 12/10/71, Rayj^ole called 
Bishop and advised Bishop that he had information indicating that an 
FBI Agent could have been the assailant of | ~| He asked for 
a comment from Bishop. Since this allegation is totally and 
completely false, after checking, Bishop so informed Cole. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None. For information. 
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DIRECTOR 

FROM* MILWAUKEE <62-0) 

johnSuiderson. INFORMATION CONCERNING. 

y 

W. 

S- 

>v. 

RE BULET TO MILWAUKEE, JULY TWENTY, SIXTYSIX, ENTITLED, 

Mbs HoiT^esL 
Mioa Gcmdy-^ *0 

-b7C 

FOR 

V- V 

w 
'A>u 

IN^ORMATION THE BUREAU, ON INSTANT DATE, RE INDIVIDUAL, 

TELEPHONICALLY CONTACTED THE MILWAUKEE OFFICE AND 

H- PROVIDED THE FOLLOWING INFORMATIONS 

*;i,. i 1 STATED HE WAS READING ARTICLE IN EDITION OF 

^"MILWAUKEE SENTINEL** INSTANT DATE RE SECURITY LEAK IN STATE 

DEPARTMENT IN CONNECTION WITH COLUMNIST JACK ANDERSON. 

j*p READING THE ARTICLE, HE RECALLED THAT ON SEPTEMBER TWENTY, 

fIXTYFIVE, HE ATTENDED A CONFERENCE IN WASHINGTON, D.C, 

fN ANTI“ SEMITISM IN THE SOVIET UNION AS A DELEGATE FROM MILWAUKEE... 

I; 

^i pN THE COURSE OF THE CONFERENCE, PARTICIPANTS WERE BRIEFED BY 
A / v 

b7C 

END PAGE ONE. 

OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT, A NEAR 

e*-104 

-/3$~ 

Vi 

ti / 

JAN I2 197^^T^ 

'othktp.'SS-- 

5~0O 33 



V2- in 

»AGE TWO* 

EASTERN AND EUROPEAN AFFAIRS SPECIALIST. FURTHER 

STATED THAT 

?ERENCE THAT HE, 

DISCOVERED IN THE COURSE OF THE CON- 

I WAS A FORMER CLASSMATE IN THE 

SOVIET UNION OF LEONID BREZHNEV AND SEVEWAL WEEKS LATER 

JQLUMNIST ANDERSON CONTACTE1 

IROTE AN ARTICLE ABOUT 

AND SUBSEQUENTLY 
b6 | 
b7C \ 

IN VIEW OF FACT ■|_JCONTACTED ANDERSON 

I STATED FBI SHOULD INVESTIGATE 

AS POSSIBLE SECURITY LEAK TO COLUMNIST ANDERSON. 

ICOULD PROVIDE NO FURTHER INFORMATION TO 

CONFIRM THIS ALLEGATION, 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (105-90959) 
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dated 1/10/72. 

DATE: 07-17-200? 
CLASSIFIED BY 50324 sac ba.w.'rs/lsg 

DECLASSIFY CIT; 25X 3.3<1,5) 07-17-2032 

1 to Bureau, carbon copy New York 

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies and for 
New York two copies of an LHM dated and captioned as above. 

The LHM is classified "jjefc^gt-No Foreign Dissemination" 
as it was furnished by a highly sensitive source of continuing 
value and the unauthorized disclosure of information furnished 
by this source could cause serious damage to the defense 
interests of the nation. 

Source mentioned in LHM is 

~^r 
It is noted that referenced a^fcal reflects 

captioned subject plans travel from New York City to 
Washington, D. C., on 1/11/72, returning to New York City 
on 1/13 or 1/14/72. 

(£) - Bureau (Enc. 8) 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . 

Memorandum 
5 

Mr. Bisho1 DATL: 1-19-72 

frAl Callahan 
W 1 Casper _ 

Conrad „ 
Dalbey _ 

:M. A# Jonfe 

0 
ALL ZKFZVlZkZZZi; CCl'TTAIIJEL 
HSRILK IS “J>ILLASSIFIE: 

ZhZZ C5-25-2’jr.~ BY -50324 sac baw/r3,'i3Ci TAPE OF JACK_ANDERSON'S 
BROADCAST FOR JANUARY 21, 1972 

We have received a tape of Jack Anderson's 
broadcast for January 21st. He makes the following 
quote concerning the FI 

"Richa^pd^^Helms is quietly maneuvering to 
strengthen his position as the Nation's new 
intelligence czar. He now has an eye on the FBI's 
domestic intelligence functions. Helms has 
hinted cautiously that he should take charge of 
domestic intelligence. The CIA has a better 
understanding, as he pointed out, of intelligence 
methods. The FBI is still using crime fighting 
methods to catch subversives. Helms argues that 
the top spies are too sophisticated to be caught 
by the FBI’s methods. Helms is also taking 
advantage of J. Edgar Hoover '0declining 

popularity to strip the FBI of one of its most 
celebrated functions." 

Cleveland_ 
Ponder_ 
Dates .. 

WaikarE_ 
Walters _ 

Soyara __ 
Tele* Room . 
Holmes _ 
Gandy 
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February 18, 1972 

BY LIAISON 

Honorable B. R. Haldeaan 
Assistant to the President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Haldeo&n: 

_On February 16, 1972, 

DELIVERED 3V UASSOiN 

I 

information. 
furnished the following 

"V 

ri 

Earlier that day Jack Anderson, a newspaper 
columnist for "The Washington Post," asked| I 
to come to his Washington. Dt C., office. On arrival, 
Anderson noted that[~ 
Dominican Republic.^ 

D. C., office. On arrival 
Jiad been in the 
^confirmed that he had 

A‘ 

h.rA-- 
' ft*. - 

traveled to the Dominican Republic within the past 
week and while there had been the house guest of 
Dominican President Joaquin Balaguer. Anderson then 
told I I that he had been making inquiries in 
the Dominican Republic concerning a business venture 
proposed by Donald Nixon, President Richard M. Nixon's 
brother, to build housing units in the Dominican Republic. 

7 V [ ] advised Anderson that Donald Nixon 

/ 7 : >/r 

had proposed the building of housing units in the 
Dominican Republic and that President Balaguer welcomed 
this business opportunity wlt£ $he understanding that 

V 
Mr. Miller, E.S 
Mr. Callanan 
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Conrad 
Mr. Dttlhey 
Mr. Cleveland __ 
Mr. Ponder 
Mr. Bales 
Mr. Waikart 
Mr. Walters 
Mr< Soyara ^ 

Tele. Rooni 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy _ 
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Honorable H. R. Haldeman 

Donald Nixon would have to obtain his own financing. 
Balaguer described the business arrangement as 
perfectly proper and without inducements of any kind. 
“ |noted that on hearing this information 
Anderson appeared to be unhappy. 

The foregoing information Is also being made 
available to the Attorney General. 

Sincerely yours, 

b6 
b7C 

- 2 - 
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all INrCRMATICN CCHTAIllED 
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o 

Mr. CtevelancL 
Mr. Ponder_ 

1 Mr WniLrrrt__ I 

Mr. \Val?«* _ 1 

1 ir- 3 _ -— — ; 

Yeis. - J- — 

Mise Vi . —, — 

Misb G^ndy-_ — 

t_—1 

THE WASHINGTON MERRY GO ROUND DASH JACK ANDERSON, 

INFORMATION CONCERNING. 

ADVISED AS FOLLOWS. 

ON FEBRUARY SIXTEEN, INSTANT, JACK ANDERSON, NEWSPAPER 

COLUMNIST AT WASHINGTON, D.C, , FOR THE WASHINGTON POST, ASKED 

T HAT | | COME TO HIS WASHINGTON, D.C. OFFICE. ON ARRIVAL, 

[HAD BEEN IN THE DOMINICAN ANDERSON NOTED THAT 

REPUBLIC. 

b6 
b7C 

8 
a 

i 
,-Y* 

a 

a 

CONFIRMED HE HAD TRAVELED TO THE DOMINICAN 

3* 

REPUBLIC WITHIN THE PAST WEEK, AND WHILE THERE, HAD BEEN THE 

HOUSE GUEST OF PRESIDENT JOAQUIN BALAGUER OF THE DflftlNIC/ 

:j*% mm * ~" 
republic. 7 

J/ v ivcC-103 

18 ND PAGE^^J 

m 
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b6 
b7C 

V, 

PAGE TWO 

ANDERSON THEN TOLD HE HAD BEEN MAKING INQUIRIES 

WITHIN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC CONCERNING A BUSINESS VENTURE 
/ 

PROPOSED BY DONALD^XON, BROTHER TO PRESIDENT RICHARD M. 

NIXON, TO BUILD HOUSING UNITS WITHIN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC* 

ADVISED ANDERSON THAT DONALD NIXON HAD PROPOSED 

THE BUILDING OF HOUSING UNITS WITHIN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC* 

FURTHER, THAT PRESIDENT BALAGUER WELCOMED THIS BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNITY ON ITS OWN MERITS WITH THE UNDERSTANDING DONALD 

NIXON WOULD HAVE TO OBTAIN HIS OWN FINANCING* BALAGUER 

DESCRIBED THE BUSINESS ARRANGEMENT AS PERFECTLY PROPER, 

WITHOUT ANY INDUCEMENTS OF ANY KIND. 

I NOTED ANDERSON* S VISIBLE REACTION AS BEING 

I REPLY. UNHAPPY OVER 

IT IS NOTED THAT SOME OF THE INFORMATION FURNISHED BY 

IN THE PAST HAS BEEN SELF SERVING, 

END PAGE TWO 
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ADMINISTRAT IVE. 

RE WFO TELEPHONE CALL TO SECTION CHIEF RAYMOND W. 

WANNALL, FEBRUARY SIXTEEN, INSTANT. 

END 
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5-113« <7-29-65r 

Domestic Intelligence Division 

informative note 

n„,» 2/17/72, 

Attached indicates f 

advised 2/16/72 that columnist Jack 
Anderson invited him to his Washington, 
D. C», office* 

On arrival Anderson noted that 
had recently been to the Dominican Republic 
and told [ he had been making inquiries 
concerning a business venture proposed by 
Donald Nixon, the President's brother, to 
build housing units in the Dominican 
Republic.. 

stated he told Anderson that 
Donald Nixon had proposed the building of 
such housing units and further that 
Dominican president Balaguer welcomed this! 
business opportunity with the understanding 
that Donald Nixon would have to obtain his 
own financing. Balaguer described the busi¬ 
ness arrangement as perfectly proper 
without inducements of any kind. Anderson! 
appeared unhappy on hearing this. 

Since this is a matter which relates 
to the President' s brother, if approved, 
dissemination will be limited to Dr. Henry| 
A. Kissinger at the White House. Dr, 
Kissinger,will be advised by letter, 

VHN-^Vfcrf 
'aJn 
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Memorandum 
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T. J. Smith -T55 

SUBJECT: JACKN. ANDERSON 
WHITE HOUSE LEAKS 

DATE: 2/16/72 
1 - Mr.| Rosen 
I - MrJ J. P. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. E, S. Miller 
1 - Mr. T. J. Smith 

ahan 

Casper _ 

Ppfltoduj 
DalbejQ 
Cievelalni 

Ponder _ 

Date at_ 

WAta\_ 

A United Press International (UPI) release dated 2/fcy?2, and L \ 
an article in the 2/16/72 edition of "The New York Timesp" copies of both^ ^ 
attached, quoted Jack Anderson as stating that Rear Admiral Robert O. ^ 

^Welander had been banished from the Pentagon to sea duty because the t 3 
white House, on the basis of FBI information, thought Welander was the 
source of numerous leaks of extremely sensitive White House information ^ 
to Anderson. 1 

The UPI release quoted Anderson as saying the FBI has ruined I the career of Admiral Welander by wrongly accusing him of leaking secret* \ 
documents to Anderson. "The New York Times" article quoted Anderson^ ■ 
as saying he had "several sources" for his secret documents, and that hisL 
sources had informed him that Admiral Welander was "purged" as a resugj^ 

| of the FBI investigation. In connection with the UPI release, the DirectoJsj'f 
j has asked, "What about this?" : I .To set the record straight, the FBI has not investigated the leaksP 
of White House secret documents.to:Anderson. We have not, therefore, had 
any occasion to collect or disseminate information concerning Admiral 
Welander. 

Anderson took it upon himself to publicize highly classified and 
secret White House documents which in the final analysis will unquestionably 

! have a disastrous effect on U. S. -foreign relations. In this connection, 
I the press has recently reported that Red China is collecting every bit of 
i information leaked by Anderson and that the Peking Government will deal 
very cautiously with President Nixon during his forthcoming trip since the 
Chinese feel there is a possibility of sensitive discussions being leaked. isitive discussions being leaked. >/ 

Anderson now has ti|Sken it upon mm self to publicize a possible-^ 
disciplinary action taken by the Defense Department or the White House and 
in doing so does what he falsely accuses the FBI of doing; ie, damaging the 
career of Adminal Welander * 
(Enclosures ft—* 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Jack N. Anderson, White House Leaks 

While we have no way of knowing if Welander was actually 
involved in leaks to Anderson, his transfer to sea duty, as described 
by Anderson, was a matter between Admiral Welander and his superiors. 
Anderson, the scavenger, has chosen to publicize the matter, giving 
substance to the accusation. If Admiral Welander!s career is ruined, 
it has been ruined by Anderson, and certainly not by the FBI, which was 
not even aware of WelanderTs assignment in the Navy. 

ACTION: 

This is in response to the Director’s inquiry. 
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all INFCRMATICtl contained 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
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'W&rc 
Ei^S. 

. Callahan — 
Casper- 
Conrad_ 
Dalbey _ 
Cleveland _ 
Ponder_ 
Bates_ 
Waikart_ 
Walters - 
Soyars - 
Tele- Room 
Holmes_ 
Gandy 

L2\X 2-:S NX ' 1 
M27J YCPK CUFI)—•SYt'HICATE^ COLUMNIST JACK AM PERSON AMD PENTAGON 

spokesmen disagreed sharply Tuesday over the alleged "banishment" 
FRO M HASH IMG TON OF NAVY DEAF. A''ll. DC DEFT O. VJ EL AN PER FOR REPORTEDLY \ ' 
LEAKING SECRET HATE RIAL TO ANDERSOnT “ ‘ ~ ^ J 

il DEN TIEYING AS*'Tjj^yiAa%l!0 ~GAV)YTHETcQTH^w T *;T Y J. 1 1 .Li1 \ ANiUPAL AS TEL .IAN VJMO HAVD I i ii. i 
jCOmLeIRENT2AL ^TonUS-EMTS ABOUT UNITE HOUSE VIEIJS ON THE 
J '*1 'X t'f/"'l « 
! " BUtTpEN^GOMSFOKESMAN SAID UELANPER’S NEW ASSIGNMENT AS 

T 
•3 5 ' 
a *t 

(COMMANDER OE CRUISER-DESTROYER FLOTILLA <S, ASSIGNED TO DUTY IN THE * YYY 
ATLANTIC AND MEDITERRANEAN WAS A CHOICE .JOB FOR A JUNIOR .REAR ^ 
ADMIRAL. o 

“IF HE’S A SECURITY RISK, HE SURE ISN’T GOING TO BE SENT TO A '' 
J lBIG COMMAND LIKE THAT," CHE RANKING NAVAL OFFICER SAID. "ANY MAN g. ' 

JASSIGNED TO THAT POSITION IS IN NO TROUBLE WHATSOEVER, THAT'S W . 
I Jonz of the choicest positions in the navy.13 

UELANDEE HAD SERVED AS A NAVAL REPRESENTATIVE ,T.N THE OFFICE OF THE . . 
JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF AT THE PENTAGON. TWO YEARS IS THE NORMAL 
LENGTH OF CUCH AN ASSIGNMENT. 

«AT A t:EUS CCF TERENCE CALLED TO ANNOUNCE THE SCHEDULED MAY PUBLICATION 
OF ANDERSON'S NET BOOK, "THE ANDERSON PAPERS," CO-AUTHORED BY 
GEORGE CLIFFORD, Ti;z COLUMNIST SAIDS 

"THE, FEE GOT THE WRONG MAN. .1 NEVER HAVE TALKED TO WELANDER. 
HE GAVE M NOTHING, HJ.S CAHE£n IS RUINED BECAUSE THE FBI MADE A 

I MISTAKE, « 
'"'"TlfrPENTAGON , ASKE’ ' THE PENTAGON , ASKED ABOUT ANDERSON'S CHARGES, SAID "WE 

WILL HAVE NOTHING TO SAY ABOUT THE COMMENT REPORTEDLY 
MADE BY MR. ANDERSON AT A NEWS CONFERENCE CALLED TO PROMOTE HIS 
BOOK.” RJEC 20'^- &>o$ 

4X a FEB 23 1272 j 

FFB \<M WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE — —— 
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i jAidc ) 
COLUMNIST jack afdz^som T0')AY charged the 

federal rureau or investigation t:a) ruined the caused of navy 
rear arm. eoeeey o. uelander ey wrongly accusing him of leaking 

° in;V:ri;atrS-I 1 aeout wmlawder*s careee released by the pentagon in 
WASHZHGVOV, HOWEVER, SHARPLY CONTRADICTED AY PERSON’S CHARGES* 

Ri >F b i ft * !SON SAI D II T7] D‘ HAD ''Dr'- 

A COM !D I' N iT x a 
A A . j/l N TIC BMC A us: 

A ^ 
n .1 MIR ■:\L A5~ 

T f** i. l A MAN t-J V t r« A 
S3 

HOUSE Vj :::ws ?'•] 1 Ai- •7 \ » 

-UR RC-F AKJST AN 
*-- r-n 

'* i 
T f-T* FBI SOT 1 TH E IJ RCHG I iAl'i * I tfEVEB HAVE TALKED TO WELANDER. 

EE GAVE EE NOTHING. EES CAREER IS RUINED BECAUSE THE FBI MADE A 
ft?STAHR ll"E1'E"^0'J PAID* 

PECCPDS1 AT Fi!E PiE’TAGCE SH0DED WELANDER WAS ASSIGNED JANE 31 TO J 
TAKE COMMAND OF CEl1 ISE >REST' 10 YER FLOTILLA <S, HEADQUARTERED AT 
CEARLE-TAE* c,C,3 AMD ASSIGNED TO DUTY IN THE ATLANTIC AND 
MEDI TERRA .HjIAM. I!E IS SCHEDULED TO TAKE COMMAND OF THE FLOTILLA 
MARCH V, 

for’e:e past two years, WELANDER has served as a naval 
R FREES ME TATI VE IE TEE OFFICE OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF AT THE 
PENT AGO!. TWO YEARS IS THE NORMAL LENGTH OF A TOUR OF DUTY IN 

‘THIS OFFICE. 
FAR FROM BEING BANISHED* HIS NEW ASSIGNMENT REPRESENTS A 

CHOICE JOD FOR A JUNIOR REAR ADMIRAL, A PENTAGON OBSERVER SAID. 
HE WILL COMMAND 15 SHIPS, RELIEVING REAR ADM. E. H. TIED. 

nlF HE’S A SECURITY RISK, HE SURE ISN’T GOING TO BE SENT TO A 
BIG COMMAND LIKE THAT,'5 ONE RANKING NAVAL OFFICER SAID. 
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Leak Laid to Wrong Man, Anderson Says 
T j ' 

By BERNARD GWERTZMAN |Welender, who achieved hisiand intelligence estimates durj 
specie to tjip n«* York Times Irank last July. 'ing the Indian-Pakistani war. 

WASHINGTON, Feb. 15—Col-| He is to report to his new^They disclosed strong anti-In- 
umnist Jack Anderson asserted ;post on March 1 and the De¬ 
today that the Nixon Admin¬ 
istration had erroneously con¬ 
cluded that a rear admiral was 
the source of secret documents 
leaked to him about the Ameri¬ 
can role in the recent Indian- 
Pakistani war. 

At a news conference in 
New York Mr. Anderson said 

fense Department sad he was 
on leave, “whereabouts un¬ 
known/’ No one asnwered the 
phone at his last listed rest 
dence, in Alexandria, Va., out 
side Washington. 

At the afternoon news brief¬ 
ing, Ronald L. Zigler, the White 

i House press secretary, said that 
| Admiral Welander had served 

the admiral, Robert O. Welan-jfS the liaison officer between 
’ 'the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 

the White House, but he re¬ ader, had been “banished” from 
;the Pentagon to sea duty be¬ 
cause the White House, on the 
;basis of information from the 
Federal Bureau of Investiga¬ 
tion, thought he was the source 
of the leaks. 

“But the information will 
keep coming because they 
plugged the wrong leak,” Mr. 
Anderson said. “The F.B.l. got 
the wrong man. I never have 
talked to Welander. He gave 
me nothing. His career is ruined 
because the F.B.l. made a 
mistake.” 

‘Hardly a Demotion’ 

in charge of public affairs, de¬ 
clined to discuss Mr Anderson’s 
remarks. He said “no com¬ 
ment” when asked a series of 
questions dealing with the sub¬ 
stance of Mr. Anderson's 

i assertions. 
The Pentagon did confirm 

that Admiral Welander, who is 
47 years old, had been trans¬ 
ferred on Feb. Z from a job in 
the Office of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff to the post of com¬ 
mander of a Cruiser-Destroyer; 
FlotiaJla 6, based in Charleston 
S. C A Navy Department source 
said? that such a flotilla usually 
cnngfofcph of a dozen 

aquld hardly be< 

fused to discuss a series of 
questions pertaining to Mr. An¬ 
derson's charges. 

President Nixon said at a 
news conference last week that 
“we have a lot of circumstan¬ 
tial evidence” on the identity 
of the source of the leaked 
documents, but he added that dom of the Administration’s 
as a lawyer, he did not con¬ 
sider it adequate to take to 
court. 

Minutes for the Pentagon 
E Mr. Anderson, in a telephone 
interview this evening, said 
that Admiral Welander’s staff 

Jerry W, Friedheim, Deputy|wa$ responsible for preparing 
Assistant Secretary of Defensefror the Pentagon the minutes 

of the Washington Special Ac¬ 
tion Group of the National Se¬ 
curity Council, which met 
throughout the Indian-Pakistani 
crisis. 

Some of the documents were 
published in part by Mr. An¬ 
derson and made available by 
him to other newspapers, but 
he repeated that Admiral Wel¬ 
ander had had nothing to do 
with leaking them to him. 

Asked if he was willing to 
take a lie-detector test, he said 

ihe was. f 
Mr. Anderson’s column*! In 

December and Januaiy earned 
excerpts not only from the 

/Special Action groups m£et- 
Jpji” for Admiral’ings but from secret cablegrams 

dian bias the Administration, 
which had accused India of 
starting the war. 

Henry A. Kissinger, the 
President’s adviser on national 
security affairs, who conducted 
the meetings, was quoted in 
the minutes as saying that Mr. 
Nixon wanted a definite "tilt” 
in American policy toward 
Pakistan. 

The documents also indicated 
that the State and Defense De¬ 
partments did not share Mr. 
Kissinger’s conviction that In¬ 
dia planned to crush West 
Pakistan once East Pakistan, 
now known as Bangladesh, fell. 
■ Publication of the Anderson 
papers helped stir a political 
controversy here over the wis- 

pro-Pakistan policy—a dispute 
that persists. 

Mr. Anderson, who said he 
had “several sources” for his 
secret documents, related that 
his sources had informed 
that Admiral Welander wa 
“purged” as a result o| 
F.B.l. investigation. 
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subject: PROTECTION OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

fx'\l OV 
Soynrs_ 

Tclc. Room . 
Ijolmcfl_ 
£juuLi_ 

Last night/ 2/29/72, SA met the Attorney 
General at his office at 7:30 p.m. to accompany him to his residence. When 

joined the Attorney General in his office, he was concluding a con¬ 
ference he had been holding with Mr. Kleindienst. 

On departing the office, Mr. Kleindienst went his separate way and 
the Attorney General asked if he were aware oLJ&GkS!! 
charges with respect to the handling of the anti-trust suit involving ITT within 
the Department. He mentioned to| |that Anderson's charges include the 
allegation that Mr. Mitchell met with a lobbyist of ITT at the Kentucky Derby 
last year and made certain concessions to the lobbyist, | | These 
concessions were supposed to have been made, according to Anderson, in an 
hour -long meeting with[ at that time. Mr. Mitchell commented that 

Jhad been with him at the Kentucky Derby and, if 
had no such meetings with any individual. 
recall any particular meetings that tfye Attorney General attended. 

recalls, he 
stated that he does not \ 

\ 

NS 
Mr. Mitchell is incensed at these charges by Anderson and stated 

that he had specifically'disqualified hjimself from any involvement in Justice 
Department considerations of this anti-trust suit inasmuch as it is a well-knowhJ 
fact that his law firm had ITT as a client. He stated further that Mr. Kleindienst 
had not made any concessions to ITT and he recommended to Mr. Kleindienst 
that he request the opportunity to reappear before the Senate Judiciary Committee 
to deny the substance of these allegations. 

advised me that he does not recall any meetings that the 
Attorney General participated in while in attendance at the Kentucky Derby, 
during which time Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell stayed at the Governor's Mansion. 

m 
rb6 
b7C 

(There were, however, periods of time that_ 
company while he was in the Governor's Mansion and, therefore, 
account for the manner in which Mr. Mitchell spent all of his time. 

]was not in Mr. Mitchell's 
could not 



Memorandum, J. P. Mohr to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Protection of the Attorney General 

1 I c 

It is Mr. Mitchell’s contention that the memorandum prepared by 
the lobbyist on which Anderson has based his charges is a self-serving 
memorandum of the lobbyist which has no basis in fact. He stated that this 
is obvious in the fact that the memorandum was prepared some time ago and 
the official in ITT to whom it was directed denies having ever seen the 
memorandum until just last week when it became a matter of contention. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None; for information. 

1/ 
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date: March 2, 1972 

1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. Miller 
1 - Mr. Wannall 

To! son_ 

?cU_ 
Rosen - 

kMWe.s. . 
yL- Callahan  
^ Casper — 

Conrad_ 
Dalhey _ 

Cleveland — 

x— Ponder 

SUBJECT: 

MISCELLANEOUS - IN FORMATION CONCERNING sMfa) 1 
(NATIONALITIES INTELLIGENCE SECTION) ..Ns.' 

VraTfcart- 
Walters __ 
Soyera __ 
Tele. Room . 
Holmes „_ 
Gandy _ 

b6 
b7C 

(b7D 
Itelephoned q7 

writer at 1:30 p. m. 3/2/72 to furnish information set forth below. On i 
numerous occasions I I has furnished us with information, some 
of which has been reliable, and some of which has been unreliable. Much 
of it has been of a self-serving nature. r 

|_| stated that he wanted his identity protected in V \ 
recording this information. He referred to the JackrAnderson columns of A \ 
2/29 and 3/1/72 dealing with the antitrust suit involving International 
Telephone and Telegraph Company (ITT)j. Anderson claimed that both former 
Attorney General Mitchell and present Attorney General Kleindienst were 
involved in a deal in the settlement of th|s suit which resulted in ITT’s secretly , 
pledging up to $400, 000 to support the Republican National Convention 
scheduled to be held in San Diego, California, next Summer. 

A-1 
F’ fe 

i l ii 
C^t C ►wii 
& >, ^ © W o 

According to_a farewell party for a waiter 
named|~ |who for 25 or1 30 years had jserved at the Sheraton-Carlton Hotel. 
The party was at the Federal City Club i!n Washington and was attended by a 
number of people, including ~1 lobbyist for ITT. Jack Anderson, 
and Opal|t}inn,, Anderson’s secretary. _commented on the fact 
that ITT owns the Sheraton Hotels and stated that a hotel photographer took a 
'number of pictures of people present at Ithe farewell party. Anderson presented 
a scroll to the waiter. It was| |thought that if whoever is 
investigating the case could get copies of the photographs taken at the party 
it might well give, a lead to whoever leaked the material which was the basis 
for Anderson's columns. _said that I I of 
Anderson he is not at all in favor of his using material of this type to discredit 
the Administration as he,_is a, strong supporter of the Administration. 

, The Anderson columns were based at least in part on a "soorotn 
memorandum reportedly prepared by preferring to a settlement of 
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Memorandum for Mr. Miller 
Re: f ~ 

I 

the antit rust case and the pledging of money by ITT in support of the 
forthcoming Republican National Convention. 

i 
s % ; 

| |was merely advised that his material would be made 
a matter of record. * 

ACTION: ' 1 

For the Director's information. 

i 

\ 
I 

V' 
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I 
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, Of Viet Refugees 
U.3. OFFICIALS have 

hushed up the deaths of 350 
Vietnamese refugees, and Sai¬ 
gon officials have robbed 
thousands of their meager 
welfare benefits. 

Both governments have put 
out rosy reports, full of hu¬ 
manitarian prose, about the 
refugee program. But classi¬ 
fied documents and sup¬ 
pressed memos tell a differ¬ 
ent story. 

At three refugee camps in 
Pleiku, the public health prob¬ 
lem became so acute that 350 
refugees died of exposure, 
malnutrition, tuberculosis and 
pneumonia. Yet the prov¬ 
ince’s senior U.S. adviser 
scrupulously avoided men¬ 
tioning even the word "death” 
in his reports to pacification 
chief William Colby. 

Lower level officials heard 
of the deaths and managed 
to get word to Colby’s office. 
But there the story was sup¬ 
pressed again to keep it from 
the American public. 

Confidential documents re¬ 
veal how the bad news 
suppressed. A memo to 
refugee chief Fran 
art from his operations of 
cer, for example, declares 
bluntly: 

"Most of the official news 
that comes out of Quangtin 
is good news. The province 
overview does not always re¬ 
flect the true refugee situa- . 
tion . „ . Refugee narratives 
are sometimes 'sanitized’, at 
province level.” 

At one point, the Quangtin 
refugee adviser, 
man, complained ioStewart’s 
aides that the U.S. province 
adviser himself was tamper- 1 
ing with the truth. 

"Coleman ... indicated that 
his reports (on refugees) 
were consistently changed by 
his supervisor to make the , 
. . . picture much brighter 
within the proving |han it 

’ in- 

o 2 MAR 71972 

nlques are used to portray the 
return of Vietnamese villag¬ 
ers to their hamlets. L. 
London, a refugee official, al¬ 
leged In a memo that high- 
powered U.S. publicity on the 
numbers of refugees going 
home is <fa complete fabrica¬ 
tion.” 

McLendon blamed the mis¬ 
representations upon overly 
zealous U.S. advisers who 
wanted to show how well they 
were succeeding. Of the 
107,000 refugees who had 
been, reported back, in their 
v lxi age s, he learned, only 

42,000 bad collected their gov¬ 
ernment welfare. rt * 9 

This meant the figures had 
been inflated either to pre- 
sent a falsely optimistic pic¬ 
ture or to allow corrupt offi¬ 
cials to collect excess refugee 
funds, or for both reasons. , 

In one province, according 
to another memo, an estimate 
ed 25 per cent of refugee 

money was filched before it 
ever got into refugees’ hands. 

Some Vietnamese officials, 
in order to keep down the 
number of refugees, even re¬ 
fused to help people trying 
to escape Communist-con¬ 
trolled villages. In other in* 
stances, the classified papers 
show, refugees were actually 
sent back to Communist-run 
hamlets after they had, 
escaped. 

Prisoner’s Progress 

EIGHT YEARS AGO on 
Labor Day weekend, a young 
man named Ted Winters sat 
on the edge of his bunk irv 
the solitary section of tho 
Oregon. §tate Penitentiary in 
Salem-L^ man’s future could 
haSe io'oKt*h worse. )riu 
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$ A ■fq$ir-time loser. \ftnterg 
was beginning a life sentence 
after a career .of crime and •-* 
imprisonment that had begun 
when he was a teen-ager. 

Yet today, Ted Winters is 
the supervisor of the Oregon 
Office of Economic Opportu¬ 
nity, and his associates pre¬ 
dict still greater achieve¬ 
ments. 

Winters came close ta 
suicide that grim weekend in 

' 1963. 
In 1967, he was cleared for - 

the prison's work-release pro¬ 
gram and was allowed to live 

* on the prison farm at night 
and work as a painter during 
the day. 

At the time, Gov. Tom Mc¬ 
Call began seeking men on' 
work-release to fill state jobs: 
The state director of the Of- 
fice of Economic Opportunity 
hired Winters as an office 
manager. He soon caughtthe 
eye of the governor's top 
aides by writing a paper 
analyzing state prison condi¬ 
tions and predicting — 

accurately — a riot 
In 1969, Winters was re¬ 

leased on parole and the oc¬ 
casion was celebrated by a 
reception given by Gov. Mc¬ 
Call. Soon thereafter, McCall 
named Winters state director 
of JD£Ck_ „ 

Bftll-McChire Byr.i’.cau ' ” 
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Transmit the foliowing in 

1 Via 
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Date: 2/17/72 

(Type in plaintext of code) 

(Priority} 

DIRECTOR, FBI (72-2010) 

SAC, WFO (72-179) (P) 

I Mr. Tolfjoa__ 
Mr. Feit_ 

j Mr. Jtofieri.__ 
J Mr. Mohr 

( Mr. Li* hop__ 

1 ; Mr. ivJOiir, ES_ 

I Mr. Calkihar*_ 

* Mr. Carper_ 

Mr. Conrad._ 

Mr. Dafooy_, 

-| Mr. Cleveland- 

- Mr. PoiHlQY^at 
I Mr. Ia:an_pC, 

Mr. Wciknrf__ 

J Mr. V/alicrs_ 

1. ^T— Opvxna.. t_ 
Tel©. Keom 

•: -Mjas Holme* 

\ MiSB Gcrprfy 

OOJ 

(00: SAN ANTONIO) -// ~J7v4e*L _ 

Re San Antonio airtel 1/28/72. 
i 

Enclosed for San Antonio to be included in their 
next report are eight copies of FD-302 containing result of 
interview of 1 on 2/8/72. 

_ ).S ' _ 

For information of Bureau and San Antonio, _ ror mrormation or .Bureau ana ban Antonio, |_| 

stated Washington Columnist JACK/ANDERSCN appears very 
eager to write a story concerning his assault with the 
inference being that the FBI was behind the assault. There 
have been several telephone calls to the staff from 
individuals associating themselves with JACK 'ANDERSON 
including one man who identified himself as (FNU)^COLE, - 
attempting to obtain info and at the same time making '^^recor' 
inference that FBI was behind the assault. jw __ 

** FEB 26 t 
He said that whenever , 

1 of the Sub-Committee, is in his office the calls are 
referred to him. On one occasion after| |took a call 
from a reporter, | |was so angry with the reporter, 
that had the reporter been in the office,| rmight have' , 
punched the reporter in the face. • v t/<» 

j<2 y Bureau I . J ’ *"•!\/ 
2 - San Antonio (72-97) (Enc. 8) r C^nT^LS 
1 - WF0 V/ \J V / (n ^ xTm / / — 

E \ 

if7c 
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I b6 
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b6 
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JLE:ih 
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Approved: __ 
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WFO 72-179 

In addition to information contained in the 
enclosed FD-302, 

. b6 
b7C 

commented he believes at this time, 
that_as much as he would like his freedom; he is not 
about to furnish info of such a nature which would "give up 

or some other individuals he may be associated 
I stated he believes! with, 

information, 
his assault. 

have such 
said he does not believe 

inasmuch as 
ordered 

requested to see him, however, 
was the reason for the he feels his trip to interview 

assault and for the purpose to ascertain what info 
had furnished during the interview. He concluded by stating 
that while he does not think| |set him up, he believes 

benefit 
is capable of such an act, and if such an act would 

he would not hesitate to finger a man. 

ii 
i 
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DATE: 3-6-72 /"/ 

■ROM ; M.^SpJbn^ar/ 

SUBJECT: jACK ANDERSON 

CRITICISM OF THE DIRECTOR 
ON WTTG-TV, CHANNEL 5 

MARCH 4, 1972 l 
On the 10 o'clock news on 3-4-72 over WTTG-TV, 

Channel 5, the newscasters were discussing the protests 
by Indians in Omaha, Nebraska. Jack Anderson was intro¬ 
duced as having a comment on the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 
Much to the newscasters' surprise, Anderson, who was 
obviously prerecorded, took off on the Director. 

Anderson alleged that former Attorney General 
John N. Mitchell, acting Attorney General Richard G. 
Kleindienst, and President Nixon all privately acknowledged 
that they would like to get rid of the Director but in 
their public statements give support to the Director. He 
said that in order to allay some of the rumors concerning 
his views of the Director, President Nixon invited the 
Director to Key Biscayne, Florida. Anderson repeated the 

.old canard that the Director used FBI files to "whip" 
members of Congress into line and that FBI employees had 
absolutely no rights and their employment was at the whim 
of the Director. Anderson concluded by stating that never 
again should one man be allowed to gain as much power as 
the Director has. 
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REGARDING ANDERSON TS COLUMN OF MARCH FOURTEEN 

LAST, WHICH LETTERS STATED THE FOLLOWING: THE ALLEGATIONS 
I 

MADE REGARDING TACK AND MOISES TORRIJOS, BROTHER OF OMAR 

TORRIJOS, THE DE-FACTO HEAD OF THE PANAMANIAN GOVERNMENT WEREl 

NOT ONLY UNTRUE BUT SLANDEROUS IN THEIR MEANING AND CONTEXT. 
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ITHE UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF WHOSE IDENTITY COULD 

CAUSE SERIOUS DAMAGE TO THE NATION. NO LHM FOLLOWS. P 
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March 21, 1972 

you for your support of my direction of this Bureawu,• • yfeiie I 

interest, I do not feel the statements'.'# 

erit comment, 

Sincerely yours. 

J. Edgar Hoover 

NOTE: Bufiles disclose outgoing 1-22-71 to correspondent thanking 
her and her. husband for their support. Her letter concerned the 
Director calling Ramsey Clark a jellyfish. 



March 12, 1972 

Hon. J. Edgar Hoover 
The F.B.I. 
Washington, D.C. 

all :KrcRMj;r:c:: comtaI'Ill 

Dear Sir: herein is 
LAZE C5-25-2JC'7 EY 50324 sue baw/r3j'Isg 

Mr* filler, E-S- 
Mr* Callahan _ 
Mr* Casper_ 
Mr* Conrad_ 
Mr. Dalbey_ 
Mr* Cleveland _ 
Mr* Ponder_ 
Mr* Bates „_ 
Mr. Waikart_ 
Mr. Walters_ 
Mr, Soyars_ 
Tele Room_ 
Miss Holmes_ 
Miss Gandy__ 

I have always been a great admirer of yours 
and a very loyal one. So I was schocked to come 
across an article by Jack anderson in which he 
accuses you of accepting bribes, keeping 5 lim¬ 
ousines at a cost to the taxpayer of $50,000 a 
year and using F.B.I. personnel to research and 
write personal books - again at Tax payers' 
expense. Would you care to comment? 

Sincerely yours, 
b6 
b7C 

copy :djk 
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1 - Mr. Sullivan- 
1 - Mr. Brennan 
1 - Mr. Wan nail 

The Attorney General. ■ i 

.all ihf;skat.i:-.m -?c^:a:kel 
Director, FBI , -herein is unclassified 
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' ESPIONAGE - X 

July 1( 1971 

1 * Mr. Wagoner 

b6 
b7C 

Reference is made to prior communications furnished you 
which were captioned "Unauthorized Disclosure of Classified Information; 
’The New York Times1 Series Regarding United States ^ Vietnam 
Relations, 1645 - 1967." 

On June 3 CL, 1971, a confidential source with whom contact has 
been Insufficient to determine his reliability but whoj ' 

P 
TnUiiji 
SuIUvhd . 
Mohr „ 
bishop . 
RrcnTitinH C.D._ 
tjnlluhfirt ___ 
Casper ■ ■ j ■ 
Corjml . 
Bn they „_._ 
Ff it_ 
Gale 
TCnari] 

is in a. position to have knowledge 
of the information he furnished, advised as follows: 

<D 
At approximately 12:30 a. m., June 30, 1971, Jack Anderson, 

news columnist of the 'Washington Post, " accorapanied^by four other 
individuals, came to the office of the "Washington Post" on 15th Street, 
Northwest, Washington, D. C., apparently for the purpose of copying 
a document which appeared to be an original and consisted of several 
typewritten pages. 

Anderson instructed the individual who was handling the 
duplicating to be pure that only seven copies were made of each page. 
Whits this was being done, an unknown male entered the office and 
inquired as to whan the copies would foe ready. This individual advised 
that "representatives of the Washington Star, * 'Boston News, * and 
'Miami News' were waiting ancJthattlie * Miami News' was willing to 
pay any price for the, document." 

f*r* ■ < ■ i- i t // 

. According to the source, the Xerox copies were completed 
at approximately 3 hVm., at which time Anderson and his companions 
departed the office,, ■ Five discarded Xerox pages of the document were 
obtained by the sdurce. These pages pertained .$0 thexstrategy and ^ 
tactics of the'No"r^h Vietnamese during 1938 t®bughi'ipa]^jpf 1959 ^ 
relative to the preparation for North Vietnamese intervention iiMil *“ 

,^OT RECORD! 
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I 

cv 

South Vietnam, 

am 
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The Attorney General 

^ •' •; ■*; 

This matter continues to receive continuous investiga¬ 
tive attention and you will be advised of pertinent investigative •, 
developments.. .. v •• •' *•:4 .r{>§ Q‘: $}7': V 

i '«■ The Deputy Attorney General •. j\v '■! *•••/'••' ''' 

1 •* Assistant Attorney General i;7^ J( I-7- ’;• 
Internal Security Division ;; ;• -• *•" 

s 'I 

NOTE: 

Source of information is 

Jwho requested bis identity be kept confidential. Information 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

was furnished Bureau in Baltimore teletypes 6/30/71 and the Director 
was previously advised that this information would be furnished the 
Attorney General,by letter. ^ I/?"/bbH- v-; 
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w 

Mr. Bates 

V 
FROM R. J. Gal 

SUBJECT: JAC jsf ANDE JACK ANDERSON COLUMN 
THE WASHINGTON POST 
MARCH 15, 1972 

""v,,. 

all :i-:FCR>ar:ci: ccwtaiijed 
hse£:k is tnicLASsiriE:- 
-All C3-2S-20C'" BY 50324 sue bsw/ce/lsg 

DATE: 3/22/72 
1 - Mr. Felt 
1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. Bates 
1 - Mr. Gallagher 
1 - Mr. Huppert 
1 - Mr. Mohr /A 
1 - Mr. Bishop bJ) 
1 - Mr. Callahan J. 

\ - %iVwl\lnd J> 

[MiJpR.s. - 
Caflahan __ 
Casper -- 

Conrad_ 

Cfeveland 
r.liliv -A 

WJI«9 _ 
Soyars- 
Tfifcu Room . 
Holmes _ 
G ail'd/}-jl. 

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide more 
detailed information concerning the statements of Jack Anderson 
in his column on 3/15/72, which were taken out of context from 
a Study prepared by the Administrative Office of the U. S. 
Courts. Anderson, by quoting selected figures, created the 
illusion that there has been a drop in convictions in certain 
major crime categories between Fiscal 1968 and Fiscal 1971. 
Anderson did not mention the FBI, although eight of the 17 
violations mentioned by him are investigated by the FBI. 

An analysis of the Study he has quoted has revealed 
that figures from the same pages involving EBI violations on 
which Anderson based his article clearly reflect substantial 
increases in persons Convicted, ranging from 24% in interstate 
Transportation of Stolen Property), cases to 246% in (Bond 
Default) cases. One of the violations referred to by Anderson 
(Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle) has shown 
a decrease in numbers of persons convicted. This decrease is 
directly attributable to the restrictive Departmental prosecutive 
policy in this category initiated in March, 1970. Decreases 
in this category have frequently been brought to the attention 
of the Department by the Bureau. 

\3@’/ 
a {-) fc 
ci tn /Sp 
EiWo 

- M S' 

Although Anderson accurately quotes figures from the 
Study, he, in keeping with his character, has chosen to ignore 
the substantial increases in the number of persons actually 

convicted. In attempting to cast the current Administration in 
an unfavorable light, he has deliberately omitted mitigating 
factors which have caused a reduction in the conviction rate 
percentage. These include increased appeals, fewer guilty pleas, 
backlogs in U. S. District Courts, and delays prompted by 
provisions of Criminal Justice Act of 1964. Anderson, as 
previously noted, limited his article to the conviction 
percentage rate. However, in the details of his article he 
interchanges the terms, conviction rate and, convictions. Th:y>^^ 

Enclosures'^-*-*^ CONTI NUEIiiZj!®B« 2£*«» \ 
N WLC:db;;(10) , 

Q.r x/- 

61APR6 1978 I 

EX-l Off ' 18 MAR 24 1972 
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Gallagher to Bates Memorandum 
RE: JACK ANDERSON COLUMN 

is completely misleading to a reader oi this article. For 
example, although Anderson shows a decrease of 1446% in the 
Bank Robbery conviction rate, the actual number of convictions 
increased from 823 in 1968 to 1311 in 1971. These are the 
exact figures which were available to Anderson in the Study 
and represent a 59% increase in Bank Robbery convictions. 

In summary, Anderson has taken the figures from the 
Study showing a decrease in the percentage of persons convicted 
who were charged with certain Federal violations, and omitted any 
comment concerning the significant increase in persons convicted 
for these violations. In so doing, he has misled the public by 
creating false impressions concerning the Government's efforts 
against crime. 

ACTION: Attached for approval are appropriate letters to 
Acting Attorney General and Honorable John D. Ehrlichman, 
enclosing a letterhead memorandum summarizing Anderson's column. 



Honorable J. Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Department of Justice 

Washington, D. C. 



1 - Mr. Pelt 
1 - Mr. Kosen 

March 23, 1978 LIAISON 
- Mr. Bates 

honorable John D. Ehrlichaan 
Assistant to the Jft’esident tor 

Doses tic Affairs 
The White House 
Washington, a. C. 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 

Dear Mr. Ehrlichman: 

Gallagher 
Huppert 
Mohr 
Bishop 
Callahan 
Cleveland 
Colwell 

1 thought you would be interested in an 
analysis of Federal violations investigated by the 
FBI which were included in\Mr. Jack Anderson* 
column entitled, *’U. S. Crime “Conviction^Kate Slips/’ 
which appeared in The Washington Post on March 13, 
1972. Mr. Anderson, by interchanging the terms, 

# conviction rate and convictions, has created the 
false impression that there has been a decrease in 
the number of persons convicted who were charged 
with certain Federal crimes between Fiecal Years 
1968 and 1971. Mr. Anderson based his article on 
figures set forth in a study captioned, "Federal 
Crimes and Sentences/' prepared by the Administrative 
Office of the United States Courts at thS request 
of Senator John L. McClellan, Chairman of the 
Subcommittee on Criminal Law and Procedures of the 
Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate. 
This study includes violations investigated by several 
Federal investigative agencies. 

'J ft 
r 

Mr. Tolson _ 
Mr. Felt_ 
Mr. Rosen _ 

Enclosed is a memorandum which clearly 
shows that there has been an increase in the number 
of persons convicted in certain major categories 
investigated by the FBI. These increases range 
from 24.3% in Transportation of Forged Securities 
cases to 243.9%ln Bail Jumping cases. 

. -AIL IHFCK&TICN CCNTAIHEL 
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Mr. Mohr_...— 
Mr. Bishop__ 
Mr. Miller, E.S. 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Conrad 
Mr. Dalbey 

A Mr. Clevelam 
j^Mr. Ponder 
Olr. Bates 

Mr. Waikart 
Mr. Walters 
Mr. Soyaia 
Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes 

Gandy 

NOTE: See R. 
Hated 3/22/72 

J. Gallagher to Mr. Bates memorandum, 

\A 
same caption, 
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Honorable John B, Ehrlichman 

I am also furnishing a copy of the enclosed 
memorandum to Acting Attorney General Richard G. 
Kleiadienst* 

Sincerely yours. 

Enclosures (t, 'j 
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DATE 05-25-2007 3 

1 - Mr, Felt 
1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. Bates 
1 - Mr. Gallagher 

524 due Eov.vrs / Isa March 23, 1972 

1 - Mr. Huppert 
1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 

1 - Mr. Callahan 
THE JACK &HXMGM COLUMN 1 - Mr. Cleveland 
THE WARHWGTCH POST 1 - Mr. Colwell 
MARCH 15, 1972 

The March 15, 1972, edition of The Washington 
Post carried coinan1st lack Anderson** article, entitled 
0. S. Grime Conviction Rate Slips.” A reproduced copy 

of this article is attached. Mr. Anderson quotes 
statistics iron a study captioned "federal Crises and 
Sentences" prepared by the Administrative Office of the 
United States Courts at the request *f Senator John L. 
McClellan, Chairman of tbs Subcommittee on Criminal law 
and Procedures of the Committee on the Judiciary, United 
States Senate. This study covers Fiscal Tears 1967 
through 1971, and Includes the numbers of defendants 
and dispositions in United States District Courts. 

Mr. Anderson selected the years 1968 and 1971 
as the basis for showing decreases in the percentage of 
persons convicted who were charged with certain federal 
crimes. The same pages from which Mr. Anderson obtained 
his figures, shoving percentage decreases, contained 
figures showing substantial increases in the number of 
persons convicted of these federal crimes. In one example, 
Mr. Anderson states the percentage ef persons convicted who 
were charged with violations of the Federal Bank Robbery 
Statute declined 14.6% from 1966 to 1971. He omitted the 
fact that there was actually a 59.3% increase in the number 
of persons convicted of this crime. 

Set forth below is a tabulation showing the 
increased percentage of persons convicted in federal 
violations investigated by the FBI which were included in 

Mr. Tolson --- . Mr. Anderson’s column: 
Mr. Felt_ 

Mr. Rosen _ 
Mr. Mohr_ 
Mr. Bishop_ 
Mr. Miller, E.S_ 
Mr. Callahan_ 
Mr. Casper_ 
Mr. Conrad_ 
Mr. Unibey 
Mr. Cleveland __ 
Mr. Ponder_ 
Mr. Bates ._ 
Mi. Waikart_ 
Mr. Walters ._ 
Mr. Soyars_ 
Tele. Room __ 

Miss Holmes _ 
Miss Gandy _____ 

JDHikap 
(13) 
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‘ 
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THU JACK ANDERSON COLUMN 

PERCENT 07 INCREASE 
VIOLATION rBSflTTggff Tg~Tg7T'~ 

Bank Robbery 59.3 

Bank Embezzlement 56.0 

Escape 91.0 

Bail Jumpers 246,9 

Selective Service Act 31,8 

Interstate Theft 53.2 

Transportation of 24.3 
Forged Securities 

In one category, investigated by the FBI and 
mentioned by Sir. Anderson, Auto Theft, there has been a 
decrease of 45.3% in the number of persons convicted. This 
decrease is due to a revision in the prosecutive policy in 
these cases, formulated by the Criminal Bivision of the 
United States Department of Justice, and issued to all United 
States Attorneys in March, 1970. 

Enclosure 
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•S'. Crime Conviction Hate §li 
By Jack Anderson 

President Nixon has often 
boasted of how he is conquer¬ 
ing the crime wave. Unfortu¬ 

nately* the facts are that the 
conviction rate for federal fel¬ 

ons has plummeted during his 

administration, 

ISven-Mr. Nixoii's-most pub¬ 
licized targets, the drug of¬ 

fenders and draft dodgers* are 

being convicted at a lesser 

rate, than they were under 

Lyndon Johnson. 
Since 1903, the last, year nf 

the Job won administration, 
there has been a resounding 
20.2 per cent drop in the con¬ 
viction rate for violators of 
narcotics lav;s, and the rate 
for marijuana pushers and 
UiieFS ijaSXaiit?ii Ifl.9 per cent. 

Selective Service Acf- eonvJc- 
i;-1AA _„ , 

4xv c uu ov.y ]icr cent. 

These arc Just a few exam¬ 
ples from an unpublished two- 
volume study, entitled "Fed¬ 
eral Crimes and Sentences," 
by tlie administrative branch 
of the federal courts. 

The bureaucrats who pte- 
pared the review chose the 17 
federal crimes which most fre¬ 
quently come before federal 
judges. 

In all cases but one the con¬ 
viction rate is down since 
1968. Overall, prosecutions are 
up but a smaller proportionate 
share of the offenders arc 
being convicted. 

The astounding, dip in the 

guilty rates of draft dodgers 
and drug offenders may he ex¬ 

plained bv changing public at¬ 
titudes. 

TPit ri close* look iit the gov¬ 

ernment study shows the 
Nixon administration js hav¬ 

ing difficulty convicting even 

the more conventional sus- 
pectsr*1,—'" ----- 

Postal theft convictions, for 

example, &>:r? off 10,1 per cent, 
bank robbery convictions byve 
fallen J4.fi in"3* cent and con vie- 
lions for assaults are down 
12.2 per cent; .... 

Experts nave offered us a 
number of theories to explain 
the falling conviction rr*Ics. 
One suggestion is that the 
Nixon admin i strati on has sim¬ 
ply failed to hire enough com¬ 
petent prosecuting attorneys, 

ThreG-IraT Delay 

The Justice Department, 
after taking three days to 
come up with their explana¬ 
tion, pointed to a "revolution 
i n defense services.” 

* aWe're also bringing move 
cases than ever before," Asso¬ 
ciate Deputy Attorney Gen¬ 
eral-Donald F. Santarelu toT<I 
my associate Joseph Spear. 
“And we're trying the harder 
cases,” 

Here is a complete list oi 
the seventeen offenses in¬ 
cluded in the study and the 
percentage change in the con- 
vie lion rate for each; 

Allto theft* down 7.3 per 

; roTil: inh^'Afate theft, down 8.9 

| per cent; 1 .rnnsportation Of 

it forge cl securities, down 4.0 per 
cent: forgery, down 6.5 per- 
w>v, UUTT41 

par emit: bank embezzlement, 

down 7.2 per cent’ postal 

fraud, down 6,5 per cent: 

postal theft, down 10.1 pur 
cent; ■ ’ 

Also bank robbery, down 
14.0 per cent; assault, down 
12.2 per cent; weapon? Slid 
firearms, up 2.3 per cent; mar¬ 
ijuana tax act, down 18.9 per 
vent;'narcotic drug violations* 

I down 20.2 per cent; escape, 
down 2,4 per cent; bail jump¬ 
ing, down 12.7 per cert: in¬ 
come tax violations/ down 6.6 
per cent; selective service 
acts, down 30.9 per cent, 

. Junk Pitffide ’ - 
Abashed auto makers have 

lifiu to send out 24.9 million 
notices recalling potentf/dly 
unsafe cars since 1966. But 
ominously, seven million of 
the autos'have never been re¬ 
paired. 

Some of these seven million 
have been junked since 1966, 
but the majority are still ioose 
on the highways, hazards, cm 
wheel s, 

A new Department of Trans¬ 
portation tally shows that 22.6 
million of the cars recalled 
through 1971' are American- 
made, and -tlic remaining 2,3 
million are imported. In all* 
Detroit and foreign companies 

had to advertise 605 different 
campaigns to get the autos 

batik to the -bop. 
The parade ofJ clanking,'" 

cough!rig, sputtering autos in¬ 
cluded cars with stuck acceler/’ 

iters, contaminated b r a k % 
fluid and exhausts Dial leaked 

deadly carbon monoxide into 
passenger compartments. 

By and large, these were 

fixed and put safely back on 
the road. But many oi tiie no¬ 

tices never reached the car 
owners, some warning letters 

got to motorists who did not 
heed them, and a few cars 
came out of,the. repair shops 

imcorrected. 
Because the recall cam¬ 

paigns haven't been complete 
and because state inspection 
systems are inadequate, an es¬ 
timated 25 per ceilt of all cars 
on the road have had brakes. 

Small wonder, therefore, 
that the number of Americans 
killed in traffic accidents 
since 1933 is about to go over 
the 1,5 million mark, that 52 
million have been seriously in¬ 
jured and that property dam¬ 
age now totals $179 bill ion. 

Yet, despite this motorized 
mayhem, the Department of 
Transportation has ignored a 
1986 federal law saying that 
by 1963 it “shall establish uni¬ 
form federal . ,. safety stand¬ 
ards applicable to all used 
motor vehicles.” 

Ci 1072, Ur,ll*<l Feiturt Syndics to 
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MR* ROSEN: 

RE: JACK ANDERSON COLUMN 
THE WASHINGTON POST 
MARCH 15, 1972 

Attached is memorandum Gallagher to Bates dated 3-15-72 
concerning captioned column. 

The Director does not feel that the attached memorandum 
clearly explains the extent to which Anderson has distorted the facts. 
For example, taking the same statistics used by Anderson we find that 
the increase in the total number of convictions (with the exception of 
auto thefts) in the eight categories covered between 1968 and 1971 run 
from over 30% in Selective Service Act cases to well over 200% in 
bail jumper cases. 

My work papers are attached. On^the basis of this material 
the Director wants an explanatory cover memorandum setting forth thesey^^ 
figures and letters to the Acting Attorney'General and to Mr. Ehrlichman 
at the White House highlighting the false impression created by the column 
and explaining the true facts. 

Enc. 

WMF:crt / 
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1 - Mr. Felt 
1 - Mr. Rosen 
1 - Mr. Bates 
1 - Mr. Gallagher 
1 - Mr. Huppert 
1 - Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
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1 - Mr. Cleveland 
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Uj'jZ £ 
. jj Jack Anderson, in his column of March 15, 1972, captioned 
r^tJ. S. Crime Conviction Rate Slips" (attached), stated in several 
1 classifications there has been a decline in the conviction rate 
since 1968. < Anderson does not mention the FBI, but does include 
several violations within the FBI's investigative jurisdiction. 
He states his figures are from an unpublished two-volume study by 
the Administrative Branch of the Federal Courts. His column is 
another example of Anderson's vicious use of partial statistics, 
half-truths, and innuendos to create a false impression. It is 
obvious his article was written with the view of attempting to 
embarrass the Administration. 

This study was prepared by the Administrative Office of 
the U. S. Courts at the request of Senator John L. McClellan, y 
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Criminal Law and Procedures and was, 
for the use of the Subcommittee in its deliberation on the proposed 
new Federal Criminal Code recently submitted to: the President and 
Congress by the National Commission on Reform of Federal Law. The 
report covers the fiscal years 1967 through 1971. . ... 

Anderson has selected 1968, the last year of the Johnson 
Administration, for comparison with fiscal year 1971. He has cited 
17 offenses included in the study. The FBI has investigative 
jurisdiction over eight of these violations. While it is true the 
percentage of the individuals convicted has declined, Anderson has 
chosen to ignore the tact thaYnumerically the number of convictions 
has steadily risen in each of _ the_viola,txoriS-^?it:hinJB_I i ur i sdTctTQn 

with the exception,of* Interstate Transportation of- S..ta.len_MO-tor-,.--.*~. 
Vehicles (auto theft). The decline in this' "classification is due to 
the "reluctance on the part of U. S. Attorneys toyysfecfltl 

of the restrictive Department gud^^-ines. Qq * i?(B 29 

As an example of Anderson's use of figures=p=T*e ^Ltes^fehe 
bank robbery conviction rate as being down 14.6 per cent. In 1968, 
87.6 per cent ofi .all persons charged with bank robbery were convicted, 
whereas in 1971/73 per cent were convicted, accounting for Anderson's 

Enc. 
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Memorandum to Mr.. Bates 
Re: Jack Anderson Column, 3-15-72 

14.6 per. cent differential. He has 
number of individuals convicted has 
this period. These figures are set 
utilized by Anderson. 

completely ignored the fact the 
increased by 56 per cent during 
forth on the same page as 

He cited interstate theft conviction rate as down 8.9 per 
cent; yet they have increased numerically 53 per cent. He cites bank 
embezzlement conviction rate as being down 7.2 per cent;: yet . 
numerically they have increased 56 per cent. Another example is 
bail jumpers., which Anderson says the conviction rate is down 12.7 
per cent, while numerically there has been an increase of 247 per cent 

Anderson states the Selective Service Act conviction rate is 
off 30.9 per cent between 1968 and 1971. The numerical increase in 
this classification is 31 per cent. The Anderson column ignores the 

I high percentage of dismissals in Selective Service matters which, 
I for the most part , occurred in line with the Department’ s policy of 
dismissing indictments or information where the subjects agree to 
go into the military service. This policy is in line with the main 
purpose of the Selective Service Act; namely, provide manpower for 
the military services. 

Anderson in his column sets forth one theory for the 
decline in the conviction rate that the Nixon Administration has 
simply failed to hire enough competent prosecutors. As pointed out 
above, Anderson has utilized some of the figures set forth in the 
study which were favorable to his own ends and completely ignored 
other figures set forth on the same pages which would create a 
more accurate: picture. 

ACTION: This is for information. 
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1 - Mr. Felt 
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1 - Mr. Bates 
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Itoimes __ 
Cltindy_ 

Jack Anderson, in 'his column of March 15, 1972 , captioned 
“U. S. Crime Conviction Rate Slips" (attached), stated in several 
classifications there has been a decline in the conviction rate 
since 1968. Anderson does not mention the FBI, but does include 
several violations within the FBI's investigative jurisdiction. 

■-He-stafees^-hi-s figures are from an unpublished two-volume study'by 
the Administrative Branch of the Federal Courts. His column is 
another example of Anderson's vicious use of partial statistics. 

T -F —,4- 4-"h t_ 1 -P y-N n ^ J- 
U14U J- lilX U ^ X 1UO hJ o L/ ^ CL laioc XIUJXX J.UU 1 X u x^ 

obvious his article was written with the view of attempting to 
embarra s s the Admini s tr a t ion 7-- 

This study was prepared by -the Administrative Office, of 
'the U. S. Courts at the request c£ Senator"'John L. McClellan:,' 
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Criminal Law and Procedures and was 
for the use of the Subcommittee in its deliberation on the proposed 
new Federal Criminal Code recently submitted to .the- President and 
Congress by the National Commission on Reform of Federal Law. The 
report covers the fiscal years 1967 through 1971, 

. Anderson has selected 1968, the last yeai 
(Administration, for comparison with fiscal year 1971. He has cited 

17 offenses included in the study. The FBI has investigative 
jurisdiction over eight of these violations. While it is true the 

1 percentage of the individuals convicted has declined,, Anderson has 
If cEosen_to ignore the fact that numerically the number of convictions 

has steadily risen in each of the., violatiro'hgFSTTth'in FBI iurisdictidii 

with the exception .of Interstate __Txans pgr tat ion of" Stolen. J-lo tor....—, 
.Vehicles (auto theft). The decline in this classification is due to 
the reluctance on^tKe"part of 0. S. Attorneys to prosecute because 

j|of the restrictive Department guidelines. 

. As an example of Anderson's use of figures, he cites the _ 
bank robbery conviction rate as being down 14.6 per cent. In 1968, 
Q *7 £7 rt V r*O t f" 71 1 1 ri r’ ^ K ii' « X h k -> tth. Ir v js. k lt r.T/7 y' \j t • ^ 'w- X t^Un (j wiiur vv a l 11 uuiuv X- ju YVOi w 

whereas in 1971, 73 per cent were^convicted, accounting for Anderson' 

Enc. 

RJG:jyl {10} 
CONTINUED - OVER 



Memorandum to Mr. Bates 
Re: u'ach Anderson 0oXainn/ 3-1S — 7 2 114.6 per. cent differential. . He has completely ignored the fact the 
number, of individuals convicted has increased by 56 per cent during 
this period. These figures are set forth on the same page as 

jj utilized by Anderson. . 

He cited interstate theft conviction rate as down 8.9 per 
ppnl t/A 4- H n van cjorl nnmovi 1 tt ^ ”3 -rva-y motvl- TJ ni f oo 

Tu. / J '—1 c Cii C- Jf . i. LIA V ^ A t-v 4* '— vi LJ 1 4 UJ \ L '__ _I_ W 4, J. Jf O -w1 J—' ^__ ■ \/ i__ ft ’Ui' J. w __O 4 

embezzlement conviction rate as being down 7.2 per cent; yet 
numerically they have increased 56 per cent, /mother example is 
bail jumpers, .which Anderson says the. conviction rate is down 12.7 
per cent, while numerically there has been an increase of 247 per cen 

—- 7-Anderson states the"Selective Service Act conviction rate i 
. off 30.9 per. cent between 1968 and 1971. The numerical increase in 
. this classification is 31 per cent. The Anderson column ignores the 
|high .percentage of. dismissals in Selective Service matters which, 
jifor the most part, occurred in line with the Department's policy of 
jj dismissing indictments or information where the subj ects agree to - 
■•go into, the military service. This policy is in line with the main 
purpose of the Selective Service Act;: namely, provide manpower for . _ 
the mi."! it ary services. - - —;- — - ----- - - — - 

. Anderson in his column sets forth one theory for the 
decline in the conviction rate that the Nixon Administration has 
simply failed to: hire enough competent prosecutorsv As pointed, out 
above,. Anderson has utilized some of the figures set .forth in the 
study which were favorable to his own ends and completely ignored 
other figures, set forth on the same pages which would create a 
more accurate picture. 

ACTION: This is for information. 

-2- 



ALL INFC-RMtr:-^; CCHTAT^Ej 
HERE IK IS U!JCLASSIFIE- 

' DATE 05-25-2007 ET 50324 sue baw/raflsg 

The Washington Merry-Co-Roniid THE WASHINGTON POST Cl9 

U.S. Crime Conviction Rate Slips ? 
By Jacfc Anderson guilty rates of draft dodgers 

\ : - and drug offenders may be ex- 
v- .. ■^>re$^en^ ^XOn ^as °^en plained by changing public at- 

noasted of how he Is conquer- tltudes. ‘;. ‘ 

ing the crime wave. Unfortu- But * close look at the gov- 
nately, the facts are that the eminent study shows the 
conviction rate for federal fel- Nlxon administration is hav- 

ons has plummeted during his difficulty convicting even 

administration* the more conventional sus- 
Even Mr Nixon's most pub- pects* 

licked targets, the drug of- Po^} theft conviction5, £or- 

fenders and draft dodgers, are example> are off 101 per cent( 

being convicted at a lesser hank robbery convictions have 
rate than they were under fallen 14.6 per cent, and convip' 
Lyndon Johnson. tio*s for assaults are ,down 

t,Sin?Vm thH laSt f r 0f 12Experrte "have offered us a the Johnson administration, puJnber of theorieg to cxplain 
there has been t resounding the fa,ling conviction rates, 
^percent dropintJie con- 0ne suggestion Is that the 

J**"L*** i°\L°rS f Nixon administration has sim- 
8ndwe ”*2 Ply failed to hire enough com- 

Zn'ESSiJStPJ? «•*“* -taw 
ll™SV.',SSp^„CrVl'- Tl»ee.D.y Delay 

These are Just a few exam- The Justice Department, 
pies from an unpublished two- after taking three days to 
volume study, entitled ‘Ted- come up with their explana- 
eral Crimes and Sentences” tion, pointed to a “revolution 
by the administrative branch in defense services” 
of the federal courts. .“We’re also bringing more 

The bureaucrats who pre- cases than ever before,” Asso- 
pared the review chose the 17 date Deputy Attorney Gen- 
federal crimes which most fre- eral Donald E. Santarelli told 
quently come before federal my associate Joseph Spear, 
judges. “And we’re trying the harder 

in all cases but one the con- cases” - 
viction rate is down since Here is a complete list of 
1968. Overall, prosecutions are the seventeen offenses - in - 
up but a smaller proportionate eluded in the study and the 
share of the offenders are percentage change in the con- : 
being convicted. J viction rate for each: 

The astounding dip in the1 Auto theft,- down 7.3 per : 

cent; interstate theft, down 8.9 [had to advertise 906 different - 
per cent; transportation of campaigns to get the auto* ■ 
forgecTtecuritiea, down 4.0 per bapk to the *bop* ~ : 

cent; forgery, down 6.5 per- The parade of clanking^ 

cent; counterfeiting, down 52 coughing, sputtering auto* in: 

per cent; bank embezzlement, eluded cars with stuck acceler- 
down 7.2 per cent; postal itors, contaminated brak% 

fraud, down 6.5 per cent; fluid and.exhausts that leaked 
postal theft, down 10.1 per deadly carbon monoxide into.: 

robbery, down 

come tax violations, down 6.6 
per cent; selective service 
acts, down 30.9 per cent, 

Junk Parade 

cent , : passenger compartments. 
Also bank robbery, down By and large, these wer^,%v ; 

14.6 per cent; assault, down fixed and put safely back on:,t 
12.2 per cent; weapons and the road* But many of the no- - 
firearms, up 21 per cent; mar-^ never'reached the car" 
ijuana tax act, down 18.9 per 
cent; narcotic drug violations, .owners, some warning letters^ 
down 20.2 per cent; escape, got to motorists who did not .^ 
down 2.4 per cent; bail jump- heed them, and a few car* ' 
lug, down 12.7 per cent; in- came cut of the repair shops' 
come tax violations, down 6.6 . * .\. 
per cent; selective service uncorrected, 
acts, -down 30.9 per cent, Because the recall cairi-v 

paigris haven’t been complete/ 
Junk Parade and because state inspection , 

' systems are inadequate, an es- ^ 
Abashed auto makers have timated 25 per cent of all carp' r 

had to send out 24.9 million on the road have bad brakes. [ 7 
notices recalling potentially Small wonder, therefore,^ 
unsafe cars since 1966. But that the number of Americans ^ 
ominously, seven million of killed in traffic accidents^ 
the autos have never been re- since 1933 is about to go over , % 
paired* ^ • ■- the 1.5 million mark, that 52 ^ 

, Some of these seven million million have been seriously’ in- 
have been junked since 1066, jured and that property dam- ^ 
but the majority are still loose age now totals $179 billion* 
on the highways, hazards on Yet, despite this motorized V 
wheels.^ .r mayhem, the Department of ^ 

A new Department of Trans- Transportation has ignored ' 
portation tally shows that 22.6 1966 federal law saying that ' 
million of the cars recalled by 1968 it “shall establish uni- 2 
through 1971 are American- form federal . * - safety stand- 
made, and the remaining 2.3 ards applicable to all used n- 
million are imported. In all, motor vehicles.” 
Detroit and foreign companies ® im, uniua Featur* STmUait* v 

■i 
*
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT 

TO 

FROM 

Memorandum 
Mr. E. S. Miller 

* 
DATE: 3 “22-72 

W. R. Wannall ), 

(7 
SUBJECT: JACK ANDERSON 

WHITE HOUSE INQUIRY 

ALL INFCR>!Air:iT CCNTAINEB 
HEREIN IS ON-LAS5IFIEH 

HATE uS-25-2:J0~ BY 60324 sue fcsvz/rs/ lag 

Foil / 
Rfycn jr »• 

Callahan . 
Casper_ 
Conrad _ 
Dajtjcy_ 
Cleveland . 
Fonder_ 

rlialc»_ 
Wft ikart_ 
Watte™ _ 
So.vara . 

\ /Wftika 

w/ c 
Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy .. 

vCiVA 
Early this afternoon John W. Dean III, Counsel to the 

President, asked to see Supervisor R. H« Haynes and advised that 
"Newsweek" magazine is preparing a cover story concerning Jack Anderson 
and his leg man, Brit Hume. Dean advised that this story is going 
to paint Anderson as "the all-American boy." Dean asked that the 
Bureau furnish him with any information available in its files 
relating to Anderson or Hume which The White House could use through 
unidentified channels to get across a more balanced picture of 
Anderson. 

V, 

\N> 

’ i After checking, Dean was advised that we had previously 
<*0 furnished him all pertinent material we have concerning Anderson 

in connection with the Senate Judiciary Committee hearings in regard 
to the nomination of Kleindienst, that we are checking Bureau files 
concerning Brit Hume and will advise him of the results of this check. 

ACTION: 

Crime Records Division is reviewing files concerning 
Brit Hume and will prepare a suitable memorandum for approval 
for transmittal by liaison to Dean. 

'♦j 

1 - Mr. W. M. Felt 
1 - Mr. A. Rosen 

1 - Mr. T» E. Bishop 
1 - Mr. E. S. Miller 
1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall . . 

1 - Mr. R. H. Haynes /jvf 

fi*t 

CONTAINED 
lassipiid 

(§^M>R6 t972 

]$r\rr' 
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March 30, 1972 

y_L ikfc-rm&tich ccirmiiE:' 
HERE I If IS ^CLASSIFIED oq .g™ Mr. 
DATE 05-25-20G7 BY 60324 auc fca>;. ra, lsg MarCIl OU, RiQwifv^ 

The attached letter was sent to the Director from an Mr/cafudian'L. 

anonymous source in Burlington, Vermont. The letter Mr. Casper_ 

reads as follows: Mr* Cortrad __ 
Mr* Dalbey_ 

"March 26, 1972 Mr- Cleveland _ 
Mr* Ponder _._ 

_ Mr* Bates _ 
Dear Sir; Mr. Waikart_ 

Mr. Walters __ 
For a long time I have been disgusted and angered Mr. Soyars_ 

at T.V. reporters and newspaper and magazine columnists.Tele Room_ 

But today was the limit when on T.V. JacK~Anderson told Miss Holmes — 

. and displayed to the world — papers he had just received Miss Gandy — 

from an Officer from the Pentagon. Now in my language -:— 
that is plain treason, like so many of their other discourses. 
They teach others treason like the Officer involved! Just like 
they were to blame for all the college rebellion, prison rebellion, 
negro trouble, Viet Nam disclosures and trouble, even telling the 
enemy where the bombs next day would be dropped — or our forces 
grouped. I have heard it on T.V. news many times. They lead all 
the dissidents, morons and ignorant astray, not to mention the young, 
whose minds are not formed! Just the same as the unfit - disgusting 
movies & books do. 

Please, can't you do something about them. Anyone with a grain 
of sense knows, it is the same with this ITT trouble, to try to discredit 
good people. 

The attached letter was sent to the Director from an 

anonymous source in Burlington, Vermont. The letter 

reads as follows: 

"March 26, 1972 

Dear Sir; 

from - Avery concerned citizen!" 

COPY: 
EX-105 

fy~ sbt/S'S 

9 APR 4 1972 

£'r,? tt nm 
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^ ^UNITED STATES ^GOVERNMENT 

Memoraftdum 

HEREIN IS CKC1A33IFIED 
E'ATE 35-25-200? Si' 60324 duo bsw/ra/lsg 

1 - Mr. Felljjk 
1 - Mr. Ros™ 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. Dalbey 

TO Mr. E. 3. Miller/ DATE : 4/3/72 
1 - Mr. Miller 
I - Mr. Wannall 

FROM W. R. Wannall^><L I - Mr. McDonnell 
/ 

SUBJECT: 
-If MMun.in.UM M 

Tnfkon_ 

Ft: ft_ 

Campbell _ 

Miller, fl&J 

Cnltabnn — 

Ostler__ 

Ton rati jMLi 

r>nU»c;jA£ 
rlcvolfniTl^ 

Ponder _„ 

Bn tea   _ 

Wnikart __ 

Wnftcra .._ 

SoyAra .__ 

Tele. Rootn 

Holme* - 
Gandy _ 

i iniiuj&uiau niijciiuri ±\j uoiniii r y ty ^ * 

CLASSIFIED NAVY DOCUMENTS. WASHINGTON, D. C. , ,, 0 ..AJJ ■ /\0 
MARCH 29, 1972 V 1,1^/,V^ 
ESPIONAGE - X 1) (,|K J(0r\ 

Me morass 
received fromfl 

Referra1/Direct 

—m 
receipt of data from NIS as to classification of solicited] 
documents, we propose to contact the Department for a 1 
determination as to possible prosecutive action prior to I 
initiating any investigative action. 

v ,cr 

\ <r 

Referral7Direct 

The NIS representatives requested a determination 
as to possible prosecution in this matter. They were 
furnished with a list of questions regarding the specific 
classifications assigned the data solicited, the authority 
and basis for such classification,, and a damage assessment 
resultant from disclosure. It was explained to the NIS 
representatives that thiB data was^cafltijjred so as to enable 
the Department to make a prosecutive determination. // 

WJM:co (8) ?f~S‘W£2z■> vi i3‘i 
fo NOTRE™' CONTINUED - OVER ' 

^ 202 APR 14 1972 



Memorandum to Mr. Miller 

Bureau files disclose the Concerned Officers 
Movement is an organization composed of active and retired 
officers of the military and whose personal views are 
opposed to U.S. policy on the Vietnam War. 

Referral/Direct. 

| N1S disseminated 
"this information to the White House, Central Intelligence 
Agency, and the Defense Intelligence Agency, and such infor¬ 
mation was included in Bureau letter to the Attorney General 
1/20/72, advising that no investigative action was being taken 
in the absence of a requesthe Department. No request 
for investigation was received. 

ACTION: 

If approved, on receipt of classification data 
requested of NIS, this matter will be discussed with the 
Internal Security Division by a representative of the 
Domestic Intelligence Division accompanied by a representative 
of the Legal Counsel's Office. ^ 

i Cj*/ V A 
- 2 - 

(/ 



all information cccttaiked 
3 ERE IK IS 'JUG LASS I FI ED 

DAIS 05-2-5-200* BY 00324 sue fcaWrs/lsg 
) 

for writing as you did. Your interest in furnishing me your 

views is indeed appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Edgar Hoover 

b6 
b7C 

JWD:msd (3) 
.< i 

• ; s 
S * • 

NOTE: Based on information available, Bufiles contai 
no references identifiable with I " I 

Tolson _ 
Felt__ 
Campbell . _ 
Rosen__ 
Mohr_ 
Bishop_ 

Miller, E.S_ 
Callahan_ 

Casper __ 
Conrad 
Dal bey_ 
Cleveland __ 
Ponder ... 
Botes_ 
Waikart__ 
Walters_. 
Soyars _ 
Tele. 



ALL INFCKMB.IIDH CDIUAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-25-2007 3Y 60324 suc b&v-Vrs/lsg 

Mar 29, 1972 

rMr. Campbell 
Mr. Rose 

filler, E.S. 
Mr. Callahan _ 
Mr. Casper _ 
Mr. Conrad _ 
Mr. Dalbey _ 
Mr. Cleveland _ 
Mr. Ponder _ 
Mr. Bates _ 
Mr, Waikart_ 
Mr. Walters _ 

Dear Mr Hoover:- 
Mr. Soyars 
Tele Room 
Miss Holmes _ 

During my eight years with O.N.I, and fifteen Miss Gandy_ 

with C.I.A. I met you and became acquainted with - 
many of your people Including Peak De Loach and George <- a tJ 

Scatterday. I still correspond to some extent with 
Larry Hogan who represents my old district in Maryland X 
.as well as my views on the F.B.I. w 

c 
Prior to retiring here three years ago. I spent 

most of my life in the Washington area where I developed 
an intense dislike for Drew Pearson and his successor 
Jack Anderson. 

Mr. Anderson obviously has contacts in sensitive 
positions who have personal or political axes to grind 
and do so by releasing classified material to his 
column. In his willingness to collect and disclose 
sensitive information he is no different from any 
subversive. 

I It Xfould be amazing to me if Jack Anderson* s agents 
and methods were completely unknown, and believing as 
I do that by and large they are known, I wonder why the 
government permits it to continue. 

Anderson complains bitterly that telephone taps 
destroy the right to privacy while denying his governments 
right to secrecy. He demands full government disclosure 
of its affairs while shielding his sources of information 
as a journalistic privilage. This is not the working of a 
normal logical mind. 

Cook 72- >/. copy:dew 



Because of his capabilities and lack of restraint, 
1 believe him to be more dangerous than a Soviet agent. 
I feel that our laws and public opinion would support a 
full and continuing investigation of Hr Anderson. 

Sincerely, 

b6 
b7C 

2 
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EXEMPTED FFOJ_ 

EEC LASSIFICATION 

AUTHORITY DERIVED TRIM: 

FBI AUTO&IATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

EXEMPTION CODE: 25X(1, € ) 

CATE 01-29-2014 AEG F85112SK45 

Per OC£ 

ALL INFCRMAIICK CCNTAI1JE0 
HEREIN 13 UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 

rtMERE SH2K1I CTFERXISE 

* St 

Letter Dated: OS-Sl-JOO^pg. 3 

SUPPLEMENTAL CORRELATION SUMMARY 
(See Correlation Summary dated 8/30/57 and 5/29/63 filed as 

94-50053-2 and 7 respectively) 

Main Pile No: 94-50053 Date: 
See Also: 62-110857 

65-60573 
65-72185 
117-1425 
117-1970 
139-727 
139-1304 

Subject: Jack Northman^Anderson Date Searched: 7/20/71 

All logical variations of subject's name and aliases were searched 
and identical references were found as: 

^nderson, Jack Northman 
» '^nderson, J. N. 
l^Anderson, Jack 
/^Anderson, Jack A. 

^aderson. Jack N. 
Anderson, Jack Northam 

I 
nderson, 
nderson, 

[x ^nders on, 
r ^Anderson, 

'^Brooks, Elliot 
brooks, Elliott 

John 
John N. 
John Northman 
Northman 

This is a summary of information obtained from a review of 
all "see" references to the subject in Bureau files under the names 
and aliases listed above. All references under the above names 
containing data identical with the subject have been included except 
any indicated at the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES 
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY. References indicated in the block as 
SI contain the same information as the foregoing serial although the 
information may have been received from a different source. 

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OP 
GOVERNMENT AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO 
FURNfSH A "SYNOPSIS OF THE "INFORMATION SET OUT IN "EACH-REFERENCE, "AND 
IN MANY "CASES THE ORIGINAL SfflL WILL CONTAIN THE INFORMATION IN ~~ 
MORE ~DBfAlE; “ “ 

Analyst Supervisory Clerk Approved 

MCL: jmo 

Etf CIOS' 

' ' ■ t-dtl.TZ 

mm2 vttt. i JaiS 

H 1972 

ocn© 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

Add. Info......Additional information appearing in 
this reference which pertains to 
Jack Northman Anderson can be found 
in the main file or elsewhere in this 
summary. This information may have 
been received from a different source. 

***** 

Various references in this summary did not set out a locality 
for Jack Anderson. However, he was believed to be in WDC unless other¬ 
wise Stated. 

bv r 
1 (protect identity), 

In connection with the burglary of the WDC hotel room occupied 
in early July. 1958,| | b6 

1 advised that Jack 57r; 
Elliot Brooks. ^7^ Anderson rented a room in the nosei unaer one name klliot Brooks 

W7m 

On 2/26/59, John Anderson of the "Washington Post" (94^8-6), 
WDC, advised that this newspaper waa embarking on a series of stories 
regarding slot machines in Southern Maryland. These machines appeared 
to be produced by the Pace Manufacturing Company, Glen Burnie, Md., and 
Anderson requested information regarding this company. He was advised 
that no help could be given him on his inquiry. 

94-8-6-354 
25) 

On 10/28/60,| 
due only to the good graces of his friend Jack Anderson, 
recently returned to Miami frofn Cuba. 

advised that, 
is family had 

b6 
b7C 

-2- 

(continued) 



(continued) 

s£Pft£j 

On 10/31/60, 
advised that Anderson had received 
slons during the past months. 

| |to contribute $50.00 which would be used by 

in his office on many occa- 
On one of these visits Anderson requested 

H to b6 
provide for the transportation of his family to Cuba from Florida, b7C 

On 11/25/60, f 
J advised that[ 

and was a friend of Anderson. 
had very good relations with the US press 

THT 

Brigadier General James D. Kittle, USMC (retired). Director, 
National Security and Foreign Affairs, Veterans of Foreign Wars of the 
US, advised that he became aware that an investigation was being conducted 
concerning Hanson W. Baldwin (65-67669) when he read the Drew Pearson 
column in "The Washington Post", 8/7/62, authored by Jack Anderson. 

65-67669-135 P.103 
f9J 

In December. 1Q62.I IfDj potect identityXl 
furnished material 

pertaining to a trip by Jack Anderson to the Domin' .can Republic- to gather 
b6 

the last days of the late Generalissimo Rafael Trujillo’. This material 
consisted of a letter of introduction of Anderson from US Senator George 
A. Smathers to Dominican President Joaquin Balaguer, a reply from Balaguer 
to Smathers, and a letter to Balaguer from Anderson requesting his 
cooperation. 

97-4587-621 ep.110A,119i127,128,631 
m) 

b7D 

WFO advised on 12/20/63 that phone WH 2-3789 was listed to 

(continued) 

bl 
b3 

b6 
b7C 



(continued) 
b6 
b7C Add. info. 

bl 

The Washington Capital News Service, 4/9/63, referred to an 
article signed "An Anonymous Congressman" as told to Jack Anderson which 
appeared in the "Parade" magazine on 3/24/63. The article said most 
members of Congress were honest but some sold influence, padded payrolls 
and misused public funds. The Committee on House Administration challenged 
Anderson to back up the allegations in sworn public testimony. Anderson 
agreed to appear at an open session on 4/9/63 and promised to name some 
of the "Congressmen Who Cheat". It remained to be seen whether the 
committee would allow this. 

62-98194-A Washington Capital News 
Service 4/9/63 

"The Washington Post", 6/3/63, contained an article on the 
Chinese Refugee Relief organization, WDC. This organization was described 
as a citizens' committee and Jack Anderson was listed as an officer. 

65-68106-135 ep.2 
4W- 

-4- 



This reference is a Bureau memorandum dated 8/8/63 pertaining 

illustrious service to national progress by National Business Publications, 
1913 Eye St., NW, WDC, and a list of distinguished guests who attended 
the 12th Annual Silver Quill Award dinner on 2/7/63 at The Sheraton- 
Park, WDC. Anderson was listed as seated at table 5- 

Dinner list enclosed 

Press Accreditation, listed Anderson as with the Bell Syndicate. 

65-30150-2508 ep.l 
Wsi)... 

Bureau memorandum contained a Report of the Committee on Rules 
and Administration, US Senate, captioned "Financial or Business Interests 
of Officers or Employees of the Senate" pertaining to the investigation 
of When the opening of[ Carousel Motel, 
Ocean City, Md., took place, the Riddle Airlines was called upon to 
provide service for distinguished personages. They submitted a bill 
which was never paid. On 3/9/64, the minority requested that Jack 
Anderson, a director of Riddle Airlines, be called as a witness but this 
was refused by the majority members. Anderson presented I Iwith a 
bill for the flight late in the summer of 1963. 

b6 
b7C 

Report enclosed 
58-5520-1039 ep.90,100,102 

■W-. 

-5- 
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Bureau memorandum, 5/12/64 advised that 
was an Informant of Jack Anderson, WDC newspaper columnist. 

b6 
b7C 

On 10/21/64, the Department of Justice requested that the 
Bureau examine their files for communications to and from Jack Anderson 
which might be covered bv the subpoena issued in the libel suit of 

| against Drew Pearson (58-5746). 

On 10/22/64, Assistant Attorney General John W. Douglas was 
advised the files of the Bureau failed to disclose any correspondence 
to and from Anderson as called for by the subpoena. 

b7C 

58-5746-1 p.lj otg.p.l 

On 12/14/64, of Airlift Inter¬ 
national, Inc., previously known as Riddle Airlines, Inc.(58-5772), 
advised that Jack Anderson, Director of Riddle Airlines, knew about the 
transportation, without charge. In the Spring of 1963 of a group of 
persons from WDC to Las Vegas, Nevada. This group was to attend the 
testimonial dinner of Senator Howard W. Cannon and 

Jof Airlift International, Inc! Anderson became 
a director of Riddle Airlines about three months after this incident 
occurred and he was the first to suggest submitting a bill for this 
transportation. 

58-5772-51 P-5 
-w- 

b6 
b7C 

bl 
b3 
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(continued) 

Correlators Note: The article referred to was probably "Parade 
Uncovers A Chinese Spy Ring" and subtitled "Just Across the Border in 
Mexico, A Communist Headquarters Plots to Subvert the Hemisphere" which 
appeared in "Parade" on 2/7/65. 

On 2/23/66,I ~1 
advised that he was thel I He stated that 
Jack Anderson told him that he, Anderson, had been offered and had 
turned down $500 per week from the "New York Inquirer" to write a one 
column item per week from WDC. I I felt the "New York Inquirer" 
was a "very dirty operation". 

, The following references In the file captioned | | k>6 
] indicate that on 3/23/66 Jack N. Anderson furnished the Department b7C 

of Justice information to the effect that| | had represented himself 
as an FBI Agent. Anderson was telephonicaiiy contacted on 3/23/66 at 
WDC and he advised that he did not believe an impersonation violation 
occurred because 
Federal Agent. 

corrected the impression he gave that he was a 

REFERENCE 

IfDirector1 s notation) 

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

On 4/14/66, 
that he was the attorney representing- 

larivl seri 

in connection with a libel sultl |had filed against columnists 
Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson. Pearson and Anderson attempted to put 
into evidence, by means of a deposition, a 11/10/64 memorandum of Mr. 
Hoover directed to the Attorney General dealing with I landl | 

b6 
b7C 

wanted to know if it was a violation of Federal law for this memorandum 
to be in the possession of Anderson and Pearson and Indicated he was 
going to take this up with the Attorney General so that appropriate 
action could be taken against Anderson and Pearson. 

-7- 
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On 6/7/66, _____ 
he received a possible Extortion (9-0) 

was of Jack Anderson. 
Department as a result of a complaint by 

WDC. advis ed 
letter from 

dismissed from the Post Office 
regarding his work. 

Jack Anderson immediately began making threatening telephone calls to 
| 1 indicating he would be written up in the newspaper as wasting 
taxpayers money, going fishing and hunting with individuals who desired 
contracts with the Post Office, etc. I I stated this information was 
completely false. 

b6 
b7C 

9-0-11157 p.l 
ta) 

The Congressional Directory, 89th Congress, dated March, 1965* 
listed Anderson as a member of the Press representing the Bell - McClure 
Syndicate with an office at 1612 K St,, NW, WDC and the residence of 
9801 Singleton Drive, Bethesda, Md. 

The US State Department, WDC, advised that on 11/8/66 a 
representative of the staff of Jack N. Anderson reviewed files maintained 
by the Department. 

64-47305-192 
i&r&e-)' 

Correlator^ Note: The files maintained by the State Department 
concerned 20 US citizens who were 1 Incarcerated in Cubii. 

. / bl 
b3 

On 12/7/66, State Department advised that Balaguer* declined 
to comment on the validity of allegations made bv Drew Pearson and 
Jack Anderson regarding thel 

65-47134-1012 
m . 

♦Joaquin Balaguer, President of the Dominican Republic 

This rftfppftnoe nertalns to documants allegedly furnished 
to Jack Anderson by 

J These documents purportedly backed up 
b6 
b7C allegations that Jet Lines Incorporated (46-54939) had manipulated 

(continued) 
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Seeffd; b6 
b7C 

(continued) 

inventory records and siphoned off approximately 160,000 barrels of 
Government owned jet fuel. On 2/1/67. Anderson was contacted regarding 
these documents and denied that I had ever made such documents avail- 
able to him but acknowledged having a lengthy affidavit furnished him by 

Subsequent to Anderson’s denials, | | again alleged on 2/4/67 
that in August or September, 1965, at Anderson’s office, 1612 K Street, 
N.W., WDC, he furnished Anderson copies of inventory records. Air Force 
contracts and photographs which would support his allegations. It was 
noted that Anderson was to be recontacted and requested to furnish a , 
copy of affidavit at which time he would be advised of 
statements relative to specific documents and photographs allegedly 
held by Anderson. (Director’s notation) 

The Congressional Record (66-1731), 3/10/67, contained Senator 
Thomas J. Dodd’s speech before the Senate regarding certain allegations 
made against him, particularly In newspaper articles by Drew Pearson 
and Jack Anderson. Dodd referred to documents removed from his office 
and reproduced for Anderson. He also commented on the theft of the 
Valachl files* from the Department of Justice for Pearson and Anderson 
and stated they frequently flaunted their access to top secret documents. 
Several months previously, Pearson and Anderson had printed several 
paragraphs from what they described as top secret memorandum submitted 
to the FBI by a double agent. 

Congressional Record enclosed 
66-1731-3042 p.l,2; ep.8-14 

♦The manuscript of a book written by Joe Valachi, Mafia member, while 
he was in jail. 

American Capsule News, 939 North Kenmore Street, Arlington, 
Va., furnished a copy of "Capsule News" (94-48913), dated April, 1967, 
which contained an article captioned "The Case of Senator Dodd". This 
article stated that Jack Anderson arranged for the theft of documents 
from Dodd's offices. An article captioned "Washington Beat" and sub¬ 
titled "Low Lights" stated "FBI reports it has worked up cases, and 
gotten convictions, against 450 draft dodgers.They don't say they 
have done anything about Jack (Underground) Anderson, Drew Pearson's 
Associate Liar, who ducked the draft during the entire World War II by 
filing a false and perjured questionnaire". The question "Why Mr. 
Hoover?" was noted beside this paragraph. 

94-48913-20 p.l; ep.1,2,5 
-f3r2-) 



advised that on 5/4/67 Jack Anderson and other b7D 
prominent newsmen attended a press reception at the Soviet Embassy in 
WDC. - 

105-128834-202 ep.2 

The following references in the file captioned "Senator Thomas 
J. Dodd" pertain to Jack Northman Anderson from approximately 3/21/65 
to 7/5/67 in Maryland and WDC. Anderson was the co-author with Drew 
Pearson of "The Washington Merry-Go-Round", a column appearing in the 
"Washington Post and Times Herald". In numerous columns they alleged 
that Dodd used campaign funds for his own personal use, performed 
chores for General Julius Klein (retired), a registered foreign agent, 
and accepted favors from companies he helped to obtain Government - 
contracts. Anderson admittedly encouraged former employees of Senator 
Dodd to obtain documents from Dodd’s office, copies of which were main¬ 
tained by Anderson. He subsequently made these records available to the 
FBI and was frequently contacted by Agents regarding this material. 
Anderson criticized the FBI’s handling of the Dodd case, the impersonation 
investigation of| 1 a private investigator employed by Dodd, b6 
and alleged that the FBI had furnished a car for Dodd in NYC during the b7C 
Summer of 1964. He also criticized the President, the Attorney General, 
and the Department of Justice for trying to "whitewash" the Dodd case. 
Anderson was accused by Dodd of having photostated a voluminous FBI 
report on Joe Valachi j(not identified), which was allegedly furnished 
by a Justice Department employee. However, this proved to be the manu¬ 
script of a book written by Valachi while he was in jail. As of 5/13/66, 
Dodd was suing Pearson and Anderson for $5*000,000 for libel and con¬ 
spiracy. Background and biographical data set out. 

REFERENCE 

58-6157-2 
-9 
-10 p.1,2 
-13 p.1-3; otg.p.l Interview 12/26/66 
-15 p.1,2 (Director’s notation) 
-16 
-20 p.l; ep.1,3,4,6 
-22 
-26 p.1,2 
-31 P.3,4 

-40 p.l 
-41 p.l; otg.p.l 
-42 p.l; ep.1,2; otg.p.l 

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

(continued) 



(continued) 

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

58-6157-44 p.3 
-45 
-46 p.l; ep.1,2; otg.p.1,2 
-50 p.l 
-53 
-54 p.l 
-56 ep.2,4 
-58 
-77 ep.l 
-86 p.l; ep.1-3 Critical of FBI 
-95 p.2 
-98 ep.l,2 Interview 4/7/66 
-103 p.1-3 
-106 p.l 
-110 p.1-4,6 
-112 p.B, 1-3,5,7-10,12,13,22-24,27, 

29-32,34,36,38,44-46,49,50- 
53,55,56,59-66,68,74,75,88, 
89,112,114,122,125,145,149, 
163 

-117 p.l,lA,4-8 
-124 p.1-3 Critical of FBI 
-126 p.1,2; ep.1,2 
-128 p.l 
-137 ep.1,2 
-155 p.l; ep.l 
-201 otg.p.l 
-211 ep.2 
-258 p.l; ep.2,3 
-301 p.B,1,3,5,7-10,18,186,257,268 

Interview 4/27/66 
-319 ep.1,2 
-326 p.2 
-403 p.1-4,6-15 Interview 7/5/67 
-519 p.l; ep.l 
-A Washington Capital News Service 

5/13/66 p.l 

The book "The Case Against Congress, A Compelling Indictment 
of Corruption on Capitol Hill" was authored by Drew Pearson and Jack 
Anderson and published by Simon and Schuster in 1968. Much of the 
material had previously appeared in the authors? syndicated newspaper 
column. The FBI and J. Edgar Hoover were mentioned numerous times 

-11- 
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(continued) 

throughout the book. Some of these comments were unfavorable. 

Bureau Library "The Case Against 
Congress, A Compelling Indictment of 
Corruption on Capitol Hill" 
*(~2~) 

0nr3J22J£B. 
advised that 

I 

had a Chinese servant in 
whose behalf a Special Bill had been introduced in Congress by Senator 
Wallace Poster Bennett of Utah to gain the servant permanent resident 
status in the US. | charged his wife and| 

with "adultery" and the key witness to the charge was the servant. 
In order to keep from having a witness against him,| I wanted to have 
the servant deported from the US, To accomplish thisl|went to his 
friend. Jack Anderson, and furnished some unknown derogatory information 
about the servant, I Irequested Anderson to furnish this information 
to Senator Bennett’s office so the Special Bill could be withdrawn. 

| |sald he understood the Special Bill had been "killed". 

Add. info. 

The following references pertain to articles written by 
Jack Anderson which appeared or were scheduled to appear in "Parade 
Magazine" (94-3-4-1298) on the dates indicated. 

NAME OP ARTICLE ISSUE DATE 

"A New and Frightening 2/20/66 
Trend: Intimidation by 
Government" 

"Black Market 6/25/67 
Scandal" 

"Do Women Make 5/12/68 
Good Spies" 

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER 

94-3-4-1298-173 p.1,2 fH.-) 
-174 p.1,2; #r)' 

ep.2,4 
(article 
enclosed) 

110-6-246-A-"Washington -fi6-) 
Post" p.l 
6/25/67 

105-86457-522 p.l; ep.1,2 -415) 
(article 
enclosed) 

(continued) 
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(continued) 

NAME OP ARTICLE ISSUE DATE REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER 

"Parade Uncovers a 
Chinese Spy Ring" 

2/7/65 

"Red China’s Plot 
Against the U.S," 

10/20/63 

"Red Spies—Their 
Menace to the U.S. is 
Greater Than Ever" 

1/7/62 

105-134372-55 p.2; ep.l 
-63 p.l,4 

100-40-702 p.1-3; ep.l 
(article 
enclosed) 

105-31547-10 p.l 

105-87346-93 p.l; ep.l,3 

"The Many Loves of 
a Hate Peddler" 

"Would You Be An 
Informer" 

11/26/67 65-10492-A "The Washing- -(8-) 
ton Post" 
11/26/67 p.l 

9/12/65 94-3-4-1298-170 p.l; otg. 
P.l 

WPO airtel, 6/17/68, Indicated that | | 
was apparently on friendly terms with Jack Anderson and other newspaper 
columnists. ^5 

b7C 

The following references pertain to Jack Anderson from 8/31/63 
to 9/13/68 in WDC in connection with newspaper articles and broadcasts. 
These articles appeared in the "Washington Post" (94-8-6) and some were 
co-authored by Drew Pearson (94-8-350). In some instances, these articles 
were critical of the FBI. On 8/31/63 and 5/7/67, Anderson substituted 
for Pearson on his WTOP broadcasts. He made no unfavorable mention of 
the FBI on these occasions. 

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

94-8-6-424 p.l; ep.l (article enclosed) 
-509 p.l; ep.l; otg.p.1(article enclosed) 

94-8-350-1259 P.l; otg.p.l 

-13- 
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(continued) 

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

94-8-350-1291 p.l-3 
-1401 p.1,3 (critical of FBI) 
-1402 p.1-4 (critical of FBI) 
-1421 

94-8-350-A ’'Washington Post" 12/11/65 -(12) 

Jack Anderson was listed as a passenger for flight 674 from 
WDC to New York on 11/15/68 and held ticket number 297-245-385. His 
boarding pass reflected the address of 7300 Burdett Court, Bethesda, 
Md. (Miami airtel) 

58-6839-11 p.2 
"W '' 

Correlators Note: This flight was in connection with information 
received by Drew Pearson regarding a scheme to sell military aircraft 
to Holland, which in turn would sell them to a nation hostile to the 
US. Anderson was to surveil an unknown Republican Senator who was to 
have the aircraft declared obsolete for which service he would receive 
2.\ percent of the purchase price from an unidentified person in NYC. 

The following references in the file captioned "True Magazine" 
pertain to an unfriendly article on the Director written by Jack 
Anderson and published in "True” magazine under the Joint by-line of 
Anderson and Drew Pearson. This article appeared in the January, 1969 
issue and was captioned "The Last Days of J. Edgar Hoover". It was 
written In the typical negative and derogating style of Pearson and 
Anderson. 

REFERENCE 

94-3-4-166-269 p.1,2 
-270 
-274 p.1,2 
-277 P.l 

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

(334.. 
(IX) 
(not indexed) 

This reference pertains to information furnished by| 
regarding a speech made by Representative Joshua Eilberg, Pennsylvania. 
Eilberg's ]indicated that he had 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

(continued) 
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(continued) 

written the speech and it was based mainly on information which had 
appeared in a Drew Pearson column. I ~| stated he had spoken with 
"Anderson"; (possible reference to Jack Anderson), on 4/14/69, and 
"Anderson" had furnished information concerning the Arab terrorists’ 
ways of getting money, much of it from American oil companies. It was 
noted that the 4/11/69 "Washington Post" contained "The Washington 
Merry-Go-Round" column of Pearson and Anderson, which was entitled 
"U.S. Oil" Money May Fuel Guerillas". / 

105-10828-1583 ep.1-3 
4X4) 

b6 
b7C 

] furnished the transcript of [ 
]World Wide Features, Inc♦, 1730 M St.» 

' “ ' 5/15/69. 
N.W.. WDC, tele- 

questloned phone interview with [_ 
|regarding Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson having linked 

with liberty Lobby and f 
the Nazi movement. [ 

who, according to them, spearheaded 
_called Pearson and Anderson the two most 

unrespected columnists In WDC. declared Liberty Lobby was a patriotic 
organization and denied that was a Nazi. 

157-12589-25 p.22 
(*7) 

_Correlator's Note: The file indicated that I 
|of the National 

Youth Alliance (157-12589) and Liberty Lobby an influential right- 
wing conservative group in WDC. 

b6 
b7C 

A Buffalo letter dated 2/25/70 advised that in a recent 
article. Columnist Jack Anderson derided the Bureau’s training programs 
in organized crime, Anderson was "Task Force"* orientated and felt 
the training being utilized by the Task Force was superior. 

62-9-6-422 p.l 

w- 

*Department of Justice Program Against Organized Crime 

Affairs, 
On 3/17/70, Donald E. Johnson, 

Veterans Administration (VA) and 
Administrator of Veterans 

bo 
b7C 

-15- 
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(continued) 

to the Administrator of VA, furnished information 
concerning an alleged scheme to defraud the VA of $200,000 a year 
through fictitious votprans hpnpflf. navmpnta. Information was 

originally disclosed by and 
who wanted a loan to go into business in Arizona~pru3 a rewara 

for furnishing information concerning this fraud. [ ] stated 
they would furnish this information to Jack Anderson if the VA did 
not meet their terms. 

ITT 

b6 
b7C 

WFO letter 5/4/70, listed John Ander 
/ newspaper, as one of the individuals with whom 

(had scheduled appointments 
the past 90-day period. 

Sjon. "Waahl ngtnn Post11 

and/or contacts during 

t»5) 

bl 
b3 

Senator Quentin N. Burdick, Committee on the Judiciary, Sub¬ 
committee on National Penitentiaries, furnished material from the 
7/14/70 Congressional Record which set forth allegations of brutality 
against specific persons at the Ohio Penitentiary, Columbus, as set 
forth in the column of Jack Anderson in the 7/14/70 issue of ’’The'' 
Washington Post", This column was set out in the Congressional Record. 

Congressional Record enclosed 
44-0-15907 ep.l; otg.p,2,3 m 

On 8/13/70, Bob Dole, US Senate, WDC, furnished a newspaper 
article (not further described) by Jack Anderson regarding the irregular 

(continued) 
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(continued) ' 

activities of Congressman Adam Clayton Powell (46-55707), Congressman 
James Collins and Senator Tom Dodd. Senator Dole asked for information 
regarding these matters. 

On 8/18/70, Senator Dole was advised to contact the Department 
of Justice for information concerning these cases. 

Article enclosed 
46-55707-479 p.l; otg.p.l 
-f3") 

This reference pertains to alleged bribery and conspiracy 
involving Congressman William L. Dickinson -'(46-59114), | 

(46-59114) and Spears Service, Inc. (46-59114) regarding a b6 
fueling contract at Pt. Rucker, Ala. This was reported in Jack Anderson'sb7C 
column In "The Washington Post" on 9/30/70. f I former 

to Congressman Dickinson, denied any knowledge of 
a bribe and said he had never heard from any source, other than Anderson's 
column, that such an offer was made. In fact, he had called Anderson 
shortly after 9/30/70 to inquire why Anderson had not contacted him 
before writing the column. 

46-59114-19 p.1,22 

On 10/21/70, Jack Anderson and Nevada Governor Paul Laxalt 
engaged in a public debate which was broadcast on television in both 
Reno and Las Vegas. Anderson charged that Prank Johnson, Head of Nevada 
Gaming Control Board, asked the Las Vegas casinos to put up welcoming 
signs when Vice President Spiro T. Agnew visited Las Vegas recently. 
This visit was on behalf of political campaign candidates and Anderson 
alleged this to~p>e~%. violation of the Federal Corrupt Practices Act. 
He also alleged Ithat he had a memo regarding the method of selling 
tickets for an Agnew fund raising benefit to be held on the night of 
his Las Vegas visit. These tickets were allegedly being sold from booths 
set up in hotel lebbiis at Johnson's suggestion. (Las Vegas Airtel) 

56-4295-3 ep.l 
m- 

The following references pertain to Jack Anderson’s column 
"The Washington Merry-Go-Round" which appeared in "The Washington Post 
and Times Herald" on the dates set out. 

-17- 
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(continued) 

TITLE DATE..- ■■ REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER 

"Koreans Use PX to 
Stock Marketeers" 
Subheading: "Black 
Panther Plans" 

12/17/69 105-165706-2139 p.l; 
ep.1,2 

(article enclosed) 
(Director's notation) 

"Millions For Poor 
Sidetracked" 
Subheading: "Split 
Over Youth" 

10/22/70 161-5978-22 p.l 

"Pretty Soviet Aide 10/19/70 105-177167-157 P.l; ep.l -fUSjL. 
Has Many Dates" (article 

enclosed) 
^T?2 p.l -fi6-)" 

"Weakness Seen in 
Nike X System" 
Subheading: "Crime 
Memo" 

2/12/66 62-9-29-942 p.1,2 

The following references pertain to information received or 
obtained by Jack Anderson or his office from 3/26/63 to 11/20/70. 
Much of this information appeared in his newspaper column and some 
were co-authored by Drew Pearson. 
Louisiana, WDC.and Mexico. 

During this period he was in Florida 

SUBJECT MATTER REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER 

Alleged double agent being re¬ 
turned to US. 

65-0-8205 -m 

Black Hawk Construction Company 
refused Veterans Administration 
contract. 

46-59106-6 ep.1,8-10 IT) 

"Congressmen Who Cheat" alleged 
free-loading activities and 
conflicts of Interest of Congress¬ 
men. 

62-105228-A "Washington 
Post and Times 
Herald" 3/26/63 

(continued) 
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(continued) 

SUBJECT MATTER 

Correspondence by 
with the editor of 

the .New China News Agency in 
Mexico City for possible espio¬ 
nage purposes. 

_Photographer 
for the Democratic Campaign 
Committee, alleged attempt to 
sell nude photos of prominent 
individuals. 

\ 

Florida State Prison atrocities. 

'Hopkins Institute" (massage 
parlor) black book listing 
names of 200 Congressmen as 
customers. 

Jim Garrison’s, New Orleans 
District Attorney, Investigation 
into Assassination of President 
John P. Kennedy (62-109060). 

Martin Luther King* wire tap 
allegedly ordered by Attorney 
General. 

Members of the Youth For Wallace 
Movement threatened for leaving 
the ranks of this group. 

REFERENCE 

62-42559-77 p.1,2 

SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER 

t*54- 

-fsl 

44-46154-3 p.l; otg. p.l, 
2 

31-0-3069 p.l . 

62-109060-5075 p.1-4 
-5139 p.l,3 

66-5815-1614 p.1,2 

157-12589-7 p.1,2; otg, 
pll 

-10 p.4 

Possible Congressional hearings 72-1459-3567 p.l 
relative to wiretapping activities (Director’s notation) 
against James Riddle Hoffa (72- 
1459). 

Threat to kill Attorney General 
Ramsey Clark. 

161-297-90 p.l 

Weathermen (100-439048) conspiracy 100-439048-3491 
to steal biological warfare 

B4- 

^4 

H-l) 

(10.) 

4^7‘) 

W" 

*Former leader of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 

-19- 
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(continued) 

SUBJECT MATTER REFERENCE 

materials from Fort Dietrich, Md. 

SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER 

The following references pertain to articles by Jack Anderson 
in "The Washington Post” captioned "Christmas Firings Can Be Cheery" 
12/21/70 and "Tapes Offered On Firing Session” 12/26/70. These articles 
reported on a meeting where officials of the Office of Information for 
The Armed Forces allegedly discussed pending reduction-in-force actions 
in a jocular manner and indicated disregard for employees about to 
lose their jobs at Christmas time. Set out were portions of tape rec¬ 
ordings in Anderson's possession that supposedly substantiated these 
allegations which were broadcast on Anderson's radio program 12/26/70, 
over Station WTOP, WDC. 

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

139-3779-3 ep. 1,3,4,6-8,11,13-19 't&Y' 
(articles enclosed) 

-10 p. A, 1,3-8,12-17,20-26,29-34,36- fT6-) 
41,44-50,54-59* 61,67 

. (This 
article appeared in “The Washington Post and Times Herald" on 10/19/70.) 

|was well acquainted with both Anderson and Ginn. He 
purchased an automobile through a local dealer, a friend of Anderson's, 
and Anderson had recommended him to this dealer. 7 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

The 1/28/71 "Tampa Tribune" carried an article captioned 
"Nation's Protector Smeared". The article consisted of a letter to 
the editor which was writtenl 

This letter severely criticized Jack Anderson for two 

(continued) 
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(continued) 

recent articles in which he attacked the Director. The letter lauded 
the FBI and the Director for dedicated service. 

Article enclosed 
94-8-60-128 ep.l 

On 3/18/71 j Arkansas Senator John L. McClellar^ (Q4-4-6127) 
furnished an anonymous communication which alleged that 
a member of McClellan’s staff, had made copies of some material from 
the classified files of the HCUA. was alleged to be using this 

The letter demanded that material in preparing cases for McClellan. 
be off the Federal payroll before 4/1/71 or this information 

b6 
b7C 

would be made available to Jack Anderson, Arkansas Government officials, 
the Senate Government Operations Committee and the House Internal 
Security Committee. 

94-4-6127-133 p.l 
fret 

The 5/18/71 "National Review" carried an article captioned 
"FBI Talk". This article referred to a. memo from the FBI to President 
Lyndon Johnson regarding details of Martin Luther King's* priapic 
extramarital life. Jack Anderson said that he had seen this memo. 
(No locality) 

See.: Publications "National Review" 
5/18/71 p.556 
W- 

*Former leader of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. 

Bureau memorandum indicated that on 5/25/71, Jack Anderson 
appeared on "The Advocates", a telecast on Channel 26, WDC, which was 
taped in Los Angeles, Calif. This program was a debate on whether the 
Director should be replaced as head of the FBI. Anderson was in favor 
of the Director's replacement and made numerous allegations and derogative 
remarks concerning the Director. (Synopsis of remarks set out). 

94-52524-48 p.l,2,16,17 
(13) 
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| advised on 
6/17/71 that Les Whitten, of Silver Spring, Md., was employed as a 
newspaper reporter and wrote articles for syndicated columnist Jack bb 
Anderson. b7C 

TO 

The following references pertain to correspondence received 
by the FBI in regard to newspaper articles and a 1/30/71 television 
appearance by Jack Anderson from 1/31/71 to 6/18/71. During this period 
Anderson was in Maryland and WDC. 

SUBJECT MATTER REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER 

Appearance on WJZ 
Md. (62-111655) 

TV, Baltimore, 62-111655-4X p.l 
-w- 

Article captioned "J. 
Hoover and His Alumni 

Edgar 
If ^ 

94-65130-5 otg.p.l fi'3) 

Article captioned 
Viet Talks” 

"No Hope in . 94-66276-1 ep.6 
(article enclosed) 

("13/ 

Article captioned. 
Chief of FBI Just 

"Trash Reveals 
a Human" 

94-41416-24 p.l; ep.l 
(article enclosed) 

f-12) 

***** 

REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY 

The following references on Jack Anderson and John Anderson 
located in the Personnel Records Unit of the Records Branch, Files and 
Communications Division, were not reviewed, and it is not known whether they 
are identical with the subject of this summary. 

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

-22- 

REFERENCE 

67-460022 fiO|- 

(. continued) 



(continued) I 

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

67-58199-215 

67-215528-295 

-fia-) 

The following references on Jack Anderson located in files 
maintained in the Special File Room of the Records Branch, Files and 
Communications Division, were not reviewed, and it is not known whether 
they are identical with the subject of this summary. 

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

58-5520-2042 
-2043 

62-98719-1708 -m-- 

62-106214-101 4F4 

65-47134-1009 

65-59762-342 "tel 
65-67306-805 499- 

65-68966-103 494 

105-12189-65 4-1*4 

105-36161-123 •<-l-4) 

The following references on Jack Anderson located in files 
maintained in the Nationalities Intelligence Section, Domestic Intelligence 
Division, were not reviewed and it is not known whether they are 
identical with the subject of this summary. 

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

65-74060-263 
-441 
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The following references on Jack Anderson located in files 
maintained in the Special Investigative Division, Criminal Intellignece 
and Organized Crime Section, were not reviewed and it is not known 
whether they are identical with the subject of this summary. 

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

92-6170-170 
-558 
-561 
-562 
-567 
-618 

The following references on Jack N. Anderson, Jack Anderson 
and John Anderson were not available during the time this summary was 
being prepared. 

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

62-75l47-(538)A "Washington Post" 11/16/51 fS§-). 

94-3-4-I298-IO8 -(-Hr)- 

105-873^6-15 (-1.5.). 

139-3779-14 (1&;21) 

157-6-740 

t 

See the search slip filed behind file for other references 
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is set 
out in the main file. Although the information is the same it may have 
been received from different sources. 
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Memorandum 
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EM 

DATt: 4-6-72 

To! son_ 
Felt-_ 

C$rrH>beN>£__ 

/Rosen > 
Molu_ 

Bishop _ 
j MfftSr. HfST_ 
Callahan _ y_ 

Casper , - 

Conrad 

Daibcvvy/.J y 

Cleveland jr_ 

__ 
Walters _,_ 
Soyars_ 

Tele. Room_ 

Holmes _ 
Candy _ 

jaciTaSiderson broadcast 
SCHEDULED FOR WEEK 

BEGINNING 4-7-72 

We have received a tape recording and transcript 
of captioned broadcast. 

The only reference of interest to the Bureau concerns 
Anderson’s attempt to establish that his government is harassing 
him in the same manner that the Soviets are harassing Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn, the Nobel Prize-winning Soviet author. Anderson 
claims that ’’government gumshoes” have staked out his house, 

\kept it under surveillance through binoculars, and surveilled 
lAnderson wherever he goes. Anderson claims the license numbers 
ion these cars have been traced to the FBI. He also claims that 

(rthe FBI has prepared ”a thick dossier” on him which is full of raw, 
•jjunconfirmed allegations which has been turned over to the Justice 
^Department and the White House. He says this campaign resembles 
Ithe Soviet harassment of Solzhenitsyn ”for the same crime of 
lcriticizing the government.” ^ 

$£££££7 I£ U TV. • ' ’ ‘ ‘ 

OBSERVATIONS: Q ^ 

r' " ' @ ■ It is obvious that the accuracy of Anderson’s reporting 
has not improved. We have not, of course, had him under investigation, 
nor have any Bureau cars had him as the subject of surveillance. 
As usual, Anderson is grasping at anything, fact or fiction, to attract 
attention, this time, apparently, in the belief that he belongs to the 

isame company as a writer of the stature of Solzhenitsyn. tll£. _ ^ 
SEC-72# - 

RECOMMENDATION: 1 1 ^,jfr [f0 APR 12 1972 

l \ For information. 
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ALL IWTZPyATlZli CZIUATJZZ' 

HEREIN 15 TOCLASSiriE^ 

I]ATE 05-25-2007 EY 50324 sue taw/rf,.' Isg 

ENCLOSURE 



INTERNATIONAL BASKET CASE. HE MAY HAVE BEEN WRONG, 

HOWEVER, WHEN HE SAID IT WOULDN'T NECESSARILY BE OUR 

BASKET CASE. 

ALL I1TFC-RM&TICH CCHTAItlE. 
HEREI1T IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE C1-04-200£ BY 60324 uc bdWra.'lsg 
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ALL INFCKailCN COOTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 01—G4—2006 3Y <50324 uc csv/rs/lscs 

ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSYN, THE NOBEL PRIZE WINNING 

SOVIET AUTHOR, HAS ACCUSED SOVIET AUTHORITIES OF HARASSING 

HIM. HE CLAIMS THE KREMLIN HAS SYSTEMATICALLY SLANDERED, 

INVESTIGATED AND HOUNDED HIM. THE STORY HAS OUTRAGED THE 

INTELLECTUALS AROUND THE WORLD. NO DOUBT MOST AMERICANS 

BELIEVE SOLZHENITSYN'S EXPERIENCE COULD NEVER HAPPEN HERE. 

WE MIGHT POINT OUT THAT THE WHITE HOUSE HAS DIRECTED A SIMILAR 

CAMPAIGN OF SLANDER AND INVESTIGATION AGAINST US FOR THE PAST 

SEVERAL WEEKS. IN AN ATTEMPT TO DISCREDIT US, WHITE HOUSE 

SPEECH WRITERS HAVE FURNISHED SPEECHES TO CONGRESSIONAL 

LEADERS BLASTING US. ROBERT MARDIAN, THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT'S 

INTERNAL SECURITY CHIEF HAS BEEN RUNNING AN INTENSIVE INVESTIGATION 

OF US. GOVERNMENT GUMSHOES HAVE STAKED OUT MY HOUSE FROM A 

NEARBY VANTAGE POINT AND KEEP IT UNDER SURVEILLANCE THROUGH 

BINOCULARS. THEY TAIL ME WHEREVER I GO, DRIVING ABOUT TWO 

BLOCKS BEHIND. WE HAVE TRACED THE LICENSE NUMBERS TO FBI CARS. 

THE FBI HAS ALSO PREPARED A THICK DOSSIER ON US, FULL OF RAW, 

UNCONFIRMED ALLEGATIONS WHICH HAS BEEN TURNED OVER TO THE 

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT AND THE WHITE HOUSE FOR AMMUNITION AGAINST 

US. THIS CAMPAIGN IS BEGINNING TO RESEMBLE THE SOVIET , ~'V 

HARASSMENT OF ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSYN FOR THE SAME CRIME OF 

CRITICIZING THE GOVERNMENT 



ALL IHFC-tSailCN CC1TIAINE2 
KEREIH IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-25-2007 3L 60524 due baWra/l3g 

NARCOTICS OFFICIALS ARE QUIETLY STUDYING SPAIN’S 

SUCCESS IN CURBING THE NARCOTICS TRAFFIC BY STRICT ENFORCEMENT 

SPANISH CUSTOMS OFFICIALS ARE THE WORLD'S BEST IN NAILING 

NARCOTICS SMUGGLERS. THOSE WHO ARE CAUGHT GET STIFF 

SENTENCES THAT DISCOURAGE OTHER SMUGGLERS FROM ENTERING 

SPAIN. THE SPANISH ENFORCEMENT HAS ALSO CAUGHT A NUMBER OF 

AMERICAN TEENAGERS WHO WON'T BE COMING HOME FROM SPAIN FOR 

A LONG WHILE. TYPICAL IS THE CASE OF| 

[FROM SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA. SHE WAS 

ARRESTED FOR BRINGING SEVEN POUNDS OF HASHISH ILLEGALLY INTO 

SPAIN. SHE WILL BE TWENTY-THREE-YEARS-OLD BEFORE SHE WILL 

BE RELEASED FROM SPANISH PRISON TO RETURN HOME TO SOUTH 

PASADENA 



p- 

PRESIDENT NIXON IS TAKING EXTRA PAINS TO GIVE SECRETARY 

OF STATE BILL ROGERS A ROLE IN PLANNING THE MOSCOW SUMMIT 

MEETING IN MAY. THE PRESIDENT WAS CRITICIZED FOR BYPASSING 

THE STATE DEPARTMENT IN HIS PREPARATIONS FOR HIS PEKING TRIP. 

HE HAS MADE A POINT, THEREFORE, OF ASKING ROGERS TO PREPARE 

THE BRIEFING PAPERS FOR THE MOSCOW TRIP AND TO COORDINATE THE 

PREPARATIONS INSIDE THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL. ROGERS HAS 

ASSIGNED THE RESPONSIBILITY TO MARTIN HILLENBRAND, THE ASSISTANT 

SECRETARY IN CHARGE OF EUROPEAN AFFAIRS. BOTH ROGERS AND 

HILLENBRAND HAVE MET PRIVATELY WITH SOVIET AMBASSADOR 

ANATOLY DOBRYNIN TO DISCUSS THE TRIP. PRELIMINARY PAPERS 

HAVE ALREADY BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT'S 

EXPERTS. ONE SECRET ANALYSIS WARNS THAT THE SOVIET UNION, 

DESPITE ITS LIP SERVICE, IS QUIETLY BUILDING UP ITS ARMAMENTS 

WHILE TALKING DISARMAMENT AND SEEKS TO EXPLOIT RELAXED 

TENSIONS TO IMPROVE ITS STRATEGIC POSTURE AROUND THE WORLD. 

ALL INFORMATION OONIAINEI 
HEREIN 15 UlTOLSSSIFIEE' 
LATE 05-25-2007 3Y S0524 auc b5vr,'rs/l3g 
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WE REPORTED LAST FALL THAT THE COMMUNISTS WERE 

BUILDING UP FOR A MASSIVE SPRING OFFENSIVE IN SOUTH VIETNAM. 

WE QUOTED INTELLIGENCE REPORTS WHICH SUGGESTED THE OFFENSIVE 

WOULD BEGIN AROUND THE TET HOLIDAYS. AMERICAN BOMBERS 

POUNDED THE SUPPLY LINES AND PARTIALLY DISRUPTED THE BUILD-UP, 

CAUSING A DELAY OF FORTY FIVE DAYS IN THE OFFENSIVE. 

BUT AIR POWER WAS UNABLE TO STOP THE SUPPLIES AND TROOPS FROM 

POURING IN. THE BUILD-UP HAS CONCENTRATED NOT ONLY IN THE 

NORTHERN AREA WHERE THE OFFENSIVE BEGAN, BUT ALSO IN THE 

CENTRAL HIGHLANDS WHERE LAOS, CAMBODIA AND SOUTH VIETNAM 

JOIN. GENERAL CREIGHTON ABRAMS, THE AMERICAN COMMANDER, 

HAS PREDICTED THAT THE SOUTH VIETNAM ARMY, BACKED BY 

AMERICAN AIR AND ARTILLERY POWER, WILL SUCCESSFULLY THROW 

AIL IHFCRVAIICH C22IIAIHE2 
HEREIN IS UTiC LAS 31 FI EI 

LATE 05-25-200? 3Y 60524 cue fcsw/rs.--ls-g 

BACK THE OFFENSIVE 



CHIEF JUSTICE WARREN BURGER IS CAUSING INCREASED 

DISSENT ION ON THE SUPREME COURT. WE REPORTED EARLIER 

HOW HE HAD ALIENATED HIS FELLOW JUSTICES BY LORDING IT OVER 

THEM IN THEIR PRIVATE DISCUSSIONS. THEY HAVE ALSO BECOME 

DISAFFECTED BY HIS ASCERBIC LANGUAGE. DURING HIS TWELVE YEARS 

ON THE COURT OF APPEALS, BURGER WROTE INCREASINGLY BITING 

DISSENTS. HE USES THIS SAME LANGUAGE, HIS COLLEAGUES COMPLAIN, 

IN THEIR PRIVATE DELIBERATIONS. 

ALL IHFCSXAIICH CSiriSLDKED 
HE REM IS CK CLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-25-200? 3’: 5C324 a us csw/rs/lsg 



CANADA'S PRIME MINISTER PIERRE TRUDEAU HAS PASSED THE 

WORD UNOFFICIALLY TO WASHINGTON THAT TREASURY SECRETARY 

JOHN CONNALLY WON'T BE WELCOME IN OTTAWA AS PART OF 

PRESIDENT NIXON'S ENTOURAGE ON APRIL 13TH. THE PRESIDENT IS 

GOING TO OTTAWA TO REPAIR THE RUPTURE IN CANADIAN-AMERICAN 

RELATIONS CAUSED BY CONNALLY'S ECONOMIC POLICIES. 

51L INFCSKATIOM w^lKEC 
HEREIN IS Clwl533:r:ED 
BATE 05-25-2007 BY 6C224 dua fcaw/r 3/I3-3 
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all iurcEMATictr csi-nAiaE::- 
HEREIN IS nn™LASSIFIE- 
LaT.E 03-25-200" EY 60324 5uc fcawra/ i^g 

JACK, ONCE MORE WE HAVE EVIDENCE THAT HIGH OFFICIALS IN THE STATE 

AND DEFENSE DEPARTMENTS HAVE BEEN EITHER LYING TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE OR 

MISLEADING THEM BADLY* AT ISSUE THIS TIME. IIS LAOS WITH ITS THREE MILLION 

PEOPLE, MOST OF THEM SIMPLE PEASANTS. 

YOU'LL REMEMBER YOU SENT ME OUT THERE IN 1970 TO CHECK INTO RE¬ 

PORTS THAT U.S. PLANES WERE BOMBING VILLAGES. I TALKED WITH REFUGEES IN 

VIENTIANE FOR HOURS AND THEY ALL SWORE THAT THEIR VILLAGES HAD BEEN SYSTE¬ 

MATICALLY BOMBED. BUT OUR AMBASSADOR OUT THERE, G. McMURTRIE GODLEY IM¬ 

PLIED TO ME THE PEASANTS WERE A PACK OF LIARS. 

GODLEY WAS BACKED UP BY DEPUTY ASSISTANT DEFENSE SECRETARY DENNIS 

DOOLIN AND FORMER AMBASSADOR BILL SULLIVAN, THEY SWORE UNDER OATH TO 

CONGRESS IT WAS NOT U.S. POLICY TO BOMB VILLAGES. 

WELL, JACK, I'M GLAD TO REPORT THAT A CAPTAIN AND A SERGEANT WHO 

WERE IN THE AIR FORCE HAVE NOW SURFACED AND SHED SOME LIGHT ON WHAT THE U.S. 

HAS BEEN DOING TO THOSE LAOTIAN VILLAGES. 

IN HONOLULU OVER THE LAST WE’VE TALKED TO FORMER SERGEANT 
OF 

00UPLEvDAYS. HE WAS A PHOTO INTELLIGENCE ANALYST IN THAILAND AND A BOMB¬ 

ING TARGET-PROGRAMMER IN HAWAII. HE WAS THE MAN WHO CHECKED CUT THE BEFORE 

AND AFTER PHOTOGRAPHS AND THE BOMBING PILOTS REPORTS. 

TOLD US THAT THEY SHOWED MORE THAN 100 LAOTIAN VILLAGES WERE 

b6 
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BOMBED BY AMERICAN PLANES. THEY WERE HIT IN A FEW CASES BY B52S BUT MORE 

OFTEN BY F-4 PHANTOMS. 

AT LEAST TWO OF THE VILLAGES WERE INHABITED BY LAOTIANS FRIENDLY TO 

THE UNITED STATES — BUT THEY, TOO, WERE DESTROYED BY THE BOMBERS. CATTLE 

WERE SLAIN AND PRESUMABLY VILLAGERS WERE ALSO KILLED, ALTHOUGH HUMAN BODIES 

ARE HARD TO DISTINGUISH ON HIGH-SPEED AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. 
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ALL INE'C-FiMATICN KNIAHED 
HEREIN IS LTNELASSiriEL 

DATE 05-25-200~ EY 60324 5l;c baw/rj/lff* / 

NOW ALMOST AS IMPORTANT AS WHAT WALKLEY SAID IS WHO HE SAID IT TO. 

"[REPORTS WERE TO GEN. JOSEPH NAZZARO, THE HEAD OF ALL U.S. 

E® AIR FORCES IN THE PACIFIC. ON OCCASION, HOS REPORTS ALSO WENT UP TO 

ADMIRAL JOHN McCAIN WHO WAS THE U.S. COMMANDER IN CHIEF FOR THE WHOLE PA¬ 

CIFIC AREA. RESUMABLY THEY LET THEIR PENTAGON BOSSES KNOW WHAT WAS GOING 

ON. 

THE OTHER AIR FORCE MAN TO SPEAK UP IS FORMER CAPTAIN 

WHO ALSO SAYS THAT mKXEE VILLAGES WERE DESTROYED. SAYS THAT IF THE 

AIR FORCE REALLY WANTS TO GIVE THE AMERICAN PEOPLE THE FACTS, IT WOULD ONLY 

TAKE ABOUT FOUR HOURS OF WORK TO PULL THE FOLDBRS ON THE 196 VILLAGES FROM 

WHICH REFUGEES HAVE COME. THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT HAS AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 

ON EVERY ONE OF THEM SAYS THE FORMER CAPTAIN* 

BUT DOOLIN, THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY, TOLD 

US HE IS STICKING BY HIS TESTIMONY THAT NO MORE THAN A HANDFUL OF VILLAGES 

WERE HIT — AND THESE BY MISTAKE. 

WHAT IT COMES DOWN TO, JACK, IS THAT SOMEONE IS LYING — 8ND NOTHING 

SHORT OF A FULL CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION IS LIKELY TO GET TO THE BOTTOM 

OF IT 



PREDICTION NO. _-- I HAVE JUST RETURNED FROM A VISIT 

TO MAINE WHERE I FOUND THE VOTERS LESS EXERCISED ABOUT 

SENATOR ED MUSKIE THAN THE OTHER SENATOR FROM MAINE. 

SENATOR MARGARET CHASE SMITH, THE ONLY WOMAN IN THE SENATE, 

HAS SPENT MORE THAN THREE DECADES IN CONGRESS AND HAS REACHED 

THE AGE OF 74. SHE HAS NO INTENTION, HOWEVER, OF RETIRING. 

THIS HAS LED TO THE STIFFEST CHALLENGE OF HER POLITICAL CAREER. 

SHE WILL FACE A VIGOROUS YOUNG CHALLENGER, ROBERT MONKS, IN 

THE REPUBLICAN PRIMARY ON JUNE I9TH. HERE IS MY PREDICTION. 

I PREDICT MONKS WILL UPSET THE GRANDMOTHER FROM MAINE IN A 

CLOSE, SURPRISE ELECTION. 

all ihfck^.tioh cc-:~a:ked 
EEREIH 15 UNCLASSIFIED 
Z'ATE 05-25-2007 BY 6C524 due ciw/r 3..''lag 



AIL IHFC-KtATICH CC1TTAIHE- 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
EATE 05-25-2007 3Y 60324 au3 b2W/rs/l3g 

PREDICTION NO. - FOR YEARS WE HAVE WARNED THAT 

TAX LOOPHOLES WOULD ERODE PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN THE TAX LAWS 

AND PRODUCE A TAXPAYERS REVOLT. OUR STORIES BROUGHT SOME 

MINOR REFORMS BUT THE BIG LOOPHOLES REMAIN. MILLIONAIRES ARE 

STILL ABLE TO GET AWAY WITHOUT PAYING ANY TAXES AT ALL. THE 

OIL LOOPHOLES ALON^RE ESTIMATED TO COST THE TAXPAYERS 

EIGHT BILLION DOLLARS A YEAR. THE GOVERNMENT'S OIL IMPORT 

QUOTA ALSO HAS RAISED THE COST OF OIL AND GAS ANOTHER ESTIMATED 

FIVE BILLION DOLLARS. SUBSIDIES TO FARMERS COST THE CONSUMERS 

MORE THAN FIVE BILLION DOLLARS. ECONOMISTS ESTIMATE THAT FOOD 

PRICES WOULD DROP FIFTEEN PERCENT IF GOVERNMENT PRODUCTION 

CONTROLS WERE LIFTED. OTHER INDUSTRIES GET SPECIAL SUBSIDIES 

OR TAX BENEFITS. HERE IS MY PREDICTION. THE TAX INEQUITIES 

AND BUSINESS SUBSIDIES HAVE GIVEN GEORGE WALLACE AN ISSUE THAT 

HE IS EXPLOITING TO THE HILT./OUT ON THE HUSTINGS, HE IS 

VIGOROUSLY STIRRING UP THE TAXPAYERS REVOLT THAT WE HAVE 

WARNED WOULD COME. OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES HAVE PICKED 

UP THE CRY. I PREDICT THE CLAMOR WILL LEAD TO A . MAJOR 

OVERHAUL OF THE TAX SYSTEM. TO HEAD IT OFF, I PREDICT THE 

SPECIAL INTERESTS WILL POUR MONEY INTO THE REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL 

XKXXX& CAMPAIGN. THERE WILL BE A SHOWDOWN IN NOVEMBER, I 

PREDICT, BETWEEN THE TAX EVADERS AND THE TAX PAYERS. 



O' ALL INFORMATION CCNTAIHEO 
HEREIN IS UH-LASSI FI E 0 

DATE Q5-25-20G'7 EY 60324 sue baw/ra/laa 

PREDICTION NO. _— THE INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE 

AND TELEGRAPH AFFAIR ILLUSTRATES THE INFLUENCE OF GREAT 

CORPORATIONS IN THE BACK ROOMS OF WASHINGTON. THE SENATE 

HEARINGS HAVE SHOWN CLEARLY THAT ITT EXECUTIVES HAD EASY 

ACCESS TO HIGH GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS WHO PUT ITT*S INTERESTS 

AHEAD OF THE PUBLIC INTEREST. TO HIDE THE EVIDENCE, ITT 

SHREDDED SACKSFUL OF DOCUMENTS, ORDERED LOBBYIST DITA BEARD 

TO GET OUT OF TOWN AND BEGAN ISSUING A FLURRY OF CONFLICTING 

PUBLIC STATEMENTS. HERE IS MY PREDICTION. I PREDICT THE 

DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES INCREASINGLY WILL DIRECT 

THEIR CAMPAIGN FIRE AT ITT AND ITS WASHINGTON WIRE PULLERS. 

WHITE HOUSE AIDE PETER FLANIGAN'S ROLE IN SETTLING ITT'S ANTI¬ 

TRUST PROBLEMS, I PREDICT, WILL ALSO COME UNDER FIRE. FIN\ LLY, 

I PREDICT SEVERAL ITT STOCKHOLDERS WILL FILE SUITS AGAINST THE 

OOMPANY, CHARGING MISMANAGEMENT. 



All INFCRKAIICN CCKTAIKEC 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-25-2007 BY 60524 due fcav/rs/lsg 

PREDICTION NO. _— MORE AMERICANS WERE KILLED IN 

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS LAST YEAR THAN HAVE LOST THEIR LIVES 

DURING THE ENTIRE VIETNAM WAR. NEARLY HALF OF THE FIFTY-FIVE 

THOUSAND TRAFFIC CASUALTIES LAST YEAR WERE KILLED IN ACCIDENTS 

WHICH INVOLVED AT LEAST ONE DRINKING DRIVER. AND NINETEEN 

THOUSAND WERE KILLED IN ACCIDENTS CAUSED BY PROBLEM DRINKERS. 

THE GOVERNMENT CLAIMS THAT ONE OUT OF EVERY FIFTY DRIVERS 

ON THE ROAD IS DRUNK AND, THEREFORE, A MENACE TO THE OTHER 

FORTY-NINE DRIVERS. HERE IS MY PREDICTION. I PREDICT THE 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION WILL LAUNCH A MASSIVE THREE- 

YEAR CAMPAIGN BY RADIO AND TELEVISION, THROUGH NEWSPAPERS 

AND MAGAZINES. TO EDUCATE THE AMERICAN PUBLIC ABOUT THE 

MENACE OF DRUNK DRIVERS. THIS PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN, I PREDICT, 

WILL LEAD TO TOUGHER LAWS AGAINST TRAFFIC OFFENDERS UNDER THE 

INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL 



ALL IHr«BKaiI2H 
HEREIN 15 nKClASSiriEr- 

DATE 05-25-2007 BY 6C524 cu: bav/rs/lsg 

WE HAVE WRITTEN ABOUT THE TRAGEDY OF BANGLADESH, A 

SWAMPY, SULTRY COUNTRY THAT HAS BEEN LASHED BY CYCLONES, 

SWEPT BY FLOODS AND OVERRUN BY CONQUERORS. THE BENGALIS, 

WHO POPULATE THIS RAGIC LAND WON THE RIGHT OF SELF GOVERNMENT 

IN A PAKISTANI ELECTION. BUT YAHYA KHAN, THE FORMER MILITARY 

DICTATOR, THREW OUT THE ELECTION, JAILED THE ELECTED BENGALI 

LEADERS AND SENT TROOPS TO EAST PAKISTAN TO SUPPRESS THE 

ELECTORATE. THE TROOPS BEGAN SLAUGHTERING BENGALIS SO RUTHLESSL 

THAT TEN MILLION FLED ACROSS THE BORDER INTO INDIA. THIS LED 

TO THE INDIAN INVASION OF EAST PAKISTAN AND THE LIBERATION OF 

BANGLADESH. BUT THE TRAGEDY ISNT OVER. THIRTY MILLION PEOPLE 

HAVE BEEN DISLOCATED BY THE WAR. CLOSE TO TWO MILLION HOMES 

HAVE BEEN DESTROYED. KEY RAIL AND ROAD BRIDGES HAVE BEEN 

KNOCKED OUT. WAR DAMAGE HAS DISRUPTED THE TRANSPORTATION 

SYSTEM AND HINDERED DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD. AS A RESULT. FOOD IS 

SCARCE AND PRICES ARE SOARING IN MOST PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. TO 

MAKE MATTERS WORSE, THE TEN MILLION REFUGEES ARE NOW TREKING 

BACK FROM INDIA TO REBUILD THEIR LIVES AND THEIR HOMES. THE 

NEW BANGLADESH GOVERNMENT IS RUN LARGELY BY AMATEURS BECAUSE 

THE PAKISTANI TROOPS WIPED OUT MOST OF THE COUNTRY'S 

ADMINISTRATIVE TALENT. HENRY KISSINGER, DURING HIS SECRET 

DISCUSSIONS OF THE INDIA-PAKISTAN CONFLICT LAST DECEMBER 

CORRECTLY PREDICTED THAT BANGLADESH WOULD WIND UP AS AN 
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1 

INFORMATION CONCERNING 

concerning 
Reference is made to my previous memorandum this date 

SAC McDermott of the Alexandria Office telephonic ally furnished 
the following information. 

Discreet contact with the Fairfax County Police disclosed 
complaints from several property owners earlier this morning concernin 
the subject who was sitting in his parked car on[ 
Virginia. When the police checked out these complaints I 
Pennsylvania driver's license giving his address asl 

in McLean, 
Ifurnished 

He is currently a graduate student and living 
on campus at American University. 

[ produced a letter from Jack Antfarsnn addressed MTo 0$ 
Whom it May Concern. M The letter identified_ 
Anderson and requested cooperation of persons contacted. 

asl 

as an assistant to 

Police records describe 

H 

The above information was telephonic ally furnished to 
Mr. Kleindienst’s personal secretary. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Obviously Jack Anderson is trying to get some sort of story on 
Mardian and apparently thinks Mardian still resident! 

«EM5 U 

ST-116 / 

cv 
rx £x 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None. For information. 
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Memorandum 
j 

TO 

ALL IMFCRMATICH DCtTTAINEE 
HEREIN 15 tHTCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-25-2007 3Y 60524 due fcsv/rs/lsa, 

: MR. TOLSON DATE: 4-5-72 

FROM :W, M* FELT 

SUBJECT: (PHONETIC) 
^,. T 

INFORMATION CONCERNING 

At 10:20 a. m. today Acting 
concerning captioned individual. 

attorney General Kleindienst called 

resides at 
9:00 a. m. 

Kleindienst stated that a Departmental attorney, Ralph Erickson, 
This morning, shortly after 

the subject parked his car on the street in front of the Erickson 
house and it appeared to| ~|that he was watching the Erickson Q> 
house. When he did not go away, she called the police who responded immedi-0\ 
ately. The individual identified himself as | ~|He explained either- W 
that he was a syndicated columnist or was employed by a syndicated columnists ; 
He would not tell the police the nature of his assignment and he refused to tell^ T 
them which house he was watching. The police then told ]that 

61A 

*0 
as long as he was not bothering anyone they could not require him to leave, ^ 

_obtained the license number and description of the car—1966 
^Chevrolet, blue, with Pennsylvania license 715-41P. ' /Tv / 

VjUpN 
Kleindienst said he knew of no reason why the news media wmtld ^ 

be interested in Erickson; however, he pointed out that until recently Assistant ^ 
Attorney General Mardian resided in this house. Mardian moved out a few 
weeks ago after selling the house to Erickson. Kleindienst pointed out that fi 

Ithe house was less than a block from his own, Kleindienst's, residence. 

Kleindienst advised that he was very concerned about the matter ^ 
| and requested that we find out what the explanation is. ^ 

I furnished the above information to SAC McDermott of the 0 
Alexandria Office and instructed him to contact the Fairfax County Police § 
for more details, such as the exact spelling of the subject's name, the type $ 
of identification which he furnished, etc. I told McDermott that he should a 
also check through the Philadelphia Office to obtain details concerning the » 
registration of the automobile in question. I told McDermott that at this 
point no further investigation should be ^on^ucte^. unless^ specific ally directed 
by the Bureau. 35 

WMF:crt 
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Memorandum to Mr. 
Re: 

Tolson 
(PHONETIC) 

INFORMATION CONCERNING 

b6 
b7C 

I have checked with the Crime Records Division and they have 
no information concerning the subject. 

I will follow this matter closely and keep you advised of 
developments. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None. For information. 

- 2 - 
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Mr* Callahan. 
Mr. Casper_ 
|rtr. Conrad . 
Mr. IVipy .... 
Mr. Cleveland 
Mr. Pender. 
Mr. Bates. 
Mr* W^ikart _ 
Mr. Walters... 
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DIRECTOR, FBI 
ATTSN: CRIME RECORDS 

SAG,/ SPRINGFIELD (80-0) 

o 
JACK ANDERSON - COLUMNIST 
INFOSMTTOr CONCERNING 

H-jimcs 
Hf3s Gantts 

an INFCK&TICN CCtnaiMEZ 
HEREIN 13 UlTCLnS SI FI E 
DATE 05-25-2007 BY 60324 sue b3W/rs/l3 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau's information are 
j two copies of information concerning ANDERSON which appeared 
\ on page 1 and page 3 of the April 13, 1972 issue of the ’’Daily 
| Egyptian", student paper, Southern Illinois University, Carbondal 
i Illinois. 

2 - Bureau (Encs. 2*) 

1 - Springfield 
JTMrVLS 

<3) £0-105 

APR 17 1972 972 

Approved: ULL .M Per, 
Special Agent in Charge 

II. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE m o 
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■/Piiiderson: plan to 
look at FBI dossiers 

By David L^ffahsman 
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer 

Muckraker Jack Anderson's next big 
expose will be a close look at FBI 
dossiers on private citizens. 

Anderson, whose column appears in 
746 newspapers, made the announ¬ 
cement after delivering the 19th annual 
Elijah P. Lovejoy Lecture in Jour- • 
nalism to some 800 persons in the S1U 
Student Center Wednesday night 

But the heart of Anderson’s speech 
was that although America is supposed 
to have a free press, the news is still 
censored—at the source, 

Anderson told the crowd that news is 
censored by government officials by 
classifying it He said that like most 
people, government officials do not in¬ 
tend to make blunders, but want some 
protection if they do, Anderson chided 
President Nixon and his national 
security advisor, Henry Kissinger, 
saying that they pick out and release 
only those secrets that make them look 
good. 

‘‘That’s censorship,” Anderson 
shouted at the crowd. “That’s not 
national security, that’s political 
security, 

“Getting the truth out of the govern^ 
ment is like trying to draw pictures on 
water/’ Anderson said. 

“This is the man who has been in 
charge of law and order for three 
years,” Anderson smiled. “This is the 
man who has been responsible for 
prosecuting perjury.” 

The crowd howled, as it did again 
when Anderson made similar remarks 
about Richard Kleindienst, who is also 
involved in the scandal and Nixon’s 
choice as Mitchell’s successor. 

in spite of riding public officials, An¬ 
derson cautioned that while not all 
politicians are good, neither are they all 
bad. He said that there are men of in¬ 
tegrity and devotion in Washington. 

Although he said he did not like for¬ 
mer President Lyndon Johnson, Ander¬ 
son told the crowd that Johnson felt he 
was right in ordering the bombing of 
North Vietnam. 

“But he didn’t trust us,” Anderson 
said. “He wanted a, united nation 
behind him. He thought he was right, 
but he was wrong. If he had told us the 
facts, maybe public opinion would have 
saved him from his blunder.” 

As an example. Anderson cited the 
recent ITT case which has put him in 
the news over the past few weeks. He 
described ITT as a “carnivorous cor¬ 
porate monster/’ infested with former 
public officials. 

He began by rapping former Attorney 
General John Mitchell, who is now 
heading Nixon’s campaign for reelec¬ 
tion. Anderson related Mitchell’s 
testimony under oath that he had only 
discussed philosophy, not a pending 
anti-trust suit, with ITT executives 

Iwhen they visited Mitchell in 
^Washington. 

- 
' rj,y. 

X 

V 
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"pthderson says government 
surveillance won’t stop him 

By SueJB^l 
Daily Egyptiaprstaff Writer 

Government security is being 
tightened and his activities are un¬ 
der close surveillance by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI). But Jack Anderson, con¬ 
troversial Washington columnist, 
says this is not about to stop him. 
f Despite the stepped up govern¬ 
ment security and intimidation at¬ 
tempts, Anderson says he still has 
pie sources to expose the tarnished 
dealings of politicians and govern¬ 
ment agencies. 

Lie detector tests, limitations on 
Xerox copying, a crack down on the 
number of officials who see a par¬ 
ticular document—these are only a 
few of the measures taken by the 
government since the latest of Jack 
Anderson's exposes. 

This step-up in government 
security dates more from the fissinger papers concerning the 

akistan-Bangladesh controversy * 
lan it does from the current ITT 
introversv, Anderson said. 
The FBI keeps a close tail on An¬ 

derson, but Anderson interns do- 
likewise. 

“I think a newspaperman has 
more of a right to a tail a govern¬ 
ment official than vice versa/' he 
said. 

Relaxing in his Carbondale motel 

freely of the focus of his work and 
his opinions of the establishment 
press. It is this solidly built, friendly 
man who is responsible for keeping 
Washington politicians and 
bureaucrats sweating it 

Anderson said it is harder to get 
information now. “My sources are 
frightened because they know I'm 
under surveillance. The only place 
to meet is in a big public building. 
IJm not getting any new souro s 
during a time like this/' 

Anderson said the administrate n 
most obvious in its attempts to sup¬ 
press information was that of Lyn¬ 
don Johnson. Richard Nixon runs a 
dose second, according to Ander¬ 
son. 

. “Jack Kennedy was the most 
open in the sense that he would 
respond truthfully. But laconically. 
There wasn’t much in the way of 
detail/' he said, “but I never caught 
him in a lie. I couldn't say the same 
for Johnson and Nixon. I caught 
them in outright lies/' he said. 

Anderson also finds the 
Washington press corps guilty of 
shirking its duty by being too read}' 
to accept news from handouts and 
press conferences. “I have nevei 
yet had a public figure call a pres! 
conference to admit a wrong 
doing/’ Anderson said. 

Pronouncing the old hands at 
reporting in Washington “jaun- 

room with his stockinged feet pro?* diced”, Anderson said: “The repor 
ped up on a table, Anderson talked ters who come to Washington are 

(Indicate page, name of 

newspaper, city and stale,) 
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Jack Anderson 

the best, and when they get here 
they tend to look upon it as a honor 
they deserve rattier than as a 
challenge to fulfill.” \ 

Too often the reporters adopt tit 
viewpoints of the people they covert, 
Anderson said. “For instanc'd 
[reporters who cover the State 
Department Before you know it, 
they start showing up in tweed 
jackets and puffing on pipes/’ 

Anderson will not accept any in¬ 
formation “off the record.” “To do 
so would be to accept their con¬ 
ditions- I would be bound by them, 
obliged not to report it. 1 can find 
out what Henry Kissinger is doing 
without talking to him/’ 

In advising young reporters how 
to avoid the Bureaucratic In¬ 
timidation Snow Job Syndrome, An¬ 
derson told the following story. 

A two-star general entered the oi- 
ffice of the Stars and Strips 
inewspaper where Anderson worked 
puring his military stint When Jt 
peer eta ry inquired what she should 
do about the presence of the officer, 
a co-irreverent editor of Anderson's 
told her, “If he gets in your u/ay 
throw his ass out” 

Anderson practices what he 
preaches. When an SIU ad¬ 
ministrator tried to cut this inter¬ 
view short and motioned the repor¬ 
ters out of his room, Anderson said, 
“Let me finish my story first/1 He 
did. 
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754 PM HST-'WEL 4-11-72 DXD 
A. / 
jJ/TO DlipCTOR 

FROM/ HONOLULU (100-7067) jcP) 

YZ'ttUs/. 

P ■ , i 
JAMES ARTHUR WALKLEY, -SM-DASH-SUBVERSIVE, OO-HN 

/L->? ' 

‘i -it „ C 

"APRIL EIGHT LAST COLUMN OF JACK ANDERSON , SYNDICATED j X ' T*' 
l_ ) ah.s Oonay. 

COLUMNIST, PUBLISHED IN HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN CONTAINED 
" « 1 __ 

STATEMENTS BY WALKLEY THAT AMERICAN PLANES REPORTEDLY DROPPED ^ H'ifk**'' 
'li' L 1 ^ 

BOMBS ON MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED VILLAGES AND ONE HOSPITAL IN LAOS* (U.) . (<-<-) 

ON APRIL TEN LAST, OFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATION (OSI), 

HICKAM AIR FORCE BASE(HAFB) ADVISED INVESTIGATION BEING CONDUCTED 

TO DETERMINE IF WALKLEY HAD ACCESS TO SUCH INFORMATION WHILE 

WORKING AT FIVE FOUR EIGHTH RECONNAISSANCE TECHNICAL GROUP (RTG) , 

HAFB» 

APRIL ELEVEN LAST HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN CONTAINED FRONT 
•i 

PAGE ARTICLE AND PHOTOGRAPH: OF WALKLEY IN WHICH HE DISCUSSED HIS 

DISAFFECTION WITH THE U*S. AIR FORCE AND VIETNAM WAR AND HIS 

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION TO ANDERSON . (u 

ARTICLE STATED ONE OF ANDERSON*S MEN WAS "PUT IN TOUCH WITH1' 

WALKLEY BY FRED BRANFMAN IN WASHINGTON. FREDERIC ROBERT BRANFMAN 
" . . 1 ..I , ,, <v - 1— ** *e'‘r‘ 

IS DIRECTOR. OF PROJECT AIR TWAR» AN ORGANIZATION TO PUBLICIZE ...... 
’■ ■ -.••'•••'•.WfW'wr—... upc OC; i J*" 

j \ . a i i-'i" ' 5 
INTENSIFICATION OF AIR WAR IN SOUTHEAST ASIA. (^1 

end page one : .. ^ 
TKFFOR_MATT^w N * TIn ^C^fAI NED 

1 xt.cEppimB&&zcvm 
"■ Q^imviSBo 

54APR281972 

19*APf, 26 1972 
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page two 

ARTICLE STATED "WALKLEY SAID THE FBI HASN’T INTERVIEWED HIM 
1 •• j ' 

YET, BUT THE POSSIBILITY OF? ARREST IS ALWAYS THERE”, AND 

"WHAT I’M HOPING FOR IS THAT OTHER SERVICEMEN, BOTH IN AND OUT 

OF THE SERVICE, WILL STEP FORWARD AND TELL WHAT THEY KNOW”. 

ON APRIL ELEVEN LAST , •OSI, HAFB ADVISED EARLIEST DATE FOR 

COMPLETION OF ANALYSIS OF WALKLEY’$ STATEMENTS WOULD BE APRIL 
• * 

„ . H 

THIRTEEN NEXT. 

ADMINISTRATIVE; 

. RE HONOLULU NITEL TO BUREAU, APRIL SEVEN LAST. 

HONOLULU WILL MAINTAIN LIAISON WITH OSI, HAFB TO DETERMINE IF 
t . • • 

INFORMATION CONTAINED IN ANDERSON’S COLUMNS OF APRIL SEVEN AND 

EIGHT LAST AND HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN ARTICLE OF APRIL ELEVEN LAST 

IS CLASSIFIED AND IF FEDERAL LAWS VIOLATED. 

NO ANDERSON COLUMN IN ^APRIL TEN LAST ISSUE HONOLULU STAR 

BULLETIN. APRIL ELEVEN LAST COLUMN IN HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN RE 

WALKLEY BEING FORWARDED TO BUREAU SEPARATELY. 

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS. NO 

LHM NEING SUBMITTED. , 

END v I' 

FOR NR01IXXXXX NR001 AND NR002 CLR DEB FBI WASH DC 
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PAGE 7D 

SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 

By JACK ANDERSON 

WASHINGTON - The FBI’s intrepid sleuths, who 
are paid by the taxpayers to solve crimes and catch spies, 
spend an extraordinary amount of their time snooping,into the 

private lives of movie stars, spoils heroes, 
political figures and other public personalities. 

The FBI’s luos Angeles office, in particu* 
/.£? , lar, keeps itself informed on the sex hab- 
t =k ,-jv A't Hs and political activities of such film cclebri- 

^3 tics as Rock Hudson. Paul Newman, Marlon 
V. , Brando, Donald Sutherland,. Harry Bela font c 

•v» and Zero Mostel. 
i\ .,£? Tne secret FBI file on actress Jane Fonda, 

,3 for example, would choke a hippopotamus, 
{ { Af td She won an Oscar as best actress last month 

>2 V Ai 
yi$ 

^11 

for her performance in the movie <4Klulc,” 
Anderson ^ Lo mc she is a '’subversive” and an 

“anarchist.” 
Its quite true, as the Los Angeles office has reported 

darkly in a confidential document, that Miss Fonda “has been 
active in supporting the causes of the Black Panther Party, 
American Indians and servicemen.” 

The FBI could have found this out by reading tile newspa¬ 
pers. For, the turbulent actress hasn’t been at all secretive 
about her'political activities. *” **■ 

Date: 5-3-72 

£dilion:FINAL 

CiKraClcf; 

Clarjslf ice lion: 

s^mmu, ofhc..:SAN ANTONIO 
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FI>1 /s Listening 
"I spent a lot of lime in an ivory lower, kind of up there in 

Beverly Hills looking through Ihe smog down there . . . ” she 
explained recently on the Dick Cavett television show. “One 
day, j dropped down there, and there were people, and 1 be¬ 
gan lo find out what was happening io the masses of people.11 

The FBI carefully taped her remarks and placed them in 
her secret file. A subsequent, appearance on the David Frost' 
show was only partially taped. Explained a notation in the 
file: 

MTbc remainder of the show was devoted to questions 
from I he audience concerning the Vietnam War. The subject 
(Miss Fonda) did not make any inflammatory remarks, during 
the question and answer period,0 

Nevertheless, the transcript of what she said on nation-1 
wide television was classified: ‘Top Secret. No Foreign dis¬ 
semination. No Dissemination Abroad. Controlled Dissemina¬ 
tion. For Background Use Only.” j 

FBI agents have also caught her act at college campuses! 
and military bases around the world, “On Sept. 20, 1971,” 1 
slates a typical entry, “Special Agents of the FBI observed I 
that Jane Fonda . . . appeared at the 'Jam Factory,11 a pri¬ 
vately owned night club located at 120 Villila St., San Antonio, 
Texas . . . 
r- “Jnnc Fonda confined her role lo singing and acting out 
sUils with tiie troupe ...” retried the FBI critics. “She 
spoke briefly ... on several subjects but was unable to con¬ 
cern rate on any particular one within a given time, rather, her 
speech was of is rambling nature.” —J 
j_^ The FBI thought it had hit I he jackpot when Miss Fonda 
was arrested shortly after midnight Nov. J, 1970, for bringing 
“drugs” into the country from Canaria. U turned out that the 
drugs wpiy vitamin pills and barbiturates prescribed by her 
doctor. 

Fonda fs Notebook 

But she was detained by U.S. Customs at the Cleveland In¬ 
ternationa! Airport long enough for agents lo go through her 
belongings. Afterward, the FBI reported gleefully that the 
search had produced “large quantities of revolutionary litera¬ 
ture, including Black Panther Party and White Panther Party 
newspapers, underground newspapers, anti-Vietnam literature 
and approximately 25 tapes of unknown content. 

“In addition, U.S, Customs found in Fonda's possession a 
handwritten notebook which contained names, addresses and 
telephone numbers and many revolutionary and leftist groups 

.44 il 1 VMULI, >1 li t-Al'w- F V* UV VIV1 J ■ * 

ernational Airport would now have to be returned to her . . , 
is these items were not pertinent to the eases U.S. Customs 

“A U.S, Customs representative advised that the litera¬ 
ture, tapes and notebook that U.S. Customs personnel had tak¬ 
en from Fonda when they arrested her earlier at Cleveland In* 
ten 
as these items were not pertinent 
had charged Fonda with, namely die bringing of the pills and 
capsules into (tie country . . ! ” 

But the FBI reported triumphantly that “the U.S. Customs 
representatives made available the notebook that had been in 
Fonda’s possession when she was arrested, and a Xerox copy 
of this notebook is set forth on the following pages. This note¬ 
book had several newspaper articles, an item of literature, 
miscellaneous notes and"Fonda’s itinerary tucked in the pages 
of this notebook, and these were also Xeroxed in the order 
they appeared in the notebook.” 

The notebook contained the addresses-of such movie stars 
as Kirk Douglas, Paul Newman, Tony Curtis, Vincent Price 
and Tommy Smothers, although a few radical groups were 
also listed. Most of the confiscated newspaper clippings came 
from the New York Times. 
—:Alt charges were rinipped against the actress, but the FBI 
still has a copy of her private notebook. ^ * * 
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APPEARANCE ON "FIRING LINE" (j 
WETA-TV (CHANNEL 26) V 
8:00 P.M., 4-23-72 Bj 

j*r ij j j 

Anderson was interviewed by William F. Buckley, Jr., || V. 
on Buckley's program, "Firing Line," last evening. £ ^ 

The topic of the interview was government secrecy, ^ X__ 
and Anderson maintained that the press has the right to inspect ,w 
government files as long as national security is not endangered. *' 
He stated that he has an obligation to the public to print any i J 
information concerning government activities which comes to his 
attention as long as it does not, in his view, adversely affect^s 
the national interests. Buckley countered that the government 
has every right to classify documents, and that Anderson has no g 
more right to inspect government files than the government has Q 
to inspect Anderson's files. W 

I* 
There was only one brief mention of the FBI by ^ 

Anderson. He said the FBI has conducted investigations of c* 
movie stars, public figures, and black leaders, and FBI files 0 
on these individuals have nothing to do with criminal investi- q 
gations. He termed this an outrageous abuse of government g 
authority. He said the FBI has gone far beyond its jurisdiction 2 
on many occasions and has gone far beyond its trust. Anderson 0 
stated he has personally seen FBI files which contain information § 
on the sex life of a movie star. g I Buckley defended the Bureau's right to collect such 
information on public figures in security cases because it is 
the duty of the FBI to collect evidence—not to evaluate it. . .ssy 

RECOMMENDATION: 

re—not to evaluate it.. . *i/y 

For information. 
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5/2/72 

/ 
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

If the attached article is anywhere near the 
truth (which we hope it isn't, being truly lovers 
of America), it would appear that you have 
considerable explaining to do. 

Mr.'Miller, E.S- 
Mr* Callahan _ 
Mr. Casper _ 
Mr. Conrad _ 
Mr. Dalbey _ 
Mr. Cleveland _ 
Mr. Ponder_ 
Mr. Bates _ 
Mr. Waikart_ 
Mr. Walters _ 
Mr. Soyars _ 
Tele Room _ 
Miss Holmes _ 
Miss Gandy _ 

■BSL 

It would also seem that the FBI might better 

devote its efforts to something more productive, 

as, for example, putting a stop to air piracy 
which endangers life and property. Stop the 
hij ackingl 

Your answer to this brief plea will determine 
my future course of action. 

Very truly yours. 

copy:clb 

\55MAY 18197? 
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Of Officials: Anderson 
WASHINGTON (AP) - FBI 

Director. J. .Rrigar ^nnvpj- 
- • Ji a p.P i i y_.prepar<^ 3 memos" about the sex lives 
public t figucgs for Lvndon 3 
Johnson's presidential bedtime 
reading, columnist Jack Ander¬ 
son testified Monday. 

Testifying under oath at a 
House government information 
subcommittee hearing into ex¬ 
ecutive- bra nch secrecy prac¬ 
tices, .Anderson said he has 
seen FBI sex reports. 
“ During secret probes of 
prominent Americans, Ander¬ 
son said, “their sex lives, 
drinking habits and personal af¬ 
fairs have come under FBI 
scrutiny, although the, FBI has 
n<L jurisdiction nor justification 
for this kind of snooping. 

% “A love affair, no matter how 
fsordid, is no business of the 
/Federal Bureau of Investiga- 
| tion. Yet FBI chief J. Edgar 
( Hoover has demonstrated an in- 
} tense interest in who is sleeping 
1 with whom in Washington,7’ An- 
I derson said. 

“President Johnson was one 
White House occupant who had 
a fine appreciation for stories 
about the extracurricular love 
lives of public figures/7 the col¬ 
umnist said. “Hoover happily 
prepared secret memos, loaded 
with intimate details about the 
personal affairs of the high and 
mighty, for the president's bed¬ 
time reading.T> 

Johnson and the FBI had no 
comment on Anderson’s testi¬ 
mony. 

At the hearing Anderson 
mentioned no names of those 
investigated. When contacted 
by newsmen, Anderson said he 
had seen such a report on the 
Rev. Martin Luther King, slain 
civil-rights leader. 

Anderson said Hoover signed 

COLUMNIST JACK ANDERSON, testifying before 
the House Fi*eedom of Information subcommittee 
Monday, charged that FBI Director J. Edgar Hoo¬ 
ver prepared secret memos on the love lives of pub¬ 
lic figures for the “bedtime reading” of former Pres¬ 
ident Lyndon B. Johnson.—UPL 

the reports, “and my White 
House sources told me the pres¬ 
ident used to enjoy reading 
them.’1 But Anderson said they 
are not furnished to the White 
House now because President 
Nixon is not interested in read¬ 
ing them. 

Anderson told the subcom¬ 
mittee also that for his mem¬ 
oirs Johnson drew from “the 
same secret papers that have 
subsequently been made avail¬ 
able to the public through Dan¬ 

iel Ellsberg,” the Pentagon Pa¬ 
pers. 

The difference between them, 
Anderson said, “was that Lyn¬ 
don Johnson just gave us a 
very slanted, very self-serving 
version of what was contained 
in these secret documents; 
Daniel ECsberg gave us the 
whole thing, after he had gone 
through and deleted security in¬ 
formation. Lyndon Johnson got 
a $1.2 million advance for his 
(memoirs) work, Daniel Ells- 
berg has b^en indicted/' 
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Memorandum n 
The Acting Director ^ date: June 14, 1973 

from : Legal Counsel 

SUBJECT: 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAW/R3/SIH 

^WASHINGTON POST ” COLUMN,. 
JUNE14, 1973, BY JACK^ANDEE JUNE 147 1973, BY JACKVLNDERSON 

^^ELLEirCRltlCIZED FOR tBRUTALITYt ROLE” 

s^Mt. Felt_J/tr 
Baker _ 

Mr. Callahan_ 
Mr. Cleveland_ 
Mr. Conrad_ 
Mr. Gebhardt_ 
Mr. Jenkins_ 
Mr. Marshall- 
Mr. Miller, E.S- 
Mr. Soyars- 
Mr. Thompson_ 
Mr. Walters_ 
Tele. Room_ 
Mr. Bais&w£_ 

Mr. Bo/qP r /, ^ 
Mr. H^ington VK J 
Mr. Corfhy/LlA^- 
Mr. MiiWU£i^_L- 
Mr. EarM_{_ 
Mrs. Hogan —A_ 

At 12:00 noon on June 14, 1973, you requested me to review 
the Anderson column and to determine whether the documents described 
there exist. 

The column, a copy of which is attached, describes information 
alleged to be quoted from Justicd Department field reports from Kansas 
City, Missouri, which is critical of Chief Kelley’s dealings with 
minorities. The article states that the "field office" submitting the 
information urged Washington to make its concern known to effect 
positive changes in police-community relations. 

_I discussed this matter with Supervisors Joseph G. Kelly 
and | |of the Civil Rights Section of the General \ 
Investigative Division. They advised that the information couldrhot^—-^ 
be|identified with any FBI reports and further that Chief Kelley has 
never been the subject of a complaint concerning such matters received 

' by*the FBI. c 
-a. 
^4 The references in the article to police-community relations 

w and- to Justice Department field reports suggest the possibility that this 
material may have been submitted by the Kansas City, Missouri,-Meld 
officje of the Community Relations Service of the Department of Justice. 
The current directory of the Department shows that the Community 
Relations Service has an office located at Kansas City,. Missouri. j 

rec-ie 
EnC A*\mv / ' / mm 

33 W O 

Mr. Gebhardt 
Mr. Bassett 
Mr. Mintz 

JAM:mfd 

3b u 

JUN 19 1973 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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V I 
Memorandum to the Acting Director 
Re: ’Washington Post” Column, 

June 14, 1973 

At 2:31 p. m. I telephonically advised you of the results 
of my inquiry and suggested that we should discuss this matter with 
Pat McSweeney of the Office of Legislative Affairs in the Department, 
who is presently concerned with Chief Kelley’s nomination to be 
Director of the FBI. You approved and I subsequently discussed the 
article with McSweeney. McSweeney advised that he had discussed 
this matter with Chief Kelley this morningand learned that the source 
of the information in the article was^ Bruc^Watkins, the leader_of a 
group calledfFreedom, Inc., at Kansas City, who is an outspoken 

^3Sc of ChifeeUey:-* -"jy 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None; for information. 

- 2 - 
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r>v r,;P7. Anderson and completed, but five? years i 
/>y Jrtc/v /Wf later ^ny of its recommend- 

,Justice Deoartment field re- ations have gone unmet. 
0rriJr0rnJ.n5s.QMri,intended “The necessary steps, for ex-, 

"^'official eves only, severely ample, have not been taken to 
• iticize Kansas Citv Police regain local control o£ the po- 
hief Clarence M. Kelley for lice department,” noted one 
ds handling of police brutal- report. “Human relations 
-v cases. Kelley is President training should be mtensi- 
N-ixons latest choice- as per- fied,” it added.The report also 
manent director of the Feder- recommended that Kelley s 
r-: Bureau of Investigation. department review citizens 

complaints more closely ana 
There have been several in- ^ mQre blacks. Even now, 

detents in tne last two >^ars bowever> onjy seven per cent 
■jf perceived severe police br - Kelley's 1,300-man force is 
rality against - minority ,citi- rfT. J 
ons” stated one report filed macK* ■*: ‘ * , 
;rom Kansas City last year. The police department has 
To meaningful efforts have earned praise for a number 
v,.^n made ... to show the of efforts” that have improved 
public that the (Police the department’s relationship 
Department) will not tolerate with the community. Kelley, 
excessive use of force by its for example, has* e^Peri“ 
oncers ” mented with storefront oxtices 
' The report called on the* the ghetto' and has in¬ 
justice Department in Wash- creased the size of his Com 
ington Tor assistance, in-deal- mumty Relations un 
ing with these situations” The But one report has noted: 
field office urged Washington “To the extent that change 
to make itTconcern known “to has occurred, federal funding 
effect positive changes in po- has been the impetus. To the 
lloe-community relations extent that change hasmot oc- 
iloweverj there is no evidence curred, racism has been the 
III at the Justice Department primary impediment.” With- 
ever followed up in the recom- out federal programs, claims 
mendation. this report, “very little change 

Meanwhile, another report since the civil disorder would 
from Kansas City also criti- be in evidence.” 
"izes Kellev’s dealings with Footnote: To Kelley’s credit, 
minorities. In April 1968, in he has made extensive use of 
-ris* v,-ake of Martin Luther computers and helicopters to 
King’s assassination; .riots cut Kansas City’s crime rate, 
broke out in Kansas City and He is also sensitive to corn- 
six blacks were killed. A civil plaints about the misuse of 
disorder report was called for electronic surveillance. Under 

Kelley, police use of wireSy- : 
ping in Kansas City has been 

tightly controlled and re¬ 

duced. 
McGovern’s Security Brief¬ 

ings—The White House gave 
George McGovern’s security 
adviser, Paul Warnke, three 
security briefings during the 
1972 campaign. The purpose 
was to assure continuity in 
case McGovern won the elec¬ 
tion. 

; Now President Nixon has 
; divulged that in 1970, he au¬ 

thorized surveillance methods 
(1) which a security adviser 
warned were “clearly illegal” 
and (2) which the late EBI 

: chief J. Edgar Hoover refused 
to implement. Thereafter, the 

; President went ahead without 
. Hoover to form, his own pri- 
* vate, para-police outfit, known 
’ as “the plumbers,” inside the 

White House. 
,■ As justification, the Presl- 
’ dent claimed radicals and rev- 
; olutionaries were such a 
; threat to the national security 
; that extra-legal steps were 
* necessary. 
I Yet not a word ,of this was 
3 ever mentioned to Warnke 
> who, as an Assistant Defense 
l Secretary under the late Lyn¬ 

don Johnson, held the highest 
security clearance, 

f The White House-briefings 
y were conducted by Gen. Alex- 
. ander/Haig,’ then Henry Kis- 
- singer’s No. 2 man. Warnke 
f described them as no more 
r than “textbook” summaries of 

foreign policy ^problems/* 
“Domestic threats to national;' * 
security were * never even-.: 
brought up,” he told us. 

“Much of the briefings were./ 
routine,” he recalled. 

One tantalizing tidbit that'- 
Warnke pried out of Haig in-C 
volved India’s Prime Minister;;; 
Indira Gandhi. Warnke asked’ 
why the U.S. had delayed 
naming a successor to Ken-, 
neth Keating 'as x\mbassador-<-. 
to India. Haig' confided that.,; 
Madame Gandhi and Ambassa¬ 
dor Keating had engaged in a- 
spat shortly before Keating’s 
departure. Haig described the-* 
lady’s language as “vitriolic.” , > 

: The White House, therefore," 
had decided to delay appoint- • 
ing a new Ambassador until- 
Madame Gandhi cooled off. 

Of more substance, Warnke-: 
disclose that the White House: 
was optimistic about a Viet¬ 
nam settlement days before' 
the election. After his last* 
briefing on Oct. 20, 1972;*-' 
Warnke reported that Haig" 
had been “circumspect” on the,; 
subject of Vietnam. “The net: 
impression ” wrote Warnke,. 
“is that Henry Kissinger^ is. 
working - feverishly for a 
settlement” Six days later, 
Kissinger issued his famous 
“peace is at hand” statement. s 

But. the domestic threat'to 
; national security, which Presi¬ 

dent Nixon now cites as justi- 
• fication for the bizarre plumb- 
; ers’ operation, was never 
; mentioned. 

<S> 1973. United Feature Syndicate 
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!'Memorandum, 

tX> 

4 
/to (_yt(r, E. S. Miller 

Shackelford Si? 
/' 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

1 - Mr. J. E. Herington ' 
1 - Mr. E. S. Miller 
1 - Mr. R. L. Shackelford 

DATE: 7/11/73 

1 - 

R. L. 
fr 

Mi INFOMMI0N CONTAIp,D 
HEREIN 15 mcmSSIIIED 
OWE 08-08-2008 BY €0324 DC EAWR5/5IK 

ET AL 
ANTIRIOT LAWS - CONSPIRACY? 
EXPLOSIVES AND INCENDIARY DEVICES 

PURPOSE; 

Mr, 
Mr. Baker -I—- 

, t»'i . Callahan 

Mr. Cleveland 
Mr. Con^ 
Mr. Ge^ 
Mr. Jen ‘ 
Mr. Marsh. 
Mr. Millei 
Mr. Soyars 
Mr. Thompson . 
Mr. Walters — 
Tele. Room_ 
Mr. Baise g . 
Mr. Barnes 
Mr. Bowers b 7 C 
Mr. Herington . 
Mr. Com 

Mr; Ear^Jey (— * 

Mr.s. Hog;m 

W, § 

To furnish facts concerning column of Jack Anderson 
in 7/11/73 issue of “The Washington Post" which_is captionedr 
"Antiwar Vets Burglarized Twice." .• 

BACKGROUND: • ' 

This refers to case involving indictment of Vietnam 
Veterans Against the War (WAW) members for violation of Federal 
statutes including conspiracy to riot during Republican National 
Convention, 8/72, 

Anderson's column suggests ana insinuates that the WAW 
activists,, specifically defendant _J 
burglarized by "Watergate break—in teams 
in one sentence that SA 

jin this case, were 
Anderson states 

(Jacksonville Division) 
"confided to a Nixon youth worker that orders were out to ‘nail* 
thg leaders.Then Anderson goes.on to identify the youth worker 
as an aide to Senator Edward Gurney (R- Fla), ana 

only contradicts "The ■ previous sentence toy admitting that ___ 
stated.that he "got the- impression" 'from“talking to the FBI that 
there was pressure to have the radical vets:arrested• Despite- 
the obvious contradiction -in Anderson' s' own- statements; SA]_ V/Jk/V. ------ — ~ > I 

has previously reported, a. .telephone - call from one of Andersons s 
associates,-LesAWhitten, during, which Whitten asked| Iabout 

J'-i 
1-1 
Pi 

s 
tzj 
M 

> associates,-Le 
this•matter.an 

/ uuJ->iAyf ni*a.y** .,**.*. www**   1 . 

refused, to make any comment. , SA[ ] UlAlO ’ lilQUtCi. .CUiU | i VOi. U w --■ ■ 

has advised Headquarters - that he. made.- no. statement whatsoever to 
y -i n+-a tv raw :i n December, .1971., that would lea during a single, interview. In December-, .1971.# that would leave 
.repression.' thaf.-there was • anv presisunefwhs.tsoever . bang exerted «ny _ 

ir,-this ,=case "from FBIHQ. 

176- 2255 

. RLPrmjgrn'p- 
(5) ' J r 

0 AUG 9 

ALL' INFORMATION CQNTAlfBB^P ; RECt56 '. 
Herein is.unclassified- ’ * V." 5 
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN ’ . , ' •/- 
OTHERWISE. 

dieted Copy Sent' 
by Letter Dated_ 
Per F0IPA Request 
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: Memo to Mr. E. S. Miller _ L r ; h. . _ „ ^.rXclC: 

i -• Re: ■ | et al rjj,—; — - - -■ — - , 

i i i— 

b6 
b7C 

Ande£SOQjs column goes on to describe two alleged 
break ins at I I residence in Gainesville, Florida, which 
was also VVAW headquarters in Gainesville. |has apparently 
-been contacted bv Anderson or Whitten and given, information 
^indicating that | now believes law enforcement officers were 
responsible for these break ins. On the contrary, during late g 
1971, our informants did report that I I residence was broken 
-into and that I I was well aware of the identities of the ^ ; 
"perpetrators and knew them to be local blacks who were searching 
for narcotics/-since they, had purchased: narcotics -from I I at 
Iust residence" in the past. • In fact, it was.ias. a. result, of his 
'identification of the-blacks involved that I I during 1/72, 
attempted to locate the automobile of one of the blacks responsible 
in-prder to blow it up with an incendiary device. This incident 
was ~'fep'brted by an FBI informant who will testify to this during 
forthcoming., trials in this case>--;: : r x“ dxrrr tr.~ r: _ : 

/Anderson’s column - also mentions;, the.-, burglary of the 
pff.Ic.elof, Gainesville attorney| ]who represented! ‘ - 
during/1/72. Anderson hints that this burglary, in which | | / 
claims I ~lfile. was stolen, r was - also perpetrated' by- law_k/7_ 
enforcementofficers. ~ Perhaps, Anderson.-, is-unaware - that | 
leaf if ied. concerning - this incident at a pretrial shearing in 
§'eheecola,„Florida^ on 6/21/73. Her testimony was directly 
contradicted by investigating.-police-officers and’so obviously 
inaccurate that the Judge -considered directing- defendants to pay 
the. cost of-the hearing in which_testified. At present, 
government attorneys are considering possibility of seeking perjury 
charges!against I 1 - - - rxli.xrr -. -- 

dglllvATIONSt= rv~ scecerrr: . 

b6 
b7C 

/_~lAs_ noted-above, .Anderson’s column ~is - replete with half- 
tfpffis* /innuendo, and-insinution. The. inf ormation in this article.. 
£§^categorically without basis in- fact. It:should be stated 
hierein-f or the record ■ that evidence r,in .this case has been developed 

./intensive FBI investigation -with -absolutely'no utilization of 
surreptitious entry, .electronic surveillance, mail interception or 

~ 2 - CONTINUED - OVER 
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any form of illegal techniques. Further# there is absolutely no 
indication that anyvinformation has been furnished pertinent to 
this case which has evolved from the illegal acts of any other 
Government agency or private individual.1 

ACTION: 

For your information. 
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of 
In reply ‘to your'letter .of August' 29 th 'fc"with ..v*' 

’ . - , , ’ \ , ' * %■ ' 1 , 

enclosure, the FBI has. not .made available information;In its f / 

files to Jack Anderson. . Also,v I want to assure you that the %< '* 

FBI closely guards its files to see that-they .are. not misused;. 

While, I am' heed,of the FBI, I will not. tolerate leak's of ■‘ 

confidential information . and have pledged toVf ire" anyone found ; < 

guilty of such an abuse o'f tr,ust. 
* „ r* - ' 

, sincerely yours, ‘ ? 

:r.i- 

* \ 

‘■fQ 

c3v 

Clarence M. Kelley 
• Director 

.Q 
■ m 
.o 
"£-0„ 

vy u> 
*4/* V - . .3 . 

/ .. ’ N0Tj3‘: Corresponent is not identifiable in Bufiles. "-Mrs.^ . 
per ite lephone directory .Reply was coordinated with'the. Intelligence Div. 
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FONM, BRASDO, samath % 

No Secret FBI Files? Try These 
By JACK ANDERSON 

United Feature Syndicate 

PATRICK Gray III got off to an un¬ 
convincing start as the new boss of the 
FBI by pleading with newsmen: “None, 
of you guys, are going to believe this 
and I don’t 'know how 
to make you believe it 
'— but there are no 
dossiers or secret 
files.” 

We will be happy 
to tell poor Pat, since 
he’s new around the 
FBI, where some of the 
secret files are 
stashed. 

iU'S tie Anderson might .ask to see the 
Jane Fonda file, .No. 100-459279. The 
FBI apparently considers the tiny,- if 
sometimes turbulent, Miss Fonda a men- 
ace to the nation. 

- The Fonda file is stuffed with re¬ 
ports marked “Confidential” and “Se¬ 
cret.” One entry, dated April 30, 1971, is 

1 stamped “Top Secret — No Foreign Dis¬ 
semination—No Dissemination Abroad. 

This hush-hush document alleges 
darkly: “Between November 1970 and 
April 1971, Fonda toured college cam¬ 
puses across the country making anti¬ 
war speeches. A source advised (the 
FBI) the North Vietnamese Embassy in 
Moscow bought a plane ticket for Fonda 
to travel from the United States to Mos¬ 
cow and Hanoi via Paris on 3-17-7J, 
though the trip was discontinued as all 
visas to North Vietnam were latet can¬ 
celled ” 

By perusing the secret FBI files, Pat 
Gray can also firtd out who’s who and 
what’s new in the black community. 
There’s hardly an important black lead- - 
er who doesn’t rate a full FBI file. 

For example, Gray can. learn from 
reading the Coretta King file. No. 100- 
6351, that the martyred Martin Luther 
King’s widow ha shired the Byron^ de¬ 
tective agency to “maintain security at 
her Atlanta home. This tidbit is stamped 
merely “confidential,” although there s a 
lot of equally irrelevant information la¬ 
beled “Secret.” 

Even one of President Nixon’s, stal¬ 
wart black supporters, Floyd McKissick, 
is kept under regular FBI surveillance. 
His file, No. 100-446386, contains a full 
background report on his activities la- 
bled “Secret — No Foreign Dissemina¬ 

tion.” 
Or Gray can read all about the per¬ 

sonal affairs of Harry Belafonte, the tal¬ 
ented black actor, by snooping through 
file No, 100-394716. A “Secret” back¬ 
ground report starts off with the infor¬ 
mation fthat the “subject’s true name is 
Harold George Belafonte.” 

THE NEW FBI chief will find all 
-softs of titillating tidbits in the files of 

. such movie stars as Marlon Brando, 
Paul Newman, Rock Hudson, Tony Ran¬ 
dall, Zero Mostel and others. None. of 
them are accused of any crimes or sus¬ 
pected subversion." But the FBI keeps 
files on them anyhow. 

Or, if Gray is a football fan, he can 
glean some fascinating facts from the 

FBI files on the likes of Joe Namath and 
Lance Rentzel. 

For example, the FBI lists Namath 
under No. 505524F. Sis file declares: 
“Captioned individual, a member of the 
New York Jets of the American Football 
League, has never been the subject of 
an FBI investigation.” 

Yet the FBI has kept a faithful ac¬ 
count of such miscellany as the report 
“from a reliable source that he frequents 
The Pussycat Bar in New York City.” 

Above all, newsmen should be skep- 
tical —■ as Gray suggested they would | 
be_that “there are no dossiers or se¬ 

cret files.” 

ONE dogged investigative reporter, 
I. F. Stone, file No. 100-37078, is 
checked out regularly by the FBI. A typ¬ 
ical entry, dated March 17, 1967, and 
stamped “Confidential,” reports: 

“During 1966, subject spoke at sev¬ 
eral anti-Vietnam affairs. In his talks he 
was critical of the United States han¬ 
dling and participation in the Vietnam 

war. , , 
“In February, 1966, subject observed 

to meet a Second Secretary {press) of 
the Embassy of the Union of Soviet. So¬ 
cialist Republics, Washington, D.C., at a 
Washington, D.C. restaurant.” 

Throughout most FBI files is scat¬ 
tered gossip about the sex lives of the 
subjects, indicating that the FBI spends 
considerable time snooping into the bed- 

. rooms of prominent people. 
, if Pat Gray still doubts that the FBI 
keeps secret files, we will be happy to 
show him some xeroxed copies. 

Mi INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

OS-08-2008 BY 60324 U€ BM/R5/5TW fV - s~ ° ° S'J> _IAji 
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i&l . mvision 

m: * SAC,:: New York (100-67235) -' ;1. /. ' V , 

9/18/73 

PURCHASE,OF BOOKS'- * •/’ '' . 
' r' BOOK REVIEWS, .. • ; ,v.* ' * • : / . /, . . '• . 

. ReBialek;dated 9/13/73*- V / ■ ,; \ . •. :p v- . 'V-: 

- • Puhl isher advised that the correct title of too^bvJJenry 
n^ton is Strategy For a Black'Agenda"^ -,®icIosa^ea|pfind 

^ "ILatSy for a Black Ageriaa" ,W Henry VJmstU. 

4 hoTrecorded 

'■ 185 SEP 24 19B 

2 Bureau (62-46855) (En.c.1.) 
1 - New lork (100—87235) ' *£,: 

’ DI$Jt&mw ‘ :• » : ; ..*< v \ 
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MTsH-Str's l by^P-Q 

j&LIIL_ 
KPPJS-klft X S/UN CLA S S 
EICEPl WHERE SHOWH 
OTHERWISE*, ; •' 
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' -October : 29, 19.73 

Mi INF0EB&1I0N COFTMHED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC HSR/RS/STW 

b6 
•. b7C 

Dear 

I have received your letter.of October 21st and 
appreciate your making your views available. 

1 certainly understand the concern you expressed . 
and, xn reply to, your inquiry. Jack Anderson has not had - 
access, to any files within the custody of this Bureau. 
Mr. Anderson may have reference .to copies of documents which 
were stolen, by members of militant groups from the Media, 
Pennsylvania, Resident Agency. 

, In fulfilling our responsibilities, we necessarily 
disseminate certain information for official purposes to 
other agencies of the Federal Government.' I can assure you 

^rtha^ng--;one^a^aGqe§s^.to5bF^ITff;i,l,e^r>-ex'c^pt..4.f©^official.' pur- 

Assoc. Dir. _ ■ • ■ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. * 

Comp. Syst._ 

Exf. Affairs_ 

Files & Com. _ 

Gen; Inv. _ 

Jdent. _I 

Inspection_ 

Intel If _ 

Laboratory _ 

Plan. & Eval. _ 

.Spec. Inv.___ 

"Training-- 

-egal Coun. _ 

Telephone Rm. _ 

director Sec’y_ 

-m/a-a-KeltesJ , ■. . 

1 OCT 291973 
Clarence M. Kelley 

Director 

&w 

NOTE: S^ffespondent- is not identifiable in Bufiles based on 

nrA,..’ 4J - -nfiirp; ri'^p m 
PT.a • ... ^:: M J b) >13 A’- 713)? ISUn6lA3SIF1E] 

“SM& / „ 

Vs . ,fk, 
MAIL ROOM [V] TELETYPE^ItV I 7///Z?: 

■ nni WHERE 
DIAi/j'OH ’• Oliii’RKfi™ Vi 

EXJLHtrwvr vttyiBe 
VgSiaiVMi DIBEC1QB * ; -•t::-1 JfX 

BECEIAED ,-,P X \\ 

^.CONTAINED 
iSSIRTBn. 

'own 



* v OCT* 21 1973 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

CHIEF c\ KELLY 

DEAR SIR, 
AS A CONCERNED' CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATE* 

P 
AND THE PRESIDENT,'I WAS APALLED WHEN I READ A NEWS 

ITEM:' RECENTLY IN a LOCAL NEWSPAPER STATING JANE FONDA 

IS SUING PRESIDENT NIXON THROUGH THE AMERICAN C^3X!T3.3 

LIBERTIES UNION WITH DOSSIERS OBTAINED BY JACKMTDERSON 

FROM: F.B..T* FILES* 

NOW SIR HOW DID THIS MAN OBTAIN THESE 

PAPERS DOES THE F..B.I LET ANY REPORTER GO THROUGH CONFIDE 

ENTI'AL RECORDS ON PERSONS WHO THE' GOVERNMENT CONSIDERS 

•OF QUESTIONAL CHARACTER? 

IT IS VERY ODD TO SAY THE LEAST THERE 

ARE LAWS TO PROTECT SOME PEOPLES RIGHTS AND DISFAVORS 

OTHERS I AM REFERING TO THE RIGHTS OF NEWS REPORTERS 

•’■WHO.OBTAIN IMF9RMATI0N FROM SOURCES AND THEY*ARE IM¬ 

MUNE. TO PROSECUTION 

'PERSONS NAMES ETC. 

CHOOSE/NOT, TO DiyiJL’GE THE 

1-28 yd-560S3 - 
' ' THESE ARE THE KIND OF THINGS GOING _ 

ON IN OUR GOVERNMENTAL DEPARTMENTS THAT ARE PUZZLING )! s 
4 QSTt 

TO A LOT OF AMERICANS*. 

I PERSONALLY THINK OUR COUNTRY IS 

‘ OBLIGED TO KEEP CONFIDENTIAL RECORDS ON PERSONS ACTIVE 

IN UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES AND I HOPE 

KEP'f SECRET ;• 
■fmro 

!> ARE 

SINCER1 
"b6 

b7C 



Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division 

November 8, 1973 

Director, FBI 
d- S 

1 - Mr. Aref^ffc 
1 - Mr. Franck 

UNKNOWN SUBJECT; THEFT OF. // / 
. FORMER SUPREME' COURT JUSTICE • ' . f\ /JJ? 
Iff/ FELIX FiiANSFUIbTES* S PAPERS FROM A \Ajy- 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, /" ’ U/XV - 
WASHINGTON, D. C., ' 

■ AUGUST 21 - NOVEMBER 6, 1972 _w * 
1-HEFT OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY • ^ 

- • . ... DATE 08-08-2008 BV 60324 UC BAW/H5/S1M 

Reference is made to your letter, with attachments, 
dated November 2, 1973, (HEP:CWB:pern) captioned, "Letter of 
Columnist Jack Anderson, dated October 19, 1973 Regarding 

‘ Theft of Documents from the Library of Congress' Collection 
of the Late Justice Felix Frankfurter.”_Reference is also< i b6 

b7C made to report of Special Agent I dated b7C 
July 25, 1973, at Washington, D. C.., captxonea as above, a 
copy of which was forwarded to the Criminal Division on I 
August 10, 1973. 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of an 
'"article that appeared in UTfee Washington Post5* on September 14, 

———-■— ,"eoncerning captioned matter and which was written by 
•Tei&ck Anderson. 

NOV 8 -1^73 ! ' i-1 
! 1 r-gor your information,!_ b3 

fbiJ v/ho is £0 
~ ‘ -before: tbs Federal grand jury in Washington, 3D. C.„ on 

\ ■ rOctober 31 ,v 1973, and denied any knowledge of captioned thesc,b/L 
k a! ^Assistant United States Attorney CAUSA) S. Lawrence Barcella gj 
\ \ \ V V .. ~ . «■ • w. t *0    M M *} In C~\ n. *1 

Assoc. tHrffi* 

Asst. Dir.: ' . 

Admin. _/-$ 

Comp. Syst._fl 

Ext. AffoiVs 

Files Sj vom.A-f 

Gen. Ifjvf3£ 

Ident. t_(/.... 

Ext. Affofts 

Files Sj Com.A-^ 

Gen. Inv^S^ 

Ident. i_i/.... 

Inspection - 

Ir.tell. .- 

Laboratory- 

2, r-al. 

Spec. Inv. - 

Tiairur.g -- 

LesrfCrtJB-g-tl 
V eiepbon wfmrL— 

Director Scc’y- 

1 examined | I before this Federal grand jury and has ^ d 
advised that explanation regarding Ms association 
with the Frankfurter collection'increased suspicion that fee was;^ 
actually the ’thief. Mr. Earedla said, however, there was no g 
actual proof linking hisa with this theft. • This.case,-continues ;cD 
/to foe under investigation by the FBI. G| 
^ , . ; *> 
/ , (jra tli© event you do respond to Mr. Anderson's TletfceiS 
it is suggested; that you first .contact A USA Bare© 1 la for his 
views on the natter in. question. / y -^CclASO 

Eaelosarar «»««** . \| // / SEB »«* PAais '1'w0. ,./ .... 

SBBBm- /?/ '■ /C- 

Enclosure 

^ t A ; 

U / 

AliViA 

unS y’’ if 
fl'V 3 / ii\ A' 

Ss-p y.pffi* 
*4’* ' * y 

MAh. ROOM 02) «■?« TELETYPE UNIT ! 

7W 



■Jo^»TASfv/ VO' 

Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division 

I 

NOTE: This concerns the theft of a portion of the collection 
of Felix Frankfurter's papers from the Library of Congress. 
Washington. D C. . between 8/gl/72 and 11/6/72. [ ‘ 

b6 
b7C 

developed as a suspect in that 
signature cards there indicated he had reviewed the majority 
of these papers. | | had made inquiries prior to the theft 
with the executor of the late Frankfurter's estate for review 
of papers, however, the request was rejected. He has made 
similar inquiries at the Harvard Law School Library, Cambridge,' 
Massachusetts. ' ( 

Les Mi itten, an associate of columnist Jack Anderson, 
learned of this theft from the Library of Congress and an-article 
concerning same appeared in Anderson's column, "The Washington 
Iferry-Go-Round, " in "The Washington Post" on-9/14/73. Apparently, 
based on this article, Anderson came in possession of copies of 
some of these papers and on 10/18/73 Les, Whitten made them . * 
available to the Library of Congress. ^/ghe Assistant Attorney 
General, Criminal Division, in a letter to FBIHQ dated 11/2/73 
made available a copy of a. letter directed to the" Attorney' 
General from Anderson wherein he offers his services as a conduit 
for anything the Attorney General desires to say with regard * . 
to these documents.”' Department desired to, know the current 
status of this investigation and any suggestion we may have with 
regard to whether or not they should respond to his letter 
Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, being advised of 
current status of case and the fact that it is still under 
investigation by the FBI and suggesting that in the event they 
db respond to Anderson's letter that they first contact AUSA 
E. Lawrence Barcella in Washington, D. C. 

- 2 -T 



> 
-j 
i 
* 

I furter at the Libras 
T/;gress. ' , ' % » 
A • - The theft of irreplacable dia- 
*: ries,'letters and memoranda— 
, many hundreds of pages in all 

—has been kept secret for a 
’ v h^ar while FBI agents and the 

- .Library’s own scholars turned- 
' [detectives have searched fever- 

|ishlyforthe papers. _ 
j. * The doss was discovered in: 

. . [September# 1972, after an alert 
* (Library of Congress official no- 
^ ^ticed that a Frankfurter folder 

jwas. empty. It had contained 
: \ [conversations between Frank-; 

furter and the late Justice! 
,-j. JiOuis Brandeis. A private re-: 
' 'searcher also-reported 'a letter! 

; / [missing thathe'Jiad seen among 
# [Frankfurter’s papers earlier. *’ 

\ >'/Alarmed, Library officials;. 
; burned loose a hush-hush team 
;' $£ scholars in .the vast Frank- 
[' -furter file. Within a few days/ 
; f vftsy had come up* with a miss- 
;/ ang-iteras list that horrified- 
—-them. Gone were five years of 
: ‘-''Frankfurter’s personal diaries, 
Inumerous notes on converse- 
'rr .tipns with the mighty, memos, 

Otters and personal ‘jottings; 
-^bput the men in government! 

srobhed blind,” a senior Library* 
‘Official told my associate Lesi 
Whitten. "There was a tremen-i 
idous amount missing of i’ncaU 
iculable value.” \ ,* - 
. Once the loss .was assessed, 
the Library called in the FBI, 
which began discreetly inter¬ 

viewing scholars and research5 
ers. To block further thefts, 
(strict anti-thievery measures, 

I previously dropped for budget¬ 
ary reasons, were reinstituted. 
;AU this was done without alert 
jiiig the general public to the in- 
jtepse search going- on for the 
jmissingpapers. 
j.-But now, the quest has 
(reached* a dead end. Return of 
s.ft^docuaents, most Library oE- 
'ficials recognize, depends on 
jthe delicate question of the- 
Scholar-thief’s respect for the 
.pricelessness of his historical 
jheist. Whoever the renegade 
iresearcher is, the officials con¬ 
cede,'he robbed with discrimi¬ 
nation and intelligence,’select¬ 
ing the most historically valua¬ 
ble documents^ 
r According to one theory, tie 
jscholar is laboring alone on a 
project and wants to make sure 
he is the only one able to pur¬ 
sue it. If this is the case, the of- 
Ificials pray the scholar will 

Brians can study the remarkable 
jlife and times of Frankfurter, 
•;who died in 1S65 at age 82 after 
jserving 26 years on the Su¬ 
preme Court. • ; * .* ’ - 

To aid the recovery, we have 
[.offered to act as an intermedi-' 
;ary between the ' unknown 
scholar and the Library. We 
will guarantee not to revealhis 
name or otherwise identify him 
if he willco'ntactus. 

. Without being able to bind 
■the Justice Department, we will 

■try to persuade Attorney Gen¬ 
eral Elliot Richardson, himself 
a legal scholar,'that the return 
of the Frankfurter papers is 
more .than worth calling off the 
search forthe mysterious thief, j 

Footnote? The only compara-' 
[jble theft in the Library’s 173- 
year history occurred in the: 
1940’s, when the papers of poet 
Walt Whitman were sent away 
.for wartime.safekeeping. They 
‘were never.re covered. More re¬ 
cently, the Library lost some 
valuable books, but a Library 
clerk has been arrested for the 
alleged theft. 

Anderson Award—Capitol 
Hill duffers held their first 
Congressional Golf Tourney 

blast year. Some of them seemed 
[jless interested in shooting par 

[with TV sets, toilet seats and 
(other valuable prizes^-all col-‘ 
lected from lobbyists who- 
didn’t dare say no to the con¬ 
gressmen. ', * \ . * J"? ; l 

Because we exposeffthis con-' 
vival cornucopia,; the second 

^Congressional . Golf Tourney 
jthis year planned atfirst to give 
ia t'Jack Anderson Award” to. 
jthe senator or representative 
jwho hit the ball farthest out of 
(bounds.. / . 

But the idea was dropped’by 
|»Rep. Burt. Talcott (R-Calif.), 
[who as tourney .chairman 
[caught most of the heat last- 
jyear for putting the squeeze on 
([the lobbyists. Nevertheless, he 
has gamely accepted the chair-. 
manship again this year. ... - 

In a memo.to his golfing col- 
ileagues on Capitol Kill, Talcott 
.■reports that <;in .spite of the? 
•Jack*Anderson columns” the, 
^congressmen will -“play again 
jthis year.” The event is sched¬ 
uled on Sept: 24 at Andrews Air 
■Force Base. But this time the 
.prizes will be collected more 
'discreetly by individual con¬ 
gressmen rather than through 
■the organized, massive effort of 
a year ago. - , 

i (§1973,by UaUsedFeatura Syndicate lac. 

'A if j 

/ 
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Jovenbsr 16, 1973 

AIL IMBii—I COITIaINED 

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAW/RS/STW Honors William Promto - ' . ™ m-m-200* BY M324 UC bir/rs^ . 

United States Senate -* . ■■ ' ' . 
Washington, D,,,C. 20510 ' ■ ' • ■ , ; 

Dear Senator Proxmiro* • ^ ' p ^ ... 

y‘ C ’• ”-‘1- 
jr This is to achnowTeags receipt of your comsiunicat ion 

ftr-r.r-f’i Tflnv<ftrahhr _with rrtr Insures . From your constituent, 
_ b6 

: J\ I I : b7C 
v la response to your"constribent*s concern and, in • 

reply to your inquiry. Jack Anderson has not, had access tb any ■ , 
files within :fche custody of this Bureau.- . 

• Xn fulfilling' bar responsibilities, we necessarily 
disseminate certain information for official purposes to other 
agencies of the Federal Government. , X can assure you that no 
one lias access to- FBI files except for official, purposes or 
where authorized by law.. 

I am returning your enclosures as you roguested. 

MAILED 4 

NOV 191973 

Sincerely, yours, 

Q, M. Kelley 

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director, 

W' k'Ws' . . \ ■ 
?; • ^Enclosures (3}‘ 

. Diil_ 1 -Milwaukee- Enclosures (3) ’ 4. ,,, ‘ 
oit.: Congressional Services Office - Enc 1 osgrl'(3) $: ° 

NOTE; Bufiles disclose we have had prior correspondence,.con- 
s & Com. — cerninq constituent matters with Senator PnO^ihir^ (b’era-Wlsconsin) 
Any-| |is not identifiable in Bufiles. Constituent 

_ enclosed a newspaper clipping captioned "ACLU Sues{/Jfixon, to Aid ^5 
. Jane Fonda.” iH,mgptf&Wj. ‘ *b7C 

1, &iEvol.' 

^LA:vgW. (7) ' y/fe 

i \j uqp> &k ,"i4 q- 

lQ'^mAii) iJiZfQF] -V'^TELETYPE UNIT I C|X1E [j H V - 
. • • // . V38lSlYMXCll«fl3®tfniV^ 1 
_k f npiACTrr-rr~" 

- heeeMis 7Fied 
TTtrT'Tl 

Pf&t * 
\ ' 



QlCrttfeb ^bl<x.te& Jfbenctie 

11-9-73 

To ensure proper handling please return all 
correspondence TO THE ATTENTION OF: qq 

Please respond to the attached inquiry in 
duplicate and return the enclosure. Thank 
you for your cooperation. 

u.s.s. 

II-1^-13 
oojjJ !|§ FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE OS-08-2008 BY 60324 UC EAW/R3/3TN 

■s' HEREIN IP "NCI-A^IE 
except WHERE shown 
OTHERWISE*. 



b6 
‘ "b7C 

Henatcr Whu Proxrair© 
o/o Hew Senate Office Building 
Washington^ D. C. 20510 

'v——, 

Dear Senator Proxmire: 

(521(1} 
.. Mi FBI INFORMATION CMJIMMEB 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAK/RS/STvi 

Having become disturbed over the events of th*~ past few 
months (as Ifm sure most Americans b»v«) 1 decided to sit down 
and write you my concerns. 

This whole matter of Watergate and'related issues are 
surely most confusing. However, beyond the mere political 
implications, I am beginning to see something much more dan=* 
gerous and sinister* I pray God that I am wrong, but too many 
developments have convinced me that our country is presently 
in danger of losing its matchless political systems 

In order to bring this into foeus, I am enclosing an article 
which appeared in Friday’s “Milwaukee Journal” which indicates 
that Jack Anderson (if the article is correct) indeed has access 
to FBI files. In addition, he appeared on the. NBC' "Today” show 
one morning last week defiantly and brazenly showing and reading 
documents marked "Top Secret" regarding the Middle Bast War-one 
from the Department of State and I believe the other from the 
GIA® To me at least this indicates that there are some people 
in these departments who are not exactly concerned with the 
future and security of America® Add to this the case of Dr® 
Ellsberg and his-revelations of the Pentagon papers, and I think 
anyone would have to come to the unfortunate conclusion that 
there are indeed serious leaks in some vital departments® 

The reason I am writing this is because “I feel this all has 
a direct relationship to the Watergate incidents® Some of the 
projects undertaken were a result of the fact that as one of the 
men testified the "FBI is a sieve"® And I think all of those facts 
should be thoroughly investigated instead of making it merely a 
partisan political issue, 

V 
I am deeply concerned about the rights of all Americans— 

yes even the President’s® It was extremely interesting to me that 
in| -ews conference he refused to divulge his converse" 
tion wir.n ine Attorney-General while at the same time demanding 
that the President make all of,bis- private conversations available® 
My concern is that the rights and security of all Americans be b6 
protected and that we don’t lose sight of that in'the heat of a b7c 
great partisan political battleo I hope you are not so naive to* 
think that the persons behind this would not deal likewise with a* 
Democratic Presidentl s77' / /- 

I would, appreciate a brief 
C3 

reply- regarding t h§ 
1 r* rr 

far-IW* *!>" * j" rtv 

flieso 



Mixon m 

Jane Fonda 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS HMSSIFIED 

DATE 08-06-2008 BY €0324 UC BAI/RS/SIW 

Los Angeles, Calif. - AP - A 
$2.3 million suit was filed 
Thursday on behalf of actress 
Jane Fonda against President 
Nixon and past and current 
government officials. 

The complaint, alleging vio- * 
* lations of Miss Fonda's consti¬ 

tutional rights, was filed in 
? Federal Court by the American 

Civil Liberties Union Founda- - 
tion. It names as defendants 20 
individuals and two financial 
institutions. 

Miss Fonda, holding a stack 
of papers that she said was an 
FBI dossier on her, told a news 
conference that she had been 
subjected to overt and covert 
physical surveillance, under- 
cover intelligence gathering, 
burglary, intimidation and har- 

h assment because she was an 
outspoken critic of the Nixon 
administration and the war in 
Indochina. 

. She said the FBI file had 
been given to her by Washing¬ 
ton columnist Jack Anderson. 
In Washington, Anderson said 
he had shown three or four 

1 H!b 11 y w o o d stars their FBI 
files, among them Miss Fonda, 
Marlon Brando and Tony Ran- 

: dall. ‘ 
An* Anderson associate re¬ 

fused to say how the columnist 
got .the files. 
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5/31/73 

Ml INFOBmTION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCIAS5IFIE.0 
CITE. 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAW/RS/STK 

SUBJECT: VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR (WAW) 
INTERNAL SECURITY - REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITII 

Qm/' 

PURPOSE: 
O 

Mr. JcnklnH . 

Mr. 
Mr. ^ir/E/k— | 
Mr. SoynrB _/OlO 
Mr. Thompmn_ 
Mr. Walters_I 
Tclc. Room -- 
Mr. liaise -- 
Mr. Barnes- 
Mr. I3owere_ 
Mr, Heringbon- 
jMr. Conmy- 
Mr. Mintz-- 
Mr. Eardley- 
Mrs. Hogan 

Column of Jack Anderson captioned "FBI Still Probes 
Vets Against War" in 5/29/73 issue of "The Washington Post" 
alleges that the FBI is "still doing political chores for The 
White House" and has been interviewing WAW members who worked ^ 
at Senator George McGovern's headquarters apparently for evidence^/ 
that would justify bugging,and break ins authorized by The White \ 0 

ft House during 1972 campaign. Acting Director inquired “VihatfYare jj j 

6 the facts on this story?" ' i‘Tv 

ALLEGATIONS: \ 
v 1 'Tv 

Anderson charges that FBI is investigating WAW and . 
interviewing WAW members at the urging of The White House for the ^ 
purpose of developing evidence that would somehow .justify events x 
which have been bared by testimony resulting from' the Watergate -v 
incident and indicating the involvement of high level White House ^ mg 
aides. Anderson alleges that FBI Agent ](actually 

] assigned to Washington Field Office) questioned b6 
\ 

O, Vietnam veterans who worked in McGovern's Watergate "veterans 
affairs" office. | allegedly asked questions concerning D ! - ^ 
planning done out of the Watergate for demonstrations at the . \ 
Republican National Convention and involvement of WAW members with 
Socialist Workers Party (SWP). Anderson indicates thatL 
interviewed several veterans and asked them to identify "troub 
makers" in the organization. jaliegedly told those he 
interviewed his investigation was prompted by a recent American 
Servicemen's Union demonstration. 

L 

100-448092 

RLPsrajgO^ 

*»ti ■ V 
1.'. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS.UNCLASSIFIED 

lwrPTWHEfcE’SHOWH ' ' / 

02IM5WISE. CONTINUED' - OVER 

jJ'OT recorded^ 
sOl JUN 13 7973 

sss tsasxK&wowc 



# 
Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Mill’er 
Re: Vietnam Veterans Against the War'- (WAW) 
100-448092 

FACTS: 

WAW has been under active investigation since 8/71 
following various reports from numerous field offices that WAW 
members were engaging in illegal and subversive activities. For 
example, informants advised that WAW in Memphis was controlled 
by youth group of the Communist Party, USA; WAW meetings in 
Kansas City were being attended by members of youth group of the 
communist SWP; and WAW in Illinois was reportedly engaged in 
transporting arms and other supplies to blaoks in racially—trouoled 
Cairo, Illinois. During 1972 WAW moved toward increased militant 
and revolutionary—type activities in addition to continued coopera¬ 
tion with communist—dominated groups and foreign e3.ements hostile to 
the U. S. WAW leaders were quoted as telling members that WAW 
is a revolutionary organization and not "just another group of 
war veterans." WAW leaders have traveled to North Vietnam and 
have reportedly established liaison with revolutionary or terrorist 
groups internationally. During 7/72 WAW leaders and members were 
indicted by Federal Grand Jury, Tallahassee, for violation of 
antiriot laws in connection with conspiracy to riot during the 
Republican National Convention 8/72. In Connecticut, another VVAW 
member was arrested with exp3.osive devvice en route to speech which 
was given by Vice President 'Agnew. Injearly 1973 two VVAW leaders 
traveled to Japan and furnished, according to their own statements, 
classified military information to Jax-^nnese communist leader. 
Intensive espionage investigation is currently being pursued concern¬ 
ing this matter. 

Investigation of the WAW was commenced strictly on 
FBI initiative and has never been influenced, directed or other¬ 
wise affected by any instructions from The White House. 
Purina' investigation of the WAW in the Washington, D. C., erea,^.yQ 
SA| \ has interviewed various local members of the 
organization. The purpose was to develop information concerning 
scheduled demonstrations and other general activities of the WAW 
to determine any possible subversive involvement. SA | 
has advised he carefully avoided any political-type questions and 
definitely did not direct any questions toward the McGovern 

- 2 - 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Vietnam Veterans Against the War (WAW) 
100-448092 

campaign or the Watergate. -Subsequent to the statement by 
Watergate conspirator! on 5/22/73 that the WAW 
maintained offices at McGovern headquarters at the Watergate, 
SA | interviewed only one WAW member in the course of our 
continuing investigation of -WAW. This individual named _ 

~~|was interviewed on 5/23/73 and was cooperative and 
indicated that although not currently involved with WAW, he was 
associated with the Washington chapter in the past. When asked 
about WAW participation in the recent demonstration in Washington 
on 5/19/73 sponsored by the American Servicemen's Union, front 
group of the SWP, he brought up the subject of the SWF claiming 
there was no relationship between WAW in Washington area and the 
SWP. I brought up the subject of the televised hearings or3 1 
the Watergate and made specific reference to the testimony of 

I and then stated that the only veterans group using the 
facilities of the Democratic National Headquarters in the Watergate 
was a group called "Vets for McGovern" which was -made up of 
Vietnam veterans who were also WAW members. He stated these 
veterans did not have office space at the Watergate but did have 
permission to use certain facilities such as leased telephone lines 
and mimeograph machines. SA_did not further pursue the 
Watergate incident or veterans'connection with Senator McGovern. 
It is noted that prior to the statement of | neither 
Washington Field Office (WFO) nor FBIHQ had any information 
indicating that the WAW had access to or was using facilities of 
Democratic National Headquarters at the Watergate. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

It is the opinion'of WFO, concurred in by the Intelligence 
| Division, that source of infopnation for Anderson1 s column is WAW 

< member I SA I has been accepting ^6 
information volunteered byl concerning WAW activity in b7C cautious and circumspect manner since approximately 3/72. On 
5/24/731 telephoned SA | at WFO purportedly to find out 
how| I obtained information that "the Vets" had office space 
at the Watergate. I I asked if SA had providedl | 

3 CONTINUED - OVER 



Sr" War (VWW 

100-448092 

with this information and Sh L^emphatically^s-^otti; 
allegation^stating^ttat he halTno^owleageoi _■b6 
at Democratic National Headquarter|was subject of b7C 
no interest in thattypeof ^^ of ^formation from office of 
espionage case in 1972 as (NIST that snNIS source reported 
the Naval Investigative Service military information 
. i J I a i- +■ p'TRTj't.0d tO eliCXu — , -T- *1^ 7\ v, crorT^l ^ 

-■estigative Service c^tlon 

thatf attempted onlnmnist Jack Anderson^ _ , 
and documents allegedly to fuin 5/73 with insufficient information 
Investigation was closed during ^/v^wi^ ^^sfteutlop Gf 
developed W prove allegation °r a I in other past 
ItVis°noted°thatAnderson h^as mentioned 

columns in "The Washington Post. 

ACTION: 

For your information. 

i 
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DATE: 5/22/73 

SUBJECT ET AL. 

Foil UL_ 
Mr. Baker_ 
Mr# C^Uahnn_ 
Mr. Cleveland _ 
Mr. Conrad_ 
Mr. Gobhnrdt_ 
Mr. Jenkins_ 
Mr. Marshall_ 

CZ^wm E-SV 

ANTIRIOT LAWS 

Mr. J. E. Herington 
Mr. R. E. Gebhardt Mr.waiters- 

Mr, E. S. Miller ™b£!zZ: 
Mr. G. C„ Moore C' Mr. Bnnies J.- I Mr. f3owers_ 

‘ / Mr. Herington- 
/ Mr. Conmy_~_ 

/ Mr. Mintz-ZHT* 
Mr. Eardley ^ 

:e of "The Washington MrB' 
ault on Press Seems to 

The article refers to the 

, ^age Jtt 1/ ot tne 0/22/73 issue of "The Washington™8' ^ 
Post" contains an article entitled "Assault on Press Seems to 

Continue" by columnist Jack Anderson. The article refers to the 

FBI's arrest and failure to~indict Anderson's associate, reporter ^r\ 
Les .Whitten, and claims that the 4/23/73 arrest of| \ 
reporter for "The Boston Globe," "appears to be a continuation of ^ 
the relentless assault upon the press by the government „" ^ 

This investigation concerns the 4/17/73 airdrop o' supplies 
to the insurgents occupying Wounded Knee, South Dakota. Although 

| has publicly claimed he was "along for the ride" to write-“| 

about the flight, a codefendant in the case stated came'‘'y 

to Chicago, the point of the flight's origination, with S10.Q00 gy.’ 

in cash and organized the airdrop. On 5/7/73f ~| and seven Ag/ - 

other participants in the airdrop _ were indicted by a Federal GrandS' > 
Jury at Sioux Falls, South Dakota. b6 g 

b7C 2 

The Anderson article, which describes the aird-ron as a ^ 
"mercy mission," states FBI Agents "broke into his 

former home near Boston early in the morning and terrified the 
occupants who were still in bed!" It continues/ "The FBI squad 

departed in confusion after discovering they had pounced upon the .. 
wrong house." - 

_/ fa “NOT RECORDED 
On 5/22/73 Supervisor Division, 

advised that at 8:32 a.m0 * 4/21 773, two Boston Agents inter iewed 

the current oeetrpSnt^ 

were the| ill treated. The interview" 
completed without incident. 

fas " cci'di aland |b 6 

lb7c 

RWH: aso (ky0^ 
1 A 

&5JUN \f)973 

S*w°»i»maa 
UNCLASSIFIED 

skqept where shown 
OTHERWISE. 
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Memorandum to Mr, E. S. Miller 

Re: I I et al. 
■b6 
b7C 

The Anderson article further states ]learned 

the FBI was coming to his Washington home and "while his, wife and 

three children waited apprehensively, he rode a bus downtown and 

turned himself in." 

On 4/21/73 efforts to locate 

residence were unsuccessful. 

at his 

With the concurrence of 

the U. S. Attorney's Office, Washington, D. C. (WDC), 

accompanied by his attorney, surrendered himself at the U. S. 

District Courthouse, WDC, during the afternoon of 4/23'73. ^7c 

Supervisor |said remarks similar to those of 

Anderson appeared in a recent edition of "The Boston Globe," and 
an airtel has been submitted to FBIHQ refuting the statements and 

enclosing memoranda from the Agent personnel involved. 

ACTION: For information. 

(iWs- 



The Washington Merry-So-Reamd WASHINGTON POST-' Tm.t.r,u.rn,lm g yj ^ 

I Assault on rress.o eems to hi 
^Jf>y“Jaok>.AmloPrtOn **ons *or a ^ree-P^nG mercy to promote a "riot” by raining 

drop to tho Indian militants, food and medicine on the Indi- 
A contrite President Nixon Then he went along on the ans at Wounded Knee. 

•‘Conttnu^to" givei me heli fllght and nearly lost h,s life The ^ alleSatlon agnlnst 
when you think Pm wrong.” in an accident. He wrote two him is that he "had in his pos- 
One week later, the Justice exclusive storiea about the session $10,000 for use in oh- 
Department obtained the in- event taining aircraft and food, med- 

Sorter1VI niftZn?'SS But Oliphant writes for the and other supplies. . ;.» 
poi ter Aom Oliphant foi ac- rrv»p fi-ntli w that thp newsman 
companying a mercy mission, Boston Globe, a newspaper rhe truth is that the newsman 
which attempted to drop food which displeases tho White to accompany the mission 
and medicine to the besieged House FBI agents under or- 011 suck short notice that he 
Indians at Wounded' Knee, d f* TVlsticQ Deonrtment had only eight c!?llars,in his S.D.. ; . acisiiom Justice Department pocket and a credit card. 

i This appears to he a contin- representatives, obtained a Yet Oliphant faces 15 years 
[uation of the relentless assault warrant for his arrest. . in pr|son,jf the Justice Depart- 
upon the press by the govern- First, they broko into his mCnl can find a jury to con- 
ment at the same time that former home near Boston vict him. This is unlikely, 

•the president’? comimmieavearly,in the morning,and.taxi- since .the .prosecutors will 
tions'aide, Herb Klein, is as- fied the occupants who were have a hard time finding 12 
spring Influential editors; nWe|btill in bed. The FBI squad dc- American - citizens .who will 
want a new relationship with parted in confusion after dis- convict a newsman for rcporl- 
the press.” * v covering they had pounced ing the news. / 

‘Never in the nation’s 200- upon the tfrong house. The Nixon administration 
year history has there been Oliphant, meanwhile, tried to nail my associate* Les 
suen a campaign of jailing, jcarn0([ the FBI had located Whitten on a similar charge, 
tailing, tapping, harassment Yi[s new home in Washington FBI agents handcuffed and 
and vituperation against re- ancj were preparing *to de- jailed him while he was're¬ 
porters. Oliphant s mistreat- ;Scen(j upon it. While his wife porting on the return of 3n- 
ment is merely the latest in a atui three children waited ap- dian documents to the govern- 

had only eight dollars in his 
pocket and a credit card. 

Yet Oliphant faces 15 years 
in prison if the Justice Depart- 

series of incidents. prehensivcly, he rode a bus ment. In' Whitten’s' case, the 
Under the U.S. Constitution, [downtown and turned himself grand jury refused to believe 

newsmen are supposed to be - - • ■ the FBI and the Justice De- 
free.to pursue the news wher- , - * * ‘ ' .partment , dismissed . the 
ever they can find it. Ihey J{.Cpoi*ter’s ‘Riot* / charges. , 
have gone into enemy tern- t 
tory in time of war; they have On-the basis of information ^TmnrODBr^ ' , 
taken great personal risks to from arL informer whom some ** * 
f|ceep the public informed. 0f the prosecutors now doubt, Yet Oliphant .was indicted 

a federal grand jury was prod- even though the U.S. attorney 
Mercy ijrop ' dcd'by the Justice Department for South Dakota, William 
i ,In this spirit, the 27-year-old to indict Oliphant.- The Clayton, a GOP politician and 
Oliphant covered the prepara- charge: he allegedly consp&edJLex^ounty prosecutor, had 

onunue -w- ‘ . 
never even read his'stories. In 
our talk with Clayton, he said Va 

it would bo "improper” for 
him to say whether he pushed , 

through an indictment under * 
pressure from Washington. « ;£j 

One of the Justice Depart-^ • 
ment attorneys handling the 
case in Washington is Richard 
Vosepka, a former Marine cap¬ 
tain with only one yea*' of non-’ 
military practice. His altitude 
toward Die press can best be ^ 
summed up by quoting some''•> 
of his answers to our ques- nr 
lions about the case. ,Jt& 

• "Don’t be pushy,” he snap-'* , 
Ped. 

• "I don’t give a s—if that's’*' • 
a .legitimate question,” lie re- ^, 
sponded to another question. y% 
"1 always go through the ' 
chain.of command.” * 

• "I’m, not going to talk* TV 
with you any further,” he said 
finally. , ‘ yf 

Among saner heads in the" 
administration, there is a feel- ^ * 
ing that the Oliphant case is 
smearing- new egg on the ^ 
friendlier face the /President is 
trying to turn to the press yp 
even before the old egg can be 
wiped off. ' * 

But at this writing, the rase J 
remains in the hands of those*' 
Nixon disciples who feel the "* n 
President is best protected by « 
locking up the people who 
write unfavorable stories. * *■ 
(O) 1973 United Ffftturt AyndlcaLa 
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, yDENTIFYINQ HIMSELF AS LES W„mEN( ASSOCIATE OP JACK 
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ill iiiFORMrasH amzxifei ' 

Hill! is mmAssiiiEz 'v ^ s 
Till u-B-DO-2008 ■ 11111 ■ llllllllll ^ ;v I 
WHT UTnru 1 - ' ^1 

]AT PENSACOLA, 
ANDERSON;, CONTACTED Sa 
-1 *"** « 

“ BY L0SG CISTA“CE TELEPHONE CALL. WHITTEN ADVISED 

they are PLANNING an ARTICLE IN ANDERSON'S dm 
that/"-1. _ C,KbUN S COLUMN and ADVISED 

1 tl!:-^ HAD stated he was told by saI-:—Itm^t 
RuSbURE WAS BEING PLACED IJPOM ca| 1 ^- 1 

. ACiiD UP0N SAI__□ PROM WASHINGTON TO PJTT I-1 _ 1-1 <W“ WHDtUtffcj 

- *-J ARRESTED FOR ANYTHING, WHITTEN ADVISED Sa[ 

® WAS CALLING AS A COURTESY' BEFORE PRINTING^ 

*/ 

TO DETERMINE FROM Sa 

REMARKS,. SA 

]REMARKS 

IF THERE WAS ANY TRUTH IN,_ 

]RESPONDED TO WHITTEN'S QUESTIONS. BY 

[ 

r DX 

A ISING HE HAD NO COMMENTS TO MAKE AS FEDERAL CHARGES IN 

MATTER are PENDING IN COURT. WHITTEN ALSO ,».» 0F 

anonowledge saC-[had OF LOCAL CHAti~^„^~ 

END PAGE ONE 
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PAGE TWO 

SA WAS NON-COMMITTAL AND TOLD WHITTEN THAT 

WHITTEN WOULD HAVE TO CHECK WITH THE STATES ATTORNEY’S OFFICE 

IN GAINESVILLE, FLA., REGARDING ANY PENDING CHARGES AGAINST 

WHITTEN ALSO ASKED IF ANY LOCAL CHARGES AGAINST 

IN MIAMI, FLA., AND HE WAS AGAIN REFERRED TO THE STATES 

ATTORNEY'S OFFICE IN MIAMI FOR SUCH INFORMATION. 

AS THE BUREAU IS AWARE,! WAS TRIED IN STATE 

COURT, GAINESVILLE, FLA., ON CHARGE OF SALE AND POSSESSION OF 

MARIJUANA ON 9/i 1-12/72, AND FOUND NOT GUILTY. 

THE ONLY TIME SA PERSONALLY INTERVIEWED 

WAS ON 12/10/71, AT THE GAINESVILLE RA AND AT NO TIME DURING 

THIS INTERVIEW DID SAI TELL OR GIVE THE 

IMPRESSION THAT PRESSURE WAS BEING PLACED ON SA 

WASHINGTON TO GET 

FROM 

ARRESTED ON ANYTHING. 

WFO BEING ADVISED OF ABOVE IN THE EVENT A FUTURE 

REINTERVIEW OF IS NECESSARY. 

END 

RXH FBIHQ CLR 
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;'-V 4 
Herington to Director memorandum! 
Re: Code Name: Tricycle 

^ ' eoMAfflAL (attack on Pearl Harbor by the Japanese. There is nothing hr our files to 
indicate that Mr. Hoover ever met Popov personally. With regard to the 
alleged 1946 meeting the Bureau file is clear that Popov did come to the 
Bureau; that he had previously written requesting to see Mr. Hoover personally; 

. that Mr. Hoover didn’t know who he was when the letter was received; that he 
in fact did not talk to Mr. Hoover personally but rather to two aides. 

jrOur files also indicate that Popov’s German principals had given 
him certanrlntelligence targets when he came to the United States to develop 

jMnformation on and included'in those targets were defense installations in 
rHawaii. We used this information to furnish the Germans disinformation 

and otherwise properly handled the information -Popov furnished us concerning j 
the Germans’ interest in Hawaii^ By no stretch of the imagination could this 

3 equated with an advance knowledge that Pearl Harbor was to be attacked by 
the Japanese. There are other significant errors in the article and on the 
whole itls sensationalized, fictionalized and filled with half-truths and down¬ 
right lies. \j 

I reached Whitten on the afternoon of August 16th and told him 
that we had carefully analyzed the article and that quite frankly Popov had an 
extremely vivid imagination. Whitten agreed to talk off the record and I 

I detailed for him some of the falsehoods in the article including the central 
fact that Popov had never personally met Mr. Hoover which really destroys 
the basis for his entire article. Whitten said that in the light of our conver¬ 
sation they may write no column at all about JMS|.matter but if they do it 
would not amount to more than two or three/paragraphs which would include 
my comment made for the record in response to their inquiry that Popov 
had never personally met Mr. Hoover and, accordingly, the conversations he 
recounts simply could not have taken place. 

Attached is an airtel advising the New York Office where Popov was 
handled and Legat, London of the proposed article in ’’True” Magazine and 
the forthcoming book by Popov. New York is requested to review its files to 
doublecheck the fact that Mr. Hoover never met with Popov in New York (it 
seems inconceivable that such a meeting could take place without having the 
Bureau file show it) and unless there are reasons unknown to the Bureau which 
would preclude such action to promptly contact the editors of ’’True’’ Magazine 
and the publisher of the book, both of which are located in New York. 

(CONTINUED-OVER) 

- 2 - 
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Herington to Director memorandum 
Re: Code Name: Tricycle 

New York is instructed to advise both of them that we hav^f confidentially 
learned of these publications and desire to go on record with the statement 
that much of the material pertaining to the FBI i s grossly inaccurate and that 
Popov never personally met Mr. Hoover at any time. The New York Office is 
also requested to attempt to discreetly obtain an advance copy of the forthcomi: 

RECOMMENDATION 

- 3 - 
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‘ • On the evening of 8/27/73 Whitten called me and said that on 
Anderson’s radio and television shows he sometimes makes predictions and they 
were contemplating a prediction indicating that -the FBI would ’’beef up its sta 
of representatives assigned to England. I told Whitten that I didn’t know what 
he could possibly base that prediction on; I didn’t feel that it was accurate. ll J 
Whitten said that with the letter bomb received at the British Embassy yesterday > 
and with the killing of Colonel Alon of the Israeli Embassy they were projecting ^ 
that the FBI’s overseas operations would be expanded to counter terrorist 

activities. . 
, % 

I told Whitten that our Legal Attaches are not operational; that they 
are in foreign countries on a liaison basis; and that while we were vitally con" ■se¬ 
cerned with terrorist matters and terroristic attacks occurring or which might 
occur in this country, I saw no reason to dramatically expand our foreign 
liaison operations since that liaison is already firmly established and actual Ck 
investigation in those countries was conducted by the law enforcement and \J\ 
intelligence agencies of those countries. 

Whitten asked if we had been alerting other Federal agencies con¬ 
cerning the threat of letter bombs and I told him that certainly there was. an 

g* interchange of information among agencies in the Federal Government, which 
y had always been a standard practice. He asked if we had sent out an alert to gf 
* 1 our offices. I told him that we obviously would take steps to insure that our ownQ 
/ ^ personnel were alert to potential threats of this nature, that we had done so m g 

the past and that we would do so in the future, when necessary. Whitten then s, 
Tf ^ asked what the average company or office such as his own should do if they , 

^ q 1 - Mr. Gebhardt ^ ^ S d d S 3 '"a""==“ 

" 1 - Mr. Miller (CONTINUED-OVER) J- /<££ . ! 3 
^ 1 - Mr. Malmleldt ^_^ f 0C7f''973 | 
£ ^ 1 - Mr. Herington NOT RF.r.oJtDEIJ .1*/' 

J68 OCT IS 1873 Nf Kuy V - 
^ 0EH:asg. _H-__ 

^ . . llil INT0K1ATI0N COMTAIIfED 
t . r\ Qt TC TTMOT. A OOTTiT-n-rv * 



Herington to Direcufr memorandum 
Rentes Whitten' " " 

& 
/ • 

ic The Direc:c: 1 ~ 

received a suspicious parcel or letter, and I told him that the matter should 
>k0.. jberreferred to local authorities. I also advised him that the FBI would have an 

_interest because of our jurisdiction if an actual explosive was detected. 
Additionally, I pointed out the possibility of an interest on the part of the 

s’.'K’L'"' Postal Inspector’s office. I also pointed out to him that the average company 
-or office, not having technical equipment necessary to examine packages or 
envelopes, must rely principally on the vigilance of its personnel to detect 
material received which appears suspicious. f •. ..... 

'RECOMMENDATION ‘r. /;/. 
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Gen. Inv. . 

Ident. 

^LoboratoryifcP; j tj 

Plan. & Evdu _ 

frp6 yf£ 

f\a^' Reference is made to memorandum of J. E. Herington 
/ E-t’o-the-Director dated 8/28/73 ■which summarized Mr. Herington s n . 

“discussion with Mr. Whitten in connection with the recent use 
of letter bombs as a terrorist activity. 

The Intelligence Division recommends that the IS-3 
Section conduct appropriate research and preparation for the t 
eventual circularization of a handout to interested recipients | 
which would dramatically outline the danger of letter bombs * 
and recommend procedures for handling suspicious mail which 
might be a letter bomb. Preparation for this would include NS 
discussions with appropriate representatives of the FBI Laboratory,^ 

.FBI Training Division, Postal Inspectors Office, Metropolitan 
Police Department and the Explosives Ordnance Disposal facility 
at-- Indianhead, Maryland. 

This circularization would do much to educate potencial\ 
victims as to the dangers of letter bombs as well as enhance 
FBI prestige in being the first to step out with a program such 
as this. - m. information ccmntained 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

RECOMMENDATION: DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 DC; BAW/RS/STW 

That approval be given the IS~3 Section, Intelligence 
Division, to conduct a study to determine the feasibility of^ 

% 
Q' 

Circularization depicting the danger of letter bombs and methods 
... ...... •~ letter for dealing with suspicious mail which might contain a 

borab- Saa s~3- 

DNLipld ;L 

(9) /f 

See Addendum, page 2 
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ADDENDUM:-' ■ •INTELLIGENCE DIVISION :9:/'2:5/7:3: DNL'jg'lw 

The Intelligence Division notes. Training Division's 
objection to conducting a feasibility study regarding cir-. 
cularization of material relating to letter bombs.- It should 
be emphasized, however,., that .the recommendation is to determine 
the feasibility of circularization after a study has been made.' 
This study would result in a recommendation either for or 
against the circularization? the Intelligence 'Division feels 
that it is now premature to indicate that dissemination of 
such information could give a nut an idea which could increase 
these incidents." inasmuch as ,no recommendation can yet be made 
as to recipients, method and extent of circularization, and 
content of the. circular. Intelligence Division feels that 
diplomatic establishments, and personnel, who' are potential ^ 
bombing victims and fall within FBI jurisdiction under Public 
Law 92-539 also known as the Act for the Protection of Foreign 

. Officials and Official Guests, of the United States, and other 
selected recipients, may be assisted by the FBI through such a 
circular. The. proposed feasibility study would check into 
objections such as those- raised by the Training Division after 
examining all the facts: available and conferring with knowl¬ 
edgeable persons regarding the letter bomb menace. Naturally, . 
representatives' of the Training Division and Laboratory should 
be designated to: take part in the proposed study. Pros and 
cons can be set forth in a report.: The ’.Intelligence Division 
feel's that .the FBI should assume a leadership posture in doing 
whatever possible- to alert possible targets of letter' bombs 

: and to acquaint the police with the problem. 

- 3 - 
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Training- 

SUBJECT: UNSUB; THEFT OF FORMER SUPREME 
COURT JUSTICE-FELIX FRANKFURTER'S 

> PAPERS FROM LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
' WASHINGTON, D. C., 8/21-11/6/72 

■ .'' > - t*. 

Logal Coun 

Cong. Serv. 

Corr. & Crm. 

\j 

||/*^TelepKor 

Sn. U ouM,k 
Rm. 

Jy-A 

\c~ 
{■ 

Certain papers of former Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter 
have been stolen from the Library of Congress and we are conducting an 

I investigation. There is a prime suspect who is a lawyer in New York who 
| had been doing research on these papers. He has been interviewed and denied 
knowledge of the theft. Other leads are outstanding and the U. S. Attorney's 
Office is considering bringing the suspect before the Grand Jury and, if 
necessary, giving him immunity to at least recover the papers even if prose¬ 
cution is impossible. 

During a conversation with Les Whitten of Jack Anderson's column 
j on another matter, Whitten advised Herington that they would run a column on 
I Friday, 9/14/73, or Saturday, 9/15/73, on this matter. They received the 
information from sources in the Library of Congress after our recent arrest 
of a Library employee and the recovery of a large number of books she had 
stolen. Whitten said that they have attempted to write this column very caref 
so that whoever has the papers will not destroy them and to insure that the 
story is accurate they have cleared it with the press officer in the Library 
of Congress, which, is not their regular custom to do. Whitten said that since 
we have an investigation underway he wanted us to know of the column, but \ 
emphasized that this information was furnished on a strictly confidential basis ^ 
since he did not want any other news source to print the story prior to the v) 
time their column appears. During the past several months Herington has 
had numerous contacts with Whitten by phone, and while we certainly have g, 
.differences of opinion with Whitten and Jack Anderson, Whitten has made ~~- 
[every effort to contact us on matters affecting the FBI to give us an opportunity 
Jto comment. While our relationship is still at arm's length, we_ahoqld*r ^ g; 
maintain this confidence because of his courtesy in alerting us in' advance. 

\ 
1 - Mr. Gebhardt: 
1 - Mr. Franck 
1 - Mr. Herington 
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Franck to Callahan memorandum 
Re: Unsub: Theft of Former Supreme 

Cburt Justice Felix Frankfruter's Papers 

Herington has notified the Washington Field Office which is 
Office of Origin so that they could assess whether any publicity could damage 
the investigation or insure that investigation was conducted prior to the time 
the story appears in the papers. 

RECOMMENDATION 

2 
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Please note the attached .letter from 
a constituent forwarded to you for any consid¬ 
eration the correspondence may warrant., X 
would'greatly'appreciate your checking into 
this matter. Upon completion of your inves¬ 
tigation, please advise me of the. status of 
this case? in duplicate and return the original 
letter in an envelope marked to the attention 
of the Legislative Mail Section. 

Your assistance in this matter is 
appreciated. • ■ . 

' ' Sincerely, . - 

AIL FEI INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 DC BAli/RS/STK 

Jirch Bayh 
United States S&Cator 

Assoc. Dir, 
Asst. Dir*: 
Admin. 
CompSyst. 

Files ^ Com, _ 
Gen. Inv._ 
Ident. _„__ 
Inspection_ 
Intell_ 
Laboratory _„_ 
Plan. & Eval, _ 
Spec. Inv. _ 
Training ___ 

Legal Coun. 
Telephone Itm. _ 
Director Sec*y 2._ 
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LOS ANGELES 
A civil suit seeking/ 

r (AP) - 
>2.8 million 

was filed yestejgfSy on behalf 
of actress Jan _ 
Presidenf“Ni xo&3 men in his 
administration vand former 
high government officials. 

T h e complaint, alleging 
violations of Miss Fonda's 
constitutional rights, was filed 
in Federal Court in Los 
Angeles by the American Civil 
Liberties Union Foundation. It 
names 20 individuals and two 

' firms as defendants. 
' Miss Fonda, holding a stack 

of papers she said was an FBI 
dossier on her, told a news- 

1 conference she has been 
subjected to overt" and covert 
physical surveillance, under¬ 
cover intelligence gathering,, 
intimidation and harassment 
because, she is an outspoken 
critic of the Nixon administra* 

/ tion and the Jr do chin a war. , 
. ( She said " he secret FBI ■ 
\ file" had been given to her by 
j Washington columnist Jack 

y Anderson. In Washington, 
A* Anderson said he had shown 

) three or four Hollywood stars ! their FBI files. He said*among 
them were Miss Fonda. J\far-V 
jprtorandq, and Toir^RandalL j 

^i'Re complaint says that in 
J anuary, 1971, "unknown 
agents of the United States 
government” in Detroit bur¬ 
glarized iviiss Fonda’s rented 
automobile of materials con¬ 
cerning a public inquiry into 
alleged atrocities committed 
by American servicemen in 
Vietnam. 

Named with Mr. .Nixon i 
defendants were L. Patrick * 
Gray III and William Ruckel- 
shaus, former acting directors 
of the FBI; Charles W. Colson 
and John W. Dean III, former • 
counsels to the President; 
John N. Mitchell and Richard 
G. Kleindienst, former attor¬ 
ney generals; and Robert C. 
Mardian, former chief of the 
Internal. Seoulity Division of 
the Justice Department. 

Members of the Nixon 
administration named as de¬ 
fendants include Afiy. Gen. 
Elliot L. Richardson, Treasury 
Secretary George P. Shultz, 
Secretary of Defense James R. 
Schlesinger and Secretary/ of j 
State Henry A. Kissinger." 

Other defendants are former * 
White Kousi advisers H. R j 
Haldeman and John D. Ehr- - 
lichman. 

Indians of Jamaica 
Jamaica was inhabited by 

fee Arawak Indians- when 
Christopher Columbus discov¬ 
ered the island in 1492. 

ILL INFORMATION CBNTAIHED 
HEREIN* IS TOCXASSIFIED L 
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November 19, 1973 

Honorable Birch Bayh 
United States Senate 
Washington, B* C« 2Q510 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAW/RS/STK 

Dear•.Senator Bayh: - 

Your communicatione with enc 
constituent,_ 
on November 14th. W 

from your ' - -b6 
]--was received fc>7C 

fD 

In reply, to your inquiry and the concernipbf your 
constituent, uacl^anderaon. has not had access- to any filed, 
within the custody of this Bureau. * - ■ - <‘v 

soc. Dir,_"_ 

st. Dir.: 

dmin. _ 

omp. Syst..__ 

xt. Affairs_ 

iles & Com. _ 

sn. Inv._ 
ont. ■ . 

spection _ 

tell- 

Moratory_ 

an. & Eval. . 

al I®! khone Rm. - 

^>r Sec’y _ 

In fulfilling our responsibilities.,, wo neoes£ai?ily 
disseminate certain information for. official purpose tog 
other agencies of the Federal Government. I can aj|ure you 
that no one has access, to FBI files except for official pur¬ 
poses or where authorised by law. 

2 am returning your enclosures as you requested. 

MAILED 4 

NOV 191973 /(i 

Sincerely yours, 

ETMgKelley 
' , ; ) 

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director 

.• Enclosures (3) ' ; • * , « • - 
1 — Indianapolis Enclosures (3) . 
1 -r Congressional Services Office - Enclosures (3) 

" NOTE: Bufiles disclose we have had prior limited, correspondence 
- ' with Senator 'Bayh. (D-Indiana). Based on -available information, 
■ I I is not identifiable in Bufiles. A 

: pLA:vgw (7) . ' • llmmA^0NCONTAr1^ - . UOiCU . UN^T.AcrQ~SI™\-’ 
. ■ 1 . .pO pjjf 3oiyi,13. . 

NOV 9 ? 7. ommtisE. * A 

. mail room E2I teletype uNiT^ib--^-Y. ... ’ nzwif* s usbxOiou 
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DATE: 9/12/73 

FROM . R. R. Franck n &£/ 

SUBJECT: 

TELEPHONE CALL 8/6/73 REGARDING 
.^-ASSASSINATION PLOT, SENATOR EDWARD JOHN 

('/GURNEY - VICTIM, CAS 

SoVfip. Syst. - 

Flics A Coin. 

Gcnf 

\dcniG._ -- 
Inspection 

Laboratory- 

Plan. & Eva!. — 

Spec. !«v. - 

Training- 

! 

b6 
b7C 

Legal Coun. 

Cong. Serv. , 

Corr. & Crm. 

Pr&Vpfj. .. 

TofO^K^To Rm 

£ctor $ec*y- 

has been responsible for stories alleging one or 
ins at the home of Mr. Hoover and also allegations that Mr. Hoover more break 

.. was miJrdered by an exotic poison. New York teletype 9/7/73 indicated that 
JackSAnderson was aware of allegations and had a man in Miami checking 
the story out. 

>1 

Pursuant to Herington’s conversation with Mr. Kelley on 9/11/73, 
Ilerington contacted Les Whitten of Jack Anderson's column and told him that 
we were aware of these allegations and that there is simply no truth to them. 
Mr. Hoover had never been burglarized and he died of natural causes. Whitten ^ 
said that they did have knowledge of the allegations and they had assigned 

bf their staff to check them out. They have decided that the 

ft 

allegations are false and they do not intend to run a story on this. 

RECOMMENDATION: For information. 

b6 
b7C 

li 

1 - Mr. Franck 
1 - Mr. Gebhardt 
1 - Mr. Herington 
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f 
Assoc. Dlf. 

Asst. Dir.; 

Admin. - 

^045 NY CODE 

1035 PM URGENT 09-07-73 PJR 

TO D IRECT OR 

X MI/AMI 89-95 

WASHINGTON FIELD 89-241 

FROM NEW YORK 89-227 3P 

rr 

Comp. 5vst*- 

Files & Con* ,f 

Gen. Inv ,- 

Ident. —- 

Inspection 

Intel!. - 

Laboratory- 

Plan. & Eval. 

Spec. Inv. - 

Training- 

Legal Couri 

Cong. Serv.-j\ 

|Corr. 8s Crm. / 
JjWdrch /— 

s ok.. Jl 
Telephone Rm. -] 

''-rector Sec'y - 

^TELEPHONE CALL 8/6/739 REGARDING 

ASSASSINATION PLOT, SENATOR EDWARD JOHN GURNEY-VICTIM, CAS, 

Mi INFORMATION COMMIE! 
00 WASHINGTON FIELD* eereiit is tjnciassified . 

ME 08-08-2008 BY €0324 XJC EM/BS/SJff 

REFERENCE NEW YORK AIRTEL TO BUREAU, 8/16/73. 

ON 8/28/73, SUBJECT TELEPHONED SPECIAL AGENT <SA5 

b6 
b7C 

uW OIvJp - 

Tat the NYO AND RAMBLED ON ABOUT THREE INDIVIDUALS 01* LAiiN 

EXTRACTION FROM MIAMI WHOM HE ALLEGED HAD TAKEN PART IN ONE OR 

MORE BREAK-INS, AT THE HOME OF THE LATE JOHN EDGAR HOOVER. HE 

*.*> STATED THAT HE HEARD THAT MR. HOOVER HAD BEEN MURDERED BY 

AN EXOTIC POISON, WHICH COULD NOT BE DETECTED AND GAVE APPEARANCE 

OF DEATH BY NATURAL CAUSESc 

END PAGE ONE 
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PAGE TWO 

THROUGH CONVERSATIONS WITH PERSONS HE REFUSED TO NAME AND BY 

’’DEDUCTION” AFTER CONVERSATIONS WITH OTHER PERSONS HE WOULD NOT 

NAME®- 

ON 9/7/73 *| | NEW YORK "DAILY NEWS*” WASHINGTON* 

DC BUREAU REPRESENTATIVE* PHONE NUMBER TELEPHONED 

SA| |AT THE NYO AND STATED THAT HE WAS WORKING ON A STORY 

INVOLVING 3 LATIN INDIVIDUALS FROM MIAMI WHO WERE ALLEGED TO 

mVE PARTICIPATED IN SEVERAL BREAK-INS AT THE HOME OF THE LATE 

EDGAR HOOVERo 

HE STATED HE WOULD NOT PUBLISH THIS STORY IF IT WOULD 

INTERFERE WITH AN INVESTIGATION BEING CONDUCTED BY THE 
* 

FBIo HE INDICATED HE HAD RECEIVED SAl 1 NAME FROM A SOURCE 

AND APPARENTLY THIS SOURCE HAD PREVIOUSLY TALKED TO THE NYOc 

[continued THAT JACK ANDERSON HAD THE ALLEGED 

BREAK- IN INFORMATION AND HAD A MAN NAMEDi I CPH) IN 

MIAMI ATTEMPTING TO DETERMINE FURTHER DEI AIL Se 

b6 
b7C 

NO COMMENT WAS MADE ON WHETHER OR NOT AN INVESTIGATION' WAS 

IN PROGRESS AT THE NYO ANd| I WAS ADVISED TO CAREFULLY 
t - 

El© PAGE TWO 



CHECTt THE RELIABILITY OF HIS' SOURCEo 

FOR THE INFORMATION OF RECEIVING OFFICES, SA| |WAS ONE 

-OF THE AGENTS WHO INTERVIEWED SUBJECTg|~ | CONC;ERlitNG THE 

ALLEGED. ASSASSINATION PLOT AGAINST SENATOR EDWARD JOHN GURNEY* 

MIAMI, AMD WFp BE ALERT TO INQUIRIES CONCERNING THIS MATTER 

END 

dO." y°/v. 
/4u 
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TO Mr. Callahan DATE: 10/5/73 

c from : R. R. Franck 

,(scj 

MJ,, 
^HEREIN 

DATE 

MFOBM&TIOH CONTAINED 
S UNCLASSIFIED 

Q8-2008 BY 60324 UC BAB 

sst. Dir.: 

‘Admin. _ 

Cemp. £ys; 

Ext. Affair’ 

piiw^Gb 
G 
Ident. 

Inspection . 

IntelI. _ 

UBJECT: 

J^L 
1 UNKNOWN SUBJECT. AKA 

” Ithe CONCORD 
HOTEL, K3AMESHA LAKE, NEW YORK - VICTIM; 
EXTORTION 

Laboratory_ 

Plan. & EvaL_ 

Spec. Inv. _ 

Training_ 

Legal Coun. - . 

Telephono Rm. _ 

Director Soc'y_ 

At approximately 5:30 p. m. today. Jack^nderson and Joe 
Spear came to my office and spoke with Herington and Quinn of this 
Division and Section Chief R. F. Bates and Number One Man N. S. Irwin 
of the General Investigative Division. 

Herington told Anderson and Spear immediately that we want . 
|to discuss this matter with them in full detail completely off the record 
j and not for use in anyway by them, pointing out that this was necessary 
[to establish a dialogue. Anderson readily agreed as did Spear. 

Anderson and Spear were shown a copy of the extortion letter 
received by The Concord Hotel and Spear indicated that he had not seen 
that letter previously. although|~ |had promised to get a copy for 
him. 

b6 
b7C 

V 
had summarized, orally, this information for Spear. 

(V) 

$ 

Anderson and Spear were then told of the subsequent payoff 
attempt and our efforts to cover the payoff and the very difficult circum¬ 
stances under which the payoff was carried out. They were told that the 
subjects did get away with one bag containing phony money and, in response 4^ 
to a question from Anderson, they were told that that bag did contain a 
radio device which had apparently malfunctioned when it was dropped through^! 
the broken window at the payoff site. ^ 

They were then shown a copy of the letter sent to Assistant 
Director Malone of the New York Office at which point Spear said that he 
had a copy of that letter which had been given him by[^ 

W-506 55 c 
1 - Mr. Franck 
1 - Mr. Bates 
1 - Mr. Gebhardt 
1 - Mr. Herington 
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m. 09 
J\ R; R. Franck to Mr. Callahan Memo 

RE:I IUNKNOWN SUBJECT, AKA 

Mr. Caliana:. 

>6 
b7C 

It was then pointed out that when these negotiations were 
cbm'mence'd-the evening of 10/4/73, we said that it was extremely 
important to have Spear as a witness because_had admitted to - • 
him..sending the extortion letters which was evidence and which would 
give us-probable cause; Spear said that he did not know! |name, 
although he had been given a name | was using, |(phonetic), 
which! " I ha d told him was a pseudonym.. Spear was shown a pnoto- 
graphTof_and said that he simply could not tell us whether this 
was or was not the individual who contacted him at this point. . . 

8oear canscic-Kv • * . 
Divide:. Thereafter, Anderson and Spear were advised that we had 

a<nrestedltwo individuals in this case today._early this. 
afternoon in New York, and late this alternoon m Philadelphia 
territory. They were advised that we had known the identity of ____ 
for several -weeks, that we had him under loose surveillance and had been 
carefully following his activities in an effort to obtain probable cause._ 
^heycW.ere.told that the probable cause had resulted today. when|_ 
went to the bank in New York and took the original extortion letter from 
the safety deposit:box. r:r; - -- - • . ■ ;„ - * c: in? 

received rv 7.1 n C •- 

that-H ite:’ It was again.emphasized to Anderson that the subject in this 
. qase had.endeavored to make his column part of... a plot to embarrass the 
FBI'and,' since| |had not dealt fairly with him, there was a justifiable 
reason for hi^,no> honoring the pledge of confidentiality. Anderson Said 
thj^tgfhis would take some further consideration but subsequently retracted 
thatand said.under the circumstances they simply could not permit Spear 
tg^dentify-the subject or testify without a release from the subject,. A? 
phone call was received from Anderson’s office which Anderson took and_ 
announced that it had been a message, through his secretary, froml_I 

|attorney. He explained that they had contacted] 
([previously to corroborate story and, after our earlier conversation 
(today had recontacted him seeking a release from the pledge of confidentiality. 
Tjhpy.had made this request to on the basis that, if they wrote a - 
story, it would be more credible if tne subject was identified, and that it 
would be to the subjects advantage if, indeed, his purpose;w.as to embarrass 

1 - Mr. Gee.".'re 
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m/k 

an Memo 
UNKNOWN SUBJECT, AKA b6 

b7C 

the FBI. Anderson said that| ~ | had seemed receptive to this 
(position and it was Anderson’s feeling that they would have received a 
released from confidentiality. He said that now that the subject has 
ibeen arrested there is still a good possibility that such a release will 
$be given becausel Istory to Ander.son is in effect what will be 
Jiis. defense and they will need Spear as a defense witness to corroborate 
■the.intention of the subjects in this scheme. _is to advise on 
rMonday, 10/8/73, whether they can be released from the pledge of 
•c.onfidentiality. Anderson asked if Spear's testimony would still be 
valuable to the FBI and he was told that it certainly would be since what¬ 
ever the subject claims as a motive, his admissions to Spear constitute 
ja-confession of mailing the extortion letters. Anderson and Spear agree 
jthat-if they receive a release, Spear will make himself available next 
-.Tuesday, 10/9/73, for a complete interview by the FBI and will cooperate 
:fully.- 
Ct.v* *'* y 

Z-lcr -rli : Anderson noted that they still wanted to do a story on this 
hand would certanly want to use anything the FBI could give them. 
iAnderson was told that they could tell the story of the payoff situation 
and the difficulty we had in covering it resulting in the loss of one of 

l the bags arid he was told that they could also indicate that we had known 
| |identity for several weeks, and had been following his activities 
- jclosely. This is the type of information that might be revealed during 

;.the..cQurse of an interview of a witness to convince him that he should 
ic.oop.erate with the FBI and it was pointed out that this was the type of 
•(.contact we were having with Spear. „ • : . 

•C . The General Investigative Division is requesting the New 
:York Office to furnish further information which will appear in the 
icomplaint or which could be used to assist Anderson in writing a story 
vfavorable to the FBI. Anderson said that they would rough out a story 
Lover the weekend and that next Tuesday, 10/9/73, he would call Quinn 
[and read the story to him to insure that there was no information in the 
istory which would violate our agreement. On Tuesday, we should be able 
•to.give Anderson some additional assistance. Although the story will be 
sent out Tuesday, it will be printed next Friday and thus should not interfere 
with any effort to obtain a confidentiality release from_ 

- 3 - 
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R, R. Franck to Mr. Callahan Memo 
!E:[ UNKNOWN SUBJECT, AKA b6 

.b7C 

the- 73., .-.Herington told Spear that it would be very embarrassing 
to ;haye had this conversation and then have Spear tell us that the 
photograph we showed him was not of[ _ Spear said that he still 
could not make any statement as to whether it was or was not. Herington 
asked him if he could not at least give us a clue, at which point he laughed 
and said that ’’after hearing your story today I have acquired a new 
respect for the FBI. ” 

cc:7: ‘ This meeting closed with Anderson reiterating what he 
said earlier today, that while he had had differences with the FBI in 
thev.past, he admired the FBI, he respected Mr. Kelley and from now 
on (Wants to do everything possible to assist the FBI in rebuilding its 
ijnage.; He wants to write favorable stories about the FBI and write 
favorable stories we can assist him with. Herington gave. Anderson a 
copy of the speech Mr. Kelley will give before the National Newspaper 
Association, 10/11/73, and noted that Anderson might find Mr. Kelley's 
policies, set. fotth in that speech, of particular interest. 
aiio V- 
Ar.dsrsc 

believed 
-There seems to be no doubt thatreither Anderson 1x2- Spear S€ 

_ 3 tory _ that this whole plot was to embarrass the 
FBI.,..;They believe it was an extortion that went sour. They have pledged 

[cooperation and they will undoubtedly cooperate completely if a release 
—— 1 There is a good possibility that they 

may feel Spear’s testimony will 
can'be; obtained from 
release, will be obtained since_ 
assist:the defense more than the prosecution. 

Spear did admit that he had talked to[ 
and had also seen him in person. 

by photograph 

]on the phone 

of 

It is evident that he can identify 
Anderson said that he had seen only the back 

head and could not make identification under any circumstances. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

This will be followed closely. 
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MAY 1#62 EDITION- 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 ^ 

UNITED'STATES GcArnSSJ 

Memorandum 
UNITED'STATES GC n£?ent' 

Mr. Callahan 

Franck 

DATE: 12/14/73 

LES/WHITTEN Q 
REPORTER FOR JACK ANDERSON l 
wasjingt6n._d^-C . -_ . o A h j V 
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ON | I v r ^ 
AND|_|- ROMANIANS blC l 

Les Whitten, a reporter for columnist Jack Anderson, contacted-my ^ 
office on 12/12/73 and advised that he was looking into a story about the Bureau ? 
arresting two Romanian diplomats-1 |-in ^ 
Detroit, Michigan, for stealing secret information from the Ford Motor CompaiwQ 
in September of this year. He advised that he had information that pressure 
may have been put on the Bureau by the State Department to play down this ^ 
arrest. He further stated that this came about by the Bureau not publicizing (F 
this arrest in the media. p 

L r- 
rsf < 

Whitten was advised that efforts would be made to identify this case—- 
and that he would be recontacted. This case is identifiable with Bureau file ^r‘ 

AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAri/RS/SIK 

/Ass'ie. Dir.VE- 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. _ 

Inspefi^fon^T!^ 

zm 
Plan. & Eval. 

Spec. lnv._ 

Training_ 

Legal Coun. _ 

Telephone Rm. 

Director Sec#y . 

entitled 
>jStolen Property - Major Theft - Conspiracy. " 

etal, Interstate Transportation ofl 
b7C 

r On 12/13/73 Whitten was telephonically contacted and advised that 
this case is being carded by the Bureau as a criminal violation and is currently^ 
being processed in the Federal Court in Detroit, Michigan. ^ 

+2 +> S I © © fts © CO o 5 
^ o1 pf <3 & oft P3 o 
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I | He was also advised tbsft-lig^ressure had been brought to bear on o 
(the Bureau by anyone, especially oy tlie^State Department. In regard to the c 
press releases, he was furnished the date and code number of the UPI ticker ,g 
which ran the arrest story from Detroit. He was also furnished the reporter’s g 

® name |who filed the story which appeared in the "Detroit News’*3 
3 on 8/31/73. nrr QQV; / § 

* Whitten was advised that.no further, information,could be furnished 
!} jhim regarding this case as it was actively pending and-should he desire further 

Jinformation he may eM&te to contact the U. S. Attorney irTBefrUifT^Michigan. 

1 - Mr. Franck 1 - Mr. Malmfeldt 
1 - Mr. Gebhardt■ l _ Mr. Heim (C 

Ajl - PressMm® 14197$ -.File ,8.7-21995 
Mrmvsg - . _ 

/v (7) '■ . r . ’ 

■ N'3 DEC 2R T973 

3OTmUB®=©V'E=R>- 
AWj INFORMATION CONmiffiruT, 
/rfy EFIM IS UNCLASSIFIED/T|i1V 
^SPseWHERE SHOWl^ , /A ' 
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_ 5010—106-. 

. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
T|> :Mr, Franck ^ 

f 
from :Mr. Heim » 

SUBJECT: JACK ANDERSON 
SYNDICATED COLUMNIST 

DATE: 1-22-74. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

OS-08-2008 BY €0324 UC BAK/R5/STR 

%ssoc. Dir. VL 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. _ 

Comp,-Wst. _ 

Ex* 
Files 

Gen.^InJS_ 

Inspection _ 

Intel!_ 

Laboratory_ 

Plan. & Eval._ 

Spec. Inv._ 

Training_ 

Legal Cotm. _ 

Telephone Rm. _ 

Director Sec’y- 

It hasjbeen confidentially learned that Jack Anderson 
will receive ThejfcAmerican Legion National Commanders Public 

, Relations Award, at a public relations luncheon to be held"at 
the Sheraton Park Hotel during the Legion's mid-winter meetings 

By way of background, this award was first given 
in 1961, and some of the prior recipients have included: 
Lyle Wilson of United Press International; General David 
Sarnoff, Radio Corporation of America; James Rowley, who was 
then Director of the U.S. Secret Service; news commentator 
Lowell Thomas; David Lawrence of U.S. News and World Report; 
Robert Sarnoff of the National Broadcasting Company; Efrem 
Zimbalist, Jr.; Lieutenant General "Chappie" James of the A a 
Department of Defense; Jack Valenti, who was then with the CSP 
American Newspaper Publishers Association; and Hollywood 
personality Red Skeleton. - 

It is noted that C.D. DeLoach, former Assistant to’"”* 
the Director, is Chairman of the Legion's Public Relations 
Commission and must personally approve any recipients for 
this award. The luncheon during which this award *wi 1-1-be - 
made will be attended by approximately seven to eight hundred 
top Legionnaires from throughout the United States and 
numerous representatives of the media. It is noted that only 
top Legion officials are aware that Anderson will receive 
this award; however, the Legion will be issuing an announce—^ 
ment concerning it prior to the luncheon 

RECOMMENDATION: For information. 

Mr. Franck 

mm 
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UNITED STATES G^ERNMENT 

Memorandum 
to : MR. CALLAHAN 

FROM : R. R. FRANCK 

h T 

* 

DATE: ’ 1-25-74 

Assoc. Dir. _ 

Dir.;*'' 
Admin. - 

Comp. Syst. 

Ext. Affairs 

Flios & Com 

G«n. Inv, 

Ident. _ 

3 

f 

SUBJECT: 

INFORMATION CONUiUKJNliNU 

ILL IWmMMlOE C0IHM1E.I 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

- DATE. 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BATV/R5/5TK 

Inspection- 

Intel l.- 

Laboratory ,- 

Plan. & Eval. — 

Spec. Inv.- 

Training- 

Legal Coun.- 

Telephone Rm.- 

Director Soc'y- 

And 
I that 

At 8:30 a.m. this date, Les^itten, areport^r for J|cjL 
lerson. syndicated columnist, telephonically contacted me to advise 
1 lhad made a tape recording of "his life as an informant with 

I _... . . . i* __♦ _r\ r»rm niTfP OTT PP e FBI" which Mr. Whitten had in his possession with the concurrence 
r " I ... . - . . . I I_r r ^ Ij-qtt TT7Tf*TY OCCP.q" 

^11 XVJ.JL • ii*vvv** 

Whitten identified! as "one of the key witnesses" 
He states I is now in the Gainesville 8 trial in Florida last year, 

residing ini Hand he has not met 
vet. Mr. Whitten stated that the following information furnishedby 

face to lace as 

TV UJLWVWl uvwvwj. -- 

Jis to be utilized in a column, perhaps as early as tomorrow, 
and he wanted to give us the opportunity to respond to any of these points: 

(1) 
hang-ups of individuals. 

states that the FBI is mainly interested in sexual 

b6 
b7C 

3 

(2) The FBI only "goes after little guys and hot big bosses," 
meaning that the people who run the corporations, etc., are never brought 
to the bar of justice. (y 

le 8 trial the FBI "sneaked"! 
at which 

(3) During the Gainesvil 
into a meeting with another witness, 

to this meeting withj 
had previously been nervous on the stand ana 

* . . — rm •J.J. _ _ _ 
him make a better witness. 
possibly have set up this meeting between 

who Whitten say 

V 

** 
no 

d 

d 

Jrequest for| | b6 
hought he could heip b7C 

Mr. Whitten mentioned that two agents could r>o 
one agent 

gave 
liCCC-Ulg, WJLOJLJL aiivviiw* ? I ■ -7 T  -j. 

la pep talk about how to act during his testimony in court. According 
was at 

i_ _s handled j__ 
possibly from New Orleans, whoJmndied [ 

DCP 1/ 
Jmrraire ML 

,and[_ 
Tand another” 

> Pi aether we*wo 

lor not. _ 
continuing link with the FBI. 

Mr. Whitten%nxjuired — --x 
is still on the payroll of the FBI or whether hehasaoy 

NOT RECORDED < 

Mr. Whitten states that I "[story is higBy criW4.1 of 
l\ the Justice Department for failure to financially take e«e»@*of him^asiavell. 
*.! __ . . . ill _t _ _ ^ n lift TAY» if C POD Gil I tm.\ C\ 11V" i 

b6 
b7C 

’•■« as of the United States Attorney ^ — 
/ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

'(/ RRF: crt.j 

v4 
v v 1 - Mi lE'WajffldF™81 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED. IjG ^ , 
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN. , (;J 

•3 in Gainesville for its conduct during 

coJpW^ 

(OVER.) V ' \l 
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ADDENDUM BY THE INTELLIGENCE AND EXTERNAL- AFFAIRS. DIVISIONS: 
FBG:RSY/jam:jo 1/25/74 

This matter has been coordinated by the Intelligence 
and External Affairs Divisions and the following answers'are 
proposed for response to Mr. Whitten's 4 questions. 

(1) There is absolutely no basis in' fact for the 
assertion that the FBI is mainly interested in sexual hang-ups of 
individuals. No further amplification is necessary for this denial. 

(2) Whitten himself has acknowledged that the FBI does 
not go after just small fry in its investigations. Consequently, 
no additional comment is necessary. 

Florida, 
another. 

13) During the course of the trial in Gainesville, 
]were lodged in motels adjacent to one ] and 

Their presence in the area became known to one another 

[ 
through publicity given the trial. requested to meet with 

]so'cially before he left the Gainesville area. The contacting 
Agents acceded to this,request and and met publicly 
in the lobby of a motel in Ocala, Florida, on 8/13/7:3 in the 
presence of their respective contacting Agents.. Both of these D/L 

individuals were cautioned by the Agents not to discuss the trial 
and were reminded of the court order prohibiting discussion of 
testimony by any witness. They both' verbally agreed to abide by 
this order. This public meeting lasted for approximately 45 minutes 
and the Agents were present 
was anvthing said concerninq 

durinq the entire time and at no time 
r| testimonv, his conduct on 

the stand or about testimony. 

(4) was never on the "payroll of the FBI" as 
such. During the period he was operated he was paid for services 
rendered and reimbursed for expenses incurred. | lwas 
discontinued as an informant on 6/9/72 following his compromise 
in late May, 1972. After his discontinuance, _became a 

b6 
b7C 

potential Government witness and the re spoils ibility for his 
maintenance was assumed by the Department. As a matter of coopera- 
tion with the Department, FBI Agents maintained liaison with 
at his relocation points until after his testimony at the trial in 
Gainesville, Florida, in August, 1973. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

, That Mr. Kelley approve the above responses and that ^ 

they be furnished to Mr. Whitten by the External Affairs Division. 
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« - • 
Franck to Callahan memorandum 
Re: Lee1 Whitten 

Whitten stated that he was unaware that UPI had carried this story and that it had 
appeared in the "Detroit News. " He stated that his information must be faulty 
and that it appeared the Bureau had done an outstanding job in this particular case. 
He stated he was surprised that the major papers in the country had not picked 
this story up. He appeared grateful for this information and advised that he 
would like to keep contacting the Bureau when he had to run out certain stories 
such as this. 

RECOMMENDATION 

For information. 

- 2 - 



ADDENDUM TRAINING DIVISION (TJJ:,jms, 9/7/73) 

Training Division does not agree with recommendation as 
' set forth. Training-Division would like to know to whom this document is 
going to be circularized since the National Bomb Data Center has advised 
all law enforcement concerning letter bombs. Dissemination of such a 
document suggested by the Intelligence Division could start a panic if we 
were going to disseminate it to the general public or if it gets into the hands . 
of the general public. Dissemination of such information could give some 
Vnut” an idea which could increase these incidents. In addition, there are 
many types of letter bombs that it would be almost.impossible to describe 
them all. 

*1V V " u ' r ’ > 

- ’ - Until the recommendation and reasons for this program are 
set forth in Intelligence Division memorandum and are clearly defined stating 
what areas it is proposed to be covered as well as the nature of dissemination, 
Training Division opposes this suggestion. 



Dep. AD Adm. _ . 

l?ep. AD Inv. _— 

tsst. Dir.: 

February 12,1974 

REG-5; 
w/' ,* : 

b6 
b7C 

Dear =1 , ; ' ' 
I received your letter of February 6th and your 

interest, in bringing this information to my attention is 

indeed appreciated. 

Sincerely yours. 

C. M. Kelley. 

Clarence H. Kelley 
. Director 

NOTE: Based on available information, correspondent is,.. > 

not identifiable ‘in Bufiles. Correspondent's, letter 
concerns Jacl^-jmderson' s appearance on television discussing 

the Watergate incident. ‘ " 
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Mfvmnraririnm to Mr_Callahan 

Re: 

the trial. However, the above four points are the only matters directly 
-relating to the FBI that Whitten desires to use in his column. Whitten 
-did say that point #2 is a bad rap for he knows the FBI has not gone after 
just the small fry in their investigations and certainly Watergate proves 
that. He said he will point out that fact himself in his column. 

Information has previously been developed that has 
been peddling similar information to other members of the news media in 
the past and has attempted to publish a book on his experiences. 

ACTION: 

Intelligence Division (Mr. Wanriall already advised) will 
consider the above request by Mr. Whitten and prepare responses for 
use by the External Affairs Division. 

\ 
AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-19-2008 BY 60324 DC BAf/RS/STW 

/ 

/ 

/ 

b6 
b7C 

/ 



1EC-51 
p\4- March 6, 1974 

b6 
b7C 

I received your communication on March 4th and 
certainly understand the concern prompting you to write.. 

In reply to your inquiry, Jack Anderson has not 
had access to any files within the custody of this Bureau. 
In fulfilling our responsibilities, we necessarily dissem¬ 
inate certain information for official purposes to other 
agencies of the Federal Government. I can assure you that 
no one has access to FBI files except for official purposes 
or where authorized by law. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. M. .Kelley ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY €0324 CC Bfttf/RS/SIK Clarence M. Kelley 
Director 

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. 
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Memorandum. 
UNITED STATES G^ERNMENT # 

' FROM 

A SUBJECT: 

Mr. W. R. Wannall date: 

/ail IHFdmiTlON |0NTAIHE.D 
A. B. Fulton/MiEREIN IS UHCU.SSIFIE.0 

' ID&TE 08-08-2008 BY €0324 UC BMf/RS/STO 

JACK ANDERSON, COLUMNIST 

1 - Mr. Franck. 
1 - Mr. Mintz 
1 - Mr. Wannall 
2/28/74 
1 - Mr. Shackelford 
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore 
1 - Mr. Fulton 
1 - Mr. Sizoo 

Assoc. Dir. 

Dep. AD Adm. _ 

'sssirSi,., 
Admin._ jjf 

Ext. 

Files 

Gen. Iqv._5 i 

Ident. _* 

The purpose of this memorandum is to answer Mr. KeMeyTs in- 
quiry "What is this all about?" concerning the attached column $3 Stars Get 

.FBI Files From Anderson" in the Los Angeles Times, Februarjr 26, 1974, 
which claimed that columnist Jack Anderson has given Jane Fonda, Marlon 
Brando and Tony Randall their "FBI files." 

t; * Ik j 
r- ' - - .-..O 

", _ It is believed that the allegation that Anderson furnished FBI 
file material to Fonda, Brando, and Randall stems from an apparent leak in 
early;1972 of FBI classified and nonclassified documents sent to the U.S. 

' Secret Service prior to March 1, 1972. 

Loboraiory_ 

Plan. & Eval._ 

Spec. Inv. _____ 

Training_ 

Legal Coun._ 

Telephone Rm. _ 

Director See'y ___ 

t\^ ; 
G'k. ^ 

£=~ Y" Beginning on May 1, 1972, and mostly in 1972 Anderson has re- 
ferred to specific FBI documents or quoted from the same in alleging that the 
FBI has improperly set up so-called "political files" or "secret dossiers" on / j\ 
numerous prominent persons in the U.S., including Hollywood, television, / 
sports, and civil rights figures. According to Anderson the FBI has been V § 
interested in these individuals only because of their opposition to U.S. dorries^ 
tic and foreign policies, especially our Vietnam military policy. jr' 

Our inquiry into Anderson’s compromise of FBI documents in his 
1972 columns pointed mainly at Secret Service which had been given our re¬ 
ports and memoranda, frequently at their request, in connection with Secret * 
Service responsibilities of Presidential security. In June, 1972, Secret Service 

[pinpointed a suspect for the leak, one who worked for a 
computer concern on a contract project of updating Secret Service computeri- 
zation of its records. $7hen interviewed as a suspect by Secret Service, 

^ I denied complicity in any leak, refused to take a polygraph .examina¬ 
tion and departed fronmhe project and the computer concern. Secret Service 
thereafter requestedV&to investigate. . 

-b6 ; 

‘b7C 

Enclosure 
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She project and the computer concern. Secret Service 
|to investigate. . 
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Memorandum to Mr . W. R. Wannall 
Re: Jack Anderson 

fingerprints were found on numerous Secret Service 
files related to the documents compromised in Anderson's columns, but it 
is known thatl I had legitimate access to those files as needed in his 
work at Secret Service from late 1971 to June, 1972. Our investigation failed--*&- 
|to develop direct evidence of anyone furnishing Anderson with the documents 
and-the Department of Justice and the U.S. Attorney for the District of 
Columbia have declined prosecution on charges of espionage or theft and 
illegal possession of Government property. As a result the case has been 
closed. 

b6 
b7C 

As to FBI files on Fonda, when filing a civil action against the 
President of the United States, the Director of the FBI, other Government 
officials, and two banks in October, 1973, alleging improper activities against 
her Fonda noted that Anderson had given her copies of FBI documents on in¬ 
vestigations of her. We believe these to be the four FBI documents dated in 
1970, 1971, and 1972 on Fonda which have beeh quoted from in Anderson's 
columns and apparently were leaked from Secret Service files. We conducted 
investigations of Fonda in 1970 and 1971 under the Sedition statute for activities 
and statements against the Vietnam war before U.S. servicemen, but no prosecu- Itions were effected. Currently, with authorization from the former Attorney 
General Richard Kleindienst on April 10, 1973, we are investigating Fonda 
under Title 18 U.S. Code, Section 2383 (Rebellion and Insurrection) and 
Section 2385 (Overthrow of Government) . The Department, based on our (assistance, is presently preparing answers to charges in Fonda's suit which 
seeks damages of $100,000 from each of 22 defendants. 

As to Marlon Brando, Anderson has not made reference to or 
quoted from any specific FBI documents about the actor, although he has 
claimed that the FBI has a file on Brando. It would appear the documents 
allegedly given to Brando by Anderson are (1) a July 27, 1966, memorandum 
on Brando requested by the White House (copy to Secret Service) and (2) a 
Los Angeles letterhead memorandum dated November 25, 1968, which was 
prepared on the basis of an indication that Brando was sympathetic with and 
associated with the Black Panther Party, civil rights groups, protests by 
American Indians, and anti-Vietnam war efforts. However, no membership 
in revolutionary of extremist groups by Brando was ever determined and no 
further investigation made of him since 1968. 

-2- CONTINUED - OVER 
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JOYCE HABER t 

13 Stars Get FBI Files 
pmxsz'i ■ 

' lAs everyone knows, the FBI is investigating deletions ’ 
from Watergate data submitted by tlie White House to i 

Ispecial prosecutor Leon Jaworski. What the FBI should j 
also.be investigating is its files on movie stars. Why? Be-'' 
cause Investigative reporter Jack Anderson, recently ; 
gave Jane Fonda, Marlon 
Brando and Tony Randall 

Jtheir FBI files. 
As the intrepid column 

nist and successor to the 
late Drew Pearson puts it: tmfmp 
’No, I didn't quite give 

them their files as gifts. 
NoV quite. It was not at 
our ^ instigation. It was at 
theft asking. I got the files 
of* several prominent peo* 
pie. J felt it was wrong for 

fthe iFBI even to have files 
onx those people. Out of 
/courtesy to these people, I 
called them and asked if 
they had any objection to 
our mentioning the files. 

"I specified to each of them that the material was raw 
and not necessarily accurate,!1 Anderson explains. "I 
blade the point that what the FBI did was improper and 
not really in their jurisdiction. When I called Jane Fon¬ 
da and Brando and Randall, they asked for theft files. 
We gave them to them." 

r x A Commemorative Event s . 
t / * 

Wednesday, in Washington, the widely-syndicated 
enterprising Anderson and 'his wife attended a party 
hosted by Drew Pearson's widow. The occasion: "Drew 
Pearson's Diaries," recently published. Tyler Abell, 
Mr. Pearson’s stepson, edited the diaries. Abell's wife 
Bess was social secretary for Lady Bird Johnson. 
And Abell's pal Jim Nabbrs, who spent the weekend 
aLMardi Gras in New Orleans (Jim was king two years 
ago) will attend. Happy Ash Wednesday, everyone. v 

flVIaybe the FBI is giving up its movie star files for 
Lent.~ ** * _ ‘ r ~,‘ 

Laboratory _ 

Plan. & Eval. 

Spec. Jnv. _ 

Training_ 

Legal Coun. _ 

Telephone Rm. 

ctor Sec'y 

From 

Jack Anderson 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Jack Anderson 

.cW*iL 
As to Ton^Randall we have never investigated him. Anderson has 

not made reference to or quoted from any specific FBI documents about Randall, 
although he has claimed the FBI has a file on Randall. It is possible that 
Anderson furnished Randall with a memorandum dated January 25, 1967, which 
we furnished to the White House at its request (copy to Secret Service) with 
information from Bureau files about Randall and his wife. This memorandum 
sets forth Randall’s activities at that time in opposition to U.S. policy in Vietnam, 
but there is no indication that he was associated with revolutionary or extremist 
elements. / J Cot- 

Concerning JoyeelHaber, author of the attached column from the 
February 26, 1974, Los Angeles Times, Bureau files contain no identifiable 
derogatory information about her,. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For the Director’s information. 

-3- 



r^AXfpTJane FondaTfileor not, s^eVbeerrin semis.eclu- 
f sion and just a step ahead of the FBI. Insiders say that 
Jane is planning to sue the government for? destroy mg- 
her career. Meanwhile, it took director Bryan Forbes a 
week to find Jane to offer her the lead in "The Step ford 
Wives.",The film will be based, on the.novel about a 
group of housewives which is a coven-of witches. 

My informants tell me that Forbes found, Jane in a 
seamy boardinghouse in Washington just a few steps 
from the FBI. And that Ms. Fonda (Mrs. Tom Hayden in : 
private life) refused the role. / 

: A month ago Jane was living inx Venice, a section ,of 
L.A., in',a flat on the upper floor of a two-story house. 
Working as a switchboard operator at the Indochina; 

• peace Campaign Headquarters. Sleeping on mattresses 
- on the floor with her husband and two children. The flat 

was robbed, but the burglars overlooked Jan^s-Oscar* 
f‘ for "Klute." No wonder. Ms. Fonda uses it as a bookend. ] 
* ... . Which is not as bad as MGM's studio chief Dan Met* 

nick. Danny keens the threes Emmys he won while a | 
partner of David Susskind in Talent Associates in A stor¬ 
age room at his charming contemporary and contenipor- 
ary-artisLdecorated house. He has been giving Sunday 
brunches of late to introduce his friends to his pad,, 
which he bought from super art dealer Irving Blunr Atr 
Danny's last weekend: director Ho ware Zieff ("Slith¬ 
er"); Nick Vanoff; Bill Harbach (who's waiting fop a" 
courtroom, as is his attorney, Arthur Crowley, for Bill's 
divorce from Faye)f Leonard Sternr Brooke Hopper; 
W^ren Beatty; producer Jo,e 

I Sunday");^Herb (Nora Naye) Rosses; Dick (Pauta Prenj 
tiss) Benjamins; Steve (Jayne.Meadows) Allens; and 
Jean-Claude (Sue Mengers) Tramonts. 

t ' Arte Johnson Hospitalized . >* 
* ■-:That lovely, funny man, Avie, Johnson, is recuperating 
Trohr; Surgery for & kidney stone in Qentui'y City Hospi¬ 
tal. Arte's wife Gisela tells me that Arte had 65 calls 
from well-wishers over the weekend. The operation, 
which ivas expected. toJast just over an hour, took four 
hours.l j . It's;allbutset for Donald Brooks ("Star") to 
do the costumes for paramount’s "Once Is Not Enough." 
Aq I told you, authoress Jackie Susanne favors Tony 
Quinn for the Hemingway character, while* director 
Guy Green favors Stephen Boyd. But while discussing 
the film with Kirk Douglas'(who'll play the lead, Mike 
Wayne) the other night, another name came Tip. And 

’ what a good earididate he is. It’s Jason Robards Jr. How 
about that, Jackie and Guy and (producer.VHoyva^d 

’ 1VA » v , . • - * 
.—.vT*-—-'—»—■——-—- .11 *— 

l&hr^oliowlTdoing..casting, too-with. ,^'s 
help!) Jackie, and her husband, Irving Mansheld, ar¬ 
rived Iiere over the weekend for an extended stay. Kirk • 
tells me that he advised his son Mike's home companion 
Brenda Vaccaro, to play Linda Riggs, the Helen Gurley 
•Rrnwn-tvne in "Enough." But Brenda turned it down. 
S3SM.® 1 would have « 
the book, but not as it is m the film. Translated ny i 
Jackie: "Every part is necessarily smaller m a^film 
than in a liovel." , __———- 
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MX INFOEMMION GONTAI 
HEREIN IS TOmSSIFIE‘0 
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Assoc. Dir._ 

Dep. AD Adm 

Dep. AD Inv. 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin._ 

Comp. Syst. _ 

Ext. Affairs . 

Files & Com. 

Gen. |nv. - ~ 

(dent._ 

Inspection_ 

Intell. _ 

Laboratory ,_ 

Plan. & Eval. 

Spec. Inv._ 

Training_ 

Legal Coun._ 

Telephone Rm. 

Director Sec'y 

This is/to acknowledge receipt of the copy of your 
February 26th to the Attorney General. letter of February, 26th to the Attorney General. 

With regard to the concern you expressed, the FBI 
has a responsibility for gathering and receiving from many 
voluntary sources information relating to subversive# militant, 
and hate-group activities which tend to undermine the ^ inter¬ 
nal security of our nation. We are charged with keeping the 
Department of Justice and other Government agencies advised 
of matters of this type, and we would be derelict in our duty 
if we did not do so. 

In fulfilling our responsibilities, we necessarily 
disseminate certain information to other agencies of the Fed¬ 
eral Government for official purposes. In this regard, I can 
assure you that no one has access to files within the custody 
of the FBI except for official purposes or where authorised 
by law. Jack Anderson has had no access to any files within 
our custody. j 

1' 'Si 
T' *.; 

MAILED 23 

MAR 81974 

Sincerely yours, 

& M. Kelley 

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director 

NOTE: Based on information available, 
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February 26, 197k- 

The Honorable William Saxbe 
Attorney General of the United States 
Department of Justice ^ 
Constitution Avenue —^ „ 
Washington, 3>. C. 2G$30 <J AC/C 

My dear Mr, Attorney General; 

1 had to read twice, this morning, the enclosed news¬ 
paper clipping, and still find it impossible to believe* 
If this is true, and 1 pray that it is not, I believe 
that we have great cause for alarm in 'this country. 

Ihis is of so serious a nature, X am certain that you 
will want to investigate it Immediately* 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 TC BAN/RS/5IK 

Mott sincerely a 

I 
Enel* Clipping from Los Angeles Times,;——r 

Tuesday, February 26* 19Jk- 

REC-64 
/ cc; Mr* Clarence M* Kelley : ~ 2 

Federal Bureau of Investigation.^^! , , 
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jJQ3$E HABER 
* , % ,v ** i ■ ' 

Stars Get FBI Files From Anderson 

mUbMssasm 

4 .V ^ 'o^ SV<A **1*^ 

Jifeveryone knows, the FBI'is-investigating deletions 
:**fr-om.vWatergate data submitted by the White House to - 
< special prosecutor Leon Jaworski. What the_FBI should ■ 
;^|p*^e investigating is it£.files;on-movie stars. Why? Be-* 
f^^ihvestigati've reporter "'Jack Anderson recently 
:f#&4?iJane -Fonda, Marlon - ‘ 

•'iBbahdo and Tony Randall 
v-’lhMFFBI files. 
•ISpfetthe intrepid colum- 
‘ i^lSFand successor to -the 

Drew P.ear?on puts'it: fe#®5SlS»S«^S: 
■■gfc.1' Vte give 
•f f® their-files as gifts. 
Mteqmte. It was not at 

, P&hnstigation. It was at • 
■ ^asking. I got the files 1 

*W felt it was wronger. , 
. ithelPBI" everi'td Have" files Wi$M||»' &&&&&$ v 
'iq^those; people.' Out of' .. 
.fcp.i&tesy to these people. I .i<-,mra^wtisrafffzra^ ■ 

- /called them and asked if • , 1 
.;|hey had any objection to Jack-Anderson '• .. '-[ 

jouiw mentioning the files. , , 
Jack' Anderson 

!,I specified to each of them that the material was raw 
'9nd~ not necessarily accurate/1. Anderson explains, /’HE 
ifnjlde the point that what the FBI did was improper and 
pofereally in their jurisdiction. When I called Jane Fon- 
|da and Brando and Randall, they asked for their files. 
|We gave them to them.” - 

Mi INHMMMKM aiMED 
HEREIN IS TOCX1.SSIFIED 

DUE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BMi/RS/SI* 
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Film Rigilts Acquired 
Paramount Pictures has 

entered into a deal for film 
rights for Harriette Ar¬ 
row's novel, “The Doll- 
maker.11 



April 18, 1974 

REC-102 

<jif^5~OCS.3^iO 

High Shoals, North Carolina 28077 

•/l.sS 

fefijEJBSD 

Dear Mrs. McGaha: 

ish^g Thank you for furnishing us your views and observa¬ 
tions in your letter of April 10th, with enclosure.' r, , 

I assure you we endeavor to discharge, our xesponsi- , 
bilities in the internal security field with the highest 
degree of thoroughness and dispatch. In fulfilling them, we 
necessarily disseminate certain information to other agencies y 

of the Federal Government for official purposes. In this 
regard, I can assure you that no one has access to files 
within the custody of the FBI except for official purposes or 
where authorized by lav?. Jack Anderson has had no access to - , 
any files within our custody and is not nor ever has been an 
knployee of this Bureau. . . J . “ 

| Sincerely yours , -• / 
I - ' ' ALL IKFORMATIOM' COHTAIHELD ’ 

J ■ Oc hi Kelley HEREIN IS unclassified 
■ . DATE, 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAW/R3/3IH 

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director ' " •. *; • }’> . • 

NOTE: Buflies' indicate'limited prior pordial correspondence 
with Mrs. McGaha. 
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Memorandum 
MR. JENKINS 

from : Fletcher D. Thompson 

DATE: 6-5-74 
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IsT 

BjECT: DISCUSSION WITH HOWIE KURTZ 
OF JACK^ANDEESQN’S STAFF RE OF JACK^ANDERSQN,S STAFF REGARDING 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION MATTERS 

Assoc. D- 

Dor* A? A<*fi. _ 

Gup. AD Inv. — 

Asst. Dtr*: 

Admin. . ... 

Comp. Syst._ 

Exf. Affairs -$**7/ + 

Files & ComAdi^ 

•site«zr 
inspection_ 

Intel I*_ 

Laboratory_ 

Plan. & Eval._ 

Spec. Inv._ 

Training_ 

Legal Coun._ 

Telephone Rm.'_ 

Director Sec'y_ 

Rememo from Legal Counsel to Mr. Miller 6-3-74 captioned 
’Dale B. Menard v. William B. Saxbe, et al., (U.S.D.C., D.C.), Civil 
Action No. 39-68” reporting that Howie Kurtz of Jack Anderson’s staff had 
talked with.Inspector Herington concerning the Menard case and indicating 
that Anderson will apparently be writing a column concerning the Menard 
case and the expunction of records from the Identification Division files. It 
was pointed out that from the line of questioning it was apparent that the 
column would probably take the same tack as the ACLU and other civil 
libertarians. (Menard4s the recent case decided by the District Court of sj 
Appeals which decrees that the FBI has a responsibility to expunge identjx? // 
fication records where no lawful arrest is involved and the individual w^sy !/ 
’’held for detention only. ”) - Jr\, 

Through arrangements made by Mr. McDermott and his staff/in the 
External Affairs Division I talked with Mr. Kurtz on the telephone for approxi¬ 
mately 25 minutes on 6-5-74. I told Mr. Kurtz that I wanted to be of any 
possible assistance in explaining to him the policies and procedures of the 
Identification Division and to emphasize the concern of the Director and of the 
Identification Division in improving our services to the American people and 
in protecting the rights of individuals. I reviewed briefly the Menard case 
with Mr. Kurtz and told him that it would be premature for me to speculate on 
just what effect the case would have on our operations since the order from 
the court had not been received. During our discussion the following were 
included in the points which I tried to stress to Mr. Kurtz: 

x - Mr. Campbell - ^ . / 
1 - Mr. McDermott pPf. yitf U — 5 005 3 —3LI» 3 
1 - Mr. Mintz **' ' ssr-ornSSbEcT" 

(CONTINUED - OVER) 

1 - Mr. Reed 
NOT RECORDED 

29 JUN 261974 allTotormatton CONTAIHEffi^-^! 
HEREIN IS VN~ ' 5 
Fr*"PT WHERE SHOWf ■ ” ‘ J 
OTHERWISE.. \ 

FDT:nmh / '* __ E,r*iTT where show ■ ■ 

(6) OTHERWISE.. 

3^ SEE ADDENDUM OF T. J. JENKINS, PAGE 4. (OVERKW^* 
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Memorandum to MR. JENKINS 
RE: Discussion with Howie Kurtz 

of Jack Anderson’s Staff Regarding 
Identification Division Matters 1 

i 

1. Pursuant to an order of the Attorney General dated 9-24-73 and 
published by the Director in the 11-28-73 issue of the Federal Register, 
an individual can now obtain his arrest record from the FBI Identification 
Division by submitting his fingerprints and a $5 fee. If the record is 
found to be incomplete or incorrect the individual is to make application 
directly to the contributor of the questioned information and upon receipt 
of an official communication directed to us from the agency which con¬ 
tributed the original information to the FBI Identification Division we will 
make any necessary changes. 

2. The procedure for expunging a record from the Identification Division 
was explained and it was pointed out that we handled some 18,000 expunctions 
during the last calendar year. 

3. Records of minor arrests since February, 1973, are no longer recorded 
in the Identification Division files and the fingerprints are returned to the 
contributors. 

Mr. Kurtz seemed to be primarily concerned about records in our files 
which do not disclose dispositions. I assured him that this is a real concern of 
the Director and of me and that we had so testified before Subcommittees of the 
Judiciary Committee of both the Senate and the House. I told him that we would 
welcome legislation which would require contributors to furnish dispositions on 
cases in. which fingerprints had been submitted to the FBI Identification Division. 
I told Mr. Kurtz that it was our opinion that law enforcement was entitled to and 
should receive arrest information even though no disposition is in our files. I 
cited the case of a person previously arrested for armed robbery but the dis¬ 
position for this arrest was not in our files. Upon inquiry from a law enforce¬ 
ment agency I thought the agency should be given this information. 

I told Mr. Kurtz that our primary area of concern is with fingerprints 
received in connection with licensing or employment as required by the states. 
I told him that we are currently considering this situation and I anticipate that 
the Director will be announcing definite recommendations within the next few 
weeks in this regard. 

' / 
/ (CONTINUED - OVER) 



Memorandum to MR. JENKINS 
RE: Discussion with Howie Kurtz 

of Jack Anderson’s Staff Regarding 
Identification Division Matters 

It should be noted that even though the Director has approved a 
procedure whereby an arrest record more than one year old without ^disposi¬ 
tion will not be disseminated, for employment or licensing purposes after 
7-1-74, I was careful in my conversation with Mr. Kurtz not to mention this 
new procedure since an announcement by the Director rather than a story by 
Jack Anderson would be highly desirable. 'It should be pointed out, however, 
that we will be sending a letter to all fingerprint contributors on or about 
6-15-74 announcing this change. We have also, of course, been in touch with 
the Department and in a call today from H Counsel for the b 6 

Ervin Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, he made reference to contact b7C 

which he had had with Deputy Assistant Attorney General Mary Lawton and it- 
appears that Lawton has probably mentioned this proposed procedure to . 

| has requested and been granted an opportunity to visit 
and tour the Identification Division at 9:30 a. m., 6-7-74. He, among others, 
was previously briefed by the Computer Systems Division. While it is certainly 
preferable that the Director announce this procedure in order that we may 
emphasize that it is affirmative action being taken voluntarily by the FBI, the 
above factors are mentioned to emphasize the very real possibility that' 
through the Department, the Ervin Committee, or a fingerprint contributor 
the news media may learn of this new policy before the anticipated announce- * 
ment by the Director in July. 

In conclusion I would say that while we cannot expect to win in any 
article by Jack Anderson concerning our Identification Division records, I do 
believe we stand to be treated a bit more fairly as a result of my discussion 
with Mr. Kurtz." I invited him to come to the Division and visit with us in 
person and take a tour of the Division at any time possible and called his 
attention to the fact that| ~[had previously been an employee in 
the FBI Identification Division. 



ADDENDUM OF T. J. JENKINS: TJJ:pmd 6-6-74: 

Attention is directed to the first paragraph on page 3 concerning - 
procedure which will take effect on July 1, 1974, concerning arrest records 
without disposition. It is noted that a member of the staff of the Ervin Sub¬ 
committee on Constitutional Rights knows of this and we will have to notify 
our contributors prior to July 1, 1974. In view of this, Mr. McDermott, 
Mr. Thompson and I feel that we should immediately make a press release 
concerning this before we are scooped by a Congressional committee or some 
other body. If the release is made now we'can get the full benefit of it and 
the Director can allude to this in any press conference he may want to hold 
in early July as an accomplishment of his first year as Director. This may 
also serve to diffuse any criticism which may appear in the Anderson column 
concerning our Identification records. We therefore strongly recommend that 
a press release concerning this matter be made as soon as possible. 
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SUBJECT: .INQUIRY BY LES WHITTEN 

CONCERNING FBI INVESTIGATION 
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Director U / 

On 2-4-75, while .at FBIHQ op—^mother matter, Les 
Whitten, assistant to columnist Jack Anderson, advised that 
he and Anderson are preparing an article which will tend -to 
•indicate that the FBI or other government agencies may have 
conducted an investigation of| I for 
political reasons. Whitten .stated* that | ~| is 
a resident alien who throughout the years has been highly . 
critical of the Greek government and of United States-Greek ^NLa 
relations. J | was especially critical of the 
Nixon administration and of one I I a financial 
supporter of Nixon. Whitten claims, that he has information :/*si 
that in January, 1972, then Attorney General John Mitchell 
and White House aide Murray Chotiner were overheard at a. 
cocktail party indicating in no uncertain terms that they would 
" et" I I Whitten•further .stated that he has evidence 

Mr. McDermott 
Mr. Cleveland 
Mr. Wannall 

^CONTINUED esassOSffifSaaTO,.,. 
Mffntr . 

.JL * ^ICVCiaUU , \ _ 
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Heim to McDermott 
RE: INQUIRY BY LES WHITTEN RE FBI INVESTIGATION OF 

i'oreign 
on 

_I In August r 1-971. we reopened a Foreign 
Agents Registration Act (FARA) case on |_ | on 
the basis of State Department's interest in his activities ^l 
involving our foreign relations. . This case remained open b6 
until October, 1974, when .it was closed on the basis that no h7P. 
information had been developed indicating that ^ _ 
had violated the FARA of 1938, as amended. As part of. the 
FARA investigation, a representative of ____ 
was interviewed in June, 1972, concerning the source or 

finances. * 
_ i - ft I Whitten was advised that the FBI has no 
information indicating White House or Departmental 
instigation of or interference with any investigation pertaining 
to | | Whitten was further advised that any 

Yinquiry that we may have made concerning |__[ at 
[ |in June, 1972, related in no way to 
inquiries by. the White House or Attorney General.- 

Whitten seemed satisfied with and convinced by this fc 
response insofar as the FBI is concerned. However, he .stated 
that his article will imply that the timing of the Federal 
government's interest in I and the threats by 
Mitchell and Chotiner to "get"_ were too coinci¬ 
dental to think that .the White House or the Attorney General 
did not encourage an investigation of_ for 
political reasons. 

[ Whitten further indicated that this subject matter 
fwill appear in Jack Anderson's column sometime during the next 
week or. two. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None. For information. 



'J&fWjpcmts rlarmse 
By Jac% Azider&on 
cndLes Whitten 1 Now* that the Greek, die tator- 

ship has collapsed, the story can 
be told how the White House 

f’and Justice Department con¬ 
nived to send a Greek exile 
horae to certain torture and pos¬ 
sible death. 

The.exile, was newspaper edi¬ 
tor Elias Demetracopoulos, who 
was driven, from his homeland 
by themilitary junta in 1967. But 
the Greek colonels couldn’t si¬ 
lence his typewriter. 

He obtained resident status in 
the United States and took up 
battle station in Washington, , 
poinding away at the junta and j 
its Greek-American supporters, i 

The Nixon crowd in Y/ashing- 
toiv zeroed in on him when he 
•began'firing volleys at Thomas 
Pappas, a millionaire with vast 
oil, soft-drink and chemical in¬ 
terests'* in; Greece.- Pappas also 
happened to be a close friend! 
and financial backer of Presi¬ 
dent Nixon. ‘ .•,! 
. So close was the Nixon-Pap- 
pas tie that the Watergate con¬ 
spirators instinctively turned to 
the Greek tycoon for hush, 
money, although he insists he> 
.never provided a penny for such 
purposes. 

On July 12, 1971, Demetraco¬ 
poulos appeared before a 
House Foreign Affairs subcom¬ 
mittee and accused Pappas of 
helping, to manipulate U.S. for¬ 
eign policy in favor of ihe Greek 
dictatorship^ ■*-s'** * 

Dap* AD Inv. 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin.- 

Comp. Syct. _ 

Ext. Affairs _ 

Fjlos & Com. 

Gan. !nv. _ 

Idcnt. i- 

Inspection _ 

Into!!. -I- 

Laboratory_ 

Plan. & Eva!. 

Spec. Inv._ 

Training _ 

Local Coun._ 

Telephone Rm. 

Director Soc#y 

irrei 
Before the.testimony could be 

printed, a Justice'Department 
5 lawyer showed up at the sub¬ 
committee and asked for Deme- 
tracopoulos’ statement. Those 
were the days, of course, when 
Attorney General John Mitchell 

j was riding high at the Justice 
* Department. | . 

Demetracopoulos found out! 
Mitchell’s motive from Louise" 
Gore, a friend with strong Re¬ 
publican credentials, who had 
encountered the Attorney Gen¬ 
eral at a Perle Mesta party. Miss 
Gore had been appointed by 
Nixon to be ambassador to UN¬ 
ESCO and expected she would 
need his support for a subse¬ 
quent bid for the Maryland gov¬ 
ernorship. She had the courage, 
nevertheless, to alert Demetra- 
coooulos. „ - **-“ ~ 

«i went to Perle’s luncheon 
for Martha Mitchell yesterday,” 
wrote Miss Gore, “and sat next 
UjpJofrrr (Mitchell). furious * 

| at you—and your testimony 

'agStnsTPappas. He kept threat¬ 
ening to have you deported*!... 

“He (kept) asking me what I 
knew about you and why we 
were friends. It really got out of 
hand. It was all he’d talk about 
during lunch,-and everyone at 
the table.v^as listening.” i 

The editor-in-exile received aj 
more direct warning from Presi¬ 
dent Nixon’s personal trouble¬ 
shooter, the late Murray Cho- 
tiner. As Demetracopoulos re¬ 
members it, Chotiner advised 
him to ease up on Pappas. “You 
-can be in trouble. You can be 
deported. It’s not smart poiitics. 
You know Tom Pappas is a v 
MefeonS^rPresid, * 4 
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. Mai^ai-yWH, Oareek Says 

'Senate Probe g, 
b 

Exile's ChargesT 
* 
4 * ,fJBy George Lardner Jr. 

• :sMr->t«?p T>o 51 Staff Writer 

The *ir *v Senate committee 
j<7tt *cuvlligenee vija^dions^as 
asked yesterday to investigate 
allegations of harassment of 
an outspoken Greek exile here! 

f involving the FBI and the * 
CIA.., . 
, ..vrn.AjGeorge.* S- McGovern] 
<D?IL} ftwlv*'ilt'jTcques* Xy a.* . 
Ssitter.lo tlac coi^itiee <diak-fi>' 
sumac . :San. JExsnk Church j .. 

i*iav'‘'A* ^ ^7' 
bw ^priority attention.*9.' 

TK, .3ifc :^tJOAs; reported 
^yesterday bj- columnist Jack 
Anderson, involve Elias Deme- 
tmeopoulos, a persistent 
oritie of the Greek military 
junta 'before it> collapse last 
July. He was r,.7jl ‘ Co L avo h -c;i 
;the Xai-get of sn attempt dur- 
Ish^j .tW administration 
^involving" both the FBI. 
and the CIA—to harass5 
him ‘and to compile informa¬ 
tion that mif h* support Ms de¬ 
portation bac* to Greece. 

JDemetraeopoulcs raid yds-* 
terday that afkr ifce junta col¬ 
lapsed. friends in Greece,,told 
Lbby ffeiitfS; the * 

Greek secret police, seeking 

information about him “at the 

request of the CIA.” He said 

the FBI also made inquiries 
about him in June, 1972 at the 
Wall Street brokerage firm 
that employs him as a Wash¬ 
ington consultant. 

A former newspaper editor 
in Athens who fled the coun¬ 
try-in 1967, Demetracopoulos’ 
Greek citizenship* now has 
been restored. He said the in¬ 
cidents followed critical testi¬ 
mony- he gave a House sub¬ 
committee in 1971 concerning 
Boston financier Thomas Pap- 

ipas, a prominent Nixon sup¬ 
porter with extensive interests 
in Greece. 

McGovern, who has de¬ 
scribed Demetracopoulos'as a 
friend and unofficial adviser, 
cited the Anderson column in: 
his letter to Church and said 
he felt the allegations deserve 
“full and careful considera¬ 
tion.”* A ' spokesman for 
Church said, “We’ll take un¬ 
der advisement^ everything 
thStrcmixef'to opr attention.” 
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Memorandum . 

MR. ' / 
l /X I . X 

from- : F. D,. Thompson 

SUBJECT: INQUIRY FROM BOB KUTNER 
’WASHINGTON POST” ' 

■ • RE I ---ere 

/ / ■ 

f A;\ 

-l U j 

DATE: 10-29-74 

fHJ ‘'l-^c,!HrXyst. __ 

^ ^Mrfo,rsk^ 
T/l.t 1 Com. _ 

ill immMm.mil cchtaihe: 

111 lllllllill by 11111 11 lililllllli 

Laboratory __ 

Plan. & Hvol, . 

Spoc. Inv, ■_ 

Troining _I_ 

Legal Coun.- 

Telephone Rm. . 

Director Sec'y — 

At approximately 10:25 AM, 10-29-74, Mr. Kutner called and in my ^ 
absence spoke with Inspector Ponder. He said he wanted to ask a few questions 
regarding the| |matter, such as which prints receive priority and^ii 
all prints were handled in the same manner. Kutner was informed that prints 

■ are’assigned priorities with top priority being assigned to special cases, such 
as unknown deceased, and the lowest priority is assigned to those submitted by 
boy Scouts in connection with a merit badge in fingerprinting. In view of our 
complex procedures in the Identification Division, it was suggested to Kutner 
that he may wish to take a tour of Ident since he could not fully appreciate many 

' of these procedures without actually seeing our operations. He said he thought 
this was a good idea and that he would be in Ponder*s office in approxima e y 
20 minutes. | |is Ident employee who allegedly corresponded with IJaclfinderson with respect to the operations of the Technical Section and who 
failed to answer questions directed to her by her superior and was afforded an 
opportunity to submit her resignation on 10-25-74* After discussing is wi 
her attorney, she declined to submit her resignation and she was then dropped 
from the rolls 3:30 PM, 10-25-74.) 

Kutner arrived at Ident at approximately 10:45 AM-and left at 12:00 noon. 
He was afforded a tour of the sections engaged in processing current fingerprint 
receipts. Following the tour he returned to Ponder’s office and when asked what I his interest in the I lease was he said that she had contacted a friend of his 
and indicated'that employees were ’’signing up” prints and his friend thought that 
this would make a good story. Kutner said he was aware that_^was ire on^ 
10-25-74. With regard tol I Kutner was informed that her performance as 
a fingerprint trainee was normal, her progress through September was considered 
average but we were aware of her apparent Inability to accept rmuimD 
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rJli Memorandum. to- Mr. Jenkins 
Re: Inquiry from Bob Kutner . 

•’Washington Post1* 
Re| 

\ 

. b6 
-b7C 

affprded her by the supervisory, staff. He was briefed on her past activities 
dating back to March., 1974, and her more recent actions involving her attempt 
to have employees in Ident call Jack Anderson’s office, as well as her allega- 
tions that 4 black employees were cheating in the Technical Section. The 
Division’s policy on selection of employees for fingerprint training, the super¬ 
vision afforded fingerprint clerks, and our production and accuracy standards 
[were.all discussed in detail with Kutner. He expressed appreciation for the 
[time afforded him and did not indicate whether the case warranted a storv 
TT A M A — ua a J * L J II /l* lit ' 

He seemed most interested in the fact that her performance as a fingerprint 
technician was considered average. Ponder has the feeling that if an article 
is written, it would certainly be more accurate as a result of, Kutner’s visit to 
Ident and it would appear that whatever her allegations were to Jack Anderson 
(employee denied ever Contacting-Jack Anderson; therefore, we are uncertain 
of the allegations to him) that we may have been successful in hitting each of 
these during Kutner’s tour of the Division. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

- 2 - 
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3>ci< AtvSOSTfVS^ 

This is to advise of our efforts to respond to an inquiry from Les 
Whitten thereby obtaining his promise to correct an PTTrmpnns afnrir inrKr>oHncr 
the FBI failed to investigate a bugging case involving 
in a homosexual act. |S| “... 

Les Whitten called at 9:25 a. m., 10/4/74, to advise that he was 
working on a story for release on the weekend of 10/4-6/74 and was seeking a 
comment or clarification from the FBI concerning it and stated he had a deadline 
of 1p.m., 10/4/74. 

hitten’s story deals with prjj 
]who, under contract to a I |arranged to bug he:;* 

home for the purpose of catching her husband in a-homosexual act with an ° 
___ After £) 

cuiiipxumismgl | uasea on the bugging, I I obtained a divorce froiV 
her husband.1 1-TTT, ?^ -r ^ |according to Whittei 

According to Whitten, learned that another 



McDermott to Jenkins memorandum 
Re: Les ^kitten 

and went to 
Whitten also mentioned that had a falling out with 
_ iff 

job|_|tape recorded^ 
•information regarding 

looking for a job and in connection with an interview for the 
in which P 

and 
relates the aforementioned 

■b6 

b7C 

contact 
According to Bureau'files, | |and his attorney,! 

ed Assistant U. S. Attorney Hopkins* office on 1/24/74 alleging that 
had told them that[ jletective agency engaged in wiretap 

^activities during the past year and had wiretap equipment in the agency’s offic€b6 
They recommendeq * ' . — - - 

]that the matter wou 
(issue a search warrant.. They were advised by ^70 

d be referred to. the FBI for a preliminary investi¬ 
gation but that there was insufficient evidence for a search warrant at that time. 

With respect to _|it should be noted that he was the subject of 
Interception of Comrrmrnr:flfir>ns IIQCl Statute imre<atifratinnl ~ 'bl 

b3 

m connection with that matter. subsequently learned off 
^b6 7 

was dismisse cooperation with the Bureau and ever since the case against[_ 
in District Court, Washington. D. C., on 4/25/74 he has reportedly pursued a 
vendetta against [ 

b7C 

As a result of | land _ ,_, visit to the Assistant U. S. 
Attorney’s office in January, 1974, our Alexandria Office conducted a pre¬ 
liminary investigation at[ 

2 wu-x me 

Request. ,_, . ,_|was interviewed and 
denied use of wiretap equipment or illegal use of recording equipment. He 
advised that his former employee. in attempting to obtain employment -- -XT J v w J | | *-■*■*• vv/ vwi/Ciiix y 

with| apparently exaggerated his expertise as a private investigator and 
involvement in the use of bugging equipment. | |was interviewed and b6 

furnished a signed statement advising that on 1/21/74 he received a call fromb7C 
linviting him to his home in| |for a job interview. 

According to| | during the interview he greatly exaggerated his knowledge 
concerning the use of bugging equipment in order to enhance his chances for 
a job. During the course of this| |toldl~ Ithat 
bugging device in a divorce case, not further identified. When__ 

I I he was guilty of a felony in connection with bugging activitie 
subsequently toldf land his attorney,1 1 

had used a 
advised 

_ _,,_, that he had no actual 
direct or indirect knowledge of bugging by himself or anyone else. He also 
told1 . 1 1 

--—^ a O J J-JU V/J. . JLJLC 

that information he furnished to| (previously was absolutely 
_1_P_* _ •» I • | I 

false and was only furnished to imprcssl 1 during the job i^orvicw. 

(CONTINUED-OYER) 

- 2 - 
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McDermott to Jenkins memorandum 
Re: Les Whitten 

Results of the preliminary investigation were discussed with b 
• Assistant U. S. Attorney Hopkins who advised that in view of the fact that 

I I denied any knowledge of illegal IOC thatjhis appeared to be an unfounded 
report ahe requested no further action. He specifically did not desire that 

I lorf ~|be interviewed. 

b6 
b7C 

At approximately 1 p.m., 10/4/74, Whitten was recontacted by ^ 
Inspector James M. Murphy of my front office and was advised that we had ^ 
not conducted any investigation concerning the buggmg at|__ pome 
and the aHeged involvement of and ~~J He claimed that the storj - 
he was writing, based on the facts he collected, did, in fact show that wmla . 

would pnf 2 fn 
claimed 
heard about it 
allegation. 

Detore; anc 

/He did state that as a concession he 
end of the article to the effect that an FBI spokesman 

"lwas a new development to.the FBI; that we had not 
that the FBI was taking another look at the original 

Upon checking with ASAC Lowie, Alexandria Office, and with the 
AnrnnnHno- and Fraud Se*>HnnGeneral Tnvp.stigRt.ivp Division it was determined 

that there! _ _ .. -I , 
investigated bv the Alexandria Office earlier this year, it was lurmer oo 
developed, however, that| |and_had made a visit to Henry E. b 
Petersen, Assistant Attorney General of tne Criminal Division of the Department, 
earlier this week with the purpose of furnishing him the allegation regarding 
the bugging of home by_and that Petersen was in thS-- 
process of requesting the Bureau to reopen its investigation regarding]_| 

lrecontacted Whitten at which time Whittei 

eliect that: me 
took no action. 

I-rhe bl 
LooKea into me matter but 

b7C 

Whitten was advised that this statement, is completely misleading; 
while we had looked into an allegation of an IOC violation concerning 
""^andf^ I earlier this year, there was no suggestion whatsoever b6 

b7C 

(c cistin ued- oyer) 
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McDermott to Jenkins memorandum 
Re: Les lyhitten iflBflf, 

_Jwe certainly would nave bi 
contacted that agency and furnished them that information incidental to our ^5 

pursuing the IOC investigation and that regardless of what he had heard from 
his sources, the allegations concerning_her husband, and 

|were brand new to us. 

_a* tino rw^inf Whitts gfofpH that he would back off the inference . bl 
jut claimed that this would "ruin" b6 

his story. He stated he was doing this because of his belief in the integrity b7C 
of the present personnel of the E-**0™01 Affairs nsviginn ir> (tenvinp- the allegation 
and would write the story to the effect 
to the FBI and that we would pursue it. Me oia volunteer, nowever, mat ne 
intended to use the information in the story that_had been an informant 
for the FBI, to which he was given no denial or comment one way or the 
other. 

It is interesting to note that conversationally Whitten related an 
axiom often propounded by Drew Pearson that a danger in seeking confirmation 
of a story before running it was that you would get a rebuttal that would ruin 
the story you intended to run in the first place. 

_put also stated that 
there was still the possibility that Jack Anderson may rewrite his story to 
show the FBI in an unfavorable light. He was informed that our purpose in 
recontacting him was to set the record straight as to the true facts in this 
matter and that we would appreciate that he quote us correctly concerning 
this case. ' 

RECOMMENDATION 

For information. 

jBetCr 
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‘From • : Mr. Heim 

SUBJECT: | | \ 

JACI^ANDERSON | S OFFICE 
H^EOT^StTfOR INFORMATION 

4K 

Do w* — 

Asst, jir.j l f 
Admfyi. _ 

Ek/. Affairs j£. 

/Elies S^Com._ 

Gen. liv£._ 

Ident.- 

Inspection_1_ 

Intel!. - 

Laboratory_ 

Plan. & Evol. — 

Spec. Inv.- 

Training - 

Legal Coun. - 

Telephone Rm. — 

Director Sec*y- 

On September 19, 1974, captioned individual tele- 

phonically contacted Inspector John B. Hotis, Of:£ ice 01. ^ega 
Counsel, and asked two questions relating to the FBI. (1) Does 

the FBI have any authorization to operate to t^airu 
states’ (2). Does the FBI have any authorization to 
foreign police officers? I I added that if we have such 
authorization, he would like to see 

q HEREIN IS TOCL&SSXFXED 
FBI LEGAL ATTACHES date 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAK/RS/SIK 

The FBI presently has a total of 17 liaison posts 
throughout the world in order to facilitate the exchange o 
information with foreign law enforcement agencies- in matter 
pertaining to international crime and subversive activities. 
Liaison by these offices has been instrumental in arranging 
cooperation between law enforcement agencies m the foreig 

countries and the FBI. b6 

• 1 orar.on ci-4 , b7C 

intelligence Divisiok, advised that thS prfesent-day Legat ■ 
System Items from a PresidentialDirectiveissueabyPre.ide 

Franklin D.- Roosevelt -in June, 1940, by which he authorized 
the establishment of the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS). 

According to Don Whitehead's book "The FBI Story, 
authority for such' liaison was established by Presidential 
"Ivl datedUJune 24, 1940, issued by President Eooseveit. ■ 
Based on this Directive, the FBI established the SIS J 
later, with the consent of the State Department., *BI 
were itSched to embassies throughout the «?rld to estab^Sh 
and maintain liaison with national and local law enforcement 

agencies in foreign countries. 

1 - Mr. Jamieson ' 

1 - Mr! Mintz”1 ' 170 NOV 
I - Mr! Wannall COOTIHUEnraE-0»E-S^irigiT 

?. , %fHG:djm (9) \ rtK. K±^ 

■i 6bt0V15ia/4 ^ ^ / 
/i/D ””” • 

b6 
b7C 
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Mr. Heim to Mr. McDermott Memorandum 
RE: I I JACK ANDERSON'S OFFICE, REQUEST FOR INFO 

b6 | 
b7C > 

In the* strict sense of the word, the FBI is not . 
considered operational outside the United States. Instead, 
we have the Legal Attache Offices for liaison purposes only, 
without investigative and/or arrest powers. 

THE FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY FOREIGN POLICE OFFICERS TRAINING 

Inspector James V. Cotter, National Academy, 
Training Division, advised that he recalls that former 
Director J. Edgar Hoover had a meeting with President 
John F. Kennedy in 1962, at which '.time President Kennedy requested 
that foreign police officers be invited to the National Academy 

in order to promote good will and cooperation between the 
countries / 

Since 1962,'. (the 70th S'ession), foreign police 
officers have been invited to attend each Session of the 
FBI National Academy. According to our records, funds normally 
are made available through the'Agency for International ■ 
Development ' (AID) . ■ ' - 

It should be noted that our National Academy Training 
Program is not altered in any way to accommodate the foreign 
officer student/ He is required to be conversant in the 
English language, and it is up to the individual police 
officer to' apply the information and knowledge to the 
law enforcement problems in his own country. 

A special research project is continuing„_in.„an 
effort to locate President Roosevelt's Directive dated June 24, , 
1940, and to locate any communication from President Kennedy 
in 1962, or a memorandum by Mr. Hoover describing such a 
meeting with the President in 1962.. 

For 
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4th District, Maryland. _c 
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1510 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

202-225-8090 < 'P 

COM Mft^T'SEs ':T 

August '22, 1974 

Congressional Liaison Office^ 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

4\ ill¥ 

Dear Sirs: 

Because of the interest expressed by a number of my 
constituents in the alleged activitie&^of the Post 
master General as 'reported in the Jaclg^Anderson col 
umn, ,:Merry—go—round", I would appreciate it very 
much if you would provide me with a copy of the .re 
port which Mr. Anderson requested of you. 

Thank you very much for your consideration of this 

matter. 

z r\. '■ 
y]»Dirjz_. j 
tiT 1 Dep.-A£_-Ad^_ | , 

I Assfr%ir.: |; I 

/ Files M Com?, < 
' Gen. f 

Ident. - / iLJ-- 11 
Inspection _|; 
Intell.- 
Laboratory_« 
Plan. & Eval*_! 
Spec. Inv._ 
Train*;:#---\ 

Legal Coun._* j, 
Telephone Em, _ 
Director Sec#y _ - 

tan i WM^*a^»MWttWBiagW»iag ’ 

vp 113 
q? v.-/1 

With very best wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Marjorie S. Holt 
Member of Congress 

(J{- } 
MSH/c 

MJL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCU.S SIFIE.B 
DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAW/RS/STK 
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SUBJECT: JACK ANDERSON Mg COLUMN 
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"NIXON ADROIT IN USE OP NEWS LEAKS" 

DATE: 7-1-74 

1 “ -Mr. Gehha-rrH- 

1 -n ~i 
1 - Mr. McDermott 

Comp.Spt._- - 

Ext. *.fjfKrt'zJC 

• b6 
Inspection . 

Intell-b7C 

Laboratory _ 

Plan. & Eval._ 

Spoc. Inv._ 

Training  __ 

Legal Coun._ 

Telephone R«._^ 
Director Sbc*1..-'/ 

to featureNSow°??esWeriN?lnn^SS? USttd oaPtioned column / 
by Implication S JeSn i”jS°ea^v leaks and L 
Presidential Aide Lyn Nofziaer wi leaks in the past. Former 
as the master of the leak wbn -Fr- S deffraDed by Anderson 
stories about President Nixnn'Q18^6^ leaked" damaging 

President Nixon and Se Whi?e *2 °rder to ^ 
to the FBI concerned former whitlwJS k ^°Sd* °ne reference 
who did a so-called "Nofziaer inh" Fouse.;;lde John Caulfield 
on movie maker Emile De Arrf-orvi^i u ^ usij~'9 an PPI name check 
movie called a“ anti-Nixon 

subject ofBafWhiterHousetr^hat ?mile De Ar---onio was the 

furnished in a memorandum dated 6-25-71^icW^l'11 results 
various "left-wir.fr" ^ /i wh.Lch reflected 

associated. Attached is a cSpy^f^hiS ^ Ant°5io was 
enclosures and a copy of the above-capliSI^SSe 

K 

ACTION: 

For information. 
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President Nixon lias lived by 
the leak, just as he has been 
brought low by the leak. 

In his attempt to control the 
flow of underground informa¬ 
tion from the White House, he 
has employed both “plumbers” 
and leakers. 

Indeed, those presidential 
spokesmen, who have expressed 
!such grand moral outrage over 
| the House impeachment inquiry 
{leaks, are some of the bestleak- 
• ers in the business. 

We have made a careful study 
of presidential leaks, which are 
known in the baclurocms of the 
White House as “Nofziger jobs ” 
after former presidential aide 
Lyn; Nofziger who was a master, 
oftheTeak: 

Not long after taking over the 
White House in 1969, President 
Nixon himself fashioned his 
public relations strategy in a se¬ 
ries of eight secret memos to his 
staff chief, H. E. (Bob) Halde- 
man. 

In a typical memo, dated Sept. 
22,19G9, the President called his 
aides* tactics “inadequate” and 
“amateurish” and urged them to 
show more “bulldog” determi¬ 
nation ac^inct ]n n Sen. 
Edward M. 

As former aide Jeb Stuart Ma- 
gruder has conhdeu: "The most 
sophisticated student of public 
gelations in the White House 

<. the President-himseif.”-; 

The President’s strategy in¬ 
cluded the adroit use of Hie 
leak. He favored staffmen Lyn 
Nofziger and Pat Buchanan, be¬ 
cause o2 their excellent press 
contacts, to plant the stories the. 
White House wanted sneaked 
out ; 

The President’s favorite tar¬ 
get was Kennedy. In an attempt 
to link Kennedy with Hanoi,for 
example, the President in¬ 
structed Haldeman: “Buchan- 
Ian’s prudent primary group 
might grta major mailing out to 
editors and columnists in Mas¬ 
sachusetts and perhaps even na¬ 
tionally, just setting forth the 
Hanoi quote. , . Buchanan also 
should he able to get a colum¬ 
nist or tvo (arid Nofziger could 
help in this respect) to pick up 
this line” 

Another fime, Magruder 
planted an innocent picture of 
Kennedy and a beautiful 
woman, photographed on the 
streets of Kerne, in a national 
scandal sheet. “It was later 
picked up by one of the news 
magazines,” Magruder has con¬ 
fessed. 

Former White House special 
investir.ter Jack Caulfield has 
abo told L*. lA*id dosed 
doors Lu tiled to float a 
false story that the Kennedy 
family foundation had financed 
a newspaper series criticizing 
presidential pal C. G. (BebeJEe- 
bozo. . 

THE WASHINGTON POST Monday, My 1,2974 

Caulfield told the senators?! 
that he recommended “an obli*[ 
que Nofziger, an immediate 
drop vis-a-vis the Xennedys 

79 

The bewildered Senate 
Watergate staff, uninitiated in* 
the backroom lingo of the White 
House, didn’t understand. 
“What did that mean?” Caul¬ 
field was asked. 

He explained painstakingly: 
“Well, what I meant was that 
consideration be given to have 
Lyn Nofziger speak with friends 
that he had in the media (about) 
whether or not the Newsday arr 
tide was financed by the Ken¬ 
nedy Foundation.” 

Nofziger told us he did not 
leak the story. But someone did, 
since it was circulating around 
Washington atthe time. 

As another “Nofziger job,” 
Caulfield testified in secret, he 
was asked to run “a name-check 
with the FBI” on moviemaker, 
Emile Be Antonio, who pro¬ 
duced an anti-Nixon niovief 
c<mad - ^iillkouse; A White 
Comedy.” ‘ * 

Caulfield got the obliging FBI 

Afterward, Caulfield reported 
jtiblkwly io h?,3 superiors: *T£; 
fBeracrcSe National Chairman 
Larry) O’Brien is stupid enough 
to get behind (the film), we can, 
armed with the bureau’s infor¬ 
mation, do a Nofziger job on De 
Antonio and O-Brien.” 

. JL . ' J 
« ■4 v i .1 

v Again, a committee invcstfga- ^ 
Ijtor wanted to know: “What do 
you mean.. .a Nofziger job?” 

‘ “What I mean” again re¬ 
counted Caulfield, “io let him, 
:Lyn Nofziger, whose talents i$ 
(that area v/ere much greater 
ithan anyone else around the 
■White House ... make that 
known to his contacts in the me¬ 
dia.” ’ ■ . ■ 

; This particular “Nofriger 
job ” however, was aborted 
possibly because the White 
House didn’t want-to advertise 
the movie even with unfavora- 

|,ble publicity. t , 
At the same time that Fr*ri- 

dent Nixon made skillful uco of 
leaks to smear his political foes, 

■he went to elaborate, even Hie- 
gal lengths to stop leaks about 

l himself. 
So he formed the parabolae© 

‘plumbers” unit, which was 
supposed to plug unauthorized 
leaks. Another ex-Whlto 
leaker, Charles W. Colson, has 
acknowledged in his courtc^ivx 
confession that the 
broke into the offices of DrwsfaJ 

[ Ellsberg’s psychiatrist, * how¬ 
ever, not to plug a leak but to 
dirt against Ellsberg to Ie.C;c d* 

Ironically, most c£ ill' d > 
House Jiorrors, wLwk *;**,., 

presidency of !?’ , ■% 
were committed in reaction tc 
press leaks in an attempt to ston 
them. 

c1974, United Feature Syndicate,!^ ’ 
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Captioned individual is presently a Training Officer D,roe 
at the Department of State and although assigned to the Security 
Section he is in actuality working as an assistant to Ambassador Lewis 
Hoffacker, Chairman. Working Group, Cabinet Committee to Combat 
Terrorism. _.s presently attempting to enter law school 
in the fall so his length of stay at the Department of State is not known 
at this time. 

Assoc. Dir._ 

Dap. AD Adm. __ 

Dep. AD Inv._ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. 

Comp. Syst. 

t Ext. Affair/^pp[ 

Files & C(/UF 

Gon * Inv. __ 

InspocTifrj'gg#* 
Intell. . 
Laboratory_ 

Plan. & Eval. _ 

Spoc. Inv._ 

Training_ 

Legal Coru C 
Telophon, U 

Director sfo 7 C 

I-:-- O11 6/12/74, while in conversation with| and 
_| Secret Service,! Imentioned that an article 
would appear in MThe Washington Post” on 6/14/74 in connection with 
the security measures being taken by Secret Service concerning the 
President’s visit to the Middle East. I jadvisfirf that he had 
been contacted by Jack Anderson’s office and had furnished information 
on this matter. I Iforcefullv advised|~ Ithat matters 
pertaining to Secret Service should be referred to Secret Service for 
their handling. I Istated that hg^would do this in the future but 

\ acknowledged that he had talked to Jack AndersonJ^office on numerous 
'-occasions. 

* I_V-S a very young, naive, trainee at the Depart¬ 
ment of State and obviously does not see any pitfalls in talking with rep- 
resentatives of Jack Anderson’s office. While he remains in his present 
position any future contacts with him will be most circumspect. State 
Department representatives in the Department of Security as well as 

•Ambassador Hoffacker have been advised of the above. b7c 

A copy of the article in Jack Anderson's column on 
6/14/74 is attached. —-_/r-r 

fv 

§s 
n 
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Will handle any futuri contacts wT 
circumspect manner. 

jytvw/ , 
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By Jsek Anderson By Jack Anderson *eam ^ ^ by ^ee presidential limousine in 
Pl ... , ... Capt, William J. Featy, chief of Venezuela in 1938. 
President Nixon's stubborn surgeiy at the Bethesda Naval 

detennination to visit the Mid* Hospital, and Dr. Zdyer Rosen- Pepbaps be also remembered 
die East, in the opinion of ex- thal, head of the hospital’s In- “at he received a hero’s wel- 
perts, has placed him in the tensive Care Unit Ready to as- CQms after his return from. Ven- 
greatest physical danger of his sist them are three crack Navy ezuela- Some insiders wonder 
WMtaHouse experience. corpsmen. The carrier was cho- wi»ether he deliberately might 
. He ignored secret iatelli- sen because of its excellent hos* now be emvting danger in the 
gence warnings that the Pope- pital facilities. Middle East to win public sym- 
lar Democratic Front for the The Secret Service consid- P^thy on the eve of the impeach- 
Liberation of Palestine, an Arab ered the President’s train trip ^ent hearings, i- 
terrorist *-*ag, might attempt to from Cairo to Alexandria as the WASHINGTON WHIRL— 
assassinate ham. They are be- mast dangerous time. The vol- There* is tentative talk inside 
*£”!*“ *« oerabliily of the train threw the the White House of extending 

se8,Fit? exP®fte bite a near President Nixon’s travels to the 
met mLsR€3,which could knack pani&The Egyptians, therefore. Pacific. Congress .would look 
down the presidential •plane or stationed security police at ev- bad trying to impeach the Presi- 
blow up his ground transports- ery bend in the track along the dent, advisers feel, while he is 

_ . . .. j entire route. traveling arotmd the world in 

worIas with Egypt and Syria, wouldn’t £orS°£ recorders were tap-: 
fflS !s «rSL - ,, want to embarrass them with an ing everything said in his of- 

if® incident. They ere more likely He®3- Those who have listened 
to a**313?* an assassination in to *be tapes agree he talked 
israel or Jordan, the two conn- sometimesasifhedidn’trealize 

£ieH<,foffinlbugsed’ °!her w 23ns. times as if he were making 
preparations oS the host na- ^ 5nt8ffigeac9 reports Jatemente for hidden mi- 

week ahead of the President tampfega epsstaeular stunt f:ieEds b®’15 bold his tongue un- 
and fanned out to every city on while the President is in IsraeL 'di President Nixon is out of the 
his itinerary. Secret Service White House. But then, said Ag- 
cbief Stuart Knight himself Sew *ffl*®«ousa sources say the new, he’ll have a story to tell... 
to the Middle East to direct the r?e3He a^“s‘?,iai!,oa making The Federal Aviation Admlnis- 
operations.- tho tap, despite the risk, be- teatfon, which licenses pilots 

te^m has bssa rated to 
Ifeditegmesanaert mbw—hwM. Ill ^LSSSTiS'^iiSSS!! JS8®*0*8 . oa international! 
bSV^Sftfiaatas, fSbtktbS&lS te^S6a®bavetoMusofwork-| 

ALL INFOBMAIIGN CONTAINED 
HEREIM IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DME 08-08-2008 BY €0324 UC BW/RS/STW 

ing25iiourawithoutebreakua* ‘ Eva ‘ 
til they couldn’t respond prop* 1V- 
erly to a hijacking or ditching/ g_ 
An FAA spolesman told us )Un 
there’s "no justification” forli-Y * 
sensing flight attendants of reg*"JO Km* 
illation their working hours.;. *%Se c'y 

In our June 9 analysis of the *'* 
American foreign aid program, 
we listed seven European coun¬ 
tries which owe money to the , 
U.S. In this "deadbeat?’ class wo^ 
listed, unfortunately, the nation?;1 
of Finland. It is true that Fin- " 
land has an outstanding debt of 
about $8.8 million. But Finish.^ 
Ambassador Leo Tuommen has 
assured us that it is being paid/i 
off, with interest, in accordance1; 
with the loan agreements. ; 
land is^ known around the"; 
world ” he told us, "as a country: 
which always .pays her debts.”, 

v ' „ V i , ' * 

. / .In two columns last months 
we revealed a secret White- 
House master plan to use gov--* ^ 
eminent agencies to geaerate’^^ 
votes for President Nison in __ 
1972. Not long afterwards, t * 
appeared with White House'!8 
aide Fred Malek, who authored :ton) — 
the plan, on* columnist Irv Hup-'_ 
cinet’s television show. Unlike' 
many other White House aides, - 
Malek was able to disagree with:- 
us without malice. The .trah-^_ 
script shows he finally turned tH 
us and said generously: "The; 
White House may not like you,"- 
but we find you are accurate,_ 
which is more than we can say_ 
for many of your colleagues ” * ‘ * 

.°i974, United Feature fcxe/ 

Date 6- /#- 74 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum, 

TO : Mr. E. S. Miller DATE: 8/3/74 

from : Legal Couns —' 

subject: DALE B. MENARD v. 
J' WILLIAM B. SAXBE, et al. 

(U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NO. 39-68 

iH; imommiizii iiill|||l 

dm: e: i 1 o e - 2 0 0 e ? y e 0 J11 Ill bm/ rs . s id 

Assoc#*Olr. —-  ^ 

Dep. AD AdgM 

°.p. AD p&g. 
Asst. Dir.:» 

Admin.-- 

Comp. Syst.- 

Ext. Affairs- 

Filos & Com. — 

Gan. !nv.- 

(dent.- 

Inspection- 

Intel). .. . . 

Laboratory- 

Plan. & Eval. — 

Spec. Inv.-_ 

tfVotnlng 

^ C o u n >4^^. 

Telephone Rm.wSW 

Director Scc’y tSs— 

On 5/28/74, Home. Kurtz of Jack Anderson’s staff called this 
office and spoke to Jack Herington. He was advisecTthat his inquiry 
should be directed to External Affairs Division but said that he was 
trying to locate a "Supreme Court decision" which held that the FBI 
could not maintain fingerprints of individuals acquitted or who were 
never brought to trial. Herington advised Kurtz that he was apparently 
speaking of captioned case, which was a Court of Appeals case and 
which did not hold as he indicated. Kurtz said that he would find the 
.case and determine if that is what he was interested in. 

On 5/31/74, Kurtz again called and said that this was indeed 
the case and that he had reviewed it. In a general discussion of the 
case, Kurtz was advised that we had not yet received any order from 
the district court. He was further advised of our general policy with 
regard to expunction of fingerprints and it was pointed out specifically 
to him that we never opposed expunction of Menard’s fingerprints but 
felt that the request should have originated with the contributing agency. 

On 6/3/74, Kurtz called again and asked additional questions 
regarding expunction of fingerprints. He especially wondered whether, 
as a result of the Menard decision, we would review all of our finger- ^ 
prints and expunge those of the type in the Menard case which amounted 
to a detention not considered an arrest. He was advised it was our 

Bufile: 32-31576 

1 - Mr. Thompson 
1 - Mr. McDermott ! 
2 - Mr. Mintz / 
1 - Mr. Herington / • 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: Dale B. Menard v. 

William B. Saxbe, et al., etc. 

policy already not to accept fingerprints in cases in which an individual 
was held for suspicion and this is what the Menard case amounted to. 
It was also pointed out to him that in the Menard decision, the court 
indicated the FBI’s action was based on ’’receipt of responsible informa¬ 
tion" that such a factual situation existed. It was pointed out that we 
simply did not have the manpower or facilities to review all existing 
fingerprint records but that we would take appropriate action if any 
situation of the Menard type was brought to our attention by a responsible 
source. 

Apparently, Anderson will have a column on the Menard case 
and the expunction of fingerprints. From the line of questioning it was 
apparent it will take the same tack as the ACLU and other civil 
libertarians. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

- 2 - 
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DATE, 08-08-2008 BY €0324 UC BA1/RS/STW ■ 

On the late afternoon' of 4/8/74 Assistant Special 

Prosecutor Jon Sale telephonically advised Supervisor A. G. v 

) Barger of the Watergate Unit that the Special Prosecutor's r' 
Office has learned columnist JackVAnderson has somehow 

developed information concerning the investigation being 

conducted of AMPI and a column is likely to be printed con¬ 

cerning the involvement of| |and former 

Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally with AMPI. Sale 

did not have specifics as to what would be in the column 

which he thinks may be coming out on Wednesday, 4/10/74. 

He said he has no information concerning Anderson's source; 

has no suspicious in that regard; but was advising the FBI 

for information purposes. 

This is the investigation involving the large 

contributions of AMPI to the President's reelection campaign 

in 1972, which contributions allegedly were connected with an 

increase in milk price supports approved by the Administratioi 

in 1971. It has been alleged that I ~| received $10,000 

A from an AMPI official whichl~ I gave to Connally who 

? supported the milk price support increase in discussion with 

the President. | was indicted 2/21/74 for one count 

of Perjury in connection with his testimony about this matter 

before one of the Watergate grand juries in Washington, D. C. 

No trial date has been set. 

At the present time the only investigation we have 

pending is completion of the review of bank transactions at 

the First City National Bank of Houston, Texas. The Special 

Prosecutor’s Office has requested that we examine records of 

cash withdrawls at that bank on 10/26, 10/27 and 10/29/73 

in the amount of $10,000 or more in an effort to pinpoint the 

alleged withdrawal of cash used for return by Connally of 

$10,000 to | on 10/29/-72--.- This very time consuming 

investigation is going forward. ! 
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You will recall that on February 6, 1974, you 
(Mr. Franck) had lunch with Les Whitten, at his invitation. 
Jack Anderson was to attend, however, Whitten advised 
that Anderson could not accompany him because he was 
in London, and wants to meet with you at a later date. 
Whitten indicated that he had spoken with, some of his 
colleagues around the country, and had received some 
favorable reports in their dealings with you (Mr. Franck) 
in your official capacity. 

Whitten expressed his satisfaction with the 
treatment he and Anderson have received since the establishment 
of the External Affairs • Division. You told Whitten that 
Mr. Kelley's instructions are that we be completely honest 
at all times with the news media. 

Whitten's chat with you concerning general 
press relations eventually centered on Anderson's column, 
"The Washington Merry-Go-Round." Whitten said that he Iand Anderson are very interested in running articles 
about the FBI wherein the Bureau did good work, but did 
not get due recognition. He particularly pointed to 
the field of civil rights, organized crime, and similar 
important areas. You will recall you mentioned to him 
the recent shooting of the FBI Agent in Virginia, where 
the subject was taken into custody without, any undue 
force by the wounded Agent's partner. Whitten agreed 
that such actions should be brought to the attention 

of their readers. S'O D S 3 ~ 
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Mr. Heim-to Mr. Franck Memorandum 
RE: LES WHITTEN? ..JACK ANDERSON; COLUMNISTS, REQUEST FOR 

FAVORABLE INFORMATION RELATING TO THE FBI 

Whitten mentioned that he is a member of the 
Washington Press Club. He said that the Club would like 
to invite. Mr. Kelley to attend an evening party or special 
luncheon at which time he could speak to the group. 
The occasion would be specifically for the Director,, 
at his convenience concerning the date and time. 

Whitten ended by saying that he and Anderson 
(would like to meet the Director' sometime in the future, 
I in a "getting acquainted" type session. He pointed out 
.that it would not be an interview-type meeting. 

WASHINGTON PRESS CLUB 

The Washington Press Club has its offices in 
the National Press Building, 529 14th Street, N.' W., 
Washington, D. C., telephone number EX3-3417. The organization, 
which'claims a 650 membership, was formerly known as 
the Women's Press Club. However, in January, 1971, they 
opened their rolls to male members, and at that time 
changed their name to Washington Press Club. 

INFORMATION IN BUFILES 

Bufiles contain no derogatory information on 

the Washington Press Club. 

Les Whitten is well-known in media circles 
as an assistant to Jack Anderson. Whitten was the 'subject 
of considerable publicity, when he was arrested by FBI 
Aqents in January, 1973, while in possession of Government 
property which earlier had been stolen from the Bureau 
of Indian'Affairs Building, during Indian demonstrations, 
in Washington, D. C. The charges were later dropped 
when the .grand jury failed to indict him. _ Whitten and 
Anderson;have on several occasions criticized the FBa. 
in their column regarding this arrest of Whitten. 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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mAi Mr. .Heim to M^FFranck Memorandum 
RE: LES'WHITTEN; JACK ANDERSON; COLUMNISTS, REQUEST FOR 

FAVORABLE INFORMATION RELATING TO THE FBI 

In early January, 1974, it came to our attention 
that the "Washington Merry-Go-Round" column was going 
to publish a story about the dismissal of former Special 
Agent William F. Higgins, Jr. You will recall that Higgins 
was removed from his position on October 1, 1973, because 
of his insubordinate attitude concerning his refusal 
to follow instructions of his superiors, violations of 
FBI rules and .regulations and his non-cooperation during 
an official inquiry. The matter is being handled by 
the Civil Service Commission. 

Before the story was printed in Anderson's 
column, Whitten personally came into your office (Mr. 
Franck's) at which time we spent considerable time trying 
to convince him of our position. The story appeared 
in "The Washington Post" on January 9th, highly critical 
of the FBI, and slanted to favor Higgins. The footnote 
noted..the FBI stated: 'The FBI'looked into the allegations 
of Higgins and his allegations are unfounded. In view. 
of the court, order under which we are presently operating 
and the pending Civil Service Commission hearing scheduled 
for New York City on Jan. 15, it will not be possible 
for us to comment further at this time.'" 

Whitten has had numerous contacts with the 
Bureau, doing "leg work" for Jack Anderson, and is known 
to be aggressive. 

Jack Anderson, the columnist of "The Washington 
Merry-Go-Round" is well-known in Bufiles. On many occasions 
he has publicized information of a secret nature, reflecting, 
in his opinion, wrongdoings of the Government. 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Mr. Heim to Mr .Franck Memorandum - 
RE: LES WHITTEN; JACK ANDERSON; COLUMNISTS, REQUEST FOR. 

FAVORABLE INFORMATION RELATING TO THE FBI 

Both Whitten and Anderson have been quite aggressive 
against the FBI, mainly out of their feelings toward 
former Director Hoover. On occasion, particularly in 
the recent past, when preparing a story critical of the 
Bureau, they have contacted your office (Mr. Franck s) 
giving the FBI an opportunity to explain our actions. 

‘ The most recent incident occurred in the column . 
Februarv 12, 1974, wherein the FBI was severely criticised 
?or obtaining Anderson's and several other workers' telephone- 
records by subpoena, while investigating leaks of State 
Department material to Andersoji's office. In addition, 
the column points out that the FBI erreri during the investigation 

by obtaining telephone records of “one - j 
nbt identical with a Chuck Elliott on,Anderson's start. 

In the column's footnote Anderson points out, 
"In defense of the FBI, however, they took the dirty^ 
case only when ordered to and they frankly admitted uo 
us goof in the Elliott seizure. This (is) heartening 
evidence that the new FBI director, Clarence Kelley, 
means what he says about running, a more open shop. 

j 

RECOMMENDATION: 

1.) That Whitten and Anderson be kept in mind 

b6 
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Mr Heim .to Mr ^Franck Memorandum ^ ^ 
RE: LES WHITTEN? JACK ANDERSON? COLUMNISTS, REQUEST FOR 

FAVORABLE INFORMATION RELATING TO THE FBI 

2.) 
is interested 

That the Director note whether or not he 
in receiving an invitation to speak to members 

of the Washington Press Club. 

3.) That the Director indicate whether he wishes 
to meet Whitten and Anderson in a get-acquainted and handshake 

session. • , 
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ADDENDUM OF D'HPUTY- ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR T. J. JENKINS: 2-135-74 TJJ: 

; f - With respect to Recommendations 2 and 3 I see nothing to be gained by 
the Director appearing before the Washington Press Club or meeting with 
Whitten and Anderson. It is my understanding that the Washington Press Club 
is a "maverick” group of newpaper people who over the years have grown 
because of their dissatisfaction with the National Press Club. I see no reason 
iwhy the Director should take his time to meet with individuals like Whitten and 
jAnderson when we know that they have no respect for the truth nor do they have 
fany respect for the FBI. 

2 ,and 3. 
I therefore recommend that the Director ignore Recommendations 

-6- 
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Dear Mr* Kelley: 
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During our chat at Kansas City several weeks 
ago, I mentioned that a good friend of mine in Miami, 
who is a leading public relations man, had approached 
me about Jack Anderson having a meeting with you* 

You might recall I indicated Jack Anderson 
had told this friend, _that he was interested 
in getting to know you on a personal basis and having 
a friendly chat with you* Recently I had an opportunity 
for the first time to talk with Jack Anderson when he 
was in Miami* He again expressed a desire to meet with 

jyou and asked if I felt it could be arranged at a time 
[mutually convenient for both of you in Washington* I 
was noncommittal but told him I would bring it to your 
attention when I had an opportunity.and if you felt 
this could be arranged, I would let him know through 

_J He indicated he has always had a great 

Yu, 

b6 
b7C 

deal of respect for the FBI and the Agents who make it 
up and he felt the only criticism he had ever leveled 
against the FBI was because of a disagreement with and 
misunderstanding of Mr. Hoover in the last davs| of. baisaa 

iife‘ iBESlI REC-2 4 
Boss, I hesitate to put in my two-ce??ts\ 

worth, but I feel this might be an excellent opport.ua^fey 
to have Jack Anderson meet you personally, in p’fivate, 
and get an insight to your goals and aims of the FBI/./] 
Just as he makes a b—- of an enemy, he could 
be an excellent friend for you and the FBI once ft 
to know you. 

XERO? 

OCT 1 SS74 



God willing, I will be in Washington for 
the IACP installation of Rocky Pomerance the latter 
part of this month and perhaps if you are interested 
we could firm up something at that time. 

I hope this letter finds you well and that 
Mrs. Kelley is feeling better. 

Sincerely, 
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WASHINGTON COLUMNIST 
INDIRECT REQUEST TO SEE MR. KELLEY 

Laboratory_ 

Plan. & EvaL 

Spoc. Inv. 

Training 

A\V 

Legal Coun. 

Telephone R; 

Director Sec'y_ 

By letter dated September 12, 1974, SAC Whittaker of 
the Miami Office has advised that he recently met Washington 
columnist Jack Anderson in Miami and that Anderson expressed 
a desire to meet Director Kellev. SAC Whittaker indicates that 
a Miami public relations man it has also approached 
him (Whittaker) about the possibility of Jack'Anderson's meeting 

b6 
b7C 

Mr. Kelley, and SAC Whittaker expresses the opinion that Anderson 
"could probably be an excellent friend for you (Mr. Kelley) and 
the FBI once he got to know you." E£JL 

SAC Whittaker notes that he plans to be in Washington 
at the time of the IACP Convention (September 23-26) and 
suggests the possibility of "firming up" an appointment for 
Mr. Kelley to see Anderson at that time. „ . J)j 

OUR EXPERIENCE WITH ANDERSON: T)p1< 
>7 11 

1, 

Since the creation of>etl?eIlixl:^^nal -Affairs Division 
last year. Jack Anderson and members of his staff have been in 
contact with this Division on several occasions regarding matters 
being considered for possible inclusion in Anderson's column. In¬ 
variably, Anderson and his staff have exhibited a most warm and 
friendly attitude during these contacts, and we have given them the 
same consideration and’ cooperation as this Division fenders other 
newsmen. It has been our experience that Anderson can be. extremely 
charming, is a master at trying to "soft-talk" possible news 
sources into giving him/|E|^rmation regardless of the l^sgial 
or ethical considerations "ijTvolved, and is an incurable 
unreliable opportunist. REC-2 

It is a favorite Anderson tactic to mislead -the reader^ 
of his column by implying that he has access to FBI files afTEfr—thaj^ 
FBI officials are among' his prime sources of. information. This 
week, for example, his. columns have featured (1) an account of the 
"painstaking but preliminary FBI investigation of Nelson Rocket- 
feller," which data he implies was received from "our FBI sources,' 
(2) revelations regarding organized crime made^byp 
a column that includes the statement "We have.. . drained/Conjtiaen- 
ial FBI reports of hi.~ 1 1 — «■»- 

- Mr. McDermott 
1 - Mrs. Metcalf ^ 
1 - Telephone Room 
GWG: vag^l 9.) '■.oRST b$Wt 

have. 
interviews ^iiSf-agenta 
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mcyfci Heim to McDermott 

RE; JACK ANDERSON, 

4 
INDIRECT REQUEST TO SEE MR. KELLEY 

It has also been our experience that Anderson places 
a higher premium on a sensational story than he does on truth. 
For example, early this year he devoted one of his columns to 
a very sympathetic treatment of former SA William F. Higgins, Jr. 
describing him as a "crack, young FBI agent, who...was fired 
after he began to zero in on a criminal fraud case involving 
Republican bigwigs." Fifteen paragraphs of his column propagandized 
on behalf of Higgins; in the 16th paragraph, Anderson briefly noted 
that he had contacted the FBI and that we had told him we had 
"looked into the allegations of Higgins and his allegations are 
unfounded. In view of the court order under which we are 
presently operating and the pending Civil Service Commission 
hearing scheduled..., it will not be possible for us to comment 
further at this time." Before this column was published, 
Anderson's chief assistant, Les^tfhitten,,.jcame to the Bureau, 
and External Affairs Division personnel-e^rent considerable 
time trying to convince him of our position with respect 
to, the Higgins matter. r 

It is interesting to note that in his September 12 
letter to Mr. Kelley, SAC’Whittaker states Anderson indicated 
to him "the only criticism he had ever leveled against the 
FBI was because of a disagreement with and misunderstanding 
of Mr. Hoover in the last days of his life." This, of course, 
is an incredible assertion on Anderson1 s ‘ part. The fact that 
a calculated propensity for falsehood, half truths, and 
unjustified ridicule have characterized his treatment of 
the Bureau over the years is well documented. 

OVERTURE MADE BY LESfc WHITTEN LAST FEBRUARY: 

Last February, the then Assistant Director Robert 
Franck had lunch with Les[s Whitten—at which time Whitten 
stated that he and Anderson would like to meet Mr. Kelley 
sometime in the future in a "getting acquainted," rather than 
an interview-type^,session. In connection with this, Mr. Jenkins 
observed, "I see no reason why the Director should take his 
time to meet with individuals like Whitten and Anderson when 
we know that they have no respect for the truth nor do they 
have any respect for the FBI." Mr. Kelley noted, "I agree 
that there is no need to see them. If they request to .see 
me, that is different.. Just to become acquainted, I see no 
need to curry a meeting with them." 

CONTINUED - OVER 2 



Heim to, McDermSrt 
RE: JACK ANDERSON, INDIRECT REQUEST TO. SEE MR.. KELLEY. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Since Anderson lives and works in the Washington area— 
and since Anderson and his staff have personally observed and 
experienced the open stance toward news media that has prevailed 
during Mr. Kelley's tenure as Director—a strong question arises 
as to why he should feel he would need a Miami-based intermediary 
(either public relations man _ or SAC Whittaker) to 
request to see Mr. Kelley. b6 

Under the circumstances 
by SAC Whittaker (or made through 
Whittaker) for Anderson to,see' Mr. Kelley, Anderson would be in 
the position of being able to claim that it was Mr. Kelley (not 
Anderson himself) who arranged the appointment. 

if an appointment were made 
Hat the reauest of SAC 

b7C 

Anderson knows the Bureau's address and telephone number; 
and if he desires to see Mr. Kelley, he should make the request 
himself. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That SAC Whittaker be informed that Bureau officials 
have frequent contact with members of Anderson's staff; that at 
no time has Anderson or o.ne of his associates suggested or 
requested a meeting with Director Kelley; and that it would 
appear inappropriate for Mr.- Kelley or anyone acting for him 
to initiate or even appear to initiate such a contact. 

- 3 - 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING ARTICLE 
BY JACK&NDERSON APPEARING IN THE 
WASHINGTON POST. 1/26/7.5—CAPTIONED. 
’'THEtCOVERNMENT AS SNOOPER” 

jTel^phone Rm. 

Director Sec#y J b7C 

On 1/26/75 a newspaper article authored by Jack Anderson appeared 
in the Washington Post (copy attached). The article indicates that the FBI, CIA, 
and other Government agencies kept files on citizens who have committed no 
crimes. It stated there is an FBI file on Gerald Ford and that the FBI follows 
the affairs “sexual and political” of film personalities, athletes, and other 
celebrities. It stated that “Facts are on file about the private lives of Marlon 
Brando, Paul Newman, Zero Mostel, Rock Hudson, Joe Namath, Joe Louis, and 
Muhammad Ali.11 In addition, the article claimed that the Government agencies 
had' information on Jane Fonda, Eartha Kitt, Stokley Carmichael, Groucho Marx, 
Tony Randall, Dr. Benjamin Spock, Saul Alinsky, and Ralph Abernathy. It was 
also stated in the article that this information is freely exchanged between Federal 
offices. The theme of the article appears'to be that Government agencies are in¬ 
vestigating prominent individuals when there is no basis for doing so. 

The indices were searched on the aforementioned individuals and reviews 
,were conducted by the Inspection Division. Material on the above individuals is 
maintained in the General Records Section of the Files and Communications 
Division of the J. Edgar Hoover Building, with the exception of the file on President 
Gerald R. Ford, which is maintained in the personal custody of the Assistant 
Director in charge of the Files and Communications Division. Based upon former 
articles regarding the above individuals by Jack Anderson which appeared in the 
Washington Post, an inquiry was previously conducted to determine how Anderson (came into the possession of this material. In 1972, the Secret Service pinpointed 
a suspect for the leak,_who worked for a concern under contract 
with Secret Service on updating the computerization of their records. S'?. ^^ 

. m>7C 
A lf Material on President Ford includes a special inquiry investigation 

(161-9896) which was conducted prior to Mr. Fordrs confirmation as Vice Presidentjf 
There is a Bureau applicant Msff inAwhich investigation was*instituted in 1941 J. 

Enclosure ' % f X IMb 
1 - Messrs. Adams, McDermott, Mintz ' Uhb a// /f£/ 

jPFMM:wmj «***»« —■ ——« L yy * 
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Memo for Mr. Callahan 
Re: Info Concerning Article by Jack Anderson 

upon the receipt from Mr. Ford of an application for the position of Special 
Agent, FBI. This investigation was discontinued prior to completion (67-221008). 
There is also a correspondence file which consists mainly of correspondence 
to and from Mr. Ford (94-40611). This file was opened in 1949 upon Mr. Ford's 
first being elected to the House of Representatives. In addition, there is an 
additional file containing correspondence between Mr. Ford and the Bureau 
(62-116188). Mr. Ford was the victim in one Threat Against the President 
matter (175-271) and also the victim in ten Extortion matters. There is also 
one Protection of Foreign Officials file (185-417) and one Laboratory file 
(95-196039). 

i| While not making an outright allegation, the Anderson column implies 
|J that the FBI may have "discreetly destroyed" a file on Mr. Ford since his move 
\| to the White House. The file review failed to disclose that any file on President 

* Ford had been destroyed. 

In summary, there were a total of 16 individuals mentioned in the 
Anderson article and the FBI had conducted investigations on a total of 11 
(Abernathy, Ali, Alinsky, Brando, Carmichael, Fonda, Louis, Marx, Mostel, 
Spock, and Ford). There was no investigation conducted regarding the other 
five individuals (Hudson, Kitt, Namath, Newman, and Randall), and we have no 
main files for these individuals except for Eartha Kitt and Joe Namath. Although 
no investigation was conducted regarding these individuals (Kitt and Namath), 
there is a main file on each inasmuch as several items of information were received 
concerning these individuals. 

Information regarding these individuals was disseminated to Secret 
Service or the White House with the exception of Groucho Marx. It should be 
noted that the Anderson article made no reference to the FBI having a file 

{ on Marx. As previously indicated, Secret Service had previously identified 
an individual as being responsible for leaking information to Jack Anderson, 
and this is undoubtedly where he obtained material on the aforementioned 
individuals. 

Attached are summaries of material in Bureau files regarding the 
other individuals mentioned in the Anderson article. 

RE COMMENDATION: 
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Jack Anderson ‘ 

The Government as Snooper 
The senators who investigate domes¬ 

tic spying, if they dig deep .enough, 
will find gossip about prominent 
Americans squirreled away in filing 
cabinets all over Washington. 

Not only the FBI and the CIA but 
the Secret Service, National Security 
Agency. Internal Revenue Service and 
armed forces collect choice tidbits, 
about famous people. 

We have had access to,those forbid¬ 
den files, which are stuffed with 
memos, reports and dip pin as on citi¬ 
zens who have committed no crimes. 

Read singly, these files seem merely 
another dreary example of bureau¬ 
cratic excess. Bui examined-in larger 
lots, they provide an intriguing case- 
by-case, study of just how far the gov¬ 
ernment has intruded into the private 
lives of Americans. The persons from 
whose files we actually cite material 
have consented to our use of the mate¬ 
rial to illustrate the kind of claptrap 
that is ill the files. 

There is an FBI file on Gerald Ford, 
for example, if it hasn’t been dis¬ 
creetly destroyed since he moved into 
the White House, and there are files 
on members of Congress. 

The FBI also follows the affairs, sex¬ 
ual and political, of film personalities, 
athletes and other celebrities as avidly ■ 
as the fan magazines. Facts are on file 
about the private lives of Marlon Bran¬ 
do, Paul Newman, Zero Moslcl, Rock 
Hudson, Joe Namath, Joe Louis and 
Muhammed All. 

The agent reporting on Jane Fonda’s 
visit to an Indian reservation to drum 
up support for the Indians who took 
over San Quentin noted suspiciously 
that her hair was •‘disheveled/* 

Life for Eartha Kitt, according to 
the CIA, is crest bon. A Secret Serv¬ 
ice memo on the songstress notes: 
‘*XSA also advised that this subject 
was observed on January 18, 19(53 at 
Washington National Airport talking 

with Stokel.v Carmichael.” The . NSA 
was established to break foreign codes 
and to monitor foreign broadcasts, not 
to spy on American citizens. - 

Comedian Groucho Marx once stated 
—and immediately retracted it—that 
“the only hope this country has is Nix¬ 
on's assassination.” And Tony Randall 
during the heat of the 1963 campaign 
referred to Lyndon Johnson as a 
“murderous bastard.” Both comedians 
wound up on the Secret Service list of 
potential assassins. 

When Dr. Benjamin Spock. whose 
book on child care has helped millions 
of Americans raise their children, 
planned a visit to Australia, the FBI 
had his itinerary. 

The dirt that government gumshoes 
* pick up on people Js also freely ex¬ 

changed between federal offices. On 
the FBI's distribution list, for example, 
is the White House. State Department, 
Army, Navy, Air Force. Defense Intel¬ 
ligence . Agency, CIA, Secret Service 
and NSA. ^ 

FBI memos in our possession show' 
that reports on the late labor agitator 
Saul Aiinsky were routinely forwarded 
to the Navy and Air Force. And as late 
as -March 1971. reports on black leader 
Ralph Abernathy were going to the 
Air Force. Naval Investigative Service 
and the Army’s * Military Intelligence 
Group. 

We have written dozens of columns 
about the government’s practice of 
snooping on prominent Americans. As 

' evidence, we have obtained actual ex¬ 
cerpts from FBI folders. Secret Serv- 

' ice records and other government 
files. 

We* will be happy now to lay our evi¬ 
dence before the Select Senate Com¬ 
mittee, which has now been estab¬ 
lished to investigate domestic spying. 

Wc have crusaded for years to stop 
the government from spring on citi¬ 
zens who have committed no crimes 
and arc guilty of no more than exercis¬ 
ing their constitutional guarantees of 
tn-e speech, assembly and petition. 
The government excesses have come 
perilously close to police-state meth¬ 
od^. 
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The following summarizes material in Bureau files 
regarding the 15 other individuals mentioned in the Anderson 
article. 

Reverend Ralph Abernathy 
100-442706 
176-1544 

Abernathy has been the subject of two FBI investigations. 
He first became the subject of FBI investigation at the time of 
his election as President of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC) in April, 1968. Additional investigation 
developed due to Abernathy's attendance at various communist 
sponsored conferences,.including the World Council of Peace 
in May, 1971, a leading international Communist Front 
Organization. Our investigation also took into account an 
alleged plot to assassinate Abernathy and other threats 
against his life. FBI .investigation was based upon the 
Internal Security Act of 1950 (McCarran Act) and Executive 
Order 10450. In addition. Departmental Letter of 10/22/74, 
instructed that the FBI continue to gather and report on 
civil unrest matters where subversive -or extremist elements 
are involved. Abernathy was periodically investigated during 
the period April, 1968, through August, 1974. The main file 
on Abernathy was opened and closed on numerous occasions 
dependent upon his activities. If he was to appear at a 
rally with a potential for violence, this information would 
be reported by the field and dissemination made to the 
Department and Secret Service. 

Abernathy was the subject of FBI investigation 
(176-1544) in June, 1969, after he led a march in Charleston, 
S. C., which resulted in the breaking of store windows. In 
addition, no permit had been obtained from city officials for 
the march. Abernathy was investigated under Title 18, U. S. Code, 
Section 245 (Anti-Riot Laws). The U. S. Attorney, Charleston, 
S. C., declined prosecution June 23, 1969. 

He is not currently under investigation; however, 
information regarding Abernathy was previously disseminated 
to the White House, Secret Service, the Department, IRS, State 
Department, Military Intelligence and CIA. 

MJL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
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Saul David Alinski 
(100-3731) 

Investigation was conducted on Saul David Alinski 
in January, 1941, based on information received from the 
Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension indicating Alinski 
might be interested in organizing a type of communistic or 
subversive group in St. Paul, Minnesota. This matter was 
closed in January, 1941, when no indication of communist 
affiliation was developed. Investigation was conducted under 
the authority of Presidential Directive 9/6/39, and the Smith 
Act of 1940. No dissemination has been made regarding this . 
investigation. 

Alinski was again investigated during the period 
September, 1964, and January, 1969. Alinski was a controversial 
figure and self-described agitator who had been associated in 
the past with known communists in the Chicago area and had 
attended communist sponsored meetings. These facts coupled 
with the potential for violence involved in his activities 
(his organization was engaged in the work of organizing Negro 
communities) prompted FBI investigation. He was investigated 
under the statutory ground of Title 18, U. S. Code, Sections 
2383 (Rebellion or Insurrection) and 2385 (Advocating Overthrow 
of Government - Smith Act of 1940) . Dissemination of the 
latter investigation was made to Secret Service. 

Marlon Brando 
157-9382 

Marlon Brando, a well-known movie actor, originally 
came to the attention of the FBI as a result of a request for a 
name check by CIA in 1957, in view of his alleged association with 
Communist Front Organizations in the United States. No FBI investi¬ 
gation was conducted at that time. In 1968 Brando took part in 
activities in support of the Black Panther Party (BPP). BPP is a 
black extremist organization whose members advocate and practice 
violence. Brando contributed $1,000 to the BPP in 1968 and 
his name has been associated with functions to raise funds by 
the BPP. Investigation of Brando was based on Title 18, U.' S. 
Code, Section 2383 (Rebellion or Insurrection), Section 2384 
(Seditious Conspiracy), and Section 2385 (Advocating Violent 
Overthrow of the Government) . No investigation has been 
conducted on Marlon Brando since December, 1968. Information 
on our investigation has been disseminated to the Department, 
Secret Service, and U. S. Army. 



Stokley Carmichael 

100-446080 

Carmichael is a well-known black extremist who 
resides in Conakry/ Guinea. He returns to the United States 
periodically for speaking tours and in his speeches he has 
called for the destruction of America and has advocated Pan- 
Africanism which he describes as the total liberation and 
unification under scientific socialism. He has encouraged 
United States blacks to become part of the International All 
African Peoples Revolutionary Party. Carmichael is a former 
chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) and in 1968 was Prime Minister of the BPP. Carmichael 

was investigated by the FBI for advocating revolution and 
the investigation was based on a letter from the Department of 
Justice in August, 1967, indicating that consideration was being 
given to prosecuting Carmichael for violation of Title 18, U. S. 
Code, Section 2388 (Seditious Conspiracy). Carmichael has been 
under investigation since August, 1966, based upon his association 
with SNCC and the fact that SNCC was being investigated to 
determine the extent of communist party infiltration. This 
investigation was based on the Internal Security Act of 1.950 and 
Executive Order 10450. Investigation continues at this time 
regarding Carmichael because he is engaged in activity which 
could involve violation of Title 18, U. S. Code, Sections 2383 
(Rebellion or Insurrection), 2384 (Seditious Conspiracy) and 
2385 (Advocating Overthrow of the Government). As previously 
indicated on 10/22/74, the Department instructed the FBI to 
continue to gather and report on civil unrest matters where 
subversive or extremist elements may be involved. 

Information regarding Carmichael has been disseminated 
to Secret Service, State Department, CIA, Department, Military 
Intelligence, IRS, INS, the White House, and DEA. 



Rock Hudson 
62-5-26880 

There has been no investigation conducted concerning 
Rock Hudson and no main file was located for him in the Files 
and Communications Division; however, the following information 
was received during the course of unrelated investigations’. 

Rock Hudson has not been the subject of an FBI investi¬ 
gation. During 1965, however, a confidential informant reported 
that several years ago while he was in New York he had an "affair" 
with movie star Rock Hudson. The -informant stated that from 
personal knowledge he knew that Rock Hudson was a homosexual. 
The belief was expressed that by "personal knowledge" the 
informant meant he had personally indulged in homosexual acts 
with Hudson or had witnessed or received the information from 
individuals who had done so. (62-110654-4) 

It is to be noted in May, 1961, a confidential source 
in New York also stated that Hudson definitely was a homosexual. 
(105-128834-73) 

This information was disseminated to the White House at 
their specific request on 10/28/66. No other information has been 
received or disseminated since that date. 
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Eartha Kitt 
62-112-009 

Eartha Kitt has never been the subject of FBI 
investigation? however, there- is a main file on Miss Kitt 
which was opened 1/19/68, containing various material 
received during the course of unrelated investigations. 
The material in file was received from various sources including 
a police official, movie actor, and newspaper articles. File 
indicates that on 2/12/60, Miss Kitt was quoted in a Puerto 
Rican newspaper as being opposed to Puerto Rican statehood. 
In August, 1963, she was among a list of Hollywood individuals 
who planned to participate in a march on Washington, D. C., 
scheduled for August 28, 1963. This list was provided by 
Hollywood actor Charlton Heston. In October, 1966, she was 
alleged to have been sexually involved with one Beldon Katleman, 
a Las Vegas, Nevada, hotel owner. This resulted in a suit 
for divorce filed by Mrs. Katleman. In June, 1966, Miss Kitt 
was alleged to have expressed interest in joining a march to 
protest the shooting of James Meredith. 

Following a confrontation at the White House on 1/26/68, 
between Miss Kitt, a guest, and Mrs. Lyndon Johnson, her hostess, 
there appeared numerous newspaper and wire service accounts. The 
confrontation arose out of remarks made by Miss Kitt concerning 
the administration's Vietnam policy and the fact that the young 
men in the United States were being sent to Vietnam to die. 

Information concerning Miss Kitt was furnished to 
the White House in response to a specific request January 19, 1968. 
On 2/12/68, the White House also requested a name check on Kitt's 
Press Agent J. Bernstein. No information was located in Bureau 
records concerning Bernstein and the White House was so advised. 
In addition, information on Miss Kitt was disseminated to Secret 
Service, the Department, the Army, Navy, and Air Force. 

Joe Louis 
100-385510, 97-4472, 89-2104 

Joe Louis, well-known professional boxer, was the 
subject of a Bureau investigation (100-385510) based on his 
possible violation of Title 22, U. S. Code, Sections 611-621 
(Registration Act) . This investigation was instituted in 1960 
based on information indicating he and a partner were promoting 
tourist trade to Cuba and that Louis was endeavoring to secure 
support of the Negro press for the Castro Government. Our 
investigation was discontinued in April, 1960, when Louis and 
his partner properly registered. Information in this investigation 
was disseminated to the Department, State Department, and CIA. 
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• • 
Louis was investigated in connection with a 

possible violation of the Foreign Agents Registration Act during 
the period December, 1960, to April, 1961. No substance was 
found to the allegation that Louis was representing a 
pro-Castro movement in Eastern Arkansas and dissemination 
was made to Department, State Department, CIA, Navy, Air 

Force, and Army. (97-4472) 

In March, 1972, Louis allegedly slapped a customs 
security officer and was investigated to determine if he was 
in violation of Assaulting a Federal Officer statute. The 
U. S. Attorneys in Honolulu and Los Angeles declined prosecution 
in this case. Information in this case was disseminated to 
Secret Service and U. S. Attorney. Information regarding 
Louis was also disseminated to the White House based on a 
White House request in October, 1971. (89-2104) 

Groucho Marx 
100-407258 

Marx was the subject of an FBI investigation during 
the period 9/21-11/17/53, after an allegation was received 
from a rank and file member of the Communist Party that Marx 
contributed heavily to the party. Investigation was based upon 
the Bureau's continuing investigation of the Communist Party 
pursuant to provisions of the Smith Act of 1940 and the Internal 
Security Act of 1950. No investigation is being conducted at 
this time and there has been no dissemination of any information 
regarding Marx. 

Zero Mostel 
100-2090341 

Mostel was the subject of' an FBI investigation during 
the period 2/15/44, to 10/22/59, after an allegation was received 
following receipt of information from the War Department alleging 
that Mostel was a member of the Communist Party and associated 
with communist front activities. Investigation was based upon 
the provisions of the Smith Act of 1940 and subsequently the 
Internal Security Act of 1950. 

In 1950, Louis Budenz, former Managing Editor of the 
"Daily Worker" (a communist newspaper) described Zero Mostel 
to the FBI as "a concealed communist." A memorandum dated 
7/14/66, was disseminated to the White House and Secret Service 
based on a name check request. 



Paul Newman 
100-449338-1 

Newman has never been the subject of an FBI 
investigation and no main file is maintained on him; however, 
a.report dated 4/19/68, concerning another individual was 
disseminated to the Secret Service and this report contained 
a reference to Newman as an outspoken critic of the Vietnam 
war. 

Tony Randall 
62-11181-2998 
62-111636-5 

No FBI investigation has been conducted regarding 
Randall and no main file is maintained on him; however, on 
12/28/67, a letterhead memorandum dated 12/18/67, regarding 
the "Assembly of Men and Women in the Arts Concerned with Vietnam" 
was disseminated to Secret Service. Tony Randall was mentioned 
therein as a sponsor of a march on Washington for peace in 
Vietnam which occurred on 11/27/65. 

-8- 



Dr. Benjamin Spock 
161-3186 

100-445115 
25-459807 
25-564288 

Benjamin Spock was initially investigated based on 
a request from the White House by letter dated 12/16/64. He 
was being considered for a Presidential appointment; however, 
a specific position was not indicated. However, after completion 
of the investigation, he was selected as a member of the 
National Council of the War on Poverty. Investigation was 
generally favorable and the results-furnished to the White House. 
In addition, results of this investigation were furnished to the 
Internal Revenue Service 4/26/71, based upon a name check request. 

Dr. Spock was also the subject of a security type 
investigation (100-445115) based upon his anti-war activities. 
Spock made speeches calling for an increase in militant 
disobedience and encouraged young men to refuse to serve 
in the armed forces of the United States. His activities 
resulted in his arrest 12/5/67, by local authorities on a 
charge of disorderly conduct. The statutory basis for investi¬ 
gation was Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 2583 (Rebellion or 
Insurrection). Title '18, U. S. Code, Section 2584 (Seditious 
Conspiracy) . Our investigation of Spock covered the period 
November, 1967, to May, 1973. No security type investigation 
is being conducted regarding Spock at this time. Information 
was disseminated in connection with Spock*s activities to 
the Secret Service on numerous occasions. 

Dr. Spock was also investigated in connection with 
possible violations of the Selective Service Act 1948 (25-564288 
and 25-549807). Dr. Spock's anti-draft activities resulted in 
his conviction in 1968 for violation of the Selective Service 
Laws. He was later acquitted on appeal in July, 1969. Infor¬ 
mation contained in Bureau files in connection with Dr. Spock's 
anti-draft activities was disseminated only to the Department? 
however, there has been wide dissemination regarding Spock's 
codefendants and therefore disseminated material would also 
refer to Dr. Spock. In response to a name check request, a 
letter and summary memorandum were forwarded to John D. 
Ehrlichman, Counsel to the President, in October, 1969. There 
has been no investigation regarding Dr. Spock in connection with 
his Selective Service Act of 1948 violations since 1969, although 
as previously indicated, the security investigation was not 
closed until May, 1973. 
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ON FEBRUARY 6, 1975 AT 6 P. M*, CAPTIONED INDIVIDUAL 

WHO IDENTIFIED HIMSELF AS BEING AN INVESTIGATIVE REPORTER 
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SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. 

OWEN STATED THAT HE WAS INVESTIGATING REPORTS THAT 

COMBINED COVERT GOVERMENTAL TEAMS WERE OPERATING OUT OF 

HE PLANTATION INN IN SAN FRANCISCO DURING MID I960’ S. 

OWEN FURTHER STATED THAT ELEMENTS OF THIS TEAM CONSISTED 

OF CIA, SECRET SERVICE, AND THE THEN FEDERAL BUREAU OF ^ r? H 
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MATTER. 

* 'knows OF NO OTHER 

f 

SA OTHER THAN 

MEMBERS OF HIS IMMEDIATE FAMILY. 

IT IS NOTED THAT OWEN SPOKE IN A VERY EFFIMINATE 

VOICE. 

THE ABOVE IS BEING FURNISHED FOR THE INFORMATION 

OF THE BUREAU. 

END % 
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Date ofjsevlew, 
Les Whitten has contacted my office andacfvised that Jack & nderson 

will be doing a column in the next day or so concerning some aspects of the 
President’s attempts to impeach Justice Douglas when Mr. Ford was a 
Congressman. According to Whitten, when Mr. Ford was nominated to be/ 
Vice President and information in his files was turned over to the House 
Judiciary Committee, included in the material was a memorandum without letter¬ 
head that contained data concerning Douglas ’ alleged association with certain 
hoodlums and the,OParvin Foundation. The memorandum referred to several 
dates in 1963 concerning Douglas’ activities and contacts in the Dominican / 
Republic, as well as material relating to his contact with certain hoodlum 
elements in this country. During Mr. Ford’s confirmation hearings when 
questioned about this document, Mr. Ford stated £he recalled making a tele¬ 
phone call to John WBMtdl, then Attorney General in 1969, who in turn referred 
him to Will Wilson, Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division, 
wherein he requested information concerning Douglas. He was subsequently 
furnished this data in the form of a plain memorandum without benefit of 

| letterhead. 
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McDermott to Jenkins memorandum 
Re: Request From Les Whitten 

_a Legal Attache office in Santo Domingo from 1965 until 1969 and that b ‘ 
according to his research the FBI had no Agents assigned to the Dominican 
Republic in 1963. (Bureau files show that we established a Legal Attache" 
office at Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic^ in 1965 at the direction of 
former President Johnson. Three employees1 were diSpatbiiecl bn 5/21/65 and 
the last Agent departed on 4/19/69 when the Legat office closed. We did not 
have any Legats in the Dominican Republic in 1963.) 

Bureau files reveal that Justice Douglas was on the Board of 
Directors of the Parvin Foundation, founded by Albert B. Parvin, who allegedly 
was associated with a number of notorious West Coast and Las Vegas hoodlums 
including "Bugsey" Siegel. 

Bureau files also reveal that by memorandum dated 6/25/70 Will 
Wilson furnished a proposed summary of information to be-forwarded-to the- 
Special Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary which was considering b;; 
the matter involving Justice Douglas. The Department asked if there was any b3 
information in the summary which should not be rHgp.ln«pri tihg - 

references to the 
to the Bureau bv t 

rnenl 

_ fxEt was also suggestec 
le memorandum be deleted. The memor; 
"tment did not contain any informatioij 

lit would appear, therefore, ths 

speci 

)art- bl 

Whitten was advised by my office that we had no information to 
furnish him concerning the matter of his inquiry. 

RECOMMENDATION 

For information. 
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By jack Anderson f 
and Lea WMnen 

I When”Gerald R. Ford tried to 
| impeach Supreme Court Justice 
William O. Douglas five years 
ago, Mr. Ford used secret data 
that had been slipped to him 
from the files of the FBI and 
probably the CIA. 

Mr. Ford was then the House' 
minority leader, a loyal party 
man who sometimes played a 
rough game of politics. ! 

In 1969; President Nixon 
wanted to clean the liberals out 
of the Supreme Court so he 
could appoint conservatives in 
their places. With this in mind, 
his friend Mr.'Ford began a 
campaign to get impeachment 
hearings going against Douglas. 

For ammunition, Mr. Ford 
went to John N. Mitchell, who 
was then the Attorney General. 
Mitchell agreed to put someone 
in contact with Mr. Ford. 

Not long afterward, in Decem¬ 
ber, 1969, Assistant Attorney 
General }Vill Wilson showed up 
at Mr. Ford’soffice with deroga- j 
tory data about Douglas. It was) 
based on secret intelligence re¬ 
ports developed by U.S. agents j 

; in the United States and the Do¬ 
minican Repute from 1958 to 
m ~ ~ 

One suggestion, wholly false, 
was thal Douglas had ties with 
the Mafia. But the reports fo¬ 
cused on a visit by Douglas to 
the inauguration of Dominican 
President Juan Bosch on Feb. 
27,1963. 

Douglas was' accompanied, 
the agents reported; by the head 
of a foundation paying Douglas 
$1,000 a month and by a lawyer 
“who had represented racket¬ 
eers.” 

i To hide the source,'the infor- 
! mation was typed on plain pa- 
| per with no letterhead. Mr. Ford 
later borrowed entire sections 
from the smear sheets and used 
them almost verbatim in a viru¬ 
lent anti-Douglas speech, which 
he delivered on the House floor 
on April 15,1970. 

He fobbed"off the speech as 
the fruit of his own investiga* 
tion, with no mention of his be¬ 
hind-the-scenes dealings with 
Mitchell and Wilson. 

A high Justice Department of¬ 
ficial with direct knowledge of 
the case told us that most of the 
damaging data against Douglas 
came out of FBJ files. Intelli¬ 
gence sources added that the 
details from the Dominican Re¬ 
public were provided by the 
CIA.^ * * ~ 
— reached Wilson, who slip- 
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iident-to-be, in Austin, Tex, He 
Hold us that the Douglas mate¬ 
rial had been prepared from 
i“generai intelligence files, 
■which he used to keep in the 
'Criminal Division of th^ Justice 
Department , 
T When we pressed him, he ac-! 
knowledged that the material 
^probably” came from the FBI, 
with portipns “possibly 
contributed by the Cl A. 

Footnote: Last month, Time 
magazine reported that Douglas 
had been a “target of CIA sur-] 
veillance” in the 1960s “after he 
visited the Dominican Repub¬ 
lic.” Spokesmen for both the 
FBI and CIA refused any com¬ 
ment. The President has said he 
didn't know where Wilson got 
the material. 

SEX SNOOPS—For years, we | 
have been reporting on the; 
snooping practices of the FBI, 
CIA, Secret Service and other- 
government agencies. * 
^As evidence that government 
gumshoes were abusing their 
investigative powers, our 
sources provided us with secret 
FBI files. CIA reports and Se-. 
cret Service records on promi¬ 
nent Americans. Among them 
were members of ^Coitgress, 
fblatfk leaders, newspapermen,} 

t ;v *" 
jmovie Stars and football heroes. 
|. We have noticed that the gov¬ 
ernment agents spend'a great 
deal of time observing and re¬ 
porting on the sexual adven¬ 
tures of a wide variety* of non- 
criminal Americans., 

j A few examples: 
• The Watergate wiretap tran¬ 

scripts, still sealed by the 
courts, are full of sex talk. What 
the White House' wanted to 
know about the Democrats, ap- 
jparently, was their sex secrets. 

• An FBI report on a football 
star states he “has been ob¬ 
served intoxicated on several 
occasions and also reportedly 
had an affair with an airline 
stewardess who became preg¬ 
nant as a result of tins associa¬ 
tion.” 

• In the file of a religious 
leader, the FBI has included the 
allegation that “he had illicit 
relations with an underage 

■girl.” N ' 
• A well known writer, ' ac¬ 

cording to the FBI, “was evicted 
by the landlord for having ho¬ 
mosexual parties.” 

• A famous movie star has this 
report in his FBI file: “The in- 
formant states that from per¬ 
sonal* knowledge he knew that 
[tile aptpr] ^as a homosexual.” 

• 1075. United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 
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OPTIONAl^tORM NO. 10 

r MAY" 19^2 COITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES (^^ERNMENT 

Memorandum 
# 

to : Mr. Jenkins 

^"fr< from : D. W. Moo; 

DATE: 4/18/75 

SUBJECT: REQUEST FROM JAOKANDERSON? S OFFICE 
REGARDING DIRECTOR'S TRAVEL 

Assoc. Dir._ 

Dop. AD Adm._ 

Dop. AD Inv._ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin._ 

Comp. Syst._ 

Ext. Affairs_ 

Files & Com._ 

Gen. Inv,_ 

(dent._ 

Inspection_ 

Intel I.--J 

'SGjmt 
Plan. & Eval._ 

Training _ 

Telephone Rm. _ 

Director Soc’y- 

At 4:30 p. m., 4/17/75,1 I of Jack Anderson's office 
called to advise that Anderson was writing an article on the travel of various 
agency heads and desired to know if they could be furnished the travel . 
vojxehe&s«af the Director for calendar year 1974. If the travel vouchers were 
not available, they desired any information concerning the Director's travels 
which would indicate (1) destination of travel, (2) purpose, (3) identity 
other officials on trip, and (4) cost. 

_|was informed that these records were official documents 
and are not available to the public. He stated that he would make an official 
request under the Freedom of Information Act. He was furnished the 
appropriate address. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

RECOMMENDATION . mmw 13 unclassified 
FATE Q8-08^2G0G 3'i E0524 CT 2.-IV RS.'ST* 

For information. 

1 - Mr. Callahan 
1 - Mr. Jenkins 
1 - Mr. Adams 
1 - Mr. Moore 
1 - Mr. Walsh 
1 - Mr. Heim 

HAB:asg 

(7> 

■ MAY 131975 

PBBEZS&ZjS 

4c 

3«/7 

Y 

Ait INFORMATION 

OSIilATSR^ 



§ 552. Public information; age^PruIes, opinions, orders, 

records, and proceedings 

(a) Each agency shall make available to the public 
information as follows: 

(1) Each agency shall separately state and currently 
publish in the Federal Register for the guidance of 
the public- 

(A) descriptions of its central and field organiza¬ 

tion and the established places at which, the em¬ 

ployees (and in the case of a uniformed service, the 

members) from whom, and the methods whereby, the 
public may obtain information, make submittals -or 
requests, or obtain decisions; 

(B) statements of the general course and method 
by which its functions are channeled and determined, 
including the nature and requirements of all formal 

and informal procedures available; 

(C) rules of procedure, descriptions of forms 
available or the places at which forms may be ob¬ 
tained, and instructions as to the scope and con¬ 
tents of all papers, reports, or examinations; 

(D) substantive rules of general applicability 

adopted as authorized by law, and statements of 

general policy or interpretations of general applica¬ 
bility formulated and adopted by the agency; and 

(E) each amendment, revision, or repeal of the 
foregoing. 

Except to the extent that a person has actual and timely 
notice of the terms thereof, a person may not in any 

manner be required to resort to, or be adversely affected 
by, a matter required to be published in the Federal 
Register and not so published. For the purpose of this 
paragraph, matter reasonably available to the class of 
persons affected thereby is deemed published in the 

Federal Register when incorporated by reference there¬ 
in with the approval of the Director of the Federal 
Register. 

(2) Each agency, in accordance with published rules, 
shall make available for public inspection and copying- 

(A) final opinions, including concurring and dis¬ 
senting opinions, as well as orders, made in the 
adjudication of cases; 

(B) those statements of policy and interpretations 
which have been adopted by the agency and are not 
published in the Federal Register; and 

(C) administrative staff manuals and instructions 
to staff that affect a member of the public; 

unless the materials are promptly published and copies 
offered for sale. To the extent required to prevent a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, an 
agency may delete identifying details when it makes 
available or publishes an opinion, statement of policy, 

ILL INFOEMM ION COMIAIMED 
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interpretation, ojj^taff manual or instruction. However, 

in each case th|®|stificatipn for the deletion shall be 

explained fully^n writing. Each agency shall also 

maintain and make available for public inspection and 
copying current indexes providing identifying informa¬ 
tion for the public as to any matter issu'ed, adopted, or 
promulgated after July 4, 1967, and required by this 
paragraph to be made available or published. Each 
agency shall promptly publish, quarterly or more fre¬ 

quently, and distribute (by sale or otherwise) copies of 

each index or supplements thereto unless it determines 
by order published in the Federal Register that the 
publication would be unnecessary and impracticable, in 
which case the agency shall nonetheless provide 
copies of such index on request at a cost not to exceed 
the direct cost of duplication. A final order, opinion, 

statement of policy, interpretation, or staff manual or 
instruction that affects a member of the public may be 
relied on, used, or cited as precedent by an agency 
against a party other than an agency only if- 

(i) it has been indexed and either made available 

or published as provided by this paragraph; or 
(ii) the party has actual and timely notice of the 

terms thereof. 
(3) Except with respect to the records made avail¬ 

able under paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection, 
each agency, upon any request for records which (A) 

reasonably describes such records and (B) is made in 

accordance with published rules stating the time, place, 

fees (if any), and procedures to be followed, shall make 
the records promptly available to any person. 

(4) (A) In order to carry out the provisions of this 
section, each agency shall promulgate regulations, 

pursuant to notice and receipt of public comment, 
specifying a uniform schedule of fees applicable to all 
constituent units of such agency. Such fees shall be 
limited to reasonable standard charges for document 

search and duplication and provide for recovery of only 

the direct costs of such search and duplication. Docu¬ 
ments shall be furnished without charge or at a reduced 
charge where the agency determines that waiver or re¬ 
duction of the fee is in the public interest because 
furnishing the information can be considered as prima¬ 

rily benefiting the general public. 

(B) On complaint, the district court of the United 

States in the district in which the complainant resides, 
or has his principal place of business, or in which the 
agency records are situated, or in the District of Co¬ 
lumbia, has jurisdiction to enjoin the agency from with¬ 
holding agency records and to order the production of 
any agency records improperly withheld from the com¬ 
plainant. In such a case the court shall determine the 
matter de novo, and may examine the contents of such 
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agency rec'ords in camera to deteng^p whether such 
records or any part thereof shall beBpiheld under any 

of the exemptions, set forth in subsection (b) of this 

section, and the burden is on the agency to sustain its 

action. 
(C) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the 

defendant sfiall serve an answer or otherwise plead to 

any complaint made under this subsection within thirty 

days after service upon the defendant of the pleading 

in which such complaint is made, unless the court 

otherwise directs for good cause shown. 

(D) Except as to cases the court considers of greater 

importance, proceedings before the 'district court, as 
authorized by this subsection, and appeals therefrom, 

take precedence on the docket over all cases and shall 

be assigned for hearing and trial or for argument at the 

earliest practicable date and expedited in every way. 

(E) The court may assess against the United States 

reasonable attorney fees and other litigation costs 
reasonably incurred in any case under this section in 
which the complainant has substantially prevailed. 

(E) Whenever the court orders the production of any 

agency records improperly withheld from the complain- 

ant and assesses against the United States reasonable 

attorney fees and other litigation costs, and the court 
additionally issues a written finding that the circum¬ 

stances surrounding the withholding raise questions 
whether agency personnel acted arbitrarily or capri¬ 

ciously with respect to the withholding, the Civil 
Service Commission shall promptly initiate a proceed¬ 

ing to determine whether disciplinary action is war¬ 

ranted against the officer or employee who was primar¬ 

ily responsible for the withholding. The Commission, 

after investigation and consideration of the evidence 

submitted, shall submit its findings and recommenda¬ 

tions to the administrative authority of the agency con¬ 

cerned and shall send copies of the findings and rec¬ 
ommendations to the officer or employee or his repre¬ 

sentative. The administrative authority shall take the 

corrective action that the Commission recommends. 

(G) In the event of noncompliance with the order of 

the court, the district court may punish for contempt the 

responsible employee, and in the case of a uniformed 

service, the responsible member. 
(5) Each agency having more than one member shall 

maintain and make available for public inspection a 

record of the final votes of each member in every 

agency proceeding. 
(6) (A) Each agency, upon any request for records 

made under paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of this subsection, 

shall- 
(i) determine within ten days (excepting Satur¬ 

days, Sundays, and legal public holidays) after the 

receipt of any such request whether to comply with 

such request and s4frll immediately notify tM persoff 
making such reqi^^pof such determination and the 
reasons therefor, and of the right of such person to 

appeal to the head of the agency any adverse 

determination; and 

(ii) make a determination with respect to any 

appeal within twenty days (excepting Saturdays, 

Sundays, and legal public holidays) after the receipt 

of such appeal. If on appeal the denial of the re¬ 
quest for records is in whole or in part upheld, the 

agency shall notify the person making such request 

of the provisions for judicial review of that deter¬ 

mination un'der paragraph (4) of this subsection. 

(B) In unusual circumstances as specified in this 

subparagraph, the time limits prescribed in either 
clause (i) or clause.(ii) of subparagraph (A) may be 

extended by written notice to the person making such 

request setting forth the reasons for such extension 

and the date on which a determination is expected to 

be dispatched. No such notice shall specify a date 
that would result* in an extension for more than ten 
working days. As used in this subparagraph, “unusual 

circumstances”means,but only to the extent reasonably 

necessary to the proper processing of the particular 

request- 
(i) the need to search for and collect the requested 

records from field facilities or other establishments 

that are separate from the office processing the 

request; 

(ii) the need to search for, collect, and appropri¬ 
ately examine a voluminous amount of separate and 

distinct records which are demanded in a single 

request; or 
(iii) the need for consultation, which shall be 

conducted with all practicable speed, with another 

agency having a substantial interest in the deter¬ 

mination of the request or among two or more com¬ 

ponents of the agency having substantial subject- 

matter interest therein. 
(C) Any person making a request to any agency for 

records under paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of this sub¬ 

section shall be deemed to have exhausted his admin¬ 

istrative remedies with respect to such request if the 

agency fails to comply with the applicable time limit 

provisions of this paragraph. If the Government can 

show exceptional circumstances exist and that the 

agency is exercising due diligence in responding to the 

request, the court may retain jurisdiction and allow 

the agency additional time to complete its review of 

the records. Upon any determination by an agency to 

comply with a request for records, the records shall be 

made promptly available to such person making such 

request. Any notification of denial of any request for 

records under this subsection shall set forth the names 
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RT titlfes or positions of eachjferson responsible for 
the denial of such request. Bk 

(b) This section does not apl^to matters that are- 
(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria estab¬ 

lished by an Executive order to be kept secret in the 
interest of national defense or foreign policy and (B) 
are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Exec¬ 
utive order; 

(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and 

practices of an agency; 

(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute; 
(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial infor¬ 

mation obtained from a person and privileged or con¬ 
fidential; 

(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or 
letters which would not be available by law to a party 
other than an agency in litigation with the agency; 

(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the 
disclosure of which would constitute a clearly un¬ 
warranted invasion of personal privacy; 

(7) investigatory records compiled for law enforce¬ 

ment purposes, but only to the extent that the produc¬ 

tion of such records would (A) interfere with enforce¬ 
ment proceedings, (B) deprive a person of a right to a 
fair trial or an impartial adjudication, (C) constitute an 

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, (D) disclose 

the identity of a confidential source and, in the case of 

a record compiled by a criminal law enforcement au¬ 
thority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by 
an agency conducting a lawful national security intel¬ 
ligence investigation, confidential information fur¬ 
nished only by the confidential source, (E) disclose 
investigative techniques and procedures, or (F) endan¬ 

ger the life or physical safety of law enforcement 
personnel; 

(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, 
or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for 
the use of an agency responsible for the regulation or 
supervision of financial institutions; or 

(9) geological and geophysical information and data, 

including maps, concerning wells. 

Any reasonably segregable portion of a record shall 
be provided to any person requesting such record after 
deletion of the portions which are exempt under this 
subsection. 

(c) This section does not authorize withholding of 

information or limit the availability of records to the 
public, except as specifically stated in this section. 
This section is not authority to withhold information 
from Congress. 

(d) On or before March 1 of each calendar year, each 

agency shall submit a report covering the preceding 
calendar year to the Speaker of the House of Repre¬ 

sentatives and Resident of the Senate for referral to 

the appropriate ^Bnittees of the Congress. The report 
shall include- 

(1) the number of determinations made by such 

agency not to comply with requests-for records made 

to such agency under subsection (a) and the reasons 
for each such determination; * 

(2) the number of appeals made by persons under 
subsection (a) (6), the result of such appeals, and 
the reason for the action upon each appeal that re¬ 

sults in a denial of information; 

(3) the names and titles or positions of each 

person responsible for the denial of records re¬ 
quested under this section, and the number of in¬ 
stances of participation for each; 

(4) the results of each proceeding conducted pur¬ 

suant to subsection (a) (4) (F), including a report 

of the disciplinary action taken against the officer 

or employee who was primarily responsible for im¬ 

properly withholding records or an explanation of 
why disciplinary action was not taken; 

(5) a copy of every rule made by such agency % 
regarding this section; 

(6) a copy of the fee schedule and the total a- 
mount of fees collected by the agency for making 
records available under this section; and 

(7) such other information as indicates efforts to 
administer fully this section. 

The Attorney General shall submit an annual report 

on or before March 1 of each calendar year which shall 
include for the prior calendar year a listing of the 
number of cases arising under this section, the exemp¬ 
tion involved in each case, the disposition of such 
case, and the cost, fees, and penalties assessed under 
subsections (a) (4) (E), (F), and (G). Such report shall 

also include a description of the efforts undertaken by 

the Department of Justice to encourage agency com¬ 
pliance with this section. 

(e) For purposes of this section, the term “agency” 
as defined in section 551(1) of this title includes any 

executive department, military department, Government 

corporation, Government controlled corporation, or 
other establishment in the executive branch of the 
Government (including the Executive Office of the 
President), or any independent regulatory agency. 

The amendments made by this Act shall take effect 
on the ninetieth day beginning after the date of en¬ 
actment of this Act. 

Pub. L. 93-502, 88 Stat. 1561 Nov. 21, 1974. 
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mmiommmit me 
■ ■ ME. MOONEY 

.ME. MOOKB 

BB: JA€it7±I4DEK£DH 

May 8, ISIS 

.—* ——- ,.——Halted Feature 
Syndicate columnist, II! had indicated prevlctssiy to me that he thought the ts&pB,: ■' 
people had gone tea f&r in their criticism of the intelEgeneo community and 

perhaps fee- could in the future wits gome articles tMeh would fee teloM 
in projecting a tetter tags. He .said* Isower©*, that lie did mi intend tote 
groveling aid searching for material* feat that If .any teesm© available, he ■ 
would wit© item up* We talted of the possibility .of write-ups in a, couple of 
areas and I am now considering them as possible teMcfes. 

He then mentioned te has aT 
-i. _•* __ , ,. . . . •*» *- 

] who lias not found 
nmiEsis as yet and in our conversation it was. developed that perhaps he might - 
be interested in lawenforcement. ‘ 
r * . «'' , 6 

Pursuant to Ms. I would lilae to arrange for a trip- to Qnantico for b7C 
Mr* Anderson and|_land daring the visit, lot the youth and Mr* Anderson 
tour our facilities and ©ad with & luncheon in the private dining room. • X am ■ 
fi°hig to try tote there for the luncheon 'and possibly-for a part of the tour of 
the- Firearms Bangs* which* hopefully* can start about 11:00 £M or after . ' 
lunch, whichever is the tetter time for the staff* , ; • \ / 

' ft is requested that arrangements te mad© for a visit, within tte •' 
•nest couple of waste and it should fee correlated with Mr. Aatesoa as to 
which lathe appropriate time. X .should fee informed as to the date and arrange- • 
meats should te made with Mrs* Metcalf for the least troublesome time. ’ 

ssoc. Dir. _ 

Oep. AD Adm. _ 

Dep. AD Inv. _ 

|Asst. Dir.: » 

Admin, ___ 

Comp. Syst.__ 

| Ext. Affairs .._ 

f;iles & Com._ 

Gen. Inv.n_ 

, Ident. _ 

t SENT. FROM 0. Oo 

TIMS JtgOk£M- 

VATS A=msL 
BY -- 

„ TQl^om mm 

;ub„ratory_aaC;|3BM(7) 
1 Plan. & Evql. _ ^ 

Spec. Inv., 

Training , Iegal Coun. 

ele phone 

irector st> 

Wry truly yours, 

■ -Clarence M. -BOHey, 
director . 

r 

- • . as? mi is v£is '. 
- ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED* 

A 

* m 

TELETYPE UNIT 1~~1 

HEREIN IE H'CXiASSIFXED 
EXCF?:.M”' --iskem 
lOIEI.,". . , 

GHO 954-546 



JACK ANDERSON 
1401 ^Sixteenth Street,' M IV* Washington, O. C.'odoSO 

Legal Counsel 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C, 20035 

Dear Sird: 

The office of Jack Anderson would 
like to formally request that the 
Bureau provide us with the 1974 
(calendar year) travel vouchers of 
Director Kelley. 

Assoc. Dir. _ 

Dep. AD Adm. __ 

Dep. AD Inv._ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. . 

Comp. Syst. __ 

Ext. Affairs _ 

Files & Com._ 

Gen. Inv. _ 

Ident. __ 

Inspection _ 

Intel I._j 

La bdralory^ / 

PIar|.v& Eval._ 

Spec. Inv. _ 

Training _ 

Telephone Rm. _ 

Director Sec’y _ 

Such information would include 
any official trips the Director-took 
outside metropolitan Washington, D.C. 
in calendar 1974, where he went, • 
what staff members accompanied him, 
the purpose of the trip, and a thoroug. 
a cost breakdown as possible. 

Thank you for your cooperation 
in this matter. I shall look forward 
to the favor of a reply. 

mi mmmmim coitmhed 

■HI BY €0324 || lllllllllf 

b6 • 
b7C 

fi 1975 :4 

sse.uon 
YD ":\?.Unf3 
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~
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Your request for jay 1974 travel vouchers was 
received on April 21st. 

The revelation of the data you desire could, have 
adverse effects upon the maintenance of my security needs, 
and would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion on my 
personal privacy., Therefore, your request is being denied 
under provisions of the Freedom of information Act, Title 
5, united States Code, Section 552 ih)(6). 

- You may appeal my decision in this matter within 
thirty days by writing to the Attorney General, Attentions 

- Freedom of Information Appeals Unit, Washington, D. C. 20530* 
The envelope and the letter should be marked '"'Freedom of 
Information Appeal.” Additionally* judicial review is there¬ 
after available either in the district in which you reside 
or have your principal place of business or in the District 
of Columbia, the location of the records to which you seek 

. ‘ access. * 

Assoc. Dir._ 

Dep. AD Admi_ 

Dep. AD invr 

Asst. Dir.: * 

Admin. v< 

Comp. Syst._ 

Ext. Affairs_ 

Files & Com._ 

Gen. Inv._ 

Ident._ 

Inspection_ 

Intel I__ 

Laboratory_ 

Legal Coun._ 

Plan. & Eval._' 

Spec. Inv._ 

Training_ 

Telephone Rm. _ 

Director Sec'y_ 

MAILED 7 

i/iAY-r 1975 

sincerely yours, 

j$/ /^?< /|- , 

, Clarence M. Jtelle/ 
Director IS WCltASjjriED 

FUCEFT {THESE SEmWi? 
OxEEMlISE 

;1- The Deputy Attorney General - Enclosure. 
Attention: Susan M. Hauser, r\A ¥;r'■'«Au 

^ms (7) m* * ' ft’*/ 
^(7> , ,fV. , dteY,. 

/• Vi ' • 
& . .3 

'< £ £ £i 0* 

f,0% ■ 
: -'-VO# 

win > a c? ;-v 
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F b6 % ; 
' b7C ' 
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May 10 # 1973 

Mr, $ads nadersoa 
1401 im Strait, & w, 
Washington, IX C* 20086 

'' Beas? Mr, fmdersons 

ill iiromauoH coifmiMi.0 
EEBilH IS IMCLASSiriED 

DUE 03-08-2008 BY 60324 U€ BdW/RS/STW 

We haye been. attempting to- flat im a date for a visit 
to be made by you and[ I aiQuantico. and it 
appears the tot time wouia m fas wees of May 26th. You v/ill ' 
receive further communication about establishing aa esaot date* 

tiafortumtely, due to a problem with my aim* i must 
too an operation and tSm will necessitate my hospitalisation for 
a low dayo and sine# .the operation will ho performed May Mh, 
I will be incapacitated that entire week. t would like to toe been 
present during your visit, but this now is* of course, not possible. 
I suggest, however, that the arrangements for the visit and tour 
go ahead and then later during early dune, if would be my pleasure 
to toe you and| I have lunch with me in the new office in 
the & Edgar Hoover Wm Building, We win keep in touch with 
you to set an appropriate date, 

«*w 

• •• . Again, you will be informed of possible elites daring': 
me Week m May 26 and-I do hope you and your son enjoy the- visit- • 
to Quantise. *~^Sdj . 

- SlnMkyf 5M£3.~J_Z1 

j 51 l* 
SENT FROM D. O. 

TIME 

DATE 

BY „ 

b6 
b7C 

ft 

7 

1 - Mr. Moore 
cl - Telephone Room 
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Memorandum 
JNITED STATE? 

: MR. JEN: 

VERNMENT ^ v 
r ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

rhlYYl HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 
A,IA/!U, DATE os-08-2008 BX 60324 UC BM/RS/STW 

5-29-75 

otL|k_/ 

from ^ W. MOORE, JR. 

a j— 
SUBJECT: JACK ANDERSON AND 

VISIT TO QUANTICO, 5-28-! 

■r a'ppbox. 

<**■ \)(H * 

Dop^AD inm_ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin._ 

Comp. Syst. . 

Ext. Affairs jJT 

Files & Com._ 

Gen. Inv._ 

Ident._ 

Inspection_ 

Intel!._ 

Laboratory_ 

Legal Coun._ 

^ Plan. & Eva!._ 

C“3C. Inv._ 

DIM inning_ 

Telephone Rm. _ 

Director Soc#y- 

I accompanied Jack Anderson and his_| on a visit 
to our facilities at Quantico on the afternoon of 5-28-75. Anderson indi¬ 
cated that he was veiy much impressed with our facilities at Quantico and 
with our staffing expertise, stating he had no idea as to the amount of 
training the FBI afforded local law enforcement or, in particular, the 
professional manner in which it is presented. They were afforded a short 
firearms demonstration. Assistant Director Mooney accompanied the tour 
and was extremely helpful in answering rather general questions asked by 
Anderson. 

Anderson again asked me whether or not we would be in a position 
to assist him in writing an article concerning the FBI’s efforts in the Watergate 
investigation. I indicated to him that in view of appeals, privacy, and freedom 
of information it would be most difficult for us to become involved in assisting 
him in such an article at this time.. He indicated he did not want to push us 
into assisting him in writing about Watergate but felt that the FBI had done^f^ 
such a tremendous job and that it was not Woodward and Bernstein who 
solved Watergate but the FBI. He felt that it would certainly help the FBI’s 
image if he would prepare such an article. He recognized, however, thaj^r'"''^ 
there were obvious problems which preclude our assistance in doing so. 
I suggested that he on his own could do an article on Watergate with the 
information already available to him; however, he indicated he would rather 
have some material not previously published concerning Watergate and again 
indicated he understood our position. 

-1 b6 
_ I k7c 

case in which he indicated a great interest liiowriting a laudatory article 7~? 

concerning the Bureau’s solution of this case^ Cj?^ 

i Anderson mentioned that he had an excellent workingu relation¬ 
ship and rapport with former Assistant to the Director Q&ifrthk DeLoach 
and would hope that his relationship with the Bureau could be rggfcaased to 

DWMrlrt ^iNFCRnnoN cornua 
^wismLAssinm / 
•cLvCLiPa SKG’.Vtf C0RRE^bff£NCE3 
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Memorandum to Mr. Jenkins ^ 
Re: JACK ANDERSON _' 

what it used to be during DeLoach's tenure. I gathered from his various 
jlcomments that he is willing to write favorable articles concerning the 
I|Bureau if we, in fact, confide in him. It appears that Anderson is trying 

to restore an inroad into the Bureau by indicating his willingness to be of 
assistance but at the same time be in a position to gather information when 

. others are unable to do so. I quite frankly do not feel that his conviction 
I in this regard is truly for the best interests of the Bureau but rather for 
I the best interests of Jack Anderson. We certainly have nothing to lose in 
assisting him in matters such as the| lease; however, we should 
not become involved with Anderson to the point where he feels he has an 
exclusive "in" with the Bureau. 

t 

b6 
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J The re is an obvious lack of communication 
between the two. Anderson indicated that he hoped that the tour of our 
facilities at Quantico would help the directional thinking of I I Both 
he and[ esqjressed their sincere appreciation for the opportunity to 
visit Quantico. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For information. 

^ •UAJ" fuiuJUL 

- 
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Jims 24, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MOORE 
-g- 
BE: JACK ANDERSON 

Pfcyfefk'-. 
j1 • ^SdV*'**ti - 

\ 4 

Jack Anderson, the syndicated columnist, called me 
in Kansas City, Missouri, on June 10. 1975. Mr. Angers 
thanked me for the tour given him and [ 
Quantico. He advised they were treated well and the tour was 
most interesting. \J&c - Dj? 

Mr. Anderson also re-evidenced interest in the 
possibility of getting some favorable publicity for us. He said 
he will work with Mr. Murphy of the External Affairs Division 
in this regard. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN I5 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY €0324 Hi.IHf/ES/SlW 

^'!rfey?‘tmLr yours,,nr. 

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director / 
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July 9, 1975 

Mr. JackN. Anderson 
1401 16th Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

, * * mS 
Dear Mr. Anderson: 

Thank you for taking the time to appear before our 
Media Relations Seminar at Quantico yesterday. Hie forthright 
manner in which you discussed issues of interest to the participants 
is certainly appreciated. We feel this type of seminar is most 
beneficial to FBI personnel who will be in contact with media 
representatives and your appearance contributed a great deal to 
the program. , 

My associates and I hope it was a meaningful 
experience for you. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAW/RS/SIW 

Sincerely yours, 

QmJL Kelley 

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director 
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UNITED STATES 
mjS0 
Govern RNMfENT 

Memorandum 

ssoc. 

nepT^SjAdW^^ 
Dop. AD 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. _ 

Comp. Sys' 

Ext. Affair 

MR. JENKINS DATE: 8/12/75 Files & Com, 

FROM DiW. MOORE, JR. 
Or 

SUBJECT: JACK'iANDERSON1S ARTICLES 
AUGUST 4 and . 5., 1975 
FBI. TRANSCRIPTS 

—A _ Mi IH FORMAT ION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

' DATE 03-08-2008 BY 60324 UE BAK/RS/STW 
This memorandum prepared for the purpose of 

enclosing a letter to Jack^-Anderson concerning captioned matter 
as requested by the DlT^tTt^oTT^1^*^ 

Gen. inv.^fyy_ 

Ident._ 

Inspection S'~- 

Intel I. _ 

Laboratory_ 

Legal Coun._ 

Plan. & Eval._ 

Spec. Inv._ 

Training_ 

Telephone Rm._ 

Director Sec'y __ 

Mr. Moore to Mr. Jenkins memo 8/1/75 related the 
background of contact between Les Whitten of Jack Anderson's 
staff and Inspector Homer Boynton of the External Affairs Division, 
Whitten discussed the publication of the article with Boynton 
at which time Whitten was furnished with the details of the tapes 
and transcripts,which details have been reiterated in attached 
letter. The only additional item contained in attached letter 
concerns the articles' contention that the search was illegal. . 

gs* 
O M £5 
O to ^ 
^ W o 
§.15 O "3 ^ ]h3 HQ* 
H Si H 

P-i t'J ;*! F 
p »; 1 
^ 65 tn g 
£3 M P-t !' 
*7 w w i-3 r-5 ola 

Pursuant to instructions of the Director as related to » ’ 
Inspector Boynton during the course of a recent trip to Montreal, Lr 
Canada, attempts have been made to. determine if the items returned*' ^ 
to| ~|were stamped "evidence" by the Bureau. SA| | / 
of the Washington Field Office, who turned over the tapes and D/C 
transcripts to the United States Attorney, is not certain but % 
believes that the box containing the tapes and transcripts may ~ 
have had an FBI "evidence" tap^fefetached to the outside. Les g 
Whitten is currently on vacation>'**la^|wever, it is not certain he E 
saw anything other than the transcripts and the original containers >■ 
are still in the possession of c 

Rbb-iU p O if' c 
The External Affairs Division feels that we should not § 

go on record by forwarding a letter to Jack~~^dersoH!Iinl!!thi.s ~ § 
matterT There is a possibiTTty"”Tira:£”'':EHe~material was labelecT* O 
""^Vide'nce" by the Bureau. In addition, the Bureau does not have in 
the tapes or transcripts and there may be other areas of criticism g; 
that can be conjured up by | | and/or Anderson. It is extremely ° 
difficult to counter criticism and relate facts when the items 
at issue are no longer in the possession of the Bureau. It is b7C 
the general feeling of the External Affairs Division that the 

b6 
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sj ^ t>| Director may-desire to contact Anderson by telephone in order 
ll to relate his .thoughts in regard to this matter. egard 

1 - Mr. Cleveland 
1 - Mr. Gallagher* 
1 - Mr. MinfeZr/> t 

1 - Mr. Moor®/ 

■ v^ Mr. Malmfeldt. <ujuuu!wratKij.OT 
/{l - Research Section herein is m-felti 

ztJBhKXLPress Services. Office 

contained 

vpl |7%; 

OiliCONTTNUED) 

fEE ADDENDUM, LEGAL COUNSEL $ I 
DIVISION, PAGE 3) V 
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Moore to. Jenkins Memo (continued) 
Re: JACK ANDERSON'S ARTICLES. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

jj That the attached letter_Tno±»_be sent to columnist 
Jack Anderson and that the Director, as indicated above, may 
desire to telephone Anderson in regard to this matter. 

Enc. 

-2- 



Memorandum Moore to Mr. Jenkins 
Re: JACK ANDERSON’S ARTICLES 

AUGUST 4 and 5, 1975 
FBI TRANSCRIPTS 

ADDENDUM, LEGAL COUNSEL DIVISION, JH:mtm, 8/13/75: 

After further consideration of this matter, it should be pointed 
out that we are currently involved in civil litigation in the case captioned, 

I Iv. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, et al. (U. S. D. C., DC) 
Civil Action No. 75-0021, growing out of the prior criminal case against 

I I It was in the criminal case that a search warrant was served and 
material, including the tapes in question, were seized. The Trial Court 
originally held that the search warrant was illegal not because of any 
improper or inaccurate allegations but rather because some of the probable 
cause was too remote. This ruling was appealed by the Government and 13 6 
the U. S. District Court of Appeals ruled that the search warrant was valid b ^ 

/ and accordingly, the seizures legal. The case was remanded to the Trial 
Court where subsequently it was dismissed on the basis that the Government 
did not provide a speedy trial. The Trial Court ignored the fact that the 
reason for delay arose from its original ruling on the search warrant. All 
items seized were ordered returned to| |except for a limited amount of 
material declared by the court to be contraband. During the course of the 
criminal trial, | |surveilled the investigating Agent and was observed 
photographing the Agent while working around his home. The Agent's wife 
received several phonecalls where no one would respond on the other end 
of the line and the Agent's car burned mysteriously. Although it was not 
proved the automobile was set on fire, there were indications that it might 
have been. The criminal trial court ordered after a hearing, that 
not contact any of the Government witnesses. 

The current civil case attempts to reiterate] some of the issues 
already decided in the criminal case, particularly with regard to the 
legality of the search and seizure. The Government has filed an extensive 
answer in this suit denying the allegations and moving for dismissal on a 
number of grounds. 

Obviously the Bureau is in a difficult position since Departmental 
(regulations preclude our discussing the merits of the case. Although Jack 
'Anderson's columns are not directly related to the case, they do involve 
rnaterial seized by the Bureau which is the subject matter of the case. 

- 3 - CONTINUED - OVER 



Memorandum Moore to Mr. Jenkins 
Re: JACK ANDERSON'S ARTICLES 

ADDENDUM, LEGAL COUNSEL DIVISION (Continued): 

II In view of the foregoing, I agree that a letter should not be written to 
Jack Anderson. I feel it would be proper, however, to spe^^^m'" 
personally, particularly with regard to his misunderstanding as to 
the nature of the transcripts and the very limited manner in which 
they were used. I think it would also be proper to suggest to Anderson 
that he and his column are being used by| |to cast aspersions on the 
FBI in connection with this civil litigation and that it would be well for 
Anderson to consider reviewing the court record in both the current 
civil action and the prior criminal action so that he will be familiar 
with the tacticsl ]has used in the past, as well as the Government's 
response to his allegations concerning the FBI’s investigation of him. 
We have copies of the pleadings available which are extensive and are 
not being attached for that reason. They can be made available to the 
External Affairs Division for review. We believe, however, that 
ANDERSON should be referred to the actual court record rather than 
reviewing copies in our possession. 

/ 

b6 
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, I 
V Deo. _ Dep. AD I. 

Asst. Dir.: $ 

TO 

FROM 

MR. JENKINS 

D.W. MOORE, JR. 

DATE: 
8/27/75 

j^C^MTOER^|LlS^^J^I,CLES. Mi information contained 
subject: 1JS^JL33J^ 

fbi, trMtscripts 

:i 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 08-08-2006 BY 60324 UC BAW/RS/STN, 

Admin._ 

Comp. Syst. —)i^r% 

Ext. Affairs 

Files & 

Gon- lnv| /w 
(dent. - 

& 
Inspection_ ,» 

Intell.__ j 

Laborpioi 

/ Legal 

Plan. a 

_ 
Telephone Rm._ 

Director Sec’y jL. 

Moore to Jenkins memo 8/12/75, recommended that a 
-letter concerning captioned matter not be sent to columnist Jack 

^Anderson,and that the Director might desire to telephone Afld^gmr 
in regard to this matter. The articles concerned FBI transcripts 
that contained innumerable errors in connection with an investicra- 

] tion of 

The transcripts were rough drafted from tapes obtained as a result 
of a search of _office and were ,prepared to determine if 
there was a violation of U.S. Code, Section 2511, Interception of 
Communication Statute. *» _ 

Addendum to Moore to Jenkins memo, referred to above, 
by the Legal Counsel Division, concurred with the recommendation 
of External Affairs Division. Legal Counsel addendum indicated, 
however, that it would be proper to speak to Anderson personally 
particularly with regard to his misunderstanding as to the nature 
of the transcripts and the very limited manner, in which' they were 
used. ••■On the addendum the Director indicated, "Agree.Ky." 

b6 
b7C 

’ ; Moore to. Jenkins memorandum, 8/1/75, indicated that 
Les Whitten of Jack Anderson's staff, who had actually prepared 
the August :4th and 5th articles, had been spoken to by Deputy 
Assistant Director Boynton of the External Affairs Division at . 
some length concerning the tapes and transcripts. In essence, 
Whitten was informed'orally of. the Bureau's position and facts 
concerning the tapes and'transcripts. Despite the arguments put 
forth, the .articles were published. Inasmuch as the Bureau 
arguments have already been set forath to. Whitten, External Affairs 
Division feels that, at this point, it would be of little 

„ value to pursue this matter any fur therewith Anderson or Whitten^ 

REC-10 W RECOMMENDATION :• 

That no further action be takeij_£Q».CLontacit«Ja'ck 
Anderson or Les Whitt,en ±n regard «to the articles on FBI transcripts 
of August 4 and 5, 1975. 

1 - Mr. Cleveland « ) 1 ~7mt.' Malmfeldt™ 
- Mr. J.H. Campbell, ——— 
- Press Services Office 
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September 12, 1975 

Mr. Jack Anderson 
I3S8F1 Sixteenth Street, $f* W. 
Washington, D« C. 20936 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

I appreciate very much year concluding paragraph in 
year column of September 3, 1975. 1 assure you l Mil try to 
continue to conduct the business of Ms Bureau at a high level and 
hopefully, at the same time, with An accompanying high level of 
accomplishment and efficiency.' I have a deep affection for the 
personnel and the traditions of the Bureau and, if it be my good 
fortune to enhance the standing Of both, I will be troll satisfied 
with my administration. 

I hope fhat We can get together soon at which time I 
would be very happy to discuss with you other matters which I 
think will be helpful to both of us. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DALE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 NO 8AW/RS/STK 
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Hi INFORMS.! I OH CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCUtS5IFIED 
DATE OS-08-2008 BY 60324 U€ Blif/RS/SlIf 

Assoc. Dir. _ 

Dep. AD Adm. 

Dep. AD Inv. . 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. __ 

Comp. Syst. _ 

Ext. Affai rs_ 

Biles & Com. . 

Gen. Inv. _ 

IdS/it. _ 

Inspection _ 

Senators Pmbe King. Wiretapping 
J \ByJejck Anderson 

t mp Les Whitten 

The Senate intelligence^com-, 
mittee is investigating allega¬ 
tions that the’FBI tried to smeas 
the late Martin Luther King Jr. 
by spreading stories about his 
sex life. 

Some senators regard this as a 
classic abuse of police power. It 
will get special attention, there-: 
fore, from the committee. 

i King won the Nobel peace 
prize for his nonviolent crusade 
to gain equal rights for black 
Americans. He faced the police 
dogs and fire hoses of southern 
sheriffs without flinching. His 
cry, “We shall overcome,** stir- 

* r^dhis people. ^ 

^King’s rhetoric, however, led 
him into a collision with the 
late,.powerful FBI chief, J. Ed¬ 
gar Hoover. This became one of 
the famous feuds of the 1960s. 

Senate investigators are now 
(trying to determine whether 
Hoover used the FBI to carry on 
his vendetta against King. They 

1 want to Mow who .ordered, the 
snooping and who leaked the 

•sex sitfSes to the press. They 
are also searching for F&I 
agents who participated in thej 

! surveillance of the civil rights I leader.' 
We were the first to reveal on 

May 24, 1968, that FBI had 
tapped King’s telephones. We 

j reported that the wiretaps had 
divulged information about hisi 
alleged love affairs, a subject 
that was none of the FBI’s busi¬ 
ness/ , 

Now, more than seven years1 
.later, we have dug deeper into 

' the story for the answers the 
senators are seeking.* 

There is bitter disagreement 
over who first suggested that 
the FBI eavesdrop on King. But 
iS October, 1983, JKopv.es«,ob- 
.tained—some„say_wangled^a 

m'emoranuum from themAttG?£ 
I ney General Robert F. Kennedy 

authorizing the controversial 
I wiretaps. 

The official justification was 
to determine whether King had 
any secret ties with Commu¬ 
nists. But the only secret deal¬ 
ings the wiretaps revealed were 
with women. His dynamism and 
courage .had made him attrac- 

, tive to many women. ^ ’ 
|1 vvtsrpssevssj:.1.!-gwnagpgg uuu 

I veillance, the FBI bugged 
King’s hotel suite in Atlantic 
City during the 1964 Democratic 
National Convention. But ap¬ 
parently nothing of significance 
was picked up. 

\ The FBI continued its elec¬ 
tronic surveillance of King, ac¬ 
cording to our sources, until he 
was slain in April, 1968. The lat¬ 
est secret sex report we saw was 
dated Feb. 20,1968. 

tf In other words, the FBI con¬ 
tinued listening to King’s pri- 

- vate conversations for nearly 
j five years. Yet during all this 
time, the FBI picked up no evi¬ 
dence that he had committed a 

I crime or w-as likely to commit 
one* ^ ^ ^ ^ 

I j J. Edgar Hoover’s boys just* 
j kept filling up folders with tit^ 
lating tidbits, idle gossip and vi- 1 

| cious slander about King. His 
1 FBI dossier can only be de¬ 

scribed as a blackmail file. 
| Indeed, we can prove that FBI 

officials tried to peddle embar¬ 
rassing items about King to re- 

| porters. Our FBI sources also 
I say tfeat Hour’s loyal sidekick, 
Jthe latfe Clyde Tolson, anony-[ 

tm^isly sent a tape of a WiliarcP; 
Hotel incidentto the civil rigfits* 
leader’s wife, Coretta King. * 

But the blackmail, appar¬ 
ently, didn’t work. King’s close" 
friend and associate, Del. Wal¬ 
ter Fauntroy, (D-D.C.), told us^ 

J King was aware of the FBI’s sur^I 
p veftlaribe and wasn’t the lea$£; 

deterred by it. < * ' **** 

t ^ i.^4./- - .%< -—^   *-,  ^ 

He 4idtrt even mind if new,s^ 
papers published the informs^ 
tion because he felt it would, 
hurt the FBI more than himself* 
said Fauntroy. 

Footnote: After King’s death;; 
the FBI continued to monitor , 
the activities of his successor,, 
the Rev. Ralph Abernathy. We 
showed him a secret FBI report, , 
detailing a conversation he had; 
held with his wife. He said It* 

) could only have come from a* * 
’dug inhis bedroom. 

In fairness, it should be added i 
that the present FBI directory 
Clarence M. Kelley, has taken ■ 
the FBI out of the blackmail; 
business completely. Under 
Kelley, the FBI is as honest and; 
honorable a law enforcement! 
agency as can be found. dljy\r 
where in thfe world. *'* 

c 1975, United Feature Syndicate,Inc, 
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SUBTECT^UOOD MORNING AMERICA 
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JACK^ANDERSON SECTION 

date: 12-30-75 

Assoc. Dir._ 

Dffrp. AD Adm._ 

^ D^p. AD Inv. _ 

i£st. Dir.; 

Gen. Inv. 

Ident._ 

Inspection- . 

Intel I_ 

Laboratory_ 

Legal Coun._ 

Plan. & Eval._ 

Spec. Inv._ 

Training _ 

Telephone Rm._ 

Director Sec'y_ 

Attached is a copy of remarks by columnist Jack 
Anderson in connection with the late Director's efforts to 
supply food and toys to needy families in the Washington, D. C 
area during the Christmas season. This item was originally 
coordinated with| lof columnist Anderson's 
staff through External Affairs Division contact with retired 
Special Agent Bernard Suttler. 
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RECOMMENDATION: 

For information. 

Mi INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UHCUSSIFIE.0 

mfe JI-&-200S m 60324 U€ BJLW/RS/STO 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Moore 
1 - Mr. Campbell 
1 - Mr. Malmfeldt 

WPH:nb (4) 

I 

B J AN 8 1976 
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BY THE KAY, DAVID, THE NEWSPAPERS HAVE c Sg?* • 

wfBEEN FULL OF UNFAVORABLE STORIES ABOUT’THE 
ST' 

LATE FBI. CHIEF J. EDGAR HOOVER. I WAS THE 

IN FA.IR’NESlS, =■ SHaULD"BE.JOL^^F6St^l^YEtRS; 

^"'H£^DtRflTTEfr ■A^q01?ET':EF:FO'RT%VER:Y KdHR I StSaS TO 

BRING FOOD AND TOYS TO MORE THAN 1,300 NEEDY 

fc FAMILIES. HE COLLECTED THE CHRISTMAS LOOT FRi 

RICH FRIENDS SUCH AS TOY MANUFACTURER LOUIS' 

MARX. THEN HOOVER ASSIGNED THE FBI TO FIND 

FAMILIES THAT WERE MOST IN NEED OF THE DONATI 

•HE PERSONALLY SUPERVISED THE DISTRIBUTION,^ 

IF IT WERE A TOP-SECRET FBI OPERATION. 

ILL 1NF0PJ&T(ON CONIMHEl 
HEREIN IS IMC1A55IFIED 

DATE 08-06-2008 BY 60324 DC BAH/RS/STH 
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■EXEMPTED FROM AUTOMATIC 

DECL&S 5IFICAT lOH 

AUTHORITY CERr.-'SE FEDY: 

121 AUTOL-lrtTIC .CE:ILASSUICATIOTT GUILE 

EXEMPTION CODE: 50X(1,HUU) 

CATE □2-15-2014 ACC I85Y25K45 
1 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 
NR 010 SF CODE 

8:54 PM NITEL 1/7/76 CJC 

TO; DIRECTOR 

FROM; SAN FRANCISCO (62-0) 

JANO 7‘iYu ^ 

Assoc. Dir. - 
Dep.-A.D.-Adnt— 

Dep.-A.D.-jtnv- 

Asst. Dir.:- j 

Admin. 
Comp. Syst. 

Ext. 
Files & 
Gen. Iftv, 

Ident. 

I 

(ATTN; EXTERNAL AFFAIRS) 

O 
JACK ANDERSON INQUIRY, JANUARY 6, 

O 
SA 

PHONICALLY, BY A PERSON IDENTIFYING HIMSELF AS "LES WHITTEN 

OF JACK ANDERSON’S OFFICE”. WHITTEN SAID THAT HE HAD BEEN TOLD 

THAT WAS THE "LEGAL ATTACHE” AT- THE U.S. CONSULATE IN HONG 

WAS CONTACTED JANUARY 6, 197S, TELE- 

^|KONG DURING THE PERIOD RICHARD NIXON VISITED THE COLONY AND TOOK 
Kj 

ACK TWO CHINESE, A MALE AND FEMALE, TO THE UNITED STATES. HE 

'SAID NIXON HAD ALSO TAKEN TWO OTHER COUPLES TO THE UNITED STATES, 
s. 

^JONE FROM SIBERIA AND ONE FROM SOME OTHER COUNTRY. HE ASKED WHO 

^fTHE CHINESE WERE. 

' 'said HE DID NOT RECALL SUCH AN INCIDENT AND HAD NO KNOW- 

b6 
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LEDGE OF IT. 
®-50 <ftf-sooS2r 1 

WHITTEN THEN STATED THAT HE WAS INQUIRING BECAUSE HE HAD 

-Y HEARD FROM "SOURCES" THAT MR. HOOVER AND MR. TOLSON HAD LET IT 

T- JAN 27 1976 



[6^b£t 
PAGE TWO SF 62-0 

BE KNOWN TO A FEW SELECT CONTACTS THAT THEY HAD SOMETHING ON MR. 

NIXON AND THAT HE KNEW TWO LETTERS HAD BEEN SENT ON THE MATTER, 

AND THAT MR. HOOVER MADE THIS INFORMATION KNOWN TO MR. EHRLICHMAN 

DURING THE PERIOD MR. EHRLICHMAN WAS TRYING TO GET RID OF MR. 

HOOVER AS FBI DIRECTOR. HE ALSO SAID THERE HAD BEEN SOMETHING 

ABOUT. IT IN A MAGAZINE ARTICLE RECENTLY. 

WHITTEN PERSISTED THAT IT WOULD BE A GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR THE 

BUREAU TO DEFEND ITSELF AGAINST SUCH CHARGES IF THE TRUTH WERE 

KNOWN. HE WAS REFERRED TO FBI HEADQUARTERS AND HE ..SAID HE WOULD 

PROBABLY CONTACT THEM. 

WHITTEN ALSO SAID THAT THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 

WAS ALREADY LOOKING INTO THE MATTER AND ASKED IF THEY HAD INTER- 

VIEW Ed I HE SAID THEY HAD NOT. 



•» AT THAT TIME THE BUREAU, BY AIRTEL, EXPLICITLY INSTRUCTED THAT 
%a ■ 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BE 60324 UC 

Ext. Aff: 
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January 30, 1976 

Director Clarence M. Kelley 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
United States Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

Dear Clarence: 

I thought you would like to know what 
people in my part of the country (Southeas 
think about columnist JacIrAnderson. His 
and vociferous attacks on the late Directo 
and other national leaders who are not her 
defend themselves, causes many good people 
area to question the real motives of this 

most 
t Kansas)J 
vicious j 
r Hoover ( 
e to N 
in this j 

columnis/.i 

■^1 
^ O 

It seems that Mr. Anderson is hell-bent to / 
destroy the FBI by attempting to convince the people 
that the FBI is rotten. If he is successful in/his 
diabolical scheme of fomenting distrust, by bifurcat¬ 
ing people and government, then may God have pity on 
this country. I think it is time for people through¬ 
out our land, to spnak up, and to quastion the ulter¬ 
ior motives of this/‘Ci6l©mnisUJSVS . /, ^ 

I am enclosing 
Anderson by| 
in the Chanute Tril 

an article that Mr. j 
1 and |^,hich -was., printed/ 

t* !l Cl I Jt ; U i w / 

_ and I, along with our many friends in / 
this area, think you are doing a wonderful job in / * 
these difficult times, and I am proud that I was b6 )0 ( 

. an agent for 29 years. b7C 

If I can ever be of assistance, be suftf=‘a”fc'©——- 
me know. \ V/ 

B. FEB/I/x. , 

Enc 

PERSONAL 

«*,£***£& 

1' 
' f ‘ v 



mover. § 
Ed.’s note: The following is a- copy to the 

Tribune of a letter addressed to columnist Jack . 
Anderson. ' ' ’’ 

’ * . , t “ * ' • . y" ! ' , 
« * f. : • * ■ ’ • »« > , 

J)ear gjj*• ' ’*<*' ,* 

I have just finished reading your • editorial, 
column, “Blackmail Files Kept on High and 
Mighty.” I could not disagree with you more. .. 

. To begin with, I find that it is bordering on, 
tragic the defamation that has occurred with' 
respect to the name of J. Edgar Hoover. It is. 
difficult to understand how the “brave” souls 
who now attack Hoover so viciously could have 
been so deathly silent while he was alive. The 
question of ulterior motives demands attention. . 
That is, why would those who stood like man¬ 
nequins in a store window suddenly become so • 
vociferous? The solution to that question is a 
puzzler unless ... Could it be that those who seem 
to be in the business of the creation of public 
opinion have contrived to use the living image of 
this dead man? Mr. Average American has an 
elevated opinion of the kind of man that J. Edgar 
was. In fact, there has been a lot of men whose 
image was rather elevated, probably elevated 
.beyondreality. The image of such men who head 
our government has helped to sustain national 
confidence. (The government is our government, 
in spite of all rhetoric implying the contrary). 
There seems to be a conspiracy to bifurcate 
people and government by the fomentation of 
distrust. If even J. Edgar Hoover was a ‘such- 
and-such’ man, then the implication is, all is lost 

' for all is rotten. Such a mentality is ripe for 
revolution,.or if revolution comes, will not lift a 
finger to prevent it. Why? Because the people 

• • c 

are convinced that the leaders are all “rottpn. 
' • Then, there is another point upon which there 

is radical disagreement. Who says that; the 
keeping of files is wrong? I do not! Law abiding 

'•-citizens do not seem to care much. Criminals do 
care a lot. We have developed a weird sense of 

' constitutionality when the Constitution protects 
law breakers rather than law abiders. Are we 
free? Yes, “... free, and not using your freedom 

• for a cloak of wickedness, ...” 

Frankly, I for one hold suspect any person 
' who, on some supposed grounds .of con- ' 
r stitutionality, .screams “invasion of privacy” if 

he suspects that there -is data in some file 
somewhere that reflects upon him. The fact is 

’ that the citizenry can ill afford to entrust the 
• .nation’s welfare in the hands of “goosey” fellows 

whose tenuous, character cannot stand being 
filed away in some responsible way, let alone 

- exposed to the light of day. If J. Edgar Hoover 
■ knew scandalous material on “leaders” in high 
places, then you can bet your bottom dollar the 
agents of foreign powers are not blind to spots of 

- : such “weakness.”:Nor are agents of elements 
within this nation, whose purposes" are not 
laudable or legal, lacking the acumen to know 
how to use such bits of information to their own 
advantage. 

The fact is, when a citizen ascends to positions 
of national “leadership” he waives certain 
privileges of privacy. Let him who cannot stand 
the exposure of public office get out and stay^outf*^^- 

ALL INFOHIftllOH CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE OS-08-2008 BY 60324 UC 
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W. Moore. Jr. 

date: 5/19/76 
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T. J. Deakin) 

Mr. 
Mr. 

J. 
J. 

G# 
p. 

Deegan 
Graham 

—ROJAN HORSIL, 
ACKeiMDERS6N^r~COLUMN 5/16/76 

INFORMATION CONCERNING 1 " 
eze:.:ptee mm ;||||||||| 

PURPOSFBI ■■III DECLAseirnmTioii guide 
-1111111:111 CODE: Illl|!|lii:l|i|| 

To advise that "modern Trojan horse" (i.e.), 
tanker truck converted into a rolling headquarters for 
terrorists 
"Terrorist 

Comp. Syst.T— r 

Ext. AKa\nU U 

FII«&Co,b7C 
Gon. Inv._ 

Ident._ 

Inspection 

Intell. U^tyC^ 

Laboratory 

Legal Coun._ 

Plan. & Eval._ 

Spec. Inv._ 

Training _ 

Telephone Rm._ 

Director Sec'y_ 

as described in Jack Anderson's column captioned 
'Fish' in a Sea of Tourists," which appeared in 

the 5/16/76 edition of the Washington Post (copy attached), 
was fully described,.in_ FBI .golice Bulletin. Volume II. was 

J No. 
C 

No. 10, dated 12/31/74 (copy attached). 

BACKGROUND: 
; ALL INFORMS!ION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 

WERE. SHOWN QIHMWISE ■.'IIIB) 

Anderson's column, as described above, stated 
terrorist group has rebuilt a common tanker truck that a 

into a modern Trojan horse to infiltrate America's 
Bicentennial celebration and Canada's Olympic games. 
According to Anderson, terrorists have converted the 
tanker truck into a rolling headquarters which looks 
normal on the outside, but instead of petroleum products, 
the tank holds a terrorist office, dormitory and arsenal. 

jlAnderson's column stated that American agents know about 
Ijthis terrorist command post, butQfraven't caught up - 

1 it: yet,. k . c 

VKOOlwfiW^oB ■ ”, 4 SS1S/6 
Under the title^South American GderrlljLlas^ 

Mobile 1 Safe Hoiige 1 ^B‘3ygolx^e Bullet in. Voltime^ft, s 
r~No, To7 dated 12/31/JA9 described how a tanker t!ruck^lia?d 

-vi-}- /^/l 4 V 1) 1— —a S3__ ^ Lw* G _ . - Jul— A___ 

£3a 

t 

been converted into°^vs~a'fe^house for bv Smit-Vi Amovioan 
terrorists./ 
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Memorandum to Mr. Leavitt 
He: Modern Trojan Horse 

Jack Anderson's Column 5/16/76 
Information Concerning 

b No information has come to our attention that 
//terrorist groups in this country have acquired a mobile 
//command post to infiltrate the Bicentennial celebration 
If or Olympic games in Canada as described by Anderson. 

ACTION: 

None. For information. / 

APPROVED! Ext. Affairs.. 
Assoc. m.../gKZ. Fin. & Pers.. 

Dep. AD Adm- Gen. Inv- 
(fVl Dep. AD lnv<=^4/~ Ident- 
t Asst. Dir.: (/ Inspection.. 

Adm. Serv.- Jntell.^ 

Laboratory. 
Legal Coun.. 
Plan. & Eval 
Rec. Mgmt.. 
Spec. Inv— 
Training- 



Vol. II, No. 10 

* 
BULLETIN 

December 31, 1974 

PUERTO RICAN CROUP CLAIMS BLAST THAT INJURES OFFICER 

The FALN (Armed Forces of Puerto Rican Liberation) claimed "responsibility 
for the dynamite attack on members of the New York City police force" at 
about 11: 00 p .m., December 11, 1974. Officers responded to a call that a 
body was located at a certain address. When the front door was opened, a 
booby trap operated with a wedge in the jaws of a spring-type clothes pin, 
connected to a battery and explosives, was activated. The resulting explosion 
severely injured one officer and the site, an abandoned tenement, was heavily 
damaged. • 

Elements of the explosive device resembled those used in the five October 26, 
1974, bombings in New York claimed by the FALN (November 6, 1974, Bulletin) . 
On the day after the explosion, in response to an anonymous call, an envelope 
containing FALN "Communique No. 2" was recovered from a telephone booth. 
The message claimed the attack for "Commando Tomas Lopez de Victoria" 
(the name of a deceased member of the Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico) and 
said the bombing was in retaliation for the death of a Puerto Rican earlier this 
month. 

OFFICER WOUNDED IN ARREST OF BLA MEMBER 

A New York City detective was wounded in a shoot-out with Black Liberation 
Army (BLA) member late on the night of December 15, 1974. 

sought in a New Haven bank robbery last May in which two police 
b6 
b7C 

officers were shot, opened fire on New York City officers who wounded him 
in turn. The BLA members charged in the bank robbery (three were previously 
arrested) have also been linked to the attempt to break into the Tombs Prison 
in New York City to free other members of the BLA, a self-described urban 
guerrilla group. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HOME OF FORMER ITT EXECUTIVE ATTACKED herein is unclassified 
~ --—-DATE 08-19-2008 BY 60324 UC BAH/RS/STW 

A bomb was placed by the gate of the residence of a recently retired 
executive of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (ITT) . 
The gate of the Los Altos Hills, California, home was slightly damaged 
by the October 30, 1974, blast. "Chile" and "NWLF" were painted on the 
street where the 2: 55 a.m. explosion occurred. The New World Libera¬ 
tion Front (NWLF) claimed bombings of ITT-owned hotels in San Francisco 
and Los Angeles at the beginning of October (November 6 Bulletin) . On 
November 7, an anonymous caller, claiming to represent the NWLF, told 
a San Francisco television station there was a bomb at the local airport, 
but no bomb was found. 

THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY: 
IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BELDISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY. DOJ/ FBI 



SOUTH AMERICAN GUERRILLAS USE MOBILE "SAFE HOUSE" 
- 

A South American terrorist group has modified the tank portions of an oil 
transport for use as a mobile ’’safe house" and a stationary lookout post. The 
modified oil transport was developed to clandestinely move hostages, arms, 
and personnel to and from operations. The transport was legally purchased 
and a tractor was rented to move it when needed. 

HOSE TO PROVIDE FUEL OIL TO 
TAPS FROM FALSE STORAGE 
AREA 

ENTRY PORTS 
FOR FUEL OIL 

FALSE STORAGE 
AREA FOR FUEL OIL 

LOOKOUT PORT 

HIDDEN ENTRANCE 
TRAP DOOR 

TAPS WHICH WOULD 
PROVIDE FUEL OIL FROM. 
FALSE STORAGE AREA 
IF OPENED 

EMPTY SPACE UTILIZED TO 
TRANSPORT ARMS, HOSTAGES, 
PERSONNEL TO AND FROM 
OPERATIONS AND TO SERVE 
AS A MOBILE SAFE HOUSE 

The inside of the tank portion of the oil transport was cleaned and modified to 
hold 15 to 20 persons. A concealed trap door was built beneath the undercarriage 
A false reservoir for fuel was constructed under the oil entry ports at the top of 
the transport, with a hose connecting the reservoir to the regular taps at the 
rear; thus inspection of the ports would show oil and opening the taps oil 
would flow from the reservoir. Lookout ports were made from removable 
rivets among the regular rivets joining the skin of the transport. 

WEATHER UNDERGROUND DOCUMENT GOING TO PRISON INMATES 

The new Weather Underground political statement, Prairie Fire, is being sent 
to prison inmates in various parts of the U. S. Prairie Fire Distribution 

Committees in New York and San Francisco have a policy to send the 185- 

- 2 - 
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page revolutionary document to prisoners. Massachusetts prison officials 
reported several copies were sent to inmates at the Massachusetts Correc¬ 
tional Institution in Walpole. A prisoner in the U. S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, 
Georgia, was sent a copy from the ’’People's Press" in San Francisco. 
Prairie Fire lists goals and targets of this self-described "guerrilla organi¬ 
zation" of "communist women and men, underground in the United States." 

PORTLAND MUSLIMS REPORTEDLY TARGET POLICE AFTER SHOOTING 

On October 26, 1974, Portland, Oregon, police officers shot a holdup man 
whose two brothers are officers in the local Nation of Islam (NOI) Temple. The 
holdup man, who was fatally wounded, had tried to rob two plainclothes officers. 
Two weeks later, word spread through the Mosque that an NOI member from an 
outside Temple, possibly from California, would be brought to Portland to kill 
one of the police officers involved. The "hit man" is to be paid $1,000, according 

to a source. 

- 3 - 
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Jack Anderson- 

m-: 

A terrorist group has rebuilt a com¬ 
mon tanker truck into a modern Trojan 
horse to ' infiltrate -America’s • bi- ■ 
centennial celebration and Canada’s 
Olympic games. Confidential law en¬ 
forcement reports show many terror¬ 
ists have now fixed on these two events 
as their next battleground.' r’. 

| The terrorists have transformed the 
tanker truck into a rolling headquar¬ 
ters. On the outside, the truck looks 
perfectly normal. It even has spigots 
that can drip oil. But instead of petro- ■ 
leiim products, the tank holds /terror¬ 
ist office, dormitory and arsenal. It can 
accommodate 15 to 20 raiders from the 
hellish side of politics. American agents 
know about this mobile terrorist com¬ 
mand post, but^hey haven’t caught up. 
withit yet. < 

'Modern terrorists come from all sides 
of the political .spectrum, but they 
share the concept that their cause will 
profit from, disruption, disorder and 

* bloodshed. Some are highly trained 
commandos, skilled in.the Nightmarish 
uses of our modern technology. The 

- government- reports warn ominously 
''' that terrorists might even use “nuclear 

materials” as radioactive poisons or.to 
build bombs. 

The United States and;Canada are 
working together to prevent the terror ¬ 
ists from spoiling the bicentennial and/ 
Olympic spectacles. Both the FBI and 
Royal'Canadian Mounted Police are re-! 
doubling their efforts to stop the ter¬ 
rorists before they strike. The Customs 
Services of ;bpth countries are.wiSchm'g- 

; -'-.fd¥\.satuggied-we3pon's.'tThG.'Statd ,©©•/;• 
pdrtment has appointed a “coordinator 

Assoc, Dir. - 

Pop. AD Adnw 

Dop. AD inv. . 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin, _ 

^Comp.'Sysf. - 

Ext. AHciirs _ 

Gon. Inv. _ 

Idont, _ 

Inspection 

fntoll. _ 

for combatting terrorism.’’ An informal 
White House task force and the Cana¬ 
dian Ministry of External Affairs are 
also working on the counter-terrorist 
campaign. ' • ■ ■ : ."f 

The classified4 workirig papers of the 
two governments read like grim text-' 
books on insurgency warfare. The Offi¬ 
cial documents show how the terrorists* 
plan to follow classic guerrilla warfare 
strategems, mixing with the local popu¬ 
lace 'between hft-and-run attacks: The 
terrorists also employ smuggling tech¬ 
niques from the worlds of international 
crime and espionage to move their' 
weapons across borders. 

The ..official reports discuss a variety 
of disguise-Snd-diversionary tactics 
that the terrorists.are known to use. 
They convert the ordinary Into a cam¬ 
ouflaged weapon. For example, cam¬ 
era-laden tourists are a standard sight 
at such events as bicentennial pageants 
and Olympic games. But the official re¬ 
ports warn some “tourists” may he dis¬ 
guised terrorists, and their cameras 
may be deadly weapons. ... - 

Lawmen have discovered, for exam-; 
pie, that the new Polaroid cameras 
with iarge film packs can conceal small 
pistols whose grips have been removed. 
The ordinary Kodak film box, one intel¬ 

ligence report says, may be used by ter¬ 
rorists to" hide tiny lethal devices- 
known as “Dutch mini-grenades.”. ., 

Government agents have also 
learned that terrorists, may conceal 
small machineguns in attache cases.. 

-.Trigger .extensions pfatrudevfromithe:.. 
: case.-- What: ftipphb.rs: to', be ■ ah-''o'hdi/lary-■* 
briefcase 'be held “under the, arm 

■ li 

Laboratory _ 

Logo! Couh. _ 

Plon. & Eval. 

Roc, Mgnt. _ 
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Training _ 
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*The Washington Post 

‘Washington Star-News _ 

Daily News (New York) . 

The New York Times — 

O- 2 

* /■ i ; * 7? **: * -The;AVivlV Street; Jpu’rni\L 

■' National Ob server—1—*L 

The Los Angeles Times 
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(to) fire into a crowded area,” according ■ 
.'none document.. • ' -* 

Intelligence reports suggest that the 
«i errorists are most likely to strike in Ju¬ 
ly, the month that the bicentennial cel¬ 
ebrations reach- their climax and the 
Olympic games'open. Enormous num¬ 
bers of tourists are expected at these - 
events. ... .. . 

.U.S. and Canadian customs officials - 
have pinpointed some of the,terrorist 
organizations that are expected, to 
cause troupe. The Japanese Red Army, 
as a prime example, is described in the 
confidential reports as a group of ' 

more than 30 anarchists. Yet they suc¬ 
ceeded in shocking the world by mas¬ 
sacring 2§ people at the Tel Aviv air- ? 
port in 1972, hijacking a Japan Air * 

Lines plane in 1973, bombing Shell Oil 
tanks in Singapore in 1974 and seizing 
the U.S. embassy in Kuala Lumpur in 
1975 ? . 

■There is also the Fuerzas Armadas de • 
Liberacion Nacional Puertorriquena, ? 
which ostensibly seeks Puerto Ri'can in-, fc 
dependence from the United States, i 

According to the official documents, 1 
this terrorist group blatantly claims 
credit'for 10 U.S. bombings in October' 
1975., The official reports Warn this 
group may work with, the Puerto Rican 
Socialist Party, controlled by Fidel Cas¬ 
tro, to disrupt the bicentennial. 

An anti-Castro terrorist group, "the 
Frente de Liberacion Nacional de Cu¬ 
ba, may “cause problems” at the Olym¬ 
pias because of* Cuba’s participation in 
the games. This group, according to the 
do?uments, “is known to possess a large 
amount of C-4 explosives, which it may 

" -w i lo¬ 

use against pro-Castro and Soviet tar¬ 
gets.” '. . ■ . 

Perhaps the strangest group of ter¬ 
rorists, identified as a bicentennial and 

•Olympic threat, is the “Rastafarian 
Movement.” The intelligence data say 
the group is also known as “the Niya- 
bingi Order, the Miyamen, the Beards- 
men, the Locksmen, the Rude Boys and 
the Dreads.” - , ' c v- 
’ The Rastafarians, one of the oldest-Of 
the terrorist groups, is an all-black cult 
originating in Jamaica in 1930. They be¬ 
lieve “that the past Emperor of Ethio¬ 
pia, Haile Selassie, was the liying God 
. . . and that the ways of the white 
man are evil.” ,. - . 

•" The documents say that the Rasta¬ 
farians advocate the liberal use of mari¬ 
juana and have been associated increas¬ 
ingly with violent rebellion and terror-! 
ism. In New York City alone, they have 
an estimated-3,000 members of varying 
levels of activity. , " ^ 

Law enforcement agencies' on both 
sides of the border are beefing up their 
anti-terrorist campaign. But the key to 
defeating the terrorists lies with the" 
populace. Terrorists need confusion, 
chaos and a submissive populace to op-' 
erate successfully in any country. They 
describe'themselves as the \‘fish”*jviio- 
will hide this summer in the sea of tour¬ 
ists. ■ < 

If the people of the United States and 
Canada, deny .the terrorists the strate¬ 
gic-hospitality they need, the fanatics 
among us will have more trouble and 
less success. . y 

©1&70, United Features Syndicate 
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February 9, 1976 . tr 

Dear | | 

Mi INFORMATION OCOTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 03-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAB/RS/STW 

b6 
b7C 

Thank von so much for your letter of January 30th 
viifch a copy of | I letter to Jack Anderson as it 
was printed in the Chanute Tribune. It was very thoughtful 
of you to take the time to write. 

f The staunch support of such fine people as you is 
ja source of encouragement to all of us in the FBI. I am 

CO 

o 
UJ 

< C7> 
£ 

CD 
UJ 
UU 

the past, in spite of the attacks by our detractors. 
4 

| We take great pride in the fact that the FBI’s 
'overall record, of service to this Nation is superlative. The 
^dedication to duty of FBI employees, past and present, continues 
■jto be a primary source of our strength and effectiveness. 

~4 Thanks again for your wonderful letter, | | and k6 
please relay ray best wishes to | hlC 

, i\i 

Assoc. Dir._ 

Dop. AD Adm. 

Dop. AD |nv. . 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. _ 

Comp. Syst, _ 

Ext. Affairs „ 

Filos & Com. 

Gon. Inv,_ 

Idcnt._ 

Inspection _ 

Intoll. - .. 

Laboratory _ 

L^go! Coun. . 

- P!u<v^nval. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. M. Kelley. , / 

Wl\ 

Clarence H. Kelley { kvrk 
Director \A / i 

/ / 1 - Kansas City - Enclosures (2) . / 

NOTE: Salutation per Mr. Kelley. Bufiles reflect no corre¬ 
spondence with the Chanute Tribune since 3/29/61. Spelling , 
of| |name confirmed by telecon to Kansas City .. 

•rorad (4) s/'h/ ^J^^TION COWJfrimz, 
, 14) S/\M herein IS UNCIA^MA/ 

Iruining -- 

Telephone Rm. 

Director S«c'/ . 

*7 ) j 

fpVA'J 

MAIL ROOM d/ 

except wptt.; 
0,1H i .,, T 71 
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December 22, 1976 

i- 

;) 
eUISIDU SOURCE 

■5^ 

Mr. Jack Anderson 
..1401 16th^Street, N;W. 

- Washlnqton^,Dr.C.'l ‘20Q36 

Dear Jack: 

X have read with interest your column as it 
u 

appeared in "The Gaithersburg Gazette" on December 16th, 

and wish 'to express my appreciation to you and Mr. Spear 

for bringing this positive view of the FBI to the atten¬ 

tion of your many readers.. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ciar.ence 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAK/R3/3TK 
Clarence M. Kelley 

Director 

L/ 

/ > 

v y 

1 - Press Services Office - Enclosure 
NOTE: The Director, is on a first-name basis with Mr.^Anderson. 
Address used taken from mailing list, 
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Revolving Door Begins To Spin 

by Jack Anderson 
v; "with Joe^tfear 

WASHINGTON — The j FBI Cleanup; There is -Stealth hazard. Investigators 
ormer chairman of the Con- need for the press to occupy have discovered that the 
>umer Product Safety Com- an'adversary role in Wash- inmnc *mit iiitrau<ni»t r^i »umer rroauct aarety com- an'adversary role in Wash- 
nission has been caught in ington. But we also like to 
Washington s “revolving report some pleasant news. 

’ ■ system • , Lately, the press has been 
There has always been a f knocking FBI Chief Clarence 

revolving door' between |Kelley and we’ve done our 
government and industry. share. We reported, for 
Top executives rotate from | example, that Kelley had ac- 
industry to government to in-, cepted a luxury weekend in 
dustry until it’s hard to tell New York City as the guest of 
the corporate executives from ^ insurance company doing 
the government officials, business with' the FBI. 
Many businessmen wind,up in | But Kelley also deserves" 
Washington regulating the.in- * some'praise. He has brought 
dustries they just left. And Jan openness to the FBI that 
many federal officials go to has been missing in the past, 
work for companies that | He has refused to cover FBI 
benefited from their govern- mistakes and has ordered his 
ment decisions. press office to acknowledge 

The revolving door needs} FBI errors, past and present, 
to be watched all the more^ Kelley has also ended the 
closely during a political | statistics games that the FBI 
changeover. With the Demo-|used.to play. The FBI made 
crats com.ing into government itself look good by concen- 
and the Republicans going trating on easy-to-solve cases, 
out, the door is really begin- |Kelley no longer permits this, 
ning to spin. For example, jhe number of investigative 
Richard Simpson, former cases has dropped, therefore, 
chairman of the Consumer from 70o,000 to 550,000 a 

health hazard. Investigators within the super-secret intel-j 
have discovered that the ligence agencies. The fight is 
lamps emit ultraviolet radia¬ 
tion when their outer glass 

over foreign policy. 
On one side of the rift is a 

Assoc. Dir. _ 

Dep. AD Adm 

r Dep. AD Inv. 

Asst. Dir.: 

Adm. Serv.l^ 

Ext. AffaipP 

F in. & Pers. _ 

Gen. Inv. _ 

Ident. _ 

Intell. _ 

Legal Coun. _ 

Plan. & Insp. 

Rec. Mgt. _ 

I S.&V. Serv. . 
casing is broken. Overex- new breed of cold warriors. SpecAlnv._ 
posure may cause severe The intelligence hard-liners Training 
burns and skin tumors. see the Soviet Union as in- r,Unh'CCT 

More than 100 street-lamp creasingly more hostile. The _. 
burns have been reported in Soviets, according to these D,reetor s Sec y 
recent months. But experts worried intelligence analysts, , Ay 
believe many people have are interested only in con- F nV 
been overexposed to broken fronting the United States at j 
street lights without realizing every opportunity. f „ .« ’ 
it . , L~ „ _ A , 

Product Safety Commission, year. But they are all’legiti- 
got out of gbvernment before mate cases 
the post-election rush. His 
duties in that job put him in 
charge of setting safety stan¬ 
dards for consumer products. ,*■ 

But Simpson *ekifed govern-_ 
ment via the"revolving door. 
He has now turned, up as^a 
paid consultant for two 
groups that set industrial 
standards, the American Na¬ 
tional Standards Institute and 
the American Society for 
Testing Materials. They serve 
many businesses that are 
Regulated by. the commission 
that Simpson used to head. 

Simpson told us that he 
doesn’t, see anything wrong 
with his new affiliations. He 
pointed out that the two 
groups aren’t manufacturers, 
although many of their mem- 
b^s are regulated by his for- 
[ner commlssion. - "- ** ~* 

Safety Hazard: The or¬ 
dinary street light may be a 

The Food arid Drug Ad¬ 
ministration has proposed 
new safeguards. But enforce¬ 
ment is voluntary. Reps. John 
Moss (D.-Calif.) and Toby 
Moffit (D-Conn.) have com¬ 
plained to the Food and Drug 
Administration. They, want 
mandatory standards. 

Intelligence Squabble: Last 
year, many of the secret ac¬ 
tivities of the CIA and other 
intelligence agencies were ex¬ 
posed to the glaring publicity 
of a congressional investiga¬ 
tion. The CIA got off with art 
official slap on the wrist. In 
recent months, the scandal 
has faded from the headlines. 

But we’ve discovered that a 
serious split has developed 

But not all intelligence ex¬ 
perts agree with this 'dire 
assessment. In fact, behind- 
the-scenes, many intelligence 
observers are taking a more 
moderate view of the Soviet 
position. According to the 
moderate camp, the Soviets 
are cautious and suspicious, 
but not overtly hostile. 

Both groups are pushing 
their views hard. The mod¬ 
erates in the intelligence 
community are working over¬ 
time to catch President-elect 
Jimmy Carter’s attention. 

As one. high-level intel¬ 
ligence source told us: 
“Jimmy. Carter’s job will be 
to walk that thin line — and ! 
to find the truth.” 

4m 

* * 'rftf 

.Jt is jTfega 1 for a- govern^ 
ment regulator to take a job 1 
in the industry he was 
regulating for at least a year 
after leaving government 
The case.of Richard Simp¬ 
son’s passage through Wash¬ 
ington’s revolving door, 
therefore, has been quietly 
submitted to the Justice 
Department for investigation. 

Nevertheless, the revolving 
door is still spinning, and all 

[too often, the public interest 
gets lost in the shuffl^ f 

The Washington Post_ 

Washington Star-News_ 
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The attached~was sent to the Director, 
through Bureau mail, from an 
anonymous source. The handwritten 
notation reads as follows: 

MR. HELfD-- 

MR. MCDERMOTT . 

MR. ADAMS. 

"Is this true ? 
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v ‘ «/Att ■'rD^General^.GriffSn^. ^Bell 
f has-toldsubocdWa^thstt^he^xpectsD? 

-» FBI director Clarence- Mil Kelley idiv 
£ change his attitude about prosecuting , 
» FBI agents for illegal'aets jn the call.^J 
5 duty. The . Attorney General believes^! 
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PLAINTEXT 
5-26-77 

TELETYPE PRIORITY 

|r%f"j m i «Y"?ii!ATlOH CONTAINED 
director HERE!!: IS UNCLASSIFIED , 

‘fe- TO ALL SACS DATt _/«K-'3~31- 

V:'§4 • I^ACI^NDERSON COLUMN f-26-77 EDITION QF-THE WASHDSTGTON POST. 

'I ^r^IN AN ARTICLE IN THE WASHINGTON POST UNDER DATE OP MAY 26, 

\y.V j \ ' O ' 
q>:S - 1977.(JACK ANDERSON WROTE AS FOLLOWS. 

JL RvQUOTE ATTORNEY GENERAL GRIFFIN B. BELL HAS TOLD SUBORDINATES 

f 1 l i THAT HE EXPECTS FBI DIRECTOR CLARENCE M. KELLEY TO CHANGE 

p v l|lS ATTITUDE ABOUT PROSECUTING FBI AGENTS FOR ILLEGAL ACTS IN 

^•THE CALL OF DUTY. THE ATTORNEY GENERAL BELIEVES KELLEY WELL 

JOIN HIM IN PRESSING FOR PROSECUTION. END QUOTE 

I [KNOW OF NO BASIS WHATSOEVER FOR THIS .STATEMENT. MY POSITION 

FULKFACTS I 

BE DEVELOPED BY THE DEPARTMENT S© INSURE THAT A PROPER' 

DETERMINATION AND RESOLUTION BE ACHIEVED. I HAVE CONTACTED 
Assoc. Dir. EM JUN 2 1977 ,, 

y-TBE-ATTORNEY GENERAL AND HE HAS ASSURED ME THEKEFIS NO BASIS 
Dep. AD Inv._ 

. . n. agacfi) . Asst. Dir.: 

FOR ANDERSON-’S STATEMENT. 
Fin. & Pers.   v**"*") 

" Gen. Inv-/7Z. 
idem-' Vy 

jt Laboratory_ yf 1 ’f t . 

Le^.coun•— /HAB:rm(4) . Jiin i« i. 

KELLEY 

XEROX 

•'Duiim aUtJEftU OF INVESTIGATION 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 

1 
MAY ?JW7 

Plan. & Eval._>• / j / " U1 

5^.^“ MlEB 
Tmlnlng- PIBT^TOR^ OFFICE 

Telephone Rm._ ff* ' “ “ 
Director Sec’y ^ MAIL .ROOM [_] TELETYPE UNIT I I 

d> 5 Mi 2 3197?d 

JUN 16 1977 
. & f < ■. 
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JOL^073 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (41 CFRJ 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMEN 

Memorandum 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

subject: 

MrCmYoynton date: 2/8/79 

l 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BM/RS/STK 

b6 
b7C 

' DATE. 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAH/R5/SIH IT , ' 
S ) Toch. Ser> 

JACK ANDERSON 
REQUEST FOR RESEARCH ASSISTANCE 

Director’s S 

PURPOSE: 

To discuss considerations relative to the selection 
of material to be disseminated to Mr. Anderson with regard 
to the heroic acts of FBI personnel in the performance of their 
duties; and to provide write-ups detailing the heroic acts of 
two Agents and the work of the FBI Disaster Squad. 

SYNOPSIS: 

Assoc. Dir._ 

Dep. AD Adh._ ’ 

Dep, AD Inv._ 

Asst. Dir.: 

A dm. Serv._ 

Crim. Inv._ 

Fin. & Pars._ 

I den*._ 

Intell. _ 

Laboratory_ 

"i egat Coun.- 

Ian. & Insp._ 

Rec. Mgnt._ 

Spec. Inv._ 

Tech. Servs.- 

X»KpJ»one Rm._ 

Director’s Sec*y_ 

At the request of syndicated columinst Jack Anderson 
and with the concurrence of the Director, the Public Affairs 
Office has conducted research to identify heroic acts of 
Agent personnel suitable for publication in Anderson's news- ^ 
paper column. Director Webster recommended that consideration^ 
be given to last year's winner of the Attorney General's 
Distinguished Service Award (DSA) and to an undercover agent •—' 
"...who's out of the program and whose identity is not secret." 
Administrative Services Division suggested the acts of a number 
of individuals, including last year's DSA winner be considered. 
Three of these incidents involved the use of deadly force by 
Agent personnel. As a definite potential for "Monday Morning 
Quarterbacking" is always present in such cases, it is believed 
that it would not be in the best interest of either the Bureau 
or the Agent personnel involved to seek publicity for these 
incidents. Four incidents were excluded because they were not 
considered noteworthy enough for publication in Mr. Anderson's 
column. The incidents involving SAs |(last year's DSA 
winner),| land | \ are indeed the most noteworthy. 
ASAC, Albuquerque, recommends against affording publicity to 
SAI | in view of the serioue^ personal tSIeQ^i^ms ~ 
experiencing ctofe to marital di&f\L ©unties. 

ASAC, New Hav®n, indicate no current oper; 

would precludelrptiblicizing either SA_ 

En^8lres^3T 
1 - Mr. Boynton - Enclosures (3) 
1 -I I- Enclosures (3) 
1 -Mr. Long - Enclosures (3) 
1 /pjmr. Moore - Enclosures (3) 
^^^^rapnnel File of SAl 

File of SA lm 

3AC, Atlanta, and 
Lonal considerations . 
lor SA acts ^0 

1—m<w" i-wWL—. 7r 

?T 
SO 1979 

TAILS (in 
- Enclosure**" 
1 - Enclosure 
TINUED - OVER 

S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
FBl/DOJ 
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of heroism. However, both Agents requested no information regarding 
their current whereabouts and no photographs be provided to 
Anderson. They also requested not to be interviewed by Anderson. 
Selective Operations Unit, Criminal Investigative Division, 
recommends approval of the Agents1 requests in view of the 
potential danger which could result from past undercover efforts. 
Neither SA 1 or | | is currently involved in an under¬ 
cover assignment, however, both remain on a list of potential 
undercover operatives. Based on their demonstrated expertise 
it ,is likely, that both individuals (especially SA | | will 
be called upon to perform an undercover assignment in the future. 

Write-ups concerning SA_ and Sa| | as well 
as the FBI Disaster Squad have been prepared for your [Mr. Boynton's) 
consideration. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: b6 
b7C 

That the attached write-up concerning SA 
be furnished to Jack Anderson Adm.Serv._ ‘ 

Director ______ |c; 
Assoc Dir. _— |n--;|.' 
Dep.ADAdm._Laboratory__ 

2) That the attached write^up^cencerning-BA 

be furnished to Jack Anderson by MreovPAO.. SMm. s<>n/ 

Director Crim.'lny, ’- 
Asroc nff-p5—- lc'' 
Dep, AD V?!rn.- lr<. ■■/,-—— 

?< b*r.p.___ 
R_ 
TgcIh. Scrvs._V 

Lecal Coon. 
Pfcw. a lonp." 

To U> Soit/Si 

3) That the attached wr irfce -t3p-_c.once^nihcjy the FBI, A ,c 
Disaster Squad be furnished to Jack Anderson by the PAO1"u A‘,s' ([ 

K 
PET 

fit* v 

DETAILS: 

APPROVED: 

Director \j(^ 
r*s-; 

Dop. AD -cirnT 
Dep.AD Inv. 

folzn. Porv, 
Grim. Inv. 

In -:i. 
Laboiatory 

La"*?! Conn._ 
H*sn. ft l^np. 

Tc 3mvs, 
Tv '' 

Public A?&Of£ 

During the week of January 22, 1979, syndicated 
columnist Jack Anderson called you (Mr. Boynton) and indicated 

that he would like to prepare an article on an Agent who exhibited 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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valor as the result of his involvement in an extremely tense 
or tight situation. You (Mr. Boynton) advised Anderson that 
the Bureau might' be able to identify an Agent who had done 
an outstanding job in an airline hijacking ca.se. As an 
alternate possibility, you (Mr. Boynton), have given consideration 
to the outstanding performance of the Disaster Squad in the 
Guyana incident. 

Director Webster concurred with your recommendation 
that information be collected to respond to Jack Anderson's 
request. In addition, the Director noted "... OK, you might 
also consider an undercover Agent who's out of the program 
and whose identity is not secret. Also last year's Distinguished 
Service Award Winner..." 

With the assistance of the Performance, Recognition 
and Awards Unit, Administrative Services Division, the Research 
Unit of the Public Affairs Office (PAO) compiled a list of 
Agents whose performance of duty had merited recognition. 
Included were the following individuals:' 

Agent ' . Incident 

sa| * Hostage-Negotiation 
Albuquerque 

SA Release of Kidnap Victim 
Cincinnati 

b6 
SA 
Louisville 

Hostage-Negotiation b7C 

SA Fugitive Apprehension 
Denver 

SA -1 Undercover Assignment- 
New Raven Organized Crime 

*Winner of Attorney General's Distinguished Service Award, 1977 

3 CONTINUED - OVER 
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SAl_ 
Atlanta 

SA| 
BQMRA, New York 

sa| 
Milwaukee 

SA| 
Miami 

SA| 
Detroit 

Hostage-Negotiation 
(2 incidents) 

Local Armed Robbery 

b6 
b7C 

Police-Killing 

Fugitive Apprehension 

Hostage-Negotiation 

After a review of appropriate background material, 
the incidents involving SAsI I and| Iwere 
removed from consideration in view of the fact that deadly 
force had been used. As a definite potential for "Monday kg 
Morning .Quarterbacking" Is always present in such cases, it 
is believed that it would not be in the best interest of 
both the Agent personnel and the Bureau to publicize these 
incidents. In addition, publicity might pose a potential 
danger to Sa| family who continue to reside in the 
locale where the incident occurred. 

The incidents involving SAs| | 
I andl Iwere removed from consideration because their 

acts, while heroic, were not considered as noteworthy as the 
acts involving SAs | | and | | It is further 
noted SA_resigned from duty in September, 1978. 

_, The incidents involving SAs | and 
_ are indeed the most noteworthy"! In each of these 
cases, appropriate SAC/ASACs were contacted to determine 
whether any operational consideration would preclude affording 
publicity to any of the Agents at this time. In addition, the 
SAC/ASAC was requested to determine if any of the individuals 
had a personal objection to being named in Anderson's column. 

4 CONTINUED OVER 
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ASAC Philip C. Mogen, Albuquerque, advised that SA 
I has experienced a number of serious personal problems 

in connection with marital difficulties. He believes that 
release of such an article would not be in Sa| |best 
interest at this time. 

b7C 
SAC Benjamin H. Cooke, Atlanta, and ASAC Bernard A. 

Feeney, New Haven, advised that there are no current operational 
considerations which would preclude affording publicity to 
SAs | | or| | SAsf Iand| lhave personally 
requested that their current office of assignment not be made 
known; that their photographs not be furnished for publicity 
purposes; and they they not be interviewed by Anderson. 

SA _Unit Chief, Selective Operations ' 
Unit, advises that in view of the limited number of experienced 
FBI undercover operatives, as well as the potential negative . 
impact which publicity with regard to the identities of such 
personnel might have on their’ future effectiveness in that 
role, the Selective Operations Unit, Personal" and Property, 
Crimes Section, Criminal Investigative Division, recommends b6 
before any,publicity be given to the identity, of FBI under- b7( 
cover operatives serious consideration of both the potential 
benefits and liabilities which will accrue from such an action 
be evaluated, as has been done in this instance. Although neither 
SAs| | or | Iis currently involved in an undercover 
operation, both remain on the Selective Operation Unit's list 
of potential undercover personnel. Both individuals have_ 
demonstrated their expertise in that role—especially SA | |— 
and it is likely they will be called upon to participate in 
future undercover assignments. SA _ and SA_ 
personal requests that no information regarding their current 
whereabouts, no photograph and no arrangements be made for 
interview are based on the grounds that due to their past 
undercover work, both men face a continued threat to their 
personal safety. This matter has been closely coordinated 
with the Selective Operations Unit. 

5 



* 
SPECIAL AGENT 

SA 

A high degree of courage and skill was exhibited by 

Ion two recent occasions, one in the handling 

b6 
b7C 

of a kidnap-hostage situation at Robins Air'Force Base, Warner 

Robins, Georgia? the other, in aiding in the,safe release of 

hostages in a skyjacking attempt in Atlanta. 

, ■ At about 3:00 p.nr. on June 27, 1977, a former Air 

Force enlisted man walked into Robins Air Force Base hospital 

at Warner Robins, Georgia. After entering the building, he 

brandished a loaded .38. caliber revolver and lunged against a 

.door of an interior office, forcing his way into the room in 

which three Air Force doctors were in conference. The,man 

brusquely ordered .one of the doctors to "get out," then began 

loudly demanding that the two remaining doctors obtain his • . 

medical records. These' records arrived, and the man reviewed- 
* - i 

them, all the while castigating the Air Force for causing his 

problems by misdiagnosing his diseases. 

He then began voicing demands that payment be made to 

him by the Air Force for previously incurred medical, expenses. 

As time passed, the man kept his finger on the trigger of the gun. 

However, he changed his threats of killing the doctors to threats 



finger oa? a toe.. /. "I*m not; going to Commit homicide# X am just > 

going,to hurt you#” he declared,.,. •,«*, * , V .. ’ 

’* ... Because of the Federal violation ihvolved--Crime on a .% 

lot the FBi*a Atlanta * " Government Reservation-*-BA 

Office was. instructed to depart for the Air Force Base outside . 

Hacon # Georgiy/ some 90 miles away* I ~l arrived at the base ,b6 
' ... - ’ V . ... '.,-V ’ ; •• t>7C 
at about 8 s 00 p.m/ and tfas briefed By officials of the hospital ; 

concerning the hostage taker’s actions* .Through these briefings# 

[ learned -} that' ' and interviews of others who knew the man #|_ 

the hostage taker was considered to be a paranoid .schizophrenic. 
? i * ^ r' ‘ i ** '' * i’ 

An hour later# talked - to the man by phone. 

identifying hi^asaif as,-aii FBX Agent* \He sensed\that hecould-gain 

better communication by talking to the individual face to face;, 

’ Shortly thereafter#f he called through the'office door indicating 

that- he was tinarmed and wanted- to discuss the manes’ /problems'. 
■ c * ‘ * „ . ‘ • !■ ‘ \ 7 - ' -. * ■ 4 ' L _ \ ‘ ' • 
insisted that one of the doctors be allowed to leave 

,b7C 

when he entered the -room. To this, the man agreed and he .* 
' ' ' ' ’ ' ' - ‘ ' '* - ' 1 , V y ft 

Walked in* permitted one of the doctors 4to- depart as 

seated himself behind • ish® desk in the office 

'•and began to listen ho the man*demands for reimbursement of . 

medical expenses he had incurred. The young ex-Alt Force man 

was wellbuiIt—close to six feet tall and weighing Some 20Q 

pounds. As he rehashed his problems# he -frequently, raised.,; ,*.i 
7 ^ • v. . -*•'. ' ■,--V ' ' ”■ -, -* 
his voice fo emphasize, his point—charging; that the mlffcarycKadL 



persecuted him through incompetent doctors, and that he had suffered 

v^* **&»*« them. "'.; • '. >/; : ■ .•/ ■; //..;- ; 

• ■ .about an hour later, .the telephone rang,,and the*' - V’ . 

hostage taker allowed! to answer. The call, 

told the kidnaper, related to-the. wife of the doctor still held • '.b6 ' 

hostage .. in the of fice ,; she-was gravely ill and her husband was" /r 

'needed by her bedside immediately, | asked that thebaoctor : 

be permitte^ to leave. ®he man nodded: approval and the doctor - • 

/guickly..le^|s' the.ibooafr.b' £'. '• ." / ,v " v, •" .. 

•'■I._Continued diseUssing'the hostage taker's problems 

5»ith himr assuring him that the doctors were gbiisg to do. every thing , ... 

possible tp take car® o£ his^.de^tands* - ;• •* • ^ ‘ 'v ’t.'; / .• 

„< •*^4eanwhile,,'the man kept-his gun pointed‘at! I ; 
'••; ;/./ "‘I * -J „.»*b6 ; 

•end' threatened > »x*yd :• let.’ -the', doctors go.: and £ can- do ‘ any thing'.. b 7 C ;* 

i Vant x«?ith, yon, and- that could mean' blptfing^ydur-'head.off. /// 

1 Suggested that they both* ^ust.swalk out Of. the' room and ./-••- ►. 

'pht..anrehd to ’thi© :sltt^tioh«;>l0Ut''the. ajan -refused; finally -.;'; .. . 

;telling! |he could •leaye/7adding> ^guStvgot Pht^leave .vV--.*' ■•.! • • 

me alone> leave,H.-| [told him bo ,'bpuld'';hpt leave .. •/ . V,.,v ’ 

without him a$d continued to/roassura him that everything.; ‘ Mib 

^duld be done to help'hitin - /:,- •' . .• „ *// -/• 

telling f he could-leave,7 

me alone> leave.*’. 

was finally able .to oohvihc® the man .to relax 
b6 
b7C 

and ’place his/gun. on;' an. ;appty;. chair' '.'b'pstde h&jp. fhe m^i;however 
, . ■. ./ V ■ ‘ e 4 . 'b -• *• , 
kept his ,right hand about ;sin. inches from-the: weapon^ . isphchalahtiy. 
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guard, 

then distracted his attention. Catching- the hostage off—, 

lunged'.forward, ahd swiftly., grabbed.the gun.. i it% 

was then oyer. The man slipped down in his chair and offered .no ; 

resistance, : . ’.. V - v_ y V . y 

■':-.yAfterclose, to two hours during.whichseveral-lives^ 

including' his- owh> :had "been in portal danger ? 

;b6 

' b7C 

had success- 

; fully; disamed the' ex-Air Forge man. without bodily. injury to, anyone. 
"■ ; V. **»••r- -V.;*;;iyyy - -t • ~' •' ,.y7 y>y. V 

Another instance of courage .-in' .. y, 

< y dealing with extremely ‘volatile situations pacurred" On Christmas y; 

I \ 'y- ..V-;..; // . 

,y. y .. . y about twenty,^mihuteu before; Eastern Flight^..6S8,;.was/tb ,;'y • ^ " • 

yy land in Atlanta, Georgia,: a.passenger passed a note: to the ' flight 

attend^trindicating that he hada package of explosives on his 

yperson** with- the.":fuSC.'attached :toyk "deadKian^s^itch.f1 The. note.. -,y’ 

Vy. -continued ‘‘reroute. plUhe'.to Cuba.#r‘ fuei:...'.:’and bn tq;.i^e. Middleii;. 

y 'EastJ’ ; The-’captain of .the aircraft read- the "note to air* traffic; \ 

control'personnel -iti Atlanta and told them that he wanted the FBI'; 

y to -meet the. aircraft. there -.when -it - arrived' at ,8'V20 .ra.m. ,• ; ■*; : - * 

‘j.*~ hfter' landingin., Atlanta, the ;■ plane ’ s crew' convinced; the; 7.' •'* 

> hijacker that the plane was not capable of going to'the Middle Jjsasty V 

• The hijacker then indicated .that he actually preferred. Cuba,- The ..,b t 

: ,crew also: put .ofi th1^ *aa*C.s 'de?p^ad; tp-" fake off id 3Ct Minutes by - 

- y announcing thatyhe fofUeliiigy truck was .approaching, *-:% y’y -J* //“ 

»« ' ^ ’ s*m 



• v' Initially, the hiiackef.heid what appeared to be 4 small 

•pistol in one. hand, and-' later' .placed if lit 'his -paht& pocket, Xn./ 

his other hand' fee held a -^eotanguiar' boa ■xfaeapgied.'-'iij gfcsan tape,/ ;* 

With his thuib fixed in one place bn the boa?. ..Periodically, " . ‘ 

he Waved the hois and hept -threatening» w-t*£l blow this wholer + ' 

/plane- up. if. 1 donH "get ;te .Cuba.,*? w> . •".- •••"'• . /x‘ • \-;r‘- 

■ .;•••, /Special; hgent_hoarded the- .-plane ,af abbuf 10r0ft'r,/.x * 

it,, joining, a fellow agent from! the Atlanta Of fieeand -an atlant«b6 
- - ‘ - * \ ‘ - a '. ' 

, ■ f * > ^ J ^ a' 'e b 7 C 
• Police Department official* to negotiate With the hijacker. Prior “ 

•*\ ’•* x : " / < < - ,// J * ' ; .7 v/ m ^ * 

arrivals they had ,successinl% negotiated'the'-safe ■■' •.«! 

^5?aiea-se’'.pg".-ihe creW''nnd most-pd,the ■paspengets/>,#inail^V\*ithe t-rib. \ - 

convinced. the hi jabber'’to release'--the ‘refining females’ on- the* * ■ ' 

plane, OniF seven pabeengete remained aboard^ vShortiy thereafter, 

the hijadkef becameirrational* and shotted *%■?am-'tired of'.this,.v 

■X, know yon*re ..just stalling, y£ am not;afraid to- dietand* 1*11'-;V;'U 

-blb^'.-th'lb/^hoid' plane up it 1. don'^t get -to Cnba,*1, . ■ ’ .. • * ; 

1 pleaded With him to release^ the,remaining seven • , ’ 
b6 

^passengersi ,'■. He promisedv^djat the other.. FBI &gent-,.---the police . 

pificiaiv and he wo^d; remain behind and ,.fi^;:wi^:him,-to ;qufea,.:v x.x 

f.-refused this -offer,./ ;hen suggested'- 

that they could all go to Cuba as he wanted them to; do, but that, 

it. would; he a. good idea, if .he o allowed each- passenger ..remaining on , • i; > 
*\4 x'f < ' , / * -|Xi?* u *» j ■» ^ „ V*. J X* 1 jy c* ^ ( ' *\ *; 1 

"the plane tb write his name and next^ofwkih to'be' contacted :wi£' :. 

that relatives-, would be aware that they had been diverted to Cuba, ‘ 



The hijacker agreed to this suggestion. gradually eased 

himself .closer and*closer to'the.hijacker who., was- Seated in an / ^7^ 

aisle seats , in the tourist section of '.the' plane* ‘ j \ !' 

• • < The other Agent., provided with paper and pencil The other Agent- proVided |_| with paper and pencil 

with which passengers could list their names and next-of-kin, *■ . 

Conspious .that the hijacker had continued to hold down the plunger 

.on his "explosive device" with one hand. handed the man 

the paper so that he would receive it in him other hand# _: 

then -offered him a pencil and, by design, dropped it on* the/ fioot ‘ 

in front of him,' The hijacker's attention was .momentarily...diverted 

by the dropped pencil, with that,] |quickly grabbed the-man's oy tne dropped pencil. With that,|__|quickly grabbed the -■man's 

hand holding .the box and# with -extreme pressure,* removed his* - ^6 .. 
■ - . •*■ \ - • ;; ;.. b7c . 
thumb from the device plunger, and jammed his own thumb On the 

plungeri almost, instantaneous ly, I ~| Wrenched the * device 

away from him. Uethen guickly ran- from the plane to a distance 

of approximately 100 yards# maintaining control of the "explosive 

device” until it was examined by a bomb .disposal crew and determined 

to be non^explosive, 7 . - 1 ' ; 

After I I had secured the.hiiacker’s "explosive - After I_| had sOOured t^e. hi jacket'©"explosiyeV * ..,7 

device his. fellow Agent and the police* official-quickly moved 

in and overpowered the hijacker, if was then discovered that thek6 
:* y- • * • /; •• rhic 

hijacker*s--gun had been merely a toy,'', V\ y‘ :; v •* */-\ 

* 7. ..The. aircraft.-captain later wrote the commending ' 7 -i;-. 

1 along with other FBI.Agents On the scene of the attempted ' V 



‘ J 

ait piracy. ;in his letter he cited comragCj 

emphasising that "the fact that it tnfned on t to be -a boat 

does not diminish from_heroism.11 , 

■ b6 
b7C 



<9 
SPECIAL AGENT 

An undercover assignment in law enforcement obviously ^7C 

is an extremely risk-filled operation winch calls for unusual 

personal sacrifice and an ability to undergo tremendous stress. 

In June, 1974, FBI Agent was dispatched 

to Buffalo, New York, to penetrate an organized crime operation 

which centered around a, fast-moving gambling card game known as 

ziganette * At that time, there were reported to be two separate 

zigahette (,!zigu) games in the Buffalo area—and the stakes 

t high. One estimate suggested that both games were multi- 

^^5x1 lion--dollar operations, wxth a five~percent cut of each 

C, pot going to syndicate coffers. The cut was approximately 

$30,000 monthly per game. 

Of ominous significance, a mob leader who reportedly 

held an interest in one of the game operations had been 

murdered gangland style in May of that year. 

With the help of an FBI informant, | ~| succeeded in 

b6 

b7C 

being introduced into and accepted in,both of the **sig” games. So 

effective was his guisev that he built up a reputation as a "high b6 
b7C 

roller," with good New York contacts. Before accepting 
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as. one of ^ei*r.,6whr howeVer* the. mobsters made a number o£ ■ , ' 

;<2hechs‘on;'h.iS'shory that'/.he and ■&$«■■>,' •' *» '■'• . 

'"served time.***; Bat ’’they failed to' hreah liis covert .■ ' "., 

.. Before long, | [developed a close personal -r v ; ;;7: 

reiatibnshi^ with, an organised crime-, "captain” whoma^ac®^ pne- •' *• , 

;'Cf".-the:: H'Sif ghmes^a relationship that, led to.'#is- 'being' 1'. b7n ; 

••introduced'to .‘-the ton crgahised crime boss Inthe Cuf talc area*-. 
•■/,/ ••. . y •' -Vr - .•/■•/- .• /• • ,/.•:' - *'; V• ,y ..• y ^ 

,' • ; • ,;''</So■ convincing WasT l in playing''the•/fele.Cf ’■..$•’y\* ’"''' 1' • .7 

..mobster,. that he became % closedconfidaht*of1 the syndicate. boas . ••• 

and served as Ms personalchauffeur v ife: was adept at following. ‘' • 

the $ bfc of "talc: ..care 'Of by f'y.;! -‘V; 

! doing favors" for. the; boes'j including. ’on one OccasiOnyhoying - ’• :' ••*.. 

4S& worth .of; .groceries for-the-boss edt Of .Ms own pocketw ; ’ .- V. - 

after a; 'fety months, • tht‘,boS.s. "pht .out"’ the Cord; on 'the street',; * •; ■ 

.... • •: {'},■■ \\ ^.'■> S' ¥'. '■ 1 
' feh&t, axid, . ;v,- 

respect.' •: ”■ S' y • '>%• - : \y y.v S\ ' IS']., / 

in Miarch> .ia7S/ after some nine months nnderoover, ^ " . ■*•}•■ 

asMfMen,t.'was;Completed.i.r0snlt’Of..'his stiperb .^6 •/.. 
. *■ •■ •’ .-v;'V j'y-’Sv.- -bic 

handling of tMs .asMgnment,, ‘Some 2B0 syndicato^cohnected * . 

figures ihcludinC loan Sharks, fences, of Stolen property, and y 
’ * * ' 1 *• ", t ^ , - 4 ^ V V ***--/' v ft S „ ** *1 \ *2 ‘ V ‘i *** * y y ^ * *** \ ^ ^ ^ 

mother profos.^icnai'hoodlums and.racketeers .were identified.. 

h-murder 'plpt was: also 'imCOvered^ .^^entyTMhsj^Cderal con*3; -y /y. 
t‘•* rJ*' cv .’•,,, S- - x '* " *> v « > * t* ’* ><• .j i ' “ -'%?4 / ; i r 

vlotions i^ere* bb^ih^"on-''cM^gea:'rcn^ng'-:ffom‘ ■: * 

,othar 

• - 2 -7 

t O %, 



,.to perjury, and $200,000 in: stolen securities,' several handguns 
S * , ' V *■* 1 ‘ J'?J (*■ ' * ‘ K V ' * -- J $ ' r . 

and jewelry taken ih local burglaries were recovered, fhe 

surfacing of I I reportedly; prompted,one demoralized '! : 

organized'crime leader in Buffalo to.lament; "We are* all . . 

through. " ' « % '* •>; ' ; * : ' - - 

b6 • 
b7C 

in addition,; after surfaced, an individual x7ho 

had been Srrs$ted.'f6r selling guns tbl while he was 

undercover, began to cooperate with the FBI, • Shis man sub-, 

seguently agreed to run a storefront operation primarily 

v involving the ;fencing: of/stolen goods, As a. result, 6f{ this ' 

. operation# ’jljioo ,000 in etoleh property x^s reeoveredr and ^5 

arrests for Federal and local offenses-were stiade.’ - 

. : During this/assignment', SA| | played the role of 

a hobdltun fo,perfection.; yet, at all times,.he wab fully .- :, 

aware that his survival depended on. his shill in persuading 

the criminal element that he was-"one of the hoysV ~ needless 

* to say,/ the crime figures .with whom he was. in contact were • 

•alxrey.S fully armad^^and' he could only, assume that -a mistake - 
, * *' % ' - V / - ' * < / / ' , " - . ' 

ts- „ »; , >„ .. . . a **w' " v * a - ** - f s 

;On his part would in all ~ probability, .mean/grave bodily injury ■ 

in addition to: the constant pfesence of danger that 

s&l 1 encountered during Ms undercover role); he endured 

a, life Style' that 'Was demeaning, at' best. vHe also experienced • 

lengthy separation* from hiS;,£amlly and friends^Ohe,which 

entailed extreme personal Sacrifice, as well as considerable 

b6 
.b7C 

b7C 
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anxiety and understanding on the part of his family Over ah 

extended, period. The skillful, and dedicated fashion in v/hich 

discharged hie responsibilities in this assignment 

was certainly in keeping with. the highest traditions of ser¬ 

vice of the FBI to the American people. 

■b7C 
SAl 



THE FBI DISASTER SQUAD 

Establishing the identity of victims of catastrophes, 

such as fires, storms, floods, plane crashes, and other major 
' } ’ t 

holocausts presents a difficult problem for law enforcement agencies. . 

Yet, the loss of human lives in these catastrophes cries out for, 

prompt and positive identification. 
* . * 

. Over the years, the FBI Disaster Squad, a group of specially 
•V ’ 

trained men from the FBI Identification Division, has'provided 

extensive assistance in the task of identifying such victims. 

It was a plane crash in 1940 at "Lovettsville, Virginia, 

just 40 miles from Washington, Dv C. , that brought the Squad into 

existence. FBI representatives, dispatched to the scene to effect 

the identification of two Bureau employees killed in the crash, 

provided aid in identifying a number of other crash victims through 

fingerprints. That experience pointed up a definite need for a 

squad of fingerprint experts which could be. sent immediately to 

a disaster scene to aid in identifying victims. Shortly thereafter, 
v * ; ’ ^ 

the Disaster Squad was created. Its effectiveness in providing 

identities for the broken or charred bodies of disaster victims 

is based on expertise gained through experience and access to the 

world1s largest depository of fingerprints in the FBI Identification 

^n°C'kn'u—Division. 
Dcpi AD r-' . ALL INFORMATION CPETIMHED 

■Asst. Dir.: . ~ Mr. Boynton -• HEREIN 15 TOOASSjiFIED 
Adm. Servs-I •• ' • DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAW/RS/STW 
Crim; Inv._1 * , 

ident_• 1, -» Mr. Bong - v’ ; 
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pioo.&insp.^iderson, Request for Research Assistance.” 
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Since. 1940, the Squad,has furnished identification assistance 

in.the aftemath of 124 major disasters-.-'Of; these disasters,, - . 

110 Ijave pooufred since January. 1, 1959 /-and- have involved the '1 ’ * 

following?i-- • •• ‘ , ■./- 

89 plane crashes;. 3 ship accidents? a fire aboard an ' 

• r ... ' aircraft, carrier, iin'der construction,?' a»fire in-hotel? ■ -VA: • 

' • ;s y -/.’.a. fire’'’in5bar? £a .fire in;..supper'-club:?' 5 .explosions-?••- .*v:• 

;t\ 2 hurricanes? 2. floods? ;a min^ disaster? .2 bus accidents? . •. 

' ; • - an apartment fire caused * by plane Crash? and a' murder 

^suicide . (the Guyana incident);\v‘ <* ,.'; 

/ Fingerprints palm, prints \and;foptpr7ints have been secured 

from an,estimated 4*250 victims {exact nimibe!f‘;dnhnowh because Of ’ " . ' 

dismemberment) and' some 2?7Gtb>or 63..55%. have been positively . _.. -v 

identified by. fihgerprintS/.^alm prints -or. footprints. ' ’ ' , / *..’%• 

- •„* ’ • V The . last-tf these disasters—described- by ->one of£the ^ V-: /• 

fingerprint.'experts who. participated in identifying the victims as • 

r” by far the worst in.?terms, of sheer volume and. condition of the \ - 

bodies'‘--was the dohesto^r Guyana;/'murder-suicidb'in November? ty -> 

197 8, The FBI* Disaster &quad\enter©d^fhat oase ab^he reguest of . •* ■ 

the. State Department. on Thanksgiving Day .*(November 23, 1978) v Two 

officials of the Identification, Division and 5 fingerprint specialists 

traveled to Sc^er . Air Force “Base; and quickly began what proved to {, / . 

be- t^e'^.monu^eiibai^.task:-'of' seeking to ^identify the vletims>~ .1, -’ '.V'-; 

; .''As the body; cptmt, originally repotted to be, 409/ rose ' 

to more* than 900/-13'additional specialists; were dispatched to . 

_ £ ;_- 1! «_-- . ' 1 ' ■_:___' ill___ill! "_£_____________£ _ __ 



Dover. .For the remainder of Thanksgiving Day and through Novem- . 
' * * % . ’ . ‘ ' ' 

ber. 28—a total of six days—the Squad examined the fingerprints 
*** ' 1 ' 

of adult bodies and footprints of idle infants. The advanced state 

of decomposition of most of the bodies precluded obtaining full 

sets of 10 fingerprints from many of the victims, and was so 

advanced in 32 bodies that no prints were obtained from them. 

In many instances, examiners had to remove the skin of the victim’s 

fingers and place it oyer their own fingers, before obtaining 

fingerprint impressions for identification purposes. 

Included among those identified was the body of the 

leader of the Peoples Temple*; KJim” Jones, and 8 persons alleged 

to have participated in the murder, of Congressman Leo Ryan on 

November 18. Although (Tones’ body previously had been tentatively 

identified by eyewitnesses-at Guyana, several of his former followers 

Voiced doubts, which were widely publicised, that the corpse was- 

not that of Jones, but rather an imposter or look-a-like. That , 

speculation was put to rest when the-fingerprints taken from the 

body were positively identified by the FBI Disaster Squad. 

The. entire task was carried out under the most difficult 
/' * h . ■ 

of circumstances. The bodies of victims were in a state of extreme 

deterioration because they had been left out in the open in. .the 

•tropical Guyana, climate for up to a week. Also, work conditions 

were harsh—an unheated warehouse-type building with a gold 

cement floor, poor lighting, limited work space, and the air 

- 3 - ' 



heavily laden with nauseating odors and chemicals. Added to this 

was the concern that the bodies contained cyanide, and might 

possibly be the carriers of. contagious' diseases. The finger- 

print experts worked 10, .12, 14 hour Shifts a day- to complete - 

their duties' despite the extreme physical, emotional and 

mental stress they endured. Their efforts were definitely 

^bve and beyond the ca.il of duty..-V;- , . o. -• \ \\ > . 

1- After, the work at Dover was completed,5 efforts continued 

at FBI Headquarters to establish the identities of the remaining 

unidentified victims. As of February 6, 1979, 588. bodies had been 

•'identified through fingerprints by 'the Disaster jSduetd. ’ . - 
‘ , , * . ' ^ *' - * , , •* 4 • *’* , *■ * ' V* ' 

; i*' . * y* * - • ' '4 ‘, ,, *' » 

v The number Of‘bodies e;:amined by the Squad in %his - ■' 

incident was by far the greatest in number since the formation* of 

• the Squad, 913 versus the next largest,. 326 bodies in the 1977 

<?anary island, air crash.disaster,' 4; . . *. . '*J * 

Regardless of the arduous, nature of the task involved,^ • 

the American people can; be assured that the FBI Disaster Squad 

Stands ready, to be of service. 
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Attached is a letterhead memorandum pertaining ] 
to captioned matter as requested by Deputy .Associate 
Director-Assistant to. the Director James B. Adams. This 
letterhead memorandum pertains to certain allegations 
that the White House and Justice Department, in 1972, 
with political motivation, caused certain inquiries to 
be made by. the FBI concerning | This 
letterhead memorandum was prepared by the External Affairs 
Division in coordination with the intelligence Division. 
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q y _ <> o O'f'S - 
February 14, 

ARTICLE BY JACK AHDERSOH. AND LES WHITTEN 
APPEARING-IK "THE WASHINGTON POST" 

FEBRUARY 12, 1975 
■PERTAINING TO[_ 

f IQ 

' W 

The 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY K®¥ IE O' FROM: 

FBI iktlTOimTlC mCLASSlFlCAUON OUlOl 

DATE 08-08-2008 

The February 12, 1975, edition of "The Washington 
Post" carried an article by colimsnists Jack Anderson and I 
Whitten entitled "U. S. Officials Harassed Greek Exile." 
article alleged that "the White House and Justice Department 
connived to send a Greek exile home to certain torture and • 
possible death," The Greek exile referred to was journalist 

| who, according to the article, was a 
severe critic of the military junta in Greece and its Gres! 
American supporters, especially| |a financial 
backer of es-President Nixon. It is alleged that then 
Attorney General John Mitchell and President Mixon’s advisor 
Murray Chotiner threatened that 

nr* PJ\. 

deported because of his attacks on 
could be 

- ^ 
| The article further alleged that during the general 
jperiod of these threats, the FBI made inquiries about 

at his employer5 s place of business on 
Wall Street, Continuing efforts to have_ 
deported were allegedly made by the CIA through the " Greek 
Secret Police." The article concludes that 
can now return to- Greece as a "patriot" because " (fo) efore 
the embattled exile- could foe deported and turned over* to the 
mercy of the junta, the Watergate scandal forced Mitchell 
out of government and, in time, the Greek dictatorship fell." 

The main thrust of the article is that the finite 
House and Justice Department acted against 

Assoc. Dir._ 

Dep. AD Adm. 

Dcp. AD Inv. _ 

Asst. Dir.; 

Admin. . 

b6 
b7C 

out of political motivation. There is an inference that this 
political motivation resulted in the FBI making inquiries 

A/I 
b6 , 
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1 - Mr. Moore (detached) 
1 -- Mr. Wannall (detached) 

1 - Mr. Adams (detached) [0j 
1 - Mr. Bassett (detached) 
1 -• Mr. Mintz (detached) 
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** , 
‘•W 't 

aboutP |at. his .Wall--Street employer. In this 
respect, the •article does state ’’The FBI declined comment 
but Justice sources insist that, despite appearancesthe 
FBI visit to Wall Street was not triggered by Mitchell and b6 
was unrelated to Pappas. ” b 7 C 

FBI files reflect that the FBI5 s investi-gative 
interest in | | began well before the Nixon 
administration came into office, 'and that the FBI! a- investi¬ 
gative interest was based on matters involving the internal 
security of the United States and criminal matters within 
the FBI’s jurisdiction. 

\ 

On the basis of information furnished by another' 
Government acrencv. the FBI initiated investigation in 1964 
of in connection with possible 
violation of the Foreign Agents Registration Act {FM*A> of 
1938, as amended, which comes under the investigative 
jurisdiction of the FBI. Periodically since 1964, the 
FBI has conducted investigation on the receipt of information 
concerning possible involvement of| | in internal 
security and espionage matters and ;in violations or the 
provisions of the FAPA, 

_One phase of this investigation pertained to 
| | source of finances. In this respect,, the 
FBI made an inquiry in June, 1972, at a New York City firm b6 
which had raade a payment to | | Accordingly, b7C 
it is pointed out that this inquiry was made in the normal 
course of the FARA investigation of | 

The last active investigation of _ 
was on the basis of information received in 1974 of an 
additional allegation of violation of the FARA. This, phase, 
of the- investigation was terminated in October, 1974.,. on the 
basics of a lack of substantiation of the allegation. At_ 
the-present, there is no active investigation of| 
by the FBI. 



5-29-79 

Mr. William Webster, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

QUTSIDE SQURC® 
Dear Mr. Webster: CZ> 

Enclosed is Jack Anderson' s column of today. As an. 
subscriber to the Progressive magazine, and a supporter of 
its: right to publish Howard -Mo-r-1 and's H bomb article under 
the: First Amendment to the US Constitution, I was startled 
that the FBI is investigating Mr. Morland. Not surprised, 
just. startled. The FBI has long been, known for its harrassment 
and intimidation of American citizens who exercise their 
Constitutional rights. The police state the FBI and federal 
government areocreating with the help of Supreme Court decisions v 
dismays and angers many Americans. 

Just think, without the legal sanctions you enjoy, you ‘ 
guys would be in jail—where you belong. e ■ 
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■iivestigatfoii 
tOF J 

Jack Anderson 

MOT CONTENT WITH a court order 
forbidding Progressive magazine 

' from printing an article on the “secret” of 
the H-bomb, the government has sicked the 

■ FBI on the author of the article. It has turn¬ 
ed into a full-scale criminal investigation.’ 

I’. This latest government attack on the 
• press is intended to determine whether the 
. .Progressive reporter, Howard Morland, used 

classified information in his article, “The H- 

go after those who made politically embar- ' 
rassing material public — instead of punish¬ 

ing the officials responsible for the follies 
that had been disclosed. , 

There is an important distinction, how- 
• ever, which shows how far down the road to¬ 

ward government intimidation of the press 
we have come in the last eight years: Daniel ■ 
Ellsberg admittedly leaked classified materi- 
al; Howard Morland used nothing but unclas- ■ 
sified material in his article. 

■ Once a federal judge, Robert Warren, is- . 
sued an injunction forbidding publication of , — -> -IUI Ui.uuj.llg puuiJ.UcLU.UIl Ui 

Bomb Secret: How Wp Got It, Why We’re,. Morland’s article, the government quite 
Telling It.” ’ _rrror_. . .. .« ? properly sent FBI agents to visit the dozen 

or so persons who, had received advance 
copies, to make sure they had returned the Unto the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, copte to make sure thev’h 

pSSeatouo'.oT,Ctea ^ !" “ ^ortol •6 * ^ UP to ^ years m pnson and a 
?10,000 fine. So the FBI investigation -is ‘no a But the criminal investtea 
laughmg matter for Morland. . ‘ . is fX'T, "fS ghing matter for Morland 1 g * ^ • n° ‘ But ^ criminal investigation of Morland 

gnmg matter for Morland. .is another matter. To Theodore Jacobs,' 

Morland insists that his article was writ-'' ®rectPr °itbe Project for Open Government, 
• ten from publicly available sources and au- ■ smeUs of harassment. “This is a repetition * - 
- thorized tours of nuclear power facilities. In ’of ^ Process used in the Pentagon Papers , 
\fact, one of the points of the’ artitele is that case> where criminal prosecution was.‘\ 

the government itself has been.responsible- brought against Ellsberg,” Jacobs told our 
for giving away, the secrets of nuclear tech- ass°ciate Gary Cohn. “The criminal investi-", 

} nology. This is the real,, embarrassing “se- gation e^uaUy unjustified in this case.” 
’ cret” the government doesn’t want the pub- 
• lie to learn. . ' - 

THE ONLY OTHER piece of-journalism 
subjected to prior censorship on “national se- 

, curity” grounds was the Pentagon Papers in 
1971, and the Carter administration’s action 

: in the Progressive case is frighteningly simi: 
lar to’ that of Richard Nixon eight years 
earlier. • . . 

In both cases, the government chose to. 

THE HEART OF the matter, as Jacobs 
, pointed out, is the “chilling effect” such har¬ 

assment will have on reporters .and their- 
sources. No one likes to be interviewed by 
the FBI. "People will be frightened to talk to 
reporters,” Jacobs said. 

And that, apparently, is a situation that 
; Jimmy ’Carter, like Richard Nixon before 

him, would be happy to see. • 

£*QSURF 



Memorandum 4P p 

To : Mr. MlJKBsEen 

From : R. S. Youri 

Date 2/25/81 

Subject: TONYjfiCAPACCIO f 
.GACJ^ftNDERSON ASSOCIATE^^l 
jSSPESTTfift ■W^tw-pbrvt™ 
^WITH SEAM >'McWEENEY. 
, on organ^edTcrime^1 
X^’BOilJroiw 

a, 

tlfim n 

Exec AD tnv._ 

Exec AD Adm. __ 

Exec AD LES_ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Adm.<F5rv^y 
Crim. Inv. QOL 
Ident.- 

Intell. - 

Laboratory-1 

Legal Coun._! 

Plan. & Insp. _ 

Rec. Mgnt._ 

Tech. Servs._ 

Training_ 

Public Affs. OH. 
Telephone Rm. _ 

Director's Sec'y 

PURPOSE: To formally advise you of the captioned request 
and the scheduled interview date. 

DETAILS: Tony Capaccio, a Jack Anderson Associate, has 
requested permission to interview Sean McWeeney 

in order to get an update on our Organized Crime program. 
Specifically, he is interested in knowing what impact oup-=t; 
undercover operations and the RICO Statute have had on ,pTN 
OC activity. \i * 

Pursuant to your conversation with Wiley Thompson, 
wherein this matter was discussed, an interview with Mr. 
McWeeney has been scheduled for Friday, 2/27/81, at 10 A.M. 
OCPA will monitor and provide whatever assistance is 
necessary. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

None. 

Mi INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAW/R5/5TK 

Mr. Mullen 
Mr. Young 
Mr. Monroe 
Mr. McWeeney 

- Mr. Thompson 

information only. 

APPROVED: 

Director_ 
Exec. AD*!nv. __ 
Exec. AD-Adm._ 
Exec. AD-LES 

Yk 
Adm. Serv. 

'Crim. Inv. 

/Ident._ 
(intell._ 
Laboratory 

Legal Coun._ 
Plan. & Insp._ 
Rec. Mgnt._ 
Tech. Servs. 
Training_ 
Public Affs. Off. 

MAR 5 ^ b6 
b7C 
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Memorandum 
t 

To Mr. MuM^n 

Exec AD Ad 

Exoc AD fny. 

Exsc ADvlLE: 

Asst. Dir.: 

Adm. Servs. 

Crtm. Inv. _ 

Moot._ 

Intall_ 

Date 4/22/81 

From C.P. Monroe 
t/ 

Subject RESPONSE TO ; 

Laboratory_ 

Legal Coun*_ 

Plan. & Insp._ 

Rec. Mgnt._ 

Toch. Servs._ 

Training . 

"ANDERSON^ ARTICLE 
DATED 4/15/81 ENTITLED#JUSTICE 
DEPARTMENT LEAVES MOB ASSETS INTACT" / 

//O (sJksASvi><-fvt- 

1 - Mr. Mulleno(f.ofc:„“- 
1 — Mr. Steel & Public Affs- 

1 - Mr. MonroeI°lopho.n‘Rm;— 
Director s Sec y_ 

1 - Mr. Caro 1 
1 - Mr. McWeeney ka 

i-i i b7C 

PURPOSE: To respond to above captioned article. 

RECOMMENDATION; None. For information. 

PROVED: Adfc*. S€*v.; 
Cilm/lnv, 

director 

»LL IlTFCkSIICII CLlUXIIIEJ 

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 03-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BM/RS/ST1 

Exec. AD-Adm, 

Exec. AD-Inv. 

Exec. AD-LES 

Ident. 

totelL 

£ toscf... 
Roc. Mgo!. 

Tech. Serve. _ 

Training; 

m 
.abOratory., 

Off. of Gortg. 
aPuMc 

4P <?</_ ^0053" 
DETAILS: Attached article provides thesi^ that/ tne Government has been 
negligent regarding amounts of forfeitures levied against major narcotics 
violators after conviction. Currently, there is extant proposed legislation 
which would provide for presumptive forfeiture provisions in both the RICO and 
Continuing Criminal Enterprise Statutes* The problem of directly tracing funds 
generated as a result of illicit criminal activity has been a long-standing 
source of concern to both Congress and the Department of Justice. The article 
specifically refers to the "Black Tuna” marijuana smuggling ring 

I There was no attempt to seize vessels in 
the vessels were either sunk or registered to other 

The South Florida Auto Auction business 

this case because 

individuals at the time of indictment. -- 

referred to in the article was essentially worthless and was located on leased 

land* I I residences, worth $250,000 and $350,000 
respectively, were attached at the time of indictment At the beginning of the . - -—-— - Vi W11 
trial, however, defense fltfcorneys alleged that these were the only assets hel£ ■f* _ „ - - 

J and petitioned the Court to release these homes so 
paid. United States District Judge King then advised that defense fees could be 

the prosecuting attorneys that failure to release these residences so that 
defense fees could be paid could possibly result in an appeal at the ehdSiSis'11sS®89 
five month trial. Therefore, the prosecution^opted to pursue adjudication of 
the substantive counts rather than afford the defense this opportunity <^E}r^jU\Y T 1981 

Vi 

-j _ . - - Vw 
appeal. Experience in these types of cases has indicated that prosecutors 

•53 
C3 

usually ha 

forfeitur/ 
for the p 
evidenced 
beneficial 

*. - -- ------ 
•.eavy case load responsibilities that have deterred pursui£&of«=tihSc*sae' 
'isions of the statute as they now exist. Legislation allowing 
tion that illicitly generated funds are used to obtain the 
ial wealth gathered by rt^iese individuals will have an extremely 

effect on.,these matters. , ’ 
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JEH | 3012 |(231) MRS. COOPER 

(233) MISS EGGLESTON 

(233) MISS WALDRON 

□ RECOMMENDATION/COMMENT □ LOG ^NECESSARY ACTION 
□ SEE REMARKS ON REVERSE □ FILE □ COORDINATE 
□ MAKE COPIES (NO. ) □ SEE ME □ PER INQUIRY 



FROM r, 

< jjf 
V> OFFICE OF DIRECTOR, FED^R. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

TO 

OFFICIAL INDICATED BELOW 

Mr. Colwell ( 
Mullen _ ( 

Otto — ( ) 

Mr. Mintz 

1 ]_ ( ) 

Mr. Revell _=_ ( ) 

! ...... ____ ( ) 

' ... ( ) Mr* Youna 

Mr. Bruemmer ( ) 

. ( ) 

( ) 

( ) 

... __ - ( ) 

< ) 

Tele. Room 

1- 

( ) 

1 ( ) 
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See Me _ 

Note and return . 

Prepare reply and return for my signature 

Please Handle - 

Respond over your signature _ 

Prepare memo for the Department . 

For your recommendation _ 

What are the facts? - 

Hold _ 

Remarks:. 

ILL IHFOMITOT 
JEEREIN IS TOCLIS31FIED 

• MCE 08-08-20OS By 60324 DC BMi/RS/STH 
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Exec AD Adm.. 

- ; —■ '"v-“ ' ~ ~ » 1 

Leaves Mob Assets Intact 
, Uncle Sam. has an impressive ar-' 
* 8enal of weapons to use' against tax- 
payers who intentionally or acciden- 

; tally skimp on what they owe. 
Without warning or court order, the 

, federal apparatus can seize all or part 
of your bank account, confiscate your 

*. paychecks or slap a lien on your busi¬ 
ness or-personal property. 

But for some reason, while the feds 
are sometimes overzealous in their 

; pursuit of small-time chiselers and be- 
; fuddled citizens, they have been 
. Strangely negligent in their pursuit' of 
drug traffickers and big-time racke- 

‘ teers. 

^Two., special acts jjof^Congress, 
.passed in 1970, empower the Justice 
.Department to seize - mobsters* . assets * 
in addition to civil fines. Yet the 
number of forfeitures under these pro-^ 

v visions can fairly be described as pal-" 
*iiy. In short, racketeers are 'getting * 
better treatment than run-of-the-mill 
tax evaders. ' ' V’ ' r 

Through .March 1980, assets for¬ 
feited and potential forfeitures in nar¬ 
cotics cases prosecuted under the two 
statutes amounted to a piddling $3.5 
million. Yet law enforcement officials 
figure that the illicit drug trade gen¬ 
erates about $54 .billion a year. , 
j My associate Tony Capaccio has 
searched the records arid found some 
flagrant examples of mobsters being 
let off the hook by federal blood¬ 
hounds who track petty tax cheaters 
to their financial graves; 

* '• Jose . Valenzuela’s organization 
raked in $10 million to $16 million a 
year from its heroin operations, which 

■ extended from laboratories in Mexico 
to the sidewalks of New York. Valen¬ 
zuela lived high off the hog; he spent 
=$63,000 in cash oh luxury cars during 
"one three-year period, and put down 
$396,000 — mostly in cash — to buy 
and redecorate a mansion in San. 
Marino, Calif. Valenzuela and 69 
members of his dope ring were .Con¬ 
victed, but only $55,000 was assessed 

' fefines. No assets were seized. *. 

“ iD Inv. _ 

- iD LES^ 

■. 'Mr.: ^ 
. Servs. _ 

\ Inv*. — 

" Citroen Maserati. His 1974 and 1975- 
tax returns listed a total of . $527,0001- 
in “miscellaneous” income. He had rotory _ 
$1.5 million invested in Michigan real I Coun. . 
estate. The G-men put Barnes away & insD 
for life and fined him — are you rea- w . 

dy? - $125,000. There were no crim- c9 “ 
; inal forfeitures. ' ;. Servs. 

A convicted associate of Barnes,’in 9 

J~~* The “Black Tuna”. marijuana-1 
smuggling ring headed by Robert . 

" Meinster and Robert Platshom ban- .: 
died more than a million pounds of 

.dope, 'earning gross receipts conserva¬ 
tively estimated at $300 million. The 
gang spent thousands on yachts and 

^executive jets and ran -up a $60,000 * 
restaurant tab. in a single night, Yet 

. when the' feds attempted to' seize two • 
residences worth $750,000, five yachts 
and an auction business that was used 
as a front, they wound up with $16,-. 
000 worth of assefoj 'T^5; 

• In his prime, Leroy (Nicky) 
Barnes ran the biggest heroin oper-' 
ation in the United States, according 
to,.the Justice Department He and his' 
gang earned millions pushing junk at. 
the retail level in the streets of Har- - 
lem and the South Bronx. - j\ 

Barnes himself had five Mercedes 
Benzes, a Cadillac, a Corvette and a 

, — ——-- wvvww; v/a. uttUlra, 
Joseph (Jazz) Hayden, listed $204,140 Affs. Off. 
in miscellaneous income on his 1975-■‘one Rm. __ 
76 tax returns. He drew a 15-yeartor's Sec’y 
sentence, a $25,000 fine —and for* 
feited not a penny. v 

• Jaime .Araujo Headed a heroin 
indicate based in Los Angeles and 
"Mexico before federal agents brought 
him in. He was sentenced to 35 years 

" in prison and fined a whopping $L2 
million. But he had to forfeit only 
$260,000 in vehicles and real estate. 

Under the Dome: Evidently, re¬ 
membering the Gulf of Tonkin aat- 

_tack” that .got the United States in¬ 
volved in the Vietnam conflict, Sens. 

^Charles Percy (R-Dl.), Claiborne Pell 
(D-R.L) and Patrick Leahy (D-Vt) 

• have demanded documentation for 
“'the State Department’s assertion'that 

El Salvador is a "textbook case” of 
communist aggression.' Among the 
.documentation requested in a confi¬ 
dential letter is hard evidence of di¬ 
rect Soviet aid to Salvadoran leftists, 

■the "adequacy of intelligence collec¬ 
tion” in Latin America and "an assess- 
'ment of the nature and depth of cor¬ 
ruption in El Salvador’s government” 

The Washington Post 

Washington Star-News — 

Daily News (New York) __ 

The New York Times- 

The Wall Street Journal _ 

The Atlanta Constitution 

The Los Angeles Times _ 

&LL INFOEMOIOH CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 OTCMS5IETED 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY 10324 UC MH/RS/STK 

Date_^ 8 / 
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Memorandum # 

</* Xo .Mr. Monro 

J From : S.M. McWfejWy J 

iSK Ql Subject : antijljk.duin|o REPORT ON 
.-#5^ffi00D MORNING AMERICA” TELEVISION SHOW 

5/29/81 

1 - Mr. Mullen 

1 - Mr. Steel 
1 - Mr. Young 
1 - Mr. Monroe 
1 - Mr. Caro 
1 - Mr. Henehan_ 

(Attn: |_ 

1 - Mr. McWeenev 

1-1-1 

Exoc AD Adm«,_ 

Exec AD Inv.^_ 

Exec AD^LE 

Asst. Dlr.^ & 

Adm. Servsy.- 

Crinyi:^. \ j 
Ident. ** -I 

Intel)._/ 

Laboratory_ 

Legal Coun._ 

Plan. & tnsp._ 

Rec. Mgnt._ 

Tech. Servs._ 

Training_ 

Off. of Cong. 

& Public Affs._ 

Telephone Rm—.. 

Director's Sec'y_ 

PURPOSE: To respond to attached transcriptINFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS1UNCLASSIFIED 

RECOMMENDATION: None. For information. 

AA&Ssrv.. 
Crim. \nv.h 

SSreetor_._ 
Q Exec. AD-Adm._ Went. -■— Training   —j—~ 

Exaa. AD-inv. _ Wteli. -.— Off. o? Cong. J • 

Exec.ADAEA_^ 
DETAILS; Jack Anderson fs editorial on "Good Morning America” was based on a 
conversation consensually recorded by undercover Special Agent (UCSA)|_ 

|during investigation of fraudulent off-shore banks chartered in the 
Caribbean and elsewhere# UCSA_had gone to Houston, Texas, with former 

for the purposes of interviewing a major subject in a - 

fraudulent off-shore bank scheme named __|was telling 
SA_ that he was conspiring with] at|_volition, 
to open a brothel in south Texas that would cater to politicians and law 
enforcement officers in order to later blackmail them. The comment "lust watch 
me, I am going to get him with a 14-year old", was made byl ^who 

was unaware of the true identities of SA| and | 
was referring to "setting up" \ | in order to insure his following 
through with the brothel scheme. The tape, which resulted from this 
conversation, was later introduced as one of over 500 exhibits in a trial in 
Denver, Colorado, which was investigated under Denver file 196-360 entitled 
"Magic Marker". At the time of the conversation, | lwas engaged in a 
conspiracy with| I to issue fraudulent financial instruments from 
phony off-shore banks. | \had elicited the aid of UCSA_ and 

""|in order to distribute these phony financial instruments# Only at 
the time of adjudication in this matter did become a Government 
witness. He testified agains11 |and others who were involved in the issuance 
of over 80-100 million dollars of fraudulent financial ins^t^umeiits which were 

drawn on four "shell" banks in the Caribbean 

m w" 60 Jw 16 nsi~' 

<9) / /"Oft'v w i^!iR 

DATE 08-08-2008 BY 60324 UC BAW/RS/S1W 

Pirn a 
Rec. Wg«*. _ 
Tecft. S6fV8._ 
Training___ 
Chi. o? Cong, 

& FiSiBc Affc 
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e » 
Memo McWeeney to Monroe 

Re: Jack Anderson's Report on 
Good Morning America - 5/29/81 

All of the subjects involved in this matter were members of the "fraternity", a 
group of international con-men. | | was also involved in this matter 
and Departmental attorneys and Southern District of New York investigators were 
later criticized for their handling of _ by the Presiding Trial Judge, 
Fred Winner. At no time was the FBI criticized for the investigative approach in 
this investigation. As a matter of fact. Judge Winner made a number of highly 
laudatory comments regarding the successful completion of this highly complex 
investigation on the part of the FBI. | and other members of the 
"fraternity" were later charged in New York on a separate 56-count Federal 
indictment regarding the issuance of fraudulent off-shore bank financial 
instruments. The indictments and exhibits in this matter withstood numerous 
suppression motions and arguments during pretrial hearings, and none of the 24 
counts against any of these individuals were suppressed by the Court at the end 
of the Government case. Of the eight defendants convicted in the Magic Marker 
case, six of them were regarded as being among the top international con-men and 
swindlers in the World. The jury was convinced of the relevance and materiality 
of the individual exhibits as reflected by the fact of the convictions. SA 

|has operated in an undercover capacity| |for 
a number of years with a great deal of success. He was the primary UCSA in the 
Miami Goldcon case, as well as New York's case entitled | and 
a number of other highly sensitive cases which were pursued throughout the United 
States. Anderson has neglected in his editorial to mention the fact that 

I was not' an informant at the time of the recorded conversation, but 
rather, a primary subject within the Miami case. Anderson has also failed to 
mention thatl landI I had already penetrated the criminal gang which 
was making off-shore banking deals, inasmuch as was one of these 
targeted individuals at the time. The State Senator that_was seeking 
to compromise at the time was James Cochrane Day, who later pled guilty in the 
Southern District of New York regarding the | iLibyan plane deal case. 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

In summary, Anderson's comments.regarding the purpose for the meeting, 
the participants in the meeting, and the reaction of the FBI Agent involved, are 
totally inaccurate. 

•2- 



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

CATE 08-08-2008 ST 60324 UC BAK/RS/STW 
JACK ANDERSON 

"GOOD MORNING AMERICA" 
MAY 29, 1981 

At first I praised the FBI for its" ABSCAM operation. 

I was disgusted at the videotapes which showed Members of Congress 

taking bribes from a phony Arab shiek. Frankly I felt; they 

deserved tq1. be convicted. But then I learned about the methods 

Sv 
that the FBI'*used. The Agents set up illegal banking accounts. 

They created a corporation which bid with private companies 

for Government contracts. They condoned the forgery of an 

incriminating, letter. They covered up serious accusations -against- 

their star witness' 'Mjel^ Weinberg, convicted con mani ' Well now 

I've obtained the transcript of a secretly recorded conversation 

between an FBit' Agent and two informants. They were trying to 

penetrate a criminal gang that was making phony offshore banking 

< 

deals. They sought to compromise a Texas State Senator with 

powerful Washington connections. At one point the FBI conspirators 

discussed blackmail as a means of getting the State Senator to 

cooperate. Now here's what one of the informant's said. I'm ' 

quoting from the secret transcript. 

"Just watch me - I'm going to get him with,a 14-year 

old." Now the plan was to videotape the Texas lawmaker having 

sex with a minor. Then they intended to blackmail him into helping 

them lure big-name politicians into the phony banking transaction. 

Now the idea of an FBI Agent considering sexual entrapment and 

blackmail is disgraceful enough, but the scheme got even sleezier. 



As an alternative to a 14—year old girl, the FBI informant suggested 

*5 i .... i 
a sex frameup with a 12-year old boy. The significant point of 

this amazing conversation is that at no time the FBI Agent 

even raised the mildest protest. He never said the FBI could not 

legally or morally engage in blackmail or sexual frameups. In 

fact the Agent's only concern in the taped conversation seemed to 

be that .the Texas Senator might see through the trap. Well, 

I want to nail corrupt politicians but not with the FBI ’ s methods. 



ALL INFORMATION’ CONTAINED 
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^fat Antarctic expedition 

>oviets Plan 

Europe ' v ^Trr 
’ '__ 

edition ^MTO"TOm"m"'l|1'. 

- ^h< Sovi«* h,vc launched 
Antarctic expedition, Thi» y 

h ,<Jdili°n to iu normal ,ivories "i?T'T* **!"«" ,hc >2 
K cntific research and exploration foLed^k h® Antirc,,c ««*«> hxve 

t7,n conatmetion of » temporarv j£“?,? how 10 COn,fo1 '•««« exploit*. 
focarch hare on the Weddell Sc. In? 1" f ,h«cqmtncnf* fuel *„d mineral 

***** related .etion, the &v"et %\"T0n,y'*'«*'<* reachS 
^“",0.nth'<wk ‘heir fir,, high-raSitio„ 10 icck •» international 

*-*• m,ain 

bStrJSr tzyz* *.« * 
M'l'on in 1819. The fint Soviet expedi. 

&WK,aik ,9i5i ‘hi‘ 5'etf,‘ “ 'h* Kt. 

^Wei:inlew, |.^e“UmS WK^JJ/tdntemi^ *~~-*~™** 

'.or^ntlfti'-dnfeach Mpedition who'ti,S^ A. lde /*"*' °r meteorological and 

b"?T,^.7'r *«• 

The number hi, grown ateadily 

ycara^ith 2 33 aeheduJedio do ,i 

Since the expedition in 1955. the 
Soviet, annually have sent expedition, to 
the Antarctic during the auatral jummer. 
The Soviet, have etubliihedliiDuperm*. 
"fmiutton, that circle the continent; a 

UJK.ntluwra, under conxtruction, but the 
Soviet, have been unable to reach i, for 
*nc uit few >cart. • 

In addition, temporary base, were ,c( 
up. and the new one on the Weddell Sea 
*" be in operation during the tummer for 

y'^TL ANTIC 

Thu year, in addition to glaciilogtcal 
rwcurch. the expedition will focu, on 

d", ”r“ Jf; * “» 

The monitoring of Soviet activity ha, 
become more difficult, even though the 
U-nation Antarctic treaty require, an- 
no*! written report, on all Antarctic c*. 
pioraiioni, 

nJ“r“cnl y“'V ,hcSoWe‘ f«Port, have 
provided incomplete information on their 
•ct.v.tic, andhsvc been ,ubmitted late 

Sanatory nation, have the riaht to vi.it 
1 "m 

i ** 
OCEAN 

. ..If tr f li .1-y™?, 

each n,k • • 
etch others rrwtrch stations. The US. f.a,i 
hus sent one scientist io work' at a Soviet '^oicyor, and the passenger shit,- 

-- - «■«»1.41:'“ • vft K,;f ;h« 
loppJcmenu Ho, ' tht puJ mo«.Wri *“'** . 

* n, month and sne beading sooth. 
?** °.f lhcm Probably will „op «, 
Aitttnlia to ix'ck ud iboui » Ik;.** Jr. 

, ~ mac 
isupcaio/u of one or two 

itttioc; every three or four 

A»Urrtu Ac(J*ltf*f 

K tut 1*4^ 
•M.luiw \ 

Soviet 
yc*r». 

Five ships will participate in the Soviet 
expedition now cn route. The flxphip U 

MikhTsX C°n,'fUCted re,e*fch ship 
M khatl Somov, which has a .lengthened 
bull for ice operation,. The Somov*, 
prcdeccttor. the Ob. wa, „UCk in the ice 

« [°U|.r rmh‘ in ,97J *Ae' »ryin* »o reach the Ruukuya station. 

. Jhf./our °‘b<* ship, arc the reuarch 
»h'P Vtsc, the cargo ,hip* Markov and 

- ' 

■ "Y'\' 
/ L.y \%< \ 

-- Wj|| HOD ft 

Australia to pick up about a thirdoftij . 

S'k f0t Ir,mfWl ,0 Antarctic*. : 
TTm ha, been standard Soviet peocedue 
on the last seven or eight expeditions. 

.t™ "\on,klhc So''»els, for the first 
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•he Antarctic continent. The,* 
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Mr. C. P. Monroe Date 8-4-81 

\ 

Subject JACK ANDERSON *S COLUMN 
IN THE WASHINGTON POST 

'■•DATED 7-27-81 

b6 
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ALL IM FORMAT I CM OOtTTAINEO 

EEREIN IS UKCLASSIFTED 

TATE OS-20-2006 3Y 50524 UC 3AK/RS/STK 

£xee AO Ad Yi,_r 

E*«c AD Jnv._ 

Hxnc AD LES_ 

A z'Jt. Dlr.t 

Aden. SorVi._ 

Crlm. Jnv._ 

Jdant.._j... 

Intel I*_ 
4r Laboratory_ 

Logoi Cnun-_ 

Plan. & lrt*p4_ 

R*c. Mgnr._ 

Toch. 5e:v*._ 

Training _ 

Off. of Cong, 

& Public Aff«._ 

Telephone Rm.__ 

Director's S«c*y^ 

PURPOSE: Kor information. Eon 

RECOMMENDATION: None, for your, information only. 

\ , APPROVED: Acjm. Servs. Laboratory 

Crim. Inv. A A |(|/ Legal Court. f 
f 
r;~?c?cr 

—On IT Off. of Ceng. / / 
/ & Pubifo Affs. W 

. « , >Adro. Ident, Rec. Mon! ft 
■ L> J' /.D-:»V. , , tnsoection Tech. Servs. 

Exec. ADDLES _ IntelL Trainlna 

DETAILS-: The in format! quoted in the captioned article as 
Secret FBI Files” is substantially'the coming from ^___ 

same as that furnish^'d^txP the FBI on 1-8-76, by the British and 
subsequent FBI.investigation which .was recorded in Bufile 105-294334. 
The information was subsequently disseminated to the .United Statjf 
State Department (USSD), United Stated Customs, Department.of 
Justice (DOJ) , and Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms (ATlj 
because of their investigative interest. 

A review of Bufile 105-294334 revealed that _ 
submitted a Freedom of Information - Privacy Acts (FQIPA) 

request for this information but that it -was never furnished to 
him because he failed to submit the required.notarized request. 

Because the information was disseminated to several 
government agencies, any of them.could be^ the -source^of 'the^ 
"Secret FBI Files." 

1 - Mr. Young _ 

7 AUG 26 1381 
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Qaddafi Hunts 
Weapons to Use 
Against Israel 

Libya’s venomous, dictator, 
Muammar Qaddafi, is spending mil¬ 
lions of dollars of his oil profits, ac¬ 
cording to secret investigative re¬ 
ports,, to bankroll a stealthy opera¬ 
tion acquiring arms anywhere in .the 
world for use by Palestine terrorist 
forces against Israel. 

High on his' undercover shopping 
list are U.S. weapons. Middle East 
experts ascribe this to the fact that 
American-made arms were used suc¬ 
cessfully by the Israelis in past con¬ 
flicts with Arab enemies. In his fa¬ 
naticism against the Jews, Qaddafi is 
convinced that the quality of the 
U.S. equipment rather than the cal¬ 
iber of Israeli fighting men was re¬ 
sponsible for their successes. 

In his obsession to obtain Amer¬ 
ican equipment, the Libyan strong¬ 
man is ready to go'to any lengths 
and resort to any means. Here is a 
case history from the secret files of 
the pBL detailing the effort of Qad¬ 
dafi agents to rope an American 
businessman into a deal to buy U.S. 
military equipment abandoned in 
Vietnam. 

Reviewed by my associate Dale 
| Van Atta, the secret records show 

that New Yorker Edward Loyd be- 
•came a furtive figure in a multimil- 
Hon-dollar transaction to funnel 
nearly 80,000 M16 rifles and 22 mil¬ 
lion rounds of ammunition to Libya, 
where they would be handed over to 
the Palestine Liberation Organiza¬ 
tion. That number of rifles would be 
enough to supply five U.S. Army di¬ 
visions. 

jjL&agents who interviewed Loyd 
ill tiie middle of the operation 
learned that he was a commodities 
dealer who had sold Libya some 
communications devices. In Decem¬ 
ber 1975, he was invited to meet at 
the, Libyan Embassy in London with 
Lt. Abdurrazzaq Hanka, a naval at¬ 
tache who was in reality an embassy 
intelligence agent. As a smokescreen, 
Hanka "informed Loyd of Libya’s 
interest in procuring various com¬ 
modities, mentioning on an equal 
basis such items as foodstuffs, dairy 
cattle and military arras.” 

The FBI file also notes: "However, 
as the discussion proceeded, Loyd 
said it became obvious that Hanka 
was primarily interested in procuring 
military arms.” 

The Libyan agent told the New 
Yorker that his government wanted 
to re-arm its forces with U.S. equip- 
'ment and offered to "purchase out¬ 
right up to 50,000 M16s, unlimited 
ammunition to include five million 
tracer rounds, M16 parts and bay¬ 
onets.” 

Loyd indicated he had contacts 
who could supply the weapons from 

Exec AD Adm, 

Exec AD tav* _ 

Ex*c AD LES _ 

Asst. Dir*: 

Adm. Servs* . 

the American arsenal left behinduinr<lb* 
Vietnam. The RBI account alleges[',a'Cw",— 
that a deal was struck by which _ 
Loyd would set up two separate Lc. m„m. J_ 
shipments of an initial 50,000 M16s «<=>>• - 
with ammunition and then 30,000- 
more with 17 million rounds. Bphor''Rm- 

According to the ffl Loyd trave- c,0f'5 SocV “ 
led to Bangkok where he met anoth¬ 
er Libyan intelligence operative and 
two representatives of the Popular 
Front for the Liberation of Pales¬ 
tine, described as “a Marxist- 
Leninist oriented Arab terrorist 
group.” 

Hanka also showed up, and a day 
later Loyd submitted a $10 million- 
letter of credit to a Bangkok bank. 

The FBI account discloses that 
the transaction eventually fell 
through; Loyd and Hanka flew back 
to London “where Hanka expressed 
his displeasure with Loyd over his 
failure.” According to the American, 
the Libyan agent told him "he had 
at least 10 other people trying to sell 
him arms, indicating he had no fur¬ 
ther use for Loyd’s services.” 

The file expressed belief that I 
some of Loyd’s American contacts j 
were members of “a ring of unscru¬ 
pulous arms dealers who have access 
to a large quantity of U.S. arms 
smuggled from Vietnam. The value ! 
of the arms deals is a minimum of | 
$23 million and may involve aquan-, 
tity of 230,000 M16 rifles. . . A large 
part of this supply is destined for 
Libya and eventually to terrorist or- 
ganizations.” _ 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE OS-OS-20GE EY 60324 UC 3AH/R5,'SIN 

e-/V The Washington Post 

Washington Star^News- 

Daily News (New York)- 

The New York Times- 

The Wall Street Journal- 

The Chicago Tribune- 

The Los Angeles Times- 

The Christian Science Monitor. 

Date 7 -<2*7- 

Page FDI/OOJ 



January 8, 1982 

V 

-Editor 
The Washington Post 
1150 15 1/2 Street, N* W. 
Washington, D. C* 20071 

Dear Sir: 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

•CATE 08-20-20CE EY 60324 UC BAiv"R3.'SIiv 

®SIKE SOURCE 

NO DELETIONS PER OGA LTR DTD 8/13/08 

.. , ' •" On January 6, 1982, "The Washington Post" carried 
ar^article by syndicated columnist Jaere^&nderson entitled. 

^BI, CIA Play A_ Little Game of ~Ttee article 
■'alleged""tEat the Director of 'Central" Intelligence (DC!) 
recently expressed concern about security within the F:BI 
and proposed that thd CIA polygraph FBI counterintelligence 
personnel. The article also, alleged that, subsequently, 
1 asked the DC! to withdraw his suggestion because of 
opposition within the FBI*s "counterintelligence staff.”-: 

I know of no factual basis for the assertions 
set forth in the Anderson-column. There is no dispute, 
official or unofficial, between the FBI and the CIA about 
FBI security. The working relationship between the FBI; 
and the CIA is on the highest level of cooperation and • 
respecti . ' _ •' ' • 

• ' Sincerely yours,. . ' * 

te- BE-54 Goo,S3 

William H. Webster 
Director, 

AD Inv. . 

Ex«»c. AD A 

Bxee AD LE5 . 
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Director's Sec* 
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1 — Mr. Young 
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^TB JAN 20 1982 
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JANUARY 7-, IRfiE UNCLAS PRIORITY 

ft 5?F072!EPP AFOSSDE H<3 H007E SHEHUIP OTIHISZ JAN BE 
AIL IMFCRHATICM COHTAINEZ 

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

FR DIRECTOR FBI 

TO ALL FBI FIELD OFFICES PRIORITY 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 

• DATE 03-20-2003 BY €0324 UC 3AK/RS/STW 

NO DELETIONS PER OGA LTR DTD 8/13/08 

/) !\ , 
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[UNCLAS 

JAcMa-NDERSON COLUMNS JANUARY Ln 1HS2 

j_ ON\JANUARY Lt IRfiEn AN ARTICLE BY SYNDICATED COLUMNIST ; . \ 

,[_JACK ANDERSON APPEARED IN MANY NEWSPAPERS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY • 

[ALLEGING THAtN.HE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE -CDCII WILLIAM \ 2 < 

\ X [ ' i 
c;j_CASEY AND HIS DEPUTY BOBBY INMAN RECENTLY EXPRESSED THEIR f & j 

I CONCERN ABOUT SECURITY WITHIN THE FBI DUE TO THE FAILURE OF AN j T I 

FBI AGENT NOMINATED FOR LIAISON DUTIES TO PASS A CIA POLYGRAPH. ! 
I i 

THE ANDERSON COLUMN ASSERTED THAT BECAUSE OF THIS INCIDENT i THE | j 

4Jj>CI PROPOSED THAT THE CIA POLYGRAPH FBI COUNTERINTELLIGENCE j 

[PERSONNEL AND THAT I SUBSEQUENTLY ASKED THE DCI TO WITHDRAW HIS j 

J SUGGESTION BECAUSE OF OPPOSITION WITHIN THE FBI’S "COUNTER^-n j 

INTELLIGENCE STAFF.’ 

rovEC’tf. 
. '*; if _ {k^ 

\ \ 1/Amo BY \ r. AT£ \ i GZ \\ \\ «■* i c. 5 

V RSY:NLS {17} j 1/7/flE j 711L ’S3SE 

1 - EACH EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
I -EACH ASSISTANT DIRECTOR_ 
1 -I IIATTN. I 
1 - _-cattnTI 

DEBT - SMS?-* 

10 JAN 13 1982 -b7C 

3AN 81962 j 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

COMMUNICATION MESSAGE FORM 
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WHILE THERE HAVE BEEN SOME DIFFERENCES IN CIA AND FBI 

20 
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16 _ 

_< 

uh 
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APPROACH TO POLYGRAPH USAGE AS APPLIED TO APPLICANTS AND 

EMPLOYEES-, THERE IS NO KNOWN FACTUAL BASIS FOR THE ALLEGED 

INCIDENT AS DESCRIBED IN THE ANDERSON COLUMN. NOR IS IT TRUE 

THAT CIA AND FBI-. OFFICIALLY OR UNOFFICIALLY-, ARE IN DISPUTE 

CONCERNING SECURITY WITHIN THE FBI- THE WORKING RELATIONSHIP 

BETWEEN OUR AGENCIES IS ON THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF COOPERATION AND 

RESPECT. 

BOTH CIAH(3 AND FBIHC3 HAVE ADVISED JACK ANDERSON’S STAFF OF 

OUR CONCERN OVER THIS ERRONEOUS REPORT AND FBIHd? HAS BEEN 

ASSURED BY ANDERSON’S STAFF THAT A FULL REVIEW WILL BE MADE 

OF THE REPORT. YOU WILL BE KEPT APPRISED OF PERTINENT 

DEVELOPMENTS. 

MEDIA INQUIRIES SHOULD BE REFERRED TO OCPA-, FBIHfi-. 
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...* -note:--.- >v • '-V .' ?’4. •. *. .. 
1 ** ‘ ’ .• . „ , , ^ ' 

/ 'THIS IS TO- PROVIDE THE FIELD GUIDANCE. CONCERNING-: ANY 
RESPONSE ;TO MEDIA INQUIRIES IN. THEIR DIVISIONS RELATING TO THE- 

■ JACK ANDERSON COLUMN. 'TELETYPE HAS BEEN - PREPARED BY OCPA- AND ; ' 
• APRROVED '.BY- INTD. ‘ ~ :*■ . 
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AIL FBI IIIFCRMATICIT CCNTAIMED 

HEREIN IS LTHC LAS SI FI ED 

DATE 05-20-2008 31 50324 UC 3AK/RS/STO 
January 1982 

Mr. Webster 
Director, FBI 
Washington, 
D.C. 

, So. tic. /9-Wi fCidfV 
Dear Mr. Webster 

I was much impressed by your appearance yesterday 
on David Brinkley’s ABC program - you surely give the impression 
that you know what you are doing, and that you arein command. Your 
facial expressionsunder questioning indicate deep and careful 
thought, and give the viewer a feeling of confidence that you 
are the Director. 

You made a statement yesterday that I would like 
to follow up. You stated that it is against the law to disclose 
classified information. 1 have known this for a long time because 
I am a retired Marine Corps officer and during my period of 
active duty, 1939-19^5> I had security clearances of Top Secret 
and even a ’’special security” clearance. 

Mow, I have long been disturbed by Jack Anderson's 
disclosure of classified information in his daily column. Not only 
disturbed- I have been shocked at his repeated disclosures, seemingly 
with impunity. At times he not only discloses the information, but 
he also gives verbatim quotes of State Department cables, and gives 
the dates of such cables. Certainly the Soviets and anyone else 
who is interested will have their job of espionage greatly 
facilitated by such disclosures, and by verbatim quotes and dates 
of transmission anyone who had previously recorded our encoded 
transmissions could then take Anderson's plain English transcription, 
match it up against a recorded code, and so break the code, ^ 

SZ>o£~\— S $£> 
Now, since you say'it is against "‘the law to 

disclose this information, why is it that Anderson can keep on 
doing it without any prosecution for such unauthorized disclosures? 
I have written to ray Congressman about this because it is a matter 
of very great concern to me. His answer was far from satisfactory. 
Not only does Anderson disclose this info to the world at large, . _ 
but there has to be governmental officials or employees who arer 
feeding this info to him. Thus they are also guilty of unauthorized 
disclosure. 

^ How can he continue to do this without being 
chargejd, under the applicable laws? I would really appreciate an 
arfswer' to this. 
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January 22, 1982 

O' ALL FEI INFORMATION CONTAINER 
HEREIN IS UIJC.LASSI;IEL 

RATE 08-20-20CE BY 60324 UC EAX/RS/SIW 

I have received jour January 4th letter and appre-. 
ciate your comments concerning my appearance on "This Week 
with David'Brinkley,B . ; f A: ’ • • 

Your inquiry about my•statement regarding classified 
information is a good one. In our free society, Mr. Anderson 
is entitled to certain constitutional rights, which Include 
freedom of the press. It is possible that some of the docu-. ;/ 
ments which Mr. Anderson uses’in his articles have been •* • 
released from our files or from the files of other Government 
agencies under provisions of the Freedom of Information Act. 
•In instances where classified information is printed, however, 
these matters are investigated by the Bureau under the Espionage 

• Statute, but before an investigation can be instituted a 
■ request must be made by the agency from which the information 

was "leaked." After the request Is received, this information 
is relayed to the Internal Security Section, Criminal Division, 

• Department of Justice, for an actual determination as to . 
./whether or not to 'proceed with an investigation to. determine 

the source of the "leak.e In some instances, the requesting 
agency may decide not to foilov? through with-the investigation 

.. since to do so may result in additional publicity and attention 
to the document in question if the investigation reached 

^-^Prosecutive stages. ■ : • • 
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I hope I have adequately responded to your question 
id that yop will understand the. FBI’s position. Thank you 
jain for writing. . . • £// /'vi/ir'S 

' OE-42 / 7 ” ^ 
' sincerely yours. 

William.. H. Webster 
l V 
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ALL INFORLCVTICN CCNTAI1TEL 

SEREIN 15 M1351A5SIFIE5 

DATE C'8-20-20C£ Ei 60524 UC BAW/R5/5iW 

HftY 15' 1900 

i IJi { 1 7 trD r CMT *,*&£ D \ MilC ATE 

J^CK fif'DEPi DH 

1-iH 5 HI hisT0N MEPF:V-GO-PDUND 

^EEPEW TEftCMER f; D5HHPQt'SKY 

HH5 fvPEML IN TVPnNTi STUfrF ED 

Bv JACK' ANDEPSOH 

Mh9HTNGTDM _ HhaHG the' Sdi/iet Uhidh^’s chosen people _ chosen? 

tc, PEL 1 *5 I OUS , PEPSECUT I DN — THE' MOST REVERED IS YUL I K □ S" H ft F O1 L= hSt , 

He HhE the BIBLICAL CHAPhCTERISTICS DF ft SAINT* He Is“TWLE^OUT HhNi 

ft TEhCHEP OF TEACHERS? MHO WON'T LET THE KREMLIN SThNP OUT THE JEWISH 

PEL I SION ft B LONE ft S HE STILE I'RhNE £PE ft T H . 

PDF 1 1 HftRD V ERRS ' HE HftS BEEN HOUNDED^ THREATENED AND INCftRCEPATED 

- rgp TEACHING THE FQP5 I DDEN LAN^GOAGE OF HiSL PEW, He HftS SUFFERED^ IJ.‘T HE 

Vsgtfk Afe k Ac p ft c ke r.. 

thh * 

F? I 

i ft) 

Dt 

> J EiS OF r'DSHftPDf.',SKV Eft Y HE IS ft Pc.MhPKAE’LY QISEKf ftRT ICULftTE 

ND rELF-fUFFICIENT MftN. HOST IHCFEI'IIiE OF ftLL? riCCDftDING TD HIS 

FRIENDS' HE SERFS NO ILL WILL TOWftRD THE RUTHOPITIES tJHQ Hfti'E TOFMENTED 

m T M - * 

? fipPHPENTLV' THF OLD TVRftWTS IN THE KpEHLIH SIMPLY CANNOT UNDEFSTHND 
U t \ . 
^ THIS 5EPENI TV IN THE FA CE OF DANGER ft NS ft B U i=- E . H E IS PER HftP S MORE □ H 

3 T HEIR ri INDS THAN ANY OTHER JEWISH ftCTl LJ 1ST. 

| VET HE DOES HOT GO AROUND CALL I NG PRESS CONFEJRENCES ftND I SSUI NS 

?■ P PQI-’OCATI fFE STATEMENTS - He JUST ft T TENDS E7UI ETL Y TO HIS ROUT I NES? 

| p^c; 3jTi WG HftFftS SHE NT W I THDUT FL I NCHI NS ' ENBUR^I NS ft FUSE W I THOUT RANCOR ? 

} teaching Hebrew despite official threats* 

7 THUS KdSHARDI 'SKY HftS BECOME THE MftHftTUft GftNDHI OF THE JEWISH 

T I »-* J STS? RN IJNSUNG HfRO I N THE KPEML I M ‘‘ S UftR AbAI NST THEM - VET UNT I L 

V/JQH' HE HftS REf 1ft I NED UNKNOWN TO THE SmEPICAN PUBLIC* 

IVY He IS NOT urir NDWNi HOWELEP ? ON IjAPITOL HlLL. REP * CHRIS cMI TH ■> 

'* P—H * J „ i UNO MET f;OS HARO^SKY DUP I NG ft M I N E ~ D ft Y TRIP TO PuSSI A LAST r E ft R ? 

5 HftS BECOME ft SPEC I ftL CHftMR I DN OF HIS CRUSE . 

i He HftS f epsuaI'EIi 54 members of Congress to sign ft letter to - genet 

' President L eon id Brezhnev * complaining that m the iet government is 

f;CONT I NUI NG ITS HARASSMENT DF HEBREW TEACHERS. '* THE LETTER CITED 

J/, tr □ h ft R D t * = K V ft N D I N CLUDED THE f JAMES OF THREE OTHER TEA CHE P S ’OF HtlPEW* 

■VS ** Me" ARE IJNft FLE TO UNDEPSTft ND NHY F‘E□ PLE ? WHO APE TEACH ING ft LAf-JGUAGE 

wfr Qf JL V * ft RE DEI MG DEN I ED THE IP BASIC HUMAN\P I CATS? " THE LETTER SAID 

J ‘ *‘ThE TREATMENT DF YuL I K03HAPDl‘‘SKY‘ ANDRIS FELLOW HEBREW TEACHERS I S 

k Ei 1 RFC T M I DLAT I ON QF THE HELSI NK I HCCOPD-- JP^TftT y OUR GDUERNMENT F J ir*Nt D 

t1975-" “J?CA 
£ Eleven years acd1 I dsharo^ski felt ft <?reat lqmpul^- i dn 

't the Holy L*nd. He um.- awe of the first J.d^iet Jens to rpflv for rn 

EMIGRANT L" I S ft - n IS AF PLICATION N ft S D E f 4 1 E D BY THE AUT HOP I T I £ - ON ^ ^ O UN D ^ 

V* THAT HIS EMIGPATION WOULD CONSTITUTE ft SECURITY RISH= He HftS ft PftBI Q 

^ ELECTRONICS ENGItJEEP. 

^ He HftS FIRED FROM HjS ENGINEER' S J*OP FOR SEEKING TO LEA'S THE 

\ COUNTRY* WHICH NftS REGARDED ftS ftN AFFRONT TO THE S-OVIET SrSTEM* HT THE 

MOMENT' HE UDnh S ftS ft NIGHT WATCHMAN FOR ft MO^TE THEATER, THftT S ALL 

!+ rti”ht f.ji th him, Because it is so untftYing' the job leaues him flen i v df 

" t I ME TO STUDY ftt-JD TO HONE HIS ALREADY SHARP I NTELLECT. 

1*375^ HE STARTED ft SEMINAR FOR FELLOW ENGINEERS WHO HftD LOST 

JOBS ft F T E R APPl't ING FDR i-TSAS TO 1 SR AEL - He IS N 111 EL V REGARDED ft S 

ElE'-’EN YEARS AGO' B D— HhRO'-'SKi SIGN TO RETURN TO 

* i M 

THE I R 

oue df the: sest thhchef? of Hefpew in the Soviet Union _ f.n occufmtidn 

that I S OFF JCI ALLY PPOS-CPI BED AND HftS BROUGHT PEP Eft TED THREATS OF 

JMPPISONMENT. 
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tv! ft S I SITED 

1 BT HDD mh ' H I liGT GH GLi-'f-*Y -02’f- □*.*( U*' k H njK'DrfV ^ HH' 

;X X REFEftTEI1 THREATS OF 1 nF PI BCNMENT . X k> .L 

N In | i i|_y 1000' THE THPcATS TUPIJED INTO PEALIT'4 He ‘■■4ftS^ I SI T EI^L‘ 

£T } ' L f: OFF JCI ft L St T HE V BUL LIED HIM' £ UT DI DN T P Urr ALQ HIM. HE STRUCK 

1 i-tCK UITH ft UE T TER TO THE f- GE * I t-4 THE M LSI L’E ? S EEN BY MY PE F OPT ER JEFF 

Mb’ sn T' f- O ■ WARO^FKV i J P O T E T Hft T THE THREE OFF! Cl ft L S TOLD ME T rih T M V 

f^Oft D TO Sft L L-’ft T ION COUL D LEAD THROUGH CDDFERATI DN NI TH THE SECUR1 T v 

-iUTWDPI TIES. 

Trj OTHER WORDS' 3 F hAt/|P£D ON Hi S FRIENDS JN THE JEWISH MOVEMENT J 

HE C OUt D EFFECT "Sft^^^IPNr FROM |:GB HAPASSMENT. KcshAPOi/Sk GENTLY 

IiECL I N’ED ftMD WOUND UP /lnVXsJi L FOR ft FEW DAYS . ** I^tESE EVENTS' " HE 

ft WONi. EDGED' B M‘” 1 *'^ “ + 

j^ppp^HENf It-'E* Jrj E£S .lI ^ r OR 

fcC t IT THE MOSS OH ft CHARACTER OF 

YUL 1 KOS HmPD'.'SKY s gentle nature 

SPANITE. 



cD ■ 
Mr. Jack N. Anderson 
1401 16th Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 2003 

Dear Jack, 

n, D. C. 20036 
ALL FEI IHFSRXATICN CCM1AIHEL , SEREIN IS LtlLLASSiriEI 

DAIE Q8-20-2QC6 EY 60324 UC ESK/RS/SIW 

This is to confirm our "telephone conversation and to 

allegations relaved bvl 

-; 

As you noted in our meeting with FBI Director William H. 
Webster on December loth, | |had passed on his concerns 
that the FBI had been slow to investigate his allegations 'which he 
had also conveyed to you. 

'I 

b6 | 

b7c'^ 

9\ 
In May, 1984, |__| appeared at the FBI’s Los Angeles 

Office and provided us with information concerning an alleged bribe 
made by| | to judges in a 
Ohio relative .to a 1980 trial and subsequent appeal of a defamation « 
action brought by| |against[ Investigation conducted g 
by the FBI consisted of a review of 35 tapes made by | land fe 

| provided to us by | | and interviews of witnesses who could e 
j iyj corroborate! I allegations. Two key witnesses refused to be 6 
o interviewed by the FBI. The U. S. Attorney’s Office, Central | 

Ip ^istrict of California, reviewed the results of the investigation by- g 
U; is ‘the FBI|s Los Angeles Office and subsequently declined prosecutio/r^^HI 
[>< expressing an interest to transfer Federal jurisdiction to the 
\ ~ Southern District of Ohio where the prosecutor decided jurisdictiSTT-^ 
i * more clearly rests. . ._ *a/' 
i— -i oO// OOS 3 

In view of the declination by the U. S. Attorney’s Office, ^ 
Ex.cadAdm Central District of California, the FBI’s Los Angeles office has 
f?”An 1.” forwarded to our Cincinnati Office the results of its investigation' 
E*«ADLEs_and we will coordinate our investigation with the U. S. Attorney’s^ 
A*LDsl» 0ffice there. I’m sure you understand that I cannot expand ori the 
cZ_"scope or extent of our investigation inasmuch as this is an ongoing 
u.m_investigative matter. 
Imp.- 

!"’!“• • - SAC, Los Angeles (PERSONAL ATTENTION) 
L.saic««._L - SAC, Cincinnati (PERSONAL ATTENTION) 
Off. Cong. & 

Public Af(WMB :nls —" • •  
Roc. Mgrd. „- 

* Tech. Servi._/ Ml? • BcilCGl? * 

Twinins—— \ Mr. Reve 11 ... 
T.l.phone Rm-N\\ ,X\*Wd~— 
Director', S.cV HAIL ROOHigl-) 

4P« 1 0 %79 
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Mr. Jack H. .angerson 

■ f ^ 2Vs 1 explained to.you on the telephone/-‘certain'.perceived ' 
delays in ;ottr investigatipn were ip part attributable;'to the-- 
assignment of the FBI cade Agent in Aos Angeles the'extensive’duties 

■during the hos Angeles summer Olympics. Also it ’is a--lime-consuming 
process to review .and transcribe the contents, of'35 tapes furnished 
in this case. Than-fc-you for your consideration ana;'your thoughts. 

On another mattert -X want you to know that Who ^ 7 — — f -*r w v M U.UM y | | ty lit. 

handies the. FBI's Prime Resistance program has been, in touch with 
Jconcferning- pur. participation in the Young Astronauts 
mi Sl’fii Cn alri 1 ir a**i hiy ‘ ^ ■ ' Program that you are so avidly promoting. 

Sincerely 

' William l-l. Baker ',>■" ■--. i 
-Assistant Director - . \ v .- 
-.Office .of Congressional, . ,* 

and Public-Affairs . 

b6 
b7C 
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SUMMARY FROM TURKISH -5*BESouroe 

This letter is postmarked 2/18/82 in Kizilcahamam, Turkey, 
and is addressed to "William Webster F. B. I. Washington Amerika. " 
The writer’s return address is: 

V 

ocj\ 
This is acarbon copy of a letter directed to Jack Anderson. 

The letter, dated 2/15/82 in Kizilcahamam, Turkey, is written by 
a woman who claims to have been a writer for the last twenty years 
in addition to being a university graduate and a retired teacher. 

6 
" 1 b7C Oc 

n 

i! 

. 

is writing to inform that the assassinations of 
Turkish diplomats who are stationed overseas, in her opinion, are $/ / 
being Idone’- by Turks themselves. The collaboration is between 
high-ranking former Turkish government officials and Armenian b6 '; ■' *4:-/ 

"thieves." The perpetrators, including two former presidents b7C ^ - 
and the Minister of Culture, have arranged these murders while, at r jZj.*- 
the same time, praising their victims. All this has been done solely £< , /. 
for money, and the former President of Turkey, Korutiirk, has made billions. .. 
this way. Large sums of money have been paid to quiet certain people. f . 
_ V. 

states these officials have attempted to kill her and • 
goes on to expose nepotism in the Turkish Government. _ p v 

The second page of the letter is titled, "Whax I Knmv^About the sC'7$ 
Release of General James Dozier.” After having seen General 
Dozier's picture in the newspaper, the writer is convinced that he is 
not an American, but rather a "mixed blood" with Chinese origins. She 
further states that she heard on the Soviet radio that Dozier's reap-- -r"* 
name is Nikolay and the Russians werejnyolved in his kidnappingCV/^ 

H %-‘S6A£S -» 2 -P'S"" /; 
The writer has written previously to PresiaentTSeagan to ask m - 

that he bestow on her the Distinguished Service Medal. A copy of that * ,. •• 
letter was sent to the American NATO Commander in Turkey. % 'C‘ 
ALL INFC-RXATICM DCHTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-22-2008 31’ 50324 UC 3AK/RS/SIK 

Summarized by: 

April 20, 1982 

W 10 1982 

v-''\ 
T\'SJ 

C\^b6 

} (c b 7 C 

^ f.'»- < rt- 

■/ .r»5 

9YV ■ 



The letter concludes with the writer stating that she writes 
this letter to satisfy her conscience and that she desires all thieves 
and assassins be punished. 

The writer appears to be an educated person. This letter contains 
nothing of administrative importance and no threats are made. 

Attached are copies of a certificate of retirement and issuance 
of monthly annuities from the Public Library in ^orum, Ministry of 
Culture, and two picture post cards depicting scenes of Zizilcahamam. 

- 2 - 
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Conroe - Enc-. (2) 
Young - Enc.(2) 

- Enc.(2) 

_L Enc'(2b6 
- Enc.(?° 

-1—Snc. (b7C 
-l_l- Enc.(2 

- Enc.(2) 

April 5* 1382 

Honorable Grrln G. Hatch . 
United States Senate • • 
Washington, 0»C. 20510^ " • - 

. Dear Orrin; ... • _• 

X have received your X’cf^Jber of February 25, 1982, 
which enclosed a column by Jack iCn6er s.oxl. and. in which you 
relayed the concerns of .a constituent who was upset by 
references to members of ai^fibatese Shiise t'osiem sect in 
the column. ■■ * '> ■ ' - .• ”• ’ * 

As a result of the initial report of a Libyan 
assassination plot directed against President Feagan, an 
investigation was conducted to determine facts that would 
show what, if any, threat to the President’s security eyist 
and to take whatever steps might fee judged necessary to ass 
his safety. It was to serve these ends that we acted, and, 
as with any investigation, the fact that interviews vere 
conducted was not intended to put anyone under a cloud 
of suspicion or to reflect negatively on any group with 
which a person nay be connected. 

As I an sure you will understand, the sensitive 
•—nature of this investigation precludes me from publicly 
Uf commenting on detailed aspects of the.case. 

r-ted, 
ssure 

Sincerely, 

$;u 

•5005$- 
^ v noFsboordhd.' 

William H. Webs^ 
Director 

Ekoc AD I«v,_ 
AD Adm. _ 

E*«c AD LES _ 
A*ij» OtN: 

Adm. 

C*m. Jnv. . 

Itient. __ 
IcttM_ 
LoWtoJory _ 
l-tjof Cotffl. _ 

Plofi, & Imp, _ 
Ret. _ 
TecK. Sriv*. _ 
Tiring_„ „ 

PvbIk AHv. OH . 
Tctt^cKf Rff,. „ 

Di»ct*crTt S«<*jr . 

1 - Salt Lake City - Enclosures (2). 

WPH/JKQ:Imbt '(1*0 r 
• 40 ■' ■ ■ 

M/ ; 

68 JUN111932 

MML JvOM 

;‘L APPROVED: • V Adm. Servs.. 
‘ * *' Crirr. Inv. _( 

^Director - 

*>. Exec. AD Adm.”- Went.- 

f >«!r* Exec. AD-lnv. _ inspection^ 

' Exec. AC-LES-lniett.___ 

.£ Sf^/Vfc$> " &‘<H *- <*■$'*• 

SEE NOTE - PAGE 2 

Laboratory_ 
Lee a* Coun._ 
OrL o; Ceng. 

H PucVc A*fs 
Res, Mgnt. _ 
Tecr< Servs. _ 
Training_ 

c l 
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Honorable Orapm' G. Hatch/.s M/• ? 

Note: ; V 

; -n This letter responds to Senator Hatch’s inquiry of 2/25/82 • 
in which he wanted to know the.background of a Jack Anderson column 
which he..enclosed with his letter. -Hatch was concerned that one of ' 

his constituents had been offended by references to the Shiite Moslem 
sect from Lebanon and that the FBI investigation into the Libyan as¬ 
sassination team had put certain individuals under suspicion. This 
letter, assures Senator Hatch that the FBI's investigation, into this 
matter was not Intended to put anyone under a cloud of ,suspicion and ^ 
that because the investigation is ongoing,' no public comment is possi¬ 

ble. - ' '• 
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HATE 08-20-2OCE BY 60324 UC BXK/R3/3IW 

=L- "£> 

Otodv/£)(as. De3r ^^ '-JOh /) QZvSc^p^ 
The letter you directed to the president has been 

referred to FBI Headquarters for reply* 

The FBI conducted an investigation into the^allega- 

whlchwould substantiate such claims. Please be assured 
that the FBI will thoroughly investigate all allegations 
of this nature that are brought to our attention, and we 
will continue to make every effort to protect our country 
within our mandate. 

Sincerely yours. 

(. x Edward J. O’Malley 
*• Assistant Director !; * Intelligence Division 

1 - Mr. O’Malley - Enclosures (2) yf-5*3— 
%i 1 -I I- Enclosures (2) _J-- 

'* IjNOTE: Bufiles contain no record ofj _ Bufiles 
I] indicate similar responses to such inquiries have been ^given. . 
MMNsrfw (5) (' t_\s*. 

- Ejc«c AD InVj _ 

AD A dm. 

'Em< AD LES _ 

A tit. Dii.; | 

• A<{«. St:»v_ 
Oi<m (fiv. t_ 

t Metit. __J_ 

TnteH. _1__ 

•*vvLobor«1of7 _ 

t-^9oTCcvn. „_ 

Plon. 4 Imp* _ 

Ret. M9«t. _ 

Tetfc* Servi. _ 

Tromtn?_ 
Publfr Jjh. Oil. 

T.tepW Rf.1^1- 

DucclorS Setty? 

not recorded 
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<r ^yYK*'; 

E*»c AD I**._ 

£x*c AD A dm._ 

Exic AD LIES _ 

A*.*t. Dtr*: 

Ad*. $*pr*._ 

Cfi*. Inv._ 

|cJ*nt, 

Intel!_ 
" lekejgtory __ 

Lrgcl Covn. _ 

Plor. & Imp. _ 

fl«c. ttgnt. _ 

TtcK. Serv*._ 

Training_ 

Public AHi. Off, _ 
T«f«pltone R» _ 

Dn^ctor'i Sft<*y~ 

\ 

SAC, Baltimore 

Director, FI1! 

*/2 fv*> 

ALL IHFCGHATICN CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
LATE 03-20-2005 BY 60524 UC BArt/RS/'STrt 

__ £ ■ 

\K 

\ 

-V^ 

b6 
blC 

Attached are tve copies of a consstmlcatlon. addressed 
^ VS . . ^_. i* .. ^ .. I I ... ^ ^ ' to President Reagan from that was referred 

to the FBI. Her corTranlcstior has not been acknowledged at 
F3X aeadquarters and is being famished to your office for 
try action you dee;?, -v-nrorripte. It is noted that her 

nay have been investigated by 
ycur office wian chcixxres of raise pretense were nta<3a by the 
Lincoln National Bank, Gaithersburg, Maryland, when he qid 
not^make restitution for a S3,879.38 deficiency. Advise FBI 
Headquarters, Attention: Correspondence Unit-Office of 
Congressional and Public Affairs of any action taken by your 
office. _^y . t . 

(Enclosures (4) 

*1 ~ Mr. Jamar - Enclosures (2) 

NOTE: [ 
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NO? RECORDED 

6 MAS; 28 1982 

___]wrote to President"' ReagarT=sta'ting 
that her family has been a vietini of a "scam” by the FBI 
similar in nature to the one described in an article entitled 
"Abscam Trap Also Snared Honest Men" hv Jack .Anderson whi^h 
she enclosed. She states her 
was approached by the FBI _ in February, 1980, and told to 
work for the Organized Crime Task Force or spend the next 15 
years in jail. She indicates that her husband was brought 
to the Washington, D. C., area where they met and married. 

further states that for the past two years 

b6 
b7C 

they nave literally put their lives on the line, lost thousands 
of dollars aha “front money" for the FBI’s illegal activities 
and ventures. She says that she unsuccessfully attempted to 
commit suicide because of all of their problems and^4*G^iica 
her husband has felt obligated to resort to minor roisacked' 
in order to survive financially because of all the broken^ 

_ promises* of the FBI. She states that recently the%F/pia\’7: 
threatened their lives. The contents of her letter were \ \ ... 
discussed with the Office of Professional ResponsiBoTIty*"~*r""\ 

{ which advised it had no interest. Reply suggested by SA 
N* Jamar^,.;Organized Crime Section, CID. 

' Vi 
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• i Q>7MU4 C. HATCH. UTAH. CHAlKHAX 

> T^srArroRD, vt. 

* *JL** ^"^17, NO, 
VAULAHaWKIHS. FlA. 
OCK MCKLtS, OK LA. 

tAJv.CU. I*, WflCKtW, JR?. CONK. 

cordon j. KjvirviRirr, m.k. 
JtJft MfAK IZXTON. ala. 

XNH F. LAST, H.C. 

HDVVARO H, K^nnKOY, wjj 
MKNtH&S RANOOH'M. 
H^RISON A, WH-UA^S J 

CLAtDORNC FELL. R.L 
thomas f. caclctok. mo. 

7JONALO W. HIGGLE. JR.. MICH. 

HOWARD M. MCTZEmDAUM, OHIO 

Ji 
3pl 

« 

r „. 
^Exec. ‘ *> 

iKCZ> ^S_ 
Assl. Dir.:, 

GCOffGE w. >Rjrrs. JR*. CHIEF COUNSEL 

RCKJ* 14. FAY-CH. staff DIRECTOR and general counsel 

LAWRCnCX C. HOROWITZ. M.D.. MINORITY STAFF DIRECTOR 

The Honorable William Webster 
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Bill: 

QiCrxHcb Jhlaiez J£>cnctle 
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

WASHINGTON. D.C. ZD510 

r&f&K7- February 25, 1982 

Ata.Srrvs,_ 

Criro. lav._ 

Ideal__ 
Inspection _ 

Intel!_ 
Lsbo^to^_u 
Legal fr-iM_ 
OH.tf C:1^^ 

& Pt.’J,; .{>y_ 

Rc-c. Man!._ 

Ter*j. $or/$. _ 

Ttcxin;.. 

TV:;.!:one iim. _ 

tc"cr’> Si'3’y_ 

Jac 
I/would appreciate knowing the background to the enclosed column by 

d££SOEL— A constituent of mine in Utah has written me to ask if 

A i 

’an apology can be given by the FBI to the family mentioned in the column. •. 
My constitutent is a friend of a Shia. Moslem from Lebanon and he has been 
'upset by the reference to the Lebanonese Shia leader in;the Jack Anderson 
[column. Would you look into this for me? I would like to have a letter 
[from you that would describe what has happened arid to confirm that the FBI 
‘'interview of the family in Detroit was not intended to- put them under 

|i-L -any cloud of suspicion or reflect negatively on the Shia Moslems of Lebanon 

¥1, 
•5=~‘ 
£ < ! 

)Renn Patch at telephone 22^-7171 if your staff, lias any further questions. 

Thank you for your assistance. 1% staff adviser for this is the 
Administrative Assistant Frank Madsen or the Labor Committee staff director 

‘ALL FBI INFCRX&TICM CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

TAIE 0S-0S-200E EY 60324 UC ERK/RS-'ETK 

Sincerely, 

' - J ' 

Orpin G. Hatch 
(ui-*h ) 

rw 

NQT SBCK7RBS0. 

jifei ~ 

68juniS^ yl 
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ALL IMFGRMATICM CC1TTAIMEE 
HERE IM 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-20-2005 3Y 50524 UC 2Aw7RS/STW 

D.C.^] 

Why so few 
Believed in 
The ‘Hit Squad’ 

Senate Majority Leader Howard 
Baker announced weeks ago that the 
threat to .President Reagan and 

other‘high officials from Libyan as¬ 
sassination squads was “diminish¬ 
ing" What was diminishing was the 
credibility of the reported threat. 

The charges that led to the inter- 
national uproar—and the tightened 
security measures at U.S. border 
crossings — were contained in a 40- 
page secret report by the Centril 

Intelligence Agency to the National 
Security Council. My associate Ron 

McRae has seen parts of this report 

. From the outset, foreign policy 
experts outside the spy agency as¬ 
sessed the CIA's assassination alarm 
as “possible, but not much better 

than 10 percent.” But obviously, 
however farfetched the possibility, it 
had to be treated seriously by secu¬ 
rity agencies. 

'The Secret Service tracks down 
dozens of crank calls :very year, in¬ 

cluding threats to shoot Reagan with 
psychic builds” one official pointed 
out, adding; “But we don't broadcast 
them all over the world.” 

What made non-CIA people in 
the administration suspicious of the 

Libyan hit squad story is dear from 
the CIA report itself: 

* * The chief source of the hit 
squad allegation, who claimed to 
have been present when Libyan dic¬ 
tator Muammar QaddafI gave orders 
for the assassins' mission, demanded 
$500,000 for his information (wheth¬ 
er he received it is unknown). The 
fact that the informer passed a lie- 
detector test is not compelling; a 
practical liar1 can beat the gadget; 
particularly someone with the cool¬ 
ness to demand a half-million for his 
story. 

* The informer also provided the 
names of some buddies in Beirut 

• who would be willing to sell infor- 
malion on the drug traffic. The CIA 
recognized some of them as hustlers 
who had been peddling phony doc¬ 
uments for years. Oddly enough, 
though the CIA itself was dubious 
about this part of the informer's ma¬ 
terial, the Drug Enforcement Ad¬ 
ministration began stuffing suitcases 
full of cash in anticipation of a big 
score in Beirut. 

\j • Two of the 14 names on the hit 
squad were members of the Le- 

* banese Shiite Moslem sect, Amal, 
which has been engaged in a blood 
feud with QaddafI since their leader, 

, Mouse Sadr, disappeared in Libya in 
1978. The FBI claimed that the 
names were included because of a 
“computer error” and were quickly 

? removed. Yet the names were still on 
the list in documents issued at least 
12 days later. 

known to have connections with Is¬ 
raeli intelligence, which would have 
its own reasons to encourage a U.S.- 
Libyan rift. 

o The report calls the evidence of 
- the hit squad's existence “over¬ 

whelming " and predicts that “more 
detailed information is forthcoming” 
from reliable sources. None materi¬ 
alized. 

Q The CIA report predicted con¬ 
fidently that its evidence “guarantees 
the support of allied governments in 
any action deemed reasonably nec¬ 
essary to protect the lives of Amer¬ 
ican officials.” In fact, our allies, 
when briefed on the CIA findings, 
found them unconvincing—in a class 
with the white paper on El Salvador 
earlier last year, which was later 
shown to have relied on highly ques¬ 
tionable and probably forged docu¬ 
ments. 

Footnote: There is a possibility 
that the CIA was played for a aueker 
by its own “disinformation” cam¬ 
paign directed at Gaddafi. The cam¬ 
paign, ordered by CIA Director Wil¬ 
liam J. Casey last May, used foreign 
nationals for the dirty work. 

Knowing what the CIA wanted, 
and without proper supervision by 
American agents, its possible the 
CIA's foreign hirelings cooked up the 
“hit squad” on their own. It fit neatly 
into the Reagan administration's po¬ 
litical scheme of things, and—voila! 
a full-blown international incident 
was born. 
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Security at GAO 

Tightened After 
Soviet’s Queries 

By Charles R. Babcock 
Puc Sun wn« 

On JaiL 13, 1979, Vladimir Kve* „ 
sov, a naval attache at the Soviet 
Embassy in Washington, walked into 
the General Accounting Office head- ~ 
quarters here and asked for a list of * 
numbered reports on U-S. military 
affairs. 

Foreign attaches are sort of legal 
spies and it is not unusual for them 
to travel around to government 
agencies collecting public documents, 
in fact, later that year Kvasov trav¬ 
eled to Nevada, tailed all the way by 
FBI agents in western garb, and col¬ 
lected unclassified documents about 
possible MX missile basing sites. 

But on this trip to the GAO* Kva¬ 
sov asked for several highly classified 
reports, in addition to the publicly 
available ones. Some of them hadn’t 
even been printed at the time; much 
less issued. 

The Soviet attache apparently 
wasn’t given the classified docu¬ 
ments he requested. But faint alarm * 
bells sounded. A week later a secre- ' 
tary in the office sent her boss a note 
saying, "It seems unusual that this 

GAO, From A1 
person should have accurate num¬ 
bers, prior to publication, for so 
many reports that have restricted 
access.” No superior acted on the 
information, however. 

Three months bier, Kvasov was 
back again. This time he signed in to 
visit the public documents room. 
But he apparently strolled unaccom¬ 
panied through the 'building first, 
because he didn’t show up at the 
document room for nearly half an 
hour. 

When he did, he requested several 
more classified reports, including one 
dated only two days earlier, on the 
electronic jamming system of the 
EFl 11A fighter-bomber. 

The plane is capable of carrying 
nuclear bombs over the Soviet Union ' 
from bases in Britain and West Ger¬ 
many. The Soviets obviously would 
covet any information that could be 
used to counter American radar jam¬ 
ming systems. The report hadn’t 
even been sent to other agencies for 
comment at the time, a security re¬ 
view found. 

* h i 
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-Again, there’s no sign the Soviet 
officer was given the secret reports. 
But the series of visits raised trou¬ 
bling questions. How could Kvasov 
know the numbers of reports that 
hadn’t even been issued? Did he 
have inside help? Was there a Soviet 
"mole”—an inside source—in the 
investigative arm of Congress? 

The FBI finally was called in to 
investigate. A months-long counter- 
intelligence inquiry couldn’t find any 
“mole” law enforcement sources 
said. But a companion check of se¬ 
curity measures at {he GAO uncov¬ 
ered severe! weaknesses. 

Although less than 5 percent of 
* the GAO’s reports are classified, its 

weapons system analysis have access 
to much highly classified material 
The security check found classified 

' work papers in unlocked filing cab¬ 
inets and microfiche (sheets of mi- 

1 crofdm) of classified reports mixed 
. in with unclassified material The 

check led in August to a tightening 
of procedures by then-Comptroller 
General Elmer B. Steam. 

In a memo to all his division di¬ 
rectors on Aug/S, 1979, Steals an- 

. Bounced several changes to restrict 
access to classified material end 
added: 

."Finally, I frequently get the feel¬ 
ing that some of our reports are clut¬ 
tered with a lot of precise classified 
date that is not essential to an un¬ 
derstanding of our report message. 
Accordingly, during the preparation 
of reports the staff should 'write 
around’ such data whenever feasible. 
While such efforts might not permit 
declassifying the entire report, the 
amount of data subject to being 

, compromised will be reduced 
Nearly 2Vt years later, the newT 

security system is still not complete- 
* ly in place, and GAO officials con¬ 

cede that a Vladimir Kvasov could 
* still walk into the building imchal- 
* lenged 

In a recent telephone interview 
Steals said he recalled the concern 
generated by the Soviet attache’s 
visits and requests. "I asked [FBI 
Director William H.} Webstar to 
come in and check it out,” he said. 

, He acknowledged that the GAO was 
concerned about the possibility of a 
“mole.* 

“I -never saw the FBI’s written 
report What we did as a result was 
decide to put in a whole lot of ad¬ 
ditional security.” This included pro¬ 
cedures such as an electronic pass 
system like the one in use at the 
FBI, and dosing off stairwells. 

Steals recalled. 
The story of the Soviets’ interest 

b the GAO and the security over¬ 
haul there was raised recently by 
Ralph C. Sharer dr., a former GAO 
auditor who is now facing dismissal 
on unrelated matters from his job at 
the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration’s inspector general 
office. 

Sharer said, when contacted by a 
reporter, that he worked with the 
FBI on what be calls the “Vladimir 
affair.’ He left, the GAO last year 
after he criticized the agency secu¬ 
rity leadership and was reassigned, 
he said. K 

“GAO security was virtually non¬ 
existent,” be Said. “There was a high 
•probability that the Soviet intelli¬ 
gence services were successful in ob¬ 
taining internal GAO information.” 
He also contends that the GAO 
botched any chance to find the pos¬ 
sible inside source by warning the 
weapons analysis division that it 
might be the target of Soviet spies. 

Sharer also has told his story to 
Congress. A member of the investi¬ 
gative staff of Sen. Orrin G. Hatch 
(R-Uteh) aaid the FBI authenticated 
the documents in a 200-page report 
Sharer Filed in the NASA case. He 
also is being referred to GAO over¬ 
sight committees, which GAO had 
not told about the security lapses, 
the aide said. 

After joining the GAO in 1976, 
Sharer said he rose from GS9 to 
GS13 in four years and received two 
merit commendations for his work. 
In 1978 he ^ selected to go to the 
Pentagon’s Defense Intelligence 
School 

When he graduated in June, 1979, 
he worked for a few months on the 
Kvasov incidents and briefed Stasis 
on what he saw as the agency’s se¬ 
curity weaknesses. But former col¬ 
leagues interviewed during the 
NASA case said he began to have a 
“fixation” over intelligence matters. 

He was taken off the case after 
refusing to give classified documents 
to Clario Pin, a top administrator at 
the GAO, who had been in charge of 
security. 

"I thought he [Sharer] was seeing 
things under the bed ” Steals re¬ 
called. "He would add two and two 

and get e lot more out of it" than 
four. Sharers current troubles at 
NASA began early this year when he 
filed allegations of financial miscon¬ 
duct against colleagues in the IG’s 
office there. His firing was recom¬ 
mended early this month after an¬ 
other IG office studied his charges 
and found them groundless. The re¬ 
port included derogatory remarks 
from GAO employes about Sharer’s 
credibility. 

Sharer countered with a 200-page 
rebuttal, including the outlines of 
the GAO/Soviei story. He raised the 
isSue, he said, to show that his for¬ 
mer colleagues tried to discredit him 
because he had uncovered GAO se¬ 
curity problems they didn’t want 
exposed. ’ 

Siaats said he felt the Soviet at¬ 
tache could have obtained the num 

’bers of the reports elsewhere. 
David Ryan, security officer at the 

FBI at the time the bureau was first 
informed of Kvasov’s visits, said h a 
recent phone interview that he 
worked on the GAO’s security review 
task force until early 1980, as an 
agent, and then after he retired, as a 
consultant for GAO. 

Ryan said his gTcup reviewed the 
hiring and security checks policies, 
the physical security of offices, locks 
and safes,*end the protection of clas¬ 
sified documents. After the review 
was completed, the agency began a 
series of improvements in its head¬ 
quarters and sensitive regional and 
foreign offices. 

He said he’s convinced the secu¬ 
rity system there is now comparable 
to any US. agency outside the Pen¬ 
tagon and intelligence agencies. 

Charles Bowsher, the new comp¬ 
troller general, said in a recent 
phone interview that he was briefed 
on the Soviet attache’s actions and is 
satisfied with the new security steps. 
He noted, however, that the new 
electronic security pass system will 
not be in place until next spring. 

note: PLEASE UNDERLINE NAMES IN ARTICLE REQUIRING COPIES FOR PERSONAL FILES. 
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Jack Anderson l ^}/?L 

The Post/Sunday, December 27, 1981- 

ole' 
^_4¥ASSlNGT0N — There is startling evi¬ 
dence that the General Accounting Office 
(GAO) — the investigative arm of Congress, 
with access to top-secret military informa¬ 
tion — has been penetrated by Russian spies* 

Investigators for Sen, Orrin Hatch (R- 
Utah) haye confirmed that the FBI conduct¬ 
ed a four:month probe of GAO recently, and 
concluded that an unidentified Soviet agent 
is still working in the sensitive agency* My , 
intelligence sources tell me, however, that 
there may be as many as three Soviet moles 
in the GAO* 

GAO is generally regarded as a rather 
humdrum agency composed of auditors look¬ 
ing for wasteland fraud'in government con¬ 
tracts. But to do their job, the GAO fiscal 
sleuths must have access to files of congres¬ 
sional intelligence committees as well as all 
defense-related agencies* In short, the GAO 
is a veritable treasure trove of sensitive 
national security information. 

According to the 1979 internal GAO report 
— which has been corroborated by congres¬ 
sional investigators — the Russian agents 

■oviets 

it /-jn o f * j 

were able to obtain at least 42 sensitive GAO 
reports, 15 of them classified TOP SECRET. 

These are some of the reports that wound 
up in the KGB's hands: "The Effectiveness of 

♦F14A1 Phoenix Weapons System/1 “Oper-* 
atidn^l 'Problems Facing the Army’s Ad¬ 
vanced Attack Helicopter/* "The Diplomatic 
Community and Terrorism/1'"Marine Am¬ 
phibious Forces Readiness” and “U.S* Air 
Defense Capabilities in Europe*” 

The eyes-only intelligence report to GAO 

Comptroller General Elmer Siaa ts illustrated, 
the potential impact of what it called "the 
KGB collection operation’1 by noting that the 
Soviet Naval Journal described in exact de¬ 
tail’ the' location of U.S. anti-submarine 
sound-surveillance arrays at the very time 
the GAO was auditing the program* 

Intelligence officials determined that 
there were KGB moles inside the GAO when 
known Soviet agents repeatedly requested — 
by exact internal report control number — 
GAO studies that had not even been printed; 
and were in fact classified secret or top- 
secret* 

For example, a Soviet intelligence official 
visited the GAO reports center on Jan* 19, 
1979, and requested 10 different reports. 
Four of them had not yet been printed, so he 
returned 11 days later and picked them up* 
Obviously, he was privy to advance informa¬ 
tion on the reports from some inside source. 

On April 27, 1979, the same Soviet intelli¬ 
gence Official signed in at‘the GAO at 2:40 
p.m. At 3:07 p*m*, he logged in at the records 
center and requested 11 reports, most of 

The Soviets’became so 1)010 in rneir--coi-“ r ms nrazen”'‘collection’1 “pattern* Incredibly/ 
lection” that on March 27, 1979, the KGB 
station chief phoned the GAO in advance and 
requested a certain classified report. The 
Russians then sent a limousine to,pick it up. 
What particularly disturbed investigators 

. about this "curb service” incident was that * 
the report in question was one that had been 
prepared totally within the GAO; it had never 
been sent out in draft form to other agencies' 
for comment* 

On March 30, 1979, the Soviet official 
showed up at the GAO at 12 noon and visited 
an undetermined office* Two hours later, 
,while he was still in the building, two Bulgar¬ 
ian intelligence officials, described as work¬ 
ing for the KGB, visited the GAO’s seventh 

pzawsms 

the GAO personnel neglected to report the 
telephone call to the FBI. 

GAO counter-intelligence agents working" 
on the case were told by their superiors not to 
furnish copies of their findings to the FBI* 
They ignored the orders* One of the GAO* 
investigators was then banished to a study of ^ 

♦ marine mammals* y 
The Soviet spy was still in place at least as' * 

late as June 1930, when the Russian intelli¬ 
gence official appeared'at the records center ■« 
and requested a GAO report — 16 days be-^ 
fore it had been printed. ' * ** 

O 
Jack Anderson is a Washington-based in' *, 

vestigative reporter and columnist* , 
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Memorandum * 
M 

To : Assistant Director 
Criminal Investigative Division 

From : Legal Counse 

Date 12/18/81 

En«< At> l«v. _ 

£w«* AO Adm. _ 

Ex*c AO LES _ 

Aui/Oif.; 

Aiin. 

C/IBt- tlt». ^/1 ^ 
Ideal._L 
IntcH-- 
Lctaiciory - 

Legal Ceun. _. 

Plan. & hip. _ 

Rec. Mgn!. - 

Itch. Servi. _ 

Train mg_ 

PgUk AM%. OH. _ 
Telephone R«. __ 

Oiredor’ i Sec'y _ 

Subject: DATA GENERAL CORPORATION? 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 08-2C-200£ EY 60324 UC B.WRS/STK 

At 2:56 p.m. on December 18. a caller identifying himself 
as\ I Safety and Security, 
Data General Corporation, Westboro, Massachusetts, telephone 800- 
343-7630, extension| | called and said that he is a former Bureau 
employee. He requested a meeting at FBI Headquarters duping the- 
week of December 28 through 31, 1981, to be attended by |_ 
and the General Counsel for the Data General Corporation^They would 
like to discuss allegations that were published during November and 
early December 1981 that the FBI is investigating Data General 
Corporation based on allegations of arson and theft of computer 
:s'ecrets. -~" 

| said that there have been references to these 
allegations in columns by.Jack ^knderson, and Data General believes 
that the source of the allegations is one _ 

An indices check of December 18, 1981, did not produce any ^6 
relevant references. ' hlC Sfc. 

Sn 
RECOMMENDATIONS: ^,/V 

1. That the Criminal Investigative Division review this xN 
matter and prepare an appropriate response to I I who < ^ ^ 
requested that he be called at the above telephone number and - J 
advised whether the FBI is conducting such an investigation and Nfo ^qo? / 
whether a meeting may be arranged with appropriate officials ati.~J ^ 
FBI Headquarters during the 'Week of December 2 8. '* 

jrlfiA/3’- "Tmyr-QtK' -o 

1 - Mr. Yound /\[ 
1 - Mr. Mint^/ *k 

,x A 
UED< — OVER 

f__ _ i." 

_t* 4 

-<S 

b6 ** 

hlC 0 

^ ‘ f-- r.-1' 
NOT KKCOaUKD 

""OYV/y' &~ 

$}2 FEB 9 1982 

F©t/OOJ 
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Memo Legal Counsel to Assistant.Director 
Criminal Investigative Division 

Re: Data General Corporation... 

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Continued) 

2. That Criminal Investigative Division call 

2 
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Ah^rani Trap 
Also Snared 

• Honest Me'ii :?.'v 

Durmg the Abseam operation, 
memoers of Congress were conned 
- ,b; Hih taking bribes and 

«jp%'ing in corrupt business deals. 
1 na! much has been made dear. 

. VVhal has escaped public atten- 
, inn, however, is the fad that legit-. 

!matfLbiJS>nessmen were also conned 
by the FBI’s operatives. What’s 
worse, these honest businessmen 
were victimized for personal profit 

r !,he"n, ariisli who Here enlisted 
bv the FBI to entrap congressmen. 

Heres the story of just one com¬ 
pany, Intersea Fisheries, which was 

£m°W ,°,f b’-fcinft* b-v Abfcam The 
foi recklessly ruined this perfectly 
legitimate business enterprise to pro¬ 
tect its phony Abseam cover. 

The California-based firm num¬ 
bered among its directors the re¬ 
spected shipbuilder Don Vaughn 
and Jean Michel Cousteau, son of 

.., tbe prestigious undersea explorer 
A/, deques Cousteau. 

- • **!““•,Fisheries was suckered 
into the Abseam trap by the FBI’s 
con men—and was given no help at 

^ all when it asked the FBI for infor- 
1 mation that might have extricated it 
l iromjyjfiiSjjg._ 

; : b’1 f'^'Jvrreb 
l .-/'"nes g.. down the drain, rather 
■ban -top its hireling? trom working 
'v.1 Prl\“te scam on the company. 

From interviews ana a-sworn de- 
’ Position, my associate Indy Badhwax 

has pieced together the con game 
decked by an FBI lackey named 
J(»enh Meltzer. la February. 1373 
Denver accountant Richard Ffanc- 
zyk was retained by a client to check 
outJntersea as an investment oppor- 
fumty. Stanc^yk, a former Internal 
Revenue Service investigator, was to 
be rumed by the FBI's game. ~ * . 

He gave Intersea high marks 
,?e]y ®n {*e basis fbat an outfit 

called Abdul Enterprises was goin<? 
to ‘bailee the company’s venture to 
build three tuna boats. Unknown to 
otanezyk, Abdul Enterprises was the 
tBIs phony Abseam corporation. It 
wasn t about to provide financing. 

Sfanczyk signed on as 2 consul¬ 
tant to Intersea; his job was to brine 
investors into the project until the 
Arab money from Abdul Enterprises 
materialized. There was. of course 
no such money. But Meltzer, the 
rot s pet .con man, received thou¬ 
sands of dollars in commissions. 

As part of its scheme to lend le- 
t0 Abdul Enterprises, the 

rrsl had arranged for a vice presi¬ 
dent of Chase Manhattan to lie 
about the spurious Arab company's 
assets. When Intersea called Chase 
Manhattan, .the inquiring official 
was assured that the money was 
there. 

^ v& •-V-r legitimate brokVi'i 
truive. wa? roped in on the javiert 

meetings * 

^ -J&o sheiks,Gulve 
^ vn fti.- own monev traveling 

m this country end in Eurcm m*- 
mofmg the Intersea deal. Ftaivv* (•• 
ana Cube grew suspicious about 
meirzer and his ‘-Arabs” after 
month, of remand. T.ney relabel 
their doubts, to the FBI's San Diego 
office. But the FBI did nothing to 
warn Intersea to back, off from any 
dealmgs with Abdul Enterprises, in¬ 
stead. complaints were referred'fo 
Meltzer, the FBI eon man. 

On Halloween, 1979. FBI .agents' 
swooped down on Intersea’s head¬ 
quarters and carted off 27 cartons of 
files. Apparently, this was another’ 
protective measure Jo keep the busi¬ 
nessmen's suspicions about Abdul 
Enterprises from leaking out. 

But an agent answered the com¬ 
pany s telephone, telling callers that 
the firm’s employes were under ar-. 
re^y Foreign business interests, in¬ 
ducting Matsui Corp. of Japan, were 
scared away by statements that In- 
tersea was under FBI investigation/. 

No Intersea official was arrested 
nor charged with a crime, for the 
simple reason that they ‘had done 
nothing except rely on FBI lies 

Accountant Stanczyk lost more 
than $200000, his business, his dh. 
ents and his marriage. He' contem¬ 
pt ed suicide. The other consultant 

GUTe^1?S0 ^ his business, and 
jonie $900,000 in commissions- 

KLL INFCRMttTIwIT CCITTAIfTE^ 
HERE I Is IS UnCL-^SSIFIEE 
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E*«C AD Adm. 

E*«c AD tnv* _ 

Ex«c AD LES. 

A.fiL Uftt.DfM / 
Adm.S»rv». yV* J)r 

*Crim. tnv. Crlm. tnv. 

Jdont., 

Jatoll. 

From : C. P. Monroe 

Subject: DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND 
FBI CONFERENCE, 9/2/81, 
Regarding Unauthorized Disclosure 
of Classified Information; 
ESPIONAGE - X 

Lobofctory _ 

t-«gal Cour*._ 

Plan* & ln*p. _ 

Rot. Mgnt._ 
Toeh* 

Training _ 

Off. of Cong. 

& PuMlc Aff*_ 

T«!»phon» Rm._ 

Dlroctor*s 5oc*y_ 

all infcp^aticn ccittainez- 
HEREIN IS UNSLASSIFIEL EX' 

;\:-:ere shckh otherwise 
:e:-t 

PURPOSE; To provide a summary of a conference held with the FBI 
on 9/2/81 by Mr. Mark Richards, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, 
Department of Justice (DOJ). (U) 

FBI/DOJ 



Memorandum from C. P. Monroe to Mr. Colwell 
Re: Department of Justice and • 

FBI Conference, 9/2/81 

The captioned meeting was attended bv James F. Price. 
Assistant Section Chief, Terrorism Section, and_ 
Supervisor for the Espionage-X Program at FBIHQ; Mark Richards and 
Thomas Marum, Internal Security Section, DOJ. The purpose of this 
meeting was to respond to the above reauest from! I 1 
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^«r » , tt f.y. .jot iT^“-.‘y ™ r ^ sj^vv^vw ui^ 

1.0’ -An i'intornalv'Jastice “'Department) /expenses- tor‘the ‘auto7^ 
.* audit-report shows that the-FBi; lifoj;\';Again, the Chicago officowas Bingled ./‘year-Ho pay- five .Coast Guardsmen; to 
dnostcther-American car owners, •has‘f;,f?ufc for-failing to'police ^improper 'or "; work-in ’his '.dining-:roontf'-Attorney • 
.tbcensriuped-off- fay auto: mechanics. j-/gueBtionahle credit^card -purchases” ^General' William French Smith'has ' 

• (In its pursuit 'of-• tha.; bad - guys; the'/A of gasoiine andrepair work.i'd^-t’C^ $80,000, ini his, budget for .twtf 'cooks 
•f.F^I operates the third-iargcst'motorj-Vy ^The;FBI'is ssupposed; to invest!--:.’and -’ari'-assistant- Cora m ercej Secrp- 

fleot in the government;But'appair-G-Y^fc® Pthers> who’- cheat--the !govern:,:;.,j'taryf-Molcoim'l‘Baicingo’'niain'tains<a 
i eritiv'theG-m«n,«nWAm(>^t".m^;?f.¥nent.'Hnfe- -i. 

4 
-pa _ 

i^Dtireau'.vehicles' in - poor emergericvtf •*».»:;-n.mieasance;.; nas j . . , - WT.. 
. responses reactinmA -the- auditors‘'^otoed -“d-unchallenged • ‘echelon-employes who <pick;up.their 
I'WorriSThey-’add ehxatiCother,l vehtcIeai!^§?^Le'-- iiI:..‘fche. a“9t,tor^.cFiargeci;-;^ .t^Wown' tabs.yAt Commerce/spokesmen 
' may have%;eh-operated'{n an -uH^ft j< ^eV" were • also-skeptical of-fche » * -They* were tabo^skeptical!! of^the con tend; that the cost of/the?;?ecre- 
. ^rrg~nhrZrrr- " • r~* /improved gas efficiency- claimed hv /. '1/trvV nPtvfita VlinSner *»/w\yy\ Jv»* rA»*o/rAn J :8ate condition,uv;w vw*>; 

1 . • Eve^y beginning driver learns, that 
the. should,'get an oibchange'. every*. 

1 IhlckSfiOFBTS !%Qamp!fA «Ialmed^te1^enU;drove v„„- 
cnecked iwj m cgra at ^nd^Tig i, h 8 million more miles, -yet used cede they! have a fivef persons on 

2 vSfe rimi fewar.8aUoris of'Kas'»n I979' ’ Smiths, culinary payroll at-salaries 
** 1: f fan ?* pr0/,10U8 ytar‘.That wouId >' iot;llinS $85,000. However, they 

I »; 66.had -0,000 miles .-.1-have been a 61 percent improvement claim the kitchen help also do other 
(. fuo1 efficiency.. • • duties such as mail sorting. 

ENCLOSURE?:-. 

raao^- 



Exec, AD4nv—^ 

Exec. ADLES_ 

Asst. Dir,: 

Aiim. Servs. __ 

Crim. !nv. _1 

Went_,_ 

Intel!. 

Lai: 

Legal 

ERNATfON UKiTED ST, 

AGTSE^CY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVE ;NT 

TjONALJ^VELOFMENT CO 

WASHINGTON DC. 20523 

April 7, 1981 

ION AGEKCY 

/ 

r r~ v 

The Honorable William H. Webster 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
United States Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

federal government 

Dear Mr. Webster: 

10413112 

c-gal Coa* A 

Han *• Jhsd. 

Rec.fbo _| 

Toch.b7C 
Training_ 

OIL of Cong. 

& Pchiic AHs. „ 

felcphon^nm. . 

’In connection with a criminal investigation being conducted by my office, 
!<I have enclosed the original of an anonymous typewritten letter dated 
'.March 20, 1981, to the Gen.ejialCounsel.nMency for International Develop¬ 
ment and designating a copyforMrT Jack^ndersQ^TaTf^aT^dTumnTst. 

Hit is requested that the document be examined to determine the identifying 
jtdata of the typewriter used to enable us to attempt to locate it. Should 
jlthere by any questions on this matter, please contact me or Foreign Assist¬ 
ance Inspector! Ion 

©v 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

ALL FBI INFCRHATISN CCHTAIKEI 
;herein is lut:ls.ssifiec 
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iSSSJDS SQUEC^ 

Mr. William Webster. 
Birector, of the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, B.C. C? A 

October 27,'iy80 

Bear Mr. V/ebster: 

^7s 

No doubt that by now you are in receipt of my last corres¬ 
pondence, ( w/Exhibit ) which explained my disbelief and 
sorrow for theludicrous way in which JT. Edgar Hoover, tried 
too undermine thev4lickey Mouse Club, Mouseketeers, Et .• A1. 
(, Ex. A, enclosed ). 

However, my office feels that even the company, under new 
direction should have a chance to make right a wrong ♦ 

Therefore, enclosed is Exhibit B., in regard to one Bugs 
Bunny, a dedicated Guard Rabbit, who died in the line of 
duty. 

Wherefore, my Office would highly suggest that on behalf of 
the American People that the Bugs Bunny Florida Grave be 
vacated and corpus delicti be replanted next to the Hoover 
Grave. 

Thanking you in advance. 2lLL INFORMATION CCNTAIHE3 
HEREIN IS tltlTLASSIFIEO 

IAIE 08-03-2008 BY 50324 CC EAK/R5/STK 

Sincerely yours. Os, 

PS: Please disregard Exhibit C., of the enclosed as this 
matter idsstill rending on Apoeal by the si^g-Father 

tatMsca.se. * 8*&S*BSr 
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’• bok 'Anderson 
vyS?$£: 

^-Wa$,I>isney'sreIiabnity<socm'siiFfereax^4^^ 
^setback in Hover's eyes, when he failed 
■to jet the FBI check four Mickey" Mouse-^&gJ^ 
^newsreel segments On th^e bureau' before Lf&Ss? 
iL they were shown.to the nation’s"moppets.' 
0^Obvious!y/‘ said -an ‘internal memot££ 
previewed by Hoover, ^^he inlshandling on , 
Svtfhe part of .the Disney Sttidio and failure 

[£i« B V 
irb v; 

1' Wasi 

* ^ >rV?i: FromCthat point on/ the once liappy^A; 
* lb ^; ^relationship*between Disneyland Hoover**r5 

^VASIHNGTON — ExacOy 2^y^rsago^ ' £; fell apart like a Donald Duck picmc.;InT*rV 
Millions of American children watched the^y &il$61/;the Bureaus studio-watchers wefe ^ f millions of American children watched the^ 

^premiere of Walt Disney’s?newest crea*i 
fflion' —vthe- Mickey "Mouse 'Club. The ", 
|yonngsters didn’t‘know it/but someone 
£ was watching over'their shoulder: The j # 
n!FBI was monitoring the program; Soo/b:^ t 
t{:: While U would, of course, be ridiculous^ 
f to imagine' J. ;£dgar VHoover -sitting inf 
t" front of his television set sporting a big-^\ 

eared Mouseketeer hat, internal FBI files * 
f; reveal th at the'late direclorwas a riose -r^v 
£ and critical — viewer of the Mickey Mouse 7v l- aub:f-1 *- *>•;■v:% m,-i \[ 

; Hoover did not always approve-of what./ 

&c/ufl>v;uie bureau's siucuo-watcoers were 
£-alarmed by a Disney movie called "Moon\* 

ftvPilot." "Discreet inquiries” Showed tha 
Svthe film made the FBI look welK,5>*/£ 

- f^like a Mickey Moiise operation. 
zy Most references to the FBI are handled' 
^Inaccurately and. some are ,ludierotis/^&£ 
g-states a memo1 to’Hoover aide^-Cartha ^ 
iMDeke) DeLoach.'-"The Air Force-officer^:^/ 
|3or .example, is continually outwitting 
tweilling agents:. ^.and itbe 'agents4;are';: *: 

' ^generally pictured /as bumbling./iFeayy^b 
^J-footed incompetents/J?. 

j \ 

P be .saw;'Why? Well, in Mousi 
*5t W* rlAnAn . M_T_TLV_ .V5 . O , F* parlance, • '“M-I-C-K-E-Y?; -Because we •- 
f^on't like you. M-0-U-S-E!\'V:;> y-i-' 
gT The Dlsney-Hoover connection began the • 
Kryear’before the Mickey Moose Club was ^ 

formed. -A 1954 memo from’-the‘Los?'. 
8jT Angeles FBI ^office informed Hoover; 
Wf “'Mr;-'Disney has volunteered represen; *\y 
^tatives of>this office complete access: to*' 
Fythe facilitiespf Disneyland for uses incan^- 
S-^neet ion - with' /official matters' .arid 'for >: f: 
^-recreational purposes/’. -7 ■.* 3 

. Two months later/Disney was approved j " 

^.feelings of generations of fiury-lBle readers, 
/>:fhat Hansel.-and Gretel-acte<3 Ih-self-^efense ‘when 

I' trom^ittleton/ Friday/found ’Hahse]:-and Gnatel 
v'‘theft' .and' -vandalLsm: "but 'bxhocent o? 

p ^pprda^eB^Dis¥eyl?nihe^ossibilIty 
£whe- might film a* segment on;the 'FBI? £. •: 
Hf ‘laboratory for use on the Mickey- Mouse <r' 
from show. rr.’5 4H- '’:i * 

*?;;jThe^:tfial was; m;/behver T>ishict /lodge 
/ /^[aren ife^eFs00 ' 

ii^ef^o&h^pl^lb^udiaal. i^st emV^Witnesses 

H’/- ^Hoover >was outraged; .The 'committe^^/g 
pr/'sbould not have done-this without prior 
£- "approval/'-Hoover penciled op the jnemo/^^S 
^.adding:' "Ibis is a most embarrassing and 
^“unfortunate situation. No one should. iih.C^ 
^Stiate 'Tsuch *:a move without clearance //-v 

*. ^ v : 7>v*Cf 
fe'iln a subsequent'memo, a Hoover aide ^ - 

explained the director’s^objection, 4Tt is y- * 
jJ' rtcl felt (hat the Mickey Mouse Cmb is the \ ” 
/ proper place to publi cue this.-. _ Jt comes ,4 L 
//onat5:30p.m, each weekday and is aimed 
fr-at tbe“*smaU fry/ If we are^goiog to do /:* 
I^this.*.we should do it right, and tiy and get ‘ y > 
r, —~ _r\! . .   ■} j ... * 

Bonny, a.^iiarfl rabbit .who., . 
’•• gained notoriety- -for-patrolling - 

nis fenced yard^-bopplng madly;. 

owner, Margaret Aqjinwali; dis-';j4 ?• Presented a strong ca^e against Hansel'and Gretd,. 

|? dhe following commendation in his FBI 
^ dossier: '■ Appears to be a very reliable in- 
% .dividual 'ana nas been quite friendly with j 
^;:the FBL! 

’ana nas been quite friendly wito£|& 

Press -^and ^the/!Aspinwalls ^ 
l§:y 5‘received calls from'across the ) 

.coontry.''-'rS'i** 
te/.v-S ^ ^Mrs. ;AspinwalI said “she was 
sSy: £; - consoled • by one .possibility: ^ ” 
gT&y/jv' Biopsy, the female rabbit that'" 
fcV ^ -enjoyed Bugs’, .protection, Hiay.; 
%Sirrt~ be pregnant **** 

* 

;y//V^'Ybdcoiildiell they^/doGea ioVof prepara^cm. 
1 * -——a* 1 L   : f«rpv&a 

’0&ie as^Jgnjey are -allio -hri^tt.' It was worfli. : 
6§5romtn»» dawn on mv <lav iiff•«A£i -J?:i;*Wes£5*! 

*Note: 
All Exhibits were taken from ^b/aily Hampshire Gazette 
during the period inutime of, 10/1/30 - f / _l.lt_ ^ _LT.<i V | J 

qy-5d#5j> ALL INFCR34ATICN CCNTAIIK:: 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
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Memorandum 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OK JUSTICE 

KEDERAI. BUREAU OK INVESTIGATION 

: Mr. Mullen date: 2-13-80 

>M 
b6 
b7C 

JECT; CECIL DALE ANDRUS - 

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 
SPECIAL INQUIRY CONDUCTED IN 1976-1977 

Hx«c AD A dm. „ 

Exec AD tnv. _ 

Exec AD LES _ 

As*t. Dir 
Adm. £trv* 
Cuff. Inv 

IdenL 

tnlefl. 

?$£/ 

Laboratory — I 

Legal Coun. _-£ 

Plan. & Imp. -1 
Roc. Mgnt. ^ 

Tech. Servs. _: 

Training __ 

?MU AH*. OH. . ■ 
Telephone Rm. — 

Director’* Sec’y — [ 

FBl/DOJ 
•« . . *♦* i* 

PURPOSE: 
ALL FBI IMSCRMATICM CCNTAIMED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
LATE 0: 100£ Y 60324 UC BArt/RS/STrt 

To advise of information published in Jack Anderson’s 
column today, and results of review of Bureau files in the 
matter. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

None, for information. approved: 

DVoctP1-_ 

Ewe, /C * 
£aCO, 

DETAILS: O 
Enclosed is a copy of Jack Anderson's column appearing 

in "The Washington Post" today. Therein, Anderson alleges that 
Mr. Andrus may have accepted a large campaign contribution from 
a "Mafia-connected sports cartel in his 1970 gubernatorial race;" 
that this allegation was included in the FBI's report to 
The White House subsequent to our background investigation 
concerning him in early 1977; and that this information was 
deleted from our report before the report was shown to the 
staff of the Senate committee which was charged with considering 
the President's nomination of Mr. Andrus for the position of 
Secretary of the Interior. 

Enclosure 

^ ^'ti JN: r ajHjj| (VI) 

1 - Mr. Mullen 
1 - Mr. Monroe 

1 -I 
HOT 

F£9 28 

mar 11 j9so 



b6 
b7C Memorandum | | to Mullen 

Re: Cecil Dale Andrus 

A review of our special inquiry file discloses that 
on December 20, 1976, we received from authorized representatives 
of President-Elect Carter, a request to conduct the usual back¬ 
ground investigation of Mr. Andrus, then Governor of Idaho, who 
was under consideration for appointment to his present post. 

The bulk of the results of our investigation was 
furnished to the Carter Transition Group on January 3, 1977. 
Short follow-up communications were furnished to the transition 
group on January 6 and January 12, 1977, which reported the 
results of routine name checks of the records of three 
Federal agencies. Our communication of January 12, 1977, 
reported the completion of our investigative effort. 

In none of the three communications furnished to 
representatives of President-Elect Carter was there any 
information relating to the content of Mr. Anderson's column. 
No unfavorable information of any sort was contained in our 
communications. The only information which could be construed 
as adverse to Mr. Andrus' qualifications for the Interior post 
was that furnished by an American Indian, who was opposed to 
Mr. Andrus' positions in certain matters relating to American 
Indian interests. 

2 
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THE WASHINGTON POST ' Februaryix /980 * ’ Jl* ' 

BACK ANDERSON 

tion on 
*»f^^v,;< / r,^• 
I In Us three ways, as Inferior seas-. • fihclufled In the original report fo the - 'Stf'Xnforji&was spaj^lii4$& 

Udlcfpw., flap -over< ttt toptripfition ;.* 
ou^tmW' m :y] Fdotr(Qtfc;:Aprlm^a&^ 

wt'Vcause of th$;nature\Gf the tcajntj&ien;: •: ohadballv cthat fcfctootWa 

"The Washington Post*’ 
Washington, D, C. 
February 13, 1980 

ALL INFORMATION CCHTAIIIEO 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
SATE 08-05-20OE EY €0324 TJC BAK/RS 
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O?TI0HAl »Ol?M NO. .10 

» MAT 196? cOlllOH ; 

‘ GSA GCN, MC. NO. ?? 

UNITED STATES GO 
9 I 

ERNMENT 
Tolson , 

TO 

FROM 

Mr. DeLoach 

T. E, Bishop^ 

DATE: 2/16/70 

CT: ATTEMPTED BOMBING OF 
RESIDENCE OfI 

w 

✓ 

6/30/68, BOMBING MATTERS 
\ 41T ' I 

Kq\ 
On memorandum from Bishop to DeLoach, 2/13/70, concerning 

the above-captioned matter, the Director has indicated that he wishes an 
absolute ban on any discussions by our Field or Seat of Government representa-^N> 
fives with people from "The Los Angeles Times," ’’The New York Times, ” 
"The Washington Post" or with Jacfe>*Anderson. the author of "Washington 
Merry-Go-Round" column or his "runners. ” 

We completely agree with the Director’s feelings on this matter 
as we are well aware of the antagonism of the above-mentioned papers and of 
Anderson toward the Bureau. Certainly, extended discussions of cases or 
situations in which the Bureau is involved between representatives of the Bureau^ 
and representatives of these 3 papers or Anderson can only result in stories 
unfavorable to the Bureau. 

In order to prevent our instructions from being disclosed in any 
manner, and to prevent any charges that Bureau policy in this regard is a 
violation of the Freedom of Information Act, it is felt that such instructions fcoj 

f the field with regard to these newspapers, and to Anderson, should not be put 
in writing, but should be given orally to the SACs of the cities where these 

| newspapers are located. In addition, Bishop has orally passed on the Director’^ 
instructions.to each employee in his .office, and will orally pass on these 

AX>1C fT >. 
r>(ji 

above. 

1 - Mr. 
1 - Mr. 
1 - Mr. 
1 - Mr. 

tFffiB 
'S’EBtjo 

If you agree, 

rN^ 
:C3LoachQ*rl 
Rosen 
Sullivan 
Bisho 

this will be ha^&edVrafljP^r? the manner indicated^ 4 
as 1 

;^y 

6\V 

3 ' FEB 28 1970 
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FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
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r 

TO 

FROM 

DK 
Assistant Director 22class 
Intelligence DivisiomuTHomiTx 

731 Atnoj 

Legal Counselv Vf/' ^ 

► V 6/22/7?en. InV/. 

TION C-UIC2 

subject: REQUEST OF CHAIRMAN CLEMENT J. ZABLOCKI, 
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 
FOR BRIEFING CONCERNING ARTICLE 
OF COLUMNIST JACsHlNDERSON , 6/14/77 

PURPOSE: 

Assoc. O^r. _JI_Zz. 
Dep.^AD A dm. _ 
Dep. AD fnv. 1_ 

Assf. Dir,: 

Adm, S©rv,__ 
Ext. Affairs 

Fin.& Pers. / 

ldci|t._ 

' InlelL _ 

Legal Court. 

P!on. & fnsp. , 

Rec. Mgt. _ 

S. & T. Serv. _ 

Spec, inv, ___ 

Training _ 

& 

Telephone Rm. __ 

Director's Sec'y _ 

F95/OOJ 
f\ 

L. V 

/ 

DETAILS; 

\ 
/ Qs 

V 
To advise of captioned request for briefing con- 

cerning infiltration by Yugoslav Secret Police of the Serbian 
Orthodox Church in the U. ,S,.-^as, .r-pia t ed-inyeol'Qanist Anderson's/ / ^ 
article. f\|t li’IVOfif A % ■ !j 

jjfogw \s j is ^Ss. 

mi 
Bjj 
vJ Uc JW 1 ^ 

Staff 
Security 

JT ^ 
A AOfiM 

\ 
/ On 6/21/77 at 5:40 p.m., Ivo J. SpalWtin, 

Director of the House Subcommittee on International 
and Scientific Affairs, telephoned SA I 
advising Chairman Sablocki had expressed concern regarding 
a news article by columnist Jack Anderson of 6/14/77 (attached) , 

t~ [which related to the infiltration by Yugoslav Secret Police 
{ i into the activities of the Serbian Orthodox Church in the U. S. 

| Mr. Spalatin said Chairman Zablocki is considering whether to g 
!* request a briefing by the FBI concerning the basis for 3 

Anderson * 3 article and that he, Spalatin, would recontact S 
on 6/22/77 to advise of the Chairman's decision with w 

regard to the briefing. 

b7C 
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i * 9 
Memorandum to Assistant Director, Intelligence Division 
Re: Request of Chairman Clement J. Zablocki 

bl 
b3 

On 6/22/77 at 11:30 a.m., Mr. Spalatin telephoned 
advising that Chairman Zablocki has received SA 

numerous telephone calls from various clergymen of the 
Serbian Orthodox Church in the vicinity of Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, and that a delegation of the Church will visit 
the Chairman in Washington, D. C., on Monday, 6/27/77, for 
the purpose of demanding that the FBI investigate the matter 
contained in the Anderson column. Mr. Spalatin said Chairman 
Zablocki asks that he be briefed concerning Anderson's column . 
prior to 6/27/77. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the Intelligence Division consider prompt 
briefing of Chairman Zablocki as requested, it being noted 
that if the briefing entails disclosure of substantive infor¬ 
mation from FBI files it must be with the approval of the 
Department. 

b6 
b7C 

r 
APPROVED! Tff'J Adim Sarv<_ 

Crim. 

Director- 
Assoc. — 
Cep* AD Mm 

a tcp. AD lit 
(V* 

Fin. & Pars.— 
Kant. ...JL- 
InteUrTW^ 
Laboratory- 

In*._ 
Tcr.h, .Scrvsx. 

Trunins- 
Pc5>!b A*fs« Si! 
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ADDENDUM TO LEG AliDUNSEL MEMO 6/22/77 TO ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, TNTELLIGEN< 
-DIVISION * RE REQ« OF CHAIRMAN CLEMENT J. JBlOCKI, HOUSE COMMITTEE ON 

, international regions, for briefing CONCEI^G article OF COLUMNIST 
JACK ANDERSON, 6/14/77 , 1 «. Mr. Leavitt 

I - Mr. Creoar_^ 
- . I -_ b6 

Re: .-.ec-^er-; . _x -'jyir» Mintz b7C 
b6 

?• b7C 
1 

> I- 

-LI1 tc ^ x 1C <~J. 1 ; _ . 

£ -5ADDENDUM: INTELLIGENCE DIVISION WOC:mjt 6/22/77 

_\~' If approved the Intelligence Division will obtain ^7 q 
oral approval for the briefing from Mr. Mike Kelly, Counsel 
to the Attorney General. 

INTELLIGENCE DIVISION WOC:mjt 6/27/77 ADDENDUM: 

On the morning of 6/27/77, Mr. Mike Kelly, Counsel to 
the Attorney General ,.telephonically advised that it was the 
consensus of Departmental officials, including the. Attorney 
General, that Congressman Zablocki should be recontacted and 
advised that after discussions with the Office of the Attorney 
General it was felt he should submit his request for a briefing l 

the FBI in writing to the Attorney General. This request should 
be predicated on Congressman Zablocki5 s role as Chairman of the 
Subcommittee on International Security and Scientific Affairs of 
the Committee of International Relations. In addition the 
letter from Congressman Zablocki should set forth the reasons 
why he believes he heeds such a briefing from the FBI in his rolfi 
as Chairman of this Committee. 

\ Mr. Kelly also mentioned that the Department felt 
future requests from members of Congress should be reduced in 
writing; should be addressed to the Attorney General and should 

^ set forth the justification for briefings by the FBI. 

|] The Legal Counsel Division should so advise 
{/Congressman Zablocki of the above. 
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FROM 

UNITED STATES GOVERN 

0 0 

•Mr. GaTi'a^per 

B. H/ 

date: 11/30/76 

b6 
Mr. Adams b7C 
Mr. Gallagher 
Mr. Ingram 
Mr. Cooke 

subject; UK" LETTER BY 

MISCELLANEA 
CONCERNING 

Mr. Leavitt rZZSZZ 
Mr. Mintz O If act or 5e«*y -y-- 

Mr. Moore ' ,,0 
New Haven Field Office Fxl@\f 

D«p. AD Arfm. —. 

Pop. AD lov.- 

Asst. Dir.: 

Adm. Ssrv.,. 

’Ext. Afto** —-T7>S' f 

**«•*& 
C«n. I 
w*nt. J5 —— ^ 
Inspoctiof -— 

Intoil.- 
Laboratory.-- 

Legal Cown.- 

Pfan. & EvcU,— . 

Roc. Ms*t. —-— 

Spoc. l«v.--— 
Training -- 

TolopHono Rm.- 

Otroctor Se«*y 

PURPOSE: To set forth facts regarding a breakdown in 
nSTSon between the FBI and U. S. Secret Service as 

alleged in 11/29/76, "The Washington Poffc' coP™PLLrjhia 
Jack Anderson and Les Whitten_relating to the Philadelph , 

■ Pennsylvaniaf "^egionnaires Disease matter* 

SYNOPSIS: Jack Anderson - Les Whitten column^of 11/29/76, _ 
states U. S. Secret Service (USSS) is uP^et with . 

_ failing to advise tho™ of a amnact i.n tha Leqion Fever 

' ra<?s.' Column states . 
ceived a vague, but ominous letter whidh lie ™-=viilable 
to the FBI’on 8/2/76. Column states President Fora cleare 
for visit to'Philadelphia 9/23/76, and had the USSS known 
a suspect was loose, 'it is doubtful the President_woula^ 
have been permitted to visit Philaaelphia. Co 
states USSS did not know of the letter until 
Whitten wrote about it on 10/28/76, and that US 
tified the writer and determined he was not in Phi lad p 

at the right time and was not of protective inQ/o/7fi* 
Hartford, Connecticut. Resident Agency did on 8/2/76, 
receive letter from! I in which h .. 
what he described as a “crank" letter receive y *-*“• d 
The letter contained ramblings and drawings w - 
writer had complaint concerning New York Insurance Com.e - 
sation Fund. Mention was made in letter of variou . 

' chemicals causing cancer. No violation was 
nor was there indication of information which should-fee ix, 
disseminated to USSS under established guidelines. \ A 
New Haven Division filed letter in 9-0 / 
send copy to FBIHQ. 10/23/76, Anderson/Whitten nnlnmtr A 
set forth information regarding testimony o I, » 
before Congressional committee investigating LJg^; ^ / 
Disease" in which he theorized a nickel compound mig . 
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* Cooke-to Gal^^gher Memo 
Re: • RECEIPT OF "CRANK" LETTER BY 

* C- 

b6 
b7C 

have been used in Philadelphia. Mention WAS made of-the 

anonymous, ominous-sounding letter. quoted same 

date in Associated Press release that his remarks had 
been overstated and taken out of context. *USSS contacted < 
FBIHQ 10/28/76, advising they had learned FBI had copy of 
letter. Telephonic contact with New Haven Division resulted 
in copy being sent to FBIHQ which was turned over to USSS. 
USSS identified writer as in New York.City 
and determined he had no information regarding "Legionnaires 
Disease" and was not a threat to any of their protectees. 
USSS has advised FBIHQ they are not concerned about this 
matter and relations between the USSS and FBI are excellent. 
They so advised Anderson's Office prior to the 11/29/76, 

column. 

gSCOMMENDATION: For informatio#>FROvED: 

DETAILS: 

Director.....^ 

Assoc. Dir.; 

Dcp. AD 

Dep. AO 
The 11/29/76, column by Jack Anderson and Les 

Legal Coun^.- 

Plan/& tnsp. 

Rec. Nigt. 

S. & T- Serv- 

Sjhjc. . 

Whitten in "The Washington Post” newspaper, alleged that 
the U. S. Secret Service (USSS) is upset with the FBI 
for failing to tell them about a suspect in the "Legion 
Pever" case.' The column states the FBI, on 8/2/76, re¬ 
ceived a vague, but ominous letter, which had been 
sent to I I the nation's leading 
expert on nickel poisoning. This was after the "Legion¬ 
naires- Disease," incident in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 

but before experts began to suspect nickel carbonyl as 

the le’thal agent used. 

The column states that President Ford was cleared 
for a visit on 9/23/76, to Philadelphia and some of the 
spots frequented by the Legionnaires. Had the USSS known 
a suspect was loose, with a knowledge of nickel poisoning, 
it is doubtful the President would have been permitted 
to visit the Bellevue Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia, 
which was the center of the "Legionnaires Disease," 
according to the column. 

Further, the column states the USSS did not 
learn of the letter until Anderson and Whitten wrote 
about it on 10/28/76. According to Anderson -Whitten, 
the USSS, by use of sophisticated ink comparisons and 
other tools, located the letter writer and determined 
he had not been in Philadelphia at the right time and 

was not now of protective interest. 

_ o _ 



The facts of this matter are as follows: 

1 
The Hartford, Connecticut, Resident Agency. on 

8/2/76, was in receipt of a letter from_^ who 
is with the University of Connecticut School of Medicine, 
in which he enclosed what he described as a 11 crank" letter 
received by him on 7/28 or 29/76, from an unknown writer. 
The letter contained Xerox copies of ramblings and a draw¬ 
ing of what appeared to be the devil and the Statue of 
Liberty. The gist of the ramblings indicated the writer 
'had some type of complaint concerning the New York Insurance 
Compensation Fund. Mention was made of various chemicals 
causing cancer. | | made no mention of the 
"Legionnaires Disease." No violation under FBI juris¬ 
diction was noted nor was there any indication of information 
which should be disseminated to USSS under established 
guidelines (generally, these guidelines require any in¬ 
formation regarding a threat against any public official 
to be disseminated to USSS). The New Haven Division 
filed the letter in their S-0 file and did not send a 
copy to FBIHQ. 

On 10/28/76, the Anderson - Whitten column in 
"The Washington Post" set forth information regarding 
testimony of | before a Congressional committee 
chaired by Representative John Murphy of New York. 
_ theorized before the committee that a nickel 
compound combined with dry ice may have been introduced 
into the hotel where delegates were meeting. The column 
stated his theory was bolstered by "an anonymous, ominous- 
sounding letter" which was mailed days before the "Legionnaires 
Disease" attracted national attention. | | 
according to the article, turned the letter over to Murphy 
who brought it to the attention of the Chief of Forensic 
Psychiatry at Walter Reed Army Medical Center. This 
psychiatrist advised Murphy that the writing was charac¬ 
teristic of "an envious paranoid, full of hatred," who 
could be murderous. 

’_ In an Associated Press release later on that day 
was quoted as saying that his remarks re¬ 

garding the possible role of nickel as causative factor 
in the "Legionnaires Disease" were overstated and his 
comments were taken entirely out of context. 

3 



On 10/28/76, SA | _| USSS Liaison 
General Investigative Division Supervisor 

[advising- USSS had learned that the 
a copy of the-letter and requested a copy of it. 

tacted 

had 

v Supervisor telephonically contacted 
New Haven ASAC F. X. O'Neill, who advised New Haven did 
have a copy of the letter. A copy was sent to FBIHQ by 
facsimile and was turned over to SA _ 

Subsequently, SAI I advised Supervisor| 
that the USSS had gone to the New York insurance Compen¬ 
sation Fund in New York City where a secretary remembered 
an individual who in the past had mentioned such things 
as were contained in the letter. USSS Agents contacted • 
this individual.I | at his 
residence, room.) [ the Qlcott Hotel, ’l / westtreet L 
Wp.w York^cTtyrnf [ admitted''- sending this letter to 

1 I and a similar letter he sent to the White 
House in September, 1976, (which had not been brought to 
the attention of the FBI by the USSS). The USSS Agents 
determined _possessed no information whatsoever 
regarding the "Legionnaires Disease" and was not a threat 
to any of their protectees. lclaimed to have no 
history of mental illness, but does suffer from a rapid 
heart condition. 

-USSS furnished copy of their report to Reoresen- 
tative Murphy's committee, but did not furnish |_ 
name out of consideration of his privacy. 

» Les Whitten was in contact with Deputy Assistant 
Director Frank J. Illig, Jr., External Affairs Division, 
on 11/22/76, regarding his proposed article. Additionally, 
USSS Assistant Director James Burke, Office of Protective 
Research, on 11/23/76, contacted Assistant Director 
Thomas W. Leavitt, to advise that USSS Public Affairs 
Office had been in touch with Jack Anderson’s Office re¬ 
garding the proposed article in an effort to set the 
record straight. Burke advised USSS was not concerned 
about this matter and that relations between the USSS 
and the FBI are excellent. They so advised Anderson's 
Office. 

Copies of | letter and the 10/28/76, and 
11/29/76, Anderson - Whitten columns are attached. 
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date: 

FROM L. e. Rhyni«Jj-J 

O 
SUBJECT. JAMES WALTER MC CORD AND OTHERS 

10/1/75 

1 - Mr. Gallagher 

i -[ 
1 " Mr. Rhvne 
1 - 

Cj 

BURGLARY OP THE DEMOCRATIC 
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 
WASHINGTON, D. C. ' 
JUNE 17, 1972 

Mr. Wannall 

* -• 

A**f. 

Aimin,_— L 

Comp. Sy»t, - 

llyfjJ, ,_w_„ 
tuspocticm- 

|l>tvll« . 

Lo(i oro l o< y _ 

Logoi Coon. . 

Plan.& fvo!._ 

Sf>cr, Inv. _ 

Trcinmg __ 

Telephone Rn*. _ 

O iiccfor $cc*y _ 

INCEPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS iate 03-C? 

ALL INFCRVRiiCH CCUTAIHE! 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
?nns 5T €0324 UC 3AW,'RS/ST 

PURPOSE: To set forth request from Special Prosecutor, 
Henry S. Ruth, Jr. , regarding any information we may 

.jhave in our |sr3.es regarding the assassination plot 
I against Jack Anderson. A review of our files discloses 

% ~ 
<3* 

*4 3 - 
t'i 
*4 fH M 

r o H ? 
* o 

% '35 35 
2 ^ w 

no s uch’^irir orrna ti on. 

DETAILS: Henry S. Ruth, Jr., Special Prosecutor, 
telephonically contacted Section Chief, Louis E. Rhyne, 
9/30/75, in reference to recent newspaper articles 
'reporting that E. Howard Hunt had contemplated the 
murder of Jack Anderson, a Washington Syndicated Columnist. 
Ruth requested that we review our files regarding the 
Watergate investigation to determine if we had ever 
received any such information from informants or during 
the course of our investigation. He indicated that they 
had conducted some interviews and reference had been 
made that such a plot may have existed, however, no concrete 
facts have been developed, that such was the case. Ruth 
also indicated that possibly there was a plot to assassinate 
Daniel Ellsberg. 

In an interview in the current issue of Time 
Magazine, convicted Watergate Burglar E. Howard Hunts, OCT 10 1975 

m w _ said former White House Aide, Charles Colson,, once 
IS 2 ^ j suggested that Anderson might be discredited if he •*ajppB«££-e'd:a‘ *“*•«*«•. 
stwi54' °n his live radio program under the .influence of a drug. 
H >-* m Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy., another convicted Watergate 
«3Iyj| Burglar, discussed the means for doing this, but never 
ntpS contemplated murder as was previously reported. Hunt said 
5[ » w it was just another wild idea that never got beyond the 

proposal stage, in the interview with Time. Hunt denied that 
any action as serious as murder was ever contemplated, but 
revealed the drugging plot. 
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Memo to Mr. Gallagher 
Re:' JAMES WALTER MC CORD AND OTHERS 

A review has been conducted of files maintained 
relative to the Watergate investigation and no information 
was found to indicate that we had any knowledge of such a 
plot nor was any reference to such a plot found relative to 
Jack Anderson or Daniel Ellsberg. 

On 10/1/75, Mr. Ruth was advised of the above and 
no a.nvestigation will be conducted unless specifically 
requested by the Special Prosecution Force. 

ACTION: For information. 

1 
I 
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TO Washington frierry»Go-Itouml 
,-V- ' 

ghored Strict Rules 

* By Jack Anderson 
j H 
. and Les Whitten 

i'The , FBI has always 
required its agents to toe’the 
hne*The standards are strict, 

dhe rules rigid Agents have 
been disciplined for accepting 

'dcfootball ticket or a free 
mgaL ; ; 
£ Yet top FBI officials haven't 

always obeyed the regulations 
tfiey have imposed on the 
rank-and-file* 

, *The late J. Edgar Hoover 
accepted race-track vacations 
from Texas tycoon Clint * 
Murchison and used FBI 
agents to write books for him. 
His successor, L; Patrick 
Gray 'III, took to flying about 
the country in Air Force 

i planes and staying at fancy 
hotels, 
• ^$fow we h^velearned that 
the present FBI director, 

'Clarence M. Kelley, was 
wined, dined.and hosted fora 
weekend at'New York City’s 
posh .Waldorf Astoria >y the 
insurance company that 
underwrites health insurance 
for FBI employees. 

Not only Kelley but two of 
his deputies, Thomas Jenkins 
and Thomas Feeney, got the 
full treatment from ’the, 
Prudential Insurance Co. 
Their wives also were guests 
of the company.' 
' Aside from the Waldorf 
incident. Kelley has kept 
himself dean. An associate 

^ (said this was the only time a 

question of a conflict^of in¬ 
terest had ever been raised 
about Kelley .' 
‘'Although FBI employees 

r aren't supposed to accept such 
expensive favors from firms 
with which they dp business, 
the FBI insurance program 
theoretically^.independent 6f 
the FBI. The agents rurf rit7 
however, with Feeney as 
president and Jenkins a board 
member. 

In explaining the Kelley ^ 
junket, the FBI said: uThe 
primary purpose of the trip 
was for Prudential 
executives...to' meet with Mr. 
Kelley and key members of 
the (health insurance 
program). During this „ 
meeting, items of mutual 
interest.. ,were discussed.” 

The FBI said Prudential 
didn’t pay travel ^expenses for 

' the FBI party, only Hotel and 
related bills. Kelley’s tran¬ 
sportation costs were picked 
up by the FBI because he 
consulted with his New York 
office head during the visit. 

* Far moVe flagrant were the 
abuses of that stern old 
disciplinarian, Hoover and his 
sidekick, Clyde poison. Here 
are a few example^ we have 
obtained from sworn 
statements and old-time FBT* 
sources: 

■ —Hoovter .and Toison used 
an FBI dnspector^ Albert 
Gunsser, to fill out their tax 
forms and so metimes to 

t advise them on their oil in¬ 
vestments in Texas, Louisiana 
and Kansas. Gunsser must, 
have been an investment 
genius, for Toison left an 

\estate approaching $750,(100, 
Imueh of it bequeathed to him, 
(by Hoover, _______ 

UAi one time, Toison Was 
drawing $4,000 a month from 
oil investments. After he 
retired in 1972, recalls former 
FBI bigwig John Mohr, 
"people in the oil business 
would call'(Toison) on the 
phone and tell him, 4We’vegot 
.a good, pne going here, do you 

: want to get in on it, Clyde?’ 
And I guess he would get in on 
it.” 

—Despite his wealth, the 
-aged toison demanded $4,500 
from the J. Fdgar Hoover 
Foundation for'some boo ks 
Hoover had willed him. When 
the foundation's director 
complained bitterly, Toison' 
retorted: "Pay the $4,500 or 
forget it.”, 

—When Tolson’s mother 
/tfas sick, he didn’t hire mlrses 
With his own money but 
assigned a special agent "who 
spent a great deal.of .time 
taking care of Clyde's 
mother.” The agent’s wife 
also helped with the nursing. 

‘ —Toison excluded from his 
will a nephew he had installed 
as an FBI agent. The nephew 
upset Toison by running off 
with a woman from a local 
police department, Mohr 
alleged. Yet Toison used an 
artifice, himself, to stay at the 
FBI long after his health had 
failed. 

—A bachelor, Toison dated a 
model in New York City “a 
long time ago” and Sequent 
ed race tracks where he had a 
“special arrangement,” Mohr 
said. 

—Toison had his erstwhile 
; aide, Mohr, draw up a series 
of Wills and codicils. Mohr 
wrote himself in for a $26,609 

legacy plus perhaps an equal 
‘ amount i n execu tor’s fees. For 

a lawyer to write himself into 
a' client^ will is a breach of 
legal ethics. Mohr explained 
that he was acting for Toison 
as a friend, not as his lawyer, 
and that Toison specifically 
ordered him to Write himself 
into the will. 

Mohr denied emphatically, 
meanwhile, that he took the 
mysterious "Hoover papers” 
out of the late FBI chief’s old 
house where they reportedly 
had been stored. All he 
removed, said Mohr, were 
"-several boxes of spoiled 
wine,” a half-dozen boxes of 
trash and “15 or 20 jars of 

. honey'” which he said were 
"thrown out.” 

He also took some other 
innocent items, he said, in¬ 
cluding some “loose papers” 
which Mohr said he turned 
over to his attorney , for 
safekeeping. 

i PURINA POSTSCRIPT—In 
an earlier column, we 
reported that ,the Humane 
Society of the United States 
found cats used by Purina for 
its commercials were from a 
facility where mistreatment 
of animals occurred. 

We can now report that 
Purina is mo longer using the ' 
facility and has taken 
measures to make sure its 
cats are as well-cared-for as 
they look on TV. The firm 
avows that it has "initiated 
periodical unannounced.in¬ 
spections of all facilities” used 
for its TV and other ads~ a 
practice that other firms 
miqht well follow to insure 
huma ne ca re of TV a nima Is. 

W5,Unfted Feature Syndicate, lncj>yj^ 
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